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THE UNIVERSITY CALENDAR
1926-1927-1928
Sept. 8-11, Wed.-Sat.
Sept. 17, Fri.
Sept. 17-18, Fri.-Sat.
Sept. 18, Sat., 10 a.m.-2:30
Sept. 20-21, Mon.-Tues.
Sept. 22, Wed., 8 a. m.
Sept. 27,-Oct. 2, Mon.-Sat.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov,
Dec.
Dec.
1, Fri., 8 p. m.
4, Mon., 8 a. m.
4 p. m.
11, Thurs.
18-20, Thurs.-Sat.
24, Wed., 12 m.
25, Thurs.
29, Mon., 8 a. m.
6, Mon., 4 p. m.
22, Wed., 11 a. m.
5 p. m.
Jan. 3, Mon., 8 a. m.
1 p. m.
Jan. 25, Tues.
Jan. 31,-Feb. 4, Mon.-Fri
Feb. 2, Wed.
Feb. 2-5, Wed.-Sat.
Feb. 7-8, Mon.-Tues.
Feb. 7, Mon., 8 a. m.
Feb. 9, Wed., 8 a. m.
Feb. 12, Sat.
Feb. 14, Mon., 4 p. m.
Feb. 22, Tues.
Apr. 4, Mon., 4 p. m.
Apr. 14, Thurs., 11 a. m.
5 p. m.
Apr. 18, Mon., 8 a. m.
Apr. 19, Tues., 1 p. m.
May, between 15 and 31
May 27, Fri.
May 30, Mon.
May 30,-June 3, Mon.-Fri
June 6, Mon.
4 p. m.
June 10, Fri.
June 11, Sat., 10 a. m.
June 12, Sun.
June 13, Mon.
8:30 p. m.
June 14, Tues.
June 15, Wed.
FIRST SEMESTER, 1926-1927
Entrance examinations, Urbana and Chicago
Registration Day for Freshmen
Registration Days for Graduate School
p.m. Meetings for Freshman Men and Women
Registration Days for Upperclassmen
Instruction begun, Urbana
Examinations for removal of conditions, Chicago
Schools
President's reception, Woman's Building
Registration, Chicago Schools
Meeting, University Senate
Armistice Day
High School Conference
Thanksgiving recess begun, Chicago Schools
Thanksgiving Day
Instruction resumed, Chicago Schools
Meeting, University Senate
Holiday recess begun, Urbana
Holiday recess begun, Chicago Schools
1927
Instruction resumed, Chicago Schools
Instruction resumed, Urbana
Semester examinations begun, Urbana
Semester examinations, Chicago Schools
Semester examinations ended, Urbana
Entrance examinations, Urbana
SECOND SEMESTER, 1926-1927
Registration Days, Urbana
Registration, Chicago Schools
Instruction begun, Urbana
Lincoln Day
Meeting, University Senate
Washington's Birthday
Meeting, University Senate
Easter recess begun, Urbana
Easter recess begun, Chicago Schools
Instruction resumed, Chicago Schools
Instruction resumed, Urbana
Hazelton prize drill
Annual inspection
Company competitive drill
Final examinations begun, Urbana
Military Day
Memorial Day
Final Examinations, Chicago Schools
Final examinations ended, Urbana
Meeting, University Senate
Class Day, Chicago
Alumni Meeting, College of Medicine
Annual Commencement, Chicago Schools
Baccalaureate address
Class Day, Urbana
Senior Ball
Alumni Day
FlFTY-SEXTH ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT
The University Calendar
June 20, Mon.
June 21, Tues., 8 a. m.
Aug. 12-13, Fri.-Sat.
SUMMER SESSION, 1927
Registration Day
Instruction begun
Final examinations
Sept. 7-10, Wed.-Sat.
Sept. 16, Fri.
Sept. 16-17, Fri.-Sat.
Sept. 17, Sat., 10 a.m., 2
Sept. 19-20, Mon.-Tues.
Sept. 21, Wed., 8 a. m.
Sept. 30, Fri., 8 p. m.
Oct. 3, Mon., 8 a. m.
4 p. m.
Nov. 11, Fri.
Nov. 17-19, Thurs.-Sat.
Nov. 23, Wed., 12 m.
Nov. 24, Thurs.
Nov. 28, Mon., 8 a. m.
Dec. 5, Mon., 4 p. m.
Dec. 22, Thurs., 11 a. m.
5 p. m.
FIRST SEMESTER, 1927-1928
Entrance examinations, Urbana and Chicago
Registration Day for Freshman
Registration Days for Graduate School
:30 p. m. Meetings for Freshman Men and Women
Registration Days for Upper Classmen
Instruction begun, Urbana
President's reception, Woman's Building
Registration, Chicago Schools
Meeting, University Senate
Armistice Day
High School Conference
Thanksgiving recess begun, Chicago Schools
Thanksgiving Day
Instruction resumed, Chicago Schools
Meeting, University Senate
Holiday recess begun, Urbana
Holiday recess begun, Chicago Schools
Jan. 3, Tues., 8 a. m.
1 p. m.
Jan. 24, Tues.
Jan. 30,-Feb. 3, Mon.-Fri.
Feb. 1, Wed.
Feb. 1-4, Wed.-Sat.
1928
Instruction resumed, Chicago Schools
Instruction resumed, Urbana
Semester examinations begun, Urbana
Semester examinations, Chicago Schools
Semester examinations ended, Urbana
Entrance examinations, Urbana
Feb. 6-7, Mon.-Tues.
Feb. 6, Mon., 8 a. m.
Feb. 8, Wed., 8 a. m.
Feb. 12, Sun.
Feb. 13, Mon., 4 p. m.
Feb. 22, Wed.
Apr. 2, Mon., 4 p. m.
Apr. 5, Thurs., 11 a. m.
5 p. m.
Apr. 9, Mon., 8 a. m.
Apr. 10, Tues., 1 p. m.
May, between 15 and 31
May 25, Fri.
May 28,-June 1, Mon.-Fri
May 30, Wed.
June 4, Mon., 4 p. m.
June 8, Fri.
June 9, Sat., 10 a. m.
June 10, Sun.
June 11, Mon.
8:30 p. m.
June 12, Tues.
June 13, Wed.
SECOND SEMESTER, 1927-1928
Registration Days, Urbana
Registration, Chicago Schools
Instruction begun, Urbana
Lincoln Day
Meeting, University Senate
Washington's Birthday
Meeting, University Senate
Easter recess begun, Urbana
Easter recess begun, Chicago Schools
Instruction resumea, Chicago Schools
Instruction resumed, Urbana
Hazelton prize drill
Annual inspection
Company competitive drill
Final examinations begun, Urbana
Military Day
Final examinations, Chicago Schools
Memorial Day
Meeting, University Senate
Final examinations ended, Urbana
Class Day, Chicago
Alumni Meeting, College of Medicine
Annual Commencement, Chicago Schools
Baccalaureate address
Class Day, Urbana
Senior Ball
Alumni Day
Fifty-seventh Annual Commencement
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Members Ex Officio
The Governor of Illinois
HON. LEN SMALL
The Superintendent of Public Instruction
HON. FRANCIS G. BLAIR
(Term 1921-1927)
LAURA B. EVANS
HELEN M. GRIGSBY
WILLIAM L. NOBLE
J. W. ARMSTRONG
MARY E. BUSEY
MERLE J. TREES
GEORGE A. BARR
ANNA W. ICKES .
FRED L. WHAM .
Springfield
Springfield
Taylorville
Pittsfield
(Term 1923-1929)
(Term 1925-1931)
31 N. State Street, Chicago
1822 30th Street, Rock Island
Urbana
37 W. Van Buren Street, Chicago
Joliet
Hubbard Woods
.
Centralia
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD
MERLE J. TREES, 37 W. Van Buren Street, Chicago
HARRISON E. CUNNINGHAM, Urbana
A. M. BURKE, Champaign
LLOYD MOREY, Urbana . . .
. President
. Secretary
Treasurer
Comptroller
COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
Executive Committee
Merle J. Trees, Chairman; Mary E. Busey, William L. Noble
Standing Committees
Buildings and Grounds—George A. Barr, Chairman; Anna Wilmarth Ickes,
William L. Noble, Helen M. Grigsby, Laura B. Evans.
Finance—James W. Armstrong, Chairman; George A. Barr, Mary E. Busey.
Engineering—Fred L. Wham, Chairman; James W. Armstrong, Mary E. Busey.
Agriculture—Mary E. Busey, Chairman; James W. Armstrong, Helen M. Grigsby.
Chicago Departments—William L. Noble, Chairman; Anna Wilmarth Ickes,
George A. Barr.
Students' Welfare—Laura B. Evans, Chairman; Mary E. Busey, Fred L. Wham.
Instruction—Helen M. Grigsby, Chairman; Anna Wilmarth Ickes, William L.
Noble.
Library—Anna Wilmarth Ickes, Chairman; William L. Noble, Laura B. Evans.
Alumni—George A. Barr, Chairman; Fred L. Wham, Laura B. Evans.
Physical Education—James W. Armstrong, Chairman; Fred L. Wham, Helen M.
Grigsby.
ADVISORY BOARDS
The Board of Trustees has established from time to time certain advisory boards or com-
mittees of citizens of the State whose function is to advise the respective departments
on questions which may be referred by the department to the boards. The list of such
boards for 1926-27 follows:
College of Law
Mr. John G. Drennan, Chicago; Mr. William R. Hunter, Kankakee; Mr. Walter
C. Lindlet, Danville; Mr. George T. Page, Peoria; Mr. Peter P. Schaefer,
Champaign.
School of Pharmacy
Mr. J. F. Sheve, Jacksonville; Mr. John H. Harsh, Peoria; Mr. Leo L. Mrazek,
Chicago; Mr. Fred W. Rauth, Springfield; Mr. Byron Armstrong, Jacksonville.
Department of Ceramic Engineering
Mr. F. W. Bijtterworth, Danville; Mr. A. W. Gates, Monmouth; Mr. W. D. Gates,
Chicago; Mr. J. W. Stipes, Champaign.
Agricultural Experiment Station
Agronomy (Farm Crops): Mr. Eugene Funk, Bloomington; Mr. Charles Rowe,
Jacksonville; Mr. Harvey Sconce, Sidell; Mr. 0. J. Sommer, Pekin; Mr. William
Webb, Joliet.
Agronomy (Soils): Mr. Ralph Allen, Delavan; Mr. G. F. Tullock, Rockford;
Mr. F. I. Mann, Gilman; Hon. A. N. Abbott, Morrison; Mr. N. F. Goodwin,
Palestine.
Animal Husbandry: Mr. J. R. Fulkerson, Jerseyville; Mr. W. S. Corsa, White Hall;
Mr. L. E. Stoutenberg, Flora; Mr. P. B. Scott, Alexis; Mr. A. L. Robinson,
Pekin.
Dairy Husbandry: Dr. N. W. Hepburn, Peoria; Mr. H. C. Horneman, Danville;
Mr. F. E. Shuster, Springfield; Hon. R. B. Swift, Lake Forest; Mr. Harry M.
Wood, Delavan.
Farm Mechanics: Mr. J. P. Stout, Chatham; Mr. O. W. Hoit, Geneseo; Mr. L. S.
Foote, Tunnel Hill.
Farm Organization and Management: Mr. W. E. Riegel, Tolono; Mr. C. A. Ewing,
Decatur; Mr. Charles Foss, OrangeviUe; Mr. F. H. McKelvey, Springfield;
Mr. F. C. Parks, Minonk.
Horticulture: Mr. Guy Beauman, Tunnel Hill; Mr. G. A. Bryant, Princeton; Hon.
H. M. Dunlap, Savoy; Mr. August Geweke, Des Plaines; Mr. W. S. Perrine,
Centralia.
Floriculture: Mr. J. F. Ammann, Edwardsville; Mr. Van Iles Cole, Springfield;
Mr. George J. Ball, Glenn Ellyn; Mr. Hans Jepsen, Maywood; Mr. F. L.
WASHBURN, Bloomington.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
Office of the President
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President
Thomas Arkle Clark, B.L., Litt.D., Captain I.N.G., Adjutant to the President in
Military Affairs
Anthony James Janata, A.B., Assistant to the President and Private Secretary
Harold Boomer Johnston, A.B., Executive Secretary
Office of the Provost
Kendric Charles Babcock, Ph.D., LL.D., Provost
Office of the Superintendent of Business Operation
James McLaren White, B.S., Superintendent of Business Operation and Supervising
Architect
Office of the Registrar
George Philip Tuttle, Jr., B.S., Registrar
Levi Augustus Boice, Recorder
Donald Ashway Grossman, LL.B., Examiner
Office of the Comptroller
Lloyd Morey, A.B., B.Mus., C.P.A. (111.), Comptroller
Charles Harlow Pratt, A.B., Auditor
Horace Ballou Ingalls, B.S., Bursar
Harold Mortimer Edwards, LL.B., Purchasing Agent
Office of the Dean of Men
Thomas Arkle Clark, B.L., Litt.D., Dean
Fred Harold Turner, A.M., Assistant Dean
James Gladwyn Thomas, A.B., Assistant Dean
Office of the Dean of Women
Maria Leonard, A.M., Dean
Cora K Miller, A.B., Assistant to the Dean
Helen W McNair, B.S., Assistant to the Dean
Office of the High School Visitor
Horace Adelbert Hollister, A.M., High School Visitor
Harold D Trimble, A.M., Assistant High School Visitor
Edwin H Sanguinet, A.M., Assistant High School Visitor
Charles W Knudsen, 1 M.S., Assistant High School Visitor
Office of the University Press
Harrison Edward Cunningham, A.B., Director of the Press and the Information Office
iSeoond Semester
10 Administrative Officers
Office of the Supervising Architect
James McLarex White, B.S., Supervising Architect and Superintendent of Business
Operation
George Ellert Wright, B.S., Assistant Supervising Architect
Joseph Albert Morrow, Superintendent of Buildings
Charles Evelyn Atkixsox, Superintendent of Grounds
University Department of Physical Welfare
George A. Huff, B.S., Director
University Department of Hygiene and Public Health
Joseph Howard Beard, A.M., M.D., Health Officer
Vergil Alvix Boss, A.M., M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
Johx Richard Caix, M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
Max Lampert, M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
George R Blackstoxe, M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
Harry Clifford Gebhart, M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
Mariox Thomas Rosser, M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
Ian Davis Tiedemaxx. M.D., Medical Adviser for Men
Maude Lee Etheredge, M.D., Dr.P.H., Medical Adviser for Women
Ethel Esther LrrrLE, M.D., Medical Adviser for Women
Virgil Martha Gilchrist, M.D., Medical Adviser for Women
University Department of Physical Education for Women
Louise Freer, A.M., Director
University Military Department, R. 0. T. C.
William Toppixg Merry, Colonel, Commandant
University Library
Phixeas Lawrexce Windsor, Ph.B., Director
Museum Curators
Fraxk Collixs Baker, B.S., Xatural History
William Abbott Oldfather, Ph.D., Classical and Archeology Art (Aciirig)
Xeil Coxwell Brooks, Ph.D., European Culture
Albert Tex Eyck Olmstead, Ph.D., Oriental Museum
«
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
OF THE COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS
IX DRBANA
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Kexdric Charles Babcock, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean
Waldo Shumway, Ph.D., Assistant Dean
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Charles Maxfred Thompson", Ph.D., LL.D., Dean
Edward Joseph Ftlbey, Ph.D., C.P.A., Assistant Dean
College of Engineering
Milo Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Dean
Harvey Herbert Jordax, B.3., Assistant Dean
College of Agriculture
Herbert Wlxdsor Mumford, B.S., Dean
Fred Hexry Raxkix, B.S., Assistant Dean
Council of Administration 11
College of Education
Charles Ernest Chadsey, Ph.D., Litt.D., Dean
College of Law
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.B., Dean
School of Music
Frederic Benjamin Stiven, B.Mus., Director
Library School
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Director
Frances Simpson, B.L.S., M.L., Assistant Director
School of Railway Engineering and Administration
Milo Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Director
Graduate School
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Dean
Summer Session, 1926
Charles Ernest Chadsey, Ph.D., Litt.D., Director
University High School
Lewis Ward Williams, Ph.B., A.M., Principal
IN CHICAGO
College of Medicine
Davtd John Davis, M.D., Ph.D., Dean
William Henry Browne, Secretary
College of Dentistry
Frederick Bogue Noyes, B.S., D.D.S., D.Sc, Dean
School of Pharmacy
William Baker Day, Ph.G., Dean
THE COUNCIL OF ADMINISTRATION
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President
Thomas Arkle Clark, B.L., Litt.D., Dean of Men and Professor of Rhetoric
Kendric Charles Babcock, Ph.D., LL.D., Provost and Dean of the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Dean of the Graduate School and Professor of Philosophy
Charles Ernest Chadsey, Ph.D., Litt.D., Dean of the College of Education and Professor
of Education
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of the College of Commerce and Business
Administration and Professor of Economics
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., Dean of the College of Agriculture, Director of Agri-
cultural Extension Service, Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station, and Professor
of Animal Husbandry
Milo Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Dean of the College of Engineering, Director of the School
of Railway Engineering and Administration, and Director of the Engineering Experiment
Station
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.B., Dean of the College of Law and Professor of Law
Maria Leonard, A.M., Dean of Women
David John Davis, B.S., M.D., Ph.D., Dean of the College of Medicine; Professor of Path-
ology and Bacteriology, and Head of the Department
Frederick Bogue Noyes, B.S., D.D.S., D.Sc, Dean of the College of Dentistry, Professor
of Orthodontia, Head of the Department, and Director of the Children's Clinic
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE*
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Entomology, Emeritus
Charles Wesley Rolfe, M.S., Professor of Geology, Emeritus
Arthur Newell Talbot, C.E., D.Sc, D.Eng., Professor of Municipal and Sanitary
Engineering, Retired
Samuel Wilson Parr, M.S., D.Sc, Professor of Applied Chemistry, Retired
Herbert Jewett Barton, A.M., Professor of the Latin Language and Literature, Retired,
and Secretary of the Senate
Daniel Kilham Dodge,2 Ph.D., Professor of the English Language and Literature
Eugene Davenport, M.Agr., LL.D., Professor of Thremmatology and Dean of the College
of Agriculture, Emeritus
Albert Pruden Carman, D.Sc, Professor of Physics and Head of the Department
William Baker Day, Ph.G., Pharm.M., Professor of Materia Medica and Botany, and
Dean of the School of Pharmacy
Channing Whitney Barrett, M.D., Professor of Gynecology
Thomas Arkle Clark, B.L., Litt.D., Professor of Rhetoric and Dean of Men
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Dean of the Graduate School
Charles Davison, A.M., M.D., Professor of Surgery, Emeritus
Joseph McIntyre Patton, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine
Isabel Bevier, Ph.M., B.Sc, Professor of Home Economics, Emeritus
George Peter Dreter, Ph.D., Professor of Physiology and Physiological Chemistry, and
Head of the Department (Medicine and Dentistry)
Frederick Tice, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine, Emeritus
Morgan Brooks, Ph.B., M.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering
George A Huff, 2 B.S., Professor of Physical Education and Athletic Coaching, and Director
of Physical Welfare
James McLaren White, B.S., Professor of Architectural Engineering, Supervising Archi-
tect, and Superintendent of Business Operation
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., Professor of Animal Husbandry, Dean of the College of
Agriculture, Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station, and Director of Agricultural
Extension Service
Maurice Henry Robinson, Ph.D., Professor of Economics
Joseph Cullen Blair, M.S., D.Sc, Professor of Horticulture and Head of the Department
Horace Adelbert Hollister, A.M., Professor of Education and High School Visitor
Oliver Albert Harker, A.M., LL.D., Professor of Law, Retired
Edward John Lake, B.S., Assistant Professor of Art and Design and Acting Head of the
Department
Thomas Edward Oliver, Ph.D., Professor of Romance Languages
Charles Spencer Williamson, M.S., M.D., Professor of Medicine and Head of the De-
partment
Charles Sumner Bacon, Ph.B., M.D., Professor of Obstetrics, Emeritus
Wilber John Fraser, M.S., Professor of Dairy Farming
Donald Mackey Gallie, D.D.S., Professor of Operative Dentistry; Head of the Department
Frederick Green, A.M., LL.B., Professor of Law
Harry Sands Grindley, D.Sc, Professor of Animal Nutrition
James Wilford Garner, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Political Science and Head of the
Department
Edgar Jerome Townsend, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Mathematics and Head of the De-
partment
'The Senate is composed of all University officers of full professorial rank and all others in oharge of
independent departments of instruction. This applies also to the faculties in Medicine, Dentistry, and Phar-
macy. The order is that of seniority. See index of names.
'On leave of absence.
12
The University Senate 13
William Albert Notes, Ph.D., LL.D., Chem.D., Professor of Chemistry, Retired
George Abram Miller, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
Edward Cary Hayes, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Sociology and Head of the Department
George Walter Dittmar, D.D.S., Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry and Head of the De-
partment
Julius Goebel, Ph.D., Professor of German, Retired
Frederick Brown Moorehead, M.S., D.D.S., M.D., Professor of Oral Surgery and Head
of the Department
George Alfred Goodenough, M.E., Professor of Thermodynamics
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Professor of Library Science and Director of the
Library and the Library School
Henry Baldwin Ward, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Zoology and Head of the Department
John William Lloyd, Ph.D., Professor of Olericulture
Charles Spencer Crandall, M.S., Professor of Pomology, Retired
John Archibald Fairlie, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science
Bruce Willet Benedict, M.E., Manager of Shop Laboratories in Mechanical Engineering
William Edward Burge, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology and Acting Head of
the Department
Ernest Ludlow Bogart, Ph.D., Professor of Economics and Head of the Department
Madison Bentley, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology and Head of the Department
Norval Harvey Pierce, M.D., Professor of Oto-Laryngology and Head of the Department
Julius Hayes Hess, M.D., Professor of Pediatrics
Charles Frederick Hottes, Ph.D., Professor of Plant Physiology
Kendric Charles Babcock, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
and Provost
David John Davis, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Preventive Medicine, Pathology and Bacteri-
ology, Head of the Department, and Dean of the College of Medicine
William Trelease, D.Sc., LL.D., Professor of Botany, Retired
John Sterling Kingsley, D.Sc, Professor of Zoology, Emeritus
William Shirley Bayley, Ph.D., Professor of Geology
Laurence Marcellus Larson, Ph.D.,LL.D., Professor ofHistoryand Head of the Department
Frederick Bogue Noyes, B.S., D.D.S., D.Sc., Professor of Orthodontia, Head of the De-
partment, Director of Children's Clinic, and Dean of the College of Dentistry
Ellery Burton Paine, M.S., E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering and Head of the
Department
Frank Smith, A.M., D.Sc, Professor of Systematic Zoology, Retired
Loring Harvey Provine, B.S.,A.E., Professor of Architectural Engineering and Head of
the Department of Architecture
Frank Lincoln Stevens, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Plant Pathology
Herbert Fisher Moore, M.M.E., D.Sc, Research Professor of Engineering Materials
William Abbott Oldfather, Ph.D., Professor of the Classics and Head of the Department
John Driscoll Fitz-Gerald, II, Ph.D., Litt.D., Professor of Romance Philology
Oscar Adolph Leutwiler, B.S., M.E., Professor of Mechanical Engineering Design
Nathan Austin Weston, Ph.D., Professor of Economics
Charles Zeleny, 1 Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
Albert Howe Lybyer, Ph.D., Professor of History
Ernest Bernbaum, Ph.D., Professor of English and Chairman of the Department
Cullen Warner Parmelee, M.S., Professor of Ceramic Engineering and Head of the De-
partment
David Hobart Carnahan, Ph.D., Professor of Romance Languages and Head of the De-
partment
'On leave of absence.
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Hugh Alister McGuigan, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Pharmacology, and Therapeutics,
and Head of the Department
Charles Tobias Knipp, 1 Ph.D., Professor of Experimental Electricity
Floyd Rowe Watson, Ph.D., Professor of Experimental Physics
Albert Ten Eyck Olmstead, Ph.D., Professor of History; Curator of Oriental Museum
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., Professor of Heating and Ventilation and Head of the De-
partment of Mechanical Engineering
Robert Graham, B.S., D.V.M., Professor of Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Harold Douglas Singer, M.B., M.D., Professor of Psychiatry
John McBeath Snodgrass,2 B.S., Professor of Railway Mechanical Engineering
Harrison Edward Cunningham, A.B., Director of the University Press and Secretary of
the Board of Trustees
William Leonidas Burlison, Ph.D., Professor of Crop Production and Head of the De-
partment of Agronomy
Herman Bernard Dorner, M.S., Professor of Floriculture
James Lloyd Edmonds, B.S., Professor of Horse Husbandry
Melvin Lorenius Enger, M.S., C.E., Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics, and Head
of Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Harvey Herbert Jordan, B.S., Professor of General Engineering Drawing, Head of the
Department, and Assistant Dean of the College of Engineering
Fred Henry Rankin, B.S., Superintendent of Agricultural College Extension and Assistant
Dean of the College of Agriculture
Henry Perly Rusk, M.S., Professor of Cattle Husbandry and Head of the Department of
Animal Husbandry
Charles Edward Humiston, D.Sc, M.D., Professor of Clinical Surgery
Hiram Thompson Scovill, A.B., C.P.A. (111.), Professor of Accountancy and Head of the
Department of Business Organization and Operation
James Byrnie Shaw, D.Sc, Professor of Mathematics
Arthur Byron Coble, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
Everett Edgar King, A.B., M.C.E., Professor of Railway Civil Engineering
Charles Ernest Chadsey, Ph.D., Litt.D., Professor of Education and Dean of the College
of Education
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Economics, Dean of the College
ofCommerce and Business Administration, and Director of theBureau ofBusiness Research
Roger Adams, Ph.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry and Head of the Department
Joseph Howard Beard, A.M., M.D., Professor of Hygiene and University Health Officer
George Tobias Flom, Ph.D., Professor of Scandinavian
Walter Lee Gaines, Ph.D., Professor of Milk Production
Simon Litman, Dr.Jur.Pub. et Rer.Cam., Professor of Economics
Thomas Edmund Savage, Ph.D., Professor of Geology
Louis Schultz, D.D.S., M.D., Professor of Oral Surgery and Oral Pathology (Dentistry)
Lorado Taft, M.S., Litt.D., Non-Resident Professor of Art
Terence Thomas Quirke, E.M., Ph.D., Professor of Geology; Chairman of Department
Herman Morris Adler, A.M., M.D., Professor of Social Hygiene, Criyninology, and
Medical Jurisprudence, and Head of the Department
Edward Herbert Cameron, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Psychology
Henry Foster Lewis, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics
Howard Vernon Canter, Ph.D., Professor of Classics
Robert Daniel Carmichael, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
William Henry Welker, A.C., Ph.D., Professor of Physiological Chemistry (Medicine)
,
Professor of Chemistry and Metallurgy, and Head of the Department (Dentistry)
!On leave of absence.
'Deceased, December 4th, 1926
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Martin John Prucha, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Bacteriology
William Spence Robertson, Ph.D., Professor of History
Walter Lee Summers, A.B., LL.B., J.D., Professor of Law
Clyde Mason Snow, Ph.G., A.M., Professor of Pharmacy
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.B., Professor of Lata and Dean of the College of Law
Ruth Aimee Wardall, A.M., Professor of Home Economics and Head of the Department
EmilWilhelm Lehmann, E.E., A.E., Professor ofFarm Mechanics and Head ofthe Department
Clell Lee Metcalf, D.Sc, Professor of Entomology and Head of the Department
Harrison August Ruehe, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Manufactures and Head of the De-
partment of Dairy Husbandry
Louise Freer, A.M., Professor and Director of Physical Education for Women
George Washington Goble, A.B., LL.B., Professor of Law
Albert Austin Harding, B.Mus., Professor of Music and Director of the Military Bands
Alonzo Plumstead Kratz, M.S., Research Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Walter Scott Monroe, Ph.D., Professor of Education and Director of the Bureau of
Educational Research
Lloyd Morey, A.B., B.Mus., C.P.A.(IIL), Professor of Accountancy and Comptroller
Rexford Newcomb, A.M., M.Arch., A.I.A., Professor of the History of Architecture
Harry Gilbert Paul, Ph.D., Professor of the Teaching of English
Edward Charles Schmidt, M.E., Professor of Railway Engineering and Head of the De-
partment
Fred B Seely, M.S., Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Fred Wilbur Tanner, Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Head of the Department
Wilbur M Wilson, C.E., M.M.E., Research Professor of Structural Engineering
Robert Carl Zuppke, Ph.B., Professor of Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Frederic Benjamin Stiven, B.Mus., A.A.G.O., Professor of Music and Director of the
School of Music
Hardy Cross, B.S., M.C.E., Professor of Structural Engineering
Leslie Ellsworth Card, Ph.D., Professor of Poultry Husbandry
Nelson Mortimer Percy, M.D., Professor of Clinical Surgery
Francis Eugene Senear, M.D., Professor of Dermatology and Head of the Department
Victor Emanuel Emmel, Ph.D., Professor of Anatomy and Acting Head of the Department
{Medicine)
Matthew Thompson McClure, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Head of the Department
Milo Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Dean of the College of Engineering and Director of the
Engineering Experiment Station
William Cumming Rose, Ph.D., Professor of Physiological Chemistry
Francis Samuel Philbrick, LL.B., Ph.D., Professor of Law
Robert Horace Baker, Ph.D., Professor of Astronomy and Head of the Department
William Topping Merry, Colonel, Infantry, D.O.L., Professor of Military Science and
Tactics and Commandant
Maria Leonard, A.M., Dean of Women
Harold Clayton M Case, M.S., Associate Professor of Farm Organization and Manage-
ment and Acting Head of the Department
Frederick Charles Bauer, Ph.D., Professor of Soils Extension
Arthur Moses Buswell, Ph.D., Professor of Sanitary Chemistry
Albert Henry Clark, B.S., Ph.G., Professor of Chemistry (Pharmacy)
Jay Courtland Hackleman, A.M., Professor of Farm Crops Extension
B Smith Hopkins, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Inorganic Chemistry
Jakob Kunz, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematical Physics
John Mabry Mathews, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science
Alfred Copeland Callen, M.S., E.M., Professor of Mining Engineering and Head of the
Department
16 Associate Professors
John Addison Clement, Ph.D., Professor of Secondary Education
William Everett Britton, A.M., J.D., Professor of Law
Edward Joseph Filbey, Ph.D., C.P.A.(I11.), Professor of Accountancy and Assistant Dean
of the College of Commerce and Business Administration
Edmund Norris Gathercoal, Ph.G., Professor of Pharmacognosy
William F Petersen, M.D., Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology (Medicine)
Worth Huff Rodebush, Ph.D., Professor of Physical Chemistry
Frederic Arthur Russell, Ph.D., Professor of Business Organization and Operation
James Roy Blayney, B.S., D.D.S., Associate Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics,
Associate Director of the Infirmary, and Acting Head of the Department (Dentistry)
Adolph Hartung, M.D., Professor of Radiology (Medicine)
Albert Bachem, Ph.D., Professor of Bio-Physics (Medicine)
William Ernest Carroll, Ph.D., Professor of Swine Husbandry
Maxwell Jay Dorset, Ph.D., Professor of Pomology
Harold Eaton Babbitt, M.S., Professor of Sanitary Engineering
Neil Conwell Brooks, Ph.D., Professor of German and Curator of the Museum of European
Culture
Ernest E DeTurk, Ph.D., Professor of Soil Technology
Carl Leonard Lundqren, B.S., Professor of Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Harold Hanson Mitchell, Ph.D., Professor of Animal Nutrition
Raymond Stratton Smith, Ph.D., Professor of Soil Physics
William Herschel Smith, M.S., Professor of Animal Husbandry Extension and State
Leader of Farm Advisers
Jacob Zeitlin, Ph.D., Professor of English
Frederick Howard Falls, M.S., M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology and Head
of the Department
George Boris Hassin, M.D., Professor of Neurology
Carl Arthur Hedblom, A.M., M.D., Professor of Surgery and Head of the Department
Oliver LeRoy McCaskill, Ph.B., J.D., Professor of Law
Homer Le Roy Shantz, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Botany and Head of the Department
Donald Babcock Keyes, Ph.D., Professor of Industrial Chemistry
Haim Iddell Davis, M.D., Professor of Clinical Psychiatry
Frederick George Dyas, M.D., Professor of Clinical Surgery
Charles Morgan McKenna, B.S., M.D., Professor of Genito-Urinary Surgery
Theodore Calvin Pease, Ph.D., Professor of History
Robert Francis Seybolt, Ph.D., Professor of Education
Henry Bascom Thomas, M.D., Professor of Orthopedic Surgery
Rachelle S Yarros, M.D., Professor of Social Hygiene
Sveinbjorn Johnson, A.M., LL.B., Professor of Law and Legal Counsel
Whitney Clark Huntington, M.S., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering and Head of the
Department
John Stanley Crandell, B.S., C.E., Professor of Highway Engineering
Everett G Young, M.S., M.E., Research Professor of Railway Mechanical Engineering
Associate Professors
Joseph Clar Beck, M.D., Associate Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Edward Louis Heintz, Ph.G., M.D., LL.D., Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine,
Emeritus
Maurice Lewison, M.D., Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine
Arnold Emch, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics
Otto Herman Rohrlack, Ph.G., M.D., Associate Professor of Obstetrics
Aretas Wilbur Nolan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Agricultural Education
Victor Ernest Shelford, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology
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Sidney Strauss, A.B., M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine
Gordon Watkins, 1 Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
Roy Lee Moodie, 1 Ph.D., Associate Professor of Anatomy
Clarence Walter Ham, M.E., Associate Professor of Machine Design
Joseph Albert Polson, M.E., Associate Professor of Steam Engineering
Paul Van Brunt Jones, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History
Karl Baptiste Lohmann, B.S., M.L.A., Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture
Victor Theodore Nylander, A.B., D.D.S., Associate Professor of Operative Dentistry and
Director of the Infirmary
Arthur Samuel Colby, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pomology
Ralph Kent Hursh, B.S., Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering
Harry Stuart Vedder Jones, 1 Ph.D., Associate Professor of English
Horace James Macintire, B.S., M.M.E., Associate Professor of Refrigeration
Arthur Beverly Mays, A.M., Associate Professor of Industrial Education
Frank Chauvet, M.D., Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine
Henry Eugene Irish, M.D., Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Maurice Lamm Blatt, M.D., Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Benjamin Franklin Lounsbury, B.L., M.D., Associate Professor of Clinical Surgery
Merlin Harold Hunter, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
George Foss Schwartz, B.Mus., A.M., Associate Professor of Music
Harley Jones Van Cleave, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology
Waldo Shumway, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology and Assistant Dean of the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Edward Chauncey Baldwin, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English
Verna Brooks, A.B., Associate Professor of Physical Education
Sleeter Bull, M.S., Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry
Lemuel Cross Dillenback, A.M., A.I.A., Associate Professor of Architectural Design
Burne Olin Sippy, M.S., D.D.S., Associate Professor of Orthodontia
Stanley Daniel Tylman, A.B., D.D.S., Associate Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry
Clyde Melvin Woodworth, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Plant Breeding
Maude Lee Etheredge, M.D., Dr.P.H., Associate Professor of Hygiene and Medical
Adviser for Women
Paul D Converse, A.M., Associate Professor of Business Organization and Operation
Arthur Robert Crathorne, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics
Otto Frederic Kampmeier, Ph.D., M.D., Associate Professor of Anatomy (Medicine)
James Garfield Randall, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History
Charles Leslie Stewart, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
Harald Malcolm Westergaard, Ph.D., D.Eng., Associate Professor of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics
French Eugene Wolfe, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
Maxwell Kirby, Major, Air Service, D.O.L., Associate Professor of Military Science and
Tactics
Marshall Magruder, Major, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Associate Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Harold Newcomb Hillebrand, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English
Harry Warren Anderson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pomological Pathology
William Oscar Blanchard, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geography
Sterling Power Lamprecht, B.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy
Ananias Charles Littleton, A.M., C.P.A. (111.), Associate Professor of Accountancy and
Assistant Director of the Bureau of Business Research
Cyrus Edmund Palmer, M.S., Associate Professor of Architectural Engineering
>On leave of absence.
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George Wellington Pickels, C.E., Associate Professor of Drainage Engineering
Chris Simeon Rhode, B.S., Associate Professor of Dairy Husbandry Extension
Ernest Thompson Robbins, M.S., Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry Extension
Elmer Roberts, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Animal Breeding
Warren Albert Ruth, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pomological Physiology
William Frederick Schtjlz, E.E., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics
Frances Simpson, B.L.S., M.L., Associate Professor of Library Economy and Assistant
Director of the Library School
Roscoe Raymond Snapp, M.S., Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry
Seward Charle Staley, B.P.E., A.M., Associate Professor of Physical Education and
Athletic Coaching
Ivan Wright, Ph.D., D.Sc, Associate Professor of Economics
William Wodin Yapp, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Dairy Cattle
John Sanford Kellogg, D.D.S., Associate Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry
Harry Culver, M.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Genito-Urinary Surgery
Egan Walter Fischmann, M.D., Associate Professor of Gynecology
Richard Hermann Jaffe, M.D., Associate Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology
James A Sarratt, Major, Infantry, D.O.L., Associate Professor ofMilitary Science and Tactics
Robert Wood Keeton, M.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine
Arthur G Anderson, M.S., CE., Associate Professor ofBusiness Organization andOperation
Edward A Boyden, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Anatomy (Medicine)
Avery Odelle Craven, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History
Vincent S Day, B.S., Special Research Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Frederick Charles Dietz, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History
Thomas Douglas Mylrea, B.S., C.E., Associate Professor of Structural Engineering
Charles Herbert Phifer, M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Charles F Schlatter, M.S., C.P.A., Associate Professor of Accountancy
George Bates Weisiger, B.S., LL.B., J.D., Associate Professor of Law and Law Librarian
Selwyn Dyson Smith, Lieutenant Colonel, Cavalry, D.O.L., Associate Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
George de Tarnowsky, M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Lloyd Arnold, A.M., M.D., Associate Professor of Bacteriology and Preventive Medicine
Assistant Professors
Edward Hardenbergh Waldo, M.S., M.E., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Design
John Ross Harger, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
John Michael Lang, M.D., Assistant Professor of Gynecology
Virgil R Fleming, B.S., Assistant Professor of Applied Mechanics
Walter Byron McDougall, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Botany
William Ira Williams, D.D.S., Assistant Professor of Operative Dentistry
John Henry Reedy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Elmer Howard Williams, Ph.D., Assistayit Professor of Experimental Physics
Oliver Ralph Overman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Dairy Chemistry
Carroll Carson Wiley, B.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Highway Engineering
Charles Earl Bradbury 1
,
B.P., Assistant Professor of Art and Design
Arthur Reuben Cooper, Ph.D., M.D., Assistant Professor of Anatomy (Medicine)
Ernest Barnes Lytle, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of the Teaching of Mathematics
Charles Alltn Williams, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of German
William Sanford Brock, A.B., B.S., Assistant Professor of Systematic Pomology
Thomas Ernest Layng, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Silas Alonzo Braley, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Armin Hajman Koller, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of German
'On leave of absence.
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John Van Horne, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
Arthur Hamilton, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
William Horace Rayner, C.E., M.S., Assistant Professor of Surveying
Matthew Rutherford Riddell, B.A.Sc, Assistant Professor of Aeronautic Engineering
and Assistant to the Director of the Engineering Experiment Station
George Luther Davenport,M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Surgery
Harland Bartholomew, C.E., Assistant Professor of Civic Design
Harriet Thompson Barto, A.M., Assistant Professor of Dietetics
Leverett Allen Adams, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology
William H Severns, M.S., Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Henry Heaton Baily, A.M., C.P.A. (111.), Assistant Professor of Accountancy
Newton Edward Ensign, A.B., B.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Randolph Philip Hoelscher, B.S., Assistant Professor of General Engineering Drawing
Abner Richard Knight, M.E., M.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
Harry Cleveland Kremers, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Francis Marion Porter, M.S., Assistant Professor of General Engineering Drawing
William James Putnam, M.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Frank Erwin Richart, M.S., C.E., Research Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Ap-
plied Mechanics
Clarissa Rinaker, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Ray Iris Shawl, M.S., Assistant Professor of Farm Mechanics
Kaethe Weller Dewey, M.D., Assistant Professor of Oral Surgery
Waclaw Howard Kubacki, D.D.S., Assistant Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry
John Kline Tuthill, B.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Railway Electrical Engineering
Joseph Tykocinski Tykociner, E.E., Research Assistant Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering
William Barbour Nevens, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Dairy Cattle Feeding
Jacques Louis Ernest Holinger, M.D., Assistant Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology,
and Otology
Lester Edward Bower, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Arthur Charles Bevan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology
Arthur Samuel Ambrose, M.S., Assistant Professor of Dairy Manufactures
Henri Jacobus van den Berg, Assistant Professor of Music
James Marshall Brannon, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Dairy Bacteriology
Duane Taylor Englis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Coleman Roberts Griffith, 1 Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology
Ogle Hesse Sears, M.S., Assistant Professor of Soil Biology
David Cleveland Wimer, M.S., Assistant Professor of Soil Physics
Stanley Hart White, B.S., M.L.A., Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture
Jamison Vawter, B.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
Walter Valentine Balduf, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Entomology
Isadore Bernhard Diamond, M.D., Assistant Professor of Neurology and Psychiatry
LaForce Bailey, M.S., B.P., Assistant Professor of Architectural Design
Anders Frick, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine
Olaf Bergeim, Ph.G., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiological Chemistry (Med.)
Murray Wright Bundy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Jasper Owen Draffin, M.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Stanley William Hall, B.S., Assistant Professor of Floriculture
Eda Augusta Jacobsen, A.M., Assistant Professor of Clothing
William Garfield Kammlade, M.S., Assistant Professor of Sheep Husbandry
Stewart Arment Koser, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology
iQn leave of absence.
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Carl Shipp Marvel, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Arthur Seymour Nevins, A.B., Captain, Infantry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
George Byron Norris, Captain, Infantry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Thomas Edward O'Donnell, M.S., M.Arch., Assistant Professor of Architecture
John Jacob Pieper, M.S., Assistant Professor of Crop Production
Ernest Alexander Reid, M.S., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
George Thomas Stafford, B.P.E., B.S., Assistant Professor of Orthopedics and Physical
Diagnosis
Paul Nutwell Starlings, B.S., M.E., Captain, Infantry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of
Military Science and Tactics
Rudolph Michel, B.S., Assistant Professor of General Engineering Drawing
Laurence Joseph Norton, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Walter Charles Hammond, M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics
William Arthur Foster, B.S., B.Arch., A.E., Assistant Professor of Rural Architecture
John Richard Cain, M.D., Assistant Professor of Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Essel Ray Dillavou, A.B., J.D., Assistant Professor of Business Law
Charles Henry Fernald, B.S., M.B.A., Assistant Professor of Business Organization and
Operation
Lawrence William Murphy, A.M., Assistant Professor of Journalism and Director of
Courses in Journalism
Kathryn Grace Van Aken, A.M., Assistant Professor of Home Economics and State
Leader of Home Economics Extension
Robert Bruce Weirick, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Augustus George Zimmerman, LL.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Surgery
Ben Edwin Perry, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Classics
William Patrick Hayes, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Entomology
Harry Howard Baird, Captain, Cavalry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Harry Briggs Vaughan, Jr., B.S.,C.E., Captain, Engineers, D.O.L., Assistant Professor
of Military Science and Tactics
Irvine Meredith Marshall, B.S., Assistant Professor of Mining Engineering
David Mortimer Olkon, A.M., M.D., Assistant Professor of Neurology
Edmund Andrews, M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Hilda Marion Croll, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Home Economics
Olive C Hazlett, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
John Bargate Appleton, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology
Paul Nissley Landis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Clarence Arthur Berdahl, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Political Science
Ethel Bond, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant Professor of Library Economy
Anne Morris Boyd, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant Professor of Library Economy
Hugh Alexander Brown, M.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
Huber Ogilvie Croft, M.S., Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
George Harlan Dungan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Crop Production
Erwin Allen Esper, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology
Richard Roksabro Kudo, D.Sc, Assistant Professor of Zoology
Max Lampert, M.D., Assistant Professor of Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Newlin Dolbey Morgan, B.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Architectural Engineering
Martin Luther Mosher, A.M., Assistant Professor of Farm Organization and Manage-
ment Extension
Charles Waiters Odell, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education and Assistant Director
of the Bureau of Educational Research
John Jay Parry, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Alta Gwinn Saunders, 1 A.M., Assistant Professor of Business English
lOn leave of absence, second semester.
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Thomas Clark Shedd, B.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Structural Engineering
Joseph Ward Swain, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
Paul Thomas Young, 1 Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology
Thomas Whitfield Baldwin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Hugh Leslie Davis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry (Pharmacy)
Andrew Irving Andrews, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Ceramic Engineering
Pembroke Holcomb Brown, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Robert R Hudelson, A.M., Assistant Professor of Farm Organization and Management
Extension
Ray Stanley Marsh, A.M., Assistant Professor of Horticultural Extension
Frank Lee Stone, M.D., Assistant Professor of Gynecology
Robert M Oslund, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology (Medicine)
Roy H Wilcox, M.S., Assistant Professor of Farm Organization and Management
Sidney Guthrie Brady, Captain, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Lathan Hunter Collins, Captain, Cavalry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
William Louis Morrison, Captain, Infantry, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Oscar Eugene Nadeau, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Fanny Marie Brooks, A.B., Assistant Professor of Home Economics Extension
Arthur Farwell Dodge, A.B., Assistant Professor of Industrial Education
Robert Childers Ashby, M.S., Assistant Professor of Live Stock Marketing
Claude Lee Finney, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Marvin T Herrick, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Harry Albert Singer, M.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine
William Phillips Sandford, A.M., Assistant Professor of English
Lloyd C Parsons, B.E.E., Captain, Signal Corps, D.O.L., Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Edward Berman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Harris F Fletcher, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Charles Gerard Howard, A.B., J.D., Assistant Professor of Business Law
Walter A Huelsen, M.S., Assistant Professor of Olericulture
Russell Hancock Miles, B.Mus., Assistant Professor of Music
Otto George Schaffer, B.S., Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture
Arthur Wellesley Secord, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English and Secretary of th
Department
Roger Wendell Valentine, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Marcus Hatfield Hobart, M.D., Assistant Professor of Orthopedic Surgery
Jacob Meyer, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine
Isadore Pilot, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine and Pathology
John Perley Sprague, M.D., Assistant Professor of Orthopedic Surgery
Ashbel Sellew Roberts, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
Edna Elliott Walls, A.M., Assistant Professor of Child Care and Training
Julius Ernest Lackner, M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics
Norman William Erase, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Oron A Palmer, Captain, Cavalry, D.O.L. , Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
James Joseph Doland, B.S., Assistant Professor of Sanitary Engineering
Selim Walker McArthur, Ph.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Harold E Jones, M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Associates
John Charles Matthew Krasa, M.D., Associate in Medicine
Harry Lovering Gill, Associate in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
1Oq leave of absence.
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Arrie Bamberger, B.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Franklin Samuel Wilson, Ph.G., M.D., Associate in Medicine
Walter Henry Theobald, B.S., M.D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Mason Herbert Campbell, M.S., Associate in Dairy Husbandry
Burrill Rupert Hall, Superintendent of the Pattern Laboratory
Edgar Thomas Lanham, Superintendent of the Forge Laboratory
Rosalie Mary Parr, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Carlotta Marks Ford, A.M., Associate in Home Management
Virginia Hoyt Weaver, A.M., Associate in Home Decoration
Arthur Beresford, Associate in Music
Chalmers Woodruff Crawford, B.S., Associate in Animal Husbandry
Frank Tatham Johnson, Associate in Music
Edwin John Manley, Associate in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Anna Belle Robinson, A.M., Associate in Home Economics Education
William Howe Young, Associate in Agricultural College Extension
Irving Leonard Peterson, B.S., Associate in Landscape Architecture
Proctor Edwin Henwood, B.S., Associate in Machine Design
Ivan Leon Foster, First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Associate in Military Science
and Tactics
Ralph Charles Sullivan, A.M., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Solomon Maxwell Goldberger, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Charles Francis Yerger, Ph.G., M.D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Harold Stacey Hulbert, M.D., Associate in Neurology
Martha Jackson Kyle, A.M., Associate in English
Charles Francis Green, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
James Craig Ruby, A.B., Associate in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Louis John Larson, 1 M.S., C.E., Associate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Robert Frederick Paton, Ph.D., Associate in Physics
Arthur Frederick Smith, A.B., Associate in Athletic Coaching
Ralph Stuart Crossman, M.S., C.E., Associate in General Engineering Drawing
Frederick Francis Weinard, Ph.D., Associate in Floricultural Physiology
Henry Ray Brahana, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Chester Claremont Camp, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Robert Douglas Glasgow, Ph.D., Associate in Entomology
Russell Alger Hall, B.C.E., M.S., Associate in General Engineering Drawing
Walter John Richard Camp, Ph.D., Associate in Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Edward John Krejci, D.D.S., Associate in Operative Dentistry
Samuel Caleb Ratcliffe, Ph.D., Associate in Sociology
Leonard Leo Steimley, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Caroline Frances Tupper, Ph.D., Associate in English
Mary Cecelia Whitlock, A.M., Associate in Clothing
Elmer Augustin Kurtz Culler, B.D., Ph.D., Associate in Psychology
Victor Wendell Kelley, M.S., Associate in Pomology
Eugene Cary, B.S., M.D., Associate in Obstetrics
Hans Nachtigall, M.D., Associate in Obstetrics
Joseph K Calvin, B.S., M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Isador Michael Levin, S.A., B.S., M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Herbert Hill Braucher, B.S., Associate in Industrial Education
Frank Paul Hanson, B.S., Associate in Farm Mechanics and Extension Specialist
Ethel Esther Little, A.B., B.S., M.D., Associate in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for
Women
Harvey Alexander Neville, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
'First semester.
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Milton Martin Olander, B.S., Associate in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Thomas Erwin Phipps, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Walter Laidlaw Roosa, A.B., Associate in Music
William Schwalbe, M.S., Associate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
George Frederick Smith, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Edward J Ryan, B.S., D.D.S., Associate in Operative Dentistry
Seymour Jerome Cohen, M.S., M.D., Associate in Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Virgil Martha Gilchrist, B.S., M.D., Associate in Hygiene; Medical Adviser for Women
Charles Newberger, B.S., M.D., Associate in Obstetrics
Benjamin Franklin Chadwick, C.E., First Lieutenant, Engineers, D.O.L., Associate in
Military Science and Tactics
Samuel Perlstein, M.D., Associate in Medicine
E Evelyn Smith, A.M., Associate in Institutional Management
Joseph R Hilgert, Ph.D., Associate in Business Organization and Operation
Harry Albert Bender, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Floyd Hamilton Crane, M.S., Associate in Soil Fertility
Howard Edward Degler, M.E., Associate in Mechanical Engineering
Natalie K Fitch, A.M., Associate in Foods
John Theodore Geissendoerfer, Ph.D., Associate in German
John Alonzo Goff, M.S., Associate in Mechanical Engineering
Tom Sherman Hamilton, M.S., Associate in Animal Nutrition
Marion Boyer Harland, B.S., Associate in Soil Physics
David Henry Hoover, A.M., M.S., Th.D., Associate in Economics
Anna Lue Hughitt, Associate in Physical Education
John Raven Johnson, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Helen E McCullough, A.M., Associate in Textiles
Henry MacNeill, Associate in Music
Robert Cooke Ross, M.S., Associate in Farm Organization and Management
Frank Paul Sanmann, M.S., Associate in Dairy Manufactures
Francis Parker Shepard, Ph.D., Associate in Geology
Lyell Jay Thomas, Ph.D., Associate in Zoology
Paul Hubert Tracy, M.S., Associate in Dairy Manufactures
Carlos John Wagner, M.S., Associate in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Max Judd Wasserman, Dr. es Sc. Econ., Associate in Economics
Elmer Hauser Wirth, Ph.G., M.S., Associate in Pharmacognosy
Leonard Francis Yntema, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Arthur Leighton Young, M.S., Associate in Farm Mechanics
Joseph Andrew Holly, First Lieutenant, Infantry, D.O.L., Associate in Military Science
and Tactics, and Acting Supply Officer
Goldye Hoffman, M.D., Associate in Gynecology
Leo Anthony Juhnke, M.D., Associate in Gynecology
Frank Max Wittelle, B.S., M.D., Associate in Medicine
Eugene C Johnston, First Lieutenant, Cavalry, D.O.L., Associate in Military Science and
Tactics
John Stevenson Mallory, First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
Edmund F Foley, B.S., M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
Lacey F Rickey, B.S., M.B.A., Associate in Grain Marketing Technology
Frederick Christopher, B.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Russell Dorr Herrold, B.S., M.D., Associate in Genito-Urinary Surgery
Vincent John O'Conor, B.S., M.D., Associate in Genito-Urinary Surgery
Max S Wien, B.S., M.D., Associate in Dermatology
Simeon Leo Berman, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
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John Baptist Cipriani, M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
Albert VanderKloot, M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
Duane Willard Propst, B.S., M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
Alvah Lewis Sawyer, B.S., M.D., Associate in Internal Medicine
Samuel A Levinson, M.S., M.D., Associate in Pathology and Bacteriology
William C Casey, Ph.D., Associate in Political Science
Mortimer F Sullivan, First Lieutenant, Cavalry, D.O.L., Associate in Military Science
and Tactics
James Burton Andrews, B.S., Associate in Farm Organization and Management
Hallard Beard, M.D., Associate in Ophthalmology
Herbert Andrew Berg, M.S., Associate in Farm Organization and Management
George R Blackstone, M.D., Associate in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Maxwell Philip Borovsky, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Louis Bothman, M.D., Associate in Ophthalmology
John Homer Caskey, Ph.D., Associate in English
Frank Greene Dickinson, A.M., Associate in Economics
Edward William Dolch, Ph.D., Associate in Education
Harold N Ets, M.S., Associate in Internal Medicine
Hugh Mackay Fletcher, Ph.D., Associate in Economics
Horace Montgomery Gray, Ph.D., Associate in Economics
Joseph Greengard, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Otto Gressens, M.S., Associate in Economics of Public Utilities
Glenn D Higginson, Ph.D., Associate in Psychology
Marie Miller Hostetter, A.B., B.L.S., Associate in Library Economy
John D Koucky, M.D., Associate in Surgery
Francis Loeffler Lederer, M.D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
David Philip Locklin, Ph.D., Associate in Transportation
John Harwood Longwell, A.M., Associate in Animal Husbandry
Thomas Newkirk McVay, M.S., Associate in Ceramic Engineering
Frank George Murphy, M.D., Associate in Orthopedic Surgery
Frank A Orland, B.S., Associate in the Economics of Public Utilities
Benjamin Zion Rappaport, B.S., M.D., Associate in Pathology, Hospital Pathologist, and
Director of the Hospital Laboratory
Florence Bell Robinson, A.B., B.S., Ph.B., M.L.D., Associate in Landscape Architecture
Lindon Seed, M.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Russell Scott Stauffer, M.S., Associate in Soil Physics
Alice Helen Sullivan, Ph.D., Associate in Psychology
A Elizabeth Todd, Ph.B., A.M., Associate in Home Economics
Dennis C Troth, Ph.D., Associate in Education
Everett A Tunnicliff, D.V.M., M.S., Associate in Animal Pathology
Harold Rollin Wanless, Ph.D., Associate in Geology
Leonard Fred Weber, M.D., Associate in Dermatology
Oscar Friedolin Weber, Ph.D., Associate in Education
Abraham Fae Lash, M.S., M.D., Associate in Gynecology
Daniel Donald McGervey, A.B., Associate in Architecture
George S Price, First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Associate in Military Science
and Tactics
Alexander Weinstein, Ph.D., Associate in Zoology
Lew Wallace Thayer, B.S., Associate in Foundry Practice
James M Lewis, First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, D.O.L., Associate in Military Science
and Tactics
Thomas Smith Jones, B.F.A., Associate in Medical Illustration and Chief Artist (Medicine)
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Harold A Rosenbaum, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Frederick Hayward Thomas, Superintendent of the Machine Laboratory
Oscar Gustav Schnetzer, M.D., Associate in Surgery
Lecturers
Elmer DeWitt Brothers, B.S., LL.B., Lecturer on Medical and Dental Jurisprudence
Margaret Hutchins, A.B., B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Reference Librarian
Alice Sarah Johnson, A.B., B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Reference Librarian
Adah Patton, B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Catalog Librarian
Matthew Mills, A.B., LL.B., Alternate Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence
Bernard John Cigrand, M.S., D.D.S., Lecturer on the History of Medicine
Robert Enoch Hieronymus, A.M., LL.D., Community Adviser
Emma Reed Jutton, B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Loan Librarian
James Tobias Groot, B.S., M.D., Lecturer in Physiology (Pharmacy)
Josie Batcheller Houchens, A.M., B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Binding
Librarian
Fanny Dunlap, Ph.B., B.L.S., Lecturer in the Library School and Reference Librarian
Clyde Mason Snow, Ph.G., A.M., Lecturer in Pharmacology and Therapeutics (Medicine)
Louise Burnham Dunbar, Ph.D., Lecturer in History
Instructors
Daisy Luana Blaisdell, A.M., Instructor in German
Stella Mary Hague, Ph.D., Instructor in Botany
Arthur Grenville Eldredge, Instructor in Pliotography and Director of the Photographic
Laboratories
Archie James Graham, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Operative Surgery
Amos David Wright, Assistant Superintendent of the Pattern Laboratory
Egbert Ernest Nearpass, Jr., B.P., Instructor in Art and Design
Edward Ezra Bauer, B.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Mary Gertrude Haseman, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Josef Franklin Wright, A.B., Instructor in Journalism and Director of Publicity
Dennis Rider Wood Crile, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Orthopedic Surgery and in Anatomy
Carlton Everly Kerrick, Instructor in Technical Drawing (Dentistry)
Beulah May Armstrong, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Liesette Jane McHarry, A.M., Instructor in University High School
John Minor Stetson, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Charles Alva Keener, M.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Frances B Schwab, Instructor in Histology (Dentistry)
Lewis Ward Williams, A.M., Instructor in Education, Principal of University High School,
and Secretary of the Appointments Committee
A Marie Anderson, A.M., Instructor in the Teaching of Art and Design
Charles Joseph Starr, Assistant Superintendent of the Machine Laboratory
John Otto Kraehenbuehl, M.S., E.E., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Virginia Carolina Ruffin, Instructor in Music
Jane Churchill Watt, A.B., B.Mus., Instructor in Music
Irene Mae Barnes, A.M., Instructor in Costume Design
Martin Albert Behrens, M.S., Instructor in Business Organization and Operation
William Nelson Espy, B.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Thomas Austin FitzGerald, Pd.B., A.M., Instructor in Romance Languages
Robert Ludwick Furby, M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Victor August Hoersch, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Ruth Kelso, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Lucinda Munroe Burhans, B.Mus., Instructor in Music
S Helen Taylor, A.M., Instructor in University High School
Anne Thomsen, A.M., Instructor in University High School
26 Instructors
Edward Charles Wach, Ph.G., D.D.S., Instructor in Materia Medica and Therapeutics
{Dentistry)
Abram Cornelius Benjamin, Ph.D., Instructor in Philosophy
Genevieve Dugtjid, A.B., Instructor in University High School
Max Albert Faucett, M.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Abram Leon Sachar, Ph.D., Instructor in History
Irving Fineman, B.E., B.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Lawrence Tracy Brown, A.B., Instructor in Physiology
Marshall Daniel Hayes, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
Edgar Theron Blair, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
Frank Mills Lescher, B.S., Instructor in Architecture
Israel Lytton Sherry, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Margaret Amidon Gramesly, B.L.S., Instructor in Library Economy
George Hume Smith, Ph.D., Instructor in Botany
Anita Marie Ellingson, R.N., Instructor in Materia Medica and Therapeutics {Dentistry)
Frank Bolton Adamstone, Ph.D., Instructor in Zoology
Alvin Robert Cahn, Ph.D., Instructor in Zoology
Grace Evalynn Downey, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education
Frank Howard Driggs, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Jesse Mahlon Harvey, A.B., Instructor in University High School
Ernest Theodore Hiller, Ph.D., Instructor in Sociology
John Harvey Knox, M.S., Instructor in Animal Husbandry
Helen Margaret Rand, A.M., Instructor in English
Bernhard Paul Reinsch, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Albion Guilford Taylor, 1 A.M., Instructor in Economics
Ruth Eliza Wilkin, A.B., Instructor in University High School
Paul James Stewart, B.S., Instructor in Athletic Coaching
Edward Franklin Wilsey, M.S., B.E., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Anna Rieke, R.N., Instructor in Oral Surgery
Arthur Skupa, D.D.S., Instructor in Operative Dentistry
Aaron Raymond Kienholz, Ph.D., Instructor in Botany
Edith Lorene Swander, A.M., Instructor in University High School
Mary Isabel Schell, Ph.B., Instructor in Art and Design
Clifford Harry Springer, B.C.E., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Sherman William Morrison, B.S., Ph.C, Instructor in Pharmacy
Roland Horton, B.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Michael Henry Streicher, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Anatomy and Medicine
Albert Jorgensen, B.S., E.M., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Nell Snow Talbot, Ph.B., Instructor in English {Dentistry)
Laurence Packer Simpson, A.B., J.D., Instructor in Business Law
James Howard Chance, B.S., Instructor in Architecture
Arthur Gideon Cole, B.S., Instructor in Physiological Chemistry {Medicine)
Lewis Elbert Martin, Ph.G., Instructor in Pharmacy
Stella Rebecca Percival, B.Mus., Instructor in Music
Tondering C Earnill, M.E., Assistant Superintendent of the Foundry Laboratory
Matilda White, D.D.S., Instructor in Orthodontia and Superintendent of Children's Clinic
{Dentistry)
Katherine Bazore, A.M., Instructor in Home Economics
Thomas Rossman Palfrey, A.M., Instructor in Romance Languages
Virginia Bartow, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Marian Breckenridge, M.S., Instructor in Nutrition
Stanley Gilbert Hall, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
'First semester.
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Wilber E Harnish, A.B., Instructor in University High School
Harry G Gamaqe, 1 B.S., Instructor in Athletic Coaching
Edward Frederick Potthoff, A.M., Instructor in Education
Carl M Voyles, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Carita M Robertson, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education
Anna Marie Schreiber, A.M., Instructor in Foods
Elizabeth Buck, A.B., Instructor in Music
Herman John Schrader, B.S., M.E., Instructor in Railway Mechanical Engineering
Vern G Milum, M.S., Instructor in Entomology
Helen Louise Agar, B.S., Instructor in Clothing
Israel Park Blauser, A.B., B.S., Instructor in Farm Mechanics
Max Griffin Carman, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Gerald Judy Cox, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Cecil Vincent Donovan, B.P., Instructor in Art and Design
Elizabeth Leah Fullenwider, A.M., Instructor in English
Raymond Conrad Heidloff, B.P.E., Instructor in Physical Education
Mrs. Charles Hughes Johnston, A.M., Instructor in Education
Raymond Charles Kelleher, B.S., Instructor in Farm Mechanics
Burtis Carl Lawson, M.S., Instructor in Agricultural Education
John Angus Nicholson, Ph.D., Instructor in Philosophy
John Houston Parker, B.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Charles Lee Prather, B.Ed., A.M., Instructor in Economics
George William Reagan, A.M., Instructor in Education
Ernest John Schultz, B.S., Instructor in the Teaching of Public School Music
Laurell Lacey Scranton, M.S., Instructor in Agricultural Education
Rodney Eugene Spangler, B.S., Instructor in Architecture
Edward Arthur Tappan, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education
Floyd Leslie Winter, 1 M.S., Instructor in Plant Breeding
Theodore Lake Bennett, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Charles Brewer Davis, A.B., Instructor in Journalism
Walter R Kukets, A.B., Instructor in University High School
Elizabeth Fallin Moller, Ph.D., Instructor in Psychology
Garold C Jenison, M.S., Instructor in Chemistry (Pharmacy)
Thomas William Humble, D.D.S., Instructor in Operative Dentistry
George Franklin Kolar, B.S., D.D.S., Instructor in Prosthetic Dentistry
Sherman Schoonmaker, B.Mus., Instructor in Music
George Melvin Karns, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Julius Ernest Fleischner, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Gynecology
Ellis B Freilich, M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Paul Eugene Mohn, B.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Isador A Rabens, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Harriett Hazel Kerr, A.B., Instructor in University High School
Linden Forest Edwards, M.S., Instructor in Anatomy (Zoology)
Edwin Walter Hirsch, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Genito-Urinary Surgery
Ralph August Kordenat, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Clinical Surgery
Carl Eric Skroder, B.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Franklin Hall, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
Francis J Warner, A.M., M.D., Instructor in Anatomy (Medicine)
Florence M King, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics
Maurice J Rose, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
Harold Arthur Drummond, D.D.S., Instructor in Oral Surgery
Bertha Kaplan, M.S., Instructor in Internal Medicine
!First semester.
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Gerald Vivian Davis, Instructor in Freehand Drawing {Architecture)
Jerome R Head, A.M., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Ernest Can McCulloch, D.V.M., Instructor in Aidmal Husbandry
Henry Wernicke, M.D., Instructor in Operative Surgery
Theodore Cornbleet, M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Carl Richard Wagner, M.D., Instructor in Operative Surgery
Carl Elmer Allen, M.S., Instructor in Accountancy
Donald Rhodes Alter, A.M., Instructor in University High School
Henry Rex Amberson, M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Chester Reed Anderson, A.M., Instructor in English
Luther Bunyan Archer, M.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Harold Wood Bailey, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Ralph M Barnes, M.S., Instructor in Business Organization and Operation
John Fred Bell, A.M., Instructor in Economics
Ward Leslie Bishop, A.M., Instructor in Economics
Harold Lyle Black, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Oscar William Cagann, M.S., Instructor in Business Organization and Operation
Benjamin Frank Catherwood, M.S., Instructor in Economics
Iris McKy Chamberlain, M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Mrs. Ethel R Chase, A.M., Instructor in University High School
Edgar C Clark, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
William Benham Downs, D.D.S., Instructor in Prosthetic Dentistry
Dorothy Elizabeth Dunn, A.B., Instructor in Music
Walter Rathfon Fischer, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Orthopedic Surgery
James Edward Fitzgerald, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics
Louis Omar Foster, M.S., Instructor in Accountancy
Greer Gilbert Fullerton, M.S., Instructor in Accountancy
James Tobias Groot, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Harry Wilbur Hann, Ph.D., Instructor in Zoology
Ernest Hartman, D.Sc, Instructor in Zoology
Waldorf Vivian Howard, Ph.D., Instructor in Geology
Richard Alvin Jentzsch, D.D.S., Instructor in Prosthetic Dentistry
Robert Eastnor Johannesen, B.S., Instructor in Physiology (Medicine)
Francis Edgar Johnston, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Paul E Johnston, M.S., Instructor in Farm Organization and Management
Wilbert Eugene Karrenbrock, M.S., Instructor in Accountancy
Pierce Waddell Ketchum, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Alvin Frederick Kuhlman, B.S., Instructor in Dairy Husbandry
Harold Theodore Larsen, B.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Jerome Lloyd LeMaster, A.M., LL.B., Instructor in Business Law
Leon Wade Martin, Ph.C, Instructor in Obstetrics
George Joseph Mohr, M.D., Instructor in Criminology
Lawrence Onis Morgan, A.M., Instructor in Anatomy (Medicine)
Rudolph J Mroz, M.D., Instructor in Orthopedic Surgery
Jacob Sacks, Ph.D., Instructor in Pharmacology
William Howard Sanders, Ph.D., Instructor in Physics
Paul Louis Schroeder, M.D., Instructor in Criminology
William G Tompkins, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Frank Waldo Tdttle, A.M., Instructor in Economics
Clifford Nathan Wall, Ph.D., Instructor in Physics
Richard Lockwood Webb, M.S., Instructor in Anatomy (Medicine)
Rolland George Sturm, M.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Kurt Adolf Sepmeier, Ph.D., Instructor in German
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James E Ernst, B.D., Ph.D., Instructor in English
Robert George Kesel, D.D.S., Instructor in Materia Medica and Therapeutics (Dentistry)
Herbert Martin Emig, B.S., Ph.G., Instructor in Pharmacy
Gtjstaf Adolf Gafvert, B.S., M.E., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Hillyer Rudisill, Jr., 1 M.D., Instructor in Zoology
George Harrison Orians, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Ruth Anne Crandall, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education
Phillmore Jacobson, B.S., Instructor in Architecture
Frank Charles Howard, M.S., Instructor in Chemistry
Emma R Frazier, A.B., Instructor in Physical Education
Manfred U Prescott, M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Bengt Norman Bengtson, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Pathology and Bacteriology
Carl E Schubert, B.S., Assistant Superintendent of Foundry Laboratory
Frank Whitworth Stubbs, Jr., B.S., C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Carroll La Fleur Birch, B.S., Instructor in Medicine
Harold Funston Huffman, B.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
William A Marshall, M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Robert Gustav Bloch, M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Yngve Joranson, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy (Medicine)
John William Kennedy, A.B., Instructor in Freehand Drawing
Moses Goldwasser, M.D., Instructor in Medicine
David Ray Mitchell,2 B.S., Instructor in Mining Engineering
Herman Petrus Gunnar,2 B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
David Arthur Willis,2 B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pathology and Bacteriology
Waldo Edward Smith, 2 B.E., M.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Joy P Guilford, Ph.D., Instructor in Psychology
Assistants
Katharine Hill Paul, Scientific Artist in Zoology
David Madison Bullock, Assistant in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Paul Anders, Assistant in Glass Blowing
Ralph Colby, A.M., Assistant in English
Clarence Carl Schmidt, A.M., Assistant in Physics
Anna Day Ringland, A.M., Assistant in English
Constance Buswell Field, A.M., Assistant in English
Adelaide Ellen Smithers, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Benjamin Braude, M.S., M.D., Assistant in Operative Surgery
Cornelia Pulsifer Kelley, A.M., Assistant in English
Amy Gertrude Sergeant, A.M., Assistant in English
Severina Elaine Nelson, A.M., Assistant in English
Adam Pinsenshaum, First Sergeant, D.E.M.L., Assistant in Cavalry and Storekeeper
in Military Department
Kenneth Orville Smith, A.M., Assistant in Physics
Rachel Augusta Breathwit, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
William Lee Bennett, A.B., Storekeeper and Assistant in Chemistry
Mary Newell, D.D.S., Assistant in Orthodontia
Margaret Dame, Assistant in Roentgenology and Photography (Dentistry)
Nellie Morgan Frain, Artist in Oral Surgery (Dentistry)
Marian Pace McAnally, A.M., Assistant in English
Flemin Willett Cox, Jr., A.M., Assistant in Geology
Orra Prather Kuhlman, A.M., Assistant in English
Adeline R White, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy (Medicine)
Jesse Henry Roth, M.S., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
^rst semester.
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Charles Hopkins, A.M., AssistarU in Mathematics
John Harvey Kleinheksel, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
James Bubton Thaep, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
George Edward King, B.S., Assistant in Entomology
Evelyn Tripp Berdahl, 1 A.M., Assistant in English
Max E Engerman, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Carl Cohen, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Vernon Martin Albers, A.M., Assistant in Physics
Francis West Cooke, M.S., Assistant in Physics
John August Dorjahn, Ph.G., Assistant in Pharmacognosy
Chester Gustave Gauerke, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Ralph Henrt Ojemann, M.S., Assistant in Education
Margaret French, A.M., Assistant in English
John Smtlie Morrel, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Melissa Geneva Sttdham, A.M., Assistant in English
Glen Avex Lindset, M.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Mrs. Esther H Rapp, A.M., Assistant in English
John Alexander, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Francis Matthew Clark, M.S., Assistant in Soil Biology
Beulah Ceshmax, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Ophthalmology
John Joseph Theobald, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Samuel Jacob Burrows, M.D., Assistant in Anatomy {Medicine)
Morris Louis Parker, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Surgery
Wendell Russel Tascher, B.S., Assistant in Crop Production.
Arnlm Dean Hummell, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Gerald Mark Rassweiler, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Maxwell Dean- Edwards, A.M., Assistant in English
Leone Merritt, A.B., Assistant in Physical Education
Ethel Amanda Larm, A.M., AssistarU in English
George I Wallace, M.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Everett Elmer Wehr, B.S.A., M.S.E., Assistant in Zoology
Madeline Ashton, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Franklin Pitcher Johnson, B.S., Assistant in Athletic Coaching
Bernard Frederick Xordmann, A.M., Assistant in History
Wilhelm Gerhard Solheim, A.M., AssistarU in Botany
Anna Justine Van Gundy, A.M., Assistant in English
Esther Meyer, Ph.G., Assistant in Bacteriology (Pharmacy)
Gerald Hawley Coleman, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Eddezs V Dahlgren, Specialist in Correctives (Physical Education for Women)
Paul Emtle Jacob, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Serena Goss Hall, A.M., Assistant in English
Leah Ruth Rudman, A.M., Assistant in English
Joseph Charles Ocenasek, Ph.G., Assistant in Pharmacy
George Ray Sherwood, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
James Orton Huef, A.M., Assistant in English
Eli Olech, D.D.S., Clinical Assistant in Oral Surgery (Dentistry)
Max E Fisch, M.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine and Anatomy
Eloise Murray, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Fred William Kistenmacher, Sergeant Major, Infantry, D.E.M.L., AssistarU in Military
Science and Tactics
Walter McKinley Miller, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Tint itmeeter.
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Ernest C Driver, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Herman Louis Tschentke, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Samuel Wesley Decker, B.S., Assistant in Floriculture
Seymour Jerome Cohen, M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Benjamin Mordecai Levin, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Jacob Morton Mora, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Herman J Pilka, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy (Medicine)
Lawrence J Wilhelmi, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Samuel I Kaufman, M.D., Assistant in Anatomy (Medicine)
Walter Lee Moore, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Carl Dewey Laws, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
George Lewis Edgett, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
James Graham Estes, A.B., Assistant in Mathematics
Lucretia Mae Switser, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Vernor Hall Trowbridge, B.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Hugh Raymond Beveridge, B.S., AssistarU in Mathematics
Russell Earl Simmons, B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
William Richard Carroll, A.M., M.S., Assistant in Soil Biology
E Barton Hills, A.M., Assistant in English
Russell Ray Steele, A.M., Assistant in English
Emilio V Acosta, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Lyle Edward Bamber, B.S., Assistant in Zoology
John Howard Blough, A.M., M.S., Assistant in Education
Michael Joseph Copley, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Harry Burton DeCook, A.B., Assistant in Physical Education
Charles Wright Fornoff, Ph.D., Assistant in Political Science
Arthur W Fox, M.S., Ass-istarU in Transportation
Louis William McKelvey, A.B., Assistant in English
Carol Young Mason, A.M., Assistant in Geology
Angeline LaPiana, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Mrs. Georges L Miller, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
McKendree Petty, A.M., Assistant i?i Romance Languages
Cecil Lewis Rew, Ph.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Quincy Guy Burris, A.B., Assistant in English
Katherine Brooke Gunn, M.S., Assistant in Home Economics (Foods)
Henry Gronert, A.M., Assistant in Etiglish
Ralph Gundlach, A.M., Assistant in Psychology
Laurence Fuller Triggs, A.B., Assistant in English
William Reynolds Paden, M.S., Assistant in Soil Biology
Cesarine A Breuillaud, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Louise Elizabeth Millhouse, A.B., Laboratory Assistant in Dietetics
Jesse Raymond Purdy, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Walter Clyde Croxton, M.S., Assistant in Botany
Robert Phillip Hackett, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Winfred Crouse Herrick, A.B., Assistant in Classics
Benjamin Harvey Hill, M.S., Assistant in Zoology
Frances Mildred Hodsdon, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
James Franklin Hyde, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
John Thomas Johnson, A.B., Assistant i?i Botany
Mathilde H Krenz, A.M., Assistant in Botany
William D Lansing, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Cordon Clyde Lipe, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
R Elena Marchant, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
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Lawrence Forstall Martin, B.E., M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Walter Herman Michaels, M.S., Assistant in Botany
Hale Lloyd Newcomer, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Laurence Larkin Quill, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Frank E Rokusek, B.S., Assistant in Athletic Coaching
Arthur Galbraith Scroggie, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Robert Alfred Smith, M.S., Assistant in Animal Husbandry
Morris Harris Sogolow, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
Richard C Spencer, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Hugo N Swenson, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Henry Niles Toler, B.S., Assistant in Geology
Madge Orlene Walborn, Ph.G., Ph.C, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry (Pharmacy)
John Eugene Whittenberg, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Kenneth Edwin Wright, B.S., Assistant in Dairy Chemistry
Otis B Young, A.M., Assistant in Physics
Mary Gee Cooper, Assistant in Orthodontia (Dentistry) ^
Meyer Balin, Ph.G., Assistant in Pharmacy
Paul David Carpenter, Ph.G., Assistant in Pharmacognosy
Dorothy Gayford, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Samuel Shkolnik, Ph.G., Assistant in Pharmacy
Russell Howard Anderson, A.M., Assistant in History
Richard Ellis Fisher, A.B., Assistant in English
Lee Adrian Somers, B.S., Assistant in Olericulture
Maude Williams, M.S., Assistant in Physiology
Lucia DeTurk, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Margie M Burks, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Ameda Ruth King, A.M., Assistant in History
Philip Grant Davidson, Jr., A.M., Assistant in History
Robert J Drake, B.S., Assistant in Athletic Coaching
Walter Scott Adams, B.E., Assistant in Economics
Paul McCluer, A.B., Assistant in English
Euclid Wilfred Bousquet, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Rebecca Rosenblum, Ph.G., Assistant in Chemistry (Pharmacy)
Albert L Elder, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Gail Robert Yohe, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Laurel Allen, A.B., Assistant in English
Albert Nelson Murray, M.S., Assistant in Geology
Rowland Cowart, M.S., Assistant in Soil Fertility
Carl Schoggins, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Helen Jamieson, Assistant in Physical Education
Edwin Y Monsma, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
John Read Savage, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Herman F Meyer, A.B., Assistant in Pathology and Bacteriology
John Howard Swanson, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Oliver Kenneth Bower, A.B., Assistant in Mathematics
James J Leach, M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
William H Lycan, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Dorothy Elizabeth Wallace, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Beulah Dorothea Westerman, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Harriett Hazel Kerr, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Martin Ross, 1 A.B., Assistant in English
Clifford Stickney, A.B., Assistant in English
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John Tinnon Taylor, A.B., Assistant in English
Carl Apple, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Milton Henry Kronenberg, B.S., Assistant in Medicine
Milo Edward Vacin, B.S., Assistant in Anatomy (Medicine)
Merrill Ralph Jacobs, M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Richard A Lifvendahl, M.D., Assistant in Medicine and Dermatology
Horace Mead Newell, B.S., Assistant in Fruit and Vegetable Marketing
Louis J Halpern, M.D., Assistant in Obstetrics
Letha Allison Davies, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Evelyn Norgaard, Assistant in Orthodontia (Dentistry)
Fred Carlisle Hood, A.M., Assistant in Philosophy
Helen Harriet Skinner, A.M., Assistant in Internal Medicine
Walter Zuschke, Assistant in Psychology
William Clarence Deopp, M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Arthur Sidney Hyde, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Louis Feldman, Ph.D., Assistant in Medicine
Norbert Pauker, M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Irma Aleshire, M.D., Assista?it in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Women
Frances Ida Ambuhl, A.B., Assistant in the Library School
Dale F Babcock, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Ida Josephine Baker, A.M., Assistant in English
Virgil Lyle Baker, A.B., Assistant in English
Obie Thomas Ballard, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Edwin Fitton Bamford, A.M., Assistant in Sociology
Catharine Bancroft Beatley, A.M., Assistant in English
Roman Becker, A.B., Assistant in English
David M Beights, A.B., Assistant in Accountancy
Harry Jackson Bennett, B.S., Assistant in Zoology
John Charles Bennett, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Katherine M Bolliger, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Ernest A Bredlau, M.D., Assistant in Oto-Laryngology
Margaret Ogden Brown, A.B., Assistant in Institutional Management
Carlos E Campbell, M.S., Assistant in Economics
Hamilton Hye Card, A.B., Assistant in Botany
Cecil Carpenter, B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Charles Roosevelt Clark, A.B., Assistant in Geology
Charles Curtis Coons, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Martin Ely Cupery, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Lois Henrietta Curtis, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Hugo Deuss, M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Catherine M Dunlop, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Carl Evans Dutton, A.B., Assistant in Geology
Samuel Eddy, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Amanda M Ellis, A.M., Assistant in English
Ruth Humphrey Ellis, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Albert Monroe Estes, A.B., Assistant in Physiology
James Gilbert Evans, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Jacob Fischer, M.D., Assistant in Medicine
James Harding Flynn, B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Max Lyon Folk, M.D., Assistant in Ophthalmology
Stanley Griffith Ford, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Warren Fox, A.B., Laboratory Assistant and Demonstrator in Psychology
Harry Clifford Gebhart, M.D., Assistant in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
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Marcus Selden Goldman, A.M., Assistant in English
Joseph D Grant, B.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Paul Martin Green, A.B., Assistant in Accountancy
Albert Nelson Guthrie, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Fay Charles Hare, A.B., Assistant in English
Elvin Mann Hartlett, M.D., Assistant in Ophthalmology
Richard E Haswell, A.B., Assistant in English
Oscar Clemens Helming, Jr., A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Henry George Hendricks, A.M., Assistant in Economics
James H Herring, Jr., A.B., Assistant in Anatomy
Arthur Lorimer Hjortland, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Leslie Arnold Holmes, B.S., Assistant in Geology
Charles Shang Hyneman, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Dana O Jensen, A.B., Assistant in English
Clarence A Johnson, B.S., Assistant in Physiological Chemistry
Earl H Johnson, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
John Robert Johnson, M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Houston Clay Joyner, A.M., M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Harold Eugene Kenney, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education and Athletic Coaching
James T Konichek, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Max Thomas Krone, A.B., Assistant in University High School and in Military Bands
Louis Kulcinski, Assistant in Physical Education
Richmond Alexander Lattimore, A.B., Assistant in Classics
Charles Everard Leberknight, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Robert Thies Leslie, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Charlotte E Liebtag, A.B., Assistant in Botany
George Shaynin Livingston, M.S., M.D., Assistant in Oto-Laryngology
Walter Kinsella Long, B.F.A.P., Assistant in Art and Design
Samuel Proctor McCutchen, A.M., Assistant in History
Donald E MacQueen, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Gilbert Macbeth, A.M., Assistant in English
Malcolm Kairke Macdonald, A.M., Assistant in Psychology
Ralph Hogan Manley, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Frederick Marden, A.M., Assistant in Sociology
Jerry Reuben Marshall, A.B., Assista7it in Chemistry
Harold Walter Matzke, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Norman Wight Metcalf, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Samuel Middlebrook, A.B., Assistant in English
Carl O Mohr, A.B., Assistant in Entomology
Cecil R Monk, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Dorothy Lucretia Ruth Moore, B.S., Laboratory Assista7it in Nutrition
Elon Howard Moore, A.B., Assistant in Sociology
Oakley Van Buren Morgan, M.S., Assistant in Botany
George William Moxon, M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Wendell William Moyer, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Stephen Joseph Navin, B.S., Assistant in Economics
Peter Nelson, A.M., Assistant in Farm Organization and Management
John McCaleb Nicoll, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Gertrude Elizabeth Noyes, A.M., Assistant in English
Marshall Elbert Nunn, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Cletus Odia Oakley, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Irving Berry Phillips, M.S., B.S.C., Assistant in Accountancy
Jessie Phillips, A.M., Assistant in English
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Lorraine Pierson, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Edith Muriel Poggi, Assistant in Geology
Eugene A Provine, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John Anglin Ramsey, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Reuben M Reifler, Ph.G., Assistant in Pharmacy
Ernest George Reuter, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Lester A Reynolds, A.B., Assistant in Classics
Lena Cecelia Rhue, B.S., Assistant in Farm Organization and Management
Clara Ellen Robinson, A.M., Assistant in English
Carl Elmer Rosenquist, M.S., Assistant in Plant Breeding
Marion Thomas Rosser, M.D., Assistant in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Roy M Sallee, Assistant in Botany
Wanda Janet Sanborn, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
James M Sanders, Assistant in Zoology
Henry E Schmidt, A.B., Assistant in Physics
John Alvan Sellers, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Vernon Gridley Setser, A.M., Assistant in History
Frederick Seaton Siebert, A.B., Assistant in Journalism
Hubert John Sloan, B.S., Assistant in Animal Husbandry
Lester W Smith, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Clarence G Soward, A.B., Assistant in Mathematics
Ernest Irving Stahly, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Mabel L Staudinger, Ph.B., A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Horace Avery Stearns, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Waldo Stewart, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
William D Stewart, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Ralph Humphreys Stimson, Assistant in Political Science
Ivan McKinley Stone, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Lucian Hart Strubinger, B.S., Assistant in Olericulture
Roy Isadore Theisen, M.D., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology
John Gustav Thews, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Lawrence C Thomas, M.S., Assistant in Animal Breeding
Ian Davis Tiedemann, M.D., Assistant in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Willard Van Hazel, M.D., Assistant in Surgery
Collins Veatch, M.S., Assistant in Plant Breeding
Kenton Frank Vickery, A.M., Assistarit in Classics
Joseph Henry Walker, Jr., B.S., Assistant in Zoology
Ernest Gardiner Walters, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Martin C Watson, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Ada Helen West, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Julius White, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Harold Bowen Willman, A.B., Assistant in Geology
Henry L Wilson, A.M., Assistant in English
Russel H Winters, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Russell L Zimmerman, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Paul Bernhardt Haist, A.B., Assistant in German
Mary Elizabeth Whiteford, A.B., Assistant in English
Lewis R Lowe, A.B., Assistant in English
Cornelius N Vetton, M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Donald Richard Johnson, B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Ralph H Kloppenburg, B.S., Assistant in Architecture
Harold Cameron Paterson, B.S., Assistant in Swimming
William Theodore Penfound, 1 A.M., Assistant in Botany
'First semester.
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Alden Kinney Boor, M.S., Assistant in Physiological Chemistry
Elizabeth Notes, A.B., Assistant in Corrective Gymnastics (Physical Education for Women)
Clarence Peter Berg, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Harry Leroy Burke, Ph.G., Assistant in Chemistry (Pharmacy)
Edward Peter King, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Harold Wright Woodrow, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Nigel Pauline Hill, A.B., Assistant in English
Clara Idris Hobbs, B.S., Assistant in University High School
Josephine Eliza Miller, A.M., Assistant in English
Jessie Frances Arnold, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Martin E P Friedrich, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Mary Agnes Jeffries, A.M., Assistant in Romance Languages
Fred Gustav Lehmann, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Avon Joshua Nickerson, Assistant and Storekeeper in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Charles Wasler Scull, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Wendell Meredith Stanley, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Ruth Reder St. Julian, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Carmen Gertrude Espinosa, Assistant in Romance Languages
Eugene Canfield Hopkins, B.S., Assistant in Economics
Kenneth Dean Luney, A.B
,
Assistant in Economics
Cleone Pittman Orr, A.M., Assistant in History
Fred Stephen Mohme, A.B., Assistant in Geology
Leonard D Walker, B.S., Assistant in General Engineering Drawing
George Charles Wickwire, M.S., Assistant in Physiology
Pauline W Robertson, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Arthur Willis Hershey, B.E.E., Assistant in Electrical Engineering
Robert Gale Woolbert, A.B., Assistant in History
Sidney Erwin Glenn, A.M., Assistant in English
Hildegard Newcomb Wilson, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Stuart Henry Cavanagh, A.B., LL.B., Assistant in English
Delia Ann Nora Bell, A.B., Assistant in English
John Tilman Brundage, A.M., Assistant in Physiology
Mrs. Opal Adams Lenigan, A.B., Assistant in Pediatrics
Stella Helen Sutherland, A.M., Assistant in English
Clifford Irving Haga, A.B., Assistant in English
Edwin William Shand, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Clifton DeLong, B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Clarence Edward Ireland, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Marie L Channing Linthicum, A.M., Assistant in English
Sarah Naomi Barnes, Assistant in Pediatrics
Herbert Clay Weller, A.B., Assistant in Accountancy
Ernest Lancashire, Assistant in Forge Laboratory
Harry LaRue Barr, A.M., Assistant in Botany
Jessie-Louise Potter, B.Mus., Assistant in Organ and Piano
Herbert Judson Rucker, B.S., Assistant in Agricultural Education
Emil Amelotti, B.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Joe Carroll Bottom, B.S., Assistant in Farm Organization and Management
Clyde M Hobart, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Robert Earl Norris, A.B., Assistant in Mathematics
Ethel Marian Rose, 1 A.B., Assistant in Mathematics
Jesse William Smith, B.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Hyman N Brown, M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
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Norman Ward Clein, M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Charles Patt Eck, M.D., Ph.C, Ph.G., Assistant in Pediatrics
Francis Spring Ronalds, A.B., Assistant in History
Thomas Paine Saltiel, M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Frank Dee Scriven, A.B., Assistant in English
Francis Eugene Browning, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Ralph Marion Combs, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Paul Kreidler Cressman, A.B., Assistant in German
John Herbert Utlet, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Inez Invaline Ireland, A.B., Assistant in Psychology
Margaret Kidder, A.B., Assistant in Romance Languages
Charles Richard Kinison, B.S., Assistant in Industrial Education
Ruth Linder, B.S., Assistant in Geology
Mrs. Vivian Kirkpatrick McLarty, A.M., Assistant in History
James Conrad Offenbacher, 1 A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Swanie Siguard Rossander, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Maximilian T Bolotin, M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Alfred P Solomon, M.D., Assistant in Neurology
Beth Hefelbower, A.B., Assistant in German
William B Holl, Assistant in Reed Instruments
Daniel Boone Lloyd, Jr., B.S., Assistant in General Engineering Draining
Jane Rose McLaughlin, A.B., Assistant in Obstetrics
Wallace Carlton Murphy, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Ralph Hayes Talbot, M.S., Assistant in Wind Instruments
Kenneth Francis Auden, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
Ray Conway Armstrong, M.D., Assistant in Psysiology (Medicine)
Roger Wolcott Hubbard, M.D., Assistant in Anatomy (Medicine)
Richard F Inman, M.D., Assistant in Physiology (Medicine)
Eldridge Albert McIntyre, B.S., Assistant in Anatomy (Medicine)
William John Vynalek, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy (Medicine)
Albert Frederic Heino, B.S., Assistant in Architecture
May Gertrude Weaver, B.S., Assistant in English
John Howard Brock, B.S., Assistant in Dairy Husbandry
Avis M Pillsbury, A.B., Assistant in the Library School
Maurice Louis Cohen, 1 B.S., Assistant in Pathology and Bacteriology
Henry P Krasnow, M.D., Voluntary Assistant in Dermatology
Frances E Haines, A.M., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Mae West, Assistant in Roentgenology
Amos P Bratrude, M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Milton O Ningard, 1 B.E., Assistant in Mechanical Engineering Design
Alvah Lay Newcomb,2 B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
John S McDavtd,2 B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Keith G Reeve, 2 B.S., Assistant in Architecture
Roy Simeon Lundin,2 B.S., Assistant in Olericulture
Howard Homer Monk,2 B.S., Assistant in English
Technicians
Marie Westgate, Technician in Oral Surgery
Gustave Swanson, Technician in Infirmary (Dentistry)
Joseph Lepak, Chief Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology (Medicine)
Stanley Moore, Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology (Medicine)
Hilda Paulsen, Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology (Medicine)
Knute Axel Reuterskiold, Technician in the Animal Hospital
Ocie Romey Burns, Ph.G., Assistant Technician in Physiological Chemistry (Medicine)
Helen Kahn, Hospital Serologist in the Hospital Laboratory (Medicine)
George Riply Breeding, Animal Keeper in the Animal Hospital
Andrew Burger, Technician in the School of Pharmacy
Valborq Fobs, Technician in Pathology and Bacteriology (Medicine)
'Firet semester.
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George Miller, Technician in Anatomy (Medicine)
John W Thomas, Mechanician and Technician in Physiology (Medicine)
Harry J Schleck, Technician in Pharmacology and Therapeutics (Medicine)
Emil Martin Hey, Animal Hospital Technician in the Research Laboratory (Medicine)
Doris Viola Johnson, 1 Technician in Anatomy (Medicine)
Elizabeth Dobry, 1 Technician in Ophthalmology (Medicine)
Mrs. Eva Mae Fork, Technician in Anatomy (Medicine)
Evald Petersen, Technician in Hospital Laboratory
Catherine Elvira Mahoney, Technician in Obstetrics, Gynecology, and Surgery
Robert P MacFate, Hospital Chemist
Amina Eveline Calhoun, Laboratory Technician in the Hospital Laboratory
Carl Julius Gustafson, B.S., Laboratory Technician in the Hospital Laboratory
Bertha Greenfield, Technician in the Hospital Laboratory
Carl W Schlegel, Technician in Surgery
Frank Stashak, Animal Keeper in the Animal Hospital
Lucile Rose Fitts,2 Technician in Anatomy
Student Assistants
Conrad Oscar Schenk, Student Assistant in Physical Education
William Lyman Bunting, Student Assista?it in Fencing
James W Merriman, Student Assistant in Athletic Coaching
Wendell S Wilson, 2 Student Assistant in Athletic Coaching
Charles Frederick Bailey, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Richard Thomas Battey, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Edmund Blaschke, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Loren Frank Bollinger, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Carl Conrad Braun, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Warren Stewart Cook, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Richard Crabbs, Student Assislajit in Military Science and Tactics
Steven Stanley Czerwinski, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Maurice Alfred Dailey, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
John Franks, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
William Abner Freeman, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Thomas Edwin Graves, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
William Wallace Hall, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Albert Neil Hickey, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Alvin Arthur Holston, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Fred William Johnson, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
George Arthur Kappus, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Harry Louis Kinne, Jr., Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Oscar Isadore Leiding, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Paul Christian Ludolph, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Wilfred McCormick, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
James McManus, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Earl Parkhill, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Hearl Aubrey Peeples, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Raymond Plummer, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Howard B Rasmussen, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Otto James Rous, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Richard David Rudd, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Joseph L Seger, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Richard Connely Sparks, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Sidney Eugene Tarbox, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Charles Layton Willis, Jr., Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Harrison Louis Winter, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
Walter Herbert Wright, Student Assistant in Military Science and Tactics
1First semester.
'Second semester
THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Staff
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Director of the Library and Library School
Julia Clementine Pressey, A.B., B.L.S., General Assistant
Order Department—
Willia Kathryn Garver, B.L.S., Order Librarian
Alice Van Zanten, A.B., Order Assistant
Louise Winn, A.B., Order Assistant
Christopher Urdahl Fate, A.M., Order Assistant
Periodicals—
Katherine Adele Doyle, Assistant
Catalog Department—
Adah Patton, B.L.S., Catalog Librarian
Eleanor Mabel Robertson, A.B., B.L.S., Cataloger
Amanda Moore Flattery, A.M., Cataloger
Katherine McGraw Wheeler, A.B., B.L.S., Cataloger
Cleo Lichtenberger, B.S., B.L.S., Cataloger
Laura A Peck, A.B., B.L.S., Cataloger
Myron Warren Getchell, A.M., B.L.S., Cataloger
Esther Willard Anell, A.B., Cataloger
Anqeline McNeill, A.B., B.L.S., Cataloger
Meta Maria Sexton, A.M., Cataloger
Jeannette Vander Ploeg, A.B., Cataloger
Mildred Louise Dillingham, A.B., Cataloger
Mary Abegail Mann, A.B., Cataloger
Luella M Torr, B.L.E., Cataloger
Edna Mae Brown, B.S., Cataloger
Elleine Harrison McLellan, Cataloger
Loan Department—
Emma Reed Jutton, B.L.S., Loan Librarian
Edithe Fay Hart, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant
Cecelia McCarthy, A.B., Assistant
Lois Holladay, A.B., Assistant
Dorothy C Wohnke, Assistant
Binding Department—
Josie Batcheller Houchens, A.M., B.L.S., Binding Librarian
Reference Department—
Margaret Hutchins, A.B., B.L.S., Reference Librarian
Alice Sarah Johnson, A.B., B.L.S., Reference Librarian
Fanny Dunlap, Ph.B., B.L.S., Reference Librarian
Jessie Pearl Jenks, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant
Departmental Libraries—
Hazel Yearsley Shaw, A.M., Assistant in Economics and Sociology
Nelle Marie Signor, A.B., B.L.S., Assista?it in History and Political Science
Charles Edwin Janvrin, Ph.B., B.L.S., Assistant in Natural History
Mary Gladys Burwash, B.L.S., Assistant in Agriculture
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Marion Emiline Sparks, A.M., B.L.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Hilda Josephine Alseth, A.B., Assistant in Engineering
Mildred Camp, A.B., B.L.S., Librarian, Richer Library of Architecture
George Bates Weisiger, B.S., LL.B., J.D., Law Librarian
Ida Tod, B.S., Assistant in Philosophy, Psychology, and Education
Gladys Eloise Garstang1
,
A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Florence Marie Harding, A.B., Assistant in Modern Languages
Helen Marie Clark, A.B., University High School Librarian
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTIES
Committees of the University Senate
Educational Policy—W. A. Oldfather (Chairman), E. H. Cameron, M. T. McClure,^
H. P. Rusk, H. T. Scovill, A. C. Willard.
Library—A. P. Carman (Chairman), W. L. Burlison, S. Litman, N. C. Brooks, R.
Adams, P. L. Windsor, W. S. Robertson.
Athletics—G. A. Goodenough (Chairman), H. J. Barton, W. S. Batley, D. H. Carnahan,
H. A. Ruehe.
Honors Day—C. L. Stewart (Chairman), L. E. Card, W. S. Monroe, E. C. Schmidt,
T. W. Baldwin.
Committees of the Council of Administration
Discipline for Men—T. A. Clark (Chairman ex officio), H. J. Barton, E. J. Filbey, G. A.
Goodenough, F. H. Rankin, C. F. Green, J. J. Parry.
Discipline for Women—Maria Leonard (Chairman ex officio), Louise Freer, Alta G.
Saunders, Harriet T. Barto, Margaret French.
Student Organizations and Activities—G. T. Stafford (Chairman), C. H. Fernald, Louise
Freer, Maria Leonard, R. E. Glos (Secretary).
Homecoming—C. L. Lundgren (Chairman), F. A. Russell, D. H. Carnahan, J. G.
Thomas.
Loan Funds—T. A. Clark (Chairman), H. H. Jordan, W. Shumway.
Students Mutual Hospital Fund—T. A. Clark.
Accredited Schools—H. J. Van Cleave (Chairman), H. A. Hollister, E. B. Lytle, H. G.
Paul, G. P. Tuttle.
Appointment of Teachers—C. E. Chadsey (Chairman), H. A. Hollister, H. G. Paul.
Catalog—G. P. Tuttle (Chairman), H. E. Cunningham, L. W. Murphy, F. B. Seely,
I. Wright.
Students' Use of English—E. J. Filbey (Chairman), E. C. Baldwin, H. B. Dorner,
F. Green, T. D. Mylrea, J. Zeitlin, O. F. Weber.
Members of the Illini Board—H. T. Scovtll (Chairman), T. A. Clark, L. W. Murphy,
A. J. Harno.
Board of Advisers of the Star Course—L. Morey (Chairman), F. B. Stiven, G. P. Tuttle
Rhodes Scholarships—K. C. Babcock (Chairman), T. A. Clark, E. L. Bogart.
Intercollege Transfer Petitions—F. H. Rankin (Chairman), W. Shumway (Secretary),
H. H. Jordan, E. J. Filbey, W. S. Monroe, F. H. Turner.
Joint Committee of Council and Graduate School on Admissions from Higher Institutions—
M. L. Enger (Chairman), A. C. Littleton, W. S. Monroe, B. S. Hopkins, H. A.
Hollister (ex officio), G. P. Tuttle (Secretary ex officio).
Classification in Physical Education—J. H. Beard (Chairman), A. S. Nevins, F. H. Turner,
G. T. Stafford.
'First Semester.
PART I
GENERAL INFORMATION
Location
The University of Illinois is situated in Urbana-Champaign, in Champaign
County, about fifty miles northeast of the geographical center of the State.
The campus of the University lies partly within the corporate limits of
the city of Urbana and partly within the corporate limits of the city of
Champaign. The two municipalities form one community of about thirty
thousand inhabitants. The railway, express, telegraph, and telephone
services of both cities are available for the University, and a sub-station of
the Urbana post office is located in the University Library Building.
History
The University was incorporated by an act of the General Assembly, Feb-
ruary 28, 1867, as the Illinois Industrial University. This action was taken
following the act of Congress known as the ' ' Morrill Land Grant, ' ' whereby
the national government gave each state in the Union public land scrip
equal to 30,000 acres for each senator and representative in Congress, "for
the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college whose
leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies,
and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are
related to agriculture and the mechanic arts. *** in order to promote the
liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits
and professions of life. '
'
The institution was placed under the control of a Board of Trustees,
consisting of the Governor, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, and
the President of the State Board of Agriculture, members ex officio, and
twenty-eight citizens appointed by the Governor. The chief executive
officer was called the Regent, and was made ex officio a member of the Board
and presiding officer of both the Board of Trustees and the faculty. In
1873 the number of members was reduced to eleven—the Governor and the
President of the State Board of Agriculture, ex officio, and nine others, who
were still appointed by the Governor. Since this time also, the President of
the Board has been chosen by the members from among their own number
for a term of one year. In 1887, a law was passed making membership in
the Board elective at a general State election and restoring the Superintendent
of Public Instruction as a member ex officio. There were then, therefore,
three ex officio and nine elective members. In 1917, the General Assembly
passed a law reorganizing the administration of the State. By virtue of
this law, on January 1, 1919, the office of the President of the State Board
of Agriculture was abolished. There are now, therefore, eleven members,
two ex officio and nine elective.
In 1885, the General Assembly changed the name of the institution from
the Illinois Industrial University to the University of Illinois.
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The office of executive head of the institution has been held by six persons;
Dr. John Milton Gregory, Regent from 1867 to 1880; Dr. Selim Hobart
Peabody, Regent pro tempore from 1880 to 1881 and Regent from 1881 to
1891; Dr. Thomas Jonathan Burrill, Acting Regent from 1891 to 1894; Dr.
Andrew Sloan Draper, President from 1894 to 1904; Dr. Edmund Janes
James, President from 1904 to 1920; and Dr. David Kinley, Acting President
from 1919 to 1920, and President since 1920.
The University opened on March 2, 1868. The number of students en-
rolled was fifty; the faculty consisted of the Regent and two professors.
During the first term another instructor was added, and the number of
students increased to 77—all men.
During the first term instruction was given in algebra, geometry, physics,
history, rhetoric, and Latin. During the autumn of 1868 a chemical labora-
tory was provided, and laboratory work in botany was begun the following
year. In January, 1870, a mechanical shop was equipped, and here was
begun the first shop instruction given in an American university.
On March 9, 1870, the Trustees voted to admit women as students. In
the year 1870-71, twenty-four availed themselves of the privilege. Since
that time they have constituted from one-sixth to one-fourth of the total
number of students.
According to the original State law, the usual diplomas and degrees
could not be granted by the University; certificates showing the studies
pursued and the attainments in each were given instead. The certificates
proved unsatisfactory to the holders, and in 1877 the legislature gave the
University authority to confer degrees and issue diplomas.
In addition to the original endowment, Congress has made provision for
the Land Grant institutions by the second Morrill act of 1890 ($25,000 a
year) ; the Adams act of 1900 (815,000 a year for research and experimental
work); and the Nelson act of 1907 ($25,000 a year).
_
The General Assembly in 1911 passed a law providing for a mill tax to
provide a fund for the maintenance and operation of the University, thus
inaugurating a policy of definite partial provision for the institution.
In 1892, graduate work was undertaken under the name of the Graduate
School. In 1907, the General Assembly appropriated 850,000 for the Grad-
uate School, and the Executive Faculty of that school was organized. The
first summer session was held in 1894. The department of music became
the School of Music in 1897. The work in law was organized as the School
of Law in 1896—the name being changed to the College of Law in 1900.
The General Assembly made a special appropriation in 1900 to establish
courses of training for business life, and the Trustees organized the Courses
in Business Administration, which in 1915 became the College of Commerce
and Business Administration. In 1905, the Trustees established a School
of Education, which became the College of Education in 1918. The School
of Railway Engineering and Administration was created in 1907, following
the establishment in 1906 of the department of railway engineering. The
General Assembly in 1909 established the department of mining engineering.
In 1913, the College of Literature and Arts and the College of Science were
united to form the present College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Experimental work and research in agriculture and the related sciences
was begun at an early date. In 1888, the Agricultural Experiment Station
of the University of Illinois was founded, and in 1903 the Engineering Experi-
ment Station was established. Similar organizations on a smaller scale are
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the Bureau of Educational Research (1918) and the Bureau of Business
Research (1921). The facilities for scientific research have been increased
by the location at the University of certain State organizations, including
the State Laboratory of Natural History (1885) and the State Entomol-
ogist's Office (1885), merged to form the State Natural History Survey in
1917.
The Chicago College of Pharmacy, founded in 1859, became the School
of Pharmacy of the University of Illinois in 1896. The College of Physicians
and Surgeons of Chicago was affiliated with the University under a lease
in 1897, but this arrangement proved unsatisfactory and was discontinued
in 1912. In 1913, the stock and assets of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons of Chicago were given to the University, and the College of Medicine
was reopened in that year. The School of Dentistry, which was organized
as a department of the College of Medicine in 1901, became the College
of Dentistry in 1905. It was closed with the College of Medicine in 1912
and was reopened in 1913.
In 1897, the School of Library Economy, established in 1893 at the Ar-
mour Institute of Technology in Chicago, was transferred to the University,
the Director of that school was appointed Librarian of the University, and
the Library School was opened.
EQUIPMENT
Buildings and Grounds
The land occupied by the University includes the main campus, 307.11 acres,
the Chicago campus, two and one-fifth acres, the experimental farms at
Urbana-Champaign, 1028.14 acres, experiment fields outside Champaign
County, 688.41 acres, timber reservations, 60 acres, and trust farms, 346 acres,
a total of 2432.13 acres. There are approximately 64 buildings on the main
campus at Urbana-Champaign and 28 buildings on the experimental farms at
Urbana-Champaign.
University Hall (erected 1873) is a brick and stone structure of slow-
burning construction, five stories high and contains instructors' offices,
class rooms, laboratories, and the administrative offices of the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences. It has a gross floor area of 98,480 square feet.
Lincoln Hall (erected 1911) is a brick, stone, and terra cotta fireproof
structure, four stories high. The building contains class rooms, offices,
seminars, libraries and conference rooms, the museum of Classical Archeol-
ogy and Art, the Oriental Museum, and the museum of European Culture.
It has a gross floor area of 64,000 square feet, and is devoted largely to ad-
vanced work in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
The Chemistry Laboratory (erected 1901-02; addition 1914-15) is a brick
and stone structure, four stories high. The original structure is of slow-
burning construction, the addition is fireproof. The building contains
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laboratories, offices, class and seminar rooms, library, and museums. It
has a gross floor area of 160,400 square feet and houses the department of
chemistry, the department of bacteriology, and the State Water Survey.
The Natural History Building (erected 1892; additions 1909 and 1921)
is a three-story brick and stone building. The original building is of slow-
burning construction and the additions are fireproof. It has a gross floor
area of 127,500 square feet and houses the departments of botany, entomology,
zoology, physiology, geology, mathematics, and the offices of the State
Natural History Survey and the State Entomologist. It also contains the
museum of Natural History.
The Botany Annex (erected 1914) is a greenhouse laboratory, divided
into compartments provided with devices for controlling humidity and
temperature for experimentation in plant physiology and pathology. A
frame building attached contains offices and class rooms for use in connection
with the greenhouse. It has a gross floor area of 3800 square feet.
The Vivarium Building (erected 1915-16) is a two-story brick and stone
fireproof building with attached greenhouses. This building is used for
experimental work by the departments of zoology and entomology. It has
a gross floor area of 21,200 square feet and contains laboratories, offices,
and work rooms.
The Entomology Building (erected 1905) is a two-story brick and stone
building with two greenhouse wings. It has a gross floor area of 4200 square
feet and contains offices and laboratories for the use of the State Entomologist
and the Horticulture Inspector. The greenhouse wings are equipped for
experimental entomology.
The Astronomical Observatory (erected 1896) is a two-story brick and
stone building. It has a gross floor area of 3200 square feet and contains
the offices and class rooms used by the Department of Astronomy. It is
surmounted by a dome which houses a 12-inch refracting telescope. There
is also a small dome structure on the farm which is used for experimental
work in astronomy.
The Administration Building (East) (erected 1912) is a three-story brick
and stone fireproof building with a one-story annex. It has a gross floor
area of 25,600 square feet. It contains the class rooms and offices of the
College of Education, the office of the High School Visitor, and the office of
the Dean of the Graduate School.
The Education Building (erected 1917-18) is a three-story fireproof struc-
ture, faced with Bedford limestone, and is of Collegiate Gothic design. It
has a gross floor area of 40,000 square feet. It contains laboratories, class
rooms, and offices and is used by the College of Education as a model high
school.
The Anatomy Laboratory (erected 1922) is a temporary one-story wooden
structure which has a gross floor area of 890 square feet and is used as a
laboratory of anatomy for courses in athletic coaching.
Engineering Hall (erected 1894) is a three-story brick and stone building
of slow-burning construction. It has a gross floor area of 71,500 square feet
and is occupied by the offices, recitation rooms, and drafting rooms of the
departments of architecture and civil engineering. It also contains the
offices of the Dean of the College of Engineering and Director of the Engi-
neering Experiment Station.
The Physics Building (erected 1909) is a three-story fireproof brick and
stone building. It has a gross floor area of 82,700 square feet and contains
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the offices, laboratories, class rooms, and lecture rooms of the department
of physics.
The Electrical Engineering Laboratory (erected 1898) is a two-story brick
and stone building of slow-burning construction. It has a gross floor area
of 21,200 square feet and houses the class rooms, laboratories, offices, and
shops of the department of electrical engineering.
The Mechanical Engineering Laboratory (erected 1905; remodeled 1917)
is a two-story brick and stone building. It has a gross floor area of 42,000
square feet and contains the offices, laboratory, lecture rooms, and shops
of the department of mechanical engineering.
The Laboratory of Applied Mechanics (erected 1901-02) is a two-story
brick and stone building of slow burning construction. It has a gross floor
area of 12,900 square feet and contains the material-testing laboratory and
the hydraulics laboratory.
The Highway Laboratory (erected 1910) is a two-story fireproof brick
addition to the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory. It has a gross floor area
of 4900 square feet. It contains the laboratories, recitation rooms, and
offices of the highway division of the department of civil engineering.
The Mining Engineering Laboratory (erected 1912) is a one-story brick
building which is used as a laboratory for the department of mining engi-
neering. It has a gross floor area of 6150 square feet and is divided into the
following units: coal washing and preparation; ore dressing and metallurgy;
mining, including blasting and explosives; chemical analysis and sampling;
gas analysis, safety lamps, and ventilation.
The Ceramic Engineering Building (erected 1915-16) is a three-story
fireproof structure of texture brick and polychrome terra cotta. It has a
gross floor area of 43,500 square feet and contains class rooms, laboratories,
offices, and shops of the department of ceramic engineering; the offices of the
State Geological Survey, and is temporarily housing some of the experimental
concrete testing work.
The Ceramic Kiln House (erected 1912) is a one-story brick building
connected with the Ceramic Engineering Building. It has a gross floor area
of 6,000 square feet and contains the kilns, furnaces, and heavy machinery
for working clays.
The Locomotive Testing Laboratory (erected 1912) is a one-story brick
building connected by a spur with the Illinois Traction System tracks. It
has a gross floor area of 6,000 square feet and houses a locomotive testing
plant which consists of supporting wheels on which rest the drivers of the
locomotive to be tested, a dynamometer for measuring the tractive force
exerted by the locomotive, water brakes, and other auxiliary apparatus.
The Transportation Building (erected 1912; addition 1921) is a three-
story fireproof brick and stone building. It has a gross floor area of 37,600
square feet and contains the offices, class rooms, and drafting rooms of the
departments of railway engineering, mechanical engineering, mining engineer-
ing, and general engineering drawing.
The Machine and Forge Laboratory (erected 1902) is a one-story brick
building. It has a gross floor area of 13,000 square feet and contains offices,
class rooms, a machine shop, and a forge shop.
The Pattern Laboratory (erected 1901-02) and The Foundry Laboratory
(added 1904) occupy a one-story brick building. This building has a gross
floor area of 19,300 square feet and contains a bench room, lathe room,
machine room, lecture and office rooms, and the foundry.
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The Civil Engineering Surveying Building (erected 1904-05 as the Horti-
cultural Field Laboratory and remodeled for surveying in 1923) is a two-
story brick and stone structure of slow-burning construction with two one-
story wings. It has a gross floor area of 9200 square feet and contains the
instrument locker rooms, office, and drafting rooms for the surveying courses.
The Commerce Building (erected 1925) is a four-story brick and stone
fireproof building of the Georgian style of architecture. It has a gross floor
area of 64,000 square feet and contains class rooms, lecture rooms, office
rooms, and the administrative offices of the College of Commerce and Business
Administration.
The Law Building (erected 1878) is a two-story-and-basement brick and
stone building of slow-burning construction. It has a gross floor area of
24,000 square feet and contains offices, class rooms, library, and the ad-
ministrative offices of the College of Law.
The Smith Memorial Hall (erected 1918-19) is a three-story brick and
stone, fireproof structure. It has a gross floor area of 59,000 square feet and
contains the administrative offices of the School of Music, eleven studios,
forty-seven practice rooms, a lecture room, class rooms, and library. It also
contains a recital hall seating approximately 1038 and a memorial room
dedicated to the donor, Captain Thomas J. Smith and his wife Tina Weedon
Smith, to whom the Building is dedicated. All studios and practice rooms
are sound proofed.
The Administration Building {West) (erected 1914-15) is a three-story fire-
proof brick and stone building. It has a gross floor area of 41,500 square feet
and contains the offices of the President, the Registrar, the Business Office,
the Supervising Architect, the Dean of Men, the Alumni Association, the
University Press, and the Information office.
The Library (erected 1896-97; additions 1914, 1918) is a two-story fire-
proof stone structure in modern Romanesque style. It has a gross floor
area of 40,000 square feet and houses the work of the Library and of the
Library School. Its tower, which is 132 feet high, contains the University
chimes.
The New Library. The structure now built is about one-third of the de-
sign for the completed Library, the ground area of which will be 300 by 465
feet, with a bookstack capacity for 5,000,000 volumes. The building is in
the Georgian style with the reserve book reading rooms on the first floor
and the main delivery room and reading room on the second floor, the latter
being 50 by 300 feet in size.
The Auditorium (erected 1907-08) is a brick and stone fireproof building
for general University meeting purposes. It has a gross floor area of 23,000
square feet, a seating capacity of about 2100, and houses a four-manual
pipe organ.
The Woman's Building (erected 1905; addition 1912-13) is a two-story
brick and stone building in the New England colonial style of architecture.
The original building is of slow-burning construction and the addition is
fireproof. It has a gross floor area of 83,500 square feet and houses the
offices of the Dean of Women, women's rest rooms, and reception rooms;
the offices, class rooms, laboratories, cafeteria, and practice apartment of
the department of home economics; and the offices, gymnasiums, and swim-
ming pool of the department of physical education for women.
The North Men's Gymnasium (erected 1901) is a three-story brick and
stone building. It has a gross floor area of 43,500 square feet and contains
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lockers and showers, swimming pool, team rooms, offices of instructors,
and a large gymnasium room fitted up with modern appliances for gymnastic
exercises, and a fifteen-lap elevated running track.
The Gymnasium Annex (erected 1889-90; addition 1918) is a one-story
brick building. It has a gross floor area of approximately 2500 square feet
and is used as an annex to the North Men 's Gymnasium.
The South Men's Gymnasium (erected 1925) is a two-story brick and
stone fireproof building in the Georgian style of architecture. It has a gross
floor area of 63,342 square feet and contains the offices of the Director of
Physical Welfare and the administrative offices, class rooms, laboratories,
etc., for the coaching school, lockers and shower rooms, team rooms, in-
structors' offices, and a large gymnasium with a clear floor area of 23,000
square feet. This building is used both as a gymnasium and as a large
auditorium for general University convocations and exercises. There is a
balcony around the main gymnasium floor which seats approximately 3100
and, with the main floor seated, the total seating capacity can be increased
to approximately 7,000. The south wing, erected in 1926, contains the
large deep pool, 32 by 75 feet in size, which has a minimum depth of seven
and one-half feet, and a small pool 27 by 34 feet, for instructional purposes.
Above the swimming pools is a corrective gymnasium 53 by 120 feet, with
auxiliary rooms for individual work.
The Armory (erected 1914-15) contains a drill room with a clear floor
area approximately 200 by 400 feet and a height of 98 feet at the center, the
roof being carried by three-hinged steel trusses. The side walls are hollow
tile, stuccoed, and the ends are of steel, glass, tile, and concrete. The drill
floor is of sufficient area to permit the manoeuvering of a battalion of the
cadet brigade. The building has a gross floor area of approximately 84,000
square feet.
The Armory Annex (erected 1921-22) is a temporary one-story building
used as the military headquarters. It has a gross floor area of 7500 square
feet and contains the administrative offices, class rooms, and faculty offices
of the military department.
The Woman's Residence Hall (erected 1917) is a three-story fireproof
brick and stone building of Colonial design. It has a gross floor area of 43,300
square feet and accommodates approximately 150 girls. There are both
single and double rooms, a suite for the social director, large living rooms
with adjacent reception rooms, and library. There are two dining rooms
with the necessary kitchen and serving rooms. Large sleeping porches occupy
the south end of each wing on the second and third floors.
West Residence Hall (erected 1925) is a three-story fireproof brick and
stone building in the Georgian style of architecture. It has a gross floor
area of 39,500 square feet and accommodates 144 girls. It contains single
and double rooms, living and reception rooms, a suite for the social director,
and a large dining room. The dining room is served from the kitchen in the
Woman's Residence Hall which is directly adjoining. There are sleeping
porches on the second and third floors.
Residence Hall Annex is a two-story frame building which is made up
of two houses which were moved from the site of the West Residence Hall
and connected so as to form one unit. It accommodates 24 girls.
Davenport House (acquired in 1922) is a two-story brick veneer residence.
It accommodates 26 girls.
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The President's House (acquired in 1917) is a two-story frame and stucco
building which is used as the President 's residence.
The Health Service Building (erected 1896) is a three-story frame building
in the Colonial style of architecture which was originally built for the Presi-
dent 's residence. It contains the offices and examination rooms of the Univer-
sity Health Service.
The McKinley Hospital (erected 1925) is a three-story brick and stone
fireproof building. It has a gross floor area of 29,600 square feet. It contains
single rooms, double rooms, and wards with the necessary examination and
utility rooms to accommodate, normally, sixty patients. It was donated
to the University by the late Senator William B. McKinley to serve as a
hospital for University students and faculty.
The Isolation Hospital (erected 1908 as the floriculture service building)
is a one-story frame and stucco building which has been used as a hospital
since 1914. It has a gross floor area of 5,000 square feet and is divided into
three independent ward units, each with its own diet kitchen, bath, and
nurses' room. It is used to accommodate the more serious contagious cases.
The Central Heat and Power Plant (erected 1910; additions 1914-1920
and 1925) is a brick and stone fireproof building, located adjacent to the
tracks of the Illinois Traction System. It has a gross floor area of 17,000
square feet and is equipped with eight 500 horse power B. & W. boilers with
chain grates. The Power Plant contains two 500-kilowatt and one 250-
kilowatt turbo-generators. All the buildings on the main campus are heated
from this plant and all the electricity for the University is generated here.
The Pumping Station of the University Water Works is a one-story brick
building. There are seven artesian wells which supply the University with
water and a concrete reservoir which provides for a fire reserve supply. This
building also serves as the headquarters for the University Fire Department.
The University Service Group consists of a one-story brick garage and
two warehouses.
The Agricultural Building (erected 1900) is a three-story brick and terra
cotta building of slow-burning construction with three two-story structures
connected to it by corridors. It has a gross floor area of 80,000 square feet
and contains offices, class rooms, and laboratories for the departments of
agronomy, animal husbandry, and dairy husbandry, and a large lecture room.
The New Agricultural Building (erected 1922-23) is a three-story brick
and stone fireproof building in the Georgian style of architecture. It has a
gross floor area of 69,200 square feet and contains the administrative offices
of the College of Agriculture, a lecture room, class rooms, offices, drafting
rooms, and library. It is occupied by the departments of horticulture,
animal husbandry, and farm organization and management.
The Farm Mechanics Building (erected 1906-07; addition 1923) is a three-
story brick structure having a gross floor area of 40,400 square feet and con-
taining class rooms, offices, lecture rooms, drafting room, laboratories,
shop, and tool storage rooms. The building houses a collection of farm
machinery, used for laboratory work. A new laboratory at the south is used
for gas-engine, tractor, and automobile work, and houses the spray pump
equipment.
The Dairy Manufactures Building (erected 1925) is a two-story brick
and stone fireproof building of the Georgian style of architecture. It has a
gross floor area of 23,050 square feet and contains offices, class rooms, work
rooms, and laboratories for dairy manufactures.
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The Animal Pathology Laboratory (erected 1904-05 as a Beef Cattle
Building) is a one-story structure of brick and stone with a central two-
story unit. It has a gross floor area of 13,900 square feet and contains offices
and laboratories for animal pathology.
The Agronomy Building (erected 1904-05) is a two-story brick and stone
structure containing a field laboratory and storage room for crop work.
It has a gross floor area of 10,200 square feet.
The Agronomy Greenhouse (erected 1900, rebuilt 1912) consists of two
glass structures and a service building equipped with research and photo-
graphic laboratories.
The Stock Pavilion (erected 1913) is a brick and terra cotta fireproof
building with circular ends providing a show arena 216 feet long and 65 feet
wide and contains bleacher seats providing accommodations for 2,000 specta-
tors. The arena may be divided into three separate judging spaces. The
building has a gross floor area of 33,800 square feet and contains class rooms
and offices as well as the judging arena.
The Genetics Building (erected 1915-16) is a one-story brick structure.
It has a gross floor area of 5700 square feet and contains laboratories, offices,
and animal rooms for the division of genetics.
The Floriculture Greenhouse Group (erected 1912-13) consists of a two-
story tile and stucco service building and eight glass houses. It has a gross
floor area of 36,900 square feet and is devoted to experimental work in flori-
culture. The service building contains laboratories, lecture rooms, offices,
and sales rooms.
The Vegetable and Plant Breeding Greenhouse Group (erected 1912-13)
consists of a two-story tile and stucco service building, a glass house for
vegetable growing, and two glass houses and a wire house for plant breeding.
It has a total gross floor area of 16,100 square feet. The Service building
contains laboratories, work rooms, class rooms, offices, and storage rooms.
The Horticulture Field Laboratory Building (erected 1921-22) is a two-
story brick and stone building in the Georgian style of architecture with a
three-story central unit. It has a total gross floor area of 45,400 square feet
and contains a cold storage plant and canning, cider and vinegar, fruit-
sorting, spraying, and vegetable laboratories. It is located on the 320 acre
horticulture farm.
The Swine Group is located on the experimental farm and consists of a
central swine barn built of hollow tile, semi-fireproof; a number of hog houses,
and a cottage for the swine herdsman.
The Sheep Group is located on the experimental farm and consists of a
frame barn with an adjacent shed and a cottage for the shepherd.
The Beef Cattle Group (first unit erected 1917; second unit erected 1925)
consists of a brick and frame barn, eight silos built in a circle to enclose a
future feed room; a brick and frame cattle feeding shed for winter feeding
of stock, and cottage for the man in charge of the feeding work.
The Horse Group consists of three frame barns, one hollow tile barn of
semi-fireproof construction, three sheds, and a cottage for the man in charge.
The Poultry Group located on the experimental farm consists of a two-
story frame central building, a frame barn, a frame cottage, and twenty-five
small laying houses. The central building contains offices, judging rooms,
egg packing rooms, incubator rooms, and storage rooms.
The Agronomy Group located on the experimental farm consists of a frame
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barn, a frame implement shed, a frame cottage, and a shed for experimental
work in corn drying.
The Experimental Dairy Group located on the experimental farm consists
of three round barns, the largest of which has a silo in the center, a semi-
detached structure with a Grout silo adjacent, and a small dairy house and
shop. The barns are of frame construction on brick walls with solid floors
of the mill type of construction. The Dairy house is of frame construction,
two stories high, and contains office, shop, dairy room, and four sleeping
rooms for employees.
The Pure Bred Dairy Barn (erected 1924-25) consists of three barn wings
with provision for another barn wing, and a feeding unit to be built in the
future. It is a semi-fireproof structure built of hollow tile with fireproof
roofing. It houses the University pure-bred dairy herd.
Buildings in Chicago
The College of Medicine Building, in which are housed all the depart-
ments except that of anatomy, is a brick and stone structure five stories
high, fronting on three streets. It contains three lecture rooms with a seating
capacity of two hundred each; a clinical amphitheatre with a seating capacity
of over three hundred; an assembly hall with a seating capacity of seven
hundred; and recitation rooms. It also contains laboratories for physiology,
chemistry, materia medica, therapeutics, and microscopical and chemical
diagnosis, each accommodating from fifty to one hundred students.
A three-story annex to the main building contains the pathology, bacteri-
ology, and chemistry laboratories. These laboratories have outside light
and are furnished with work tables, desks, lockers, and apparatus. There
is a supply of microscopes, lenses, and oil immersions, and a projection ap-
paratus for the illustration of lectures by stereopticon views.
The Research Library and Laboratory Building (erected 1922-23) is a five-
story fireproof structure of brick with limestone trimming, with a three-
story library wing, and is of the Gothic style of architecture. It contains
research laboratories, the medical library, photographic rooms, book stacks,
locker room, large reading room, offices, and research rooms. This building
is connected by a passage way to the Research and Educational Hospital.
The College of Dentistry, adjoining the College of Medicine, occupies a
six-story building, fronting on two streets. This building contains three
amphitheatres, a clinical operating room, an infirmary, recitation rooms,
the laboratories of gross anatomy, and of prosthetic and operative dentistry,
administrative offices, three dental depots, and four special laboratories
for research in histology and pathology, for anatomical modeling, for porce-
lain work, and for instructional and diagnostic work in radiography.
The School of Pharmacy is located at the corner of Wood and Flournoy
streets. The property occupies eight city lots with two large brick buildings,
connected by a fireproof central stairway tower. The larger building contains
the offices, library, museum, microscopical laboratory, bacteriological labora-
tory, auditorium, lecture hall, recitation room, preparation rooms, and private
laboratories for the teachers, students' rooms, and locker rooms. The
smaller building contains laboratories for pharmaceutics, quantitative
analysis, qualitative analysis, and private laboratories for the teachers, as
well as store rooms and supply rooms. The stair-tower building provides
the students' entrance, stairways to each floor, corridors, toilets, and rooms
for the hydrogen sulphide generator and the distilled water supply.
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Libraries
(For the Library Staff see page 39.)
The University Library includes all the books belonging to the colleges
and schools of the University which are situated in Urbana and also the
libraries of the College of Medicine and the School of Pharmacy in Chicago.
The number of volumes, pamphlets, etc., in the several libraries on July
1, 1926, was as follows:
Pieces of
In Urbana: Volumes Pamphlets Maps Sheet Music
General and Departmental Libraries 649,666 87,665 2,916 7,549
In Chicago:
College of Medicine 32,825 4,451
School of Pharmacy 4,854 2,600
Total in University Library 687,345 94,716 2,916 7,549
Other libraries located at the University of Illinois in Urbana:
State Laboratory of Natural History Library 20,983 53,765 94
State Geological Survey 3,425 6,850 1,085
The Library is housed, for the most part, in the Library Building. The
officers of instruction and administration of the University and the graduate
students have direct access to the shelves. All students have the direct use
of 13,000 volumes in the general reading room, seating 500, and in addition
advanced students have the use of 13 seminar and departmental libraries.
The reserved book reading room seats 250. About 5,000 periodicals are
currently received.
As a part of the Library are included several special collections: The
Dziatzko Collection of Library Economy: 300 volumes, 250 pamphlets, bought
in 1905. The Dittenberger Collection of the Classics: 5,600 items, bought in
1907. The Heyne collection: about 5,000 items, principally on German
philology and literature, bought in 1909. The Karsten collection, principally
on French and German philology and literature. The Grober collection:
6,300 titles, principally on the Romance languages, purchased in 1912. The
Vahlen collection: 10,000 volumes, purchased in 1913. The Aron collection:
20,000 volumes, purchased in 1913. The Carl Martin James collection: 1,030
volumes relating to statistics and similar subjects, presented in 1915 by
President Edmund J. James. The Rattermann collection, of German-American
literature and history: 7,000 volumes, purchased in 1915. The Amanda K.
Casad collection, relating to history, economics, politics, and education:
1,732 volumes, presented in 1916 by President Edmund J. James. The
Constance Barlow-Smith collection, of musical scores: manuscript books, and
portraits, presented in 1916 by the late Mrs. Constance Barlow-Smith. The
Thomas J. Burrill collection, of general and botanical literature, presented
by Mrs. Burrill in 1917. The Cavagna-SanGuiliani library of over 40,000
volumes and pamphlets, purchased in 1921, in Italy.
A number of departmental libraries and reading rooms are maintained
in various buildings on the campus. Some are primarily for the use of grad-
uate students and advanced undergraduates.
Mason Library of Western History.—The library of western history col-
lected by Edward G. Mason, Esq., long president of the Chicago Historical
Society, is in the Public Library of the city of Champaign, and is accessible
to students in the University.
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Museums and Collections
Art.—A collection of casts, photographs, and engravings presented to the
University in 1876 by citizens of the community has, for want of a suitable
gallery, been placed in different buildings on the campus. A collection of
German and Japanese prints purchased by the department of art and design
from the St. Louis Exposition in 1905 is displayed in the rooms of the de-
partment.
Other collections of value to art students are placed in the studios and
corridors of the department of Art and Design.
Classical Archeology and Art.—This museum is located in rooms 402,
404, and 406 Lincoln Hall, and contains casts and photographs of Greek and
Roman sculpture; colored reproductions of ancient painting; many objects
from the finds of the Egypt Exploration Fund, received through the gen-
erosity of the lateMr. W. G.Hibbard, Jr., of Chicago; numerous ancient coins,
thirty Greek papyri; and other originals of models of Greek and Roman
antiquities. About 2,500 photographs exhibit important historic sites and
archeological remains, and in addition there are available 2,000 slides belong-
ing to the department of classics.
European Culture.—This museum is in rooms 401, 403, 405, and 409
Lincoln Hall. It contains casts of Romanesque, Gothic, and Renaissance
sculpture; color reproductions of paintings, including the rare Pol de Mont
reproductions of early Netherlands masterpieces; originals and facsimiles of
medieval manuscripts, early printed books, and early maps of the world;
originals and reproductions of arms and armor; original Paleolithic, Neolithic,
and Bronze Age antiquities, including the collection of Professor Baudon,
formerly president of the French Prehistoric Society; theater models and
prints of theaters and actors; peasant costumes and other textile materials;
ship models; historical groups made by Dwight Franklin; originals and re-
productions of early wood carving, early church ivory carving, and metal
work; Delft ware collected by Mrs. John Milton Gregory and given by
her daughter; carbon prints of cathedrals and other photographic material;
about 350 coins; reproductions of runic inscriptions, early musical in-
struments, and other objects.
Oriental Museum.—This museum occupies room 410, Lincoln Hall.
Among its collections are 1,700 unpublished cuneiform tablets, the majority
from Drehem, Umma, and Larsa, dating from the twenty-ninth to the
twentieth century B.C., the others from the period of Nebuchadnezzar;
Babylonian seals; fragments of Assyrian and Babylonian bricks with royal
inscriptions; pottery, slate pallettes, mummy case fragments, mummified
sacred birds, and small objects from Egypt, the gift of the late Mr. W. G. Hib-
bard, Jr., of Chicago; Egyptian alabasters; squeezes or paper impressions of
Hittite and Assyrian inscriptions, lent by Dr. B. B. Charles of Philadelphia;
squeezes of Phoenician inscriptions; pottery and pottery fragments represent-
ing the survey of two hundred ancient sites in the Near East; objects from
Palestine, including two Hebrew manuscripts, models of domestic furniture,
pottery, and prehistoric implements, and a number of unpublished photo-
graphs of the Near East.
The Museum of Natural History, on the second and third floors of the
Natural History building, contains modern exhibits in zoology and geology,
including such topics as classification, evolution, variation, geographic
distribution, habitat relations, commercial use of natural resources, archeo-
logy, ethnology of the American Indians. Special exhibits include the Green-
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land Eskimo material obtained by the Crocker Land Expedition, and the
archeology of the Cahokia Mound Builders, obtained by the recent explora-
tions carried on by the University. A special feature is the exhibition of his-
torical geology or paleontology, illustrating the development of animals and
plants during the geologic time.
Zoology is represented by a synoptic series of animal life carried down to
orders, including extinct groups. Paleontology includes a stratigraphic col-
lection of historical geology, representing the principal types of animals and
plants found in American geological formations. Special collections include
the Blaschka glass models of the invertebrate animals; the Barnum and
Hess collections of bird 's eggs. The zoology of Illinois is well represented
by many birds, mammals, mollusks, and other groups.
The research material includes the Mollusca collected by Daniels, Hinkley,
Nason, Baker, Worthen, and Ferris, embracing upwards of 500,000 specimens,
including many types. Among the insects are the Bolter and Nason collec-
tions numbering about 170,000 specimens. The fossil series include the
Daniels and Carr collections of coal plants from Mazon Creek, Grundy
county, Illinois, a series of the animal life of the same formation, the Nason
collection of Devonian animal life, and the collections of Pleistocene life
received from the Illinois Geological Survey and from the field work of the
museum staff. The research collections number upwards of 500,000 speci-
mens, and are indicated in the departmental descriptions below.
Botany.—The herbarium contains over 100,000 sheets of mounted
specimens. It is representative of the higher plants and fungi of Champaign
County and of the State, and forms a collection for-the general flora of the
United States. The herbaria of Brendel, Welsch, Schneck, Andrews, and
of Mrs. Agnes Chase are valuable for students of the Illinois flora. Because
of the interest of the late Professor Burrill and his special students, Clinton,
Earle, Seymour, and others, in the study of parasitic fungi, the part of the
herbarium devoted to the representation of plants of this group is rich in
material records of investigation, to which has been added the Stevens col-
lection of Porto Rican fungi, fourteen thousand numbers. The published
"exsiccatae" in this group are well represented. The Mrs. Mary S. Snyder
set of the Phycotheca Boreali-Americana, representing over 2,000 named
species, has increased the value of the herbarium for students of algae.
Entomology.—The entomology collections of the University include a
series of 20,000 specimens, representing 2,100 common species; and the
MacGillivray collection of Tenthredinoidea consisting of about 1,000 species
and 400 type specimens. The department has access, also, to the insect col-
lections of the State Laboratory of Natural History, which contain 405,000
pinned insects, including approximately 2,500 type specimens; 28,000 bottles
of insects in alcohol; and 5,350 microscope slides of insects and other small
animal forms.
Geology.—This collection illustrates the principal phases of geology,
including 10,000 hand specimens of rocks, 3,000 thin sections for microscopic
study, over 12,000 minerals, and 60,000 fossils, exhibits of gems and precious
stones, meteorites, polished ornamental stones, and specimens illustrating
geologic structures, and the principal types of rocks, minerals, and fossils.
The collections available for advanced students include those of Tyler Mc-
Whorter, Hertzer, and the greater part of the specimens collected both pri-
vately and for the State Geological Survey by A. H. Worthen.
Geography.—The geography collection consists of a complete file of the
United States topographic maps; a collection of U. S. Geological Survey
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folios; combined contour maps representing the physiographic provinces of
the United States; a collection of foreign topographic maps; rainfall and
vegetation maps; relief models of all the continents and of smaller areas;
and several thousand lantern slides.
Zoology.—The zoology collections present a synoptical view of zoology in-
cluding representations of all orders and classes. There are also theZiegler
wax models and sections, and other preparations showing the embryology of
vertebrates and invertebrates.
The collections of the State Laboratory of Natural History are available for
illustrative purposes, as well as for original investigation by advanced students.
Commerce and Business Administration.—For its courses in industrial
economics and commerce, the University has a collection of the materials in
commerce, showing the various stages in production, from the raw materials
to the finished articles; lanterns and several hundred slides; political and
industrial maps; and diagrams and stereoscopic views illustrating phases of
commerce and industry.
Engineering.—The departments of the College of Engineering maintain
collections of materials drawn from their respective fields. The Department
of Architecture has a number of reproductions of fragments from architectural
monuments. The Department of Ceramic Engineering has a collection of
modern wares representing various types of bodies, glazes, and methods of
decoration. The Departments of Civil Engineering and Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics maintain exhibits of tested specimens and structures.
The Department of Mechanical Engineering is the custodian of a 600 h.p.
vertical triple-expansion engine, directly connected to an electric generator,
a type of machine in common use for power-station service twenty years
ago, and numerous machines of historical value, including a 25 h.p. horizontal,
double-acting, single-expansion steam engine, designed and built in 1871,
with the help of students, by Professor S. W. Robinson, the first professor
of mechanical engineering at the University. This engine supplied power
to the first shop in this country in which instruction in the Mechanic Arts
was given. In the mining museum is a collection of models showing the
methods of working coal and ore mines and both sectionalized and operating
mining machines, and appliances. Collections of photographs and blue
prints illustrate all phases of mining and metallurgical design and con-
struction. This department has also collections of specimens of ores, coals,
non-metallic minerals, and metallurgical products. The Department of
Railway Engineering maintains exhibits of track rails exemplifying practice
since the beginning of railway construction; many details employed in car
and locomotive construction, historic and modern ; and an extensive collection
of photographs and prints. The Ricker Library of Architecture includes
also 15,000 mounted photographs and 11,000 lantern slides.
Agriculture.—The agricultural departments maintain collections illustra-
tive of their work. The collections include specimens of standard varieties
of corn; wax models of fruit and vegetables; a horticulture herbarium; speci-
mens of breeds of live stock; a collection of farm machinery; and exhibits
of negatives and samples showing the progress of investigations with fruit,
crops, and soils.
Library School Collection.—The School has made a collection of books
and pamphlets on library science; library reports, bulletins, and catalogs;
mounted samples showing methods of administration in libraries; book-
plates; books, photographs, and lantern slides on library architecture and
the history of books, printing, and libraries.
ADMINISTRATION
Government
The government of the University is vested by law in a Board of Trustees,
consisting of eleven members. The Governor of the State and the Super-
intendent of Public Instruction are members ex officio. The other nine
members are elected by the people of the State for terms of six years; the
terms of three members expire every second year.
The administration of the University is vested by the Board of Trustees
in the President of the University, the Provost, the Senate, the Council of
Administration, the Faculties of the several colleges, the Deans of the colleges,
and the Directors of the schools.
The President is the administrative head of the University.
The Senate is composed of all officers of full professorial rank and those
other members of the faculty who are in charge of separate departments
of the various colleges and schools. It is charged with the direction of the
general educational policy of the University.
The Council of Administration is composed of the President, the Dean
of the Graduate School, the Deans of Men and Women, and the Deans of
the several colleges. It constitutes an advisory board to the President, and
has exclusive jurisdiction over all matters of discipline.
The Faculties of the colleges and schools of the University have juris-
diction, subject to higher University authority, over all matters which per-
tain exclusively to these organizations.
The Dean of the Graduate School, the Deans of the several colleges, and
the Directors of the schools are responsible for the carrying out of all Univer-
sity regulations within their respective departments.
Departments and Curricula
For the purpose of administration, the University is divided into several
colleges and schools. These are not educationally separate, but are inter-
dependent and form a single unit. The list follows:
I. The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
II. The College of Commerce and Business Administration
III. The College of Engineering
IV. The College of Agriculture
V. The College of Education
VI. The College of Law
VII. The School of Music
VIII. The Library School
IX. The School of Railway Engineering and Administration
X. The Graduate School
XL The College of Medicine
XII. The College of Dentistry
XIII. The School of Pharmacy
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An applicant for admission to any of the colleges or schools of the Univer-
sity must be at least sixteen years of age, except that the Council of Ad-
ministration may admit on petition a student over fifteen years of age but
less than sixteen who meets the requirements for admission and who is to
reside, when he enters the University, with his parents or guardians, or with
some one chosen by them. Candidates for admission to the College of
Dentistry (Chicago), and to the School of Pharmacy (Chicago), must be
seventeen years of age.
Women are admitted to all departments on the same terms as men.
Students are admitted to the professional departments in Chicago (Medi-
cine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy) only at the beginning of the first semester;
they can enter the College of Engineering to best advantage at the opening
of the school year in September. In all other cases they should enter if pos-
sible at the beginning of the semester.
Scholarship Requirement for Non-Illinois Students.—An applicant for
admission to the University who is not a legal resident of Illinois will be
required to present with his application for admission to any of the colleges
or schools of the University, except as an unclassified student or as a student
in the Graduate School, satisfactory evidence that he maintained at the
school or college from which he would enter the University of Illinois a
scholastic average at least ten percent above the passing grade of such school
or college. In case of records which are not kept in numercial grades but in
literal or other systems of grading, this requirement will be interpreted to
mean an average of one grade above the passing grade; e.g., in a system of
A, B, C, and D, with D as the passing grade, the average must be C.
The Undergraduate Colleges
Fifteen units of secondary school work in acceptable subjects must be offered
by every candidate. A unit represents the work of 180 recitation periods of
forty minutes each, or the equivalent in laboratory or other practice.
Students may not enter with a deficiency in preparatory work. The
full requirements as stated below must be met before the applicant may
enter.
The subjects and credits required by the University for admission to the
various curricula in the undergraduate colleges and schools are given on
the following page.
Whenever two units of language are required both units must be in the
same language.
Students who intend to pursue curricula involving college mathematics,
physics, or advanced chemistry, or those in which university courses in
mathematics are prescribed, should present for admission one-half unit of
advanced algebra in addition to the required unit common to all.
In any curriculum in which less than fifteen hours of laboratory science
are required a student who enters without at least one unit of laboratory
science shall be required to substitute five hours of a laboratory science for
five hours free electives in the requirements for graduation.
Candidates for the curriculum in athletic coaching must pass physical
and medical examinations.
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Requirements for Admission
Undergraduate Colleges and Schools
(Expressed in terms of high-school units)
COLLEGE OR SCHOOL, AND CURRICULUM
Liberal Arts
and Sciences
Commerce &
Bus. Admin.
Engi-
neering
Agri-
culture
Educa-
tion* Music
PRESCRIBED
SUBJECTS
General
;
Journalism,
Pre-Legal,
Home
Ec,
Econ.
Entomology
.a5
1
1
c
Oh
'aw
Ry.
Trans,
and
Industrial
Administration 11
i|
<3 o
-1
si
"3
"3-8
^§
o
Athletic
Coaching
Industrial Education
99
9
O
o
English Compo-
sition and Lit-
Plane Geometry
Advanced
Algebra
Solid and Spher-
ical Geometry
Latin, Greek,
French, Ger-
man.orSpanish
(both in same)
Latin, Greek,
French, or
German (both
in same)
History and
Civics
Music
3
1
1
2
4
4
3
1
1
2
1
3
4
3
1
1
H
l
2
4
3
1
1
H
H
5
4
3
1
i
6
4
3
1
1
H
5
4
3
1
1
6
4
3
1
1
6
4
3
1
1
2
2
2
4
At least the fol-
lowing number
of electives
from List B .
.
Not more than
the following
number of elec-
tives from List
C
Total 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
For admission to all other curricula of the College of Education, two years of general college work
is required.
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Subjects Accepted for Admission
List A.
—
Required of all: (Note also the special prescriptions for the various
curricula as given in the preceding table).
Units
English (composition and literature) 3
Algebra 1
Plane Geometry 1
Total 5
List B. General Eledives:
Possible Credits by Units
Latin 1-4
Greek 1-4
French 1-4
German 1-4
Spanish 1-4
Italian (As an elective only) 1-3
English (4th unit) 1
Advanced algebra J^-l
Solid geometry J^
Trigonometry %
Greek and Roman history 1
Medieval and modern history 1
English history J^-l
American history 3^-1
Civics Yt^-
Economics and economic history J^-l
Commercial geography J^-l
Physiography 3^-1
Physiology H~l
Zoology H~l
Botany J^-l
Physics 1-2
Chemistry 1-2
List C. Special Electives:
Only 4 units may be chosen from this group
:
Astronomy J^
Geology J^-l
Agriculture 1-3
Bookkeeping 1
Business law J£
Commercial arithmetic (accepted only when preceded by one year of work in
high school mathematics) J^
Domestic science 1-3
Drawing, art and design 2^-1
Drawing, mechanical H~l
Manual training or farm mechanics 1-2
Foreign language (other than those of List B) 1-2
General science M-l
Music 1-2
Shorthand and typewriting (when offered together) 1-2
Typewriting (when offered alone in double periods) 1
Subjects Recommended for Admission
The subjects listed in the preceding table as required for admission to the
various colleges, schools, and curricula are those which are considered es-
sential preparation for college work and without which the student may not
be admitted. In order to assist prospective students to select courses in
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high school which will give most effective preparation for later work in
college, there are presented below lists of additional subjects which are
strongly recommended. In planning his work the prospective student should
endeavor to include these subjects in his curriculum.
1. The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
For the curricula in chemistry, chemical engineering, and home eco-
nomics
—
physics, one unit.
For the pre-medical curriculum—two units in laboratory science
(physics, chemistry, botany, zoology).
For all other curricula—foreign language, one or two units, in addition
to the units prescribed; history and civics, two units; laboratory
science, one unit.
2, The College of Commerce and Business Administration.
For all curricula—advanced algebra, one-half unit.
5. The College of Engineering.
For all curricula (stated in the order of preference)—French or German
or Latin, two units; physics or chemistry, one unit; botany, zoology,
physiography, geology, one unit; history (American, Ancient, Euro-
pean), one and one-half units; civics, one-half unit.
4. The College of Agriculture.
For all curricula
—
physics or chemistry, one unit; advanced algebra
and solid geometry, one unit.
Sources of Acceptable Credits
The credits required for admission to the undergraduate departments, as
detailed above, may be secured
:
(a) By certificate from an accredited high school or other secondary
school.*
(b) By examination.
(c) By transfer from another university or college of recognized
standing.
(A) Admission by Certificate
A candidate for admission by certificate must be a graduate of an ac-
credited school.
An applicant who has attended but who has not been graduated from an ac-
credited school must pass entrance examinations in the following subjects,
amounting to 5 units:
English composition 1 unit
Algebra 1 unit
Additional subjects to be designated by the University authorities 3 units
Total 5 units
The remaining 10 units necessary to make up the 15 units required for
admission may also be made in entrance examinations or may be offered by
certificate from an accredited school.
Blank certificates for students wishing to enter the University by certi-
ficate from an accredited high school or academy may be had of the Registrar.
They should be obtained early and should be filled out and sent to the Regis-
trar for approval as soon as possible after the close of the high-school year
in June.
•For the present, credits offered for entrance from junior high schools are to be certified by the principal
of the senior high school from which the oandidate enters.
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The Registrar will endeavor to notify a student of his status promptly
on receipt of his certificate. However, because of the rush of business,
it is sometimes impossible to send such notices in cases where certificates
do not arrive until the week prior to the opening of the University.
Accredited Schools.—The High School Visitor of the University visits
and inspects, on request, high schools and other preparatory schools through-
out the State. On the basis of his reports, approved by the Committee on
Accredited Schools and by the Council of Administration, the University
accredits all work which is found to be sufficiently well done. For a list of
accredited schools, address the High School Visitor. Not all the schools
named in this list are accredited for the same amount of work or all for the
same subjects. A student presenting a certificate from any one of these
schools will be given entrance credit for all the subjects named therein for
which the school is specifically accredited as shown in the certificate of its ac-
credited relation issued to the school by the University.
Entrance credits will also be accepted on certificate from the following
sources
:
1. From schools accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.
2. From schools accredited to the state universities which are included
in the membership of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, provided the certificate shows that the Illinois standard time require-
ments have been met.
3. From schools accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.
4. From schools approved by the New England College Entrance Certi-
ficate Board.
5. From high schools and academies registered by the Regents of the
University of the State of New York.
6. From the state normal schools of Illinois and other state normal
schools having equal requirements for graduation.
Foreign Students.—Candidates for admission who come from foreign
countries should bring complete official credentials. Certificates from
Oriental and Slavic countries must be accompanied by certified translations.
On arriving at the University foreign students should consult with the Assist-
ant Dean of Men for Foreign Students, Room 152, Administration Building.
(B) Admission by Examination
The University Entrance Examinations.—Entrance examinations are
given at the University in Urbana three times each year: in September,
immediately before the opening of the fall semester; in January and February,
shortly before the opening of the spring semester; and in July, during the
Summer Session. Similar examinations are given in Chicago five times each
year, about March 15, June 15, August 15, September 15, and December 15.
These examinations cover substantially all the subjects required or accepted
for admission. Programs may be obtained by addressing the Registrar.
The Examinations of the College Entrance Examination Board.—The certi-
ficate of the College Entrance Examination Board, showing a grade of 60
percent or higher, will be accepted for admission in any subject in the lists
on pages 58 and 59 in the amounts there specified as being acceptable. These
examinations will be held during the week of June 20-25, 1927.
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All applications for examination must be addressed to the Secretary of
the College Entrance Examination Board, 431 West 117th Street, New York,
N. Y., and must be made on a blank form to be obtained from the Secretary
of the Board on application. The fee must accompany the application.
Applications for examinations at points in the United States east of the
Mississippi River, and at points on the Mississippi River, must be received
by the Secretary of the Board at least three weeks in advance of the first day
of the examinations, that is, on or before Monday, May 30, 1927; applica-
tions for examinations at points in the United States west of the Mississippi
River or in Canada must be received at least four weeks in advance of the
first day of the examinations, that is, on or before Monday, May 23, 1927;
and applications for examinations outside of the United States or Canada
must be received at least six weeks in advance of the first day of the examina-
tions, that is, on or before Monday, May 9, 1927.
Applications received later than the dates named will be accepted when
it is possible to arrange for the admission of the candidate concerned, but
only on payment of an additional fee of $5.
The examination fee is $10 for all candidates. The fee should be re-
mitted by postal order, express order, or draft on New York to the order
of the College Entrance Examination Board and should accompany the
application.
A list of the places at which examinations are to be held by the Board
in June, 1927, will be published about March 1. Requests that the examina-
tions be held at particular points, to receive proper consideration, should
be transmitted to the Secretary of the Board not later than February 1.
The New York Regents' Examinations.—Credits will be accepted, also,
from the examinations conducted by the Regents of the University of the
State of New York.
(C) Admission by Transfer of Entrance Credits from Other Colleges
or Universities
A person who has been admitted to another college or university of rec-
ognized standing will be admitted to this University on presenting a
certificate of honorable dismissal from the institution from which he comes
and an official statement of the subjects upon which he was admitted to such
institution, provided it appears that the subjects are those required here
for admission or real equivalents. No substitutes will be accepted for the
subjects prescribed by the University except that a student who comes from
an institution rated in Class A by the University with a record of thirty
hours without failures or conditions and with an average grade ten per-
cent above the passing grade of the college, may be matriculated irrespective
of deficiencies in prescribed subjects.
Admission to Advanced Standing.—After matriculation, an applicant may
secure advanced standing either by examination or by transfer of credits.
i. By examination.—Advanced standing in the undergraduate colleges
at Urbana is granted only by examination unless the applicant is from an
approved school. Examinations for advanced standing are given without
fee if taken within 60 days after matriculation; if taken later, a fee of $5
is charged for each examination.
2. By transfer of credits.—Credits may be accepted for advanced standing
from another university or a college or a junior college of recognized standing
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or from a state normal school. In general it is unwise for a student to enter
a specialized curriculum at the University as late as the beginning of senior
year. An applicant for advanced standing by transfer must present a certi-
fied record of work done in the institution from which he comes, accompanied
by a summary of his preparatory work and by a letter of honorable dismissal.
Students intending to transfer to the University of Illinois should send their
credentials to the Registrar as early in the summer as possible.
Students in large number enter the University after completing one,
two or even three years at other universities and the colleges of the State.
In recognition of this situation the University is cooperating cordially and
sympathetically with the higher institutions in the State in their endeavor
to coordinate their work with that of the University. In order that informa-
tion may be had in advance in regard to the credit to be allowed
from a specific institution, the University, in conference with the colleges,
has adopted certain standards for accrediting and has classified the higher
institutions within the State in accordance with the manner in which they
are able to meet these standards. Students from the colleges which have
met these standards in full on entering the University, receive hour for hour
credit but in applying for a degree are expected to conform to all the pre-
scriptions and limitations as to credit announced for their chosen curriculum.
The Registrar of the University will, on application, gladly furnish full
information in regard to the transfer from Illinois colleges.
Admission as Unclassified Students.—Persons over twenty-one years of
age may be admitted as unclassified students in the undergraduate colleges at
Urbana, provided they secure (1) the recommendation of the instructor whose
work they wish to take, and (2) the approval of the dean of the college con-
cerned. They must give evidence that they possess the requisite information
and ability to pursue profitably, as unclassified students, their chosen sub-
jects, and must meet the special requirements for the particular college in
which they wish to enroll, as stated below.
An unclassified student is not matriculated and must pay a tuition fee
of $7.50 a semester in addition to the regular incidental fee of $25 a semester
if a resident of the State, or of $37.50, if a non-resident.
No one may enroll as an unclassified student in any school or college of
the University for more than two years, except by special permission, applica-
tion for which must be made through the dean of the college.
A person registered as an unclassified student in one college and desiring
to take a course in another college of the University must obtain the approval
of the dean of the latter college.
For certain of its colleges the University has adopted special requirements
for the admission of unclassified students. These are as follows:
i. The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.—A written application must
be presented, accompanied by official certificates indicating the applicant's
preparatory work and showing honorable dismissal from the school last
attended. Such applications should be presented at least one week before
the beginning of a semester.
2. The College of Engineering.—The applicant must satisfy the regular
entrance requirements in mathematics and English (algebra, V/2 units;
plane geometry, 1 unit; solid geometry, ^ unit; English composition and
literature, 3 units).
?. The College of Agriculture.—In the case of men, two years of experience
in practical agriculture are required. Any applicant accepted who is unable
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to satisfy the regular entrance requirements in English must carry English
in the University until the deficiency is made good.
4. The College of Law.—No credit earned by an unclassified student
in the College of Law may be counted toward a degree in law.
No-Credit Course in Rhetoric for Deficient Students.—Early in the first
semester the Department of English determines by tests, including the writing
of several compositions, the grade of each student 's preparation for freshman
work in rhetoric, and places those students who are found to be insufficiently
prepared in a special course for which no credit is given.
The Professional Schools
College of Education.—For admission to the two-year professional curricula
in the College of Education, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science
in education, a candidate must be able to matriculate in one of the under-
graduate colleges and must offer, in addition, 60 semester hours of college
credit (exclusive of military science). (For the requirements for the under-
graduate curricula in Athletic Coaching and Industrial Education in this
College, see above).
College of Law.—For admission to the three-year curriculum in the Col-
lege of Law as a regular student an applicant must be matriculated and
have 60 hours' credit in a college of this University; or have completed two
full years of work as given at another college or university of recognized
standing, as a matriculated student in such college or university; or have
received by transfer 60 hours of university credit here.
For admission to the four-year curriculum in the College of Law an
applicant must have completed 60 hours of work, exclusive of physical
education, hygiene, and military, in a college of this University, or at another
college or university of recognized standing.
Library School.—Admission to the Library School is conditioned on
the presentation of credentials showing that the applicant holds a bachelor's
degree in arts or science from the University of Illinois or has had other
equivalent training. Application blanks for admission may be secured
from the Director of the School, and these, filled out, should be filed, with
documentary material showing qualifications for admission, not later than
August 1. It is to the candidate 's interest to present his application and
certificates early, in order that the question of admission may be settled
before he comes to Urbana.
For admission as an unclassified student to the Library School a written
application is required, accompanied by official certificates, indicating the
character and extent of the applicant's preparatory and college work. In
order that action may be taken on such applications before registration day,
they should be presented not later than one month in advance. It is the
practice to admit as unclassified students only those persons who, though unable
to meet the requirements for entrance, are substantially prepared for thorough
and advanced work. Such persons must present evidence of possessing
the information and ability to pursue the chosen subjects profitably. They
must also present some substitute for the requirements for entrance, such
as approved library or teaching experience or foreign travel. Preference
'will be given to those engaged in library work, especially in Illinois libraries.
Such students are expected to take the regular curriculum, or, failing that
as much of the prescribed work as they are prepared for.
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College of Medicine (Chicago).—For admission to the College of Medi-
cine, candidates must present:
1. Four years' work in an accredited high school or the equivalent,
comprising not fewer than 15 units in acceptable subjects, including prescribed
subjects as follows:
English 3 units
Algebra 1 unit
Plane geometry 1 unit
Latin, Greek, German, or French (both units in the same language) 2 units
History and civics 1 unit
Electives 7 units
Total 15 units
2. Two years' work in a recognized college or university, comprising
not less than 60 semester hours, and including prescribed subjects as follows:
Semester Hours
Chemistry (including organic chemistry, 4 semester hours) 12
Physics (at least 2 hours of laboratory work) 8
Biology (at least 4 hours of laboratory work, see note 1) 8
English 6
German, French (see note 2) 6
Electives outside of the chemical, physical, and biological sciences (see note 3) 6
Free electives (see note 3) exclusive of military, hygiene, and physical education 14
Total 60
Note 1: Biology—Four of these 8 semester hours must consist of laboratory work.
This requirement may be satisfied by a course of 8 semester hours in either general biology
or zoology, or by courses of 4 semester hours each in zoology and botany, but not by botany
alone.
Note 2: German, French—The student is strongly urged to secure a reading knowl-
edge of one of these languages. This will ordinarily require at least two years' work in
the high school followed by at least 6 hours' work in the same language in college, or two
years' work (at least 12 hours) in college if the language was not begun in high school, or
the equivalent.
Note 3: Electives—As desirable electives the following subjects are suggested:
psychology; college algebra and trigonometry; additional English; economics, history,
sociology, political science; logic; Latin, Greek; drawing. Among the free electives ad-
vanced chemistry, zoology, and botany may be offered.
Preference to Illinois Residents.—In considering applications for admission
preference will be given candidates who are residents of Illinois.
Students registered in the medical curriculum.—The seven year medical
curriculum offered by the University (p. 190) consists of two years of pre-
medical work at Urbana, including the subject requirements stated above,
two years of pre-clinical work in the College of Medicine in Chicago, (for
these four years a B. S. degree may be given), two years of clinical work in
the College of Medicine in Chicago, and one year as an interne in a hospital
approved by the University. The registration of students at Urbana who
have completed the requirements of the first two years of the medical curri-
culum (the pre-medical work) and who have done in residence at the Univer-
sity the last two semesters of such curriculum, is continued in the College of
Medicine subject to the following conditions:
1. The student who wishes thus to continue his work in the University
must signify his intention to the Registrar on a form provided by him not
later than March 1 of the year in which he purposes to continue his work
in the Chicago department.
2. The student must comply with the general regulations for registra-
tion in the University in the medical course. This includes the payment of
fees in advance.
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3. A student who is on probation in the University at the time of con-
tinuing his University registration in the Chicago departments will be con-
tinued on probation.
No conditions are permitted.—The requirements for admission as stated
above must be met in full before admission will be granted. No deficiencies
are permitted.
College oj Dentistry {Chicago).—For admission to the College of Dentis-
try, candidates must present
:
1. Four years' work in an accredited high school or the equivalent,
comprising not fewer than 15 units in acceptable subjects, including pre-
scribed subjects as follows:
English 3 units
Algebra 1 unit
Plane geometry 1 unit
Laboratory science (must be physics if this subject is not included among
the 30 hours pre-dental college work) 1 unit
Electives (see general electives, page 58) 9 units
Total
_
15 units
2. One year of work in an approved college of liberal arts and sciences,
comprising not fewer than 30 semester hours, and including prescribed sub-
jects as follows:
SEMESTER HOURS
Chemistry 6
Biology or Physics (Physics must be presented if it has not been
taken in the high school) 6
English 6
Electives 12
Total
m
30
School of Pharmacy (Chicago).—The requirements for the School of
Pharmacy are the same as those for the undergraduate colleges at Urbana
with respect to high-school graduation, the number of units required, the ac-
ceptable subjects, and the prescribed subjects (see pages 57 to 59)
.
The required fifteen units may be summarized as follows:
I. Prescribed subjects
English (composition and literature) 3 units
Algebra 1 unit
Plane geometry 1 unit
II. Electives (general electives, not more than 4 units from List C) . . . . 10 units
Total 15 units
Preference to Illinois Residents.—In considering applications for admis-
sion, preference will be given candidates who are residents of Illinois.
Graduate School
Admission to the Graduate School may be granted to graduates of in-
stitutions whose requirements for the bachelor's degree are substantially
equivalent to those of the University of Illinois. A graduate of an institution
meeting the requirements of a standard college (see p. 61) may be admitted
to the Graduate School, provided he satisfies the Dean and the departments
concerned that he will be able to proceed to the master's degree in a period
not exceeding two years. Admission to the Graduate School does not, however,
imply admission to candidacy for an advanced degree, and gives no right or claim
to be so admitted. Such candidacy is determined by the Faculty after the student
has demonstrated by his work here, for from two to five months, that he has the
ability to do major work of graduate character. A mere accumulation of "credits '
'
or "grades" is not sufficient.
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Application blanks for admission may be secured from the Registrar.
Every applicant must submit with his application for admission an official
transcript of his college record.
Description of Subjects Accepted for Admission
Particularly for the purpose of furnishing a guide to those students who ex-
pect to meet the requirements for admission by examination, brief descrip-
tions of the acceptable subjects are given below.
1. Agriculture, (j to 3 units, 168 to 504 clock hours).—Separate
courses covering at least 36 weeks each in different phases of agriculture
should be given. At least one-half the time must be devoted to laboratory
work and notebooks should be kept.
2. Algebra. (i to 2 units, 120 to 240 clock hours).—(a) One unit—
Fundamental operations; factoring; fractions; simple equations, including
the graphical solution of a linear system; extraction of square roots; radicals
of the second order; variation and proportion; solution of quadratics by
factoring and completing the square; verbal problems.
(b) One and one-half units—In addition to the subjects of (a) above:
statistical graphs; quadratic equations solved graphically and by the formula,
and equations reducible to quadric form; complex numbers; theory of ex-
ponents; reduction from radicals to fractional exponents and vice versa;
radicals and the rationalization of denominators; radical equations; log-
arithms, arithmetic, and geometric progressions; binomial theorem.
(c) Two units—The material covered in (a) and (b) above, with an
additional half year which should conform with the course given to freshmen
in college algebra.
3. Astronomy. {% unit, 60 clock hours).—The geography of the
heavens, the various celestial motions, and the positions of the conspicuous
naked-eye heavenly bodies.
4. Bookkeeping. (j unit, 240 clock hours).—Double entry bookkeeping,
with emphasis on business transactions and their interpretation in the ledger
accounts; simple trading, profit and loss statements, and balance sheets, and
explanation of the meanings of the items involved. The work must be done
under the immediate supervision of a teacher.
5. Botany. {%to i unit, 84 to 168 clock hours).—The general structure
of plants; the principal organs and their functions; the main groups of plants;
the ability to classify and name the more common species. Laboratory note-
books and herbarium collections must be presented.
6. Business Law. {% unit, 60 clock hours).—The subject as covered
in any of the standard text-books.
7. Chemistry. (j to 2 units, 168 to 336 clock hours).—Text-book and
laboratory work so arranged that at least half of the time shall be given to
the laboratory. Laboratory notebooks must be presented.
8. Civics. (% to 1 unit, 60 to 120 clock hours).—Social organization of
institutional life and industries; nature of democracy; duties and obligations
of citizens; government, local, state, and federal.
9. Commercial Arithmetic. (% unit, 60 clock hours).—The subject as
covered in any standard text. To receive credit the course must be preceded
by one year of high-school mathematics.
10. Commercial Geography. (% to 1 unit, 60 to 120 clock hours).—
The subject as covered in any standard text.
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11. Drawing. (Freehand drawing, % to I unit, 120 to 240 clock hours;
mechanical drawing, % to 1 unit, 120 to 24.0 clock hours).—Drawing books or
plates must be submitted.
12. Economics. (% to 1 unit, 60 to 120 clock hours).—The principles
of economics, with economic history, as given in any good elementary text-
book.
13. English Composition and Rhetoric. (/ unit, 120 clock hours).—
Grammar, rhetoric, and written composition, as covered in any standard
text. The subject can hardly be acquired in less than one period per week
for four years.
14. English Literature. (/ to 3 units, 120 to 360 clock hours).— (a)
Each candidate must read certain assigned literary masterpieces. With a
view to a large freedom of choice, the books provided for reading are arranged
in the following groups from which at least ten units are to be selected, two
from each group. Each unit is here set off by semicolons.
I. The Old Testament, comprising at least the chief narrative episodes
in Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, together
with the books of Ruth and Esther; the Iliad, with the omission, if desired,
of Books XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVII, XXI; the Odyssey, with the omis-
sion, if desired, of Books I, II, III, IV, V, XV, XVI, XVII; Vergil's Aeneid.
The Iliad, the Odyssey, and the Aeneid should be read in English translations
of recognized literary excellence.
For any unit of this group a unit from any other group may be substituted.
II. Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice; Midsummer Night's Dream;
As You Like It; Twelfth Night; Henry the Fifth; Julius Caesar.
III. Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Part I; Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield;
Scott's Ivanhoe or Quentin Durward; Hawthorne's House of Seven Gables;
Dickens's David Copperfield or Tale of Two Cities; Thackeray's Henry
Esmond; Mrs. Gaskell's Cranford; George Eliot's Silas Marner; Stevenson's
Treasure Island.
IV. Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Part I; Sir Roger de Coverly Papers
in the Spectator; Franklin's Autobiography (condensed); Irving 's Sketch
Book; Macaulay's Essays on Lord Clive and Warren Hastings; Thackeray's
English Humorists; selections from Lincoln, including the two Inaugurals,
the Speeches in Independence Hall and at Gettysburg, the Last Public Ad-
dress, and the Letter to Horace Greeley, with a brief memoir or estimate;
Parkman's Oregon Trail; either Thoreau's Walden or selection from Huxley's
Lay Sermons; Stevenson's Inland Voyage and Travels with a Donkey; the
Atlantic Prose and Poetry.
V. Palgrave's Golden Treasury (First Series), Books II and III, with
especial attention to Dryden, Collins, Gray, Cowper, Burns; Gray's Elegy
in a Country Churchyard and Goldsmith's Deserted Village; Coleridge's
Ancient Mariner and Lowell's Vision of Sir Launfal; Scott's Lady of the
Lake; Byron's Childe Harold, Canto IV, and Prisoner of Chillon; Palgrave's
Golden Treasury (First Series) Book IV, with especial attention to Words-
worth, Keats, and Shelley; Poe's Raven, Longfellow's Courtship of Miles
Standish, Whittier's Snow Bound; Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome and
Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum; Tennyson's Gareth and Lynette, Launcelot
and Elaine, The Passing of Arthur; Browning's Cavalier Tunes; The Lost
Leader, How They Brought the Good News from Ghent to Aix, Home
Thoughts from Abroad, Home Thoughts from the Sea, Incident of the French
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Camp, Herve Riel, Pheidippides, My Last Duchess, Up at a Villa—Down
in the City.
(b) In addition to the foregoing the candidate will be required to present
a careful, systematic study, with supplementary reading, of the history of
either English or American literature.
(c) The candidate will be examined on the form and substance of certain
books in addition to those named under (a). For 1927 the books will be
selected from the list below. The examination will be of such a character
as to require a minute study of each of the works named. The list is
:
Shakespeare's Macbeth; Milton's Comus, L 'Allegro, and II Penseroso;
Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America, or Washington's Farewell
Address and Webster's First Bunker Hill Oration; Macaulay's Life of John-
son, or Carlyle's Essay on Burns; a volume of modern short stories and a
volume of modern essays.
The work outlined in (a), (b), and (c) counts for two units.
(d) The three units in English composition, rhetoric, and literature,
as described above, are required for all students. A fourth unit may be
obtained for one full year's additional work in the study of English and
American authors.
15. French, (i to 4 units, 120 to 480 clock hours).—First year's work:
Elementary grammar; the irregular verbs; pronunciation. About 100 pages
of easy prose should be read. Second year's work: Advanced grammar; all
the irregular verbs; elementary composition and conversation. About 300
pages of modern French should be read. Third year's work: Composition and
conversation. About 500 pages of standard authors should be read, including
a few classics. Fourth year's work: Composition and conversation. About
700 pages of standard modern and classical authors should be read.
16. General Science. {% to i unit, 60 to 168 clock hours).—The sub-
ject matter must be such as to enable the student to interpret his obvious
environment, both natural and mechanical, in terms of the fundamental
principles of science involved. For one unit of credit the subject must be
conducted as a laboratory science and laboratory notebooks must be pre-
sented.
17. Geology. ( % to i unit, 60 to 120 clock hours).—The thorough study
of one of the shorter modern text-books of geology, with laboratory work
on specimens, maps, models, etc., and field trips.
18. Geometry. (Plane geometry, 1 unit, 120 clock hours; solid geometry,
1/2 unit, 60 clock hours).—The subject as presented in any standard text.
19. German. (i to 4 units, 120 to 480 clock hours).—First year's work:
Reading and translation of simple German prose; elementary grammar up
to the subjunctive; easy prose composition. Second year's work: Modern
writers; oral and written drill on elementary grammar. Third year's work:
Modern prose; advanced prose composition; oral practice. Fourth year's
work: Composition with free reproduction of portions of the text studied;
reading of modern and classical authors.
20. Greek. (i to J units, 120 to 360 clock hours).—First year's work:
The exercises in a beginning book, and one book of the Anabasis or its equiva-
lent. Second year's work: Two additional books of the Anabasis and three
of Homer, or their equivalents; prose composition equal to one exercise a
week for one year. Third year's work: Three additional books of the Iliad,
three of the Odyssey, and Books VI, VII, VIII of Herodotus, or an equivalent
from other authors.
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21. History, (j to 5 units, 120 to 360 clock hours).—Ancient history to
800 A.D., one unit; medieval and modern history, one unit; English history,
one-half or one unit; American history, one-half or one unit.
Examinations for entrance will be given in all these subjects. The exam-
ination for each unit is intended to cover one full year of high-school work.
22. Home Economics. (/ to 3 units, 180 to 540 clock hours).—The divi-
sions of the subject recognized for credit are: (a) foods; (b) clothing; (c) the
home. Either (a) or (b) will be accepted for one unit; or one-half unit may
be accepted in each of these divisions. Division (c) may be accepted as a
third unit, providing it is given substantially as outlined in the Syllabus of
Domestic Science and Domestic Art published by the University and that
(a) and (b) are made prerequisite for it.
23. Latin. (j to 4 units, 120 to 480 clock hours).—First year's work:
Inflections and syntax as given in a good beginners ' book ; the ability to read
simple fables and stories. Second year's work: Four books of Caesar's Gallic
War, or its equivalent; simple Latin prose based on the text. Third year's
work: Six orations of Cicero; simple Latin prose based on the text; historical
references and the fundamentals of syntax. Fourth year's work: Six books
of Vergil's Aeneid, with history and mythology; the scansion of hexameter
verse.
24. Manual Training or Farm Mechanics, (i to 2 units, 240 to
480 clock hours).—First year's work: Mechanical drawing and wood-shop.
Second year's work: Any combination of the following groups, provided
at least 120 hours of work are offered from each group
—
(1) machine draw-
ing, (2) wood turning and pattern making, (3) wood turning and furniture
and cabinet making, (4) forging, (5) machine shop practice, (6) a course in
farm mechanics is acceptable to the University.
25. Music. (j to 2 units, 120 to 240 clock hours).—The following com-
binations may be accepted: (1) Harmony, 2 units; or (2) history of music,
1 unit and music appreciation, 1 unit; or (3) a composite course consisting
of any two of the subjects listed under (1) and (2) above, 2 units.
Note: Theoretical music may be presented for admission to all depart-
ments of the University. One unit of applied music may be accepted if one
unit in theoretical music is offered at the same time, and if these courses
have been preceded by two years of high-school music.
For admission to the School of Music, two units in "applied" music,
i.e., piano, voice, or violin, are required. Credit in the "applied" music
is given only after examination. For two units in piano, students are re-
quired to play the following or the equivalent : Simple scales and arpeggios
at fairly rapid tempo; Bach Two-part Inventions; Czerny, Op. 299; an
easy sonata of Haydn, Mozart, or Beethoven. For two units in voice,
students are required to sing the following or the equivalent : Simple scales
and arpeggios; studies selected from Concone, Sieber, Panofka, and Panse-
ron; songs selected from Schubert, Schumann, and modern composers.
For two units in violin, students must be able to accomplish all basic
movements of finger and bow technic as in Flesch, Basic-Studies I A, B, C,
E; II A-E; or Sevcik, Op. l,Book I, Exercises 7,8, 11 (Variations 1-6, 39-41),
29 (Variations 1-10, 29-32), Op. 7, Book I, Op. 8, 9. All scales (2 and 3 oc-
tave). Etudes equivalent to Kayser (especially 2, 12, 14, 17, 21, 27 in
Svecenski edition); Mazas Special Studies; Kreutzer Etudes, (especially
2, 7, 8, 12, 15, in Singer Edition). Repertoire equivalent to Dancla "Airs
Varies", Bach Concerto in E major, Mittell Classics, Volumes 3 and 4.
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26. Physics. (i to 2 units, 168 to 336 clock hours).—Elementary phy-
sical science as presented in any standard text-book. Laboratory practice
in quantitative experiments. The laboratory notebook will be considered
as part of the examination.
27. Physical Geography. {% to i unit, 60 to 168 clock hours).—The
subject as covered in any standard text-book. For more than one-half unit
a laboratory notebook will be required.
28. Physiology. (% to i unit, 60 to 168 clock hours).—The anatomy,
histology, and physiology of the human body. For more than one-half unit
a laboratory notebook will be required.
29. Shorthand and Typewriting. (1 to 2 units, 240 to 260 clock hours).
One unit in typewriting is granted if properly taught and supervised, and if
given two 40 minute periods daily for one year. Two units are given for
shorthand and typewriting if taken together and properly taught and super-
vised; and provided that the shorthand is given one 40 minute period daily,
with preparation, and the typewriting two 40 minute periods daily with
thorough practice in transcribing shorthand notes taken by the student from
dictation. Approximately ninety words per minute in taking dictation and
thirty-five words per minute transcribing will be required.
30. Spanish, (j to 4 units, 120 to 480 clock hours).—First year's work:
Grammar, including the irregular verbs; pronunciation, and translation of
simple Spanish when spoken; reading about 100 pages of easy prose; simple
composition and dictation. Second year's work: In addition to the foregoing,
about 300 pages of modern prose; elementary syntax; dictation, composition,
and translation of spoken Spanish. Third year's work: Intermediate com-
position and conversation; about 500 pages of standard authors. Fourth
year's work: Advanced composition and conversation; about 700 pages of
standard modern authors.
31. Trigonometry. {% unit, 60 clock hours).—Plane trigonometry, as
given in any standard text-book, including the solution of right and oblique
triangles. Solution of practical problems, trigonometric identities, and
trigonometric equations.
32. Zoology. (% to 1 unit, 84 to 168 clock hours).—Laboratory, text-
book, and recitation work. Notebook and drawings must be presented. The
drawings are to be made from the objects themselves, not copied from il-
lustrations, and the notes are to be a record of the student's own observa-
tions of the animals examined. An accurate knowledge of the external
anatomy of each of eight or ten animals distributed among the larger divi-
sions of the animal kingdom, their life histories, and their adaptations to
environment will be required. Special attention should be given to a study
of the living animal. The names of the largest divisions of the animal king-
dom, with their distinguishing characteristics, and with illustrative examples
selected from familiar forms, ought also to be known.
GRADUATION—FIRST DEGREES
A bachelor's degree is conferred on a student who satisfactorily completes
a curriculum in one of the colleges and schools, doing either the first three
years, or the last year, of his work in residence at the University.
A candidate for a bachelor's degree must pass in the subjects marked
prescribed in his curriculum, and must conform to the directions in that
curriculum in regard to electives. In the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
(for the A.B. degree), the College of Commerce and Business Administration,
and the College of Agriculture, credit for 130 hours is required for graduation.
In chemistry and chemical engineering in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, in the College of Engineering, in the College of Law, in the Library
School, and in the School of Music, the candidate must complete the cur-
riculum as laid down.
In order to receive his bachelor's degree a student must have secured
grades not lower than C in subjects aggregating at least three-fourths of the
work, prescribed or elective, required for such degree. The system of grading
is as follows: A, excellent; B, good; C, fair; D, poor (but passing); E, failure.
The work required includes, for men, military drill and tactics, hygiene,
and physical education; and for women, hygiene, and physical education.
Men excused from the military requirements, and women who do not take
the course in physical education, must elect instead an equivalent number
of hours in other subjects.
When a thesis is required, 1 the subject must be announced by the first
Monday in November, and the completed thesis must be submitted to the
dean of the proper college by June 1. The work must be done under the
direction of a professor in the department concerned and must be in the
line of the curriculum for which a degree is expected. The thesis must be
presented on regulation paper.
The annual commencement exercises are held in June, but degrees may
be conferred at other times as follows:
Students who complete their work at the end of the first semester may,
on application, be recommended at the February meeting of the Senate.
Students who are to complete their work for the bachelor 's or the master 's
degree in the Summer Session, and who, in advance of the June meeting of
the Senate, file a list of specified courses to be taken that session which com-
plete the requirements in their cases, may be recommended at the June
meeting, subject to the successful completion of the courses in the Summer
Session.
Students who complete their work at the end of the Summer Session
may, on application, be recommended at the October meeting of the Senate.
A student who has received one bachelor's degree may receive a second
bachelor's degree, provided that all specified requirements for both degrees
be fully met, and provided also that the curriculum offered for the second
degree include at least 30 semester hours not counted for the first degree.
•See requirements for graduation in the various colleges.
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HONORS AND PRIZES
University Honors
By the following system of honors, the University gives public official recog-
nition to such students as attain a high grade of scholarship. The plan is
applicable to those undergraduates at Urbana who are enrolled in a four-
year curriculum requiring only high-school preparation for admission or
in the College of Education.
I. Honors Day. An annual University Honors Day is held in accordance
with the following plan:
1. On Honors Day there is a University Convocation with an address
by some distinguished speaker.
2. Announcement is made at that time of the winners of cups or other
trophies for scholarship, awarded within the period between convocations
and in accordance with conditions approved by the Council of Administra-
tion.
3. Election of students to those honorary societies is announced where
the basis of election meets a standard of scholarship approved by the Council
of Administration.
4. Announcement is made of those organized groups whose average is
equivalent to 0.20 above the average of all undergraduates on the basis of
the methods now employed by the University authorities in determining
group averages.
5. Announcement is made of the names of undergraduate students who
have distinguished themselves in scholarship during the two semesters pre-
vious to Honors Day; with the exception that in the case of freshmen the
basis of award is the grades for the first semester.
There are three grades of such honors:
(a) Students in the upper ten percent of each class are entitled to
have their names printed on the convocation program.
(b) Students in the upper three percent of the sophomore, junior,
and senior classes are entitled to wear a badge or other suitable emblem
to be selected by a committee of three faculty and six student members
appointed b}r the President of the University.
(c) Those seniors who are in the upper three percent of their class
in both junior and senior years are entitled to have their names inscribed
on a suitable tablet to be placed in the University Auditorium. After
the fourth convocation on Honors Day, the names of those placed on
the tablet four years before are removed from the tablet and transferred
to a book kept by the University for that purpose. This book is a per-
manent record of the University.
6. The basis of award is the attainments of the student, or group of
students as shown by the scholastic records on file in the office of the Regis-
trar. The students and organizations to be given honors are selected by the
University Senate on the recommendation of the Council of Administration.
7. A student whose name is among the upper ten percent of his class in
accordance with the foregoing plan, at the convocation held in his junior
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year, is permitted so to adjust the studies of his senior year as to allow him
freedom to put a considerable proportion of his time on some selected sub-
ject of study or investigation under the supervision of the department con-
cerned, provided that such arrangement does not cause omission of pre-
scribed subjects in set curricula except by special permission of the dean of
his college. In lieu of a final examination the department may require such
reports or thesis as it deems most suitable. The amount of approved work
which may be thus taken during the senior year may not exceed the equiva-
lent of a total of ten semester hours if taken within one department or of
sixteen semester hours if in two departments. A student availing himself
of the opportunity which this plan offers may not register for more than a
total of eighteen hours either semester of his senior year.
II. Graduation with Honors. The University Senate may recommend
candidates for bachelor's degree with honors in a particular field under
the following conditions:
1. For the degree with Honors, the student must have received the
grade of A in at least one-half of the semester hours accepted in satisfaction
of the requirements for a major, or in a minimum of twelve hours in ap-
proved courses in his field of specialization, exclusive of beginning courses
open to freshmen, and no grade below C in any of the work offered in his
major or field of specialization. He must have attained a grade of not lower
than B in at least three-fourths of all other work which he presents for
graduation, exclusive of courses during his freshman year.
2. For the degree with High Honors, constituting a recognition of
work of exceptional merit, the student must have received the grade of A
in at least three-fourths of the work offered in courses accepted in satis-
faction of the requirements for a major or in a minimum of fifteen hours
in approved courses in the field of specialization, exclusive of beginning courses
open only to freshmen, and no grade below B in the work offered in his major
or field of specialization. He must also have attained a grade not lower
than B in at least three-fourths of all the other work which he presents
for graduation, exclusive of courses taken during his freshman year. In
addition he must have completed satisfactorily at least ten hours in courses
open to advanced undergraduates and graduate students, or courses approved
for this purpose by the department in his field of specialization. He must
either present an acceptable thesis or pass a comprehensive examination
based on a course of study approved by that department.
3. The thesis or course of study in the field of specialization shall carry
credit for at least four semester hours, irrespective of whether the student
eventually receives High Honors or not; and the instructor in charge shall
report to the Registrar a grade for each semester, based on the student's
progress.
4. These distinctions shall be noted on the student's baccalaureate
diploma and in the Commencement Program and the Annual Register, and
the winners shall receive special consideration in departmental recommenda-
tion for graduate scholarships and for professional positions.
Debating and Oratory
The University engages yearly in five intercollegiate debates, the teams
for which are chosen in a series of competitive preliminaries.
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The I. M. I. Debating League consists of the universities of Illinois,
Minnesota, and Iowa. It holds a debate at each university on the second
Friday in December.
The Midwest Debating League consists of the universities of Illinois,
Michigan, and Wisconsin. It holds a debate at each university on the third
Friday in March.
An Open Forum Decisionless Debate is held annually with Knox
College at Galesburg, Illinois.
The Northern Oratorical League, consisting of Northwestern Uni-
versity, and the state universities of Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota,
and Wisconsin, holds an annual contest on the first Friday evening in May.
The contest for 1927 will be held on May 6, at Iowa City, Iowa. The
winner receives the Lowden testimonial of one hundred dollars, and the
speaker awarded second place, fifty dollars. The Illinois representative is
selected in competitive contests open to all undergraduates.
Inter-Society Declamation Contest is held yearly.
A Series of Intramural Debates is held during the second semester
each year. This consists of (1) intra-college debates in the College of Lib-
eral Arts and Sciences, Commerce, Engineering, Agriculture, Education, and
Law, in which college teams consisting of two members are chosen; (2) inter-
college debates, leading to a final or inter-college championship debate.
Prizes are awarded as follows : a silver cup to the college whose team wins
the final debate, $50 to each member of the championship team, $25 to
each member of the team losing the final debate, and $25 to each member of
the six college teams.
Prizes
The Thacher Howland Guild Memorial Prize.—Friends of Thacher Howland
Guild, instructor and associate in English, 1904-14, have endowed the Thacher
Howland Guild Memorial Prize, an annual prize of $25, to be given to the
undergraduate student submitting the poem or one-act play which, in the
opinion of a committee appointed by the department of English, shows the
greatest originality and literary merit; provided that the award may be with-
held in any year if no production is deemed worthy of a prize. The name
of the winner of this prize is printed in the commencement program.
The Bryan Prize.—In 1898, Mr. William Jennings Bryan gave to the
University the sum of $250 from the interest on which a prize of $25 is
offered biennially for the best essay on a topic relating to the science of
government. The contest is open to all matriculated undergraduate students.
The essays may not be less than 3,000 nor more than 6,000 words in length,
and they must be left at the President's office not later than the second
Wednesday in May. It is suggested that the essays be on some phase of
modern colonial government. The prize was offered for the first time in
1901. It will be offered next in 1927.
The Francis J. Plym Fellowship in Architecture.—Through endowment
by Mr. Francis J. Plym, of Niles, Michigan, a graduate of the University of
Illinois of the class of 1897, the Trustees have established a fellowship for
the advanced study of architecture. The stipend is $1,200, awarded annually
by competition in architectural design. The holder of the fellowship is re-
quired to spend a year in study abroad. For further information address
the Department of Architecture.
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The Plym Foreign Scholarship in Architectural Engineering.—Through
endowment by Mr. Francis J. Plym, the Trustees have established a scholar-
ship for foreign study for architectural engineers. The stipend is $700,
awarded annually by competition. The holder of the scholarship is re-
quired to spend six months abroad in the study of engineering and archi-
tecture.
The American Institute of Architects Medal.—The American Institute
of Architects offers annually a medal to the senior in the Department of
Architecture whose development during the four years' course is the most
consistent and best. In making the award, scholarship in all work is con-
sidered.
The Scarab Medal in Architecture.—The Scarab Society offers annually
to students in architecture a bronze medal to be awarded during the second
semester for the best solution of a problem in architectural design.
The Richer Prize in Architectural History.—The Ricker Prize in Archi-
tectural History is awarded annually for the best presentation of some phase
of architectural history, and is open to all students registered in the second
year's work in this subject. This prize is given by the Alpha Rho Chi society
in recognition of the many distinguished contributions made by Dr. Nathan
Clifford Ricker, who for fifty years taught architectural history.
American Academy Prize.—The Prize in Architecture of the American
Academy in Rome is open for competition among qualified undergraduates
and graduates of certain American architectural schools, including that of
the University of Illinois. This prize grants three years of residence and
travel abroad for the study of classic and renaissance architecture.
Plym School Prizes.—Through endowment by Mr. Francis J. Plym, the
Department of Architecture offers annually certain prizes for undergraduate
work. The prizes for architectural engineers represent three awards to those
senior architectural engineers whose work, attitude, and ability are judged
the highest. The prize for summer sketches is awarded to that student who,
during a summer vacation, makes the most interesting and best freehand
sketches. The prize for sketch problems is offered as a stimulation to the
student architects in the department during the school year for the better
development and presentation of the sketch problems given during the
year.
Civil Engineering Prizes.—The late Dr. Ira 0. Baker, Professor of Civil
Engineering, Emeritus, and for forty-eight years a professor in the depart-
ment, endowed two prizes for the two ranking senior students in civil
engineering. These prizes, amounting to $75 and $25 respectively, are
awarded primarily on excellence of scholarship and secondarily on personal
qualities and professional activity. The names of the winners are placed
annually on a bronze tablet located near the civil engineering drafting room
and a special certificate is given to the student winning first prize.
The Schaefer Prize in Engineering.—Mr. John V. Schaefer, a graduate
of the College of Engineering of the Class of 1889, offers annually a first
prize of $25 and a second prize of $15 for the two best technical papers
written by students beyond the freshman year in the College of Engineering.
The essay, which must be at least 1500 words and not more than 2500 words
in length, must describe some engineering construction or operation with
which the writer has been personally identified in some capacity during
a vacation period, and must be accompanied by photographs and by free-
hand sketches made by the writer. It must be submitted to the Dean of
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the College of Engineering early in January of each year. The prizes were
offered for the first time in 1921.
American Academy in Rome Fellowship.—The Fellowship in Landscape
Architecture of the American Academy in Rome is open for competition
among the qualified undergraduates and graduates of certain American land-
scape schools, including that of the University of Illinois. The Fellowship
carries with it a three-year term of study in landscape architecture at Rome.
University Landscape Architects Society.—Competition for membership,
which is held in the fall, is open to any male student regularly enrolled and
matriculated in the professional course in Landscape Architecture and who
is at the time of the competition in good standing as a junior or a senior
student.
The spring scholarship competition which carries for the winner the
honor of having his name inscribed on a bronze shield and of receiving a
book on some landscape architectural subject, is open to any student, male
or female, who is regularly matriculated in the professional course in Land-
scape Architecture, and who is, at the time of the competition, in good standing
as a junior or senior, and who has not won a previous competition, or who
has not competed in two previous competitions.
Chi Omega Prize in Sociology.—The University of Illinois Chapter of
Chi Omega offers annually a prize of $25 for the best essay written by a
woman in connection with any course in sociology.
Phi Beta Kappa Prize.—Gamma of Illinois chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
offers annually a prize of S50 to that member of Gamma chapter who at
his graduation from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences gives evidence
of greatest promise as a scholar in the liberal arts. The award is based on
the following considerations: (a) Class room records; (b) other literary
and scholarly activities in the University; (c) an essay, which may be a
senior thesis or a term paper. The committee in charge may withhold the
award if none of the essays appear worthy of the prize. Essays submitted
in competition and all correspondence with reference to this prize should
be addressed to the Secretary of the Phi Beta Kappa Society, University
of Illinois. The committee will not be limited in its award to those who
have submitted papers specifically for this purpose or have otherwise given
formal notice of candidacy. Special consideration will be given to theses
deposited in the College office by candidates for honors in the various de-
partments. Essays should be submitted not later than May 1.
Beta Gamma Sigma Prize.—Beta Gamma Sigma awards each year a
silver cup to the freshman in the College of Commerce and Business Ad-
ministration who makes the highest average in his first semester's work.
The name of the prize winner and his average for the semester are engrossed
on a parchment scroll hung in a prominent place in the Commerce building.
The Gamma Epsilon Pi Trophy.—A silver cup is awarded the freshman
woman in the College of Commerce and Business Administration who makes
the highest average each semester. The name and average of the winner
are engraved on the cup, which is kept in a case in the hall of the Commerce
building. The name and grade are also engrossed on a parchment scroll
which is placed near the case.
Delta Sigma Pi awards a gold key annually to the student who, on gradua-
tion from the College of Commerce and Business Administration, ranks
highest in scholarship for the entire course. The key is awarded to any
student, whether he is a member of the fraternity or not.
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Alpha Zeta.—A silver cup is awarded each year to the freshman in the
College of Agriculture who makes the highest average for both semesters.
Omega Beta Pi Scholarship Cup.—Omega Beta Pi awards a cup at the end
of the first semester each year to the freshman pre-medical student making
the highest scholastic average. The University has constructed a case for
the trophy in the main hall of the Natural History Building.
The Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants Membership.—The
Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants offers student associate
membership each spring to two students in advanced courses in account-
ancy who will be senior or graduate students during the succeeding academic
year. Selection is based primarily on excellence in scholarship and second-
arily on personal qualities and indications of professional stability.
Skull and Crescent offers annually a gold watch to the sophomore man
who ranks highest in scholarship and activities in the opinion of a committee
composed of Dean T. A. Clark, Mr. F. H. Turner, Director G. A. Huff,
and the president of Skull and Crescent.
The Alethenai Short Story Contest.—The Alethenai Literary Society offers
a prize of $25 to the author of the best short story submitted in its annual
short story contest which is open to all University students. The contest
is announced in December and closes in April and the judges are members
of the department of English.
Prizes for Essays on Thrift.—The committee on War Savings Stamps
Sales for Illinois has presented to the University the sum of $1281.16, the
income of which is to be used for prizes for essays on thrift. All students
of the University who have had a course in the principles of economics may
compete. Essays may deal with any aspect of thrift or its promotion. The
contest is administered by the Head of the Department of Economics.
The English Poetry Prize.—The English Department offers two prizes,
one of fifteen and one of ten dollars, for the best undergraduate poems of
the year. Poems should be sent to the chairman of the department by May
first.
The B'nai B'rith Prize.—The Champaign and Urbana Lodge of B'nai
B'rith offers annually prizes amounting to fifty dollars for essays on Jewish
subjects. These prizes, for which all undergraduate students in the Uni-
versity may compete, are divided into two groups. For upperclassmen
there is a first prize of $25, and a second prize of $10. For freshmen there
is one prize of $15.
Mask and Bauble Prize.—The Mask and Bauble Prize is offered annual-
ly for the two best one-act plays submitted in its playwriting contest open
to all University students. A first prize of $25 and a second of $15 are
awarded. Mask and Bauble reserves the right to withhold the prizes if the
plays submitted do not seem sufficiently worthy. The judges are chosen
from the departments of English and Public Speaking and from the club
itself. The contest is generally held during the second semester.
Conference Medal.—The Intercollegiate Conference, through its Faculty
Representative at each Conference institution, awards annually a medal to
the student of the graduating class who has attained the greatest proficiency
in athletics and in scholastic work.
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Military Contests axd Prizes
The University Gold Medal.—The Board of Trustees provides annually
a gold medal which is to be awarded on Military Day to the best drilled
second-year basic course student, whose permanent property the medal
becomes. Each student must have matriculated in the University, and
must have completed three semesters' work in military drill with a grade
not lower than B; and three semesters' work in military theory with a grade
not lower than A; and he must have an average standing not lower than
C in all his other studies for the preceding semester. This standing shall
be determined by the Registrar. The name of the winner is published in
the Annual Register of the University for the following year.
The award is made for excellence in: (1) Theoretical standing; (2) Record
of attendance at theor}' and drill; (3) Military bearing and neatness; (4)
Practical knowledge of the rules of courtesy; (5) School of soldier without
arms.
The Hazelton Prize Medal.—Captain W. C. Hazelton provided, in 1890,
a medal which is awarded to the best drilled freshman basic course student.
Each competitor must have been in attendance at the University at least
sixteen weeks of the current college year and have had not more than one
unexcused absence from drill. The award of this Medal will be made on
Military Day, and is made for excellence in the same details as the Univer-
sity Gold Medal contest.
The name of the successful competitor is published in the Annual Reg-
ister for the following year. He retains possession of the medal until the
loth day of May, following, when he must return it for the next compe-
tition.
Ca:-a!ry Medal.—The Cavalry unit, in 1920, provided a gold medal which
is awarded, at a competitive drill held some time between May 15 and May
31, to the best drilled cavalry student of the basic course. The award is
made for excellence in the use of cavalry weapons, both mounted and dis-
mounted, and for soldierly bearing and appearance.
The name of the successful competitor is published in the Annual Register
for the following year. He is given a certificate setting forth the facts, and
may wear the medal until the fifteenth of May following, when he must
return it for the next competition.
Infantry and Artillery Prize.—To the infantry company and artillery
batten- which win the competition in the Infantry and Artillery respect-
ively, is awarded a silver cup.
ASSOCIATIONS, SOCIETIES, AND CLUBS
The Alumni Association is the general organization of the alumni of the
University. The Association maintains an office at the University and
publishes a monthly periodical, the Illinois Alumni News; in this office is
compiled the alumni directory, known as The Alumni Record, successive
editions of which have been published approximately every five years since
1906. Preliminary work is now under way for the next edition. An edition
for the Colleges of Medicine and Dentistry and School of Pharmacy, at
Chicago, was published in 1921. The Chicago department graduates have
alumni associations of their own, as has the Library School. Local alumni
associations have been organized in many states.
The Illinois Union is an association of the men of the University, having
for its general object the promotion of college spirit and good fellowship.
All male students are eligible to active membership; alumni and members
of the faculty may become associate members.
The Woman's League was organized to further the spirit of unity among
the women of the University and to be a medium for the stimulation and
maintenance of high standards. All women students are eligible to active
membership; all women members of the faculty and of the Graduate School
are eligible to associate membership.
The Student Council of the University of Illinois is a student governing
body in close contact through its members with every branch of student
enterprise where the interests of men and women together are concerned.
The Students' Mutual Benefit Hospital Fund provides ward hospital care
for members who become ill and need such care for a period not to exceed
four weeks during any semester. Members pay S3 a semester. The Dean
of Men is the trustee of the fund.
Literary Societies include the Adelphic and Philomathean societies for
men, and the Alethenai, Athenian, Illiola, Jamesonian, Gregorian,
and Anonian societies for women.
Membership in the Young Men's Christian Association is based on will-
ingness to serve on some one of the eighteen committees. Every man in
the University is eligible for membership. The "Y" rooms are open to
all students. Religious meetings are held on Sunday evenings. Bible dis-
cussion groups are promoted. Friendly relations with foreign students
are promoted. An employment bureau managed by the Association helps
students find work.
The Young Women's Christian Association is housed in the Hannah Mc-
Kinley building. Dormitory space is provided for sixty-five women. A
dining room is located in the basement. An employment bureau is main-
tained to help University women to find employment.
At the opening of the college year the Associations endeavor to help new
students to find rooming and boarding places. The Students' Handbook,
giving information about the University and the various college organiza-
tions and activities, is sent free to prospective students.
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Honorary Societies
The honorary societies or fraternities named below are private inter-
collegiate organizations of students and graduates, having for their primary
purpose the recognition and encouragement of excellence in scholarship in
various departments of study. Election is in all cases made by the societies
themselves in accordance with their own rules. The University assumes
no responsibility for elections.
Societies honoring high scholarship in the colleges are: Phi Beta Kappa,
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences; Beta Gamma Sigma (men) and Gamma
Epsilon Pi (women), College of Commerce and Business Administration;
Tau Beta Pi, College of Engineering; Alpha Zeta, Gamma Sigma Delta,
College of Agriculture; Pi Kappa Lambda, School of Music; Phi Delta
Kappa (men) and Kappa Delta Pi (men and women), College of Education;
'
Order of the Coif, College of Law; Sigma Xi, general research; Omicron Nu,
Phi Upsilon Omicron, Home Economics.
Societies honoring high scholarship in the Freshman Class regardless of
college are Phi Eta Sigma (men) and Alpha Lambda Delta (women).
There are in each college a number of societies and clubs devoted to
outside work of a literary, scientific, or technical nature, auxiliary to the work
of various departments of that college. Among these are the following:
In the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences : The Botanical Club,
the Celtic Club, le Cercle Francais, el Circulo Espanol, the Chemical Club,
the University of Illinois Section of the American Chemical Society, the
English Journal Club, the Geological Journal Club, Hexapoecia, the Mathe-
matical Club, the Philological Club, the Psychology Club, the Romance
Journal Club, the Scandinavian Club, the Bryce Club, the German Conversa-
tion Club, the Poetry Club, the Freshman Mathematics Club.
In the College of Commerce and Business Administration: The
Accountancy Club, the Commerce Club, the Foreign Trade Club, the Illini
Chamber of Commerce, Commercia.
Alpha Delta Sigma, Band of X, Beta Alpha Psi, Beta Nu Kappa, Gamma
Alpha Chi, Pan-Xenia.
In the College of Engineering: The Architectural Club, the Student
Branch of the American Ceramic Society, the Student Branch of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the Electrical Engineering Society, the Engineering
Council, the General Engineering Society, the Student Branch of the Ameri-
can Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, the Student Branch
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the Physics Colloquium,
the Railway Club, the Urbana Section of the American Institute of Electri-
cal Engineers.
In the College of Agriculture: The Agricultural Club, the Horti-
cultural Club, the Home Economics Club, the Landscape Club, the Hoof
and Horn Club, the Floricultural Club, the Dairy Club, the Agricultural
Educational Club, the Student Branch of the American Society of Agri-
cultural Engineers.
In the School of Music : The University Choral Society, the University
Military Band, the University Orchestra, the University Women's Glee
Club.
In the College of Law: The Law Club.
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
(For circulars giving more detailed information concerning scholarships,
apply to the Registrar of the University.)
Unless otherwise stated, a scholarship covers matriculation and incidental
fees in any department of the University.
County Scholarships.—One for each county. The holder is selected by
competitive examination.
General Assembly Scholarships.—One nomination annually by each mem-
ber of the General Assembly. The nomination must be received by the
President of the University not later than the first Monday in July.
Scholarships in Ceramic Engineering.—One scholarship to each county
in the State, awarded on the nomination of the Illinois Clay Workers' As-
sociation.
Scholarships in Agriculture and Home Economics.—One to each county
in the State, except Cook and Lake, and one to each of the first ten congres-
sional districts, for students preparing for the study of agriculture in the
College of Agriculture; and one for students preparing for the study of home
economics in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences or in the College of
Agriculture. Scholarships in the College of Agriculture are also provided
for unclassified students twenty-one years of age or over.
Thomas J. Smith Scholarships in Music.—Four scholarships annually
for women, preferably from Champaign county.
State Military Scholarships.—For World War Veterans. Special provision
passed by the General Assembly of 1919.
Ben-Hur Scholarships.—Awarded by competition to members of the order.
The stipend is five hundred dollars a year.
John M. Gregory and Louisa C. Gregory Scholarships.—The annual stipend
is one hundred dollars.
Other Scholarships.—See under College of Law, College of Medicine,
School of Music, Summer Session, and Graduate School.
BENEFICIARY AID
(For more detailed information apply to the Dean of Men.)
The following loan funds have been established for the benefit of worthy
students who are in need of financial aid in order to finish their courses in
the University.
Edward Snyder Department of Students' Aid; Class of 1895 Fund;
Graduate Club Loan Fund; Woman's League Loan Fund; William B. Mc-
Kinley Loan Fund; Henry Strong Loan Fund; Margaret Lange James Loan
Fund; Woman's Pharmacy Loan Fund (available for men as well as women)
;
Library School Fund (administered by the Library School Alumni Associa-
tion); First Fund for Overseas Soldiers; Dora E. Biddle Loan Fund; James
R. Morris Loan Fund; Grace Darling Memorial Loan Fund; Student Loan
Fund (Anonymous); Carter-Pennell Trust; Henry Roberts Temple Loan
Fund; Beaumont Memorial Loan Fund (Medical).
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FEES AND EXPENSES
General Fees
All University fees are payable each semester in advance.
Matriculation Fee. Each student not holding a scholarship, on
satisfying the requirements for admission to the University,
pays the matriculation fee of $10 . 00
Incidental Fee. All students in departments at Urbana other than
Law, residents of Illinois, excepting those holding scholarships,
pay, each semester, an incidental fee of 25 . 00
All students in departments at Urbana other than Law, not resi-
dents of Illinois, pay, each semester, an incidental fee of 37 . 50
All students in the College of Law, residents of Illinois, excepting
those holding scholarships, pay, each semester, an incidental
fee of 37.50
All students in the College of Law, not residents of Illinois, pay,
each semester, an incidental fee of 56 . 25
Graduate students enrolled for thesis work on leave of absence pay
an incidental fee of 20 . 00
Lazv Fee. Students not registered in the College of Law, pay, each
semester, for courses in law (per semester hour) 1 . 00
Tuition Fee. Unclassified students (except in agriculture or home
economics holding scholarships), pay, each semester, a tuition
fee of 7.50
Laboratory Fees. Each student working in laboratories, or in the
drafting or engineering classes, is required to pay a fee varying
from SO.50 to $12.50, to cover materials and apparatus used
and breakages or damages.
Uniform Deposits. Students taking military are required to make
a deposit of $15 for uniform and equipment. This deposit
is refunded to the student when his uniform and equipment
are returned.
Listener's Fee. Persons not connected with the University who at-
tend classes as listeners, pay for each course, each semester .. 7.50
Late Registration Fee. A former student who enters after the Regis-
tration Days in either semester must pay a late registration
fee of 5.00
Change Fee. For every change of study-list made later than the
Monday noon following registration, a fee of $1 is charged,
except that the total charge for the rearrangement authorized
on any one change-slip shall not exceed $2 1 . 00
Locker Fee. Payable each semester by men and women for a gym-
nasium locker and clean towel service 1 . 00
Special Examination Fee. For any special examination, except
examinations for advanced standing taken within sixty days
after matriculation, the fee is 5 . 00
Diploma Fee 10. 00
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The Graduate School
Students in the Graduate School pay fees as indicated above under "General
Fees" except that no tuition, incidental, or laboratory fee (unless breakage
or consumption of materials exceeds a certain allowance) is paid by fellows,
scholars, or members of the corps of instruction or scientific staffs.
School of Music
In addition to the above general fees students registering in courses in ap-
plied music (voice, piano, violin, violoncello, organ, or band instruments)
pay special fees as follows:
1. If enrolled in the School of Music or in the curriculum in music
education in the College of Education, each semester $25.00
2. If enrolled in another College of the University
For one lesson each week of collegiate grade, for one semester . . 25 . 00
Practice Fees
Piano for practice one hour a day each semester $ 3 . 00
Additional hours at the same rate.
Organ for practice one hour a day for one semester (beginners) .... 20 . 00
Organ for practice one hour a day for one semester (advanced stu-
dents) 25.00
College of Medicine
First Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year
students from students from students from students from
III. Non-Ill. IU. Non-Ill. III. Non-Ill. III. Non-Ill.
Matriculation
(paid but once) ...$ 10 $10
Tuition 130 165 $130 $165 $160 $195 $165 $200
Laboratory 35 35 35 35 5 5 .... ....
Total $175 $210 $165 $200 $165 $200 $165 $200
Note.—County Hospital ticket, $5. Maternity Fee, Chicago Lying-In
Hospital, $15. All students taking gross anatomy are required to make a
deposit of $10 for the use of a disarticulated skeleton.
Late registration fee, $5.00.
A diploma fee of $10 is required payable at the end of the second year
by students receiving the B. S. degree, and at the end of the fifth (interne)
year by students receiving the M. D. degree.
The following fees are charged listeners or visitors in the courses of the
College of Medicine: For each twenty-five clock hours, or fraction thereof,
state students, $10; non-state students, $20.
Fees charged unclassified students are based on the amount of work
taken.
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College of Dentistry
First Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year
III. Non-IU. IU. Non-IU. IU. Non-Ill III. Non-Ill.
Matriculation
(paid but once) ... $ 10 $ 10
Tuition 125 155 $125 $155 $125 $155 $125 $155
Laboratory 40 40 35 35 55 55 60 60
Diploma fee .... .... .... .... 10 10
Total $175 $205 $160 $190 $180 $210 $195 $225
Note.—Late registration fee, $5.
The following fees are charged listeners or visitors in the courses of the
College of Dentistry: For each semester hour, state students, $10; non-state
students, $20.
School op Pharmacy
Each Year
III. Non-IU.
Tuition $95 $120
Laboratory 30 30
Total $125 $150
Note.—A matriculation fee of $10 is required of students who are entering
the University for the first time. A diploma fee of $10 is required of students
in the second year.
A late registration fee of S5 will be charged.
The following fees are charged listeners or visitors in the courses of the
School of Pharmacy; For each semester hour, state students, $10; non-state
students, $20.
A laboratory deposit of $15 each year is required to cover breakage
or damage to apparatus furnished by the University. From this deposit will
be deducted the charges for apparatus broken, missing, or not returnable,
and the locker fee of $1 if the student uses a locker in the coatroom.
Annual Expenses
The following are estimated minimum and average annual expenses for under-
graduate students attending at Urbana, exclusive of clothing, railroad fare,
and laboratory fees, if any. This includes only the immediate and funda-
mentally necessary expenses.
Books and Equipment $ 25 to $ 75
Fees1 50 to 75
Room rent for one (two in a room) 81 to (150)
Single rooms (108)to 180
Board at Clubs, etc 260 to 360
Washing 30 to 45
Total (excluding the duplicate figures for room) $446 to $705
'Students of law and musio and unclassified students must make Deeded changes in the amount given
for ' ' semester fees. '
'
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Other necessary expenses will need to be taken into consideration. For
all the necessary expenses of the year the average student is likely to need
not less than $600 to $800. Most students spend more than this amount.
For information in regard to scholarships which cover the matriculation
and incidental fee, see page 81.
Women 's Residence Halls
The University operates four residence halls for women, the Woman's Resi-
dence Hall, the West Residence Hall, Davenport Hall, and the Residence
Hall Annex. Residents of the state of Illinois are given preference in the
assignment of places in the halls.
The Woman's Residence Hall has accommodations for one hundred
fifty women students, the West Residence Hall for one hundred forty-six,
Davenport Hall for twenty-six, and the Residence Hall Annex for twenty-
four. A flat rate is charged per year of thirty-six weeks for room, laundry
of sheets and pillow cases, and board. The halls are closed for two weeks
during the holidays, which period is not included in the thirty-six weeks
on which the rates are based.
The rates in the residence halls vary, for single rooms from $378 to $432,
and for double rooms, from $360 to $432 per person. Half the amount
must be paid in advance to the Bursar before the Wednesday preceeding
registration of each semester.
Applications for rooms will be received by the Bursar beginning March 15
for the following university year. A deposit of $10. must accompany each
application. Beginning May 1, rooms are assigned in the order of application.
Women students and their parents who desire information concerning
these residence halls or other suitable homes should correspond with the
Dean of Women. Upon request the booklet of information, "Women's
Residence Halls", and application cards, will be sent.

PART II
THE COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
For a description of the buildings used by this College, see page 43; for
museums and collections under its care (classical archeology and art, oriental,
European culture, natural history, botany, entomology, geology, and zoology),
see pages 52-54; for clubs and societies auxiliary to its curricula see page 80;
for fees see page 82.
The University, through its College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, offers
a liberal education in the humanities and the sciences; furnishes, preparatory
to later professional and technical studies, especially arranged curricula by
which good students may ordinarily obtain in six years both the degree in
arts and a professional degree in law or medicine, or a technical degree in
engineering; and provides highly specialized curricula in applied science
(particularly chemistry), journalism, and home economics. The degree
of Bachelor of Arts is conferred on the completion of all curricula, except
those in applied science for which the degree of Bachelor of Science is given.
Under the modified elective system a student who desires to prepare for
teaching may specialize to a considerable extent in the subject which he
wishes to teach and may also find time for courses in education and related
subjects of interest to teachers. Such students should, as a rule, continue
their preparation in the Graduate School.
Students who desire to devote a considerable part of their undergraduate
study to specific preparation for some calling other than teaching may select
courses in law, medicine, dentistry, journalism, applied chemistry, or house-
hold administration, in accordance with curricula given in the following
pages.
For the requirements for admission to the University, see pages 56-70.
For a statement of the regulations of the University in regard to unclassi-
fied students, see page 62.
It is the policy of the University to admit as unclassified students in the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences only a select group of mature and serious
persons who, though unable to meet the formal requirements for entrance, are
substantially prepared for work of college grade and have a specific and clearly
defined purpose in their study.
Requirements for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
University Requirements.—Each candidate must meet the general uni-
versity requirements with respect to registration and residence, and must
also secure credit in approved courses amounting to one hundred thirty hours,
an hour being one class period a week for one semester. Each class period
presupposes two hours of preparation by the student, or the equivalent in
the laboratory or drawing room.
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A. Prescribed Subjects.—Rhetoric 1-2 for all students except Journalism
students, who may substitute Rhet. 13-14; Physical Education, 2 hours and
Hygiene 1-3 for men; Physical Education 7a-7b, 8a-8b, and Hygiene 2-4 for
women; Military Science, a total of 4 hours for men.
B. Group Requirements.—Students are expected to complete the group
requirements within the first 60 hours of work. Every candidate must offer
the minimum of work specified in each of the following groups:
I. English.—The offering in this group must include at least a one-
semester course in literature.
II Foreign Language and Literature (exclusive of courses in English
translation).
If a student has offered but two units of a foreign language for entrance
to the University, he must pursue the study of foreign language through
two one-year courses or the equivalent. If he has offered for entrance three
or more units of foreign language, he must continue the study of foreign
language through one year of his college course.
Note.—Candidates who have not offered Greek or Latin or French
or German for entrance must offer one of these languages for graduation.
III. History, Political, and Social Science.—History, economics, political
science, sociology: 8 hours.
IV. Mathematics and Physical Science.—Mathematics, astronomy
(courses with college mathematics as prerequisites), physics, chemistry: at
least 5 hours.
Note.—Every candidate for the degree of A.B. shall offer a minimum
total of 15 semester hours in Groups IV and V combined with a minimum
of 5 semester hours in each. Not less than four laboratory hours a week
for one semester, or the equivalent, shall be offered in some one department.
In any curriculum in which fewer than 15 hours of laboratory science
are required a student who enters without at least one unit of laboratory
science shall be required to substitute 5 hours of laboratory science for five
hours of free electives in the requirements for graduation.
V. Botany, bacteriology, entomology, geology, geography, physiology,
zoology: at least 5 hours. See note under IV.
VI. Education, philosophy, psychology: 6 hours, of which 3 shall be
in philosophy or psychology.
C. Major Subjects.—Each candidate must select some one subject as
his major. A major consists of courses amounting to at least 20 hours chosen
from among those designated by a department and approved by the faculty
of the college. Such courses are to be exclusive of those elementary or be-
ginning courses which are open to freshmen and inclusive of some distinctly
advanced work. At least five hours of the work accepted for a major must
have been done in residence at this University and included within the
maximum credits allowed in any one division.
The subjects at present recognized as majors in this college are: Bac-
teriology, botany, chemistry, classics, economics, education, English, en-
tomology, French, geography, geology, German, Greek, history, home
economics, journalism, Latin, mathematics, philosophy, physics, physiology,
political science, psychology, public speaking, Romance languages, sociology,
Spanish, zoology.
D. Minor Subjects.—Each candidate must offer, in addition to his
major, a minor of 20 hours in one or more allied subjects designated by the
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major department and approved by the faculty of the college. At least 8
hours must be offered in one subject.
E. Elective Subjects.—
1. Not more than 40 hours in any one subject may be counted for
graduation, except: (a) in special courses approved by the faculty of the
college; (b) when a student is writing a thesis, he may count, in addition
to the 40 hours, the hours of the course in which he does his thesis work;
(c) in the department of English a student may take 40 hours in addition
to Rhetoric 1-2, Journalism 3, 4, 32, Public Speaking 14, and the courses in
the Scandinavian languages (la-lb, 2a-2b, 3a-3b, 4a-4b).
Note—The total credit in Art and Design is limited to 20 hours.
2. No credit is granted for certain subjects unless pursued through-
out a year as announced, e.g., in order to secure any credit in a beginning
course in a foreign language, a full year's work must be completed.
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3. A limited amount of credit toward the A.B. degree is ordinarily
given for courses offered in other colleges and schools of this University,
as follows:
College of Agriculture.—Agronomy 9 (Soil Physics), 11 (Soil Biology),
12 (Soil Fertility), 22 (Plant Breeding). Animal Husbandry 7 and 31 (Ani-
mal Nutrition). Dairy Husbandry 10 (General Dairy Bacteriology), 20
(Economic Problems of Dairy Farming) . Horticulture 36 (History of Land-
scape Architecture), 37a (City Planning), 42 (Landscape Design).
The total credit allowed in agricultural courses may not exceed 14 hours,
except that students taking their major work in entomology may take 20
hours in the above agricultural courses with the addition of Agronomy 7
and 25, and Horticulture la, lb, 2, 3, 6, and 7.
College of Commerce and Business Administration.—Accountancy la-lb
(Principles of Accounting) , 13 (Government Accounting) . Business Organiza-
tion 1 (Business Organization), 2 (Marketing Organization), 9 (Commercial
and Civic Organizations), 10 (Newspaper Advertising), 30 (Typography
and Printing). Business Law la-lb (Commercial Law—no credit given
to students in the combined arts-law curriculum). Economics, all courses.
Transportation 1 (U. S. Transportation System), 2 (European Railroads).
College of Education.—All courses in the department of Education (ex-
clusive of courses in Educational Practice, Athletic Coaching, and courses
1-7 in Industrial Education).
College of Engineering.—Architecture 11, 12, (History of Architecture),
71, 72 (Architectural Drawing). Civil Engineering 27, 28, and 35 (Sur
veying), 94 (Highway Administration). Drawing, General Engineering
1 (Elements of Drafting), 2 (Descriptive Geometry). Electrical Engineering
2 (formerly 4 and 64) or 5 (formerly 8 and 68). Mechanical Engineering
10, 13 (Thermodynamics), 30 (Mechanics of Machinery). Mechanics,
Theoretical and Applied, all courses. Mining Engineering 9 (Ore and Coal
Preparation), 21 (Mining Examination and Valuation).
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The total credit allowed in engineering courses may not exceed 24 hours.
College of Law.—A student in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
who earns at least 30 hours in this college may take and count towards the
A.B. degree not to exceed 30 hours of work in the College of Law, provided
that not less than two courses amounting to at least five hours are taken per
semester, under the advice of the Dean of the College of Law as to the courses
to be taken. Courses in law may not be taken before the junior year by students
enrolled in this college.
Law 14 (Carriers), 24 (Municipal Corporations), and 34 (Public Utilities),
are open to students of this college offering political science or economics
as a major subject who have had a previous course in law or political science
involving the study of cases.
Library School.—Library Science 2a-2b or 12 (Reference), 7 (History v
of Books and Printing), 9 (Book-making), 13a-42 (Public Documents).
School of Music—Music 1, 2, 32, 33 (History of Music), 3, 4, 5, 6 (Har-
mony), 7, 8, (Counterpoint), 9, 10 (Analysis and Form), 11, 12 (Advanced
Composition), 15, 16 (Instrumentation).
Credit to an extent of four hours is allowed for applied music (piano,
voice, etc.) after Music 3 and 4 (Harmony) have been taken and on the re-
commendation of the Director. For every additional hour of applied
music the student must elect a similar number of hours of theoretical music
from the courses mentioned above.
The total amount of credit in music may not exceed 16 hours. No
credit will be allowed for courses in Public School Music.
Physical Education and Hygiene.—Not to exceed 5 semester hours for
men and 8 semester hours for women (exclusive of courses in Educational
Practice).
Military Science and Tactics.—Military Science not to exceed 10 semester
hours.
F. Bachelors' Theses.—A bachelor's thesis is not generally required in
this College. Students of high standing are, however, encouraged to write
theses in connection with their major studies. Credit toward the degree
is given for thesis work only as part of the work in a Thesis or Honors course
for which the student is registered, and when such thesis is presented in
prescribed form, duly approved by the head of the department in which it is
written.
G. Optional Degree of Bachelor of Science.—Students who do major
work in one of the subjects in Group IV or Group V or in Home Economics,
and who have credit for 60 semester hours or more in these groups or in
Home Economics, on petition to and recommendation of the faculty of this
College, may be graduated with the degree of B.S. instead of A.B. Such
a petition must be presented not later than io days after the opening of the
last semester or summer session preceding the granting of the degree.
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Suggested Curriculum in Journalism
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Prescribed Subjects
Hours1
Rhet. 13—Rhetoric and Journalism . . 4
Physical Education J^
Hygiene 1 J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total
Suggested Electives
Econ. 27—Modern Industry 3
Engl. 10—Introduction to Literature 3
Foreign Language 4
Hist, la—Continental European His-
tory 4
Lib. Sci. 12—General Reference 2
SECOND SEMESTER
Prescribed Subjects
Hours1
Rhet. 14—Rhetoric and Journalism . . 4
Physical Education ^
Hygiene 3 H
Mihtary Drill and Theory 1
Total 6
Suggested Electives
Econ. 22—Econ. Hist, of U. S 3
Engl. 11—Introduction to Literature 3
Foreign Language 4
Hist, lb—Continental European His-
tory 4
Science 3 or 5
SECOND YEAR
Prescribed Subjects Prescribed Subjects
Mihtary Drill and Theory 1 Mihtary Drill and Theory 1
Physical Education J^ Physical Education %
Suggested Electives
Science 3
Engl. 1—Survey of English Literature 4
Engl. 12—American Literature 2
Foreign Language (continued) 4
Hist. 3a—History of United States .
.
3
Pol. Sci. 1—American National Gov-
ernment 3
or
Econ. 1 or 2—Principles of Economics 5 or 3
Journ. 1—Collecting and Writing of
News 3
Journ. 11a—Newspaper and the News 1
Suggested Electives
Engl. 2—Survey of English Literature 4
or
Pol. Sci. 3—State and Local Govern-
ment 3
or
Econ. 1 or 2—Principles of Economics 5 or 3
Engl. 23—Shakespeare 3
or
Engl. 13—American Literature 2
Foreign Language (continued) 4
Hist. 3b>—History of United States . . 3
Journ. 1—Collecting and Writing of
News 3
Journ. 1 lb—Newspaper and the News 1
THIRD AND FOURTH YEARS
Study-lists for these years should be arranged from the following courses with proper
regard for sequence.
FIRST SEMESTER
B. 0. and O.
10
—Newspaper Advertising 3
Economics
41—Labor Problems 3
51
—Public Finance 3
English
21—Literary Study of the Bible. .. 3
45
—Modern Drama 3
52—Great Novelists 3
54a—Comparative Literature .... 3
History
21—Recent History of the U. S. .
.
3
26—Latin American Colonies .... 3
32a—Recent European History ... 3
SECOND SEMESTER
Economics
42—Labor Problems 3
44—Socialism and Economic Reform 3
52—Taxation 3
English
3—Milton 3
49—Literary Treatment of Social
and Economic Problems 3
54b—Comparative Literature 3
History
27—Latin America 3
32b—Recent European History .
.
3
60—The U. S. in the Great War . 3
•Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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FIBST SEMESTER
Hours1
Journalism
3
—Copy Reading and Head-
writing 2
7
—Making a Country News-
paper 2
12—Publicity Methods 2
9
—Editorials and the Editorial
Page 2
15—Special and Feature Articles . 2
17—History and Principles of Jour-
nalism 2
32—Laws Affecting the Press .... 2
Philosophy
1
—Logic 3
9
—Political and Social Ethics .... 3
Rhetoric
6—Short Story Writing 3
17—Advanced Composition 3
Political Science
4
—Municipal Government 3
28—Problems of Contemporary
Politics 3
Sociology
1
—Principles of Sociology 3
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Journalism
4
—Make-up and Editorial Prac-
sice 2
10—Editorials and the Editorial
Page 2
16—Special and Feature Articles . 2
18—History and Principles of
Journalism 2
20—Newspaper Administration ... 2
Philosophy
2
—Introduction to Philosophy . . 3
5
—Political Philosophy 3
Rhetoric
7—Short Story Writing 2
46—Dramatic Composition 3
Political Science
7
—American Diplomacy 3
18—Legislation in the U. S 3
Sociology
7—Social Problems of the Rural
Community 3
Home Economics
The courses of instruction in this department are planned to meet the
needs of students who desire a knowledge of the general principles and
facts of home economics. Opportunity is given through elective courses
in the third and fourth years to emphasize various phases of home econom-
ics such as household and institutional management, nutrition and dietetics,
clothing and costume design, and house planning and decorations. Courses
in the teaching of home economics are available for those who plan to teach.
Students who hold scholarships in home economics must make this subject
their major along one of the lines indicated and take each semester at least
four hours in home economics or in subjects required for admission to courses
in home economics.
Students whose major subject is home economics must satisfy the require-
ments for the degree of bachelor of arts in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences in so far as these are not covered in the suggested curricula given
below.
Suggested Curriculum in General Home Economics
(See Major A, page 293)
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
A. D. 13a—Design 2
Chem. 1 or la—Inorganic Chemistry 5 or 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Foreign Language 4
Phys. Ed. 7a—Gymnasium 1
Hyg. 2—Hygiene (women) 1
Total 16 or 14
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
A. D. 13b—Design 2
Chem. 2a
—
Qualitative Analysis .... 5
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Foreign Language 4
Phys. Ed. 7b—Gymnasium 1
Total 15
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER Hours1 SECOND SEMESTER Hours1
Engl. 1 or Foreign Language 4 Engl. 2 or Foreign Language 4
Home Econ. 1—Selection and Prepara- Home Econ. 6—Foods 4
tion of Food 4 Physiol. 4—Physiology of Digestion . 3
Home Econ. 2—Home Architecture . 3 Chem. 9, 9c—Organic Chemistry. ... 5
Home Econ. 7—Textiles 3 Phys. Ed. 8b—Gymnasium 1
Physiol. 1—General Physiology 2
Phys. Ed. 8a—Gymnasium 1
Total 17 Total 17
THIRD YEAR
Engl. 1
—
(if not included in 2nd yr.) . 4 Engl. 2
—
(if not included in 2nd yr.)
.
4
Econ. 1 or 2—Principles of Economics 5-3 Home Econ. 10—Home Management 3
Home Econ. 5—Dietetics 4 Bact. 5a, 5b—Introductory Bacteriol-
Home Econ. 29—Clothing . .• 4 ogy 5
Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology ... 3
Total 17-15 Total 15
FOURTH YEAR
During the third and fourth years, students will complete the group requirements for the
degree of Bachelor of Arts in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Electives will be
chosen in accord with the special interests of the student.
1. Household and institutional management. Home Economics 14, 28, 46, 47, 48,
and additional courses in economics.
2. Hospital dietetics and nutrition. Home Economics 20, 33, 55, 46, 47, 48.
3. Nutrition and dietetics. Chemistry 5a and 15, Zoology 1, Home Economics 20,
33, 39a, 39b, 41, 45.
4. Clothing and costume design. Home Economics 3, 19, 30, 31, 42, 43a, 43b, 50, 51
5. Teaching of home economics. Home Economics 11, 13, 34, 45, Education 6, 10, 25
Suggested Curriculum in Nutrition and Dietetics
(See Major B, page 293)
This curriculum is planned for students having a strong foundation in chem-
isty and other sciences, and wishing to prepare themselves for research,
graduate, and laboratory work in nutrition. For students preparing to be-
come teachers, institutional workers, or hospital dietitians, the general major
with electives in nutrition (Home Economics 20, 33, 39a, 39b, 45, 55) and in
institutional management (Home Economics 46, 47, 48) is recommended.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER HoUTS1 SECOND SEMESTER Hours1
Chem. 1 or la—Inorganic Chemistry 5 or 3 Chem. 2a
—
Qualitative Analysis .... 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
French or German 4 French or German 4
Hyg. 2—Hygiene (women) 1 Physiol. 1—General Physiology .... 2
Phys. Ed. 7a—Gymnasium 1 Phys. Ed. 7b—Gymnasium 1
Total 14 or 12 Total 15
Elective
A. D. 13a—Freehand Drawing or
Botany 1—General Botany 3 or 5
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER Hours 1 SECOND SEMESTER Hours1
Chem. 5a—Elementary Quantitative Engl. 2 or French or German 4
Analysis 5 Home Econ. 6—Foods 4
Engl. 1 or French or German 4 Chem. 9, 9c—Organic Chemistry .... 5
Home Econ. 1—Selection and Prep- Econ. 2—Principles of Economics. . . 3
aration of Food 4 Phys. Ed. 8b—Gymnasium 1
Physiol. 4—Physiology of Digestion . 3
Phys. Ed. 8a—Gymnasium 1 Total 17
Total 17
THIRD YEAR
Engl. 1
—
(if not included in 2nd year) 4 Engl. 2
—
(if not included in 2nd year) 4
Home Econ. 5—Dietetics 4 Bact. 5, 5a—Introductory Bacteriology 5
Zool. 1—General Zoology 5 Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology ... 3
Total 13 Total 12
Electives 3 or 4 Electives 3 or 5
FOURTH YEAR
Chem. 15—Physiological Chemistry . 5 Home Econ. 39t>—Nutrition 1
Home Econ. 39a—Nutrition 1 Home Econ. 41—Problems in Nutrition 5
Electives 10 or 11 Electives 10 or 11
Preparatory To Law
(See College of Law)
Preparatory to Medicine
The requirements for admission to the College of Medicine are stated on
page 64.
The following two-year pre-medical curriculum covers the entrance re-
quirements of the College of Medicine and includes additional courses in
science which are considered desirable for prospective medical students.
This course of study is recommended to students who enter the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences to prepare themselves for the study of medicine.
The following subjects are suggested as desirable electives in the second
year: chemistry, economics, English, entomology, history, psychology, and
zoology.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER Hours1 SECOND SEMESTER HoUTS1
Chem. 1 or la—General Chemistry .5 or 3 Chem. 2a—Inorganic Chemistry .... 5
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2 Zool. 2—Vertebrate Zoology 5
Zool. 1—General Zoology 5 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Phys. Ed. XA
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) x/i Hyg. 3—Hygiene (men) Yi
Phys. Ed 14 Military Drill and Theory 1
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 17 or 15 Total 15
SECOND YEAR
French or German 4 Chem. 9, 9c—Organic Chemistry .... 5
Physics 7a—General Physics 2}/% French or German 4
Physics 8a—Laboratory 2 XA Physics 7b—General Physics 2Yt
Zool. 3—Microscopical Technic and Physics 8b—Laboratory 2Yi
Early Vertebrate Embryology .... 3 Phys. Ed M
Phys. Ed lA Military Drill and Theory 1
Military Drill and Theory 1 Electives 3
Electives 5
Total 18^6 Total 18M
iSemeater hours. For definition, see page 223.
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Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Students who follow the general curriculum in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences with chemistry as a major subject are eligible for the degree
of Bachelor of Arts.
For the more specialized training of the chemist, the following curricula,
largely prescribed, have been arranged. Each requires a maximum total
of 136 hours and leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science.
Attention is called to the fact that the schedules for the first and second
years in both chemistry and chemical engineering are the same.
Preliminary preparation in German or French equivalent to 2 years of
high-school work is advised. The total language requirement for graduation
including courses offered for entrance must be equivalent to 2 years of Uni-
versity work in German or French. When a student does not offer German
or French for entrance the second year of the language required for graduation
will be accepted in partial fulfillment of the non-chemical electives in either
curriculum. Students entering under this arrangement should take the
second year of language during the sophomore year and will not be admitted
to senior standing in either curriculum until the requirement has been satisfied.
Students registering either in the curriculum in chemistry or in the
curriculum in chemical engineering must offer 1 unit of high-school chemistry
and Y2 unit of advanced algebra for admission to these curricula. University
credit in Chemistry 1 (five hours) is acceptable in lieu of Chemistry la and
one unit of entrance chemistry.
FIRST YEAR, BOTH CURRICULA
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Chem. la—Inorganic Chemistry .... 3 Chem.-N6—Inorganic Chemistry and
Math. 22—College Algebra 3 Qualitative Analysis 5
Math. 4—Plane Trigonometry 2 Math. 6a—Analytical Geometry .... 4
German or French 4 German or French 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed Y2 Phys. Ed Y2
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) x/% Hyg. 3—Hygiene (men) M
Military Drill and Theory 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 17 Total 18
SECOND YEAR, BOTH CURRICULA
Chem. 5a
—
Quantitative Analysis ... 5 Chem. 5b—Advanced Analytical
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus ... 3 Chemistry 5
Physics la—General Physics 3 Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Physics 3a—Physical Measurements 2 Physics lb—General Physics 2
Geol. 203—General Mineralogy 3 Physics 3b—Physical Measurements. 2
Military Drill and Theory 1 Engl. 20 or Hist. 3b or T. and A.M. 20* 3
Phys. Ed y* Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed. U
Total 173^ Total \§y2
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
2Math. 3 is accepted in lieu of 1 unit of H. S. algebra and Math. 2.
KJeology 20 required in both curricula.
*T. and A. M. required for curriculum for Chemical Engineers.
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Curriculum in Chemistry, Third and Fourth Years
In the following schedule of courses, after the second year, there are offered
certain prescribed subjects required of all students and in addition five group
options, the last four of which are outlined for the purpose of affording sys-
tematic training along certain important lines of applied chemistry. The
first option, A, is intended for those students who wish to place chief empha-
sis on the fundamental branches of chemistry as a science and for those
students who desire a combination of subjects not outlined in the other four
groups. Students in option A must submit to their adviser at the beginning
of the junior year an outline of their proposed program for the junior and
senior years. Approval of such an outline must be secured from the adviser
before registering. At least 12 hours of the electives under option A must be
in chemistry, and it is recommended that they be selected as far as possible
from more advanced courses in inorganic, analytical, organic, and physical
chemistry. In all groups in the junior and senior years the subjects to be
taken outside of the department, including electives, must amount to at
least ten hours, including a course in the theory of economics. Students
who have presented German for entrance should take French la and lb
among the electives of the junior year; those who have offered French should
take German 1 and 2.
The groups provided for, with the letter used to designate each group,
are as follows: A. General; B. Electrochemical; C. Industrial; D. Food and
Sanitation; E. Physiological; F. Sanitation.
THIRD
Prescribed for all Groups
FIRST BEMESTEB
Hours1
Chem. 14a—Organic Chemistry .... 3
Chem. 14c—Organic Synthesis 2
Chem. 92a—Chemical Literature and
Reference Work 1
Chem. 31—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 33—Phys. Chem. Lab 2
Chem. 65—Gas and Fuel Analysis. .
.
3
Total 14
Group Options
A2—General Electives 4
B—Electrochemical
E. E. 5—Electric Currents and
Apparatus 4
C—Industrial
E. E. 5—Electric Currents and
Apparatus 4
D, E, and F—Food, Physiological,
and Sanitation—Bact. 5—Intro-
ductory Bacteriology 5
YEAR
Prescribed for all Groups
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Chem. 14b—Organic Chemistry 3
Chem. 14d—Organic Synthesis 2
Chem. 92b—Chemical Literature and
Reference Work 1
Chem. 90—Inspection Trip %
Econ. 2—Principles of Economics ... 3
Total 9^
Group Options
A2—General Electives 7
B—Electrochemical, Electives 7
C—Industrial Electives 7
D and E—Food and Physiological,
Electives 6
F—Sanitation
Chemistry 10a 3
Electives 3
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
'Twelve hours of the total electives of the third and fourth years, Group Option A, must be in chem-
istry; ten hours must be taken outside of the department.
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FOURTH YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Prescribed for all Groups
Chem. 11a—Thesis or approved Chem.
Elec.2 5
Chem. 93a—Journal Meeting }/%
Chem. 95—History of Chemistry. ... 2
Total 7Y2
Group Options
A5—General Electives 9
B—Electrochemical
Chem. 35—Electrochemistry ... 3
Chem. 37—Experimental Prob.
in Physical and Electrochemis-
try 4
Physics 4a—Electrical and Mag-
netic Measurements 2
C—Industrial
Chem. 7a—Metallurgy 3
Chem. 35—Electrochemistry ... 3
Chem. 69—Met. Lab. and Assay-
ing 2
Electives 1
D—Food
Chem. 25—Food Analysis 5
Chem. 21
—
Qual. Organic Analy-
sis 3
Electives 1
E—Physiological
Chem. 15—Physiological Chem. . 5
Chem. 21
—
Qual. Organic Analy-
sis 3
Electives 1
F—Sanitation
Electives 9
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Prescribed for all Groups
Chem. 60—Chemical Technology ... 3
Chem. lib—Thesis or Approved
Chem. Elec.2 5
Chem. 93b—Journal meeting J^
Chem. 91—Inspection Trip %
Total 9
Group Options
A3—General Electives 8
B—Electrochemical, Electives 8
C—Industrial
Chem. 61—Industrial Laboratory 3
Chem. 78 2
Electives 3
D—Food
Chem. 26—Pharmaceutical Chem-
istry 3
Electives 5
E—Physiological
Chem. 15a 2
Electives 6
F—Sanitation
Electives 8
Curriculum in Chemical Engineering
Third and Fourth Years
The work of the technical chemist or superintendent is frequently so closely
associated with mechanical and other engineering lines as to make a knowl-
edge of these subjects essential. To meet these conditions, the following
third and fourth years of the curriculum in chemistry and related engineering
subjects have been arranged. The degree given is that of Bachelor of Science
in chemical engineering.
"Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
*Ten hours of thesis credit are required for graduation In chemistry and nine hours for graduation in
chemical engineering, subject to the provision that a partial substitution of chemical electives in special cases
may be granted on recommendation of the department. In no oase may the total thesis credit in either cur-
riculum be reduced below a minimum of five hours.
•12 hours of the total electives of the third and fourth years, Group Option A, must be in chemistry; 10
hours must be taken outside of the department.
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THIRD
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Chem. 7a—Metallurgy 3
Chem. 14a—Organic Chemistry .... 3
Chem. 14c—Organic Synthesis 2
Chem. 92a—Chemical Literature and
Reference Work 1
Chem. 65—Gas and Fuel Analysis ... 3
Chem. 692—Assaying 2
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of Ma-
terials 4
Total . . 18
FOURTH
Chem. 11a—Thesis or Applied Chem.
Elec. 3 5
Chem. 93a—Journal Meeting J^
E. E. 5—Electrical Currents and Ap-
paratus 4
M. E. 61—Power Measurement .... 2
Electives 5
Total 16^
YEAR
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Chem. 14b—Organic Chemistry 3
Chem. 14d—Organic Synthesis 2
Chem 31—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 33—Physical Chemistry Lab-
oratory . .
. 2
Chem. 92b—Chemical Literature and
Reference Work 13^
Chem. 90—Inspection Trip
M. E. 2—Steam Engineering 3
Electives 3
Total \iy2
YEAR
Chem. 60—Chemical Technology ... 3
Chem. lib—Thesis or Applied Elec-
tive3 4
Chem. 35—Electrochemistry 3
Chem. 61—Industrial Chemistry Lab-
oratory 3
Chem. 93b—Journal Meeting y%
Chem. 91—Inspection Trip J^
Electives 2
Total 16
Suggested Curriculum in Applied Optics
The following suggested curriculum is offered by the University for students
who wish to prepare themselves to pass the examination prescribed by the
Illinois Optometry Act of April 19, 1919, which regulates the practice of
optometry within the state. The curriculum would meet the requirements
for the degree of Bachelor of Science and the candidates would be admitted
to the prescribed state examinations. The electives in the course would
need to be made so as to meet the group requirements of the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences. For a student who is preparing for the design
of optical instruments, sometimes called "optical engineering," a selected
curriculum leading to the degree of B.S. is arranged.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Anat. 1—Introduction to Anatomy . 3
G. E. D. 1—Elements of Drafting . . 4
Math. 2—Algebra 3
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 1 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed H
Hyg. 1 Y,
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Anat. 2—General Structures 3
G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geom 4
Math. 6—Analytical Geom 5
Rhet. 2 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed M
Hyg. 3 V2
Total
Total 17
17
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
JFor a limited number of students Chem. 78, Metallography, second semester, may be substituted for
Chem. 69, Assaying. Note should be made of the prerequisites for Chem. 78.
'Ten hours of thesis credit are required for graduation in chemistry and nine hours for graduation in
chemical engineering, subject to the provision that a partial substitution of chemical electives in special cases
may be granted on recommendation of the department. In no case may the total thesis credit in either cur-
riculum be reduced below a minimum of five hours.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
French, German, or Spanish 4
Phys. la-3a 5
Physiol. 1 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed M
Elective (Math. 7 advised) 5
Total 18J^
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Econ. 2—Principles 3
French, German, or Spanish 4
Phys. lb-3b 4
Physiol. 2—General Physiology .... 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed %
Elective (Math. 9 advised) 3
Total 183^
THIRD YEAR
Phys. 15, 16 or 23—Electric Heat or
Sound 3
Phys. 17—Light, Reflection, Refrac-
tion, etc 3
Physiol. 6—Physiology of the Nervous
System 3
Physiol. 10a—Physiological Anatomy 3
Psych. 1—Introduction to Psychology 4
Electives 3
Total 19
Phys. 20—Light Phenomena 2
Phys. 37—Light Measurements .... 1
Physiol. 9—Special Senses 3
Physiol. 10b—Physiological Anatomy 3
Phys. 50—Clinical Optics 4
Electives 4
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
Psych. 2—General Psychology 4
Phys. 51—Applied Optics 5
Phys. 22—Advanced Light Measure 3
Electives 6
Phys. 31b—Special Problems in
Optics 3
Phys. 52—Clinical Optics 5
Electives 10
Total 18 Total 18
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
For a description of the building used by this College, see page 46; for museum
and collections under its charge, see page 54; for societies and clubs auxiliary
to its curricula, see page 80; for fees see page 82.
The University, through the College of Commerce and Business Adminis-
tration, offers its students a training in the principles underlying business,
with special training for particular business callings. It does not attempt
to prepare students for clerical and similar occupations as employees, but
to lay a foundation on which successful careers in managerial and adminis-
trative positions, and as proprietors may be built. To this end, courses in
economics, accountancy, business organization and operation, banking,
commerce, railway administration, public utilities, and industry are offered
in combination with courses in language and literature, the social sciences,
law, mathematics, and the natural sciences.
The work is divided into three departments as follows: Economics,
including Agricultural Economics, Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Labor
and Statistics, Public and Private Finance, Public Utilities, and Theory
and History; Business Organization and Operation, including Accountancy,
Business Law, Business Writing and Public Utilities; and Transportation.
For the requirements for admission see the statement of the requirements
of the University, pages 56-70.
See the statement of the general regulations of the University in regard
to unclassified students, page 62.
Requirements for Graduation
Students who complete a curriculum in the College of Commerce and Business
Administration are awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science. The require-
ments for graduation are as follows:
/. University Requirements.—A candidate must comply with the Uni-
versity requirements as to residence and registration, and secure credit
amounting to 130 hours, including credit in the following subjects prescribed
by general University regulations for all students : Rhetoric i and 2, 6 hours
;
and Hygiene I and j and Physical Education, 3 hours, for men, and Physical
Education ja andyb and 8a and 8b and Hygiene 2,5 hours, for women; and
Military Science, 4 semesters, 4 hours, for men. Students who elect the
Reserve Officers' Training Corps must also take Military Science, 4 ad-
ditional semesters, 4 hours.
2. Prescribed Subjects.—A candidate must also secure credit in the other
subjects listed as prescribed in his chosen curriculum.
Note—If a prescribed course should not be offered or should be unavail-
able to the student for other reasons, arrangements must be made with the
Dean of the College for acceptable substitutes.
3. Language Group.—Of the electives allowed at least 8 hours must be
either in English literature or in a foreign language in all curricula, but
prescribed courses in either of these subjects may be counted in meeting
this requirement.
In order to secure any credit in a beginning course in any foreign language,
a full year's work must be completed.
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4. Social Science Group.—Twelve hours of electives must be chosen
from the following group of subjects: History, political science, philosophy,
psychology, and sociology, provided that not fewer than six hours in any one
subject may be counted in fulfilling this requirement; but prescribed courses
in any of these subjects may be counted.
Requirement 4 applies to curricula in: General Business, Banking, In-
surance, Accountancy, Railway Administration, Commerce and Law, and
Trade and Civic Secretarial Service.
Requirement 4 does not apply to curricula in: Railway Transportation,
Commercial Teachers, Foreign Commerce, Industrial Administration, and
Public Utilities.
5. Science Group.—In all curricula ten hours of electives must be chosen
from the following group of subjects: Chemistry, mathematics (Math. 22
and Math. 23 excepted), and physics, provided that not fewer than five hours
in any one subject may be counted in fulfilling this requirement; but pre-
scribed courses in any of these subjects may be counted.
6. Free Electives Group.—Free electives sufficient to make the 130 hours
required for graduation may be selected from any department in the College
of Commerce, the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, or the Library School.
All other electives must have the approval of the Dean of the College at the
time of registration.
7. Laboratory Science.—In any curriculum in which less than fifteen
hours of laboratory science are required a student who enters without at least
one unit of laboratory science shall be required to substitute five hours of a
laboratory science for five hours of free electives in the requirements for
graduation.
The curricula in Commerce and Business Administration are: (1) General
business; (2) trade and civic secretarial service; (3) banking and finance;
(4) insurance; (5) accountancy; (6) general railway administration; (7) rail-
way transportation; (8) commercial teaching; (9) foreign commerce; (10)
industrial administration; (11) public utilities; (12) commerce and law.
The subjects prescribed for graduation in each curriculum are listed in the
following outlines. These subjects are in general arranged in sequence and
should be taken in the order given.
In addition to the prescribed subjects, sufficient electives must be taken
each semester to make up a minimum of 15 hours, but not to exceed a maxi-
mum of 18 hours of work. In choosing electives the attention of students
is called to provisions 3, 4, and 5 of the preceding statement of the require-
ments for graduation. It is required that a sufficient number of hours from
the subjects in groups 3 and 5 above be taken during each semester of the
first year to make up, together with the prescribed subjects, a schedule of
not fewer than 15 hours. Attention is called to the fact that some elementary
courses carry only part credit for seniors.
McKinley Professorship in the Economics of Public Utilities
The late Honorable William B. McKinley, United States Senator from Illi-
nois, endowed a professorship in the Economics of Public Utilities (including
transportation), in the College of Commerce and Business Administration.
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General Business Curriculum
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Acc'y la or le—Principles of Account-
ing2 3-2
Econ. 27—Modern Industry 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed Y2
Hyg. 1 M
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives 4-8
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Acc'y lb—Accounting Procedure . . 3
Econ. 22—Economic History of the
United States 3
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed Yz
Hyg. 3 Y2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives 4-7
Total 15-18 Total 15-18'
SECOND YEAR
Acc'y 2a—Elementary Cost Accounting 3
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed Y%
Electives 5H~8M
Total 15-18
Acc'y 2b—Intermediate Accounting . 3
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
B. O. and O. 1 3
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing .
.
2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed Y2
Electives 2^-5^
Total 15-18
THIRD YEAR
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transporta-
tion 3
Electives 6-9
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Electives 9-12
Total 15-18
Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
or
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
Advanced Economics— (Junior or
Senior Courses) 3
Electives 9-13
Total 15-18
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
or
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
Advanced Economics— (Junior or
Senior Courses) 3
Electives 9-13
Total .15-18
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
:Those students who offer one unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit should take Acc'y le instead of la.
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Curriculum for Trade and Civic Secretarial Service
FIRST YEAR
Same as General Business
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours 1 Hours1
Pol. Sci. 1—American Government . 3 Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing . . 2
Psych. 1—Introduction to Psychology 4 Psych. 2—General Psychology 4
Otherwise same as General Business
THIRD YEAR
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Pol. Sci. 4—Municipal Gov't 3
Sociol. 8—Charities 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transportation 3
Electives 3-6
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Electives 12-15
Total 15-18
Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Advanced Economics— (Junior or
Senior Courses) 3
Hort. 37a—City Planning 2
Electives 7-10
Total 15-18
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
Hort. 37b—City Planning 2
B. O. and O. 9—Civic and Commercial
Organizations 2
Electives 5-8
Total 15-18
Curriculum in Banking and Finance
The first and second years are the same as in the General Business Curriculum except
that Math. 2—College Algebra (3)—is prescribed in the first semester of the first
year.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3
Electives 6-9
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Math. 23—Mathematics of Finance. 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Bus. Law 10—Law of Security Rela-
tions and Banking 3
Econ. 9—Advanced Theory and Prac-
tice of Banking 3
Electives 9-12
Total 15-18
Econ. 8—Foreign Exchange and the
Money Market 3
Econ. 36—Investments 3
Electives 9-12
Total 15-18
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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Curriculum in Insurance
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Required Subjects
Hours1
Math. 2 or 3—Algebra 3 or 5
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
or
Math, la 5
Otherwise same as General Business
SECOND SEMESTER
Required Subjects
Hours1
Math. 6—Analytic Geometry 5
or
Math, lb 5
SECOND YEAR
Math. 8a—Calculus 3 Math. 8b—Calculus 3
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing . . 2
Otherwise same as General Business
THIRD YEAR
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3
Electives 6-9
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Math. 23—Mathematics of Finance . 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
or
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
Econ. 55—Economics of Insurance . . 3
Math. 30—Actuarial Theory 3
Electives 6-10
FOURTH YEAR
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
or
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
Econ. 56—Property Insurance 3
Math. 31—Actuarial Theory 3
Electives 6-10
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
Curriculum in Accountancy
The first and second years are the same as in the General Business Curri-
culum except that Mathematics 2—College Algebra (3)—is prescribed in
the first semester of the first year.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Acc'y 3a—Advanced Accounting ... 3
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Electives 9-12
Total 15-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Acc'y 3b—Auditing 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Math. 23—Mathematics of Finance . 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Acc'y 5a—C. P. A. Problems 3
Acc'y 4a—Cost Accounting 2
Econ. 11—Industrial Consolidations 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Electives 4-7
Acc'y 5b—C. P. A. Problems 3
Acc'y 4b—Systems 2
Acc'y 20—Income Tax 2
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Electives 5-8
Total 15-18 Total 15-1S
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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Curriculum in General Railway Administration
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Math. 2 or 3—Algebra 3 or 5 Math. 6—Analytics 5
and or
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2 Math, lb 5
or
Math, la 5
Otherwise same as General Business
SECOND YEAR
The second year is the same as in the General Business Curriculum.
THIRD YEAR
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3 Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transporta- Trans. 2—European Railroads 3
tion 3 Econ. 10—Corporation Management
Electives 9-12 and Finance 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18
Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Econ. 41—Introduction to Labor Trans. 8—Railroad Organization and
Problems 3 Working 3
Trans. 7—Railroad Finance 3 Econ. 42—The Labor Movement. ... 2
Trans. 16—Railroad Operation 3 Trans. 26—Railroad Problems 3
Trans. 22—Ocean Shipping 3 Electives 7-10
Electives 3-6
Total 15-18
Total 15-18
Curriculum in Railway Transportation
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND 8EMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Acc'y la or le—Principles of Account- Acc'y lb—Accounting Procedure. ... 3
ing2 3-2 G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometry . 4
G. E. D. 1—Elements of Drafting . . 4 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Math. 2—College Algebra 3 Math. 6—Analytical Geometry 5
and or
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2 Math, lb 5
or Phys. Ed H
Math, la 5 Hyg. 3 H
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed y2 Electives 0-1
Hyg. 1 y2
Military Drill and Theory 1 Total 17-18
Electives 0-2
Total 17-18
"Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
3Those studen ts who offer one unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit should take Acc'y le instead of la.
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SECOND
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5
Math. 8a—Differential and Integral
Calculus 3
Physics la—General Physics 3
Physics 3a—Physical Measurements 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing . . 2
Phys. Ed Y2
Electives 0-lJ^
Total 163^-18
YEAR
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Math. 8b—Differential and Integral
Calculus 3
Physics lb—General Physics 2
Phvsics 3b—Physical Measurements 2
B. O. and O. 1 3
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed y2
Electives 0-}4
Total 17J^-18'
THIRD YEAR
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transporta-
tion 3
Econ. 41—Introduction to Labor
Problems 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
C. E. 36—Surveying 2
M. E. 2—Steam Engineering 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
or
Econ. 42—Labor Movement 2
Trans. 2—European Railroads 3
Electives 1-5
Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Trans. 7—Railroad Finance 3
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory 1
M. E. 61—Power Measurement .... 2
Trans. 16—Railroad Operation 3
Trans. 22—Ocean Shipping 3
Electives 0-3
Total 15-18
E. E. 12—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 3
E. E. 62—Alternating Current Lab-
oratory 1
Trans. 8—Railroad Organization and
Working 3
Trans. 26—Railroad Problems 3
Electives 5-8
Total 15-18
Curriculum for Commercial Teachers
The first and second years are the same as in the General Business Curri-
culum except that foreign language is prescribed in the first year, Psych. 1
—
Introduction to Psychology (4), and Psych. 2—General Psychology (4),
in the second year.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology ... 3
Pol. Sci. 1—American Government . 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transportation 3
Electives 0-3
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Pol. Sci. 3—State and Local Govern-
ment 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18
Total 15-18
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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FOURTH YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
B. 0. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
or
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
Ed. 6—Principles of Secondary Ed. . . 3
Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Electives 6-10
Total 15-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
or
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
Education (Electives) 6
Econ. 29—Foreign Commerce and
Commercial Policies 3
or
Econ. 31—Organization of Foreign
Commerce 3
Electives 3-7
Total 15-18
Curriculum in Foreign Commerce
The first and second years of this curriculum are the same as in the General
Business Curriculum except that foreign language is prescribed throughout
both years.
THIRD
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Foreign Language 3 or 2
Hist. 3a—History of the United States 3
Trans. 1—Economies of Transporta-
tion 3
Electives 0-4
YEAR
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 29—Foreign Commerce and
Commercial Policies 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Foreign Language 3 or 2
Hist. 3b—History of the United States 3
Electives 0-4
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
Advanced History 3
Pol. Sci. 6a—International Law .... 3
Econ. 31—Organization of Foreign
Commerce 3
Pol. Sci. 7—American Diplomacy ... 2
Electives 2-5
Total 15-18
Econ. 8—Foreign Exchange and the
Money Market 3
Econ. 24—Economic Development of
Modern Europe 3
Advanced History 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18
Curriculum in Industrial Administration
The following curriculum is intended for students planning to enter the
administrative or selling departments of industrial plants. To the usual
courses in economics, accounting, etc., are added groups of technical courses
offered by other colleges of the University. Four such groups have been
arranged, as follows: Group A, the machine industries; Group B, the elec-
trical industries; Group C, the building trades; Group D, the chemical in-
dustries. The student who selects one of these groups is required to take all
the courses listed in the chosen group.
Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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A student electing the chemical industries group is required to take
Econ. 27—Modern Industry (3) and Econ. 22—Economic History of the
United States (3), instead of G. E. D. 1—Elements of Drafting (4) and
G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometry (4), in the first year; and Chem. 1 or
la—Inorganic Chemistry (5 or 3), instead of T. and A. M. 20—Analytical
Mechanics (3), and Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing (2) in the second
year. Rhet. 10 is deferred until the third year.
One year of foreign language or English literature must be included
among the electives.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Acc'y la or le—Principles of Account-
ing2 3-2
G. E. D. 1—Elements of Drafting . . 4
("Math. 2—College Algebra 3
(Math, 4—Trigonometry 2
or
Math, la 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed \i
Hyg. 1 V2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives 0-2
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Acc'y lb—Accounting Procedure ... 3
G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometry . 4
Math. 6—Analytic Geometry 5
or
Math, lb 5
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed Y2
Hyg. 3 Vz
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives 0-1
Total 17-18
Total 16-18
SECOND YEAR
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus .... 3
Physics la—General Physics 3
Physics 3a—Physical Measurements. 2
Acc'y 2a—Elementary Cost Accounting 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed V2
Electives 0-J^
Total 173^-18
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb—General Physics 2
Physics 3b—Physical Measurements. 2
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing .
.
2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
B. O. and O. 1 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed Yl
Total WA
THIRD YEAR
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transportation 3
Prescribed technical courses, Group
A, B, C, or D 6-2
Electives 0-7
Total 15-18
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Prescribed technical courses, Group
A, B, C, or D 7-3
Electives 5-12
Total 15-18
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
sThose students who offer ona unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit should take Aco'y le instead of la.
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FOURTH YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
B. O. and O. 42—Advanced Organiza- B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3
tion and Management 3 or
B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2 B. O. and O. 7—Salesmanship 2
or Econ. 43—Personnel Administration . 3
B. O. and O. 8—Advertising 3 Econ. 10—Corporation Management
Prescribed Technical Courses, Group and Finance 3
A, B, C, or D 7-3 Prescribed Technical Courses, Group
Electives 2-10 A, B, C, or D 9-2
Electives 0-8
Total 16-18
Total 15-18
Optional Groups of Technical Courses
GROUP A—Machine Industries:
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech- M. E. 88—Machine and Forge Lab. . . 3
anics 2 M. E. 2—Steam Engineering 3
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry-
Laboratory 3
FOURTH YEAR
M. E. 61—Power Measurement 2 E. E. 12—Alternating Current Ap-
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus 3 paratus 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory 1 E. E. 62—Alternating Current Lab-
oratory 1
GROUP B—Electrical Industries:
THIRD YEAR
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech- M. E. 2—Steam Engineering 3
anics 2
FOURTH YEAR
M. E. 61—Power Measurement .... 2 E. E. 12—Alternating Current Ap-
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus 3 paratus 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory 1 E. E. 62—Alternating Current Lab-
E. E. 90—Lighting 1 oratory 1
GROUP C—Building Trades:
THIRD YEAR
A. E. 43—Technology of Materials . 2 T. and A. M. 26—Analytical Mech-
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of anics and Hydraulics 4
Materials 4 A. E. 44—Technology of Materials. . 2
FOURTH YEAR
A. E. 45—Graphic Statics 3 C. E. 36—Surveying 2
lSemester hours. For definition, see page 223.
JB. O. and O. 4—Industrial Organization and Management—is not required of students pursuing Group
C of the curriculum (Building Trades).
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GROUP D—Chemical Industries:
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Chem. 2a—Inorganic Chemistry and Chem. 5a—Elementary Quantitative
Qualitative Analysis 5 Analysis 5
FOURTH YEAR
Chem. 14a—Organic Chemistry .... 3
Chem. 14c—Organic Chemistry (Lab-
oratory Work) 2
Chem. 92a—Chemical Literature and
Reference Work 1
Chem. 6—Chemical Technology .... 3
Chem. 31—Elementary Physical
Chemistry 3
Chem. 33—Elementary Physical
Chemistry (Laboratory Work) ... 2
Chem. 92b—Chemical Literature and
Reference Work 1
Curriculum in Public Utilities
FIRST
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Acc'y la or le—Principles of Account-
ing2 3-2
Econ. 27—Modern Industry 3
Math. 2—College Algebra 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed Y2
Hyg. 1 H
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives 1-5
Total 15-18
YEAR
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours 1
Acc'y lb—Accounting Procedure. ... 3
Econ. 22—Economic History of the
United States 3
Math. 4—Plane Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed H
Hyg. 3 H
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives 2-5
Total 15-18
SECOND YEAR
Acc'y 2a—Elementary Cost Account-
ing 3
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5
Physics 7a—General Physics 23^
Physics 8a—Introductory Laboratory
Physics V/z
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed Yz
Electives Mr&A
Acc'y 2b—Intermediate Accounting. 3
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
B. O. and O. 1 3
Physics 7b—General Physics 2J^
Physics 8b—Introductory Laboratory
Physics 2%
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed H
Electives 0-2j^
Total 15-18 Total 15^-18
THIRD
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza-
tion and Operation 3
Bus. Law la—Principles of Business
Law 3
Trans. 1—Economics of Transportation 3
Pol. Sci. 1—American Nat'l Govern-
ment 3
Econ. 81—Principles of Public Utili-
ties 3
Electives 0-3
Total 15-18
YEAR
Bus. Law lb—Principles of Business
Law 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Management
and Finance 3
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing . . 2
Pol. Sci. 3—State and Local Govern-
ment 3
B. O. and O. 70—Operation of Public
Utilities 3
Electives 1-4
Total 15-18
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
2Those students who offer one unit of bookkeeping for entrance credit should take Acc'y le instead of la.
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FOURTH YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Pol. Sci. 4—Municipal Government . 3
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3
Econ. 41—Introduction to Labor
Problems 3
B. O. and O. 75—Management of
Public Utilities 3
Electives 3-6
Total 15-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours 1
Pol. Sci. 11—Constitutional Aspects
of Social and Industrial Problems . . 3
Pol. Sci. 34—Municipal Problems ... 3
Econ. 43—Personnel Administration. 3
Econ. 82—Public Utility Regulation 3
Econ. 83—Public Utility Rates 3
Electives 1-4
Total 15-18
Curriculum in Commerce and Law
(A six-year combined curriculum)
The following curriculum is provided for students who wish to combine
commercial and legal studies and secure both the degree of Bachelor of
Science and the degree of Bachelor of Laws or of Doctor of Law in six years.
Students who elect this curriculum must meet all the requirements for
graduation from the College of Commerce and Business Administration;
but, in exercising their privileges of election, they are urged to select as many
hours as possible from the following subjects: Hist. 2a-2b, English History
(6); Hist. 3a-3b, United States History (6); Hist. 4a-4b, English Constitu-
tional History (6); Pol. Sci. 1, American Government (3); and Pol. Sci. 3,
State and Local Government (3) ; and Econ. 25, Economic History of England
(3). Students expecting to study law should devote at least 12 hours to
work in history and political science. A course in English History is regarded
as one of the most essential pre-legal subjects.
The law courses in the curriculum may be taken only in the fourth year,
and are counted for 30 hours of credit toward the degree, provided the full
year's work is completed. In their fourth year, students will be regularly
registered in the College of Law, but must file copies of their study-lists in
the office of the Dean of the College of Commerce and Business Administra-
tion at the beginning of each semester.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours 1
Acc 'y la or le—Principles of Account-
ing2 3-2
Econ. 27—Modern Industry 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed y2
Hyg. 1 Y2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives 4-8
Total 15-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours 1
Acc'y lb—Accounting Procedure .... 3
Econ. 22—Economic History of the
United States. 3
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed Y2
Hyg. 3 V2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives 4-7
Total 15-18
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 233.
'Those students who offer one unit of bookkeeping for credit entrance should take Acc'y le instead of la.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Acc'y2a—Elementary Cost Accounting 3 Acc'y 2b—Intermediate Accounting. 3
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5 Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing . . 2 Philos. 1—Logic 3
Military Drill and Theory 1 B. O. and O. 1 3
Phys. Ed y2 Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives SV^A Phys. Ed A
Electives Wt^A.
Total 15-18
Total 15-18
THIRD YEAR
B. O. and O. 2—Marketing Organiza- Econ. 10—Corporation Management
tion and Operation 3 and Finance 3
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3 Electives 12-15
Electives 9-12
Total 15-18
t
Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Law la—Contracts 3 Law lb—Contracts 4
Law 2a—Torts 3 Law 2b—Torts 3
Law 5—Criminal Law 4 Law 3—Property I 5
Law 4—Procedure I 3 Law 11—Agency 3
Law 45—Use of Law Books 1
Law 49—Reading Course I 1 Total 15
Total 15
Graduate Work
In the College of Commerce and Business Administration numerous courses
open only to graduate students are offered in Economics, (including Agri-
cultural Economics and Transportation), Accountancy, and Business Or-
ganization and Operation. An opportunity is afforded graduate students
for study in any one of the twelve curricula of the College.
Bureau of Business Research
The Bureau of Business Research was organized in 1921 to carry on re-
search in economic problems of state-wide importance. In addition to its
work in research, it maintains a Division of Information which attempts
to be of assistance to the business men of the state.
lSemester hours. For definition, see page 223.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
For a description of the buildings used by this College, see pages 44-46; for
collections related to it, see page 54; for clubs and societies auxiliary to its cur-
ricula, see page 80; for fees, see page 82; for prizes, see pages 74 and 75.
The purpose of the College is to train men for the profession of engineer-
ing. In its curricula, cultural subjects are interwoven with the theoretical
subjects of the several departments. The instruction of the class-room and
the practice afforded by the library, the drafting room, and the laboratory
are correlated. Throughout his course, the student works on problems and
proceeds by methods similar to those which arise in the experience of the
practicing engineer.
For the requirements for admission to the University, see pages 56-70.
For a statement of the regulations of the University in regard to un-
classified students, see page 62.
Requirements for Graduation
Each curriculum in the college requires the completion of 142 credit hours.
With the exception of the curricula in Ceramics, Ceramic Engineering, Gen-
eral Engineering, and Engineering Physics, no less than 130 hours of the 142
are specified and required for the degree. Five to eight hours of non-technical
work are elective in the junior and senior years of each curriculum.
Description of Departments
The College of Engineering comprises the following departments:
Department of Architecture, with curricula in
—
Architecture
Architectural Engineering
Department of Ceramic Engineering, with curricula in
—
Ceramics
Ceramic Engineering
Department of Civil Engineering
Department of Electrical Engineering
Department of General Engineering Drawing.
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Department of Mechanics, Theoretical and Applied
Department of Mining Engineering
Department of Physics
Department of Railway Engineering, with curricula in
Railway Civil Engineering
Railway Electrical Engineering
Railway Mechanical Engineering
The curriculum in General Engineering is administered by the office of
the Dean of the College.
The curriculum in Gas Engineering is administered by the Department
of Mining Engineering.
Architecture.—The University offers two curricula in the Depart-
ment of Architecture leading to the first degree, the curriculum in architec-
ture and the curriculum in architectural engineering.
The curriculum in architecture aims to train the student to produce cor-
rect, thoughtful, and beautiful works of architecture. The schedule includes
liberal and scientific subjects to supply the background for creative work and
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to give a knowledge of the principles involved in the processes of safe and
economic construction; also free-hand drawing to train the eye to recognize
correct proportion and to train the hand to skillful and rapid drawing. The
curriculum, however, consists mainly of the study of architectural forms
and principles and their application in architectural design. From time
to time the problems of the Beaux-Arts Institute of Design are given
and the student drawings sent to New York for judgment.
The curriculum in architectural engineering gives a groundwork in mathe-
matics and applied mechanics, and includes such studies as strength of
materials, mill, and tall building construction, reinforced concrete, etc. The
principles of these subjects are applied to all forms of building construction
in courses given in the senior year. While specializing in construction, this
curriculum includes also the study of the forms and principles of architect-
ure through such subjects as free-hand drawing, architectural history, archi-
tectural drawing, and architectural design.
Both curricula prepare the students for the examinations of the Illinois
State Board of Examiners of Architects, and graduates are exempt from
examinations required for entrance into the American Institute of Architects,
and from the preliminary examination for the prize in Architecture of the
American Academy at Rome.
Students intending to take up the study of architecture should take free-
hand and architectural drawing and general history in the high school.
The equipment of the department includes plaster casts of architectural
detail and ornament; lantern slides of architectural subjects and of painting
and sculpture; a collection of 300 examples of American woods, shown in
three sections each; and collections of architectural drawings and of specimens
of building materials, fittings, and appliances.
A baloptican is used for projection of photographs and colored plates,
and a double electric lantern for projecting two pictures on the screen at
once. Geometric and architectural models are used for demonstration of
shades and shadows and conventional rendering. Wall space has been
prepared for exhibition purposes, and collections of drawings are constantly
displayed. The department occupies the fourth floor of Engineering Hall,
and part of the third; its quarters include drafting rooms, lecture rooms,
and studios for free-hand drawing.
The Ricker Library of Architecture, occupying the north wing of the
fourth floor of Engineering Hall, is open every week day from 8 a. m. to
10 p. m. The books, representing a collection of several thousand on archi-
tecture, engineering, and allied arts, are for reference in history, design,
and construction. There are also over 15,000 lantern slides, 15,000 mounted
photographs and drawings, and a collection of stereoscopic views of several
countries.
Ceramic Engineering.—In the Department of Ceramic Engineering
are offered courses of instruction relating to the fabrication of clay pro-
ducts, cement, and glass, and enamels for metals.
Work is offered in the physical and chemical principles of silicate pro-
ducts, the winning and preparation of raw materials, their shaping, drying,
and burning, or fusion, the composition and application of glazes, glasses,
enamels, and colors, the planning and construction of industrial plants,
and the machines, apparatus, kilns, and furnaces used in these plants.
Industrial cooperation and research are prosecuted, and a series of bul-
letins on ceramic subjects is published.
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The laboratories contain apparatus for the testing of clays and the prep-
aration of cements, enamels, and glasses; machinery for grinding raw mate-
rials, for shaping bricks, tile, saggers, pottery, and refractories; a gas pro-
ducer; kilns and furnaces; pyrometers, potentiometers, electric furnaces,
recording instruments, and other accessories for exact scientific and tech-
nical work.
A library pertaining to the silicate industries is available; also there are
sets of working drawings representing the construction of important plants.
Civil Engineering.—The courses in the Department of Civil Engineer-
ing offer a systematic training in the principles underlying the design and
construction of bridges, buildings, and other structures; highways; water
supply and sewage disposal systems ; and hydraulic engineering works.
Opportunity is offered in the senior year for a certain amount of spec-
ialization in some of the more important branches of Civil Engineering by the
options in Structural Engineering, Highway Engineering, Hydraulic En-
gineering, and Sanitary Engineering.
The Surveying Building houses the surveying recitation and drafting
rooms and is located close to the surveying practice fields. All equipment
necessary for the surveying courses is provided.
The Highway Laboratory building houses the bituminous and the non-
bituminous laboratories for undergraduate instruction and the advanced
highway laboratory for research and graduate study. In addition to the
standard apparatus, these laboratories display many photographs and
charts showing highway work in progress.
The Structural Laboratory building houses the cement-concrete laboratory,
the structural research laboratory, and the semi-fluids laboratory. These
laboratories are equipped with molds, moist room, scales, testing machines,
etc., for making tests on cement and concrete. The purpose of the struc-
tural research laboratory is the investigation of structural elements and of
the forces to which structures are subjected. The semi-fluids laboratory
is devoted to the study of the statics and dynamics of pulverulent, granular,
fragmental, and plastic materials.
For carrying on laboratory and investigational work in drainage engineer-
ing, the department has a number of current meters, rainfall gages, stream
stage gages, and other necessary apparatus.
The Plans Library is a collection of plans, specifications, photographs,
and reports of civil engineering projects, which are available for supple-
mentary study.
For the design courses, models and full size details of many structural
parts are exhibited in the design drafting rooms.
The Experimental Sewage Treatment Plant is equipped for investigations in
some of the methods of sewage disposal. Opportunities for practice and
study are provided at the filter water plant of the Champaign and Urbana
Water Company, at the sewage treatment plant of the Urbana and Cham-
paign Sanitary District, and at the University experimental sewage treat-
ment plant.
Electrical Engineering.—In the Department of Electrical Engineering
is provided a curriculum in the theory and application of electricity. The
first two years of work are substantially the same as in the other engineering
curricula, including work in drafting room and shop, and instruction in the
principles of mathematics and physics. In the third year a course in dynamo
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machinery is followed by the theory of alternating currents, while laboratory
and design courses emphasize principles. Technical courses cover the genera-
tion, transmission, and distribution of electric power, and its various applica-
tions. In the laboratory a study of dynamos is followed in the fourth year
by experiments in the operation of electrical machinery. Investigation of
problems of power distribution is made in advanced laboratory and thesis
work. In the fourth year courses covering the principles of radio com-
munication are offered.
The 1250-kilowatt power plant of the University supplies the electrical
engineering laboratory with power for its operation.
The power equipment in the electrical engineering laboratory includes
approximately one hundred direct-current machines with a total capacity of
600 kilowatts, forty alternating current machines with a total capacity of
400 kilowatts, and sixty-three transformers with a total capacity of 380
kilowatts. Experimental switchboards containing a total of 30 panels
afford distribution and control. The equipment also includes artificial
transmission line representing 200 miles of standard communication or power
circuits, together with special transmitting and receiving equipment.
The instrument room contains standards for the calibration of commercial
instruments of all types, 250 portable instruments for experimental work,
a 160 ampere-hour storage battery, a 240 ampere-hour storage battery, and
two special motor generator sets for meter testing at any power factor. The
graduate laboratory contains apparatus for research including four oscillo-
graphs, one 2,000-cycle alternator, one 200,000-volt transformer, and ap-
paratus for high-voltage direct current investigations. The photometer
room contains apparatus for tests of the various light sources. The equipment
for electrometallurgical work includes one 30-kilowatt induction furnace,
one 25-kilowatt arc furnace, two 30-kilowatt resistance furnaces, one 15-
kilowatt vacuum furnace for melting, one 3-kilowatt vacuum furnace for
annealing, and one 1.5-kilowatt muffle furnace.
The radio laboratory contains apparatus for the study of radio com-
munication, including short and long wave receivers, a 500-watt transmitter,
precision condensors, and wavemeters. A complete 1000-watt broadcasting
station is also available for use in the work of the department.
Mechanical Engineering.—The courses in the Department of Mechan-
ical Engineering are planned to present the theory and practice of the genera-
tion and transmission of power, and of the design, construction, operation,
and testing of machinery of all kinds. In the laboratories emphasis is given
to the engineering and economic principles of machine construction and to
problems of scientific shop management.
The Designing Rooms are supplied with drawing tables, reference books,
files of trade catalogs, and collections of blue prints. A collection of
kinematic models, sectional steam specialties, lantern slides, and photo-
graphs is also available.
The Mechanical Engineering Laboratory is equipped with machines and
testing instruments for instruction in steam engineering, gas power engineer-
ing, refrigeration, heating, and ventilation. The equipment includes a
210-horsepower experimental boiler, with chain-grate stoker, fuel economizer,
and induced draft; a separately fired steam super-heater; types of throttling,
high-speed automatic, and Corliss steam engines; steam condensers; a
single and a compound two-stage air compressor; a large compound dup-
lex steam pump; a 100-k.w. Terry steam turbine; a 200,000-pound Lea
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water-flow; a 10-ton ammonia compression refrigerating machine; a 10-ton
ammonia absorption refrigerating machine; typical gas, gasoline, and oil
engines; a 50-horsepower suction gas producer; house-heating boilers and
furnaces; a 150-horsepower electric absorption and transmission dynamo-
meter; and apparatus for instruction in heating and ventilation and the
mechanical equipment of buildings. The central heating and power plant
contains types of boilers, stokers, pumps, and engines in commercial service.
The Shop Laboratories are provided with machinery and apparatus to
illustrate the process of the manufacture of machinery. The laboratories
include the Pattern Laboratory with an equipment of benches, lathes, machin-
ery, and small tools needed in pattern construction; the Foundry Laboratory
equipped with cupola, brass furnaces, core ovens, moulding machines, and
facilities for bench and floor moulding; the Forge Laboratory equipped with
facilities for the study of heat treatment of metals, including gas and elec-
tric furnaces, temperature measuring apparatus, and metallographic and
physical testing equipment; and the Machine Laboratory with an equipment
of lathes, planers, shapers, milling machines, grinders, boring mills, drill
presses, and with typical small tools and fixtures used in manufacturing.
Mechanics, Theoretical and Applied.—The courses in theoretical
and applied mechanics are designed to meet the needs of students of engineer-
ing.
The Laboratory of Applied Mechanics comprises the materials testing
laboratory and the hydraulics laboratory. The equipment of the Materials
Testing Laboratory includes testing machines of American and foreign makes
and apparatus for making physical tests of materials of construction, such
as tension, compression, flexure, shearing, torsion, hardness, and impact tests.
The laboratory contains testing machines for testing full size structural
and machine members. Among these there is a universal machine of six
hundred thousand pounds capacity. The Concrete Laboratory in the Ceramics
Building offers facilities for testing cement and aggregates and for making,
curing, and testing mortars, concrete, and reinforced concrete.
The Fatigue of Metals Laboratory contains many machines of several
types for testing specimens under repeated loading. Most of these machines
are in continuous operation day and night in investigations on the fatigue of
metals.
The Hydraulics Laboratory has facilities for furnishing water under a range
of pressures and volumes. There is an equipment of devices for measuring
and recording the flow of water, including measuring pits, water meters,
weir channels, nozzels, pitometers, and Venturi meters. In the equipment are
pumps, a stand-pipe, water motors, and a turbine water wheel for testing
purposes. A supply of pressure gauges, weighing scales, and other auxiliary
apparatus is provided.
Mining Engineering.—In the Department of Mining Engineering are
offered courses of instruction in mining and metallurgical engineering to
train men for the various phases of the mineral industry.
The work of the department adds to the preliminary courses in mathe-
matics, languages, chemistry, physics, and general engineering, that are com-
mon to all courses in engineering, specialized work in mine surveying, mining
methods, geology, prospecting, mine examination and valuation, ventilation,
mining machinery, coal washing and ore concentration, metallurgy, utiliza-
tion of fuels, administration and organization of mines, mining law, and the
design of mining and metallurgical structures.
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There are three options—coal mining, ore mining, and metallurgical
engineering.
The department also concerns itself with the development and dissemi-
nation of scientific facts of service in improving the practice of mining with
respect to efficiency in operation, the security of life in the mines, and the
conservation of the mineral resources of the State.
The drawing room contains the catalogs of the manufactures of mining
machinery with a complete card index, standard reference books on mine
and mill design, and a collection of photographs, blue-prints, and drawings
of mines, mine structures, ore, coal, and metallurgical plants.
The mine-gas and safety-lamp laboratory contains safety lamps of all
types, electric and magnetic locking appliances, a photometer, a dark room
for photometric work, Ryan, Oldham, and Hailwood safety-lamp testing
apparatus, appliances for gas and dust analysis, and explosibility tests, and
a Bacharach hydro volume and pressure recorder.
A centrifugal fan three feet in diameter is connected to 500 feet of venti-
lating ducts arranged in three parallel lines so that the effects of splitting
the air in various ways may be demonstrated. This equipment is used also
for experimental work in mine ventilation.
The coal-washing and ore-dressing laboratory contains: For crushing,-
rolls, gyratory and jaw crushers, a Marcy rod-mill, and a 500-pound 3-stamp
battery; for screening and sizing,-trommels, shaking and vibrating screens,
11-inch exhaust fan, cyclone collector, and classifiers; for concentrating and
cleaning,-pan, piston and pulsating jigs, concentrating tables, an electro-
static separator, a magnetic separator and two flotation units. These
machines can handle three to five tons of coal and one ton of ore an hour.
There are also a complete sampling and drying equipment, a cyanide testing
plant, and other appliances used for testing. Adjoining this laboratory is
a chemical and assay laboratory equipped for the analytical work connected
with coal washing and ore concentration.
The explosives and drilling laboratory contains types of rock and coal
drills, a diamond drill, a drill-steel sharpener, a gas-fired furnace for heating
drill steel, an air meter, chain and puncher coal cutters, and a complete out-
fit for demonstrating the use of explosives.
A large collection of specimens of rocks and minerals of economic im-
portance is available for study. These include suites from foreign as well
as American districts.
Physics.—The Laboratory of Physics supplies facilities for instruction
and investigation in physics. Gas, distilled water, compressed air and
vacuum, and direct and alternating electric currents are available in all
parts of the building. There is a collection of over 4,000 pieces of apparatus.
New investigations can usually be started with the apparatus on hand.
There are two workshops, one for advanced students and instructors, and
one for the mechanicians of the department. The students' shop is equipped
with lathes, drill press, and bench tools. The mechanicians' shop contains
facilities for fine work.
The University Library contains sets of journals of physics and the re-
lated sciences in English, French, and German. The recent volumes of the
physical journals, and a collection of text-books, encyclopedias, dictionaries,
and other reference books, are in the special library of the Laboratory.
Railway Engineering.—The Department of Railway Engineering is
organized to train students for service in the technical departments of rail-
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ways. It offers curricula in railway civil engineering, railway electrical
engineering, and railway mechanical engineering, all three of which are
substantially the same as the corresponding civil, electrical, and mechanical
engineering curricula to the end of the second year. The curricula in rail-
way civil and railway mechanical engineering are designed for those who
wish to enter steam railway service in the engineering and motive power de-
partments respectively, while the curriculum in railway electrical engineering
is for those who will serve on electric railways or in the electrical depart-
ments of steam roads. The special subjects of the curriculum in railway
civil engineering concern the location, design, construction, and maintenance
of track and equipment, and the design of railway structures. The courses
in railway electrical engineering deal with the design and construction of
electric railway equipment, the operation and performance of electric cars
and locomotives, and with the problems which arise in the electrification
of steam lines. The curriculum in railway mechanical engineering adds
to the fundamentals of the general mechanical engineering curriculum special
courses on the design of locomotives and cars, the resistance of trains, the
performance and tests of locomotives, and tests of railway equipment.
A locomotive testing plant, built from the original designs of the depart-
ment, is devoted exclusively to making tests to determine the performance
of locomotives. The locomotives tested have, for the most part, been fur-
nished by certain railroad companies. For purposes of instruction a light
freight locomotive is permanently available in this laboratory. This loco-
motive, donated by the Illinois Central Railroad, is of the mogul type with
simple cylinders using saturated steam.
The University owns and operates, jointly with the Illinois Central
Railroad, a railway test car designed for experimental work on steam roads.
It is equipped for making train resistance and locomotive performance
tests, and during the last twenty years has been in frequent operation in
carrying on resistance and tonnage rating tests on the Illinois Central Rail-
road and on several eastern roads.
For work on electric roads the University owns an electric test car, of the
interurban type, designed and built for the University. It is equipped with
four 50-horsepower direct current motors and with the Westinghouse multiple
control system, and with instruments for recording power, speed, accelera-
tion, and the other data needed in road tests, and for measuring and re-
cording the electric resistance of rail bonds. Through the courtesy of the
Illinois Traction System this car is operated on its lines, which enter the
campus of the University.
The laboratory equipment includes a drop-testing machine and a brake-
shoe testing machine, both constructed in accordance with the standards
of the Master Car Builders' Association. The drop-testing machine is de-
signed for use in testing the strength of railroad rails, car axles, car couplers,
and draft gears; and may be used in studies of the physical properties of
structural materials of any sort. The brake-shoe testing machine supplies
means for determining the wearing properties and frictional qualities of
brake-shoes, such as are employed in regular service on railroad trains.
Three steam roads—the Illinois Central, the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago, & St. Louis, and the Wabash railroads, and one electric interurban
road—the Illinois Traction System—enter Champaign and Urbana. The
department is afforded opportunities by them for practical road tests and
field work.
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General Engineering Lectures for Freshmen
One general lecture, sufficiently popular in character to interest and inspire
young students, is given each week. All freshmen engineering students are
required to attend this lecture.
Trips of Inspection
Students in the College of Engineering are required to make a trip of in-
spection during their senior year. Such trips supply an opportunity to
inspect the work of industrial establishments and of engineering enterprises.
They usually occupy from three to four days, and are taken during term time,
under the supervision of University authorities. They involve an expense
of approximately $30 to $35 to each student. For the year 1926-27, the trips
occurred on November 3-6, 1926.
No student not in line for graduation is permitted to go on the annual
inspection trip of the College of Engineering without the approval of the
General Committee on Inspection Trips.
Non-Technical Electives
The non-technical electives for students in the College of Engineering are
subject to the following restrictions:
1. They are restricted to courses offered in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, the College of Commerce, courses 1 to 16 in the School of
Music, Horticulture 37a and 37b, Architecture 11 and 12, and the general
courses (Group A) in the College of Education.
2. Such courses must not be open to freshman students except in the
cases of Library Science 12, History la and lb, Geography 1, Geology 1,
Botany 1, and Zoology 1.
3. Students in the College of Engineering electing the third and fourth
years' work in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps may substitute the six
hours' credit thus received for six hours of the required non-technical
electives.
4. Required work in Physical Education of the Sophomore year may be
substituted for an equal number of non-technical electives.
Rhetoric Prerequisite for Junior Standing
Rhetoric 1 and 2 are prerequisites for junior standing in the College of
Engineering, and no student in this College shall be permitted to register in
more than eight hours of prescribed junior work without having passed or
being registered in Rhetoric 1 or 2.
Requirements in Language
Any student who has completed in high school one or more years of French,
German, Spanish, or the fourth year of English and has had the same accred-
ited to him as entrance credits by the Registrar may be excused from language
requirements specified in his curriculum to the extent that one year's high-
school work shall be considered the equivalent of a semester's work in college
and he may select in lieu thereof any course falling under the designation
of non-technical electives in the College of Engineering or technical electives
outside the required courses in his curriculum. No fractional unit of high-
school work may be considered in the application of this regulation, and
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the full equivalent of the eight-hour requirement in a single language must
be obtained by each student in the fulfillment of graduation requirements.
In any curriculum where the language requirement is specifically designated,
as German or French, for instance, the high-school language must correspond
to the required language in order for a student to come under these provisions.
Theses
Theses may be required of all students in the Department of Ceramics and
may be elected by students in other departments with the approval of the
head of the department concerned. Only students of high standing are
allowed to elect theses.
Curricula and Degrees
Each of the following fourteen curricula, leading to the degree of Bachelor
of Science, may ordinarily be completed in a period of four years.
A graduate of the University of Illinois in architectural, ceramic, civil,
electrical, mechanical, mining, or railway engineering may receive the degree
of an allied curriculum on the completion of from thirty to thirty-six
semester hours of work approved by the faculty. This work may be done
in one academic year.
A graduate of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences of the University
of Illinois, or of any college of equal standing, whose mathematical training
includes the calculus, who has had an acceptable course in physics, and
training in mechanics to enable him to begin the mechanics of the junior
year, may usually obtain the degree of Bachelor of Science on the completion
of sixty-eight credit hours of work in engineering under the direction of the
faculty. This work may be done in two academic years, except in the de-
partment of Architecture. Candidates for the degree in the department of
Architecture are not required to be prepared in calculus or mechanics, but
should have special preparation in drawing.
Curriculum in Architecture
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Arch. 31—Arch, and Freehand Draw- Arch. 32—Arch, and Freehand Draw-
ing 4 ing 4
G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometry . . 4 Chem. la or lb—Inorganic Chemistry 3 or 4
Math, la—Mathematical Analysis . . 5 T. and A. M. 14—Elementary Mech-
or anics 4
("Math. 2—Advanced Algebra 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
\ and Physical Education 14
[Math. 4 or 5—Trigonometry 2 Hyg. 3—Hygiene and Sanitation
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 (men) H
Physical Education y2 Military Drill and Theory 1
Hyg. 1—Hygiene and Sanitation (men) J^ Eng. Lecture
Military Drill and Theory 1 —•
—
Eng. Lecture Total 16 or 17
Total 18
"Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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SECOND
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Arch. 13—History of Architecture . . 2
Arch. 23—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 33—Design 3
Arch. 43—Technology of Materials . 3
Physics 9a—Lectures 2
Physics 10a—Laboratory 2
T.and A.M. 15—Strength of Materials 3
Physical Education %
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18J^
YEAR
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Arch. 14—History of Architecture. .
.
2
Arch. 24—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 34—Design 3
Arch. 44—Technology of Materials. 3
Physics 9b—Lectures 2
Physics 10b—Laboratory 2
T.and A.M. 16—Strength of Materials 3
Physical Education %
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
THIRD YEAR
Arch. 15—History of Architecture .
.
2
Arch. 25—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 35—Design 5
Arch. 45—Graphic Statics 3
Arch. 65—Theory of Architecture ... 1
E. E. 90—Building Illumination 1
French or German 4
Total 18
Arch. 16—History of Architecture. .
.
2
Arch. 26—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 36—Design 5
Arch. 46—Roofs 3
Arch. 55—Building Sanitation 1
Arch. 66—Theory of Architecture . . 1
French or German 4
Total 18
FOURTH YEAR
Arch. 27—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 37—Design 7
Arch. 68—Specifications 3
Arch. 99—Inspection Trip
M. E. 25—Heating and Ventilation . 2
Non-technical Elective 3
Total 17
Arch. 18—History of Architecture. . . 2
Arch. 28—Freehand Drawing 2
Arch. 38—Advanced Design or Thesis 7
Arch. 60A—Special Lectures 2
Arch. 67—Theory of Form and Color 2
Non-technical Elective 2
Total 17
Curriculum in Architectural Engineering
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours 1
Chem. la or lb—Inorganic Chemistry 3 or 4
G. E. D. 1 or 4—Elements of Drafting 4
Math, la—Mathematical Analysis .
.
5
or
[Math. 2—Advanced Algebra 3
•j and
[Math. 4 or 5—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education H
Hyg. 1—Hygiene and Sanitation (men) H
Military Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Chem. 4
—
Qualitative Analysis 4
G. E. D. 2—Descriptive Geometry.
.
4
Math, lb—Mathematical Analysis. 5
or
Math. 6—Analytic Geometry 5
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education %
Hyg. 3—Hygiene and Sanitation
(men) %
Military Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture
Total 17 or 18
Total 18
ISemester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Arch. 13—History of Architecture .
.
2
A. E. 33—Arch, and Freehand Draw-
ing 3
A. E. 43—Technology of Materials . 2
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Physics la—Lectures 3
Physics 3a—Laboratory 2
Physical Education \4
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total isy2
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Arch. 14—History of Architecture. .
.
2
A. E. 34—Design 3
A. E. 44—Technology of Materials . 2
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb—Lectures 2
Physics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education H
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18M
THIRD YEAR
Arch. 15—History of Architecture . 2
A. E. 35—Design 3
A. E. 45—Graphic Statics 3
Language2 4
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of Metals 4
Non-technical Elective3 2
Total 18
Arch. 16—History of Architecture ... 2
A. E. 36—Design 3
A. E. 46—Graphic Statics 3
Language2 4
T. and A. M. 26—Analytical Mech-
anics and Hydraulics 4
Total 16
FOURTH YEAR
A. E. 47—Architectural Engineering. 5
A. E. 57—Fireproof Construction ... 2
A. E. 99—Inspection Trip
E. E. 92—Lighting and Wiring 2
M. E. 23—Mechanical Equipment of
Buildings 5
Non-technical Elective3 3
Total 17
A. E. 48—Architectural Engineering. 5
A. E. 58—Fireproof Construction ... 2
A. E. 67—Building Sanitation . . 2
A. E. 68—Estimates and Specifica-
tions 4
Approved Technical Elective 5
Total 18
Curriculum in Ceramics
This curriculum is designed for the training of ceramic chemists.
FIRST
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Chem. la or lb—Inorganic Chem. . . 3 or 4
Math, la—Mathematical Analysis . 5
or
(Math. 2—College Algebra 3
\ and
(Math. 4 or 5—Trigonometry 2
German or French 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education \4
Hyg. 1—Hygiene and Sanitation (men) \4
Military Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture
YEAR
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Chem. N6
—
Qualitative Analysis .... 5
Math. 6a—Analytical Geometry .... 4
German or French 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education \4
Hyg. 3—Hygiene and Sanitation
(men) XA
Military Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture
Total 18
Total 17 or 18
»Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
2Frenoh, German, Spanish, or English.
•Any approved non-technical course. See page 120.
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FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Chem. 5a
—
Quantitative Analysis ... 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus .... 3
Physics la—Lectures 3
Physics 3a—Laboratory 2
Cer. 1—Ceramic Materials 3
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total
SECOND YEAR
SECOND SEME8TER
HOUT81
Chem. 5b
—
Quantitative Analysis ... 5
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb)—Lectures 2
Physics 3b—Laboratory 2
Cer. 2—Winning and Preparation of
Clays (or Elective2) 3
Physical Education %
Military Drill and Theory 1
Elective2 217H
Total
THIRD YEAR
18H
Cer. 12—Designing and Shaping .... 3
Chem. 65—Gas and Fuel Analysis ... 2
Geol. 20—General Mineralogy 3
Chem. 7—Metallurgy 3
E. E. 5—Electric Currents (or Elec-
tive2) 4
Elective2 3
Cer. 3—Industrial Calculations 3
Cer. 5—Ceramic Bodies 5
Chem. 9—Organic Chemistry 3
Chem. 9c—Organic Chemistry Lab. . 2
Chem. 31—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 33—Physical Chemistry Lab. 2
Total
Total 18
18
FOURTH YEAR
Cer. 4c—Drying and Burning 5
Cer. 6—Glazes 6
Cer. 17a—Selected Ceramic Problems 1
Cer. 99—Inspection Trip
Elective2 6
Total 18
Chem. 6—Chemical Technology .... 3
Chem. 61—Industrial Chemistry Lab. 3
Thesis 4 or 5
Elective2 6 or 5
Total 16
Curriculum in Ceramic Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Cer. 1—Ceramic Materials 3
Chem. 5a
—
Quantitative Analysis ... 5
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Physics la—Lectures 3
Physics 3a—Laboratory 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 19K
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Cer. 2—Winning and Preparation of
Clays 3
Chem. 5b—Quantitative Analysis ... 5
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb—Lectures 2
Phvsics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education H
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 19H
lSemester hours. For definition, see page 223.
'Six hours of these electives must be in approved non-technical courses. See page 120.
» FIRST SEMESTER Hours1
Cer. 12—Designing and Shaping .... 3
Chem. 65—Gas and Fuel Analysis ..
.
2
French, German, or English 4
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech-
anics 2
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of
Materials 4
Elective* 2
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THIRD YEAR
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Cer. 3—Industrial Calculations 3
Cer. 5—Ceramic Bodies 5
C. E. 36—Surveying 2
French, German, or English 4
Elective2 3
Total 17
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
Cer. 4c—Drying and Burning 5
Cer. 6—Glazes 6
Cer. 17a—Selected Ceramic Problems 1
Chem. 31—Physical Chemistry 3
Cer. 99—Inspection Trip
Elective2 3
Cer. 9—Ceramic Construction 4
M. E. 62—Power Measurement .... 3
Thesis or (with the approval of the
department) Technical Elective . . 3-5
Elective2 5-3
Total
Total 18
15
Curriculum in Civil Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
C. E. 27—Plane Surveying 3
Language5 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Physics la—Lectures 3
Physics 3a—Laboratory 2
Physical Education ^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
C. E. 28—Topographic Surveying .
.
3
Language3 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb—Lectures 2
Physics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education J/£
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total isy2
THIRD YEAR
C. E. 51—Railroad Surveying 5
C. E. 95—Plain Concrete 2
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech-
anics 2
T. and A. M. 29—Resistance of
Materials 5
Non-technical Elective4 3
Total 17
C. E. 54—Roads and Pavements ... 4
C. E. 60—Structural Stresses 4
C. E. 62—Elementary Structural
Design 2
C. E. 81—Theory of Reinforced
Concrete 2
T. and A. M. 10—Hydraulics 3
Non-technical Elective4 2
Total 17
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
'At least 6 hours of these electives must be in approved non-technical courses. See page 120.
'French, German, Spanish, or English.
'Any approved non-technical course. See page 120.
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FOURTH YEAR
The student must elect one of five options.
/. General Option1
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours2
E. 75—Masonry Construction .... 3
E. 70—Seminar 1
E. 71—Water Supply Engineering 4
E. 85—Structural Design 5
C. E. 99—Inspection Trip
M. E. 1—Steam and Air Machinery 3
Technical Elective3 2
C.
C.
c.
c.
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours2
C. E. 72—Sewerage 3
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifications 2
C. E. 82—Structural Design 4
C. E. 84—Valuations and Rates .... 2
E. E. 2—Elementary Electrical Engi-
neering 3
Technical Elective3 3
Total 18 Total 17
C. E. 70—Seminar 1
C. E. 71—Water Supply Engineering 4
C. E. 84—Valuations and Rates 2
C. E. 85—Structural Design 5
C. E. 91—Statically Indeterminate
Structures 3
C. E. 99—Inspection Trip
M. E. 1—Steam and Air Machinery 3
II. Structural Option1
C. E. 72—Sewerage 3
C. E. 75—Masonry Construction ... 3
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifications 2
C. E. 82—Structural Design 4
C. E. 92—Statically Indeterminate
Structures 2
E. E. 2—Elementary Electrical Engi-
neering 3
Total 18 Total 17
C. E. 57—Hydrology 2
C. E. 70—Seminar 1
C. E. 71—Water Supply Engineering 4
C. E. 85—Structural Design 5
C. E. 93—Highway Design 3
C. E. 99—Inspection Trip
M.E. 1—Steam and Air Machinery 3
III. Highway Option1
C. E. 72—Sewerage 3
C. E. 75—Masonry Construction ... 3
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifications 2
C. E. 82—Structural Design 4
C. E. 94—Highway Administration . 3
C. E. 96—Road Materials 2
Total
Total 18
17
C. E. 57—Hydrology 2
C. E. 70—Seminar 1
C. E. 71—Water Supply Engineering 4
C. E. 75—Masonry Construction .... 3
C. E. 85—Structural Design 5
C. E. 99—Inspection Trip
M. E. 1—Steam and Air Machinery 3
IV. Hydraulic Option1
C. E. 72—Sewerage 3
C. E. 74—Water Power Engineering. 2
C. E. 78—Drainage Engineering .... 3
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifications 2
C. E. 82—Structural Design 4
E. E. 2—Elementary Electrical Engi-
neering 3
Total 18 Total 17
Bact. 6—Bacteriology
Chem. 10b)—Water and Sewerage . .
C. E. 73—Structural Design
C. E. 75—Masonry Construction. .
.
C. E. 87—Water Purification
C. E. 99—Inspection Trip
M.E. 1—Steam and Air Machinery
Total
V. Sanitary Option1
2V2
2y2
4
3
3
3
18
C. E. 70—Seminar 1
C. E. 71—Water Supply 4
C. E. 72—Sewerage 3
C. E. 76—Hydraulic Design 2
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifications 2
C. E. 86—Sewage Treatment 2
E. E. 2—Elementary Electrical Engi-
neering 3
Total 17
'C. E. 97-98 (Thesis) may be substituted for a technical subject in any of the options of the senior
year upon approval of the Head of the Department. Only students of high standing are permitted to elect a
thesis. Prerequisite: Senior standing in Civil Engineering. I, (1); II, (2 or 3).
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
•Technical Electives: C.E. 30, 97-98, E.E. 2, R.E. 31, 32, 33, or 36, T. and A.M. 41. 44.
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Curriculum in Electrical Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Language2 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab-
oratory 3
Physics la—Lectures 3
Physics 3a—Laboratory 2
Physical Education Yz
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total isy2
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours 1
Language2 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M. E. 86—Pattern and Foundry Lab-
oratory 3
Physics lb—Lectures 2
Phvsics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education H
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total isy2
THIRD
E. E. 25—Direct Current Apparatus 4
E. E. 75—Elec. Eng. Laboratory ... 2
M. E. 87—Machine and Forge Lab-
oratory 3
Physics 44a—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 3
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of Ma-
terials 4
Non-technical Elective3 2
YEAR
E. E. 26—Alternating Currents .... 4
E. E. 76—Elec. Eng. Laboratory. ... 2
Math. 9a—Integral Calculus 2
M. E. 10—Thermodynamics 3
Physics 44b—-Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 2
T. and A. M. 26—Anal. Mechanics
and Hydraulics 4
Total
Total 17
18
FOURTH YEAR
E. E. 35—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 4
E. E. 55—Electrical Design 2
E. E. 85—Elec. Eng. Laboratory ... 2
E. E. 95—Seminar 1
E. E. 99—Inspection Trip
M. E. 3—Steam Engineering 3
M. E. 61—Power Measurement .... 2
Non-technical Elective3 3
E. E. 36—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 4
E. E. 56—Electrical Design 4
E. E. 86—Elec. Eng. Laboratory. ... 2
E. E. 96—Seminar 1
E. E. 98—Thesis4 or Technical Elec-
tive 3
Non-technical Elective3 3
Total
Total 17
17
Curriculum in Engineering Physics
(Leading to the degree of B. S.)
The object of this curriculum is to fit persons for investigations in general
engineering problems calling for a knowledge of physics and mathematics.
Students who expect to teach physics and allied subjects in engineering
schools will also find this curriculum of interest.
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
'French, German, Spanish, or English.
'Any approved non-technical course. See page 120.
*Only high grade students are allowed to take a thesis course.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Chem. 5a—Elementary Quantitative
Analysis 5
German 1—Elementary German or
French la 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Physics la—Lectures 3
Physics 3a—Laboratory 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 20V2
SECOND 8EMESTER
Hours1
Chemistry (Elective) 3
German 3—Narrative Prose or French 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb—Physics Lecture 2
Physics 3b—Physics Laboratory .... 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
THIRD YEAR
E. E. 25—D. C. Theory 4
E. E. 75—D. C. Laboratory 2
Physics 44a—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 3
Physics 17 and 37—Light 4
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of Ma-
terials 4
Total 19
E. E. 26—Alternating Current Theory 4
E. E. 76—Alternating Current Lab-
oratory 2
Math. 9a—Advanced Calculus 2
M. E. 2—Steam Engineering
or
M. E. 62—Power Measurement .... 3
Physics 44b—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 2
Physics 45—Principles of Radiation
or
Physics 16 and 36—Heat 4
Total 16-17
FOURTH YEAR
Math. 16—Adv. Calculus and Diff.
Equations 3
M. E. 13—Thermodynamics 3
Physics 14a—Dynamics
or
Physics 23 and 33—Sound 4
Physics 97—Thesis1 3-5
Physics Colloquium
Elective3 2-4
Total 16
Chem. 31—Physical Chemistry 3
Math. 17—Differential Equations . . 3
Physics 24 and 27—Properties of
Matter
or
Physics 30—Introduction to Theo-
retical Electricity 3
Physics 98—Thesis2 3
Elective3 3
Total 15
Curriculum in Gas Engineering
The curriculum in gas engineering combines many of the items of the course
in Chemical Engineering and a number of the more distinctly engineering
subjects from Mechanical, Electrical, and Mining Engineering. It is intended
to fit men for operating positions about a gas or coke plant rather than for
positions in the laboratory where the work is more distinctly of a chemical
nature. The degree of Bachelor of Science is given upon completion of the
curriculum.
1Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
*Only high grade students are allowed to take a thesis.
3At least 6 hours must be approved non-technical courses. See page 120.
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FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Chem. la or lb—General Chemistry . 3 or 4
Math, la—Mathematical Analysis . . 5
or
SMath.
2—College Algebra 3
and
Math. 4 or 5—Trigonometry 2
ler. 4—Prose Reading 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education M
Hyg. 1—Hygiene and Sanitation (men) %
Military Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Chem. N6—Inorganic Chem. and
Qualitative Analysis 5
Math. 6a—Analytic Geometry 4
Ger. 6—Advanced 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Physical Education J^
Hyg. 3—Hygiene and Sanitation . . Y^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Eng. Lecture
Total 18
Total 17 or 18
SECOND YEAR
Chem. 5a
—
Quantitative Analysis ... 5
G. E. D. 1 or 4—Elements of Drafting 4
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus ... 3
Physics la—General Physics 3
Physics 3a—Physical Measurements 2
Physical Education }
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total isy2
Chem. 9—Organic Chemistry 3
Chem. 9c—Organic Chem. Laboratory 2
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb—General Physics 2
Physics 3b>—Physical Measurements
.
2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mechan-
ics 3
Physical Education J/£
Military Drill and Theory 1
THIRD
Chem. 7—Metallurgy 3
Chem. 14b—Organic Chemistry Lab-
oratory 2
E. E. 5—Electric Currents and Ap-
paratus 4
M~ E. 1—Steam Air Machinery ... 3
M. E. 13—Thermodynamics 3
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of Mate-
rials 4
Total 16^
YEAR
Chem. 31—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 33—Physical Chemistry Lab-
oratory 2
Chem. 65b—Gas Analysis 3
Physics 16—Heat Phenomena 3
Physics 36—Heat Measurements ... 1
T. and A. M. 26—Analytical Mech-
anics and Hydraulics 4
Total 19
Total 19
Chem. 77—Classification and Theory
of Carbonization 2
Gas Engineering2 6
M. E. 61—Power Measurement ... 2
Min. 9—Coal Preparation 3
Non-technical Elective3 3
Gas. Eng. 99—Inspection Trip
FOURTH YEAR
Cer. 20—Refractory Materials 2
Chem. 76—Tars and Oils 3
Gas Engineering2 7
Min. 64—Coal Mining Laboratory.
.
3
Non-technical Elective3 3
Total 18
Total 16
Curriculum in General Engineering
The curriculum in general engineering is intended for students who do not
wish to pursue the more specialized engineering curricula, but who, however,
wish to secure fundamental training in engineering principles. Its object is
to fit men for executive or administrative positions in large organizations
where problems of organization, production, and distribution may be COn-
^emester hours. For definition, see page 223.
JThe time allotted to special Gas Engineering in the senior year will be divided among suoh subjects as
the Design of Gas Plants and the Manufacture, Distribution, Utilization, and Economics of Gas.
•Any approved non-technical course. See page 120.
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sidered the chief functions of the executive. This curriculum furnishes
an excellent foundation for work with the technical press, or sales work in
foreign countries. It also forms an excellent basis for work in the engineering
departments of insurance, banking, and similar companies. The degree
of Bachelor of Science in General Engineering is awarded on its completion.
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIEST SEMESTER
Hours1
Econ. 2—Principles of Economics ... 3
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab-
oratory 3
Physics la—Lectures 3
Physics 3a—Laboratory 2
Physical Education
Military Drill and Theory
.
Total 17H
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3/
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
C. E. 34—Plane and Topographic
Surveying 3
Physics lb—Lectures 2
Physics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education }/%
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total
THIRD YEAR
Econ. 35—Corporations 3
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory 1
Language2 or Approved Elective3 ... 4
M. E. 87—Machine and Forge Lab-
oratory 3
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of Ma-
terials 4
Total 18
Bus. Law 3—Contracts, etc
E. E. 12—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus
E. E. 62—Alternating Current Lab-
oratory
Language2 or Approved Elective3 ....
M. E. 10—Thermodynamics
T. and A. M. 26—Analytical Mech-
anics and Hydraulics
Total
FOURTH YEAR
Chem. 7—Metallurgy of Iron and
Steel 3
C. E. 88—Stresses in Structures 4
Econ. 41—Labor Problems and Labor
Organization 3
Language2 or Approved Elective3 ... 4
M. E. 3—Steam Engineering 3
G. E. 99—Inspection Trip
C. E. 90—Structural Design . .
.
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology .
M. E. 64—Power Measurement
Language2 or Approved Elective3
Electives3
17K
3
3
1
4
3
4
18
4
3
3
4
3-5
Total 17-19
Total 17
Curriculum in Mechanical Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
2French, German, Spanish, or English. If any of the first three are elected, the full 16 hours required
n the curriculum must be completed, subject to the language requirement of the college. See page 120.
'Any course of sophomore grade in the College of Engineering, Liberal Arts and Sciences, or Commerce;
and Accountancy la and lb.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Language2 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab-
oratory 3
Physics la—Lectures 3
Physics 3a—Laboratory 2
Physical Education Yi
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Language2 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M. E. 86—Pattern and Foundry Lab-
oratory 3
Physics lb—Lectures 2
Physics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total im
THIRD YEAR
M. E. 13—Thermodynamics 3
M. E. 31—Mechanics of Machinery . 5
M. E. 87—Machine and Forge Lab-
oratory 3
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech-
anics 2
T. and A. M. 29—Resistance of Ma-
terials 5
M. E. 6—Steam Engineering 4
M. E. 16—Thermodynamics 2
M. E. 40—Mechanical Engineering
Design 3
M. E. 64—Steam Power Laboratory. 3
M. E. 88—Machine and Forge Lab-
oratory 3
Non-technical Elective3 3
Total 18 Total 18
FOURTH
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory 1
M. E. 41—M. E. Design 4
M. E. 65—Heat and Power Lab. . . 3
M. E. 89—Heat Treatment of Metals
or Non-technical Elective3 3
Technical Option 3
M. E. 99—Inspection Trip
YEAR
E. E. 12—A. C. Apparatus 3
E. E. 62—A. C. Laboratory 1
M. E. 28—Heating and Ventilation . . 4
M. E. 52—Power Plant Design 3
M. E. 89—Heat Treatment of Metals
or Non-technical Elective3 3
Technical Option 3
Total 17
TECHNICAL
M. E. 7—Int. Comb. Engines
M. E. 17—Refrigeration
M. E. 33—Aeronautical Engineering
T. A. M. 41—Adv. Mech. of Materials
C. E. 77—Structural Engineering
Total 17
OPTIONS
M. E. 15—Heat Engineering
M. E. 17—Refrigeration
M. E. 34—Aeronautical Engineering
Chem. 16—Engineering Chemistry
T. and A. M. 42—Engineering Materials
Curriculum in Mining Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER Hours1
Language2 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Min. 61—Elementary Mine Surveying 3
Physics la—Lectures 3
Physics 3a—Laboratory 2
Physical Education 3^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total im
SECOND SEMESTER Hours1
Language2 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Min. 62—Mine Surveying 3
Physics lb—Lectures 2
Physics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education Yi
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
'French, German, Spanish, or English.
•Any approved non-technical course. See page 120.
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THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Chem. 5a
—
Quantitative Analysis ... 5
Geol. 20—Mineralogy 3
Min. 1—Earth and Rock Excavation 3
Min. 10—Electrical Engineering of
Mines 3
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of Ma-
terials 4
Total 18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
C. E. 58—Graphic Statics 2
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology 3
M. E. 62—Power Measurements and
Steam Engines 3
Min. 4—Mining Methods 3
T. and A. M. 26—Analytical Mech-
anics and Hydraulics 4
Non-technical Elective2 2
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
Coal Mi
Chem. 7—Metallurgy 3
Chem. 65—Technical Gas and Fuel
Analysis 2
Min. 8—Mine Administration 3
Min. 9—Coal and Ore Preparation . . 3
Min. 15—Mine Ventilation 2
Min. 19—Mine Ventilation Labora-
tory 1
Min. 41—Mine and Metallurgical
Design 3
Min. 99—Inspection Trip
Total 17
ning Option
Min. 6—Mechanical Engineering or
Mines 3
Min. 13—Utilization of Fuels 2
Min. 21—Examination, Valuation,
and Reports 3
Min. 42—Mine and Metallurgical
Design 2
Min. 64—Coal and Ore Preparation
Laboratory 3
Min. 90—Mining and Metallurgical
Reports 1
Non-technical Elective1 3
Total 17
Chem. 7—Metallurgy 3
Chem. 69—Metallurgical Laboratory
and Assaying 2
Min. 8—Mine Administration 3
Min. 9—Coal and Ore Preparation . . 3
Min. 15—Mine Ventilation 2
Min. 41—Mine and Metallurgical
Design 3
Min. 99—Inspection Trip
Ore Mining Option
Total 16
Geol. 96—Economic Geology 3
Min. 6—Mechanical Engineering of
Mines 3
Min. 21—Examination, Valuation,
and Reports 3
Min. 42—Mine and Metallurgical
Design 2
Min. 64—Coal and Ore Preparation
Laboratory 3
Min. 90—Mining and Metallurgical
Reports 1
Non-technical Elective2 3
Total 18
Metallurgical Option
Chem. 7—Metallurgy 3
Chem. 69—Metallurgical Laboratory
and Assaying _ 2
Min. 8—Mine Administration 3
Min. 9—Coal and Ore Preparation . . 3
Min. 41—Mine and Metallurgical
Design 3
Min. 99—Inspection Trip
Non-technical Elective2 3
Total 17
Chem. 78—Metallurgy 2
Min. 13—Utilization of Fuels 2
Min. 16—Non-Ferrous Ore Treatment 5
Min. 18—Metallurgical Problems ... 2
Min. 42—Mine and Metallurgical
Design 2
Min. 64—Coal and Ore Preparation
Laboratory 3
Min. 90—Mining and Metallurgical
Reports 1
Total 17
Semester hours. For definition. Bee page 223.
•Any approved non-technical elective. See page 120.
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Curriculum in Railway Civil Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
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SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
C. E. 27—Elementary Surveying ... 3
Language1 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Physics la—Lectures 3
Physics 3a—Laboratory 2
Physical Education H
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total isy2
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
C. E. 28—Topographic Surveying . . 3
Language2 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb)—Lectures 2
Physics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education Y^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
THIRD YEAR
C. E. 51—Railroad Surveying 5
M. E. 1—Steam and Air Machinery
.
3
R. E. 25—Railway Development ... 2
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech-
anics 2
T. and A. M. 29—Resistance of Ma-
terials 5
Total 17
C. E. 60—Structural Stresses 4
C. E. 62—Elementary Structural
Design 2
C. E .81—Theory of Reinforced
Concrete 2
R. E. 32—Railway Construction ... 3
R. E. 36—Railway Maintenance ... 3
T. and A. M. 10—Hydraulics 3
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
C. E. 85—Structural Design 5
C. E. 75—Masonry Construction. ... 3
C. E. 81—Theory of Reinforced
Concrete 2
C. E. 95—Plain Concrete 2
R. E. 31—Ry. Yards and Terminals 3
R. E. 35—Railway Signaling 1
R. E. 37—Railway Maintenance .... 2
R. E. 99—Inspection Trip
Total 18
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifications 2
E. E. 2—Elem. Electrical Eng 3
R. E. 33—Railway Location 4
R. E. 51—Seminar 1
R. E. 98—Thesis (or technical elec-
tive) 3
Non-technical Elective8 4
Total 17
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
'French, German, Spanish, or English.
•Any approved non-technical course. See page 120.
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Curriculum in Railway Electrical Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Language 1 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
if. E. So—Pattern and Foundry Lab-
oratory 3
Physics la—Lectures 3
Physics 3a—Laboratory 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 1SH
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Language2 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M. E. S6—Pattern and Foundry Lab-
oratory 3
Physics It)—Lectures 2/
Phvsics 3rj—Laboratory 2
T. "and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
THIRD YEAR
E. E. 25—Direct Current Apparatus. 4
E. E. 75—Electrical Laboratory .... 2
Physics 44a—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 3
R. E. 25—Railway Development ... 2
R. E. 59—Electric Railway Principles 2
T. and A. M. 25—Resistance of Ma-
terials 4
Total 17
E. E. 26—Alternating Currents .... 4
E. E. 76"—Electrical Laboratory .... 2
M. E. 10—Thermodynamics 3
Physics 44b—Elec. and Mag. Measure-
ments 2
R. E. 60—Electric Railway Principles 2
T. and A. M. 36—Analytical Mech-
anics 2
Non-technical Elective3 3
Total 18
FOURTH YEAR
E. E. 35—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 4
E. E. S5—Elec. Eng. Laboratory ... 2
M.E. 3—Steam Engineering 3
M.E. 61—Mechanical Laboratory . . 2
R. E. 35—Railway Signaling 1
R. E. 62—Electric Railwav Labora-
tory 2
R. E. 64—Electric Railwav Practice. 3
R. E. 99—Inspection Trip
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifica-
tions 2
E. E. 36—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 4
E. E. 86—Elec. Eng. Laboratory 2
R. E. 67—Seminar 1
R. E. 70—Electric Railway Design . 2
R. E. 74—Electric Railway Econo-
mics 3
Non-technical Elective1 3
Total 17 Total 17
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
•French, German, Spanish, or English.
•Any approved non-technioal course. See Page 120.
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Curriculum in Railway Mechanical Engineering
FIRST YEAR
For the first year's work, see Curriculum in Architectural Engineering.
SECOND YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Language2 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab-
oratory 3
Physics la—Lectures 3
Physics 3a—Laboratory 2
Physical Education J^
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18K
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours 1
Language2 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M. E. 86—Pattern and Foundry Lab-
oratory 3
Physics lb—Lectures 2
Physics 3b—Laboratory 2
T. and A. M. 20—Analytical Mech-
anics 3
Physical Education }4
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 18H
THIRD
M. E. 13—Thermodynamics 3
M. E. 87—Machine and Forge Lab-
oratory 3
R. E. 3—Locomotives 2
R. E. 25—Railway Development ... 2
T. and A. M. 21—Analytical Mech-
anics 2
T. and A. M. 29—Resistance of Ma-
terials 5
Total 17
YEAR
M. E. 6—Steam Engineering 4
M. E. 16—Thermodynamics 2
M. E. 40—Mechanical Engineering
Design 3
M. E. 64—Steam Power Laboratory. 3
M. E. 88—Machine and Forge Lab-
oratory 3
R. E. 4—Locomotives 3
Total 18
FOURTH YEAR
E. E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. 3
E. E. 61—Direct Current Laboratory 1
M. E. 89—Heat Treatment of Metals
or
R. E. 31—Railway Yards and Ter-
minals 3
R. E. 2—Locomotive Design 3
R. E. 5—Railway Laboratory 3
R. E. 9—Seminar 1
R. E. 99—Inspection Trip
Non-technical Elective3 3
C. E. 80—Contracts and Specifica-
tions 2
E. E. 12—Alternating Current Ap-
paratus 3
E. E. 62—Alternating Current Lab-
oratory 1
R. E. 7—Advanced Design 3
R. E. S—Railway Laboratory 2
R. E. 61—Electric Traction 3
Non-technical Elective3 3
Total 17
Total 17
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
'French, German, Spanish, or English.
•Any approved non-technical course. See page 120.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
For the buildings used by this College, see pages 48, 49; for clubs and hon-
orary societies auxiliary to its curricula, page 80; for fees and expenses, page
82.
The University of Illinois, through the College of Agriculture, performs
three functions: Instruction of students; investigation and research; ex-
tension service.
Instruction
The College of Agriculture offers to both men and women four curricula
leading to a degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, Landscape Ar-
chitecture, Floriculture, or Home Economics. These courses are designed
for four purposes
:
First, and mainly, to fit the student for life work in the profession of
farming, for technical positions in industries closely allied to agriculture,
or for public service in all lines of investigational work or extension service
relating to agriculture, and also to train for the teaching of agriculture.
Second, to train for the profession of landscape architecture.
Third, to train for the profession of floriculture.
Fourth, the curricula offered in the department of home economics have
the purpose of training young women in the science of household affairs
and the art of home making, the training for teaching, and the training of
workers in nutrition, in institutional work, in home economics extension,
and in other lines of social service.
In the case of both men and women the great purpose is to prepare for
the practical affairs of life. In order that technical knowledge and skill
may not be developed at the expense of those things which tend to the
production of cultivated and versatile men and women, the technical work
is closely associated with the related sciences and cultural subjects.
One hundred thirty semester hours are required for graduation; in the
general agriculture curriculum fifty-six of these must be in technical agri-
culture, that is, in subjects taught by the College of Agriculture; sixty-
three hours are required in non-agricultural subjects; the remaining eleven
hours may be made up of open electives, taken either in the College of Ag-
riculture or in other colleges of the University.
Investigation and Research
The affiliation of the College of Agriculture with the Agricultural Ex-
periment Station enables the University to support a larger faculty than
would otherwise be possible and affords opportunity for a higher degree of
specialization. For the most part those who teach in the College conduct
experiments in the same subjects in the Station. Results of these investi-
gations are published in bulletins and circulars.
The department of home economics is conducting investigations and
research in nutrition and is offering opportunity for students to do graduate
work in this field.
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Extension Service
Through the Agricultural Extension Service, the results of the investiga-
tions of the Agricultural College and Experiment Station and general infor-
mation on farming problems, are brought before the people of the state. At
present ninety-six counties are cooperating in this work in the employ-
ment of farm advisers who work with the extension specialists from each
department of the Agricultural College.
Through the home economics extension service, information on the
problems of home making is carried to women and girls of the state by home
advisers and other organized agencies. At present the home economics
extension service is cooperating with twenty-one county home advisers in
extension work with women and is working with 300 organized girls clubs
in forty-one counties of the state.
In addition to this, a separate service known as Agricultural College
Extension conducts extension enterprises that do not deal with technical
subject matter and cooperates with other departments in projecting their
work throughout the state. Correspondence is conducted with prospective
students and records of former students kept. Other extension enterprises
are:
1. Farmers' Week, formerly known as the Corn Growers' and Stock-
men's Convention, which has been held annually in January since 1898.
2. Agricultural Open-House, held in June each year, affords opportunity
to visit the Experiment Station plots at an advantageous season and inspect
the work of the University.
3. Demonstration in connection with soil-fertility and crop fields in
different localities in the state.
4. Farm Bureau and community excursions to the University.
5. Educational exhibits at fairs and expositions.
6. Furnishing instructors and lecturers for Farmers' Institutes, Farm
Bureaus, rural community meetings, boys' state fair school.
Admission.—For the requirements for admission to the University, see
pages 56-70.
Scholarships.—For information concerning scholarships in agriculture
and home economics, see page 81.
Graduate Work.—Applicants for admission to the Graduate School
should have had an undergraduate course in scientific and technical ag-
riculture equivalent to that of the University of Illinois; yet students who
are otherwise eligible for admission to the Graduate School may be admitted
to graduate standing in agriculture, if they have had a thorough training
in the fundamental sciences, even though their undergraduate curriculum
may have lacked to some extent the amount and kind of technical work
included in our curriculum.
Requirements for Graduation.—Students who have satisfied the
University requirements as to registration, residence, and diploma fee, and
have maintained throughout their course a satisfactory record of scholar-
ship and moral character will, on completion of the studies of the prescribed
list and sufficient electives to make a total of 130 semester hours, be graduated
with the degree of Bachelor of Science.
A thesis is not required for graduation, but any student who has com-
pleted not fewer than 90 hours of credit before the senior year may then
elect a thesis course in any department, provided he has done at least 20
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hours' work in courses pertinent to the thesis problem, subject to the approval
Graduates ::' a: y: ;-•-; d ;:'.^? - ay se: .re a degree in ciiwUlim ban
the University on completion of the technical and scientific requiremeros
I'ms mid :: imaruy require t~- years :: residence ^crk: a : nimum •:: ru-
in physical education andhygiene not more than five semester b : I
men and seven semester hcnrs fcr ~ mueo Are accepted Toward graduation.
Ixs77.v;r::\" .o.t Mrurezcos of Work
- —The Department of Agronomy gives instruction in those
subjects which relate to the field, such as field crops; the chemistry, physics,
and biology of the soil; manure- fertilisers, and rotations in their relatk
productivity: plant breeding. The department maintains equipment and
facilities for instruction in these subjects, and in addition, opportunity is
afforded rat .ntact with the research work of the Agricultural Experi-
men4 Station, especially in crop production. s:d fortuity, soil physics, soil
biology, and plant breeding, in the analytical and pot culture laboratories,
:n me s:d cms. :u me ex:ceriment fields at the University, and in other
:.i Qvbbahdky.—Courses in the Department of Animal Husbandry
e: the study of sheep, swine, poult: otitic, and their
heavy and light horses, with their care and training: the management of
herds, flocks, and studs; feeding, breeding, general sanitation, hygiene and
disease control, and marketing; and the chemical and physiological phases
The University herds, flocks, and studs contain about sis hundred pure-
bred cattle, swine, sheep, and horses. end hundred fowls, which are
available for class purposes. These animals are also used for investigations
m fee dmg and tree um;: and for ulustrut: . esandcharact risti a
.0 iirge a oca: e: ::' gra ie ammals : irnish mat r.ai :'::;: igin.g: mm :*i:e tetan i-
:.: 1 market : lasses and grades ::' iive stick are illustrated, and instruction
is given n the selection of *nim»l« according to feed lot and market require-
ments. The stock judging pavilion offers opportunity for show and judging
work. The lectures of the courses are supplemented by lantern slides
diagrams, models, and photographs. Work on pedigree and breed is
itate-d by ----- if the different herd stud and d::k registers, and complete
mes of to- lea-ding American and British journals
Tr.e e :. tin ment : : r instr o:ti:n ao i investigati: in toe fee iing. tree ling,
and management of live stock consists of modern buildings for the hou
: i :attle -~ .oe sheer, hirses, and poultry, and a feed storage ram.
with grinding mills and other niachinery for the preparation of feed. The
ia' :rat rie-s : th:- detartmen: aft rd muimes ::r 0:00.- i .-.:- : i a i-
van:e-d srudv in animal nutritirn. anintal breeding, aod ammal diseases.
Dairy Etsoa: :o — 1 urses in the Department of Dairy Husbandry
include
,
idging. tree ding, fee nor ao. management :f dairy
In addition to laboratories and lecture rooms, its equipment includes
a iomtiete iimmemial iream-ry ecmcpe-d t-: manufacture rotter, cheese.
ice cream, and condensed milk, and facilities for the distribution of market
m. '.'•:. Toe department iterates a farm if 120 acres and has 150 purebred
/r..-;'u :::;*-. .. \-W'r.'-. :i: 1 1 r
milk cows, bulls, and young stock, which are typical representatives of
the Holstein-Friesian, Jersey, Guernsey, and Aynature breeds. It also has
a cross bred herd G -H ;hs:eir.-Friesian) which is kept for the purpose
.dying the inheritance of certain characters in dairy cattle.
Fabm Mechanics.—Courses in this department cover the principles of
engineering as applied to agriculture, including elementary farm mechanics,
farm shop, drainage, farm buildings, concrete construction, farm machinery,
trac* vesting machinery, horticultural machinery, dairy machriTT
and farm home equipn.-::.:
The University hai a large assortineni f tractors, gas engines, and a
full line of farm machinery in this department for student use. Lighting
units, water systems, etc., are provided in the home equipment laboratory.
Drafting room is provided for work in farm buildings, and facilities are
provided for concrete construction.
Btudents who would enter teaching, research, or design work in this field
should supplement the courses mentioned above with higher mathematics,
mechanics, and other basic engineering c: h given in the College of
Engineer—
ai Organization jlnti Management.—In the Department of Farm
Organization and Managenier.: :he principles of economics and accounting
.:- ;r.--:i :: :':.- :a-.:.v~~ ::' :'_.r::_r.z
P r <: b 1 e zv_s . : :' ::: : ganiamtion and farm operation are ieaJ I m I b The
is based on the literature available, and on financial and detailed
records secured from farmers throughout the state.
Id trips are conducted to a number of corn-belt farms, where records
are being kept in cooperation with the department. These serve as demon-
strations of certain farm management practices, and furnish the basis for
laboratory work. Such trips will constitute a part of the regular work in the
farm management courses.
Problems » systems :: farming, organization and operation of farms,
and land ownership and tenure may be given special study b; .aced
undergraduate students.
Courses dealing with farm management principles, the historic al study of
contributions to the farm management field and research problems are avail-
able to graduate Btudents
Homz Economics.—Goursee of instruction given in the Departmea: ::
-ie Economics are planned tc meet the needs of four classes of students:
(a) those who desire a knowledge of the principles and facts of home econom-
b) those who wish to make a specialty of home economics for the pur-
pose of teaching : (c) those who wish a knowledge of the principles of house-
hold administration and institutional management; (d) those who are in-
terested in work in nutrition and dietet: : a
dents who hold scholarships in home economics must take each
semester at least four hours in heme economics or in subjects required for
admission to home economics.
The department is housed in :hr Woman's Bailing. ~hf:r lab ::
lecture rooms, and an apartment for home management are provided. A
cafeteria serves as a teaching laboratory in institutional work.
HosncuLTUHS.—Courses offered in the Department of Horticulture
lr infraction in the five divisions (pomology, olericulture, floricuh :r
landscape architecture, and plant breeding', and also in subjects dealing
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with all divisions, such as plant propagation, spraying, the evolution of
horticultural plants, and experimental horticulture.
For instruction in pomology, use is made of the fruit plantations main-
tained by the department. Orchards of different ages afford opportunities
for practice in pruning and for studies of tree types, while the products
furnish materials for practice in grading and packing of fruits and study
of systematic pomology. The principal varieties of fruit grown in Illinois
are represented in these plantations. A collection of fruit packages illustrates
types used in commercial packing. The new field laboratory building pre-
sents opportunity for the study and investigation of fruit by-products,
particularly cider and fruit vinegars.
Facilities for instructional work in olericulture or vegetable gardening
include a greenhouse, and several acres of land on which garden operations
are illustrated and the principal vegetable crops are grown. Part of the
land is equipped with an overhead irrigation system. A full assortment
of garden tools is available for student use. A laboratory furnishes opportu-
nity for the study of methods of canning and packing.
The equipment for floriculture includes ten glass houses and a service
building. Six of the houses, including the palm house, are used for instruc-
tional work and the other four, while intended for experimental purposes,
add to the facilities for instruction in floriculture as conducted on a com-
mercial basis. Besides roses, carnations, and chrysanthemums, the houses
contain a selection of plants representing the forms used in commercial
and decorative or conservatory work. The service building contains lab-
oratories, class rooms, offices, and potting, storage, and work rooms. An
assortment of florist's supplies is maintained. Floricultural periodicals,
reference books, and a series of over eight hundred slides add to the equip-
ment. The ornamental gardens furnish illustrative materials for students
in floriculture and landscape architecture.
The equipment in landscape architecture includes four drafting rooms,
filing devices for office practice, seminar rooms, lecture rooms, offices, and
a library. The library contains a collection of books, periodicals, pamphlets,
photographs of examples of foreign and American landscape architecture,
and works on civic design, all indexed. There is a collection of drawings
and blueprints from the offices of practicing landscape architects, and one
of city maps.
The collection of trees and shrubs growing on the campus and about
residences near the University furnishes material for studies in the courses
in planting design. The herbarium of the division is also available for refer-
ence. A series of 3,500 lantern slides is used in lectures.
Instruction in plant materials is facilitated by a collection of native
woods and a forest tree plantation of about twenty acres, containing Scotch
pine, white pine, Norway spruce, European larch, green ash, black walnut,
hickory, bur oak, white elm, and other species.
Curriculum in Agriculture
Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
All students except those in the special curricula in home economics, flori-
culture, and landscape architecture are required to take the same work during
the freshman year and part of the sophomore, junior, and senior years. This
work gives the student a correct conception of the fundamental farm practices
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and an insight into the technical branches of agriculture, such as animal
and dairy husbandry, horticulture, farm crops, soils, farm mechanics, and
buildings, and leaves a large part of the junior and senior years open for
elective studies.
One hundred thirty semester hours are required for graduation, as follows
:
Agricultural courses prescribed 33 hours
Agricultural courses prescribed, as electives, Group A 23 hours
Total agricultural semester hours required
Non-agricultural courses prescribed 52 hours
Non-agricultural courses to be elected from Group B 5 hours
Non-agricultural courses to be elected from Group C 6 hours
56 hours
Total non-agricultural semester hours required
Free electives
Total
63 hours
11 hours
130 hours
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Agr. Ext. 4—Elementary Lectures . . 1
Hort. la—Elements of Horticulture . 2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium J^
Hyg. 1—Hygiene XA
Military Drill and Theory 1
!Bot. 5—General Botany 3
or
Ent. 1—Introductory Entomology . 3
Sroup fChem. la—Inorganic Chemistry 3
1 \ and
[A. H. 5—Live Stock Judging. 3
or
Group (Chem. 1—Inorganic Chemistry 5
2 \ and
[D. H. 24a—Elementary Dairy
Production 2
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours 1
Chem. 2a—Inorganic Chemistry and
Qualitative Analysis 5
Hort. lb—Elements of Horticulture
. 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium %
Hyg. 3 y2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Bot. 5—General Botany 3
or
Ent. 1—Introductory Entomology
. 3
with
A. H. 5—Live Stock Judging 3
or
D. H. 24a—Elementary Dairy Pro-
duction 2
Total 17 or 18
SECOND
Chem. 8
—
Quantitative Analysis .... 3
Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Farm Mech. 1—Elementary Farm
Mechanics 3
or
A. H. 21—Principles of Feeding ... 3
with
D. H. 24b—Elementary Testing and
Manufacture of Dairy Products . 2
or
Agron. 25—Farm Crops 4
Phys. Ed Y2
Electives to make 15H to 18J^
Total 17 or 18
YEAR
Chem. 19—Organic 3
Agron. 9—Soil Physics and Manage-
ment 3
Chem. 8
—
Quantitative Analysis ... 3
Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology .... 3
or
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics . . 5
Military Drill and Theory 1
Farm Mech. 1—Elementary Farm
Mechanics 3
or
A. H. 21-
with
D. H. 24b—Elementary Testing and
Manufacture of Dairy Products. . 2
or
Agron. 25—Farm Crops 4
Phys. Ed y2
-Principles of Feeding
.
Electives to make 17J£ to 18
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Chem. 19—Organic 3 Agron. 12—Soil Fertility 3
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5 Hort. 10a—Rural Improvement 2
Zool. 15—Genetics 3 Acc'y 11—Farm Accounting 4
Agron. 9—Soil Physics and Manage- Farm Man. 1—Elementary Farm
ment 3 Management 3
or
Agron. 12—Soil Fertility 3 Eleclives to make 15 to 18
Farm Man. 1—Elementary Farm
Management 3
Electives to make 15 to 18
4
FOURTH YEAR
Bact. 5a—Introductory Bacteriology
and Sanitary Science 3 Electives to make 15 to 18
Acc'y 11—Farm Accounting 4
Electives to make 15 to 18
Group A—Minimum 23 hours
AH courses offered by College of Agriculture other than
those prescribed.
Group B—Minimum 5 hours Hours1
Physics (Course under construction) 3
Botany 7a 5
Botany 27a 5
Mathematics 3 or 2 5 or 3
Zoology 1 5
Entomology 8a 3 or 5
Entomology 8b 3 or 5
Group C—Minimum 6 hours
English 20 4
Public Speaking 1 and 2 4
Rhetoric 10 2
American History 3b 3
Sociology 1 or 7 3
Psychology 1 4
Philosophy 1 or 2 3
Education 10 3
Education 25 3
Curriculum in Floriculture
Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Floriculture
The object of the floriculture curriculum is to fit men and women for the
profession of floriculture. The laboratory exercises in the technical subjects
consist of practical work in the greenhouses and gardens and give the students
a working knowledge of the best methods now in use.
Of the 130 semester hours required for graduation, 106-108 are
provided for in the prescribed list. The other 24-22 hours of credit
necessary for graduation are electives.
Students registered in floriculture will be required to make at least one
inspection trip before graduation. The annual trip costs about $25.
•Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Prescribed Subjects Prescribed Subjects
Hours1 Hours 1
Chem. 1 or la—Inorganic Chemistry5 or 3 Chem. 2a—Inorganic Chemistry and
Hort. 5—Plant Propagation 3 Qualitative Analysis 5
Rhet. 1—-Rhetoric and Themes 3 Hort. 4—Plant Houses 3
Ent. 1—Introductory Entomology . . 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed. 31—Gymnasium }4 Botanv 5 3
Hyg. 1—Hygiene ' J^ Phys. Ed y2
Military Drill and Theory 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 16-14
Hyg. 3—Hygiene %.
Total 16
SECOND YEAR
Bot. 27a—Plant Physiology 5 Agron. 9—Soil Physics 3
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics . . 5 Hort. 15a—Greenhouse Management 3
Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology 3 Hort. 24b—Trees and Shrubs 3
Hort. 24a—Trees and Shrubs 3 Hort. 31—Garden Flowers 3
Phys. Ed Yi Phys. Ed y2
Military Drill and Theory 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Total 173^ Total 13^
THIRD YEAR
Acc'y la 3 Acc'y lb 3
Bot. 7a—Plant Pathology 5 Hort. 7—Spraying 3
Hort. 15b—Commercial Crops 3 Hort. 15c—Commercial Crops 3
Total 11
Hort. 42—Landscape Design 3
Total 12
FOURTH YEAR
B. O. and O. 1 3 Hort. 30—Tender Bedding Plants . . 3
Hort. 32a—Floral Decoration 3 Hort. 32b—Floral Decoration 3
Hort. 43—Greenhouse Fertilizers ... 3 Hort. 45—Plant Nutrition 3
Total 9 Total 9
Additional Requirements
A minimum of 4 hours from Group C in the curriculum in agriculture.
Home Economics
The courses of instruction given in the department are planned primarily
to meet the needs of students who desire a knowledge of the general prin-
ciples and facts of home economics. Opportunity is given through elective
courses in the third and fourth years to emphasize various phases of home
economics such as household and institutional management, nutrition and
dietetics, clothing and costume design. Courses in the teaching of home ec-
onomics are available for those who plan to teach.
Students who hold scholarships in home economics must take each
semester at least four hours in home economics or in subjects required for
admission to courses in home economics.
To satisfy the requirements for graduation, students transferring home
economics credits from other institutions must take five hours in residence
from the following: Home Economics 20, 28, 31, 33, 39a, 39b, 41, 43a, 43b, 47,
55.
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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One hundred thirty credit hours are required for graduation.
Students may choose the general curriculum in home economics or the
curriculum in nutrition and dietetics as suggested below.
Curriculum in General Home Economics
Prescribed Subjects
Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Economics
Hours1
Art and Design 13a, 13b 4
Bacteriology 5a, 5b 5
Botany 1 or Zoology 1 5
Chemistry 1 or la, 2a 10 or 8
,
Chemistry 9, 9c 5
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
English 1, 2 8
Home Economics 1 and 6 (or 44), 2, 5, 7, 10, 29 25 or 20
Hygiene 2 1
Physiology 1, 4 5
Physical Education 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 4
Rhetoric 1, 2 6
Sociology 1 3
List A—a minimum of 6
List B—a minimum of 10
93 to 102
Open Electives 37 to 28
Eleclives
List A (a minimum of 6 hours)
History la, lb, 3a, 3b
Sociology 2, 3, 7, 8
Economics 3, 41, 44
Psychology 1
List B—a minimum of 10 hours from home economics
courses in addition to those prescribed above and
excluding Home Economics 11, 11a, 13, and 34.
Suggested Curriculum in General Home Economics
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
A. D. 13a—Design 2 A. D. 13b—Design 2
Chem. 1 or la—Inorganic Chemistry 5-3 Chem. 2a
—
Qualitative Analysis .... 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Home Econ. 7—Textiles 3 Bot. 1 or Zool. 1—General Course ... 5
Hyg. 2—Hygiene (women) 1 Phys. Ed. 7b—Gymnasium 1
Phys. Ed. 7a—Gymnasium 1
Total 15 or 13
Total 16
SECOND YEAR
Engl. 1—Survey of English Literature 4 Engl. 2—Survey of English Literature 4
Home Econ. 1—Selection and Prepara- Home Econ. 6—Foods 4
tion of Food 4 Physiol. 4—Physiology of Digestion
.
3
Physiol. 1—General Physiology 2 Chem. 9, 9c—Organic Chemistry. ... 5
Home Econ. 2—Home Architecture . 3 Phys. Ed. 8b—Gymnasium 1
Home Econ. 29—Clothing 4
Phys. Ed. 8a—Gymnasium 1 Total 17
Total 18
1Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Bact. 5a, 5b—Introductory Bacteriol- Home Econ. 10—Home Management 3
ogy 5 Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology ... 3
Home Econ. 5—Dietetics 4 Electives 10-11
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5
Electives 2-3 Total 16-17
Total 16-17
FOURTH YEAR
During the third and fourth years, students will complete the requirements for the degree
of Bachelor of Science in the College of Agriculture. Electives will be chosen in accord
with the special interests of the student.
1. Household and institutional management—Home Economics 14, 28, 46, 47, 48,
and additional courses in economics.
2. Hospital dietetics and nutrition—Home Economics 20, 33, 55, 46, 47, 48.
3. Nutrition and dietetics—Chemistry 5a and 15, Zoology 1, Home Economics 20,
33, 39a, 39b, 41, 45.
4. Clothing and costume design—Home Economics 3, 19, 30, 31, 42, 43, 50, 51.
5. Teaching of home economics—Home Economics 11, 13, 34, 45, Education 6, 10, 25.
Curriculum in Nutrition and Dietetics
This curriculum is planned primarily for students having a strong foun-
dation in chemistry and other sciences, and wishing to prepare themselves
for research, graduate, and laboratory work in nutrition. For students pre-
paring to become teachers, institutional workers, or hospital dietitians, the
curriculum in general home economics with electives in nutrition (Home
Economics 20, 33, 39a, 39b, 45, 55) and in institutional management (Home
Economics 46, 47, 48) is recommended.
Prescribed Subjects
Required for Degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Economics
Hours1
Bacteriology 5a, 5b 5
Chemistry 1 or la, 2a, 5a, 9, 9c, 15 25 or 23
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
English 1, 2 8
Home Economics 1 and 6 (or 44), 5, 39a, 39b, 20, 33, 41 . 24 or 19
Hygiene 2 1
Physical Education 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b 4
Physiology 1, 4 5
Rhetoric 1, 2 6
Sociology 1 3
Zoology 1 5
List A a minimum of 6
97 to 88
Open Electives 33 to 42
Total 130
List A (a minimum of 6 hours)
History la, lb, 3a, 3b
Sociology 2, 3, 7, 8
Economics 3, 41, 44
Psychology 1
Suggested Electives
Bacteriology 8, 26
Chemistry 15a, 25
Home Economics 45, 46, 47, 48
General Hygiene 10
French or German
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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Suggested Curriculum in Nutrition and Dietetics
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Chem. 1 or la—Inorganic Chemistry 5 or 3 Chem. 2a
—
Qualitative Analysis .... 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed. 7a—Gymnasium 1 Bact. 5a, 5b—Introductory Bacteriol-
Hyg. 2—Hygiene 1 ogy 5
Zool. 1—General Zoology 5 Physiol. 1—General Physiology .... 2
Total 15 or 13
Phys. Ed. 7b—Gymnasium 1
Total 16
SECOND YEAR
Engl. 1—Survey of English Literature 4 Engl. 2—Survey of English Literature 4
Chem. 5a
—
Quantitative Analysis ... 5 Chem. 9, 9c—Organic Chemistry .... 5
Home Econ. 1—Selection and Prepara- Home Econ. 6—Foods 4
tion of Food 4 Phys. Ed. 8b—Gymnasium 1
Physiol. 4—Physiology of Digestion . 3 Electives 2 or 3
Phys. Ed. 8a—Gymnasium 1
Total 17
Total 16 or 17
THIRD YEAR
Chem. 15—Physiological Chemistry . 5 Home Econ. 41—Problems in Nutrition 5
Econ. 1 or 2—Principles of Economics 5 or 3 Home Econ. 47—Institutional Manage-
Home Econ. 5—Dietetics 4 ment 3
Home Econ. 46
—
Quantity Cookery . 3 Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology ... 3
Electives 4 or 5
Total 17 or 15
Total 15 or 16
FOURTH YEAR
Home Econ. 33—Diet in Disease ... 3 Home Econ. 20^Infant Nutrition . . 2
Home Econ. 39a—Nutrition 1 Home Econ. 39b—Nutrition 1
Electives 11 or 12 Home Econ. 45—Nutrition Classes. . 1
Bact. 8—Food Bacteriology 5
Total 15 or 16 Electives 6 or 7
Total 15 or 16
Curriculum in Landscape Architecture
Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture
The curriculum provides for a four years' course which is intended as
preparation for the professional practice of Landscape Architecture.
Courses are open to any student in the University having the prerequis-
ites or their equivalents.
Of the 130 semester hours required for graduation, 119 hours are
provided for in the prescribed list. The other 11 hours necessary for grad-
uation may be taken from suggested electives.
Attention is called to the requirement that in any curriculum in which
less than 15 hours of laboratory science are required, a student who enters
without at least one unit of laboratory science, shall be required to substi-
tute 5 hours of a laboratory science for 5 hours of free electives in the re-
quirements for graduation.
Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Prescribed Subjects
Hours1
Arch. 71—Architectural Elements . . 4
Hort. 36—History of Land. Arch. . . 3
Math. 4—Plane Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium ]/2
Hyg. 1—Hygiene Y2
Hort. 39a—Special Lectures 3^
Hort. la—Elements of Horticulture . 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
SECOND SEMESTER
Prescribed Subjects
Hours 1
Arch. 72—Architectural Elements. . . 4
Bot. 5—General Botany 3
A. and D. 12—Design 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed.—Gymnasium J£
Hort. 39b—Special Lectures %
Hort. lb—Elements of Horticulture . 2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Hyg. 3—Hygiene ]4
Total 16H Total 16H
SECOND YEAR
C. E. 31—Surveying 3
Hort. 21a—Landscape Design 4
Arch. 75—Frame Const. Details
Arch. 11—History of Architecture.
Hort. 39a—Special Lectures
Military Drill and Theory
Phys. Ed
C. E. 32—Surveying 3
Hort. 21b—Landscape Design 4
H
L
y2
Arch. 76—Masonry Const. Details.
Arch. 12—History of Architecture
.
Hort. 39b—Special Lectures
Military Drill and Theory
Phys. Ed
Total 15 Total
L
V2
15
THIRD YEAR
Hort. 23a—Landscape Design 4
Hort. 24a—Trees and Shrubs 3
Hort. 27a—Landscape Construction . 3
Engl. 20—English Writers of 19th
Century 4
Hort. 39a—Special Lectures x/k
Pub. Spk. 1—Public Speaking 2
Hort. 23b—Landscape Design 4
Hort. 24b—Trees and Shrubs 3
Hort. 27b—Landscape Construction. 3
Pub. Spk. 2 or 10—Public Speaking.. 2
Hort. 39b—Special Lectures }/%
Hort. 31—Garden Flowers 3
Total 16K
Total 15H
FOURTH YEAR
Hort. 25a—Landscape Design 5
Hort. 26a—Planting Design 3
Hort. 37a—City Planning 2
Hort. 39a—Special Lectures J^
Hort. 40—Care of Plant Materials . . 2
Hort. 25b—Landscape Design 5
Hort. 26b—Planting Design 3
Hort. 37b—City Planning 2
Hort. 39b—Special Lectures J^
Hort. 38—Office Practice 1
Total 12H Total ny2
Teacher Training Course (Smith-Hughes)
Students graduating with the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
may qualify to teach under the Vocational Act if they have credit for thirteen
to twenty hours of Education, including one semester of practice teaching.
Students applying for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricultural
Education must take the first two years in the College of Agriculture, as
required for the degree of B.S. in Agriculture, and the last two years in the
College of Education.
•Semester hours. For definition ,see page 223.
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Farmers' Week
The meeting formerly known as the Corn Growers' and Stockmen's Con-
vention, is now conducted as Farmers' Week, held January 17-22, 1927.
The program for this meeting is especially arranged to meet the needs of
farmers and young men who can spend but a few days away from home,
the farm as a unit being considered. Fundamental topics are discussed,
such as systems of farming, physical layout of the farm-stead, location of
buildings, garden, and lawn. The maintenance of soil fertility, plant rela-
tionships, reducing cost of farming operations, accounting, relations of the
farmer to his farm organizations, and community standards, are studied.
Intensive class work is given in animal husbandry, poultry, dairying, farm,
crops, soils, farm mechanics, farm management, and horticulture.
No entrance examinations are required or fees charged for this course.
It is important that everyone should be here at the opening of the session.
On arrival at Champaign or Urbana, application should be made at the
University Young Men's Christian Association, where information concern-
ing board and room may be obtained.
Tractor and Gas Engine Short Course
January 10-15, and 24-29, 1927
The Department of Farm Mechanics conducts short courses each year on
farm tractors and gas engines. One of these courses was given January
10-15, which was the week before Farmers' Week, and the other one the
week of January 24-29, which was the week following Farmers' Week. The
work is of a practical nature. Eight hours a day are spent on lecture and
laboratory work taking up the operation, care, adjustment, and repairs of
tractors. Ignition, magnetos, carburetors, transmission systems, clutches,
and lubrication systems are studied.
Only a limited number can be accommodated, and a small fee is charged.
Announcement is made through the agriculture papers in December, and
those desiring to come should write immediately to the Department of
Farm Mechanics, University of Illinois, for admission.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
The College of Education includes, besides the general courses leading to
the degree of Bachelor of Science (Education), curricula in Agricultural
Education, Athletic Coaching and Physical Education for men, Home
Economics Education, Music Education, and Industrial Education. It is
the aim of the University to prepare students in the college for positions in
the educational profession. It is, therefore, considered as one of the
professional schools. In Industrial Education, and in Athletic Coaching
and Physical Education for men, four-year curricula are offered.
Admission.—In general, a student must complete two years (60 hours
exclusive of military) of a curriculum in one of the colleges of Agriculture,
Commerce and Business Administration, Engineering, or Liberal Arts and
Sciences, or the School of Music, before being admitted to the College of
Education. The exceptions to this are: Athletic Coaching and Physical
Education for men, and Industrial Education. To the former, admission is
granted on the fulfillment of admission to the University and the passing of a
medical and physical examination; to the latter, admission is granted on
the fulfillment of the requirements for admission to the University.
Juniors entering the College of Education through the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences should have completed the prescribed subjects and the
first five group requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Juniors
entering through the other colleges should select some curriculum in the
college chosen, and complete the first two years. Juniors entering from
other institutions must present 60 hours of a curriculum pursued in that
institution.
Students who enter with more than 60 hours of credit will be given
advanced standing in the College of Education to the amount which the
credit is in excess of 60 hours.
Graduation.—Students who complete a curriculum in the College of
Education are awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science.
The requirements for graduation are as follows:
1. A curriculum of 70 hours, except in Athletic Coaching and Physical
Education for men, in which 136 hours are required, and in Industrial Educa-
tion, in which 130 hours are required.
2. A major of 20 hours in education, including the following courses:
Educational Psychology, 3 hours; Technic of Teaching, 3 hours; a teachers'
course in the subject of specialization, 3 hours; Principles of Secondary
Education, 3 hours; and Educational Practice, 3-5 hours.
3. A subject of specialization, which the student expects to teach, must
be selected. Twenty hours of approved courses must be completed, except
that in Agricultural Education, 56 hours, Home Economics Education, 36
hours, Athletic Coaching and Physical Education for men, 47 hours, and
Industrial Education, 25 hours, must be completed.
In computing the hours in the subject of specialization, courses taken in
other colleges prior to admission may be counted.
4. The remainder of the curriculum may be elected from a list of courses
approved by the faculty of the College of Education.
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Teachers' Diploma.—Graduates of the College of Education who have
satisfied the faculty with regard to their qualifications as teachers will be
granted a Teachers' Diploma to apply toward the fulfillment of the require-
ments for certificates issued without examination.
Curricula.—Because of the variety of curricula which the student may
offer for admission to the College of Education none is presented in any
department except agricultural education, home economics education,
industrial education, music education, and athletic coaching and physical
education. Students preparing to teach other subjects should follow the
requirements stated under "Graduation".
Agricultural and Home Economics Education.—Courses are offered
for the preparation of teachers, supervisors, and administrators of Vocational
Agriculture, and of Home Economics, designed to meet the requirements of
the Smith-Hughes Act relating to teacher-training institutions.
Courses in teaching include practice in the departments of Vocational
Agriculture and Home Economics in the high schools near the University.
Opportunity is offered to graduate students to carry on investigations in
the field of Agricultural Education.
Suggested Curriculum in Agricultural Education
Meeting the requirements of teacher-training under the Smith-Hughes Act.
Prerequisite: Sixty hours in some curriculum of the College of Agriculture.
FIRST YEAR
(Third year of the Curriculum in Agricultural Education)
Required: Hours1
Education 25—Educational Psychology 3
Education 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Education 6—Principles of Secondary Education 3
Electives in Technical Agriculture and Education
SECOND YEAR
(Fourth year of the Curriculum in Agricultural Education)
Required:
Educational Practice 5—Teaching of Agriculture 3-5
Education 51—Teachers' Course in Agriculture 3
Electives in Technical Agriculture and Education
Curriculum in Home Economics Education
Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science
Prescribed Subjects
Hours1
Home Economics 1 and 6 (or 44), 2, 5, 7, 10, 29 20 or 25
Art and Design 13a and 13b 4
Chemistry 1 or la, 2a 10 or 8
Chemistry 9, 9c 5
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
Physiology 1, 4 5
List A, a minimum of 13
List of A (a minimum of 13 hours)
Home Economics 3, 14, 19, 20, 28, 30, 31, 33, 39a, 39b, 41, 43a, 43b, 46, 47, 55.
•Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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Required for the Degree of Bachelor of Science
(Home Economics Education—Smith-Hughes)
Students expecting to meet the requirements for teacher-training under the
Smith-Hughes Act should include the following subjects in their four-year
curriculum.
Hours1
Art and Design 13a—Design 2
Art and Design 13b—Design : 2
Bacteriology 5a, 5b—Introductory Bacteriology 5
Chemistry 1 or la—Inorganic Chemistry 5 or 3
Chemistry 2a—Inorganic and Qualitative Analysis 5
Chemistry 9 and 9c—Organic Chemistry 5
Economics 2—Principles of Economics 3
Education 6—Principles of High School Education 3
Education 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Education 14—Home Economics Education 5
Education 25—Educational Psychology 3
English 1, 2—Survey of English Literature 8
Home Economics l 2—Selection and Preparation of Foods 4
Home Economics 2—Home Architecture 3
Home Economics 3—Home Decoration 3
Home Economics 5—Dietetics 4
Home Economics 62—Foods 4
Home Economics 7—Textiles 3
Home Economics 10—Household Organization and Management . . 3
Home Economics 11—Teachers' Course 3
Home Economics 13—Home Economics Education 3
Home Economics 14—Practice House 3
Home Economics 19—Costume Design 3
Home Economics 29—Clothing 4
Home Economics 30—Clothing 3
Hygiene 2—Essentials of Hygiene and Sanitation 1
Physical Education 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b—Gymnasium 4
Physiology 1—General Physiology 2
Physiology 4—Physiology of Digestion 3
Psychology 1—Introduction to Psychology 4
Rhetoric 1, 2—Rhetoric and Themes 6
Sociology 1—Principles of Sociology 3
Electives 15 or 17
Total 130
Curriculum in Public School Music Education
The first and second years follow the curriculum of the same years in the
School of Music, with piano as a major and voice as a minor subject.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Music 25a—Public School Methods. . 4 Music 25b—Public School Methods . 4
Music 47e or 57e—Piano or Voice3 . . 2 Music 47f or 57f—Piano or Voice .... 2
Music 67a, 77a, or 92a—Orchestral Music 67b, 77b, or 92b—Orchestral
Instrument 2 Instrument (different) 2
Music 7—Counterpoint 3 Music 8—Counterpoint 3
Music 13—Appreciation 1 Music 14—Appreciation 1
Music 15—Instrumentation 1 Music 16—Instrumentation 1
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology ... 3 Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Total 16 Total 16
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
'Home Economics 1 and 6 or Home Economics 44.
•To be decided by the adviser.
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FOURTH YEAR H
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Music 26a—Public School Methods. . 4
Ed. 6—Principles of Secondary Ed. . . 3
Ed. Practice 20 5
Electives 3
Total 15
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Music 26b—Public School Methods . . 4
Ed. Practice 20 5
Electives 5
Total 14
Suggested Curricula in Industrial Education
The Department of Industrial Education has been established as an aid in
the promotion of the welfare of industry. This it aims to do largely through
the better training of teachers. The department is also concerned with the
training of teachers of shop work and drafting in the field of general education,
and with the training of administrators for industrial education.
While the Department is organized as a part of the College of Education,
it makes use of such courses in other colleges and departments as serve its
purposes. This makes possible a wealth of material for students specializing
in industrial education.
Attention is called to a requirement that in a curriculum in which less
than 15 hours of laboratory sciences are required a student who enters
without at least one unit of laboratory science shall be required to substitute
5 hours of a laboratory science for 5 hours of free electives in the requirements
for graduation.
I. Curriculum for Supervisors and Directors of Industrial Education.
For Heads of Departments and High School Teachers of Manual Arts.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
G. E. D. 1—Elements of Drafting. . . 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Indus. Ed. 1—Manual Arts, First
Course 4
Phys. Ed. 31—Gymnasium (men) . . J^
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) H
Phys. Ed. 7a—Gymnasium (women). 1
Military Drill and Theory 1
Hyg. 2—Hygiene (women) 1
Electives 2-5
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
A. and D. 1—Freehand Drawing. ... 3
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Indus. Ed. 2—Advanced Manual Arts 4
Phys. Ed.—(men) XA
Phys. Ed. 7b—Gymnasium (women)
.
1
Hyg. 3—(men) Y%
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives 1-4
Total 16-18
SECOND
Ed. 3—Survey of Modern Educational
Problems 3
M. E. 85—Pattern and Foundry (men) 3
Home Econ. 1—Selection and Prep-
aration of Food (women) 3
Indus. Ed. 2a—Advanced Manual Arts 4
Phys. Ed. 8a—Gymnasium (women). 1
Phys. Ed.—(men) V2
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives 4-7
Total 15-18
YEAR
Soc. 1—Principles of Sociology 3
Indus. Ed. 62—History and Organiza-
tion of Manual Arts 3
M. E. 86—Pattern and Foundry (men) 3
Home Econ. 7a—Textiles (women) . 2
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed. 8b—Gymnasium (women) 1
Phys. Ed.
—
(men)
Electives 0-3
X
Total 15M-18H Total 15^-18^
^Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Econ. 41—Introduction to Labor Indus. Ed. 54—Problems Part-time
Problems 3 Teaching 3
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology ... 3 Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Indus. Ed. 50—Problems of Indus. Econ. 24—Economic Development of
Education 3 Modern Europe 3
M. E. 87—Machine and Forge Work M. E. 88—Machine and Forge Work
(men) 3 (men) 3
Home Econ. 19—Dress Design (women) 3 Home Econ. 12—Clothing (women) . 3
Electives 3-6 Electives 3-6
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
FOURTH YEAR
Ed. 2—History of Education 3 B. O. and O. 4—Industrial Organiza-
Indus. Ed. 57—Organization of Shop- tion and Management 3
work 3 Ed. 41—Survey of Vocational Educa-
Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology .... 3 tion 3
Electives 6-9 Ed. 6—Principles of Secondary Edu-
cation 3
Total 15-18 Ed. Practice 16—Supervised Teaching 3-5
Electives 3-4
Total 15-18
II. Curriculum for Teachers of Related Subjects and General Continu-
ation Teachers. Same as I. Electives to be chosen with advice of instructor.
III. Two-year Curriculum for Teachers of Related Subjects and General
Continuation Subjects.
Students over 21 years of age who are graduates of accredited high schools,
may, with the approval of the dean of the college and the head of the depart-
ment, select two years of work from the curriculum under I. Students over
25 are not required to take Physical Education or Military Training.
IV. Curriculum for Teachers of Shop-Work in Vocational Schools and
Classes Operating under the State Board for Vocational Education.
First Year
First Semester
Psychological basis of trade teaching. Analysis of teaching material in trades. Lesson-
planning. Observation of trade teaching. Reports on observations. (Such study of
mathematics, science, drawing, and English as may be needed by shop teachers will be
included.)
Second Semester
Further work in trade analysis and observation of teaching. Special study of evening
school problems. Analysis of the evening school student. Intensive study of methods
of teaching. Organization of teaching material. Organization of related subjects. Course-
planning. Practice teaching.
Second Year
First Semester
History of trade and industrial education. Place of industrial education. Types of in-
dustrial schools and classes. Problems of administration of industrial education.
Second Semester
Early American legislation on vocational education. The Smith-Hughes Law. Other
modern laws and movements. State vocational education laws. The Illinois plan. Ob-
servation and practice teaching.
•Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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Curriculum in Athletic Coaching
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Group fA. C. 30—Football (1st half). 2
A1 \A. C. 40—Basketball (2nd
or I half) 2
Group | A. C. 2—Calisthenics, Single
B2 I Line Marching and Gym-
( nastic Dancing 4
with
Anatomy 1 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives (academic) 6-7
Total 17-18
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Group fA. C. 2—Calisthenics, Single
A2 | Line Marching and Gymnastic
or I Dancing 4
Group/A. C. 40—Basketball (1st half) 2
B2 \A. C. 30—Football (2nd half) 2
with
A. C. 18—Camp Craft 1
A. C. 19—Scout Craft 1
Anatomy 2 3
Phvsiol. 1—General Physiology .... 2
Rhetoric 12 5
,
Military Drill and Theory 1
Group
f
A. C. 31—Football (1st half)
.
2
A2 U. C. 7—Boxing (2nd half) . . 1
or [A. C. S—Wrestling (2nd half) 1
Group B2 : A. C. 50—Baseball 4
with
Physiol. 2—Physiology of Exercise . . 4
Psych. 1—Introduction to Psychology 4
Pub. Spk. 1—Oral Expression 2
Journ. 21—Collecting and Writing of
News 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total
SECOND YEAR
17
Group A2 : A. C. 50—Baseball 4
or (A. C. 7—Boxing (1st half) . . 1
Group^A. C. 8—Wrestling (1st half). 1
B2 [A. C. 31—Football (2nd half) 2
with
Hygiene 10 3
Pub. Spk. 2—Extempore Speaking . . 2
Journ. 22—The Newspaper 3
Military Drill and Theory 1
Electives (academic) 4-5
Total
Total 17-18
. 18
THIRD YEAR
-Basketball (1st half)
-Gym. Stunts (2nd
A. C. 41-
Group A. C. 4-
Al { half) 2
A. C. 70—Phys. Diag. and
or Med. Gymnastics 5
Group [A. C. 20-^Track 4
B2 (A. C. 60—Swimming 2
with
Ed. 25—Educational Psych. 3
Ed. Prac. 1—Practice Teaching .... 2
Electives (academic) 3-7
Group A.
A2
or
Group
B2
Total 17-18
C. 20—Track 4
A. C. 60—Swimming 2
A. C. 4—Gym. Stunts (2nd
half) 2
A. C. 41—Basketball (1st half) 2
A. C. 70—Phys. Diag. and
Med. Gymnastics 5
with
A. C. 32—Football 2
Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Ed. Prac. 2—Practice Teaching .... 2
Electives (academic) 5-2
or
Group
B2
Group (A. C. 17—Org. and Adm. ... 2
A2 [A. C. 16—Training (1st half). 1
A. C. 11—Hist., Sys. and
Theories of P. E 2
A.C.12—School Program of P.E. 3
with
A. C. 42a—Basketball (2nd half) ... 1
Ed. 6—Prin. of Secondary Ed 3
Ed. Prac. 3—Practice Teaching .... 2
Electives (academic) 8-7
Total
FOURTH YEAR
18
Group (A. C. 11—Hist., Sys., and
A2 \ Theories of P. E 2
or I A.C.12—School Program of P.E. 3
Group | A. C. 17—^Drg. and Adm 2
B2 (A. C. 16—Training (2nd half)
.
1
with
A. C. 42b—Basketball (1st half) .... 1
A. C. 15—Community Recreation
(2nd half) 3
A. C. 25—Psychology and Athletics . . 3
Ed. 43—Physical and Mental Tests . 3
Ed. Prac. 4-^-Practice Teaching .... 2
Electives (academic) 0-3
Total 17-18
>Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
^Students who take group A first semester, must take group A second semester. Students who take grout
B first semester, must take group B second semester.
Total 17-18
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Suggested Curriculum in Physical Education for Women
The first two years of this curriculum are not offered by the College of
Education. Registration for the work must be in one of the undergraduate
colleges.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Rhet. 1 3
Language 4
History or Mathematics 3-4
Physiol. 1 2
Phys. Ed. 7a 1
Hygiene 1 1
Electives 2
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Rhet. 1 3
Language 4
Zool. 1 5
Historv or Elective 3
Phys. Ed. 7b 1
Total 16
Total 16-17
Engl. 1 or Language 4
Chem. la or 1 3-5
Physiol. 2 2
Psych. 1 4
Phys. Ed. 11a 1
Phys. Ed. 8a 1
SECOND YEAR
Total 15-17
Engl. 2 or Language 4
Hyg. 10 3
A. C. 25—Psychology and Athletics. 3
Phys. Ed. lib 1
Phys. Ed. 8b 1
Music 14—Music Appreciation 1
Electives 3
Total 16
THIRD YEAR
Registration in the College of Education Junior and Senior years, for the degree of B.S.
in Education
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology ... 3
Phys. Ed. 15a—Phys. Ed. Methods . 3
Pub. Spk. 1 2
Phys. Ed. 16—Kinesiology 3
Bact. 5a 3
Electives 3
Total 17
Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Pub. Spk. 2 or 10 2
Phys. Ed. 18—Theory of Corrective. 3
Phys. Ed. 15—Methods 3
Home Econ. 38—(Foods) 2
Electives 4
Total 17
Ed. 6 3
Phys. Ed. 10a—History of Physical
Education 1
Phys. Ed. 17—Educational Practice . 3
Sociol. 1 3
Greek 15—Greek Athletics 1
Electives in Education 3
Free Electives 3
FOURTH YEAR
Total 17
Ed. 43—Educational Tests 3
Phys. Ed. 10b—Organization and
Administration 1
Phys. Ed. 19—Physical Diagnosis .
.
2
Phys. Ed. 17—Educational Practice. 3
Electives in Education 6
Free Electives 2
Total 17
Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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University High School.—The laboratory work of the College of
Education centers around the work of University High School. This school,
limited to 250 students, offers the customary high-school curricula. The
courses in educational practice are conducted by the instructors of the high
school in connection with their high-school teaching. In this way, through
observation of skilled teaching and participation, both in the student and the
teacher activities, the college senior secures an unusual type of educational
practice. It is believed that these courses add materially to the strength of
the professional work of the College.
Bureau of Educational Research.—The Bureau of Educational
Research is equipped for the following purposes: (a) investigation of educa-
tional problems; (b) state service by correspondence; and (c) publication
of research circulars and bulletins.
The University, through the Bureau, also offers a curriculum to prepare
students for directing educational research in public schools. This curriculum
is planned for three classes of students: (1) superintendents and supervisors
who are directing educational research, (2) supervisors and teachers who
desire to prepare themselves to direct educational research, and (3) graduate
students in education.
Committee on Appointment of Teachers.—The Committee on Ap-
pointment of Teachers recommends qualified graduates of the University for
positions as teachers or supervisors in public schools, colleges, and technical
schools in response to requests from the school authorities. The Dean of the
College of Education is chairman of the Committee, and the Principal of
the University High School is its secretary.
Certification of High School Teachers in Illinois.—In Illinois
high schools all teachers must be duly certificated. County high-school
certificates are granted on examination by county superintendents, and State
high-school certificates on examination by the State Superintendent. A
county high-school certificate may be granted without examination to grad-
uates who, within three years after graduation, present certified credits to
the State Examining Board in the subjects of examination, accompanied
by faculty recommendation of ability to teach in the high school. Following
are the requirements for securing this certificate: (1) Graduation. (2)
Faculty recommendation. (3) Certified credits for: (a) 8 semester hours in
English; (b) 12 semester hours in education, including Educational Psychol-
ogy and Technic of Teaching; (c) 3 majors of not less than 16 semester hours
in three high-school subjects of groups of related subjects; (d) 3 minors of
not less than 8 semester hours each in three high-school subjects; (4) Electives
sufficient to make up the remaining number of semester hours required for
graduation. When an applicant has had secondary or high-school work in
any subject which is offered as a major or a minor and such secondary work
is the necessary prerequisite for the college work which is offered, the same
may be counted in making the majors and minors, but shall not be counted
in making the total number of semester hours required for graduation.
The following subjects may be combined within their groups to form a
major: Algebra and geometry; botany, zoology, physiology; physics and
chemistry; two or more history courses; mechanical drawing and manual
training; domestic art and domestic science.
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"A four-year high-school certificate valid in any high school in the State, for which
the requirements shall be: (1) Graduation from a recognized college or university, or the
completion of an equivalent preparation; (2) three years' successful teaching, two of
which shall have been in the State on a first grade, a high-school, or a supervisory county
certificate; (3) a successful examination in English, educational psychology, and the
principles and methods of teaching; and (4) the preparation of a thesis on one or more
secondary school problems, the subjects of which shall be selected from a fist prescribed
by the Superintendent of Public Instruction."
Education 10 and 25 embody the materials usually covered by the State
examinations in educational psychology and in methods of teaching.
Requirements of the North Central Association.—Students who
anticipate teaching in high schools accredited to the North Central Associa-
tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools should complete courses in education
aggregating at least fifteen semester hours. This requirement of the Associa-
tion is effective for new teachers after 1924, but is not retroactive.
COLLEGE OF LAW
For the faculty of the College of Law and for the courses in law, see under
"Law" in the Description of Courses, Part III; for fees and expenses, see
page 82.
The University offers in the College of Law a three-year curriculum, based
on an entrance requirement of two years of college work and leading to the
degree of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.); and a four year curriculum, based
on an entrance requirement of two years of college work and leading, at the
end of two years, to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Law (B.S.) and to
the professional degrees of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.) or of Doctor of Law
(J.D.) on the completion of the course. The degree of Doctor of Law is also
open to students in the three-year curriculum who meet the requirements.
While a student may complete his work in a minimum of five years, i. e., with two years
of pre-law work and three years of law, he is strongly advised to give six years to this period.
The prospective lawyer should make his training liberal; he should not hurry through his work.
An added year broadens his horizon; further, it is highly desirable that he be well on his way
to maturity when he begins the study of law, hence this added year is valuable for the ripening
process. With a six-year program the student normally will secure two degrees.
Admission.— Three-year Curriculum. For admission to the three-year
curriculum as a regular student, an applicant must be matriculated and
have 60 hours of credit in a college of this University; or have completed
two full years of work as given at another college or university of recognized
standing, as a matriculated student in such college or university; or have
received by transfer 60 hours of university credit here.
Thirty hours of law may be credited toward the degree of Bachelor of
Arts in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences or toward the degree of
Bachelor of Science in the College of Commerce and Business Administration
In this manner students may secure in six years both a degree in arts or
commerce and a degree in law. This combination of curricula is known
as the three-three combined curriculum. (See page 90 for statement of
electives in law in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and page 111
for curriculum in commerce and law.) A candidate for both degrees must
in his fourth year register in the College of Law, and also register or file a
copy of his study-list in his other college, as that college may require.
Four-Year Curriculum.—In addition to the three-year curriculum, a'
four-year curriculum in law is offered which leads to a first degree of Bachelor
of Science in Law, and a second degree of Bachelor of Laws or of Doctor
of Law. The purpose of this course is to provide a broader and more extensive
training for students preparing to enter the legal profession, and to offer
an opportunity for correlating work in the College of Law with advanced
courses in the social sciences. This combination of curricula is known as
the two-four combined curriculum. The admission requirement is 60 hours
of credit (not including military and physical education) in a college of this
University, or equivalent credit from another college or university of recog-
nized standing. Students in this curriculum normally will be candidates
for the degree of Bachelor of Science (B.S.) in law in two years and for th
professional degree of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.) or of Doctor of Law (J.D.)
upon the completion of the curriculum.
Unclassified Students.—In exceptional instances, persons over twenty-
one years of age may, with the approval of the Dean, be admitted as un-
classified students. In determining whether a person may be admitted as
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an unclassified student, consideration is given to the applicant's age and ex-
perience, as bearing upon his ability to pursue law study successfully. An
unclassified student is not a candidate for a degree, and credit earned by one
who is an unclassified student at the time he receives the credit may not be
counted toward a degree in law.
Neither admission nor attendance as an unclassified student in the College
of Law in one semester gives a right to continue as an unclassified student in
any subsequent semester. If an unclassified student's record has been in
any respect unsatisfactory, the Dean may refuse permission to register as an
unclassified student in any subsequent semester.
An unclassified student is not a member of the first, second, or third year
classes in the College of Law, or of any class in the University.
Advanced Standing.—Students from law schools of approved standing
who comply with the requirements for admission to this school may receive
by transfer not to exceed two years of credit. Students from other schools
may in special cases be given advanced standing on examination on subjects
taken by them in such schools; but no credit will be given for private reading
or correspondence study.
Students from Other Colleges.—Students of at least junior standing
in other colleges of the University may be permitted to take courses in the
College of Law, subject to the regulations of the college in which they are
registered and of the College of Law, and with the consent of the instructor
giving the law course which any such student desires to take. If law work
is elected, at least two courses amounting to not less than five hours per
semester must be taken at the same time.
Requirements for Graduation; Degree of Bachelor of Science
(in Law).—The degree of Bachelor of Science in law is not a professional
degree. Candidates for this degree must offer 130 hours of university credits;
but courses open to university freshmen and sophomores will not, when
taken by juniors or seniors, count for the degree, except by special recom-
mendation of the College of Law. The required credits must include the
following courses or their equivalents:
(a) Required of all candidates: Rhetoric 1, 2, 6 hours; University Latin,
one year, for students not offering two years of high-school Latin for en-
trance; Mathematics, or the Physical or Natural Sciences, 10 hours; Psychol-
ogy or Philosophy (a course in Logic being required), 6 hours; Law, not less
than 30 nor more than 40 hours.
(b) Additional requirements for students entering from a College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences: Foreign Language (including the Latin prescribed above),
English, Rhetoric (not counting Rhetoric 1 and 2), or Public Speaking,
20 hours (but in the case of a student offering for entrance three or more
high-school units of foreign language this requirement will be 12 hours).
Two minors of at least 12 and 8 hours, respectively, in History, Political
Science, Economics, Philosophy, Sociology, or Public Speaking.
(c) Additional requirements for students entering from a College of Com-
merce and Business Administration: Accountancy la, lb, 6 hours; Business
Organization and Operation 1, 3 hours; Economics 1, 3, 51, and 10, 14 hours;
Additional advanced courses in Economics or Accountancy (Economics 55
being for this purpose an advanced course), 6 hours; History, Political
Science, Philosophy or Sociology, 9 hours; Foreign Language (including
the Latin prescribed above), English, Rhetoric (not counting Rhetoric 1
and 2), or Public Speaking, 10 hours.
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Degree of Bachelor op Laws.—The degree of Bachelor of Laws in
the three-year curriculum will be conferred on students who complete eighty-
four hours of law work distributed over a period equal to three academic
years.
The degree of Bachelor of Laws will also be granted to students in the
four-year curriculum who shall have complied with the requirements for
the degree of Bachelor of Science in law and in addition shall have receivec
credit for 56 hours in legal or other courses; provided that their total credits
in law courses shall be not fewer than 86 hours, and provided that credits
allowed in law courses in excess of 86 hours shall be confined to courses in
public law or in the legal aspects of economic problems.
In either case the candidate must have pursued the courses of the firsl
year, and the second year course in Equity Jurisdiction, and have securec
grades not lower than C in subjects aggregating at least three-fourths O
his law work at the University of Illinois.
Degree of Doctor of Law (J.D.).—The degree of Doctor of Law wil
be granted to students in the three-year curriculum who comply with the
following conditions
:
1. Secure a Bachelor's degree in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
or in the College of Commerce and Business Administration at
least two academic years prior to the completion of the courses
for the degree of Doctor of Law.
2. Complete the work required for the degree of Bachelor of Laws.
3. Obtain a minimum average grade of B in the College of Law. If the
grade is below B, the degree conferred is Bachelor of Laws.
4. Present a thesis approved by the faculty of the College of Law, in
accordance with the requirements hereinafter set out.
The degree of Doctor of Law will be granted to students in the four-year
curriculum who can comply with the following conditions:
1. Complete the work required for the degree of Bachelor of Science
in law.
2. Complete the work of the four-year law curriculum with a minimum
average grade of B. If the grade is below B, the degree conferred
is Bachelor of Laws.
3. Present a thesis approved by the faculty of the College of Law, in
accordance with the requirements.
Purpose and Method of Instruction.—The method of instruction
is chiefly the study and discussion of decided cases, with collateral reading
of statutes, selections from standard treatises and periodicals, accompanied
by free discussion in the class room. The aim is to train the student in
habits of legal reasoning as well as to impart a thorough knowledge of the
law as it actually is.
The criticism frequently urged against law schools, that they do not
give practical training in practice and procedure, has been met by the es-
tablishment of suitable courses aimed to give skill and facility in the ap-
plication of legal rules. This work is covered by several special courses.
Instruction is given in the use of law books, where the student is drilled
in legal bibliography and the use of digests and reports. In the course in
Procedure II the fundamentals in good pleading are studied. The common
and peculiar features of the common law and equity systems are analyzed,
noting what features have been adopted, rejected, or modified by the code
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3ystem. In Procedure III a study is made of the various steps taken in a
jivil action from the issuance of process to the satisfaction of judgment.
The course in Evidence deals with admission and exclusion of evidence,
together with such related matters as the burden of proof, presumptions,
ind the relative function of the court and jury.
The Practice Court, a court of flexible jurisdiction, is a forum in which
students are required to prosecute and defend contested issues of law and
"act, simple and complicated, and producing their own witnesses and docu-
nents of evidence. Students are thrown on their own resources in the
selection of a forum, a remedy and the means of making the selected remedy
effective, being taught not only to apply the principles learned in the course
Procedure III, but to relate all branches of the law previously studied, to
iiscover some not given special treatment, and to develop constructive,
ilong with analytical powers. The Practice Court is also designed to teach
;he fundamentals of advocacy in the belief that a better bar and bench,
ivith higher ideals, can be produced by laying these important foundations
inder skilled guidance in the law school than by leaving them to be picked
jp at random in the various types of law offices and under the varying con-
ditions of modern practice. Problems in office practice are also given to
ievelop constructive thinking, and the ability to use abstract knowledge.
Three-Year Curriculum in Law
Fifteen hours of law work should be enough to occupy a student's full
ime; he cannot register for more without special permission.
FIRST YEAR
(Prescribed)
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
jaw la—Contracts 3 Law lb—Contracts 4
,aw 2a—Torts 3 Law 2b—Torts 3
jaw 5—Criminal Law 4 Law 3—Property I 5
jaw 4—Procedure I 3 Law 11—Agency ... 3
jaw 45—Use of Law Books 1
jaw 49—Reading Course I 1 Total 15
Total 15
SECOND YEAR
?he student is required to take the course in Equity in his second year, and is advised
o include in the courses of that year Procedure II, Evidence and Property II (Titles).
THIRD YEAR
Tie student is advised to include in the courses of his third year Private Corporations,
Constitutional Law, Conflict of Laws and Procedure III and IV.
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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Two-Four Combined Curriculum
Students are urged to plan their work from the beginning, bearing in
mind department prerequisites for individual courses, the subject and
group requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Science in law, and also
the rule regarding courses open to freshmen and sophomores when taken by
students of more advanced standing. The following tabular statement may
aid students in planning their studies. It is not intended to exclude a wider
choice, within or without the departments named, but only to call attention
to those courses most likely to meet the student's needs; the faculty of the
College of Law believe in allowing the student wide freedom of choice, but
they particularly recommend those courses (in whatever departments given)
which deal with the origin and development of society, with economics,
and with government.
Suggested Curriculum for Students from a College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences
FIRST
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed. . . . Y2
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) J^
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Mathematics or Science 5
Latin 11a—Beginning Latin or Modern
Language 4
Acc'y. la—Principles of Accounting . 3
YEAR
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed 1
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Mathematics or Science 5
Latin lib—Beginning Latin or Modern
Language 4
Acc'y- lb—Principles of Accounting 3
Total
Total
17
17
SECOND YEAR
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed. . Y2
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5
Rhetoric 3a—Exposition 3
Hist. 2a—English History 3
Hist. 3a—-History of the United States 3
Pol. Sci. 1—American National Gov-
ernment 3
Total l&M
Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed %
Philos. 1—Logic 3
Engl. 20—Writers of the 19th Century 4
Econ. 3—Money and Banking 3
Hist. 3b—History of the United States 3
Pol. Sci. 3—State and Local Gov-
ernment 3
Total 17H
THIRD YEAR
Law la—-Contracts 3
Law 2a—Torts 3
Law 4—Procedure I ... 3
Law 45—Use of Law Books 1
Law 49—Reading Course I 1
Hist. 44a—Constitutional History of
England 3
Other electives—see below 3
Total 17
Law lb—Contracts 4
Law 2b—Torts 3
Pol. Sci. 4—Municipal Government. . 3
Hist. 44b—Constitutional History of
England 3
Other electives—see below 3
Total 16
Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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The courses in Contracts and in Torts must be taken in this year. As
electives for this year, other than those specified above, attention is invited
to the following courses: For the first semester, English 21, 23, 52, 54;
Sociology 1; Political Science 9. For the second semester, English 22, 23,
52, 54; Philosophy 2; Sociology 1, 3.
FOURTH YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Law 5—Criminal Law 4 Law 3—Property I 5
Law 12a—Equity Jurisdiction I . . . . 5 Law 11—Agency 3
Other electives—see below 7 Law 8—Evidence 4
Other electives—see below 4
Total 16
Total 16
As electives for this year attention is invited to the courses suggested as electives
for the third year, and also to the following courses, of which some must and the rest well
may be postponed to the fourth year. For the first semester, Economics 41, 51; Political
Science 6a. For the second semester, Economics 42, 52; History 42; Philosophy 5, 7;
Political Science 6b; Sociology 9, 25.
FIFTH AND SIXTH YEARS
In order that he may receive his professional degree the student must have accumulated
56 hours in legal or other courses above those needed in complying with the requirements
for the degree of Bachelor of Science in law. Sufficient work in law must be taken in these
years to bring the student's total credits in law courses, in these and in previous years, to
at least 86 hours. Credits in law courses in excess of 86 hours will be confined to courses
in public law or in the legal aspects of economic problems. Courses other than law courses
which may well be taken in the fifth and sixth years include: Economics 10, 11, 44, and 55,
and Political Science 4 and 34.
Suggested Curriculum for Students from a College
of Commerce and Business Administration
FIRST YEAR
The same as for students from a College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
SECOND YEAR
Military Drill and Theory 1 Military Drill and Theory 1
Phys. Ed Y2 Phys. Ed J^
Acc'y.2a—Elementary Cost Accounting 3 Acc'y. 2b—Intermediate Accounting. 3
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics ... 5 Econ. 3—Money and Banking 3
Hist. 3a—History of the United States 3 B. O. and O.I 3
Philos. 1—Logic 3 Engl. 20—Writers of the 19th Century 4
Pol. Sci. 1—American Nat. Government 3 Hist. 3b—History of the United States 3
Total 183^ Total 173^
THIRD YEAR
Law la—Contracts 3 Law lb—Contracts 4
Law 2a—Torts 3 Law 2b—Torts 3
Law 4—Procedure I 3 Pol. Sci. 4—Municipal Government . 3
Ace 'y 3a—Advanced Accounting ... 3 Ace 'y 3b—Auditing or
Hist. 44a—Constitutional History of Ace 'y 4b—Systems 3 or 2
England 3 Econ. 10—Corporation Management
Finance 3
Total 15
Total 16 or 15
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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FOURTH YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Law 5—Criminal Law 4 Law 3—Property I 5
Law 12a—Equity Jurisdiction I . . . . 5 Law 11—Agency 3
Law 15—Bills and Notes 3 Law 28—Insurance 2
Econ. 51—Public Finance 3 Philosophy 2—Introduction to Philos-
Law 45—Use of Law Books 1 ophy
Law 49—Reading Course I 1 or
Philosophy 8—Political and Social
Total 17 Ethics 3
Advanced Econ. or Ace 'y 3
Total 16
FIFTH AND SIXTH YEARS
The same as for students from a College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
The Law Library.—The law library contains over 36,000 volumes in-
cluding all the reports of the state courts of last resort and the state inter-
mediate courts, four sets of reports of the United States Supreme Court,
the reports of the inferior federal courts, and most of the English, Irish,
Scotch, Australian, and Canadian reports. It contains the current statute
law of the United States, England, and the various states, and a large collec-
tion of the older compilations and session laws. It also contains the leading
sets of American and English selected case series, encyclopedias, digests,
and current periodicals. Besides an extensive collection of standard treatises
and text-books there are sixty-five complete sets of periodicals consisting
of over 1500 bound volumes.
Honors.—A student who complies with the requirements for graduation
from the College of Law (degree of LL.B. or J.D.) and who attains in all
work done in courses offered in the college, and presented for the degree,
the average grade specified below, may be recommended by the University
Senate for the honors stated: For an average grade of not less than 4.35,
Graduation with Honors; For an average grade of not less than 4.75, Gradua-
tion with High Honors. The honors conferred shall be noted upon the
diploma and the commencement program.
Scholarships.—Four scholarships covering full tuition and four scholar-
ships covering half tuition are awarded at the end of each year under the
following faculty regulations:
1. The four full-tuition scholarships shall be given to the four students
in the College of Law having the highest averages in their law work in the
preceding year. The four half-tuition scholarships shall be given to the
four students in the College of Law having the next highest averages in
their law work in the preceding year.
2. To be eligible, a student must have registered as a regular student
in the College of Law both semesters, and have taken at least 28 hours of
work, of which not less than 20 hours must have been in law courses.
3. A student who does not return the following year may use his scholar-
ship subsequently, provided a period of not more than one year shall have
intervened.
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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Illinois Law Review.—The Illinois Law Review is a legal magazine
which is published jointly by the University of Illinois, Northwestern Uni-
versity, and the University of Chicago. It is devoted to the study and in-
vestigation of the law. Particular attention is given to problems of interest
to the bar of Illinois.
The review is edited by faculty representatives and a board of student
editors, chosen primarily on the basis of scholarship, from the three uni-
versities concerned. Its publication forms a part of the educational program
of this college.
Order of the Coif.—Each year ten percent of the senior class (or a
minimum of three) are eligible to the Order of the Coif, a national honorary
law society, organized to promote scholarship in law, the first chapter of
which was established at the College of Law, University of Illinois, in the
year 1904. Elections of seniors to the Order of the Coif are held at the
beginning of the second semester.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
For admission to the School of Music, see pages 56-70. For fees and expenses
see page 82. For the faculty of the School of Music and description of
the courses in music, see under " Music " in the Description of Courses, Part III.
The University offers in the School of Music regular courses leading to
the degree of Bachelor of Music. In conjunction with the College of Educa-
tion the degree of Bachelor of Science in Music Education is offered to
students completing the curriculum in Public School Music. See page 151.
A student matriculated in the School of Music takes throughout his
course two applied subjects, one a major (piano, voice, etc.) in which two
half-hour lessons a week are taken, and the other a minor in which two
twenty-minute lessons a week are taken.
Students of the School of Music are not allowed to participate in any
musical activity outside the University without the consent of the Director.
All courses in history, theory, and appreciation of music are open to all
qualified students free of charge.
The University Choral Society and the University Orchestra are open
to qualified persons from any College.
Graduation.—Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Music must
offer credit for 130 semester hours, including the prescribed subjects named
below, one of which must be piano.
Attention is called to a requirement that in a curriculum in which less
than 15 hours of laboratory sciences are required, a student who enters
without at least one unit of laboratory science shall be required to substitute
five hours of a laboratory science for five hours of free electives in the require-
ments for graduation.
All music students are required to attend the concerts and recitals which
are given under the auspices of the School of Music. More than three un-
excused absences during the semester will affect the grade of the major
applied subject, of which this required attendance is part.
Public performance is a part of the curriculum in an applied subject
and all students are required to participate in a program when prepared.
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Curriculum with Instrumental Major
(Piano, Organ, or Violin).
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER
Hours1
Mus. 3—Harmony 2
Mus. 19—Rudiments of Theory .... 1
Mus. 21—E. Tr. and S. Singing .... 1
Mus. 42a, 62a, or 82a—Piano, Violin,
or Organ (Major subj.) 42
Mus. 46a, 56a, 66a, or 86a—Piano,
Voice, Violin, or Organ (Minor subj.) 33
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed. 7a—Gymnasium (women)
.
1
Hyg. 2—Hygiene (women) 1
Phys. Ed. 31—Gymnasium (men) . . H
Hyg. 1—Hygiene (men) %
Military Drill and Theory 1
SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1
Mus. 4—Harmony 2
Mus. 20—Rudiments of Theory 1
Mus. 22—E. Tr. and S. Singing 1
Mus. 42b, 62b, or 82b—Piano, Violin,
or Organ (Major subj.) 42
Mus. 46b, 56b, 66b, or 86b—Piano,
Voice, Violin, or Organ (Minor subj.) 33
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Themes 3
Phys. Ed. 7b—Gymnasium (women)
Phys. Ed.
—
(men)
Hyg. 3—(men)
Military Drill and Theory
y2
V2
Total, Men 16
Total, Women 16
SECOND
Mus. 1—History of Music 2
Mus. 5—Advanced Harmony 3
Mus. 23—Ear Tr. and S. Singing. ... 1
Mus. 43a, 63a, or 83a—Piano, Violin,
or Organ (Major subj.) 42
Mus. 46c, 56c, 66c, or 86c—Piano,
Voice, Violin, or Organ (Minor subj.) 33
Foreign Language
—
(French or Ger-
man) 4
Phys. Ed.— (men) Y2
Phys. Ed. 8a
—
(women) 1
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total, Men 16
Total, Women 15
YEAR
Mus. 2—History of Music 2
Mus. 6—Advanced Harmony 3
Mus. 24—Ear Tr. and S. Singing. ... 1
Mus. 43b, 63b, or 83b—Piano, Violin,
or Organ (Major subj.) 42
Mus. 46d, 56d, 66d, or 86d—Piano,
Voice, Violin, or Organ (Minor subj.) 33
Foreign Language—(French or Ger-
man) 4
Phys. Ed.—(men) H
Phys. Ed. 8b—(women) 1
Military Drill and Theory 1
Total, Women 18
Total, Men 18^
Total, Women 18
Total, Men 18^
THIRD YEAR
Mus. 7—Counterpoint, Canon, Fugue 3
Mus. 44a, 64a, or 84a—Piano, Violin,
or Organ (Major subj.) 5^
Mus. 46e, 56e, 66e, or 86e—Piano,
Voice, Violin, or Organ (Minor subj.) 33
English or Restricted Elective 4
Total 15
Mus. 8—Counterpoint, Canon, Fugue 3
Mus. 44b, 64b, or 84b—Piano, Violin,
or Organ (Major subj.) 52
Mus. 46f, 56f, 66f, or 86f—Piano,
Voice, Violin, or Organ (Minor subj.) 33
English or Restricted Elective 4
Music 100—Recital 2
Total 17
Mus. 9—Analysis, Musical Form ... 2
Mus. 15—Instrumentation 1
Mus. 45a, 65a, or 85a—Piano, Violin,
or Organ 5
Mus. 46g, 56g, 66g, or 86g—(Minor
subj.) 3
Electives 5
FOURTH YEAR
Total 16
Mus. 10—Analysis, Musical Form ... 2
Mus. 16—Instrumentation 1
Mus. 45b, 65b, or 85b—Piano, Violin,
or Organ 5
Mus. 46h, 56h, 66h, or 86h—(Minor
subj.) 3
Mus. 101—Recital 4
Total 15
'Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
'Two half-hour lessons per week, with two hours practice daily.
'Two twenty-minute lessons per week, with one hour practice daily.
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Electives Suggested
Psychology 4 Music Appreciation 1
English 2-4 Course in Accompanying 1
Keyboard Harmony 2
Curriculum with Vocal Major
The first and second years are the same as in the instrumental major cur-
riculum, except that voice is the major applied subject.
At least eight hours each of French, German, and Italian are required
for the major in voice. One language is taken in the sophomore year, and
a second language in the junior year. If the student has not presented for
admission at least two units of the third language, he must elect this language
in the senior year. Otherwise, a course in English is advised.
THIRD YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours1 Hours1
Mus. 7—Counterpoint, Canon, Fugue 3 Mus. 8—Counterpoint, Canon, Fugue 3
Mus. 13—Music Appreciation 1 Mus. 14—Music Appreciation 1
Mus. 54a—Voice (Major subj.) 4 Mus. 54b—Voice (Major subj.) 4
Mus. 46e—Piano (Minor subj.) 3 Mus. 46f—Piano (Minor subj.) 3
Foreign Language 4 Mus. 100—Recital 2
Total 15
Foreign Language 4
Total 17
FOURTH YEAR
Mus. 9—Analysis, Musical Form ... 2 Mus. 10—Analysis, Musical Form. . . 2
Mus. 55a—Voice (Major subj.) 4 Mus. 55b—Voice (Major subj.) 4
Mus. 46g—Piano (Minor subj.) 3 Mus. 46h—Piano (Minor subj.) .... 3
Restricted Elective2 5 Mus. 102—Recital 3
Restricted Elective2 5
Total 14
Total 19
Theory Major.—A student may take a major in theory of music only
on recommendation of the Director. In addition to the theory course offered
in the instrumental major, he must complete the courses in Advanced Com-
position (Music 11-12), and Advanced Orchestration (Music 17-18). He
must also present a recital during the senior year, of his own compositions
and orchestral arrangements. His work in applied music must be equivalent
to that of three years of collegiate study. A thesis is required.
Musical Organizations.—The University Choral Society is conducted
by the Director of the School of Music, and gives two choral concerts during
the year. The chorus meets once a week. Members of the faculty, students
of the University, and singers of the community are admitted by examinatioi
or conference with the Director.
The University Orchestra is conducted by the Director of the University
Bands, and meets for rehearsal once a week. Concerts are given througl
out the year. It is open to all students who qualify for membership.
•Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
'See paragraph relating to language requirements.
LIBRARY SCHOOL
For a description of the Library Building, see page 46; for an account of
the libraries, see page 51; for the collection in library economy, see page 54;
for fees, see page 82.
The University offers through the Library School and the Graduate School,
a two-year curriculum for college graduates who wish to enter librarian-
ship as a profession, and certain library courses for students in other schools
and colleges of the University who may wish to elect them as a part of their
training. The instruction in the first year covers the accepted methods
and practice in library work; students who complete this year's work
are prepared to accept positions in library service. In the second year,
now transferred to the Graduate School, historical and comparative methods
of treatment are emphasized; new subjects and research methods are
introduced to give the student the necessary outlook and equipment for
more responsible positions. Although stress is laid on simplicity and economy,
methods are taught to enable students to work in large libraries where bibliog-
raphic exactness is required. Emphasis is laid on the extension of the
activities of the public library, and on the importance of co-operation between
the library and the schools and other educational and social agencies.
A member of the senior class in any other division of the University
may, with the approval of the Director of the Library School, elect any
course for which he is prepared. The School offers to freshmen and sopho-
mores a course on the use of the library and the ordinary reference books.
For the requirements for admission, see pages 56-70.
Recommended Preliminary Curriculum.—Undergraduates who in-
tend on the completion of their college work, to apply for admission to the
Library School, are requested to select their courses so as to include in general
the following recommended studies preparatory to library work.
English literature, 101 ; Rhetoric, 6.
Latin, 8, in addition to four years of high-school Latin.
German, 12, in addition to two years of high-school German.
French, 8, in addition to two years of high-school French.
German and French begun in college should be continued for a longer period.
Medieval and modern European history, 6; history of England, 6; history of the
United States, 6.
Economics, 6; political science, 4; sociology, 6; philosophy, 4; general psychology, 4;
zoology, 6; botany, 4; chemistry or physics, 6.
The total of this work is 102 semester hours, leaving the equivalent of
about one year of a four-year course free for work in other subjects or for
additional work in the subjects named.
Advanced Standing.—College graduates who have had approved
library experience or who have attended other library schools may receive
advanced standing by securing credit for some of the courses required for
graduation. After matriculation, the applicant for advanced standing
'The figure after each subject denotes the minimum number of semester hours which the student should
devote to that subject.
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may secure such credit by examination or by transfer of credits from an
approved institution offering courses in library economy. (See page 62.)
Preparation for Special Libraries.—For students who plan to work
in special libraries, a modification of the senior course is encouraged. A
student who has completed the work of the junior year may petition for
such modification, if he intends to work in a business, technical, agricultural,
or other special library, and provided his undergraduate courses included
sufficient work in the field of specialization. In such instances, the faculty
may permit the student to substitute for certain of the Library School
courses such electives in the various colleges of the University as will fit
him for special library work in the subject selected.
Library Visits.—Each year all students in the School visit the
libraries and some of the book binderies, book stores, and printing
establishments of either Chicago and vicinity or St. Louis and vicinity.
During this visit, which occupies one week, the students are accompanied
by members of the faculty. The estimated expense is about $30 for each
trip. Students are required to present a written report on their return to
the University, as the work forms part of Library 33 and Library 26.
Curriculum.—The curriculum is two years in length. For graduation
a student must receive credit for all courses except those marked with an
asterisk (*), which are elective. The degree of Bachelor of Science in Lib-
rary Science is conferred on a student who has completed the required
work in the curriculum, and has received credit in courses amounting to 30
semester hours.
FIRST YEAR
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Hours 1 Hours1
Lib. 2a—Reference 3 Lib. 2b—Reference 3
Lib. 3a—Selection of Books 2 Lib. 3b—Selection of Books 2
Lib. 16—Order and Accessions 2 Lib. 30—Practice 3
Lib. 17—Classification 3 *Lib. 7—History of Libraries 2
Lib. 31a—Cataloging 2 *Lib. 21—Printing, Binding, Indexing 2
Lib. 20—Loan 1 Lib. 33b—Library Administration and
Lib. 33a—Library Administration and Extension 3
Extension 2 Lib. 31b—Cataloging 2
•Lib. 43—High School Library Ad-
ministration 2
SECOND YEAR
Lib. 13a—Public Documents 2 Lib. 9—History of Printing 2
Lib. 24a—Selection of Books 2 Lib. 24b—Selection of Books 2
Lib. 26a—Library Administration . 3 Lib. 26b—Library Administration . . 3
Lib. 40a—Practice 3 " *Lib. 28—Practice" 1 to 4
Lib. 101—Thesis—1 to 2 units Lib. 40b—Practice 3
Lib. 102—Seminar—Y^ to 1 unit *Lib. 42—Public Documents 3
Lib. 103—Advanced Reference
—
H unit *Lib. 43—High School Library Ad-
ministration 2
Lib. 101—Thesis— 1 to 2 units
Lib. 102—Seminar
—
^ to 1 unit
Lib. 104—Advanced Cataloging and
Classification
—
Y% unit
>Semester hours. For definition, see page 223.
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The degree of Bachelor of Library Science is conferred on the student
who has completed the required work in the curriculum, and has received
credit in courses amounting to 62 semester hours.
Those members of the Second Year class, who are candidates for the
Master's degree in Library Science, register in the Graduate School, and
meet the requirements of that School.
Library Club.—Any member of the Library School faculty or of the
staff of the University Library and any student in the Library School may
become a member. Six meetings are held each year.
Visiting Lecturers.—In addition to the courses of the regular curric-
ulum, the School offers to its students the advantages of lectures by men
and women prominent in bibliographical and library fields. Eight or ten
such lectures on subjects connected with librarianship are given each year.
SCHOOL OF RAILWAY ENGINEERING AND
ADMINISTRATION
The School of Railway Engineering and Administration has been established
to prepare men for the technical and administrative departments of rail-
roads. The work offered is arranged in five different curricula, any one of
which is designed to occupy four years' time. The curricula are:
Railway Civil Engineering
Railway Electrical Engineering
Railway Mechanical Engineering
Railway Administration
Railway Transportation
The first three of these curricula are administered by the College of
Engineering, and a description of them appears with that of other curricula
offered by this College. Students are admitted to them under the same con-
ditions as to other curricula of the College of Engineering, and they have
available for their use all of the library, drafting-room, and laboratory facili-
ties which constitute the equipment of this College. The last two curricula
are administered by the College of Commerce and Business Administration;
they are described in detail in connection with the other curricula of this
College. Students are admitted to them under the same conditions as to
other curricula of the College of Commerce and Business Administration.
It is the purpose of each of these curricula to add to a foundation of
general discipline specialized training for those who look forward to careers
in railway service.
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The Executive Faculty
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the University
Arthur Hill Daniels, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Dean of Graduate School
Roger Adams, Ph.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry
Ernest Bernbaum, Ph.D., Professor of English
William Leonidas Burlison, Ph.D., Professor of Crop Production
Edward Herbert Cameron, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Psychology
Herbert Fisher Moore, M.M.E., D.Sc, Research Professor of Engineering Materials
Rexford Newcomb, M.Arch., A. I.A., Professor of the History of Architecture
William Abbott Oldfather, Ph.D., Professor of Classics
William Spence Robertson, Ph.D., Professor of History
Henry Perley Rusk, M.S., Professor of Beef Cattle Husbandry
Fred Wilbur Tanner, Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology
Edgar Jerome Townsend, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Mathematics
Henry Baldwin Ward, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Zoology
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., Professor of Heating and Ventilation
George Philip Tuttle, Jr., B.S., Registrar, Secretary of the Faculty
The University of Illinois offered facilities for advanced study and research in
various lines as early as 1872. Organized graduate instruction, however,
under the name of the Graduate School, was first undertaken in 1892. In
1894 the administration of the school was vested in the Council of Adminis-
tion, and the Vice-President of the University became Dean of the School.
In 1906 the Graduate School was organized as a separate faculty, consisting
of a dean and members of the University faculty assigned to this duty by the
President.
By action of the Trustees the teaching faculty of the Graduate School in-
cludes all members of the University faculty who give instruction in approved
graduate courses. The affairs of the School, however, are in charge of the
Executive Faculty appointed each year by the President.
Admission.—Admission to the Graduate School may be granted to
graduates of institutions whose requirements for the bachelor's degree are
substantially equivalent to those of the University of Illinois, and to appli-
cants from other institutions approved by the Executive Faculty. Admission
to the Graduate School does not, however, imply admission to candidacy for an ad-
vanced degree, and gives no right or claim to be so admitted. Such candidacy is
determined by the Faculty after the student has demonstrated by his work here, for
from two to five months, that he has the ability to do major work of graduate char-
acter. A mere accumulation of "credits" or "grades" is not sufficient.
Admission to graduate courses may be granted only to those who have
had the requisite undergraduate work in those courses or departments.
But a student of mature age who satisfies the Dean and the department
concerned of his ability to pursue graduate work in a given line may be
enrolled in particular graduate courses, without reference to a degree, and
permitted to carry on such study or investigation under the direction of
a department of the University as the department shall recommend and the
Dean approve.
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Application blanks for admission may be secured from the Registrar of
the University. Every applicant must submit with his application for ad-
mission an official transcript of his college record.
Character of Graduate Work.—The principal aim of graduate study
is the development of the power of independent work and the promotion of
the spirit of research. Each candidate for a degree is expected to have a
wide knowledge of his subject and of related fields of work; for the graduate
student is not expected to get from lecture and laboratory courses all the
knowledge and training necessary to meet the requirements for his degree.
Graduate Study in the Summer.—Graduate students in the summer
session are subject to the same scholastic requirements as those in the regular
University year. Their study-lists must be approved by the Dean of the
Graduate School, or his representative. Attendance during four summer
sessions, or one semester and two summer sessions, is considered the equiva-
lent of one year in residence. If in these sessions the required amount of
work is properly done a master's degree may be earned in this way. The
faculty is unwilling to accept summer-session work beyond the master's
degree towards the doctor's degree, except in the case of a student who works
in a summer session preceding or following a regular year's attendance at
the University. In no case may the last year's work for the doctorate be
done in disconnected summer sessions.
No course offered in the summer session may be taken for credit towards
a higher degree unless it is specifically described in the summer-session cir-
cular as accepted for that purpose.
Summer Work in Medical Sciences.—Graduate courses in medical
sciences are offered in the summer quarter between June and September
at the College of Medicine of the University in Chicago.
Degrees
Masters' Degrees.—The master's degree conferred depends upon the
character of the bachelor's degree. The usual practice is that A.M. shall
follow A.B., that M.S. shall follow B.S. However, this practice may be
departed from in cases where the undergraduate course of study of the
candidate was of a kind for which some reputable institutions in this country
give A.B., while others give B.S. Such departure from the regular practice
is permitted, however, only on individual petition duly approved.
Amount of Work Required.—Candidates for the degree of Master of
Arts or Master of Science are required to do at least one full year's work
in residence, including a thesis. By this is meant from four to five unit
courses each semester or their equivalent. A unit course is one which requires
ten hours of time a week through one semester, or a minimum of 180 hours,
irrespective of the mode of distribution of that time in class work, laboratory
work, and private study. Four such courses or their equivalent constitute
a full minimum program for one semester, and eight such courses, or their
equivalent, constitute the minimum formal year's work accepted for a master's
degree. Only first-rate students are permitted to secure a degree with this
minimum program.
Students in zoology who take work in a marine or fresh-water biological
laboratory or station are permitted to offer not less than six weeks nor more
than nine weeks of such work in partial fulfillment of the requirement foi
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the master's degree. 1 This privilege is granted only when the work is done
with the permission of the faculty (secured in advance), in an approved
laboratory, and under instructors accepted by the faculty. Credit for such
work may be secured by examination after the student has submitted an
official certificate of attendance at the laboratory or station, together with
a full written report of the work done there. No candidate for the master's
degree may avail himself of this provision who is not registered in the Grad-
uate School for one full academic year, during which he shall do the rest of
the work necessary for his degree.
Similar arrangements are made, under similar conditions, for students
of geology in connection with Geological Surveys.
A candidate for a master's degree may do all his work in one subject,
or he may select a major and one minor, or a major and two minors. A
major or a minor denotes the field of knowledge of a department, or such
part thereof as constitutes a separate and independent division of that field.
The ability to use one or more of the modern languages ordinarily studied
in the undergraduate curriculum is expected of all candidates for the master's
degree, and in some lines of study is required.
Each candidate for a master's degree is required to present a thesis on
some subject approved by the professor in charge of his major work and
the Executive Faculty of the Graduate School. Such approval, except in
case of students working for master's degrees in summer sessions only, must
be secured not later than the end of the sixth week of the year of residence.
Students working for masters' degrees exclusively in summer sessions
must announce their thesis subjects not later than the beginning of their
third session in residence. The requirement of a thesis may be waived,
however, on the recommendation of the head of the department in which
the student is doing his major work and the approval of the Dean, provided
application to waive the thesis is made at the time for announcing thesis
subjects. A student excused from writing a thesis must replace it with
additional courses of instruction.
The thesis in its final form, together with a certificate of approval by
the proper officer, must be left by the professor in charge at the Dean's
office at least two weeks before the date on which the degree is to be con-
ferred. No article prepared for another use, or previously published, will
be accepted as a thesis.
Second Degrees in Engineering.—Two classes of second degrees are
open to graduates of the College of Engineering, namely, academic and
professional.
The academic second degree in engineering is Master of Science, following
Bachelor of Science, in architecture, architectural engineering, civil engineer-
ing, electrical engineering, etc. This degree is conferred in accordance with
the regulations described above for academic work in residence only.
The professional second degrees in engineering are as follows:
Master of Architecture, after B.S. in architecture.
Architectural Engineer, after B.S. in architectural engineering.
Ceramic Engineer, after B.S. in ceramic engineering.
Civil Engineer, after B.S. in civil engineering or B.S. in municipal and
sanitary engineering.
>The experience at a marine laboratory, which, as indicated above, is optional with the candidate for the
master's degree, is required of all candidates for the doctorate in loology.
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Electrical Engineer, after B.S. in electrical engineering.
Mechanical Engineer, after B.S. in mechanical engineering.
Engineer of Mines, Civil Engineer, Electrical Engineer, or Mechanical
Engineer, after B.S. in mining or railway engineering, according to the course.
Professional degrees are conferred on two classes of candidates: (1) grad-
uates of the College of Engineering of the University of Illinois who have been
engaged in acceptable professional work away from the University for a period
of not less than three years after receiving the degree of Bachelor of Science;
(2) graduates of the University of Illinois, or of institutions of equal standing
who have been engaged in acceptable professional work in residence at the
University for a period of not less than three years after receiving the degree
of Bachelor of Science.
In "acceptable professional work" may be included contributions to tech-
nical literature, activity in professional societies, investigation of engineering
problems, and the teaching of engineering subjects.
A candidate must declare his candidacy and file with the Dean of the
College of Engineering, as chairman of the committee in charge, a detailed
statement covering his professional study and experience, not later than the
first Monday in November preceding the commencement at which he proposes
to qualify. Prior to December 31 next succeeding, he must submit for
approval an outline of his proposed thesis and he must file his completed thesis
not later than April 1. If the statement of professional experience and study
and the thesis are accepted, the candidate must present himself at commence-
ment in order to receive the degree.
Candidates for professional engineering degrees who already hold the
degree of Master of Science may qualify for the professional degree after two
years of professional work.
A candidate for a professional engineering degree must pay the incidental
fee of fifty dollars on being notified that his professional study and experience
are accepted as qualifying him to enter as a candidate for the degree. No one
will be enrolled as a candidate for the degree at the following commencement
who does not pay his fee at this time. When a candidate for a professional
engineering degree has once been accepted and paid his fee, he is eligible to
receive the degree at any time within five years, without additional fee, on
completion of the requirements; provided, however, that unless he completes
the requirements within two years his name will be dropped from the list of
candidates and in order to receive the degree within the five-year period he
must register once more.
The Degree of Doctor or Philosophy.—A member of the Graduate
School who desires to become a candidate for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
is required to pursue a major subject in the department in which his research
lies. He is also required to choose one minor subject, or he may choose two.
If one minor only is chosen it must be taken in a department of study other
than that of the major, and credit for it may be earned by work representing
not less than four units, or one-sixth of the total residence required for the
doctorate. If two minors are chosen, one must be a subject closely related to
the major. With the approval of the adviser it may be a division of the major
field of study. If the second minor is outside the department of major study,
it may be satisfied by work representing not less than two units or one-fourth
of a year of residence.
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Except by special permission of the Dean the preliminary examination in
major and minor subjects may not be taken until the minor work has been
done.
Method of Computing Residence.—Credit for a full year of graduate
work means that the student has during that time devoted all his working
time and energy to study of a graduate grade. After the first year of resi-
dence credit is not recorded in units, and there is no fixed correspondence
between credit and courses as in undergraduate work. Thus it is possible for a
second-year student to devote all his time to one course and his research; and
for a third-year student to devote all his time to his research alone.
Period of Study.—The minimum period of study required for securing
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy is three years, during which the student
is required to devote all his working time to his studies. All three years must
be spent in resident graduate study at some accredited educational institution
and either the first two or the last one of the three must be spent at the
University of Illinois. The degree is conferred, however, not for residence
during a certain period, but for scholarly attainments and power of invest-
igation, as proved by a thesis and examinations.
Work Done in Other Universities.—Credit for graduate work done
in other universities is not "transferred." However, it may be accepted on
examination as equivalent to resident work at the University of Illinois,
provided the institution in which it was done is of high standing.
Examinations.—Towards the end of his second year of study, or by
special permission, at the beginning of his third year, the candidate for the
degree must submit to a preliminary examination, in order to determine
whether he will be accepted as a candidate for the degree in the following year.
This examination is intended to test the student's knowledge of the fields of
his major and minor subjects of study only. It is partly oral, and may be
wholly so.
The student will not be admitted to his preliminary examination until the
faculty is satisfied that he has finished substantially the equivalent of two
years' graduate work. He must do a full year's graduate work between his
preliminary examination and the completion of his work for the doctorate.
The candidate will be required to demonstrate his ability to read French
and German and other languages needed in his work. This test of proficiency
in the use of French and German must be passed before the student is ad-
mitted to the preliminary examination in major and minor subjects.
At least two weeks before the time when the degree is conferred, the
candidate must submit to & final examination, given by a committee appointed
by the Dean. This examination is primarily on the research work of the stu-
dent, as embodied in his thesis, but it is not confined to that. It extends to
the whole field of study of th^e candidate. It will not be confined to the
courses which the candidate has attended in the University of Illinois only,
if he has done part of the work elsewhere ; nor even to the field covered by the
courses specifically taken in this or other universities ; but will be so conducted
as to determine whether the candidate has a satisfactory grasp of his major
subject as a whole, and a general acquaintance with the fields of knowledge
represented by his course of study.
The final examination may not be divided. The examination must be
taken all at one time even though it requires several sessions.
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If after having passed his preliminary examination, he fails in the third
year of his study to meet the expectations of the professors in charge of his
work, or in any way fails to maintain the standard of scholarship and power
of research expected of him, he may be refused admission to the final exam-
ination.
Other Examinations.—Before the candidate is admitted to the final
examination and the defense of his thesis, he may be required to take any
other examination, oral or written, that is thought proper by the various
departments in which he has studied.
The above examinations are in addition to those in the courses for which
the student is registered. These must be taken at the time for which they
are set in the examination schedule.
Thesis.—The power of independent research must be shown by the pro-
duction of a thesis on some topic connected with the major subject of study.
The candidate is expected to defend his thesis or dissertation before the
members of the faculty, or as many of them as may wish to question him
about it, in connection with his final examination.
The subject of the thesis should be chosen not later than the end of the
second year of residence and must be submitted for formal approval by the
faculty not later than six weeks from the beginning of his third year of
residence.
A typewritten copy of the complete thesis, on thesis paper 1
,
and in final
form must be deposited in the office of the Dean for presentation to the
examining committee not later than two weeks prior to the final examination
and not less than four weeks before the time when the degree is conferred.
At the same time, the candidate must deposit with the Dean a manuscript
of the essential part, or an abstract, or a digest of his thesis, in condition for
publication, at a cost not to exceed seventy-five dollars ($75). The manu-
script must be sufficient to show the method followed, the evidence used, and
the conclusions reached in the investigation, and must bear the approval of
the department and the Executive Faculty of the Graduate School.
The candidate must pay to the Comptroller before graduation the sum
of seventy-five dollars ($75) out of which the University will print at least one
hundred copies of this manuscript for circulation by the University, unless
the thesis entire or in abbreviated form is published by the author or is ac-
cepted for publication by a standard journal or publisher within a year from
the date of graduation. In the latter event, and after one hundred copies
have been presented to the University by the writer, the cash deposit shall
be returned to him.
The typewritten and printed forms of the thesis must comply with the
regulations given in "instructions for the preparation of masters' and doctors'
theses," copies of which may be obtained at the Dean's office on application.
Doctor's Degree in Engineering.—The degree of Doctor of Philoso-
phy in Engineering is offered in certain lines of academic work of a high
scholastic type in engineering science for students who wish to prepare
themselves as teachers, investigators, and experts.
The general requirements for this degree, as to preliminary education,
linguistic attainments, etc., are the same as in other lines.
lNo other will be accepted by the Dean.
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The following lines of engineering science, or other approved by the
Graduate School, may be elected as majors: Engineering mechanics; steam
engineering; hydraulic and sanitary engineering; electrical engineering; heat-
ing and ventilation engineering; railway engineering; masonry construction
and structural engineering; coal-mining engineering.
The first minor may be any of the above or one of the following sciences
or an authorized combination of two of them: Theoretical mechanics; mathe-
matics; thermodynamics; bacteriology; chemistry; geology; physics (experi-
mental or mathematical); zoology; botany; economics.
The second minor should be in other than engineering subjects.
Scholarships and Fellowships.—A number of scholarships and fellow-
ships have been established by the Trustees of the University. To first-year
graduate students of ability and promise there are open a number of scholar-
ships with a stipend of $300 each and freedom from tuition, incidental, and
laboratory fees 1 . To second-year and third-year graduate students, that
is, those who have had one or two years of graduate study, there are open
fellowships with stipends of $400 and $500, with freedom from the above-
mentioned fees. The larger stipends are given only to students who are
expected to take their degrees within the year. Each holder of a fellowship
or scholarship must pay the matriculation fee of ten dollars, unless he holds
a first degree from the University, and also the diploma fee of ten dollars on
receiving his diploma.
Candidates for these scholarships and fellowships must be graduates of
the University of Illinois, or of colleges or universities having equivalent
requirements for bachelors' degrees.
Application must be made on blanks to be obtained from the Dean of the
Graduate School. These application forms should be sent to the Dean of the
Graduate School as early as possible in February of the academic year pre-
ceding that for which the fellowship is desired. No application will be con-
sidered if received later than March first, until after April fifteenth, the date
when appointees from the first list of applicants must accept or refuse their
appointments.
Nominations to fellowships are made on the grounds of worthiness of
character, scholastic attainments, and promise of success in the principal
line of study or research to which the candidate proposes to devote himself.
Scholarships and fellowships are not given to candidates who are over thirty
years of age at the time when the appointment is to be made.
For second-year fellowships, adequate preparation in French, and for
third-year fellowships, adequate preparation in French and German is re-
quired.
An appointment as honorary fellow, without stipend, may be made as
specified for paid fellowships in the case of any one who has shown disting-
uished merit in his work.
The Carr Fellowship in Chemistry.—The Honorable Robert F. Carr,
of the class of 1893, gave in 1919 the sum of ten thousand dollars, the income
of which is to be used as the stipendium of a fellowship in chemistry or chem-
ical engineering.
Scholarships and Fellowships in Public Utilities.—A gift from
persons interested in the problems relating to the economics of public util-
lUp to a certain amount.
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ities enables the University to offer the following scholarships and fellow-
ships for the year 1926-27:
Six scholarships of $400 each to first-year students.
Six fellowships of $600 each to second-year students.
Four fellowships of $800 each to third-year students.
Appointments to these scholarships and fellowships are made on the
approval of the Dean of the College of Commerce and in accordance with
the regulations which govern appointments to other scholarships and fellow-
ships. The holders are exempted from tuition and incidental fees.
Research Graduate Assistants in the Engineering Experiment
Station.—The Engineering Experiment Station is devoted to research. Its
purposes are the study of problems of special importance to engineering and
to manufacturing, railway, mining, and industrial interests, and the stimu-
lation and elevation of engineering education.
Fourteen research graduate assistantships have been established, open
to graduates of approved technical schools and universities. The stipend
is $600 a year for each. Applicants to whom these graduate assistantships
are awarded agree to hold them for two years, devoting one-half their time
to the work of the Engineering Experiment Station. At the end of this
period, if all requirements have been met, the degree of Master of Science
will be conferred.
In addition, the Illinois Gas Association furnishes funds for the main-
tenance of two research graduate assistantships in gas engineering.
The Austin Manufacturing Company donates funds to pay the annual
stipend for two research graduate assistants in highway engineering, and
The American Society of Civil Engineers donates funds to pay the annual
stipend of two research graduate assistants in civil engineering. Applica-
tions for these graduate assistantships should be made to the Director of
the Engineering Experiment Station not later than March 1.
DuPont Fellowships.—DuPont de Nemours and Company gave the
University in 1918 the sum of $750 with which to establish a fellowship in
chemistry. They have repeated the gift in the succeeding years.
The Illinois Historical Survey.—The Illinois Historical Survey is a
department of the Graduate School established in 1910 to conduct research
in the history of the State of Illinois. It possesses extensive collections of
source materials for western history and is continually adding to them. It
assists the Illinois State Historical Library in the publication of these and
other materials in the Illinois Historical Collections. It also offers to graduate
students direction in the preparation of theses or monographs based on its
collections.
The following persons constitute the staff of the Survey for the year
1926-27: Professor Laurence M. Larson, Ph.D., Director; Professor Theodore
Calvin Pease, Ph.D., Assistant Director; Elizabeth B. Zimmerman, Assistant.
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS
Under the Morrill Land Grant of 1862, military training is required; and
under the Acts of Congress of June 3, 1916, and June 4, 1920, there are at
the University of Illinois six units of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps.
All male students who are citizens of the United States and physically fit,
except (1) students over twenty-two years of age when entering the Uni-
versity and (2) students entering the University with junior standing, are
enrolled during their first two years in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps.
Military training develops those qualities of leadership which make for
success in life. The military training program is designed primarily as a
part of the program of National Defense, but in addition it has considerable
educational value. It develops loyalty, patriotism, the habit of obedience
to law, respect for authority, coordination of mind and body, initiative and
self assurance, and the ability to lead and handle men.
The courses cover four consecutive years of work. The basic course
consists of the first two years, and students in this course are required to
devote three periods a week of not less than one hour each to military train-
ing. For each semester of work one hour of credit toward graduation is
granted. Students may attend a summer camp of six weeks. No university
credit is allowed for this camp.
The final two years are called the advanced course. Students who have
completed the basic course may elect to take the advanced course, and, if
selected by the President of the University and the Professor of Military
Science and Tactics, they will be eligible to sign the contract with the Govern-
ment to pursue the course for two years for which they will receive the pay-
ment of commutation of rations provided by law. Students of the advanced
course are required to devote five hours a week to military science and train-
ing for the two years, and the completion of this work is for them a pre-
requisite for graduation; they are also required to attend one summer camp of
six weeks' duration. From the beginning of the advanced course until the con-
clusion, except for the time spent in camp, such students receive commutation
of rations at a rate determined by the Secretary of War; the rate at present
is thirty cents a day. At camp, rations in kind are furnished and payment
of seventy cents a day is made each student. For each semester of work in
the advanced course, students receive 13^ hours' credit toward graduation.
Students who have been members of units of the Reserve Officers' Training
Corps may take advanced work, provided they present certificates signed
by the Professor of Military Science and Tactics under whom they served,
indicating that they have satisfactorily completed courses in military science.
A student who completes the elective advanced course and is recommended
by the President of the University and the Professor of Military Science and
Tactics is eligible for appointment by the President of the United States
as a reserve officer of the United States Army for a period of five years.
Students who complete the basic course of the first two years are eligible
for appointment as sergeants in the enlisted reserve corps of the United
States Army; those who complete one year of advanced course work are
eligible for appointment to any grade in the enlisted reserve corps.
Military instruction is under the direction of officers of the United States
Army. The courses have special reference to the duties of officers. The
equipment for military instruction is furnished by the War Department and
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includes: for Infantry, United States magazine rifles, automatic pistols,
revolvers, machine guns, trench mortar, and 37 millimeter guns; for Artillery,
one American three-inch gun and complete equipment for battery and
battalion headquarters, eight French 75 mm. guns, also one each of the
following: 155 mm. Howitzer (Schneider), 155 mm. gun (Filloux), 4.7 inch
American gun, 75 mm. British gun, 75 mm. American gun, engineer and
signal equipment, tractors, reconnaissance car and trucks; seventy-five
horses, saddles, bridles; for Cavalry, 60 horses with full field equipment,
rifles, pistols, sabres, automatic rifles, and machine guns; for Engineers,
engineer instruments used for military sketching, surveying and making
of maps; demolition equipment, map reproduction and photographic equip-
ment, tools and supplies for field fortification, bridge material, and heavy
pontoon equipment; for Signal Corps, radio telephone and telegraph instru-
ments, field telephones, telegraph instruments, heliographs, flags, wire-carts,
storage batteries, etc.; for Air Service, airplanes, airplane engines, aerial
machine guns, aerial bombs, motor test block, radio code and buzzer sets,
etc. Ammunition and supplies for demonstrations and practice are furnished.
Students in each arm of the service are given instruction in the functions
and equipment of the other arms.
The Cadet Brigade consists of an Infantry Regiment, a Field Artillery
Brigade of two regiments, a Cavalry Brigade of two regiments, one battalion
of Engineers, two Signal Corps Battalions, one Observation Group of Air
Service. The training in each of these courses is directed by an army officer
of the appropriate arm of service. A student is free to choose any branch
for which his aptitude and course of study fit him. Appointments as cadet
officers in the Brigade are made on the nomination of the Commandant of
Cadets, confirmed by the President of the University. Student assistants
in military science are selected from the field officers and captains of the
brigade, on the recommendation of the Professor of Military Science and
Tactics. They receive $100 a year, payable at the rate of $10 a month from
September 1. Certain cadet officers are awarded military scholarships of
the value of $50 per year, payable at the end of the year.
A committee appointed by the President of the University examines
candidates for nomination to the Governor of the State for commissions
as brevet captains in the State Militia. Candidates must be members of
the senior class in full standing; must have completed the course of military
studies; must have served two semesters as commissioned officers; and must
be approved by the Council of Administration as having good reputations
as scholars, officers, and gentlemen.
The University military band is composed of students, and every full
term of service therein is counted as one term of drill. Those who play in
the band after having earned the four military credits necessary for gradua-
tion are paid for this additional service an amount equal to the term fees
for the year, as required from students who are residents of Illinois. Besides
giving several concerts during the year, the band furnishes the music for
regimental formations and ceremonies and other occasions as required by
the President of the University. Membership is decided by competitive
examination.
PHYSICAL WELFARE
The program of Physical Welfare at the University has five distinct phases,
as follows:
1. Required Physical Activities.
2. Health Education.
3. Health Service.
4. Varsity Athletics.
5. Intramural Athletics.
With regard to the course in Required Physical Activities the University
requires all students to enroll in some type of physical activity for two
years, or four full semesters. These courses are to meet twice weekly for
periods one hour in length. One-half hour credit is given for each semester's
work. Thus each student receives two hours' credit toward graduation
for this work.
The University requires all students to enroll in Health Education; all
men must take this course for two semesters, and women must take the
course for one semester. This course consists of instruction in personal
hygiene by the medical staff of the Department of Public Health once each
week. Men are allowed one-half hour credit each semester; women one
hour credit for one semester.
The Health Service work includes medical inspection, medical advice,
campus sanitation, and hospital service. All students are required to take
a medical examination on registering in the University. Those who have
subnormal conditions of any sort, bad heart, defective kidneys, defective
eyes, etc., are placed on a recall list and are kept under supervision until
the defects have been corrected or improved enough to warrant discon-
tinuance of supervision. The students may secure free medical advice at
any time their health is impaired. This department supervises the sanitary
conditions of the campus and all local places where the students normally
congregate; fraternities, sororities, eating places, etc. A hospital fee of $3
a semester, which is optional provides all those who enroll with free hospital
service for maximum of four weeks. Eleven physicians are employed full
time in this service.
The Varsity Athletic program is controlled entirely by the University
and consists of the organization and training of representative teams in the
following sports: football, baseball, track and field, basketball, swimming,
water basketball, wrestling, tennis, golf, gymnastics, and fencing.
Intramural Athletics are fostered and promoted in all lines of athletic
activity. Meets, tournaments, and leagues are seasonally organized in
twenty separate activities. Participation in these activities is purely volun-
tary and does not receive university credit. Outside of the salary of the
director the work is self-supporting. Nominal entrance fees cover the cost
of all cups, shields, and trophies awarded for winning in these competitions.
Required Physical Education for Men.—On entering the University
all students are required to take a health and physical examination. Those
who reveal pronounced physical deficiency are excused from the regular
courses in physical education and military training and required to take
Individual Gymnastics, a course in correctives. Students assigned to this
work continue to take it until they have been pronounced reasonably sound.
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Thereupon they withdraw from this special course and register in the reg-
ular physical education course. Thus a student may take from one to eight
semesters of this special work. In view of the desirability of having the
student regain normal physical condition as soon as possible, this course
requires attendance for five days in each week.
The remainder of the students are provided with a score of natural,
practical, physical activities from which they are allowed to elect one each
semester. These activities are arranged in four groups—one for each year
of school life—and in general may be termed: (1) Activities for individual
physical efficiency, (2) Combative contests, (3) Adolescent games, and (4)
Adult games. Since a student is not allowed to take the same course twice,
each student covers two courses of each type or a total of eight during the
period of residence.
In view of the fact that the regulations passed in 1924 have not been
puf into operation, only the present freshman and sophomore classes have
been provided with work up to the present year.
Four courses are open for the freshman group: Individual gymnastics,
beginning swimming, individual athletics, and tumbling stunts. Those who
are pronounced physically defective register in Individual Gymnastics.
Of the remainder, those who cannot swim fifty yards register in beginning
swimming. Those who passed the health examination and swimming test
register in either individual athletics or gymnastic stunts.
Six courses have been made available for the sophomore group: Indi-
vidual gymnastics, advanced swimming, boxing, wrestling, fencing, and ap-
paratus stunts. Those who are physically defective register in individual
gymnastics. The remainder elect any two of the other courses, one for each
semester.
Physical Education for Women.—The purpose of the work of this
department is to improve and maintain the health of the individual. The
physical condition and motor ability of each student is determined on her
entrance to the University by a medical examination and motor efficiency
tests given by the Department of Health Service and the Department of
Physical Education. Exercise is prescribed which will best meet her in-
dividual need. Further examination is given whenever necessary.
Freshmen and Sophomores may choose for the regular work in the fall
and spring one of the following outdoor sports : Fall—Hockey, soccer, tennis,
volleyball; Spring—Track and field, baseball or tennis. The indoor work
consists of regular classes in gymnastics, apparatus, clogging, folk dancing,
group games, natural dancing, swimming and rifle practice. In addition
to required work, there are interclass teams in hockey, bowling, basketball,
swimming, baseball, track and field athletics.
Individual gymnastics are prescribed for the student who is not able to
take the regular work. These are given under the supervision of the instructor
of remedial and corrective gymnastics.
In addition to the regular classes in swimming there are "open hours"
at which time any woman in the University may swim.
THE SUMMER SESSION
The Summer Session for 1926 opened June 21 and closed August 14, making
a term of eight weeks, or half a semester, except for students taking only
athletic coaching, for whom the term was six weeks from June 21. The
Summer Session of 1927 will open on June 20 and close August 13.
All courses, except those in athletic coaching, will extend through the
eight weeks. Students who wish to remain for only six weeks, however,
may obtain from the Director of the Summer Session a certificate for such
attendance, but university credit will not be given for six weeks' courses
except for those in athletic coaching.
Students may register for courses aggregating eight hours or less.
The Summer Session is an organized integral part of the University year.
Though its organization is not subdivided into colleges, numerous courses
are offered in departments in the Colleges of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
Commerce, Engineering, Education, and Law, and the School of Music and
the Library School. Unless otherwise specified, all courses may be counted
toward a bachelor's or a master's degree. By two Summer Sessions a regular
student may reduce the eight semesters to seven, thus securing his degree
a half year earlier than he would otherwise have done.
Students who have just graduated from an accredited high school may
matriculate in the Summer Session and obtain credit for a half-semester.
Pre-medical students are strongly urged to do this and to register for chem-
istry or zoology, mathematics, rhetoric, or other prescribed pre-medical
subjects.
One purpose of the Summer Session is to meet the needs of the teachers
in the public schools who wish to spend part of the summer vacation in serious
study or investigation. Numerous courses are designed for high-school
teachers, supervising officers, teachers of special subjects (agriculture, art,
manual training, music, industrial education, etc.), and coaches of athletic
teams; graduate courses are offered for college instructors, school supervis-
ors, and principals who are working for advanced degrees.
Admission in regular status to courses in the Summer Session for which
university credit is granted is limited to students who could be regularly
admitted to the colleges of the University (Liberal Arts and Sciences, or
Commerce, or Engineering, or Agriculture) in which they would be reg-
istered in the winter session. See pages 56-70.
Admission to courses which give university credit, as unclassified students,
not candidates for a degree, may be granted to persons 21 years of age or over,
subject to the general regulations of the University relating to unclassified
students.
A student who transfers from another college or university must present
a letter of honorable dismissal, and a transcript of record from the institution
previously attended.
Students will present themselves for registration on Monday, June 20,
1927.
Fees.—All fees are due on registration. An incidental fee of twenty
dollars (thirty dollars for students in the College of Law) is required of
all residents of Illinois in regular attendance at the Session, and of thirty
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dollars (forty-five dollars for students in the College of Law) for students
not residing in the State. This entitles one to admission to regular courses
and to all special lectures. An extra laboratory fee is charged in some courses
for materials used. Any single course, counting not more than two and
one-half credit hours, may be taken by Illinois students for a fee of ten
dollars (fifteen dollars for students not residing in the State), and the lab-
oratory fee, if there be any in connection with the course taken.
Fees in addition to the above general fees are required for practical
courses in music.
Scholarships.—All high-school teachers in Illinois, and all other teachers
in the State who are qualified to matriculate in the University as regular
students, are entitled to Summer Session scholarships of twelve dollars,
reducing for them the incidental fee from twenty dollars to eight dollars.
Similar scholarships are granted librarians and library assistants employed
by Illinois libraries and persons under appointment to such positions. To
matriculate regularly in the University, one must either pass the entrance
examinations, or present a certificate from an accredited high school or other
evidence of having completed the requisite amount of preparatory work.
The scholarship privilege is extended also to persons graduated from the
Illinois State Teachers' Colleges during the academic year preceding the
session in which the scholarship is desired, and to persons (otherwise quali-
fied) who have not been teachers, but who are under contract to teach in the
State during the coming year.
Application blanks for scholarships may be obtained by addressing the
Registrar.
Graduate Work.—The Summer Session places emphasis on graduate
courses leading to the master's degree. The departments related to high-
school teaching and to educational administration have been selected as
the centers of this emphasis. An attempt is made to vary the graduate
offerings from year to year so that advanced students each year may find
acceptable work in their chosen fields.
The normal requirement for the master's degree is full work of graduate
grade, satisfactorily completed, through one year of residence. This means
a residence of thirty-six weeks at the University. Qualified graduate students
may fulfill this residence requirement in four summer sessions of eight weeks
each.
Courses in Library Science.—Courses for the training of librarians
have been offered since the summer of 1911, and two distinct groups of courses
were offered in 1926.
(1) For College graduates, with or without library experience, there
were eight-weeks courses selected from the two-year curriculum of the
Library School, counting toward the degree of B.S. in Library Science. By
attending two summer sessions a student may complete the work of the first
semester.
(2) For high-school graduates who are employed as librarians or library
assistants, and for certain others who have completed one full year of study
in a college or normal school, eight-weeks courses were offered which were
more elementary and not counted toward the degree of B.S. in Library
Science. Problems confronting Illinois libraries were given special consid-
eration in these courses, and until May 1, only applicants from Illinois
were accepted for admission.
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Application blanks for admission must be secured, filled out, and sent
to the Director of the School with additional statements, showing the ap-
plicant's qualifications for admission. The application must be filed suffi-
ciently early to enable the School to receive replies from librarians and others
who have personal knowledge of the applicant,
Courses in Dentistry.—The College of Dentistry offers a four
year course in dentistry, leading to the degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery.
Graduate courses are offered leading to the degree of Master of Science in
the following subjects: Oral Surgery and Orthodontia. During the month of
June, extension courses are offered in Ceramics, Crown and Bridge, Denture
Histology, Operative Dentistry, Oral Surgery, and Therapeutics. Lectures
and lecture clinics are offered to dental societies throughout the state in the
following subjects: Ceramics, Chemistry, Crown and Bridge, Denture
Histology, Operative Dentistry, Oral Surgery, Orthodontia, Pathology,
and Therapeutics. A Summer course in clinical dentistry is offered to third
and fourth year students.
Courses for Athletic Coaches.—Courses for Athletic Coaches given
by the department of Physical Education for Men, meet the growing de-
mand, from high schools and from colleges and other institutions for trained
men to direct and coach athletics. They are designed to assist both the
high-school teacher or principal who desires to become proficient in coaching
one or more athletic teams and the man who intends to take up the directing
of athletics or coaching as a vocation.
The courses occupy the first six weeks. The athletic plant of the
University is turned into a laboratory and the larger part of the instruc-
tion is given on Illinois Field.
Students may devote either their whole time or part of their time to
these courses.
Athletics.—Although both the men's and women's gymnasiums are used
in some parts of the regular class work in Physical Education, they are never-
theless open for the purpose of general recreation and exercise to students
not registered in those courses. Students are charged a small sum for a
locker. The tennis courts, general athletic fields, and golf courses on the
University campus are open to students.
Description of Courses.—For a description of the courses offered in
the Summer Session, see the General Description of Courses, beginning on
page 223, and the description of courses under Dentistry, beginning on
page 211.
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
For the faculty of the College of Medicine, see pages 12-38; for a description
of the building see page 50; for fees, see page 83; for scholarships, see pages
81 and 188.
The College of Medicine of the University is in Chicago, located in the
city block bounded by Harrison, Congress, Honore, and Lincoln streets.
For the requirements for admission, see page 64.
The general rule of the University with reference to unclassified students
applies to the College of Medicine: "Persons over twenty-one years of age
not candidates for a degree, may, on approval of the Dean, be admitted to
classes for which they are prepared.
"
Advanced Standing.—The University will accept scholarship and time
credits for work done in medical colleges having standards equal to those
of the College of Medicine of the University, in so far as this work coincides
with or is the full equivalent of the courses prescribed by the University.
The pre-medical work of the applicant must meet in full the admission
requirements for the class which he desires to enter.
The applicant must present a letter of honorable dismissal from the
college in which he pursued his medical studies. His record must be of such
character as to show a scholastic average at least ten per cent above the pass-
ing grade of such college. In case of records which were not kept in numerical
grades but in literal or other systems of grading, this requirement will be
interpreted to mean an average of one grade above the passing grade, e.g.
in system of A, B, C, and D, with D as the passing grade, the average must
beC.
Irregularities due to differences in the curricula must be satisfactorily
adjusted during the first year of the student's attendance.
Registration.—Students are required to register in the office of the
Secretary on the opening of the term for the work of that term, and credit
is allowed only in the branches in which they are registered. Students are
registered in the order in which their fees are paid. The number of students
in each class is limited to one hundred thirty.
Fees.—For information concerning fees, see page 83.
Living Expenses.—The expense of living in Chicago is less than in most
large cities. From forty to fifty dollars a month may be regarded as adequate
for the ordinary living expenses of a student exclusive of books, clothing,
railroad fare, and miscellaneous needs.
The expense for books is from $25 to $50 a year. The instructors at
the beginning of each course direct students in the purchase of text books.
Rea Scholarships.—Through the generosity of the late Professor R. L.
Rea a fund has been provided for worthy students, four scholarships each
year, awarded by the Faculty.
For the session of 1925-26, they were granted to the following students:
Sol Ableson B. J. Cronwell, Jr.
Albert J. Bown Clarence E. Flack
Ben Lieberman
For information concerning other scholarships available to students in
the College of Medicine, see page 81.
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Admission to Licensing Examinations In England.—On the recom-
mendation of the Committee of Management of the Examining Board in
England, the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons have added the
University of Illinois to the list of universities whose medical departments
are recognized by that Board. By this action graduates of this institution
are exempt from all preliminary examinations and admitted to the final
licensing examination of the Examining Board.
Memorial Lectureship.—In commemoration of members of the alumni,
faculty, and student body who lost their lives during the World War, the
alumni, faculty, and students have raised a fund sufficient to establish a
Memorial Lectureship. It is proposed to have at least one lecture delivered
annually by a prominent educator on a subject of general medical interest.
George Craig Stewart, D.D., delivered the address at the annual meeting
of the Alumni Association, Friday evening, June 11, 1926.
Adolph Gehrmann Lectureship.—In accordance with the will of
Mrs. Albertina Gehrmann, widow of the late Adolph Gehrmann, for many
years Professor of Bacteriology and Hygiene in the College of Medicine,
the sum of $10,000 was given for the establishment and support of a lecture-
ship in the College of Medicine, in memory of Dr. Gehrmann.
The first of this series of lectures was given by Aldo Castellani, M.D.,
Professor of Tropical Medicine, Tulane University, on March 23, 24, and 25,
1926, his subject being, "Fungi as Causation Agents of Disease in the Tropics
and in Temperate Zones.
"
The William Beaumont Memorial Fund.—Dr. Frank Smithies of
Chicago has endowed an annual prize of $100 in memory of William Beaumont
the famous surgeon of the nineteenth century who made some very valuable
contributions to the knowledge of the digestive system. The prize is awarded
to the student or faculty member of the College of Medicine who submits the
best original work in the study of diseases of the alimentary tract. The
competition is administered by a committee appointed by the Dean of the
College of Medicine. The first award will be made in 1927.
Requirements for Graduation.—A candidate for graduation from
the College of Medicine of the University of Illinois must meet the following
requirements
:
1. He must have presented acceptable evidence of good moral character.
2. He must have paid all indebtedness to the college.
For the B.S. degree:
3. He must have secured grades of not less than C, or the equivalent,
in subjects aggregating at least three-fourths of the collegiate work required
for entrance (whether taken at the University of Illinois or elsewhere), and
also he must have maintained the same scholastic record in the work of the
first two years of the Medical Curriculum.
4. He must have completed the prescribed curriculum of the College
of Medicine comprising four years of thirty-four weeks each, securing grades
of not less than C or the equivalent in subjects aggregating at least three-
fourths of the work leading to that degree (whether taken at the University
of Illinois or elsewhere). This provision applies to students entering the
first year class October 5, 1925, and thereafter. In addition the student
must have satisfactorily completed a hospital course of not less than twelve
months' duration in a hospital affiliated with or approved by the University
of Illinois, or a year of research acceptable to the University.
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Graduation With Honors.—A student who complies with the require-
ments for graduation from the College of Medicine and who attains in all work
done in courses offered in the college, and presented for the degree, the average
grade specified below, may be recommended by the University Senate for the
honors stated: For an average grade of not less than 4.35, Graduation with
Honors; for an average grade of not less than 4.75, Graduation with High
Honors. The honors conferred shall be noted upon the diploma and com-
mencement program.
The interpretation of this rule is carried out by the translation of the
literal grade into figures as follows: A—5; B—4; C—3; D—2; E—1. The
individual grades are multiplied by their respective number of semester hours
which each represents and the total of these figures is divided by the number
of semester hours in the curriculum for the B.S. degree and the first four years
of the curriculum for the M.D. degree. The result is the student's average.
If the average obtained is between 4.75 and 4.35, then the student is entitled
to Graduation with Honors. If the average obtained is 4.75 or higher, then
the student is entitled to Graduation with High Honors.
Curricula and Degrees.—The student is offered his choice of the
following combinations:
1. A nine-year curriculum—four years in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences at Urbana, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, followed
by five years in the College of Medicine in Chicago, leading to the degree
of Doctor of Medicine. This course of study is recommended to students
who can afford the time for it, and who are of the average age of graduation
from the public high schools.
2. An eight-year curriculum—three years in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences at Urbana, followed by five years in the College of Medicine
in Chicago. Students taking this course are permitted, at the end of their
first year in the College of Medicine, to transfer credits in the medical sciences
to complete the requirements for graduation of the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, and receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts. On the completion
of the remaining four years in the College of Medicine they receive the
degree of Doctor of Medicine.
3. A seven-year curriculum—two years in a recognized college of liberal
arts and sciences followed by five years in the College of Medicine. The
work of the first two years must include certain prescribed subjects. On
the completion of the first two years in the College of Medicine, these students
receive the degree of Bachelor of Science; and on the completion of the five
years in the College of Medicine, they receive the degree of Doctor of Med-
icine. The two years of work in arts and sciences required for admission
to the College of Medicine may be taken in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences at Urbana.
General Plan of Instruction.—During the first two years the work is,
in the main, confined to the sciences fundamental to the practice of medicine,
and the time of the student is largely devoted to laboratory work. During
the first year this consists of work in anatomy, histology, embryology, neur-
ology, chemistry, physiology, and bacteriology. During the second year the
study of physiology is continued and in addition the student takes up path-
ology, laboratory diagnosis, pharmacology, physical diagnosis, medicine,
surgery, and obstetrics.
During the third and fourth years the time is largely devoted to the variou 8
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clinical branches, emphasis being given to practical instruction in dispensary
and hospital clinics.
In the fourth year clinical clerkships are established to be operated at one
time for one-fourth of the class and for a period of two months. This one-
fourth of the class is further divided into four sections, one section being
assigned to Medicine, one to Surgery, one to Obstetrics and Gynecology
jointly, and one to service in outside hospitals. The students on service in
these clinical clerkships are excused from attendance on all lectures and clinics,
but are held responsible for the subject matter of the courses from which they
have been excused.
The fifth year consists of a twelve months' interne service in a hospital
affiliated with or approved by the University. Research work may be sub-
stituted for the hospital work of the fifth year.
Students are prohibited from doing work that interferes in any way with
the fulfillment of the requirements of the curriculum. Unofficial clinical work
may not be substituted for the official requirements of the curriculum.
Electives.—In the second semester of the second year, the student is
required to elect twelve hours per week from the courses offered by the pre-
clinical departments. If the student has a satisfactory scholarship record,
and can satisfy the head of a respective department as to his ability to pursue
a definite line of endeavor, he may be permitted to register in the graduate
school for one unit of work.
In the third year the student must elect five hours per week in the first
semester and five and one-half per week in the second semester.
In the fourth year five and one-half hours per week of elective work must
be taken from the optional subjects, and at least one hour of these electives
must be selected from the optional subjects in surgery.
This elective work of the third and fourth years may be either in pre-
clinical or clinical subjects. A student may in this way emphasize his training
in some particular subject or subjects. The elective may be counted for
graduate credit provided the student registers in a course recognized for
graduate credit by the graduate faculty, and can satisfy the head of the de-
partment concerned as to his ability to pursue the work he proposes to
undertake.
Semester Examinations Required.—Examinations must be taken at
the close of each semester on the work of the semester in all subjects except
those whose character, in the opinion of the faculty, renders it unnecessary or
impracticable. Other examinations are held as often as the necessities of work
require.
Significance of Grades.—The system of grading is as follows: A,
excellent; B, good; C, fair; D, poor, but passing; E, failure.
Examination of Absentees.—Absences from examinations count as
failures. Exceptions to this rule may be made and a subsequent examination
allowed by the Dean in cases where the absence is occasioned by sickness or
other conditions which the student is unable to control.
Removal of Failures.—A failure in a major subject (ninety-six clock
hours or four semester hours, or more) can be removed only by repetition of
the subject in course either in this University or some other approved insti-
tution. If the failure is removed by repeating the work at the University of
Illinois, it must be made up the first time the course is presented. The stu-
dent's total schedule including the repeated work may not exceed the normal
schedule for the period, unless his record in all other courses averages B.
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Provision for the removal of failures in minor subjects which total less than
ninety-six clock hours or four semester hours will be made by the Head of the
department concerned with the approval of the Dean.
Students who may desire to make up failures by summer work elsewhere
must receive the consent of the Head of the department and the Dean in
advance. This consent will not abrogate the right of departmental heads to
demand examinations in such cases as they deem best.
Special Examinations.—Special examinations for the removal of
failures in minor subjects are held during the week preceding the next colle-
giate year. These examinations may be had only upon the recommendation
of the Head of the department concerned with the approval of the Dean.
Evidence of actual additional work done in a subject must be presented before
permission is granted for a special examination. Only one examination in a
given subject will be permitted.
Special examinations may not be taken for the purpose of raising grades in
courses in which a student already has credit. A grade of D in a given subject
may be raised, first, by satisfactory completion of work prescribed by the Head
of the department concerned, such prescribed work being the equivalent in
amount to the regular course ; and second, by repetition of the course with the
earning of a higher grade.
Special examinations will be allowed by arrangement with the Head of the
department and the Dean when the examinations of the State Board where
the student wishes to practice conflict with the dates of the final examinations
of the University.
For all such examinations a permit must be obtained and a fee of $5 paid
in advance. In the case of a subject which is continuous for more than one
semester an examination covering a year's work may be allowed for a single
fee ($5.00).
A student who has completed the work of a semester is considered to be
still under registration for the purposes of this rule up to the end of the regis-
tration period for the next semester.
Refusal of Further Registration on Account of Poor Scholarship.
A student, who, in any semester, receives failures in one-half the total number
of hours in his course, shall be refused further registration in the College of
Medicine.
Reports.—Reports on scholarship and attendance are mailed to all stu-
dents as soon as possible after the end of each term.
Clinical Facilities; Dispensary.—The dispensary is divided into eleven
departments: medicine, surgery, obstetrics, pediatrics, orthopedics, laryng-
ology, dermatology, ophthalmology, gynecology, neurology, and genito-
urinary diseases. A total of 58,747 treatments were given in 1925-26; 16,133
new patients were registered during the same period.
Opportunities are afforded the student to examine the cases personally
under the guidance of instructors. The student is required to make lab-
oratory examinations pertaining to his own cases. Such examinations as
the Wasserman reaction are made by the instructors in the laboratory but
the student has the opportunity to follow these and to learn the technic
involved.
Clinics.—In addition to those in the dispensary more than 600 clinics
in various hospitals are open to students. The great majority of diseases
seen in the temperate zone are demonstrated, and most of the operations of
surgery are performed in these clinics.
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Fourth-year students are required to examine and diagnose many cases,
and under certain conditions may assist in operations.
The Cook County Hospital is located within half a block of the College.
This institution is the largest charity hospital in America, and in it is con-
ducted much of the clinical instruction of the College. Medical appoint-
ments in this hospital are made each year by the Civil Service Board. The
sixty-four internes are selected each spring by competitive examination.
Only graduates of medical colleges of Cook County are eligible for these
examinations. The internes serve eighteen months.
The County Morgue is located in the hospital grounds, and daily post-
mortems are held by the pathologists of the hospital.
The hospital tickets cost $5 each. They are for sale at the office of the
Warden. They admit the holders to all clinics and autopsies and to all
public operations and lectures.
The University Hospital is located at the corner of Congress and Lincoln
streets, opposite the College. The Directors of the hospital are members
of the faculty of the College. Bedside instruction is given, under certain
conditions, to small groups of students. No students, excepting those of
the College, are admitted to clinical instruction in the hospital.
Clinical instruction to students in small groups, and bedside instruction
to those serving as externes, may be given in the following hospitals : August-
ana Hospital, Michael Reese Hospital, St. Luke's Hospital, Illinois Charit-
able Eye and Ear Infirmary, St. Joseph's Hospital, West Side Hospital,
Grant Hospital, St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Chicago Policlinic Hospital,
St. Mary's of Nazareth Hospital, St. Anthony de Padua Hospital, Mt. Sinai
Hospital.
New Hospital Facilities.—In association with the Department of
Public Welfare of the State of Illinois, a group of Hospitals and Laboratories
has recently been opened and the University has thereby been placed in a
position to offer its faculty adequate facilities for teaching and investigation.
The buildings occupy a campus approximately eight acres in extent,
located immediately adjacent to the Cook County Hospital. The units
now in operation include the following:—Outpatient Dispensary, General
Hospital, Research Laboratory, and Library. The following divisions will
shortly be opened:—Pediatric Ward, and the Orthopedic and the Psychiatric
Divisions.
The Outpatient Dispensary. This occupies the main floor of the Hospital
Building. It possesses waiting rooms, suites for all divisions of clinical work,
an amphitheatre, drug dispensary and preparation rooms (used in conjunction
with the School of Pharmacy), electrocardiographic and hydrotherapcutic
units. In addition, the administrative and service offices are located on
this floor.
The General Hospital. The Research and Educational Hospital has been
designed to afford every comfort for the patient, and to facilitate the use of the
clinical material for teaching and investigation. At the present time some
200 beds are occupied and the total of 450, contemplated for the main building,
will be available as soon as an adequate provision can be made to house the
nurses and employees.
The first floor of the hospital proper contains the Pediatrics, the Ob-
stetrical, and the Roentgenology Departments. The University has made
provision to develop the diagnostic and the therapeutic sides of Roentgenology
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and has provided equipment for the other branches of Physiotherapy. Under-
graduate, as well as graduate, instruction is offered in this department.
The second hospital floor in addition to wards contains the clinical lab-
oratories, with divisions for bacteriology, serology, pathology, biochemistry,
and metabolism.
The third floor contains eight suites of operating rooms and the necessary
service rooms. The surgery is most complete, with special operating rooms
for head and genito-urinary work. Both wings provide beds now used for
general purposes, later to be used largely for surgical cases.
The fourth and fifth floors contain living rooms for internes and residents,
and the quarters for the managing officer of the institution.
The Research and Library Building. Joining the Hospital by corridors
leading from the basement and the third floor, the University has erected a
laboratory building for the science group of the medical school.
The Library, with a beautiful reading room and large convenient stack
rooms, occupies an entire wing of this building, as well as space in the base-
ment. It contains 32,854 bound volumes and a number of reprints, including
the standard text-books, works of reference, monographs, and journal files in
the fields of medicine, dentistry, and pharmacy. The pharmacy collection
occupies part of the main floor of the School of Pharmacy. It contains 4860
volumes and 2600 pamphlets and ranks as one of the largest pharmaceutical
libraries in the country. In addition to these two collections many of the
departments of the three schools are supplied with working libraries.
The basement houses the photographic division, and the plastic studio of
the Anatomy Department. The Department of Pharmacology occupies the
first floor, Department of Bacteriology and Pathology the second floor, and
the third is used by the Department of Physiology and Physiological Chemist-
ry. The Chemical Laboratory has special rooms for weighing, for titration,
and for fume work, and general and individual laboratories.
The Anatomy Department with its divisions of illustration, occupies the
fourth floor. The entire fifth floor is given over to the Animal Hospital,
Animal Surgery, and kennels for dogs and smaller animals. This floor is used
jointly by workers from the various clinics and laboratories.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN MEDICINE 1
ANATOMY, HISTOLOGY, EMBRYOLOGY
Professor Emmel; Associate Professors Kampmeier, Boyden; Assistant Professor Cooper;
Dr. Morgan, Dr. Crile, Dr. Bcrrows, Mr. Jones, Dr. Joranson, Dr. Streicher,
Dr. White, Mr. Webb, Dr. Thompson, Dr. Pilka, Dr. Kaufman, Dr. Imbiorski, Dr.
Fisch, Dr. Lans, Dr. Shurtz, Dr. Rubin, Dr. Reuther, Dr. Brennan, Dr. Prescott,
Miss Dexon, Mrs. Fork, Miss Johnson, Miss Lingenfelder, Mr. Vacin, Mr. Boelio,
Mr. Miller, Mr. Hammer
Required Courses—First Year
1. Cytology, Histology, and Microscopic Anatomy.—Lectures and recitations;
3: laboratory; three three-hour periods. I.
Associate Professor Kampmeier; Dr. Morgan, Mr. Webb and assistants
2. Embryology.—Lectures and recitations; 1: laboratory; two two-hour periods. I.
{first half). Associate Professor Kampmeier; Dr. Morgan, Mr. Webb and assistants
3. Neurology.—Lectures and recitations; 1: laboratory; two two-hour periods. I.
(second half). Associate Professor Kampmeier; Dr. Morgan, Mr. Webb and assistants
4-5. Regional and Systematic Anatomy.—Dissection of the human body. Lectures
and recitations; 1 : laboratory, two four-hour periods. II.
Professor Emmel; Associate Professor Boyden, Instructors and assistants
Required Courses—Second Year
6. Topographical Anatomy.—Lectures and recitations; 2: laboratory; two three-
hour periods. I. Associate Professor Kampmeier and assistants
Applied and Surgical Anatomy.—(See Department of Surgery.)
Optional Courses
51. Microscopical Technic.—
52. Medical Illustrating.— Mr. Jones
54. Regional Anatomy.— Dr. Crile
Courses Preparatory to Specialization
(Special Fee)
62. a. The Eye.
b. The Ear.
c. Mouth, Nose, and Throat.
d. The Thorax and Abdomen.
e. The Genito-Urinary System.
f. Pelvic Anatomy.
g. The Extremeties, especially the joints and their mechanism,
h. The Brain and Spinal Cord.
Research.—Physicians who desire to do research and students who have had three
years of university training may begin research work in this department. A reading
knowledge of French and German is essential.
lThe Arabic numerals preceding the oaptions indicate the number of the courses. Courses numbered
with the letter X following the numeral are optional subjects in which 1 hour of work per week per semester is
required in the third year and 3 hours in the fourth year. Unless otherwise specifically stated, the Arabic
numerals following the descriptions of courses indicate the number of one-hour periods. The Roman numerals
I and II indicate the number of semesters over which the course extends.
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65-66. Seminar.—Recent anatomical literature; preparation of bibliographies and
of scientific papers for publication. Presentation and discussion of the results of investi-
gations.
Courses for Graduates
101. Histogenesis and Experimental Morphology.—One or two units.
Professor Emmel; Associate Professor Kampmeier
103. Individual Research.—One or two units.
Professor Emmel; Associate Professor Kampmeier
DERMATOLOGY
Professor Senear; Dr. Wien, Dr. Weber, Dr. Cornbleet, Dr. Krasnow, Dr. Lifvendahl
Required Course—Third Year
1. Practice.—Lectures, 1. I. Professor Senear
Required Courses—Fourth Year
2-3. Clinic.—1. I; 1. (eight weeks). I. Professor Senear
9-10. Clinic.—Dispensary. In sections. 3 one-hour periods, (three weeks). II.
Professor Senear; Dr. Wien, Dr. Weber, Dr. Cornbleet
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Dermatology.—One to three units. Professor Senear
SOCIAL HYGIENE, CRIMINOLOGY AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE
Professors Adler, Yarros; Mr. Brothers, Mr. Mills, Dr. Schroeder, Dr. Mohr
Required Courses—Third Year
6. Medical Jurisprudence.—Lectures, 1. I. Mr. Brothers
7. Social Hygiene.— 1. (eight weeks). I. Professor Yarros
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Juvenile Behavior.—One to three units.
Professor Adleb
LARYNGOLOGY, RHINOLOGY, AND OTOLOGY
Professor Pierce; Associate Professor Beck; Assistant Professor Holinger; Dr.W. H.Theo-
bald, Dr. Yerger, Dr. Lederer, Dr. Roth, Dr. J. J. Theobald, Dr. Bredlau, Dr.
Livingston
Required Courses—Third Year
3. Practice.— 1. I. Professor Pierce; Associate Professor Beck
11. Practice.—Diagnosis and treatment. 1. (ten weeks). I.
Professor Pierce; Associate Professor Beck
12. Clinic.—Dispensary; Research Hospital. 3 two-hour periods, (five weeks). I.
Pioiessor Pierce; Dr. Lederer, Dr. W. H.Theobald, Dr. J. J.Theobald, Dr. Roth,
Dr. Livingston, Dr. Bredlau
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Optional Courses—Third Year
50. Anatomy and Physiology of Ear, Nose and Throat.—8 hours.
Professor Pierce and staff
51. (a). Studies in Development of the Otic Capsule.
(b). Development of the Pneumatic Spaces of the Nose and Ear.—8 hours.
Professor Pierce and staff
52. Advanced Work in Diagnosis and Treatment of Diseases of Ear, Nose
and Throat.—8 hours. Professor Pierce and staff
53. Research and Experimental Work in Otolaryngology.—8 hours.
Professor Pierce and staff
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology.—One to three
units. Professor Pierce
INTERNAL MEDICINE
Professors Williamson, Patton; Associate Professors Heintz, Lewison, Strauss,
Chauvet, Moore, Keeton; Assistant Professors Frick, Meyer, Pilot, Singer; Dr.
Wilson, Dr. Perlstein, Dr. Wittelle, Dr. Cipriani, Dr. Propst, Dr. Vanderkloot,
Dr. Sawyer, Dr. Foley, Mr. Ets, Dr. Streicher, Dr. Freilich, Dr. Rabens, Miss
Kaplan, Dr. Cohen, Dr. Mora, Dr. Fisch, Dr. Kronenberg, Dr.AppLE, Dr. Lifvendahl,
Miss Skinner, Dr. Doepp, Dr. Deuss, Dr. Feldman, Dr. Fischer, Dr. Johnson, _Dr.
Moxon, Dr. Vetton, Dr. Birch
Required Courses—Second Year
2a-2b. Physical Diagnosis.—(a) Lectures, 1. I. (b) Practical drill. One two-hour
period. I. Associate Professors Lewison, Chauvet
3. Practice.—Lectures, Diseases of Metabolism. 1. I.
Associate Professor Keeton
4. Practice.—Lectures and conferences. 2. I. Dr. Propst
Required Courses—Third Year
(Note: Of the following courses 160 hours will be assigned each student.)
27-28. Clinic.—Dispensary. (In sections). Three two-hour periods (three weeks). II.
Dispensary Staff
5. Practice.—3, I; 2, I.
Dr. Sawyer, Dr. Cipriani, Dr. Vanderkloot, Dr. Propst
6. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. I.
Professor Williamson
7. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One one-hour period. I.
Associate Professor Keeton
13. Clinic.—University Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period (eight
weeks). I. Associate Professor Heintz
10. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period (eight
weeks). I. Assistant Professor Meyer
8. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period (eight weeks).
L Associate Professor Strauss
11. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period (eight
weeks). I. Assistant Professor Pilot
23. Physical Diagnosis Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. Tuberculosis Wards.
1. I. Associate Professors Lewison, Chauvet
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Optional Courses—Thikd Year
50. Diseases of the Gastro-Intestinal Tract.—Lectures and demonstrations.
1. I. Assistant Professor Meter
51. Clinico-Pathological Lectures and Demonstrations.—1. (eight weeks). I.
Assistant Professor Singeb
52. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. 1. (eight weeks). I. Dr. Apple
53. Principles of Medicine.—Review course. 2. I.
Dr. Mora, Dr. Lifvendahl, Dr. Kronenberg
Required Courses—Fourth Year
(Note: Of the following courses 172 hours will be assigned each student.)
12. Seminar in the Classics of Medicine.—1. I.
Professor Williamson and associates
14. Practice.—Lectures. 1. II. Associate Professor Lewison
16. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. I.
Professor Williamson
18. Clinic.—Research Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period. II.
Associate Professor Moore
39. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period (eight weeks). I.
Associate Professor Strauss
20. Clinic.—Augustana Hospital. Selected topics. One two-hour period (eight
I. Assistant Professor Frick
21. Clinic.—Research Hospital. One two-hour period (eight weeks). I.
Assistant Professor Singeb
22. Ward Clinic.—Research Hospital. Bedside instruction. One two-hour period
(eight weeks). I. Dr. Foley
24. Ward Clinic.—Research Hospital. Bedside instruction. One two-hour period
(eight weeks). I. Dr. Streicheb
Optional Courses—Fourth Year
54. Practical Therapeutics of Chest Diseases.—1. I. Professor Patton
55. Clinic.—Diseases of Metabolism. One two-hour period. I.
Associate Professor Keeton
56. Diseases of the Heart.—1. I. Associate Professor Strauss
57. Diseases of the Blood.—Demonstration course. 1. I.
Associate Professor Moore
58. Practical Application of Blood Chemistry.—Demonstrations and practical
work. One two-hour period (eight weeks). I. Mr. Ets
59. Clinical Parasitology.—One two-hour period (eight weeks). I.
Miss Kaplan
60. Principles of Medicine.—Review course. 2. I.
Dr. Mora, Dr. Lifvendahl, Dr. Kronenberg
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Medicine.—One to three units. Professor Williamson
PEDIATRICS
Professor Hess; Associate Professors Irish, Blatt; Assistant Professor Bower; Dr. Gold-
berger, Dr. I. M. Levin, Dr. Calvin, Dr. Berman, Dr. Borovsky, Dr. Greengard, Dr.
Rosenbaum, Dr. Furby, Dr. Sherry, Dr. Chamberlain, Dr. Rosenblum, Dr. Engerman,
Dr. CoHEN,Dr. B. M. Levin, Dr.WiLHELMi, Dr. Leach, Dr. Pauker, Dr.Jacobs, Dr. Brown,
Dr. Saltiel, Dr. Eck, Dr. Clein, Dr. Newcomb, Dr. Kovan
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Required Courses—Third Year
1. Practice and Clinic.—Lectures; clinical conferences. 1. I. Professor Hess
4. Practice.—Recitations. 1. I. Associate Professor Irish and assistants
9. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. 2. (four weeks). I.
Assistant Professor Bower; Dr. Borovskt
Optional Courses—Third Year
50. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period (Jour weeks). I.
Dr. Rosenblum
51. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period (four weeks). I.
Dr. Calvin
Required Courses—Fourth Year
10. Clinic.—Dispensary; Research Hospital. Three two-hour periods (four weeks).
I. Dispensary staff
12. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. I. Professor Hess
21. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period (four weeks). I.
Associate Professor Blatt
7. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. 2. (four weeks). I.
Associate Professor Irish
Optional Courses—Fourth Year
52. Pediatric Diagnosis and Therapy.—Research Hospital. One two-hour period.
(four weeks). I. Professor Hess; Dr. Berman
53. Laboratory Diagnosis.—Research Hospital. One two-hour period (four
weeks). I. Dr. Berman
54. Clinic.—Michael Reese Hospital. In groups. One two-hour period (four
weeks). I. Professor Hess
55. Pediatrics.—Dispensary; Research Hospital. Six two-hour periods (two weeks).
I. Dispensary staff
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Pediatrics.—One to three units. Professor Hess
NEUROLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY
Professors Singer, Hassin, Davis; Assistant Professors Diamond, Olkon; Dr. Hulbert
Required Course—Third Year
1. Neurology.—Didactic medicine. 1. I.
Assistant Professor Olkon; Dr. Hulbert
Required Courses—Fourth Year
2. Neurology.—Lectures and demonstrations. One two-hour period. II.
Professor Hassin
3. Dispensary.—Eight two-hour periods. I.
Assistant Professors Diamond, Olkon; Dr. Hulbert
4. Psychiatry.—Lectures and case demonstrations. 1J^. I.
Professors Singer, Davis
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Optional Courses—Fourth Year
50. Neuropathology.—1. (eight weeks). I. Professor Hassin
51. Clinical Psychiatry.—Psychopathic Hospital. One two-hour period (four
weeks). Professors Singer, Davis
ROENTGENOLOGY
Professors Hartung, Bachem
Required Course—Fourth Year
4. Roentgenology.—Practice and demonstration. 1. I. Professor Hartung
Optional Course—Fourth Year
50. Principles of Physiotherapy.—1. I. Professor Bachem
HISTORY OF MEDICINE
Bernard John Cigrand, B.S., M.S., D.D.S., Lecturer
Optional Course—Fourth Year
51. History of Medicine.—1. I. Dr. Cigrand
OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
OBSTETRICS
Professors Falls, Lewis; Associate Professor Rohrlack; Assistant Professors Hammond,
Lackner; Dr. Nachtigall, Dr. Cart, Dr. Newberger, Dr. Hayes, Dr. Blair, Dr.
Fitzgerald, Dr. Hall, Dr. Groot, Dr. Martin, Dr. Halpern
Required Courses—Second Year
1. Physiology of Pregnancy and Labor.—2. I.
Professor Falls; Assistant Professors Hammond, Lackner; Dr. Hall, Dr. Theisen
Required Courses—Third Year
2. Pathology of Pregnancy and Labor and the Puerperium.—Lectures, quizzes
and demonstrations. 2. I.
Professor Falls; Associate Professor Rohrlack; Assistant Professor Lackner;
Dr. Nachtigall, Dr. Rose
3. Manikin.—One-fourth class. One two-hour period (eight weeks). I.
Professor Falls, Dr. Newberger, Dr. Rose, Dr. Martin, Dr. Hall
4. Clinics.—Clinics are held for small groups at Cook County Hospital, St. Luke's
Hospital, Mt. Sinai Hospital, Research and Educational Hospital. One two hour period
(eight weeks). I.
Professor Falls, Lewis; Dr. Carey, Dr. Newbergeb
7. Dispensary out-clinic—Three two hour periods (three weeks). I.
Dr. Groot, Dr. Martin, Dr. Hall, Dr. Fitzgerald
Required Courses—Fourth Year
25. Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. Eight two-hour periods (eight
weeks). I. Professor Falls
27. Bedside Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. Four two-hour periods.
(two weeks). I.
Professor Falls; Assistant Professor Hammond; Dr. Groot, Dr. Theisen
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15-16a. Obstetrical Laboratory.—One two-hour period (eight weeks). I.
Professor Falls; Assistant Professor Hammond; Dr. Fitzgerald, Dr. Groot
28. Obstetrical Complications.—1. (eight weeks). I.
Professor Falls; Associate Professor Rohrlack; Assistant Professor Lackner
Optional Courses—Third and Fourth Years
(Will not be given for less than 5 or more than 15 students)
50. Toxemias of Pregnancy.—1. I. Dr. Newberger
51. Physiology of Pregnancy.—1. I. Dr. Groot
52. Puerperal Sepsis.—1. I. Dr. Martin
53. Sterility and Conception.—1. I. Assistant Professor Lackner
54. Review Course.—1. I. Dr. Rose
55. Obstetrical Pathology.—1. I. Dr. Nachtigall
56. Heart Complications in Pregnancy.—1. I. Dr. Fitzgerald
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Obstetrics and Gynecology.—One to three units.
Professor Falls
GYNECOLOGY
Professor Barrett; Associate Professor Fischmann; Assistant Professors Lang, Stone;
Dr. Juhnke, Dr. Hoffman, Dr. Lash, Dr. Fleischner, Dr. Groot
OPHTHALMOLOGY
Dr. Beard, Dr. Copps, Dr. Cushman, Dr. Folk
Required Courses—Fourth Year
1. Clinic and Practice.—Dispensary, clinic, and laboratory course. Four two-hour
periods (Jour weeks). I. Professor Brown; Dr. Beard, Dr. Folk
2. Didactic Ophthalmology.—Stereopticon demonstrations and quizzes. Two
one-hour periods (four weeks).
3. Ophthalmoscopy.—Two one-hour periods (Jour weeks).
4. External Diseases and Ophthalmoscopy.—One two-hour period (Jour weeks).
Professor Lane
Optional Course—Fifth Year
50. Ophthalmology.
1. Methods of Clinical Examinations (9-12 a.m. daily), 12 months.
2. Methods of Laboratory Examination (2-5 p.m. daily), 8 months.
3. Surgical work in the hospital (12-1 p.m. daily), 12 months.
4. Study of classical monographs and preparation of 25 case-histories for "The
National Board of Opthalmic Examinations" (2-5 p.m. daily), 4 months.
Physicians' Extension Courses in Ophthalmology
6. Clinical Course.—Affords individual training in standardized methods.
The fee for each period of four months is $50.00. The staff
7. Pathology of the Eye.—Four months. Hours to be arranged. I.
Professors Brown, Lane
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Ophthalmology.—One to three units. Professor Brown
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PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY
Professors Davis, Petersen; Associate Professor Jaffe; Assistant Professor LeVinson;
Dr. Pilot, Dr. Rappaport, Dr. Meyer, Dr. Bengtson, Dr. Becker, Mr. Lepak, Mr.
Moore, Miss Paulsen, Miss Foss
Required Courses—Second Year
11. General Bacteriology and Protozoology.—Lectures, demonstrations; 3:
laboratory; two three-hour periods. I.
Professors Davis, Petersen; Dr. Pilot and assistants
18. General Pathology and Pathological Histology.—Lectures, recitations,
demonstrations; 4: laboratory; five two-hour periods. I.
Professor Petersen; Associate Professor Jaffe; Dr. Levinson
Required Courses—Third Year
22. Clinical Pathology.—Two two-hour periods. I.
Dr. Rappaport and assistants
26. Special Pathology of Autopsies.—Three two-hour periods. I.
Professor Petersen; Dr. Pilot, Dr. Rappaport
28. Preventive Medicine.—Lectures and demonstrations. 2. II.
Professor Davis
Required Course—Fourth Year
29. Public Health.— Dr. Becker
Optional Courses
50. Advanced Work and Research in Bacteriology.—Limited to properly
qualified students. Professors Davis, Petersen
51. Advanced Work in Special Diagnostic Laboratory Methods.—Limited to
a few qualified students. Dr. Pilot, Dr. Rappaport
55. Diagnosis of Tumors.—Open to students who have had courses in general and
special pathology. I. Associate Professor Jaffe
Courses for Graduates
101. Advanced Pathogenesis.—One or two units.
Professors Davis, Petersen; Associate Professor Jaffe
105. Individual Research.—One or two units.
Professors Davis, Petersen; Associate Professor Jaffe
PHARMACOLOGY, MATERIA MEDICA, AND THERAPEUTICS
Professor McGuigan; Dr. Camp, Dr. Cohen, Dr. Sacks, Mr. Snow
Required Courses—Second Year
(Prerequisites: Physiology, Course No. 1, or equivalent; Physiological Chemistry, Course
No. 2 or equivalent.)
1. Pharmacology.—Lecture; 1: quiz; 1: laboratory; one two-hour period. I.
Professor McGuigan; Dr. Camp, Dr. Cohen, Dr. Sacks
2. Pharmacy.—2. I. Mr. Snow
3. Pharmacology.—Lecture or quiz; 2: Laboratory; one two-hour period. I.
Professor McGuigan; Dr. Camp, Dr. Cohen, Dr. Sacks
Required Course—Third Year
4. General Therapeutics.—4. I. Professor McGuigan
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Optional Course
Research.—The laboratory is open at all times for those qualified to engage in re-
search. Professor McGuigan; Dr. Camp, Dr. Cohen, Dr. Sacks
Courses for Graduates
101. Advanced Pharmacodynamics.—Laboratory work.
—
One or two units.
Professor McGuigan
103. Research in Pharmacodynamics.—One or two units. Professor McGuigan
PHYSIOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
Professors Dreyer, Welker; Assistant Professors Bergeim, Oslund; Mr. Cole, Mr.
Johannesen, Dr. Inman, Dr. Armstrong, Mr. Boor, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Thomas, Mr.
Burns, Mr. Kraines, Mr. Vessey
Required Course—First Year
20. Physiology.—Lectures and recitations; 2: demonstration and laboratory; 3. I.
Professor Dreyer; Assistant Professor Oslund and assistants
27. Physiological Chemistry and Toxicology.—Lectures, demonstrations, con-
ferences; 2%: laboratory, 8 hours. I.
Professor Welker; Assistant Professor Bergeim; Mr. Tracy, Mr. Larson, Mr.
Cole, Mr. Feldman and assistants
29. Physiology.—Lectures, recitations, demonstrations; 4: laboratory. 6. I.
Professor Dreyer; Assistant Professor Oslund and assistants
Optional Courses
51. Advanced Laboratory Work.—Physiological demonstration and research;
graphic methods. Professor Dreyer; Mr. Noble
52. Physiological Optics.—3. I. Professor Dreyer
53. Internal Secretion.—3. I. Assistant Professor Oslund
54. Gastro-Intestinal Tract.—3. I. Mr. Johannesen
60. Vitamins.—6. I.
61. Blood Chemistry.—Methods of analysis. 6. I. Mr. Cole
62. Preparation op Pure Proteins.—6. I. Professor Welker
63-64. Seminar.—Members of the staff and advanced workers in the department
meet weekly to discuss recent research in physiology and biological chemistry.
Prerequisites for optional courses: In physiology, courses 20 and 29, and in chemistry,
course 27.
Research.—The laboratories are open to persons with the requisite training for the
conduct of research under the direction of the staff.
Courses for Graduates
103. Advanced Biological Chemistry.—One or two units.
Professor Welker; Assistant Professor Bergeim
107. Biochemical Research.—One or two units.
Professor Welker; Assistant Professor Bergeim
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SURGERY
Professors Hedblom, Humiston, Percy, Schultz, Dyas; Associate Professors Lounsbury,
Phifer, de Tarnowsky; Assistant Professors Harger, Davenport, Zimmerman,
Andrews, Nadeau, McArthur; Dr. Bamberger, Dr. Sullivan, Dr. Christopher,
Dr. Koucky, Dr. Seed, Dr. Metz, Dr. Graham, Dr. Wagner, Dr. Wernicke, Dr. Crile,
Dr. Prescott, Dr. Kordenat, Dr. Head, Dr. Marshall, Dr. Bloch, Dr. Amberson,
Dr. Braude, Dr. Browning, Dr. Parker
Required Course—Second Year
1. Fundamental Principles of Surgery.—2. I. Professor Hedblom and staff
Required Courses—Third Year
(Note: Of the following courses 112 hours will be assigned each student)
2. Regional Surgery and Surgical Pathology.—Conferences, demonstrations,
recitations. Two two-hour periods. I.
Associate Professor Phifer; Dr. Seed, Dr. Bamberger, Dr. Sullivan
7-8. Clinic.—Dispensary. Research and Educational Hospital. Three two-hour
periods {three weeks). II.
Dr. Seed, Dr. Koucky, Dr. Bamberger, Dr. Kordenat, Dr. Kraft, Dr. Amberson,
Dr. Prescott
5. Surgical Diagnosis.—Research and Educational Hospital. One two-hour
period. I. Professor Hedblom
6. Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. One two-hour period. I.
Assistant Professor Andrews
11. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. I. Professor Dyas
13. Clinic.—Augustana Hospital. One two-hour period. I. Professor Percy
14. Anaesthetics.—Practical demonstrations, Augustana Hospital. One two-hour
period. I.
Optional Courses—Third Year
50. Principles of Surgery.—A review course. 1. I. Dr. Mora, Dr. Parker
51. Surgical Diagnosis.—1. I. Dr. Christopher
52. Operative Surgery of the Abdomen.—1. I. Dr. Graham, Dr. Braude
53. Surgery of Fractures.—1. I. Dr. Crile
54. Preoperative and Postoperative Treatment.—1. I.
Assistant Professor Nadeau
55. Anaesthesia, Blood Transfusion, Surgical Dressings, and Bandaging.—
Individual instruction and demonstration. 1. I. Dr. Head
56. Special Features.—Lectures, recitations, conferences. 2. I.
Assistant Professor Davenport
57. Surgical Pathology.—2. I. Assistant Professor Nadeau
58. Intravenous Therapy.— 1. I. Dr. Kordenat
Required Courses—Fourth Year
(Note: Of the following courses 188 hours will be assigned each student)
20. Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. One two-hour period. I.
Professor Hedblom
21. Surgical Diagnosis.—One one-hour period. I. Professor Humiston
22. Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. One one-hour period. I.
Dr. Seed
23. Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. One two-hour period. I.
Dr. Koucky
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24. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. I. Professor Dyas
36. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One two-hour period. I.
Assistant Professor Davenport
32. Clinic.—Augustana Hospital. One two-hour period. I. Professor Percy
33. Clinic.—St. Luke's Hospital. One two-hour period. I.
Dr. Jones, Dr. McArthur
25. Clinic.—Washington Boulevard Hospital. One two-hour period. I.
Associate Professor Lounsbury
26. Surgical Pathology.—Laboratory. One two-hour period (eight weeks). I.
Assistant Professor Nadeau; Dr. Head
27. Clinical Clerkship.—Research and Educational Hospital. Seven hours per
day (two weeks). I. Assistant Professor Andrews and Surgical staff
(Note: Students will not be held responsible for assigned work while taking clinical
clerkship.)
Optional Courses—Fourth Year
56. Regional Surgery.—A review course. One two-hour period. I.
Professor Dyas; Dr. Mora, Dr. Parker
57. Surgery of the Central Nervous System.— 1. I.
Assistant Professor Davenport
58. Surgery of the Neck.—1. I. Assistant Professor Nadeau
59. Surgery of the Neck.—1. I. Dr. Seed
60. Surgery of the Thorax.— 1. I. Professor Hedblom; Dr. Head
61. Surgery of the Abdomen.— 1. I. Professor Humiston
62. Surgery of Hernia.—Lectures, lantern slide demonstration.—1. I.
Assistant Professor Andrews
63. Surgery of Fractures.— 1. I. Professor Thomas
64. Surgery of the Spleen and Anaemias.—1. I. Professor Percy
65. Surgical Diseases of the Bladder.—1. I. Professor McKenna
66. Operative Surgery on the Cadever.—Regional Surgical Anatomy. In-
dividual demonstration. One two-hour period. I.
Associate Professor Lounsbury and staff
67. Seminar.—Intensive study of a subject of the student's own selection. One
two-hour period. I. Assistant Professor Andrews
68. Operative Surgery on Animals.—One two-hour period. I. Dr. Koucky
69. Regional Surgical Anatomy.—One two-hour period. I. Dr. Crile
70. Research on Assigned Problems to those Qualified.—
Professor Hedblom and staff
Course for Graduates
101. Research Work in Surgery.—One to three units. Professor Hedblom
GENITO-URINARY SURGERY
Professor McKenna; Associate Professor Culver; Dr. Herrold, Dr. O'Conor, Dr. Hirsch
Required Courses—Third Year
3. Practice.—Conferences, recitations. In sections. 1. I.
Professor McKenna; Associate Professor Culver; Dr. Herrold, Dr. O'Conor
5-6. Clinic.—Dispensary. In sections. Six two-hour periods (two weeks). II.
Professor McKenna
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Optional Coubse—Third Year
60. Advanced Genito-Urinart Surgery.—1. I.
Professor McKenna; Dr. Herrold, Dr. O'Conor
Required Courses—Fourth Year
12. Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. In sections. One two-hour period (six weeks).
I. Associate Professor Culver
13. Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. One two-hour period (Jour
weeks). I. Professor McKenna
Optional Courses—Fourth Year
51. Surgery of the Genito-Urinary Tract.—1. I. Professor McKenna
52. Surgical Diseases of the Kidney.—1. I. Assistant Professor Culver
ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
Professor Thomas; Assistant Professors Sprague, Hobart; Dr. Murphy, Dr. Mroz,
Dr. Fischer
Required Courses—Third Year
3. Practice.—Conferences, recitations. 1. I.
Professor Thomas; Assistant Professors Sprague, Hobart; Dr. Murphy, Dr. Mroz,
Dr. Fischer
5. Clinic.—St. Luke's Hospital. 2. I.
Professor Thomas; Assistant Professor Hobart
15-16. Clinic.—Dispensary. Three two-hour periods (three weeks). II.
Professor Thomas; Assistant Professors Sprague, Hobart; Dr. Murphy, Dr. Mroz,
Dr. Fischer
Optional Course—Fourth Year
50. Special Topics in Surgery of Joints.—1. I. Professor Thomas
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PROVISIONAL SUMMARY OF HOURS
First Year
Subjects
First Semester Second Semester
Total
Didactic
Labora-
tory Didactic
Labora-
tory
Anatomy:
Microscopic
Bacteriology
Physiological Chemistrv
16
48
46
112
88
128
16
32
32
32
112
96
88
'48
256
264
120
168
Physiology 80
104 328 112 344 888
Second Year
Subjects
Medicines
Obstetrics
Pathology
Pharmacology . .
.
Physical Diagnosis
Physiology
Surgery
Electives
First Semester
Didactic
16
16
48
32
16
64
16
208
Labora-
tory
120
32
96
248
Second Semester
Didactic
32
16
64
16
192
320
Labora-
tory
32
32
64
Total
48
32
168
160
48
160
32
192
840
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PROVISIONAL SUMMARY OF HOURS
Thibd Yeab
Subjects
Autopsy and Pathology
Clinical Pathology ....
Dermatology
Genito-Urinary Surgery
Hygiene
Medical Jurisprudence
Medicine
Obstetrics
Orthopedic Surgery
Otolaryngology
Pediatrics
Pharmacology
Surgery .
Topographic Anatomy
.
Electives
First Semester
Didac-
tic
16
48
32
i6
16
64
80
Clinical
& Lab-
oratory
32
64
32
16
32
15
96
272 287
Second Semester
Didac-
tic
16
32
16
48
i(i
10
16
64
Clinical
& Lab-
oratory
48
24
32
34
18
15
8
48
306 227
Fourth Year
Subjects
Dermatology
Genito-Urinary Surgery
Gynecology
Hygiene
Medicine
Neurology
Obstetrics
Ophthalmology
Pediatrics
Psychiatry
Roentgenology
Surgery
Surgical Pathology ....
Electives
First Semester
Didac-
tic
16
24
32
32
24
16
16
88
248
Clinical
& Lab-
oratory
9
20
8
54
8
32
32
36
80
279
Second Semester
Didac-
tic
16
32
24
120
200
Clinical
& Lab-
oratory
50
24
70
8
24
36
92
16
329
First year . .
Second year
Third year .
Fourth year
840
1092
1056
Toted 3876
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
For the faculty of the College of Dentistry, see pages 12-38; for a description
of the building, see page 50; for fees, see page 84; for scholarships, see page
81.
The College of Dentistry is located in the clinical center of Chicago. It
is at Harrison and Honore streets, opposite Cook County Hospital. Ad-
joining it on the north is the University of Illinois College of Medicine, and
on the west the West Side Hospital. Within a radius of a few blocks are
a majority of the great metropolitan hospitals and professional colleges and
schools. It is about fifteen minutes' ride from the down-town district, by
either the Garfield Park branch of the Metropolitan elevated line, or the
Harrison Street surface cars.
For the requirements for admission, see page 65.
Students who meet the requirements for admission to the University
of Illinois, and who have studied dentistry in any college accredited to the
University for not less than one year, may be admitted to advanced stand-
ing. Such students, however, will be required to meet all the conditions of
the curriculum of the College of Dentistry.
Graduates of colleges of medicine accredited to the University may
be admitted to the College of Dentistry and given credit for one year in
time and for all satisfactorily completed courses which are required by the
College.
Students holding credits other than those listed above should com-
municate with the Dean for further information.
Requirements for Graduation.—The requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Dental Surgery are as follows:
1. Completion of the work of the curriculum with a grade of 75 per
cent or more in at least 75 per cent of the subjects of the entire course. (The
curriculum covers four years of college work.)
2. Attainment of the age of twenty-one years.
3. Settlement of all obligations to the University.
Students may become candidates for thesis honors through meritorious
work. "Graduation with Thesis" is awarded on the presentation of a satis-
factory scientific essay.
Curricula and Degrees.—/. A Five-Year Curriculum.—One year in
a recognized college of liberal arts and sciences followed by four years in
the College of Dentistry. The work of the first year must include certain
prescribed subjects. On the completion of the fourth year in the College of
Dentistry the degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery is conferred.
2. A Six-Year Curriculum.—Two years in a recognized college of liberal
arts and sciences followed by four years in the College of Dentistry. The
work of the two years in the arts and sciences must include certain pre-
scribed subjects and must have been preceded by 15 units acquired in an
accredited high school. On the completion of the first two years in the College
of Dentistry, students will receive the degree of Bachelor of Science; and
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on the completion of the fourth year in the College of Dentistry, they will
receive the degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery.
Requirements for Six-Year Course.—i. High-School Requirements.
English, 3 units 1 ; Algebra, 1 unit; Plane Geometry, 1 unit; Physics with
laboratory work, 1 unit; Electives, 9 units.
2. College Requirements.—Two years in a recognized college or university
with a minimum of sixty semester hours, distributed as follows: Chemistry,
12 semester hours2 ; Physics, 6 semester hours; Biology, 8 semester hours;
English, 6 semester hours; German, French, Spanish, or Italian, 6 semester
hours; Electives (not including chemistry, physics, or biology), 6 semester
hours; Free electives, 16 semester hours.
License to Practice in England.—On recommendation of the Board
of Examiners in Dental Surgery, the Council of the Royal College of Sur-
geons, in London, has added the College of Dentistry of the University to
the list of dental schools recognized by the College. This recognition im-
plies that the Royal College of Surgeons will exempt graduates in dental
surgery of the University from the preliminary science examination for the
License in Dental Surgery, and will accept such parts of the curriculum for
the License as are completed in the College of Dentistry of the University
toward the curriculum of studies required for a license.
Honorary Research Assistants.—Students may, during the last year
of their course, be permitted to pursue advanced work in a department,
provided, first, that they have shown special aptitude; and, second, that
their previous work has been of a sufficiently high grade. If at the end of
the last year's work the student's application and attainment are regarded
as of a sufficiently high character, he may be awarded an honorary research
assistantship.
Infirmary.—A large part of the senior course is devoted to practical
dentistry, and for this purpose an Infirmary is provided. The Infirmary
is supplied with modern accessories, and there are windows on three sides,
as well as sky-lights overhead, so that all work may be done by daylight.
Library.—The library of the Chicago departments is in the Medical
Research building. In this library there are 32,646 volumes, including
a comprehensive collection of works on dental and allied subjects. All
standard dental journals are kept on file, and there is a representative col-
lection of works in literature, standard and modern, for the use of classes
in English in the College of Dentistry. The library, in charge of a librarian
and assistant, is open from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m., and room is provided for stu-
dents desirous of employing their study periods in the library.
•See definition of unit, page 56.
'By a semester hour of college credit is meant the work of a class meeting once a week for a semester of
18 weeks. Sixty semester hours represent ordinarily two years of oollege work.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN DENTISTRY
ENGLISH
Mrs. Talbot
Required Courses—First Year
3-4. Dental Seminar.—2. I. Ethics.—2. II.
Second Year
5. Seminar.—1. I.
Fourth Year
7. Dental Seminar.—1. I, II.
Correlative Courses.—Individual consultations and occasional class meetings;
papers prepared for other courses. Mrs. Talbot
TECHNICAL DRAWING
Mr. Kerrick
Required Course—First Year
1. Technical Drawing.—Two two-and-a-half-hour periods. I.
ANATOMY, HISTOLOGY, EMBRYOLOGY
Professor Emmel; Assistant Professor Cooper; Dr. Kaufman, Mr. McIntyre, Miss Schwab
Required Courses—First Year
10-11. Systematic Anatomy.—Lectures, demonstrations, recitations, and seminar,
1; laboratory, two three-and-a-half-hour periods. I, II.
Assistant Professor Cooper and assistants
Second Year
7-8. Histology.—Lecture, or quiz, 1; two three-hour laboratory periods. I. Lec-
ture, 1; laboratory, two two-and-a-half-hour periods. I. Laboratory, two two-and-a-half-
hour periods. II. Professor ; Miss Schwab
Elective Course
51. Embryology of the Dental System.—Open to graduate students and students
who present vertebrate zoology for entrance. Lectures or quiz, 1 ; laboratory, two three-
hour periods. I. Professor ; Miss Schwab
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CHEMISTRY AND METALLURGY
Professor Welker; Assistant Professor Bergeim; Mr. Cole, Mr. Boor, Mr. Johnson,
Mr. Kaplan, Mr. Burns
Required Courses—First Year
6. Qualitative Analysis.—Lecture or recitation, 1; laboratory, two two-and-a-
half-hour periods. I. Mr. Cole and assistant
9. Organic Chemistry.—Lectures, demonstrations, and conferences, 2; laboratory,
two three-hour periods. II. Assistant Professor Bergeim; Mr. Cole, Mr. Johnson
Prerequisite: Chem. 6 or its equivalent.
Second Year
12. Physiological Chemistry.—Lectures, demonstrations, and conferences, 2;
laboratory, two two-and-a-half-hour periods. I.
Assistant Professor Bergeim; Mr. Johnson Mr. Boor
Prerequisites: Courses 6 and 9 or their equivalents.
15. Metallurgy.—Lecture or conferences, 2; laboratory, one four-hour period. II.
Professor Welker; Mr. Boor
Prerequisites: Course 6 or its equivalent.
Elective Courses
51. Metallurgy.—An advanced course. Professor Welker
Prerequisite: Course 15.
53. Quantitative Analysis.—Lectures and conferences, 2; laboratory, two three-
hour periods. Mr. Johnson
Prerequisite: Chem. 6, or its equivalent.
Research.—The laboratories are open to persons with scientific training for research
under the direction of a member of the staff.
PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY
Professors Davis, Petersen; Associate Professor Jaffe; Dr. Myer, Dr. Pilot, Dr. Levin-
son, Dr. Brams, Dr. Rappaport, Dr. Bexgtson, Dr. Dewey
Required Courses—Second Year
4. General Bacteriology.—Lectures, recitations, and demonstrations, 2; labora-
tory, two two-hour periods. I. Dr. Meyer, Dr. Dewey and assistants
7. General Pathology.—Lectures, recitations, and demonstrations, 3; laboratory,
two two-and-a-half-hour periods. II.
Professor Petersen; Assistant Professor Dewey and assistants
Prerequisite: Bacteriology 4.
Elective Course
51. Advanced Laboratory and Research Work.—Open to a limited number of
qualified students. Professor Petersen; Associate Professor Jaffe
PHYSIOLOGY
Professor Dreyer; Dr. Oslund, Mr. Johannesen, Mr. Marshall, Mr. Inman
Required Course—Third Year
3-4. Human Physiology.—Lectures and recitations, 3. Laboratory and demon-
strations, one three-hour period. I, II. Professor Dreyer; Dr. Oslund and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 12.
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OPERATIVE DENTISTRY
Professor Gallie; Associate Professor Nylander; Assistant Professor Williams; Dr.
Krejci, Dr. Ryan, Dr. Sktjpa, Dr. Humble, Miss Peterson
Required Courses—First Year
3-4. Dental Anatomy.—Lecture or quiz, 1. I, II. Laboratory, two three-hour
periods, I; one three-hour period, II.
Associate Professor Nylander; Dr. Skupa, Dr. Humble
Second Year
11-12. Technic.—Lecture and quiz, 1; laboratory, two three-hour periods. I, II.
Lecture, 1, bi-weekly, II. Associate Professor Nylander; Dr. Krejci
Prerequisites: Dental Anatomy 3 and 4.
Third Year
15-16. Operative Dentistry.—Principles of Practice; lecture, 1. I and II.
Professor Gallie
Prerequisites: Technic 11-12.
17-18. Clinical Practice.—Diagnosis for operative procedures. Conferences and
demonstrations to groups. I, II. Members of the staff
Prerequisite: Technic 12.
Fourth Year
21-22. Clinical Observations, Office Equipment, and Management.'—Lecture
1, bi-weekly. I, II. Professor Gallie
25-26. Clinical Practice.—Continuation of courses 17-18 with emphasis on the
more difficult cases. Practical examinations. I, II. Members of the staff
Prerequisites: Clinical practice 17-18.
PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY
Professor Dittmar; Associate Professors Tylman, Kellogg; Assistant Professor Kubacki;
I Dr. Kolar, Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs
CROWN AND BRIDGE
Required Courses—Second Year
2. Technic.—Lecture or quiz, 1; laboratory, two three-hour periods. II.
Associate Professor Tylman; Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs
4. Ceramics.—Laboratory, one three-hour period. II.
Associate Professor Tylman; Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs
Third Year
5. Technic.—Lecture or quiz, 1; laboratory, two three-and-a-half-hour periods. I.
Professor Dittmar; Associate Professor Tylman; Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs
Prerequisites: Technic 2-4.
6. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. Lecture, one,
bi-weekly. II.
Professor Dittmar; Associate Professor Tylman; Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs
Prerequisite: Technic 5.
Fourth Year
7-8. Diagnosis.—Lectures and demonstrations, 1, bi-weekly. I, II.
Associate Professor Tylman
Prerequisite: Clinical Practice 6.
9-10. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations.
Professor Dittmar; Associate Professor Tylman; Dr. Jentzsch, Dr. Downs
Prerequisite: Clinical Practice 6.
Elective Course
51. Technic.—Removable bridges. Associate Professor Tylman
Prerequisite: Technic 5.
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DENTURE
Required Courses—First Year
1-2. Technic.—Laboratory, two three-hour periods. I, II.
Associate Professor Kellogg; Assistant Professor Kubacki; Dr. Kolar
Second Year
3-4. Technic.—I. Laboratory, two three-hour periods, I; one three-hour period, II.
Associate Professor Kellogg; Assistant Professor Kubacki
Prerequisites: Technic 1-2.
Third Year
5-6. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I, II. Lec-
ture, one, bi-weekly. II.
Professor Dittmar; Associate Professor Kellogg; Assistant Professor Kubacki
Prerequisites: Technic 3-4.
Fourth Year
7-8. Prosthetic Dentistry.—Lecture, bi-weekly, 1. I, II. Professor Dittmar
Prerequisites: Clinical Practice 5-6.
9-10. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I, II.
Professor Dittmar; Associate Professor Kellogg; Assistant Professor Kubacki
Prerequisites: Clinical Practice 5-6.
MATERIA MEDICA, PHARMACOLOGY, AND THERAPEUTICS
Professor McGuigan; Associate Professor Blatney; Dr. Cohen, Dr. Wach, Dr. Kesel,
Miss Ellingson
Required Courses—First Year
1. Hygiene.—The essentials of hygiene. Mouth examination and diagnosis.
Associate Professor Blayney
Third Year
3. Materia Medica and Therapeutics.—Lectures, 2. I.
Associate Professor Blayney; Dr. Wach
5. Pharmaco-Dynamics.—Demonstrations and laboratory exercises. One two-hour
period, II. Professor McGuigan; Dr. Cohen and assistants
Prerequisite: Materia Medica and Therapeutics 3.
6. Hygiene.—Lectures, 1. II. Associate Professor Blayney; Miss Ellingson
9-10. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I, II.
Members of the staff
Prerequisite: Operative Dentistry 11-12.
Fourth Year
11-12. Therapeutics.—Seminar, lectures, and recitations, 2. I, II.
Associate Professor Blayney; Dr. Kesel
Prerequisite: Pharmaco-Dynamics 5.
13-14. Clinical Practice.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups. I, II.
Members of the staff
Prerequisites: Clinical Practice 9-10.
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ORAL SURGERY AND ORAL PATHOLOGY
Professors Moorehead, Schultz; Assistant Professor Dewey; Dr. Drummond, Mrs.
Frain, Miss Rieke, Mrs. Westgate
Required Courses—Third Year
5. Oral Pathology.—Lectures, recitations, demonstrations, 1 ; laboratory, one three-
hour period, II.
Professors Moorehead, Schultz; Assistant Professor Dewey and assistants
7. Physical Diagnosis.—Conferences and demonstrations to groups, one two-hour
period. I. Professors Moorehead, Schultz
8. General Medicine.—Lecture, 1. II. Professors Moorehead, Schultz
Fourth Year
11-12. Oral Surgery.—Recitation and conference, 1. I, II.
Professors Moorehead, Schultz
15-16. Oral Surgery.—Clinic; two two-hour periods. I, II.
Professors Moorehead, Schultz, and assistants
19-20. Extracting Clinic.—Six three-hour periods with groups. I, II.
Dr. Drummond, Miss Rieke
ORTHODONTIA
Professor Noyes; Associate Professor Sippy; Dr. Newell and assistant
Required Courses—Third Year
5. Orthodontia.—Lecture or quiz, 1; laboratory, two two-hour periods. II.
Associate Professor Sippy and assistants
Fourth Year
9. Orthodontia.—Lecture, 1. I. Professor Noyes; Associate Professor Sippy
11-12. Clinical Practice.—Case diagnosis and management; selection and ad-
justment of appliances; routine cases; groups of four. I, II. Members of the staff
51. Elective Course.—Lecture, 1. Laboratory, one two-hour period. II.
Professor Noyes; Associate Professor Sippy
CHILDREN'S CLINIC
Director Noyes; Dr. White and assistant
Children's Clinic.—Students assigned in groups. I, II.
Dr. White and assistant
ROENTGENOLOGY AND PHOTOGRAPHY
Dr. Backem, Miss Dame, Miss West
Required Course—Fourth Year
3. Roentgenology.—Lectures, demonstrations, and conferences, 1. I. Clinical
practice, demonstrations, and conferences. I, II. Dr. Backem, Miss Dame
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DENTAL JURISPRUDENCE
Mr. Brothers
Required Course—Fourth Year
3. Dental Jurisprudence.—Lectures, I. I. Mr. Brothers
SUMMER TERM
Ten Weeks Beginning June 15th
Open to third and fourth year students, a comprehensive course in clinical practice,
embracing operative dentistry, denture, crown and bridge and ceramics, therapeutics, and
oral surgery.
Students may receive credits applying on either third or fourth year infirmary require-
ments. Hours, nine to twelve and one to four.
EXTENSION COURSES
The following courses are offered beginning June 1st, and continuing four weeks:
Ceramics
Crown and Bridge
Denture
Histology
Operative Dentistry
Oral Surgery
Therapeutics
These courses are open to legally qualified practitioners.
LECTURES AND LECTURE CLINICS
The following lectures and lecture-clinics are offered to dental societies and study-
clubs throughout the state.
Ceramics
Chemistry
Crown and Bridge
Denture
Histology
Operative Dentistry
Oral Surgery
Orthodontia
Pathology
Therapeutics
GRADUATE COURSES
Masters' Degrees
Character of Master's Degree.—The master's degree conferred depends upon
the character of the bachelor's degree. The usual practice is that A.M., shall follow A.B.,
that M.S. shall follow B.S., and D.D.S.
Amount op Work Required.—Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts or Master
of Science are required to do at least one full year's work in residence, including a thesis.
By this is meant a course of from four to five units each semester, or their equivalent. A
unit course is one which requires ten hours of time a week through one semester, or a mini-
mum of 180 hours, irrespective of the mode of distribution of that time in class work,
laboratory work, and private study. Four such courses or their equivalent constitute a full
minimum program for one semester, and eight such courses, or their equivalent, constitute
the minimum formal year's work accepted for a master's degree. Only first rate students
are permitted to secure a degree with this minimum program.
Unless otherwise permitted, on individual petition duly approved, every student must
take each semester at least one course open to graduate students only (courses numbered
100 and upwards).
In the first year of his graduate study each student is required to attend a minimum of
four formal class, lectures, or laboratory exercises a week. In no case is he permitted during
his course to attend more than twelve a week, without permission.
Majors and Minors.—A candidate for a master's degree may do all his work in one
subject, or he may select a major and one minor, or a major and two minors. A major or
minor denotes the field of knowledge of a department, or such part thereof as constitutes
a separate and independent division of that field. For a master's degree a major is at least
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half the work, or a minimum of four units, for one year. Less than one unit may not be
counted as satisfying the requirements of a minor without the approval of the department
concerned.
Foreign Language.—The ability to use one or more of the modern languages or-
dinarily studied in the undergraduate curriculum is expected of all candidates for the
master's degree, and in some lines of study is required. On this matter students should
consult the heads of the departments in which their major subjects lie.
Master's Thesis.—Each candidate for a master's degree is required to present a
thesis on some subject approved by the professor in charge of his major work and the
Executive Faculty of the Graduate School. Such approval, except in case of students
working for a master's degree in summer sessions only, must be secured not later than six
weeks from the time when the student begins his year of residence. Students working for a
master's degree exclusively in summer sessions must announce their thesis subjects not
later than the beginning of their third session in residence. The requirement of a thesis
may be waived, however, upon the recommendation of the head of the department in which
the student is doing his major work and the approval of the Dean, provided application
to waive the thesis is made at the time for announcing thesis subjects. A student excused
from writing a thesis must replace it with additional courses of instruction.
No one will be excused from writing a thesis unless one-half of his program of studies
consists of courses numbered 100 and upwards.
The thesis required from a candidate for a master's degree ordinarily will demand
one-fourth of the student's time and may not exceed one-third of it. The thesis must be
typewritten, on "thesis paper", 1 and the title page must be printed. The thesis in its final
form, together with a certificate of approval by the proper officer, must be left by the
professor in charge at the Dean's office at least two weeks before the date on which the
degree is to be conferred. No article prepared for another use or previously published will
be accepted as a thesis.
Grades.—Student's work is graded in five classes, A, B, C, D, and E. The last
indicates a failure. D indicates unsatisfactory, though passable, work.
A student who receives two units of a grade below B during his first year of graduate
work may not complete the first year of residence by carrying the minimum program of
eight units for the master's degree. Three units of a grade below B disqualify a student
as a candidate for a degree.
A failure or absence from examination in any course may prevent the conferring of the
degree; and, as already indicated, failure in any course in the major field precludes the
conferring of the degree in the same year.
1. ORAL SURGERY
107. Advanced Pathology.—Four times a week, both semesters. 2 units.
Professor Davis; Associate Professor Jaffe
105. Pathology of Mouth.—Twice a week, both semesters. 1 unit.
Professor Moorehead; Assistant Professor Dewey
117. Anatomy of Head and Neck.—Three times a week, one semester. 1 unit
Professor Emmel
111. Oral Surgery.—Twice a week, both semesters. 1 unit.
Professor Moorehead
Candidates for the master's degree in Oral Surgery are required to spend at least four
hours a week, both semesters, in clinical study and diagnosis.
2. ORTHODONTIA
117. Anatomy of Head and Neck.—Three times a week, one semester. 1 unit.
Professor Emmel
109. Orthodontia.—Four times a week, both semesters. 2 units.
Professor Noyes
Candidates for the master's degree in Orthodontia are required to take clinical orth-
odontia, and to spend at least six hours a week in clinical practice and diagnosis.
>No other will be accepted by the Dean. "Instructions for the preparation of theses" may be obtained
at the Dean 'a offioe.
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SUMMARY OF THE CURRICULUM
First Year
Departments
Hours
Didactic
1st Sem. 2nd Sem
Laboratory and
Clinical
1st Sem. 2nd Sem
Total
Anatomy s
Chemistry (Qualitative Analysis)
Chemistry (Organic)
Dental Anatomy
English
Hygiene
Prosthetic Dentistry
Technical Drawing
16
16
i6
32
16
16
32
16
32
112
80
96
96
80
112
96
48
96
96 98 464 352
256
96
128
176
64
16
192
80
1008
Second Year
Chemistry (Physiological)
English
Histology
Metallurgy
Operative Dentistry
Pathology
Prosthetic Dentistry
Bacteriology
32 80 112 m
16 16 1
16 80 80 176 6
32 64 96 4
16 8 96 96 216 5H
48 80 128 5H
16 96 192 304 7
32 64 96 4
112 104 416 512 1144 37^
Third Year
Diagnosis
General Clinics (Inf. Practice)
Medicine
Hygiene
Materia Medica and Therapeutics
Operative Dentistry
Oral Pathology
Orthodontia
Pharmaco-Dynamics
Physiology
Prosthetic Dentistry
32 32
300 375 675
16 16
16 16
32 32
16 16 32
16 48 64
16 64
32
80
32
48 48 48 48 192
16 16 112 144
128 128 540 519 1315
Fourth Year
Seminar
General Clinics (Inf. Practice)
Jurisprudence
Operative Dentistry
Oral Surgery
Orthodontia
Prosthetic Dentistry
Roentgenology
Therapeutics
16 16 32
480 400 880
16 16
8 8 i6* 32
16 16 64 64 160
16 16* 16* 48
16 16 16* 48
16 16* 32
32 32 64
136 88 560 528 1312
Demonstration
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
For the faculty of the School of Pharmacy, see pages 12-38; for a description
of the building, see page 50; for scholarships, see page 81.
The School of Pharmacy was originally the Chicago College of Pharmacy
and was incorporated under that name September 5, 1859. In October,
1859, the first course of lectures was instituted, occupying three evenings
a week for a period of six months. The first class, of two students, was
graduated in 1861. The war caused a suspension of teaching, and the school
was not reopened until 1870. The fire of 1871 destroyed the equipment,
but in 1872 instruction was resumed for the second time and has since con-
tinued without interruption.
The College was formally united with the University May 1, 1896, be-
coming the School of Pharmacy of the University of Illinois.
The School of Pharmacy buildings are located at the corner of Wood
and Flournoy streets in Chicago. This location is in the great medical center
of Chicago and close to the Colleges of Medicine and Dentistry of the Univer-
sity.
For admission, see the statement of the requirements of the University,
page 65.
Students who have pursued courses of study in other schools of pharmacy
will be given credit for such portions of their work as are equivalent to the
work required by this School.
For several years past, it has been found necessary to close the enroll-
ment in the School of Pharmacy before the beginning of the session. It is,
therefore, of advantage to students to enroll early. The first step in matricu-
lation is to fill out an application for admission, the blank for which may
be secured by addressing the Dean of the School of Pharmacy.
Requirements for Graduation.—The candidate for the degree of
Pharmaceutical Chemist must be twenty-one years of age, and must have
attended three annual courses of instruction, the first and second of which
may have been in some other recognized college or school of pharmacy. He
must have attended regularly the laboratory and lecture courses and have
satisfactorily finished the work required.
Students who have successfully met the scholarship requirement, but are
lacking in age, will receive a certificate and will be awarded the diploma when
this requirement is satisfied.
(The degree of Graduate in Pharmacy was discontinued with the school
year 1925-1926.)
Persons who meet the general requirements for admission to the Univer-
sity may be granted credits on other University courses for equivalent work
completed at the School of Pharmacy.
State Registration.—The pharmacy law of Illinois requires all candi-
dates for the certificate of registered pharmacist to pass an examination
given by the State Department of Registration and Education. Credit is
given as a part of the "practical experience in compounding drugs" required
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by the law, for the actual time of attendance at a recognized school of phar-
macy, but not to exceed twenty-four months for registered pharmacist or
twelve months for registered assistant-pharmacist. Graduation from a
recognized school of pharmacy is required by law of all candidates for the
certificate of registered pharmacist. The diploma of this school also admits
to the pharmacy examinations in other states where the graduation require-
ment is in force.
The School holds membership in the American Association of Colleges
of Pharmacy.
Fees and Expenses.—For a statement of the fees, see page 84. Fees
are payable in advance. Students unable to meet this requirement must
make satisfactory arrangements with the Secretary of the College of Medicine
at the beginning of the course.
Board and lodging, within a convenient distance of the School, can be
had for from ten to fifteen dollars a week.
A register of students desiring employment, and of pharmacists wishing
to employ students, is kept at the School. Students desiring employment
are invited to correspond with the Dean.
Curricula and Degrees.— Three-Year Curriculum.—Upon the recom-
mendation of the faculty of the School of Pharmacy approved by the Uni-
versity Senate and authorized by the Trustees of the University, the curric-
ulum in the School of Pharmacy was expanded to three years beginning
with the session of 1925-26. The curriculum leads to the degree of Phar-
maceutical Chemist. During the school year 1926-27, only the first and
second years of this three-year course are offered.
Equipment.—The capacity of the laboratories is 388 students, working
at one time.
The laboratories are supplied with compound microscopes, analytical
balances, and special apparatus, and with collections of crude drugs, medi-
cinal plants, chemicals, and pharmaceutical products.
The library contains nearly five thousand volumes, including, in addition
to works of reference, many rare books, and complete files of the leading
pharmaceutical journals.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN PHARMACY
PHARMACY
Professor Snow; Mr. Martin, Mr. Morrison, Mr. Emig, Mr. Ocenasek, Mr. Shkolnik,
Mr. Balin, Mr. Reifler
First Year
1. Theoretical Pharmacy.—Three lectures and recitations each week. I.
Professor Snow; Mr. Emig, Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Balin
2. Pharmaceutical Physics.—One laboratory period of 3 hours each week. I.
Professor Snow; Mr. Emig, Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Balin, Mr. Reifler
3. Arithmetic of Pharmacy.—Three lectures or recitations each week. I.
Mr. Emig, Mr. Balin, Mr. Shkolnik
4. Galencial Pharmacy and Introduction to Inorganic Pharmacy.—Three
lectures and recitations each week. II.
Professor Snow; Mr. Emig, Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Balin
5. Operative Pharmacy.—Two lectures or recitations and one laboratory period of
three hours each week. II.
Professor Snow; Mr. Emig, Mr. Shkolnik, Mr. Balin, Mr. Reifler
Second Year
6. Galenical Pharmacy and the Pharmacy of the Inorganic Compounds.—
Three lectures and recitations each week. I.
Professor Snow; Mr. Martin, Mr. Morrison, Mr. Ocenasek
7. Dispensing.—Two lectures or recitations and two laboratory periods of three
hours each week. I. Mr. Martin, Mr. Ocenasek, Mr. Emig
8. Organic Pharmacy.—Three lectures and recitations each week. II.
Professor Snow; Mr. Martin, Mr. Morrison, Mr. Ocenasek
9. Organic Pharmaceutical Preparations.—Two lectures and recitations and
two laboratory periods of 3 hours each week. II.
Mr. Martin, Mr. Emig, Mr. Ocenasek
Third Year
Not offered in 1926-27
CHEMISTRY
Professor Clark; Assistant Professor Davis; Mr. Jenison, Miss Walborn, Miss Rosen-
blum, Mr. Burke
First Year
1. General Chemistry.—Three lectures and recitations each week. I.
Assistant Professor Davis; Miss Walborn, Miss Rosenblum
2. General Chemistry.—One lecture and one four-hour laboratory period each
week. I. Assistant Professor Davis; Miss Walborn
3. General Chemistry.—Four lectures and recitations each week. II.
Assistant Professor Davis; Miss Walborn, Miss Rosenblum
4. Qualitative Analysis.—One laboratory period of four hours each week. II.
Assistant Professor Davis; Miss Walborn
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Second Year
5. Quantitative Analysis.—Two lectures, one three-hour and one four-hour
laboratory period each week. I.
Professor Clark; Mr. Jenison, Miss Rosenblum, Mr. Burke
6. Theoretical Organic Chemistry.—Three lectures and recitations each week. I.
Professor Clark; Mr. Jenison, Miss Rosenblum, Mr. Burke
7. Quantitative Drug Analysis.—Two lectures or recitations, one three-hour
and one four-hour laboratory period each week. II.
Professor Clark; Mr. Jenison, Miss Rosenblum, Mr. Burke
8. Theoretical Organic Chemistry.—Three lectures and recitations each week. II.
Professor Clark; Mr. Jenison, Miss Rosenblum
Third Year
Not offered in 1926-27
MATERIA MEDICA AND BOTANY
Professors Day, Gathercoal; Mr. Wirth, Dr. Groot, Mr. Dorjahn, Miss Meyer,
Mr. Carpenter
First Year
1. General Botany.—Three lectures or recitations and one laboratory period of
three hours each week. I. Professors Day, Gathercoal; Miss Meyer, Mr. Carpenter
2. Physiology and Hygiene.—Three lectures or recitations each week. II.
Dr. Groot
3. Plant Histology.—One lecture or recitation and two three-hour laboratory
periods each week. II. Professor Gathercoal; Miss Meyer, Mr. Carpenter
Second Year
4. Materia Medica.—Three lectures or recitations each week. I.
Professor Day; Mr. Wirth, Mr. Dorjahn
5. Pharmacognosy.—One recitation and two three-hour laboratory periods each
week. I. Mr. Wirth, Mr. Dorjahn, Mr. Carpenter
6. Materia Medica.—Three lectures or recitations each week. II.
Professor Day; Mr. Wirth, Mr. Dorjahn
7. Pharmacognosy.—One recitation and two three-hour laboratory periods each
week. II. Mr. Wirth, Mr. Dorjahn, Mr. Carpenter
Third Year
Not offered in 1926-27
PART III
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
EXPLANATION
The arrangement of subjects in the following Description of Courses is
alphabetical. The connections of allied departments are indicated by cross
references.
Following the description of each course of instruction will be found
the requirements, if any, for admission to that particular course. The se-
quence indicated by these prerequisites must be followed. For instance,
under Art and Design 7a, Still-life in Oil Colors, the prerequisites given
are Art and Design 1 and 2. These two courses must be completed before
Course 7a may be taken.
If a course not required for graduation is selected by fewer than five
students it may be withdrawn for the semester.
Graduate courses are numbered upward from 100.
Credit is reckoned, for undergraduate students, in semester hours, or simply
hours. An hour is one class period a week for one semester or the equivalent
in laboratory, shop, or drawing room.
The semester and the number of hours each semester for which the
course counts are shown after each course, thus: I, II; (2). The Roman
figures indicate semesters; the Arabic numerals in parentheses indicate hours
of credit for each semester for undergraduates.
Credit for first-year graduate students, candidates for the master's degree,
is counted in units. A unit course is one which requires ten hours of time
a week through one semester, irrespective of the distribution of that time
in class work, laboratory work, and private study; four such courses or their
equivalent constitute a full minimum program for one semester. The unit
values of graduate courses (numbered 100 and upward) are indicated in
the following pages. Courses of the intermediate groups "for graduates
and advanced undergraduates," are in general (unless otherwise specified
by the department concerned) evaluated as follows for graduate credit:
(a) courses open only to students having at least senior standing, 1 unit
for a 4-hour or 5-hour course, Yi unit for a 1-hour, 2-hour, or 3-hour course
;
(b) courses open to juniors, ]/2 unit for a 4-hour or 5-hour course; % unit
for a 1-hour, 2-hour, or 3-hour course.
For second-year and third-year graduate students, candidates for the doctor's
degree, no record of units is kept.
The omission of a course for the current year is indicated by enclosing
the entire description of such a course in brackets.
Courses given in the summer session of 1926 are indicated by the initial
letter S preceding the number and are grouped by departments after the
courses given during the winter.
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ACCOUNTANCY
(See Business Organization and Operation.)
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EXTENSION
Professor Rankin; Dr. Hieronymus, Mr. Young
4. Lectures for Freshmen.—Required of first-year students who have never done
university work. Credit given to agricultural freshmen only. I; (1).
Professor Rankin and others
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
(See Education.)
AGRONOMY
Professors Burlison, R. S. Smith, DeTurk; Associate Professor Woodworth; Assistant
Professors Wimer, Sears, Dungan, Pieper; Mr. Harland, Mr. Crane, Mr. Rickey,
Mr. Stauffer, Mr. Clark, Mr. Tascher, Mr. Cowart, Mr. Rosenquist
Courses for Undergraduates
8. Forage Crops.—Adaptation, culture, utilization, and preservation. Lectures;
discussions; assigned readings. II; (3). Assistant Professor Piepeb
Prerequisite: Agronomy 25.
9. Soil Physics and Management.—Origin, formation, and classification of soils;
organic matter; drainage; irrigation; temperature; aeration; tillage; soil erosion; rotation.
Lectures; laboratory; quiz. A field trip is required in this course; cost not to exceed $1.
I or II; (3). Assistant Professor Wimer; Mr. Harland, Mr. Stauffeb
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2a; Geology 44.
12. Soil Fertility1 .—Principles underlying permanent maintenance; effect of soil
treatment and cropping systems upon productive capacity of soils. Lectures; quiz; lab-
oratory. I or II; (3).
Professor DeTurk; Assistant Professor Sears; Mr. Crane, Mr. Cowart
Prerequisite: Chemistry 8 and 19; Agronomy 9.
14. Grain Grading and Marketing.—(For advanced students who expect tc
enter the grain or seed business.) Sampling, inspection, and grading according to the
Federal Grain Standards; methods and problems of marketing. Lectures; laboratory
Inspection trip required; cost about $15. I; (3). Mr. Ricket
Prerequisite: Economics 13; Agronomy 25.
18a-k. Investigation with Thesis.—(Continuous throughout the year; credit not
given for either semester separately.) (5); arrange.
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including not less than 20 hours pertinent
to thesis problem; approval of head of department.
18a-18b. Soil Fertility. Professor DeTurk
18c-18d. Soil Physics. Professor Smith
18e-18f. Soil Biology. Assistant Professor Seam
18g-18h. Plant Breeding. Associate Professor Woodwortb
18j-18k. Field Crops. Professor Burlison
25. Farm Crops.—Production and harvesting of common farm crops; means oi
improvement; diseases, insects, weeds, and their control; seed purity and germination;
market grades of grain; grain judging. I or II; (4).
Assistant Professor Pieper; Mr. Tascheb
Prerequisite: Botany 5.
lThe student is advised to collect in advance a representative composite sample of surface soil (at leasi
six pounds) from land in which he is interested. Consult instructor before collecting sample.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Advanced Crop Production.—Ecological behavior of farm crops. Lectures;
assigned reading. II; (3). Professor Burlison; Assistant Professor Dungan
Prerequisite: Agronomy 25.
10. Special Work in Soil Physics.—Problems, methods, and literature; mechanical
analysis, moisture equivalent determinations. Lectures: laboratory. II; (3).
Professor Smith; Assistant Professor Wimer
Prerequisite: Agronomy 9.
11. Soil Biology.—Micro-organisms of the soil in relation to fertility; nitrogen
fixation, assimilation, and preservation. Lectures; quiz; laboratory. II; (5).
Assistant Professor Sears; Mr. Clark
Prerequisite: Agronomy 12; Bacteriology 5a and 5b, or Bacteriology 20.
13. Theory and Practice of Soil Fertility Maintenance.—Chemistry of plant
growth as related to the utilization of plant-food materials; special methods of analysis
and problems in laboratory and greenhouse. I; (3). Assistant Professor Sears
Prerequisite: Agronomy 12.
22. Plant Breeding.—Crop improvement. Lectures; assigned reading; demon-
strations. II; (3). Associate Professor Woodworth; Mr. Rosenquist
Prerequisite: Zoology 15.
Courses for Graduates
101. Soil Investigations.—Factors of soil fertility; methods of investigation;
interpretation of results; experimental error and its control. Lectures; references. I;
(/ unit). Professor DeTurk
104. Seminar in Agronomy.—I, II; (% unit). Heads of divisions
111. Soil Biology.—Biochemical, statistical, and other methods. I; (% to 1 unit). 1
Professor DeTurk
112. Advanced Plant Breeding.—Genetics of crop plants; inheritance of chloro-
phyll, size, disease resistance, sterility; linkage and correlated characters; field plot technic;
statistical treatment of experimental data. Lectures. I; (1 unit).[Associate Professor Woodworth
114. Crop Production.—Ecology; methods and results of investigations. I, II;
[% to 1 units). 1 Professor Burlison
118. Research.—Special problems. I, II; (1 to 4 units). 1 Heads of divisions
ANATOMY
(See Zoology.)
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Professors Rusk, Mumford, Graham, Edmonds, Card, Carroll, Mitchell, Grindley;
Associate Professors Snapp, Bull, Roberts; Assistant Professors Ashby, Kammlade;
Mr. Crawford, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Tunnicliff, Mr. Longwell, Mr. Knox, Mr. Mc-
Oulloch, Mr. Smith, Mr. Sloan, Mr. Kruger
Courses for Undergraduates
la. Sheep: Breeds and Market Classes.—Judging sheep for mutton and wool
production. Lectures. I; (2). Assistant Professor Kammlade; Mr. Knox
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 5.
lb. Sheep: Breeding, Feeding, and Management.—Lectures; reference reading,
juizzes. I; (3). Assistant Professor Kammlade; Mr. Knox
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21. (It is advisable to take la and lb simulta-
leously.)
lIn registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on bis study-list, not the possible
inits, as showD here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e. g., not H to 2
inita, but M, or 1, or 2.
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2a. Swine Judging.—Breeds, types, characteristics, and adaptability. Lectures;
judging. II; (2). Professor Carroll; Mr. Smith
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 5.
2b. Pork Production.—Lectures; assigned readings; quizzes. II; (3).
Professor Carroll; Mr. Smith
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21. (It is advisable to take 2a and 2b simulta-
neously.)
4a. Horse and Mule Judging.—Breeds; types, characteristics, and adaptability.
Lectures; judging, quizzes. II; (2). Professor Edmonds; Mr. Crawford
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 5.
4b. Feeding, Breeding, and Management of Horses and Mules.—Lectures;
assigned readings; quizzes. II; (3). Professor Edmonds; Mr. Crawford
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21.
5. Principles of Live-Stock Judging.—I or II; (3).
Associate Professor Snapp and others
9a-v. Investigation with Thesis.—(This course is continuous throughout the
year; credit is not given for either semester separately.)
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including 20 hours pertinent to the thesis
problem; and the approval of the head of the department. (5).
9a-9b Beef Cattle. Professor Rusk; Associate Professor Snapp
9c-9d Horses. Professor Edmonds
9e-9f Sheep. Assistant Professor Kammlade
9g-9h Swine. Professor Carroll
9j-9k Poultry. Professor Card
91-9m Animal Nutrition. Professor Mitchell
9n-9p Animal Breeding. Associate Professor Roberts
9q-9r Animal Pathology. Professor Graham
9s-9t Meats. Associate Professor Bull
9u-9v Marketing. Assistant Professor Ashby
11a. Beef Cattle Judging.—Lectures; quizzes; judging. I; (2).
Associate Professor Snapp; Mr. Knox
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 5.
lib. Beef Production.—Lectures; quizzes; assigned readings. I; (3).
Professor Rusk; Associate Professor Snapp
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21. (It is advisable to take 11a and lib simulta-
neously.)
12. Special Problems.—I or II; (5). Members of the department
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work; approval of the head of the department.
21. Principles of Feeding.—I or II; (3).
Associate Professor Bull; Mr. Longwell, Mr. Kjiugeb
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2a; Animal Husbandry 5.
34. Anatomy and Physiology of Farm Animals.—Lectures; readings, quizzes.
I; (3). Mr. McCullocb
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21.
35. Contagious Diseases of Farm Animals.—Lectures; readings, quizzes. II; (2).
Professor Graham; Mr. Tunnicliff
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 34; Bacteriology 5a.
36. Meat.—Physical and chemical composition, nutritive value, economy, selection,
and utilization of different cuts. Lectures and demonstrations. I; (2).
Associate Professor Bull
37. Poultry Management.—Lectures; readings, quizzes. II; (3).
Professor Card; Mr. Sloan
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21.
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38. Poultry Breeds and Judging.—From the students in this class will be chosen
the team to represent the University in the Annual Mid-West Inter-collegiate Student
Poultry Judging Contest. This class will visit a nearby poultry show; estimated cost of
trip, $10. I; (2). Professor Card; Mr. Sloan
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 37.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Principles of Animal Nutrition.—Lectures; recitations. I; (5).
Mr. Hamilton
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work including Animal Husbandry 21 and
Chemistry 8 and 19.
10. Meat.—Farm butchering; cutting, curing, and care of meats. The relation of
the live animal to the dressed carcass. The class will visit a Chicago packing house;
estimated cost of trip, $15. II; (3). Associate Professor Bull
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21 and 36.
22. Advanced Stock Judging.—From the students in this class will be chosen the
team to represent the University in the Annual Inter-collegiate Student Judging Contest.
I; (3). Heads of divisions
Prerequisite: Credit in two of the following courses and credit or registration in a
third: Animal Husbandry la, 2a, 4a, and 11a.
24. Meat.—Special problems. II; (2 to 5). x Associate Professor Bull
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 10.
26. Pork Production.—I; (2). Professor Carroll
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including Animal Husbandry 2a, 2b.
27. Sheep Husbandry.—II; (3). Assistant Professor Kammlade
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including Animal Husbandry la, lb.
28. History of Breeds of Live Stock.—Lectures; readings; problems. II; (3).
Heads of divisions
Prerequisite: Credit or registration in two of the following courses : Animal Husbandry
la, 2a, 4a, 11a. It is recommended that this course precede Animal Husbandry 22.
29. Systems of Live-Stock Farming.—Physical and economic factors; economic
organization. The class visits some of the live-stock farms included in the cost accounting
investigations conducted by the departments of Animal Husbandry and Farm Organization
and Management; estimated cost of trips, $10. II; (2). Assistant Professor Wilcox
Prerequisite: Farm Management 1; 6 hours' credit from Animal Husbandry lb, 2b,
4b, or lib.
31. Advanced Course in Animal Nutrition.—Physiology; factors affecting meta-
bolism. Lectures; quizzes; readings. II; (3). Professor Mitchell
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 7.
32. Marketing Live Stock.—II; (2). Assistant Professor Ashby
Prerequisite: 60 hours of university work; at least four hours' credit in Animal
Husbandry la, 2a, 4a, and 11a.
39. Poultry Production.—Breeding, incubation, brooding, and rearing. Lectures;
laboratory. II; (3). Professor Card
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 37.
[40. Economics of Poultry Keeping.—I; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Card
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 38 and 39. ]
41. Animal Breeding.—Domestication; physiology of reproduction; heredity;
systems of breeding; selection. Lectures; demonstrations; laboratory. II; (3).
Associate Professor Roberts
Prerequisite: Zoology 15 or equivalent.
lIn registering for a course with variable credit hours a student must put down on his study-list, not the
possible hours as shown here, but the number ofhours for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 2 to 5,
but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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Courses for Graduates
Students entering graduate work in animal husbandry must have had a thorough training
in the fundamental principles of the subject, either in connection with or in addition to a
course of study in agriculture, substantially equivalent to that offered in this University.
103. Experiment Station Problems.—Objects, methods, and sources of error in
experimental work. II; (% unit). Professor Mtjmford
110. Animal Nutrition.—Biochemistry, digestion, metabolism of proteins. I, II;
(% unit). Professor Grindlet
112a-f. Research.—I, II; (1 to 2 units). 1 These courses may be taken during the
summer by special permission.
a. Economic Factors Involved in Meat Production. Professor Rusk
b. Systems of Live-Stock Farming. Associate Professor Case
[c. The Valuation of Pedigrees.—Not given, 1926-27.]
d. Animal Nutrition. Professor Mitchell
e. Animal Breeding. Associate Professor Roberts
f. Poultry Husbandry. Professor Card
117. Animal Breeding.—Physiology of reproduction; fertility; heredity. I, II;
(1 unit). Associate Professor Roberts
118. Animal Nutrition Seminar.—I, II; (% unit). Professor Mitchell
119. Laboratory Methods in Animal Nutrition.—I, II; {% to 1 unit). 1
Professor Mitchell
120. Laboratory Methods in the Diagnosis of Animal Diseases.—I, II; (% to 1
unit). 1 Professor Graham
ARCHITECTURE
Professors Provine, White, Newcomb; Associate Professors Dillenback, Palmer;
Assistant Professors Bailey, O'Donnell, Foster, Morgan; Mr. McGervey, Mr.
Kennedy, Mr. Chance, Mr. Spangler, Mr. Jacobson, Mr. Kloppenburg, Mr. Davis,
Mr. Lescher, Mr. Heino
A. ARCHITECTURE
11. History of Architecture.—Non-technical course covering the evolution of
architectural form from early times down to the Renaissance. Illustrated lectures; read-
ings; semester reports. I; (3). Professor Newcomb
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Not open to students in the Department of
Architecture.
12. History of Architecture.—Non-technical study of Renaissance and modern
architecture. Illustrated lectures; readings; semester reports. II; (3).
Professor Newcomb
Prerequisite: Architecture 11.
13. 14, 15, 16, 18. History of Architecture (for architects and architectural engi-
neers).—Technical courses treating the evolution of architectural forms from the Egyptian
period to modern times. Illustrated lectures; readings; quizzes; reports. I, II; (2).
Professor Newcomb; Assistant Professor O'Donnell
Prerequisite: Architecture 31 and 32 for architects. Sophomore standing for ar-
chitectural engineers. Courses must be taken in sequence.
23-24. Freehand Drawing.—Charcoal drawing from the cast. Water color work.
I, II; (2). Mr. Kennedy
Prerequisite: Architecture 32. The courses must be taken in sequence.
25. Freehand Drawing.—Arrangement of form and color; rhythm and sequence;
harmony and contrast. I; (2). Mr. Davis
Prerequisite: Architecture 24.
»In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e. g., not ^ to 2
units, but Yi, or 1, or 2.
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26. Freehand Drawing.—Charcoal, pen, pencil, and water color drawing from
the cast and still-life. Out-of-door sketching. II; (2). Mr. Davis
Prerequisite: Architecture 25.
27. Freehand Drawing.—Figure drawing from the cast and from life. I; (2).
Mr. Davis
Prerequisite: Architecture 26.
28. Freehand Drawing.—Life drawing. I, II; (2). Mr. Davis
Prerequisite: Architecture 27.
31. Architectural and Freehand Drawing.—Instruments, pen, pencil, and
brush; lettering; shades and shadows; perspective. Charcoal drawing from the cast. I; (4).
Mr. Chance, Mr. Jacobson, Mr. Kennedy
Prerequisite: Registration in General Engineering Drawing 2.
32. Architectural and Freehand Drawing.—Elements of architecture; walls,
moldings, doors, windows, the Orders, vaults, roofs, stairs. Wash rendering, charcoal
drawing from the cast. Lectures and sketching. II; (4).
Mr. Chance, Mr. Jacobson, Mr. Kennedy
Prerequisite: Architecture 31.
33-34. Design.—(Elementary). Rendered order and sketch problems. I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Bailey; Mr. Jacobson
Prerequisite: Architecture 32. These courses must be taken in sequence.
35-36. Design.—(Intermediate). Rendered plan and sketch problem. I, II; (5).
Mr. McGervey, Mr. Jacobson
Prerequisite: Architecture 34; registration in Architecture 65, 66. These courses
must be taken in sequence.
37. Design.—(Advanced). Original design. I; (7).
Associate Professor Dillenback
Prerequisite: Architecture 36.
38. Advanced Design.—I, II; (7). Associate Professor Dillenback
Prerequisite: Architecture 37.
43. Technology of Materials.—Growth, cutting, seasoning, working, and finish-
ing of woods; detailing on large scale; floors, walls, roofs, doors, windows, cornices, stairs,
wainscoting, cabinet-work, interior finish; working drawings. I; (3).
Mr. Lescher, Mr. Spangler
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 2, Architecture 31, 32, for students in
the Department of Architecture; consent of the instructor for others.
44. Technology of Materials.—Materials for stone masonry; kinds of masonry
and external finish; tools for stone cutting; brick masonry; terra cotta; columns, beams,
girders, and footings; joints and connections. Working drawings. II; (3).
Mr. Lescher, Mr. Spangler
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 2; Architecture 32, 43, for students in
the Department of Architecture; consent of the instructor for others.
45. Graphic Statics.—Trussed roofs; steel and masonry arches, domes. Graphic
representation of reactions, bending moments, shear and deflection in beams. (For ar-
chitects.) I; (3). Assistant Professor Morgan
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 16.
46. Roofs.—Wooden and steel roofs; determination of section of members; design
of joints; mill and steel skeleton construction. II; (3). Assistant Professor Morgan
Prerequisite: Architecture 45.
55. Building Sanitation.—Plumbing; water closets; drains and systems of water
supply; sewage disposal. (For architects.) Recitations; lectures; designs for special
problems. II; (1). Mr. Lescher
Prerequisite: Physics 9a-9b, lOa-lOb; Architecture 43, 44.
59. Domestic Architecture.—(Given in connection with Home Economics 2.)
Lectures; criticism. I. (2). Assistant Professor Foster
60a. Special Lectures.—(For architects.) II; (2). Associate Professor Palmer
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
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65-66. Theory of Architecture.—Influence of function on form, plan, and eleva-
tion; problem analysis. Lectures; research; exercises. I, II; (1). Mr. McGervey
Prerequisite: Registration in Architecture 35, 36. These courses must be taken in
sequence.
67. Theory op Form.—Arrangement of form; architectural ornament and composi-
tion, proportion, and balance. II; (2). Mr. Davis
Prerequisite: Senior standing in architecture.
68. Specifications.—General and special clauses; contracts; practice in writing
several sets; relations of the architect, owner, and builder; office organization; building
ordinances; ethics. (For architects.) I; (3). Professor Provine
Prerequisite: Senior standing in architecture.
71. Architectural Elements.—A course intended for those who are interested
in general architectural forms and presentation. The use of drawing instruments, lettering,
shades and shadows. Simple architectural motifs. Pencil and charcoal drawing from
objects and from simple casts. A study in outline and proportion. I; (4).
Mr. Chance, Mr. Heino, Mr. Kennedy
Prerequisite: Not open to students in the Department of Architecture.
72. Architectural Elements.—The orders of architecture and their application
to simple design problems. Pencil and charcoal drawing from casts of architectural orna-
ment. II; (4). Mr. Chance, Mr. Heino, Mr. Kennedy
Prerequisite: Architecture 71.
75. Frame Construction Details.—For Landscape Students—Characteristics and
uses of various woods. Lectures and drafting room work involving details of construction
for garden fences, gates, pergolas, shelters, and similar subjects. I; (3). Mr. Lescher
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor. Not open to students in the Department of
Architecture.
76. Masonry Construction Details.—For Landscape Students—Materials used
in masonry construction, stone, brick, terra cotta, tile, and other materials as applied to
walks, walls, gateways, shelters, and similar subjects. Lectures and drafting room work.
II; (3). Mr. Lescher
Prerequisite: Architecture 75.
97-98. Thesis.—I, II; (7). Associate Professor Dillenback
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in architecture presupposes the full undergraduate course
in that subject. Semi-weekly conferences are held and additional instruction given in
all courses as may be required.
101. Architectural Construction.—Design of special structures. I, II; (% to 1
unit). 1 Professor Provine; Associate Professor Palmer
103. Advanced Architectural Graphics.—I, II; (1 to 2 units).1
Professor Provine; Associate Professor Palmee
104. Architectural Design.—Advanced course. I, II; (1 to 2 units). 1
Associate Professor Dillenback
105. Architectural Practice.—Contracts, specifications, and office methods. I;
(*A to 1/2 unit). 1 Professor Provine
106. Architectural History.—Special research. I, II; (% to 2 units). 1
Professor Newcomb
B. ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
33. Architectural Drawing.—Lettering; elements of architecture; walls, mould-
ings, windows, doors, shades and shadows, perspective, the Orders, vaults, roofs, stairs;
wash rendering, stereotomy, charcoal drawing from the cast. Lectures; sketching. I; (3).
Mr. Heino
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1, or 4, and 2.
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on hie study-list, not the pos-
sible unitB as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e. g., not H to 2
units, but H, or 1, or 2.
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34. Design.—(Elementary.) Rendered order and sketch problems; library research.
II; (3). Mr. Heino
Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 33.
35-36. Design.—(Intermediate.) Rendered plan and sketch problems; library
research. I, II; (3). Mr. Kloppenburg
Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 34. The courses must be taken in sequence.
43. Technology of Materials.—See Architecture 43. (For architectural engi-
neers.) I; (2). Mr. Lescher, Mr. Spangler
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1, 2.
44. Technology of Materials.—See Architecture 44. II; (2).
Mr. Lescher, Mr. Spangler
Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 33, 43; General Engineering Drawing 1, 2.
45. Graphic Statics.—Application to forces; beams under fixed and moving loads.
I; (3). Assistant Professor Morgan
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20; registration in Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics 25.
46. Advanced Graphic Statics.—Analysis of masonry arches, domes, and vaults;
large and unusual forms of roof trusses. II; (3). Assistant Professor Morgan
Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 45.
47. Architectural Engineering.—Design and working drawings of trusses, mem-
bers and joints, plate girders, chimneys; investigations of wind bracing. I; (5).
Associate Professor Palmer; Assistant Professor Morgan
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 26; Architectural Engineering 44, 46.
48. Architectural Engineering.—Footings; framed structures; working drawings.
II; (5). Associate Professor Palmer; Assistant Professor Morgan
Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 47.
57. Fireproof Construction.—Reinforced concrete and other forms of fireproof
construction. I; (2). Associate Professor Palmer
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 26; Architectural Engineering 44,
46; registration in Architectural Engineering 47.
58. Fireproof Construction.—(Continuation of first semester's work.) II; (2).
Associate Professor Palmer
Prerequisite: Architectural Engineering 47, 57; registration in Architectural Engi-
neering 48.
67. Building Sanitation.—See Architecture 55. (For architectural engineers.)
Recitations; lectures; quizzes; designs for special problems. II; (2). Mr. Lescher
Prerequisite: Physics la-3a, lb-3b; Architectural Engineering 43 and 44.
68. Estimates and Specifications.—Estimating; contracts; specifications; general
and special clauses; relations of architect, owner, and builder. (For architectural engi-
neers.) II; (4). Professor Provine
Prerequisite: Senior standing in architectural engineering.
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
ART AND DESIGN
Assistant Professors Lake, Bradbury1 ; Professor Taft (non-resident); Mr. Nearpass,
Miss Schell, Mr. Donovan, Miss Anderson, Mr. Long
1. Freehand Drawing.—Charcoal and pencil; perspective; light, shadow, shade,
and reflections in monochrome; graphical representation. I or II; (3).
Mr. Nearpass, Mr. Long
3a-3b. Figure Drawing.—Drawing from posed model; anatomy; proportion, con-
struction, composition, and action. I, II; (3). Mr. Donovan
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1.
4a-4b. Water Color Painting.—Still-life; flowers and outdoor sketching. I, II;
(3). Mr. Nearpass
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1.
'On leave of absence.
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6a-6b. Figure and Portrait Painting.—Painting in oil from costumed models;
portrait and character study. I, II; (3). Mr. Nearpasb
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1, 3a.
7a-7b. Still-Life in Oil Colors.—Still-life; flowers and outdoor sketching. I, II;
(3). Mr. Donovan
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1, 2.
8a-8b. Modeling.—Clay modeling of anatomical and decorative forms; plaster
molds and models; sculptural art. I, II; (3). Assistant Professor Lake
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1.
9a. Course for Teachers.—Work in common school art study for the first six
grades; organization; equipment; administrative duties of the supervisor. I; (3).
Miss Anderson
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1, 12.
9b. Course for Teachers.—Work in common school art study for the seventh
and eighth grades and high school; organization; equipment; administrative duties of the
supervisor. II; (3). Miss Anderson
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1, 9a, 12.
10. Sketching.—Pen, pencil, wash, charcoal, pastel; methods in sketching from
still-life, landscape, and figure. II; (1). Mr. Donovan
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1, 3.
12. Design.—Theory of pure design; effects of material on execution; fitness of forms
of media; space divisions and relations; color schemes and exercises; conventionalization
of natural forms. I or II; (2). Assistant Professor Lake
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1.
13a. Design.—A study of composition in monochrome for home economic students.
I or II; (2). Miss Anderson, Miss Schell
13b. Design.—A study of composition in line, tone, and colors. I or II; (2).
Miss Anderson, Miss Schell
Prerequisite: Art and Design 13a.
14a. Applied Design.—Decorative illustration in black and white applied to posters,
covers, book-plates, etc.; processes of reproduction in printing. I; (3). Mr. Donovan
Prerequisite: Art and Design 1, 12.
14b. Applied Design.—Decorative illustration in color applied to posters, covers,
book-plates, etc.; processes of reproduction in printing. II; (3). Mr. Donovan
Prerequisite: Art and Design 14a.
19. History of Fine Arts.—Periods and styles of architecture, sculpture, and
painting previous to the Italian Renaissance. I; (2). Assistant Professor Lake
Prerequisite: One year of college work.
20. History of Fine Arts.—Periods and styles of architecture, sculpture, and
painting of the Italian Renaissance and to the present time. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Lake
Prerequisite: One year of college work.
Summer Session Courses
SI. Elementary Art.—Form drawing from still-life, cast, and nature; outline and
shading in charcoal; perspective. (2). Assistant Professor Lake
S9. Art for the Common Schools.—Planning and execution of work in common
school art study; blackboard drawing. Lectures on organization, equipment, and the
administrative side of the supervisor's work. (2). Assistant Professor Lake
S20. History of Fine Arts. Assistant Professor Lake
Equivalent: Art and Design 20.
ASTRONOMY
Professor Baker
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Descriptive Astronomy.—The earth as an astronomical body; the solar system
I; (3). (Credit not given for both 1 and 3). Professor Bakei
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
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2. Descriptive Astronomy.—Continuation of course 1. The sun; stars and nebulae;
structure of the universe; cosmic evolution. II; (3). Professor Baker
Prerequisite: Astronomy 1 or 3.
3. General Astronomy.—Similar to course 1, but more technical. II; (3). (Credit
not given for both 1 and 3). Professor Baker
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4; sophomore standing; general physics desirable.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Celestial Mechanics.—Central forces; potentials; differential equations of
planetary motion; theory of orbit determination. II; (3). Professor Baker
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9.
9. Astrophysics.—Solar and stellar phenomena in the light of modern physics. I;
(3). Professor Baker
Prerequisite: Astronomy 1 or 3; general physics.
14. Observational Astronomy.—Special problems. Laboratory. I or II; (3).
Professor Baker
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
[15. Geodetic Astronomy.—The transit and zenith telescope. Laboratory. II; (3).
Not given, 1926-27. Professor Baker
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7.]
Course for Graduates
101. Seminar.—I or II; {1 unit). Professor Baker
Summer Session Course
SI. Descriptive Astronomy.— (3). Professor Baker
ATHLETIC COACHING
(See Education.)
BACTERIOLOGY
Professor Tanner; Assistant Professor Koser; Mr. Wallace, Mr. Lindsey
Major: 20 hours chosen from the courses offered by this department. Five hours
may be chosen from the following courses offered by other departments: dairy husbandry
(dairy bacteriology).
Minors: 20 hours chosen from one or two of the following: Chemistry, botany,
zoology, physiology.
The prerequisite for graduate work in the department of bacteriology is 10 semester
hours of bacteriology and 15 semester hours of some physical or biological science. Cer-
tain courses in the departments of agronomy, botany, chemistry, and dairy husbandry
are required of students who are candidates for the Doctor's degree. The attention of
students is called to the courses in applied bacteriology offered by these departments,
since they form an integral part of the instruction in bacteriology offered at the University.
Courses for Undergraduates
5a. Introductory Bacteriology and Sanitary Science: Lectures.—Bacteria,
yeasts, and molds; structure morphology, and systematic relationships; general sanitation,
agriculture, home economics, communicable diseases, etc. Designed to accompany Bac-
teriology 5b, but may be elected without it. I or II; (3).
Professor Tanner and assistants
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing; one semester of chemistry or consent of the
instructor.
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5b. Introductory Bacteriology: Laboratory.—Morphology and physiology of
bacteria and related microorganisms; preparation of media and apparatus; staining;
cultivation. Designed to accompany Bacteriology 5a. I or II; (2).
Assistant Professor Koser; Mr. Wallace, Mr. Black
Prerequisite: Bacteriology 5a or concurrent registration in it; Chemistry 2a, N6, or 4.
6. Bacteriology for Sanitary Engineers.—I; (2J^). Mr. Wallace
Prerequisite: Chemistry 10b.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7a-7b. Theses and Special Problems.—I, II; (3 to 5) 1 .
Professor Tanner; Assistant Professor Koser
Prerequisite: Junior standing; 10 hours of bacteriology, or consent of instructor.
8. Food Bacteriology.—Decay of organic matter in nature; soil and sewage bac-
teria; water bacteria; foods; food poisoning; laboratory lectures; discussions; readings;
reports. II; (5). Professor Tanner; Mr. Wallace
Prerequisite: Junior standing; Bacteriology 5a and 5b, or their equivalents; consent
of the instructor.
10. Epidemiology.—Spread and control of communicable diseases. Lectures;
reading; problems. I; (2). Assistant Professor Koser
Prerequisite: Junior standing; Bacteriology 5a and 5b; consent of instructor.
20. General Bacteriology.—(For advanced undergraduates and graduates.)
Laboratory; lectures; reading; reports. I, II; (5).
Professor Tanner; Assistant Professor Koser
Prerequisite: Two years of college chemistry; senior standing; consent of the in-
structor.
26. Pathological Bacteriology.—Recommended that students who take this
laboratory course elect Bacteriology 10 at the same time. I; (3).
Professor Tanner; Mr. Wallace
Prerequisite: Bacteriology 5a and 5b; junior standing and consent of the instructor.
Courses for Graduates
103. Physiology of Bacteria.—Fermentation; growth and death; lectures; read-
ing; reports. I; (i unit). Professor Tanner
107. Research in Bacteriology.—Intended for those who are taking a major
in bacteriology either for the master's or doctor's degree. I or II; (1 to 4 units) 1 .
118a-118b. Current Literature.—Required of all students who major in bacter-
iology. I, II; (% unit). Professor Tanner
Prerequisite: Senior standing; 5 hours of bacteriology.
Summer Session Courses
Note.—The courses offered in the Summer Session are equivalent to courses of the same
numbers given during the academic year and have the same prerequisites.
Courses for Undergraduates and Graduates
S5a. Introductory Bacteriology and Sanitary Science. Professor Tanner
S5b. Introductory Bacteriology: Laboratory. Mr. Wallace
S20. General Bacteriology. Professor Tanner; Mr. Wallace
S7-S107. Research. Professor Tanner
*In registering for a course with variable credit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-
list, not the variable hours or units as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to
take the course; e.g., not 2 to 5, but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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BANKING
(See Economics.)
BIOLOGY
(See Bacteriology, Botany, Entomology, Physiology, and Zoology.)
BOTANY
Professors Trelease (Retired), Shantz, Hottes, Stevens; Assistant Professor Mc-
Dougall; Dr. Hague, Dr. Smith, Dr. Kienholz, Mr. Croxton, Mr. Konichek, Mr.
Solheim, Miss Krenz, Mr. Penfound, 1 Mr. Michaels, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Morgan,
Mr. Sallee, Mr. Card, Miss Liebtag, Mr. Barr, Mr. Stewart
Major: 20 hours exclusive of Botany 1 and 4.
Minor: 20 hours chosen from not more than three subjects in the following list:
Bacteriology, chemistry, entomology, geology, physics, physiology, and zoology, in con-
sultation with the department of botany. At least 8 hours must be offered in one subject.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. General Botany.—Lectures; discussion; laboratory. I or II; (5).
Assistant Professor McDougall; Dr. Smith and assistants
2a. Morphology of Thallophytes and Bryophytes.—Laboratory. I; (5).
Dr. Hague
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5.
2b. Morphology of Pteridophytes and Spermatophytes.—Laboratory. II; (5).
Dr. Hague
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5.
4. Local Flora.—A laboratory and field course for the identification of the spring
plants of Illinois. II; (3). Dr. Hague
[4a. Taxonomy of Cormophytes.—Structure, identification, and classification.
Laboratory. II; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Dr. Hague
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5.]
5. General Botany.—(For students in Agriculture).—Lecture; quiz; laboratory.
I or II; (3). Professor Hottes; Dr. Kienholz and assistant
7. Plant Pathology.—I; (5). Professor Stevens
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5.
23. Plant Ecology.—Plants in their natural habitats, in relation to environment,
to animals, and to each other. Lectures; laboratory; field work. II; (3).
Assistant Professor McDougall
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5.
24. Mushrooms.—Structure, identification, classification, and ecological relations.
Edible and poisonous mushrooms. Lectures; laboratory; field work. I; (2).
Assistant Professor McDougall
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
27a. Plant Physiology.—I; (5). Professor Hottes
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5.
27b. Plant Physiology.—Response of the plant to external stimuli. II; (3).
Dr. Kienholz
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or 5.
30. Methods of Teaching.—Seminar; laboratory. I; (3). Mr. Croxton
Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany and senior standing.
'Resigned.
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COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES
Candidates for advanced degrees in botany must offer for admission to the graduate courses
20 hours of college work in botany or else 15 hours in botany plus 5 hours in zoology or
entomology or bacteriology.
Graduate students who elect botany for minor credit must meet the prerequisite for
courses which they take for graduate credit.
9a-9b. Plant Anatomy or Physiology.—Problems in anatomy with technic, in
physiology, or in the application of these to plant breeding, crop production, and forestry.
I, II; (3 to 5) 1 . Professor Hottes
Prerequisite: 8 hours of botany; junior standing.
10. Current Botanical Literature.—I, II; (1). The staff
16b. Taxonomy and Morphology of Algae and Bryophytes.—II; (3 to 5) 1 .
Dr. Hague
Prerequisite: Botany 2a; senior standing. For graduate students in chemistry, 5
hours of biology and 10 hours of physical science, including manipulation of instruments,
or 15 hours of physical science.
[17a-17b. Taxonomy of Cormophytes.—I, II; (3 to 5) 1 . Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Botany 4a; senior standing.] Professor Shantz
18. Plant Geography and its Relation to Agriculture.—II; (3).
Prerequisite: 8 hours of botany, or 5 hours of botany and 5 hours of geography.
Professor Shantz
22a. Morbid Histology.—I; (3 to 5) 1 . Professor Stevens
Prerequisite: Botany 7a; senior standing.
22b. Groups of Fungi and Crop Disease.—II; (3 to 5) 1 . Professor Stevens
Prerequisite: Botany 7a; junior standing.
25a-25b. Plant Ecology.—I, II; (3 to 5) 1 . Assistant Professor MgDougall
Prerequisite: Botany 23; senior standing.
[26. Taxonomy and Ecology of the Higher Fungi.—Lectures. II; (3). Not
given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor McDougall
Prerequisite: Botany 7a or 24; senior standing.]
28a-28b. Taxonomy of Economic Fungi.—I, II; (3 to 5) 1 . Professor Stevens
Prerequisite: Botany 7a; junior standing.
29a. Comparative Morphology of Pteridophytes, Gymnosperms, and Angio-
sperms.—I; (3). Dr. Hague
Prerequisite: Botany 2b; senior standing.
31a-31b. Thesis Course.—I, II; (2).
Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany.
32a-32b. Honors Course.—I, II; (2).
Prerequisite: 15 hours of botany.
Courses for Graduates
102. Physiology.—Effects of external stimuli on growth and movement. Subjects
for investigation. Reports and discussions of current literature and research. I, II; {%
to 2 units). 1 Professor Hottes
103. Methods in Plant Pathology.—II; {% to y^). 1 Professor Stevens
104. Mycology.—Subjects and problems in field and laboratory. I, II; (% to 2
units). 1 Professor Stevens
105. Investigations in Physiology, Ecology, or Plant Geography.—(% to 2
units) 1 Professor Shantz
106. Plant Pathology.—Subjects assigned. I, II; {% to 2 units). 1
Professor Stevens
'In registering for a course with variable credits or units, a student must put down on bis study-list, not
the possible hours as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to take the course;
e.g., not 3 to 5, but 3, or 4, or 5.
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[107. History of Botany.—Conferences; lectures; reading. I; (% unit). Not
given, 1926-27. Professor Shantz]
[108. Taxonomy.—I, II; (% to 2 units). 1 Not given, 1926-27. Professor Shantz]
109. Ecology.—Subjects for investigation. I, II; (% to 2 units). 1
Assistant Professor McDougall
Summer Session Courses
(For description of courses, wholly or in part, see corresponding numbers in the descrip-
tion of courses in the regular session.)
Si. General Botany.—(5). Mr. Penfound, Mr. Solheim
S4d. Trees and Shrubs of the Campus.— (3). Professor Trelease
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S17. Taxonomy of Cormophytes.—Arrange. (3 to 5). 1 Professor Trelease
Prerequisite: Botany 4a or 4d, or equivalent.
• Courses for Graduates
5107. History of Botany.—Lectures, reading, and reports. Arrange. {% unit).
Professor Trelease
5108. Taxonomy.—Research. Arrange. {% to 1 unit). 1 Professor Trelease
BUSINESS LAW
(See Business Organization and Operation.)
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION
Professors Scovill, Morey, Filbey, Russell; Associate Professors Converse, Littleton,
Anderson, Schlatter; Assistant Professors Baily, Dillavou, Fernald, Saunders,
Howard; Dr. Hilgert, Mr. Behrens, Dr. Simpson, Mr. Allen, Mr. Barnes, Mr. Cagann,
Mr. Foster, Mr. Fullerton, Mr. Karrenbrock, Mr. LeMaster, Mr. Hackett, Mr.
Newcomer, Mr. Simmons, Mr. Beights, Mr. Carpenter, Mr. DeLong, Mr. Flynn,
Mr. Green, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Phillips, Mr. Weller, Mr. Crawford; Cooperating:
Dean Thompson, Mr. Gressens
A. ACCOUNTANCY
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Principles of Accounting—Accounting Procedure.—Accounting and
bookkeeping; double entry, fundamental accounts, and books. Students who present one
unit of bookkeeping for entrance will not be allowed credit for la and should register in le.
Acc'y la may be taken without lb. I, II; (3). (la or lb may be taken either semester).
Assistant Professor Baily and assistants
le. Principles of Accounting.—Similar to Accountancy la, offered for the benefit
of those who present one unit of entrance credit in bookkeeping. I or II; (2).
Assistant Professor Baily and others
Prerequisite: One unit entrance credit in bookkeeping.
'In registering for a course with variable credits or units, a student should put down on his study-list,
not the possible hours as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to take the course;
e.g., not 2-5, but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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2a-2b. Elementary Cost Accounting.—Intermediate Accounting.—Cost ac-
counting, partnership and corporation accounts, depreciation, good will, reserves, and
sinking funds; special financial statements, reading balance sheets, problems. I, II; (3).
(2a or 2b may be taken either semester). Associate Professor Schlatter and others
Prerequisite: Accountancy lb; registration or credit in Economics 1. (Accountancy
2a may be taken without 2b.)
11. Farm Accounting.—I or II; (4). Mr. Fullerton
Prerequisite: Open only to students in agriculture who have had Economics 1 or 2.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3a-3b. Advanced Accounting and Auditing.—I, II; (3).
Professors Scovill, Filbey; Associate Professors Littleton, Schlatter; Assistant
Professor Baily
Prerequisite: Accountancy 2a-2b; Economics 3, and average of C or better in Ac-
countancy 1 and 2. (Accountancy 3a may be taken without 3b).
4a-4b. Cost Accounting and Systems.—First Semester: (a) Factory procedure,
overhead expense, installation and control of cost systems, presentation of cost data;
(b) Manufacturing efficiency; (c) Construction of cost systems. Second Semester: Banks,
building and loan associations, insurance companies, brokers, public utility corporations,
department stores. The work of either semester may be taken separately. I, II; (2).
Associate Professor Schlatter; Assistant Professor Baily
Prerequisite: Accountancy 2a-2b.
5a-5b. C. P. A. Problems.—Type problems and questions, including theory and
auditing. I, II; (3). Professor Scovill
Prerequisite: Accountancy 3a-3b.
13. Governmental Accounting.—Accounts of institutions and municipalities, and
of the State and Federal governments. Organization; procedure, budget, accounts and
records, reports, audits; purchasing and storekeeping. I or II; (2). Professor Morey
Prerequisite: Accountancy 3a.
20. Income Tax Procedure.—II; (2). Professor Filbey
Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Accountancy 3b; senior standing.
90a-90b. Thesis.—Primarily for candidates for honors. I, II; (2).
Associate Professor Littleton
Prerequisite: Major in accountancy; senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
The courses for graduates only may be selected by those who have had approximately
fifteen university accounting credits including Accountancy 3a or its equivalent. Account-
ancy 4a is a prerequisite for 104; 3b for 110; 13 for 113; and 20 for 120.
103. Advanced Theory.—I, II; (1 unit). Associate Professor Littleton
104. Accounting Systems.—Operations of industrial and mercantile enterprises;
designing of accounting systems; uniform accounting systems. I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Scovill
110. Accounting Reports.—II; (1 unit). Professor Filbey
113. Governmental Accounting.—II; (1 unit). Professor Morey
120. Income Tax Development.—I; (1 unit). Professor Filbey
129. Thesis.—I, II; (1 unit). Professor Filbey and others
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
S2a-2b. Intermediate Accounting.—(6). Associate Professor Schlatter
Equivalent: 2a-2b.
Prerequisite: Accountancy lb; registration or credit in Economics 1.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S3a. Advanced Accounting.— (3). Professor Filbey
Equivalent: Accountancy 3a.
Prerequisite: Accountancy 2a-2b; Economics 3; average of C or better in Account-
ancy 1 and 2.
Courses for Graduates
SI 10. Accounting Reports.— {1 unit) Professor Filbey
Equivalent: Accountancy 110.
S129. Thesis.— (1 unit). Professor Filbey
Equivalent: Accountancy 129.
B. BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Industrial Organization and Management.—Problems of organization and
of administrative policy; supervision and management of industries and industrial units.
I or II; (3).
Associate Professor Anderson; Mr. Behrens, Mr. Cagann, Mr. Barnes and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1; Accountancy lb.
2. Marketing Organization and Operation.—I or II; (3).
Associate Professor Converse; Dr. Hilgert and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1, Accountancy lb and junior standing.
7. Salesmanship.—I or II; (2). Professor Russell; Mr. Cagann
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates
3. Retail and Wholesale Store Organization and Operation.—I or II; (3).
Mr.. Behrens
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2.
4. Advanced Industrial Organization and Management.—I or II; (3).
Associate Professor Anderson
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 1. Senior engineering students
who have had Economics 1 or 2 may be admitted by permission of the instructor.
17. Sales Management.—Modern sales organizations; selling problems of manu-
facturers, wholesalers, and retailers, management of salesmen. II; (2).
Professor Russell
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2 and 7; senior standing.
8. Advertising.—I or II; (3). Assistant Professor Fernald; Dr. Hilgert
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2; senior standing.
9. Trade and Commercial Organizations.—Duties of the commercial organiza-
tion secretary. I or II; (2). Dean Thompson
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2; senior standing.
10. Newspaper Advertising.—Designed primarily for students specializing in
journalism. I; (3). Assistant Professor Fernald
18. Advertising Campaigns.—II; (2). Assistant Professor Fernald
Prerequisite: B. O. and 0. 8.
20. Credits and Collections.—This course considers the theory of credit, use of
credit in the business world, forms of credit, elements determining credit risk, sources of
credit information, statement analysis, credit ratios, organization and management of
credit department, relation of credit department to sales and accounting departments,
collection methods, handling slow accounts, principle of resale, operation of exchange and
adjustment bureaus. I or II; (2). Associate Professor Converse
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2.
[30. Typography and Printing.—I; (1). Not given, 1926-27.'
Director Cunningham
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2; consent of the instructor.]
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70. Operation op Public Utilities.—II; (3). Mr. Gressens
Prerequisite: Economics 81 or consent of instructor.
75. Management of Public Utilities.—I; (3). Mr. Gressens
Prerequisite: Economics 1 and Accountancy 2a.
90a-90b. Thesis.—Primarily for candidates for honors. I, II; (2).
Members of the staff
Prerequisite: Major in business organization and operation; senior standing.
Business Letter Writing.—See Rhetoric 10. Assistant Professor Saunders
Courses for Graduates
To register in the graduate courses one must have had at least five semester hours' credit
in the principles of economics; also courses in Business Organization and Operation 1 and
2 or equivalent. Business Organization and Operation 4 is a prerequisite for 104.
102. Marketing Policies and Problems.—I, II; (1 unit).
Associate Professor Converse
104. Scientific Management.—I, II; (1 unit). Associate Professor Anderson
107. Sales Campaigns.—I, II; (/ unit). Professor Russell
129. Thesis.—I, II; (1 unit). Professor Russell and others
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
Si. Industrial Organization and Management.—(3).
Associate Professor Anderson
Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 1.
Prerequisite: Economics 1; Accountancy lb.
S4. Management in Manufacturing.—(3). Associate Professor Anderson
Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 4.
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 1.
Course for Graduates
S107. Sales Campaigns.—(1 unit). Professor Russell
Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 107.
S129. Thesis.— (1 unit). Professor Russell
Equivalent: Business Organization and Operation 129.
C. BUSINESS LAW
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. General Principles of Business Law.—Contracts, agency, sales of personal
property, negotiable instruments, partnerships, and business corporations. I, II; (3).
Assistant Professors Dillavou, Howard; Dr. Simpson, Mr. LeMaster
Prerequisite: Sixty hours of university credit, including Economics 1 and Accountancy
lb.
2. Elementary Law of Business.—Contracts, leases, property. I or II; (3).
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Assistant Professor Howard
3. Law for Engineering Students.—Contracts, negotiable instruments, insurance,
real property, landlord and tenant. Open only to students in engineering who have credit
in Economics 1 or 2. II; (3). Dr. Simpson
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Course for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates
10. Law of Security Relations and Banking.—Suretyship; mortgages; pledges;
personal property; real property; insurance; bankruptcy; banking, Federal Reserve Board.
I or II; (3). Assistant Professor Dillavou
Prerequisite: Senior standing and registration or credit in Business Law lb.
Summer Session Course
Sib. Principles of Business Law.— (3). Dr. Simpson
Equivalent: Business Law lb.
Prerequisite: Business Law la, or permission of the instructor.
CERAMIC ENGINEERING
Professor Parmelee; Associate Professor Hursh; Assistant Professor Andrews; Mr.
McVay, Mr. Bourne
The courses offered by the Department of Ceramic Engineering are designed to give
a technical knowledge of the composition and properties of materials used in the manu-
facture of clay wares, abrasives, cements, glasses, and enamels, and to acquaint the student
with the construction, equipment, and operation of ceramic plants.
Graduates of courses other than ceramic engineering who have the necessary pre-
requisites may take the following courses for minor credit: 3, 4c, 5, 6, 8, 10, 13, 15, 16, 19,
20, and 21.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Ceramic Materials.—Properties of clays and other ceramic materials; identi-
fication of varieties met in practical work. Lectures; laboratory. I; (3).
Professor Parmelee; Assistant Professor Andrews
Prerequisite: Chemistry 4.
2. Winning and Preparation of Clays.—Machinery and processes; comparative
costs of the different methods. II; (3). Mr. McVay
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1.
3. Industrial Calculations.—Chemical and physical calculations applying to the
operation of furnaces, kilns, and dryers; temperature measurements. II; (3).
Associate Professor Hursh
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1; Physics la-lb and 3a-3b.
4c. Drying and Burning.—Chemical and physical processes; equipment used in
drying and burning ceramic products. I; (5). Associate Professor Hursh
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1, 3.
5. Ceramic Bodies.—Composition and properties; effects of ingredients; special
bodies. Lectures; laboratory. II; (5).
Professor Parmelee; Assistant Professor Andrews
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1, 2.
6. Glazes.—Glazes and enamels; composition, limits, properties, and defects. Lec-
tures; laboratory. I; (6). Professor Parmelee; Assistant Professor Andrews
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 3, 5.
8. Glass Technology.—The chemistry and physics of the silicate glasses and their
preparation. Industrial methods. Lectures; reading; discussion. II; (2).
Prerequisite: Chemistry 31.
9. Ceramic Construction.—Plans, specifications, and estimates for ceramic equip-
ment and industrial plants. II; (4). Associate Professor Hursh
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4; Ceramic Engineering 3, 4c.
10. Cements.—Cements, limes, plasters; composition, reactions; methods of manu-
facture and testing. I; (3). Mr. McVay
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1, 2, 3.
12. Designing and Shaping.—Die construction, templates, master and working
molds for pressing, casting, and jiggering. I; (3).
Associate Professor Hursh; Mr. Bourne
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1, 2.
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[13. Cement Laboratory.—Preparation of silicate cements. II; (3). Not given,
1926-27. Mr. McVat
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 10.]
[15. Glass Laboratory.—Soda-lime, potash-lime, lead, barium, and zinc silicates;
borosilicates; fused and solidified glasses; problems. II; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Registration in Ceramic Engineering 8.]
16. Enamels.—Enamels, their composition, application, properties, and testing.
Lectures; laboratory. II; (3). Professor Parmelee; Assistant Professor Andrews
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 6.
17a. Selected Ceramic Problems.—Lectures; discussions; reading. I; (1).
Assistant Professor Andrews
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1, 3, or equivalent; Mathematics 8 or 7 or 9;
Registration in Chemistry 31.
19. Special Bodies.—Body preparation; composition, preparation, properties, uses,
and testing of bodies. Lectures; reading; laboratory. II; (3). Professor Parmelee
Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 5.
20. Refractory Materials.—Properties and uses; relation between refractory
power, chemical composition, and physical condition; changes at high temperatures. Sub-
ject presented from the standpoint of the Phase Rule. Lectures; discussions; assigned
reading. II; (2). Associate Professor Hursh
Prerequisite: Chemistry 31.
21. Ceramic Pyrometry.—Pyrometers: calibration, care, repair, and use. High
temperature measurement. II; (1). Assistant Professor Andrews
Prerequisite: General physics, inorganic chemistry.
97-98. Thesis.—II; (3 or 5). 1 Professor Parmelee; Associate Professor Hursh
99. Inspection Trip.—Visits to industrial plants. I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Graduate work leading to the degrees of Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy in
chemistry (ceramic chemistry), and Master of Science in ceramic engineering, is offered
by the department. Students who have specialized in chemistry, chemical engineering,
or ceramic engineering during their undergraduate work will ordinarily be qualified to
enter on graduate work leading to higher degrees in ceramic chemistry, while students
who have specialized in mechanical engineering, ceramic engineering, or chemical engi-
neering in their undergraduate work will ordinarily be qualified to pursue graduate work
leading to the higher degree in ceramic engineering. Graduate students who wish to elect
ceramic chemistry as their major field of study must have had the equivalent of twenty-
five semester hours of chemistry and this must include satisfactory courses in general
chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis, and either physical or organic chemistry.
Such students must also have had at least one year of college physics and training in mathe-
matics which includes calculus.
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy with their major field of study in
ceramic chemistry must fulfill the same general requirements in chemistry as candidates
in other branches of chemistry. Before receiving the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, all
such candidates must demonstrate their ability to read French and German literature in
their major subject.
101. Chemistry of the Compounds of Silicon.—Seminar. I, II; (% unit).
Prerequisites: Elementary courses in organic and physical chemistry.
102. General Technology of the Clay Industries.—Physical properties of
ceramic materials and products; chemical composition, mineralogical constitution, and
physical condition. Lectures; seminar; laboratory. I, II; (1 or 2 units). 1
Professor Parmelee
Prerequisite: The elements of mineralogy and of physical chemistry.
[103. Silicon Chemistry.—Laboratory to supplement Ceramic Engineering 101,
which must precede or accompany it. II; (1 or 2 units). 1 Not given, 1926-27.]
104. Technology of Glass.—Glassy silicates; limiting composition; physical and
chemical properties. Lectures and laboratory. (1 or 2 units). 1 Professor Parmelee
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 2
units, but 1, or 2.
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CHEMISTRY
Professors Notes (Retired), Pahr (Retired), Adams, Rose, Hopkins, Buswell, Rode-
bush, Reyes; Assistant Professors Reedy, Braley, Kremers, Layng, Englis, Marvel,
Krase; Dr. R. M. Parr, Dr. Phipps, Dr. Neville, Dr. Smith, Dr. Yntema, Dr. Driggs,
Dr. Johnson, Dr. Bartow, Dr. Cox, Dr. Karns, Miss Sparks, Mr. Anders, Mr. Howard,
Mr. Kleinheksel, Mr. Gatjerke, Mr. Coleman, Mr. Tschentke, Mr. Sherwood,
Miss Hodsdon, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Martin, Mr. Scroggie, Mr. Quill, Mr. Bousquet,
Miss Wallace, Mr. Lycan, Miss Westerman, Mr. Whittenberg, Mr. Yohe, Miss
Bolliger, Mr. Coons, Mr. Cupery, Miss Davies, Mr. Elder, Miss Ellis, Mr. Friedrich,
Mr. Johnson, Mr. Joyner, Mr. Marshall, Mr. MacQueen, Mr. Matzke, Mr. Moyer,
Mr. Nicoll, Mr. Provine, Mr. Rossander, Mrs. St. Julian, Mr. Sellers, Mr. Shand,
Mr. Smith, Mr. Stanley, Mr. Stearns, Mr. Stewart, Mr. White, Mr. Woodrow,
Mr. Zimmerman, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Copley, Mr. Babcock, Mr. Berg, Mr. Browning,
Mr. Ford, Mr. Helming, Mr. King, Mr. Lehman, Mr. Leslie, Mr. Manley, Mr. Met-
calf, Mr. Offenbacher1 , Miss Robertson, Mr. Scull, Mr. Walters, Miss Wilson,
Mr. Winters. Cooperating: Professor Parmelee
Major: 20 hours, exclusive of Chemistry 1, la, lb, 4, and 16, and inclusive of courses
in quantitative analysis and organic chemistry.
Minors: 20 hours, chosen from not more than three of the following subjects:
Bacteriology, botany, geology, mathematics, philosophy, physiology, physics, and zoology.
Students taking chemistry at the University are advised to give at least one year to
the subject, and this should include Chemistry 1 or la, 2a or N6. Those continuing in
the second year should take Chemistry 5a and 5b. In the third year Chemistry 14a,
14b, 14c, and 14d or 9 and 9c, 31, and 33 should be taken. With these, more special courses
may be taken, but students are not advised to take the special courses unless they have
had the fundamental work represented by the selection given above. Students who de-
Bire a training for professional work in chemistry, either as teachers or in its industrial
applications, should take the curriculum in chemistry, or in chemical engineering.
Students who find it impossible to take more than one semester's work are requested
to register in Chemistry 1 or la in the second semester rather than in the first.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Inorganic Chemistry.—The non-metallic elements. I, II; (5). {Seniors, S
hours only.)
Professor Hopkins (in charge); Assistant Professors Kremers, Reedy; Dr. Parr,
Dr. Neville, Dr. Yntema, Dr. Driggs, Dr. Bartow, Dr. Karns and assistants
Prerequisite: One unit of entrance credit in physics, or 2J^ units of entrance credit
in mathematics or registration in Mathematics la, or 2, or 3.
Note.—Students who have received entrance credit for high-school chemistry are
given only 3 hours of credit for Chemistry 1.
la. Inorganic Chemistry.—Lectures; recitations; laboratory. For students who
have had one year of high-school chemistry. I, II; (3). (Seniors, 2 hours only.)
Professor Hopkins (in charge); Assistant Professors Kremers, Reedy; Dr. Parr,
Dr. Neville, Dr. Yntema, Dr. Driggs, Dr. Bartow, Dr. Karns and assistants
Prerequisite: 1 unit of entrance credit in chemistry.
Note.—Students whose preparation proves to be inadequate for continuing this course
will be required to change their registration to Chemistry 1. Students who have not used
their high-school chemistry for entrance may receive 5 hours' credit for Chemistry la.
After September, 1926, such students must complete the work with a grade of " C " or above
to secure 5 hours of credit. Students who have failed in Chemistry 1 are permitted to
register for Chemistry la and will receive 5 hours' credit if their final grade is " C" or above
lb. Inorganic Chemistry.—Lectures; recitations; laboratory. (For students in
engineering.) I, II; (4). (Seniors, 8 hours only.)
Professor Hopkins (in charge); Assistant Professors Kremers, Reedy; Dr. Parr,
Dr. Neville, Dr. Yntema, Dr. Driggs, Dr. Bartow, Dr. Karns
Note.—Students who have credit for high-school chemistry should register for Chem-
istry la.
•Resigned.
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2a. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis.—Qualitative analysis of
metals and inorganic compounds. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I, II; (5). (Seniors,
8 hours only.)
Professor Hopkins; Assistant Professors Reedy, Kremers; Dr. Parr, Dr. Neville,
Dr. Yntema, Dr. Driggs, Dr. Bartow, Dr. Karns, and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1 or la.
4. Qualitative Analysis and Chemistry of the Metallic Elements.—Lectures;
class and laboratory work. (For students in engineering.) I, II; (4). (Seniors, 3 hours
only.)
Professor Hopkins; Assistant Professors Reedy, Kremers; Dr. Parr, Dr. Neville,
Dr. Yntema, Dr. Driggs, Dr. Bartow, Dr. Karns, and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry la or lb.
5a. Elementary Quantitative Analysis.—Gravimetric and volumetric analysis;
stoichiometrical relations. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I, II; (5).
Assistant Professors Braley, Englis, and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2a, or N6, or 4.
5b. Quantitative Analysis.—(Continuation of Chemistry 5a.) Analysis of sili-
cates, ores, and alloys. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. II; (5).
Assistant Professors Braley, Englis; Dr. Smith and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a.
N6. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis.—For students in chemistry
and chemical engineering. II; (5). (Seniors, 3 hours only.)
Professor Hopkins; Dr. Yntema and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1 or la.
8. Elementary Quantitative Analysis.—Gravimetric and volumetric analysis.
Lectures; recitations; laboratory. (For students in agriculture.) 1, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Braley; Dr. Smith and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2a or N6.
9. Elementary Organic Chemistry.—II; (3). Assistant Professor Marvel
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2a or N6.
9c. Elementary Organic Chemistry.—(Laboratory to accompany Chemistry 9.)
II; (2). Assistant Professor Marvel; Dr. Johnson and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2a or N6; registration in Chemistry 9.
10b. Chemistry of Water and Sewage.—Chemical analysis of potable and in-
dustrial waters. History, sources, contamination, and standards of purity. Analysis of
sewage and effluents from sewage treatment plants. (For students in sanitary engineering,
registered in connection with Bacteriology 6.) I; (2^). Professor Buswell; Mr. Elder
Prerequisite: Chemistry 4.
lOd. Sanitary Chemistry and Limnology.—Laboratory control of water and
sewage purification plants. Biological, biochemical, and colloidal reactions in sewage
purification processes. Colloidal water treatment. Water softening. Temperature cycles.
Dissolved gases and microscopic growths. Microscopic organisms in reservoirs and sewage
filters. (For students in sanitary engineering.) II; (3). Professor Buswell; Mr. Elder
Prerequisite: Chemistry 4 and 10b; Bacteriology 6.
lla-llb. Thesis. 1 The subject should be chosen and reading begun in the junior
year. A minimum of 5 semester hours required. (Required of seniors in chemistry and
chemical engineering.) I, II; (3 to 5). 2 Professor Adams (in charge)
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a, 14a, and 31, or the consent of the departmental com-
mittee.
[16. Fuel, Gas, and Water Analysis for Engineers.—Proximate analysis of coal;
calorific value; furnace gases; boiler waters; lubricating oils. (For students in engineering.)
II; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Layng
Prerequisite: Chemistry 4; junior standing.]
'Prerequisite: Chem. 78 is required for Chem. 11a in Metallurgy and must be completed in junior year.
JIn registering for a course with variable hours, a student must put down on his study-list, not the possible
hours, as shown here, but the number of hours for whioh he intends to take the oourse; e.g., not 2-5, but 2, or
3, or 4, or 5.
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19. Elementary Organic Chemistry.—(Especially for students in agriculture.)
Important compounds of carbon. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I, II; (3).
Dr. Johnson and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2a or N6 and 8 or registration in 8.
80. Elements of Glass Blowing.—A laboratory course in the construction and
repair of glass apparatus. II; (1). Mr. Anders
Prerequisite: Two years' work in chemistry.
90-91. Chemical Inspection Trips.—Required of juniors and seniors in the courses
in chemistry and chemical engineering. Estimated expense, $30 to $35 for each student.
II; {ty hour credit each year.) Professor Keyes
93a-93b. Journal Meeting.—Required of seniors and all graduate students in
chemistry. All members of the staff of the department of chemistry are expected to at-
tend. I, II; {Yz). Assistant Professor Englis
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates a,nd Graduates
7. 1 Metallurgy.—Manufacture of iron and steel. Lectures; readings; recitations.
I; (3). Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: (Senior students in engineering courses only.)
7a. Metallurgy.—General metallurgy; metallurgy of iron and steel. Lectures;
reading; recitations. I; (3). (For chemists and chemical engineers.) Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a.
7b. Metallurgy of the Non-Ferrous Metals.—Copper, lead, zinc, gold, and
silver. II; (3). Professor Keyes
Prerequisite: Chemistry 7.
10a. Chemistry of Sanitation.—Lectures, demonstrations, and field trips covering
the field of water purification, sewage treatment, and general sanitation. Three times a
week; II; (3); (% unit). Professor Buswell; Mr. Elder
[12. Chemistry of Colloids.—Lectures and demonstrations covering the prepara-
tion and properties of colloids with examples of special apparatus and technique employed
in colloid chemistry. Twice a week; I; (3); {% unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Buswell; Mr. Elder]
14a-14b. Organic Chemistry.—Lectures; recitations. I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Marvel
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a; should be accompanied by Chemistry 14c and 14d.
14c. Organic Chemistry (Laboratory Work).—Organic synthesis. I or II; (2).
Dr. Johnson and assistants
Prerequisite: Registration in Chemistry 14a, or equivalent.
14d. Organic Chemistry (Laboratory Work).—Organic synthesis, quantitative
and qualitative analysis. Continuation of 14c, to accompany 14b. II; (2).
Dr. Johnson and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 14a, 14c; registration in Chemistry 14b, or equivalent.
15. Physiological Chemistry.—Proteins, fats, and carbohydrates; tissues, di-
gestion, intestinal putrefaction, and feces; quantitative analysis of gastric contents, blood,
milk, and urine. Clinical aspects for prospective students of medicine. Lectures; demon-
strations; conferences; laboratory; reading. I; (5).
Professor Rose; Dr. Cox and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a or 8; 9 and 9c; or 14a and 14c.
15a. Problems of Metabolism.—Micro-methods of blood and urine analysis, with
their applications to the study of metabolism, and to the diagnosis and treatment of
disease. Lectures; conferences; laboratory. II; (3).
Professor Rose; Dr. Cox and assistant
Prerequisite: Chemistry 15.
17. Teachers' Course.—Methods of teaching elementary chemistry. Open only
to those who expect to teach. II; (3). Dr. R. M. Parr
Prerequisite: 13 hours of chemistry and senior standing.
'Certain required inspection trips will be arranged in connection with 7. Students registered in this course
should take into consideration the expense involved, which will not exceed $15.
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21. Qualitative Organic Analysis.—Identification of pure organic compounds
and mixtures. I; (3). Assistant Professor Marvel and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 14c, 14d.
25. Food Analysis.—Quantitative organic analysis of food products; alcohols,
carbohydrates, fats and oils, cereals, nitrogenous bodies, preservatives, and colors. I; (5).
Assistant Professor Englis and assistant
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a or 8; 9 or 14a-14b.
[26. Pharmaceutical Chemistry.—Analytical chemistry of medicinal substances;
pharmaceutical preparations. II; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 14a-14b.]
[27. Qualitative Analysis of the Rarer Elements.—Rarer elements and their
compounds; identification and separation of the elements; formation, solubilities, and
chemical reactions of their salts. Lectures; laboratory. I; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Two years' work in chemistry.]
28. Advanced Qualitative Analysis.—Methods of separation; qualitative re-
agents; theory of reactions. For those intending to teach qualitative chemistry. Lectures;
seminar. II; (2). Assistant Professor Reedy
Prerequisite: Senior standing and Chemistry 31, or graduate standing.
29. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry.—The common elements; periodic relation-
ship; preparation and application of the common elements and compounds. Lectures;
recitations. II; (2). Assistant Professor Kremers
31. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—The experimental basis for a proper ap-
preciation of physical chemistry. Lectures; problems. I, II; (3).
Professor Rodebush; Dr. Phipps
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a, 5b; Physics la-lb, or 7a-7b; Mathematics 7 or 8.
33. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—Laboratory to accompany 31. I, II; (2).
Dr. Phipps
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a, 5b; Physics la-lb, or 7a-7b; Mathematics 7 or 8.
34a-34b. Physical Chemistry.—Thermodynamics and free energy calculations.
Atomic structure. I, II; (2). Professor Rodebush
Prerequisite: Chemistry 31, 33.
35. Electrochemistry.—Electrochemistry; thermodynamics. II; (3).
Dr. Phipps
Prerequisite: Chemistry 31, 33.
46. Chemistry of Plant Products.—Organic compounds in plants; plant nutrition.
Lectures. II; (2). Assistant Professor Englis
Prerequisite: Chemistry 9 and 9c, or 14a and 14c.
47. Physical Methods in Inorganic Problems.—Recitations; assigned readings.
I; (2). Assistant Professor Reedy
55. Advanced Analytical Chemistry.—The qualitative and quantitative methods
of analytical chemistry. Analysis of ores and alloys. Stoichiometry. II; (5).
Assistant Professor Bralet
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a.
60. 1 Chemical Technology.—Technological chemistry illustrated in industries
having a chemical basis; trade journals. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Krase; Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a and 14a.
61. Industrial Chemical Laboratory.—Preparation and purification of chemical
products. (Should be accompanied by either Chemistry 60 or 109.) II; (3).
Assistant Professor Krase; Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a and 14a.
65. Fuels and Flue Gases.—Fuel inspection; gas analysis; determination of calorific
values; calculation of efficiencies. I or II; (3).
Assistant Professor Layng and assistants
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a.
•Certain required inspection trips will be arranged in connection with Chem. 60. Students registered
in this course should take into consideration the expense involved, which will not exceed $15.
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[66. Gas Engineering.—Gas machinery; ovens and appliances for carbonization;
recovery of by-products. II; (1). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Layng
Prerequisite: Chemistry 65; registration in 66a is advised.]
[66a. Control Processes in Gas Manufacture.—Standardization methods and
inspection. II; (1). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Layng
Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.]
69. Metallurgical Laboratory and Assaying.—Fire assay of gold, silver, lead>
and copper ores, mattes, and bullion; fluxes, slags, and charge calculations; coal, oil, and
gas furnaces, and measurement of high temperatures. I; (2).
Assistant Professor Krase
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a; Geology 20.
72. Paints, Oils, Turpentines, Varnishes, and Protective Coverings for
Wood and Metals.—Lectures; laboratory. I; (2).
Professor Keyes; Assistant Professor Krase; Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a and 14a-14b.
73. Asphalt, Tar, and Distillation Products.—Sources, characteristics, com-
position, and examination; binders and dust preventives used in road construction. (For
students in highway engineering.) II; (2). Professor Keyes
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2a or 4.
76. Mineral Oils.—Fractionation; analysis; evaluation for fuel, lubrication, and
gas manufacture. II; (2). Assistant Professor Layng
Prerequisite: Chemistry 9 or 14a.
[77. Composition and Classification of Coal.—Classification; changes in com-
position; weathering; spontaneous combustion; mine gases. Lectures; reading. II; (1).
Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Layng
Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.]
78. Metallography.—Constitution and microstructure of metals and alloys.
Lectures; readings; laboratory. II; (2). Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Chemistry 7.
[79. Advanced Metallography.—Selected alloy systems; correlation of consti-
tution and properties. I; (%unit); (2) Not given, 1926-27. Mr. Howard
Prerequisite: Chemistry 7 and 78 or equivalent.]
92a-92b. Chemical Literature and Reference Work.—Periods, leaders, journals.
Required of juniors in chemistry and chemical engineering; advised for juniors who are
majoring in chemistry. I, II; (1). Miss Sparks
Prerequisite: 18 hours of chemistry; 1 year of French or German; junior standing.
95. History of Chemistry.—Lectures; reading. I; (2).
Assistant Professor Reedy
Prerequisite: 20 hours of chemistry including one semester of organic chemistry;
one year of French or German and junior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Graduate students whose major subject is in some department other than chemistry, before
taking graduate work for credit in this department, must have had the equivalent of 15
university credits in chemistry, and the ground covered should include satisfactory work
in general chemistry and in qualitative and quantitative analysis. Such students are ad-
vised to make selections from the following Courses: Chemistry 31, 33 (or 102), 55, 14a,
14b, 14c, 14d, 15, 29, and 25. Courses of a more special nature will not as a rule, be ac-
cepted for graduate work unless preceded by one of the courses above.
Graduate students who are candidates for an advanced degree in chemistry must have
had the equivalent of 25 university credits in chemistry, properly distributed.
For students in chemistry, 5a, 5b, 8, 9, and 9c will not be accepted for graduate credit,
and 14a,-14b, 14c, 14d, 31 and 33 will be accepted only from students entering the Graduate
School with the equivalent of 30 university credits in chemistry.
[101. Theories of Chemistry.—Seminar. II; (% unit). Not given, 1926-27.]
102. Advanced Physical Chemistry.—Recent developments in physical chemistry.
Seminar. I, II; (% unit). Professor Rodebush and staff
103. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry.—The less familiar elements and their
relationship in the periodic system. Lectures; recitations. I, II; (% unit).
Professor Hopkins
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103a. Advanced Analytical Chemistbt.—Lectures, with or without laboratory.
II; (1/2 to 1*A units). 1 Assistant Professor Bbalet
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5b, 14a-14b, 31, 33.
103b. Special Topics ln Analytical Chemistry.—Required of all students taking
a major or minor in analytical chemistry. Seminar. I, II; (1/4. unit).
Assistant Professors Braley, Englis; Dr. Smith
Prerequisite: Chemistry 9a, 9b, 14a-14b.
103c. Special Topics in Inorganic Chemistry.—Seminar. I, II; (1/4 unit).
Professor Hopkins
103d. Laboratory Work in the Rarer Elements.—Should accompany or follow
103. I, II; (% to % units). 1
Professor Hopkins; Assistant Professor Kremers; Dr. Yntema
104. Advanced Organic Chemistry.—Geometric isomerism; optical isomerism;
tautomerism; mechanisms of important reactions; etc. II; (% unit). Professor Adams
104a. Advanced Organic Chemistry.—(First Course). I; (% unit).
Professor Adams
[104b. Advanced Quantitative Organic Chemistry.—Proteins, alkaloids, gluco-
sides, volatile oils, and other constituents of animal and vegetable tissues, toxicology.
Lectures; seminar. May be accompanied by laboratory work on a selected group of
compounds. I, II; (% unit; i% unit with laboratory). Not given, 1926-27.]
104c. Organic Chemistry.—Seminar. A review of current literature in organic
chemistry. I. (1/4 unit). Professor Adams
[104d. Advanced Organic Chemistry.—(Second Course). Heterocyclic compounds.
I; (% unit). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Marvel]
104e. Advanced Organic Chemistry.—Chiefly laboratory work. I. (% to
1 unit). Dr. Johnson
105. Advanced Physiological Chemistry.—Chemistry of intermediary meta-
bolism. Lectures; discussions; readings. II; (% unit). Professor Rose
105a. Advanced Physiological Chemistry.—Difficult biochemical preparations;
analytical methods; chiefly laboratory. II; (% unit). Professor Rosa
105b-105c. Advanced Physiological Chemistry.—Seminar. Current literature.
Required of all students majoring in physiological chemistry. I, II; (% unit).
Professor Rose
107. Special Problems in Technology of Fuels.—I; (% unit).
Assistant Professor Layno
Prerequisite: Chemistry 77.
107a. Fuel Technology.—Constitution of coal. I; (•% unit).
Assistant Professor Layng
Prerequisite: Chemistry 65.
107b. Fuel Technology.—Carbonization processes; by-product constituents and
recovery. II; (% unit). Assistant Professor Layng
Prerequisite: Chemistry 65 and 107a.
108. Advanced Metallography.—Metals and alloys. Recent work by Bain,
Jeffries, Rosenhain, and others. Laboratory work. I; {% unit).
Assistant Professor Layng
109. Advanced Industrial Chemistry.—Seminar. Development and chemical
control of processes. I, II; (% unit). Professor Keyes
109a. Advanced Industrial Chemistry.—Laboratory. Development and control
of processes on a commercial scale. I; (%um"0. Professor Keyes; Assistant Professor Erase
110. Water Supplies.—Advanced course. Sources of contamination; purification
for potable or technical use. I, II; (% to 2% units). 1 Professor Buswell
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 1JS
unite, but 1, or \}i.
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111. Research.—A thesis is usually required of students taking the Master's degree
and is always required of students taking the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. I, II; work
may be taken in the following subjects:
Physical and Electrochemistry
Professor Rodebush; Assistant Professor Reedy; Dr. Phipps
Inorganic Chemistry
Professor Hopkins; Assistant Professors Reedy, Kremers; Dr. Yntema, Dr. Neville
Analytical Chemistry Assistant Professor Braley; Dr. Smith
Food Chemistry Assistant Professor Enqlis
Organic Chemistry
Professors Adams, Noyes; Assistant Professor Marvel; Dr. Johnson
Water Chemistry Professor Buswell
Animal Chemistry (Animal Nutrition) Professor Grindley
Physiological Chemistry Professor Rose
Industrial Chemistry Professors Reyes, Parr; Assistant Professor Layng
Ceramic Chemistry Professor Parmelee
Phyto-Chemistry Assistant Professor Englis
Summer Session Courses
Professors Adams, Hopkins (in charge), Rodebush; Assistant Professors Braley,
Kremers, Englis, Marvel; Dr. Yntema, Dr. Driggs, Dr. Bradley, Dr. Neville,
Dr. Cox, Dr. Ingersoll, Dr. Noller, Miss Sparks, Mr. Sandborn, Mr. Sherwood,
Mr. Berg
Note.—All the courses in chemistry in the Summer Session are equivalent to the courses
of the same number given during the academic year, and have the same prerequisites.
Courses for Undergraduates
SI. Elementary Chemistry. Dr. Yntema, Dr. Neville, Dr. Driggs
Sla. Inorganic Chemistry. Dr. Yntema
Sib. Inorganic Chemistry (For engineering students).
Dr. Yntema, Dr. Neville, Dr. Driggs
S2a. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis.
Assistant Professor Kremers; Mr. Sherwood
S3a. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis.
Assistant Professor Kremers
S5a. Elementary Quantitative Analysis.
Assistant Professors Braley, Englis
S5b. Quantitative Analysis. Assistant Professor Braley
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates or Graduates
By suitable selection of courses through four consecutive summers it will be possible for
persons attending summer sessions to meet the requirements for the Master's degree.
S14a. Elementary Organic Chemistry. Dr. Noller
S14b. Organic Chemistry (second course). Dr. Ingersoll
S14c. Organic Chemistry (elementary laboratory).
Professor Adams; Dr. Noller, Mr. Sandborn
S14d. Organic Chemistry (advanced laboratory). Dr. Ingersoll, Mr. Sandborn
S15. Physiological Chemistry. Dr. Cox, Mr. Berg
S17. Teachers' Course. Professor Hopkins
S21. Qualitative Analysis. Dr. Ingersoll
S25. Food Analysis. Assistant Professor Englis
S27. Quantitative Analysis of the Rarer Elements. Dr. Yntema
S31. Elementary Physical Chemistry. Professor Rodebush
S33. Elementary Physical Chemistry (laboratory). Professor Rodebush
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S61. Industrial Chemistry Laboratory. Professor Parr; Dr. Bradley
S92. Chemical Literature and Reference Work. Miss Sparks
S103. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry.—(% unit). Professor Hopkins
S103a. Advanced Analytical Chemistry.—(% unit, 1% with laboratory).
Assistant Professor Braley
S103d. Laboratory Work in the Rarer Elements.—(% to % units). (Second
semester). Assistant Professor Hopkins
S104a. Advanced Organic Chemistry.—(% unit). Professor Adams
S104e. Advanced Organic Chemistry.—(1 unit).
Professor Adams; Assistant Professor Marvel
S105a. Advanced Physiological Chemistry.—(% to 1 unit). Dr. Cox
Sll and Sill. Research.
Inorganic Chemistry
Professor Hopkins; Assistant Professor Kremers; Dr. Neville, Dr. Yntema
Analytical Chemistry Assistant Professor Braley; Dr. Smith, Dr. Englis
Physiological Chemistry Dr. Cox
Organic Chemistry Professor Adams; Assistant Professor Marvel
Physical Chemistry Professor Rodebush
Food Chemistry and Phyto-chemistry Assistant Professor Englis
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Professors Huntington, Wilson, Cross, Babbitt, Crandell; Associate Professors
Pickels, Mylrea; Assistant Professors Wiley, Rayner, Vawter, Shedd, Doland;
Mr. Bauer, Mr. Horton, Mr. Larsen, Mr. Stubbs; Dean Ketchum, graduate course
Courses for Undergraduates
27. Elementary Surveying.—Use of instruments; partitioning of land; map
construction; United States land survey methods, re-establishment of corners and boundar-
ies, interpretation of deeds. Problems. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Rayner, Mr. Larsen, Mr. Horton
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4; Mathematics 4.
28. Topographic Surveying.—The transit and plane-table in topographic surveys;
methods. II; (3). Assistant Professor Rayner; Mr. Horton, Mr. Larsen
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 27.
30. Higher Surveying.—Topographical surveying methods as applied to intermed-
iate and small scale maps. Determination of true azimuth from solar and stellar observa-
tions. Hydrographic surveying. II; (3).
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 28.
31. Surveying for Landscape Gardeners.—Adjustment of instruments; survey
methods; setting slope stakes; cross-sectioning; construction and use of profiles; mapping.
I; (3). Mr. Horton
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4.
32. Surveying for Landscape Gardeners.—The stadia; topographic signs;
contour construction; grading and drainage; earthwork computations. Each student
prepares a large scale topographic map of a portion of the campus. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Rayner
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 31.
34. General Surveying.—Common and special surveying methods; triangulation;
topographic surveying; U. S. land surveys; computations of areas by latitudes and de-
partures; computation of earthwork. II; (3). Assistant Professor Rayner; Mr. Larsen
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4; Mathematics 4.
35. Principles of Surveying.—(For students who do not expect to take Civil
Engineering 27 or 28.) I; (3). Mr. Horton, Mr. Larsen
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4; GeneralJEngineering Drawing 1 or 4.
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36. Principles op Surveying.—(For junior students in ceramic engineering). II;
(2). Mr. Horton
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4; General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4.
51. Railroad Surveying.—Location, construction, and maintenance of railways;
curves, turnouts; earth-work, preliminary and location surveys. Each student makes a
set of maps, profiles, and estimates. I; (5).
Associate Professor Pickels; Assistant Professors Vawter, Wiley; Mr. Larsen
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 28.
52. Roads and Pavements.—Road and street location and construction; paving
materials and accessories. II; (3).
Professor Crandell; Assistant Professor Wiley; Mr. Bauer
54. Roads and Pavements.—Road and street location and construction; paving
materials and accessories. II; (4).
Professor Crandell; Assistant Professor Wiley; Mr. Bauer
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 51, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21.
57. Hydrology.—Precipitation; evaporation; transpiration, deep seepage; run-off;
hydraulics of rivers and small streams; use of current meter, float, weir, etc. I; (2).
Associate Professor Pickels
Prerequisite: Senior standing in civil engineering.
58. Stresses in Mine Structures.—(For students in mining engineering.) Stresses
in tipples, head-frames, and other mine structures. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Vawter
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25, or 29.
60. Structural Stresses.—Analysis of stresses in statically determinate structures.
II; (4). Professor Cross; Associate Professor Mylrea
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25, or 29.
62. Elementary Structural Design.—Design of details of steel and timber struc-
tures. Working drawings. II; (2). Assistant Professors Shedd, Vawter; Mr. Stubbs
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21 and 29. Registration in Civil
Engineering 60.
70. Seminar.—Preparation, reading, and discussion of papers. I or II; (1).
Assistant Professor Rayner
Prerequisite: Senior standing in civil engineering.
71. Water Supply Engineering.—Source of supply; hydraulics of wells; stream
flow; reservoirs; the distribution system; tests and standards of purity of potable water.
Designing weekly. I; (4). Professor Babbitt; Assistant Professor Doland
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 29, 10.
72. Sewerage.—Sewerage systems; surveys and plans; hydraulics; house sewerage;
rainfall and storm-water flow; size and capacity of sewers; appurtenances; sewage disposal;
estimates and specifications. II; (3). Professor Babbitt; Assistant Professor Doland
Prerequisite: Registration in Civil Engineering 71.
73. Structural Design.—A portion of course 85. I; (4).
74. Water Power Engineering.—Rainfall and stream flow records; estimate of
available power. Theory and testing of turbines. Dams; power house; approach channels;
draft tubes. Relation of investment costs, auxiliary plants, and other factors to the values
of projects. II; (2). Assistant Professor Doland
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 10 or 26.
75. Masonry Construction.—Brick and stone masonry; foundations; bridge piers
and abutments, dams, retaining walls, culverts, and arches. I, II; (3).
Professor Huntington; Assistant Professor Vawter
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 60.
[76. Hydraulic Design and Construction.—Reservoirs, dams, conduits, and
waterways; hydraulic problems. II; (2). Not given, 1926-27.
Assistant Professor Doland
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 10 or 26.]
77. Structural Engineering.—Design of steel and reinforced concrete structures;
buildings and foundations. For engineering students other than civil. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Shedd
Prerequisite: Senior standing in engineering.
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78. Drainage Engineering.—Land drainage; river improvement. II; (3).
Associate Professor Pickelb
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 57.
80. Engineering Contracts and Specifications.—Engineering relations, the law
of contracts; business and technical clauses used in specifications. II; (2).
Professor Crandell; Associate Professor Pickels; Assistant Professor Vawter
Prerequisite: Senior standing in engineering.
81. Theory of Reinforced Concrete.—The fundamental theory of reinforced
concrete. II; (2). Professor Cross; Associate Professor Mylrea
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 29.
82. Structural Design.—A continuation of Civil Engineering 85. II; (4).
Associate Professor Mylrea; Assistant Professor Doland
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 85.
84. Valuations and Rates.—Principles, purposes, and methods of valuation; the
rate base. I, II; (2). Professor Huntington, Mr. Stubbs
Prerequisite: Senior standing in civil engineering.
85. Structural Design.—Stress sheets, general design drawings, and details of
buildings, railway and highway bridges; and other types of structures of steel and re-
inforced concrete. I; (5).
Associate Professor Mylrea; Assistant Professor Shedd; Mr. Stubbs
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 60, 62, 81.
86. Sewage Treatment.—Design of sewage treatment works; garbage disposal;
sanitary restrictions and regulations. Lectures; seminar work; drafting. II; (2).
Professor Babbitt
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 71 and 87; Registration in 72.
87. Water Purification.—Design of water purification works; standards and
tests of purity of potable water. Lectures; seminar work; drafting. I; (3).
Professor Babbitt
Prerequisite: Registration or credit in C. E. 71, Chem. 10b and Bact. 6.
88. Stresses in Structures.—Analysis of stresses. Foundations and super-
structures. I; (4). Assistant Professor Shedd
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25.
90. Structural Design.—Design based on the work in Civil Engineering 88. II;
(4). Assistant Professor Shedd, Mr. Stubbs
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 88.
91. Statically Indeterminate Structures.—The elastic theory and its applica-
tions in statically indeterminate structures. I; (3). Professor Cross
Prerequisite: Registration in Civil Engineering 73 or 85.
Note.—C. E. 91 is recommended for graduate students who have not had similar
training.
92. Statically Indeterminate Structures.—A continuation of Civil Engineering
91. II; (2). Professor Cross
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 91.
93. Highway Design.—Road systems; city streets; pavement types; design, prepara-
tion of plans, specifications, and estimates of cost. I, (3).
Professor Crandell; Assistant Professor Wiley
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 54; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21, 29.
94. Highway Administration.—Relation of road and street improvement to social
and economic welfare; highway organization; highway and pavement financing. II; (3).
Professor Crandell; Assistant Professor Wiley
Prerequisite: Senior standing in civil engineering.
95. Plain Concrete.—Tests for Portland cement; aggregates; field and laboratory
examination and tests; proportioning. Laboratory practice. I, II; (2). Mr. Bauer
Prerequisite: Junior standing in engineering.
96. Road Materials.—Examination and tests of bituminous and non-bituminous
materials; interpretation of results; specifications; inspection. Laboratory practice. II;
(2). Assistant Professor Wiley; Mr. Bauer
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 54, 95. Students who expect to take Civil Engineering
96 are urged to take Geology 43 or its equivalent in the junior year.
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97-98. Thesis.1—Investigation or design. Only students of high standing are
permitted to take a thesis. I; (1): II; (2 or 3).2
Prerequisite: Senior standing in civil engineering.
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
101. Water Supply Engineering.—Advanced work. I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Babbitt
102. Sewerage.—General sewerage design and construction; sewerage system;
hydraulics of sewers. II; (1 unit). Professor Babbitt
103. Highway Construction.—Interpretation of highway tests. Contractors'
organization and official control. I, II; (/ unit). Professor Crandell
104. Water Purification, Sewage Disposal, and General Sanitation.—Design,
construction, and operation of water purification plants and of sewage disposal works.
II; (% unit or more). Professor Babbitt
106. Reinforced Concrete Structures.—Continuity in reinforced concrete
design. Elastic theory; arches and domes. I. {1 or 2 units).2
Professor Cross; Associate Professor Mylrea
107. Statically Indeterminate Structures and Secondary Stresses.—I;
(1 unit). Professor Wilson
108. Advanced Bridge Design.—Design of steel arch, cantilever, suspension, and
movable bridges. II; (1 or 2 units). 2 Professor Cross
112. Foundations.—Types; design; construction. I; (1 unit).
113. Appraisals and Rate Making.—Value and depreciation. Valuation reports.
II; (1 unit).
124. Steel Building Construction.—Steel framing of fire-proof buildings; wind
bracing; analysis of details; erection methods and costs. II; (/ or 2 units). 2
Professor Wilson
125. Advanced Design of Industrial Structures.—Steel and reinforced concrete
mill and factory buildings; head frames, tipples, and other mine structures; grain elevators.
I, II; (/ unit). Dean Ketchum
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 107.
For other graduate work in reinforced concrete, see Mechanics 105.
For graduate work in railway civil engineering, see Railway Engineering 110, by
Professor King.
THE CLASSICS
Professors Barton (Retired), Oldfather, Canter; Assistant Professor Perry; Mr.
Herrick, Mr. Vickery, Mr. Reynolds, Mr. Lattimore
Greek
Major: 20 hours excluding Greek la-lb, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 55.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from not more than two of the following: Foreign languages
(Latin being especially recommended), English literature, history, and philosophy.
Latin
Major: 20 hours excluding Latin lla-llb, 6, la-lb, 13, 20, and 56.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from not more than two of the following: Foreign languages
(Greek being especially recommended), English literature, history, and philosophy.
Classics
Major: 20 hours in Greek and Latin, excluding Greek la-lb, 15, 16, 17. and 55
and Latin lla-llb, 6, la-lb, 13, 20, and 56. At least 6 hours shall be carried in the
secondary language and the remaining hours in the primary language.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from not more than two of the following: Foreign languages,
English literature, history, and philosophy.
lIn exceptional cases a thesis may be substituted for a technical subject in any one of the options of
the senior year of the civil engineering curriculum, on the approval of the head of the department.
2In registering foi a course with variable credit hours or units,a student should put down on his study-list,
not the possible hours or units as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to take
the course;e.g., not 2 to 3 hours, but 2, or 3.
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GREEK
Courses for Undergraduates
The courses in translation naturally follow each other in the following sequence: la-lb,
4, 5 or 7, 6 or 8. Course la-lb is intended for students who cannot present Greek for
entrance to the University, but who desire to commence the study of the language. Course
2a-2b may be taken after course la-lb. Courses 16, 17, are open to sophomores,
juniors, and seniors; 55 is open to those who have completed one course in history or classics.
la-lb. Elementary Greek.—I, II; (4). Mr. Herrick
4. Second-Year Greek.—Homer, selections from the Iliad. II; (3).
Mr. Lattimore
Prerequisite: Greek la-lb.
8. Plato.—Selected Dialogues. I; (3). Mr. Lattimore
Prerequisite: Greek 4 or an equivalent.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
5. Herodotus and Lyric Poets.—Selections. II; (3). Assistant Professor Perry
Prerequisite: Greek 4 and 8.
[6. Thucydides.—The Sicilian Expedition, Books VI, VII. II; (3). Not given,
1926-27.
Prerequisite: Greek 4 and 8.]
7. Greek Drama.—Three plays from the great dramatists. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Perry
Prerequisite: Greek 4 and 8.
GREEK LIFE AND HISTORY
Courses 15, 16, 17, presuppose no knowledge of Greek and are open to all students
except freshmen.
15. Greek Athletics.—Lectures; prescribed readings. I; (1).
Professor Oldfather
16. The Life of the Ancient Greeks.—Lectures; prescribed readings. I; (1).
Mr. Herrick
17. Greek Drama in English Translation.—II; (2). Professor Canter
[18. Greek Archaeology.—Lectures; prescribed readings. II; (2). Not given,
1926-27.]
54. Comparative Literature.—See English 54.
55. Greek History.—(This course is described by the Department of History as
History 55). Not open to freshmen. I; (3). Professor Oldfather
Prerequisite: One course in history or classics.
Courses for Graduates
Preparation for graduate work in Greek must include at least two years of preparatory
Greek, two years of college Greek, and two years of college Latin.
105. Plato.—II; (1 unit). Professor Oldfather
113. The Greek Romance.—I; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Perry
HOa-b. Bibliography and Criticism.—(Thesis course; the same as Latin HOa-b).
I, II; (1 unit). Professor Oldfather and others
LATIN
Courses for Undergraduates
lla-llb. Elementary Latin.—I, II; (4). Mr. Vickery, Mr. Reynolds
6. Cicero.—Selections from the Orations. I; (4). Mr. Vickery
Prerequisite: Two entrance units in Latin or Latin lla-llb.
la-lb. Ovid and Vergil.—I, II; (4). Mr. Lattimorb
Prerequisite: Three entrance units in Latin or Latin 6.
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2a-2b. Lrvr, Plautus, and Terence.—I: Selections from Livy; the story of Hanni-
bal. II: The Rudens and Captivi of Plautus and the Phormio of Terence. I, II; (4).
Mr. Reynolds
Prerequisite: Four entrance units in Latin or Latin la-lb.
3. Salltjst and Cicero.—Selections from the Jugurthine War; De Senectule, or
De Amicitia. I; (3). Mr. Herrick
Prerequisite: Latin 2a-2b.
4. Catullus and Horace.—Selections. II; (3). Mr. Herrick
Prerequisite: Latin 2a-2b.
5a-5b. Latin Composition.—Grammatical drill and practice in simpler forms of
expression. Required of those receiving the recommendation of the department as teachers.
I, II; (1). Professor Canter
9. Teachers' Course.—Purpose and methods of secondary Latin instruction; the
teacher's preparation. Required of those receiving the recommendation of the department
as teachers. II; (2). Professor Canter
Prerequisite: 14 hours of college Latin. A portion of this requirement may be waived
in the case of those who have taught Latin.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
[7. Horace and Juvenal.—Selections from the Satires and Epistles of Horace;
selected Satires of Juvenal. I; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Perry
Prerequisite: 12 hours of Latin acceptable for a major.]
[8. Tacitus.—The Annals, Books I-VI. II; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Canter
Prerequisite: 12 hours of Latin acceptable for a major.]
14. Seneca—Epistles and Tragedies. I; (3). Professor Canter
Prerequisite: 12 hours of Latin acceptable for a major.
16. Martial and Suetonius.—Selections. II; (3). Assistant Professor Perry
Prerequisite: 12 hours of Latin acceptable for a major.
30a-30b. Thesis or a special course of study approved by the department. I, II; (2).
Professor Oldfather and others
Prerequisite: 14 hours of Latin acceptable for a major; senior standing.
10. Latin Composition.—Leading principles; assigned models. Required of those
receiving the recommendation of the department as teachers. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Perry
Prerequisite: 12 hours of college Latin acceptable for a major, including Latin 5a-5b
or an equivalent.
ROMAN LIFE AND HISTORY
(Courses 13 and 20 presuppose no knowledge of Latin and are open to all students except
freshmen.)
13. Roman Life.—The family, organization of society, marriage, education, amuse-
ments. Lectures; readings; photographs and slides. II; (1). Mr. Herrick
20. Classical Mythology.—Lectures and assigned readings. I; (2).
Assistant Professor Perry
54. Comparative Literature.—See English 54.
56. Roman History.—(This course is described by the Department of History as
History 56.) Not open to freshmen. II; (3). Professor Oldfather
Prerequisite: One course in history or classics.
Courses for Graduates
Students desiring to do graduate work in Latin should have had at least three years of
college Latin in addition to the Latin prescribed to meet entrance requirements.
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102. Roman Oratory.—I; (1 unit). Professor Canteb
104. Latin Paleography.—I; (1 unit). Professor Oldfather
106. Terence.—II; {1 unit). Professor Oldfather
109. Vergil.—I; (1 unit). Professor Canter
HOa-b. Bibliography and Criticism.—(Thesis course; the same as Greek HOa-b).
I, II; (1 unit). Professor Oldfather and others
[114. Caesar.—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Oldfather]
[115. Latin Elegy.—I; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Canter]
116. Latin Satire.—II; {1 unit). Professor Canter
118. The Latin Romance.—II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Perry
Summer Session Courses
SI. Caesar.—(1H). Professor Canter
S9. Teachers' Course.—(2^). Professor Canter
S13. Roman Private Life.—(1). Professor Canter
S56. Roman History—The Empire.—(1H). Professor Oldfather
Courses for Graduates
SI 10. Research Course.—(% to 1 unit).1 Professor Oldfather
SI 17. Suetonius.—(% to 1 unit). 1 Professor Oldfather
COMMERCIAL LAW
(See Business Law.)
DAIRY HUSBANDRY
Professors Ruehe, Fraser, Prucha, Gaines; Associate Professor Yapp; Assistant
Professors Overman, Nevens, Ambrose, Brannon; Mr. Campbell, Mr. Sanmann,
Mr. Tracy, Mr. Wright, Mr. Kuhlman
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Testing Dairy Products.—Lectures; recitations; problems; laboratory. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Overman; Mr. Wright
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 24b or 30 hours' university work.
2. Dairy Cattle.—Selection, feeding, breeding, and management. Lectures;
recitations; laboratory. II; (5).
Associate Professor Yapp; Assistant Professor Nevens; Mr. Campbell
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 24a; Animal Husbandry 21.
8. City Milk Supply.—Production, transportation, plant management, and dis-
tribution of milk. Required inspection trip costing $15 to $20. Lectures; laboratory;
readings. II; (3). Assistant Professor Ambrose
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, and 12.
11. General Dairy Bacteriology.—Milk sanitation. Lectures; readings; reports.
II; (2). Professor Prucha
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 24b; 30 hours' university work.
12. General Dairy Bacteriology.—Contamination and control. Laboratory.
II; (2). Professor Prucha; Assistant Professor Brannon
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 11 or registration therein.
[22. Cheese Making.—Common varieties of hard and soft cheese. Lectures;
laboratory. I; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Ambrose
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 24b, 11, and 12.]
'In registering for a course with variable units., a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not lA to 1
unit, but Ki or 1.
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23a-23k. Investigation with Thesis.—I, II; (5).
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work including not less than 20 hours pertinent
to thesis problems and approval of head of department. Credit is not given for either
semester separately.
23a-23b. Dairy Bacteriology. Professor Prucha; Assistant Professor Brannon
23c-23d. Dairy Chemistry. Assistant Professor Overman
23e~23f. Dairy Farming and Economic Milk Production, Professor Fraser
23g-23h. Dairy Manufactures. Professor Ruehe; Assistant Professor Ambrose
23j-23k. Dairy Production.
Professor Gaines; Associate Professor Yapp; Assistant Professor Nevens
24a. Elementary Dairy Production.—Survey of the industry; breeds of dairy
cattle; selection, feeding and management of herds. (No credit allowed juniors and seniors.)
Lecture; quiz; laboratory. I or II; (2). Mr. Campbell, Mr. Kuhlman
24b. Elementary Testing and Manufacture of Dairy Products.—Testing and
manufacture of dairy products; cream separators. Lectures; quiz; laboratory. (No credit
allowed juniors and seniors.) I or II; (2). Mr. Sanmann
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1 or la.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. Manufacture of Ice Cream.—Standardizing, mixing, and freezing; defects and
their causes; judging; artificial refrigeration; machinery and equipment. Required in-
spection trip costing about $30. I; (3). Professor Ruehe; Mr. Tracy
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, and 12; 60 hours of university work.
5. Composition of Dairy Products.—Rapid commercial tests; milk proteins;
composition, chemical and physical properties of milk fat. Lectures; recitations; problems;
readings; laboratory. II; (3). Assistant Professor Overman
Prerequisite: Chemistry 8, 19.
7. Creamery Buttermaking and Factory Management.—Types of creameries;
buttermaking; creamery by-products; refrigeration. Creamery location and plans.
Required inspection trip costing about $30. Lectures; readings; problems; laboratory.
II; (5). Assistant Professor Ambrose
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, and 12; 60 hours of university work.
10. Advanced Dairy Bacteriology.—Bacterial flora of milk and milk products.
Readings; reports. I; (4). Professor Prucha; Assistant Professor Brannon
Prerequisite: Bacteriology 5a and 5b; 60 hours of university work.
14. Milk Condensing.—Methods of manufacturing condensed milk and milk
powder. Required one inspection trip costing about $30. Lectures; laboratory. II; (3).
Professor Ruehe; Mr. Tracy
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, and 12; 60 hours of university work.
17. Advanced Study of Dairy Breeds.—Historical background; characteristics;
noted individuals and families; lactation. Study of blood fines; inheritance of physical and
physiological characters. Lectures; readings; seminar. I; (3).
Associate Professor Yapp
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 2.
20. Economic Problems in Dairy Farming.—I; (3). Professor Fraser
Prerequisite: 60 hours of university work.
21. Systems of Dairy Farming.—A three-day inspection trip required; expenses
about $24. II; (3). Professor Fraser
Prerequisite: 60 hours of university work.
25. Advanced Dairy Cattle Feeding.—Feeding standards and experiments;
nutritional problems; planning investigations. Lectures; readings; seminar. I; (2). (Not
given 1927-28). Assistant Professor Nevens
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 2.
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Courses for Graduates
101. Economic Milk Production.—Efficiency of dairy farms; factors influencing
profits. I, II; {% to 2 units). 1 Professor Fraser
104. Dairy Bacteriology.—Fermentation in dairy products. I, II; (% to 1 unit). 1
Professor Prucha
105. Dairy Manufactures.—Special problems. I, II; (% to 2 units). 1
Professor Ruehe
106. Dairy Bacteriology.—Assigned problems. I, II; (% to 2 units). 1
Professor Prucha
107. Dairy Chemistry.—Assigned problems. I, II; {% to 2 units). 1
Assistant Professor Overman
108. Physiology of Lactation.—I, II; (% to 8 units) 1 Professor Gaines
112a-f. Research.— (1 to 4 units). 1 Arrange.
Note.—Graduate students taking a thesis should so indicate when registering in
Dairy Husbandry 112.
112a. Dairy Bacteriology. Professor Prucha
112b. Dairy Chemistry. Assistant Professor Overman
112c. Dairy Cattle Breeding. Associate Professor Yapp
112d. Dairy Cattle Feeding. Assistant Professor Nevens
112e. Milk Production. Professor Gaines
112f. Dairy Manufactures. Professor Ruehe
DRAWING, GENERAL ENGINEERING
Professor Jordan; Assistant Professors Porter, Hoelscher, Michel; Mr. R. A. Hall,
Mr. Crossman, Mr. Springer, Mr. Jorgensen, Mr. S. G. Hall, Mr. Clark, Mr. Tomp-
kins, Mr. Walker, Mr. Lloyd.
1. Elements of Drawing.—Lettering; orthographic projection; working drawings;
graphical representations; isometric, oblique, and perspective projections; plates and
tracings; tracings duplicated in blue and white line prints; time sketches. I, II; (4).
Department staff
2. Descriptive Geometry.—Point, line, and plane; surfaces; intersections and
developments. Problems; recitations. I, II; (4). Department staff
Prerequisite: Solid geometry.
4. Advanced Drawing.—Architectural, structural, topographic, machine, and
pictorial drawing. Graphical representations. I, II; (4).
Assistant Professor Hoelscher; Mr. R. A. Hall, Mr. Crossman, Mr. Jorgensen
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or equivalent to be determined by the
department.
[21. Advanced Descriptive Geometry.—A continuation of course 2, treating
higher relations of the point, line, and plane. Application of descriptive geometry to
practical engineering problems. Special problems. II; (2). Not given, 1926-27.
Assistant Professor Porter
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 and 2.]
Summer Session Courses
51. Elements of Drawing.—See General Engineering Drawing 1. (4).
Mr. Crossman
52. Descriptive Geometry.—Orthographic projection; point, line, and plane;
properties of surfaces; tangents; intersections and developments. Problems; recitations.
Mr. Crossman
Prerequisite: Plane and solid geometry.
•Id registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 4
units, but 1, or 2, or 3, or 4.
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ECONOMICS
Professors Robinson, Bogart, Weston, Thompson, Litman; Associate Professors
Watkins, 1 Hunter, Stewart, Wolfe, Wright; Assistant Professors Norton, Brown,
Berman, Valentine; Dr. Hoover, Dr. Wasserman, Mr. Dickinson, Dr. Fletcher,
Dr. Gray, Mr. Taylor, 2 Mr. Prather, Mr. Bell, Mr. Bishop, Mr. Catherwood, Mr.
Tuttle, Mr. Adams, Mr. Campbell, Mr. Evans, Mr. Hendricks, Mr. Hopkins, Mr.
Luney, Mr. Navin
Major: For students in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 20 hours made up
of Economics 1 and any other courses in economics for which it is a prerequisite.
Minors: 20 hours in any one or two of the following subjects: History, philosophy,
political science, and sociology.
Economics 22 and 27 are open only to freshmen, without previous requirement.
Economics 1 is the fundamental course in economics. It is prerequisite for most of
the advanced courses, and students expecting to do advanced work in economics should
take it in their sophomore year.
Economics 2, though open to all students who have had 30 hours of university work,
is primarily for students in the Colleges of Agriculture and Engineering and in courses in
home economics, chemistry, chemical engineering, and other sciences. It may not be used
as a prerequisite for advanced courses in economics except as indicated.
Graduate students electing economics as their major must have had at least eight
accredited semester hours in this field, including a course in the principles and an advanced
course for which this is a prerequisite. Those who take the course as a minor must have
had a course of at least five semester hours in the principles.
See also Business Organization and Operation, and Transportation.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Principles of Economics.—The fundamental course upon which more advanced
courses are based. Aims to give the students a grasp of the fundamental principles under-
lying modern economic life. Includes value, price, money, exchange, distribution, con-
sumption, and other fundamental concepts. I, II; (5).
Assistant Professor Brown and others
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
2. Elements of Economics.—A briefer presentation of the subject matter covered
in Economics 1. I, II; (3). Dr. Fletcher and others
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
3. Money, Credit, and Banking.—The history and theory of money, credit, and
banking. I, II; (3). Assistant Professor Valentine and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
16. Economics of Agriculture.—The principles of economics as illustrated in
the production and exchange of agricultural products and in the accumulation and con-
sumption of agricultural wealth. I; (3). Assistant Professor Norton
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
[17. Economic History of Agriculture.—General characteristics of agriculture
and its development as an industry in the principal countries of Europe and North America.
II; (2). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Norton
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.]
22. Economic History of the United States.—The explorations and settlements
that led to the colonization of this continent; the growth of industry, agriculture, commerce,
transportation, and labor from the simple, isolated communities of the colonies to the
complex industrial and commercial society of today. Open to freshmen only. I; (3).
Professor Bogart and others
27. Modern Industry.—A description of the nature of modern industty, a brief
survey of environment as a conditioning factor and of the relation of science to industry,
and a more detailed study of typical extractive and manufacturing industries. Open to
freshmen only. II; (3). Professor Bogart and others
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. History of Money and Banking Institutions.—Development of money,
credit, and banking institutions with particular emphasis upon the United States. I; (3).
Associate Professor Wright
Prerequisite: Economics 3.
'On leave of absence.
'Resigned.
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8. Foreign Exchange and the Money Market.—The nature and technique of
foreign exchange and of international payments; seasonal demands for money; fluctuations
in rates of discount; dealings on the stock and produce exchanges. II; (3).
Associate Professor Wright
Prerequisite: Economics 1 and 3; senior standing.
9. Advanced Theory and Practice of Banking.—Banking practice in the United
States. I; (3). Associate Professor Wright
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2 and 3; senior standing.
10. Corporation Management and Finance.—Growth, causes, and forms of
corporations; their organization and securities; position and relation of stockholders and
directors; analysis of reports; receiverships and reorganizations; social and political effects.
II; (3). Professor Robinson and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1 and 3; Acc'y. la and lb.
11. Industrial Consolidation.—The growth of monopoly, monopoly prices and
methods; the effect of trusts on prices, wages, interest, and profits of monoply; the control
of trusts. I; (3). Professor Robinson
Prerequisite: Economics 10.
13. Marketing and Prices of Agricultural Products.—Practices, processes,
and agencies related to the marketing of farm crops, livestock, and livestock products.
I; (3). Associate Professor Stewart
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
14. Cooperation in Agriculture.—The organization, financing, and management
of cooperative associations for the promotion of various branches of agricultural production
and marketing. II; (2). Assistant Professor Norton
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
15. Financing Agriculture.—The credit and banking needs of farmers and rural
communities; agencies and methods for supplying them. II; (3). Assistant ProfessorNorton
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
18. Land Economics.—Principles underlying the utilization, valuation, tenure,
and conservation of our land resources available for crops, pastures, and forests. II; (3).
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior standing. Associate Professor Stewart
24. Economic Development of Modern Europe.—The economic development
of France, Germany, and England since the period of the industrial revolution. II; (3).
Professor Bogart
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
25. Economic History of England.—The manorial system; the gilds; the com-
mercial policy and expansion of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; the industrial
growth of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. I; (3). Professor Bogart
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Junior standing.
29. Foreign Commerce and Commercial Policies.—International trade relations
and attempts to solve them; changes in theories and in policies; customs tariffs; com-
mercial treaties; export trade. II; (3). Professor Litman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
30. World Markets.—The chief markets of the world, with special reference to
the United States; the materials of commerce. II; (3). Professor Litman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
31. Organization of Foreign Commerce.—Exporting and importing; foreign trade
promoting institutions; financing shipments. I; (3). Professor Litman and others
Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 1.
35. Corporation Finance.—Organization, financiering, capitalization, and manage-
ment of corporations; relations to investors and to the public. For engineering students
only. I; (3). Assistant Professor Brown
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
36. Investments.—The nature of saving, investment, and speculation; forms of
investment; institutions for facilitating investment. II; (3). Professor Robinson
Prerequisite: Economics 10; senior standing.
41. Introduction to Labor Problems.—The economic, legal, and social position
of the wage-earner; risks and uncertainties of the worker; problems involved in marketing
his labor. I; (3). Assistant Professor Berman and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
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42. The Labor Movement.—The history, purposes, problems, and activities of
the labor movements in the United States and Great Britain as expressed in trade unionism,
political action, and cooperation. II; (2). Assistant Professor Berman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
43. Personnel Administration.—The manager and the problems of labor ad"
ministration; labor turnover; withheld effort; selection of workers, promotion, transfer*
etc.; training; welfare work; shop committees, industrial councils; the personnel depart-
ment. II; (3). Dr. Dickinson and others
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
44. Socialism and Economic Reform.—An analysis and critical estimate of various
plans for economic reconstruction. I; (2). Assistant Professor Berman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior standing.
51. Public Finance.—Public expenditures; financial administration; taxation;
public debts. I; (3). Associate Professor Hunter
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
52. Taxation.—A more detailed study of some of the major problems connected
with our present system of federal, state, and local taxation. II; (3).
Associate Professor Hunter
Prerequisite: Economics 51.
54. The Fiscal System of Illinois.—The history and present organization of the
state and local finances of Illinois. II; (2). Associate Professor Hunter
Prerequisite: Economics 51.
55. Economics of Insurance.—Historical development and economic aspects, with
special reference to life insurance. I; (3). Associate Professor Wolfe
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
56. Property Insurance.—Fire, marine, title, and credit insurance, and corporate
suretyship; their technical characteristics and economic effects. II; (3).
Associate Professor Wolfe
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2 and 3.
61. Economic Theory.—A restatement of the leading principles of economics in the
light of their historical development. I, II; (2). Dr. Wasserman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
71. Economic Statistics.—Elementary principles of statistics and their application;
methods of collection, presentation, and interpretation of statistical data; application
of principles through laboratory exercises. I; (3). Associate Professor Wolfe
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior standing.
72. Economic Statistics (Business Barometers).—The interpretation of statistics
as a method of forecasting business changes; possibilities and limitations of this method.
II; (3). Associate Professor Wolfe
Prerequisite: Economics 71 or permission of the instructor.
81. Principles of Public Utilities.—Introductory course to give a general knowl-
edge of the field; history of electric, gas, telephone, and electric railway utilities; economic
peculiarities of these industries; their relationship to the community and to each other;
valuation and rates; service requirements; financial requirements; customer ownership
and public relations; regulation. I; (3). Dr. Gray
Prerequisite: Economics 1 and 3.
82. Public Utility Regulation.—Problems of regulation; particular study of
phases of regulation which are of unusual importance to the utility executive; detailed
study of selected cases, commission orders, and court and commission decisions. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Dillavou
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2 and 3.
83. Public Utility Rates.—The historical development of rate structures in the
different utilities, the theory of rates and rate building, the general level of rates, practical
problems in rate making. II; (3). Dr. Gray
Prerequisite: Economics 81.
90. Thesis.—For seniors who have elected economics as their major subject and
are writing a thesis in this field. II; (2 to4). 1 Professor Weston and members of the staff
Prerequisite: Major in economics; senior standing.
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours a student must put down on his study-list, not the
possible hours as shown here but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course e.g., not 2 to 4
but 2. or 3, or 4.
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Courses for Graduates
101. Economic Theory.—Planned primarily for first-year graduate students and
particularly for those who have had only the minimum preparation required for graduate
study in economics. I, II; (1 unit). Professor Weston
[102. Theory and History of Money, Credit, and Prices.—The origin and
development of money, monetary systems, credit institutions, and practices; the great
historical price movements, the production and consumption of the precious metals, and
the monetary and credit aspects of crises in the last hundred years. I; (1 unit). Not given
1926-27.]
103. The Distribution of Wealth.—Theories of value, rent, wages, interest,
and profits, and the relations between wealth and welfare. Intended especially for second-
year graduate students and others who have had thorough training in economics. I, II;
(1 unit). Professor Weston
104a. Theories and Policies of Foreign Commerce.—Foreign trade phenomena;
commercial policies of leading industrial nations of the world. I; (1 unit).
Professor Litman
104b. Methods and Practices of Foreign Trade.—The problems confronting
exporters and importers. II; (1 unit). Professor Litman
105. Public Finance.—Public expenditures, public revenues, public indebtedness,
and the administration of public funds. I, II; (1 unit). Associate Professor Hunter
106. International Exchange and the Money Markets.—Methods of financing
and settling international trade transactions, exchange rates, interest rates, and market
movements. II; (i unit). Associate Professor Wright
107. The Corporation in Economic Evolution.—The origin of the corporation,
its development and its function in trade, commerce, banking, and industry from the
middle ages to the present time. I, II; (1 unit).
109. Reserve Banking.—A comparative study of central banking policies and
practices of the principal commercial countries of the world with special emphasis upon
the Federal Reserve System. I; (1 unit). Associate Professor Wright
[110. Finance and Investments.—The principles of private finance and their re-
lation to safe investments; the place and function of financial institutions under the capital-
istic organization; specific problems in financial organization and procedure. I, II; (1 unit).
Not given 1926-27. Professor Robinson]
112. Labor Problems.—The development of unionism in the United States; the
strength and weaknesses of organized labor; and the forces making for and against industrial
peace. I, II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Berman
120. The History of Economic Thought.—Economic doctrines from the time
of the Physiocrats and Adam Smith with some attention to the economic ideas of ancient
philosophers and legal writers and the notions and policies of the middle ages and early
modern times with respect to economic problems. Special reading assignments with
reports and discussions. I, II; (/ unit). Professor Weston
[122. Economic History of the United States.—Growth of American economic
activities and institutions; inter-relations of industrial development and economic policy.
I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.]
124. International Finance.—The development of international relations in
commerce, industry, finance, and investments; their significance as causes of war; problems
of present international debts and movements of capital. I; (1 unit). Professor Bogart
130. Theory of Agricultural Economics.—Tendencies conditioning agricultural
business activity and occupational well-being. I, II; (1 unit).
Associate Professor Stewart
131. Agricultural Resources and Prices.—-Production and centers of production
of agricultural products; trends in consumption of agricultural products; long time trends
and short time fluctuations in prices of agricultural products. I, II; {1 unit).
Assistant Professor Norton
132. Agricultural Economics Research.—(Credit conditional upon completion of
satisfactory theses). I, II; (1 to 2 units). 1 Associate Professor Stewart
[143. Administration of Industrial Relations.—I, II; (1 unit). Not given,
1926-27.]
144. Statistical Theory and Analysis.—Statistical method in the treatment of
economic data. I, II; (/ unit). Associate Professor Wolfe
1In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units a3 shown here, but the number of units lor which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 2
units, but 1, or 2.
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180. Management op Public Utilities.—Promotion, finance; capital turnover,
consolidations, receiverships and reorganization, customer ownership, public relations,
expansion of business accounting, publicity, complaints, and relations to regulatory bodies.
I, II; (1 unit). Dean Thompson
118. Seminar.—I, II.
A. Economic Theory Professor Weston
B. Economic History Professor Bogart
C. Foreign Trade Professor Litman
D. Private Finance Professors Robinson, Wright
E. Industrial Relations Assistant Professor Berman
F. Public Finance Associate Professor Hunter
G. Agricultural Economics Associate Professor Stewart
H. Public Utilities Dean Thompson
I. Statistics Associate Professor Wolfe
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
52. Principles of Economics.— (3). Dr. Wasserman, Dr. McConagha
Prerequisite: One year of university work or (for teachers) the permission of the
instructor.
Equivalent: Economics 2.
53. Money, Credit, and Banking.—(2J^). Dr. Fletcher
Prerequisite: A course in the principles of economics or the permission of the in-
structor.
Equivalent: Economics 3 when used as a prerequisite.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S41. Labor Problems and Labor Organizations.—(2). Dr. McConagha
Prerequisite: Economics 1; junior standing.
S10. Corporation Management and Finance.—(2)^). Dr. Fletcher
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, and junior standing, or the permission of the in-
structor.
S24. International Economics.—(2). Professor Bogart
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, junior standing, or permission of the instructor.
S51. Public Finance.— (2). Professor Bogart
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, junior standing, or permission of the instructor.
Equivalent: Economics 51 when used as a prerequisite.
S61. Problems of Economic Theory.—(2). Dr. Wasserman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2, junior standing, or permission of the instructor.
Courses for Graduates
SI 18. Seminar.—For graduate students who are writing theses, or are engaged in
research work. (1 to 2% units). 1 Professor Bogart
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
EDUCATION
Professors Chadsey, Hollister, Cameron, Monroe, Paul, Clement, Seybolt, Zuppke>
Director Huff; Associate Professors Nolan, Mays, Lundgren, Staley; Assistant Profes-
sors Lytle, Stafford, Odell; Mr. Williams, Mr. Herriott, Miss Robinson, Mr.
Braucher, Mr. Dodge, Mr. Ruby, Mr. Smith, Mr. Wagner, Mr. Manley, Mr. Olander,
Miss King, Mr. Gill, Miss Todd, Dr. Troth, Dr. Weber, Dr. Dolch, Mr. Anderson,
Mr. Lawson, Mr. Scranton, Mrs. Johnston, Mr. Reagan, Mr. Stewart, Mr. Voyles,
Mr. Gamage, Mr. Lipe, Mr. Potthoff, Mr. Schultz, Mr. Kukets, Mr. Harnish, Miss
Kerr, Mrs. Chase, Miss McHarry, Miss Anderson, Miss Duguid, Miss Taylor,
Miss Wilkin, Mr. Clark, Mr. Bullock, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Sanguinet, Mr. Rokusek,
Mr. Sogolow, Mr. Kenney, Mr. Drake, Mr. Ojemann, Mr. Blough, Mr. Alter, Mr.
Harvey, Mr. Rucker, Miss Swander, Miss Thomsen, Miss Hobbs. Cooperating in
Summer Session: Professors Phillips, Horn, Williams; Dr. Maroney, Mr. Trimble,
Mr. Knudsen, Mr. Dobie
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 2,
but 1, or 2.
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Major: For students in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 20 hours including
educational psychology, history of education, technic of teaching, and principles of second-
ary education.
Minors: 20 hours made up from either (a) courses in any university subject repre-
sented in the high-school program; or (b) courses in any one or two of the following de-
partments: Psychology, sociology, philosophy, and political science.
A. GENERAL COURSES IN EDUCATION
Introductory Courses
2. History of Education.—(A general survey). I, II; (3). Professor Seybolt
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
3. Survey of Modern Educational Problems.—I; (3). Mrs. Johnston
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
4. Educational Administration.—I; (3). Dr. Weber
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
5. Comparative Education.—II; (3). Mrs. Johnston
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
6. Principles of Secondary Education.—I, II; (3).
Professor Clement; Dr. Weber, Mr. Ojemann, Mr. Blough, Mrs. Johnston
Prerequisite: Education 10 and 25.
10. Technic of Teaching.—(This course, with Education 25, is, by Senate ruling
required of all students who are given the official recommendation of the Appointments
Committee for teaching positions in secondary schools.) I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Odell; Dr. Troth, Dr. Weber, Mr. Reagan, Mr. Lawson
Prerequisite: Education 25.
25. Educational Psychology.—(Introductory course). See Education 10. I, II;
(3). Professor Cameron; Dr. Dolch, Mr. Potthoff, Mr. Ojemann, Mr. Lawson
Prerequisite: Psychology 1.
Methods Courses
Courses offered in the respective departments in the College of Liberal Arts and Scienc e
and the School of Music will be accepted as courses in Education.
Art and Design 9a.—I; (3). Mathematics 35.—I; (3).
Art and Design 9b.—II; (3). Music 25a.—I; (4).
Botany 30.—I; (2). Music 25b.—II; (4).
Chemistry 17.—II; (3). Music 26a.—I; (4).
Latin 9.—II; (2). Music 26b.—II; (4).
English 41.—I; (2). Physical Education 15a.—I; (3).
English 42.—II; (2). Physical Education 15b.—II; (3).
German 25.—II; (2). Physics 18.—II; (3).
History 18.—II; (2). Public Speaking 12.—II; (2).
Home Economics 11.—I or II; (3). French 25.—II; (2).
Home Economics 13.—I or II; (3). Spanish 25.—I; (3).
Home Economics 34.—I or II; (1).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
11. Ancient and Medieval Education.—I; (2). Professor Seybolt
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
18. Educational Measurements.—I; (2). Assistant Professor Odell
Prerequisite: Education 25.
20a. Supervision of Secondary Education.—I; (2). Professor Clement
Prerequisite: Education 25.
26. The Junior High School.—II; (2). Professor Clement
Prerequisite: Education 25.
27. High School Curricula.—II; (2). Professor Clement
Prerequisite: Education 6, or consent of instructor.
30. History of American Education.—II; (2). Professor Seybolt
Prerequisite: Senior standing; Education 2 or 11.
41. Survey of Vocational Education.—I, II; (3). Associate Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Same as Industrial Education 41.
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42. Special Education.—I; (2). Professor Cameron
(Prerequisite: Education 25.
43. Mental Tests.—II; (3). Professor Cameron
Prerequisite: Education 25; the consent of the instructor.
44- Educational Psychology.—(Laboratory course). I; (3).
Professor Cameron; Dr. Weber
Prerequisite: Education 25.
53. Problems op Industrial Education.—I; (3). Associate Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Junior standing, or consent of instructor. Same as Industrial Education 50.
54. Functions and Methods of Part-Time Teaching.—I; (2).
Associate Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Same as Industrial Education 54.
54a. The Curriculum and Administration op Part-Time Schools.—II; (2).
Associate Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Same as Industrial Education 54a.
55. Problems in Vocational Guidance.—II; (3). Associate Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Same as Industrial Education 55.
99a-99b. Thesis.—For candidates for honors in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and for other seniors. I, II; (2). Dean Chadsey and others
Courses for Graduates
101. Educational Theory.—The philosophical basis of education theory. II;
(1 unit). Professor Cameron
102. Research in History of American Education.—I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Seybolt
104. Educational Administration.—I, II; (1 unit). Dean Chadsey
106. High School Administration.—I, II; (1 unit). Professor Clement
110. Methods of Teaching.—I; (1 unit). Professor Monroe
119. Curriculum Construction.—II; (i unit). Professor Monroe
120a. Seminar in the Supervision of Secondary Education.—II; (1 unit).
Professor Clement
123. Educational Statistics.—II; (/ unit). Assistant Professor Odell
124. Educational Research.—I; (/ unit). Professor Monroe
125. Educational Psychology.—I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Cameron
127. High School Curricula.—I, II; (1 unit). Professor Clement
141. Problems in the Teaching of English in the Secondary School.—I, II;
(1 unit). Professor Paul
150. Thesis.—I, II; (1 to 2 units). 1
Departmental Conference.—All graduate students majoring in education are
expected to meet with the departmental staff the first and third Mondays of each month,
7 to 9 p.m. I, II; (no credit).
Summer Session Courses
(The content of these courses is, in general, the same as in the regular session.)
Courses for Undergraduates
S2. History of Education.—(3). Mrs. Johnston
55. Comparative Education.— (2). Mrs. Johnston
56. Principles of Secondary Education.—(3). Mr. Herriott, Mr. Reagan
S10. Technic of Teaching.—(3). Dr. Troth, Mr. Beumer, Mr. Trimble
S25. Educational Psychology.—(3). Dr. Dolch, Dr. Knudsen, Mr. Ojemann
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S9. School Building and Sanitation.—(2). Dr. Knudsen
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 2,
but 1, or 2.
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S12. The Principal and His School.—(2).
S17. The Teacher.—{2V2 ).
S20a. Supervision of Secondary Education.—(23^).
S41. Vocational Education.— (23^).
543. Mental Tests.—(2).
544. Educational Psychology.—(2).
S55. Problems of Vocational Guidance.—(2J^).
S62. The Psychological Background of Education.
S68. Principles of Elementary Education.— (2).
S90. Rural Education.—(2).
Courses for Graduates
Mr. Trimble
Mr. Williams, Dr. Weber
Mr. Williams
Associate Professor Mays
Dr. Weber
Dr. Weber
Associate Professor Mays
—(2). Professor Phillips
Professor Horn
Associate Professor Nolan
S104a. Educational Administration.
S104b.
S110.
S120a.
Sl20b.
S123.
S124.
S127.
S150.
S161.
S163.
{1/2 unit).
S164.
S165.
S166.
S167.
-National, State, and County. {% unit).
Dean Chadsey
Administration of City Schools.—(% unit).
Methods of Teaching.—(1 unit).
Supervision of Secondary Education.—(% unit).
Supervision of Elementary Education.—{% unit)
Educational Statistics.—(% unit).
Educational Research.— (1 unit).
The High School Curricula.—(1 unit)
Thesis.—(% to 1 unit). 1
Philosophy of Education.— {1 unit)
Dean Chadsey
Professor Monroe
Professor Clement
Professor Monroe
Professor Williams
Professor Monroe
Professor Clement
Dean Chadsey and others
Professor Phillips
The Individual or Society as the Fundamental Basis of Education.—
Professor Phillips
Public School Finance.—(1 unit). Professor Williams
School Surveys.— (1 unit). Professor Williams
The Problem of Individualizing Instruction.—(ifeunit). Professor Horn
The Education of Exceptional Children.— (1 unit.) Professor Horn
B. EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE
Open to seniors in the College of Education and in certain cases with the consent of the
instructor to juniors.
1. Athletic Coaching.—I or II; (1 to 3). 1
2. Athletic Coaching.-—I or II; (1 to 3). 1
3. Athletic Coaching.—I or II; (1 to 3). 1
4. Athletic Coaching.—I or II; (1 to 3). 1
5. Agricultural Education.—I or II; (3 to 5). 1
6. Biology.—I or II; (5).
7. Chemistry.—I or II; (5).
8. Civics.—I; (5).
9. Drawing, Art and Design.—I or II; (3 to 5). 1
10. Drawing, Mechanical.—I or II; (3 to 5)^
11. English.—I or II; (5).
12. French.—I or II; (5).
13. General Science.—I or II; (5).
14. Home Economics Education.—I or II; (5).
15. History.—I or II; (5).
16. Industrial Education.—I or II; (3 to 5). 1
17. Latin.—I or II; (5).
19. Mathematics.—I or II; (5).
20. Music—I or II; (3 to 5). 1
21. Physics.—I or II; (5).
23. Spanish.—I or II; (5).
Mr. Lawson, Mr. Scranton
Mr. Kukets
Mr. Harnish
Mr. Alter
Miss Anderson
Mr. Braucher
Miss McHarry, Miss Duguid, Miss Swander
Mr. Harvey
Mr. Kukets
Miss King, Miss Robinson
Mrs. Chase, Mr. Alter
Mr. Braucher
Miss Wilkin
Miss Thomsen, Miss Taylor
Mr. Schultz
Mr. Harnish
Miss Kerr
C. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
1. General Agricultural Education.—Introductory study of the general field of
agricultural education. I or II; (2). Mr. Lawson
50. Teaching.—See Educational Practice 5—Sections will be arranged for the
supervision of home projects, class room teaching, observation, and for conferences. I, II;
(2 to 5).1
Prerequisite: Education 10 and senior standing. Required of vocational teachers.
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student should put down on his study-list, not
the possible hours as shown here, but the number for which he intends to take the course;e.g.,not 1 to 3, but
1, or 2, or 3.
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51. Teachers' Course in Agriculture.—Required of vocational teachers. I,
II; (3). Associate Professor Nolan
Prerequisite: Education 10, 25; senior standing.
90. Rural and Agricultural Education.—I or II; (3). Associate Professor Nolan
[91. Agricultural Education.—II; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Associate Professor Nolan
Prerequisite: Agricultural Education 50, 51; senior standing.]
Summer Session Courses
(All courses in agricultural education are designed for teacher-training in vocational agri-
culture, meeting the provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act for Vocational Education.)
SI. Introduction to Agricultural Education.— (2). Dr. Willey
S51. Teachers' Course in Agricultural Education.— (3). Dr. Willey
590. Rural Education.—(2). Associate Professor Nolan
591. Agricultural Education.—(2J^). Associate Professor Nolan
State Conference of Teachers of Vocational Agriculture.
D. ATHLETIC COACHING
2. Calisthenics.—Single line marching and gymnastic dancing. I, II; (4).
Mr. Wagner
4. Gymnastic Stunts.—Practice of acrobatic stunts. I or II; (2). Mr. Heidloff
Prerequisite: Athletic Coaching 2 and junior standing.
7. Boxing.—Practice and theory in fundamentals. I or II; (1).
Mr. Voyles and assistants
8. Wrestling.—Practice and theory in fundamentals. I or II; (1). Mr. Voyles
11. History, Systems, and Theories of Physical Education.—Development in
France, Germany, Sweden, and the United States; school programs. I or II; (2).
Associate Professor Staley
Prerequisite: Senior standing or consent of instructor.
12. School Program of Physical Education.—I or II; (3).
Associate Professor Staley
Prerequisite: Senior standing or consent of instructor.
15. Community Recreation.—Combative contests, games, mass athletics; super-
vision of community recreation. II; (3). Associate Professor Staley
16. Training and First Aid.—I, II; (1). Mr. Bullock
Prerequisite: Anatomy 1 and 2; Physiology 1 and 2.
17. Organization and Administration.—Organizing and administering physical
education and athletics. I or II; (2). Mr. Olander
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
18. Campcraft.—I, II; (1). Mr. Drake
19. Scoutcraft.—I, II; (1). Mr. Drake
20. Track and Field Athletics.—Track and field events, coaching and training
methods, management of meets. I or II; (4). Mr. Gill, Mr. Johnson
25. Psychology and Athletics.—II; (3). Mr. Wagner
Prerequisite: Psychology 1, Education 25, or consent of the instructor.
30. Football.—Practical work in fundamentals. I or II; (2).
Mr. Olander, Mr. Smith, Mr. Gamage, Mr. Lipe, Mr. Voyles, Mr. Sogolow,
Mr. Rokusek
31. Football.—Review of fundamentals; practical and theoretical work in team
play. I or II; (2). Mr. Olander, Mr. Smith, Mr. Gamage
Prerequisite: Athletic Coaching 30.
32. Football.—Fundamentals and football strategy from coaches' standpoint.
II; (2). Professor Zuppke
40. Basketball.—Practical and theoretical work. I or II; (2).
Mr. Ruby, Mr. Smith, Mr. Gamage, Mr. Lipe, Mr. Voyles, Mr. Sogolow, Mr.
Rokusek
41. Basketball.—Methods and technic from coaches' standpoint. I or II; (2).
Mr. Ruby, Mr. Lipe
Prerequisite: Athletic Coaching 40 and junior standing.
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42a-42b. Basketball.—Senior observation course. Second half of I and first half
of II; (2). Credit is not given for either half separately. Mr. Ruby
Prerequisite: Athletic Coaching 40 and 41.
50. Baseball.—Theory and practice. I, II; (4).
Professor Lundgren; Mr. Stewart
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
60. Swimming.—Swimming, diving, water sports. I or II; (2). Mr. Manley
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
70. Orthopedics and Medical Gymnastics.—Detection of abnormalities and
treatment by physical methods. I or II; (5). Assistant Professor Stafford
Prerequisite: Anatomy 1 and 2; Physiology 1 and 2.
Summer Session Courses
S9a. Football Theory.— (2). Mr. Dobie
SlOa. Baseball Theory.— (1). Professor Lundgren
SlOb. Baseball Practice.— {}/%). Professor Lundgren
Slla. Track and Field Theory and Demonstration.—{\Y%). Mr. Gill
Sl2a. Basketball Theory.—(1). Mr. Ruby
S12b. Basketball Practice.—{}/%). Mr. Ruby
Sl2c. Basketball Theory.— (1). Mr. Lambert
Sl2d. Basketball Practice.—(K). Mr. Lambert
Sl3a. Football Theory.— (2). Mr. Olander
Sl3b. Football Practice.— i}/z). Mr. Gamage
Sl4a. Training Theory.—i}A). Mr. Bullock
Sl4b. Training Practice.—(no credit). Mr. Bullock
515. Calisthenics.—(%). Associate Professor Staley; Mr. Hindman
516. Mass Physical Activities.—(H)- Associate Professor Staley
517. Gymnastic Stunts.—(K). Mr. Wagner
518. Medical Gymnastics.— (2). Assistant Professor Stafford
519. Organization and Administration.—(1). Mr. Olander
520. Physical Diagnosis.—(1). Assistant Professor Stafford
521. Gymnastic Dancing.—(H)- Mr. Wagner
522. History, Systems, and Theories of Physical Education.—(1).
Associate Professor Staley
523. School Programs of Physical Education.— (1).
Associate Professor Staley
S24a. Swimming.—Theory and Practice.
—
{}/£). Mr. Brown
S24b. Diving and Life Saving.—(H)- Mr. Brown
S25. Psychology and Athletics.—(2). Associate Professor Griffith
527. Community Recreation.— (1). Dr. Maroney
528. Miscellaneous Games.—(J^). Mr. Tappan
529. Public School Physical Education.— (2). Dr. Maroney
530. Hygiene.— (2). Dr. Maroney
E. HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
1. Teachers' Course.—Same as Home Economics 11. Required of all who wish
to be recommended to teach home economics. I or II; (3). Miss Robinson
Prerequisite: Home Economics 6, 29. Prerequisite or concurrent: Education 10;
Home Economics 5, 10; and for non-Smith-Hughes students, Home Economics 34.
2. Teachers' Course.—Same as Home Economics 13. Required of all who wish
to be recommended to teach home economics. I or II; (3). Miss Todd
3. Teachers' Course.—Same as Home Economics 34. I or II; (1). Miss King
F. INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
1. Manual Arts.—First course. I, II; (4). Mr. Braucher
2. Advanced Manual Arts.—I, II; (4). Mr. Braucher
2a. Problems of Hoese Construction.—II; (4). Mr. Braucher
3. Mechanical Drawing.—Same as G. E. D. I, II.
4. Pattern and Foundry Work.—Same as M. E. 85 and 86. I, II.
5. Forge Work.—Same as M. E. 71. I, II.
6. Wood Work.—Same as M. E. 73. I, II.
7. Machine and Forge Work.—Same as M. E. 87 and 88. I, II.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
41. Survey of Vocational Education.—I, II; (3). Associate Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
50. Problems of Industrial Education.—I; (3). Associate Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
54. Function and Methods of Part-Time Teaching.—I; (2).
Associate Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
54a. The Curriculum and Administration of Part-Time Schools.—II; (2).
Associate Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
55. Problems of Vocational Guidance.—II; (3). Associate Professor Mays
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
57. Organization of Shopwork.—I; (3). Associate Professor Mays
61. Supervised Teaching of Manual Arts.—I; (5). Mr. Braucher
62. History and Organization of Manual Arts.—I, II; (3).
Associate Professor Mays
E41. Survey of Vocational Education.—Same as Education 41. Extra-mural.
(1 to 3). 1 I, II. Assistant Professor Dodge
Prerequisite: Age over 21.
E50. Survey of Industrial Education.—Same as Industrial Education 50. Extra-
mural. (1 to 3). 1 I, II. Assistant Professor Dodge
E52. Teaching Related Trade Subjects.—(1 to 3). 1 Extra-mural. I, II.
Assistant Professor Dodge
E54. Principles and Methods of Part-Time Teaching.—Same as Industrial
Education 54. Extra-mural. I, II. Assistant Professor Dodge
E54a. Continuation of Industrial Education E54.—Extra-mural. I, II.
Assistant Professor Dodge
E55. Problems of Vocational Guidance.—Same as Industrial Education 55.
Extra-mural. (1 to 3). 1 I, II. Assistant Professor Dodge
E55a. Continuation of E55.—Extra-mural. (1 to 3). 1 1,11. Assistant Professor Dodge
E56. Teaching Shopwork.—Extra-mural. (1 to 3). 1 1, II. Assistant Professor Dodge
Prerequisite: (a) Two years of trade or industrial experience beyond the apprentice-
ship; (b) Completion of elementary school curriculum.
E56a. Continuation of E56.—Extra-mural. I, II. Assistant Professor Dodge
Summer Session Courses
Sla. Home Mechanics.—(2H)- Mr. Braucher
S2a. Problems of House Construction.—(2J^). Mr. Braucher
S3. Mechanical Drawing.—Same as General Engineering Drawing 1.
S62. History and Organization of Industrial Arts.—(23^). Mr. Braucher
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S41. A Survey of Vocational Education.—(2^). Associate Professor Mays
S55. Problems of Vocational Guidance.—(2J^). Associate Professor Mays
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Professors Paine, Brooks; Assistant Professors Waldo, Knight, Reid, Brown; Mr.
Keener, Mr. Kraehenbuehl, Mr. Faucett, Mr. Skroder, Mr. Archer, Mr. Huffman,
Mr. Hershey
2. Elementary Electrical Engineering.—Fundamentals of electric power trans-
mission, and the utilization of alternating and direct current machinery. Operation and
testing of generators, motors, and transformers in the laboratory. II; (3).
Professor Brooks; Mr. Hershey
Prerequisite: One year of college physics; junior standing.-
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours a student must put down on his study-list, not the
possible hours as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to
3, but 1, or 2, or 3.
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5. Electrical Currents and Apparatus.—Direct and alternating current circuits
and machines; storage batteries; laboratory tests of direct and alternating current circuits
and machines. (Especially for students in chemical engineering.) I; (4).
Professor Brooks; Mr. Hershey
Prerequisite: One year of college physics; registration or credit in calculus; junior
standing.
11. Direct Current Apparatus.—Generators, motors, distribution circuits;
storage batteries. (For students in general and mechanical engineering and industrial
administration.) I; (3). Mr. Kraehenbuehl
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b; Mathematics 8 or 9; registration in Electrical
Engineering 61.
12. Alternating Current Apparatus.—Generators and motors, transformers,
distribution systems. (For students in general and mechanical engineering and industrial
administration.) II; (3). Mr. Kraehenbuehl
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 11, 61; registration in Electrical Engineering 62.
25. Direct Current Apparatus.—Laws of electric and magnetic circuits; con-
struction and operation of direct current generators and motors. I; (4).
Assistant Professors Knight, Brown
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; registration in Electrical Engineering 75 and Physics
44a.
26. Alternating Currents.—Mathematical and graphical treatment of periodic
currents; phenomena in transmission lines and transformers. II; (4).
Assistant Professors Knight, Brown
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 25; Physics 44a; registration in Electrical Engi-
neering 76.
35. Alternating Current Apparatus.—Transformers and generators. I; (4).
Professor Paine; Mr. Keener
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 26, 76; registration in Electrical Engineering 85.
36. Alternating Current Apparatus.—Synchronous, induction, and commutator
motors; rotary converters; distributed inductance and capacity; transient phenomena.
II; (4). Professor Paine; Mr. Keener
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 35, 85; registration in Electrical Engineering 86.
51. Radio Communication.—Radio telegraphy and telephony; experimental work
with radio equipment. I; (3). Assistant Professor Brown
Prerequisite: Senior standing in electrical engineering.
52. Radio Communication.—Continuation of Electrical Engineering 51. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Brown
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 51.
55. Electrical Design.—Electromagnets and dynamos, direct and alternating;
transformers. I; (2). Assistant Professor Waldo; Mr. Archer
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 26; registration in Electrical Engineering 35.
56. Electrical Design.—Power plant design. II; (4).
Assistant Professor Waldo; Mr. Archer
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 35; Mechanical Engineering 3.
61. Direct Current Laboratory.—Circuits and machines. (For students in
general and mechanical engineering and industrial administration.) I; (1).
Mr. Faucett, Mr. Skroder, Mr. Hershey
Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering 11.
62. Alternating Current Laboratory.—Alternating current circuits and ma-
chines. (For students in general and mechanical engineering and industrial administra-
tion.) II; (1). Mr. Faucett, Mr. Hershey
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 11, 61; registration in Electrical Engineering 12.
71-72. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Construction of special apparatus
or other work approved by the department. (Elective for juniors and seniors.) I, II;
(U0 3). 1
Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering 25.
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours a student must put down on his study-list, not the
variable hours as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to
4, but 1, or 2, or 3, or 4.
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75. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Direct current laboratory accompany-
ing Electrical Engineering 25. I; (2).
Mr. Keener, Mr. Archer, Mr. Faucett, Mr. Huffman
Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering 25.
76. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Advanced direct current testing.
Alternating current circuits, instruments. II; (2).
Mr. Keener, Mr. Faucett, Mr. Skroder
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 25, 75; registration in Electrical Engineering 26.
85. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Advanced alternating current testing.
I; (2). Assistant Professor Reid; Mr. Skroder
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 76; registration in Electrical Engineering 35.
86. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Advanced alternating current testing.
II; (2). Assistant Professor Reid; Mr. Skroder
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 85; registration in Electrical Engineering 36.
90. Lighting.—Electric lamps and other illuminants, and their effective use. (For
students in architecture.) I (half semester only) ; (1). Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: Junior standing; Physics 1 and 3.
92. Lighting and Wiring.—Lighting as in 90, also interior wiring; underwriter's
rules. Distribution and fusing. (For students in architectural engineering.) I; (2).
Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: Junior standing; Physics 1 and 3.
95-96. Seminar.—Papers and discussion of current engineering topics. I, II; (1).
Professors Paine, Brooks
Prerequisite: Senior standing in Electrical Engineering.
98. Thesis.—First semester: preliminary reading and investigation; second semester:
completion. I; (no credit); II; (3).
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in electrical engineering presupposes the full undergraduate
course in that subject.
101. Advanced Course in Alternating Currents.—Theory of transient phe-
nomena; polyphase circuits; measuring apparatus. I, II; (1% units). Professor Paine
103. Electrical Design.—Plans for specified machine or apparatus; or for the ar-
rangement of an electrical plant; or for the installation of such machinery or apparatus.
1, II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Waldo
105. Electrical Engineering Research.—Investigation of electrical phenomena
or tests of some electrical machine, or of a plant of such machines. I, II; (1 to 3 units). 1
Professor Paine
ENGINEERING
(See Architecture, Ceramic Engineering, Civil Engineering, Drawing, Electrical
Engineering, Gas Engineering, General Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
Mechanics, Mining Engineering, Physics, Railway Civil Engineering, Railway
Electrical Engineering, and Railway Mechanical Engineering.)
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
(Including Rhetoric, Journalism, Public Speaking, and Scandinavian)
Professors Bernbaum, Dodge, 2 Clark, Flom, Paul, Zeitlin; Associate Professors Jones, 2
E. C. Baldwin, Hillebrand; Assistant Professors Rinaker, Bundy, Weirick, Murphy,
Saunders, 3 Parry, Landis, T. W. Baldwin, Secord, Finney, Fletcher, Herrick,
Sandford; Miss Kyle, Dr. Tupper, Dr. Caskey, Dr. Kelso, Miss Rand, Mr. Davis,
Miss Fullenwider, Mr. Wright, Mr. Anderson, Dr. Orians, Dr. Ernst, Mr. Colby,
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 3, but 1, or
2, or 3.
2On leave of absence.
'On leave of absence, second semester.
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Mrs. Field, Mrs. Ringland, Miss Kelley, Miss Nelson, Miss Sergeant, Miss Mo
Anally, Mrs. Kuhlman, Miss French, Miss Stidham, Mrs. Rapp, Mr. Edwards, Miss
Larm, Miss Van Gundy, Miss Hall, Miss Rudman, Mr. Huff, Mr. Burris, Mr. Glenn,
Mr. Allen, Mr. Gronert, Mr. Hills, Mr. McCluer, Mr. McKelyey, Mr. Ross, 1 Mr.
Steele, Mr. Fisher, Mr. Stickney, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Triggs, Miss Ida Baker, Mr. V.
L. Baker, Miss Beatley, Miss Ellis, Mr. Goldman, Mr. Hare, Mr. Macbeth, Mr.
Middlebrook, Miss Miller, Miss Noyes, Miss Phillips, Miss Robinson, Mr. Siebert,
Mr. Wilson, Miss Whiteford, Mr. Becker, Mr. Haswell, Mr. Lowe, Mr. Jensen,
Miss Hill, Miss Linthicum, Mr. Cayanagh. Miss Sutherland, Miss Bell, Mr. Haga,
Mr. Scriyen, Miss Weaver, Mrs. Berdahl. 1 Cooperating in Summer Session: Dr. Heidler
Major in English
Major: 20 hours in English excluding Rhetoric 1-2, 12, 13-14, English 10, 20, 41-42,
and including at least 10 hours in English literature, at least 3 hours in composition2
,
and
two courses from the advanced group in English literature.
Minor: 20 hours in either (a) one foreign language; or (b) in any two foreign lan-
guages; or (c) in one foreign language and philosophy; or (d) in one foreign language and
history.
Major in Journalism
Major: 20 hours in English excluding Rhetoric 1-2, 12, 13-14, English 10, English
41-42, and Journalism 1-2, lla-b. At least 10 hours in English literature and 10 in jour-
nalism, including one advanced course in each group.
Minor: 20 hours in (a) history, (b) political science, (c) economics, (d) philosophy,
(e) sociology, or (f) one foreign language, or (g) in any two subjects in this list.
Major in Public Speaking
Major: 10 hours in public speaking, inclusive of courses 4 and 8, and exclusive of
courses 1, 2, 10; 10 hours in English and rhetoric, exclusive of English 10, 41-42, and of
Rhetoric 1-2, 10, 12, 13-14, 21, 22, and inclusive of one course in English literature from the
advanced group.
Minor: 20 hours in any one or two of the following subjects: Psychology, philosophy,
one foreign language, history, political science, economics, sociology.
A. ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
1-2. Survey of English Literature.—(Credit is not given for either semester
separately, nor for the course in addition to course 10-11 or course 20.) I, II; (4).
Assistant Professors Parry, Finney, Fletcher; Dr. Ernst, Mr. Colby, Airs. Rapp,
Miss Van Gundy
Prerequisite: One year of college work.
10-11. Introduction to Literature.—I: The forms of poetry. II: The forms of
prose literature. (Intended only for those who expect to do considerable work in literature,
in English, or any other language. Credit is not given for the course in addition to English
1-2 or 20 nor for either semester separatelv. English 10 is not credited toward a major in
English.) I, II; (3).
Professor Zeitlin; Assistant Professors Rinaker, Weirick, Parry, Landis, Secord;
Miss Kyle, Dr. Tupper, Dr. Caskey, Dr. Kelso, Dr. Orians, Miss McAnally, Mr.
Edwards, Miss Rudman, Mr. Hills
Prerequisite: The minimum entrance requirements in English.
12-13. American Literature.— (Credit is not given for either semester separately.)
I, II; (2). Professor Paul; Miss Fullenwider, Dr. Ernst
Prerequisite: English 1-2, or 10-11, or junior standing.
20. Chief English Writers of the Nineteenth Century.—Nineteenth century
men of letters on religion, politics, economics, conduct, and social life. (For those whose
program admits of but one semester's work in English. Students who make a grade of
B may elect in the second semester English 22, 23, 24, and in their junior and senior years
may be admitted to other courses in literature with the consent of the instructor. Not
counted towards a major in English.) Credit is not given for the course in addition to
English 1-2, or 10-11. I or II; (4).
Assistant Professors Bundy, Weirick; Dr. Tupper, Miss Rand, Miss Fullenwider,
Miss French, Miss Larm, Mr. Glenn
Prerequisite: One year of college work.
iResigned.
This requirement may be satisfied by three hours in any of the following courses: Rhetoric 3-4, 6-7, 17
46: Journalism 1-2, 9-10, 15-16.
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21-22. Literary Study of the Bible.—(Either semester may be taken separately.)
I, II; (3). Associate Professor E. C. Baldwin; Assistant Professor Fletcher
Prerequisite: 6 hours of English literature, or English 20 with a grade of B.
23. Introduction to Shakespeare.—I, II; (3).
Associate Professor Hillebrand; Assistant Professors Bundy, T. W. Baldwin,
Finney; Miss Stidham, Miss Hall
Prerequisite: English 1-2 or 10-11, or junior standing, or English 20 with a grade of B.
24. English Literature of the Victorian Period.—II; (3). Miss Kyle
Prerequisite: 6 hours of English literature, or English 20 with a grade of B.
29. English Literature from 1557 to 1688, (exclusive of the drama).—I; (3).
Associate Professor E. C. Baldwin
Prerequisite: 6 hours of English literature.
33. English Literature from 1789 to 1837.—I; (3).
Professor Zeitlin; Dr. Orians
Prerequisite: 6 hours of English literature.
34. Dr. Johnson and His Circle.—II; (3). Assistant Professor Rinaker
Prerequisite: 6 hours of English literature or junior standing.
41. The Teaching of English Literature.—I; (2). (Not counted toward a major
in English.) Professor Paul
Prerequisite: 10 hours of English literature; junior standing.
42. The Teaching of English Composition.—II; (2). (Not counted toward a
major in English.) Professor Paul
Prerequisite: 10 hours of English literature; junior standing.
44. Contemporary Poetry.—II; (3). Assistant Professor Weirick
Prerequisite: 10 hours of English literature or junior standing.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing and either 10 hours of English literature or
the consent of the instructor.
3. The Poetry of Milton.—Origin, forms, artistic and ethical values; Milton's
place in English literary history. II; (3). Associate Professor E. C. Baldwin
4. English Versification.—History and theory of poetical forms; reading of
representative poems; verse composition. I; (2). Assistant Professor Landis
5. Shakespeare.—Intensive study of six plays, with special emphasis on Hamlet.
II; (3). Assistant Professor T. W. Baldwin
8. Old English (Anglo-Saxon).—Grammar and elementary reading. I; (3).
Professor Flom
[9. Old English (Anglo-Saxon).—Beowulf. II; (3). Not given, 1926-27.]
17. History of the English Language.—II; (3). Professor Flom
[25. Chaucer.—I; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Associate Professor Jones]
[26. Spenser.—II; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Associate Professor Jones]
30. Some American Novelists Since 1870.—A critical study of Mark Twain,
W. D. Howells, Henry James, and Edith Wharton. II; (3). Dr. Tupper
35. The English Drama (exclusive of Shakespeare).—From the beginning to 1600.
I; (3). Assistant Professor T. W. Baldwin
36. The English Drama (exclusive of Shakespeare).—From 1600 to 1700. II; (3).
Associate Professor Hillebrand
38. The Arthurian Tradition.—The Historical Arthur; Celtic influences; Old
French Romances; the tradition in England, with especial attention to Malory and Tenny-
son. II; (3). Assistant Professor Parry
39. Introduction to the Literature of the Middle Ages.—Classical influences,
Epic, romance, lay, allegory, fabliau, and lyric types. I; (3). Assistant Professor Parry
43. Browning.—Intensive reading of the principal poems. I; (3). Miss Kyle
45. Development of the Modern Drama.—Dramatic tendencies in the nineteenth
century, both in England and on the Continent; reading; lectures. I; (3).
Associate Professor Hillebrand
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50. Language and Literature of the First Half of the Seventeenth Cen-
tury.—Bacon, Hooker, King James's Bible, Sir Thomas Browne, etc. II; (3).
Professor Zeitlin
52. The Great Novelists of the Nineteenth Century.—Scott, Jane Austen,
Dickens, Thackeray, Hawthorne, Eliot, Meredith, Hardy, Stevenson, etc. I; (3).
Professor Bernbaum; Mr. Burris
54. Introduction to Comparative Literature.—Introductory and comparative
survey of the greatest Greek, Latin, Italian, Spanish, French, German, and English authors.
The second semester may not be taken separately. I, II; (3).
Professors Oldfather, Fitzgerald, Oliver, Bernbaum; Assistant Professors Van
Horne, Bundy, Perry, Parry, Landis
60a-60b. Thesis.—Special training in investigation. For candidates for honors and
for other seniors. I, II; (2). Assistant Professor Rinaker and others
Courses for Graduates
101. Research in Special Topics.—Guidance in writing theses for advanced
degrees. I, II; (1 or 2 units). 1
Professors Bernbaum, Flom, Paul, Zeitlin; Associate Professors E. C. Baldwin,
Hillebrand; Assistant Professors Rinaker, Bundy, Parry, T. W. Baldwin, Secord
[110. Old English (Anglo-Saxon) Poetry.—I; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Flom]
114. Development of the Essay.—I, II; (1 unit). Professor Zeitlin
120. History and Principles of Literary Criticism.—Critical standards from
Aristotle to Sainte-Beuve. Types of criticism. I, II; (1 unit).
Assistant Professor Bundy
[121. History of Rhetorical Theory.—I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Assistant Professor Bundy]
[128. Literature of the Sixteenth Century.—Persistence of medieval traditions
reinforced by the revival of classical learning; Catholicism and Calvinism as sources of
literary inspiration. I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Associate Professor Jones]
[129. English Literature from the Norman Conquest to 1400.—II; (1 unit).
Not given, 1926-27. Associate Professor Jones]
130. Tragedy.—I, II; (1 unit). Associate Professor Hillebrand
135. Problems in American Literature.—I; (1 unit). Professor Paul
136. The Classical Movement, 1675-1750.—II; (1 unit).
Assistant Professor Secord
138. The Romantic Movement.—I, II; (1 unit). Professor Bernbaum
140. Investigations in Modern English Literature.—I, II; (1 to 3 units). 1
Professor Bernbaum
141. History of Seventeenth Century English Literature.—I, II; (1 unit).
Associate Professor E. C. Baldwin
143. The History and Theory of Prose Fiction.—I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Bernbaum
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
Sla. 1 Survey of English Literature.—Chaucer to Milton. (2).
Assistant Professor Bundy
Prerequisite: One year of college work or the equivalent.
1In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 3
units, but 1, or 2, or 3.
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Equivalent: First half of English 1. (Together with Sib this course covers the work
of English 1. To be credited as equivalent to English 1, Sla and Sib must be taken in the
same summer session.)
Sib. Survey of English Literature: Bunyan to Burns.
—
(2).
Associate Professor Hillebrand
Prerequisite: One year of college work or the equivalent.
Equivalent: Second half of English 1. (To be credited as equivalent to English 1,
Sla and Sib must be taken in the same summer session.)
S23. Introduction to Shakespeare.— (2). Professor Paul
Prerequisite: 6 hours of English literature.
Equivalent: English 23 (in part).
S41. The Teaching of English Literature.— (2). Professor Paul
Prerequisite: 10 hours of English literature, and junior standing.
Equivalent: English 41.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite: Junior standing and 10 hours of English literature or the consent of
the instructor.
S8. Old English (Anglo-Saxon).— (3). Assistant Professor T. W. Baldwin
Prerequisite: See above.
Equivalent: English 8.
S50. Language and Literature of the First Half of the Seventeenth Cen-
tury.—(2}4)- Professor Zeitlin
Prerequisite: See above.
Equivalent: English 50 (in part).
S52. The Great Novelists of the Nineteenth Century.—(3).
Professor Bernbaum; Mr. Heidler
Prerequisite: See above.
Equivalent: English 52.
Courses for Graduates
S101. Research in Special Topics.—Guidance in writing theses for advanced
degrees. Individual conferences. (1 unit).
Professors Bernbaum, Paul, Zeitlin; Associate Professor Hillebrand; Assistant
Professor Bundy
SI 14. Origin and Development of the Essay.— (1 unit). Professor Zeitlin
S130. Tragedy. (Greek and Elizabethan).
—
(/ unit).
Associate Professor Hillebrand
S138. The Romantic Movement.— (/ unit). Professor Bernbaum
B. RHETORIC
0. Preparatory Composition.—For students who do not pass the preliminary
test in Rhetoric 1. Spelling, grammar, punctuation, sentence structure. I or II; (no credit).
Mr. Huff (in charge), Mrs. Field, Mrs. Ringland, Mrs. Kuhlman, Mr. Stickney,
Mr. Taylor, Mr. Steele, Mr. Hare
1-2. Rhetoric and Themes.—Required for students in the Colleges of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, Commerce, Engineering, and Agriculture. The course is not counted toward
a major in English. I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Secord (in charge) ; Assistant Professors Landis, T. W. Baldwin,
Finney; Dr. Caskey, Dr. Kelso, Miss Rand, Miss Fullenwider, Dr. Orians, Dr. Ernst,
Mrs. Field, Mrs. Ringland, Miss Kelley, Miss McAnally, Mrs. Kuhlman, Miss
French, Miss Stidham, Mrs. Rapp, Mr. Edwards, Miss Larm, Miss Van Gundy, Miss
Hall, Mr. Wagy, Miss Rudman, Mr. Huff, Mr. Burris, Mr. Glenn, Mr. Hills, Mr.
Fisher, Mr. Stickney, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Triggs, Miss Baker, Miss Beatley, Miss Ellis,
Mr. Goldman, Mr. Hare, Mr. Macbeth, Mr. Middlebrook, Miss Miller, Miss Noyes,
Mips Phillips, Miss Robinson, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Becker, Mr. Haswell, Mr. Lowe,
Mr. Jensen, Miss Hill, Miss Linthicum, Mr. Cavanagh, Miss Sutherland, Miss Bell,
Mr. Haga, Mr. Scriven, Miss Weaver, Mrs. Berdahl
>S2a with S2b may be counted for credit without Sla and Sib,
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3. Exposition.—I or II; (3).
Assistant Professors Bundy, Fletcher; Miss Kyle, Miss French, Mrs. Rapp
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1-2.
4. Description and Simple Narrative.—I or II; (3).
Dr. Kelso, Miss Rand, Mr. Colby, Mr. Burris
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1-2.
6-7. Narrative Composition.—Practice in short-story writing. (Intended for
those who have some aptitude for literary work.) I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Weirick
Prerequisite: Two years of college work and consent of the instructor.
10. Business Letter Writing.—(Not counted toward a major in English.) I or II;
(2).
Assistant Professor Saunders; Mr. Anderson, Mr. Gronett, Mr. McKelvey,
Mr. Ross
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1, and 2.
12. Rhetoric and Literature.—Rhetoric 2 combined with an elementary study
of literature for students in athletic coaching. II; (5). Miss Stidham, Miss Rudman
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1.
13-14. Rhetoric and Journalism.—Rhetoric 1-2 combined with a non-technical
introduction to journalism. Required of freshmen in Journalism. I, II; (4).
Mr. Davis, Mr. Hills, Mr. Fisher, Mrs. Berdahl
Prerequisite: The minimum entrance requirements in English.
21. Advanced Business Writing.—Sales letters; circulars; bulletins; periodical
articles; reports. I or II; (2). Assistant Professor Saunders
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 10.
[22. Advanced Business Writing.—Business Report Writing. I or II; (2). Not
given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Saundersj
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite: Junior standing and consent of the instructor.
17. Advanced Composition.—Theory and practice. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Rinakeb
[46. Dramatic Composition.—Theory and practice. II; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Associate Professor Hillebrand]
Summer Session
Courses for Undergraduates
51. Rhetoric and Themes.— (3). Miss Rand, Dr. Heidler, Mr. Burris
Prerequisite: Entrance credit in English.
Equivalent: Rhetoric 1.
52. Rhetoric and Themes.—(3). Assistant Professor T. W. Baldwin; Mr. Burris
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1.
Equivalent: Rhetoric 2.
S4. Description and Simple Narrative.— (3). Miss Rand
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1-2.
Equivalent: Rhetoric 4.
S10. Business Writing.—(2). Mr. McKelvey
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1-2.
Equivalent: Rhetoric 10.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S17. Advanced Composition.—Structure; criticism; periodical literature; reports
and magazine articles. I; (3). Assistant Professor Bundy
Prerequisite: Two years of college work; consent of the instructor.
Equivalent: Rhetoric 17.
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C. JOURNALISM
lla-llb. The Newspaper and the News.—(Not open to students in journalism
with credit in Rhetoric 13-14.) Lectures on newspaper organization and standards, and
news materials. I, II; (1). Mr. Davis
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1-2.
1-2. Collecting and Writing News.—Gathering news; writing the news story;
types of newspaper narratives; news values; reporting; interviewing; correspondence;
organization and mechanical details; press associations. Practice in newspaper writing.
Laboratory and quiz. I, II; (3). Mr. Davis, Mr. Siebert
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 13-14, or Rhetoric 1 and 2 and registration in Journalism 11a
or lib.
21-22. Collecting and Writing Sport News.—(For students in athletic coaching.)
I, II; (3). Mr. Allen
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1-2 or 1-12.
3. Copy-Reading and Head-Writing.—Four hours' work on the desk and two
class meetings a week. I; (2). Mr. Allen, Mr. Siebert
Prerequisite: Journalism 1-2, or equivalent experience.
4. Make-Up and Editorial Practice.—Proof reading; correspondence, layouts?
and art work; type selection, making-up, and editorial supervision. Four hours of work
on the desk and two class meetings a week. II; (2). Mr. Allen, Mr. Siebert
Prerequisite: Journalism 1-2 and 3, or consent of the instructor.
7. Making a Country Newspaper.—For students interested in the publication
of country weeklies and small city dailies. Special investigations. I; (2). Mr. Allen
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
[8. Agricultural News Writing.—Farm journal analysis; lectures; assignments.
II; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Miss Rand
Prerequisite: Junior standing.]
12. Publicity Methods.—I; (2). Mr. Wright
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
20. Newspaper Administration.—Special problems in the administration of
weeklies and small dailies. II; (2). Mr. Allen
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates1 and Graduates2
9-10. Editorials and the Editorial Page.—I, II; (2).
Assistant Professor Murphy
Prerequisite: Journalism 1 and junior standing.
15-16. Special and Feature Articles.—I, II; (2).
Assistant Professor Murphy
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
17-18. History and Principles of American Journalism.—I, II; (2).
Assistant Professor Murphy
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
32. Laws Affecting the Press.—I; (2). Associate Professor Weisiger
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Summer Session Courses
S24. The Teaching of Journalism.—Journalistic writing in the high school; in-
terpretation of newspapers; supervision of school news; direction of school publications. (2).
Assistant Professor Murphy
Prerequisite: Senior standing or the consent of the instructor.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S15. Special and Feature Articles.— (3). Assistant Professor Murphy
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Equivalent: Journalism 15.
'Seniors desiring to write theses in journalism may do so by registering in English 60a-b.
.
*Graduate students desiring to write theses in journalism for the A.M. and Ph.D. degrees should register
in English 101.
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D. PUBLIC SPEAKING
1. Principles op Effective Speaking.—Speech composition; delivery; how to
hold the attention and interest of the audience. (To get credit for this course students
must take Public Speaking 2, 3, 9 or 10). I or II; (2).
Assistant Professors Sandford, Herrick; Miss Nelson, Miss Sergeant, Mr. Mc-
Cluer, Mr. Baker, Miss Whiteford
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1-2.
2. Business and Professional Speaking.—The elements of persuasion; com-
position and delivery of common types of business and semi-public addresses. I or II; (2).
Assistant Professors Sandford, Herrick; Miss Nelson, Miss Sergeant, Mr. Mc-
Cluer, Mr. Baker, Miss Whiteford
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1.
3. Elements of Debating.—Construction of arguments; adaptation to audiences;
refutation; practice debates on topics of current interest. I or II; (3).
Assistant Professor Sandford; Mr. Baker
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1.
9. Oral Interpretation of Shakespeare.—Study and class presentation of two
plays; lectures; assigned readings. I; (2). Assistant Professor Herrick
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1.
10. Oral Interpretation of Literature.—Study and class presentation of readings
drawn from various sources; analysis of literature to determine its suitability for oral
presentation. I or II; (2).
Assistant Professor Herrick; Miss Nelson, Miss Sergeant, Mr. McCluer
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. Advanced Debating.—Logical theory and its application; debate strategy;
study of great debates; practice discussions on political and legal subjects. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Sandford
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 3; junior standing.
6. Persuasion and the Forms of Public Address.—Persuasive techniques;
inaugural, dedicatory, political, and academic addresses. I or II; (3).
Assistant Professor Sandford
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 2; junior standing.
7. Masters of Public Address.—Study of the style and methods of great orators.
II; (2). Assistant Professor Sandford; Miss Nelson
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 2 or 3; junior standing.
8. Dramatization.—Theories of the drama, theatre and dramatic production.
I; (3). Assistant Professor Herrick
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 9 or 10; junior standing.
11. Play Production.—Continuation of Public Speaking 8; practice in acting,
staging, and theatrica Iproduction. II; (3). Assistant Professor Herrick
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 8; junior standing.
12. The Teaching of Public Speaking.—Organization of high-school and college
courses; methods; debate and contest coaching; theatricals; standards of criticism. II; (2).
Assistant Professors Sandford, Herrick; Miss Nelson
Prerequisite: Six hours of Public Speaking; junior standing.
Summer Session Courses
SI. Oral Expression.—The fundamental principles of speaking and reading. (2).
Miss Nelson, Mr. McCluer
Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2 or equivalent.
Equivalent: Public Speaking 1.
(Credit is not given for this course unless it is followed by Public Speaking 2 or 10,
or their equivalent.)
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S2. Extemporaneous Speaking.—Composition and delivery of speeches expressing
the student's own ideas and attitudes; outlines; written criticisms; platform speaking. (2).
Mr. McCluer
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1 or equivalent.
Equivalent: Public Speaking 2.
S8. Dramatization.—Dramatic dialogue; stage action; reading; problems. (2).
Miss Nelson
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 10 or equivalent, and junior standing.
Equivalent: Public Speaking 8.
S10. Interpretation.—Oral interpretation of various types of literature; extracting
the values from the printed page. (2). Mr. McCluer
Prerequisite: Public Speaking 1 or equivalent.
Equivalent: Public Speaking 10.
S12. The Teaching of Speech.—Problems in oral English; the foundation of train-
ing in speaking and reading. (2). Miss Nelson
Prerequisite: Junior standing and the consent of the instructor.
Equivalent: Public Speaking 12.
E. SCANDINAVIAN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
Undergraduate Courses Not Open to Freshmen
1. Elementary Norwegian.—Grammar; conversation; composition; reading of
Bjornson and Ibsen. I, II; (3). Professor Flom
[4. Intermediate Swedish.—Grammar review; selected reading from present-day
Swedish writers. I, II; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Flom]
6. Henrik Ibsen.—Study of three of the social dramas; parallel reading of three
early and three of the later dramas. Archer's translation is used. II; (2).
Professor Flom
12. Norse Mythology.—Primitive religion; religious belief in the North in
pre-Christian times; interpretation of the principal myths; beginnings of literature. I; (2).
Professor Flom
[14. History of Old Norse Literature.—Mythological and heroic poetry; court
poetry; sagas and romances; learned writings. II; (2). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Flom
Prerequisite: Scandinavian 12; or permission of the instructor.]
Courses for Graduates
Preparation for graduate work in the Scandinavian languages must include a reading
knowledge of one of the Scandinavian languages and systematic work in the usual under-
graduate courses in Scandinavian. Any graduate student in language may, however, be
admitted to course 101.
101. Old Norse.—Introduction to the language, using Buckhurst's Elementary
Old Icelandic Grammar; reading of the Prose Edda in part, and selections from the sagas.
I, II; (1 unit). Professor Flom
[110. Advanced Old Norse (Old Norse Poetry).—Critical studv of the Poetic
Edda. I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Flom
Prerequisite: Scandinavian 101.]
[130. The Runic Inscriptions (Introduction to Primitive Germanic).—I;
(1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Flom
Prerequisite: Scandinavian 101 or one of the other main Old Germanic languages.]
150. Research.—I, II; (% to 1 unit). 1 Professor Flom
ENTOMOLOGY
Professor Metcalf; Assistant Professors Balduf, Hayes; Dr. Glasgow, Mr. Milum,
Mr. King, Mr. Mohr
Major: 20 hours from courses offered in the department, except Entomology 1, 2,
and 31.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than three of the following: Zoology, botany, phy-
siology, chemistry, horticulture, and agronomy.
Beginning courses open to freshmen and without prerequisite are 1, 2, and 31. Courses
1 or 2 may be followed by any of the other courses for undergraduates or by 20 or 21 in the
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not ^ to 1
unit, but M, or 1.
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senior year. Agricultural students and others desiring strictly practical work may take 1, 8,
and 20 in sequence; arts and other students may begin with either 1 or 2. Students pre-
paring for service as economic entomologists should take as many of the courses offered as
possible, and should consult the department.
1. Introductory Entomology.—Habits, life-histories, structure, physiology, and
classification of insects. Recognition and control of important pests. (Certain laboratory
periods will be used for field trips at the students' expense for transportation.) Prepara-
tion of an insect collection required; those desiring to collect specimens in advance should
get printed instructions from the department. I, II; (3).
Professor Metcalf; Assistant Professors Balduf, Hayes; Dr. Glasgow, Mr. Miltjm,
and assistants
2. General Entomology.—Morphology, development, behavior, habitats, adapta-
tions, and interrelations of insects. Characters of orders, families, and species. I, II; (5).
Assistant Professor Balduf
3. Systematic Entomology.—Modern taxonomy; classification; nomenclature;
biographies, bibliographies; literature of systematic entomology. Practice in naming
insects. Lectures; readings; laboratory. I; (5). Assistant Professor Balduf
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2.
7a-7b. Insect Morphology.—Comparative external and internal morphology;
derivation of types of structures; terminology; identification of parts. I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Hayes
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2.
8a-8b. Pests of Special Groups.—I, fruit insects or garden insects or insects
affecting the health of domestic animals and man; II, greenhouse insects or pests of field
crops. Field; laboratory; reference work; discussions. I, II; (5).
Assistant Professors Balduf, Hayes; Dr. Glasgow
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2.
22. Entomotaxy.—Methods and technic useful in entomological study and research.
(For students expecting to major in entomology, and prospective teachers of biology.)
II; (3). Dr. Glasgow
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2.
31. Essentials of Beekeeping.—The honey bee; the colony; principles and prob-
lems; production and marketing of products. Lectures; laboratory and practice in bee-
keeping. I, II; (2). Mr. Milum
32a-32b. Apiary Management.—Either semester's work may be taken separately.
I, II; (2). Mr. Milum
Prerequisite: Entomology 31.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
6. Special Problems.—Open to seniors ready to take up some special investigation
which may be completed as an undergraduate study, or be a beginning of a thesis problem
for an advanced degree. I, II; (2 to 5). 1 Members of the department
Prerequisite: Any one of the following: Entomology 3, 7, 8, 10, 20, 21, 22, or 31;
senior standing.
lOa-lOb. Morphology and Taxonomy of Immature Insects.—External anatomy
of nymphs, larvae, and pupae; terminology of parts; and identification of specimens. I,
II; (3). Assistant Professor Hayes
Prerequisite: Entomology 7; senior standing.
20. Insect Control.—Control measures and principles. (Intended to anticipate
the requirements and difficulties encountered in practical agricultural, entomological, and
horticultural work.) I; (4). Professor Metcalf; Dr. Glasgow
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2; senior standing.
21. Insect Bionomics.—The biology and ecology of insects. (For the advanced
student of entomology or general biology.) Lectures; readings. II; (3).
Professor Metcalf
Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2; senior standing.
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list, not
the possible hours as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course: e.g., not
2 to 6, but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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Courses fob Graduates
The prerequisite for graduate work in entomology is two years of undergraduate biology
including zoology and entomology.
102. Research in the Morphology and Embryology of Insects.—I, II; {% to 2
units). 1 Assistant Professor Hayes
107. Insect Anatomy.—I, II; {% unit). Assistant Professor Hayes
108. Research in Economic Entomology.—I, II; {% to 2 units). 1
Professor Metcalf
109. Research in Systematic Entomology.—I, II; (% to 2 units). 1
Professor Metcalf; Assistant Professor Balduf
110. Research in the Biology and Ecology of Insects.—I, II; (% to 2 units). 1
Professor Metcalf
Summer Session Courses
Course for Undergraduates
SI. Introductory Entomology.—Structure, habits, life-histories, classification,
economic importance, and control of insects. Lectures; laboratory; field work. (3).
Professor Metcalf; Mr. DeCoursey
Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S6. Special Problems.—Classification, biology, problems in control, or special
groups of pests. (2 or 3). 1 Professor Metcalf; Mr. DeCoursey
Course for Graduates
S108. Research in Entomology.—Accepted for credit toward a Master's or Doctor's
degree. (% to 2 units). 1 Professor Metcalf
FARM MECHANICS
Professor Lehmann; Assistant Professor Shawl; Mr. Young, Mr. Blauser, Mr. Kelleher
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elementary Farm Mechanics.—Basic principles of mechanics, heat, and
electricity as applied to the farmer's problems. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I or
II; (3). Mr. Young, Mr. Blauser, Mr. Kelleher
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
2. Field and Power Machinery.—Machines for soil, seed, and feed preparation,
seeding, cultivating, and harvesting. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Shawl; Mr. Blauser
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
3. Gas Engines and Tractors.—Lectures; quizzes; laboratory. II; (3). An in-
spection trip costing about $20 is required. Assistant Professor Shawl
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
4. Farm Buildings.—Materials, construction, arrangement, design, and cost
estimation. Lectures; recitations; drafting. II; (3). Assistant Professor Foster
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
5. Drainage.—Surveying: chaining, mapping, leveling; drainage: principles, design-
ing, setting grade stakes, laying tile. Lectures; field work; drafting. I; (3).
Professor Lehmann
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
Un registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 2
units, but 1, or 2.
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7. Horticultural Machinery.—Principles of operation, and adjustment and
repair of spraying machinery, dusters, gas engines and tractors as related to horticultural
needs. Lectures; recitation; laboratory. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Shawl; Mr. Blauseb
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
11. Dairy Machinery and Equipment.—Pumps; power and power transmission;
refrigeration; water supply; scales, and conveyors. I; (2). Mr. Young
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
12. Farm Home Equipment.—For students in Agriculture and Home Economics.
Equipment and machinery for the farm home. Lectures; recitations; laboratory. II; (2).
Professor Lehmaxn
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1 or 60 hours of university work.
18a and 18b. Investigation with Thesis.—Credit is not given for either semester
separately. I, II; (5). Professor Lehmann; Assistant Professor Shawl
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including not less than 20 hours pertinent
to the thesis problem, and approval of the head of the department.
20. Farm Concrete Construction.—Materials; mixing and placing; tests; speci-
fications and estimates. Recitations; laboratory. I; (2). Mr. Kelleher
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
21. Farm Shop Work.—Farm machinery and equipment; repairs; simple construc-
tion jobs; care of tools; shop planning. Recitations; laboratory. II; (2). Mr. Young
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
17. Harvesting Machinery.—Advanced work in grain, hay, pea, and soybean
harvesting and threshing machinery. II; (3). Mr. Blauseb
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 2.
28. Advanced Gas Engines and Tractors.—Construction; ignition troubles;
assembly; drawbar and belt H. P. ratings. Lectures; laboratory. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Shawl
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 2, 3, and the consent of the instructor.
51. Special Power and Field Machinery.—Each student chooses a special problem
for laboratory or field work with special library research. Lecture; laboratory. I, II; (3).
Professor Lehmann; Assistant Professor Shawl
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 17 or 28; 90 hours university work.
FARM ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
Associate Professor Case; Assistant Professor Wilcox; Mr. Ross, Mr. Johnston
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elementary Farm Management.—Factors of production; types of farming;
organization; administration or operation. Lectures; quiz; laboratory. Field trips re-
quired. The class will visit a number of farms, some of which are included in the cost
accounting investigations carried on by the department. Estimated cost, $5. I or II; (3).
Associate Professor Case; Assistant Professor Wilcox; Mr. Ross, Mr. Johnston
Prerequisite: Economics 1; 60 hours of university work.
lOa-lOb. Investigation with Thesis.—Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work
including not less than 20 hours pertinent to the thesis problem; approval of the head of
the department. (This course is continuous throughout the year; credit is not given for
either semester separately.) Time to be arranged. (5).
Associate Professor Case and others
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Coukses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. Farm Operation.—Labor and power requirements; standards of accomplishment;
planning farm work; farm records as a basis for efficient operation. Trips required, similar
to those for Course I. Estimated expense, $5. I; (2). Mr. Ross
Prerequisite: Farm management 1; 90 hours university work.
5. Farm Organization.—Economic organization of types of farming. Field trips
to study organization and replanning of certain farms. Estimated expense, $5. II; (3).
Associate Professor Case; Assistant Professor Wilcox
Prerequisite: Farm Management 1.
6. Land Tenure.—Historical resume; relation of land tenure to types of farming
and community life; its bearing upon utilization and earnings of tenant farms; opportunity
of tenants becoming land owners. I; (2). Associate Professor Case
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; 90 hours of university work.
Courses for Graduates
101. Farm Organization and Management.—A study of principles, including
an historical study of the contributions to the farm management field. Twice a week;
both semesters. (1 unit.) Associate Professor Case
110. Farm Organization and Management Research.—Only those who write
acceptable theses will receive credit. Once a week; both semesters. (1 to 2 units). 1
Associate Professor Case
FINE ARTS
(See Art and Design, Landscape Architecture, and Music.)
FLORICULTURE
(See Horticulture.)
FRENCH
(See Romance Languages and Literature.)
GENERAL ENGINEERING DRAWING
(See Drawing, General Engineering.)
GEOLOGY
Professors Rolfe (Emeritus), Bayley, Savage, Quirke (Chairman); Associate Professor
Blanchard; Assistant Professors Bevan, Appleton; Dr. Shepard, Dr. Howard, Dr.
Wanless, Mr. Cox, Mr. Murray, Miss Mason, Mr. Toler, Mr. Holmes, Mr. Willman,
Mr. Dutton, Mr. Clark, Miss Poggi, Mr. Mohme , Mr. Richards
A. GENERAL GEOLOGY
Major: Geology 1 followed by 20 hours of courses that have prerequisites in geology.
Minors: 20 hours selected from courses in any one or two of the following: Botany,
chemistry, physics, zoology, mining engineering, and general engineering drawing combined
with civil engineering, after consultation with the department of geology.
For the convenience of underclassmen in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
who elect the minimum amount of major work in geology the following sequence of courses
is suggested: first year, 1 and la; second year, 47, 9, 48, 16, and 19; third year, 95. For
those who plan to become professional geologists the following courses should be added:
6, 7, 15, 28, 38, and 96.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. General Geology.—Surface features; agencies and processes of change; evolu-
tion of topographic forms; meteorology and oceanography; rocks and minerals. Lectures;
laboratory; quiz; one field trip. (Seniors receive only four credits, students who have
credit for Geography 1 receive only three credits for Geology 1.) I, II; (5).
Professors Savage, Quirke; Assistant Professor Bevan; Dr. Shepard, Dr. Howard,
Dr. Wanless, Mr. Murray, Mr. Toler, Mr. Holmes, Mr. Clark, Mr. Willman, Mr.
Dutton
•In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 3
units, but 1, or 2, or 3.
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la. Historical Geology.—Evolution of the earth and its life. Lectures; labora-
tory (continuing course 1). I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Bevan; Mr. Murray, Mr. Willman
Prerequisite: Geology 1.
28. Geological History of Vertebrates.—Lectures; discussion. II; (2).
Dr. Wanless
Prerequisite: Geology 1.
20. General Mineralogy.—Minerals of economic and scientific importance; blow-
pipe analysis. (Restricted to mining and chemistry students.) Quiz; laboratory. I; (3).
Dr. Howard
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1 and 2a or equivalent.
19. Field Work.—Mapping of an area in southern Illinois during the week following
the Easter recess, credit being given only on completion of a satisfactory written report.
Expense about $40. II; (2). Dr. Shepard
Prerequisite: Registration in Geology la and Sophomore standing.
43. Engineering Geology.—Discussions; laboratory. II; (3).
Professor Quirke; Mr. Holmes
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing in the College of Engineering.
44. Agricultural Geology.—Quiz; laboratory; one field trip. I, II; (3).
Dr. Wanless, Mr. Holmes, Mr. Clark
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing in the College of Agriculture.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
9. Invertebrate Paleontology.—Fossil groups in biological sequence. Lectures;
laboratory. I; (3). Professor Savage
Prerequisite: Geology la.
16. Stratigraphy.—Fossil faunas, with special reference to Paleozoic invertebrates;
correlation and stratigraphy. II; (3). Professor Savage
Prerequisite: Geology 9.
47. Systematic Mineralogy.—Identification of common minerals (mainly nonsili-
cates.) Crystallography; classification. Lectures; laboratory. I; (3).
Professor Bayley; Mr. Murray
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1 and 2a or equivalent and, except for mining and chemistry
students, Geology la.
48. Silicate Minerals and Rock Study.—(A continuation of 47.) Quiz; labora-
tory. II; (5). Professor Bayley; Mr. Murray
Prerequisite: Geology 47.
[6. Optical Mineralogy.—Lectures; laboratory. I; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Bayley
Prerequisite: Geology 48.]
[7. Petrography.—II; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Bayley
Prerequisite: Geology 6.]
[38. Regional Geology of the United States.—Lectures; discussions. II; (3).
Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Bevan
Prerequisite: Geology la.]
95. Economic Geology.—Nature, occurrence, origin, and uses of coal, oil, building
stones, and bedded deposits of economic importance. Lectures; quizzes; laboratory. I;
(3). Professor Bayley
Prerequisite: Geology la or 43 and 20 or 48.
96. Economic Geology.—Nature, occurrence, and origin of metaliferous deposits;
theories of ore deposition. II; (3). Professor Bayley
Prerequisite: Geology la or 43 and 20 or 48.
15. Structural and Metamorphic Geology.—Rock deformation and its results-
Lectures; laboratory. I; (3). Dr. Shepard
Prerequisite: Geology 48, 19; senior standing.
60a-60b. Thesis.—I, II; (2). Professor Quirke
Courses for Graduates
For graduate work in geology the student must have a thorough training in the principles
of the science (except in unusual cases, which will be decided on their merits); at least
20 hours of geology and two or more weeks of field experience will be required. Grad-
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uate students with adequate technical preparation in other sciences may be admitted to
graduate courses in certain subjects, such as crystallography. Courses 6, 7, 15, 47, 48, 9,
16, 60, 38 may be offered as graduate work by students who have other credits for at least
20 hours of geology.
101. Advanced Crystallography.—Measuring, projecting, and calculating crystal
forms; physical properties of crystallized bodies. I, II; (1 unit). Professor Bayley
[102. Igneous Petrography.—The igneous rocks; identification of types, classifica-
tion, and relationships. Lectures; laboratory. I; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Bayley]
[103. Metamorphic Geology.—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Bayley]
104. Pre-Cambrian Stratigraphy.—II; (1 unit). Professor Quirke
108. Ore Deposition.—I, II; (1 unit). Professor Bayley
125. Sedimentation.—I; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Bevan
142. Stratigraphic Paleontology.—Invertebrate index fossils of the successive
geologic formations. I, II; (1 unit). Professor Savage
151. Advanced Dynamic Geology.—I; (1 unit). Professor Quirke
152. Advanced Historical Geology.—II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Bevan
135. Research.—Individual work under supervision of members of the staff in
their respective fields. I, II; {% to 4 units). 1
Professors Bayley, Savage, Quirke; Associate Professor Blanchard
136. Topical Studies.—Topics in the earth sciences; formal presentation. I, II;
(/ unit a semester). Members of the department
B. GEOGRAPHY
Major: Geography I or Geology I followed by 20 hours of courses that have pre-
requisites in geography except that Geography 14 may be included.
Minors: 20 hours selected from not more than three of the following subjects:
Economics, education, history, and botany.
For students whose major is in geography, the following sequence is recommended:
Geography 1, 3, 4, 7, 14, 12, 5, and 8 or 53.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Principles of Geography.—Development of physical features and their effect
on life; effects of climate, drainage, natural resources, shape, size, and location on human
activities; political, industrial, and social interests. Five hours of lecture, discussion, and
quiz; two hours of laboratory; three or four field trips. (Seniors and those who have credit
in Geology 1 will receive only three hours' credit.) I or II; (5).
Assistant Professor Appleton; Miss Mason, Miss Poggi, Miss Linder, Mr. Mohme,
Mr. Richards
3. Industrial and Commercial Geography.—Geographic conditions affecting
industries, production, and commerce of the world; development and relations of com-
mercial areas to location and availability of resources; markets and transportation routes.
Discussions; two hours' laboratory. I or II; (5).
Associate Professor Blanchard; Mr. Cox, Mr. Mohme, Mr. Richards
Prerequisite: Geography 1.
4. Geography of North America.—Influences of geographic factors on the coun-
tries of North America. Lecture, discussion, and quiz; reading and map study. I or II; (5).
Assistant Professor Appleton
Prerequisite: Geography 3.
7. Field Geography.—Local geography as based upon field work; influences of
topography, drainage, regional location, and natural resources on economic development
of the areas investigated. The field selected for study in 1927 includes Illinois Valley,
Chicago Steel District, and the Dune area of Indiana. Expenses will be about $45.
Week after Easter vacation. II; (2). Mr. Cox
Prerequisite: Registration in Geography 3.
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 3,
but 1, or 2, or 3.
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[9. The Teaching of Geography.—I; (2). Not given, 1926-27. Miss Poggi
Prerequisite: Geography 3 and 4 or 5 or 8.]
[12. Geographic Factors in the History of the United States.—Geographic
conditions affecting the history of the United States as manifested in the spread of settle-
ment and political control, and in economic and social development. II; (3). Not given,
1926-27. Assistant Professor Appleton
Prerequisite: Geography 4; History 3a and 3b; junior standing.]
14. Weather and Climate.—The atmosphere and its processes; weather and fore-
casting; causes and distribution of climates. I; (3). Miss Mason
Prerequisite: Geog. 1.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
5. South America.—World relations of South America; influence of climate, drain-
age, topography, size, shape, and natural resources on settlement, economic development,
and foreign trade. I; (3). Associate Professor Blanchard
Prerequisite: Geography 3; senior standing.
8. Geography of Europe.—Influence of climate, surface features, and natural
resources upon distribution of peoples, their industries, and routes of trade. New bound-
aries and economic problems. II; (3). Associate Professor Blanchard
Prerequisite: Geography 3; senior standing.
53a-53b. Advanced Industrial and Commercial Geography.—I, II; (3).
Associate Professor Blanchard
Prerequisite: Senior standing; Geography 3; at least one course in regional geog-
raphy.
Summer Session Courses
Geography
S8. Geography of Europe.—Influence of geographic factors on the distribution of
peoples and the economic and political development of nations. New boundaries and
significance of post-war adjustments as related to geography. Lectures; discussion. (23^).
Assistant Professor Blanchard
Prerequisite: Geography 1, its equivalent, or on consultation.
S53b. Geographic Aspects of Transportation.—The influence of geographic
factors in the development of routes and types of carriers of the world commerce. Lectures;
discussion; assigned readings. (2^). Assistant Professor Blanchard
Prerequisite: Geography 3, its equivalent, or on consultation.
GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
Professors Goebel (Retired), Brooks; Assistant Professors Williams, Koller; Dr.
Geissendoerfer, Miss Blaisdell, Dr. Sepmeier, Mr. Cressman, Miss Hefelbower,
Mr. Haist. Cooperating in Summer Session: Mr. Zuschke, Dr. Mohr
Major: 20 hours in German, excluding German 1 and 2 and including at least 6
hours in courses with a prerequisite of not less than three years of college German or equiv-
alent.
Minor: 20 hours in not more than two subjects chosen from the following list:
Languages (not less than 8 hours in any one), education, history, philosophy, and psy-
chology.
Elementary and Intermediate Courses
1. Elementary Course.—Grammar and reading for beginners. I, II; (4).
Professor Brooks; Assistant Professor Roller; Dr. Geissendoerfer, Miss Blais-
dell, Dr. Sepmeier, Mr. Cressman, Miss Hefelbower, Mr. Haist
Prerequisite: Not open to students who have had high-school credit in this language.
2. Elementary Course (continued).—Grammar and reading. I, II; (4).
Professor Brooks; Assistant Professor Koller; Dr. Geissendoerfer, Miss Blais-
dell, Dr. Sepmeier, Mr. Cressman, Miss Hefelbower, Mr. Haist
Prerequisite: German 1, one year of high-school German, or equivalent.
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4. Intermediate Course.—Modern narrative prose. Oral practice; sight reading;
writing. I, II; (4).
Assistant Professor Williams; Dr. Geissendoerfer, Miss Blaisdell, Dr. Sepmeier,
Mr. Cressman
Prerequisite: German 2, or two years of high-school German, or equivalent.
5. Intermediate Course (continued).—Literary reading. Modern narrative prose,
but at the option of the instructor one of the easier classical works may also be read. Oral
practice; sight reading. I, II; (4).
Assistant Professor Williams; Dr. Geissendoerfer, Miss Blaisdell
Prerequisite: German 4, or three years of high-school German, or equivalent.
6. Scientific Reading.—Rapid reading of scientific prose. (Parallel with 5. Stu-
dents may not take both 5 and 6 for more than a total of four hours' credit without per-
mission of department.) II; (4). Assistant Professor Williams
Prerequisite: (Same as for Course 5.)
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
7. Modern Fiction.—(Intended primarily for students who take 5 the first semester.)
II; (3). Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: German 5, or equivalent.
10. Introductory Goethe Course.—Goethe's life. Reading of works illustrating
different periods of his development. II; (3). Miss Blaisdell
Prerequisite: Two and one-half years of college German, or equivalent.
14. Introductory Schiller Course.—Schiller's life; reading of dramas, lyrics, and
ballads illustrating different periods of his development. I; (3). Miss Blaisdell
Prerequisite: German 5, or equivalent.
16a-16b. Conversation and Writing.—I, II; (2). Assistant Professor Koller
Prerequisite: (For 16a) : German 5, or equivalent.
24. Modern Drama.—Rapid reading of dramas by Grillparzer, Hebbel, Hauptmann,
and others. I; (3). Dr. Geissendoerfer
Prerequisite: German 5, or equivalent.
[25. Teachers' Course.—II; (2).
Prerequisite: Three years of college German, or equivalent. Not given, 1926-27.]
28a-28b. Lyrics and Ballads.-—Form; development; types; the Volkslied. I: Early
eighteenth century and classical period. II: Modern period. I, II; (2).
Assistant Professor Williams
Prerequisite: (For 28a) : German 5, or equivalent, and sophomore standing.
29a-29b. Advanced Conversation and Writing.—I, II; (3).
Dr. Geissendoerfer
Prerequisite: (For 29a): German 16b or equivalent.
[30a-30b. Senior Thesis.—(Intended primarily for candidates for honors in German,
but open to other seniors.) I, II; (2). Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Senior standing and three years of college German, or equivalent.]
[33a. Honors Course.—I, II; (2). Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Three years of college German, or equivalent.]
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
[8. Schiller.—Wallenstein, and other selections. II; (3). Not given, 1926-27.]
19a-19b. Goethe's Faust.—I, II; (3). Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: (For 19a) : three years of college German, or equivalent.
[26a. German Literature to the End of the Reformation.—Lectures; recita-
tions; reports on assigned collateral reading. I; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: Three years of college German or equivalent.]
[26b. German Literature Since the Reformation.—Lectures; recitations; re-
ports on assigned collateral reading. II; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: German 26a.]
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[27. Lessing—Not given, 1926-27.]
31. Middle High German.—I; (3). Assistant Professor Williams
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing; three years of college German.
[39a-39b. Goethe and Schiller.—Interpretation of Goethe's poems, Goethe's
Tasso; Schiller's Uber naive und sentimentalische Dichtung. I, II; (2). Not given, 1926-27.]
54. Comparative Literature.—See English 54.
Courses for Graduates
Students desiring to take German as a major should have completed a four years' course
of undergraduate study in German, corresponding to the four years' course at this Univer-
sity, and should be familiar with the principal works of the writers of the classical and
modern periods of German literature, show a general knowledge of the history of German
literature, and be able to follow lectures in the German language.
A reading knowledge of Latin and French is required. It is desirable that candidates
for the degree of Ph.D. have some knowledge of Greek. All students are expected to have
had a course in German history.
101. Seminar in Germanic Philology.—Research. I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Brooks
[103. Introduction to the Historical Study of the Germanic Languages.-
History of German philology; comparative grammar of the Old Germanic dialects. Lec-
tures; discussions. I; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Williams]
[104. Gothic.—Grammar and literature. II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.]
[105. Old High German.—Grammar and interpretation of the oldest literary docu-
ments. II; (/ unit). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Williams]
109. Goethe's and Schiller's Philosophy.—II; (1 unit). Professor Brooks
[110. Early German Drama.—I; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Brooks]
[113. German Literature of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries.—II;
(1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Brooks]
[121. Walter von der Vogelweide.—II; (/ unit). Not given, 1926-27.]
121a. The Nibelungenlied.—II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Williams
[121b. Gudrun—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.]
126. Herder and his Relations to European Literature.—I, II; (1 unit).
Assistant Professor Koller
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
Si. Elementary Course.—(4). Mr. Zuschke, Dr. Mohb
Equivalent: German 1.
S2. Elementary Course (continued).
—
(4). Dr. Geissendoerfee
Prerequisite: German 1, or SI, or one year of high-school German.
Equivalent: German 2.
54. Intermediate Course.— (4). Assistant Professor Kollei
Prerequisite: German 2, or S2, or two years of high-school German.
Equivalent: German 4.
55. Intermediate Course (continued).
— (2). Dr. Geissendoerfei
Prerequisite: German 4, or three years of high-school German, or equivalent.
Equivalent: German 5 (in part).
S16a. Conversation and Writing.— (2). Mr. Zuschki
Prerequisite: German 5, or four years of high-school German, or equivalent.
Equivalent: German 16a.
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Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S27. Lessing.—(l}4 or 2). Assistant Professor Koller
Prerequisite: Three years of college German, or equivalent.
Equivalent: German 27 (in part).
GREEK
(See Classics.)
HISTORY
Professors Larson, Lybyer, Robertson, Olmstead, Pease; Associate Professors Jones,
Randall, Dietz, Craven; Assistant Professors Swain, Roberts; Dr. Sachar, Dr. Dun-
bar, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Davidson, Miss King, Mr. McCutchen, Mrs. McLarty,
Mr. Nordmann, Miss Orr, Mr. Ronalds, Mr. Setser, Mr. Woolbert. Cooperating:
Professor Oldfather. Cooperating in Summer Session: Professor Ramsdell; Associate
Professor Rodkey
Major: 20 hours, excluding History la and 2a, and including (a) either History lb
or 2b; (b) six hours selected from courses for advanced undergraduates and graduates;
and (c) any other courses offered in the department.
Minor: 20 hours, selected from two of the following subjects: Economics, political
science, law, sociology, English and American literature, and philosophy. Courses in
any foreign language may be accepted in satisfaction of this requirement, if the student
can show his ability to read ordinary historical prose in that language.
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Continental European History.—Europe from the fifteenth century to
the present time. (Either semester may be taken separately.) I, II; (4 or 3). 1
Associate Professor Jones; Assistant Professor Swain; Dr. Sachar, Dr. Dunbar,
Miss King, Mr. McCutchen, Mrs. McLarty, Mr. Ronalds, Mr. Setser, Mr. Woolbert
2a-2b. English History.—I: Political history of England to the Revolution of
1688; II: Modern history of England to the peace of Versailles; colonial and imperial
development. I, II; (3 or 2). 2 (Either semester may be taken separately.)
Associate Professor Dietz; Assistant Professor Swain; Dr. Sachar, Mr. Anderson,
Mr. Davidson, Mr. McCutchen, Mr. Nordmann, Miss Orr, Mr. Ronalds
3a-3b. History of the United States.—I: The colonies in the eighteenth century.
II: A century of national development, 1828-1926. (Either semester may be taken sep-
arately.) I, II; (3).
Associate Professors Randall, Craven; Assistant Professor Roberts; Dr. Dunbar,
Mr. Anderson, Mr. Davidson, Miss King, Mrs. McLarty, Mr. Woolbert
Prerequisite: One year of college work.
18. The Teaching of History.—Preparation of students for the teaching of history
in secondary schools. II; (2). Associate Professor Randall
Prerequisite: History la-lb, 3a-3b, or their equivalent; senior standing.
23a-23b. The Puritan Revolution in England and America.—I: Influence of
Puritanism on the institutions of modern England and America. II: Growth of parties,
1660-1760. I, II; (2). (23b not given, 1926-27.) Professor Pease
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
'Three credits for seniors; four credits for students other than seniors.
'Two credits for seniors; three credits for students other than seniors.
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30a-30b. The Mohammedan World.—I: The Saracen Empire and the Crusades.
II: The Ottoman Empire and the question of the Near East. I, II; (3).
Professor Lybyer
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
50a-50b. The Ancient World.—I: The prehistoric age and the ancient empires.
II: Greece and Rome. I, II; (3). Professor Olmstead
Prerequisite: Entrance credit in ancient history, or sophomore standing.
55. History of Greece.—I; (3). (See Greek 55.) Professor Oldfather
Prerequisite: One college course in history or the classics; sophomore standing.
56. History of Rome.—II; (3). (See Latin 56.) Professor Oldfather
Prerequisite: One college course in history or the classics; sophomore standing.
90a-90b. Thesis.—Special training in investigation for candidates for honors and
for other seniors. I, II; (2). Professor Robertson
91a-91b. Honors Course.—Reading in selected fields in consultation with the in-
structor. I, II; (2). Professor Larson
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
(Open to juniors and seniors. The ability to use modern languages is desirable.)
16a-16b. The Foundations of American Society.—Emphasis on social and
economic factors. I, II; (3). Associate Professor Craven
Prerequisite: History 3a.
17a-17b. Social and Economic Forces in the Nineteenth Century (to 1880).
—
American development; the changes in industry, agriculture, and intellectual life. I, II;
(3). Associate Professor Craven
Prerequisite: History 3a-3b.
20a-20b. History of the South.—The plantation system; Southern political and
social ideals; secession; the Confederacy and reconstruction. I, II; (2).
Assistant Professor Roberts
Prerequisite: History 3a-3b.
21. Recent History of the United States.—Contemporary American politics;
economic, political, and social problems; international relations; the United States in the
Great War. I; (3). Professor Robertson
Prerequisite: History 3b.
22a-22b. History of the West, 1634-1815. Settlement of the Northwest; economic,
political, and social problems, influence on national policies. I, II; (2). (22b not given,
1926-27). Professor Pease
Prerequisite: History 3.
26. History of the Latin-American Colonies.—Spain and Portugal during the
age of discovery. Colonization, administration, and civilization of Latin America and the
Philippines. Brazil and the Spanish-American republics. I; (3). Professor Robertson
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
27. History of Latin America from the Wars of Independence to the Present
Time.—Existing governments; political parties; economic and social conditions; relations
with the United States. II; (3). Professor Robertson
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
29. America and Europe.—The foundations of international intercourse in the
later eighteenth and early nineteenth century; the Latin-American colonies and states.
II; (3). Professor Robertson
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
32a-32b. Recent European History.—I: National consolidation and world-wide
expansion, 1848-1904. II: Alliances, the Great War, and subsequent events. I, II; (3).
Professor Lybyer
Prerequisite: One year of college history, economics, or political science.
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33a-33b. Proseminar in Recent European History.—Intensive study of selected
problems. I, II; (2). Professor Lybyer
Prerequisite: Senior standing and twelve hours of college history.
34a-34b. The History of Europe, 1648-1848.—National growth and colonial ex-
pansion; the French Revolution, Napoleon, and the European reaction. I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Swain
Prerequisite: One year of college history, economics, or political science.
39a-39b. The Renaissance and the Reformation.—The transition from medieval
to modern ideals. I, II; (3). Associate Professor Jones
Prerequisite: History la.
40. History of the British Commonwealth.—Expansion of England; imperial
organization; development of colonial nations. I; (2). Professor Larson
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
42. Medieval Civilization.—Religious, economic, and intellectual development of
medieval society. II; (3). Professor Larson
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
44a-44b. The Constitutional History of England.—I: Institutional origins
II: Modern constitutional practice. I, II; (3). Professor Larson
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
46a-46b. The Industrial Revolution and English Social Politics.—Agriculture,
industry, and commerce in Great Britain, 1750-1924; the social significance of this develop-
ment. I, II; (3). Associate Professor Dietz
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
51a-51b. Hebrew History.—The Hebrew people to the revolt under Hadrian;
source problems. Biblical history and the history of the times. I, II; (2).
Professor Olmstead
52. The Hellenistic Age.—The Empire of Alexander and his successors, to the
coming of Rome into the Near East. II; (3). Professor Olmstead
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
53. Assyrian History.—The Empire; government of dependencies; parallels to
modern imperial states; economic life. I; (3). Professor Olmstead
Prerequisite: One year of college history.
62a-62b. Constitutional History of the United States.—I, II; (3).
Associate Professor Randall
Prerequisite: History 3a-3b.
Courses for Graduates
Graduate work in history presupposes two years of college work in this subject, or 16
semester hours, which should include courses in European and American history corres-
ponding roughly to History la-lb and 3a-3b in this University. Linguistic preparation,
especially in French and German, is important. For medieval history some knowledge
of Latin is essential, and Spanish is useful for certain fields of American history.
Advanced courses in history at the University are of three kinds: (1) For information
and guidance in general reading. (2) Instruction in methodology, historiography, and
bibliography. A part of this work (in course 103) is required of all graduate students in
history during their first year. (3) Seminar courses for the study of special fields with a
view to training in the methods of historical criticism and research.
Illinois Historical Survey.—Students have an opportunity to pursue research in
Western history in connection with the Illinois Historical Survey, an organization for the
purpose of carrying on systematic studies in the history of Illinois.
Attention is also called to the fact that the University has for some time cooperated
with the Trustees of the State Historical Library in the gathering and editing of archive
material. As a result, instructors and graduate students in the department have con-
tributed from time to time to the publications of the Library, and have been given useful
training in the study of manuscript and printed material.
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101. Seminar in American History.—I : Introduction to research. II : Investigation
of selected topics. I, II; (1 to 2 units). 1 Professors Robertson, Pease
102. Seminar in English History.—Problems in the social and political develop-
ment of the Tudor period. I, II; (1 to 2 units). 1 Associate Professor Dietz
103. Historiography and Historical Method.—Required for an advanced degree
in history of all candidates who do not present evidence of similar training elsewhere. I,
II; (% to 1 unit). 1 Associate Professor Randall; Assistant Professor Swain
104. Seminar in European History.—Europe and the Near East. Bibliography,
historiography, and selected problems; reports. I, II; (1 to 2 units). 1 Professor Lybyer
105. Research in Special Topics.—Advice and direction in research, and guidance
in writing theses for advanced degrees in various fields. (1 to 2 units). 1
Professors Larson, Lybyer, Robertson, Olmstead, Pease; Associate Professors
Jones, Randall, Dietz, Craven; Assistant Professors Swain, Roberts
106. Seminar in Medieval History.—Investigation of selected topics in the
Thirteenth Century. I, II; (/ to 2 units). 1 Professor Larson
126. Spanish-American Relations.—Relations of the Latin-American states with
the United States. The Monroe Doctrine, international trade, etc. I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Robertson
150. Research in Ancient Oriental History.—I, II; (i unit).
Professor Olmstead
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
Sla. History of Modern Europe, 1500-1815.
—
(3) for students other than seniors;
(2) for seniors. Associate Professor Rodkey
Approximate equivalent: History la.
S3a. American History to 1828.
—
(3). Dr. Roberts
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Equivalent: History 3a.
S3b. American History, 1815-1926.
—
(3). Professor Ramsdell
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Equivalent: History 3b.
S50b. Greece and Rome.—(3). Professor Olmstead
Prerequisite: Entrance credit in ancient history or sophomore standing.
Equivalent: History 50b.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
(At least junior standing is required for all the courses in this group.)
S20a. History of the South, 1607-1850.—Colonization, the plantation system,
Southern political and social ideals. (2). Dr. Roberts
S20b. History of the South, 1850-1877.—The secession movement, the Con-
federacy, and reconstruction. (2). Professor Ramsdell
S32. Europe in the Twentieth Century.—The eve of the war; outbreak of the
war; the Peace Conference; recent developments. (2). Associate Professor Rodkey
*In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 2
units, but 1, or 2.
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Couhses for Graduates
S103. Historiography and Historical Method.—{% unit).
Professor Olmstead
S105. Research in Special Topics.—(Thesis course).
Professors Olmstead, Ramsdell; Associate Professor Rodkey; Dr. Roberts
HOME ECONOMICS
Professor Wardall; Assistant Professors Barto, Jacobsen, Van Aken, Croll, Brooks,
Walls; Miss Ford, Miss Weaver, Miss Whitlock, Miss Robinson, Miss Todd, Miss
McCullough, Miss Fitch, Miss Smith, Miss Barnes, Miss Bazore, Miss Agar, Miss
King, Miss Breckenridge, Miss Schreiber, Miss Gunn, Miss Brown, Miss Millhouse
Major A.—General Home Economics: 20 hours from courses offered by the depart-
ment, excluding Home Economics 1 and 6 (or 44), 7, and including Home Economics 2, 5,
10, 29, and two or more of the following: Home Economics 14, 19, 20, 28, 31, 33, 41, 43a,
43b, 48, 55.
Major B—Nutrition and Dietetics: 20 hours excluding Home Economics 1 and in-
cluding Home Economics 5, 6 (or 44), 39a, 39b, 41, and two or more of the following: Home
Economics 20, 33, 45, 47.
To satisfy the requirements for either Major A or Major B, students transferring
home economics credits from other institutions must take at least five hours from the follow-
ing: Home Economics 20, 28, 31, 33, 39a, 39b, 41, 43a, 43b, 47, 55.
Minors: 20 hours from (a) chemistry, bacteriology (lecture and laboratory), and
physiology, (at least one course from each subject), or (b) economics (a minimum of 8
hours), and one or two of the following subjects: Education, history, psychology, sociology.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Selection and Preparation of Food.—Nature, chemical composition, uses,
and preparation of foods; production and consumption. I or II; (4).
Miss Fitch, Miss Ford, Miss Schreiber, Miss Gunn
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1, 2a.
2. Home Architecture.—Situation, construction, design, and history of the house.
Heating, ventilation, lighting, plumbing, water supply, and drainage. Making skeleton
plans. I or II; (3). Assistant Professor Foster; Miss Weaver
Prerequisite: Art and Design 13a, 13b.
3. Home Decoration.—Design applied to interiors; selection and arrangement of
furniture, pictures, and accessories. The treatment of walls, floors, and windows. Historic,
artistic, and economic aspects. I or II; (3). Miss Weaver
Prerequisite: Art and Design 13a, 13b; Home Economics 2.
5. Dietetics.—Food requirements and values. Planning of dietaries for individuals
and family groups. I or II; (4). Assistant Professor Barto; Miss Millhouse
Prerequisite: Chemistry 9, 9c; Home Economics 1, 6; Physiology 1, 4.
6. Foods.—A continuation of Home Economics 1. I or II; (4).
Miss Fitch, Miss Ford, Miss Schreiber, Miss Gunn
Prerequisite: Home Economics 1.
7. Textiles.—The textile industry; fibers and materials; textile design; examination
and tests of fibers and fabrics. I or II; (3 or 2). 1 Miss McCullough
9. Home Economics Extension.—The history, organization, and development
of home economics extension. Practice in preparing extension projects and community
and county programs of work. Field trips. II; (3). Assistant Professor Van Aken
Prerequisite: Senior standing in home economics; consent of the instructor.
•Two oredits for seniors; three credits for other students.
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10. Organization and Management of the Household.—Family income; house-
hold activities and equipment. Emphasis on economic aspects. I or II; (3).
Miss Ford
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Home Economics 2, 6, 7.
11. Teachers' Course.—Methods; observations; practice in planning courses and
lessons. One inspection trip (approximate cost, $3.00). Required of all who wish to be
recommended to teach home economics. Same as Home Economics Education 1. I or
II; (3). Miss Robinson
Prerequisite: Home Economics 6, 29; Prerequisite or concurrent: Education 10; Home
Economics 5, 10; Recommended: Home Economics 34.
11a. 1 Supervised Teaching.—Supervised teaching of twenty double-period lessons
in secondary school classes. I or II; (2). Miss Robinson
Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 11.
13. Home Economics Education.—Development of women's education; the home
economics movement; home economics in schools and colleges. Students entering the
teaching profession are expected to take this course. Same as Home Economics Educa-
tion 2. I or II; (3). Miss Todd
Prerequisite: Home Economics 10, 29.
14. Practice House.—Planning, preparation and serving of meals; care of the house-
Lectures, conferences and laboratory work in practice apartment and laundry. The
students reside in the practice apartment four weeks during the semester. This course is
required for all students expecting to meet the Smith-Hughes requirements. I or II; (3).
Miss Bazore
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5, 10; consent of the instructor.
19. Costume Design.—Costume design from the artistic and historic viewpoints-
Media-pencil, water color, and dress fabrics. I or II; (3). Miss Barnes
Prerequisite: Art and Design 13a, 13b; Home Economics 29.
29. Clothing.—General introductory course. Selection and construction of clothing-
Economic and artistic principles involved in the planning of the entire wardrobe. I or II;
(4). Assistant Professor Jacobsen; Miss Agar
Prerequisite: Art and Design 13a or 13b; Home Economics 7.
30. Clothing.—Patterns, commercial and drafted. Design and construction of
clothing. I or II; (3). Miss Whitlock
Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 19.
34. Teachers' Course in Clothing.—Analysis of problems; making of illustrative
material for clothing courses. (Every student expecting to teach clothing is advised to
register for this course before the last semester of her senior year.) Same as Home Eco-
nomics Education 3. I or II; (1). Miss King
Prerequisite: Home Economics 19.
[36. Millinery.—History, designing, and construction of hats. I or II; (no credit).
Not given, 1926-27. Miss Whitlock
Prerequisite: Senior standing in home economics.]
38. Food Course.—For students not in home economics who desire some knowledge
of the selection of food. No credit to home economics students. I or II; (2).
Miss Bazore
Prerequisite: 60 hours of university work.
40. Home Care of the Sick.—Lectures, demonstrations, laboratory. II; (1).
Assistant Professor Brooks
Prerequisite: Senior standing in home economics.
42. History of Costume.—Costume from the early Egyptian to the nineteenth
century. I; (1). Miss Barnes
Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 19.
44. Foods.—A study of foods from the physical and chemical viewpoint. (This
course is not open to students having credit in Home Economics 1 and 6 in this institution.)
I; (3). Miss Fitch
Prerequisite: Transfer credit of one year each in general chemistry and foods; consent
of the instructor.
lCredit is not allowed for Home Economics 11a in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
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46. Quantity Cookery.—Practice in handling food materials in large quantities.
Time and cost studies. The department cafeteria will be used as a laboratory. Course
planned for students who expect to do hospital and institutional work or to manage a
school lunch. I or II; (3). Miss Smith, Miss Brown
Prerequisite: Home Economics 6.
47. Institutional Management.—Purchase of food supplies and equipment for
institutions. Study of grades of food, judging of quality and cost in relation to season,
pure food laws, and government inspection. The storeroom and its management. Study
of the equipment and furnishings for various types of institutions. Institutional house-
keeping. Floor plans and routing studies; specifications for equipment. Inventory for
equipment. Visits to various stores and markets. I or II; (3). Miss Smith
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Home Economics 6; Prerequisite or concurrent: Home
Economics 46.
51. Textiles.—An advanced study of textiles from the economic, artistic, physical,
and chemical viewpoints. Special problem work. II; (2). Miss McCullouqh
Prerequisite: Chemistry 2a; Economics 1 or 2; Home Economics 7, 29.
55. Food and Nutrition.—Application of the principles of chemistry and phy-
siology to a study of food and nutrition. Methods of demonstrating deficiency diseases
and of measuring energy output under different conditions. Lectures, discussions, labora-
tory. I; (5). Assistant Professor Croll; Miss Breckenridge
Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 5.
56. Child Care and Training.—A study of the growth and development of the
child. The responsibility of the home and the community. Study of cooperating agencies.
This course is intended for senior students with a major in general home economics. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Walls
Prerequisite: Home Economics 10, Psychology 1.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
20. Infant Nutrition.—Lectures; demonstrations; readings; discussions. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Croll; Miss Breckenridge
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5; senior standing.
28. Organization and Management of the Household.—Economic relationships
of the household to certain public, private, and cooperative agencies. II; (2). Miss Ford
Prerequisite: Home Economics 10.
31. Clothing.—Artistic and economic aspects of clothing developed through in-
vestigation and discussion. Modelling on the dress form. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Jacobsen
Prerequisite: Home Economics 30.
33. Diet in Disease.—I or II; (3). Assistant Professor Barto
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5.
35. Experimental Cookery.—A study of food problems through experimental
methods. II; (3). Miss Fitch
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5; consent of the instructor.
39a. Readings in Foods and Nutrition.—Reports, discussions, and review of
scientific literature. I; (1). Assistant Professors Barto, Croll; Miss Fitch
Prerequisite or concurrent: Chemistry 15 or Home Economics 20 or 33.
39b. Readings in Foods and Nutrition.—Reports, discussions, and review of
scientific literature. II; (1). Assistant Professors Barto, Croll; Miss Fitch
Prerequisite or concurrent: Chemistry 15 or Home Economics 20 or 33.
41. Problems in Nutrition.—Discussions; investigations. II; (3 to 5). 1
Assistant Professor Croll; Miss Breckenridge
Prerequisite: Chemistry 15; Zoology 1.
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list, not the
possible hours as shown here, but the number of hours for whioh he intends to take the course; e.g., not 2-5,
but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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43a. Problems in Textiles and Clothing.—Investigation and report of specific
problems in the field of textiles and clothing. I or II; (3).
Assistant Professor Jacobsen; Miss Weaver, Miss Whitlock, Miss McCullough,
Miss Barnes, Miss Agar
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Home Economics 30. For students expecting to do
a textiles problem, Home Economics 51 is a prerequisite. Each student mil undertake
an individual problem which in some cases may involve prerequisites of chemistry and
physics.
43b. Problems in Textiles and Clothing.—Investigation and report of specific
problems in the field of textiles and clothing. I or II; (3).
Assistant Professor Jacobsen; Miss Weaver, Miss Whitlock, Miss McCullough,
Miss Barnes, Miss Agar
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Home Economics 30. For students expecting to do
a textiles problem, Home Economics 51 is a prerequisite. Each student will undertake
an individual problem which in some cases may involve prerequisites of chemistry and
physics.
45. Nutrition Classes.—The nutrition of the school child and the teaching of
nutrition to school children. Observation and practice in public school classes. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Barto
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5; senior standing; consent of the instructor.
48. Institutional Dietaries and Administration.—Dietary studies and menu-
making for various types of institutions such as dormitories, cafeterias, hospitals, and
tea rooms. Problems of organization, personnel studies, administration of food service,
records and cost accounting, professional ethics. Opportunity will be given for observation
and practice in various fields. Three day inspection trip in Chicago (approximate cost,
$25.00). II; (3). Miss Smith
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5, 46, 47.
50. Costume Design.—Designing for the usual and unusual types of individuals.
Details of dress decoration. II; (3). Miss Barnes
Prerequisite: Home Economics 19, 30, 42.
Courses for Graduates
Students electing graduate courses dealing with food and nutrition will present: chemistry,
20 hours (including quantitative and organic); bacteriology, 5 hours; physiology, 5 hours
food and dietetics, 10 hours; nutrition, 5 hours. For the more general problems involvec
in Home Economics 101, students must present: food and dietetics, 10 hours; textiles
and clothing, 8 hours; chemistry, 12 hours; physiology, 5 hours; principles of economics,
3 hours.
101. Home Economics.—Each member of the class selects a problem for continuous
work and report. I, II; (1 unit). Professor Wardall
102. Research in Food and Nutrition.—I, II; (1 to 2 units). 1
Assistant Professor Croll
103. Nutrition Seminar.—A reading knowledge of French or German required.
I, II; (% unit). Assistant Professor Croll
HORTICULTURE
Professors Blair, Lloyd, Dorner, Dorset; Associate Professors Lohmann, Colbt,
Ruth, Anderson; Assistant Professors Bartholomew, White, Hall, Brock, Huelsen,
Schaffer; Mr. Peterson, Dr. Weinard, Mr. Kelley, Miss Robinson, Mr. Decker,
Mr. McMunn, Mr. Somers, Mr. Strubinger
Courses for Undergraduates
la. Elements of Horticulture.—Fruit growing. Recitations; exercises. No
credit allowed to juniors and seniors. I; (2).
Associate Professor Colby; Mr. Kelley, Mr. McMunn
lb. Elements of Horticulture.—Vegetable gardening. Recitations; laboratory.
No credit allowed to juniors and seniors. II; (2). Mr. Somers, Mr. Strubingeb
lIn registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for whioh he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 or 2,
but 1 unit, or 2 units.
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2. Small Fruit Culture.—The blackberry, raspberry, dewberry, currant, goose-
berry, and strawberry. Recitations; reference work; laboratory. II; (2).
Associate Professor Colby
Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb.
3. Commercial Vegetable Gardening.—Production of vegetables for market.
Lectures; reference readings; laboratory. II; (3). Professor Lloyd; Mr. Somers
Prerequisite: Horticulture lb.
4. Plant Houses.—Construction; cost and maintenance; heating; ventilating. II;
(3). Mr. Decker
5. Plant Propagation.—Grafts; buds; layers; cuttings; seeds. Lectures; labora-
tory; quizzes. I; (3). Professor Dorner; Mr. Decker
[6. Nursery Methods.—Lectures; reference readings. Trips to nurseries, the cost
not to exceed $20. II; (2). Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Horticulture 5.]
7. Spraying.—Materials; appliances; methods. Lectures; reference readings;
laboratory; field work. II; (3). Associate Professor Ruth
Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb; Chemistry 1.
8a-8b. Orcharding.—Principal fruits; cultivation; harvesting; marketing. I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Brock
Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb.
10a. Rural Improvement.—Landscape architecture in the open country. Lectures;
reference readings; reports. Credit not allowed for both 10a and 42. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Schaffer
15a. Greenhouse Management.—Soils; fertilizers; potting and shifting plants;
watering. Lectures; reference readings; greenhouse work. II; (3).
Professor Dorner; Assistant Professor Hall
Prerequisite: Botany 5; Horticulture 5.
15b-15c. Commercial Crops.—Greenhouse plants and cut flowers for market; care;
marketing. Lectures; greenhouse work. I, II; (3). Assistant Professor Hall
Prerequisite: Horticulture 15a.
19. Amateur Floriculture.—Propagation and culture of plants for window and
garden. I; (3). Mr. Decker
21a-21b. Landscape Design.—Elements of the natural landscape, principles of
landscape composition, types of drafting. Lectures; reference readings; field trips. I, II;
(4). Miss Robinson
Prerequisite: Architecture 72.
22a-22k. Investigation with Thesis.—Credit is not given for either semester
separately. I, II; (5).
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work, including not less than 20 hours pertinent
to the thesis problem, and approval of the head of the department.
22a-22b. Pomology.
Professor Dorsey; Associate Professors Ruth, Anderson, Colby
22c-22d. Olericulture. Professor Lloyd
22e-22f. Floriculture. Professor Dorner; Dr. Weinard
22g-22h. Landscape Architecture. Associate Professor Lohmann
22j-22k. Plant Breeding. Professor Dorset
23a-23b. Landscape Design.—Application of landscape design to the study of
gardens, estates, playgrounds, and small parks. Lectures; field trips; problems; sketches;
readings; reports. I, II; (4). Assistant Professor White
Prerequisite: Horticulture 21b.
24a-24b. Trees and Shrubs.—Identification and characteristics of hardy plant
material. Lectures; reference readings; field trips. I, II; (3). Miss Robinson
Prerequisite: Botany 5; open only to landscape architecture and floriculture students.
25a-25b. Advanced Landscape Design.—Public and semi-public properties, such
as educational groups, rural parks, golf courses, cemeteries, etc. Lectures; field trips;
readings. I, II; (5). Associate Professor Lohmann
Prerequisite: Horticulture 23b.
26a-26b. Planting Design.—Theory of arrangement. Planting plans and estimates;
lectures; drafting; reference readings; field trips. I, II; (3). Assistant Professor White
Prerequisite: Horticulture 23a, 24b.
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27a-27b. Landscape Construction.—Preparation of grading plans; working
drawings; specifications; reports; etc. I, II; (3). Assistant Professor Schaffer
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 32.
30. Tender Bedding Plants.—Tropical and sub-tropical plants used in outdoor
bedding. Lectures; greenhouse work. II; (3). Assistant Professor Hall
Prerequisite: Horticulture 15a.
31. Garden Flowers.—Propagation and growing of annuals, herbaceous perennials,
bulbs, and shrubs for cut flowers and ornamental plantings. II; (3). Professor Dorner
Prerequisite: Botany 5.
32a-32b. Floral Decoration.—Arrangement in baskets, designs, and bouquets;
table and house decoration. (For floricultural students.) I, II; (3). Professor Dorner
33. Systematic Pomology.—Description, nomenclature, and classification of native
and sub-tropical fruits; judging and displaying fruits. (For students specializing in pom-
ology.) I; (2). Assistant Professor Brock
Prerequisite: 60 hours of university work.
34. Vegetables Under Glass.—Types and equipment of greenhouses for forcing
vegetables; management problems; marketing; forcing crops. Lectures; reference readings;
laboratory. Inspection trip required; expenses about $20. I; (3). Mr. Somers
Prerequisite: Horticulture 3 or 15a.
36. History of Landscape Architecture.—Lectures; reference readings; library
sketches; reports. Required of freshmen in the professional course; open to other students
by permission of the instructor in charge. I; (3). Mr. Peterson
37a-37b. City Planning.—The principles underlying the physical development of
communities; conscious design as distinguished from haphazard growth; zoning. Lectures;
reference readings. An inspection trip required the second semester of all landscape
students and optional for others; expenses about $30. I, II; (2).
Assistant Professor Bartholomew, Mr. Peterson
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work.
38. Office Practice in Landscape Architecture.—Professional ethics and
practice; contracts and specifications. Lectures; reference readings; seminars and reports.
II; (1). Assistant Professor Schaffer
Prerequisite: Horticulture 27b and 23b.
39a-39b. Special Lectures.—(Open only to students in landscape architecture.
Professional students are required to register in this course each semester of each year.)
Lectures by members of the faculty and invited lecturers. Inspection trip required (esti-
mated expense, $2). One lecture a week; written reports. I, II; i}/t).
Associate Professor Lohmann and others
40. Care of Plant Materials.—Cultivation for landscape purposes; planting,
pruning, spraying, tree surgery, landscape forestry. I; (2).
Assistant Professor Schaffer
Prerequisite: Horticulture 24b; 90 hours of university work.
42. Landscape Architecture.—(For students outside the professional course.)
General appreciation in landscape architecture; study of good examples and underlying
principles; interpretation of plans, etc. Lectures; readings; reports; field trips. Credit
not allowed for both 10a and 42. II; (3). Mr. Peterson
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
49. Systematic Vegetable Crops.—Types; varieties; strains. Nomenclature;
descriptions. Selection for market and exhibition. Judging. Lectures; research; labora-
tory. I; (2). Professor Lloyd; Mr. Somers
Prerequisite: Horticulture lb.
50. Vegetable Seed Production.—Sources; climatic influences; trial grounds.
Selection of seed stock; winter storage; growing the seed crop; "roguing"; harvesting;
curing; storage. Lectures; research; laboratory. II; (3). Assistant Professor Huelsen
Prerequisite: Horticulture 49; Zoology 15.
52. Special Vegetable Crops.—Classification, cultural requirements, and uses
of less common vegetables. Lectures; research; laboratory. II; (3). Professor Lloyd
Prerequisite: Horticulture 49.
53. Viticulture.—History, species, varieties; vineyard management; harvesting;
marketing; by-products. Laboratory; recitations; reference readings. I; (2).
Associate Professor Colby
Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb.
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54. Horticultural Manufactures.—Commercial canning and preserving. In-
spection trip, costing about $20, required. Lectures; laboratory. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Huelsen
Prerequisite: Farm Mechanics 1; registration in Bacteriology 5a.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
12. Evolution of Horticultural Plants.—History, classification, and distribution
of cultivated plants; modification under culture; variation. I; (3). Professor Dorsey
Prerequisite: Zoology 15.
[18. Experimental Horticulture.—For advanced students preparing for experi-
ment station work. II; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: 20 hours work in horticulture.]
43. Greenhouse Fertilizers.—Soils and fertilizers; plant food; water requirement
of greenhouse crops. Lectures; seminar. I; (3). Dr. Weinard
Prerequisite: Botany 27a; Agronomy 9; Horticulture 3 or 15a.
44. Pomology Seminar.—Assigned topics; review of books, technical journals, and
other publications. For seniors and graduates specializing in pomology. I, II; (1).
Associate Professor Ruth; Professor Dorsey
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work.
45. Plant Nutrition.—Plant food; growth of greenhouse plants. Lectures; as-
signed readings; seminars. II; (3). Dr. Weinard
Prerequisite: Botany 27a; Agronomy 9, Horticulture 3 or 15a.
46. Marketing of Horticultural Products.—An inspection trip required; ex-
penses about $20. For seniors and graduates specializing in horticulture. I; (3).
Professor Lloyd
Prerequisite: Economics 1; Horticulture 3 or 8a; 90 hours of university work.
47. Fruit Production and Storage.—The effects of environment upon fruit trees
and fruits. The storage of fruits. Lectures; reference readings; laboratory. I; (3).
Associate Professor Ruth
Prerequisite: Chemistry 19, Botany 27a and 27b, or concurrent registration in Botany
27a.
51. Fruit Diseases.—Symptomology; control measures. Laboratory; field studies.
II; (3). Associate Professor Anderson
Prerequisite: 90 hours of university work including Botany 7a.
Courses for Graduates
At least two years of collegiate work in horticulture and allied subjects and specific prepara-
tion for chosen topics are required for entrance on major work in this department.
103. Olericulture.—Cultural requirements and improvement of vegetables. Re-
search; conferences. I, II; (1 to 2 units). 1 Professor Lloyd
108. Pomology.—Special problems of small fruits and orchard fruits. I, II; (1 to 2
units). 1 Professors Blair, Dorsey, Lloyd; Associate Professors Ruth, Anderson
115. Floriculture.—Horticultural status of flowering plants, or special problems
in culture of greenhouse plants. I, II; (1 to 2 units) 1 Professor Dorner
HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Professor Beard; Associate Professor Etheredge; Assistant Professors Cain, Lampert;
Dr. Ross, Dr. Little, Dr. Gilchrist, Dr. Aleshire, Dr. Blackstone, Dr. Gebhart,
Dr. Rosser, Dr. Tiedemann
1. Elementary Hygiene and Sanitation.—Required of all undergraduate men
during their first year of residence. I; (K)-
Professor Beard; Assistant Professors Cain, Lampert; Dr. Ross, Dr. Blackstone,
Dr. Gebhart, Dr. Rosser, Dr. Tiedemann
lIn registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not H to 2
units, but y&, or 1, or 2.
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2. Essentials of Hygiene and Sanitation.—Required of all undergraduate women
during their first year of residence. I, II; (1). Dean Leonard; Professor Etheredge
3. Elementary Hygiene and Sanitation.—Required of all undergraduate men
during their first year of residence. II; {Yi).
Professor Beard; Assistant Professor Cain; Dr. Ross, Dr. Blackstone, Dr. Gebhart,
Dr. Rosser, Dr. Tiedemann
10. General Hygiene.—Hygiene as applied to the individual, the home, the school,
and the community. II; (3). Professor Beard; Assistant Professor Lampert
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
(See Horticulture.)
LATIN
(See Classics.)
LAW
Professors Harno, Harker (Retired), Green, Summers, Goble, Philbrick, Britton,
McCaskill, Johnson; Associate Professor Weisiger
Students who are registered in the two-four curriculum leading to both the undergraduate
and professional degrees are urged carefully to bear in mind the requirements stated on
page 159.
First Year Courses
la-lb. Contracts.—Corbin, Cases on Contracts. I; (3). II; (4).
Professor Goble
2a-2b. Torts.—Bohlen, Cases on Torts (2d ed.). I; (3). II; (3).
Associate Professor Weisiger
3. Property I.—Bigelow, Cases on Personal Property, and Bigelow, Rights in Land.
II; (5). Professor Summers
4. Procedure I.—Philbrick, Cases and Other Authorities on Common Law Actions.
I; (3). Professor Philbrick
5. Criminal Law.—Mikell, Cases on Criminal Law (2d ed.). I; (4).
Professor Harno
11. Agency.—Mechem, Cases on Agency. II; (3). Professor Green
45. Use of Law Books.—Law Books and Their Use. I; (1).
Associate Professor Weisiger
49. Reading Course I.—Reading of specified books and articles. I; (1).
Professor Green
Note: In addition to the regular courses, first year students are required to attend
one quiz-hour each week during the first semester.
Second and Third Year Courses
7. Persons.—Including domestic relations. Woodruff, Cases on Persons and Domestic
Relations. (2d ed.). I; (2). Professor Goble
8. Evidence.—Hinton, Cases on Evidence. II; (4). Professor Harno
9. Sales.—Woodward, Cases on Sales. II; (3). Professor Britton
10. Property II.—Titles, Bigelow, Introduction to the Law of Real Property, and
Aigler, Cases on Property. I; (4). Professor Summers
12a. Equity Jurisdiction I.—Indicates the general nature of equitable relief and
the chief divisions of equitable jurisdiction; develops fully the injunctive remedy against
torts and specific performance of contracts. Cook, Cases on Equity (one volume edition).
I; (5). Professor Philbrick
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12b. Equity Jurisdiction II.—Reformation, recission, and restitution at law
(Quasi-Contracts) and in Equity. Cook, Cases on Equity, Vol. III. II; (3).
Associate Professor Weisiger
[13. Damages.—Beale, Cases on Damages (2d ed.) (2). Not given, 1926-27.
Associate Professor Weisiger]
14. Carriers.—Green, Cases on Carriers. I; (2). Professor Green
15. Bills and Notes.—Britton, Cases on Bills and Notes. I; (3).
Professor Britton
16. Trusts.—Costigan, Cases on Trusts. II; (4). Professor Johnson
17. Private Corporations.—Richards, Cases on Private Corporations. (2d ed.).
I; (4). Professor Johnson
18. Wills and Administration.—Costigan, Cases on Wills, Descent and Adminis-
tration. I; (3). Professor Summers
19. Partnership.—Gilmore, Cases on Partnership; Britton's Supplementary Cases.
I; (2). Professor Britton
20a-20b. Procedure II.—Problems of pleading, principles developed in the com-
mon law, equity, and code courts, and the factors contributing to the adoption of the
principles. Sunderland, Cases on Common Law Pleading, and selected cases on equity and
code pleading. I; (3). II; (3). Professor McCaskill
21. Suretyship.—Ames, Cases on Suretyship. II; (3). Professor Britton
22a-22b. Constitutional Law.—Hall, Cases on Constitutional Law. I; (3). II; (2).
Professor Green
23. Mortgages and Recording Acts.—Parks, Cases on Mortgages. II; (2).
Professor Summers
24. Municipal Corporations.—Tooke, Cases on Municipal Corporations. I; (2).
Professor Johnson
25. Bankruptcy.—Holbrook and Aigler, Cases on Bankruptcy. I; (2).
Professor Britton
26. Legal Ethics.—Lectures. Time to be arranged. Professor Harker
27. Property III.—Future Interests. Kales, Cases on Future Interests. II; (4).
Professor Philbrick
28. Insurance.-—Vance, Cases on Insurance. II; (2). Professor Goble
30a. International Law.—Law of Peace. Fenwick, International Law, and Evans,
Cases on International Law. I; (3). Professor Garner
30b. International Law.—Law of War and Neutrality. Fenwick, International
Law, and Evans, Cases on International Law. II; (3). Professor Garner
31. Conflict of Laws.—Beale, Cases on Conflict of Laws (shorter selection). II; (4).
Professor Philbrick
[33. Administrative Law.—Freund, Cases on Administrative Law. Not given,
1926-27. Associate Professor Weisiger]
34. Public Utilities.—Case book to be announced. II; (2). Professor Johnson
35. Procedure III. The systems and jurisdiction of courts, state and federal, and
the various phases of a litigation in them from the issuance of process to the satisfaction
of judgment, (excepting pleading and the principles of evidence). Hinton, Cases on Trial
Practice. I; (5). Professor McCaskill
36. Procedure IV.—Practice Court. The commencement, maturing, and trial of
cases. The student acquires a familiarity with the technic of practice, and develops powers
of constructive thinking in determining the relationships between law and facts, between
the various courses in substantive law which for purposes of effective teaching have been
segregated, and between substantive law and procedure. Problems in office practice are
given. II; (4). Professor McCaskill
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[46. Legal History.—Jenks, Brief History of English Law, and supplemental read-
ing. Not given, 1926-27. Professor Philbrick]
48. Legal Analysis.—Salmond, Jurisprudence (7 ed.) and collateral readings. I; (2).
Professor Green
50. Reading Course II.—Reading of books selected after consultation with the
instructor. II; (1). Professor Green
51. Reading Course III.—Reading of books selected after consultation with the
instructor. II; (1). Professor Green
[52. Law of Oil and Gas.—Selected cases. Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Summers]
[53. Trade Regulations.—Oliphant, Cases on Trade Regulation. Not given, 1926-
27. Professor Goble]
54. Legal Problems I.—Legal problems to be assigned. I; (1). Professor Britton
Prerequisite: One year of law work and at least B standing in all law courses.
55. Legal Problems II.—Legal problems to be assigned. II; (1). Professor Britton
Prerequisite: One year of law work and at least B standing in all law courses.
56. Legal Problems III.—Legal problems to be assigned. I; (1). Professor Britton
Prerequisite: Legal problems I or II; two years of law work and at least B standing
in all law courses.
57. Legal Problems IV.—Legal problems to be assigned. II; (1).
Professor Britton
Prerequisite: Legal Problems I or II, two years of law work and at least B standing
in all law courses.
LIBRARY SCIENCE
Director Windsor; Associate Professor Simpson; Assistant Professors Bond, Boyd;
Miss Hostetter, Miss Gramesly, Miss Hutchins, Miss Johnson, Miss Dunlap, Miss
Jenks, Miss Ambuhl, Miss Pillsbury. In Summer Session: Miss Pressey, Miss Sankee
Courses for Freshmen and Sophomores
12. General Reference.—Classification and arrangement of books in the Univer-
sity library; card catalogs; reference books. (Intended for freshmen and sophomores,
not for students in the Library School.) I, II; (2).
Assistant Professor Bond; Miss Hostetter, Miss Hutchins, Miss Johnson, Miss
Dunlap, Miss Gramesly, Miss Jenks
Courses for First Year Library School Students
2a-2b. Reference.—Bibliographical research; use of reference books; work in the
reference department of the library. I, II; (3). Associate Professor Simpson
3a-3b. Selection of Books.—Selection for libraries of different types; standard
lists, critical periodicals; practice in writing book annotations. I, II; (2).
Assistant Professor Boyd
16. Order and Accessions.—Order department records and routine book-buying;
publishers and discounts; serials; gifts; exchanges; duplicates. I; (2). Miss Hostetter
17. Classification.—The Dewey Decimal classification; the Cutter Expansive
classification; book numbers. I; (3). Assistant Professor Bond
31a-31b. Cataloging.—Dictionary and classed cataloging; subject headings. I,
II; (2). Assistant Professor Bond
20. Loan Department.—Loan records; loan systems; rules, regulations, and prac-
tices. I; (1). Miss Gramesly
21. Printing, Binding, and Indexing.—Printing for libraries; preparing copy and
reading proof. Materials and methods of binding; preparing books for the bindery. Index
citations; choice and arrangement of headings; kinds of type. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Bond and others
33a-33b. Library Administration and Extension.—Organization and adminis-
tration of public libraries; legislation; special libraries; state commissions; publicity
methods; library training; library associations; current library literature. I, (2); II, (3).
Miss Gramesly
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30. Practice.—Work in the various departments of the University Library. To be
taken with Library 2, 16, 17, 31, 20, and 21. II; (3). Assistant Professor Bond
Courses for Advanced Library School Students and Graduates
7. History of Libraries.—The foundation, development, and resources of the
leading libraries of Europe and the United States. II; (2). Given in alternate years.
Associate Professor Simpson
[9. History of Books and Printing.—History of the early forms of books; the
invention and spread of printing; the book trade; book-binding. II; (2). Given in alter-
nate years. Not given, 1926-27. Director Windsor]
43. High School Library Administration.—II; (2). Miss Hostetter
Prerequisite: Library School standing.
24a-24b. Selection of Books.—Foreign fiction; drama; poetry; special problems in
selection. I, II; (2). Miss Hostetter
26a-26b. Library Administration.—Advanced order work; library organization;
architecture; legislative and municipal reference; work with children; special topics. An
inspection trip to libraries and book-publishing firms, requiring about one week and costing
approximately $30. I, II; (3). Miss Gramesly and others
28. Practice.—Advanced practice in departments of the University Library. II;
(1 to 4). 1 Associate Professor Simpson
40a-40b. Practice.—A continuation of Library 30. I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Bond
13a-42. Public Documents.—I: Production and distribution of United States
documents. II: American state and municipal documents; publications of foreign govern-
ments. I, (2); II, (3). Assistant Professor Boyd
Courses for Graduates
101. Thesis.— (1 to 2 units). 1
Professor Windsor; Associate Professor Simpson and others
102. Seminar.—Special topics in library administration and history, and in bibliog-
raphy. I, II; (!/2 to 1 unit).1
Professor Windsor; Associate Professor Simpson and others
103. Advanced Reference Problems.—Transactions of societies; government
publications; periodicals and indexes. I; {% unit). Associate Professor Simpson
104. Advanced Cataloging and Classification.—Systems of book classification;
comparative rules for cataloging books; bibliographical institutions. II; (% unit).
Assistant Professor Bond
Summer Session Courses
During the academic year of 1925-26 in connection with the University of Illinois summer
session, the Library School offered the following courses:
Eight weeks' courses for college graduates, for credit toward the degree of B. S. in
Library Science. Only those students are registered in these courses who can meet the
entrance requirements of the Library School.
S2a. Reference.— (3). Assistant Professor Bond
S3a. Selection of Books.— (2). Assistant Professor Boyd
516. Order Work and Trade Bibliography.— (2).
Assistant Professor Boyd; Miss Gramesly
517. Classification and Subject Headings.—(3). Assistant Professor Bond
518. Cataloging.— (3). Miss Pressey
S30. Practice.—Work in assigned departments of the University Library. (3).
Prerequisite: Library 17, 18.
S40. Practice.—Advanced. (3).
Prerequisite: Senior standing in the Library School.
•In registering for a course with variable oredit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-list,
not the possible hours or units as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to take the
course; e.g., not 3 to 5, but 3, or 4, or 5.
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S43. High School Library Administration.—(2). Miss Sankee
Prerequisite: Library 2, 17, and 18 or registration therein.
Eight weeks' elementary courses for which credit is not given toward the degree of B.S.
in Library Science. These courses are intended for persons not eligible for admission to
the Library School and such students must hold library positions or be under appoint-
ment to such positions or must have done at least one year's work in a recognized college
or university.
SI. Classification, Cataloging, Book Numbers.— Miss Sankee
53. Selection of Books.— Assistant Professor Boyd
54. Libraries and Children.— Assistant Professor Boyd
S32. Reference Work.— Miss Gramesly
S35. Library Administration, Order Work, and Extension.— Miss Gramesly
MATHEMATICS
Professors Townsend, Miller, Shaw, Coble, Carmichael; Associate Professors Emch,
Crathorne; Assistant Professors Lytle, Hazlett; Dr. Green, Dr. Camp, Dr. Steimley,
Dr. Brahana, Dr. Bender, Dr. Haseman, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Stetson, Dr. Hoersch,
Dr. Reinsch, Dr. Carman, Dr. Bennett, Dr. Ketchum, Dr. Johnston, Dr. Black,
Dr. Bailey, Mr. Hopkins, Mr. Morrel, Mr. Miller, Mr. Moore, Mr. Laws, Miss
Switser, Miss West, Mr. Bower, Mr. Oakley, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Purdy, Mr. Grant,
Mr. Trowbridge, Mr. Beveridge, Mr. Estes, Mr. Edgett, Mr. Soward, Mr. Norris,
Miss Rose, 1 Mr. Smith, Mr. Hobart, Mr. Amelotti
Major: 20 hours made up from any undergraduate courses offered by the depart-
ment except Mathematics la, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8. The courses selected must include Mathe-
matics 7 and 9, and at least one of the following courses: Mathematics 10, 16, 18, 20, 21,
30, 40, 90.
Minors: 20 hours selected from not more than three of the following subjects:
astronomy, chemistry, physics, statistics (Mathematics 22, 23, 30, and 31), philosophy,
theoretical and applied mechanics, and surveying. At least 8 hours must be offered in
some one subject.
For undergraduate students intending to take advanced work or a major in mathe-
matics, the following outline of freshman and sophomore work is suggested: Freshman
year: Mathematics la, lb; or first semester, Mathematics 2 (or 3) and 4; second semester,
Mathematics 6. Sophomore year: first semester, Mathematics 7 (Section T); second
semester, Mathematics 9 (Section T) and 19.
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Introduction to College Mathematics.—I, II; (5).
Assistant Professor Lytle; Dr. Green, Dr. Camp, Dr. Haseman, Dr. Stetson,
Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Reinsch, Dr. Brahana, Dr. Johnston, Dr. Bailey, Mr. Hopkins,
Mr. Miller
Prerequisite: Entrance algebra, 1)^ units; plane geometry, 1 unit.
2. College Algebra.—I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Hazlett; Dr. Bender, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Carman, Dr.
Ketchum, Dr. Johnston, Dr. Black, Dr. Bailey, Mr. Morrel, Mr. Laws, Miss Switser,
Miss West, Mr. Moore, Mr. Bower, Mr. Oakley, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Purdy, Mr. Grant,
Mr. Trowbridge, Mr. Beveridge, Mr. Estes, Mr. Edgett, Mr. Soward, Mr. Norris,
Miss Rose, Mr. Smith, Mr. Amelotti
Prerequisite: Entrance algebra, 13^ units; plane geometry, 1 unit.
3. Algebra.—(For students presenting only one unit of entrance algebra.) College
algebra (Mathematics 2), and advanced elementary algebra. I or II; (5).
Professor Shaw; Dr. Brahana, Dr. Bender, Dr. Haseman, Dr. Armstrong, Dr.
Reinsch, Dr. Carman, Dr. Bennett, Dr. Ketchum, Dr. Black, Mr. Hopkins, Mr.
Morrel, Mr. Moore, Miss Switser, Mr. Trowbridge, Mr. Beveridge, Mr. Estes,
Mr. Hobart
Prerequisite: Entrance algebra, 1 unit; plane geometry, 1 unit.
lResigned.
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4. Plane Trigonometry.—I or II; (2).
Professors Miller, Shaw, Coble, Carmichael; Associate Professor Emch; Dr. Camp,
Dr. Steimley, Dr. Bender, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Reinsch, Dr. Ketchum, Dr. Johnston,
Dr. Bailey, Dr. Black, Mr. Moore, Mr. Laws, Miss Switser, Miss West, Mr. Bower,
Mr. Oakley, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Purdy, Mr. Trowbridge, Mr. Beveridge, Mr. Estes,
Mr. Edgett, Mr. Soward, Miss Rose, Mr. Grant, Mr. Smith, Mr. Amelotti
Prerequisite: Entrance algebra, 1 unit; plane geometry, 1 unit.
5. Advanced Trigonometry.—I or II; (2).
Dr. Green, Dr. Hoersch, Mr. Morrel. Mr. Laws, Mr. Oakley, Mr. Soward
Prerequisite: Entrance algebra, V/2 units; plane geometry, 1 unit; solid geometry,
^2 unit; entrance trigonometry, Yi unit (or mathematics 4).
6. Analytic Geometry.—Plane and solid analytic geometry. I or II; (5).
Associate Professor Emch; Dr. Camp, Dr. Steimley, Dr. Brahana, Dr. Stetson,
Dr. Bennett, Mr. Grant
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 (or 3), 4.
6a. Analytic Geometry.—(For chemists and chemical engineers.) Plane and
solid analytic geometry. This course is planned as a preparation for Mathematics 8a-8b.
II; (4). Mr. Estes, Mr. Edgett
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 (or 3), 4.
7-9. Differential and Integral Calculus.—The principles developed and applied
to functions of one and of several variables. I, II; (5). I, II; (3).
Professors Coble, Carmichael; Associate Professor Crathorne; Assistant Professor
Hazlett; Dr. Steimley, Dr. Bender, Dr. Haseman, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Stetson,
Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Bennett, Dr. Carman, Dr. Ketchum, Dr. Johnston, Dr. Black,
Dr. Bailey
Prerequisite: Mathematics 6, or Mathematics la, lb.
8a-8b. Differential and Integral Calculus.—(For students in chemistry and
chemical engineering.) I, II; (3).
Dr. Green, Dr. Camp, Dr. Steimley, Dr. Bender, Dr. Reinsch
Prerequisite: Mathematics 6a or 6, or Mathematics la, lb.
9a. Differential and Integral Calculus.—(Second course). Definite integrals;
formation of problems in applied mathematics; line, surface, and volume integrals. I,
II; (2). Dr. Green, Dr. Steimley, Dr. Stetson
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).
19. Solid Analytic Geometry.—Designed to furnish geometric training needed in
parts of Mathematics 9 and also as a continuation of Mathematics 6. It may be taken in
connection with Mathematics 9. II; (3). Professor Coble
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 or 8a.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
10. Theory of Equations and Determinants.—Properties of an algebraic equation
in one unknown; systems of simultaneous equations; a system of linear equations; deter-
minants. I; (3). Professor Miller
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).
16-17. Differential Equations and Advanced Calculus.—Ordinary and partial
differential equations; special topics in calculus. I, II; (3). Professor Townsend
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).
18. Constructive and Projective Geometry.—Methods of geometric construc-
tions and constructive solution of problems. II; (3). Associate Professor Emch
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).
20. Graphical and Numerical Methods.—Representation of functions; graphical
and numerical differentiation, integration, and solution of differential equations; approxi-
mate solution of algebraic and transcendental equations. II; (3). Dr. Green
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b).
22. Statistics.—Graphical exhibition of data; kinds of averages; frequency dis-
tributions; measures of dispersion; applications of theory of probability. I; (3).
Associate Professor Crathorne
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2; junior standing.
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23. Mathematics of Finance.—Interest and discount; annuities; sinking funds;
bonds; building and loan associations; probability. II; (3).
Associate Professor Crathorne; Dr. Green, Dr. Brahana, Dr. Stetson, Dr. Camp
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2; junior standing.
[30-31. Actuarial Theory.—Life contingencies; life tables; monetary tables; in-
heritance taxes; pensions; compensation; investing the funds of an insurance company.
I, II; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Associate Professor Crathorne
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-b), 23.]
32. History of Mathematics.—Biography. Lectures; reports. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Lytle
Prerequisite: Eighteen hours of mathematics, including Mathematics 7, 9.
35. Teachers' Course.—Secondary algebra and geometry; educational value;
methods of teaching. Lectures; discussions; reports. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Lytle
Prerequisite: Eighteen hours of mathematics, including Mathematics 7, 9.
[40. Fundamental Concepts of Mathematics.—The number concept; irrationals
and limits; parallel axiom and non-euclidian geometries; constructions; function; logic of
mathematics. II; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Lytle
Prerequisite: Eighteen hours of mathematics, including Mathematics 7, 9.]
52. Differential Equations of Mathematical Physics. II; (3). Dr. Camp
Prerequisite: Mathematics 16.
90. Undergraduate Thesis.—Special training in mathematical investigation for
seniors. I, II; (2). Members of the department
Prerequisite: Twenty-four hours of college mathematics.
Courses for Graduates
Students entering on graduate study with a major in mathematics must have had twenty-
five semester hours of undergraduate work in mathematics, including a year's course in
calculus, and a course in theory of equations or in differential equations.
100. Seminar and Thesis.—I, II; (1 or 2 units). 1 Professors in department
101. Functions of Real Variables.—(Introductory). I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Townsend
[102. Functions of a Complex Variable.—I, II; (/ unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Townsend]
110. Elliptic Functions.—I, II; (1 unit). Professor Carmichael
[112. Theory of Linear Difference Equations.—I, II; (1 unit). Not given,
1926-27. Professor Carmichael]
[113. Linear Differential Equations.—I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Carmichael
122. Modern Algebra.—I, II; {1 unit). Assistant Professor Hazlett
[124. Theory of Numbers.—I, II; (/ unit). Not given, 1926-27.]
[126. Theory of Groups.—I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Miller]
127. Theory of Groups.—Advanced course. I, II; (/ unit). Professor Miller
129. Theory of Statistics.—I, II; (1 unit). Associate Professor Crathorne
[131. Advanced Algebraic Geometry.—I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Associate Professor Emch]
[132. Projective Geometry.—I; {1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Coble]
[135. Differential Geometry.—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Coble]
iln registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not H to 2
units, but Hi or 1, or 2.
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136. Non-euclidean Geometrt.—I; (1 unit). Associate Professor Emch
137. Algebraic Forms.—II; (1 unit). Associate Professor Emch
138. Algebraic Geometry and Related Function Theory.—I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Coble
141. Vector Methods.—I, II; (1 unit). Professor Shaw
[143. Linear Algebra.—I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Shaw]
[145. Linear Operators.—I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Shaw]
Summer Session Courses
The Department of Mathematics offers at least five courses each summer for graduates
and advanced undergraduates, and these courses will be so varied as to enable advanced
students to secure a suitable sequence during four or five successive summer sessions to
meet the requirements for at least the Master's degree. Three of these five courses are of
an intermediate grade, open to advanced undergraduates as well as to graduates, while the
other two are primarily for graduate students.
The intermediate courses are for the present to be devoted to the following six subjects:
Theory of equations and determinants, advanced calculus, constructive geometry, advanced
algebra, differential equations, and advanced analytic geometry. It is proposed to give a
course on each of these subjects every two years.
The prerequisites and credit values are the same as for these courses in the regular
semesters unless otherwise stated.
Courses for Undergraduates
S2. College Algebra.—(3). Dr. Brahana, Dr. Bennett
S4. Plane Trigonometry.—(2). Professors Miller, Coble
56. Analytic Geometry.—(5). Mr. Ogg
57. Differential Calculus.—(5). Mr. Doner
S9. Integral Calculus.—(3). Dr. Camp
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S12. Advanced Algebra.—(2^)- Dr. Brahana
S16. Differential Equations.—(2^2). Dr. Camp
S20. Advanced Analytic Geometry.—(2^0. Dr. Bennett
S24. Mathematics of Statistics.—(2H). Associate Professor Crathorne
Courses for Graduates
S102. Functions of a Complex Variable.— (1 unit).
Associate Professor Crathorne
S124. The Theory of Numbers.— (1 unit). Professor Miller
S130. Algebraic Geometry.— (1 unit). Professor Coble
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Professors Willard, Goodenough, Benedict, Leutwiler, Kratz; Associate Professors
Polson, Ham, Macintire; Assistant Professors Severns, Riddell, Croft; Mr. Hen-
wood, Mr. Lanham, Mr. Hall, Mr. Degler, Mr. Goff, Mr. Espy, Mr. Starr, Mr.
Wright, Mr. Parker, Mr. Earnill, Mr. Gafvert, Mr. Mohn, Mr. Thayer, Mr.
Schubert, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Lancashire, Mr. Derrough.
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Courses for Undergraduates
1. Steam and Air Machinery.—Construction, operation, and care of boilers,
engines, and air compressors. (For students in chemical, civil, and mining engineering.)
I; (3). Associate Professor Polson; Mr. Degler, Mr. Parker
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
2. Steam Engineering.—Engines, boilers, pumps, condensers, etc. II; (3)
Associate Professor Polson, Mr. Mohn, Mr. Parker
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b.
3. Steam Engineering.—The steam power plant and auxiliaries. (For students
in electrical and general engineering.) I; (3).
^Associate Professor Polson, Macintire, Assistant Professor Croft, Mr. Espy
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 10 with concurrent registration in Mechanical
Engineering 61 for electrical engineers and railway electrical engineers. Mechanical
Engineering 10 for general engineers.
6. Steam Engineering.—The steam engine, steam turbine, and other steam machin-
ery. (For students in mechanical engineering.) II; (4).
Associate Professor Polson, Assistant Professor Croft, Mr. Espy
Prerequisite: Junior standing; Mechanical Engineering 13; registration in Mechanical
Engineering 16.
7. Internal Combustion Engines.—Operation and design. I; (3)
Associate Professor Polson
Prerequisite: Senior standing; Mechanical Engineering 13.
10. Thermodynamics and Heat Engines.—Transformation of heat into work;
the second law; properties of media; applications. (For students in electrical and general
engineering.) II; (3). Associate Professor Macintire, Mr. Goff
Prerequisite: Physics 1 and 3; Mathematics 9.
13. Thermodynamics.—Transformation of heat into work; the second law; prop-
erties of heat media; perfect gases; saturated and superheated vapors; flow of fluids. I;
(3). Professor Goodenough
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21.
15. Heat Engineering.—Thermodynamics of combustion; selected topics. II; (3).
Professor Goodenough
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 16.
16. Thermodynamics.—The steam engine, steam turbine, internal combustion
engine, air compression, and refrigeration. II; (2). Professor Goodenough; Mr. Goff
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 13.
17. Refrigeration Engineering.—Mechanical cooling in industrial processes.
I or II; (3). Associate Professor Macintire
Prerequisite: Senior standing in mechanical engineering.
18. Heat Transmission.—Theoretical and empirical heat transmission formulas;
turbulent and stream-line fluid flow, with special attention to these effects on heat trans-
mission. II; (3). Assistant Professor Croft
Prerequisite: Senior standing in engineering or chemical engineering.
23. Mechanical Equipment of Buildings.—Heating and ventilation, refrigeration,
fire protection, vacuum cleaning, elevators, lighting, and small power plants. Lectures;
laboratory. I; (5). Professor Willard, Assistant Professor Severns
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
25. Heating and Ventilation for Architects.—Direct and indirect heating;
ventilation and air analysis; air conditioning. I; (2).
Professor Willard, Assistant Professor Severns
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
28. Heating and Ventilation.—Steam boilers and water heaters; direct and in-
direct heating; gravity systems; district heating; ventilation and air analysis; air condition-
ing. II; (4). Professor Willard, Assistant Professor Severns
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 65.
31. Mechanics of Machinery.—Cams, gears; graphical constructions; kinetics;
balancing; critical speeds; force and mass reduction. I; (5).
Associate Professor Ham; Mr. Gafvert
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21.
33. Aeronautical Engineering.—Aerodynamic principles in airplane design. I;
(3). Assistant Professor Riddell
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
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34. Aeronautical Engineering.—Loads and stresses; materials and methods of
construction. II; (3). Assistant Professor Riddell
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 33; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21
and 29, 25.
40. Mechanical Engineering Design.—Design of machinery subjected to heavy
and variable stresses. II; (3).
Professor Leutwiler, Ham; Mr. Henwood, Mr. Gafvert
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 29; Mechanical Engineering 31.
41. Mechanical Engineering Design.—Continuation of Course 40. I; (4).
Professor Leutwiler; Mr. Henwood, Mr. Gafvert
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 40.
52. Power Plant Design.—II; (3).
Professor Leutwiler; Mr. Henwood, Mr. Gafvert
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 43 and 65.
61. Power Measurement.—Testing and calibration; the indicator, calculation of
horse-power and steam consumption; valve setting. (For students in Chemical and Elec-
trical Engineering.) I; (2).
Associate Professor Polson; Assistant Professor Severns,; Mr. Croft, Mr. Degler,
Mr. Espy, Mr. Goff, Mr. Parker, Mr. Mohn
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 1, 2 or 3. Concurrent registration in Mechani-
cal Engineering 3 for electrical and railway electrical engineers.
62. Power Measurement and Steam Engines.—Laboratory, supplemented by
lectures on steam machinery. II; (3).
Associate Professor Polson; Assistant Professor Severns; Mr. Degler
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
64. Power Measurement.—Apparatus for engine and boiler tests; calibration;
tests for horse-power of steam engines; pumps; gas engines. Reports. II; (3).
Associate Professor Polson; Assistant Professor Severns; Mr. Croft, Mr. Degler,
Mr. Espy, Mr. Parker, Mr. Goff, Mr. Mohn
Prerequisite: Registration in Mechanical Engineering 6 and 16 for Mechanical
Engineers and Mechanical Engineering 3 for General Engineers.
65. Power Laboratory.—Experiments on engines, turbines, gas engines, pumps*
boilers, injectors, air compressors, heating apparatus, and refrigerating machines. I; (3).
Associate Professor Polson; Assistant Professor Severns; Mr. Croft, Mr. Espy
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 6, 16, and 64.
71. Forge Work for Agricultural Students.—Forging and welding, tempering
tools; pointing and hardening. Six hours a week, either half of I or II; (1). Mr. Lanham
73. Woodwork for Agriculture Students.—Carpentry; use of tools; building
joints; repairs. Six hours a week, either half of I or II; (1). Mr. Hall, Mr. Wright
85-86. Pattern and Foundry Laboratory.—Wood and metal patterns; floor,
bench, and machine molding; foundry management; work operation; core making; brass
furnace and cupola practice; tool and stock room methods. I; (3); II; (3).
Professor Benedict; Mr. Hall, Mr. Thayer, Mr. Wright, Mr. Earnill, Mr.
Schubert.
87-88. Machine and Forge Laboratory.—Machine tools for duplicate production
of parts; work operation; investigations of machine tool performance with dynamometers;
heat treatment of steel. I; (3). II; (3).
Professor Benedict; Mr. Lanham, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Starr, Mr. Lancashire, Mr.
Derrough.
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 85 and 86, or equivalent.
89. Heat Treatment of Metals.—Annealing, hardening, tempering and carburiz-
ing carbon and alloy steels, and study of their microstructures. Heat treatment of non-
ferrous metals. I, II; (3).
Professor Benedict; Mr. Lanham, Mr. Lancashire
Prerequisite: Senior standing in Mechanical Engineering and Railway Mechanical
Engineering.
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97-98. Thesis.—Investigation of special subjects and preparation of thesis embodying
review of the literature; discussion of results. I or II; (3).
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in mechanical engineering presupposes the full undergraduate
course in that subject.
107. Thermodynamics.—Application of thermodynamics to the solution of physical
and engineering problems. I, II; (1 unit). Professor Goodenough
109. Machine Design.—Rational design; the application of mechanics of materials.
Individual problems. I, II; (1 unit). Professor Leutwiler
112. Laboratory Investigations.—Combustion of fuel, boiler economy; steam
engines and turbines; gas engines and producers; explosive mixtures; mechanical refrig-
eration. Original work. I, II; (1% units).
Professors Willard, Kratz; Associate Professors Polson, Macintire
115. Theory of Internal Combustion Engines.—Ideal cycles. Effect of chemical
equilibrium and dissociation. I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Goodenough
MECHANICS, THEORETICAL AND APPLIED
Professors Enger, Moore, Seely; Associate Professor Westergaard; Assistant Professors
Fleming, Richart, Ensign, Putnam, Draffin; Mr. Larson, 1 Mr. Schwalbe, Mr. Fine-
man, Mr. Wilsey, Mr. Sturm, Mr. Smith.
Courses for Undergraduates
10. Hydraulics.—Pressure and flow of water; utilization as motive power; measure-
ments; power and efficiency; determination of experimental coefficients. Laboratory
weekly. II; (3).
Professor Enger; Assistant Professors Fleming, Putnam; Mr. Wilsey
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21.
14. Elements of Mechanics.—Kinematics, kinetics, and statics. (For architects
and others who have not taken the calculus.) II; (4).
Assistant Professor Draffin, Mr. Larson
Prerequisite: Mathematics 2, 4.
15-16. Strength of Materials.—Graphical methods; elastic curve of beams;
centroids and moments of inertia of areas; reinforced concrete beams and columns; tests
of materials. (For students in architecture and others without the prerequisites for
course 25 or 29.) I, II; (3). Assistant Professor Draffin; Mr. Larson, Mr. Wilsey
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 14.
20. Analytical Mechanics.—Force systems, equilibrium, centroids, and center of
gravity; friction; kinematics; problems. I, II; (3).
Professor Seely; Associate Professor Westergaard; Assistant Professors Ensign,
Draffin; Mr. Larson, Mr. Schwalbe, Mr. Fineman, Mr. Wilsey, Mr. Sturm.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7; registration in Mathematics 9. (Mathematics 8a and
registration in Mathematics 8b for students in chemical engineering and industrial ad-
ministration.)
21. Analytical Mechanics.—Continuation of course 20. Kinematics and kinetics.
I, II; (2).
Professors Enger, Seely; Associate Professor Westergaard; Assistant Professor
Ensign; Mr. Fineman, Mr. Wilsey
Prerequisite: Mathematics 8b or 9; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20.
25. Resistance of Materials.—Abbreviation of course 29. (For students in
architectural, ceramic, chemical, electrical, and mining engineering.) I, II; (4).
Professor Seely; Assistant Professors Fleming, Ensign, Putnam, Draffin; Mr.
Larson, Mr. Schwalbe, Mr. Wilsey, Mr. Sturm.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20.
•Resigned.
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26. Analytical Mechanics and Hydraulics.—Kinematics, kinetics, and hy-
draulics; problems; hydraulic laboratory. (For students in architectural, electrical, and
mining engineering.) Laboratory weekly during the last half of the semester. II; (4).
Assistant Professors Fleming, Ensign, Putnam; Mr. Larson, Mr. Schwalbe, Mr.
Fineman
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20.
29. Resistance of Materials.—Mechanics of materials; properties and require-
ments for materials of construction; specifications and standard tests. (For students in
civil, and mechanical engineering.) Recitations; Jectures; reading. Laboratory weekly.
I; (5).
Professors Enger, Moore; Assistant Professors Fleming, Ensign, Putnam; Mr.
Larson, Mr. Schwalbe, Mr. Fineman, Mr. Wilsey, Mr. Sturm.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20.
36. Analytical Mechanics.—The portion of course 26 devoted to analytical
mechanics. (Open only to railway electrical engineering students.) II; (2).
Assistant Professor Putnam
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied mechanics 20.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
41. Advanced Mechanics of Materials.—Special problems met in engineering.
I; (3). Professor Seely
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 or 29.
42. Properties of Engineering Materials: Specifications and Inspection.—
Properties and uses of materials of construction. Standard specifications for materials;
methods of inspection. II; (2). Professor Seely
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 or 29.
43. Laboratory Work in Hydraulics.—Measurement of water; friction in pipes,
valves, bends, etc.; performance of pumps; water hammer in pipes, relief valves, air cham-
bers; dynamic pressure exerted by jets; fire streams. I; (2). Professor Engeb
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 10 or 26.
44. Laboratory Work in Testing Materials.—Testing machines and strain
measuring apparatus; practice in making standard tests in tension, compression, and
flexure. II; (3). Professor Moore
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 or 29.
45. Advanced Technical Statics.—Theories of deformation and stresses in elastic
systems; graphical and algebraic methods of analysis; virtual work, substitute structure,
slope-deflection, etc. I; (3). Associate Professor Westergaard
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 or 29, or approved work in
physics and mathematics.
46. Advanced Technical Statics.—Selected topics in mechanics of elastic ma-
terials. II; (2). Associate Professor Westergaard
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 or 29, or approved work in
physics and mathematics.
Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in theoretical and applied mechanics presupposes a full under-
graduate course in that subject.
101. Analytical Mechanics.—Historical development of methods of analysis;
advanced problems in statics and dynamics; critical and comparative study of texts. I;
{1 unit). Professor Moore
102. Resistance of Materials.—Analysis and investigation in mechanics of
materials; properties of materials used in engineering construction. II; (1 unit).
Professor Moore
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103. Hydraulics.—II; (% to 1 unit). 1 Professor Enger
104. Experimennal Work in the Laboratort of Applied Mechanics—(a) In-
vestigation in the materials-testing laboratory; (b) experimental work in hydraulic labor-
atory. I, II; (% to 1 unit).1
Professors Moore, Enqer; Assistant Professor Richart
105. Experimental and Analytical Work in Reinforced Concrete.—Research;
interpretation of test results and their application to the design of structures; construc-
tion. I, II; {1 to 2 units) 1 . Assistant Professor Richart
106. Theory of Elasticity and Application to Engineering Problems.—II;
(1 unit). Associate Professor Westergaard
Summer Session Courses
520. Analytical Mechanics.—(3). Mr. Schwalbe
Prerequisite: Mathematics 7; registration in Mathematics S9.
521. Analytical Mechanics.—(2). Mr. Schwalbe
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20.
S25. Resistance of Materials.— (4). Assistant Professor Putnam
Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20.
MILITARY BANDS
Note: The following courses are open only to those who have passed the examination
for admittance to one of the bands. All new students who play band instruments and
who desire to try for places in the bands should make application at the Band Office,
217 University Hall, at the earliest possible time. Those who are accepted for membership
will be given a slip indicating that they have been accepted.
Former members of the bands whose work has been satisfactory, will be permitted
to register in these courses without further examination.
Service in the bands takes the place of the regular military drill.
1-2. Freshman Band.—(1). Twice a week. Days and section to be assigned ac-
cording to proficiency. Director Harding
3-4. Sophomore Band.—(1). (See foregoing.) Director Harding
5-6. Junior Band.—(1). Twice a week. Days and section to be assigned. For those
who are serving in the Concert and First Regimental Bands for scholarship stipend.
Director Harding
7-8. Senior Band.—(1). (See foregoing.) Director Harding
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS
Professor: Colonel Merry; Associate Professor: Lieutenant Colonel Smith, Majors
Sarratt, Magruder, Kirby;Assistant Professors: Captains Brady, Starlings, Palmer,
Collins, Baird, Morrison, Parsons, Nevins, Norris, Vaughan; Associates: Lieutenants
Sullivan, Foster, Chadwick, Holly, Johnston, Mallory, Price, Lewis
Freshman Infantry
la-2a. Practical.—Physical drill; command and leadership; I, II; (J^)
Associate Professor: Major Sarratt; Assistant Professors: Captains Stablings,
Morrison, Nevins, Norris
lb-2b. Theoretical.—Command and leadership; rifle marksmanship; first aid;
military courtesy. I, II; (J^) Assistant Professor: Captain Nevins
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the oourse; e.g., not 1 to2,
but 1, or 2.
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Sophomore Infantry
3a-4a. Practical.—Infantry weapons; command and leadership; and interior guard
duty. I,II;(H)
Associate Professor: Major Sarratt; Assistant Professors: Captains Morrison,
Norris
Prerequisite: la-2a.
3b-4b. Theoretical.—Musketry; scouting and patrolling: automatic rifle and
manual of interior guard duty; and the theoretical instruction in command and leadership.
I, II; (J^) Assistant Professors: Captains Morrison, Norris
Prerequisite: lb-2b
Junior Infantry
5a-6a. Practical.—Duties of officers, including all subjects in la-2a, 3a-4a; ac-
companying weapons. I, II; (H)
Associate Professor: Major Sarratt; Assistant Professor: Captain Starlings
Prerequisite: 3a-4a
5b-6b. Theoretical.—Military sketching and map reading; military field engine-
ering and combat principles; infantry weapons (machine gun); combat principles and
command and leadership. I, II; (1) Assistant Professor: Captain Starlings
Prerequisite: 3b-4b
Senior Infantry
7a-8a. Practical.—Duties of officers, including advanced work in subjects la-2a,
3a-4a, 5a-6a; solution of problems in minor tactics. I, II; (H)
Associate Professor: Major Sarratt; Assistant Professors: Captains Starlings,
Morrison, Nevins, Norris
Prerequisite: 5a-6a
7b-8b. Theoretical.—37 mm and 3" trench mortar; administration; military history
and national defence act; combat principles, command, leadership, military law, and rules
of land warfare. I, II; (1) Associate Professor: Major Sarratt
Prerequisite: 5b-ob
Freshman Field Artillery
lla-12a. Practical.—Instruction in the fundamentals of the private, which leads
to a gunners examination and classification of students as expert, 1st Class and 2nd Class
gunners, also to record pistol firing and classification. Badges being awarded for winners
in each class. I, II; (H)
Associate Professor: Major Magruder; Lieutenants Mallory, Price, Lewis
llb-12b. Theory.—Parallels 11a and 12a whenever possible, also school of battery
dismounted; customs, courtesies, discipline; individual equipment. I, II; (3^)
Associate Professor: Major Magruder; Lieutenants Mallory, Price, Lewis
Sophomore Field Artillery
13a-14a. Practical.—Instruction of the N.C.O. and Battery Specialists; Equitation,
maneuvers mounted, reconnaissance, communications, firing battery, elementary gunnery.
I, II; (H) Associate Professor: Major Magruder; Lieutenants Foster, Lewis
Prerequisite: lla-12a
13b-14b. Theory.—Parallels 13a and 14a. Same subjects studied from the theoret-
ical side. I, II; {}/£) Associate Professor: Major Magruder; Lieutenants Foster, Lewis
Prerequisite: llb-12b
Junior Field Artillery
15a-16a. Practical.—Instruction in the technique of conducting artillery fire.
Gunnery and orientation, hippology, topography, ordnance and material. I, II; (H)
Associate Professor: Major Magruder, Assistant Professor: Captain Brady
Prerequisite: 13a-14a
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15b-16b. Theory.—Parallels 15a and 16a. Gunnery, orientation, military admin-
istration. I, II; (1)
Associate Professors: Major Magruder; Assistant Professor: Captain Brady
Prerequisite: 13b-14b
Senior Field Artillery
17a-18a. Practical.—Drill regulations; conduct and observation of fire, smoke,
bombs; reconnaissance and tactics; equitation; mounted drill. Duties of officers. I, II; i}/i)
Associate Professor: Major Magruder; Assistant Professor: Captain Brady;
Lieutenants Foster, Mallory, Price, Lewis
Prerequisite: 15a-16a
17b-18b. Theoretical.—Reconnaissance; field engineering and fortifications;
military law; military history of the United States; rules of land warfare; army administra-
tion. I, II; (1)
Associate Professor: Major Magruder; Assistant Professor: Captain Brady
Prerequisite: 15b-16b
Freshman Cavalry
21a-22a. Practical.—School of the trooper, mounted and dismounted; care of horses
and equipment; physical drill; rifle marksmanship; swordmanship; scouting, patrolling;
cavalry pack. I, II; (J^).
Associate Professor: Lieutenant Colonel Smith; Assistant Professor: Captain Baird;
Lieutenant Johnston
21b-22b. Theoretical.—Discipline and courtesy; rifle marksmanship; cavalry
drill; scouting, patrolling. I, II; [}/?).
Associate Professor: Lieutenant Colonel Smith; Assistant Professor: Captain Baird;
Lieutenant Johnston
Sophomore Cavalry
23a-24a. Practical.—Equitation; drill; pistol marksmanship; command and leader-
ship; musketry; map reading and sketching. I, II; (Yi).
Assistant Professor: Captain Palmer
Prerequisite: 21a-22a
23b-24b. Theoretical.—Discipline and courtesy; cavalry drill; hygiene and first
aid; topography; pistol marksmanship. I, II; (H)
Assistant Professor: Captain Collins
Prerequisite: 21b-22b
Junior Cavalry
25a-26a. Practical.—Equitation; machine gun and auto rifle marksmanship;
command and leadership. I, II; {]/%)
Assistant Professor: Lieutenant Sullivan
Prerequisite: 23a-24a
25b-26b. Theoretical.—Map reading; communications; field engineering; minor
tactics; hippology; field fortifications; drill. I, II; (H)
Assistant Professor: Lieutenant Sullivan
Prerequisite: 23b-24b
Senior Cavalry
27a-28a. Practical.—Command and leadership; equitation; drill. I, II; (M).
Associate Professor: Lieutenant Colonel Smith
Prerequisite: 25a-26a
27b-28b. Theoretical.—Military history; administration; packing; minor tactics.
I, II; (1) Associate Professor: Lieutenant Colonel Smith
Prerequisite: 25b-26b
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Freshman Engineers
31a-32a. Practical.—Infantry drill, rifle marksmanship; minor tactics (scouting
and patrolling); military courtesy and discipline; engineer supplies and interior guard duty.
I, II; (H) Assistant Professor: Captain Vaughan; Lieutenant Chadwick
31b-32b. Theoretical.—Infantry drill regulations; military courtesy and discipline;
engineer organization; administration and supply; military history and policy. I, II; (J^)
Assistant Professor: Captain Vaughan
Sophomore Engineers
33a-34a. Practical.—Infantry drill and command; pistol marksmanship; minor
tactics (musketry); infantry weapons; map reading. I, II; (J^)
Assistant Professor: Captain Vaughan; Lieutenant Chadwick
Prerequisite: 31a-32a
33b-34b. Theoretical.—Minor tactics (musketry); military law; infantry weapons;
military hygiene and sanitation; map reading. I, II; (j^) Lieutenant Chadwick
Prerequisite: 31b-32b
Junior Engineers
35a-36a. Practical.—Infantry drill command and leadership; rifle marksmanship;
minor tactics (combat principles applied to squad, section, platoon); demobtions; roads,
bridges, map making, sketching. I, II; (K).
Assistant Professor: Captain Vaughan; Lieutenant Chadwick
Prerequisite: 33a-34a
35b-36b. Theoretical.—Demobtions: command and leadership; minor tactics
(combat principles up to and including platoon); roads (military type, construction);
bridges (mUitary fixed and floating); engineer organization; field fortification; map making
and sketching; three hours a week, (1); or, one hour a week of military science, (H), and two
hours a week of a technical elective in the College of Engineering (for which credit will be
given in that college). I, II; Lieutenant Chadwick
Prerequisite: 33b-34b
Senior Engineers
37a-38a. Practical.—Infantry drill, command, and leadership; pistol marksmanship;
minor tactics (combat principles to include the infantry battalion); bridges. I, II; (^2).
Assistant Professor: Captain Vaughan; Lieutenant Chadwick
Prerequisite: 35a-36a
37b-38b. Theoretical.—Command and leadership; minor tactics (combat principles
to include infantry battalion); general construction; engineer organization; field fortifica-
tion; bridges; Three hours a week, (1); or, one hour a week of military science, (M)> and two
hours a week of technical elective in the College of Engineering (for which credit will be
given in that college). Assistant Professor: Captain Vaughan
Prerequisite: 35b-36b
Freshman Signal Corps
41a-42a. Practical.—Organization of the company; interior guard duty; infantry
drill; pistol and personal equipment; international code practice; military telephones. I,
II; i}/2). Assistant Professor: Captain Parsons
41b-42b. Theoretical.—Administration of the company; hygiene; first aid and
sanitation; courtesy and customs of the service; interior guard duty; infantry drill; army
organization; military telephones; international code practice. I, II; {}/?).
Assistant Professor: Captain Parsons
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Sophomore Signal Corps
43a-44a. Practical.—Infantry drill; military sketching and map reading; wire
telegraphy; radio sets; radio net operation. I, II; (H).
Assistant Professor: Captain Parsons
Prerequisite: 41a-42a
43b-44b. Theoretical.—Infantry drill; military sketching and map reading; wire
telegraphy; radio sets; international code practice. I, II; Q/i).
Assistant Professor: Captain Parsons
Prerequisite: 41b-42b
Junior Signal Corps
45a-46a. Practical.—All members of this class are officers or non-commissioned
officers of the freshman and sophomore companies and drill with the companies to which
assigned; practice in command of troops and instructing in technical subjects. I, II; (J^).
Assistant Professor: Captain Parsons
Prerequisite: 43a-44a
45b-46b. Theoretical.—Tactical use of signal communications; staff organization
and duties; military history and policy of the United States; administration; military law
and rules of land warfare; message centers, codes and ciphers. I, II; (1).
Assistant Professor: Captain Parsons
Prerequisite: 43b-44b
Senior Signal Corps
47a-48a. Practical.—Radio laboratory; vacuum tubes; radio measurements;
damped and undamped wave radio telegraphy; practice in university radio station WRM.
All members of this class are officers or non-commissioned officers of the freshman and
sophomore companies. Practice in command and instruction of troops. I, II; (H)-
Assistant Professor: Captain Parsons
Prerequisite: 45a-46a
47b-48b. Theoretical.—Radio engineering; a mathematical and physical study of
the principles of radio telegraphy and telephone. Field engineering, hippology, telephone.
Net construction and operation. Leadership. I, II; (1).
Assistant Professors: Captain Parsons; Brown
Prerequisite: 45b-46b
Freshman Aviation (Heavier and Lighter Than Air)
51a-52a. Practical.—Courtesy, discipline, arms and equipment, ground drill. I,
II; (M)- Associate Professor: Major Kirbt
51b-52b. Theoretical.—Military organizations and national defense; hygiene,
first aid; military customs; school of the soldier, squad, flight, and squadron; armament;
history of aeronautics. I, II; {Yi). Associate Professor: Major Kirby
Sophomore Aviation (Heavier and Lighter Than Air)
53a-54a. Practical.—Ground drill; interior guard duty; engines; machine guns;
equipment. I, II; (Vi). Associate Professor: Major Kirbt
Prerequisite: 51a-52a
53b-54b. Theoretical.—Air Corps fundamentals; drill regulations; armament, air
equipment, engines. I, II; (J^). Associate Professor: Major Kirby
Prerequisite: 51b-52b
Junior Aviation (Heavier Than Air)
55a-56a. Practical.—Ground drill, sketching and map reading; radio mechanics;
ground and airplane radio sets; aerial photography. I, II; (M)-
Associate Professor: Major Kirby
Prerequisite: 53a-54a
55b-56b. Theoretical.—Sketching; command and leadership; buzzers; navigation;
instruments; observation; photography; tactics. I, II; (1).
Associate Professor: Major Kirby
Prerequisite: 53b-54b
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Senior Aviation (Heavier Than Air)
57a-58a. Practical.—Squadron paper work, administration; command and leader-
ship; observation; equipment. I, II; (y£). Associate Professor: Major Kirby
Prerequiite: 55a-56a
57b-58b. Theoretical.—Command and leadership; administration; meteorology;
military history; military law; tactics. I, II; (1). Associate Professor: Major Kirby
Prerequisite: 55b-56b
MINERALOGY
(See Geology.)
MINING ENGINEERING
Professor Callen; Assistant Professor Marshall; Mr. Smith, Mr. Mitchell
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elements of Mining.—Explosives; drilling; blasting; coal-cutting; shaft-sinking
and tunneling. I; (3). (For mining students only).
Assistant Professor Marshall
Prerequisite: Physics lb-3b.
2. Mining Principles.—Terminology; explosives and blasting; well and rock
drilling; shaft-sinking and tunneling; methods of working and timbering flat and inclined
deposits. (For students in courses other than mining.) II; (3).
Assistant Professor Marshall
Prerequisite: Chemistry and Physics; Junior standing.
4. Mining Methods.—Methods of working bedded, vein, and placer deposits. II;
(3). Assistant Professor Marshall
Prerequisite: Mining 1 and registration in Geology 43.
6. Mechanical Engineering of Mines.—Hoisting; ropes, cages, and skips, hoisting
engines. Haulage; cars, locomotives, track. Mine drainage and pumping. II; (3).
Professor Callen
Prerequisite: Mining 4 and 10; Mechanical Engineering 62.
8. Mine Administration.—Mining law; mine accounting and cost-keeping; trade
agreements; relations between employer and employee. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Marshall
Prerequisite: Mining 4.
9. Preparation of Coal and Ore.—History, principles, processes, machines.
Coal preparation. Breaking, sizing, and concentrating ores. Laboratory work in coal
preparation and ore dressing. I; (3). Assistant Professor Marshall
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5a; Physics lb-3b; Geology 20 or equivalent.
10. Electrical Engineering of Mines.—Electrical machinery; direct and alter-
nating-current motors and generators; storage batteries; power-plant equipment. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Marshall
Prerequisite: Physics lb-3b.
13. Utilization of Fuels.—Manufacture, handling, and utilization of fuels in
mining and metallurgical practice; problems in combustion. II; (2).
Professor Callen
Prerequisite: Senior standing in College of Engineering.
15. Mine Ventilation.—Mine gases and safety lamps; the ventilation of mines;
mine fires and explosions. I; (2). Professor Callen
Prerequisite: Mining 4.
16. Non-Ferrous Ore Treatment.—Reduction of gold, silver, copper, lead, and
zinc ores. Principles, processes, flow-sheets; economics of ore treatment. II; (5).
Mr. Mitchell
Prerequisite: Chemistry 7; Mining 9.
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18. Metallurgical Problems.—Laboratory work to accompany Mining 16. II;
(2). Mr. Mitchell
Prerequisite: Registration in Mining 16.
19. Mine Ventilation Laboratory.—Laboratory work to accompany Mining 15.
I; (1). Professor Callen
Prerequisite: Registration in Mining 15.
21. Examination, Valuation, and Reports.—Prospecting mineral deposits;
methods of examining, valuing, and reporting on mining properties. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Marshall
Prerequisite: Mining 4; Geology 20 and 43 or equivalent.
41. Mining and Metallurgical Design.—Mine tipples, head-frames, bins;
crushing plants for coal and metal mines; flow-sheets and plans for coal preparation and
ore dressing plants. I; (3). Professor Callen
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 58 and senior standing in mining engineering.
42. Mining and Metallurgical Design.—A continuation of Mining 41. II; (2)
Assistant Professor Marshall
Prerequisite: Mining 41.
[61. Elementary Mine Surveying.—The compass, transit, and level; computation
of areas and volumes; map construction; land lines; elements of mine surveying. Field
problems. I; (3). Not given, 1926-1927.
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4; Mathematics 4.]
62. Mine Surveying.—Advanced mine surveying; mineral land surveying; field
astronomy. A surveying trip is made to neighboring mines; estimated cost, $10. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Marshall
Prerequisite: Mining 61
64. Coal and Ore Preparation Laboratory.—Crushing, dry preparation and
washing of coals; wet and dry concentration of ores; sampling; analysis of raw and finished
products. II; (3). Mr. Mitchell
Prerequisite: Mining 9.
68. Mine Topography.—Stadia; plane table; application of topographic and rail-
road surveying to mining conditions. II; (1). Assistant Professor Marshall
Prerequisite: Mining 62.
90. Mining and Metallurgical Reports.—Review of mining and metallurgical
literature; reports; technical writing. II; (1). Professor Callen
97-98. Thesis.—In accordance with regulations of College of Engineering. I, II; (3).
99. Mining Inspection Trip.—No credit.
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
The prerequisite for graduate work in mining engineering is the equivalent of the under-
graduate courses required for the degree of Bachelor of science in mining in the branches
of the subject in which registration is desired.
Note.—Of courses 101 and 104, only one will be given in either semester, at the
election of students. The same rule applies to courses 106 and 107.
101. Advanced Mining Practice.—Comparison of foreign and American methods;
beneficiation of ore and utilization and storage of coal; transportation and markets. I, II;
(1 unit). Professor Callen
102. Advanced Preparation op Coal and Ores.—Detailed investigation and
discussion of settling ratios; laws of crushing; sorting vs. sizing; specific mill and washing
problems. I; (1 unit). Professor Callen
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104. Mining Reports.—Classification of coal and ore lands; conservation of mineral
resources; mine examinations and appraisal reports. I, II; (1 unit). Professor Callen
105. Welfare Work and Education Among Mine Employees.—Organization
and operation of mining institutes, night classes, welfare, mine-rescue, and first-aid work.
I, II; (1 unit). Professor Callen
[106. Advanced Coal, Ore, and Metallurgical Plant Design.—Flow-sheets;
general layout, design, estimates for constructions, and detailed specifications. I, II;
(/ unit). Not given, 1926-1927]
[107. Advanced Non-Ferrous Metallurgical Projects.—Treatment of zinc, lead,
copper, gold, silver, and similar ores. Problems and reports. I, II; (1 unit). Not given,
1926-1927]
MUSIC
Professors Stiven, Harding; Associate Professor Schwartz; Assistant Professors van
den Berg, Miles; Mr. Johnson, Mr. J3eresford, Mr. MacNeill, Miss .Watt, Miss
Ruffin, Miss Percival, Mr. Roosa, Mrs. Burhans, Mr. Schultz, Miss Buck, Miss
Dunn, Mr. Schoonmaker, Miss Potter, Mr. Holl, Mr. Talbot.
1-2. History.—I, II; (2) Associate Professor Schwartz
Prerequisite: One year of university work
3-4. Theory of Music (Harmony).—I, II; (2) Miss Dunn, Miss Potter
5-6. Theory of Music (Harmony).—Continuation of 3-4. I, II; (3)
Assistant Professor Miles, Miss Dunn
Prerequisite: Music 3-4
7-8. Counterpoint, Canon and Fugue.—I, II; (3) Assistant Professor Miles
Prerequisite: Music 5-6
9-10. Analysis, Musical Form.—I, II; (2) Associate Professor Schwartz
Prerequisite: Music 7-8
11-12. Advanced Composition (for Theory Major).—I, II; (4)
Assistant Professor Miles
Prerequisite: Music 9-10
13-14. Music Appreciation.—Appreciative listening. Illustrated with phonograph
and reproducing piano. Primarily for non-music students. I, II; (1).
Professor Stiven
15-16. Instrumentation and Orchestration.—I, II; (1). Professor Harding
Prerequisite: Music 3 to 8 inclusive.
17-18. Advanced Orchestration (for Theory Major).—I, II; (4).
Professor Harding
Prerequisite: Music 10, 15, and 16.
19-20. Rudiments of Theory.—Taken in conjunction with Music 3-4. I, II; (1).
Associate Professor Schwartz
21-22. Ear Training and Sight Singing.—First year. I, II; (1).
Miss Percival
23-24. Ear Training and Sight Singing.—Second year. I, II; (1).
Miss Percival
Prerequisite: Music 21, 22.
25a-25b. Methods of Teaching.—Primarily for students preparing to teach music
in the public schools. I, II; (4). Mr. Schultz
26a-26b. Methods of Teaching.—I, II; (4). Mr. Schultz
Prerequisite: Music 25a-25b.
27. Thesis.—(Senior elective). (1).
28-29. Keyboard Harmony.—I, II; (2). Assistant Professor van den Berg
Prerequisite: Music 4.
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30-31. Course in Accompanying.—I, II; (1). Miss Watt
Prerequisite: Consent of the director.
32-33. Advanced History of Music.—I, II; (1). Associate Professor Schwartz
Prerequisite: Music 1 and 2
36a-b. Band Instrumentation.—I, II; (no credit). Professor Harding
37a-b. Band Arranging.—I, II; (no credit). Professor Harding
38a-b. Band Conducting.—I, II; (no credit). Professor Harding
PIANO
Assistant Professor van den Berg; Mr. MacNeill, Miss Watt, Miss Ruffin, Miss
Percival, Miss Dunn, Mr. Schoonmaker, Miss Potter
Prerequisite for courses Music 42a and 47a: Entrance examination.
42a-42b. Piano, First Year.—I, II; (4).
43a-43b. Piano, Second Year.—I, II; (4).
44a-44b. Piano, Third Year.—I, II; (5).
45a-45b. Piano, Fourth Year.—I, II; (5).
46a-46b, 46c-46d, 46e-46f, 46g-46h. Piano.—Piano taken as a minor by students
whose major is voice, violin, cello or organ. I, II; (3).
47a-47b, 47c-47d, 47e-47f, 47g-47h. Piano.—For non-music students. I, II; (2).
VOICE
Mr. Johnson, Mr. Beresford, Mrs. Burhans, Miss Buck
Prerequisite for courses Music 52a and 57a: Entrance examination.
52a-52b. Voice, First Year.—II; (4).
53a-53b. Voice, Second Year.—I, II; (4).
54a-54b. Voice, Third Year.—I, II; (4).
55a-55b. Voice, Fourth Year.—I, II; (4).
56a-56b, 56c-56d, 56e-56f, 56g-56h. Voice.—Voice taken as a minor by students
whose major is piano. I, II; (3).
57a-57b, 57c-57d, 57e-57f, 57g-57h. Voice.—For non-music students. I, II; (2).
VIOLIN
Mr. Roosa
Prerequisite for courses Music 62a and 67a: Entrance examination.
62a-62b. Violin, First Year.—I, II; (4).
63a-63b. Violin, Second Year.—I, II; (4).
64a-64b. Violin, Third Year.—I, II; (5).
65a-65b. Violin, Fourth Year.—I, II; (5).
66a-66b, 66c-66d, 66e-66f, 66g-66h. Violin.—Violin taken as a minor by students
whose major is piano. I, II; (3).
67a-67b, 67c-67d, 67e-67f, 67g-67h. Violin.—For non-music students. I, II; (2).
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VIOLONCELLO
Associate Professor Schwartz
Prerequisite for courses Music 72a and 77a: Entrance examination.
72a-72b. Violoncello, First Year.—I, II; (4).
73a-73b. Violoncello, Second Year.—I, II; (4).
74a-74b. Violoncello, Third Year.—I, II; (5).
75a-75b. Violoncello, Fourth Year.—I, II; (5).
76a-76b, 76c-76d, 76e-76f, 76g-76h. Violoncello.—Violoncello taken as a minor
by students whose major is piano. I, II; (3).
77a-77b, 77c-77d, 77e-77f, 77g-77h. Violoncello.—For non-music students. I,
li; (2).
ORGAN
Assistant Professor Miles, Mr. Schoonmaker, Miss Potter
Students desiring to take organ must pass the entrance examination in piano. Under no
circumstances will they be accepted if their piano work falls below the standard of this
examination.
82a-82b. Organ, First Year.—I, II; (4).
83a-83b. Organ, Second Year.—I, II; (4).
84a-84b. Organ, Third Year.—I, II; (5).
85a-85b. Organ, Fourth Year.—I, II; (5).
86a-86b, 86c-86d, 86e-86f, 86g-86h. Organ.—Organ taken as a minor by students
whose major is piano. I, II; (3).
87a-87b, 87c-87d, 87e-87f, 87g-87h. Organ.—For non-music students. I, II; (2).
WIND INSTRUMENTS
Professor Harding,' Mr. Holl, Mr. Talbot
Prerequisite for courses Music 92a and 97a: Entrance examination.
92a-92b. Wind Instruments, First Year.—I, II; (4).
93a-93b. Wind Instruments, Second Year.—I, II; (4).
94a-94b. Wind Instruments, Third Year.—I, II; (5).
95a-95b. Wind Instruments, Fourth Year.—I, II; (5).
96a-96b, 96c-96d, 96e-96f, 96g-96h. Wind Instruments.—Wind instruments taken
as a minor by students whose major is piano. I, II; (3).
97a-97b, 97c-97d, 97e-97f, 97g-97h. Wind Instruments.—For non-music students.
I, II; (2).
RECITAL
100. Recital Course in Applied Music.—(For juniors in Music 44b, 54b, 64b,
74b, 84b, or 94b.) (2).
Prerequisite: At least two satisfactory appearances in major subject in students'
recitals.
101. Recital Course in Applied Music.—(For seniors in Music 45b, 65b, 75b,
85b, or 95b.) (4).
102. Recital Course in Applied Music.—(For seniors in Music 55b.) (3).
103. Recital Course in Composition.—(For seniors in Theory Major) (4).
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Associate Professor Schwartz; Assistant Professor van den Berg; Mr. Johnson, Mr.
Schui/tz, Mr. Schoonmaker.
S2b. History of Music.—Music of modern schools of different nations. Collateral
reference work and note books are required. (1)
Prerequisite: The consent of the instructor. Associate Professor Schwartz
Equivalent: Music 2 (second half).
S3a. Harmony.—Scales-keys, signatures, drill on scale degrees. Intervals—clas-
sification, construction, and analysis of triads. Triad inversions and progressions; har-
monization employing principal triads. (1)
Prerequisite: The consent of the instructor. Associate Professor Schwartz
Equivalent: Music 3 (first half).
S4a. Harmony.—Dominant seventh chords and their resolutions; key relations
and simple transitions. (1) Associate Professor Schwartz
Prerequisite: Music 3.1
Equivalent: Music 4 (first half).
S13a. Music Appreciation.—The appreciation of good music from the standpoint
of the listener. Copiously illustrated with phonograph and reproducing piano. Primarily
for students from other colleges of the University. (1) Associate Professor Schwartz
S21a. Ear Training and Sight Singing.—Formation and recognition of intervals,
melody making and writing; music notation; scale structure; solfeggio. (1)
Prerequisite: Entrance credit. Mr. Schultz
Equivalent: Music 21a.
S26b. Public School Methods.—Problems in organization and conduction of
instrumental classes, bands, and orchestras in the public schools. (4)
Prerequisite: Music 26a. Mr. Schultz
Equivalent: Music 26b.
S42-46. Piano, Collegiate Grade.—(1 or 2).
Assistant Professor van den Berg; Mr. Schoonmaker
Prerequisite: Three years of piano study.
Equivalent: Music 42-46 (in part).
S47. Piano, Collegiate Grade.—For students in other schools and colleges of the
University. (1) Assistant Professor van den Berg; Mr. Schoonmaker
Prerequisite: Three years of piano study.
Equivalent: Music 47 (in part).
S52-56. Voice, Collegiate Grade.—(1 or 2) Mr. Johnson
Prerequisite: Three years of vocal study.
Equivalent: Music 52-56 (in part).
S57. Voice, Collegiate Grade.—For students in other schools and colleges of the
University. (1) Mr. Johnson
Prerequisite: Three years of vocal study.
Equivalent: Music 57 (in part).
S82-86. Organ.—(1) Mr. Schoonmaker
Prerequisite: Three years of piano study or the equivalent.
Equivalent: Music 82-86 (in part).
S87. Organ.—For students in other schools and colleges of the University. (1)
Mr. Schoonmaker
Prerequisite: Three years of piano study or the equivalent.
Equivalent: Music 87 (in part).
Students desiring to take organ will be obliged to pass without condition the entrance
examination for collegiate standing in piano.
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PALEONTOLOGY
(See Geology.)
PHILOLOGY
(See Classics, English Language and Literature, Germanic Languages and Litera-
ture, and Romance Languages and Literature.)
PHILOSOPHY
(See also Psychology and Education.)
Professors Daniels, McClure; Associate Professor Lamprecht; Dr. Benjamin, Dr.
Nicholson; Mr. Hood
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered by the department, including Philosophy
1, 2, 3, 4, and 7. Six hours in psychology may be counted toward a major in philosophy.
Minor: 20 hours in (a) psychology (at least six additional hours, if psychology is
counted toward a major), and one other subject in the following groups; or (b) any two
subjects in the same group in the following list: (A) economics, history, political science,
education, sociology; (B) English, French, German, Greek, Latin; (C) botany, chemistry,
geology, mathematics, physics, zoology. No course in any subject of the above groups
may be counted for the minor requirement if it is excluded from the major requirement
of its respective department.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Logic.—Reasoning; detection of fallacies; evidence. I, II; (3).
Professor McClure; Associate Professor Lamprecht; Dr. Benjamin, Dr. Nicholson;
Mr. Hood
Prerequisite: One year of university work.
2. Introduction to Philosophy.—II; (3).
Associate Professor Lamprecht; Dr. Benjamin; Mr. Hood
Prerequisite: One year of university work.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3. History of Ancient and Medieval Philosophy.—I; (4).
Professor McClure, Dr. Nicholson
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
4. History of Modern Philosophy.—From the Renaissance to the present time.
II; (4). Professor McClure; Dr. Nicholson
Prerequisite: Three hours in philosophy and junior standing or senior standing.
7. Ethics.—Fundamental questions of ethical theory; social and economic problems
of the present. II; (3). Professor Daniels
Prerequisite: Three hours in philosophy; senior standing.
9. Political and Social Ethics.—I; (3). Professor Daniels; Dr. Benjamin
Prerequisite: Two years of university work.
10. Concepts of Science.—I; (3). Dr. Benjamin
Prerequisite: Three hours in philosophy; junior standing.
11. Philosophy of Religion.—II; (3). Associate Professor Lamprecht
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing; six hours in psychology or philosophy,
or in both.
19. Conflict of Ideals in Modern Thought.—I; (3).
Associate Professor Lamprecht
Prerequisite: Philosophy 2.
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Courses for Graduates
103. Ethics.—I; (1 unit). Professor Daniels
105. Seventeenth Century Continental Thought.—II; (1 unit).
Professor Daniels
107. Early Greek Philosophy.—I, II; (/ unit). Professor McClure
110. Locke, Berkeley, Hume.—I; (1 unit). Associate Professor Lamprecht
111. Recent British Philosophy.—II; {1 unit).
Associate Professor Lamprecht
[112. German Idealism.—II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor McClure]
Summer Session Courses
Si. Logic.—(3) Dr. Benjamin
Prerequisite: One year of university work.
Equivalent: Philosophy 1.
S2. Introduction to Philosophy.— (3). Associate Professor Lamprecht
Prerequisite: Two years of university work.
Equivalent: Philosophy 2.
S10. Concepts op Science.—(2) Dr. Benjamin
Prerequisite: Three hours in Philosophy; junior standing.
Equivalent: Philosophy 10.
S18. Types of Idealism.— (2). Associate Professor Lamprecht
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN
Director Huff; Associate Professor Staley; Assistant Professor Stafford; Mr. Wagner,
Mr. Heidloff, Mr. Tappan, Mr. DeCook, Mr. Voyles, Mr. Kulcinski, Mr. Paterson,
Mr. Kenney, Mr. Schenk, Mr. Bunting
Freshmen must elect from the courses numbered 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15.
Sophomores must elect from the courses numbered 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27.
Students taking Individual Gymnastics must continue to take this course until notified
otherwise.
All other students must elect a different course each semester.
9. Circus Work.—I, II; (1) Mr. Wagner
Prerequisite: Physical Education 1 and 2.
11-12. Individual Gymnastics.—(Freshmen with pronounced physical deficiency
are excused from military and must enroll in this course.) I, II; (lj^).
Mr. Tappan, Mr. DeCook
13. Swimming.—(Freshmen who cannot swim fifty yards must enroll in this course.)
I or II; (K). Mr. Schenk
Freshmen who pass health examination and swimming test register in one of the follow-
ing courses (P. E. 14 or P. E. 15).
14. Individual Athletics.—I, II; (}/i). Mr. Kulcinski
15. Tumbling Stunts.—I, II; {]/£). Mr. Heidloff
21-22. Individual Gymnastics.—(Sophomores with pronounced physical deficiencies
are excused from military and must enroll in this course.)—I, II; (1M).
Mr. DeCook, Mr. Tappan
23. Advanced Swimming.—I, II; (K) Mr. Paterson
24. Boxing.—I, II; {Y2 ). Mr. Voyles
25. Wrestling.—I, II; {}/%) Mr. Kenney
26. Fencing.—I, II; (J^). Mr. Bunting
27. Apparatus Stunts.—I, II; (H)- Mr. Wagner
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
Professor Freer; Associate Professor Brooks; Miss Frazier, Miss Hughitt, Miss Dahl-
gren, Miss Downey, Miss Robertson, Miss Crandall, Miss Jamieson, Miss Notes,
Miss Merritt
Major: 20 hours in this subject excluding 7 and 8. 20 hours in courses from Educa-
tion and registration in College of Education the junior and senior years.
7a-7b. Practice.—Class work; outdoor sports; gymnastics; folk dancing, group
games; natural dancing; clogging; swimming. (Required of all freshman.) I, II; (2).
Associate Professor Brooks; Miss Downey, Miss Hughitt, Miss Robertson
7a-7b. Individual Gymnastics. I, II; (2). Miss Dahlgren, Miss Notes
8a-8b. Practice.—(Continuation of 7a-7b. Required of all sophomores). I, II; (2).
8a-8b. Individual Gymnastics.—I, II; (2). Miss Dahlgren, Miss Noyes
Prerequisite: Physical Education 7a-7b.
10a. History of Physical Education.—(A general survey.) I; (1).
Professor Freer
Prerequisite: Physical Education 15.
10b. Organization and Administration of Physical Education.—II; (1)
Professor Freer
Prerequisite: 10a and senior standing in College of Education.
11a. Therapeutics.—I; (1). Miss Dahlgren
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
lib. First Aid in Emergencies.—(Examination for Red Cross certificates.) II;
(1). Miss Hughitt
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
15a-15b. Physical Education Methods.—Lectures, assigned reading; practice
teaching. I, II; (6). Miss Frazier
Prerequisite: Registration in College of Education. Junior standing.
16. Kinesiology.—I; (3). Miss Robertson
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Designed for students specializing in Physical
Education.
17a-17b. Educational Practice.—Lectures; assigned reading; practice teaching.
I, II; (6). Miss Frazier
Prerequisite: 15a-15b.
18. Theory of Corrective Gymnastics.—II; (3). Miss Dahlgren
Prerequisite: Physical Education 16.
19. Physical Diagnosis.—II; (2). Dr. Etheredge
Prerequisite: Physical Education 15, 16, and 18.
Summer Session Courses
Professor Freer; Miss Robertson, Miss Garvin, Miss Sikes.
530. Health Supervision.—(1) Professor Freer
531. Organization and Administration of Physical Education for High
School Girls.— (1) Miss Sikes
532. Group and Individual Gymnastics.—(1) Miss Robertson
533. Coaching of Tennis and Track.—(J^) Miss Robertson
534. Coaching of Basketball and Baseball.—(1) Miss Robertson
535. Folk Dancing.—National Dances.—(M) Professor Freer, Miss Sikes
536. Rhythms, Dramatic and Singing Games.—(K)- Miss Garvin
537. Natural Dancing.— (}/%) Miss Sikes
538. Group Games.—{Yi) Miss Robertson
539. Community Play and Recreation.—(H) Professor Freer
540. Swimming Miss Garvin, Miss Sikes
541. Life Saving. Miss Garvin
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PHYSICS
Professors Carman, Knipp 1 , Watson, Kunz; Associate Professor Schtjlz; Assistant Profes-
sor Williams; Dr. Paton, Dr. Sanders, Mr. Schmidt, Mr. Smith, Dr. Wall, Mr.
Cooke, Mr. Albers, Mr. Hummell, Mr. Rassweiler, Mr. 0. B. Young, Mr. Lansing,
Mr. Swenson, Mr. Leberknight, Mr. Guthrie, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Thews, Mr. H. E.
Schmidt, Mr. M. C. Watson
Major: 20 hours from courses offered in the department.
Minor: 20 hours in mathematics, astronomy, chemistry, education, psychology,
and geology.
Physics 7a-7b and 8a-8b are recommended to students not specializing in mathematics,
chemistry, or engineering. For undergraduate students taking advanced work or a major
in physics, the following outline of work is suggested:
Freshman year: Trigonometry (Mathematics 4) and chemistry. Sophomore year:
Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or Physics 7a-7b, 8a-8b. Junior year: Physics 15, 16, and 36, 17,
23, or 24. Senior year: Physics 4a-4b, 14a-14b, 20, 22, 25, 30, or 31.
Introductory Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. General Physics.—Lectures with classroom demonstrations; recitations;
written exercises. (For sophomores in engineering, mathematics, physics, and chemistry.)
I, (3); II, (2).
Professor Carman, Associate Professor Schulz; Mr. Smith, Mr. Hummell, Mr.
Young, Mr. Albers, Mr. Swenson, Mr. Leberknight
lbx. General Physics.—Same as Physics lb except for an extra recitation each
week. II; (3). Professor Carman
Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 3a-3b; Mathematics 4.
3a-3b. Physical Measurements.—Laboratory experiments; quizzes in connection
with Physics la-lb. I, II; (2).
Associate Professor Schulz; Mr. Smith, Mr. Albers, Mr. Hummell, Mr. Young, Mr.
Lansing, Mr. Swenson, Mr. Leberknight, Mr. Guthrie, Mr. Thews
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb or registration therein.
7a-7b. General Physics.—Lectures; classroom demonstrations; recitations. (For
students in arts and science.) I, II; (2J^).
Professor Watson; Dr. Paton, Dr. Wall; Mr. Rassweiler, Mr. Schmidt, Mr.
Watson
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4, or registration therein; registration in Physics 8a-8b.
One year's university standing advised.
8a-8b. Introductory Laboratory Physics.—Physical measurements. I, II; (2J^)
Dr. Paton, Dr. Wall; Mr. Rassweiler, Mr. Schmidt, Mr. Watson
Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 7a-7b.
9a-9b. General Physics.—Lectures; class-room demonstrations; recitations. (For
students in architecture.) I, II; (2).
Professor Watson; Dr. Paton, Dr. Wall; Mr. Rassweiler, Mr. Schmidt, Mr.
Watson
Prerequisite: Mathematics 4; registration in Physics lOa-lOb.
lOa-lOb. Introductory Laboratory Physics.—Physical measurements. I, II; (2).
Dr. Paton, Dr. Wall; Mr. Rassweiler, Mr. Schmidt, Mr. Watson
Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 9a-9b.
Intermediate Courses
15. Electricity and Magnetism.—For students in non-technical courses who wish
a knowledge of electricity and magnetism beyond the course in general physics. Lectures;
laboratory. I; (3). Dr. Sanders
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
16. Heat.—Heat phenomena; mechanical theory of heat; thermodynamics. Lec-
tures; recitations; laboratory. II; (3). Professor Watson
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
!On leave of abs«nco.
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17. Light.—Reflection, refraction, interference, diffraction, polarization; optical
instruments. Lectures; quizzes. (For students in general physics, but also adapted to
those who wish to learn the use of optical instruments.) I; (3). Dr. Paton
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
36. Heat Measurements.—Thermometry, calorimetry, vapor pressure, expansion
of bodies, transmission of heat, mechanical equivalent, high temperature measurement.
Laboratory to accompany Physics 16. II; (1). Professor Watson
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
37. Light Measurements.—Determination of constants of mirrors, lenses, prisms,
and gratings; use of refractometer, telescope, microscope, polarimeter, spectrometer, and
interferometer. Laboratory; to be taken with or after Physics 17. I or II; (1).
Dr. Paton
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
[41. Experiments on Present Problems in Physics.—Experimental lectures
illustrating some of the recent discoveries in physics. II; (1). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Kunz
Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 40.]
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
44a-44b. Electrical and Magnetic Measurements.—I: Resistances; galvanom-
eters; electric currents; capacities. II: Determination of capacity; damping; resistance
and self-induction; self and mutual induction; magnetic properties of iron; curves; hys-
teresis losses. Potentiometers. I, (3); II, (2).
Assistant Professor Williams; Dr. Sanders; Mr. Schmidt, Mr. Cooke
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics 7, 9.
14a. Introduction to Theoretical Physics.—Motion, mass, and force. (For the
student of general science as well as for students of physics and mathematics.) Recita-
tions; problems; lectures. I; (3). Dr. Wall
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics 7 and 9, or 8.
20. Light.—Special phenomena; modern theories. Lectures; recitations. II; (2).
Dr. Paton
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics 7 and 9, or 8.
22. Advanced Light Measurements.—Wave length determinations; spectroscopic
work; Zeeman effect; polarimetric analysis; resolving power of instruments; photometry;
spectrophotometry. II; (2 to 5). 1 Dr. Paton
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
23a. Sound.—Wave motion; origin, propagation, velocity, interference, and diffraction
of sound; vibrations of strings and organ pipes; music and speech. Lectures; recitations.
I; (3). Professor Watson
Prerequisite: Physics la- lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
[23b. Sound.—Wave motion; origin, propagation, velocity, interference, and dif-
fraction of sound; vibrations of strings and organ pipes; music and speech. Lectures;
recitations. II; (3). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Watson
Prerequisite: 23a.]
[24. Properties of Matter.—Gravitation, elasticity, capillarity, and other general
properties of matter. Recitations; lectures. II; (2). Not given, 1926-27.
Assistant Professor Williams
Prerequisite: Physics 1 and 3, or 7 and 8; Mathematics 7 and 9, or 8.]
25. Architectural Acoustics.—Theoretical and experimental investigations on
the acoustics of buildings. II; (2). Professor Watson
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b; or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; or 9a-9b, lOa-lOb.
27. Fundamental Physical Measurements.—Length, mass, time, gravitation,
elasticity, surface tension, viscosity. Laboratory. II; (1). Assistant Professor Williams
Prerequisite: Course in general physics.
30. Introduction to Theoretical Electricity.—Electrical and magnetic phenom-
ena discussed with calculus methods. (For advanced students in physics, chemistry,
mathematics, and engineering.) Lectures; recitations; demonstrations. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Williams
lIn registering for a course with variable hours, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible hours as shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 1 to 2
units, but 1, or 2.
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31a-31b. Special Problems in Advanced Physical Measurements.—I, II; (2
or 3). 1 Professors Carman, Knipp, Watson; Assistant Professor Williams
33. Sound.—Laboratory experiments to illustrate and measure the fundamental
phenomena of sound. I; (1). Professor Watson, Mr. Ireland
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b.
45. Principles of Radiation.—I, II; (3). Dr. Paton
Prerequisite: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, or 7a-7b, 8a-8b; Mathematics 8 or 7 and 9.
46. Advanced Electrical Measurements.—I, II; (2).
Assistant Professor Williams
Prerequisite: Physics 44a and 44b or their equivalent.
50. Theory and use of Optometric Instruments.—A theoretical and experi-
mental course, the experimental part including practical work. I, (4).
Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 17 and 37.
51. Calculation and Making of Lenses and Prisms.—I; (5).
Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: Physics 17 and 37.
52. Advanced Theory and Use of Optometric Instruments.—Clinical work in
continuation and advance of that of Physics 50. II; (5).
Associate Professor Schulz and special experts
Prerequisite: Physics 50 and 51.
53. Physiological Optics.—II; (4). Refraction in the human eye, and defective
vision. Accommodation, convergence, etc. Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: Physics 17 and 37.
97. Thesis.—I; (2 to 5) x Professor Carman
98. Thesis.—II; (2 to 5) 1 Professor Carman
Courses for Graduates
The prerequisite for graduate work in physics is a college course in general physics with
a year's laboratory course in introductory physical measurements. The student who is
to do major work in physics should also have had additional courses in physics or teaching
experience, unless the training in his minor subjects, mathematics or chemistry, has been
strong and complete. He should also have a knowledge of French and German sufficient
to use references in these languages. The courses named below are those open for candi-
dates for the Master's or Doctor's degree. A large part of the last year's work of the
candidate for the Doctor's degree is investigational in either experimental or theoretical
physics. In addition to these major graduate courses, the courses in elementary dynamics,
heat, light, electrical measurements, and introductory electrical theory are arranged with
certain additions for graduate credit. The "intermediate" courses on heat, light, and
electricity and magnetism (Physics 15, 16, 17, 24) may be offered by students making
a minor in physics, and with certain limitations by students in their first year of graduate
work for major credit.
104a-104b. Selected Problems in Electrical Measurements.—I: Resistances;
galvanometers; damping; capacities; Dolezalek electrometer; dielectric constants; the
measurement of v and e/m for cathode rays; positive electricity; potentiometer. II:
Properties of iron, hysteresis curves and losses. Recommended for graduate students in
chemistry. I, II; (% to 1 unit). 1 Assistant Professor Williams
[121. Recent Advances in Physics and the Electron Theory.—Electrons;
gaseous ion; determination of e/m and v; positive rays; color effects of electrons, of ions,
and of retrograde rays in residual hydrogen, etc.; determination of elementary charge of
electron. Given, in conjunction with Physics 124. II; (% unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Knipp]
123. Sound.—Wave motion; forced vibrations; velocity and energy relations of sound
waves; resonance; vibrations of strings and organ pipes. I, II; (% or 1 unit) 1 .
Professor Watson
>In registering for a course with variable credit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-
list, not the variable hours or units as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to
take the course; e.g., not 2 to 6, but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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[124. Conduction of Electricity Through Gases.—Discharge phenomena. In
the second semester, an original problem is assigned. Laboratory; collateral reading; dis-
cussion. I, II; (1 to 2 units) 1 . Not given, 1926-27. Professor Knipp]
125. Architectural Acoustics.—Theoretical and experimental investigations on
the acoustics of buildings. I, II; (/ unit). Professor Watson
126. Physics Colloquium.—Weekly meetings of instructors and advanced students
for the presentation and discussion of papers on current problems. Attendance expected
for all graduate students. I, II; (no credit). Professor Watson
127a. Recent Problems in Physics.—Ions and Electrons; Structure of the Atom
and Series Spectra. I, II; (% unit). Professor Kdnz
131. Investigation of Special Problems.—Advanced laboratory or design and
calculation. A problem worked out with the advice and direction of the instructor. I, II;
(/ to 2 units) 1 . Professors Carman, Watson, Kunz; Assistant Professor Williams
132. Mathematical Physics.—Special phases of theoretical physics. One sub-
division given each year. Professor Kunz
(a). Dynamics.—I, II; (1 unit). (Given in 1926-27).
(b). Electrodynamics.—Lectures; reading. I, II; (1 unit). (Not given, 1926-27).
(c). Hydrodynamics and Elasticity.—I, II; (1 unit). (Not given, 1926-27).
(d). Electric Oscillations.—I, II; (% unit). (Not given, 1926-27).
(e). Thermodynamics.—I: Introduction. II: Kinetic theory of matter and statis-
tical mechanics. I, II; (1 unit each). (Not given, 1926-27).
133. Seminar.—I, II; (/ to 2 units) 1 . Professors Carman, Knipp, Watson, Kunz
Summer Session Courses
S7I. General Physics, (Part I).—Lectures with experimental demonstrations
and recitations on mechanics, including the fundamental laws of motion, forces, and their
effects, equilibrium. (1M)- Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: Plane geometry and high-school algebra; registration in Physics S8I.
Plane trigonometry desired.
Equivalent: S7 (I, II, III) together with S8 (I, II, III) are equivalent to Physics
7a-7b, 8a-8b, or to Physics 9a-9b, lOa-lOb for the college year.
S8I. Introductory Laboratory Physics, (Part I).—A laboratory course in physical
measurements on mechanics, properties of matter, forces, equilibrium, etc., to accompany
S7I. (l lA). Mr. Swenson
Prerequisite: Registration in Physics S7I.
Equivalent: See S7I.
S7II. General Physics, (Part II).—Experimental lectures with recitations on elec-
tricity and magnetism. (1^). Professor Knipp
Prerequisite: See S7I.
Equivalent: See S7I.
S8II. Introductory Laboratory Physics, (Part II).—Laboratory experiments in
electricity and magnetism to accompany S7II. (1H)- Mr. Young
Prerequisite: Registration in S7II.
Equivalent: See S7I.
S7III. General Physics, (Part III).—Heat, light, and sound. (V/i).
Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: Same as S7I.
Equivalent: See S7I.
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-
list, not the variable hours or units, as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends
to take the oourse; e.g., not 2 to 4 but 1, or 2, or 3, or 4.
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S8III. Introductory Laboratory Physics, (Part III).—Laboratory experiments
in heat, light, and sound to accompany S7III. (1). Mr. Lansing
Prerequisite: Registration in Physics S7III.
Equivalent: See S7I.
S15. Electricity and Magnetism.—Lectures and recitations. (2).
Professor Knipp
Prerequisite: A course in general physics.
Equivalent: Physics 15 (in part).
S17. Light.—(1H)- Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: A course in general physics.
Equivalent: Physics 17 (in part).
SIS. Teachers' Course.— (1). Mr. Smith
Prerequisite: A course in general physics.
Equivalent: Physics 18 (in part).
S19. Modern Development of Physics.—(1^). Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: A year of college physics.
S21b. Recent Advances and Applications in Physics.—(J^).
Associate Professor Schulz; Mr. Lansing in charge
Courses for Advanced L'ndergraduates and Graduates
S31. Special Problems in Advanced Physical Measurements.— (1, \ XA, 2).
Professor Knipp; Associate Professor Schulz
Prerequisite: A course in general physics, element ary calculus.
S44a. Electrical and Magnetic Measurements.— (3).
Professor Knipp; Mr. Smith, Mr. Young
Prerequisite: A course in general physics and calculus.
Equivalent: This course is the equivalent of the first semester of Physics 44a.
S44b. Electrical and Magnetic Measurements.— (2).
Professor Knipp; Mr. Smith
Prerequisite: A course in general physics and calculus.
Equivalent: This course is the equivalent of the second semester of Physics 44b.
Courses for Graduates
S131. Investigation of Special Problems.— (1, V/2 or 2 units).
Professor Knipp, Associate Professor Schulz
S133. Seminar and Thesis.
Prerequisite: Registration in Graduate School. See instructor.
PHYSIOLOGY
Associate Professor Burge; Mr. Brown, Miss Williams, Mr. Brundage, Mr. Estes,
Mr. Wickwire
Major: 20 hours from courses offered in the department exclusive of Physiology 1.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than three of the following: Bacteriology, botany,
chemistry, entomology, and zoology.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Introductory Physiology.—A survey of the field of mammalian physiology.
(Credit not given unless followed by another course in physiology.) I, II; (2).
Associate Professor Burge; Miss Williams
2. Physiology of Circulation, Respiration, Muscle, Xerve, and of Related
Systems Brought into Action During Physical Excercise.—(Recommended for
students in Athletic Coaching.) I, II; (4). Mr. Brown, Mr. Brundage
Prerequisite: Physiology 1.
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4. Physiology of Digestion, Absorption, Metabolism, Excretion, and Re-
lated Systems.—(Recommended for students in Home Economics.) I, II; (3).
Associate Professor Burge; Mr. Estes
Prerequisite: Physiology 1; one semester of college chemistry.
6. Physiology of the Nervous System, Glands of Internal Secretion, Animal
Heat, and Muscle.—(Recommended for students not in home economics or athletic
coaching.) I, II; (3). Mr. Wickwire
Prerequisite: Physiology 1.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Advanced Mammalian Physiology.—I; (3).
Associate Professor Burge; Mr. Estes
Prerequisite: Physiology 1; 8 hours of chemistry.
8. Thesis.—I, II; (3 to 5) 1 . Associate Professor Burge
Prerequisite: Senior standing; 15 hours of physiology.
9. Physiology of the Special Senses.—II; (2). Associate Professor Burge
Prerequisite: Senior standing; Physiology 1 and 6.
Courses for Graduates
101. Journal Club.—Review of literature. I, II; (% unit).
Members of the staff
102. Research.—I, II; (1 to 2 units) 1 . Associate Professor Burge
103. Special Phases of the Physiology of Respiration, Circulation, Digestion,
Metabolism, Excretion, Secretion, Glands of Internal Secretion, Nervous
System.—I, II; (1 to 2 units) 1 . Associate Professor Burge
POLITICAL SCIENCE
(See also Economics, History, and Sociology.)
Professors Garner, Fairlie, Mathews; Assistant Professor Berdahl; Dr. Casey, Dr.
Fornoff; Mr. Spencer, Mr. Hyneman, Mr. Stimson, Mr. Stone, Mr. Murphy, Co-
operating: Professor Story
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered by the department. A major may include
three hours of constitutional history (History 14, 27, or 44).
Minors: 20 hours selected from two of the following subjects: History, economics,
law, sociology, philosophy, and education.
Courses for Undergraduates
Note—Courses 1 and 3 give a general survey of national, state, and local government
in the United States. Undergraduates beginning the study of political science are advised
to take first course 1, 3 or 16; and those planning for advanced work should take courses
1 and either 3 or 16 in their sophomore year.
1. American National Government.—Historical development, organization,
powers, limitations, and practical working of the national government. I; (3).
Assistant Professor Berdahl (in charge); Professor Mathews; Dr. Casey, Dr. Forn-
off; Mr. Spencer, Mr. Hyneman, Mr. Stimson, Mr. Stone, Mr. Murphy
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
3. State and Local Government.—Powers, obligations, and rights of states in the
federal union; state constitutions; organization of state and local government; political
methods. (A continuation of Political Science 1; may be taken independently.) II; (3).
Assistant Professor Berdahl (in charge); Professor Mathews; Dr. Casey, Dr. Forn-
off; Mr. Spencer, Mr. Hyneman, Mr. Stimson, Mr. Stone, Mr. Murphy
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
Note.—Students may not take both 3 and 16 for more than a total of four hours' credit.
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[15. American Government and Politics.—(Primarily for students in the Colleges
of engineering and Agriculture.) II; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Assistant Professor Berdahl
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work. No credit allowed for this course if the
student has already had or subsequently takes course 1 or 3.]
16. Government in Illinois.—Commonwealth and nation; constitutional develop-
ment; organs of state government and their work; local governments and their functions;
constitutional convention of 1920-22. II; (2). Professor Mathews
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
Note.—Students may not take both 3 and 16 for more than a total of four hours'
credit.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Note.—Junior standing is required for admission to the following courses:
4. Municipal Government.—Growth of cities; their legal and social status; munic-
ipal politics and organization in the United States and abroad. I; (3).
Professor Fairlie, Dr. Casey, Mr. Spencer
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
5. Constitutional Law of the United States.—Judicial interpretation of the
constitution. Separation of governmental powers; relation of state and national govern-
ments; control of interstate commerce; jurisdiction of the courts. I; (3).
Professor Mathews
Prerequisite: Political Science 1; junior standing.
6a. International Law: Law of Peace.—Nature, sources, and development of
international law; rights and duties of states; treaties; settlement of international disputes.
I; (3). Professor Garner
Prerequisite: Open to seniors, graduate students, and law students with junior stand-
ing.
6b. International Law: Law of War and Neutrality.—II; (3).
Professor Garner
Prerequisite: Same as for course 6a.
7. American Diplomacy.—Participation in international affairs; Presidential initia-
tive; development and organization of the Department of State; diplomatic intercourse;
the consular service; the treaty-making power; neutrality. I; (2). Professor Mathews
Prerequisite: Political Science 1 or History 3a-3b; junior standing.
8. International Organization.—Early projects of international federation; ad-
ministrative commissions; international congresses; legislation; contemporary efforts at
organization; the League of Nations. II; (2). Assistant Professor Berdahl
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
9. Principles of Jurisprudence.—Nature and sources of law; Roman and English
systems; English law in the United States; classification of law. II; (2).
Professor Fairlie
Prerequisite: Political Science 1 or its equivalent; junior standing.
[10. Administrative Law.—II; (2). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Fairlie]
11. Constitutional Aspects of Social and Industrial Problems.—Police power;
public health, order, and safety legislation; constitutionality of labor legislation; control
of combinations of capital; regulation of public service companies. II; (3).
Assistant Professor Berdahl
Prerequisite: 6 hours of political science or economics; junior standing.
12. National Administration in the United States.—Administrative powers of
the President and Congress; administrative organization; executive departments and other
agencies; judicial control. I; (3). Professor Fairlie
Prerequisite: Political Science 1; junior standing.
[13. State Administration in the United States.—Organization and methods of
executive departments of the state governments. Centralization in taxation, education,
and the enforcement of state law. I; (2). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Mathews
Prerequisite: Political Science 3 or its equivalent; junior standing.]
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14. Political Parties and Methods.—Party organization; recent legislation on
primary elections and corrupt practices. I; (3). Assistant Professor Berdahl
Prerequisite: One course in political science; junior standing.
[17. Judicial Organization and Administration.—Organization, powers, and pro-
cedure of the courts; selection and tenure of judges; the jury system; administration of
punitive justice; judicial reform. I; (2). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Mathews
Prerequisite: Political Science 1 or 3; junior standing.]
[18. Legislation in the United States.—II; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: 6 hours of political science; junior standing.]
21. British Government.—The Crown, Cabinet, House of Commons, and House of
Lords; party system; courts of laws; local government; crown colonies and self-governing
dominions. I; (2). Professor Fairlie
Prerequisite: Graduate or senior standing, or junior standing with six hours of political
science.
22. Continental European Governments.—Political systems of France, Germany,
Italy, Switzerland, and Russia. II; (3). Professor Garner
Prerequisite: Graduate or senior standing, or j unior standing with six hours of political
science. History 20a-20b and Political Science 21 recommended.
27. Public Opinion.—A study of motives as casual factors in the genesis of political
practices. II; (3). Dr. Casey
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
28. Problems of Contemporary Politics.—A survey of factors of major importance
in domestic and foreign politics. I; (3). Dr. Casey
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
34. Municipal Problems.—Municipal administration in the United States and
Europe; city planning and housing; public utilities; police and sanitary administration;
municipal finances. II; (3). Professor Fairlie; Dr. Casey
Prerequisite: Open to graduate students, and to undergraduate students who have
had Political Science 4, or Economics 1, or who have senior standing.
36a-36b. Thesis and Honors Course.—Research for candidates for honors and
other seniors. I, II; (2 to 4) 1 .
Courses for Graduates
101. History of Political Theories.—Ancient, medieval, and modern political
thought; American political philosophy. I; (1 unit). Professor Garner
102. The Nature of the State.—Principles, methods, and nature of political
science; origin, forms, and functions of the state; sovereignty and liberty; organization of
government; recent political ideas. II; (1 unit). Professor Fairlie
103. Seminar in Political Science and Public Law.—Special problems; reports;
discussions and criticism. The research of candidates who are writing theses is under the
direction of some instructor. I, II. Members of the department
104. Municipal Administration.—Alternates with course 135. I; (1 unit).
Professor Fairlie
[105. The American Constitutional System.—Selected topics on the judicial
interpretation of fundamental constitutional provisions; investigation of special problems.
II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Mathews]
106a. Special Topics in International Law.—Research course. I; (1 unit).
Professor Garner
106b. Special Topics in International Law.—Research course. II; (1 unit).
Professor Garner
107. Foreign Relations of the United States.—II; (1 unit).
Professor Mathews
112. Public Administration.—Comparative studies in national and local adminis-
tration. II; (1 unit). Professor Fairlie
•In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not the
possible hours, aa shown here, but the number of hours for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not
2 to 5, but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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113. State Government and Administration.—II; (1 unit). Professor Mathews
114. Studies in Political Parties.—Problems in primary legislation, party organi-
zation, and other phases of party activity. II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Berdahl
[135. Legal Problems of the City.—I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.]
Summer Session Courses
53. State Government.—(2H)- Professor Story
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work.
Equivalent: Political Science 3 (in part).
54. Municipal Government.—(2). Professor Story
Prerequisite: Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
Equivalent: Political Science 4 (in part).
S8. International Organization.—(2^). Mr. Spencer
Prerequisite: Junior standing, or consent of instructor.
Equivalent: Political Science 8 (in part).
S103. Research in Political Science.—(J^ to 1 unit). 1 Professor Story
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
PSYCHOLOGY
Professor Bentley; Assistant Professors Young 1
,
Esper; Dr. Culler, Dr. Sullivan,
Dr. Higginson, Dr. Moller; Mr. Gundlach, Mr. Zuschke, Mr. Guilford, Mr. Mao
donald, Miss Ireland, Mr. Fox
Major: 20 hours chosen from courses announced by the department, excepting 1.
Minor: 20 hours chosen from education, physiology, philosophy, sociology, and
zoology.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Introduction to Psychology.—Constitutents and structures of experience;
perception, memory, imagination, action, emotion, thinking; development and socialization.
Lectures; sectional meetings. I or II; (4).
Professor Bentley; Dr. Sullivan, Dr. Culler, Dr. Esper, Dr. Moller and assistants
Prerequisite: One year of university work.
2. General Psychology.—Genetic psychology; animal psychology; the mind of
the child and its racial conditions; social psychology; the abnormal; psychotechnology.
I or II; (4). Dr. Higginson and assistants
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 or senior standing.
3. Laboratory Practice (Elementary).—Classical experiments in the field of
normal adult psychology. Drill in scientific method. I or II; (2).
Dr. Higginson, Mr. Guilford
Prerequisite: Psychology 1; consent of the instructor.
7. Imagination and Thought.—Classes and types of imaginal complex; recent
experimental literature of memory, imagination, and thought. I; (2). Dr. Sullivan
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2, or 1 and 3.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. Psychological Measurements.—The metric and correlational methods. I, II;
(2). Dr. Culler
Prerequisite: Psychology 1; consent of the instructor.
5. Comparative Psychology.—Psychological implications of organic evolution;
human and animal experience. (Recommended to students who intend to pursue advanced
courses either in animal psychology or in the study of behavior.) Lectures; laboratory.
I; (2). Dr. Higginson
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and one other course; consent of the instructor.
>On leave of absence.
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9. Physiological Psychology.—Correlation between the structures and functions
of the nervous system and experience; formulation of the problems of psychophysical re-
lationship. II; (3). Assistant Professor Esper
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2, or 1 and 3, and laboratory training in one of the
biological sciences.
11. Learning and Comprehension.—Processes and functions involved in acquiring
new knowledge and skill. II; (2). Dr. Culler
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2, or 1 and 3.
12-13. Minor Problems (Advanced Laboratory).—Application of methods
suitable to new problems in general and comparative psychology. I, II; (3).
Professor Bentley; Assistant Professor Esper; Dr. Sullivan
Prerequisite: Psychology 1, 2, 3; consent of the instructor.
14. Social Psychology.—Socialization viewed from the standpoint of the group
and of the individual member. Socialization of the psychological functions. Conflict and
adjustment. II; (3). Dr. Sullivan
Prerequisite: Two courses in this department, junior or senior standing.
16. Genetic Psychology.—The psychological factors involved in the develop-
ment of primitive societies. I, II; (2). Assistant Professor Esper
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and one other course.
[17. History of Psychology.—Rise of psychology as a distinct science during the
nineteenth century. II; (2). Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2; consent of the instructor.]
18. Perception.—Perceptual experience; recent revisions of perceptual theory in-
cluding the doctrine of the Gestalt. Lectures and discussions. I; (2). Dr. Culler
Prerequisite: 6 hours in psychology.
[20. Systematic Psychology.—Psychological analysis and construction. Lectures
and essays. For advanced students. II; (2). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Bentley
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.]
21-22. Special Studies.—Individual investigations for advanced students, in the
form of essay or of experiment. I, II; (3). Professor Bentley
Prerequisite: Psychology 12 or 13.
27a-27b. Thesis and Honors Course.—For major students and candidates for
honors. I, II; (2). Professor Bentley
Prerequisite: Psychology 1, 2, 3; consent of the department.
30. Attention.—An account of experiments and of theory. Lectures and discus-
sions. II; (2).
Prerequisite: Psychology 1, 2, 3; consent of the instructor.
32. Psychology of Language.—The application of psychological principles to
linguistic problems; especially the psychological basis for linguistic change and for the
genesis of linguistic categories. I; (2). Assistant Professor Esper
Courses for Graduates
102. Translation of Psychological Treatises.—Critical reading of French and
German books and articles. I, II; (M unit). Professor Bentley
103. Research.—Experimental and historical investigations. I, II; {% to 2 units). 1
Professor Bentley
105. Seminar.—Discussion of current topics in their historical setting. I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Bentley
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible UDits as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not J^ to 2
units, but Yi, or 1, or 2.
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Summer Session Courses
51. Introduction to Psychology.— (3). Dr. Higginson
52. General Psychology.—(2^). Dr. Sullivan
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S14. Social Psychology.—(2^)- Assistant Professor Esper
S16. Genetic Psychology.—(2M). Dr. Sullivan
S22. Psychology of Language.—(2^). Assistant Professor Esper
PUBLIC SPEAKING
(See Engllsh Language and Literature.)
RAILWAY ADMINISTRATION
(See Transportation.)
RAILWAY ENGINEERING
Professors Schmidt. Snodgrass, 1 King; Assistant Professor Tl thill; Mr. Schrader
Mr. Fiske
Railway Civil Engineering—Courses 31-51.
Railway Electrical Engineering—Courses 59-74.
Railway Mechanical Engineering—Courses 1-9.
Common to all groups—Courses 25, 98, and 99.
Graduate Courses—Courses 102-110.
Courses for Undergraduates
2. Locomotive Design.—Calculations and designs of engine and boiler details;
current standards and proportions. Drafting room systems. I; (3). Mr. Schrader
Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 16, 64; Railway Engineering 4.
3. Locomotives.—Locomotives and locomotive terminal facilities. I; (2).
Mr. Schrader
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20.
4. Locomotives.—Mechanics, performance, design. A continuation of Railway
Engineering 3. II; (3). Mr. Schrader
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 3; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21 and 29;
registration in Mechanical Engineering 64.
5. Railway Laboratory.—Locomotive testing; experimental work with test cars;
brakeshoe and drop testing machines; air-brake apparatus. I; (3). Professor Snodgrass
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 4; Mechanical Engineering 16, 64.
7. Advanced Design.—Problems in locomotive and car design. II; (3).
Mr. Schrader
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 2.
8. Railway Laboratory.—Train resistance and locomotive tractive effort; the
railway test car. Analysis of results; tonnage rating problems. II; (2).
Professor Snodgrass
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 5.
iDeceaeed.
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9. Seminar.—Discussion of current topics and review of railway journals; assigned
topics and reports. I; (1). Professor Schmidt
Prerequisite: Open to seniors in railway courses only.
25. Railway Development.—History and organization of steam and electric rail-
ways; statistics. I; (2). Professors Snodgrass, King
Prerequisite : Junior standing.
31. Railway Yards and Terminals.—Design of freight sorting yards; mechanical
terminals; passenger terminals: problems. I; (3). Professor King
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 51, or senior standing in railway engineering.
32. Railway Co.vsTRrcTiON.—Earth and rock work; cost analysis; estimates of
cost; contracts and specifications. II; (.3). Professor King
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 51.
33. Economic Theory of Railway Location.—Influence of volume of traffic,
alignment, and gradient on operating expenses; locomotive and grade problems; relocation
of existing lines. II; (4). Professor King
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 51; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20, 21.
33a. Economic Theory of Railway Location.—A portion of course 33, for civil
engineering students. II; (3). Professor King
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 51; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 20. 21.
35. Railway Signaling.—Block and route signaling; train control. I; (1).
Professor King
Prerequisite: Senior standing in engineering.
36. Railway Maintenance.—Track materials; timber preservation; seasonal work;
maintenance of way standards. II; (3). Professor King
Prereq:iii.'i: Civil Engineering 51.
37. Railway Maintenance.—Stresses in track; track design. I; (2).
Professor King
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 36.
51. Seminar.—Discussion of current topics and review of railway journals; assigned
topics and reports. II; (1). Professor King
Prerequisite: Open to seniors in railway courses only.
59. Electric Railway Principle;.—Mechanics of traction; train resistance;
railwav motors: problems. I; (2). Assistant Professor Tcthill
Prerequisite: Registration in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25 and Electrical
Engineering 25, 75.
60. Electric Railway Principles '.Continuation of 59).—Graphic time charts;
distribution sys-.ems: feeder calculations: electrolysis; sub-station;. II; (2).
Assistant Professor Tcthill
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 59: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25;
Electrical Engineering 25, 75.
61. Electric Traction.—Electric railway theory and practice for students of other
engineering denartmen:s. II: (3). Assistant Professor TrTHiix
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 21 or 2o, Electrical Engineering
11, 61, or 25, 75.
62. Electric Railway Laboratory.—Tests of electrical machinery used in rail-
way service; tests with the electric test car and the steam road dynamometer car. I;
(2)" Assistant Professor Tuthtll
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 60: Registration in Railway Engineering 64.
64. Electric Railway Practice.—Energy consumption; tonnage rating of steam
and electric locomotives: braking of electric railway trains; cars and car equipment. I
.
Assistant Professor Tcthill
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 25; Electrical Engineering 26, 76;
Railway Engineering 60.
67. Seminar.—Discussion of current topics and review of railway journals; assigned
topics and^reports. II; (1). Professor Schmidt
Prerequisite: Open to seniors in railway courses only.
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70. Electric Railway Design.—Problems in electric car design; plans and spec-
ifications for the city and interurban railway equipment; sub-station design; distribution
and overhead systems for electrified lines. II; (2). Assistant Professor Tttthill
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 64; registration in Railway Engineering 74.
74. Electric Railway Economics.—Location and operation; choice of systems;
transmission and distribution circuits; maintenance of way and of equipment; electrification
of steam roads. II; (3). Assistant Professor Tuthill
Prerequisite: Railway Engineering 64.
98. Thesis.—Independent solution of some problem, or investigation. The thesis
may consist of an original design or experimental investigation, or may be the analysis
and discussion of facts already in existence. II; (3).
Professors Schmidt, Snodgrass, King; Assistant Professor Tuthill
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit).
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Entrance on graduate work in railway engineering presupposes the full undergraduate
course in that subject.
102. Locomotive Design.—Steam pressure, compounding, superheating. I, II;
(1 unit). Professor Snodgrass
106. Locomotive Operation.—Train resistance and locomotive tractive effort;
tonnage ratings. I, II; (1 unit). Professor Schmidt
[108. Electric Railway Practice.—I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.]
110. Railway Location.—Effect of location on earning capacity; problems in
original location, relocation, and reduction of grades of existing lines. I, II; (1 unit).
Professor King
ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
Professors Carnahan, Oliver, Fitz-Gerald; Visiting Professor, First Semester: Professor
Charles Cestre, of the University of Paris, France; Assistant Professors Van Horne,
Hamilton; Mr. T. A. FitzGerald, Mr. Palfrey; Mr. Acosta, Mr. Alexander, Miss
Arnold, Miss Ashton, Miss Breathwit, Miss Breuillaud, Miss Burks, Miss DeTurk,
Miss Dunlop, Miss Espinosa, Miss Gayford, Mr. Jacob, Miss Jeffries, Miss Kerr,
Miss Kidder, Miss La Piana, Miss Marchant, Mrs. Miller, Miss Murray, Mr. Nunn,
Mr. Petty, Miss Pierson, Mr. Ramsey, Mr. Rew, Mr. Schoggins, Miss Smithers, Mr.
Stahly, Miss Staudinger, Mr. Tharp, Mr. Utley
French
Major: 20 hours of French, excluding French la, lb, 2a, 6a, 6b, and including at
least 6 hours from the advanced group.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two of the following subjects: Comparative
literature, English (excluding Rhet. 1-2-12-13-14), German, Greek, History, Italian,
Latin, Spanish, provided that at least 8 hours be taken in any subject chosen.
Spanish
Major: 20 hours of Spanish, excluding Spanish la, lb, 2a, and including at least
6 hours from the advanced group.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two of the following subjects: Comparative
literature, English (excluding Rhet. 1-2-12-13-14), French, German, Greek, History,
Italian, Latin, provided that at least 8 hours be taken in any subject chosen.
Romance Languages
Major: 20 hours in some one Romance Language excluding French la, lb, 2a, 6a,
6b; Spanish la, lb, 2a, and including at least 6 hours from the advanced group.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two of the following subjects: Comparative
literature, English (excluding Rhet. 1-2-12-13-14), French, German, Greek, History,
Italian, Latin, Spanish; provided that at least 12 hours be taken in some one Romance
Language other than the language of the major, and exclusive of French la, 6a, 6b; Italian
la; Spanish la; and provided that not less than 8 hours be taken in any subject chosen.
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A. FRENCH
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Elementary Course.—Grammar; pronunciation; reading of modern authors;
composition; conversation. Each half is given every semester, (la open to students who
have had no previous work in French; lb Prerequisite: la.) I, II; (4).
Mr. Palfrey (in charge), Mr. Alexander, Miss Ashton, Miss Breathwit, Miss
Breuillaud, Miss DeTurk, Miss Dunlop, Mr. Jacob, Miss La Piana, Mrs. Miller
Miss Murray, Miss Pierson, Mr. Ramsey, Mr. Rew, Mr. Schoggins, Mr. Stahly,
Mr. Tharp, Mr. Utley
Note: Special reading sections with a minimum of grammar. For students who
desire only one year of language; (4). Mr. Alexander, Miss Murray
2a-2b. Modern Prose, Poetry, and Drama.—Rapid reading of modern authors;
syntax and composition. I, II; (4)
Mr. Tharp (in charge), Mr. Alexander, Miss Ashton, Miss Breathwit, Miss
Dunlop, Mr. Jacob, Miss La Piana, Mrs. Miller, Miss Murray, Mr. Palfrey, Miss
Pierson, Mr. Rew, Mr. Schoggins, Mr. Stahly
Prerequisite: French la-lb, or two years of high school French.
Note: Honor Sections. Special three-hour sections for students with grade of A
in the preceding semester; (4). Mr. Tharp, Miss Pierson
3a-3b. Introduction to French Literature.—Authors of the last three centuries.
I, II; (3).
Professor Fitz-Gerald (in charge), Miss Ashton, Mr. Jacob, Mr. Palfrey, Miss
Pierson, Mr. Tharp
Prerequisite: French 2a-2b, or the equivalent.
6a-6b. Second-Year Conversation and Composition.—(Does not count toward
a major in French or in Romance Languages.) I, II; (2).
Miss Breuillaud, Mrs. Miller
Prerequisite: French la-lb, or the equivalent.
7a-7b. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Conducted in French.
I, II; (2). Miss Breuillaud, Miss DeTurk, Mr. Jacob, Mrs. Miller
Prerequisite: French 2a-2b.
Note: Required of those who are given the recommendation of the department
to teach French.
8a-8b. Advanced Composition and Conversation.—Idiomatic constructions;
syntax, themes. Conducted entirely in French. I, II; (2). Miss Breuillaud
Prerequisite: French 7a-7b.
25. Course for Teachers.—Methods of teaching French; discussion of class-
room problems. II; (3). Professor Carnahan; Mr. Alexander
Prerequisite: Twenty-two hours' credit in French, or sixteen hours' credit in French
plus twenty-two hours' credit in Spanish.
28a-28b. Senior Thesis.—For candidates for honors in French; open to other
seniors. I, II; (2). Members of the department
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite for thefollowing courses: French 3a-3b or the equivalent, and junior standing;
or senior standing and the permission of the instructor.
lOa-lOb. Survey of French Literature.—The main currents of French literature
from the beginning to the present time. I, II; (3). Professors Carnahan, Oliver
17a-17b. The Recent French Novel and Drama.—I, II; (2).
Professor Cestre; Assistant Professor Hamilton
19a-19b. History of French Comedy.—I, II; (2).
Assistant Professor Hamilton
24a-24b. Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Drama.—Corneille, Racine,
Moliere, Voltaire, Marivaux, Sedaine, Beaumarchais. Lectures; interpretation. I, II;
(3). Professor Oliver
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29a-29b. French Lyric Poetry.—I, II; (2). (Largely in French) Mr. Palfrey
[42a-42b. The French Novel.—From 1850 to the present time. Lectures; reports;
collateral reading. I, II; (2). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Hamilton]
Courses for Graduates
Before entering on the study of Romance Languages as a major for the degree of A.M.,
the candidate must have had at least (a) three years of college work in one Romance
language, and a reading knowledge, satisfactory to the department, of another Romance
language; or (b) two years of college work in each of two Romance languages. In either
case a reading knowledge of German is highly desirable. Before being accepted as a rec-
ognized candidate for the degree of Ph.D., he must have had in addition satisfactory
training in Latin, and must be able to read ordinary German prose.
Before entering on the study of Romance languages as a first or second minor for an
advanced degree, the candidate must have had at least two years of college work in the
language desired.
101. Old French Epic Literature.—Reading and interpretation of the greater
national and courtly epics; history of these types of medieval literature. I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Oliver
[103. Seventeenth Century Prose Writers.—I, II; {% unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Professor Oliver]
104. Eighteenth Century Prose Writers.—Society, culture, and prose literature
of the eighteenth century. I, II; {% to 1 unit) 1 . Professors Cestre, Oliver
[127. French Romanticism.—Origin and development of the Romantic movement
in France. I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Carnahan]
128. Origin and Development of the Novel in France.—I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Carnahan
129a. Andre Chenier, Lamartine, Alfred de Vigny, Victor Hugo.—I; {1 unit).
Professors Cestre, Carnahan
B. ITALIAN
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Elementary Course.—Grammar; composition; conversation; reading. I,
II; (4). Assistant Professor Van Horne; Miss La Plana
[2a-2b. Modern Italian Authors.—Review of grammar, composition. I, II; (2).
Not given, 1926-27. Miss La Piana
Prerequisite: Italian la-lb.]
Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3a-3b. Introduction to Italian Literature.—I, II; (2). Miss La Piana
Prerequisite: Italian la-lb; junior standing.
Courses for Graduates
[140. Italian Literature of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries.—
Dante, Petrarch, Boccaccio. I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.
Assistant Professor Van Horne
[143. Italian Literature of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries.—
(1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Van Horne]
146. Modern Italian Literature.—I, II; (1 unit).
Assistant Professor Van Horne
1In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his Btudy-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not H to 1
unit, but Ji, or 1.
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C. SPANISH
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Elementary Course.—Grammar; pronunciation; reading; composition;
conversation. Each half is given every semester, (la open to students who have had no
previous work in Spanish; lb Prerequisite: la.) I, II; (4).
Mr. T. A. FitzGerald (in charge), Mr. Acosta, Miss Arnold, Miss Breathwit,
Miss Burks, Miss Espinosa, Miss Gayford, Miss Jeffries, Miss Kerr, Miss Kidder,
Miss Marchant, Mr. Nunn, Mr. Petty, Miss Pierson, Mr. Ramsey, Mr. Schoggins
Miss Smithers, Mr. Stahly, Miss Staudinger, Mr. Utley
Note: Special reading sections with a minimum of grammar for students who
desire only one year of language; (4). Mr. Petty, Mr. Schoggins
2a-2b. Modern Spanish.—Rapid reading; review of grammar; conversation on
topics of every day life; composition. I, II; (4).
Miss Smithers (in charge), Miss Arnold, Miss Breathwit, Miss Espinosa, Mr. T.
A. FitzGerald, Miss Gayford, Miss Jeffries, Miss Kerr, Miss Kidder, Mr. Nunn,
Mr. Petty, Miss Staudinger
Prerequisite: Spanish la-lb, or two years of high-school Spanish.
Note: Honor Section. Special three-hour section for students with grade of A in
the preceding semester; (4). Mr. FitzGerald
3a-3b. Introduction to Spanish Literature.—Reading of modern authors, and
of authors of the seventeenth century. I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Hamilton (in charge), Miss Breathwit, Mr. T. A. FitzGerald,
Mr. Petty
Prerequisite: Spanish 2a-2b, or an equivalent.
5a-5b. Commercial Spanish.—I, II; (2).
Mr. Acosta, Miss Marchant, Miss Smithers
Prerequisite: Spanish 2a-2b, or the equivalent.
7a-7b. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Conducted in Spanish.
I, II; (2). Mr. Acosta, Miss Espinosa, Miss Marchant, Miss Smithers
Prerequisite: Spanish 2a-2b.
8a-8b. Advanced Composition and Conversation.—I, II; (2).
Miss Marchant
Prerequisite: Spanish 7a-7b, or the equivalent.
25. Course for Teachers.—Methods of teaching Spanish; discussion of class-
room problems. I; (3). Assistant Professor Van Horne
Prerequisite: Twenty-two hours' credit in Spanish, or sixteen hours' credit in Spanish
plus twenty-two in French.
28a-28b. Senior Thesis.—For candidates for honors in Spanish. Open to other
seniors. I, II; (2). Members of the department
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite for the following courses: Spanish 3a-3b or the equivalent and junior standing,
or senior standing and permission of the instructor.
lOa-lOb. General Survey of Spanish Literature.—I, II; (3).
Assistant Professor Hamilton
lla-llb. Spanish Drama of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.—
Earlier dramatists; representative plays of Lope de Vega, Calder6n, Ruiz de Alarc6n, and
Tirso de Molina. I, II; (2). Assistant Professor Van Horne
[17a-17b. Spanish Drama of the Nineteenth Century.—I, II; (2). Not given,
1926-27. Assistant Professor Van Horne]
Courses for Graduates
132. The Novela of the Golden Age.—I, II; {1 unit). Professor Fitz-Gerald
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[133. Obigin of the Spanish Novela and of the Comedia.—I, II; (1 unit). Not
given, 1926-27. Professor Fitz-Gerald]
135. Modern Novel.—I, II; (1 unit). Assistant Professor Van Horne
[136. Origins of Spanish Literary Movements in the Nineteenth Century.—I.
II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Assistant Professor Van Horne]
[139. Spanish Literature in the Middle Ages.—I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-
27. Professor Fitz-Gerald]
D. ROMANCE PHILOLOGY
Courses for Graduates
171. Introduction to Romance Philology.—I, II; (1 unit).
Professor Fitz-Gerald
[175. Old French Phonology and Morphology.—Development of Old French
from Vulgar Latin. I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Oliver
[185. Oldest Monuments of the Spanish Language; Origins of Spanish Poetry.
I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27. Professor Fitz-Gerald]
195. Seminar.—Research work in preparation for theses in the field of Romance
Languages. I, II; (1 unit). Members of the department
Summer Session Courses
A. FRENCH
Courses for Undergraduates
Sla. Elementary Course.—Pronunciation, grammar, reading of easy prose. (4)
Mr. Alexander
For students who have no credit in French.
Equivalent: French la, or one year of high-school French.
S2a. Modern Prose and Drama.—Rapid reading of modern authors; review of
grammar; composition and syntax. (3). Mr. Alexander
Prerequisite: One year of college French, or the consent of the instructor.
Equivalent: French 2a (in part). Students may earn four credits in second-year
French by taking S4a in addition.
S4. Grammar and Syntax.—Special attention to the ehief difficulties of modern
French syntax. (1). Assistant Professor Van Horne
Prerequisite: At least one year of college French or its equivalent with a minimum
grade of B or consent of instructor.
S7. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Study and practice of idio-
matic expression in speaking and writing, (l^i) Miss Breuillaud
Prerequisite: Two years of college French, or the consent of the instructor.
Equivalent: French 7a (in part).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite for the following courses: Three years of college French or equivalent.
SlOb. Survey of French Literature of the Seventeenth, Eighteenth, and
Nineteenth Centuries. (2). Professor Carnahan
Equivalent: French 10b (in part).
S17. French Drama of the Nineteenth Century. (2).
Assistant Professor Hamilton
Equivalent: French 17a.
S25. Teachers' Course.—Methods and problems of teaching French. (2).
Assistant Professor Van Horne
Equivalent: French 25.
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Courses for Graduates
A cycle of four courses dealing with French literature of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and
nineteenth centuries will be given in four successive summer sessions.
S127. French Romanticism.— (1 unit). Professor Carnahan
S195. Research Work Including Work in Preparation for Theses.—Special
topics in French literature. {% to 1 unit) 1 . Professor Carnahan
B. SPANISH
Courses for Undergraduates
51. Elementary Course.—Pronunciation, grammar, reading of easy prose. (4).
Assistant Professor Hamilton
For students who have no credit in Spanish.
Equivalent: Spanish la, or one year of high-school Spanish.
52. Modern Spanish.—Reading of modern authors. (3). Mr. T. A. FitzGerald
Prerequisite: One year of college Spanish, or the consent of the instructor.
Equivalent: Spanish 2a (in part). Students may earn four credits in second-year
Spanish by taking S4a in addition.
S4. Grammar and Syntax.—Special attention to the chief difficulties of modern
Spanish syntax. (1). Assistant Professor Van Horne
Prerequisite: One year of college Spanish or its equivalent, a minimum grade of B.
S7. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Study and practice of idio-
matic expression in speaking and writing, (l^j)- Mr. Acosta
Prerequisite: Two years of college Spanish, or the consent of the instructor.
Equivalent: Spanish 7a (in part).
Course for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S17. Spanish Drama of the Nineteenth Century.— (2).
Assistant Professor Van Horne
Prerequisite: Three years of college Spanish, or equivalent.
Courses for Graduates
A cycle of four courses will be given in successive summer sessions.
S132c. The Comedia of the Golden Age.— (1 unit). Professor Fitz-Gerald
S195. Research Work Including Work in Preparation for Theses.—Special
topics in Spanish literature. (fy to 1 unit). 1 Professor Fitz-Gerald
SCANDINAVIAN
(See English Language and Literature.)
SOCIAL SCIENCES
(See Economics, History, Political Science, and Sociology.)
SOCIOLOGY
Professor Hayes; Dr. Ratcliffe, Dr. Hiller; Mr. Moore, Mr. Bamford, Mr. Marden,
Cooperating: Dr. Berman
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered in the department.
Minor: 20 hours in any two of the following subjects. History, economics, political
science, philosophy, and psychology.
'In registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course, e.g., not H to 1
unit, but Ht or 1.
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Courses pok Undergraduates
1. Principles of Sociology and Their Application to Present Problems.—
I or II; (3).
Professor Hayes; Dr. Ratcliffe, Dr. Hiller; Mr. Moore, Mr. Bamford, Mr.
Marden
Prerequisite: Junior standing, or sophomore standing and either the principles of
economics or five hours of history.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3. Social Evolution.—Antiquity of man; racial divisions; family organization;
practical arts; economic wants and institutions; government and law; morality, religions
I or II; (3). Mr. Marden
Prerequisite: Sociology 1.
4. Social Control.—Control by the masses over the individual and control by the
individual over the masses. II; (2). Professor Hayes.
Prerequisite: Sociology 1.
7. Social Problems of Agricultural Society.—Population changes; social effects
of changes in land ownership; farmers' organizations; rural institutions; defects and sug-
gested solutions. I, II; (3). Dr. Ratcliffe
Prerequisite: Sociology 1.
8. Charities.—Modern philanthropy; dependency; charitable institutions. I or II;
(3). Mr. Moore
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 or Economics 1; junior standing.
9. Criminology.—Crime from the point of view of personality and social situations;
treatment of the criminal; prevention of crime. II; (3). Mr. Moore
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 ; open without other prerequisites to prelegal students who
have senior standing, or senior standing in law.
10. Population Problems.—Theories and policies; Malthus' law; problems in the
United States. I or II; (3). Dr. Hiller
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 or Economics 1; senior standing.
17. The Social Survey.—II; (3). Mr. Bamford
Prerequisite: Sociology 1.
27. Community Organization.—II; (2). Dr. Ratcliffe
Prerequisite: Sociology 1.
28. Immigration and Assimilation.—The migration of peoples, especially into the
United States, the resulting problems of adjustment, the process of Americanization.
I or II; (3). Dr. Hiller
Prerequisite: Sociology 1.
41. Introduction to Labor Problems.—Same as Economics 41. I; (3).
Dr. Berman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing.
42. The Labor Movement.—Same as Economics 42. II; (2). Dr. Berman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior standing.
44. Socialism and Economic Reform.—Same as Economics 44. I; (2).
Dr. Berman
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior standing.
90a-90b. Honors Course.—Special training and investigation for candidates for
honors and other seniors. I, II; (2).
Courses for Graduates
Preparation for graduate work in sociology must include the equivalent of twelve semester
hours in the social sciences, of which at least three must be in sociology, and three in the
principles of economics. The remainder may be in any combination of these two subjects,
or of history and political science.
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100. Bases of Social Theory.—I; {% to 1 unit) 1 . Professor Hayes
102a. Early Developments in Sociology.—I; (1 unit). Professor Hayes
102b. Recent Developments in Sociology.—II; (1 unit). Professor Hayes
150. Seminar.—Detection and statement of problems; preparation of theses. I,
II; (1 to 2 units) 1 . Professor Hayes
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
SI. Principles of Sociology and Their Application to Present Problems.—
(3). Mr. McKay
Prerequisite: Junior standing, or sophomore standing and either the principles of
economics or five hours of history.
Equivalent: Sociology 1.
S7. Social Problems of Agricultural Society.— (3). Dr. Ratcliffe
Prerequisite: For students from rural homes, 45 hours; for others Junior standing.
Equivalent: Sociology 7.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S10. Population Problems.—Theories and policies relating to the number and
psychophysical qualities of population; immigration, differential birth rate and death rate,
public health, eugenics. (3). Dr. Hiller
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 or consent of instructor.
Equivalent: Sociology 10.
Courses for Graduates
S109. Criminology.—Crime from the point of view of personality and social situ-
ations; treatment of the criminal; prevention of crime. (1 unit).
Associate Professor Sutherland
TRANSPORTATION
Dr. Locklin; Mr. Gressens, Mr. Orland, Mr. Fox. Cooperating: Dean Thompson;
Professor Litman
Course I is an introduction to the more advanced work in transportation and must be
taken by all students taking transportation. The more advanced work is subdivided into
two groups of courses, one for those planning to enter railroad employ, the other for those
who are primarily students in transportation economics. For the first group courses 8, 10,
15, and 16 must be taken, for the second group courses 6, 7, 10, and 15. Graduate students
taking course 100, should first take courses 7, 10, 15, and 16.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Economics of Transportation.—Development of the transportation system
in the United States; the causes, growth, and results of Federal regulation; Interstate Com-
merce Act and its amendments; war period and federal control. I or II; (3).
Dr. Locklin; Mr. Orland, Mr. Fox
Prerequisite: Junior standing; Economics 1 and 2.
lb. Economics of Transportation.—Rate making; freight classifications and
rate systems in the United States; Transportation Act of 1920; Railroad Labor Board;
present problems, financial, consolidation, regulation. (This course was formerly numbered
Transportation 12.) II; (3). Mr. Fox
Prerequisite: Transportation la.
lIn registering for a course with variable units, a student should put down on his study-list, not the pos-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course; e.g., not H to 1
unit, but H. or 1.
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COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES
[2. European Railroads.—History and public policy of railroads of Continental
Europe and England. II; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Transportation 1.]
[6. Railroad Valuation.—Methods of valuation for purposes of regulating rates
and capitalization; economic and legal aspects compared; decisions of courts and commis-
sions analyzed. (This course was formerlv numbered Transportation 26). II; (3). Not
given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Senior standing; Transportation 1.]
7. Railroad Finance.—Railroad capitalization; types of securities and their uses;
study of federal regulation of capitalization; receiverships, reorganizations, etc. I; (3).
Dr. Locklin
Prerequisite: Transportation 1.
[8. Railroad Organization and Working.—Organization of American railway
systems; functions of and relation between various departments; employee organizations;
railroad associations. I; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Transportation 1.]
10. Railroad Rates.—Freight classification; rate systems in the United States;
interpretation of rate sections of Interstate Commerce Act; passenger rates, local, interline,
and commutation. II; (3). Dr. Locklin
Prerequisite: Senior standing; Transportation 1.
[15. Railroad Revenues, Expenses, and Operating Statistics.—Interstate
Commerce Commission rules and railroad methods governing the compilation of revenue,
expense and income accounts, and operating statistics. I; (3). Not given, 1926-27.
Prerequisite: Transportation 1.]
16. Railroad Operation.—Station and yard design and operation; construction
of time tables and schedules; train rules; freight movement; car service problems and
rules. (This course was formerly numbered Transportation 17.) II; (3). Mr. Orland
Prerequisite: Senior standing; Transportation 1.
22. Ocean Shipping.—Ocean transportation; ports and terminals. I; (3).
Professor Litman
Prerequisite: Transportation 1.
26. Railroad Problems.—II; (3). Dr. Locklin
Prerequisite: Senior standing, Transportation 1.
Courses for Graduates
100. Railroad Problems.—Analysis of economic and statistical features of selected
financial, rate, and operating problems. I, II; (1 unit). Dean Thompson; Dr. Locklin
Summer Session Courses
Si. Economics of Transportation.—(6). Dr. Locklin
Prerequisite: Economics 1; junior standing.
Equivalent: Transportation la.
ZOOLOGY
(Including Anatomy)
Professors Ward, Smith (Retired), Zeleny1 ; Associate Professors Shelford, Van Cleave,
Shumway; Assistant Professors Adams, Kudo; Dr. Weinstein; Dr. Thomas, Dr. Cahn,
Dr. Adamstone, Mr. Edwards, Dr. Hartman, Dr. Hann, Dr. Rudisill2 ; Mr. Eddy, Mr.
Hjortland, Mr. Herring, Mr. Muller, Mr. Luce, Mr. Wehr, Mr. Driver, Mr. Hill,
Mr. Bamber, Mr. Swanson, Mr. Ballard, Mr. Reuter, Mr. Walker, Mr. Bennett,
Mr. Combs, Mr. Savage, Mr. Monsma, Mr. Hyde, Miss Sanborn, Mr. Sanders, Miss
Curtis, Mr. Monk, Mr. Auden
•On Sabbatical leave.
!Resigned.
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Major: 20 hours from any courses offered in the department, excluding Zoology 1,
and including Zoology 2, 3, 4, and 5 (or 7).
Minor: 20 hours chosen from two or three of the following subjects: Animal hus-
bandry, bacteriology, botany, chemistry, entomology, physics, physiology, psychology,
paleontology, and physiography.
Courses 1 and 2 constitute an introduction to later work in zoology. In the second
year, a student may choose as a line of work either morphological, experimental, ecological,
faunistic, or systematic courses. The courses on microscopical technic (3), heredity (5),
evolution (7), and animal ecology (9), are of value for all students. Medical students
should take courses 3 and 6 the second year. Those preparing to teach zoology in the high
school should take invertebrate morphology (4), field zoology (16, 17), ecology (11), and a
course in general entomology.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. General Zoology.—Animal biology; structure, function, interrelations, origin,
and development of animal life. Modern theories. Lectures; laboratory; quiz. I or II;
(5).
Professor Ward; Assistant Professor Kudo; Dr. Thomas, Dr. Hartman, and assistants
2. Vertebrate Zoology.—Systems and organs in vertebrates; their function and
evolution. Lectures; laboratory; quiz. I or II; (5).
Assistant Professor Adams; Dr. Cahn, Dr. Adamstone, and assistants
Prerequisite: Zoology 1.
4. Invertebrate Morphology.—Lower invertebrates; structure and development.
Application of biological principles. Laboratory; lectures; demonstrations. II; (3).
Associate Professor Van Cleave
Prerequisite: Zoology 1.
5. 1 Heredity.—Lectures; demonstrations; readings. II; (2). Dr. Weinstein
Prerequisite: One year of university work.
3. Microscopical Technic and Early Vertebrate Embryology.—Microscopical
technic using embryos of chick and pig; early stages of vertebrate development. Lectures;
laboratory. I; (3). Associate Professor Shumway, Dr. Hann, and assistants
Prerequisite: Zoology 1, 2.
6. Vertebrate Organogeny.—Later stages of vertebrate development; embryology
of man; embryos of chick and pig. Lectures; laboratory. Continuation of 3. II; (3).
Dr. Hann and assistants
Prerequisite: Zoology 1, 2, and 3.
7. Evolution.—With special reference to the biological processes in which man is
involved. Lectures; demonstrations; discussions. I; (3).
Dr. Weinstein and assistants with members of the Departments of Botany, Geology,
Psychology, and Astronomy.
Prerequisite: 30 hours of university work, including one semester of laboratory
science or its equivalent in high-school courses.
9. Animal Ecology.—Relations of animals to their natural environments. Field
and experimental work; lectures. II; (3). Associate Professor Shelford
Prerequisite: One year of zoology or one and one-half years of university work, in-
cluding Zoology 1.
15. 1 Genetics.—Lectures; demonstrations; discussions. (For students in the Col-
lege of Agriculture.) I; (3). Dr. Weinstein and assistants
Prerequisite: General botany and entomology or zoology.
16. Economic Ornithology.—A study of native birds. Identification; food re-
lations; seasonal distribution; migration activities; economic importance; conservation.
Lectures; readings; field trips. II; (2). Dr. Cahn and assistants
17. Field Zoology.—Collection, preservation, and identification of lower verte-
brates and land and fresh-water invertebrates; identification work; habits and life histories
of selected forms. Field and laboratory work; readings. I; (4).
Associate Professor Van Cleave and assistant
Prerequisite: One year of zoology.
1Credit may not be received for both Zoology 5 and Zoology 15.
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18. Advanced Field Zoology.—(Continuation of 17.) Taxononiic or distributional
problems in connection with local fauna. II; (3 to 5).1
Associate Professor Yah Cleave
Prerequisite: Zoology 17.
19b. Advanced Ornithology.—Detailed study of classification; geographical
distribution; origin and evolution of birds; laboratory identification of the more difficult
groups. Lectures; laboratory. I or II; (2 to 3). 1 Dr. Cahn
Prerequisite: Zoology 16.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
11. Animal Ecology and Geography.—Physiology of environmental relations;
behavior; ecology; animal distribution. I; (2 or -i) 1 . Associate Professor Shelford
Prerequisite: One year of zoology and senior standing.
63. Comparative Vertebrate Embryology.—Cellular embryology; germ layers;
early organogeny; technical methods. Lectures; readings; reports; laboratory. (Open to
seniors and graduate students.) I; (2 or 4) 1 . Associate Professor Shumway, Dr. Hann
Prerequisite: Zoology 2 or its equivalent, and senior standing.
66. Ontogeny of Vertebrates.—Development of selected systems of organs.
Lectures; readings; reports, laboratory. (Open to seniors and graduate students.) I;
II; (2 or -i) 1 . Associate Professor Shumway; Dr. Hann
Prerequisite: Zoology 63 or its equivalent, and senior standing.
22-23. Morphology of Vertebrates.—Systems of organs from the comparative
standpoint. Lectures; laboratory; readings. I, II; (2 to 4) 1 .
Assistant Professor Adams
Prerequisite: Zoology 1, 2, 3.
21a-21b. Introduction to Zoological Research.—Morphology, life history, or
reciprocal relations of invertebrates, especially parasites. Laboratory; conferences; read-
ing. I, II; (2 to 5) 1 . Professor Ward
Prerequisite: One year in zoological courses, and senior standing.
20a-20b. Current Investigation.—Analysis of results of recent investigations.
(Open to all students of Zoology; should be taken by those intending to present a thesis.)
I, II; (1). Members of the department
Prerequisite: Three years of university work, including two years in zoology.
8a-8b. Thesis Investigation.—Individual work on assigned topics. I, II; (3-5) 1 .
Members of the department
Prerequisite: Two years of zoology.
Courses for Graduates
Students entering on graduate study in the Department of Zoology should have had two
years of undergraduate work in that subject. When chosen as a minor the courses listed
for graduates and undergraduates must be preceded by at least one full year's undergrad-
uate work in zoology. Work done at other institutions will be evaluated on conference
with the head of the department.
102. Evolution of the Vertebrates.—Phylogeny; taxonomy; morphology.
Lectures; readings; discussions. I; (% unit). Assistant Professor Adams
[103. Cytology.—Morphology of the cell, especially in development. Lectures;
laboratory. I; (1 unit). Given, 1927-28, and in alternate years.
Associate Professor Shumway]
106. Topics in Vertebrate Embryology.—Lectures: demonstrations. II; (J unit).
Given, 1926-27, and in alternate years. Associate Professor Shumway
1In registering for a course with variable credit hours, a student must put down on his study-list not the
possible hours, as shown here, but the number of hoursfor which he intends to take the course; e.g., not 2 to 5,
but 2, or 3, or 4, or 5.
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107. Parasitology.—Structure and life history of animal parasites; their relations
to disease; origin and biological significance of parasitism. Conferences; assigned reading;
demonstrations. I, II; (1 unit). Given, 1926-27, and in alternate years.
Professor Ward
109. Physiological Ecology.—The regulatory mechanism of organisms in relation
to natural environments. II; {% to 1 unit) 1 . Given, 1926-27, and in alternate years.
Associate Professor Shelford
[110. Economic Ecology.—Application of the principles of ecology to the relations
of animals to weather and climate, and to pollution. II; (J^ to 1 unit) 1 . Given, 1927-28,
and in alternate years. Associate Professor Shelford]
111. Experimental and Field Ecology.—Repetition of published experiments in
physiology and ecology; modern methods and apparatus. I, II; {% to 2 units) 1 .
Associate Professor Shelford
[115. Factors of Individual and Racial Development.—Experimental embry-
ology; regeneration; heredity; variation; evolution. I, II; (1 unit). Not given, 1926-27.]
117. Fatjnistic Zoology.—Taxonomy and distribution with special reference to
local fauna. Laborato^; field work. I; (1 unit): II; (% to 1 unit) 1 .
Associate Professor Van Cleave
[127. Theories of Animal Phylogeny.—Groups of animals; intermediate forms;
invertebrate larval forms and theories of descent. I, II; (1 unit). Given, 1927-28 and in
alternate years. Professor Ward]
Individual Research Courses
121. Invertebrate Morphology and Parasitology.—Individual research course.
I, II; (1 to 2 units) 1 . Professor Ward
122. Vertebrate Morphology.—Individual research course. I, II; (1 to 2 units) 1 .
Assistant Professor Adams
123. Faunistic and Systematic Zoology.—Individual research course. I, II;
(1 to 2 units) 1 . Assistant Professor Van Cleave
124. Experimental Zoology.—Individual research course. I, II; (1 to 2 units) 1 .
125. Animal Ecology and Behavior.—Individual research course. I, II; (1 to 2
units) 1 . Associate Professor Shelford
126. Embryology and Cytology.—Individual research course. I, II; (1 to 2 units) 1 .
Associate Professor Shumway
Summer Session Courses
Courses for Undergraduates
SI. General Zoology.—Animal biology; structure and function; origin, develop-
ment and interrelations of animals. (5).
Assistant Professor Kudo and Dr. Thomas
Equivalent: Zoology 1.
S7. Evolution.—With special reference to the biological processes in which man is
involved. Lectures; demonstrations; discussions. (3).
Equivalent: Zoology 7. Professor Zeleny and Dr. Thomas
S13. Introduction to Field Zoology.—Field work involving the collection of
common zoological materials and laboratory practice in methods of preserving, preparing
and demonstrating them for class use. (1). Assistant Professor Kudo
Prerequisite: An introductory course in biology.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
S25. Experimental Zoology and Genetics.—The application of the method of
experimental analysis to specific problems in embryology, regeneration, heredity and evolu-
tion. Hours to be arranged. (2 to 5) 1 . Professor Zeleny
Prerequisite: One year of Zoology.
'In registering for a course with variable credit hours or units, a student must put down on his study-
list, not the variable hours or units, as shown here, but the number of hours or units for which he intends to
take the course; e.g. not 2 to 4 but 1, or 2, or 3, or 4.
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Course for Graduates
S124. Experimental Zoology and Genetics.—Hours to be arranged. (1 to 2
units) 1 . Professor Zeleny
ANATOMY
1. Introduction to Anatomy and Physiology.—The structure, development and
types of vertebrates; detailed laboratory dissection of a vertebrate; microscopic studies;
osteology and myology emphasized. Lectures; laboratory; quiz. I; (3). (For students
i n athletic coaching only.) Dr. Cahn, Mr. Edwards, Dr. Rudisill, Mr. Herring
2. Outline of Human Anatomy.—Skeletal and muscular systems in part; kinesiol-
ogy; topographical anatomy; demonstrations on the human body. Lecture; laboratory;
quiz. II; (3). (For students in athletic coaching only.)
Mr. Edwards, Dr.
,
Mr. Herring
Prerequisite: Anatomy 1.
:In registering for a course with variable units, a student must put down on his study-list, not the poa-
sible units as shown here, but the number of units for which he intends to take the course, e.g., not 1 to 2,
but 1, or 2.
PART IV
THE UNIVERSITY PRESS
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the University
Harrison Edward Cunningham, A.B., Director of the University Press
The University of Illinois Press was organized in 1918 to have charge of
the work of editing, printing, and distributing the publications of the Univer-
sity.
The University of Illinois publishes, through its several departments
and experiment stations, and the scientific bureaus located at the University, 1
the publications named below. A complete list of publications available
for sale or free distribution (other than the Annual Register and the an-
nouncements of the colleges and schools) is issued by the University Library
annually in July. Persons wishing to obtain any of the publications are
requested to correspond with the department concerned or with the Director,
161 Administration Building. Libraries and institutions offering material
of equivalent value may secure exchanges by corresponding with the Univer-
sity Librarian. A complete list of the publications available was included
in the annual Publishers Trade List for 1925.
The list of series of publications is as follows:
Agriculture :
The Bulletin of the Agricultural Experiment Station.
The Circular of the Agricultural Experiment Station.
The Soil Report of the Agricultural Experiment Station.
Engineering :
The Bulletin of the Engineering Experiment Station.
The Circular of the Engineering Experiment Station.
The Ceramics Bulletin.
Scientific Bureaus:
The State Natural History Survey Bulletin.
The State Geological Survey Bulletin.
The State Geological Survey Monographs.
The State Water Survey Bulletin.
The Illinois Coal Mining Investigations Bulletin.
Education:
The College of Education Bulletin.
The Bulletins of the High School Visitor's Office.
The Bulletins of the Bureau of Educational Research.
English :
The Illinois Association of Teachers of English Bulletin.
Graduate School:
The Journal of English and Germanic Philology (quarterly, S3 a year).
The University Studies (occasional).
'See pages 359-372.
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The University of Illinois Studies in the Social Sciences (monographs,
quarterly, $3 a year).
The University of Illinois Studies in Language and Literature (mono-
graphs, quarterly, $3 a year).
The Illinois Biological Monographs (quarterly, $3 a year).
War and Reconstruction:
The War Bulletins and Circulars.
General:
In addition to the serials enumerated above, the University has published
a number of books, among which may be mentioned the following:
Alumni Record, 1913; 921 pages, $2.50.
Alumni Record, 1918; 1,147 pages, 9 plates, $2.
Directory of Matriculants, 1916; 35,000 names, 1,284 pages, $5.
Konungs Skuggsja, the main manuscript of, in facsimile, with diplomatic
text, by G. T. Flom, 1915; 67 plates, 191 pages, $15.
The Genus Phoradendron, by William Trelease, 1916; 224 pages, 245
plates, $2.50.
Semi-Centennial History of the University of Illinois, volume I, by
Burt E. Powell, 1918; 631 pages, $2.25.
Sixteen Years at the University of Illinois, a statistical study of the
administration of President Edmund J. James, 1920; 264 pages, $2.50.
Life of Columcille, compiled by Marus O'Donnell in 1532. Edited and
translated by A. O'Kelleher and G. Schoepperle. Irish Foundation
Series, I; 1918; 516 pages, $3.50.
The Life of the Pleistocene, by F. C. Baker, 1920; 500 pages, 56 plates,
$5.
La Collecion Cervantina de la Sociedad Hispanica de America (The
Hispanic Society of America) : Ediciones de Don Quijote, by Homero
Seris; 158 pages and 11 facsimiles, $1.50.
The Power of a God, and other plays, by T. H. Guild, 1919; 151 pages,
5 plates, $1.25.
The Pilgrim Tercentenary, 1920; 42 pages, $0.50.
Paleopathology, by Roy L. Moodie, 1923; 557 pages; 117 plates, $7.50.
Cahokia Mounds I, by Warren K. Moorehead, 1922; 56 pages, 16 plates,
$0.25; Cahokia Mounds II, by Warren K. Moorehead and M. M.
Leighton, 1923; 97 pages, 26 plates, $1.50.
Selim Hobart Peabody, a biography, by Katherine Peabody Girling, 1923,
215 pages, $1.70.
An Historical Study of Vestibular Equilibration, by Coleman R. Griffith,
1922; 178 pages, $1.50.
William Edward Quine, a memorial, 1923; 55 pages, given with copies
of the Alumni Record (Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy).
The Life of Solitude. A translation of Petrarch's De Vita Solitaria, with
introduction and notes, by Jacob Zeitlin, 1924; 320 pages, $5.
PART V
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
Extension work has not been organized as a separate administrative unit
in the University of Illinois. Several departments, however, have initiated
activities, both on the campus and in the State at large, which serve to make
some of the facilities of the University available to groups of mature persons
who are engaged in various industries and professions.
Agriculture
Each of the departments of the College of Agriculture does extension work
and so far as possible provides trained specialists for this purpose. In ad-
dition to this, there is a separate service known as Agricultural College Ex-
tension;—see "College of Agriculture", page 137.
For the Cooperative Extension Service in agriculture and home economics
conducted by the University of Illinois and the United States Department
of Agriculture, under the provisions of the Federal Smith-Lever Act of May 8,
1914, see below.
Ceramic Engineering
In addition to the regular four-year technical curriculum, the Department
of Ceramic Engineering cooperates with the clay and allied industries by
offering biannually, at Urbana, during the second semester, a two weeks'
industrial course in the principles underlying the manufacture of ceramic
products for those who have not the time or the preparation required for
academic studies. The work includes lectures, laboratory work, practice in
firing kilns, and informal gatherings for question-asking. A common-school
education is sufficient to enable one to do the work of this course. No charge
of any kind is made.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
University of Illinois and United States Department of Agriculture
Under the Smith-Lever Act
Herbert Windsor Mumford, B.S., Director of Agricultural Extension Service
Agriculture
William Herschel Smith, M.S., State Leader of County Farm Advisers
James Dater Bilsborrow, B.S., Assistant State Leader of County Farm Advisers
John Clyde Spitler, B.S., Assistant State Leader of County Farm Advisers
Frederick Johnson Keilholz, B.S., Extension Editor
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Departmental Specialists
Agronomy
Frederick Charles Bauer, Ph.D., Professor, Soils Extension
Jay Courtland Hackleman, B.S., Professor, Crops Extension
Clyde Maurice Linsley, M.S., Associate, Soils Extension
Animal Husbandry
William Herschel Smith, M.S., Professor, Animal Husbandry Extension
Ernest Thompson Robbins, M.S., Associate Professor, Animal Husbandry Extension
Robert Graham, D.V.M., B.S., Professor, Animal Pathology and Hygiene Extension
Herbert Howard Alp, B.S., Extension Specialist in Poultry
Dairy Husbandry
Chris Simeon Rhode, B.S., Associate Professor, Dairy Husbandry Extension
John Howard Brock, B.S., Assistant in Dairy Extension
Farm Mechanics
Frank Paul Hanson, B.S., A.E., Associate, Farm Mechanics Extension
Farm Organization and Management
Robert R Hudelson, B.S., A.M., Assistant Professor, Farm organization and Manage-
ment Extension
Martin Luther Mosher, B.S., Assistant Professor, Farm Organization and Manage-
ment Extension
Horticulture
Ray Stanley Marsh, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Horticulture Extension
Brayton Ladd Weaver, B.S., Assistant, Vegetable Gardening Extension
Junior Club Work
Edwin Ivan Pilchard, B.S., Extension Specialist, Junior Club Work
Cecil Elmer Gates, M.S., Assistant, Junior Club Work
County
Adams
Bond
Boone
Brown
Bureau
Calhoun
Carroll
Cass
Champaign
Christian
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Coles
Cook
Crawford
Cumberland
DeKalb
DeWitt
Douglas
DuPage
County Farm Advisers
W. H. Smith, State Leader, Urbana
Adviser Address
Ray E. Miller Quincy
W. E. Foard Greenville
J. C. Kline Belvidere
W. P. Miller Mt. Sterling
W. W. Wilson Princeton
J. H. Allison Hardin
M. P. Roske Mt. Carroll
G. H. Husted Virginia
C. C. Burns Champaign
C. E. Hay Taylorville
W. W. Merritt Martinsville
C. T. Kibler Louisville
C. H. Rehling Breese
Melvin Thomas Charleston
O. G. Barrett Arlington Heights
J. Z. Frazier Robinson
E. A. Whalin Toledo
T. H. Roberts DeKalb
O. M. Allyn Clinton
F. W. Garrett Tuscola
E. A. Carncross Wheaton
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County Adviser Address
Edgar Enos Waters Paris
Edwards H. N. Myers Albion
Effingham F. W. Wascher Effingham
Ford G. T. Swaim Gibson City
Franklin E. E. Glick Benton
Fulton J. E. Watt Canton
Gallatin C. W. Simpson Ridgway
Greene R. J. Laible Carrollton
Grundy F. E. LONQMIRE Morris
Hancock J. H. Lloyd Carthage
Henderson E. D. Walker Stronghurst
Henry J. W. Whisenand Cambridge
Iroquois L. W. Wise Watseka
Jackson C. J. Thomas Murphysboro
Jefferson L. R. Caldwell Mt. Vernon
Jersey F. H. Shuman Jerseyville
Jo Daviess V. J. Banter Elizabeth
Johnson L. S. Foote Vienna
Kane Geneva
Kankakee J. S. Collier Kankakee
Kendall Earl Price Yorkville
Knox L. R. Marchant Galesburg
LibertyvilleLake H. C. GlLKERSON
LaSalle W. W. McLaughlin Ottawa
Lawrence H. C. Wheeler Lawrenceville
Lee C. E. Yale Amboy
Livingston H. 0. Allison Pontiac
Logan J. H. Checkley Lincoln
Macon E. H. Walworth Decatur
Macoupin E. W. Rusk Carlinville
Madison Alfred Raut Edwardsville
Marion F. J. Blackburn Salem
Marshall-Putnam F. E. Fuller Henry
Mason T. R. Isaacs Havana
Massac 0. M. McGhee Metropolis
McDonough R. C. Doneghue Macomb
McHenry E. M. Phillips Woodstock
McLean H. Fahrnkopf Bloomington
Menard H. F. Crosby Petersburg
Mercer J. E. Harris Aledo
Monroe C. A. Hughes Waterloo
Montgomery A. E. Snyder Hillsboro
Morgan F. A. Fisher Jacksonville
Moultrie C. C. Turner Sullivan
Ogle D. E. Warren Oregon
Peoria Wilfred Shaw Peoria
Piatt S. S. Davis Monticello
Pike F. N. Barret Pittsfield
Pope
Pulaski
L. KlMMEL Golconda
J. H. Hughes Mound City
Randolph E. C. Secor Sparta
OlneyRichland W. B. Bunn
Rock Island S. S. Carney Hook Island
Saline J. E. Whitchurch Harrisburg
SpringfieldSangamon Edwin Bay
Schuyler L. E. McKinzie Rushvillf
Scott Alfred Tate Winchester
Shelby C. J. Robinson Shelbyville
St. Clair B. W. Tillman Belleville
Stark E. E. Brown Wyoming
Stephenson W. A. Herrington Freeport
Tazewell Ralph E. Arnett Pekin
Union G. E. Fager Anna
Vermilion Otis Kercher Danville
Adviser Address
J. R. Spencer Mt. Carmel
A. A. Olsen Monmouth
G. E. Smith Nashville
C. T. Hufford Fairfield
E. W. Creighton Carmi
L. 0. Wise Morrison
J. F. Hedgcock Johet
Dee Small Marion
C. H. Keltner Rockford
H. A. de Werff Eureka
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County
Wabash
Warren
Washington
Wayne
White
Whiteside
Will
Williamson
Winnebago
Woodford
Under the provisions of the Smith-Lever Act, approved by the President
of the United States on May 8, 1914, and the terms of its acceptance by the
State of Illinois, the University becomes cooperatively responsible for a
system of demonstration service designed to combine the results of scientific
discovery with the most approved practice on the farms and in the house-
holds of the State.
The most important lines of work undertaken under this act are as
follows:
(1) Cooperation with county farm and home bureaus in the employ-
ment of agricultural and home advisers.
(2) Employment of extension specialists in agriculture and home eco-
nomics for demonstrational field work.
HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION
Ruth Aimee Wardall, A.M., Vice Director
Kathryn Grace Van Aken, A.M., State Leader
Mabel Claire Atwood, B.S., Assistant State Leader
Depaktmental Specialists
Clothing
Edna Ruth Grat, B.S., Associate in Clothing Extension
Foods and Nutrition
Grace Besselene Armstrong, A.M., Assistant Professor In Foods and Nutrition
Extension
Child Care and Training
Edna Elliott Walls, A.M., Assistant Professor in Child Care and Training
Health
Fannie Maria Brooks, A.B., Assistant Professor in Home Economics Extension
Home Furnishing
Annie Lou Maxwell, B.S., Associate in Home Furnishings Extension
Home Management
Mary Attie Souder, B.S., Associate in Home Management Extension
Junior Club Work
Mary Annette McKee, A.B., Extension Specialist in Junior Club Work
Mary L. Grady, B.S., Extension Specialist in Junior Club Work
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County Home Advisers
Edwina Hefley Grieser, A.B., (Mrs.)
Adams
Edith Bangham, A.M. Bureau
Blanche Moore, B.E., (Mrs.)
Champaign
Ida Didier, B.S. Coles
Bernice Kirkham, B.S. Fulton
Katherine Patterson, A.M. Hancock
Lulu Black, B.S. Kane
Ruth Buck McNabb, B.S., (Mrs)
Kankakee
Bernice Bailey, A.B. La Salle
Anna Searl, B.S. Livingston
Bonnabell Fullmer, A.B. Macon
Emma Scott, B.E. Marshall-Putnam
Miriam Bennett, B.S.
Esther Kahle, A.B.
Esther Klotzsche, A.B.
Bertha B. Cook, B.S.
Bessie R. Malone, A.B.
Cleo Lamb, B.S.
Jessie Heathman, A.B.
Dorothy Iwig, B.S.
Martha Hensley, A.B.
McHenry
McLean
Mercer
Rock Island
Saline
Stephenson
Tazewell
Vermilion
Williamson
The services in home economics extension may be classified as follows
:
1. Home Bureaus.—Twenty-one counties in the state have county home
bureaus. These organizations are interested in the development of better
living conditions and their educational work is directed by a home adviser.
In the home bureau activities the home advisers are assisted by the group
of university specialists. Thus the home bureau forms a link by which the
findings of the laboratory are made operative in the homes of the people.
2. Movable Schools.—Specialists from the extension staff, in-so-far as
possible, conduct movable schools of instruction in any community which
is sufficiently interested to request such a school and to pay local expenses
and the traveling and living expenses of the specialist while away from the
office.
Counties having a home bureau organization may have a similar service
without cost, except for local expenses, if the request is made through the
home adviser.
3. Correspondence.—A large correspondence is carried on with teachers
and home makers throughout the state who wish to know the results of
recent investigations in Home Economics, or who wish advice on some
problem of home making.
4. Service for Organizations.—Assistance by means of lectures, demon-
strations, and study programs has been given the following organizations:
Boys' and Girls' Clubs
Church Organizations
Civic Leagues
Colleges
Community Fairs
Community High Schools
Community Clubs
County Fairs
County Teachers' Associations
Farm Bureaus
Farmers' Institutes
Home Bureaus
Household Science Clubs
Illinois League of Women Voters
Parent Teachers' Associations
State Federation of Women's Clubs
Teachers Institutes
Township High School
Woman's Clubs
Social Science Clubs
The Extension News, issued monthly by the home economics extension
staff, is sent to the advisers, to the members of the executive boards in each
home bureau organization, and to those asking to be placed on the mailing
list.

PART VI
EXPERIMENT STATIONS AND OTHER SCIENTIFIC BUREAUS
THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
David Kinlet, Ph.D., President of the University
Staff 1
Herbert Windsor Mtjmford, B.S., Director
Wesley Pillsbtjry Flint, B.S., Consulting Entomologist
Anna Cushman Glover, Secretary and Manager of Publications
Helen Hayes Peffer, A.M., Editorial Assistant
In Agricultural Economics
Charles Leslie Stewart, Ph.D., Chief in Agricultural Economics
Laurence Joseph Norton, Ph.D., Assistant Chief in Agricultural Economics
Ben Bowen Wilson, B.S., Research Assistant in Agricultural Economics
In Agronomy
William Leonidas Burlison, Ph.D., Chief, Crop Production; Head of Department
Charles Frederick Hottes, Ph.D., Consulting Plant Physiologist
Louie Henrie Smith, Ph.D., Chief in charge of Publications of Soil Survey
Frederick Charles Bauer, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Experiment Fields
Jay Courtland Hackleman, A.M., Chief, Crops Extension
Raymond Stratton Smith, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Physics
Ernest E. DeTurk, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Technology
Clyde Melvin Woodworth, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Plant Breeding
Howard John Snider, M.S., Assistant Chief, Soil Experiment Fields
Orland I. Ellis, B.S., Assistant Chief, Soil Survey Mapping
David Cleveland Wimer, M.S., Assistant Chief, Soil Physics
Ogle Hesse Sears, M.S., Assistant Chief, Soil Biology
George Harlan Dungan, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Crop Production
John Pieper, M.S., Assistant Chief, Crop Production
Benjamin Koehler, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Crop Pathology
John Lamb, Jr., B.S., Associate, Soil Experiment Fields
Clyde Maurice Linsley, M.S., Associate, Soils Extension
Robert Watt Stark, M.S., Associate, Crop Production
Carroll John Badger, B.S., Associate, Soil Experiment Fields
Marion Boyer Harland, B.S., Associate, Soil Physics
Floyd Hamilton Crane, M.S., Associate, Soil Fertility
Mason August Hein, B.S., Associate, Soil Experiment Fields
Alvin Leonard Lang, B.S., Associate, Soil Experiment Fields
Ethan Arlo Norton, B.S., Associate, Soil Survey Mapping
Victor Elwin Spencer, M.S., Associate, Soil Fertility
Lacey Fletcher Rickey, M.B.A., Associate, Grain Marketing Technology
Russell Scott Stauffer, M.S., Associate, Soil Physics
Joshua Clayton Anderson, B.S., First Assistant, Soil Fertility
Roger Hammond Bray, M.S., First Assistant, Soil Survey Analysis
Herbert Arthur Lunt, M.S., First Assistant, Soil Fertility
Earl Gwin Sieveking, A.M., First Assistant, Soil Survey Analysis
Alfred Uhno Thor, B.S., First Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
Floyd Leslie Winter, M.S., First Assistant, Plant Breeding
Francis Matthew Clark, M.S., Assistant, Soil Biology
Lawrence Byrne Miller, B.S., Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
David Crawford Maxwell, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Mapping
James Esten McKittrick, M.S., Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
William Richard Carroll, M.S., Assistant, Soil Biology
William Reynolds Paden, M.S., Assistant, Soil Biology
Marion Ross Isaacson, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Mapping
Martin Paul Catherwood, B.S., Assistant, Soil Fertility
Carl Elmer Rosenquist, B.S., Assistant, Plant Breeding
Collins Veach, B.S., Assistant, Plant Breeding
Forrest Monroe Willhite, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Analysis
In Animal Husbandry
Henry Perly Rusk, M.S., Chief, Animal Husbandry; Head of Department
Robert Graham, D.V.M., B.S., Chief, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
'The Station Staff includes only those scientific workers who have been recommended by the President
and appointed by the Board of Trustees.
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James Lloyd Edmonds, B.S., Chief, Horse Husbandry
Leslie Ellsworth Card, Ph.D., Chief, Poultry Husbandry
William Herschel Smith, M.S., Chief, Animal Husbandry Extension
William Ernest Carroll, Ph.D., Chief, Swine Husbandry
Harold Hanson Mitchell, Ph.D., Chief, Animal Nutrition
Harry Sands Grindley, D.Sc, Associate Chief, Animal Nutrition
Roscoe Raymond Snapp, M.S., Associate Chief, Beef Cattle Husbandry
Sleeter Bull, M.S., Associate Chief, Meats
Elmer Roberts, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Animal Breeding
Robert Childers Ashby, M.S., Assistant Chief, Live Stock Marketing
William Garfield Kammlade, M.S., Assistant Chief, Sheep Husbandry
Chalmers Woodruff Crawford, B.S., Associate, Animal Husbandry
Thomas Sherman Hamilton, M.S., Associate, Animal Nutrition
Everett A. Tunnicliff, D.V.M., M.S., Associate, Animal Pathology
John Harwood Longwell, A.M., Associate, Animal Husbandry
John Harvey Knox, M.S., First Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Ernest Carr McCulloch, D.V.M., First Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Mary Helen Keith, A.M., First Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Charles Holl Kick, M.S., Assistant Animal Nutrition
Robert Alfred Smith, M.S., Assistant Animal Husbandry
Jessie R Beadles, B.S., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
James Boring Ball, B.S., Assistant, Animal Husbandry
John Henry Kruger, M.S., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Harold Paul Morris, M.S., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Lawrence C Thomas, M.S., Assistant, Animal Breeding
Hubert J Sloan, B.S., Assistant, Animal Husbandry
In Dairy Husbandry
Harrison August Ruehe, Ph.D., Chief, Dairy Manufactures; Head of Department
Martin John Prucha, Ph.D., Chief, Dairy Bacteriology
Walter Lee Gaines, Ph.D., Chief, Milk Production
William Wodin Yapp, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Dairy Cattle
Chris Simeon Rhode, B.S., Associate Chief, Dairy Husbandry Extension
Oliver Ralph Overman, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Dairy Chemistry
William Barbour Nevens, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Dairy Cattle Feeding
Arthur Samuel Ambrose, M.S., Assistant Chief, Dairy Manufactures
James Marshall Brannon, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Dairy Bacteriology
Mason Herbert Campbell, M.S., Associate, Dairy Husbandry
Paul Hubert Tracy, M.S., Associate, Dairy Manufactures
Frank Paul Sanmann, M.S., Associate, Dairy Manufactures
Charles Andrew Brown, M.S., Associate, Dairy Economy
Kenneth Edwin Wright, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Chemistry
Alvin Fred Kuhlman, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Husbandry
In Farm Mechanics
Emil W Lehmann, E.E., A.E., Chief, Farm Mechanics; Head of the Department
Ray Iris Shawl, M.S., Assistant Chief, Farm Mechanics
Arthur Leighton Young, M.S., Associate, Farm Mechanics
Israel Park Blauser, B.S., A.B., First Assistant, Farm Mechanics
Raymond Charles Kelleher, B.S., First Assistant, Farm Mechanics
Frank C Kingsley, B.S., Assistant, Farm Mechanics
In Farm Organization and Management
Harold Clayton M Case, M.D., Associate Chief, Farm Organization and Management
Roy Harold Wilcox, M.S., Assistant Chief, Farm Organization and Management
James Burton Andrews, B.S., Associate
Herbert Andrew Berg, M.S., Associate
Robert Cook Ross, M.S., Associate
Paul Evans Johnston, M.S., First Assistant
Lena Cecilia Rhue, B.S., Assistant
Karl Theodore Wright, B.S., Assistant
Peter Nelson, A.M., Assistant
Gustav Wesley Kuhlman, B.S., Assistant
Russell G Trummel, B.S., Field Assistant
Cary Davis Palmer, B.S., Assistant
Joe Carroll Bottum, B.S., Assistant
George Lyndon Murray, B.S., Field Assistant
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In Horticulture
Joseph Cullen Blair, D.Sc, Chief, Horticulture; Head of Department
John William Lloyd, Ph.D., Chief, Olericulture
Charles Spencer Crandall, M.S., Chief, Plant Breeding
Herman Bernard Dorner, M.S., Chief, Floriculture
Maxwell Jay Dorsey, Ph.D., Chief, Pomology
Warren Albert Ruth, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Pomological Physiology
Arthur Samuel Colby, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Pomology
Harry Warren Anderson, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Pomological Pathology
Stanley William Hall, B.S., Assistant Chief, Floriculture
William Sanford Brock, B.S., Assistant Chief, Systematic Pomology
Walter A Huelsen, M.S., Assistant Chief, Olericulture
James Hutchinson, Associate, Floriculture
Frederick Francis Weinard, Ph.D., Associate, Floricultural Physiology
Victor Wendell Kelley, M.S., Associate, Pomology
Ernest Paul Lewis, M.S., Associate, Olericulture
Merl Conrad Gillis, Ph.D., Associate, Olericulture
Brayton Ladd Weaver, B.S., Assistant, Olericulture
Samuel Wesley Decker, B.S., Assistant, Floriculture
Horace Mead Newell, B.S., Assistant, Fruit and Vegetable Marketing
Lucian Hart Strubinger, B.S., Assistant, Olericulture
Carroll Paton Wilsie, B.S., Research Assistant, Olericulture
Richard Lacey McMunn, B.S., Research Assistant, Pomology
By an act approved March 2, 1887, the national government appropriated
$15,000 a year to each state for the purpose of establishing and maintain-
ing, in connection with the colleges founded upon the congressional act of
1862, agricultural experiment stations, "to aid in acquiring and diffusing
among the people of the United States useful and practical information on
subjects connected with agriculture, and to promote scientific investigation
and experiment respecting the principles and applications of agricultural
science." Under this provision the Agricultural Experiment Station of the
University of Illinois was founded in 1888 and placed under the direction of
the Trustees of the University.
The federal grant was later increased to $30,000 a year, and in 1925-26
an additional sum of $20,000 was provided as a result of the Purnell Act.
This amount will be increased yearly by $10,000, until 1929. The federal
grant is supplemented by state appropriations aggregating approximately
$400,000.
Some 200 investigations are being conducted by the Station in the im-
provement and economic production of crops; the growing of fruits and
vegetables; the growing of flowers under glass; methods of livestock pro-
duction; principles of animal breeding and nutrition; the production and
manufacture of dairy products; the control of plant and animal diseases;
the economical organization of different types of farms; and the application
of principles of economics to agricultural problems, particularly to those of
marketing. The great basic problem of maintaining and increasing the
fertility of the soils of the state is being studied in the laboratory and in
experimental fields located on different types of soil over the state. All but
a few counties have been covered by the detailed soil survey.
The results of investigation are published in bulletins, which are issued
in editions of 5,000 to 30,000 and distributed free of charge.
Much of this work is of interest to students, especially of graduate grade,
and it is freely available for this purpose, so far as is consistent with the
interests of the Station.
Retired.
THE ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the University
Executive Staff
Milo Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Director
Matthew Rutherford Riddell, B.A.Sc, Assistant to the Director
Albert Pruben Carman, A.M., D.Sc, Professor of Physics and Head of the Department
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., Professor of Heating and Ventilation, and Head of the De-
partment of Mechanical Engineering
Edward Charles Schmidt, M.E., Professor of Railway Engineering and Head of the
Department
Lorinq Harvey Provine, B.S., A.E., Professor of Architectural Engineering and Head of
the Department of Architecture
Ellery Burton Paine, M.S., E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering and Head of the
Department
Cullen Warner Parmelee, M.S., Professor of Ceramic Engineering and Head of the
Department
Alfred Copeland Callen, M.S., E.M., Professor of Mining Engineering and Head of the
Department
Melvin Lorenius Enger, M.S., C.E., Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics, and Head
of the Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Whitney Clark Huntington, M.S., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering and Head of the
Department
Donald Babcock Keyes, Ph.D., Professor of Industrial Chemistry
Research Corps
Norville James Alleman, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Engineering Materials
Rex Lenoi Brown, M.S., Research Associate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Vincent Stephen Day, B.S., Special Research Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineer-
ing
Maurice Kendall Fahnestock, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineer-
ing
David Lewis Fiske, M.S., Research Assistant in Railway Engineering
Richard Ernest Gould, B.S., Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Chester Earl Grigsby, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Albert Eby Hershey, M.S., Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Floyd Beatty Hobart, M.S., Research Associate in Chemical Engineering
Donald Babcock Keyes, Ph.D., Professor of Industrial Chemistry
Alonzo Plumsted Kratz, M.S., Research Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Stuart W Lyon, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Engineering Materials
Herbert Fisher Moore, B.S., M.E., M.M.E., D.Sc, Research Professor of Engineering
Materials
Samuel Wilson Parr, M.S., D.Sc, Professor of Applied Chemistry, Retired
Austin Joseph Paul, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Wilbur Henry Pfeiffer, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Frank Erwin Richart, M.S., C.E., Research Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Cloyde Moffett Smith, B.S., Research Associate in Mining Engineering
Frederick Guy Straub, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemical Engineering
Arthur Newell Talbot, C.E., D.Sc, D.Eng., Professor of Municipal and Sanitary
Engineering, Retired
Joseph Tykocinski Tykociner, E.E., Research Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineer-
ing
Albert Edward Roberts Westman, Ph.D., Research Associate in Ceramic Engineering
Wilbur M Wilson, M.M.E., C.E., Research Professor of Structural Engineering
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Reseaech Graduate Assistants
Ralph Wilbur Armstrong, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Electrical Engineering
Will Kenneth Brown, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Civil Engineering
Kwang-Yeun Chen, Research Graduate Assistant in Railway Engineering
Carl Victor Erickson, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Municipal and Sanitary
Engineering
Ernest Christian Hartmann, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Civil Engineering
Thomas Alfred Kelly, Jr., B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Civil Engineering
John Ford Quereau, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Wayne Daniel Staley, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Gas Engineering
Edward John Stanmyre, E.E., Research Graduate Assistant in Electrical Engineering
Benjamin James Wilson, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Mortimer Alexander Youker, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Gas Engineering
Allan Hunter Finlay, B.A.Sc, Research Graduate Assistant in Highway Engineering
Charles Francis Smith, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Highway Engineering
Eldon Carlyle Grafton, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Concrete Arch
Investigations
Alton Harry Sorensen, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Concrete Arch
Investigations
The Engineering Experiment Station is an organization within the College
of Engineering, created by act of the Board of Trustees on December 8, 1903,
to stimulate and to elevate engineering education and to investigate problems
of special importance to professional engineers and to the manufacturing, rail-
way, mining, and other industrial interests of the state and of the country.
The knowledge thus obtained is published in bulletins giving the results of re-
search and in circulars containing compilations of important information not
otherwise accessible.
Control of the Station is vested in an executive staff composed of the
Director and his assistant, the heads of departments of the College of Engi-
neering, and the Professor of Industrial Chemistry. This staff is responsible
for the establishment of general policies governing work of the Station,
including approval of material presented for publication. While all members
of the teaching staff of the college are encouraged to engage in scientific re-
search, it is conducted chiefly by the research corps composed of full-time
research assistants, research graduate assistants, and special investigators.
Those employed for special investigations are engaged for a limited time
on a single problem.
The University maintains fourteen research graduate assistantships in
the Engineering Experiment Station. In addition, two research graduate
assistantships in gas engineering are maintained by the Illinois Gas Associa-
tion; two in Highway Engineering, by the Austin Manufacturing Company;
and two in civil engineering by the American Society of Civil Engineers.
These assistantships are open to graduates of approved American and
foreign universities and technical schools, who are prepared to undertake
graduate study in engineering, physics, or applied chemistry. Each assistant-
ship carries a stipend of $600 and freedom from tuition, incidental, and
laboratory fees. Appointment to these positions must be accepted for two
consecutive collegiate years, at the expiration of which period, if all require-
ments have been met, the degree of Master of Science will be conferred.
Not more than half of the time of these assistants during ten months of each
year is required in connection with the work of the department to which
they are assigned; the remainder of their time is available for graduate study.
Information concerning graduate study in engineering will be found in
the circular of the Graduate School, which may be obtained from the Dean
of the Graduate School. Further details regarding appointment to the
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research graduate assist ant ships will be supplied on request by the Director
of the Station.
The Station has published 160 bulletins and 14 circulars. All these
publications are regarded as contributions to the literature of engineering,
and many oi them present important additions to the science of engineering.
-:•-.:::':.-• Investigations.—In addition to the research conducted with
the funds assigned to the Experiment Station by the University, a number
of cooperative investigations have been undertaken with funds supplied by
outside agencies which are chiefly interested in a particular investigation.
In undertaking such investigations, the University reserves the right to
control the results secured and to publish them for the information and
benefit of the public. The funds for such cooperative investigations are
paid to the University and are administered by it for the special purpose
for which they are provided.
The following important cooperative investigations are now in progress:
1. Stresses in railroad track (in cooperation with the American Society
of Civil Engineers and the American Railway Engineering Associ-
ation.
-
)
2. Problems in the mining of coal (in cooperation with the State Geolog-
ical Survey Division. See statement concerning cooperative investi-
gation of problems oi Illinois mineral industries on page 371.)
3. Warm air furnaces and furnace heating (in cooperation with the
National Warm Air Heating and Ventilating Association.
)
4. The fatigue phenomena of metals (in cooperation with the Engineering
Foundation, the National Research Council, the General Electric
Company, the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, the Cop-
per and Brass Research Association, and the Western Electric
Company.
5. Drainage [to secure data for the improvement of natural channels
to minimize damage from floods, in cooperation with the Bureau of
Public Roads.)
6. Problems concerning signal equipment (in cooperation with the
Illinois Central Railroad.)
7. Car axle failures in cooperation with the Utilities Research Committee
The Utilities Research Committee is composed of representatives
oi the following public utilities companies which supply the funds
for the investigation: Commonwealth Edison Company, the
Peoples Gas. Light and Coke Company, the Public Service Company
of Northern Illinois, the Middle West Utilities Company, the
Chicago Rapid Transit Company, and the Chicago North Shore
and Milwaukee Railroad Company.)
8. Impact in elevated steel railway structures (in cooperation with the
Utilities Research Committee.)
9. Methods of testing high voltages (in cooperation with the Utilities
Research Committee I.
10. The ageing of porcelain ;in cooperation with the Utilities Research
Committee).
11. Refractories (in cooperation with Utilities Research Committee''.
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12. Boiler feed water treatment (in cooperation with the Utilities
Research Committee).
13. Construction and maintenance of earth and gravel roads (in co-
operation with the Austin Manufacturing Company).
14. Plumbing (in cooperation with the Illinois Master Plumbers As-
sociation).
15. The production of gas (in cooperation with Illinois Gas Association).
16. Reinforced concrete arches (in cooperation with the American
Society of Civil Engineers).
17. Large steel rollers (in cooperation with the American Railway
Engineering Association).
18. The drying of clay wares (in cooperation with the National Brick
Manufacturers Association)
.
19. Steam and hot water heating systems (in cooperation with the
Illinois Master Plumbers Association and the National Boiler and
Radiator Manufacturers' Association).
20. The surface tension of the elements (in cooperation with the National
Research Council).
BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION
of the State
DEPARTMENT OF REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION
Members
Ex-Officio
—
Addison M Shelton, Director, Department of Registration and Education
Ex-Officio Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean, College of Commerce and
Business Administration, Representing the President of tlie University of Illinois
Chemistry William Albert Noyes, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry, Retired,
University of Illinois
Engineering
—
John W Alvord, C.E., Consulting Engineer, Chicago
Geology
—
Edson Sunderland Bastin, Ph.D., Professor of Geology, University of Chicago
Forestry Henry Chandler Cowles, Ph.D., Professor of Botany, University of Chicago
Biology William Trelease, D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Botany, Retired, University of
Illinois
Under an Act of the General Assembly entitled "The Civil Administrative
Code", the functions and duties formerly exercised by the Scientific Bureaus
located at the University of Illinois were vested in the Department of Regis-
tration and Education, with the proviso that they continue to be exercised
at the University of Illinois.
The Board of Natural Resources and Conservation, acting through sub-
committees composed of the Director of the Department of Registration
and Education, the President of the University of Illinois, or his represent-
ative, and one or more expert advisers especially qualified, decides all matters
pertaining to the Bureaus, including research, investigational and scientific
work, the selection and appointment of the members of the scientific staff,
the cooperation with the University of Illinois in the use of scientific staff
and equipment, and cooperation with allied Divisions and Departments.
These Bureaus include the Divisions of Natural History Survey, State
Water Survey, and State Geological Survey.
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STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION
Committee
Addison M Shelton, Director, Department of Registration and Education
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean, College of Commerce and Business
Administration, University of Illinois
William Trelease, D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Botany, Retired, University of Illinois
Henry Chandler Cowles, Ph.D., Professor of Botany, University of Chicago
Staff
Stephen Alfred Forbes, Ph.D., LL.D., Chief
Robert Earl Richardson, A.M., Zoologist
David Hiram Thompson, Ph.D., Zoologist
Victor Ernest Shelford, Ph.D., Biologist in charge of Research Laboratories
Wesley Pillsbury Flint, B.S
,
Economic Entomologist
Stewart C Chandler, B.S., Field Entomologist
Charles Chalmer Compton, B.S., Field Entomologist
John H Bigger, B.S., Field Entomologist
Theodore Henry Frison, Ph.D., Systematic Entomologist
August E Miller, Ph.D., Research Entomologist
Justus Carl Frankenfeld, B.S., Assistant Entomologist
Clarence John Telford, M.F., Forester
Leo Roy Tehon, A.M., Botanist
Gilbert L Stout, A.B., Field Botanist
Henry Carl Oesterling, A.B., Publicist of Scientific Surveys
Charles Edwin Janyrin, B.L.S., Librarian
It is the function of the State Natural History Survey to conduct a bio-
logical survey covering the entire field of the zoology and botany of the state,
but giving preference to subjects of educational and economic importance
;
to supply natural history specimens to the state educational institutions
and the public schools; to investigate the entomology of the state; to conduct
experiments with methods for the prevention, arrest, abatement, and control
of insects injurious to persons or property; and to publish the product of
its investigations in the form of bulletins, circulars, and reports.
Its offices, collections, and experimental equipment are in the Natural
History Building, Law Building, and the Vivarium of the University and in
the Entomology Building, originally provided for the State Entomologist;
and its equipment for aquatic biology is partly on the Illinois River at Peoria,
but mainly on the Rock River at Sterling and Rockford. It has also field
stations for economic entomology—each adequately equipped for field work
and life history studies in the three sections of the state—established at
Aurora, Jacksonville, and Carbondale, respectively, and in charge of the
three field entomologists ; and it has also in active operation a forestry survey,
a plant disease survey, and a survey of the plant and animal life of the waters
of the state.
The library of the Survey contains over 75,000 books and pamphlets.
Its zoological and plant collections include 405,000 pinned insects; 28,000
bottles of insects in alcohol; 200,000 specimens of Illinois fishes; 5,350 mi-
croscope slides of small animal forms; 25,000 specimens of mollusca, dry
and in alcohol; and 33,000 packets of plant disease specimens. The insect
collection contains also approximately 2,500 type specimens of North Amer-
ican insects, of which 400 are holotypes. These types are of great scientific
value and make the insect collection rate as one of the very best in the
country. The Survey library and collections are available to instructors
and students of the University for purposes of reference and study.
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STATE WATER SURVEY DIVISION
Committee
Addison M Shelton, Director, Department of Registration and Education
Kendric Charles Babcock, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
Representing the President of the University of Illinois
William Albert Notes, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry, Retired, University of
Illinois
John W Alvord, C.E., Consulting Engineer, Chicago
Staff
Arthur Moses Buswell, A.M., Ph.D., Chief
George Conrad Habermeyer, B.S., Engineer
Herbert L White, B.S., Assistant Engineer
Sidney Lionel Neave, M.S., Assistant Chemist
Orin Wainwright Rees, M.S., Assistant Chemist
Edmund L Pearson, B.S., Assistant Chemist
Frederick Gustav Lehmann, B.S., Bacteriologist
Thomas B Shoebotham, B.S., Assistant Chemist
Henry Carl Oesterling, A.B., Publicist of Scientific Surveys
The State Water Survey Division of the State Department of Registration
and Education has succeeded to the duties of the Illinois State Water Survey,
which had been organized in the Department of Chemistry of the Univer-
sity of Illinois in 1895. Offices and special laboratories are maintained in
the Chemistry Building of the University of Illinois.
A chemical survey of the waters of the State was begun by the State
Water Survey in the latter part of September, 1895. In 1897 the legislature
authorized the continuance of the work and directed the Trustees of the
University to establish a chemical and biological survey of the waters of
the State. In 1911 the legislature made an increased appropriation and
imposed additional duties on the State Water Survey.
The Survey had collected data concerning water supplies and sewer
systems and had surveyed many watersheds.
According to the administrative code the State Water Survey Division,
cooperating with other divisions of the department, is to investigate and
study the natural resources of the State, to prepare plans for their conserva-
tion and development, to cooperate with and advise departments having
administrative powers and duties relating to the natural resources of the
State, to cooperate with similar departments in other states and with the
United States government, to study the geological formation of the State
with reference to its resources in mineral and artesian water, to collect facts
and data concerning the water resources of the State, to determine standards
of purity for drinking water for the various sections of the State, to publish
from time to time the results of its investigations of the waters of the State
to the end that the available water resources may be better known and
that the welfare of the people in the various communities may be conserved,
to make analysis of samples of water from municipal or private sources,
to consider and decide all matters pertaining to water and water resources
and allied investigational and scientific research, to cooperate with the
University of Illinois in the use of scientific staff and equipment, and to
cooperate with the various departments in research, investigational, and
scientific work, useful in the prosecution of the work of any department.
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STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION
Committee op the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation
Addison M Shelton, Chairman, Director of the Department of Registration and Education
Chakles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Representing the President of the University
of Illinois, Dean of the College of Commerce and Business Administration, University
of Illinois
Edson Sunderland Bastin, Ph.D., Geologist, Chairman of the Department of Geology,
University of Chicago
Full-Time Staff
Morris Morgan Leighton, Ph.D., Chief, Urbana
Gilbert Haven Cady, Ph.D., Senior Geologist in charge of Coal Section, Urbana
Gail Francis Moulton, M.S., Geologist in charge of Petroleum Section, Urbana
John Everts Lamar, B.S., Geologist, Non-Fuel Products Section, Urbana
J Marvin Weller, B.S., Paleontologist, Urbana
Alfred Hannam Bell, Ph.D., Associate Geologist, Petroleum Section, Urbana
Henry Carl Oesterling, A.B., Publicist of Scientific Surveys, Urbana
Lewis Edwin Workman, M.S., Associate Geologist, Section of Sub-Surface Data, Urbana
Henrietta Petrea Christensen, B.S., Geologic Editor, Urbana (resigned)
Elizabeth Erb, M.S., Technical Editor, Urbana
Gladys Willetta Hawley, B.S., Geologic Clerk, Urbana (resigned)
Dorothy Ann Becker, A.B., Technical Files Clerk, Urbana
John Harley Hughes, B.S., Assistant Geologist, Coal Section, Urbana
Lloyd G Henbest, B.S., Assistant Geologist, Urbana
Durward D Skinner, B.S., Assistant Geologist, Petroleum Section, Urbana
Harry C Spoor, Jr., A.B., Oil Scout, Petroleum Section, Urbana
Part-Time Staff
Geologists
Edson Sunderland Bastin, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Stuart Weller, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Thomas Edmund Savage, Ph.D., University of Illinois
Adolph Carl Noe, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Arthur Charles Bevan, Ph.D., University of Illinois
D Jerome Fisher, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Paul MacClintock, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Bradford Willard, Ph.D., Brown University
Associate Geologists
George Elbert Ekblaw, M.S., Leland Stanford University
Towner Bowditch Root, M.S., Colgate University
Harold Rollin Wanless, Ph.D., University of Illinois
Assistant Geologists
Charles Roosevelt Clark, A.B., University of Illinois
Walter V Searight, M.S., University of Iowa
Russell S Poor, M.S., University of Illinois
Thomas A Hendricks, University of Arkansas
T C Hoke, University of Chicago
Leslie Arnold Holmes, B.S., University of Illinois
Glenn Larsen, University of Chicago
Joseph H Markley, Jr., B.S., Washington University
Alonzo W Quinn, A.B., University of Iowa
John T Scopes, B.S., University of Chicago
Henry Niles Toler, B.S
v
University of Chicago
Allen W Waldo, University of Illinois
Harold Bowen Willman, A.B., University of Illinois
Consulting Staff
Ceramics
Cullen Warner Parmelee, B.S., Consulting Ceramic Engineer, University of Illinois
Chemistry
Samuel Wilson Parr, M.S., D.Sc, Consulting Chemist in Coal Investigations, Univer-
sity of Illinois
Justa Morris Lindgren, A.M., Chemist, University of Illinois
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Geography
Harlan Harland Barrows, Ph.D., Geographer, University of Chicago
Topographic Surveys
William Harrison Herron, B.S., Topographic Engineer in Charge of Cooperative
Topographic Surveys, Urbana, and Washington, D.C.
The State Geological Survey Division was established to study the
geological formations of the State with reference to its resources of coal,
ores, clays, building stones, cement, materials suitable for use in construction
of roads, petroleum, gas, mineral and artesian water, and other products.
It publishes bulletins giving a general and detailed description of the State's
geological and mineral resources, and topographic and geological maps. It
cooperates with the U. S. Geological Survey in the preparation of a topo-
graphical map of the State.
During the past year, special attention has been given to the preparation
of a comprehensive bulletin on the coal resources of the State, outlining of
coal stripping areas, determination of geological structures favorable for
testing oil and gas, study of the chemical composition of the oil field waters
(in cooperation with the State Water Survey), study of the geology and eco-
nomic resources of the St. Peter sandstone, microscopic and sedimentation
studies on the Chester limestone formations, interpretation of well logs and
well cuttings of deep artesian wells, paleontological and stratigraphic studies
of the Silurian, Mississippian, Pennyslvanian, and Pleistocene systems,
paleobotanical studies of the Pennyslvanian, further study of the mode of
occurrence and origin of the fluorspar deposits of Hardin County, detailed
study and mapping of the areal geology of five quadrangles totaling ap-
proximately 1125 square miles, and the furnishing of geologic information
and advice to mineral operators, producers, and citizens of the State.
The program of topographic mapping is going forward at a rate designed
to complete the mapping of the State in about nine years. In addition to
the usual quadrangle surveys, special areas have been topographically mapped
to serve the immediate needs of the State Highway Division for the selection
of road routes, of the State Water Survey Division, and of the Department
of Public Health for use in recommending public water supplies, and of the
Division of Waterways, for the study of problems in navigation and flood
control. Topographic maps on an enlarged scale are being made of Chicago
and vicinity and of the Springfield Sanitary District. Approximately forty-
eight percent of the topographic mapping of the State has been completed.
The offices and laboratory quarters in the Ceramics Building are equipped
for the conduet of the work of the Survey. Thousands of drill records,
detailed mine notes, coal analyses, and other data on economic resources
of Illinois form an active and growing collection. From it is drawn much
of our knowledge of the geology and mineral resources of the State. A special
laboratory for microscopic sedimentary studies and a paleontological labor-
atory have been recently equipped.
To date, eighty-nine publications, twenty-one of them in the Mining In-
vestigations series, have been issued, as well as short excerpts, press bulletins,
and numerous drainage, topographic, structural, and geologic maps.
Under an agreement between the College of Engineering and the State
Geological Survey Division, cooperative investigations are made of the
Illinois mining industry.
The survey also cooperates actively with other State Departments and
technical divisions on problems having a geological or engineering aspect.
COOPERATIVE INVESTIGATION OF PROBLEMS
OF ILLINOIS MINERAL INDUSTRIES
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the University
Staff
Engineering Experiment Station
Milo Smith Ketchum, C.E., D.Sc, Director
Alfred Copeland Callen, E. M., M.S., Professor of Mining Engineering
Cloyde Moffett Smith, B.S., Research Associate in Mining Engineering
State Geological Survey
Morris Morgan Leighton, Ph.D., Chief
Gilbert Haven Cady, Ph.D., Senior Geologist, in charge of Coal Section
John Harley Hughes, B.S., Assistant Geologist
The Engineering Experiment Station
Through the Department of Mining Engineering of the University of
Illinois and the State Geological Survey, the Engineering Experiment Station
is cooperating throughout the State in investigations and dissemination of
information, with a view to improving conditions in the mining, quarrying,
metallurgical, and other mineral industries, safeguarding life among employees,
preventing unnecessary waste of resources, and otherwise contributing to
the advancement of these industries, under authority granted by the Forty-
seventh General Assembly.
Through the cooperation of the two contracting parties, a staff of trained
engineers, geologists, and metallurgists is at the disposal of the mining and
metallurgical industries of Illinois.
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THE BOARD OF EXAMINERS IN ACCOUNTANCY
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the University
Board of Examiners
Arthur Andersen, C.P.A., Chairman, Chicago
Harold Benington, C.P.A., Secretary, Chicago
Walter Fairlee Dodd, Ph.D., Chicago
University Committee
Maurice Henry Robinson, Ph.D., Chairman, Urbana
George Philip Tuttle, B.S., Secretary, Urbana
William Everett Britton, A.M., J.D., Urbana
By a law passed in 1903, the State University was made an examining board
of applicants for certificates as certified public accountants. To carry out
the provisions of the law the Board of Trustees appointed a board of three
examiners to prepare, conduct, and grade examinations, and a University
committee to conduct the routine work. The law prescribed that one exam-
ination must be held each year in May, but examinations have been held
also in November or December of each year in which there were a sufficient
number of applicants.
Applicants for the certificate of Certified Public Accountant have been
required to pass examinations in the theory of accounts, commercial law,
auditing, and practical accounting.
The Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants has offered annually
a gold medal and a silver medal to be awarded, respectively, to the persons
passing the C. P. A. examination with the highest total marking in all sub-
jects, and with the second highest total marking in all subjects.
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LIST OF STUDENTS, 1926-1927
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Aaronson, Abe Louis—Chemistry
B.S., 1924
Abbott, Alice Katherine—Spanish
A.B. (Smith Coll.), 1921
Abbott, Talbert Ward—Chemistry
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1918
A.M. (Harvard Univ.), 1922
Abraham, Samuel Victor—Bacteriology
A.B. (Univ. of California), 1923
Acosta, Emilio Vicente—Spanish
A.B. (Park Coll.), 1922
Adams, Walter Scott—Economics
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1920
M.S., 1926
Aguilar, Isabelo Torregosa—Economics
B.S., 1926
Ainsworth, Raymond Chase—Chemistry
A.B. (Univ. of Denver), 1926
Albers, Vernon Martin—Physics
A.B. (Carleton Coll.), 1923
A.M., 1925
Albert, Muriel—Inorganic Chemistry
A.B. (Oxford Coll. for Women), 1926
Alford, Marion Watson—Economics
B.S. (Northwestern Univ.), 1921
Alleman, Norville James—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.S., 1926
Allen, Carl Elmer—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1925
Allen, Charles L—English
A.B. (Univ. of North Dakota), 1924
Allison, Mildred Howard—Political Science
127 J^ hrs. (Univ. of Illinois)
Alseth, Hilda Josephine—Library Science
A.B. (Yankton Coll.), 1926
Alter, Donald Rhodes—History
B.S. (Univ. of Missouri), 1920
A.M. (Columbia Univ.), 1924
Alyea, Paul E—Economics
B.S., 1923
Ambrose, Arthur Samuel
B.S., M.S., 1914, 1922
Ambuhl, Frances Ida—Library Science
A.B. (Miami Univ.), 1915
Amelotti, Emil—Mathematics
B.S., 1925
Ander, Oscar Fritiof—History
A.B. (Augustana Coll.), 1926
Anderson, Corliss Doran—Economics
B.S., 1926
Anderson, Russell Howard—History
B.S., A.M., 1923, 1925
Anderson, Seigel Albin—Farm Organization and Management
B.S., 1927
Andrew, James William—Education
A.B., A.M., 1925, 1926
Andrews, James Burton—Animal Husbandry
B.S., 1913
Archer, Luther—Electrical Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Texas), 1922
M.S., 1924
Armendt, Bradehaw Frederick—Physical Chemistry
A.B., A.M. (Austin Col.), 1917, 1922
M.S. (Vanderbilt Univ.), 1923
Armstrong, Ralph Wilbur—Electrical Engineering
B.S., 1925
Armstrong, Ray Conway—Medicine
B.S., M.D., 1925, 1926
Arnold, Henry Johnson—Education
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1923
Arnold, Jessie Frances—Spanish
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1920
SS» Chicago
* t Newport, Vermont
SS * t Otwell, Indiana
t Los Angeles, California
SS * t Cabo Rojo, Porto Rico
SS * f Urbana
* f Mindoro, Philippine Islands
* Denver, Colorado
SS * t Urbana
* f Alexis
SS Chenoa
* t Urbana
SS * t Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Urbana
* Urbana
* t Kirkwood, Missouri
* t Indianapolis, Indiana
t Urbana
* t Urbana
S3 * f Alessandria, Italy
* t Granville
* t Peoria
SS * t Urbana
t Milford
SS Palmyra
SS * t Urbana
t Holland, Texas
SS Somerville, Texas
* t Urbana
* t Carterville
SS AUamont
* t Lafayette, Indiana
Summer Session.
Attendance first semester indicated by the (*); second semester by the dagger (t).
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Arvin, James Augustus—Organic Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1925, 1926
Asher, Ollie—Sociology
A.B., 1924
Ashton, Madeline—French
A.B. (Univ. of Kansas), 1915
A.M. (Smith Coll.), 1918
Auden, Kenneth F—Entomology
A.B. (Unit, of British Columbia), 1926
Ayers, George Washington—Chemistry
A.B., M.S. (Illinois Coll.), 1924, 1925
Ayre, Henry Glenn—Mathematics
B.Ed. (Southern Illinois Normal Unit.), 1925
Babcock, Dale Friend—Physical Chemistry
B.S (Kansas State Teachers' Coll.), 1924
Baber, Carroll Preston—Library Science
A.B. (Campbell Coll.), 1912
Baccus, Joseph Harold—Public Speaking
B.S., 1925
Baer, William Conrad—Education
A.B. (Lake Forest Coll.), 1911
A.M., 1926
Baker, Clarence Edward—Pomology
B.S., 1927
Baker, George Allen—Mathematics
B.S 1925
Baker, Ida Josephine—English
A.B. (James Millikin Unit.), 1923
A.M., 1926
Baker, Joseph Ellis—English
A.B., 1927
Baker, Virgil Lyle—English
A.B. (Muskingum Coll.), 1922
Baker, William Alexis—Sociology
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1924
Ball, Dwight Kermit—Accountancy
B.S., 1926
Ball, James Boring—Economics
A.B. (Emory and Henry Coll.), 1922
B.S., 1925
Ballard, Obie Thomas—Zoology
A.B (Central Coll.), 1923
Balsley, Sara Josephine—English
A.B., 1925
Bamber, Lyle Edward—Zoology
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1925
Bamberger, Alvena—Education
B.S., 1921
Bandy, John Hanson—Public Utilities
B.S., 1926
Barnes. Ralph Moeser—Economics
B.S. (Univ. of West Virginia), 1923
M.S. (Cornell Univ.), 1924
Barnes, Robert Stubbs—Political Science
B.S., 1925
Barr, Harry LaRue—Botany
A.B., A.M. (Wabash Coll.), 1911, 1913
Barry, Nelle—Public Speaking
B.S., 1923
Bateman, Dorothy Emma—Organic Chemistry
A.B. (Mt. Holyoke Coll.), 1922
A.M., 1925
Bates, Nellie Florence—Physics
A.B., 1922
Bauer, Edward Ezra1—Civil Engineering
B.S., 1919
Baxter, Ruby—Mathematics
A.B. (Illinois Woman's Coll.), 1919
Bayer, Theodore Franklin—Education
B.S., 1922
Bayless, Guy—Education
A.B. (Wabash Coll.), 1921
Beadles, Jessie Rachel—Chemistry
B.S., 1924
Bear, Irene—English
A.B. (Akron Univ.), 1926
Becker, Roman W—English
A.B. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1926
Behrens, Martin Albert—Economic Theory
B.S., M.S., 1919, 1924
Beights, David Miers—Business Organization and Operation
A.B. (Univ. of Colorado), 1925
SS * t Urbana
* Kankakee
SS * t Laurence, Kansas
* London, Ontario
SS Perry
SS Dix
* t Braseley, Missouri
SS * t Norman, Oklahoma
SS Chicago
SS Danville
t Hutsonville
* t Hutsonville
SS * t Decatur
t Chicago
* t Champaign
SS Decatur
* f Champaign
SS * t Emory, Virginia
SS
SS
SS
* t Philadelphia, Missouri
* Galesburg
* t Galesburg
Champaign
* t Lake City
t Morgantown, West Virginia
Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Champaign
* f Beaver, Pennsylvania
Champaign
* t Urbana
SS * t Jacksonville
SS Louisville, Kentucky
SS Browns Valley, Indiana
* Virginia
* Akron, Ohio
SS * t St. Louis, Missouri
* Urbana
* t Loraine, Texas
'Candidate for degree in professional engineering.
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Bell, Delia Ann Nora—English
A.B., 1924
Bell, John Fred—Economics
A.B. (Muskingum Coll.), 1923
A.M., 1924
Belsley, Margaret Helen—English
A.B., 1926
Benefiel, Mildred—Education
B.S (Eureka Coll.), 1924
Bennett, Adam Q—Education
B.S (Indiana State Normal Univ.), 1920
Bennett, Harry Jackson—Parasitology
B.S. (Louisiana State Univ.), 1926
Bennett, John Charles—Mathematics
A.B. (Iowa State Teachers' Coll.), 1922
M.S. (Univ. of Iowa), 1924
Benson, Edward George—Economics
A.B. (De Pauw Univ.), 1926
Benton, Webster Ward—Organic Chemistry
B.S. (Dartmouth Coll.), 1926
Berardi, James Bernard—Pharmacology
B.S., 1924
Berdahl, Evelyn Tripp—English
A.B. (Smith Coll.), 1912
A.M. (Univ. of Chicago), 1921
Berg, Clarence Peter—Chemistry
A.B. (Augustana Coll.), 1924
A.M., 1925
Berg, Herbert A—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1922, 1925
Bernardo, Marcelino Velasquez—Economics
B.S. (Univ. of the Philippines), 1925
A.M., 1926
Beumer, Edward Harmon—Education
A.B., B.S. (Univ. of Missouri), 1914
A.M., 1925
Beveridge, Hugh Raymond—Mathematics
B.S. (Monmouth Coll.), 1923
Bickel, Vera Tillman—Chemistry
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Missouri), 1924, 1925
Bidwell, David Lester—Psychology
A.B. (Univ. of Oregon), 1926
Binnion, Forrest William—Education
A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1921
Binnion, Mrs. Ruby Irene—English
A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1919
Birch, Carroll LaFleur—Medicine
B.S. (Univ. of Pennsylvania), 1920
M.D., 1926
Bird, Ralph Durham—Zoology
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Manitoba), 1924, 1926
Bishop, Ward Leslie—Economics
A.B. (Earlham Coll.), 1923
A.M., 1924
Black, Dorothy Miller—Library Science
A.B. (Univ. of Arkansas), 1922
Black, Luther A—Bacteriology
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1925
Blackburn, Clifford Stringfield—Education
B.Ed. (Arkansas Univ.), 1925
Blackburn, Rachel Evelyn—Education
B.S., 1925
Blackstone, George Reuben—Education
M.D. (Northwestern Univ.), 1900
Blayney, James Roy—Oral Surgery
B.S. (Lewis Inst.), 1924
Bliss, Geraldine Marguerite—English
A.B., B.S. (Missouri State Teachers' Coll.), 1924
Bloom, Margaret—French
A.B. (Smith Coll.), 1914
A.M., 1924
Blough, John Howard—Education
A.B. (Mt. Morris Coll.), 1919
A.M. (Univ. of Chicago), 1921
M.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1922
Boardman, Minnie Lunette—English
A.B. (Oxford Coll. for Women), 1924
Bollas, George Dimitrius—Bacteriology
A.B., 1926
Bollinger, Katherine Marie—Chemistry
A.B. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1926
Bonifield, Miriam—Spanish
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1926
Booker, Helen Ethel—English
A.B., 1905
SS * t Urbana
SS * t Carrollton, Ohio
SS * t Peoria
* Lawrenceville
* t Urbana
* t Smackover, Arkansas
* t Charles City, Iowa
* f St. Louis, Missouri
* t Minneapolis, Minnesota
SS Chicago
t Urbana
SS * t Wakoo, Nebraska
* Riverside
* t Bacoor, Philippine Islands
SS * Urbana
SS * t Urbana
SS Albany, Missouri
* f Springfield, Oregon
* t Pittsfield
* t Pittsfield
SS * t Baltimore, Maryland
* t Birtle, Manitoba
SS * t Portland, Indiana
* t Champaign
t Urbana
SS Danville, Arkansa
SS * Champaign
* Champaign
SS Oalesburg
* t Crass Timbers, Missouri
t Urbana
SS * t Urbana
* t Rossville
* t Ios, Greece
* t Madison, Wisconsin
SS Decatur
SS Champaign
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Boor, Alden Kinney—Chemistry
B.S., M.S. (.Stetson Univ.), 1914, 1923
M.S. (.Univ. of Chicago), 1923
Boss, Arthur Evans—Chemistry
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of British Columbia), 1921, 1923
Bothman, Louis—Pharmacology
B.S. (Univ. of Chicago), 1915
M.D. (Rush Medical Coll.), 1917
Bottum, Joe Carroll—Farm Organization and Management
B.S. (South Dakota State Coll.), 1926
Bourland, Langford—Physics
B.S., 1926
Bousquet, Euclid Wilfred—Organic Chemistry
A.B., M.S., 1925, 1928
Bower, Homer Clark—History
A.B. (McKendree Coll.), 1920
Bower, Oliver K—Mathematics
A.B., 1924
Box, Pelham Horton—History
A.B. (Oxford Univ.), 1922
Boyd, Bert Bryan—Political Science
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan Univ.), 1926
Boyer, Zula Ellen—Zoology
A.B. (North Central Coll.), 1926
Bradel, Sigmund Francis—Oral Surgery
B.M.E. (Ohio State Univ.), 1923
Bradley, Clifton James—Economics
B.S. (Univ. of Kentucky), 1926
Bray, Roger Hammond—Chemistry
B.S. (Pennsylvania State Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1926
Breathwit, Rachel Augusta—Romance Languages
A.B., A.M., 1920, 1921
Breuillaud, C6sarine—French
A.B. (Coll. of St. Teresa), 1923
Bristow, Leonard—Mathematics
A.B. (Colorado Coll.), 1926
Brock, Irl Maxwell—Education
B.S., 1922
Brock, John Howard—Dairy Production
B.S., 1925
Brock, William Sanford—Horticulture
A.B. (Waynesburg Coll.), 1910
B.S., 1915
Brooks, Edith—History
A.B. (Radcliffe Coll.), 1920
Brooks, Frederick Augustus 1—Mechanical Engineering
B.S., 1917
M.S., D.Sc, (Massachusetts Institute of Tech.), 1919, 1920
Brown, Charles Andrew—Dairy Husbandry
B.S., M.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1917, 1920
Brown, Lawrence T—Physiology
A.B. (Univ. of Colorado), 1923
Brown, William Kenneth—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Texas), 1925
Browne, Richard Gibbs—Political Science
A.B., 1922
Browne, Robert Bell—Education
B.S., 1922
Browne, William Harcourt—Obstetrics
B.S., M.D., 1919, 1921
Browning, Eugene F—Organic Chemistry
B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1926
Brubaker, Merlin Martin—Organic Chemistry
A.B. (Carleton Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1925
Brumbaugh, Alice Louise—History
A.B., 1926
Brundage, John T—Physiology
A.B., A.M. (Indiana Univ.), 1925, 1926
Buffurn, Mary Susie—Library Science
B.Ph. (Univ. of Iowa), 1905
Bumstead, Marian Loel—Latin
A.B., 1926
Bunney, William Edward—Physiological Chemistry
B.S. (Montana State Coll.), 1924
M.S., 1925
Burke, Elmer Daniel—Education
B.S., 1924
Burks, Margie Nickelson—Spanish
A.B. (Georgia Wesleyan Univ.), 1905
A.M., 1926
Burner, Philip Ernest—Chemistry
A.B. (Bradley Polytechnic Inst.), 1924
'Candidate for degree in professional engineering.
t Chicago
SS * t Vancouver, British Columbia
SS St. Louis, Missouri
* t Tulare, South Dakota
t Pontiac
SS * t Urbana
SS Hutsonville
* t Champaign
* t Bedfordshire, England
* t Rockford, Ohio
t Reddick
SS Chicago
* t Salem, Kentucky
SS * t Vineland, New Jersey
* t Urbana
SS * t Blois, France
* t Colorado Springs, Colorado
SS Mt. Vernon
t Kankakee
* t Urbana
t Urbana
* f Berkeley, California
* t Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Champaign
SS Carbondale
SS Carbondale
t Chicago
* t Bloomington
* t Urbana
* t Fort Wayne, Indiana
* Logansport, Indiana
* t Le Roy, Iowa
* t Monticello
* t Belfry, Montana
SS Champaign
SS * t Urbana
SS Peoria
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Burns, Melton Burdett—Pathology
B.S., M.D., 1924, 1926
Burris, Alice Archbald—French
B.S., 1924
Burris, Quincey Guy—English
A.B., 1924
Burrus, Harold V—Education
B.S., 1925
Burtle, Ernest Alfred—History
A.B. (Georgetown Univ.), 1920
Busby, John Ambrose—Obstetrics
Busey, Josephine K—English
A.B., 1917
Butler, William Glen—Animal Husbandry
B.S., 1914
Cagann, Oscar William—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1921, 1924
Cahan, Meyer H—Pharmacology
B.S., 1924
Calderon, Felica—English
B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1926
Camp, Walter John Richard—Pharmacology
B.S., M.S., M.D., 1919, 1920, 1923
Campbell, Carlos E—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1926
Campbell, Clyde Meviric—Education
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1924
Campbell, Mason Herbert—Genetics
B.S., 1917
M.S. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1918
Canan, Mack Clelland—Pharmacology
B.S., 1923
Canopy, Willard Brannan—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1920
Card, Hamilton H—Botany
A.B., 1926
Carmichael, Gersham Narramore—Mathematics
A.B.. 1926
Carpenter, Cecil Clayton—Accountancy
B.S. (Univ. of Kentucky), 1926
Carpenter, Kenneth Duncan—Economics of Public Utilities
B.S., 1926
Carroll, Mary Ellen—Spanish
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1920
Carroll, William Richard—Agronomy
B.S. (Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical Coll.), 1922
M.S. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1925
Carson, Leslie Ward—History
A.B. (Franklin Coll.), 1920
Carter, Altice Sidney—Economics
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1923
Cartey, Evelyn Audrey—English
B.S., 1925
Case, Harold Clayton—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1912, 1919
Catherwood, Benjamin Frank—Economics
B.S., M.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1924, 1925
Catherwood, Martin Paul—Agronomy
B.S., 1926
Chang, Ching Hui—Political Science
A.B. (St. John's Univ.), 1924
A.M. (Columbia Univ.), 1925
Chang, Chun Ming—Sociology
A.B., 1926
Chen, Esther Dorothy—Sociology
A.B. (De Pauw Univ.), 1925
Chen, Hsin Kuo—Zoology
B.S., A.M. (Soochow Univ.), 1923, 1925
Chen, Kwang Yuen—Railway Engineering
B.S. (Nanyang Univ.), 1922
Chen, Su Ching—Political Science
A.B. (Futan Univ.), 1925
A.M., 1926
Cherf, John Frank—Latin
A.B. (St. Procopius Coll.), 1915
A.M., 1921
Chiles, Helen—Latin
A.B. (Illinois Woman's Coll.), 1922
Chung, Lung—Transportation
131 hrs., (Univ. of Illinois)
Clancy, Eleanor Lane—English
B.S., 1924
Clark, Charles R—Geology
A.B., 1926
* t Salt Lake City, Utah
* f Champaign
SS * f Champaign
SS Arenzville
SS Glenarm
* t Chicago
* t Urbana
SS Champaign
SS * t Champaign
SS * t Chicago
* t Manila, Philippine Islands
SS * t Chicago
* t Urbana
SS Canton
* t Urbana
* f Batchtown
SS Hopedale
* t Fillmore
* t Urbana
* f Perryville, Kentucky
* t Mellott, Indiana
SS Decatur
SS * t CrossviUe, Alabama
SS Amboy, Indiana
SS Richland, Indiana
SS Champaign
* Urbana
* t Urbana
SS * t Urbana
* t Macao, China
* t Honan, China
* t Foochow, China
* t Chekiang, China
* f Shanghai, China
SS * t Singapore, China
* t Lisle
SS Palmyra
* t Washington, D. C.
SS East St. Louis
* t Urbana
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Clark, Edgar Charles—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Kansas Univ.), 1925
Clark, Francis Matthew—Agronomy
B.8., 1923
Clark, John Anthony—Education
Ph.B., Ph.M. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1923, 1924
Clark, Marshall Grant—Animal Husbandry
B.S., 1920
Clark, Rebecca Isabelle—Physiological Chemistry
B.S., 1927
Clark, Ruth—English
A.B. (Earlham Coll.), 1920
Clearwater, John Harold—Education
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1920
Clearwater, Lillian Ada—English
A.B. (Illinois Woman's Coll.), 1918
Clippinger, Frank Warren—English
A.B. (Wabash Coll.), 1916
Cobb, Thomas Howell—Education
B.S., 1923
Coffman, Alden Williams—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1922, 1923
Cohen, Seymour Jerome—Pharmacology
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Chicago), 1917
M.D. (Rush Medical Coll.), 1919
Colbrook, Velma Ruth—French
A.B., 1923
Colby, Ralph—English
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Minnesota) , 1916, 1917
Cole, Arthur Gideon—Physical Chemistry
B.S. (Univ. of Chicago), 1920
Coleman, Gerald Hawley—Chemistry
A.B. (Ohio State Univ.), 1922
M.S., 1926
Collins, Guy Russell—Education
B.S. (James Millikin Univ.), 1917
Combs, Ralph Marion—Zoology
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1924
Condon, Margaret Adele—French
B.S., 1920
Connell, Marguerite Regina—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1921
Connor, John Hal—Education
A.B., 1921
Converse, Edward Chapman—Physics
A.B., A.M., 1904, 1909
Cooke, Francis West—Physics
A.B. (William and Mary Coll.), 1915
M.S., 1925
Coons, Charles Curtis—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1926
Copley, Michael Joseph—Chemistry
A.B. (Rock Hill Coll.), 1918
B.S. (Catholic Univ.), 1922
Corey, Stephen Marwell—Education
B.S. (Eurtka Coll.), 1926
Costilow, Okey Witter—Education
Ph.B. (Denison Univ.), 1924
Courtney, George Fred—Education
B.S., 1921
Cowart, Rowland—Soils
B.S., M.S. (Mississippi A. & M. Coll.), 1920, 1921
Cox, Flemin W—Geology
A.B., A.M., 1908, 1921
Crabtree, Fern—Economics
B.S., 1926
Crane, Floyd H—Agronomy
B.S. (Ohio State Univ.), 1921
M.S., 1926
Craver, Nolan C—Education
B.S., 1925
Crawford, Clarence Elmer—Education
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1923
Crawford, Howard—Accountancy
A.B. (Univ. oj Kansas), 1927
Cressman, Paul Kreidler—German
A.B. (Lehigh Univ.), 1926
Crowder, Helen Gertrude—English
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1922
Croxton, Walter Clyde—Botany
B.S., M.S., 1921, 1923
Cummings, Howard—Education
B.S., 1925
Cunningham, Lowell Clem—Animal Husbandry
B.S., 1926
* t Urbana
ss * t Champaign
* t Urbana
ss Carthage
t Mansfield
ss Georgetown
ss Crawfordsville, Indiana
ss Areola
ss Decatur
ss McCormick
ss * Davenport, Iowa
ss Chicago
* t Taylorville
* t Urbana
ss * t Chicago
ss * t Cleveland, Ohio
SS * f Tuscola
* t Decatur
SS Sheffield
SS Alton
SS Newton
SS Manhattan, Kansas
* t Gloucester, Virginia
* t Gary, Indiana
* t Weston, West Virginia
* t St. Louis, Missouri
SS Clarksburg, West Virginia
SS Urbana
SS * t Greenwood Springs,
Alississippi
* t Urbana
88 * t Anna
* t Ravenna, Ohio
SS Effingham
SS Tunnelton, Indiana
t Atchison, Kansas
* t Urbana
* t Decatur
ss * t Urbana
ss Jerseyxille
* f Bismarck
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Cupery, Martin Eli—Chemistry
A.B. (Hope Coll.), 1924
M.S. (Massachusetts Agricultural Coll.), 1926
Curfman, Lawrence Everett 1—Civil Engineering
B.S., B.S., 1901, 1905
Current, Seymer M—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1922
Curtis, Lois Henrietta—Parasitology
A.B. (Mt. Holyoke Coll.), 1924
Damisch, Herbert Raymond—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1926
Daniels, Mildred Alice—Education
B.S., 1926
Darling, Harlan Duane—Education
B.S. (Hedding Coll.), 1921
Darnell, Richard Cecil—Physics
B.S., 1926
Daugherty, Arthur Cornelius—Education
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1922
Davidson, James Meyer—Organic Chemistry
B.S., 1925
Davidson, Philip G—History
B.S. (Univ. of Mississippi), 1922
A.M. (Univ. of Chicago), 1925
Davies, Letha Allison—Organic Chemistry
A.B. (Mt. Holyoke Coll.), 1921
M.S., 1926
Davies, William Lloyd—Education
B.S., 1927
Davis, Herbert Spencer—Education
A.B., 1921
Dawson, Walker Myrick—Animal Husbandry
B.S. (Univ. of Maryland), 1925
Dean, Harry Russell—Economics
B.S., 1926
Dearmont, Ellen Hunter—English
B.S. (Missouri State Teachers' Coll.), 1919
Debevoise, Neilson Carel—History
A.B., 1926
De Bruine, Harvey—Zoology
A.B. Hope Coll.), 19256
M.S., (192
Decker, Samuel Wesley—Botany
B.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1924
DeCoursey .Russell M—Entomology
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1923
A.M., 1925
Degler, Howard Edward—Mechanical Engineering
M.E. (Lehigh Univ.), 1914
DeLong, Charles Clifton—Accountancy
B.S., 1926
Denison, Sidney Alexander—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1922
Deuse, Hugo Otto—Medicine
B.S., M.D., 1922, 1925
Devereuz, Edward Donald—Bacteriology
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1925
DeVries, Thomas—Physical Chemistry
A.B. (Hope Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1924
DeWitt, Lloyd Rollan—English
A.B., 1925
Dickinson, Burrus Swinford—English
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1926
Dickinson, Frank Greene—Economics
A.B., 1921
Dietiker, Mildred—Latin
A.B. (Shurtleff Coll.), 1916
Dodge, Arthur Farwell—Education
A.B. (Amherst Coll.), 1904
Dodge, Charles Thompson—Chemistry
B.S., 1927
Doerr, Ida Elizabeth—English
_
A.B. (Carthage Coll.), 1926
Doisy, Roberta Josephine—English
A.B., 1921
Dolch, Mrs. Marguerite Pierce—Education
B.S., 1926
Doolas, George Zaphyrios—Agronomy
B.S. (Utah Agricultural Coll.), 1925
Doolen, Minnie Myrna—English
B.S., 1924
* t Friesland, Wisconsin
* t Pittsburg, Kansas
SS Homer
* t Boston, Massachusetts
SS Gilberts
* t Petersburg
SS Urbana
SS * t Champaign
SS Hamilton
SS Quincy
* t Greenville, Mississippi
SS * t Mt. Carmel, Pennsylvan
t Philo
SS Mound City
SS * t Washington, D. C.
* Vermilion
SS Chicago
* t Urbana
SS Cedar Grove, Wisconsin
SS * t Birmingham, Kansas
SS * f Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Cullom
SS Lawrenceville
* t Chicago
* Sycamore
SS Grand Rapids, Michigan
SS Dahlgren
* t Eureka
SS Griggsville
* t Alton
* t Urbana
t Chicago
* t Edgerton, Wisconsin
* t Champaign
* Urbana
* t Urbana
SS Kinmundy
'Candidate for'degree in professional engineering.
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Dostal, Joseph—Education
A.B. (Univ. of South Dakota), 1923
Doughty, Harold Hill—History
A.B. (Carthage Coll.), 1921
Douglas, Donald Dewey—Education
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1924
Dowing, Gussie Mathis—English
B.S., 1926
Downey, Evaleynn—Education
B.S. (Columbia Univ.), 1924
Downing, Earl Ernest—Education
B.S., 1926
Downing, Mary Kathryn—English
A.B. (Hanover Coll.), 1918
Downs, William Benham—Orthodontia
D.D.S., 1926
Driver, Ernest Charles—Zoology
A.B. (Iowa State Teachers' Coll.), 1924
A.M., 1926
Duffin, Russell Maurice—Education
A.B., 1924
Duguid, Genevieve—Education
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1919
Dunkle, Iva Jane—Education
B.S., 1926
Dunlop, Catherine Maude—French
A.B., 1925
Dutton, Carl Evans—Geology
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1926
Earnest, William Watson—Education
A.B., A.M.. 1908, 1924
East, Laurence John—Education
B.S. (McKendree Coll.), 1921
Eddy, Samuel—Zoology
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1924
A.M., 1925
Edgett, George Lewis—Mathematics
A.B., A.M. (Mount Allison Univ.), 1923, 1926
Edwards, Francis D—Education
A.B. (Union Coll.), 1925
Edwards, Linden Forest—Physiology
A.B., M.S. (Ohio State Univ.), 1922, 1923
Edwards, Maxwell Dean—English
A.B. (Simpson Coll.), 1919
Edwards, Thomas—Entomology
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1924
Ehrhardt, Earl Otto—Economics
B.S. (Univ. of Iowa), 1926
Elder, Albert Lawrence—-Chemistry
A.B., M.S., 1923, 1925
Elder, Velda Rosalyn—Latin
A.B., 1921
Elias, Edward—German
A.B. (Harvard Univ.), 1914
A.M. (Unit, of Chicago), 1917
Elliott, Mildred Marian—Economics
A.B. (Rockford Coll.), 1926
Ellis, Amanda Mae—English
A.B. (Colorado Coll.), 1920
A.M. (Univ. of Iowa), 1922
Ellis, Orland J—Agronomy
B.S., 1912
Ellis, Ruth Humphrey—Chemistry
A.B. (Wellesley Coll.), 1924
Elmer, Jacob U—Education
B.S. (North-Western Coll.), 1913
A.M. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1921
English, Lester Lamar—Entomology
B.S. (Alabama Polytechnic Inst.), 1920
M.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1924
Ennis, Esther—Zoology
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1923
Enslow, Harold Robert—Political Science
A.B. (Univ. of Kansas), 1926
Erickson, Carl Victor—Municipal and Sanitary Engineering
B.S., 1925
Espy, William Nelson—Mechanical Engineering
B.S. (Carnegie Inst, of Technology), 1916
Essex, Hiram Eli—Zoology
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1919
M.S., 1924
Estes, Albert Monroe—Physiology
A.B. (Cape Girardeau Teachers' Coll.), 1924
Estes, James Graham—Mathematics
A.B. (Texas Christian Univ.), 1924
Ets, Harold—Pharmacology
B.S. (Univ. of Rochester), 1920
M.S., 1923
SS Nampa, Idaho
* t Lima
t Philo
SS Urbana
* Springfield
SS Vienna
SS Crawfordstille, Indiana
* t Batavia
SS * t Jesup, Iowa
SS t Danville
SS * t Fremont, Indiana
t Urbana
* t Mason City, Iowa
* t Fort Wayne, Indiana
t Champaign
SS * t Springfield
* t Urbana
SS * t Urbana
SS Champaign
* Champaign
SS Indianola, Iowa
t Cerro Gordo
* Elkadcr, Iowa
* t Urbana
SS * t Urbana
* Chicago
* t Rockford
* t La Junta, Colorado
* t Urbana
* t Ansonia, Connecticut
SS Monroe, Wisconsin
* Urbana
SS Areola
* t Ottawa, Kansas
* t Dwight
* t Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Millerville, Missouri
* t Ft. Worth, Texas
t Point Pleasant, New York
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Evans, James Gilbert—Economics
A.B. (Simpson Coll.), 1921
A.M., 1924
Evans, Milton Merwyn—Horticulture
B.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1926
Evans, Percy Griffith—Spanish
A.B., A.M. (Boston Univ.), 1919, 1924
Ewing, Dean McLeod—Education
B.S., 1922
Fahnestock, Maurice Kendall—Mechanical Engineering;
B.S., 1924
Falberg, Mabel Louise—English
B.Ed. (Western Illinois Teachers' Coll.), 1926
Farley, John—Education
B.S., 1926
Fatherson, Robert Broadwell—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Iowa), 1926
Faucett, Max Albert—Electrical Engineering
B.S. (Rose Polytechnic Inst.), 1921
M.S., 1924
Faye, Christopher Urdahl—Library Science
A.B. (Luther Coll.), 1909
A.M. (Univ. of Minnesota), 1924
Fellows, Albert Thomas—Chemistry
B.S., M.S. (Rutgers Coll.), 1923, 1924
Fender, Joseph Cephas—Education
B.E. (Eastern Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1925
Fernald, Charles Henry—Economics
B.S. (Massachusetts Agricultural Coll.), 1916
M.S. (Harvard Univ.), 1921
Field, Constance Ann—English
A.B. (Iowa State Teachers' Coll.), 1916
* A.M. (Columbia Univ.), 1920
Field, Kenneth—Economics
A.B. (Univ. of Maine), 1921
A.M., 1926
Finlay, Allan Hunter—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of British Columbia), 1924
Finley, Leigh Vivian—Education
B.S. (Univ. of Missouri), 1918
Fisher, Richard Ellis—English
A.B., 1925
Fiske, David Lewis—Mechanical Engineering
B.S. (Massachusetts Inst, of Technology), 1920
M.S., 1924
Fitz-Gerald, Thomas Austin—Romance Languages
Ph.B. (Missouri Teachers' Coll.), 1911
A.B. (Univ. of Missouri), 1913
A.M., 1921
Fleming, Chester Southwick—Chemistry
B.S. (Carthage Coll.), 1918
M.S., 1926
' Fleming, George Samuel—Chemistry
A.B. (Carthage Coll.), 1923
I Flynn, James Harding—Accountancy
B.SA 1926
: Forbes, Clarence Allen—Greek
A.B. (Bates Coll.), 1922
Ford, Carlotta Marks—Economics
A.B., A.M., 1911, 1924
Ford, Stanley Griffith—Chemistry
B.S. (Oregon State Agricultural Coll.), 1926
Forker, Frances Adaline—Education
A.B., 1922
Fornoff, Charles Wright—Political Science
A.B., A.M., Ph.D., 1922, 1923, 1926
Foster, Louis Omar—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924
Foust, Lyle Cline—Education
A.B. (Wabash Coll.), 1921
Fox, Arthur W—Transportation
B.S., M.S., 1925, 1926
Fox, Charles Warren—Psychology
A.B. (Cornell Univ.), 1926
Frame, Byron Emmett—Education
B.S. (Muskingum Coll.), 1914
Francis, Gerald McFadden—Economics
A.B. (Knox Coll.), 1921
A.M., 1925
Frankenfeld, Justus Carl—Entomology
B.S., 1925
Franklin, Earl Corlis—Education
B.S., 1922
Fraukendorfer, Sigmund von—Library Science
Degree (Agricultural Coll. of Wittenberg) , 1924
SS * t Urbana
* Urbana
SS East Sangus, Massachusetts
SS Baldwin
* t Edwardsville
SS East Moline
* t Pawnee
* t Clarion, Iowa
* t Urbana
* t Ringsted, Iowa
* t Newburgh, New York
SS Westfield
* t Urbana
* Cedar Falls, Iowa
* t Urbana
* t Oak Park
SS Wellsville, Missouri
* Chicago
* Urbana
SS * Urbana
SS Carthage
SS Carthage
* t Quincy
SS Colebrook, New Hampshire
* Geneva
* t Urbana
SS Urbana
* Pana
* t Vermont
SS Crawfordsville, Indiana
* t Palestine
* t Gloversville, New York
SS Senecaville, Ohio
* f Knoxville
* t St. C/.arlet, Missouri
SS Freedom, Indiana
* f Munchen, Germany
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Freeman, Richard Walter—Chemistry
B.S., 1926
Freiberg, Aaron—Psychology
A.B. (North Central Coll.), 1926
French, Margaret—English
A.B. (Middlebury Coll.), 1911
A.B. (Mt. Holyoke Coll.), 1912
A.M., 1924
Friedli. Ferdinand Jacob—Entomology
B.S. (McKendree Coll.), 1916
Friedrich, Martin—Chemistry
A.B. (Augustana Coll.), 1925
M.S. (Unit, of Louisville), 1926
Fritachle, Alice Elizabeth—English
A.B., 1925
Fullenwider, Elizabeth Leah—English
A.B. (James MiUiken Univ.), 1916
A.M., 1917
Fullerton, Greer Gilbert—Corporation Finance
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924
Fullerton, Wilhelmina—Political Science
A.B., 1926
Gabby, Samuel Lee—Pharmacology
M.D., 1910
Gafvert, Gustaf Adolf—Mechanical Engineering
B.S., M.E. (Worcester Polytechnic Inst.), 1923, 1925
Gaines, Dorothy Lucinda—Education
A.B., 1925
Galbraith, Rowena—English
B.S., 1924
Gallagher, Winifred Agnes—English
A.B. (Trinity Coll.), 1920
Garber, Lee Orville—Education
B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1920
M.S., 1926
Gard, William Lloyd—Education
B.S., 1921
Garstang, Gladys Eloise—Mathematics
B.S., A.M., 1923, 1925
Garvin, Wiley B—Education
B.S., 1924
Gassman, Lawrence Charles—Education
B.S., 1927
Gauerke, Chester G—Chemistry
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1924
Gaugler, Frank A—Animal Husbandry
B.S. (Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical Coll.), 1909
M.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1915
Geiger, Eclna Carrie—Latin
B.S., 1924
Gibbs, Raymond Lee—Sociology
A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1926
Geneva, William Blaine—Political Science
A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1914
Gernon, Rosetta Josephine—French
Ph.B. (St. Xavier Coll.), 1925
Gieseking, John Eldon—Chemistry
B.S., 1926
Gillespie, Horace Beaven—Chemistry
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1925
Ginninga, Defor Childress—Chemistry
B.S., 1926
Girhard, Harold Raymond—Education
A.B., 1918
Gleize, Forrest Edward—Education
A.B. (Central Wesleyan Coll.), 1917
Glenn, Sidney Erwin—English
A.B..A.M., 1922, 1923
Glidden, Fannie Hurff—English
A.B. (Knox Coll.), 1902
Glos, Raymond Eugene—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1925, 1926
Goehler, Orville—Chemistry
B.S. (Washington Univ.), 1926
Goff, John Alonzo—Mechanical Engineering
B.S., M.S., 1921, 1924
Goldman, Marcus Selden—English
A.B. (Miami Univ.), 1916
A.M., 1917
A.M. (Harvard Univ.), 1926
Goldstein, Benjamin Bernard—History
A.B. (Univ. of California), 1922
Gould, Mrs. Mary James—English
A.B., 1923
S3 Medina, New York
* t Naperville
* t Swanton, Vermont
SS Champaign
* t Hobart, Indiana
* t Olney
* t Urbana
* t Bone Gap
* t Idaho Falls, Idaho
* t Elgin
* t Worcester, Massachusetts
SS Danville
SS Johnsonville
SS Birmingham, Alabama
SS Fairbury
SS Champaign
SS Urbana
* t Tower Hill
t Lena
SS * t Arlington, Wisconsin
* Urbana
SS * f Cissna Park
* t Seymour
SS Bloomington
t Kankakee
* t AUamont
SS Hancock, Michigan
* t Macomb
SS Newton
SS Green Valley
* t Urbana
t Kewanee
SS * t Wayne
* t St. Louis, Missouri
SS * t Colorado Springs, Colorado
* t Middletown, Ohio
* t Urbana
SS * f Urbana
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Gould, Richard Ernest—Mechanical Engineering
B.S., 1923
Grams, Howard Alfred—Chemistry
B.S. (Earlham Coll.), 1924
M.S., 1926
Grafton, Eldon Carlyle—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Washington State Coll.), 1926
Graham, George Adams—Political Science
A.B. (Monmouth Coll.), 1926
Graham, James Ray—Education
A.B. (Monmouth Coll.), 1920
Grant, Joseph Derby—Mathematics
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Michigan), 1925, 1926
Grant, Mary—Geography
B.S., 1927
Gravette, Francis Ivey—English
A.B. (Baylor Coll.), 1916
Green, Carl—Political Science
B.E. (Eastern Illinois Stale Teachers' Coll.), 1924
A.M., 1925
Green, Paul Martin—Accountancy
A.B. (Miami Univ.), 1926
Gressens, Otto—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1921, 1924
Griffin, Judson Roy—Geology
A.B., 1925
Griswold, Frances Catherine—English
A.B. (Illinois Woman's Coll.), 1926
Griswold, Mabel Louise—English History
A.B. (Illinois Coll.), 1926
Gronert, Henry—English
A.B., A.M. (Washington Univ.), 1922, 1925
Grosche, Alfred George—Entomology
B.S., M.S., 1919, 1925
Groves, Northa Price—Education
A.B., 1920
Gruver, Elmer Miller—Education
B.S. (Gettysburg Coll.), 1924
Guenther, Otto Hugo—Education
B.S., 1926
Guin, Russell Lowell—Education
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan Univ.), 1913
Gundlach, Alice Lathrop—English
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Washington), 1924, 1926
Gundlach, Ralph—Psychology
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Washington), 1924, 1926
Gunn, Harvey Barton—Physics
A.B. (Illinois Coll.), 1923
Guthrie, Albert Nelson—Physics
B.S. (Univ. of Arizona), 1926
Guthrie, Ned—Chemistry
B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1925
M.S., 1926
Hackett, Robert Philip—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1926
Hackleman, Jay Courtland—Farm Crops
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1910
A.M. (Univ. of Missouri), 1912
Haga, Clifford Irving—English
A.B. (Univ. of Minnesota) , 1925
Haist, Paul Bernhardt—German
A.B. (North Central Coll.), 1926
Hall, Serena Goss—English
A.B., A.M. (Boston Univ.), 1923, 1924
Hall, Stanley Gilbert—Mechanical Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Maine), 1923
Hamilton, George R—Education
A.B. (Hanover Coll.), 1915
Hamilton, Thomas—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1917, 1922
Hammond, Asaph Chandler—Education
B.S., 1922
Hansen, Ida C—English
A.B., 1924
Hansen, John Wilbur—Accountancy
B.S., 1924
Harbison, Winfred Audif—Latin
A.B. (Wabash Coll.), 1924
Hardesty, James Marion—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Texas), 1923
M.S., 1925
Harding, Florence Marie—Library Scienoe
A.B., 1924
SS * t Urbana
SS Richmond, Indiana
* t Yakima, Washington
* f Monmouth
SS Waterloo, Iowa
* f Ann Arbor, Michigan
t Marion
* t Temple, Texas
SS Landis
* t East Liverpool, Ohio
SS * Urbana
t Urbana
* t Jacksonville
* t White Hall
* Champaign
SS Matteson
* Champaign
SS Orrtanna, Pennsylvania
SS * Quincy
SS Westville
* t Champaign
* f Wallace, Idaho
SS Normal
* t Mesa, Arizona
SS Herrick
SS * t Rochelle
* Urbana
* t Granite Falls, Minnesota
* f Louisville, Kentucky
* t Haverhill, Massachusetts
* t Bangor, Maine
SS Franklin, Indiana
t Champaign
* Decatur
SS Harlan, Iowa
SS Brookston, Indiana
SS Russellville, Indiana
* t Abernathy, Texas
* t Champaign
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Harding, Leola Glenn—Latin
A.B. {Greenville Coll.), 1912
Hare, Fay Charles—English
A.B., 1913
Harker, Martha—Education
A.B., 1926
Harland, Marion Boyer—Agronomy
B.S., 1920
Harmon, Dorothy Elizabeth—English
A.B. (McKendree CoU.), 1926
Harnish, Wilber E—Education
A.B. (Lebanon Valley Coll.), 1910
Harter, Wesley Curtis—History
A.B. (Carthage Coll.), 1924
Hartmann, ErneBt C—Civil Engineering
B.S., 1924
Harvey, J Mahlon—French
A.B. (Earlham Coll.), 1921
Haswell, Richard Ellis—English
A.B., 1926
Hawkins, Glenn Baker—History
B.S. (Washington & Jefferson Coll.), 1924
A.M. (Univ. of Pittsburg), 1926
Hayes, Dulcie—French
A.B., 1923
Hefelbower, Beth—German
A.B. (Washburn Coll.), 1920
Heino, Albert Frederic—Architectural Design
B.S. (Armour Inst, of Technology), 1926
Heissig, Ida—Obstetrics
B.S., 1922
Helming, Oscar Clemens—Physiological Chemistry
A.B. (Carleton Coll.), 1926
Helms, Elva Allen—Political Science
A.B., A.M., 1922, 1923
Helms, Lloyd Alvin—Economics
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1925
A.M., 1926
Henderson, Euell Blaine—Education
B.S. (Missouri Wesleyan Univ.), 1915
Henderson, Georgia Mary—Mathematics
B.S. (Earlham Coll.), 1916
Hendricks, Henry George—Economics
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Texas), 1924, 1925
Henning, Ruth Elizabeth—Mathematics
A.B. (Huron Coll.), 1917
Henninger, Julia Kimlin—Education
A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1922
Henry, Bessie Lee—Bacteriology
A.B. (Maryville Coll.), 1920
A.M., 1925
Henwood, Proctor Edwin—Mechanical Engineering
B.S. (Armour Inst, of Technology), 1910
Herman, Abbott Philip—Education
C.E. (Cornell Univ.), 1920
Herrick, Winfred Crouse—Latin
A.B. (Beloit Coll.), 1922
Herriott, James Ephraim—Education
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1924
Herriott, Marion Eugene—Education
Ph.B. (Univ. of Chicago), 1921
A.M. (Univ. of Missouri), 1924
Hershey, Albert Eby—Mechanical Engineering
B.S. (Carnegie Inst, of Technology), 1922
M.S., 1926
Hershey, Arthur Willis—Electrical Engineering
B.E.E. (Ohio State Univ.), 1925
Hertel, Alfred Louis—Zoology
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1925
Hewitt, Harvey Carl—Education
B.S.. 1925
Hill, Benjamin Harvey—Zoology
A.B., M.S. (Texas Christian Univ.), 1921, 1925
Hill, Nigel Pauline—English
A.B., 1925
Hills, Edward Barton—English
A.B. (Connecticut Wesleyan Univ.), 1924
A.M. (Harvard Univ.), 1925
Hjortland, Arthur Lorimer—Zoology
A.B. (Univ. of North Dakota), 1923
Hoar, Jacob T—Education
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1919
Hobart, Clyde Monroe—Mathematics
A.B., A.M., 1912, 1913
Hobart, Mabel Edmonson—English
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1913
ss Champaign
ss * t Oilman
* Puryear, Tennessee
t Urbana
* t Lebanon
* t Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania
* t Carthage
* t Decatur
t Lynn, Indiana
* t Champaign
* t Beallsville, Pennsylvania
SS * t Ogden
* t Carthage
* t Chicago
SS Chicago
* t Northfield, Minnesota
SS Columbus, Ohio
* t Fairmount, Indiana
SS Cameron, Missouri
SS Georgetown
* t Silesbee, Texas
SS Fairfield, Iowa
SS Champaign
SS Maryville, Tennessee
* t Urbana
SS t Miami, Florida
* t Stockton
SS Yates City
SS * t Urbana
* t Dayton, Ohio
* t Toledo, Ohio
* t Belleville
SS Georgetown
* t Waco, Texas
SS * t Urbana
* t Mill Hall, Pennsylvania
* f Duluth, Minnesota
SS Orleans, Indiana
* f Champaign
* t Atwood
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Hodsdon, Frances Mildred—Chemistry
A.B. (Northland Coll.), 1922
A.B., 1923
Hoelscher, Randolph Philip—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1912
Hofer, Joseph Francis—Economics
A.B. (Univ. of South Dakota), 1925
Holladay, Lois—Library Science
A.B. (Georgetoum Coll.), 1915
Hollopeter, Cecil F—Education
B.S., 1925
Holloway, Florence—Romance Languages
A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1924
A.M., 1925
Hollowell, Eugene Amos—Agronomy
B.S., M.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1923, 1924
Holmes, Leslie Arnold—Geology
B.S., 1926
Holsapple, Coen Edward—Education
B.S.. 1923
Holt, Ross Henry—American History
B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1925
A.M., 1926
Hood, Fred Carlisle—Education
A.B. (Southern Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1918
Hopkins, Charles—Mathematics
A.B. (Brown Univ.), 1922
A.M., 1924
Hopkins, Eugene Canfield—Farm Management
B.S., 1917
Horning, Timothy—Farm Management
B.S. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1922
Hornor, Nellie Nancy—Education
A.B., A.M., 1912, 1913
Horton, Roland—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Oklahoma), 1921
Houghton, Nealie Doyle—Political Science
B.S. (Missouri State Teachers' Coll.), 1921
A.M. (Univ. of Missouri), 1923
Howell, Oliver Willis—Education
B.S., 1923
Hsu, Pen Chun—Mining Engineering
B.S. (Peiyang Univ.), 1924
M.S. (Univ. of Pittsburgh), 1925
Hsu, Yen Yin—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1925, 1926
Hsueh, Chi Ming—Chemistry
Degree (Tokyo Technical Coll.), 1924
Hu, Theophilus Szeren—Agronomy
B.S. (New York Regent), 1922
M.S. (Univ. of Syracuse), 1926
Huck, Raymond—Mathematics
B.S. (Illinois Coll.), 1922
Huddlestun, Thelma Bernice—Chemistry
B.S., 1926
Hudson, Hersel Windel—Business Organization & Operation
B.S., 1920
Huelsen, Walter August—Botany
B.S. (Cornell Univ.), 1917
M.S., 1926
Huelster, Lowell Frederick—Economics
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1926
Huff, James Orton—English
A.B., A.M., 1911, 1912
Huffman, Harold Funston—Electrical Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Kansas), 1924
Hull, Mabel Ruth—Education
A.B., 1924
Hummell, Armin Dean—Physics
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1924
Hunter, George William—Zoology
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1924
Hunter, Harold Leslie—Education
B.S., 1924
Hurwitz, George Joseph—Chemistry
B.S., 1926
HuBsey, Stewart Clark—Chemistry
B.S. (Lincoln Coll.), 1924
B.S., 1926
Hutchens, Beulah Almira—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1923
Hutcheson, D. Paul—Business Organization & Operation
B.S. (Kansas State Teachers' Coll.), 1923
Hyde, Arthur May—History
A.B., A.M. (Yale Univ.), 1889, 1894
Mellen, Wisconsin
* Urbana
* Freeman, South Dakota
* Columbia, Kentucky
ss Urbana
SS Bloomington
88 * f Farmer City
* t Freeport
SS Toledo
SS Colchester
SS * t Champaign
SS * f Urbana
* t Yorkville
t Roca, Nebraska
* Danville
* t Urbana
* t Urbana
SS Arthur
* f Kiangsu, China
* t Anhui, China
SS * t Chekiang, China
t Shanghai, China
SS Hoyleton
SS * t Champaign
SS * St. Joseph
* t Urbana
* t Oak Park
* Urbana
t Havensville, Kansas
* t Urbana
SS * t London Mills
* t Claremont, California
SS Pesolum
* f Chicago
SS * f Urbana
SS Whitehall
* t Pittsburg, Kansas
f Urbana
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Hyde, Arthur Sidney—Zoology
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1926
Hyde, James Franklin—Organic Chemistry
A.B., A.M. (Syracuse Univ.), 1923, 1924
Hyndman, Robin Wayne—Education
A.B. (Indiana State Normal School), 1915
A.M. (Columbia Teachers' Coll.), 1921
Hyneman, Charles S—International Law
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1923, 1925
Inman, Richard Frank—Surgery
B.S., M.D., 1925, 1926
Ireland, Clarence Edward—Physics
A.B., 1926
Ireland, Inez Invaline—Psychology
A.B., 1924
Isaacson, Marion Ross—Agronomy
B.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1924
Jackson, Andrew Linsey—Education
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Oklahoma), 1923, 1924
Jackson, Ernest Theodore—Education
A.B., 1923
Jacob, Paul Emile—French
Degree (Univ. of Neuchatel), 1914
A.M., 1926
Janata, Anthony James—Economics
A.B., 1920
Jeffries, Mary Agnes—Spanish
A.B., A.M., 1922, 1925
Jenison, Frances Ernestine—History
A.B. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1921
Jenison, Marguerite Edith—History
A.B. (Univ. of Wisconsin) , 1917
Jensen, Dana Olaf—English
A.B. (Washington Univ.), 1926
Jentzsch, Richard Alvin—Orthodontia
D.D.S., 1926
Jodar, Emery—Chemistry
B.S., 1925
John, Mellie—English
B.S., 1923
Johnson, Clarence A—Chemistry
B.S. (Univ. of Chicago), 1924
Johnson, Donald Richard—Accountancy
B.S., 1926
Johnson, Dorothea Pearl—Latin
A.B. (McKendree Coll.), 1915
Johnson, Earl Hanford—Organic Chemistry
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1925
Johnson, Ellen Marie—English
Ph.B. (Shurtleff Coll.), 1926
Johnson, Grace Ella—Mathematics
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1926
Johnson, Jo Ann—English
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1925
Johnson, John Thomas—Botany
A.B. (Maryville Coll.), 1925
Johnson, Joseph Helm—Education
A.B. (Univ. of Kentucky), 1923
Johnston, Paul Evans—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1917, 1926
Jolly, Meta—English
A.B., B.S., 1926
Jones, Glendolyn Price—Education
B.S. (Eureka Coll.), 1920
Jones, Harris William—English
135 hrs., (Univ. of Illinois)
Jones, Laurence Hertle—Accountancy
B.S., 1925
Jones, Norman—Education
B.S. (Eureka Coll.), 1922
Jordan, Harold Herman—Chemistry
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1926
Jorgensen, Albert—Theoretical & Applied Mechanics
B.S. (Michigan Coll. of Mines), 1924
Joshi, Amant Keshao—Chemistry
B.S., 1925
Joyner, Houston Clay—Inorganic Chemistry
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Virginia), 1922
A.M. (Princeton Univ.), 1926
Kagey, Rudolph Hornaday—Philosophy
A.B., 1926
Kahle, Estelle Dorothy—Sociology
A.B. (Univ. of Iowa), 1923
Kammalade, William Garfield—Animal Husbandry
B.S. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1915
M.S., 1917
* t Urbana
* t Solvay, New York
SS Canton
* t Urbana
* t Chicago
* t Champaign
* f Vandalia
* t Champaign
SS Kress, Texas
SS Odin
SS * t Urbana
t Urbana
* t Columbia, Missouri
* t Urbana
* Urbana
* t St. Louis, Missouri
* t Oak Park
* f Cicero
SS * Rockford
* t Waterford, Wisconsin
* t Morrisonville
SS Belleville
* t Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin
* t Princeton
* f Brandon, Wisconsin
SS Bloomington
* t Maryville, Tennessee
SS Auburn, Kentucky
* t Urbana
SS * f Champaign
SS Fulton, Missouri
* Johnston City
* f Chicago
SS Fulton, Missouri
SS Brillion, Wisconsin
* t Muskegon, Michigan
* Bombay, India
* t Amherst, Virginia
SS * t Champaign
SS Carlinville
* t Urbana
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Kamp, Henry Wilbur—Classics
A.B., A.M., 1917, 1918
Kaplan, Bertha—Medicine
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Chicago), 1916, 1921
Kaplan, Samuel—Bacteriology
B.S., M.D., 1922, 1925
Karrenbrock, Wilbert E—Economics
A.B. (Central Wesleyan Univ.), 1921
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924
Keeler, Otis—Education
B.S., 1925
Keeley, Adelbert Claude—Economics
B.S., 1926
Kell, Ray Davis—Electrical Engineering
B.S., 1926
Kelley, Mae Elizabeth—Education
A.B., 1913
Kelley, Victor Wendell—Horticulture
B.S., M.S., 1921, 1923
Kelly, Thomas Alfred—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Colorado), 1926
Kennedy, Wadaran L—Dairy Husbandry
B.S., 1927
Kenney, Harold—Education
B.S., 1926
Kerr, Harriett Hazel—Spanish
A.B., 1924
Kessler, Margaret Marie—Physiological Chemistry
A.B. (Illinois Woman's Coll.), 1925
Ketchum, Martha—English
A.B., 1926
Kick, Charles Holl—Animal Husbandry
B.S. (Pennsylvania State Coll.), 1922
M.S., 1924
Kidder, Margaret—Spanish
A.B. (Morningside Coll.), 1923
Kieffer, George Washington—Chemistry
A.B. (Univ. of Oklahoma), 1920
Kilby, Glenn Matlock—History
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1922
Kiltz, Burton Frederick—Agronomy
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1925, 1927
King, Ameda Ruth—History
A.B., A.M., 1922, 1925
King, Edward P—Chemistry
B.S. (Eureka Coll.), 1926
King, Florence Mary—Education
B.S., 1921
M.S. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1923
King, George Edward—Entomology
B.S. (Utah Agricultural Coll.), 1918
Kingsley, Frank C—Economics of Public Utilities
B.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1923
Kinison, Charles Richard—Education
B.S., 1926
Kinnaird, Christine—English
A.B. (Rockford Coll.), 1924
Kirby, Ruth Yates—Latin
A.B. (Univ. of Washington), 1924
Kirk, James Thornton—Education
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1900
A.M., 1911
Kleinheksel, Jack Harvey—Inorganic Chemistry
A.B. (Hope Coll.), 1922
M.S., 1925
Kline, Laurence E—Economics
B.S., 1922
Kloppenburg, Ralph Haase—Architectural Design
B.S., 1926
Kneier, Charles Mayard—Political Science
A.B., A.M., 1922, 1924
Knight, Helen Bernice—Education
B.S., 1926
Knipp, Frances Mary—History
A.B., 1926
Knowles, Edwin Blackwell—English
A.B. (Connecticut Wesleyan Univ.), 1924
Knox, John Harvey—Animal Husbandry
B.S. (Ohio State Univ.), 1921
M.S., 1924
Knudsen, Charles William—Education
B.S., M.S., 1913, 1923
Ko, Ping Lin—Railway Engineering
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1925
Kobak, Alfred Julian—Pathology
B.S., M.D., 1921, 1925
SS Watseka
ss * f Chicago
* t Chicago
* f New Melle, Missouri
ss * t Melvin
* t Rock Island
* Oary, Indiana
ss Loda
ss * t Urbana
* t Boulder, Colorado
t Urbana
t Loda
* f Metropolis
* t Auburn
* t Urbana
ss * t Urbana
t Sioux City, Iowa
ss Panhandle, Texas
ss Mackinaw
t O'Neill, Nebraska
ss * t White Hall
* f Eureka
ss Lacon
ss * t Garland, Utah
* Formoso, Kansas
ss * t Champaign
ss Danville
* f Decatur
t Champaign
* t Holland, Michigan
* t Chicago
* t Champaign
SS Greenville
* Chicago
SS Urbana
* Lancaster, Pennsylvania
* Painesville, Ohio
SS * Urbana
* t Kiangsu, China
SS * t Chicago
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Koch, Walter William—Chemistry
A.B. (Montana Univ.), 1925
Kollman, Clarence John—History
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1923
Konichek, James Thomas—Plant Physiology
B.S., 1925
Krenz, Mathilde Hannah—Botany
A.B., 1924
Kroeger, Hilda Hertha—Physiological Chemistry
B.S. (Univ. of Arizona), 1924
Kreuger, Gerald August—Education
B.S., 1922
Kruger, John Henry—Animal Nutrition
B.S. (Washington State Coll.), 1921
M.S. (Pennsylvania State Coll.), 1926
Kuan, Cheng Lieh—Civil Engineering
B.S., M.S., 1926
Kubitz, Oskar Alfred—Philosophy
A.B. (James MUlikin Univ.), 1924
A.M., 1926
Kuhlemeyer, Feme Viola—Education
A.B., 1925
Kuhlman, Alvin Frederick—Dairy Production
B.S. (South Dakota State Coll.), 1925
Kuhlman, Gustav W—Economics
B.S. (South Dakota State Coll.), 1925
M.S., 1926
Kukets, Walter Robert—Education
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan Univ.), 1923
Kurt, Oscar Edward—Physical Chemistry
A.B. (Columbia Coll.), 1926
Lackey, Edith Mary—English
A.B. (Oxford Coll. for Women), 1924
La Fleur, Birch Carroll Collins—Medicine
B.S. (Univ. of Pennsylvania), 1920
Lamb, John—Agronomy
B.S., 1918
Landes, Ralph H—Chemistry
B.S. {ilt. Morris Coll.), 1925
Lane, Gilbert DeWitt—Chemistry
A.B. (Bradley Polytechnic Inst.), 1922
Lansing, William Dwight—Physics
B.S., M.S., 1925, 1926
La Piana, Angeline—Italian
A.B. (Umberto I Palermo), 1913
A.B. (Columbia Univ.), 1923
A.M. (Harvard Univ.), 1924
Large, Ross Lingenfelter—Economics
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Denver), 1912, 1913
Larm, Ethel—English
A.B., A.M., 1919, 1924
Larsen, Harold Theodore—Civil Engineering
B.S., 1923
Larson, Grace Vernette—Botany
A.B. (Lindenwood Coll.), 1926
Lash, Abraham Fae—Gynecology
B.S. (Univ. of Chicago), 1919
M.D. (Rush Medical Coll.), 1921
M.S., 1926
Lattimor, Richmond Alexander—Greek
A.B. (Dartmouth Coll.), 1926
Laws, Carl Dewey—Mathematics
B.S., A.M. (Univ. of Georgia), 1921, 1922
Lawson, Burtis Carl—Education
B.S., M.S., 1921, 1924
Leberknight, Charles Everard—Physics
B.S. (Carnegie hist, of Technology), 1926
Lee, Fan-Hsih—Mechanical Engineering
B.S., 1926
Lee, Ping H—Economics
A.B. (Fuhtan Univ.), 1922
Lehman, Edward Julius—Chemistry
B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1926
Lehmann, Fred Gustav—Chemistry
B.S., 1923
Len, Wu Yuey—Philosophy
A.B., 1926
Leonard, Virginia Louise—Chemistry
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1926
Lescher, Frank Mills 1—Architecture
B.S., 1911
Leslie, Robert Thies—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1925, 1926
* t Missoula, Montana
SS Paxton
* t Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin
* t Chicago
SS * t Tucson, Arizona
SS Urbana
* t Urbana
SS * Fengtien, China
SS * t Champaign
SS Pearl City
SS * t Lowell, Wisconsin
SS * t Urbana
* t Champaign
* t Bellevue, Iowa
SS Oxford, Indiana
SS Balbo, Maryland
* Newton
SS Lintner
SS Hanna City
SS * t Champaign
* t Cambridge, Massachusetts
SS Longmont, Colorado
* f Oxford, Indiana
* t Urbana
SS * t Paxton
SS * f Chicago
* t Hanover, New Hampshire
SS * t Gainesville, Georgia
SS * Champaign
* t Bedford, Pennsylvania
* t Hunan, China
* t Fukien, China
* Bloomington
SS * t Chicago
* t Kankakee
* t LaGrange
* t Urbana
* t Belleville
'Candidate for degree in professional engineering.
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Libman, Minna—Juvenile Behavior
A.B., B.S., 1924, 1926
Liebtag, Charlotte—Botany
A.B. (De Pauw Univ.), 1926
Liggett, William Alexander—Education
A.B., 1926
Lin, William Yan—Banking
B.S., M.S., 1925, 1926
Lind, Hjordis Angelica—Education
A.B., 1925
Linde, Gertrude S—Philosophy
A.B., 1925
Linder, Ruth—Geology
B.S., 1926
Lindsey, Glen Aven—Bacteriology
B.S. (Texas Agricultural & Mechanical Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1926
Linsley, Clyde Maurice—Soils
B.S., 1916
M.S. (Cornell Coll.), 1926
Linthicum, Marie Channing—English Literature
B.S., A.M. (Johns Hopkins Univ.), 1923, 1924
Lipe, Cora Zanobia—Education
B.S. (Carthage Coll.), 1911
Littleton, Annanias Charles—Economics
A.B., A.M., C.P.A., 1912, 1918, 1919
Liu, Ju I—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1925, 1926
Lloyd, Daniel Boone—Civil Engineering
B.S. (George Washington Univ.), 1923
Lloyd, Edna Martha—English
A.B. (Kansas Wesleyan Univ.), 1924
Longwell, John Harwood—Animal Husbandry
B.S., A.M. (Univ. of Missouri), 1918, 1920
Louis, Elizabeth Valentine—French
A.B., 1926
Lovelace, Robert Lloyd—History
Ph.B. (Shurtleff Coll.), 1926
Loworn, Joseph Edgar—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1925
Lowe, Lewis Rockmore—English
A.B. (Oberlin Coll.), 1925
Lubelsky, Benjamin 1—Mining engineering
B.S., 1924
M.S. (Carnegie Inst, of Technology), 1925
Lucas, James Burleigh—Organic Chemistry
B.S., M.S. (Virginia Polytechnic Inst.), 1910, 1913
Luce, Wilbur M—Zoology
B.S. (Bates Coll.), 1924
M.S., 1924
Lundin, Roy Simeon—Education
B.S., 1915
Luney, Kenneth Dean—Economics
A.B. (Geneva Coll.), 1924
Lunt, Herbert Arthur—Agronomy
B.S. (Oregon State Coll.), 1922
M.S. (Washington State Coll.), 1923
Lycan, William Hiram—Organic Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1926
Lyon, Stuart Wellington—Theoretical & Applied Mechanics
B.S., 1924
McAnally, Marian Pace—English
A.B., A.M., 1920, 1924
McAnulty, Leona—Education
B.S. (Carthage Coll.), 1896
McCabe, Marie Belle—Zoology
B.S., 1921
McCammon, George Arthur—Economics of Public Utilities
B.S., 1926
McCarthy, Cecelia—Library Science
A.B., 1920
McClellan, George Byrl—Mathematics
B.S. (Miami Univ.), 1918
A.M., 1925
McCluer, Paul—Public Speaking
A.B., 1924
McClure, Frank James—Animal Nutrition
B.S., M.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1919, 1924
McConnell, Everett J—Economics
B.S., 1926
McConnell, Ruth Franklin—Psychology
A.B., 1925
McCormick, Vera—Mathematics
A.B., 1925
* t Chicago
* t Indianapolis, Indiana
ss Virden
* Seremban, China
88 Joliet
* Urbana
* t Mattoon
SS * t Urbana
* t Fairfield
* t Annapolis, Maryland
ss Witt
* t Urbana
SS * Chihli, China
t Glenndale, Maryland
ss Middletown
* t Ontario, California
ss Champaign
* f Galesburg
ss * f Urbana
* t Champaign
* t Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
ss Blacksburg, Virginia
ss * f Readfield Depot, Maine
* t Urbana
ss * f Oakdale
ss * t Champaign
ss * t Vermillion
* f Chicago
* t Mt. Vernon
ss Urbana
ss Grand Rapids, Michigan
* Springfield
* t Champaign
ss Bement
ss * Urbana
ss * t West Lafayette, Indiana
* Herrick
ss * Urbana
* t Urbana
•Candidate for degree in professional Engineering
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McCulloch, Ernest Carr—Zoology
D.V.M. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1924
McCutchen, Samuel Proctor—History
A.B. (Southwestern Coll.), 1922
A.M. (Univ. of Chicago), 1925
McDiarmid, Wilbur LeRoy—History
A.B. (Albion Coll.), 1901
McDonald, Edmund Urban—Education
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1915
MacFate, Robert Preston—Physiological Chemistry
Ch.E. (Lehigh Univ.), 1925
McGinnis, Charles Allen 1—Education
A.B., 1925
Mcintosh, William R—Education
B.S., A.M. (Northwestern Univ.), 1920, 1923
McKee. Harley James—Architectural Design
B.S., 1926
McKelvey, Louis William—English
A.B. (Knox Coll.), 1920
McKim, Chester Lincoln—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1925
McKown, Lisle William—Botany
B.8., 1924
McLarty, Mrs. A. D.—History
A.B., A.M., 1923, 1924
McMackin, Iva—History
A.B. (Oberlin Coll.), 1918
McMackin, Samuel Carl—Geology
B.S., 1927
McMillan, Helen Marie—English
A.B., 1925
McMunn, Richard Lacey—Horticulture
B.S., 1925
McMurry, Clare DeWitt—Education
B.S. (Central Coll.), 1917
McNaughton, Wayne Leslie—Business Organization and Operation
B.S., 1927
MacQueen, Donald Elson—Organic Chemistry
B.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1926
McVay, Thomas Newkirk—Geology
B.S., M.S., 1914, 1926
Ma, Ming Chih—-Accountancy
B.S., 1927
Ma, Te Chun—Economics
A.B. (Wilmette Univ.), 1926
Macbeth, Gilbert—English
A.B. (Miami Univ.), 1925
A.M., 1926
Macdonald, Malcolm K—Psychology
A.B., A.M. (Clark Univ.), 1922
Mackin, John Gilman—Zoology
B.S. (Oklahoma State Teachers' Coll.), 1924
Mahard, Landsden—History
A.B. (Missouri Valley Coll.), 1925
Malcomsom, Richard Oglesby—Entomology
B.S. (Western Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1923
Mange, Alyce Edythe—History
A.B. (Greenville Coll.), 1926
Manley, Ralph H—Organic Chemistry
B.S. (Beloit Coll.), 1926
Mann, Mary Abegail—Library Science
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1922
Mapes, Lester Ryan—Education
B.S. (Carthage Coll.), 1916
Marlin, Delia Pearl—English
B.S. (South Eastern Missouri State Teachers' Coll.), 1924
Marlowe, Wilma McCabe—Chemistry
B.S., 1921
Marsh, Charles Franklin—Economics
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1925
A.M., 1926
Marshall, Bernice Louise—English
A.B., 1925
Marshall, Jerry Reuben—Chemistry
A.B. (Bethany Coll.), 1926
Martin, Laurence Forstall—-Organic Chemistry
B.S.. M.S. (Tulane Univ.), 1924, 1925
Martin, Minnie Mae—Chemistry
A.B. (Coll. of Industrial Arts), 1924
Mason, Carol Young—Geography
A.B. (Wellesley Coll.), 1924
A.M. (Clark Univ.), 1925
Matheny Arthur R—Education
B.S., 1920
SS * t Champaign
* t Greenville, Mississippi
ss Tolono
ss Urbana
SS * t Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
ss * Metropolis
t Urbana
* t Kankakee
ss * t Alexis
SS Bethany
ss Raymond
* t Urbana
* t Saybrook
t Wyoming
* t Carthage
* t Neoga
SS New Canton
t Kansas City, Kansas
* t Kansas City, Missouri
* t Urbana
t Peking, China
t Fengtien, China
* t Lockland, Ohio
* Lyndonville, Vermont
* t Ada, Oklahoma
* t Ottawa
ss Frederick
* t Greenville
* t Beloit, Wisconsin
* Muncie, Indiana
ss Ferris
ss Fairfield
ss Grand Rapids, Michigan
* + Urbana
SS Serena
* f Brownsville, Pennsylvania
SS * t New Orleans, Louisiana
SS Abilene, Texas
* t Bournedale, Massachusetts
* f Bismarck,
Completing thesis on leave of absence.
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Matzke, Harold Walter—Chemistry
A.B. (North Central Coll.), 1925
Mavis, Frederic Theodore—Civil Engineering
B.S., M.S., 1922, 1926
Maxwell, David Crawford—Agronomy
B.S. (Iowa Stale Coll.), 1924
Mayer, Norman Clark—Economics of Public Utilities
B.S., 1926
Meckstroth, Gustav Adolph—Botany
A.B., A.M. (Ohio State Univ.), 1914, 1915
Mei, I Chiang—Political Science
Ph.B. (Univ. of Chicago), 1925
Merchant, Raymond—Organic Chemistry
A.B. (De Pauw Univ.), 1920
Merritt, Leone—Education
A.B., 1917
Metcalf, Norman Wight—Chemistry
A.B., A.M. (Oberlin Coll.), 1924, 1925
Michaels, Walter Herman—Physiology
B.S., M.S. (South Dakota State Coll.), 1923, 1925
Michalek, John Clarke—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924
Michel, Rudolph—Mechanical Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1916
Michels, Eva Mabel—Latin
A.B. (McKendree Coll.), 1918
Middlebrook, Samuel—English
A.B. (Connecticut Wesleyan Univ.), 1925
Miles, Arthur—Philosophy
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan Univ.), 1918
B.D. (Garrett Biblical Inst.), 1921
Miller, Alta Marie—History
A.B. (Illinois Woman's Coll.), 1919
Miller, Cora, Kathryn—Sociology
A.B., 1924
Miller, Josephine E—English
A.B. (De Pauw Univ.), 1923
A.M. (Columbia Univ.), 1926
Miller, Leslie Edward—Education
B.S., 1926
Miller, Ray Andrew—Education
B.S., 1925
Miller, Walter McKinlev—Mathematics
Ph.B. (Lafayette Coll.), 1918
A.M. (Pennsylvania State Coll.), 1923
Milles, George—Pathology
B.S., 1925
Millhouse, Louise Elizabeth—Home Economics
A.B., 1925
Mills, Victor Churchill—Chemistry
B.S., 1923
Minor, Lee Hestlet—Dairy Husbandry
B.S., 1925
Mitchell, Alfred Joseph—Civil Engineering
B.S., 1921
Mock, Frank—Physics
E.E. (Columbia Univ.), 1913
A.M. (Univ. of Michigan), 1916
Mohme, Fred Stephen—Geography
A.B. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1926
Mohn, Paul Eugene—Mechanical Engineering
B.S. (Pennsylvania State Coll.), 1922
Mohr, Carl Otto—Entomology
A.B. (Univ. of Minnesota), 1926
Monk, Cecil R—Zoology
A.B. (Nebraska Wesleyan Univ.), 1926
Monk, Howard Homer—Business Organization and Operation
B.S., 1926
Monsma, Edwin Ype—Zoology
A.B. (Calvin Coll.), 1925
Montgomery, Burtis Edgar—Education
B.S. (McKendree Coll.), 1922
Moody, Mrs. Martha Ryan—Education
B.S. (Northern Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1921
Moor, Herbert Calvin—Education
B.S., 1923
Moore, Benjamin Clay—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1923
Moore, Dorothy Lucretia—Home Economics
B.S., 1926
Moore, Elon Howard—Sociology
A.B. (Albion Coll.), 1919
Moore, Walter Lee—Mathematics
A.B. (Albion Coll.), 1924
A.M., 1925
SS * t Juda, Wisconsin
t Urbana
t Urbana
* t Mt. Pulaski
* Botkins, Ohio
SS * Canton, China
SS * t Urbana
* Chicago
* t Oberlin, Ohio
* t Watertown, South Dakota
t Chicago Heights
* t Urbana
SS Windsor, Missouri
* t Wilton, Connecticut
* f Fithian
SS Nokomis
SS * t Villa Grove
* f Urbana
* t Champaign
SS Urbana
SS * t Urbana
* t Chicago
* t Galena
SS Warsaw
SS Champaign
* f Monroe, Michigan
* f Urbana
* t Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin
* t Mohnton, Pennsylvania
* t Rapidan, Minnesota
* t University Place, Nebraska
Urbana
* t Urbana
SS East St. Louis
SS * White Hall
SS Indianapolis, Indiana
* t El Paso
* t Danville
* Champaign
* t Urbana
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Moreland, Eleanor—Physiological Chemistry
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of West Virginia), 1898, 1903
Morgan, Newlin Dolkey—Civil Engineering
B.S., C.E. (Unit, of Colorado), 1910, 1925
Morgan, Oakley Van Buren—Horticulture
B. S. (Purdue Univ.), 1919
M.S., 1926
MorTel, John Smiley—Mathematics
A.B. (Southwestern Coll.), 1920
A.M., 1924
Morris, Harold Paul—Animal Nutrition
B.S. (Univ. of Minnesota), 1925
M.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1928
Morrison, Guy Everett—Economics
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1922
Morrison, Robert Rees—Education
B.S., 1924
Mosier, Helene—Sociology
A.B., 1925
Mouion, Edwin Du Bose—Mathematics
A.B. (Southern Methodist Univ.), 1920
Moyer, Wendell William—Organic Chemistry
B.S. (Findlay Coll.), 1924
A.B., 1926
Muller, Justus Frederick—Zoology
A.B. (Johns Hopkins Univ.), 1923
Mumm, Walter John—Agronomy
B.S., 1919
Munson, Anton Irving—Education
A.B. (Augustana Coll.), 1913
Murphy, Laurance William—English
A.B. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1921
A.M. (Univ. of North Dakota), 1923
Murphy, Mrs. Lena—English
A.B. (Univ. of Arkansas), 1912
Murphy, Louise Marian—French
A.B. (Webster Coll.), 1926
Murphy, Wallace Carlton—Political Science
A.B. (Univ. of Arkansas), 1909
A.M. (Univ. of Chicago), 1912
Murray, Albert Nelson—Geology
A.B., M.S. (Univ. of Colorado), 1922, 1924
Murray, Eloise—French
A.B., 1921
Nance, Oliver Odell—Education
B.S., 1925
Navin, Stephen Joseph—Economics
B.S. (Cornell Univ.), 1923
Neave, Sidney Lionel—Chemistry
A.B., A.M., 1925, 1926
Neckers, James Winfred—Inorganic Chemistry
A.B. (Hope Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1925
Nelson, Peter—Economics
B.S., A.M. (Utah Agricultural Coll.), 1920, 1924
Nemkoff, Alex—History
B.S., 1926
Neuber, Anna Louise—German
A.B., 1924
Neumann, Percy Eugene—English
A.B., 1925
Newcomer, Hale Lloyd—Accountancy
A.B., B.S., 1924, 1925
Newell, Horace Mead—Horticulture
B.S., 1924
Nichols, Albert Sylvanus—Education
A.B. (Otterbein Coll.), 1921
Nicol, William Howard—Mathematics
A.B. (Illinois Coll.), 1925
Nicoll, John McCaleb—Physical Chemistry
B.S. (Tarkio Coll.), 1925
Ningard, Milton Oliver—Mechanical Engineering
B.E. (Johns Hopkins Univ.), 1925
Nishioka, Masohito—Oral Surgery
D.D.S. (Univ. of Minnesota), 1920
Nix, Wilbert Arwin—Philosophy
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1926
Nordmann, Bernhard Frederick—History
A.B. (Leland Stanford Univ.), 1917
A.M., 1925
Norman, Helen Grant—English
A.B., 1921
Norria, Forbes Holten—Education
A.B. (Manchester Coll.), 1922
M.Ed. (Harvard Univ.), 1926
* Morgantown, West Virginia
SS * f Urbana
SS * t Urbana
* t Milford, Texas
* t Urbana
SS Lebanon, Indiana
SS Mahomet
SS t Urbana
SS * t Champaign
SS * t LaTrobe, Pennsylvania
SS * t Baltimore, Maryland
t Champaign
SS Princeton
SS * t Urbana
t Urbana
SS St. Louis, Missouri
* f Ft- Smith, Arkansas
* t Saybrook Point, Connecticut
* t Elgin
SS Jackson, Missouri
* t Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Clymer, New York
* t Mink Creek, Idaho
* Chicago
* t Champaign
SS Rockport
* t Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Knoxvillc
SS Jacksonville
* t Tarkio, Missouri
t Baltimore, Maryland
* t Hiroshima, Japan
* t Sheboygan, Wisconsin
* f Menasha, Wisconsin
SS Champaign
SS Champaign
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Nome, Robert Earl—Mathematics
A.B.. 1926
Norton, Ethan Arlo—Agronomy
B.S., 1919
Noyes, Elisabeth—Education
A.B. {Smith Coll.), 1924
Noyes, Gertrude Elizabeth—English
A.B. (Connecticut Coll. for Women), 1925
A.M. (Yale Univ.), 1926
Nunn, Marshall E—Spanish
A.B., A.M. (Leland Stanford Univ.), 1924, 1925
O'Harra, Downing Palmer—Library Science
A.B. (Southwestern Coll.), 1925
O'Neil, Dwight DeWitt—Botany
A.B., 1924
Oakley, Cletus Odia—Mathematics
B.S. (Univ. of Texas), 1923
M.S. (Brown Univ.), 1926
Oakley, Louise Gladney—Psychology
A.B. (Univ. of Texas), 1922
A.M. (Brown Univ.), 1925
Oathout, Charles Hubert—Farm Crops
B.S., M.S., 1907, 1925
Offenbacher, James Conrad—Physical Chemistry
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan Univ.), 1926
Ogden, Wilbur Lee—Mathematics
B.S. (Mt. Morris Coll.), 1925
Ogg, Frank Chappell—Mathematics
A.B. (Univ. of New Mexico), 1922
A.M., 1924
Ogle, Dan Clark—Anatomy
B.S. (Eureka Coll.), 1924
Ojemann, Grace Elizabeth—French
B.S., 1927
Ojemann, Ralph Henry—Education
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924
Olander, Milton Martin—Education
B.S., 1922
Olin, Leland Graham—Latin
A.B. (Knox Coll.), 1922
Orians, George Harrison—English
A.B. (North-Western Coll.), 1922
A.M.. 1925
Orland, Charlotte Metzger—History
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan Univ.), 1922
Orr, Cleone Pittman—History
A.B., A.M., 1925, 1926
Orr, Eli Holmes—Chemistry
B.S., 1926
Osborne, John Reilly—History
B.S., 1927
Oianne, Irving Lee—Organic Chemistry
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1926
Paden, William Reynolds—Agronomy
B.S. (Univ. of Missouri), 1925
Paeplow, Earl William—Chemistry
Ch.E. (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.), 1924
Page, George Vernon—Education
B.S. (Univ. of Kentucky), 1917
Palfrey, John Robert—Dairy Husbandry
B.S., 1917
Palmer, Gary Davis—Farm Management
B.S. (Massachusetts Agricultural Coll.), 1926
Parker, John H—Mechanical Engineering
B.S., 1922
Parker, Robert Ellsworth—Organic Chemistry
B.S. (Shurtleff Coll.), 1925
Parks, Helen Ora—Geology
B.S., 1926
Parks, Russell Solon—English
A.B., 1926
Parr, Ethel—English
A.B., 1926
Partridge, Edward Groffam—Physical Chemistry
A.B. (Oberlin Coll.), 1924
Paterson, Harold Cameron—Education
B.S
, 1925
Patrick, Roger—Bacteriology
B.S. (Miami Univ.), 1925
Patterson, Oral Franklin—Education
B.S., 1925
Patterson, Ruby Vena—English
A.B. (Hedding Coll.), 1913
Payne, Ancil Newton—History
A.B. (Union CoU.), 1925
* t Aurora
* t Urbana
t Stamford, Connecticut
* f New London, Connecticut
* f St. Martinsville, Louisiana
* t Galesburg
SS Collinsville
* t Urbana
* f Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Zanesville, Ohio
SS Unionville, Iowa
SS * f Champaign
SS Keithsburg
t Peoria
SS * t Urbana
* t Champaign
SS * t Champaign
SS Marion, Ohio
* t Urbana
* t Kansas City, Missouri
* t Chicago
t Freeport
* t Neenah, Wisconsin
SS * t Shamrock, Missouri
SS Buffalo, New York
SS Mayfield, Kentucky
t Urbana
* t Grafton, Vermont
* t Lincoln
* t East Alton
* Urbana
* t Milford
SS Urbana
* t Urbana
* Boone, Iowa
SS Lake View, Ohio
SS St. Elmo
SS LeRoy
SS * f London, Kentucky
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Peabody, Reba Aline—Chemistry
B.S., 1925
Peabody, Ruth Dorothy—Accountancy
B.S., C.P.A., 1926
Pearson, Edmund Lester—Chemistry
A.B., 1926
Pendleton, Kathryn Marquise—French
B.Ph. (St. Mary's Coll.), 1925
Penfound, William Theodore—Botany
A.B. (Oberlin Coll.), 1922
A.M., 1924
Peterson, Franklin Merle—Education
B.S., 1924
Peterson, John Merriom—Physical Chemistry
B.S., M.S. (Iowa State Univ.), 1923, 1924
Peterson, Katharine Lois—Mathematics
A.B., 1921
Peterson, Laurence Eugene"—Civil Engineering
B.S., 1920
Peterson, Richard Stanley—English
A.B., 1927
Peterson, Wesley Rasmus—Organic Chemistry
A.B. (Univ. of South Dakota), 1926
Pettinger, Nicholas Albert—Agronomy
B.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1923
M.S., 1924
Petty, McKendree-—Spanish
A.B. (Univ. of Vermont), 1916
A.M. (Northwestern Univ.), 1923
Pfankuchen, Llewellyn Ernest—Political Science
A.B. (Univ. of Minnesota), 1924
A.M., 1926
Pfeiffer, Conrad Louis 1—Electrical Engineering
B.S., 1917
Phillips, Byron B—Accountancy
128 hrs., (Unit, of Illinois)
Phillips, Irving Berry—Finance
B.S. (Univ. of Arizona), 1925
M.S., 1926
Phillips, Jessie—English
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Iowa), 1924, 1926
Picker, Rita—English
A.B., 1924
Pierson, Lorraine—-French
A.B., A.M. (Transylvania Coll.), 1916, 1917
A.M. (Univ. of Chicago), 1922
Pigott, Lee Decatur—Education
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1921
Pires, Vivian Marguerite—Botany
A.B. (Illinois Woman's Coll.), 1926
Plummer, Vernon Leroy—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Xormal Univ.), 1923
Plym, Lester Marshall 1—Electrical Engineering
B.S., 1921
Poggi, Edith Muriel—Geology
Certificate (Univ. of London), 1921
Pomerene, Margaret Elizabeth—Chemistry
A.B. (Georgetown Coll.), 1926
Poor, Russell Spurgeon—Geology
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1925
Popejoy, Tom Lafayette—Business Administration
A.B. (L'nt'r. of Sew Mexico), 1925
Posey, Chesley Johnston—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Kansas), 1926
Powell, George Robert—Education
B.S., 1923
Prather, Charles Lee—Economics
B.Ed. (Northern Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1922
A.M., 1923
Pratt, Harry E—Education
B.S., 1923
Price, Audrey Marvine—-English
A.B. (Univ. of Arkansas) , 1926
Provine, Eugene Almarine—Inorganic Chemistry
A.B. (Mississippi Coll.), 1922
M.S. (Louisiana State Univ.), 1925
Pulliam, Roscoe—Education
B.Ed. (Southern Illinois Normal Univ.), 1926
Purdy, Jesse Raymond—Mathematics
B.S., A.M. (Kenyon Coll.), 1923, 1925
Putnam, William James—Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
B.S., M.S., 1910, 1919
Querean, John Ford—Thermodynamics
B.S. (Univ. of Texas), 1926
'Candidate for degree in professional Engineering.
ss Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Utica
ss Clifton
* Elyria, Ohio
ss * t Tolono
* t Council Bluffs, Iowa
ss Chicago
* f Milwaukee, Wisconsin
t DeKalb
* t Irene, South Dakota
* t Creston, Iowa
* t Champaign
ss Minneapolis, Minnesota
* Chicago
t Arthur
ss * f Champaign
* t Iowa City, Iowa
* t Assumption
ss * f Urbana
ss * t Decatur
* t Jacksonville
ss Pittsfield
* t Chicago
* t Urbana
* t Millersburg, Ohio
* t Hamilton, Missouri
ss Raton, New Mexico
* f Laurence, Kansas
ss Canton
ss * t Charleston
ss
* t
ss * t
* t
Cambridge
Fayetteville, Arkansas
Big Creek, Mississippi
Urbana
Gambier, Ohio
Urbana
San Antonio, Texas
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Quill, Laurence Larkin—Chemistry
B.S., M.S. {Univ. of Nevada), 1924, 1925
Quincey, Donald Leroy—Education
B.S., 1924
Rabe, Leslie Leland—Mathematics
A.B. (Carthage Coll.), 1926
Radtke, Stephen John—English
A.B., 1923
Ramsay, Crawford John—Education
A.B., 1917
Ramser, Joseph Retz—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1925
Ramsey, John Anglim—French
A.B. (.Drake Univ.), 1926
Rand, Helen Margaret—English
A.B. (Colorado Coll.), 1913
A.M. (Radcliffe Coll.), 1918
Rapp, Mrs. Esther—English
A.B., A.M., 1923, 1925
Rapp, Oliver LaVern—Education
B.S., 1926
Rassweiler, Gerald Mark—Physics
A.B. (Bucknell Univ.), 1924
M.S., 1926
Ray, Francis Earl—Organic Chemistry
B.S. (Univ. of Oxford), 1921
Readv, John Campbell—Education
B.S. (Univ. of Toronto)
Reagan, George William—Educational Administration
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1918
A.M., 1924
Redd, Leonard Berry—Physics
B.S. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1920
Rees, Orin Wainwright—Chemistry
B.S. (Earlham CoU.), 1922
M.S., 1925
Reeve, Keith—Architecture
B.S., 1925
Reeves, Dorothy Lois—Spanish
A.B., 1926
Rehling, Armin John—Economics
B.S., 1926
Reinhardt, Emma—Education
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1925
Reuter, Ernest George—Zoology
A.B. (Reed Coll.), 1926
Rew, Cecil Lewis—French
Ph.B. (Univ. of Chicago), 1919
Reynolds, Lester Augustus—Latin
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1925
Rhode, Chris Simeon—Dairy Husbandry
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1915
Rhue, Lena Cecelia—Sociology
B.S., 1919
Rice, Clifford Winfield—Education
Ph.B. (Univ. of Chicago), 1923
Richards, Harland—Geology
A.B., 1926
Richburg, Louis Allan—Anatomy
127 hrs., (Univ. of Illinois)
Ricky, Lacy Fletcher—Economics
A.M. (Northwestern Univ.), 1924
B.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1923
Robbins, Jerome E—Education
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1925
Robertson, Carita—Education
B.S. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1925
Robertson, Pauline W—Physiological Chemistry
A.B. (Smith Coll.), 1926
Robinson, Anna Belle—Education
A.B., A.M., 1912, 1924
Robinson, Clara Ellen—English
A.B. (Rockford Coll.), 1925
A.M., 1926
Rocke, Clara—Home Economics
127 hrs., (Univ. of Illinois)
Rogers, Frances Marian—History
A.B., 1923
Rogers, Harold Pitman—Mathematics
B.S. (Illinois Coll.), 1924
A.M., 1926
Rokusek, Frank E—Economics
B.S., 1925
Ronald, Francis Spring—History
A.B., 1922
* t Carson City, Nevada
SS Yorkville
* t Princeton
ss Avilla, Indiana
* Marion
* t Urbana
* t Martinsville, Virginia
SS t Urbana
t Urbana
S3 * Edelstein
SS * t Beloit, Wisconsin
ss * t Urbana
SS Wellington, Ontario
SS * t Urbana
SS Riterton, Iowa
* f Champaign
t Edwardsport, Indiana
* t Lizton, Indiana
SS Waterloo, Iowa
* t PitUfield
* t Urbana
SS * t Red Oak, Iowa
* t Stewartsville, Indiana
* t Urbana
* t Urbana
* f Urbana
SS Champaign
* t Centralia
* t Urbana
SS DeLand
* t Moorhead, Minnesota
* t Middlefield, Massachusetts
SS Granville
* t Wavwatosa, Wisconsin
t Chicago
SS Table Grove
SS Litchfield
* t Omaha, Nebraska
SS Champaign
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Rose, Ethel Marian—Mathematics
A.B. (Illinois Woman's Coll.), 1912
Rose, Webster Barclay—Education
A.B., 1910
Rosenquist, Carl Elmer—Plant Breeding
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1924, 1926
Ross, Robert Cooke—Economics
A.B. (Monmouth Coll.), 1914
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1925
Ross, Virgil Byron—Agronomy
B.S., 1927
Rossander, Swanie Sigard—Organic Chemistry
B.S. (Tarkio Coll.), 1924
Rothschild, Donald Allen—Education
A.B., 1924
Roux, Lucien Linton—Animal Husbandry
135 hrs., (Univ. of Illinois)
Roy, Celia Ann—English
A.B., 1921
Rucker, Herbert Judson—Education
B.S. (Illinois Coll.), 1911
B.S., 1913
Rudisell, Hillyer J—Zoology
B.S. (Mercer Univ.), 1922
M.D. (Jefferson Medical Coll.), 1924
Rudman, Leah Ruth—Dramatic Literature
A.B., A.M. (Washington Univ.), 1922, 1923
Runde, Mabel Maria—Chemistry
A.B. (Rosary Coll.), 1924
Rutherford, Edgar—Education
B.S., 1924
Rutledge, Alma W—English
A.B., 1926
Rwan, Eva—Zoology
A.B. (Ginling Coll.), 1923
Sachar, Thelma florwitz—French
A.B. (Washington Univ.), 1925
Sadler, Walter Clifford1—Civil Engineering
B.S., 1913
M.S. (Massachusetts Inst, of Technology) , 1921
St. Julian, Mrs. Ruth Elizabeth—Physiological Chemistry
A.B. (Oberlin Coll.), 1920
Sallee, Roy Merridith—Botany
B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1923
Salzberg, Paul Laurence—Osganic Chemistry
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1925
M.S., 1926
Sanborn, Wanda Janet—Zoology
A.B. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1926
Sandborn, Lloyd Thompson—Chemistry
A.B. (Lawrence Coll.), 1923
A.M., 1925
Sanders, James Meadows—Zoology
A.B. ( William Jewell Coll.), 1926
Sanford, George William—Economics
B.S., 1927
Sanguinet, Edwin Heinze—Education
B.S., A.M. (Univ. of Missouri), 1922, 1926
Sanmann, Frank Paul—Dairy Husbandry
B.S., M.S., 1921, 1923
Sargent, Margaret—English
B.S. (Simmons Coll.), 1926
Saunders, Alta Gwinn—English
A.B., A.M., 1907, 1910
Savage, John Read—Zoology
A.B. (St. John's Coll.), 1925
Savage, Margaret—Botany
A.B., 1925
Saylor, John Henry—Chemistry
A.B. (Southern Methodist Univ.), 1925
Sayre, Rollo Clifton—Education
A.B., 1921
Schmidt, Clarence Carl—Physics
A.B. (Cornell Coll.), 1917
A.M., 1921
Schmidt, Henry Edward—Physics
A.B. (Park Coll.), 1926
Schoggins, Carl—French
A.B. (Howard Coll.), 1924
Schorr, Arthur Melville—Surgery
B.S., 1925
Schour, Isaac—Oral Surgery
B.S. (Univ. of Chicago), 1921
D.D.S., 1924
Schrader, Herman John—Railway Engineering
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1923
'Candidate for degree in professional Engineering .
S3 * t
SS
* t
* t
t
* t
SS
Virginia
Gays
Ong, Nebraska
Urbana
Palmyra
Stanton, Iowa
Madison, South Dakota
Malmesbary, South Africa
Mattoon
Kirkwood, Missouri
* Norfolk, Virginia
* t St. Louis, Missouri
* t Champaign
SS t Urbana
* t Baltimore, Maryland
* t Jienchow, China
* Urbana
* t Ann Arbor, Michigan
SS * t Marion, Indiana
* t Gerlaw
SS * t Galesburg
* f Madison, Wisconsin
SS * t Appleton, Wisconsin
* t Savannah, Missowi
t Du Quoin
* t St. Louis, Missouri
* t Champaign
t Colorado Springs, Colorado
* Urbana
* t Glen Burnie, Maryland
SS Urbana
SS Neosho, Missouri
SS Lebanon
* t Urbana
* t Bluff City, Kansas
SS * t Eden, Alabama
* f Chicago
SS Chicago
* Champaign
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Schroeder, Lillie Carolyn—German
A.B., 1927
Schroth, Eugene Howard—Geography
B.S., 1927
Schwalbe, William Louis—Theoretical & Applied Mechanics
B.S. M.S., 1911, 1920
Schwartz, Anna Jeannette—English
A.B. (Oberlin Coll.), 1924
Scott, Marvin Joseph—Business Organization & Operation
B.S., 1922
Scott, Modista Louise—English
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1924
Scranton, Laurell Lacey—Education
B.S., M.S., 1921, 1926
Scriven, Frank Dee—English
A.B. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1925
Scroggie, Arthur Galbraith—Chemistry
B.8., M.S. (Univ. of Alberta), 1922, 1924
Scull, Charles Wesler—Physiological Chemistry
B.S. (Earlham Coll.), 1926
Sears, Ogle Hesse—Agronomy
B.S., 1914
M.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1917
Seddon, Hazel Algretta—Chemistry
A.B. (Drury Coll.), 1917
Selden, Bryant Richard—Medicine
B.S., 1924
Sellers, John Alvan—Chemistry
A.B. (Manchester Coll.), 1922
Sergeant, Gertrude—English
A.B. (Univ. of Michigan), 1918
A.M., 1922
Setser, Vernon Gridley—History
A.B. (Univ. of Montana), 1925
A.M., 1926
Severson, Gilbert Sims—Education
B.S., 1923
Shackleford, Martha Wheatly—Zoology
A.B. (Coll. of Puget Sound), 1922
M.S. (Univ. of Washington), 1925
Shand, Edwin William—Organic Chemistry
B.S., 1923
Shatiko, Basil Andrevitch—Botany
B.S., 1925
Shaw, Everett Jesse—Physical Chemistry
B.S., 1926
Shaw, Robert Enos—Economics
B.S., 1927
Shaw, Ruth Crittenden—Transportation
A.B. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1926
Shay, Mary Lucille—History
A.B., 1917
Shedd, Thomas Clark—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Brown Univ.), 1913
C.E., 1925
Sheen, Edwin Drummond—English
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1925
Shen, Hui Yuan—Industrial Chemistry
A.B., B.S. (Soochow Univ.), 1917, 1918
M.S., 1926
Sheppard, Victor Herbert—History
A.B., 1922
Sherwood, George Ray—Inorganic Chemistry
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1922
A.M., 1925
Shewhart, Harry Anthony—History
A.B., 1922
B.D. (Rochester Theological Seminar]/), 1925
Shields, Roy William—Mechanical Engineering
B.S., 1926
Shipley, Max L—History
A.B. (Illinois Coll.), 1923
Shipp, David Warner—Education
A.B. (McKendree Coll.), 1924
Shoebotham, Thomas Bunce—Chemistry
B.S. (Montana State Coll.), 1923
Short, Darwin Marcel—Zoology
129^ hrs., (Univ. of Illinois)
Sieveking, Earl Gwin—Agronomy
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1920
A.M. (Univ. of Missouri), 1922
Sib, Tshoo 8u—Civil Engineering
B.S. (St. John's Univ.), 1923
B.S., 1926
Silver, Xerzes—Education
A.B. (Butler Coll.), 1914
t Chester
t Champaign
* t Urbana
SS * f Urbana
SS * Grayville
t Areola
SS * t Urbana
* Omaha, Nebraska
* t Eyremore, Alberta
SS * t Richmond, Indiana
* t Champaign
SS Springfield, Missouri
* t Durand
SS * t Urbana
* t Battle Creek, Michigan
* t Missoula, Montana
SS Champaign
SS * f Tacoma, Washington
* t Riverside
* Grand Ledge, Michigan
* t Joliet
t Chicago
* t Waunakee, Wisconsin
SS Decatur
t Urbana
* t Chicago
SS * t Soochow, China
SS Jacksonville
SS * Urbana
SS * Villa Grove
* t Decatur
* t Winchester
SS Washington, D. C.
* t Chillicolhe
* t Owensville, Indiana
SS * t Urbana
* Kiangsu, China
* f Champaign
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Sim, Sin Yung—Economics
B.S., 1926
Simer, Parke Harvey—Parasitology
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1924
A.M., 1926
Simmons, Russell Earl—Accountancy
B.S., 1925
Simpson, Laurance Packer—Political Science
A.B., J.D., 1920, 1922
Sister Kathleen Adams—Education
A.B., A.M. (Catholic Univ.), 1923, 1924
Sister Mary John Baptist Bacon—French
A.B. (Columbia Univ.), 1924
Sister Mary Aloysius Benne—English
A.B. (New Rochelle Coll.), 1919
Sister Mary Eutropia Flannery—History
A.B. (Marquette Univ.), 1916
A.M. (Loyola Univ.), 1920
Sister Rose Marie Grady—English
A.B. (Catholic Univ. of America), 1920
A.M., 1923
Sister Mary Loyola Hayde—English
Ph.B., A.M. (Univ. of Chicago), 1915, 1917
Sister Mary Evangela Henthorn—History
A.B. (Catholic Univ.), 1916
A.M. (Creighton Univ.), 1922
Sister Mary Fabian Moore—French
A.B. (Catholic Univ.), 1922
Sister Mary St. Genevieve Nash—History
A.B., A.M. (Loyola Univ.), 1917, 1922
Sister Mary Veronica O'Neill—Education
A.B. (Marquette Univ.), 1915
A.M. (Loyola Univ.), 1919
Sister Mary Josephine Rank—English
A.B. (Trinity Coll.), 1922
Sister Mary Evarista Sweeney—Education
Ph.B. (Loyola Univ.), 1924
Sister Mary Benedict Walsh—English
A.B. (Catholic Univ.), 1924
Sister Mary Bernarda Welch—Spanish
A.M. (Aft. St. Joseph Coll.), 1913
Skroder, Carl Eric—Electrical Engineering
B.S. (Worcester Polytechnic Inst.), 1921
Slhusser, Harry Er—Education
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1925
Sloan, Hubert John—Animal Husbandry
B.S., 1926
Sloan, William Finlay—Education
B.S , 1916
Smith, Agnes Irene—English
B.S., 1924
Smith, Charles Francis—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Utah), 1925
Smith, Cloyde Moffet—Geology
B.S., 1920
Smith, Harold Llewellyn—Education
B.S. (Eureka Coll.), 1917
Smith, Hulah Boswell—Geography
B.S., 1927
Smith, Jesse William—Mathematics
B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1923
Smith, John A 1—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1916
Smith, Kenneth Hamilton—Economics
A.B., 1920
Smith, Kenneth Orville—Physics
A.B. (Cornell Coll.), 1921
A.M., 1923
Smith, Lester William—Inorganic Chemistry
A.B. (Albion Coll.), 1926
Smith, Marion Russell—Entomology
B.S. (Clemson Agricultural Coll.), 1915
M.S. (Ohio State Univ.), 1917
Smith, Paul Miller—Education
B.S., 1915
Smith, Reba Fredricka—French
A.B. (Eureka Coll.), 1925
Smith, Richard Knowles—Farm Organization & Management
B.S., 1927
Smith, Robert Alfred—Animal Husbandry
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1926
Smith, Vera Grace—Zoology
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Kansas), 1922, 1925
SS * t WeUevreden, Java
* t Monticello
* t Moline
ss * Champaign
ss Urbana
S8 Urbana
ss Rock Island
SS Dubuque, Iowa
SS * Philo
SS * t Chicago
SS Chicago
ss Earlville
ss Chicago
ss Chicago
ss Hollywood, California
ss Chicago
ss Urbana
ss Urbana
* t Urbana
ss Martinsville
* t Urbana
ss Urbana
ss Marshall
* t Salt Lake City, Utah
* t Champaign
ss Decatur
t Urbana
* t Cantrall
* Minneapolis, Minnesota
* t Champaign
ss * t Urbana
* t Durand, Michigan
SS Pendleton, South Carolina
SS * Clinton
SS Eureka
t Osco
* t Ashmore
SS Champaign
•Completing thesis on leave of absence.
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Smythe, John Meredith—Political Science
A.B. (North Central Coll.), 1926
Snapp, Roscoe Raymond—Animal Husbandry
A.B., B.S., M.S., 1913, 1913, 1921
Snyder, Lois Mazelle—Business Organization & Operation
B.S., 1925
Snyder, Werner Thadeus—Entomology
B.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1915
Snyder, Wilbert Frank—Physics
A.B. (North Central Coll.), 1926
Solheim, Wilhelm Gerhard—Botany
A.B. (Iowa State Teachers' Coll.), 1924
A.M., 1926
Solliday, Deborah Wilda—Home Economics
B.S., 1926
Somers, Lee Adrian—Entomology
B.S., 1925
Sorensen, Alton Harry—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Utah), 1926
Soukup, Roy—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1926
Soward, Clarence Gordon—Mathematics
A.B. (Univ. of Kentucky), 1926
Spencer, Richard Carleton—Political Science
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Colorado) , 1921, 1922
Springer, Clifford Harry—Theoretical & Applied Mechanics
B.C.E. (Ohio State Univ.), 1917
Stafford, George Thomas—Education
B.S., 1917
Stahly, Ernest Irving—French
A.B. (Bluffton Coll.), 1924
Staley, Mrs. Maurine Bone—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1922
Staley, Seward Charles—Education
B.P.E. (Springfield Coll.), 1921
A.M. (Clark Univ.), 1920
Stalev, Wayne Daniel—Chemistry
B.S., 1925
Stanley, Wendell Meredith—Organic Chemistry
B.S. (Earlham Coll.), 1926
Stanmyre, Edward J—Electrical Engineering
E.E. (Univ. of Syracuse), 1926
Starcher, George William—Mathematics
A.B. (Ohio State Univ.), 1926
Stark, Fred Nelson—Education
B.Ed. (Western Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1926
Starr, Elva Elizabeth—Mathematics
A.B., 1923
Stauffer, Russell Scott—Agronomy
B.S. (Pennsylvania State Coll.), 1917
M.S., 1923
Stearns, Horace Avery—Chemistry
B.S. (Oregon Agricultural Coll.), 1926
Steele, Russell Ray—English
A.B., A.M. (Adrian Coll.), 1913, 1914
Stephens, Philip Holcomb—Economics
B.S. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1920
Stevens, Earl Grover—Education
B.Ed. (Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1916
Stewart, Charles Waldo—Physiological Chemistry
A.B. (Southwestern Coll.), 1924
Stewart, James Warren—Mining Engineering
B.S. ((West Virginia Univ.), 1923
Stewart, William Dorsey—Botany
B.S. (Alabama Polytechnic Inst.), 1926
Stickney, Clifford—English
A.B., 1923
Stidham, Melissa Geneva—English
B.S..A.M., 1921, 1924
Stilwell, Leland—Medicine
A.B., B.S., 1924, 1926
Stimson, Ralph Humphreys—Political Science
A.B. (Ohio State Univ.), 1921
A.M. (Harvard Univ.), 1924
Stoevener, Leona Bertha—Education
A.B., 1923
Stone, Ivan McKinley—Political Science
A.B. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1923
A.M., 1926
Straub, Jessie Ruth—Education
B.S., 1926
Straub, Lorenz George—Civil Engineering
B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924
Strelcher, Michael Henry—Medicine
B.S., M.S., M.D., 1922, 1924, 1925
Strubinger, Grace Maud—English
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1918
* t Gibsonburg, Ohio
* t Urbana
* Urbana
SS Rockport, Indiana
* t Naperville
SS * f Urbana
* t Urbana
SS * t Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Champaign
* t Maysville, Kentucky
SS * t Urbana
* t Champaign
* t Urbana
* t Middlebury, Indiana
* t Urbana
* t Canajoharre, New York
* Urbana
* f Richmond Indiana
* t Syracuse, New York
* t Cheshire, Ohio
SS Urbana
* t Champaign
* Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Champaign
SS Crook, Colorado
SS * Fairbury
* t Douglass, Kansas
* t Clarksburg, West Virginia
* t Auburn, Alabama
* t Urbana
t Mahomet
* t Chicago
* t Columbus, Ohio
SS Raymond
* t Urbana
SS Cobden
* t Kansas City, Missouri
SS t Chicago
SS Ridgefarm
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Strubinger, Lucian Hart—Horticulture
B.S., 1926
Stuart, Carroll W—Oral Surgery
D.D.S., 1912
Stubbs, Frank W—Civil Engineering
B.S., C.E. (Univ. of Colorado) , 1921, 1926
Sturm, Rolland George—Mechanical Engineering
B.S. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1924
M.S., 1926
Suess, Gertrude M—Library Science
A.B. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1917
Summit, Paul Maurice—Botany
A.B. (De Pauw Univ.), 1925
Sutton, Florence—Mathematics
B.Ed. (Illinois State Teachers' Coll.), 1923
A.M., 1926
Swander, Edith Loren—Public speaking
A.B., 1924
Swanson, John Howard—Zoology
A.B. (Carlelon Coll.), 1925
Swearingen, James Isaac—Education
B.S., 1923
Swenson, Hugo Nathanael—Physics
A.B. (Carleton Coll.), 1925
Swigart, Beulah Hope—Romance Languages
A.B., 1924
Swinson, Vance Wallace—Education
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1923
Switser, Lucretia Mae—Mathematics
A.B. (Fairmont Coll.), 1922
A.M. (Univ. of Kansas), 1923
Sze, Arthur—Economics
A.B. (Baldwin- Wallace Coll.), 1925
Taberski, Sylvester Aloysius—Education
A.B. (Univ. of Notre Dame), 1925
Talbot, Ralph Hayes—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1926
Talwalkar, Trymbak Waman—Ceramic Engineering
B.S.. 1926
Tarpley, Kenneth Jackson—English
A.B., 1927
Tascher, Wendell Russel—Agronomy
B.S., 1924
Taylor, Albion Guilford—Economics
A.B. (Des Moines Univ.), 1915
A.M. (Univ. of Nebraska), 1920
Taylor, Mrs. Florence Leo—French
A.B. (Union Coll.), 1913
Taylor, Helen—Mathematics
A.B. (Illinois Coll.), 1921
A.M., 1922
Taylor, John Tinnon—English
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1923
Taylor, Mildred Ellen—Mathematics
A.B. (Oxford Coll.), 1921
A.M., 1922
Tehon, Leo Roy—Botany
A.B. (Univ. of Wyoming), 1916
A.M., 1920
Tharp, James Burton—French
A.B. (Indiana Univ.), 1921
A.M., 1924
Thews, John Gustav—Physics
B.S. (Oregon State Agricultural Coll.), 1926
Thomas, Dean G—Inorganic Chemistry
B.S. (Monmouth Coll.), 1926
Thomas, Lawrence Clifford—Animal Breeding
B.S. (Ottawa Univ.), 1919
M.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1926
Thomas, Lora Frances—English
A.B., 1926
Thomsen, Anne—Mathematics
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Iowa), 1920, 1921
Thomsen, Mary—English
A.B., 1925
Thornhill, Walter Roger—Spanish
A.B., 1925
Tice, Harold Isaac—Sociology
B.S., 1925
Tien, Chung Chin—Political Science
A.B. (Univ. of Washington), 1925
Tillman, Frank P—Education
A.B. (Univ. of Missouri), 1913
B.S
,
1916
Toler, Henry Niles—Geology
B.S. \Loui*iana State Univ.), 1925
Tomlin, Kathryn Lillian—English
A.B. (Illinois Coll.). 1926
University of Illinois
* t Barry
SS f Traer, Iowa
* t Urbana
* t Gordon, Nebraska
* t Urbana
SS Monroe City, Indiana
SS Neoga
SS t Cerro Gordo
* t Buffalo, Minnesota
SS Heyworth
SS * New Richland, Minnesota
SS Farmer City
SS Urbana
* t Wichita, Kansas
* f Kiangsu, China
* South Bend, Indiana
* t Champaign
* f Poona City, India
t Independence, Missour
SS * t Ashkum
SS * t Urbana
* Urbana
* f Urbana
SS * t Decatur
SS Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Corvallis, Oregon
* t Monmouth
* t Clay Center, Kansas
* t River Forest
* f Champaign
88 Champaign
SS Champaign
SS Petersburg
SS * t Kansu, China
SS Urbana
* t French Camp, Mississippi
* t TaUulu
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Tompkins, William Graves—Civil Engineering
B.S. (Virginia Polytechnic Inst.), 1925
Tormey, Harold J—Chemistry
B.S. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1925
Towns, Orla A—Education
A.B., A.M., 1912, 1917
Tracy, Paul Hubert—Dairy Husbandry
B.S., M.S. (Univ. of Iowa), 1920, 1922
Triggs, Laurence Fuller—English
A.B., 1923
Trowbridge, Vernor Hall—Mathematics
B.S. (North Dakota Agricultural Coll.), 1923
Troxel, Shirley Monroe—Physical Chemistry
B.S. (Missouri Wesleyan Univ.), 1926
Tschentke, Herman Louis—Chemistry
B.S., M.S., 1920, 1925
Tseng, Pang Hsi—Economics
B.S. (Chinese National Univ.), 1923
Tsou, We Wei—Ceramics
B.S. (Alfred Univ.), 1925
Tucker, Mary Elizabeth—Zoology
A.B., 1926
Tunnicliff, Everett A—Bacteriology
D.V.M., M.S. (Kansas State Agricultural Coll.), 1921, 1923
Tupy, Leslie Twain—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1925
Turner, Fred Harold—Education
A.B., A.M., 1922, 1926
Turpin, Charles Payne—Mathematics
A.B. (Indiana State Normal Univ.), 1922
Turrell, Mrs. Amy Sara—Education
A.B. (Colorado State Teachers' Coll.), 1915
Turrell, Marion Charles—Education
A.B. (Univ. of West Virginia), 1903
Twitchell, Benjamin—Chemistry
A.B., 1925
Tyler, Rayen Welch—Physics
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1926
Usrey, Vergil Ray—Farm Management
B.S., 1925
Utter, Frank Maurice—Business Organization & Operation
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1926
Vance, Clarence Emory—Education
B.S., 1925
Vander Ploeg, Jeannette—Library Science
A.B. (Hope Coll.), 1921
Van Dyke, George Enoch—Education
B.S., 1926
Van Gundy, Justine—English
A.B. (Monmouth Coll.), 1923
A.M., 1924
Van Houten Scranton Cort—Chemistry
B.S. (McKendree Coll.), 1924
VanZanten, Alice—Library Science
A.B. (Hope Coll.), 1920
Vaughn, Louis E—Organic Chemistry
Ph.B. (ShurtleffColl.), 1925
Vaughn, Postelle Anderson—Education
A.B., 1925
Vaught, Ruth McCormick—Education
A.B. (DePauw Univ.), 1901
A.M. (Ohio Wesleyan Univ.), 1907
Veatch, Collins—Agronomy
B.S. (Virginia Polytechnic Inst.), 1926
M.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1926
Vick, Claude Edward—Education
B.S., 1925
Vickery, Kenton Frank—Latin
A.B. (Augustana Coll.), 1925
A.M., 1926
Voyles, Carl Marvin—History
B.S. (Oklahoma Agricultural & Mechanical Coll.), 1921
Waggoner, Marion—English
A.B., 1922
Wagner, Carlos John—Education
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1926
Wagy, Justin Y—English
A.B. (Harvard Univ.), 1924
Walker, Joseph Henry—Zoology
B.S. (Univ. of Georgia), 1923
Wall, Margaret Beatrice—English
A.B., A.M., 1925, 1926
Wallace, Dorothy Elizabeth—Chemistry
A.B. (Sweet Briar Coll.), 1920
Wallace, George Ira—Bacteriology
B.8., M.S., 1923, 1924
* t Vinton, Virginia
t Bourbonnais
SS Urbana
* t Champaign
SS * t Urbana
* t Fargo, North Dakota
SS * t DeLand
* f Crescent City
SS Hunan, China
SS Nanchang, China
* t Warrensburg
* t Urbana
SS Berwyn
* t Champaign
SS Marco, Indiana
SS Champaign
SS Champaign
t Belleville
* t Decatur
t Marion
* f Middlelown, Iowa
* t Danville
* f Urbana
SS * f Champaign
t Monmouth
SS O'Fallon
* South Holland
* t Wood River
SS Hopkinsville, Kentucky
SS Waveland, Indiana
* t Gordonsville, Virginia
SS Urbana
* t Davenport, Iowa
* Champaign
SS Lebanon
SS * f Burlington, Wisconsin
* Urbana
* t Urbana
SS Urbana
* t Veedersburg, Indiana
88 * t Urbana
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Walters, Ernest Gardiner—Physical Chemistry
B.S., 1926
Wang, Teh En—Economics
A.B. (Willamette Univ.), 1926
Ward, Louis Morris—Farm Management
B.S., 1927
Watkins, Charles Kenton—Education
B.Ed. (.Illinois State Normal Univ.), 1924
Watson, Martin Calvin—Physics
B.S. (Knox Coll.), 1926
Wayo, Stephen John—Organic Chemistry
B.S., 1924
Weaver, Raymond Miller—Businees Organization & Operation
A.B. (Wabash Coll.), 1924
Webb, Hilmer Lewis—Library Science
Ph.B. (Denison Univ.), 1921
Webb, Richard—Anatomy
A.B., M.S., 1924, 1925
Webb, Roy Lee—Education
B.S. (Central Missouri Teachers' Coll.), 1920
Wehr, Everett Elmer—Zoology
B.S. (Univ. of Idaho), 1918
M.S. (Univ. of California), 1921
Welch, Edith Lucile—Spanish
A.B., 1926
Welke, Irene Evelyn—French
A.B. (Russell Sage Coll.), 1926
Weller, Herbert Clay—Public Speaking
A.B., 1921
Wellman, Orpha May—Engieh
A.B., A.M., 1911, 1913
West, Ada Helen—Mathematics
A.B. (Midland Coll.), 1915
A.M. (Univ. of Kansas), 1917
West, Dorothy Irene—English
B.S., 1926
West, William Allen—History
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1909
Westerland, Elizabeth—English
A.B., 1925
Westerman, Beulah Dorothea—Chemistry
B.S. (Univ. of Missouri), 1919
M.S. (Univ. oj Chicago), 1923
Westfall, James Harvey-—History
B.S., 1926
Westlund, Ruth Elvina—Bacteriology
B.S. (Unit, of Chicago), 1923
Westphaelinger, Pauline Gertrude—Economics
A.B. (Washington Univ.), 1919
Whalin, Oren Leslie—Economics
B.S., M.S., 1918, 1925
White, Herbert Le Roy—Civil Engineering
B.S., B.S., 1924, 1926
White, Julius—Organic Chemistry
A.B., A.M. (Univ. of Denver), 1925, 1926
White, William Irvin—Organic Chemistry
A.B. (fjhio State Univ.), 1917
Whitefield, Arthur Silver—Accountancy
A.B. (Boston Univ.), 1923
M.S., 1926
Whiteford, Mary Elizabeth—English
A.B. (Ohio Slate Univ.), 1925
Whitnah, Nellie Roberta—Chemistry
B.S.. 1921
Whittenberg, John Eugene—Industrial Chemistry
B.S., 1925
Whittle, Marion Belle—Education
B.S. (Rock-ford Coll.), 1926
Wickwire, George Charles—Physiology
B.S., M.S. (Purdue Univ.), 1920, 1924
Wiederich, Jacob Christian—Education
A.B. (Coll. of Emporia), 1913
Wieland, John Adam—Education
B.S., 1926
Wilcox, Ray Harold—Economics
B.S. (Univ. of Minnesota) , 1915
M.S., 1918
Wilkin, Ruth Eliza—Education
A.B. (James Millikin Univ.), 1918
Willhite, Forrest Monroe—Agronomy
B.S. (Univ. of Missouri), 1926
Williams, Clarence Ray—Education
B.S., 1924
Williams, Louise Ringer—Philosophy
A.B. (Baker Univ.), 1924
* t Champaign
* Fengtien, China
t Chicago
SS Carmi
* t Lewistown
* t Whiting, Indiana
* t Champaign
* t Newfane, New York
* t Farmer City
SS Raymore, Missouri
SS * t Urbana
* t Chicago
* t Herkimer, New York
SS * Tuscola
SS Champaign
* t Keokuk, Iowa
* t Champaign
* Omaha
* t Cambridge
SS * t Fredericklown, Missouri
SS Urbana
SS * t Chicago
SS St. Louis, Missouri
SS Rose Hill
t Little Rock, Arkansas
* t Denver, Colorado
SS Mt. Orab, Ohio
SS Toronto, Ontario
* t New Philadelphia, Ohio
SS Cuba
* t Murphysboro
* t Rockford
* t Angola, Indiana
SS Champaign
SS Marshall
* t Urbana
SS * t Vermilion
* t Columbia, Missouri
* Lovinglon
SS Paola, Kansas
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Williams, Mabel Ruth—History
A.B. {George Washington Univ.), 1926
Williams, Maude—Physiology
A.B., M.S., 1924, 1926
Williamson, Beatrice Marcella—Bacteriology
A.B., 1926
Willis, Lyle Joseph—Anatomy
B.S., 1926
Willis, Mabel Sterling—English
A.B. (Knox Coll.), 1925
Willman, Harold Bowen—Geology
A.B., 1926
Willoughby, Lucille—Latin
B.S., 1926
Wilsie, Carroll Paton—Botany
B.S. (Univ. of Wisconsin), 1926
Wilson, Benjamin James—Steam Engineering
B.S., M.S. (Bucknell Univ.), 1919, 1921
Wilson, Bennie Bowen—Economics
B.S. (Iowa State Coll.), 1912
Wilson, Harold Kirby—Agronomy
B.S. (Iowa Slate Coll.), 1924
M.S., 1925
Wilson, Harriett Mary—Latin
A.B. (Lake Forest Coll.), 1926
Wilson, Henry Loudon—English
A.B., A.M. (Ohio State Univ.), 1921, 1922
Wilson, Hildegard N—Inorganic Chemistry
A.B. (Cornell Univ.), 1925
Wilson, Inda—History
A.B. (Vanderbilt Univ.), 1923
A.M. (Slate Univ. of Iowa), 1924
Wimer, David Cleveland—Agronomy
B.S., M.S. (Pennsylvania State Coll.), 1915, 1921
Winakor, Arthur Harry—Accountancy
B.S., 1926
Windsor, Mary Frances—Bacteriology
A.B., 1926
Winter, Floyd Leslie—Agronomy
B.S., M.S., 1922, 1924
Winters, Russell Hubert—Inorganic Chemistry
A.B. (Westminister Coll.), 1926
Wolever, Frances Elizabeth—Mathematics
A.B. (Rockford Coll.), 1926
Wollack, Hannah Betsy—Bacteriology
A.B. (Hunter Coll.), 1923
Woo, Fo Ching—Entomology
A.B. (Southeastern Univ.), 1924
Woo, Te Pei—Banking
B.S. (Fuh Tan Univ.), 1925
M.S., 1926
Woodrow, Harold Wright—Physiological Chemistry
B.S. (Denison Univ.), 1920
A.M. (Columbia Univ.), 1923
Woolbert, Robert Gale—Geography
A.B., 1924
Wormley, Eugene—Horticulture
B.S., 1927
Worrick, Madge Crum—English
A.B. (Illinois Wesleyan Univ.), 1912
Wright, Karl T—Animal Husbandry
B.S., 1924
Wright, Kenneth Edwin—Dairy Husbandry
B.S., 1925
Wright, Willard Gilbert—Education
A.B. (Illinois Coll.), 1925
Wroughton, Floyd F—Education
B.S (Eureka Coll.), 1924
Wu, Chi Hsiang—Banking
B.S. (Fuh Tan Univ.), 1925
Wu, Han Tao—Political Science
M.L.L. (Tokyo Imperial Univ.), 1925
Yohe, Gail Robert—Organic Chemistry
A.B. (Cornell Coll.), 1925
Youker, Mortimer Alexander—Industrial Chemistry
B.S., 1926
Young, Otis Bigelow—Physics
A.B. (Wabash Soil.), 1921
A.M., 1923
Young, Virginia—French
A.B. (Park Coll.), 1926
Yu, Chen Mei—Banking
A.B. (Peking National Univ.), 1924
Zeilman, Charles Kautz—Physics
B.S., 1923
* t Louisville
* t Urbana
* t Joliet
* f Rock Island
SS Galesburg
* f Hartford City, Indiana
* t McGehee, Arkansas
* t Brandon, Wisconsin
* t Pittston, Pennsylvania
SS * t Princeton
* t Urbana
* f Chicago
* t Columbus, Ohio
* t New York, New York
* t Nashville, Tennessee
* Urbana
* t Springfield
* t Urbana
SS * Champaign
* t Moberly, Missouri
* t Tuscola
* t New York, New York
SS Kiangsu, China
SS * Kiangsu, China
* t Champaign
* Urbana
t Kinmundy
SS Cropsey
* t Urbana
SS * t Waukegan
SS Cobden
* Girard
SS * Singapore, China
* t Kirin City, China
SS * t Burlington, Iowa
* t River Forest
SS * t Huntertown, Indiana
* t Columbus, Ohio
SS * t Anhwei, China
SS Urbana
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Ziegler, Emily—English
A.B. (Miami Univ.), 1917
Zimmer, Bernard Anthony—Latin
A.B. (St. Bede Coll.), 1920
Zimmerman, Arthur Franklin—History
A.B. (McKendree Coll.), 1917
A.M. (Columbia Univ.), 1919
B.D. (Drew Theological Sem.), 1920
Zimmerman, Mrs. Elizabeth Bieremith—History
A.B., 1925
Zimmerman, Russell Lawton—Chemistry
B.S., 1924
t Indianapolis, Indiana
* t Peru
SS * t Oakwood
SS * Chicago
SS * t Urbana
UNDERGRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL COLLEGES
AND SCHOOLS IN URBANA, 1926-1927
(Including the Colleges op Liberal Arts and Sciences, Commerce and Business
Administration, Education, Engineering, Agriculture, and Law,
the Library School, and the School of Music)
ABBREVIATIONS
Curricula
Accy Accountancy HELAS
AC Athletic Coaching IA
AE Architectural Engineering IEd
AEd Smith-Hughes Teacher Training in Agri- Ins
culture, College of Education Irr 1
Agr General Agriculture Jnl
Arch Architecture Law (3)
Bank Banking Law (4)
Bus General Business LArch
CE Civil Engineering LAS
Cer Ceramics Lib
CerE Ceramic Engineering ME
Chem Chemistry MinE
ChE Chemical Engineering Mus
CL Commerce and Law MusEd
CT Commercial Teachers PEd
EcE Economic Entomology PreL
Ed General Education PreM
EE Electrical Engineering PTJ
Eng General Engineering RA
EPh Engineering Physics RCE
FC Foreign Commerce REE
Flor Floriculture RME
GE Gas Engineering RT
HEAgr Home Economics, Agriculture SS
HEEd Smith-Hughes Teacher Training in Home TCS
Economics, College of Education Uno
Home Economics, Liberal Arts and Sciences
Industrial Administration
Industrial Education
Insurance
Irregular
Journalism
Three-Year curriculum
Four-Year curriculum
Landscape Architecture
General Liberal Arts and Sciences
Library Science
Mechanical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Music
Public School Music in Education
Physical Education
Preparatory to Law
Preparatory to Medicine
Public Utilities
Railway Administration
Railway Civil Engineering
Railway Electrical Engineering
Railway Mechanical Engineering
Railway Transportation
Summer Session, 1926
Trade and Civic Secretary
Unclassified
Name Curricula
Abbott, Arthur James Bus
Abbott, David LArch
Abbott, Frederick Judd CE
Abbott, Llewellyn LAS
Abe, Yoshitada REE unc
Abel, Adam Essler EE
Abels, Alan Weir Eng
Abercrombie, Gertrude LAS
Abraham, William LAS
Abrahamson, Charles Malcolm ME
Abrahamson, Ruth Anne LAS
Abramovitz, Max Arch
Abrams, Merwin Seymour PreL
Achui, Walter Tin Kit SS
Ackerman, George Melvin LAS
Ackerman, Helen Louise Mus (.SS)
Ackerman, Joseph Agr
Ackerman, Mark Lee EE
Ackerman, Walter E PreL
Acree, Jared Henderson ME
Adams, B Leslie LAS
Adams, Clarence Edwin Agr
Adams, Dorothy Jacqueline Bus
AdamB, Eber Clayton LAS
Adams, Edward Lawrence LAS
Adams, Elizabeth Dana LAS
Adams, Emma Mae Ed
Adams, Esther Bus (SS)
Credit
Hours2
SS
71
6%
S3
167
35
U
S35M
66
S3
sm
nay*
37
Residence
* t Elgin
* f Chicago
* t Chicago
* f Chicago
f Darien, Manchuria
* t Urbana
* f Springfield
* f Chicago
* Walnut
* t Aurora
* f Chicago
* f Chicago
* f Chicago
Waialua, Hawaii
* t Chicago
* t Salem
* f Morton
* f Decatur
* f Belleville
* Milford
* t Mt. Vernon
* t Collinsville
* t Kewanee
f Olney
* f Downers Grove
* Little Rock, Arkansas
t Urbana
* f Lexington
Students holding a degree, but taking undergraduate work.
'Number of credit hours computed as of September 20, 1926, to show the student's class standing during
the year. In the case of students in the College of Law and the Library School only those credits that count
toward the LL.B. and B.L.S. degrees are shown.
Attendance first semester is indicated by the asterisk.
tAttendance second semester is indicated by the dagger.
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Adams, George Joseph
Adams, Helen
Adams, Hiram Clark
Adams, Horace Mann
Adams, Howard Lee
Adams, Karl Franklin
Adams, Lela Marie
Adams, Leslie Edward
Adams, Lois Genevieve
Adams, Mary Emma
Adams, Maude
Adams, Milward Edward
Adams, Priscilla Mae
Adams, Robert Hall
Adams, William Curtis
Adamson, Edna Charlotte
Adelhelm, William Eugene
Adelman, Irving
Adelman, Milton Myron
Ades, William Thayer
Adkins, Edith Mary
Adler, Dorothy Lena
Adler, Harry
Adler, Paul Morton
Adler, Sam Frank
Adler, Samuel Solomon
Adsit, Laura Elizabeth
Adsit, Stephen Bert
Agor, Pedro Ramirez
Ahern, Ann Agnes
Ahern, Daniel Joseph
Ahern, Theodore James
Ahlgren, Dolores Jean
Aho, Walter Henry
Ahrens, Clifford Lawrence
Ahrens, Gertrude C
Aikman, Nell
Aikman, Walter Fulton
Aimer, Virginia Helen
Akers, Martha Lou
Akin, Edna May
Akin, Kenneth
Akina, Henry
Alabaster, Francis Theodore
Aland, Julean Felix
Albert, Helen Mildred
Albert, Lysle Reginald
Albert, Rudolph
Albertson, Walter Stanley
Alblinger, Christine Cornelia
Albright, Fred Edward
Albright, Jerrold Evans
Alcorn, Omar Dale
Aldous, Alfred Frederick
Aldrich, Clark Winston
Aldrich, David Edward
Aldrich, Elizabeth Rose
Aldrich, Kenneth Roosevelt
Aldrich, Mary Hersman
Aldrich, Mason Bertyn
Aldrich, Milton Edwin
Aleshire, Marian
Alexander, Elizabeth Laura
Alexander, Ethan Delmas
Alexander, Forbes
Alexander, Frances Mae
Alexander, Horace Wilbur
Alexander, Howard Bryce
Alexander, Howard Robert
Alexander, Hugh Votteler
Alexander, John Robert
Alexander, Mary Helen
Alexander, Phyllis Marion
Alexander, Thomas Earl
Alexenburg, Max
Alexopoulos, Constantino John
Alford, Mary Biggar
Algeo, Thomas William
Alkire, Georgia Frances
Allan, FranciB Hall
Allan, William Wassom
Allee, Harriet Pond
Alleman, John D
Allen, Abner Callaway
Allen, Charles Maxwell
Allen, Clara Sperry
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 47 * f Miami, Florida
LAS 23 * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
* t Downers GroveChE (SS) ssy2EE * Urbana
Agr * t Moweaqua
LAS * t Olney
AC (SS) 33 * t De Land
HEEd 77)4 i Charleston
* T Goshen, IndianaLAS
LAS 69 * f Coconut Grove, Florida
Bus 101 * t Chicago
Mus * f Taylorville
Law (3) * f Oak ParkEE * T Robinson
LAS 28 * f Chicago
But 18 * j Chicago
* T ChicagoBus 69
PreL 32 * t Kankakee
EE (SS) 76 f Rockford
LAS 104 * t Wilmette
LAS * f Genoa
Bus S4H * f Genoa
LAS t Chicago
* T ChicagoPreL
PreL is * t Chicago
LAS * + Hoopeston
* T PontiacPreL 68RME 66 * t Filipinos, Philippine Islands
LAS * f Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
SS 10 Highlands, New Jersey
LAS 100 * t Aurora
Chem * f Red Lodge, Montana
Bus 41
X
* t Lyndon
LAS * t Champaign
SS 8 Marion
AE 80 * t Washington, Indiana
LAS 32 * t Maywood
* f Indianapolis, IndianaLAS
SS 32 Blue Mound
AE * f Harrisburg
PreM 65 * f Honolulu, Hawaii
SS Lincoln, Nebraska
LAS 78 * t Birmingham, Alabama
LAS * t Chicago
Bus * Streator
LAS 72 * t Chicago
SS no]4 Genoa
LAS UK * t St. Marie
PreM 31 * Stratford, Connecticut
Agr 28 * Chicago
SS 76 La Rose
Bus 62 * t Red Bud
LArch 68 * t Concord, New Hampshire
* T RosamondEE u
HEAgr 64 * f Keokuk, IowaME 36 * Fredonia, New York
Chem (SS) 102)4 * t Rosamond
LAS 34 * j Chicago
* T Sheridan, New YorkEE
Jnl t Carthage
HEAgr * f Leckport
Bus * t Danville
LAS 25 * f Murphysboro
* + EtnaLAS 94
CerE 35 * t AuburnME 105 * Sewickley, Pennsylvania
Bus soy2 * t TremontME ne * t Louisville, Kentucky
LAS * t Auburn
HEAgr 101 * J LockportLAS 34 * t Chicago
t Toledo, OhioArch 16
PreL unc * f Rock Island
* t ChicagoAgr 106
SS 6 St. Louis, Missouri
CE * t Oak Park
Jnl S3 * J Hoopeston
* T MorrisBus 86)4
LAS * Odell
LAS * Pontiac
Agr 21 * Indianapolis, Indiana
Eng 37 * t La Grange, Georgia
PreM SO * Griggsvelle
Ed 96)4 * t East St. Louis
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Allen, George Martin
Allen, Herman Stuart
Allen, John Robert
Allen, Kathryn Irene
Allen, Mildred Carolyn
Allen, Norman Edward
Allen, Wendell Bruce
Allen, William Gordon
Allison, Charles Louis
Allison, Howard Duff
Allison, LaVerne Edna
Allison, Lawrence Andrew
Allison, Mildred Howard
Allison, Orval
Allison, Ralph Wayne
Allison, Walter Ray
Allman, Paul Drexel
Alloy, Jay Jacob
Allshuuse, Harlow Edson
Allweil, Leo
Alschuler, Harold Morris
Alsip, Ellen
Altabe, Jeannette
Altemus, Rodeon Lee
Alten, Kathryn Mae
Altman, Orven Roland
Altringer, Dorothy Adelaide
Alvarez, Fernando
Alvis, Harry James
Alward, Cutler Kenneth
Alward, Walter Carey
Amacher, Vern David
Amacker, John Ralph
Ambelang, Paul Laurell
Ambrose, Stephen Hedges
Ambro8ius, Edgar Elmer
Amen, Maurice Frances
Amerson, William Palmer
Ames, Gordon Paul
Ames, Howard Kenneth
Amey, Harry Ernest
Amick, Ethel Bell
Amos, Douglas Jacques, B.S., 1916
Amsbary, Frank Clifford
Amyx, Russell Oliver
Andelson, Rosalind Marion
Ander, Mrs. Ruth Johnson
Anderlan, Helen Johan
Andersen, Christian Moiling
Andersen, Eilif
Andersen, Irene Sophie
Andersen, Ova Delia
Andersen, Teddy Warren
Anderson, Alfred Chester
Anderson, Alice May
Anderson, Antoinette Elizabeth
Anderson, Beatrice Cecile
Anderson, Bernice Edna
Anderson, Carl Forest
Anderson, Carl Theodore
Anderson, Carl William
Anderson, Chester
Anderson, Edward Grahn
Anderson, Edwin John
Anderson, Eleanor Marguerite
Anderson, Mrs. Elsie Osborne
Anderson, Ester Clarice
Anderson, Eunice Worth
Anderson, Grace Minnie
Anderson, Helen Eugenie
Anderson, Herbert Wallace, B.S., 1926
Anderson, Ivan Neil
Anderson, James Clyde
Anderson, Jeff Agamemnon
Anderson, John Clarence
Anderson, John Duncan
Anderson, Joseph Harry
Anderson, Lillie Albertina
Anderson, Lois Marie
Anderson, Marea
Anderson, Margaret Lorraine
Anderson, Marjorie Hester Elizabeth
Anderson, Mary Nell
Anderson, Mauritz Lloyd
Anderson, Melvin Stanley
Anderson, Mildred Virginia
EE 74 * t Freeport
Law (3) * f Galesburg
Accy 28 * Villa Grove
LAS (SS) 68 * t Oak Park
* f ChampaignLAS
RCE 103 * t Champaign
AC 102% * t Dewey, OklahomaME * f Chicago
Jnl (SS) is\i * Springfield
AEd (SS) 128 * Charleston
Ed 99 * t Danville
Cer (SS) u * Macomb
SS 127)4 Urbana
EE 8H * t Chicago
Bu* 99 * f Nebo
EE * Yale, Oklahoma
Jnl 4SH * Hillsboro
PreL 34 * Peoria
ChE 27 * Chicago
Bus t Chicago
t Gary, IndianaLAS
SS 24 Ogden
LAS 101 * t Urbana
* T ChicagoEE 35
HELAS 90 * t Harvey
LAS 102 * t East St. Louis
LAS * t Chicago
EE f Durango, Mexico
PreM * T Champaign
Bus ioi M * t Moweaqua
LAS n * f Chicago
SS 118% Strawn
LAS * t Stanely, Wisconsin
Jnl 71 * t Centralia
PreM 66 * t Hudson
ME 94K * t Collinsville
Bus * t Quincy
LAS 41 * f Chicago
Agr (SS) 34M * f Antioch
Bus * f Mattoon
AC 93H * t Alberton, Montana
LAS (SS) 65V2 * f St. Joseph
SS Cairo
IA 97H * Champaign
EE * f Charleston
LAS * f Chicago
LAS 39 * f Granville
SS 9 St. Louis, Missouri
AC t Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
Ed 60 * f Chicago
Jnl 73 * t Sheffield
SS 6% Macomb
IA 116 * t Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
LAS 12 * Memphis, Tennessee
HEEd 70 * t Chicago
LAS * f Maiden
AC 34 * t Aledo
Bus 33 * Lake Forest
Bus * t Chicago
Bus 32 * f Hinckley
SS em DeKalb
Bus 97 * t Chicago
LAS 66 * t Chicago
LAS 116 * t Urbana
Law (3) * t Greenville
HEAgr 56 * f Urbana
LAS 65 * f Joliet
LAS * f Chicago
PreL irr * Chicago
FC 84 t Ridgeway, Missouri
Bus 32 * t Oak Park
Accy 82 * 1" Carterville
CE (SS) 27 * f Chicago
Bus 60 * Streator
LAS 34 * t Chicago
Ed 97 * t Joliet
HEAgr 120Y2 * t Urbana
* f DeKalbLAS 113
HEAgr 63 * Chicago
LAS * t Canton
LAS S3 * f Berwyn
LArch 123% * t Paxton
Eng 72 * f Chicago
LAS 66 * Chicago
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Anderson, Millard Gideon
Anderson, Robert Henry-
Anderson, Rognar Theodore
Anderson, Seigel Albin
Anderson, Thomas Milburn
Anderson, Walter Elvin
Anderson, Walter Willard
Anderson, William
Anderson, William Donald, B.S., 1926
Anderson, William Wilson, B.S., 1917
Andresen, Ollene Gertrude
Andress, Lynore Ethyl
Andrews, Burt Samuel
Andrews, Clyde Hughey
Andrews, Donald Herbert
Andrews, Norman Frederick
Andrus, Cecil Stewart
Angus, Winfield Scott
Anselmo, Frank Michael
Antonides, Anton Frank
Antonides, Robert Charles
Antrobius, George John
Apfelbaum, David L
App, Bernard Auman
Appel, Edward George
Appleby, Ralph Hallett
Appleman, Wilbur Ross
Appleton, John Wightwick
Arbegast, Clyde Emerson
Archer, Paul Edward
Archer, Samuel Worth
Arends, Ralph Frederick
Arends, Walter Henry
Arentsen, Mervin Fremont
Arford, Edwin Heston
Arford, Mary Winifred
Argeropolos, Theodore Basil
Argo, Minnie Ellen
Argudin, Eugenio Ruben
Arhelger, Robert Edward
Ariens, Otto Raymond
Arkebauer, Harry Henry
Arkema, Edward Louis
Arkland, Alvin Walter
Armbruster, Rosslyn Ernest
Armould, Robert Campbell
Armour, Mary Elizabeth
Arms, Scott
Armstrong, Agnes
Armstrong, Alice
Armstrong, Beatrice Ruth
Armstrong, Calvin
Armstrong, Caroline
Armstrong, Clarence John
Armstrong, Edmond
Armstrong, Harold Wiles
Armstrong, James William
Armstrong, Laura Elizabeth
Armstrong, M Katherine
Armstrong, Marion
Armstrong, Mildred Lorene
Armstrong, Robert McGaffin
Armstrong, Walter K
Armstrong, William Christopher
Armstrong, William Keith
Armstrong, Winifred Ellen
Arneson, Casper
Arnold, Clarence Charles
Arnold, Clyde Franklin
Arnold, Elliott L
Arnold, Gustav Edward
Arnold, Mrs. Pansy D
Aron, Richard Leonard
Arrington, William Russell
Arundale, Robert Kenilworth
Ascher, William Wakefield
Ash, Frances Harriette
Ash, Georgia
Ash, Marie
Ash, Russell Leonard
Ashbrook, Aileen
Ashley, Harry Montague
Ashley, Helen Marie
Ashley, Warren Cotton
Ashworth, Ruth
Astell, Louis Alexander, A.B., 1924
ss 8% Minneapolis, MinnesotaME * f Wilmette
Bus * t St. Charles
Agr 112 * Milford
Law (3) * t Leland
* f ChicagoLAS 46)4
MinE * t Evanston
Bus 31 * T Chicago
Law (3) 62 * t Monticello
SS Ohio
LAS (SS) 110}4 * Elgin
LAS 66 * t Rockford
CerE 69% * t Oak Park
Bus * f Chicago
AC U * f Chicago
EE 74 * Moline
Arch 26 * t Kansas City, Kansas
* f Belleville, New JerseyAC 41
CerE 57% * t Oak Park
LAS * f Chicago
AC 69 * f Chicago
CE 28)4 * St. Louis, Missouri
Law (3) * t Chicago
LAS * t Elgin
Chern (SS) 34 * f Breese
EE 36 f Olivet
REE 76 * t Belleville
EE 65 * t Berwyn
AC 28 * t Ephrata, Pennsylvania
ChE (SS) 7 * t Champaign
EE * f Owensboro, Kentucky
SS 6% Melvin
Agr 34 * t Melvin
Accy 32 * t Ottawa
* T MarshallEd 103%
LAS 98H * f Marshall
Accy 66 * t Peoria
LAS * f Champaign
* T Mexico City, MexicoEE 19
EE * t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 100 * f Toledo
LAS 33 t Morrisonville
LAS 66 * f Chicago
Bus * Glen Ellyn
IA 37 * t SpringfieldME 28 * Brickenridge, Texas
Ed 112)4 * t Rockford
LAS 20 + Chicago
* t UrbanaHEEd 103
HEEd 105 * f Urbana
SS 8% Roodhouse
Agr t Seymour
* T RoodhouseSS 8
EE 36 * f Champaign
Bus 47)4 * t Elkhart, Indiana
REE * f ChicagoME (SS) 24 * Rock Island
LAS 101 * t Chicago
HEAgr unc * f Monmouth
PEd * t Hinsdale
Ed 63 * t Champaign
SS 15% Waterloo, Iowa
AC * t Santa Ana, California
Accy * t Benton
EE 112 * f Hutchinson, Kansas
HEAgr * f El Paso
LAS unc * Hillsboro, North Dakota
EE 26 * t Chicago
Bus * T Peotone
AC 74)4 * T Arnold
LArch * f Des Plaines
LAS unc (SS) 8 * t Momence
Bus 64 * f Chicago
PreL 67 * t East St. Louis
* J YorkvilleCL 25LAS SO * T Freeport
Ed (SS) 75 * t Canton
LAS 97 * f Atlanta
HEEd 65 * f Harristown
Agr (SS) 97 * f Ashkum
LAS 65 * f Taylorville
SS 45% Decatur
SS 88 Chicago
Accy 51% t Yorkville
SS 7 Chicago
SS Homer
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Atkins, Kenith Dean
Atkinson, Francis Charles
Atkinson, George Emerson
Atkinson, Helen Louise
Atkinson, Nancy Letcher
Atkinson, Velma Elizabeth
Ator, Grace
Atwood, Edwin Earl
Atwood, Philip Trowbridge
Auble, Willard Roosevelt
Augspurger, Edmund Milo
Auld, Alberta Avis
Auld, Harold Glen
Aumon, Allen Donald
Aurand, Grant Henry
Austin, Darell Elizabeth
Austin, Julian Cecil
Austin, Mary Frances, A.B., 1926
Austin, Uhl Jesse
Auwater, Thorton Kenneth
Avery, Alice Dorothy
Avidon, Sam Marshal
Axley, Alice Maude
Ayers, Allan Franklin
Ayers, Jack William
Ayers, Vivian Madeline
Aylsworth, Floy Dora
Aylward, Paul Leon
Ayres, Donald Port
Babcock, Elizabeth Dorothy
Babcock, James Watson
Babcock, Louise Hope
Babcock, Lucius Draper
Babcock, Lucy Ann, A.B., 1926
Babcock, Rex Geno
Babcock, Robert Thornton
Babcock, Stuart Monroe
Bacevich, Bron Constantine
Bach, Ira Jack
Bach, Sylvia
Baclawski, Benedict Bernard
Bacon, Arthur Glenn
Bacon, Donald Arthur
Bacon, Marjorie
Bacon, Walter Edwin
Bacon, William Harrison
Baddely, Philip Williams
Baden, Paul Aloysius, B.S., 1926
Badgley, Annette Harriette
Baehr, William, Diploma, 1919
Baer, Carl Chelton
Baer, Gharles Edward
Baer, Howard Benjamin
Baer, Margaret Rebecca
Bagge, Marguerite Elizabeth
Bagwill, George Hubert
Bahlman, Donald William
Bailer, Louis Peter
Bailey, Charles Frederick
Bailey, Francis Bernard
Bailey, James Richards
Bailey, Katharyn Mary
Bailey, Mary Irene
Bailey, Milton Robert
Bailey, Richard Francis
Bailie, Violet
Bails, Gwindell Andrew
Baily, Clarence Haines
Bainum, Mrs. Eleanor C
Baird, Dorothy Pauline
Baird, Enid
Baird, Glenn Earl
Baird, Helen Gertrude
Baird, James Ross
Baird, John Weldon
Baird, Lester White
Baird, Robert Desmond
Baird, Roy Everett
Bairstow, Margretta
Baker, Arthur Guy
Baker, Clarence Edward
Baker, Donald Oliver
Baker, Edna May
Baker, Eleanor Louise
Baker, Eugene Parker
Baker, Goldie Lorena
CerE 2614 * t Martinsville
LAS 28Y2 * t Urbana
RCE 36 * f Chicago
LAS (SS) U8Yi * Vandalia
LAS 33 * t Berwyn
LAS * t Salem
LAS 96 * f Oak Park
Bus * f Rockford
Bus t Rockford
AE * t Bartlett
SS 16 Gibson City
LAS * t Champaign
Flor (SS) 62 * f Ivesdale
CE * t Orangeville
Ed 108)4 * f Barrington
Ed 62 * t Wellington
SS 7% Coalmount, Indiana
Lib * t Delaware, Ohio
Agr (SS) 100 * t Pana
AC * f Poughkeepsie, New York
Ed 96V2 * f Oak Park
Accy 33 * f Cleveland, Ohio
SS 8 Valmeyer
AC 31 Vi * t Evansville, Indiana
EE * t Oak Park
LAS 25 * t Champaign
LAS (SS) 68 * t Prophetstown
CL 63 * f Livingston
Arch 6iy2 * f SilvisHELAS * t Chicago
Accy 62 * f Oneida, New York
Jnl * t Clifton
Arch (SS) 141 * t West Palm Beach, Florida
Lib * t El Reno, Oklahoma
Accy 99 * t Pecatonica
LAS * t Rocky Ford, Colorado
EE 36 * T Pecatonica
AC 18 * t Indiana Harbor, Indiana
Arch * f Chicago
LAS 67 * t Linton, Indiana
PreM 18 * f Cleveland, Ohio
SS isiy2 Owensboro, Kentucky
Agr * t Tiskilwa
LAS * f Chicago
Bus * + Chicago
Bus S4Y2 * t Pawnee
Bus * f Champaign
Law (4) 96% * t Hamilton, Ohio
LAS 11SK * DeKalb
Lib t Urbana
Agr 86 * t Oreana
AC 36 * t Streator
Bus * f Summerfield
HELAS * f Mattoon
HEAgr * Chicago
Law (3) * Chester
CerE * f Beecher
Bus * Chicago
Chem 103 * t Springfield
LAS (SS) 92 * f Saguache, Colorado
ChE 6 * f Oak Park
HEAgr 99 * t Altamont
LAS 27 * f Rosamond
FC 94 * f Urbana
Bus 36 * Chicago
Bus (SS) 37 * t Urbana
CE 16 * Charleston
Bus 59\4 * Pittsburg, Kansas
SS 4 Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Mus 19V2 * t Fairmount
Jnl 104 * t Jamaica
PreL * t Park Ridge
LAS 99 * t Marshall
Agr 101 * t WilliamsfieldME * t Kankakee
PreM 35 * t Edwardsville
PreM * t Edwardsville
LAS S3 * t Marshall
LAS * t Waukegan
AC 65 * f Westdale, Massachusetts
Agr 107 * Hutsonville
CE 83 * t Anna
Mus 67 * + Weldon
Ed 60 * f Chicago
Bus 24 * t Avon
Bus * t Neoga
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Baker, Hazel Belle
Baker, Horace Calvin
Baker, Joseph Ellis
Baker, Lawrance Edward
Baker, Lillian Pauline
Baker, Lois Benson
Baker, Lyle Emanuel
Baker, Lyman
Baker, Marian Elizabeth
Baker, Marjorie Beall
Baker, Marjorie Virginia
Baker, Mary Lee
Baker, Maurine Wilma
Baker, Myron Eugene
Baker, Ranson Bright
Baker, Robert Verne, A.B., 1926
Baker, Walter Max
Baker, Warren John
Baker, William Francis
Balaban, Ree
Balbach, Paul August
Balcke, Dorothy Louise
Baldwin, Clyde Joseph
Baldwin, Harold Lycurgus
Baldwin, Jack dinger
Baldwin, Richard McCreery
Baldwin, Robert Edward
Baldwin, Robert Francis
Balensiefer, Rodney House
Ball, Charles Condon
Ball, Lionel Colt
Ball, Rura Oswald
Ball, Velma Therese
Ball, William Tyler
Ballard, Alice Warren
Balling, Marshall Christian
Ballweg, Eleanore Lavelle
Bamford, Charlotte Evelyn
Banca, Maggio Charles
Bancroft, Audra Ernestine
Bangert, Allan Poe
Bangert, Charles Werner
Banker, Edward Urius
Banks, Gerald Smith
Bannister, Edgar Leslie
Banowitz, Samuel Willard
Banta, George Joseph
Banta, John McKnight
Banta, William Herbert
Baranowski, William George
Barash, Burrel Benjamin
Barbee, Bert John
Barber, William Young
Bard, Reginald Eugene
Bardie, Solomon
Barkdoll, Orman Russell
Barker, Brooks Chauncey
Barker, Edwin Cantwell
Barker, Lois
Barnard, Lucille Miriam
Barnard, Niles Hutton
Barnard, Ruth
Barnds, George Cadwell
Barnes, Charles Albert
Barnes, Dorothy Caroline
Barnes, Douglas Asbury
Barnes, George Hanks
Barnes, Gladys Virginia
Barnes, Homer Mahl
Barnes, Lester Ellsworth
Barnes, Nettie Margaret
Barnes, Paul Royden
Barnes, Walter Edward
Barnett, Alastair Garfield
Barnett, Andrew Felix
Barnett, Helen Clo
Barnett, Jacob
Barnett, Ruth Bray
Barney, Marian
Barnhart, Elizabeth
Barnhart, William S
Baron, George Govert
Barr, Edna Mae
Barr, Helen Frances
Barr, James Dorwin
Barr, James Worrell, B.S., 1926
Barr, Robert Abraham
HEAgr 31 * f Harrisburg
Bus 27 * f Stillman Valley
LAS nm * Urbana
LAS 4 * t Urbana
LAS 30 * t Champaign
LAS 60 * f Urbana
SS 20H San Jose
LAS t Peoria
* t ChicagoLAS (SS) u
SS 9*K Urbana
LAS 64 * t Pawnee
LAS 64 * 1' Marion
LAS S5 * 1 ' Marion
LAS * 1 Oak Park
LAS 94 * 1 Oak Park
Law (3) * 1r Oak Park
Arch 26 * 1' Chicago
CL 34 * t Atwood
PreL SS * t Geneva
LAS 66 * 1' Chicago
Law (3) SO * t Chenoa
SS 7 Pekin
LAS 5 * t River Forest
SS 70 Grayville
Accy * t Pana
Bank * i Joliet
Bus 52 * f Bloomington
PreL 67H * t Chicago
Bank 61 * t Joliet
Bus 42 * f Charleston
* j PeoriaBus
MB 8BH * t Kinmundy
LAS 108 * t Chicago
IA S4 * t Moline
LAS 78H * t Berwyn
* T WheelingBus
LAS * f Mt. Vernon
LAS * t Ipswich, Massachusetts
EE S6 * t Blue Mound
LAS * t Greenup
AC 22 * f Chicago
SS 7 Quincy
LAS S2 * + Aurora
Bus * t Compton
LArch 9 * t Overirrook, Pennsylvania
Law (3) * t Chicago
Bus 65 * t De Witt, Iowa
Eng * | Waukegan
* j GalesburgLAS 20
Cer 61 * Chicago
Law (3) * + Galesburg
PreM * t Cairo
Bus 24 * f Chicago
Bus 69 * f Kansas City, Missouri
LAS t Chicago
AC (SS) 45 * t Naperville
LAS * f Saunemin
Bus 60 * Pittsburg, Kansas
LAS 98 * t Monticello
HELAS 66 * Oak Park
RME 74 * t Chicago
Bus 6 f Champaign
Ed 62 * f Orangeville
Bus 28 * Evanston
LAS 66 t Urbana
LAS 27 t Evanston
AC 108 * Ripley, Tennessee
Ed 74 * t Mendota
t UrbanaME 104
Accy e»H * Sullivan
SS 9 Mendota
Jnl 86 * + Joliet
* j ChicagoBus SI
EE 68 * t Chicago
* f RidgwayPreM soM
SS 134)4 Ridgway
LAS + Chicago
* T EvanstonLAS 12
Ed 106 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
Mus 20 * t Ithaca, Michigan
LAS * f Downers Grove
Bus 83 * t Oak Park
HEEd 66 t Martinsville
LAS 31 * t Chicago
Bus 71 * f Champaign
Law (3) S3 * t Joliet
IEd (SS) 120% * Centralia
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Barr, Russell McKee
Barra, Margaret Josephine
Barra, Ned
Barrett, Edward Daniel
Barrett, Everett George
Barrett, George Francis
Barrett, Helen Raye
Barrett, Laurence Alexander
Barrett, Robert Edward
Barrett, Tracy Souter
Barrick, Beulah Bernice
Barrick, Charles Wade
Barrick, Gladys Marie
Barrick, Grace Lucile
Barron, Daniel Stacy
Barron, Oliver Donald
Barrow, William Haley
Barrows, Harold Lyndon
Bartelheim, Leland Albert
Bartelmeyer, Anita
Barth, Royal Andrew
Barthel, Annabel
Bartholomew, Alice Maida
Bartholomew, John Southgate
Bartlett, Charles Colwell
Bartlett, Robert
Bartlett, Ward Clark
Bartmann, Louis Thomas
Barton, Albert Radford
Barton, Carrie Jane
Barton, Herbert
Barton, Margaret Mae
Barton, Myron
Barton, Olof Truman
Basedow, Carl Adolph
Bash, Dorothy Mane
Bash, Elmer Clarence
Baskin, Lester Sidney
Baskin, Opal Addie
Basler, Bruce Ivan
Bass, Hyman
Bass, Willard Anns
Bassett, Ena Margaret
Bassford, Miriam Belle
Bassler, John Herman
Bastable, Stanley W
Bastable, Wilmer Miller
Batchelder, Grant Wilbur
Bate, Thomas Vernon
Bates, Bryant Lee
Bates, George Conklin
Bates, James Fremont
Bates, Martha Virginia
Bates, Robert Francis
Bates, William Edward
Battershell, Bernus Berry
Battershell, Gene Stipp
Battey, Richmond Taylor
Baudino, Joseph Edward
von Bauer, Ella
Bauer, Myra Mildred
Bauer, Paul Barnabus
Bauerle, Theodore Robert
Baughman, Eliza Amanda
Baughman, Floyd Riesemy
Baughman, George Huston
Baum, Dorothy Marie
Bauman, Roger Leo
Baumann, Albert Carl
Baumann, Christopher Columbus
Baumann, Mildred Elizabeth
Baumann, Otto Frederick
Baumgardner, Clarence Charles
Baxter, Edna May
Baxter, Opal Elizabeth
Bayer, Karl Orrin
Bayles, Helen S
Bayles, Howard Henry
Bayles, John Clapp
Bayman, Mary Elizabeth
Bayne, Paula Teresa
Beach, Virginia Laura
Beagley, Grace Harriett
Beal, John Weed
Beale, Jessamyn
Beale, Louis Richardson
LAS
Ed
AC
IA
Agr
PreL
LAS
Bus (SS)
LAS
AC
LAS
Law (3)
HELAS
LAS (SS)
PreL
LAS
LAS (SS)
Bus
EE
LAS
SS
LAS
LAS
LAS
LAS
Bus (SS)
Bus
Bus
CE
LAS
Agr
Bus
Bus
Bus
EE
LAS
Bus
PreM
LAS
AC
EE
SS
LAS
Ed (SS)
LAS
EE
Bus
LAS
Bus
Bus
Agr
AC
LAS
FC
LAS une
Agr
Bus
LAS (.SS)
EE
LAS
HEAgr (SS)
PreM
Bus
Jnl
Bus
Bank
LAS
PreL
EE
ME
LAS
AE
ME
Ed
SS
PreM
SS
EE
EE
LAS
LAS
LAS
HEAgr
Bus
LAS
ME
96%
35
66
34
64
113
61
S4
63
116%
50
25
76
69
ny,.
66
U
28
17%
27%
98
12
26
103
42
US
9%
37
72
9%
SO
94
58
32
38
34
85
26
108%
110
78
SO
44
61
SO
72
SO
110
96
toy*
64%
8714
so
SS
64
66
138
11
Olney
Johnston City
Johnston City
La Grange
f Gardner
Chicago
f Champaign
* Chicago
* f Chicago
* Montoursville, Pennsylvania
* f Urbana
* t Charleston
* t Urbana
* Mt. Olive
* Chicago
* t Grayslake
* Roodhouse
* t Indianapolis, Indiana
* t Chapin
* f Mattoon
Cisne
* t Sterling
* f Oak Park
* Michigan City, Indiana
* t Aurora
* La Grange
* Mansfield
* + Elmhurst
* f Oak Park
*
-f Champaign
* } Fostoria, Iowa
* f Champaign
* f Vermillion, South Dakota
* Pleasant Hill
* f Chicago
* f Urbana
* Urbana
* t Streator
* f Parma, Missouri
* t Sac City, Iowa
* t Chicago
Oakland City, Indiana
Albion
Chicago
Steger
Chicago
Chicago
Decatur
Belleville
Mt. Vernon
Centralia
Kewanee
Chicago
* f Chicago
* Denver, Colorado
* f Robinson
* t Rossville
* t Urbana
* t Herrin
* t St. Louis, Missouri
* t Champaign
:?
:
• t
White Hall
\ Urbana
j- Taylorville
t Taylorville
\ Chicago
i Chicago
\ Chester
+ Chicago
T Highland
t Springfield
t La Crosse, Wisconsin
Oglesby
Aledo
Paloka
Merrill, Wisconsin
Newton
Plainfield
Chillicothe
Ponca City, Oklahoma
La Salle
Champaign
Lockport
Alexis
•f
Pawpaw
Hubbard Woods
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Beall, Miriam Helen
Beals, Kermit Lincoln
Beaman, Edwin Wagner
Bean, Beryl Kenneth
Bean, Corman
Bean, Edwin
Bean, Lois Frances
Bear, Edward Knighton
Bear, Florence Marian
Bear, Henry Charles
Bear, William Harold
Beath, Paul Robert
Beattie, Myron
Beatty, Pauline
Beatty, Mrs. Rose Marie Dunscomb
Beauchamp, Keith Henry
Beauchamp, Page Edwin
Beaver, Eugene Henry
Beaver, Mrs. Mary Alice Dilton
Bechtold, Harriet
Bechtoldt, Hazel
Beck, Arlene Josephine
Beck, Calvin David
Beck, Hilding Vincent
Beck, Ira Lawrence
Beck, John Albert
Becker, Beula Frances
Becker, Edna Irene
Becker, Gertrude Frances
Becker, Kenneth Elmer
Becker, Mildred Grace
Becker, Rebecca Betty
Becker, Richard Franklin
Becker, Roger Kenneth
Beckstrom, Melvin Rudolph
Beckwith, Mildred Merriam
Bedinger, Warren Royse
Beebe, Frances Elizabeth
Beebe, Kenneth
Beedle, Ruth
Beedy, Myra Belle
Beem, Charles Voletta
Beem, Vilda Prescott
Beemster, Jacob Cornelius
Beerman, Abel
Beers, Emmett Merle
Beeson, Harry Richey
Begg, Foster Alexander
Begg, James Alexander
Behrendt, Arthur James
Behrensmeyer, Charles Frederick Adolph
Behrensmeyer, Grace Elizabeth
Beier, Paul Reinholt
Beinhauer, Frank Hugh
Beinhoff, Frederick H
Beistle, Roy Bennett
Belcher, John Goddard
Belknap, Katherine Blaisdell
Bell, Azel Lyndon
Bell, Carl Ainsworth
Bell, Charles Virgil
Bell, Dorothy Rose
Bell, Irene
Bell, Marjorie Jane
Bell, Mary Elizabeth
Bell, Raymond Elias
Bell, Roscoe Roland
Bell, Walter R
Bellmar, Frederick Reamy
Bellmar, Thomas Reamy
Bellows, Robert Burton
Belon, Fernando
Below, John Richardson
Belshaw, Lewis Edward
Belshaw, M Elliot
Belsley, Frank Kelsey
Belsley, Joseph Peter
Belson, Herman
Belton, Harold Eugene
Belton, Sara Elizabeth
Bemis, Ralph Wilson
Benbow, Raymond Glen
Benbow, Thomas Stephen
Benda, Barbara Florence
Bender, Richard Earle
Benedict, Virginia Olds
LAS * f Tuscola
LAS * Neoga
Bus * t Decatur
LAS *7X * t Sullivan
Bus 12 * Blue Mound
Agr * t Blue Mound
SS 60 Farmer City
Eng * + Evanston
f LudlowEd 62
IA 72 * t Evanston
CE * t Rutledge, Pennsylvania
LAS 66 * f Gothenburg, Nebraska
Bus * t Oak Park
LAS 60 * f Part's
SS ISO Windsor
CE 60 * f Meredosia
Bus * f Trinidad, Colorado
IEd 68 * t Danville
LAS (SS) S3H * f Fairland
LAS (SS) 21 * Urbana
SS 4 Anderson, Indiana
Accy * f Chicago
LAS 25 * f Middleton, Ohio
EE 37 * t Kewanee
Bus * f Chicago
Bus 124 t Dolton
HELAS 99 * f Tremont
LAS (SS) SO * f Urbana
SS 6 Waterloo, Iowa
Law (4) 9 * t Peoria
LAS 3614 * t Tremont
* t UrbanaJul 16
IA * f Oak Park
Eng * t Evansville, Indiana
Arch 45 * f Moline
HELAS 124 * Hillsboro
Bus 34 * f Danville
LAS 63 * t Chicago
* f ClaytonvilleAgr
HELAS (SS) 62 * f Champaign
PreL 32 * t Kankakee
LAS 46 * Champaign
SS 2 Ottawa
Bus * t Chicago
PreM 14 * f Chicago
AC 108 * t Quincy
Agr 66 * f Palestine
AC 63 * t La Verne, California
Bus 23 * f Chicago
PreM * f Chicago
i Arch * f Quincy
SS ISO Quincy
LAS 73 * t Dixon
CE 99 * t Des Moines, Iowa
EE f Barrington
Arch 11 t Tulsa, Oklahoma
SS 92 Chicago
LAS 96Y2 * t Mansfield, Pennsylvania
* j AlexisLAS 80
Agr 89V2 * f Easton
EE * t Brocton
SS 8 Easton
HELAS 69 * t Brocton
LAS * f Bondville
LArch 58y2 * J Champaign
PreL ssy2 * t Aron
FC 43H * f Barberton, Ohio
SS 9 Urbana
Mus 18 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Bus SO * f Crystal Lake
Agr (SS) 97 * t Arequipa, Peru
LAS 14 * t Marinette, Wisconsin
* f ChampaignEE
Law (3) 26M * t Lowell, Indiana
Bus * t Peoria
* t PeoriaChem 89
Bus * t Chicago
AC * t Paxton
LAS 31 * f Danville
SS Farmingham, Massachusetts
Agr * t Hoopeston
* T AuroraBus 27
PreM 37 * f Chicago
Bus
LAS
98 * T Chicago
* f Urbana
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Benefiel, Mildred, B.S., 1924
Benensohn, Solomon Julius
Benfer, Richard Wiley-
Benjamin, John Howard
Benjamin, Robert
Bennethum, Howard Stevens
Bennett, Albert Wallace
Bennett, Charles Hodges
Bennett, David Andrew
Bennett, Donald Claude
Bennett, Dwight Granville
Bennett, Edgar Frederick
Bennett, Elizabeth Clare
Bennett, Floyd Wilton
Bennett, Geoffrey Watts
Bennett, Gordon James
Bennett, Gordon Thurman
Bennett, Harold Albert
Bennett, James Hallam, A.B., 1925
Bennett, John Colvin
Bennett, John Jordan
Bennett, Joseph Lyle
Bennett, Lucille Elizabeth
Bennett, Nelle Victoria
Bennett, Verne
Bennett, William Ezra
Bennington, Edward David
Benson, Charles Oren
Benson, George Edward
Benson, Harold George
Benson, Menzel A
Benson, Walter Rudolf
Bentley, Byron
Bentley, Madelyn Gertrude
Benton, Eva Faye
Benton, Eva Maye
Benton, Everett Luther
Bepko, Marie Katharine
Berbaum, Kenneth August
Bercher, Harry O
Berchtold, John Andrew
Berchtold, William Edward
Berck, Florence Grace
Beresford, Bruce Fox
Beresford, John Barbour
Berg, Carl Edward
Berg, Herbert
Berg, Otto Walter, A.B., 1925
Bergdahl, David Theodore
Berger, Bernard Max
Berger, Clifford Albert
Berger, Ethel Elizabeth
Berger, Margaret Ruth
Bergeson, Carl Henry
Bergholtz, Victor Edwin
Bergmann, Charles
Bergmann, Emma Katherine
Bergstrom, Hugo Ernest
Bergstrom, Leland Warren
Berkos, Nicholas
Berleman, Laurence Francis
Berner, Fred John
Bernero, Louis John
Bernstein, De Vera Mary
Bernstein, Eloise La Motte
Bernstein, Ina Pauline
Bernstein, Irene
Bernstein, Irving
Bernstein, Lena M
Bernstein, Nathan Norton
Bernstein, Pauline Fay
Bernstein, Seymour
Berry, Carl Wesley
Berry, Clarence
Berry, Leonard Coleman
Berry, Robert Edgar
Berry, Robert Evan
Berry, Stella Mae
Berry, Walter Reginald
Bertelsen, Helen Katherine
Bertelsen, Thomas Elwood
Berthold, Herbert Charles
Berthold, Russell Edward
Bertholf, William Manford
Beshers, Martha L, A.B., 1925
Besley, Walter Bennett
Ed irr + Laurenceville
* f ChicagoPreM 35
EE 36 * f Chicago
LAS 33 * t Paxton
Bank 66 * t Paxton
IA 76 * f Freeport
Bus 32 * f Chicago
LAS 68 * t Champaign
PreM * f Canton
Bus * f Freeport
CerE (SS) 31 * t Waterloo, Iowa
LArch * t Urbana
LAS 60 * t Spearfish, South Dakota
Agr 63 * f Lombard
LAS 12 * Oskaloosa, Iowa
LArch * t Elwood, Missouri
EE 78 * t Urbana
* f ChampaignLAS 28
SS
LAS * Areola
LAS 62 * t Spearfish, South Dakota
Arch * f Hoopeston
LAS * Champaign
SS Potomac
Bank 6oy2 * Gillespie
LAS t Chicago
IEd 82 * f Bloomington
AC 67 * f Dayton, Ohio
Accy 103 * f ClintonPU 21
H
* Princeton
Bus 89 * Canton
Bus 72 * De Kalb
LAS * t Taylorville
LAS SO * f Chicago
LAS 82 * f Urbana
LAS So * f Urbana
Bank (SS) 103 * t Urbana
f ChicagoPreM
Bus 11 * Champaign
Accy 67 * t Urbana
PreL SO * f Chicago
Jnl 107 * f Chicago
HELAS 46 * Chicago
LAS * Berwyn
LAS 16 * Urbana
LArch 35 * t Moline
* T ChicagoChE 88
Law (3) 62 * f Crystal Lake
SS isiy2 Chicago
ChE 58V2 * t Chicago
Bus 95 * t Clifton
LAS 6 * f Kenilworth
Ed 96 * f Chicago
AC * f Batavia
AC 62 * f Aurora
AE 6 * f Oak Park
SS 15 Caseyville
AC 3ey2 * t Chicago
Bus 67 * f Cheneyville
Law (4) 11 * Cicero
Agr 65H * t Chicago
LAS 34 * f Edwardsville
LAS * Chicago
CT (SS) 84 * t Chicago
* T LawrencevilleLAS 67
Ed 100 * f Centerville, Iowa
LAS 34 * Chicago
ChE 65% * t Chicago
Law (8) * f Chicago
Bus * f Chicago
HELAS 80 * f Chicago
AE * f Chicago
* T PawpawLAS 99
AC 17Y2 * Kansas City, Missouri
Law (3) 49 * f Carthage
Ed 66 * T Mt. Carmel
CerE 88 * f Olney
SS 26 Worden
CE 36 * t Irving
SS 8 Evansville, Indiana
Bus t Chicago
Bus 100 * t Aurora
EE 72 * f Chicago
LAS (SS) 76 * Pueblo, Colorado
SS 155)4 El Paso
LAS 31 * t Woodstock
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Besore, Berneice Isabelle
Bespalow, Anita Violet
Best, Alma Emma
Best, George Earl
Best, Julia Frances, A.B., 1921
Best, Lillian Mildred
Best, Thilo Max
Best, William Fredrick
Bestow, Charlotte
Bestow, Fred Albert
Besuden, Helen Dorothy
Bettendorf, Francis Elmer
Bettes, Marjorie Elizabeth
Bettridge, John William
Betts, Dorothy Frances
Betty, James Kellogg
Beutner, William Charles
Beverly, David Temple
Beverly, Hazel Lillian
Bevier, Dorothy Adelaide
Bevis, Neva Audra
Beyer, Kurt Emil
Bezazian, Aram Vartan
Bezy, Pierre Albert
Bianco, Joe
Bibb, Everett Ira
Bibler, Thelma Lyng
Bibow, Norbert E
Bick, Vera Evelyn
Bickel, Lucy S (Mrs.)
Bickford, Lillian Irene
Bicknell, Edwin Francis
Biddinger, Thurman Arthur
Bidwell, Louise Pauline
Biederman, William Hams
Bieschke, Floyd Lester
Bigler, Robert Samuel
Bigler, Vernon Christian
Bigler, Victor William
Bills, Carl Benton
Bing, Simon Loeb
Bingham, Albert Young
Bingham, Delmar Steele
Binkert, Charles Edward
Binkley, Violet Caroline
Binney, Ralph Valentine
Binnier, Aretta Jane
Binyon, Hugh Armstrong
Binyon, Lawrence Fyffe
Bird, Olma Blanche
Bird, Shumway Jacob
Bird, Sumner Marsh
Birdsall, Ruth Marie
Birdzell, William Charles
Birger, Gudrun Olivia
Birkett, Mary Wilbur
Birkhimer, Edwin Ray
Birkhimer, Theodore A
Birkhoff, Nicholas William
Birks, Florence
Birtwell, Audrey Elizabeth
Birtwell, Galan R
Bischman, Harold Willard
Bischoff, Margaret Martha
Bise, Margie Elizabeth
Bishop, Chalmer
Bishop, George Robert
Bishop, John Lester
Bishop, Kathleen Mabel
Bishop, Oren George
Bissell, Lura Dorothea
Bisshopp, Kenneth Edward
Bitner, Arthur Scott
Bitters, Bernice Beatrice
Bitzer, Harry Philip
Bitzer, Jess Lester
Bivans, Kenneth Rockwell
Bivin, Ella Amanda Esther
Bixler, Mazo Mazelle
Bjoin, John Halvor
Black, Alfred Weybrich
Black, Charles William
Black, Glenn Reeder
Black, John Gilbert
Black, Louis Russell
Black, Raymond George
LAS {SS) 76 t Urbana
LAS 31 * f Chicago
HELAS lWYi * t Morrisonville
Accy 82 * f Princeville
SS Urbana
LAS 22 * t Urbana
Bus S3 * f Chicago
SS 16 Rosamond
LAS 87 * t Urbana
Bus 90 * f Urbana
SS 8 Cincinnati, Ohio
SS 1S0H St. Anne
SS 6 Independence, Kansas
AE t Chicago
LAS 62 * t Danville
* T ChicagoLAS
Agr unc * t Chicago
Bus BOH * Equality
LAS 97 * t Elgin
LAS 31 * f Decatur
HELAS 21 * t Urbana
AC 35 * f Kaukauna, Wisconsin
LAS * t Chicago
Arch 6414 * f Chicago
* T Taylor SpringsAccyME * f Ottumwa, Iowa
Jnl * f Crown Point, Indiana
CE * t Chicago
LAS 21 * St. Louis, Missouri
SS 7 Ionia, Missouri
LAS 64 * t Wyanet
* T MolineME 118
CL 65 * t Gas City, Indiana
* T PlymouthEd 60
AE ssYi * t Chicago
Bus * f ChicagoPU * f Sigel
* t SigelBus 6SX
Bus 66 * t Sigel
ChE * f Eaton, Colorado
Bus * t Urbana
LAS 99 * t Evanston
* i BellflowerAccy 75
LAS SO * t Quincy
LAS i06y2 * t Park Ridge
Bus 74 * t Chicago
HELAS * t Lawrencetille
CE 79 t Urbana
Mus * Urbana
LAS 65 * t Oak Park
Bus 33 * t Mechanicsburg
LAS * f Anthony, Kansas
SS 8 Sterling
Bus 9y2 * t Urbana
LAS S4 * t Galena
LAS 98 * t Homer
Chem 72 * t St. Francisville
Agr * f St. Francisville
PreL 47H * t Chicago
* t LathamHEEd 69
Mus * t Streator
Agr 87 * Streator
Eng 77 * Joliet
LAS SO * t Chicago Heights
SS 6Y2 Olmstead
EE 72M * Lawrenceville
EE 20 t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 66)4 * Chicago
Ed 97 * t Springfield
* T BishopBus 119
LAS 131 t Chicago
Eng * t Rockford
Bus 98 * t Pittsburg, Kansas
LAS 45 * Chicago
ME * t Chicago
Acsy 4*H * f Collinsville
LAS 110% * t La Grange
HEAgr 67 * t Palmyra
LAS 76H f Haubstadt, Indiana
Arch 30 * Stoughton, Wisconsin
LAS * t Pekin
PreL 68 * t Mattoon
EE 70V2 * t Areola
Chem * t Marshall
CE * f Chicago
AE * f Champaign
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Black, Robert Wesley
Blackard, Byron Pearce
Blackard, Eva Mills
Blackburn, Minerva Frances
Blacker, George Curtis
Blackford, Eugene Allen
Blackhall, Dorothy Marie
Blackball, Irving John
Blackman, Egbert Orlando
Blackman, Willis Lane
Blackmore, Joseph Josiah
Blackstone, Catharine
Blackwell, Archie Reece
Blain, Robert Stenhouse
Blain, Velma Dorothea
Blaine, Marian Elizabeth
Blaine, Nelle Griffith
Blair, Dorothy M
Blair, Eugene Alexander
Blair, Richard Gordon
Blaisdell, Frank Ray
Blakeley, George Opdyke
Blakeslee, Gale Kenith
Blakesley, Helen Gerould
Blanchard, Julia Eleanor Warden
Bland, George Milton
Bland, William W
Blank, Morris
Blanke, Armen Ralph
Blankley, William Houlton
Blaschke, Edmund Richard
Blaszczenski, Stephania Xavier
Blatt, Bernice Lee
Blatt, George Nelson
Blauser, Israel Park
Blayney, Fred Arthur
Blazer, Rexford Sydney
Bledsoe, William Ambrose
Blei, Edmund Berthold
Bliss, Albert
Bliss, Charles Evans
Bliss, Elliott
Blixen, Harris Hartung
Bloch, Harold Norman
Block, Cleopha Magdalena
Block, Rita Corinne
Block, William
Blodgett, Richard Kendrick
Blomquist, Alfred Theodore
Blomstrom, Harry Russell
Blondin, John Ralph
Blood, Kenneth Charles
Bloom, Charles Robert
Bloom, Florence Elise
Bloom, Lillian Jean
Bloom, Victor Herbert
Bloomer, Henry Harlan
Bloomfield, Benjamin
Blough, Marian Elizabeth
Blount, Ruth Amelia
Blum, Corinne
Blum, Dorothy Margaret
Blum, Theodore Walter
Blumberg, Lillian Eileen
Blumberg, Lillie
Blumenfeld, Charles Henry
Blumenfeld, Mildred Ruth
Blumenstock, Isabel Maria
Blumfield, Harry Leo
Bly, Ora Mae
Blythe, Lawrence Brown
Boardman, David Caldwell
Bobzin, Fred Martin
Bockwitz, Irma Geraldine
Bodach, Charles Martin
Bodensehatz, Donald Edwin
Bodine, Betty
Bodinson, Earl Herdien
Bodkin, Bernard
Bodman, William Sereno, A.B., 1926
Boeck, Alvord Leslie
Boegershausen, Judith Catherine
Boehringer, Earl Chester
Boeing, Dominic Paul
Boeker, Elmer Edward
Boening, Virginia
LAS 108 * t Chicago
T HarrisburgLAS SO *
Ed 100 * t Harrisburg
LAS 100 * f Behidere
PreL 4* * Urbana
Agr 66 * t Grayville
SS isoy* Joliet
LAS 81 * t Joliet
Law (3) * Oak Park
LAS t Hinsdale
T EdwardsvillePreM *
LAS * Champaign
LAS 86 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Eng 66)4 * t Chicago
Ed 60 * f Greenview
Ed 97 * f Champaign
Mus 60 * Champaign
Ed 91 * t Charleston
Law (3) * f Murphysboro
T UrbanaLAS une *
Mus 61 * f Champaign
LAS *8X * La Salle
LAS * Champaign
LAS SO * t Kansas City, Missouri
SS 16 Wheaton
LAS siy* * Joplin, Missouri
CL * t Sullivan
PreL 49M * t Chicago
LAS * t Grant Park
Jul 64 * t Chicago
EE 73 * t Chicago
CT * + Chicago
T JolietPreL
Bus * t JolietME 16 * Basil, Ohio
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 65 * t Aledo
Bus 70 * t Mattoon
Bus 82 * t Dixon
PreL f Chicago
Law (3) SO * t Hillsboro
LAS t Chicago
Flor 68 * f Edwardsville
LAS * t Chicago
Ed 101 * t Ortonville, Minnesota
LAS t Chicago
PreL (SS) 69 * t Joliet
CL * t Fulton
LAS (SS) 82 • t Chicago
Bus SI * t Waukegan
CE 74 * t Chicago
Bus HH * f Port Jervis, New York
PreM 46 * t Cicero
LAS * t Chicago
LAS t Chicago
Law (3) 58H * t Chicago
LAS i2y2 * t Macomb
Arch * t Chicago
LAS 32 * f Champaign
LAS 73 * t Oak Park
LAS t Chicago
LAS 65 * t Chicago
AC * f Oak Park
t WaukeganLAS *
LAS 65 * f Ottawa
LAS 67 t Chicago
LAS 32 * t Chicago
Jnl * t Chicago
LAS t Chicago
HELAS 67 * t Morris
LAS 27V2 * t Gays
AC 106 * t Hoopeston
CE * t Chicago
LAS 102 * t Mason City
ChE 73 * t ParJfc Ridge
CL * t Woodstock
LAS * t Robinson
Bus 67 * t Chicago
LAS 69 * f Newport, Kentucky
SS Bement
LAS (SS) 113 * t Davenport, Iowa
LAS * t Oak Park
PreM * t Carmi
Agr * t Trenton
Accy 64Vi * t Edwardsville
Ed 86 t Chicago
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Boettcher, Lucile Elizabeth
Bogardus, Hubert Everett
Bogart, Ellsworth Francis
Boggs, Lowell Willard
Bogle, Bascom
Bogolub, David
Bogut, Katherine
Bohn, William Elvin
Bohon, Tom Kyle
Boitano, Alfred
Bolden, Daniel Nathaniel
Bolger, Helen Lucille
Bolin, Marjorie Ann
Boling, Harold Adams
Bolles, Clara Elizabeth
Bollinger, Loren Frank
Bolotin, Gerald Glassman
Bolte, Marie Caroline
Bolz, Arthur Norden
Bomash, Albert Harris
Bond, Edith Grace
Bond, Graeme Stewart
Bond, James Lewis
Bone, Maurice David
Boner, Bernice Anne
Bonge, Carl Monroe
Bonnell, Ellis
Bonnell, Mildred
Bonnen, Mary Frances
Bontjes, Jack Henry
Boodell, Thomas Joseph
Booher, Donald Franklin
Booker, Alpheus Witt
Booker, DeLoss Everett
Booker, Edgar
Booker, Elbert LeRoy
Boone, Summitt Edward
Boot, George William
Booth, Alexander MacClure
Booth, Mary Isabelle
Booth, Philip Henry
Borbon, Alfredo Mayo
Borcherdt, Evelyn
Borchers, Albert Webber
Borchers, Lois Fredericka
Borchers, Russell Frederick
Borden, Genevieve Katherine
Borden, Harold Marshall
Bordner, Margaret Estelle
Boren, Ben England
Boren, Helen
Boren, Julian
Borg, Ragnar Nathaniel
Borgman, Robert Orville
Borland, Harold Robert
Borling, Edward Gustaf
Borman, Agnes Sophia
Born, Maurice O
Born, Wilbur Leo
Bornholdt, Wallace John
Bornoff, Louis Harold
Borrowdale, John Fred
Borst, William Beveridge
Borton, Emmet Carver
Bosenburg, Joseph Milton
Bosie, Mary Christine
Bosson, Jeannette Louise
Bost, Vern George
Bostelmann, William Edward
Bostick, Bertha Josephine
Boswell, James Harlan
Boswell, Maurice
Boswell, Nell
Bosworth, Alfred Wellington, B.S.,
Bottomley, Edward John
Bottomley, J Arthur
Boucher, Forrest Eugene
Boucon, Clarence Lawrence
Boudreau, Melba
Bouldin, Warner R
Boundy, Harold
Bouton, Marvin Hart
Bovill, Minnie Emily
Bowen, Bernard William
Bowen, Frederick Raymond
Bowen, Mary Virginia
ss isey2 0'Fallon
Bus 7oy2 * t Belvidere
REE 101 * f Downers Grove
SS 9 Chicago
AC 35 * t Groton, New York
LAS * t Chicago
Bus 73 t HarrisburgME 64 * t Streator
Accy 100 * f Decatur
LAS * Chicago
LAS * t East St. Louis
Bus 98 * f Woodstock
HELAS * f Sullivan
Bus 33 * f Lake Charles, Louisiana
SS 12 Dantille
JA 107 * t Des Plaines
LAS S6}4 * t Chicago
LAS * f Geneseo
PreM 66 * t Princeton
Bank 71 * t Denver, Colorado
LAS (SS) 111 * t Urbana
LAS * f Chicago
PreL 27 * t Harrisburg
Agr 99 * Prairie City
LAS 100 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
SS 17K Anderson, Indiana
LAS * t Harrisburg
HELAS 99 * t Harrisburg
LAS 42 * t Urbana
LAS * t Peoria
Law (3) * f Chicago
LAS 30 * f Vandalia
Ed 97 * f Chicago
CE * t Lovington
Agr 60 * t Dundas
LAS 19 * Long Point
Bus * t Champaign
RCE 77 t EvanstonME 42 t Springfield
Mus * f Morrison
IA 31 * t Joliet
AE (SS) 17 * t Batangas, Philippine Islands
LAS 98 * t Oak Park
PreL 6 * t Decatur
LAS * t Decatur
Jnl n * t Freeport
HEAgr 41 * f Chicago
Bus 71 * f Fall River, Massachusetts
LAS * t Lewistown
LAS ten t Little Rock, Arkansas
LAS 64 * f Chicago
Bus 25Yt * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Bus 59 * t Chatsworth
TCS 99 * t Chicago
Bus 71 * f Chicago
HELAS 56 * t Metropolis
Bus unc t Urbana
Agr lUYt * f Cerro Gordo
LAS 31 * f Peoria
AC 8H * t Indiana Harbor, Indiana
LAS 35% * f Chicago
ChE (SS) 35 * f Naperville
Agr 18 * Borton
Bus * t Peoria
Ed 76 * t Granville
Bus 16 * t Chicago
Accy 17 * Nokomis
PreM 31 * t Oak Park
Ed 97 * t Monon, Indiana
AC 71 * f McLeansboro
EE * Shirland
LAS 39 * t Tamms
1926 Law (4) 73 * t Chicago
MinE 63 * t Sheridan, Wyoming
MinE 32 * f Sheridan, Wyoming
LAS 23 * De Soto
LAS * t Aurora
LAS * Champaign
LAS 51 * t Columbia, Missouri
AC * Mehin
IEd * t Glen Ellyn
Ed 67 * t Paris
LAS 66 * t Champaign
LAS 31 * f Oak Park
* f ChampaignLAS 33
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Bower, David Robert
Bower, Lynn K
Bower, Mary Lucile
Bowers, Dorothy Naomi
BowerB, Nola Mary
Bowersox, Calvin Henry
Bowlby, Wallace Reynolds
Bowles, Clyde Kenneth
Bowlin, Francis Kelshaw
Bowling, Neva Beatrice
Bowman, Alice Elizabeth
Bowman, Charlotte K Schoonover
Bowman, Edward Eugene
Bowman, Everett Runyan
Bowman, Hazel Louise
Bowman, Hertha Lillie
Bowman, James Callahan
Bowman, Mary Pauline
Bowman, Roy Aaron
Bowman, Walter
Bowton, Olive Elizabeth
Bowyer, Elson Gordon
Boyd, Delmar Dorr
Boyd, Edna Mabel
Boyd, John Arthur
Boyd, Marvin James
Boyd, Richard Fay
Boyd, Stella Maurine
Boyd, Warland Fayette
Boyer, Frances Elizabeth
Boyer, John Cowdrey
Boyer, Ralph Vincent
Boyle, Catherine Ann
Boyle, Kenneth Babb
Boyles, Houston
Boyles, Roy Elsworth
Boynton, Clarence Rodney
Boysen, Clyde Arthur
Boysen, Mildred Nellie
Boysen, Willard Peter
Bozarth, Byron
Bozarth, Eva Louise
Bozarth, Gwylm Henry
Brace, Cloyd Raymond
Brace, Harold Mason
Brach, Gladys Jacklynn
Bracken, John Fisher
Bracy, Floyd Parker
Braden, Jack William
Braden, Joseph D
Bradfield, Kathryn June
Bradford, Leslie Hills
Bradish, Walter Cairns
Bradley, David Neil
Bradley, Donald Robert
Bradley, Joseph Newell
Bradley, Raymond Lee
Bradley, William Frank
Bradshaw, Mary Elsie
Brady, Anita
Brady, Arthur Haxby
Brady, Iris
Brain, Theodore Horatio
Brainard, Albert F
Brakensiek, Irvin Lloyd
Brakensiek, Reva Irene
Braming, Arthur Charles
Branae, Caroline Maria
Branch, James Elliott
Brand, Catherine Jane
Brandenberger, Grace Madelle
Brandenburg, George Arthur
Brandenburg, Thelma Myrtle
Brandon, Howard C
Brandt, George Wilbur
Brandt, Gordon Mills
Brandt, Leslie Henry Carl
Brantley, Robert Holden
Brash, Edna May
Brashaw, Clarence James
Brashaw, Elden William Richard
Bratzler, Lyman
Bratzler, Mildred Elizabeth
Brauer, John August
Braun, Carl Conrad
Braun, Fritz
Accy 101 * t Tolono
Bus SS * t Pleasant Hill
LAS * t Champaign
Ed 134 * f Gary, Indiana
LAS 97 * f Chicago
Bus 35 * f St. Louis, Missouri
Bus * Rock Island
Bus SS * t Mt. Pulaski
SS 187 Chicago
LAS 48 * t Mason City, Iowa
LAS * Mt. Vernon
HELAS 66 * t Mason City
CL * t South Bend, IndianaME * t Little Rock, Arkansas
* t ChicagoLAS
HELAS 33 * t Urbana
LAS * t La Grange
Ed 80 * Casey
Arch East St. Louis
Bus * Oakford
Ed 99 * " Sheldon
Bank (SS) 110 * • • Urbana
Bus S3 * Danville
Bus * • Robinson
ChE 1SH * f Joliet
LAS * 1 Lewistown
PreM (SS) 74Y* * t Farina
HELAS * | Ludlow
* f Cambridge Springs,PennsylvaniaBus
LAS 52 * 1" Carmi
PreL 34 * f Zeigler
ChE 69 i Monmouth
* T CentraliaLAS
LAS 35 * t Lanark
LAS * t Chicago
Bus 35 * t Albion
Bus 101 * f Peoria
Bus S3 * t Blue Island
MusEd 107 *
"f
Chicago
t ChicagoCL
LAS (SS) 88% * t Staunton
SS 8 Staunton
Bus * t Staunton
Bus * Dewey, Oklahoma
AC S3 * Mansfield, Pennsylvania
Ed 64 * t Fairfield
EE 37 * t Chicago
* T HerrinBus unc
AC 33% * f Blackwell, Oklahoma
LAS f Claremore, Oklahoma
Jnl 109 * f Logansport, Indiana
Bus unc * Amarillo, Texas
Bank 80 * t Jacksonville
Arch 27 * f Joliet
PreM T Calumet City
* T ChicagoCE 66Y2
LAS 60 * t Fairbury
LAS 36 * f Quincy
SS sy2 Cuba
LAS 85 * 1 St. Joseph, Missouri
LAS * " Champaign
LAS 28 ' Evanston
Eng 18 * * Chicago
AC 106)4. * \ Deland
Agr 102 * " Camp Point
LAS * Camp Point
CE * \ Chicago
SS 8 Glenwood, Minnesota
AE 72% * t Martinsville, Indiana
LAS 31 * t Chicago
Ed(SS) 81 * t Danville
PreL 32%- * f Elgin
LAS 32 * f East Chicago, Indiana
Bus 61 * t Fairmount
T UrbanaBus
Bus t Urbana
AE * t Indianapolis, Indiana
CL 31 * f CambriaHELAS S3 * t Urbana
ME * T Woodbine
CL * t Woodbine
Agr * f Algonquin
Bus 99 * t Algonquin
* f Red BudBus 101H
Arch 106 * t Joliet
LAS 61 * t Chicago
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Braun, George Wesley
Braun, Mark Henry
Braunsdorff, Aubrey Herman
Breakstone, Judd Reuben
Brear, John William
Brearton, Mary Helen
Bredehoft, Dorothy Eleanor
Bredehorn, Herbert Daniel
Breen, Glenn Harrison
Breen, James Patrick
Breese, Eulalia Grace
Breger, Harry Paul
Breger, Irving Benjamin
Breithaupt, Harold William
Bremer, Jeanette Ann
Bremner, William Carnegie
Brennan, Betty Mary
Brennan, Dorothy Patricia
Brennan, Thomas Grant
Brennan, Virginia Teryl
Brennan, Walter Ralph
Brenneman, Ellsworth Daniel
Brenneman, Theodore Jacob
Brenner, Harry
Brents, Thomas Hurley
Bresee, Louise Sara
Bresee, Ruth Elma
Brett, Floyd
Bretz, William Edward
Brewer, Francis Thrall
Brewer, Gene L
Brewer, Gray
Brewster, Louise
Brian, Lucia Beatrice
Bridge, Harold Edison
Bridges, Alva Jean
Briggs, Faith Beatrice
Briggs, Virgil Thomas
Brigham, Dexter Bryant
Bright, Helen Margaret
Bright, Hiram Freeman
Bright, Sara
BriUhart, Margery Kittredge
Brimm, John Graham
Brines, George Robert
Brining, Mary Barnett
Brink, James Ferdinand
Brinkema, Robert
Brinkerhoff, Sara McGee
Brinkman, Donald F
Brissenden, Harold Caldwell
Bristow, Dorothy Virginia
Brittain, Alpheus Oscar
Britton, Ernest Raymond
Britton, Ivy Maude
Broady, Florence
Brock, Donald LeRoy
Brock, Frank Hanly
Brock, Glen Westgate
Brock, Maurine E
Brodarich, Romano Frank
Broderick, Thomas Abdon
Brodersen, Dorothy Alene
Brodman, Clarice Irene
Brodsky, Sidney Albert
Brodt, Sellers Cornell
Broeder, Elise Crescentia
Bromm, Oscar Geupel
Brondas, Stephen Edward
Bronson, George Durrill
Bronson, James Upton
Brooke, Charles Toan
Brookings, Louise Jessie
Brookman, Lester George
Brooks, Charles Mattoon
Brooks, Dorothy Catherine
Brooks, George Freeman
Brooks, Grace Leatrice
Brooks, Mary Rosalind
Broom, Lewis Alfred
Broom, Ruth Alberta
Brough, Miriam Dode
Broughton, Frederick
Broverman, Helen Bess
Browdy, Tybe Tillie
Brower, Daniel Roberta
Bus * t Joliet
BU3 60 * t WiUiamsville
EE * f Mattoon
PreM IS * Chicago
LArch 32% * t Detroit, Michigan
LAS 60 * t Savanna
Ed 95 * t Danville
AE (SS) 74% * t Chicago
Accy SI * t Allendale
Co- 111 * f St. Francisville
las 33 * t Pawpaw
Law (S) * f Waukegan
LAS 34 * Chicago
Accy so% * t Traverse City, Michigan
PEd * t De Pue
Eng 36 * f Highland Park
LAS 31 * Urbana
Mus 34 * t Urbana
LAS 27 * t Chicago
Jnl 105 * t Urbana
Law (S) 20 * t Streator
* i Rittman, OhioBus 13%
SS 96 Peru
Accy 102 * t Kansas City, Missouri
Bus * j Taylorrille
LAS 97 * t Urbana
LAS * f Urbana
SS 7 Steward
PreM 34 * t Tacoma, Washington
EE 37 * t Peoria
* T Indianapolis, IndianaEE 28
Agr * t Stone Fort
HELAS * t Dixon
SS 11014 Vincennes, Indiana
Bus 17 * t Fort Wayne, Indiana
SS 8 Kahoka, Missouri
LAS 99 * Galesburg
LAS 120% * Orangeville
EE 68 t Ottawa
Ed 99 * t Urbana
* t UrbanaAccy 29
LAS t Chicago
LAS f Chicago
* T Creal SpringsAC 62%
CE 66 * t Rushville
Afus * f ChampaignME 22% * f Woodstock
Arch * f Champaign
LAS * t Chicago
* T PanaBus
Eng 67% * f Chicago
LAS * f St. Louis, Missouri
AC 31 * f West Pittston, Pennsylvania
SS 7% Mounds
CT unc 6 * t Decatur
SS 8 Quincy
Accy 3214 * Goodwins
LAS 27% * t Chatsworth
PreL 27 * f Goodwine
LAS 101 * j Bethany
* f ChicagoAE (SS) 7iy2
SS 149 Morris
LAS 32 * t Chicago Heights
SS 100% Beardstown
PreL 29 * Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
Ed 112 t Webster Groves, Missouri
Bus 64 * t St. Petersburg, Florida
PreL 34 * t West Frankfort
SS 105% Houston, Texas
Bus 30 * t Blue Island
Law (4) 64 * t Plymouth, Indiana
HELAS 31 * t Du Quoin
Bus 95 * t Cedar Rapids, Iowa
LAS * t Evanston
LAS * t Chicago
PreM 71 * f ChicagoHELAS 6 * Bedford, Indiana
JnL 100 * t Bedford, Indiana
EE * Greenup
LAS 65 * t Champaign
JnL 97 * t Chicago
LAS 22 * Wilmette
LAS 60 * t Taylorville
JnL SO * Chicago
IA 61 * t Wilmette
Undergraduate Students
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Brower, Esther Marguerite
Brown, Agnes Eleanor (Mrs.)
Brown, Alexander Harold
Brown, Allen C
Brown, Beatrice
Brown, Charles Ralph
Brown, Dale Earl
Brown, Daniel Lewis
Brown, Donald
Brown, Donald Meeker
Brown; Edna Mae, B.S., 1926
Brown, Ellis Vincent
Brown, Everett Wohlfarth
Brown, Farwell George
Brown, Finley Webster
Brown, Frederick Winneld
Brown, George Renold
Brown, Gertrude Ella
Brown, Gordon Whipple
Brown, Henrietta Cordelia
Brown, Herbert Wood
Brown, Hulman Charles
Brown, Jeanette Alice
Brown, John Loren
Brown, Juanita Anne
Brown, Julian Clifford
Brown, Kenneth
Brown, Kenneth Ward
Brown, Kittrege
Brown, LawTence Townsend
Brown, Louise Grace
Brown, Lyman Robert
Brown, Marshall Herbert
Brown, Martha Mane
Brown, Oakley Ray
Brown, Orville Horace
Brown, Otis Alva
Brown, Paul Stewart
Brown, Raymond
Brown, Richard McPherson
Brown, Richard Milton
Brown, Robert
_
Brown, Robert Darnel
Brown, Robert Russell
Brown, Robert West
Brown, Russell LeRoy
Brown, Russell Oliver
Brown, Stuart Charles
Brown, Thad
Brown, Velma Ruth
Brown, Walter Leslie
Brown, Wanda Mae
Brown, Wendell Dana
Brown, William Bush
Brown, William Ralph
Brown, Winsor Williams
Brownback, Glen Read
Browne, George Arthur BS., 1922
Browne, Kathryn Elizabeth
Brownell, Dean Glenn
Brownell, Helen Grace
Brownell, Marian Lois
Brownell, Marjorie
Browning, John William
Brownlee, Verna Jeannette
Brownstein, Philip
Bruce, Robert Erwin
Bruce, Walter Robert, A.B., 1926
Bruce, William Abbey
Bruck, Elizabeth Dorothy
Brucker, Margaret Ethel
Brueckner, Wilbert Emil
Bruedigam, Marvin John
Brugman, Lawrence William
Bruhn, Esther Kathryn
Bruhnke, Ray Paul
Bruhns, Arthur William
Brumbach, Francis Lucius
Brune, Basel Harry, B.S., 1926
Brune, Helen Martha
Brune, Lorena Marie Elizabeth
Brunelle, Ralph E
Bruner, Gladys
Bruner, Helen Harrington
Bruner, Ruth
Brunkow, Rupert Allan
SS
SS
Bus
PreM
LAS
Bus
PreL
Agr
Bus
Eng
Lib
Eng
LAS
IEd
PreL
EE
Agr
LAS
EE
LAS
Bus
AC
LAS (SS)
Bus (SS)
Ed
CE
Accy
LAS
Bank
EE
LAS
SS
Chem
LAS
SS
PreM
SS
LAS
CE
LArch
LAS
PreM
SS
Ed
Bank
LArch
AE
EE
LAS
LAS
ME
LAS
Bus
PreL
PreL
AC
AEd
SS
LAS
SS
SS
LAS
SS
LAS (.SS)
LAS
AC
Bus (SS)
SS
Bus
AE
LAS
Eng
ME
ME
LAS
ChE
JnL
LAS
Law (S)
LAS
Mus
Bus
LArch
JnL (SS)
LAS
AE
IBM
91
ISYl
34
35
102M
32
32
73
34
B9
34
27
S3
111
37
98
61
71
129M
116
SVz
73
61
9%
115
21
69 lA
74
60
71
112
669m
1S6M
15
24
9
68
64M
SO
9iy2
99
Urbana
Vandalia
* t Wilmington
f Braidwood
* { Lovington
* •( Gurnee
* f Cissna Park
* t Delavan
* f Elwood
* \ Evanston
* j Frankfort, Indiana
*
-\ Chicago
* t Pana
* \ Alvin
* Chicago
* t Hindsboro
* j- Rockford
* t Wilmette
* \ Evanston
* t Stillman Valley
* Great Falls, Montana
* f Alvin
* Champaign
* f River Forest
* t Paris
* f Blackwell, Oklahoma
* f Vandalia
* f Aurora
* \ Champaign
Altona
f Chicago
Peoria
* f Humrick
* Mattoon
Louisville, Kentucky
*
-\ Pocahontas
Vandalia
* Wilmette
* t Sharon, Pennsylvania
* f Tampico
* Danville
* + Richmond, Indiana
Red Wing, Minnesota
* f Rushville
* j Anna
* Kokomo, Indiana
* f Mt. Morris
* t Evanston
* { Joliet
* \ Villa Grove
* (• Chicago
* f Champaign
* f Wilton, Maine
* t Peoria
* •(- New Castle, Indiana
t Urbana
* \ Tower Hill
Carbondale
* f Chicago
Champaign
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
« t Champaign
Rochester, New York
* f Benton
* Gibson, City
* t Chicago
* \ Oak Park
Blue Island
* + Oak Park
* j Kentland, Indiana
* Chicago
* Nokomis
f Wilmette
96
llM
I6Y2
64
61
33
35
* t Evanston
* t Urbana
* j Oak Park
* Chicago
* f Dwight
* j- Champaign
* f Chicago
* t Chicago
* (• Chicago
* f Urbana
* t Urbana
* + Urbana
* t Oak Park
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Brunner, Katherine Dorothy
Brunner, Mildred Marie
Brunow, Donald Alton
Bruton, Doris
Bryan, Clifford E
Bryan, Dorothy Vittum
Bryan, Gordon
Bryant, Dale McKeen
Bryant, Eva Mae
Bryant, Gordon L
Bryant, Leone Pauline
Bryden, Allan James
Bryden, Harry Alexander
Brydges, William Thomas
Brydon, Margaret Evelyn
Buchanan, Donald Bradley
Buchanan, Donald Partridge
Buchanan, Elwood Colchester
Buchanan, Harold Chester
Buchanan, Royal Sylvan
Buchanan, Walter Ives
Buchholz, Gordon Albert Karl
Buck, Charles Sumner
Buck, Chauncey Mason
Buck, Martin
Buckbee, Robert Edward
Buckley, Dorothy Elenor
Buckley, Florence Mary
Buckley, Zora Joe
Buckner, Alice Honor, A.B., 1918
Buckner, Elizabeth
Buckthorpe, Tom Cox
Budd, John Phillip
Buddeke, Mary Louise
Buddemberg, Edmundo
Bueche, Frank
Buehler, Margaret Johanne
Buente, Florence E
Bugayong, Anacleto Natividad
Buhner, Carl John
Buhrman, Charles Calvin
Buhrman, Katherine Elizabeth
Bulkeley, Gerald Clough
Bulkeley, Kenneth Calnen
Bull, Mary Lois, B.S., 1922
Bull, Roger Isaac
Bullard, Charles Norman
Bullard, Frances Lillian
Bullard, Kimball Stanley
Bullman, William
Bulloch, Kathryn Corinne
Bulow, Edith Cora
Bumgarner, John Carson
Bump, Mary Agnes
Bunch, Lynn
Bunchman, Herbert Harry
Bunn, William Roberts
Bunnell, Ethel Adella
Bunney, Gordon A
Bunney, James Russell
Bunning, Walter Frederick
Bunte, Edwin Clarence
Bunte, Louis Floreth
Bunting, Carl Thomas
Bunting, Glenn W
Bunting, Robert William
Bunting, William Lyman
Burdett, Joseph Pettet
Burdett, Paul Eswald
Burdett, Robert James
Burdick, Lloyd S
Burdiek, Walter Earl
Burfeind, Nat Thompson
Burger, Anita Lillian
Burger, Irving
Burger, Jerome
Burgess, Charles William
Burgess, Dorothy Rosamond
Burgess, George William
Burk, Jewell Vardener
Burkart, Harry William
Burke, Charles
Burke, Edmund
Burke, Hayden Russell
Burke, Josephine Margery
Burke, Mamie
LAS 49 * t Alton
LAS 29 * Chicago
Bus * t Seymour, Indiana
LAS 33 * t Princeton
SS 10 Hardin, Missouri
HELAS 31 * Oak Park,
LAS * t Evansville, IndianaME {SS) 3 * Lovington
LAS 21 * t Chicago
CerE 28 * t Crystal Lake
LAS 110 t Joliet
FC 29 * t Du Quoin
AC 101 * t Trinidad, Colorado
PU 26 * t Chicago
ED 68 * t Chicago
LAS SO * ( West Chicago
MinE {SS) 127 * Highland Park
PreM 57 * t East St. Louis
AC 89 * t Effingham
EE * t RobinsonME 39 * f Carbondale
T WilmetteCL *
Law (3) 30 * t Jamestown, North Dakota
LAS * t Champaign
ChE 39 * t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 27 * t Mattoon
f EdwardsvilleLAS 64 *
LAS 27 * t Urbana
AC 27 * f Coon Rapids, Iowa
Lib * t Wichita, Kansas
LAS 91 * t Watseka
Bus 48 * f Jacksonville
PreM 38 * t Kokomo, Indiana
LAS 99 * t Peru
Arch 66 * t Chicago
IA 36 * t Elgin
LAS 31 * t Chicago
HELAS * t Bonfield
Bank 80X * t Asingan, Philippine Islands
Accy 96 * t Seymour, Indiana
LAS 27 * t Tonkawa, Oklahoma
T NashvilleLAS 64 *
IA 29 * t Abingdon
Eng S3 * Abingdon
Lib * t Mt. Union, Iowa
EE * f Gardner
AE 104 * t Urbana
Ed 96 * t Urbana
Bus 64 * t Maywood
Agr 103 * f Alexis
LAS 38 * Chicago
LAS 103 * t Chicago
Bus 29 * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
HELAS 97 * t ML Carmel
EE 20 * Decatur
Accy 72H * t Joppa
AC 72 * t Byron
Agr 86 t Augusta
T UrbanaPreM 24 *
EE * f Bellflower
AC 32 * t Clinton, Iowa
LAS unc * Kankakee
PreM * t St. Louis, Missouri
Agr * f Albion
Bus 63 * f Albion
t Mt. ErieEd unc 27% *
EE 133 * Houlton, Maine
ME (SS) 112 * t Homewood
Flor 61 * t Homewood
PreL 28 * t Homewood
Agr * t Assumption
Bus * Chicago
LAS 28 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Bus 65 * t Youngstown, Ohio
IA 109 * t Youngstown, Ohio
AC (SS) 101 * t Oakland California
HEAgr 45 * t Chicago
Bus 100 * t Rock Island
PreL 23 * t Danville
Bus 67 * t La Salle
PreL 17 t ML Vernon
Law (3) 6 * Springfield
Bus t Champaign
SS 12 Tolono
SS IS Tolono
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Burke, Mary Frances
Burke, Robert Francis
Burkbalter, Louis Alemeth
Burley, Frances Anabel
Burnam, Clarence Miles
Burnett, James Rowe
Burnham, Carl White
Burnier, August Emile
Burnier, Mary Louise, B.S., 1926
Burns, Barbara
Burns, Donald Ewers
Burns, Frank Greenhill
Burns, James Jerome
Burns, Katharine Landon
Burns, Kenneth John
Burns, Margaret Adele
Burns, Margaret King
Burnworth, Earl Howard
Burrell, Clarence Robert
Burright, Wilbur Grifith
Burroughs, Arthur Ladd
Burroughs, Charles Edward
Burroughs, Kenneth Leland
Burroughs, Virginia
Burrows, Dorothy
Burrows, Kathryn Alice
Burrows, Leeta Vonee
Burrus, George Melvin, B.S., 1926
Bursik, Lily Clare
Burt, Henry Jackson
Burt, Hugh Higgins
Burton, Alice Barstow
Burton, Frank Raymond
Burton, Margaret Ellen
Busch, Ermina Elizabeth
Busching, Herman August
Bush, Dorothy Giles
Bush, Mary Elizabeth
Bush, Paul Ronald
Bushnell, Ralph Judson
Busian, Bonita
Busick, Alyce Lucile
Buss, Louise Rebecca
Buswell, Clark Joel
Buswell, lone Clyde
Buswell, Otis LeRoy
Butcher, Charles Albert
Butcher, Daniel
Butler, Elbert William
Butler, Laura Dunaway
Butler, Lawrence George
Butler, Lloyd Sheldon
Butler, Louise Mildred
Butler, Virginia
Butler, William Elliott
Butterbaugh, Harold Emerson
Butterfield, Dudley Garraux
Butterfield, John Homer
Butterfield, John Oriln
Butterfield, Paul Kenyon
Butterwick, Frances Mary
Buttner, Louis
Butts, Dorothy Agnes
Butzow, George Martin
Butzow, Mary Lucretia
Byerley, Jacob Roy
Byers, George Boyd
Byleth, Reginald S
Byram, Harriett Margarett
Byrne, Cornelius James
Byrne, Floyd Allen
Byrne, Palmer Christopher
Byrne, Robert
Byrne, Vernon Merritte
Byrnes, Florence Langan
Byrnes, John Edward
Byrns, James Morrison
Byzzell, Leonard Andrews
Caann, Jerome
Cadaval, Jaime Gonzalez
Cadaval, Octavius
Cadwell, Audrey Belle
Cady, Ruth Louise
Cahill, William Daniel
Cain, James Gorman
Cain, Joseph Daniel
HELAS unc * Champaign
AE * t Champaign
AE 73 * f Chicago
* J La GrangeLAS SI
Eng SS * f Chicago
LAS (SS) 98 * f Marshall
Bus mi * t Macomb
* t UrbanaAC 69
SS Urbana
HELAS * t Chicago
CE SO * f Morrison
LAS SO * Chicago
CE 108 * t Chicago
LArch * t Chicago
* t MorrisonAccy (SS) 106H
LAS 67 f Chicago
SS 35 Greenfield
Bus * t Urbana
IA 99 * f Indiana Harbor, Indiana
AC * River Forest
Agr 94 * t Chemung
LAS 68 * t Chicago
* t Oak ParkLAS
LAS SS * t Edwardsville
LAS 10S * f Urbana
LAS * f Urbana
LAS SI * f Champaign
SS Beardstown
HEAgr 60 * Riverside
CE ISO * t Wheaton
CE 108 * f Peoria
HELAS 101% * f Wellesley, Massachusetts
AE 70 * t Anderson, Indiana
* t Kokomo, IndianaJnL 101
LAS 98 * t Toledo, Ohio
Bus f Chicago
LAS 50 * Joliet
SS SS El Paso, Texas
Eng 7S * t New Castle, Pennsylvania
Agr * t Big Rock
LAS 71 * t Berwyn
LAS * Winnetka
LAS 69 * f Hamilton
LAS 14 * f Chicago
LAS SO * t Bradford
Bus 63 * t Oak Park
Bus 70 * t Walnut
PreL 88X * Chicago
SS 75 Hillsboro
LAS 31 * t Lincoln
Bus (SS) 96 * f La Harpe
EE * f Decatur
Mus (SS) 75V2 * t Belleville
LAS 67 * f Sesser
IA losy* * t Chickasha, Oklahoma
IEd * f Lanark
AE 74 * f Griggsville
LAS 71 * f Pana
Arch *M * Libertyville
Ed losYi * t Birmingham, Michigan
HEAgr f Kewanee
Arch 35 * t Chicago
LAS 64 * t Harvard
AE 108 * f Sycamore
LAS 47 * Chicago
Ed (SS) 6614 * t St. Joseph
Agr (SS) 66 * Calhoun
LAS S7 * San Diego, California
Ed 106 * Abingdon
Bus 61 * t Oak Park
Agr irr * Sa unemin
Law (3) * f Ottawa
Agr * Olney
Agr * t Saunemin
LAS * t Wilmette
SS 8 Brighton
Agr 85 * f Champaign
AC S6 * f Fryeburg, Maine
AC S8 * Chicago
PreM 66 * t Durango, Mexico
EE t Durango, Mexico
LAS (SS) 69 * T Streator
Ed 64 2A * T Urbana
Bus SS * f Chicago
AC * f Lake Forest
CE * Chicago
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Cain, Vivian
Cairns, Kathleen Agnes
Calderon, Felisa
Caldwell, George Chapman
Caldwell, Homer
Caldwell, John Turner
Caldwell, Malcolm Jerome
Caldwell, Peter Francis
Caldwell, Raymond Lawson
Caldwell, Ruth Virginia
Caldwell, Wofford Townsend
Cale, Virginia Carvel
Calisterio, Mariano Almendo
Call, Merner Bennett
Callahan, Helen May
Callahan, Joanna Esther
Callahan, Mary Ellen
Callahan, William Cullman
Callaway, June Eugenia
Calverley, Howard Vincent
Calvin, Lowell Spence
Cameron, Walter Fay
Cameron, William Mackay
Cameron, William Thomas
Cameron, Winifred Wesley
Camm, Margaret Virginia
Camp, Dorothy Mae
Campbell, Albert Hugh
Campbell, Barbara Vergene
Campbell, Clinton Anderson
Campbell, Dorcas
Campbell, Eleanor Pauline
Campbell, Eloise Belle
Campbell, Ernestine Janette
Campbell, Fred Gerald
Campbell, Grace Margaret
Campbell, Hugh Stephen
Campbell, John Goode
Campbell, John Olin
Campbell, Joseph Bruce
Campbell, Louise Ann
Campbell, Robert
Campbell, Walker Elliott
Campeggio, Dominic Julius
Canada, De Ion Roberta
Canavan, Myra Augusta
Cann, Fremont George
Canney, Charles Edward
Canney, John Orlando
Cannon, George Farell
Cannon, Jessie Elizabeth
Cannon, Wendell Eugene
Canter, Howard Vernon, A.B
Canterbury, Arthur Lehman
Cantrall, Ruth
Cantrell, Celesta Emma
Canty, Thomas Edward
Capel, James Lewis
Capelli, Clarence Manme
Capodanno, Rocco ThomaB
Cappell, Jean Edward
Capper, Alice Bessie
Cappetta, Juanita Virginia
Capps, Elbert Ira
Carbon, Frank Joseph
Carey, Benjamin Watson
Carlisle, Dorothy Iris
Carlisle, Irma
Carlock, Marion Francis
Carlson, Albert Bernard
Carlson, Dorothy Christina
Carlson, Earl Alfred
Carlson, Gordon Verner
Carlson, Oscar William
Carlson, Robert Bernard
Carlson, Theodore Augustine
Carman, Alice
Carman, Ketha Lorene Mcintosh
Carmichael, Ronald
Carnahan, Harold Delmas
Carnahan, Margaret Lucy
Carney, Edgar Allen
Carnine, Elmo
Carnine, Katherine Josephine
Carolus, Robert Lyle
Carothers, Edwin Olen
University of Illinois
1926
SS
HELAS
SS
Arch
Agr
LAS
LAS
PreL
Agr
LAS
AC
Ed
Bank
AC
LAS
LAS
SS
Bus
LAS
Jnl
ChE (SS)
LAS
IA
Bank
LAS
SS
Jnl
AC
Jnl
Arch
LAS
LAS
LAS
LAS
Agr
Ed
LAS
ChE
LAS
Jnl
LAS unc
LAS
CL
Law (3)
SS
MuS
CL
LAS
AC
EE
HEAgr (SS)
Ed
Law (3)
Agr
Jnl
LAS
AC
Law (3) (SS)
Bus
EE
LAS
LAS
LAS
Agr
Accy
PreM
HELAS
LAS
ME
Agr
CT
AC
ME
PreM
LAS
Bus
Bus
HEEd
Bus
Ed
LAS
AC
CE
Ed (SS)
Agr
AC
6
S
102)4
SB
64
75
105
10Z
64
62
22)4
45)4
S3
17
78\i
86
32
71
5)4
68
SO
60
62)4
64
28
32
95
6S
35
67
132
39
SO
60
114)4
11)4
101
63
100
31
26)4
43)4
74
87%
18
28
100
95
32
64
35
68
36
:\
:\
:t
Champaign
Chicago
Manila, Philippine Islands
t Peoria
t Peoria
t East St. Louis
Riverside, California
Decatur
Bridgeport
Monticello
Riverside, California
St. Louis, Missouri
Vijan, Philippine Islands
Alvin
Chicago
Champaign
Champaign
Champaign
Pawnee
Vincennes, Indiana
Berwyn
Delavan
River Forest
,
Sibley
* T Urbana
Franklin
+ Wilmette
* t Edmonds, Washington
* f Chicago
* f Fort Dodge, Iowa
* Urbana
* t Urbana
* t Chicago
Mound City
La Harpe
Jacksonville
t Wilmette
Urbana
t Tulsa, Oklahoma
!East St. Louis
Chicago
Porter, Indiana
Dunlap
t Ladd
Chicago
t Chicago
+ Malta
T Chicago
Paxton
t Flat Rock
t Flat Rock
t Tower Hill
t Champaign
t Cantrall
t Decatur
t Danville
t Downers Grove
t Champaign
t Joplin, Missouri
t Glen Ellyn
T Morristown, New Jersey
Riverside
Chicago
Avon
Melrose Park
Griggsville
Robinson
Robinson
Carlock
Woodstock
Behidere
Chicago
Oak Park
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Urbana
Charleston
Stillman Valley
Lincoln
Urbana
Wingate, Indiana
Sullivan
Tuscola
Sterling
* t
* t
:
* t
* t
:
*
* t
:
:
* f Champaign
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Carpenter, Agnes
Carpenter, Dovle Elmer
Carpenter, Robert Charles
Carr, Albert Joseph
Carr, Giles Lacey
Carr, Kenneth William
Carr, Margaret Sally
Carr, Robert Joseph
Carr, William Geyer
Carre, Edwin Russell
Carrel, Lynn Justus
Carrico, William Miller
Carrigan, Tracy
Carroll, Benjamin Howard
Carroll, Floy Caroline, A.B., 1919
Carroll, Gertrude Ann
Carroll, John Mitchell
Carroll, Marjorie
Carroll, Martin Frank
Carroll, Mary Mildred
Carroll. Nelle
Carse, Gyda Snowdell
Carson, Edna
Carson, John Gordon
Carson, Mary Helen
Carson, Raymond Clark
Carson, Robert
Carswell, Dorothy Adele
Carswell, Marjorie Jane
Carter, Albert Ross
Carter, Anna Elizabeth
Carter, Clifford Lewis
Carter, Frederick Elbe
Carter, George Deneen
Carter, Harry Darr
Carter, Henry Steven
Carter, Ida Virginia, A.B., 1924
Carter, John Hannibal
Carter, John Thompson
Carter, Ray Vern
Carter, Vivian
Carter, William Edward
Case, Richard Warren
Casey, George Baker
Casey, John Terrance
Casey, Walter Edward
Cash. Celia Glyde
Cash, Charles Wesley
Caskey, James Stillman
Casner, Andrew James
Casner, Margaret Snell
Case, Catherine
Cass, I.eland Hooker
Cassady, Frances Emmaline
Cassel, Lillian
Cassell, Charles William
Caeselman, Edith Elizabeth
Cassidy, William Clifford
Cassity, Carroll Mcintosh
Casstevens, Robert Louis
Castle, Warren Russell
Catherwood, Elizabeth Ruth
Catherwood, Florence Leota
Catt, Harold William
Cattron, William Russell
Caughey, Sidney Vern
Cavanaugh, Harriett Lucille
Cavanaugh, Joseph Dennis
Cavanaugh, Mane Elizabeth, A.B.
Cavaney, James Augustine
Cavins, Theodore Parsons
Cavitt, John William
Cawest, Jane
Cawkwell, Shirley Mae
Cay lor, August Clare
Cehal, William Charles
CW1, John Wesley
Cella, Lawrence George
Cermak, Helena Irene
Cernoch, Edward J
Cerny, Alvin Jay
Cerny, Thomas
Cerny, William Joseph
Chaconas, Achilles
Chadwick, Mary Helen
LAS
LAS
SS
AC
EE
Aqt
LAS
AC
PreL
But
LAS
Bus
ME
Jnl
Lib
LAS
LAS
Ed
AE
PEd
Ed unc (SS)
SS
LAS (SS)
Bus
Bus
Ed(SS)
CE
LAS
Ed (.SS)
LAS
SS
PreM
Bus
Agr
AC
Bus
Lib
LAS
FC
SS
CT
CE
LAS
PreL
LAS
LAS unc
Ed (SS)
Eng
Ed
Law (S)
LAS
LAS
Bus
Mus
Mus
AC (SS)
LAS
CE
Agr
SS
1A
LAS
LAS
ChE
Agr
Agr
HEAgr
CE
1919 SS
LAS
Ed
Ed
LAS
II ELAS
Law (3)
Accy
LAS
Bus unc
LAS (SS)
PreM
PreM
PreL
Law (3)
Arch
LAS
27
97
129
64
21
32
60
S3
67
74
6M
76im
32%
BB\i
63
28
96M
ISO
S4
114
27\i
SI
Mi
7
65
103
7
81
9
10SH
66
106H
98
SS
36
16
67
24
37
70M
102
SS
SS
70
HI
36
60
9414
37
72
23
52M
62
SO
if
T
*
• I
t Hubbards Woods
t ML Sterling
Cherokee, Iowa
t Highland Park
t Chandterrille
t Fairmount
t Indianapolis, Indiana
Attica, Indiana
Donovan
Chicago
Greeley, Colorado
Rock/ord
Sandotal
Du Quoin
T Aledo
t Bloomington
Springfield
t St. Louis, Missouri
Chicago
Bloomington
St. Louis, Missouri
Otta wa
Waverly
Clarence
Greenup
Bradenton, Florida
Danville
Rochester
Rochester
* t Murphysboro
Fairbury
* t Ottawa
* + Rock/ord
* Centralia
* t Carrollton
* WilliamsvUU
* t Elm Grove, West Virginia
* t St. Louis, Missouri
* Aurora
Carterrille
New Haven
Wichita, Kansas
Chicago
* Pano
* t Watseka
* t Champaign
* f Girard
* t Gimrd
* T Chicago Heights
* t Bloomington
* t Carlinrille
* Danville
* t Ohio
* j Riverside
* Chicago
* t Champaign
* Chicago
* t Murphysboro
* t Orcana
Decatur
* Krwanee
I rhnna
I'rbana
Litchfield
* t Fairrictr
t Chatsworth
* T Chicago
» f Fall River, Massachusetts
ina
* t Chicago
* t Charmtott
' t 11 •Hland
* 1 <;,~nera
* It ilmrtte
* t Uti
Pwrk
* t Kansas City, Missouri
t Chicago
* Chicago
irngo
* t CA :
*
f Oak Park
* t Cirrro
. Wisconsin
* T Chicago
•\
:}
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Chadwick, William Dudley
Chaffer, Wayne Daniel
Challacombe, Nancy Caroline
Challand, Harold Ullrich
Chalstrom, Gilbert Emanuel
Chamberlain, Bernard
Chamberlin, Stephen Johnes
Chambers, Alan Raymond
Chambers, Robert Lee
Champion, Fay Harding
Chamy, Luis Falaha
Chan, Warren Mun
Chandler, Harriett Pendleton
Chandler, Lynette Hall
Chandler, Myron Ericson
Chandler, Scott, A.B., 1926
Chaney, Fay Able
Chang, Chun Ming
Chang, Kuang
Changnon, Gordon Arthur
Changnon, Pauline Elva
Chapin, Edward William
Chapman, Alan Burton
Chapman, Glen Earnest
Chapman, Minnie Alice
Chapman, William Donald
Chappelle, Mabel Edna
Char, Theodore Con Hin
Charles, Joseph Eugene
Charles, Victor Fred
Charlton, John Stanley
Charter, Earl Johnston
Chase, Carrie Louise
Chase, Walter
Chatfield, Ruth, B.S., 1926
Cheek, Alice Amorita
Cheesman, Elizabeth Nellie
Chelius, Frederick John
Chen, Cheng Hsi Mayo
Chen, Yu Haw
Chenault, Martha Browning
Cheney, Arthur Melvern
Cheney, William Byron
Chenoweth, Emerson Edward
Chenoweth, Eugene Cley, B.S., 1926
Chenoweth, Evlyn Thomas
Cherrington, Iona Belle
Cherry, George L
Cherry, Winifred Frances
Chesbro, Jeannette Inez
Chester, Morton Charles
Chia, Yuan Liang
Childs, De Loss Samuel
Childs, William Henry
Chilis, Myra
Chinlund, Carl Victor
Chinn, Ada Francis
Chinn, Mike Tungse
Chiperfield, Claude Burnett
Chladek, Arthur Loyal
Cholewinski, Zygmund Francis
Chott, Evelyn Pearle
Chow, Lee
Christ, Frances Sanford
Christ, Hope Fidelis
Christensen, Arnold
Christensen, George Otto
Christensen, John Benjamin
Christensen, Kenneth Serencio
Christensen, Martin Christian
Christensen, Paul Anker
Christenson, Blanche Louise
Christenson, Frank Joseph
Christenson, Russell Lowell
Christiansen, Arnold Francis George
Christiansen, Erma
Christiansen, Eunice Esther
Christie, Charles Leonard
Christie, Esther Lolita
Christie, Jean Margaret
Christie, John Dominick
Christie, John Paullin
Christie, Robert Kelvin
Christman, Francis Joseph
Christner, John William
University of Illinois
EE
PreM
LAS
ss
Bus
Chem
CE (SS)
PreM
AC
Lib unc
EE
AE
LAS
LAS
EE
SS
Arch
SS
ChE
Cer
Ed (SS)
EE
EE
Agr
SS
PreL
Jnl
Bus
LAS
Bus
IEd
EE
Ed
Accy
SS
LAS (SS)
LAS
LAS
EE
AE
LAS
Flor
EE
Bus
SS
Agr
LAS
LAS
LAS
HELAS
PreL
EE
Bus
Agr
SS
LAS
LAS
CE
PreL
Arch
LAS
LAS
CE (SS)
SS
SS
LAS
LAS
Cer
Jnl
CE
AE
LAS
Law (3)
Law (3)
Bus
SS
SS
EE
LAS
Bus
AC
IA
EE
EE (SS)
ME
* t Ottawa
SO <* f Washington
96 * t Carlinville
10 Shabbona
47 * t Joliet
* t Pontiac
76 * t Champaign
70 * t Champaign
35 * f Grandfield, Oklahoma
* t Paducah, Kentucky
* t Valparaiso, Chile35
32 * t Canton, China
* Urbana
31 * t Denver, Colorado
72 * f Piano
Industry
* t Springfield
130 Honan, China
137 * t Honan, China
SO * Kankakee
91 lA * t St. Anne
* t Illiopolis
72 * f Decatur
31 * t Urbana
8 Kansas City, Kansas
64 * Alton
* t Champaign
66 * t Honolulu, Hawaii
6514 * t Talbot, Indiana
* t Clinton, Iowa
* f Princeton, West Virgir
t Kankakee
94M * t Urbana
* T Mt. Vernon
Momence
93 * t Springfield
100 * t Princeville
t Chicago
* t Nanking, China
38 * f Nanking, China
* t Champaign
6 * t Oak Park
79 * T La Grange
10 T Mason City
Urbana
83 * t Ahin
63 * f Vinita, Oklahoma
29 * t Herrick
* t Peotone
31 * t Chicago
* t Chicago
35M * Taiguanfu, China
* t Galena
17 * t Chicago
9 Palmyra
* Chicago
37X * t Antioch
* f Chicago
* Canton
64 * f Chicago
* + Hillsboro60
* t Riverside
* f Honan, China110%
123 Urbana
44 Quincy
* |f Woodstock
*
[ Sibley
84 * ;r Seymour, Missouri
31 * •r Rock Island
* 1t Chicago
* 1f Chicago
» 1 \ Sheldon
SO * 1 \ Cicero
*
• Waterloo, Iowa
* 1" Chicago
12 Oshkosh, Wisconsin
IS Rock Island
9 * Aurora
102 * t Kenilworth
se * f Champaign
* T Chicago
se
*
1 Qu*ncv
* j Champaign
74H * f Danville
* t Rosamond
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Christopher, Elmer
Christy, Mildred Loretta
Chronis, George Andrew
Chrysler, Clarence D
Chu, Ying Shih
Chulkoff, Peter Tierentievich
Chumley, Charles Murray
Chung, Lung
Church, Freeman Sylvester
Churchill, Francille
Churchill, John Calvin
Chvalovsky, Anna Marie
Ciarlo, Anthony Joseph
Cizek, Edward John
Clamitz, Francis Selwin
Clancy, Clarence William
Clancy, Coletta Marie
Clancy, Inger Charlotte
Clapp, Georgia Juanita
Clapp, William Theodore
Clare, Joe
Clare, Ralph Otis
Clark, Alice Isabel
Clark, Charles Wesley
Clark, Donald James
Clark, Dorothy
Clark, Dorothy Marie
Clark, Edgar Wilbur
Clark, Elizabeth
Clark, Eugene Porter
Clark, Ezra Joseph
Clark, Frances Jane
Clark, Francis Gray
Clark, Harold Frederick
Clark, Harry LeRoy
Clark, Helen Marie, A.B., 1921
Clark, John Donaldson
Clark, John Soderstrom
Clark, Joseph Stanley
Clark, Laura
Clark, Leonard Evans
Clark, Lewis Abner
Clark, Lulu Marguerite
Clark, Marian
Clark, Mrs. Marjorie Canavan
Clark, Mary Margaret
Clark, Mary Margery
Clark, Merle Schopf
Clark, Mildred Lucile
Clark, Oren Paul
Clark, Rebecca Isabelle
Clark, Robert Chelton
Clark, Robert Eugene
Clark, Robert Henry
Clark, Ronald William
Clark, Virginia Valentine
Clark, Wade
Clark, Walter James
Clark, William, A.B., 1923
Clarke, Donald Lee
Clarke, Fred Martin
Clarke, George James
Clarke, Helen Buell
Clarke, Margaret Alma
Clarke, Mason John
Clarke, Ray Bromley
Clarke, William James
Clarkson, Mabel Logan
Clason, Louise
Classen, Russell Helms
Clauson, Donald Bruce
Clawson, John Franklin
Clay, Emily Adaline
Claypool, Margaret Louise
Clayporl, Austin Albert
Clayton, Jennie Mae
Clayton, Paul Burgess
Cleavelin, Helen Gail
Cleavelin, Martha Mary
Clegg, Will
Clem, Alita Goodell
Clem, Francos Edith
Clem, Gilbert Deane
Clem, Mabel Inei
Clemens, Eugene Charles
Clemens, Herbert John
Bus m t Dwight
SS Champaign
Bank 66 * WilmetU
Agr 39% * t Casey
LAS unc * t Anking, China
RCE t ChicagoREE * t McComb, Mississippi
SS 121 Washington, D. C.
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 17 * t Shelbyrille
LAS * t Chicago
Ed 62 * t Cicero
Law (3) SO * t Steger
LAS UVi * f Chicago
Law (S) 44 * t Chicago Heights
PreM 35 * f Highland
*
J SeymourLAS SOLAS 35 * f ChicagoMus * f OaklandAccy 27 * T Tuscola
Bus * f Greenville
Bus * t Chicago
LAS 63 * f Lincoln
SS 6% Abingdon
LArch unc * t Chicago
LAS 100 * T Champaign
LAS * T Peoria
Bus 68 * t Marion
LAS 97 * t Alton
T Rea, MissouriEE unc *
Law (3) SO * t Springfield, Ohio
LAS * t Anna
Agr 103 * t Tiskilwa
EE * t New Boston
CE * i\ Aurora
Lib (SS) 20 * ir Martinsville, Indiana
PreM 23 * X Chicago
EE 60 * f Valedon, New Mexico
SS 8% Tishomingo, Oklahoma
HELAS 19 * t Urbana
LAS 36 * t Yorkville
* t Mt. SterlingAgr (SS) 63
Ed 94 * t Neoga
LAS * t Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas
LAS 100 * t Urbana
HELAS * i Harrisburg
* f ChicagoLAS
SS 8% Chicago
LAS 100 * t Hinckley
Bank 63)4 * f Georgetown
LAS 116% * Mansfield
Jnl * t Polo
FC 99 * t Clinton, Iowa
EE 37 * f Springefild
Ed(SS) 9314 * t Yorkville
HELAS (SS) 20 * i East St. Louis
* T Munrie, IndianaBus
AE 35 f Chicago
SS Peoria
LAS 34 * Wilmette
Bus 88 * 1f Chicago
EE * -\ " Chicago
HEAot * 1\ Belvidere
Ed 60 * ) • Champaign
LAS 34 * •) ' Chicago
PreM 82% * t Norwalk, Ohio
JA Danville
SS 9 Urbana
LAS 68% * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Freeburg
SS 18% Marshall, Missouri
IEd 34 * t Windsor
SS 9 Kahoka, Missouri
Mus 21 * t Bismarck
Agr 34 * f Marshall
HEAgr 3% * f Yorkville
Bus 104 * f Johnston City
Accy SO * f Champaign
SS 116% Champaign
AC * -f Hanna, Wyoming
LAS 43 * J Beardstown
LAS (SS) 69 dugs
Agr * | Urbana
HELAS 32 * 4 Urtuina
Cer 49% • 4 Cannelton, Indiana
ME * t Chicago
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Clemens, Mildred
Clemens, Vincent Alvin
Clements, George La Vergne
Cleveland, William Richard
Clevenstine, Robert Emmert
Clifford, Lucille America
Clifford, Roy A
Cline, Bertha Burnett
Cline, Howard Harpster
Cline, Lyle Stanley
Cline, Polly Faye
Cline, Ruth J
Clingan, Wilburn George
Clinton, Edgar Thomas
Clodfelter, Clyde Alton
Close, Gordon Ralph
Clough, Sherman DeWitt
Clouser, Roger Marcus
Cluster, Loren Lee
Gluts, Everette Alan
Clutter, Caroll Christopher
Coale, John William, B.S., 1922
Coash, Carlyle Joseph
Coate, Weldon Robert
Coatney, Kenneth Ross
Cobb, Florence Velira
Cobb, Howard Laurence
Coben, William Sinclair
Coble, James Arthur
Coble, Mary Whitney
Cobler, Martha Florence
Cochran, Evelyn May
Cochran, Florence Malethy
Cochran, James Robert
Cochrane, Miriam Margaret
Cockrell, Paul Fisher
Cockrill. F Albert
Cockrum, Audra Earl
Cockrum, Henry Ayre
Codner, Edward Elmer
Coe, Alfred Bascome
Coe, Carroll Chester
Coe, Clarence Samuel
Coe, Doris Jenette
Coen, Henry Earl
Cofer, Leonora Adelaide
Coffel, Clyde Stoecklin
Coffey, Mary Alice
Coffin, Dwight Dewitt
Coffman, Donald Drake
Coffman, Mildred Buck
Cofoid, George Ray
Coggeshall, Gwen Alice
Cohan, Arthur Raymond
Cohan, Harold Laurence
Cohan, Miriam
Cohee, George Vincent
Cohen, Albert Raphael
Cohen, Bernard M
Cohen, Frederick Lewis
Cohen, Herbert Joseph
Cohen, Jacob
Cohen, Joseph Lester
Cohen, Nettie Dorothy
Cohen, Raymond Robert
Cohen, Samuel Alvin
Cohen, Sidney
Cohen, Sol Harris
Cohl, Evelyn Blanche
Cohn, Bertha Julia
Cohn, Eugene Lionel
Cohn, Florence
Cohn, Joseph Lippman
Cohn, Leonard E
Cohn, Sam L
Coile, Virgil Leroy
Colby, William George
Cole, Florence Mary, A.B., 1926
Cole, Gerard McLachlin
Cole, Harold W
Cole, Henry Clay
Cole, Herbert Paul
Cole, Homer Theodore
Cole, Jess
Cole, Mabel Susan
Cole, Mary Margaret
Ed 64 * t Table Grove
EE (SS) 68 * f Urbana
PreL * f Des Plaines
SS 7)4 Bloomington
REE ssy2 * t Rock Island
Ed 60 * f Carbondale
SS 8 Lansing, Michigan
Ed 100)4 * + Marion
* T UrbanaAgr 109
Bus * t Monticello
LAS * t Urbana
LAS * t Urbana
AC * t Macomb
AE 7414 * f Polo
AC 78 * f Russellville, Indiana
LAS 34)4 * t Chicago
LAS 18 * f Chicago
AC t Milton, Wisconsin
PreL (SS) 32 * t Benton
Bus 65 * t Moline
AC * f Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Law (3) 72 * Taylorville
LAS 71 * t Clifton
LAS * t River Forest
AC * t Urbana
LAS 99 * t Tipton, Iowa
LAS * f Louisville, Kentucky
Arch S3 * Oak Park
LAS * t Urbana
LAS (SS) 68 * t Urbana
HELAS * t Indianapolis, Indiana
SS 79 Good Hope
SS 6 Carmi
Ed 120)4 * Mt. Vernon
Jnl unc * t Oak Park
LAS 14 * f Chicago
SS 5H Jackson, Tennessee
PreM 67 * t Champaign
PreL * T SesserME 72 * f Chicago
LAS * Waverly
AC * t Plaza, Washington
LAS t Rochester
Ed 67 * t Ridgefarm
AC (SS) 103 * t Olney
Ed 67 t Charleston
* T MomenceCE 100
LAS 61 * t Galesburg
PU 17 * t Salem
* f Davenport, IowaChem 101)4
HELAS 98% * Monmouth
AE 9sy2 * + Hennepin
* T IndianolaLAS 61
LAS t Chicago
CL 4SVs * f Chicago
LAS * t Joliet
Aecy * Washington, Indiana
But * t Chicago
PreM 38 * t Chicago
Arch 90 * t Little Rock, Arkansas
* T ChicagoCL 45
PreM * f Maryville
IA 37 * t Chicago
LAS 75Y2 * Chicago
LAS 34 * t Champaign
* T ChicagoPreM 83
AE 94 * f Chicago
PreL * t Chicago
LAS t Chicago
Law (4) 42 * T Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
LAS 76)4 * f Chicago
Bus S2Y2 * T ChicagoME * f Chicago
Law (3) * f Chicago
SS 22)4 Saybrook
Agr 36 * t Atkinson
Ed irr t Urbana
EE * f Chicago
* t Dalton CityLAS
Bus * t Champaign
Bus t Chicago
AC 17 * t Macon
PreM 20)4 * f Matloon
HEAgr SS * t Urbana
Bus * Crystal Lake
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Cole, Pauline H
Cole, Reuben David
Cole, Russell Jesse
Cole, Ruth Margaret
Colegrove, Clell De Venny
Coleman, Thomas Sherhon
Colgren, Marshall Frederick
Culitz, Phyllis Jean
Collier, Elizabeth Cameron
Collingnon, Fred M
Collins, Curtis Alvin
Collins, Edward Joseph
Collins, Elbert Bowman
Collins, Francis Meacham
Collins, Lois Emily
Collins, R Bruce
Collins, Thomas Adolph
Collins, William Leighton
Collinson, Melvin Daniel
Collison, Thomas Francis
Collom, Harry G
Collopy, Gladyce Camille
Collora, Nicholas Andrew
Collord, Edwin Walter
Colvis, Laurence Louis
Colwell, Ethel Florence Roberta
Colwell, Robert Forrest
Colwell, William
Combe, Lorain Clinton
Combs, Olive Evelyn
Comer, Fay Solomon
Comings, Edward Walter
Comly, Jesse Edwin
Comment, Rosalie Constantine
Commons, Charles Henry
Compton, Frank Frederick
Compton, Glenn Eugene
Comsky, Nigar
Conant, John Leonard
Conard, Inez Ruth
Conard, James Stiles
Conard, Vera Arrietta
Conatser, Clyde Otto
Conboy, Grant Andrew
Concannon, Winifred Theresa
Condit, Horace Vincent, B.S., 1925
Condit, Leo Barton
Condit, Meryl Ann
Cone, Marian
Cone, Russell Allan
Conerty, Roger Perry
Confer, Earl Leslie
Conibear, Bruce John
Conklin, James Oliver
Conklin, Ruth Dorothy Mary
Conley, Leland Eugene
Conley, Marcella Mary
Conley, Ruth Lloyd
Conley, Thomas Joseph
Conlin, George T
Conlon, Francis Patrick
Conn, Avis
Connell, Alice Marguerite
Connell, Francis Edwin
Connelly, John Robert
Conner, Catherine Margaret
Conner, Leona
Conness, Katberine Mary
Connor, John Maurice
Connor, John Milner
Connor, Ralph Alexander
Connor, Ruth Elizabeth
Connors, James Joseph
Conover, Carl Newlin
Conover, Raymond Carl
Conrad, Charles William
Conrad, Donald Robert
Conrad, Frances Carolyn
Conrad, George Sidney
Conrad, Katherine Margaret
Conrad, La Verne Elvira
Conrad, Lillian Catherine
Conrad, Marian Elizabeth
Considine, Douglas Denis
Contratto, Norma Madelaine
Converse, Wallace Cox
HELAS (SS) 67 * f Macon
Bus 7 * t Ludlow
EE t Chicago
LAS * f Aroma Park
Bus (SS) 116 * East Moline
LAS * t Decatur
Bus 12 * t Chicago
LAS 15 * f Chicago
HELAS * f Kankakee
Agr * Danville
Accy ee * t Highland
LAS S2y2 t Freeport
* t MarseillesLAS
Eng 67 * t Berwyn
* T ChicagoLAS esy2
PreM * f Rock Island
ss 14SM Indianapolis, Indiana
CE 82 * t Highland
Accy (SS) 67Y2 * t Galva
LAS SO * t Danville
LAS * t Western Springs
LAS 60 * t Galesburg
EE 12 * J ChicagoLaw unc 12 * f Champaign
Agr S3 * + Chester
LAS 26 * t Wilmette
* f ChicagoLAS
LAS 63 * T Kansas
* f GreenvillePreM 31
Mus 31 * i Champaign
PreM eiy2 * y Carlinville
* t ChampaignChE
Bus 29 * t Pecatonica
SS 80 East St. Louis
Cer 51 lA * f Chicago
EE 26 * Gleneoe
Bus * t Rock Falls
LArch eoy2 * f Chicago
AC 104 * f Kinmundy
HELAS 37 * t Urbana
Agr 69 * T Urbana
LAS 70 * J Urbana
Agr 6sy2 * Carbondale
LAS 26 * Rock Falls
LAS 62 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Law (4) 103 * J Beardstown
Law (8) * T River Forest
LAS 96 * T Chicago
HELAS t Atlanta, Georgia
* f ChampaignPU 106
AC 23 * Urbana
AE 121% * t Crawford, Nebraska
LAS 68y2 * f Canton
PreM 34 * Paris
Jnl 29 * t Los Angeles, California
f NewtonLAS 73
PreL * t Chicago
LAS * f Champaign
PreM (SS) 35 * J ChicagoAC * T Chicago
Law (A) iey2 * t Chicago
LAS 37 * f Champaign
LAS 64 * t Chicago
PreL 25 * T Chicago
* f DanvilleME 109
LAS 71 * t Olney
SS 6 Yakima, Washington
SS 130)4 Streator
PreL 34 * t Greenup
SS 6 Cape Town, South Africa
Chem 36 * t Newton
LAS 69 * t ToledoME 35 * Chicago
Agr * t Robinson
Cer 32 * t Chicago
SS 66M Champaign
Bus * t Altoona, Pennsylvania
Ed 100 * t Peotone
Law (4) im * Cowden
LAS 67 * t Peotone
LAS * j Chicago
Ed 74 * T St. Louis, Missouri
* T La GrangePreM 5
LAS 36 * f Harmon
* T StauntonLAS 70
LAS 28 * Oak Park
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Conway, Clifford Conant
Conway, Eleanor Jane
Conway, Warren Metcalfe
Conwell, George A
Cook, Augustus
Cook, Byron Lockard
Cook, Cora Genevieve
Cook, Elizabeth
Cook, George Roy
Cook, Lois Margaret
Cook, Milton Gillette
Cook, Phyllis Ruth
Cook, Ralph Elliott
Cook, Raymond A
Cook, Warren Stewart
Cooke, Douglass Dwight
Cooke, Edith Marie
Cooke, Laura Bell
Cookman, Warde Cecil
Cooling, Arthur Albert
Coombe, John V
Coombe, Raymond B
Coombs, Frederick Stanley
Coonan, Margaret Elizabeth
Cooney, Edwin William
Coons, Ansel Lucian
Coons, Lamon Kendle
Cooper, Donald Leo
Cooper, Harry Alfred
Cooper, Josephine Ruth
Cooper, Rudy Wilson
Cooper, William Allen
Cooper, Winfield
Cooperman, Seymour Asher
Copeland, William Jackson
Copenhauer, Helen Belle
Copilow, Edward Howard
Corbin, Charles Elmer
Corbin, Edmond Robert
Corbin, Glenn Howard
Cordell, Delia Grace, B.Mus., 1919
Cordes, Harry Henry
Cordes, Katherine Marie
Cordis, William Reynold
Cordogan, August George
Cordts, Vernon
Cordulack, Joseph Anton
Corem, Isadore
Corkey, Ruth Anne
Corley, Mark Henry
Corley, Mildred Bernice
Cornelius, Carroll Morten
Cornell, Owen Lincoln
Cornick, Sarah Hollingsworth
Cornthwaite, Miriam Iva
Cornwell, Earl Dennis
Cornwell, Emily Irno
Cornwell, Ruth Edna
Correll, Charles Rule
Correll, Nelson Burton
Corrough, Dana Dodge
Corson, Frank
Corson, Reuben C
Cortelyou, Warren Pratt
Cortright, Queta Kathryn
Corwine, Charles Richard
Cory, William Robert
Corydon, Harvey Hallberg
Corzine, Allen DeWitt
Corzine, Howard Jacob
Costa, Dominick
Costello, William Glenn
Costigan, Sherwood Lawrence
Cothern, Alta May
Cothern, James Royce
Cothingham, Erma, B.S., 1922
Cotie, Louis Charles
Cottington, Robert Wetmore
Cottlow, Isabel Caroline
Cottrell, Frances Bernice
Couberly, Geneva
Couch, Manson Clarence
Couch, Willard Lee
Coudy, Martha Ann
Courter, Anson Overton
Courtney, Charles Alden
EE 34 * t
SS
IA 68H * t
Bus
:LAS
Bus
:JLAS 94LAS 47\i
:tPU 31
HEEd 80% * t
PreL 68 * t
SS 65%
FC 36 * t
Bus
:CE 106
EE 105)4
:JLASCL 36 * t
Ed 70H * IArch 80 * t
CE * t
EE 86
:|LAS 36
SS 6
MinE 72 * t
LAS 110 * tChE * t
CE 8sy2 * t
PreL 40H *
LAS 68 * t
SS 8
Jnl 35 * t
EE i]PreL
PreM 75 * t
LAS *
AE 52 * t
SS
PreL 4oy» *
PreM 35 * t
SS
CE 94H * t
SS 14
Ed 102 * t
LAS t
Agr * t
SS 35
PreM 14 *
LAS 106 * t
Bus 80 *
Ed 67 * tLAS 72 * TLAS 102 * TLAS 60)4
:HELAS 62
LAS 99V2 * t
SS 77
LAS * t
Agr 135
:Agr
Arch 124 * t
EE 72 *
Agr * t
Chem (SS) 37 * t
LAS 32
:iJnl 27
SS 6114
LAS
:tAgr 73)4
Agr * t
Bus * t
Bus SO *
Law (3) 61
:tHELAS
Agr 33 * t
SS
LAS 68 •
LAS *
Jnl *
LAS (SS) 76% * ••
LAS (SS) 27 * ••
CL * •
LAS 10914 *
LAS 94 * •
LAS 102 * •
LAS *
Staunton
Elk Point
Harvey
Tucumcari, New Mexico
Mt. Vernon
Urbana
Chicago
Urbana
Springfield
LeRoy
La Grange
Victoria
Dixon
Champaign
Kansas City, Missouri
Ottawa
Chicago
Ottawa
Chicago
DeKalb
Urbana
Urbana
Youngstown, Ohio
Westminster, Maryland
Chicago
Gary, Indiana
Gary, Indiana
Elgin
Chicago
Aurora
Winfield, Iowa
Royal Oak, Michigan
Chicago
Chicago
Fall River, Massachusetts
Bellflower
Chicago
Chicago
Tampico
Moline
Macomb
Havana
Havana
Rosamond
Elgin
Atwood
Arlington Heights
Chicago
Logansport, Indiana
Tower Hill
Marion
Morrisonville
Paw Paw
Evansville, Indiana
Decatur
Newton
Gridley
Rinard
Illiopolis
Pleasant Plains
Urbana
Woodstock
Pleasant Plains
Oblong
Dixon
Glen Ellyn
Dawson
Chicago
Taylorville
Taylorville
Staunton
Rock Island
Chebanse
Gibson City
Gibson City
Jerseyville
Muskegon, Michigan
Chicago
Oregon
Champaign
Berkeley, California
Sumner
Mt. Carmel
Granite City
Lawrenceville
Des Plaines
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Courtney, Paul Eugene Jnl S4 * t Urbana
Cousley, Paul Sparks Jnl S4 * f Alton
Covalt, Luella Shirley HELAS 67 * f Kansas
Covey, David William Accy 102 * t Peoria
Covey, Loren Hume Bus 135 * Urbana
Covey, Neva Maurine LAS 61 * t Farmer City
Covington, Garrett Christopher ME 92 lA * t Chicago
Covington, Robert Edwin Bus 60 * f Chicago
Covitz, William LAS * f Chicago
Cowan, Glenn Thomas SS 8H Cedar Falls, Iowa
Cowell, Roland Adlemar, B.S., 1922 ss Champaign
Cowen, Chester Melcenia CE * t Chickasha, Oklahoma
Cowing, Maurice Edwin PreL SO * Peotone
Cowles, John Elliot CE * t Ridgewood, New Jersey
Cox, Asher Benjamin CE 71 * t Gilman
Cos, Edward Bryan Bank SO * f Eldorado
Cox, Evelyn Virginia LAS 48 * f Hollywood, Florida
Cox, Frances B SS 42 Quincy
Cox, Francis A EE 70 * f Joliet
Cox, Gerald Doolen Bus SI * t Maroa
Cox, Gertrude Berenice SS 50M Urbana
Cox, Jesse Brent SS 4 DeLand
Cox, John Dee Bus 22 * f Wilmette
Cox, John Francis AC 121 * St. Louis, Missouri
Cox, John Mays AC 96% * f Wishart, Missouri
Cox, Lois Jean SS 133 Champaign
Cox, Mabel Nelia LAS S4 * t Berwyn
Cox, Margaret Nadene HELAS 27 * t Robinson
* T UrbanaCox, Margaret Sylvia LAS
Cox, Mary Jane Jnl * f Chicago
Cox, Nicholas Williams Bus * Cairo
Cox, Olive Lorraine Jnl 84 * t Sheridan, Indiana
Cox, Palmer Sargent Agr 60 * f Charleston
Cox, Paul Millington CE 15 * West Frankfort
Cox, Raymond Bus 84 * f Chester
Cox, Richard Francis Buchanan,
B.S., 1926 Chem irr * t Savanna
Coyne, John Edward Accy * f Taylorville
Cozad, Nita Alleyne LAS SO * t Sciota
Cozzens, James Earl AC * f Huntingdon, Pennsylvania
Crabb, Dean Hudson Bus 35 * f Macomb
Crabb, Elva Mae SS 122)4 Monticello
Crabb, Mildred Georgiana LArch * f Grand Rapids, Michigan
Crabb, Randall Edward ME 6oy2 * Chicago
Crabbs, Richard Bank 67% * f Orlando, Florida
Crabtree, Virginia Binion SS Sherman, Texas
Craddock, Grace Francis LAS 32 * Chicago
Craft, Liva Morgan EE 37 * t Scottland
Craft, Oral Charles EE * t Chicago
* T CharlestonCraig, Florence Marceline HEAgr 60
Craig, George Mansfield LAS 96 * f Chicago
Craig, Harold Alfred LAS 26 * t Danville
* t CharlestonCraig, Helen Celeste LAS (SS) 95%
Craig, Herbert Walker LAS 63 * t Chicago
Craig, Maxine Harriette Ed 66 * f Charleston
Craig, Ora Mae SS tSH Rantoul
Crain, Earl Thomas PreL 89 * t Havana, Cuba
Crain, Henry Lawson ME 61 * t Kansas City, Missouri
Crain, Sallie Moody SS 8% New Orleans, Louisiana
Craine, Carolyn Catherine LAS * t Champaign
Craine, Sulby Devore EE 74% * t East Peoria
Cramer, Helen Louise LAS 23 * t Maquon
* t RushvilleCrandall, John Paul LAS 16
Crane, John Casner ChE (SS) 80 * f Bloomfield, Indiana
Crane, Norma Lois LAS 41 * f Chicago
Crane, Russell J AC * t Chicago
Crane, Stewart Adrian PreL * T Chicago
Crane, William Piers F Arch 97 * T Evanston
Crangle, Helen Elizabeth LAS SS * J Onarga
* f KewaneeCranston, Crystal LAS
Cranwill, Alfred SS 31 Olathe, Kansas
Cranwill, Florence Irene PEd * Olathe, Kansas
Crathorne, Anne Harrison LAS * t Urbana
Crathorne, Mary Preston Jnl 66 * t Urbana
Cratty, Leland Earl PreL 48H * Steward
Cravens, James Ebert PreM * t Greenfield
Craver, Virginia Bartlit LAS 60% * f Harvey
Crawford, Donald Wood Agr une * Potomac
Crawford, Floyd Bus 6 * Sadorus
Crawford, Irene Clarice SS 8 Potomac
Crawford, James Merle Law (4) 29% * t Murphysboro
Crawford, Lura Elizabeth LAS 82 * Chicago
Crawford, Margaret Louise LAS 67 * t Anna
Crawford, Norma Aliene LAS * f Grayville
Crawford, Sadie McGehee SS Junction
Crawford, Walter Charles Ed 93% t Waukegan
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Creamer, Harold Griffith
Creath, Ada Marie
Crede, Harry Smith
Creevy, Edward Forest
Cresap, Ruth Elizabeth
Crews, Fenton Louis
Crews, Margaret
Crink, Wilbur Edward
Crissey, Marion Colehour
Crist, Pauletta
Critchell, Charles Edwin
Critchlow, Harold Stephen
Critchlow, Lucile
Crofoot, Russel
Crofton, Catherine Evelyn
Croker, Doris Elizabeth
Crom, Arthur Sullivan
Crompton, Roy Thomas
Cromwell, Ethel Meredith
Cromwell, Frederick Paskell
Cromwell, Janet Andrews
Cron, Mary Minnetta
Cronin, Raymond Richard
Cronin, William Marcus
Cronquist, Eldon
Crook, David Kenneth
Crook, Elinor Josselyn
Crook, William Henry
Crookshank, Charles Clifford
Cross, Arthur Barlow
Cross, Grace Lillian
Cross, Mabel C
Crossett, Mark James
Crossland, Stanley T
Crouch, Corinne Winona
Crouch, Louis Maxwell
Crouch, Marie
Crowell, Addison Perry
Crowley, Webster Randall
Crowley, Wilda Agne9
Crowningshield, Bernard Russell
Crownover, Mildred Laura
Crozier, Eva Gilpin
Crull, Harry Edward
Crum, Joe Amos
Crum, Mildred Mary
Crump, Helen Louise
Crush, Edward Blake
Cruz, Manuel Taylo
Cullen, Jack Westley
Culley, Carroll Tubbs
Cullinan, David James
Cullison, Charles
Cullison, James Shelley
Cullison, Joseph Ralph
Cullison, Joy A
Cullom, Frances
Culp, Kenneth Wesley
Gulp, Maurice S
Cultra, Bernice Corrine
Cultra, Robert Ronald
Culver, Alvin Sager
Culver, Leon
Cumback, Preston Waldo
Cumming, Jeannette Birdsall
Cummings, Joseph Leo
Cummings, Margaret
Cummings, Mary Louise,
A.B., 1924, A.M., 1925
Cummins, Louise Taylor
Cummins, Vance Stuart
Cundiff, Ralph Bolles
Cunningham, Alda Lillian
Cunningham, Ashel
Cunningham, Carol
Cunningham, Cyprian Reginald
Cunningham, Dorothy Ruth
Cunningham, Everett Warton
Cunningham, Grace Marie
Cunningham, Hugh Tanquary
Cunningham, Newton Miller
Cupples, William Lester
Cuppy, Frank Bernard
Curl, Barbara Elizabeth
Curran, Nathaniel Buckmaster
Currie, Gladys Margaret
EE 37 * t Tolono
LAS * f Sullivan
LAS S2Yi * t Paris
CerE IIS * f Chicago
* T Lewistovm, MontanaAccy
Accy 6JM * f St. Louis, Missouri
SS 7)4 Mt. Vernon
AE 71 * t MUford
LArch 60 * f Chester
SS 2 Alton
Flor * Cincinnati, Ohio
CL SO * t Butler, Pennsylvania
SS 13 Butler, Pennsylvania
LAS 99M * f Tremont
LAS 63 * t Chicago
* J ChicagoEd 98
CE 72 * f MilledgevMe
LAS 62M * Riverside
Bus 67 * t Urbana
RME 62M * f Henry
HELAS * T Evanston
LAS 99 * f Kankakee
PreM * f Hartford City, Indiana
EE * t Chicago
ME * t Chicago
AE t Altoona, Pennsylvania
LAS 34 * t Springfield
LAS * t Springfield
* T MattoonLAS
Bus * DuQuoin
SS 99 DuQuoin
HELAS SO * t Chicago
EE (SS) 108 * t Litchfield
Bus * t Blue Island
* T PotomacLAS SS
Bus 66Y2 * T Hoopeston
LAS S3 * f Hoopeston
Agr 129 * DeKalb
LAS 67 * t Oak Park
T BartonvilleLAS 46
AC (SS) 77 * t Urbana
* f PrincetonLAS S8V2
SS Chicago Heights
LAS * t Maywood
LAS * T Sycamore
Mus Ed (SS) 10S * J Urbana
HEAgr SI * f Pittsfield
Bus (SS) 64H * f WilmetteME * f Paranaque, Philippine Islands
LAS 93H * t Wilmette
LAS * f Greenville, Mississippi
AC * f Harvey
AC * t Litchfield
LAS 74 * t Lawrenceville
Agr * f Lawrenceville
AC * t Urbana
LAS * f Chicago
AC 35 * t Hinckley
LAS 107H * t Herrick
HELAS 98 * t Onarga
* T OnargaFlor 29
Bus * i Chicago
T ChicagoLAS
Bus 67H * Hinsdale
MusEd 60 * t Rockford
LAS * f Poughkeepsie, Xew York
Ed 102 * f Joliet
SS Chambersburg
Mus * t Harrisburg
LAS 31 * i Joliet
PreM 74 t Joliet
LAS (SS) 128 * Princeton, Indiana
SS Alexandria, Indiana
AC 68 t Martinsville
Agr 34 * t Champaign
LAS * f Chicago
Bus (SS) 24M * Griggsville
Ed 71 * t Edwardstille
CE 106 * j Allendale
Bus * T Champaign
Bus * t Pinckneyrille
LAS 104 * f Lafayette, Indiana
Jnl 26 * t Part*
T ChicagoLAS (SS) 61X
LAS * t Maywood
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Currier, Paul Bernard
Curry, Clarence William
Curry, Edward Alexander
Curry, Ernest Heinz
Curry, Francis Irving
Curry, Harlan Barnes
Curry, Lowell Eldon
Curry, Robert Edwin
Curtin, Howard James
Curtin, John Andrew
Curtis, Carolyn
Curtis, Dean Barber
Curtis, Florence Mae
Curtis, Nathan
Curtiss, Homer Wellington
Curtiss, W Marshall
Curvey, Glenn Carol
Cushman, Paul Anthony
Custer, Norton
Cuthbert, Ralph Dudley
Cutler, Jameson Youmans
Cutright, Clinton Stuart
Cutright, Theodore Oliver
Cuzner, Fay
Czapski, Frank Adalbert
Czerwinski, Steven Stanley
Daane, Gerald Jay
Dabney, Theodore Henkel
Dacanay, Bernabe
Dack, Meredith Cole
Daeger, Frances Margaret
Daemicke, Jane Maude
Dague, Sara Lou
Dahlbert, Fred Rubian
Dahlberg, John Marshall
Dahlenburg, Lyle Marian
Dahlgren, Eddezs V
Dahlquist, Edward EvereMT
Daib, Werner Frederick Charles
Daigh, Percy Harrison,
B.S., 1922, M.S., 1926
Dailey, Maurice Anthony
Daily, Verna Bertha
Dalbeck, Leon Octave
Dale, Feme Christine
Dale, Virginia
Daly, Charles E
Daly, Eugene T
Daly, Wilma Catherine
Dalziel, Daniel
D'Ambrosio, Arthur
Damert, Robert Arnold
Dammers, Ruth Grace
Dancey, Bert Ray
Danely, Alfred Calvin
Danforth, Dorothy Julia
Daniels, Dorothea Elizabeth
Daniels, Marcell Deets
Danielson, John Donald
Daniggelis, John Nickolas
Danks, Charles Percival
Danly, Robert Edward
Dann, Nicholas Rutherford
Danner, Ellis
Danzeisen, Eugene Bland
Danzer, John
Dapogny, Eugene Robert
Darling, Ralph Phillip
Darlington, Eugenia
Darmstatter, Elias William
Darnall, Fred
Darnall, Sarah Elizabeth
Daroske, John George
Darragh, Margaret Elizabeth
Darrell, Bruce Eugene
Darrow, George Green
Darst, John Leo
Dauber, Harold William
Daubet, Earl Wesley
Daugharthy, Hallie Emma
Daugherity, Park Holland
Daugherity, Russell S
Daugherty, Joseph Samuel
Daugherty, Wynn Carlos
Daum, Leonard Stanley
Daumueller, Howard Erwin
Accy 66)4 * t Frankfort, Indiana
t East St. LouisChE 36 *
LAS u * Oak Park
Bus * t Beardstown
T PeoriaBus *
EE 22 * + Chicago
Ins 32 * f Urbana
Ins 32 * T Urbana
Bus f Chicago
IEd * Amboy
LAS * t Chicago
Bus * j" Urbana
T MetropolisLAS 31 *
Accy siM t Morrison
Agr 1SS * J Stockton
Agr 132 * T Stockton
CE * T Champaign •
Law (3) SO * t Kewanee
Law (3) * t Aurora
AC 111 * f Chicago
Jnl * T Maywood
Agr * t Casey
PreL SS * t Casey
SS 18 Minneapolis, Minnesota
LAS 66 * t Danville
CE 24 XA * t Chicago
T ChicagoJnl 7SH *
PreM * Champaign
ME * t Portland, Oregon
FC (SS) 119V2 * t Des Moines, Iowa
LAS * T Tolono
Mus * T Chicago
Bus 99 * t Danville
PU 37 * f Chicago
PreL * t Chicago
Accy f Urbana
Ed 63 * Phoenix, Arizona
Bus 62 * t Forest Park
Bus 66 * f Chicago
SS Perry
Law (3) * t Taylorville
t UrbanaLAS *
AC 67 * t Fitchburg, Massachusetts
SS 68)4 Mahomet
LAS * t St. Joseph
f ChicagoCE *
PreL * f Chicago
Ed 93 * f Mason City, Iowa
PreL * t Waukegan
Bus 93 * f Chicago
Bus 66 * Chicago
Bus 67 * t Chicago
AC 106 * + Forrest
T UrbanaPreL *
LAS u * f Onarga
t ChampaignLAS *
CE 9614 * f Kansas City, Missouri
Bus 118 * Oak Park
AC * t Chicago
t Sum:>HPreM *
LAS 29K * t Kenilv nrth
PreM T Indiana Harbor, Indiana
RCE 34 * T Astoria
LAS 71 * t Decatur
CE S5 * f St. Louis, MissouriLAS 28 * t Chicago
LAS 2*4 * f Waterman
LAS 23 * Chicago
Bus 32 * t New Athens
PreM unc * t Harrisburg
HELAS 97 * t Danville
Arch * Westville
Ed 82 * St. Louis, Missouri
Accy 86 * t Chicago
SS 7% O'Fallon
Agr 74 * t Peoria
Bus 114 * t Peru
SS Peoria
SS 714 Reddick
PreL * J Streator
t StreatorAC 189 *
LAS 21 * t Hammond
FC 44 * T Muncie, Indiana
Bus S8M * t Chicago
CE * Belleville
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Dautel, Carl
Davanzio, Dominic John
Davenport, Beroice Lucille
Davenport, Brenice Louise
Davenport, Edwin Price
Davidson, Barnett Bert
Davidson, Edwin Lawrence
Davidson, Russell Wedean
Davies, Brinley Rhys Marshall
Davies, Clarence Frederick
Davies, Dorothy Isabella
Davies, Guy Ah-in
Davies, William Lloyd
Davis, Alice Frances
Davis, Almanza Scott
Davis, Alonzo Mather
Dana, Arthur Ray
Davis, Catherine Mary
Davis, Charles Hubbard
Davis, Claude Bowman
Davis, Collis
Davis, Curtis Pierce
Davis, Derwood Harvey
Davis, Dorean Eliza
Davis, Dorothy
Davis, Eldon Eugene
Davis, Elizabeth Mary
Davis, Elmer Louis
Davis, Emanuel Marvin
Davis, Eugene X
Davis, Everett Xelson
Davis, Frank Vivian
Davis, Georgia Evelyn
Davis, Helen Frances
Davis, Herbert Bruce
Davis, James Wesley
Davis, John Paul
Davis, Kent Gardenir
Davis, Landis Young
Davis, Leland Levon
Davis, Lester Randall
Davis, Lester Tinsley
Davis, Meredith Herbert
Davis, Mildred Inez
Davis, Norman Harcourt
Davis, Otis Foster
Davis, Paul Lucien
Davis, Ralph Parland
Davis, Reynold Theodore
Davis, Robert Edward
Davis, Robert Redmon
Davis, Robley Evans
Davis, Rollo Arthur
Davis, Rose Frances
Davis, Theodore
Davis, Thomas John
Davis, William Meade
Daw, Roy Marcel
Dawes, Edward Porter
Dawkins, Mary Madeline
Dawson, Henry Grant
Dawson, Martha
Day, Cleytus Sherman
Day, Dorothy Gene
Day, Francis H
Day, Gertrude Haloise
Day, Glenn Wesley
Day, Kenneth William
Day, X Evelyn
Dav, Walter Xivling
Dayton, Gilbert R
Deal, John Henry
Deal, Margaret Elizabeth
Dean, Ella Rose
Dean, Harry Russell
Dean, Helen Kent
Dean, Helen Royall
Dean, Kathleen Boldt
Dean, Kerchival
Dean, Lilly Anna
Dean, Marvin Ellis
Dean, Samuel Edward
Dean, Willet
DeAngelo, Benedict Richard
Dearborn, Luther
Dearborn, Robert Paul
Accy 103 * t Glencoe
AC 36 * t Tuxedo, New York
LAS * f Harrisburg
LAS S3 * Harrisburg
CE iom * t Kansas City, Missouri
Jnl * t Chicago
Bus 71 * t Quincy
LArch U9H * t Hastings, Nebraska
PreL * t Canton
LArch 65 * f Chicago
HELAS * Chicago
SS 130H Vienna
AEd unc SO * Vienna
Ed 65 * t Chicago
LAS unc {SS) 6 * t Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Bus * t Chicago
Acey * f Urbana
LAS 63 * f Atwater
LAS 6S * t Fairfield
CerE 99 * t Chicago
PreL *BX t Chicago
Bus SO * f Aurora
FC (SS) ioo}4 * t Mission, South Dakota
LAS * t Scales Mound
HELAS 34 * Chicago
PreM * Timewell
SS LaSalle
CL 15 * t Peoria
LAS * t Streator
Accy * t Roberts
Jnl S9 * t Urbana
Bus SS * f Greenville
Bus (SS) 76X * + Tuscola
LAS £8 * f Arthur
Bus f Decatur
SS 66 Mounds
Law (S) * t Harrisburg
PreL 35 * f Hinckley
PreM SS * t Mt. Olive
REE 104 * f Kansas City, Missouri
Flor 101 * f Mindenmines, Missouri
ME SS * f Chicago
Law (3) SS * Aledo
HEEd 67 * t Danville
REE 76 * f Oak Park
AC * Elgin
Bus * t Decatur
IEd So * Golconda
Eng * Waukegan
Bus * f Chicago
CL 18 * Paris
PreL * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Pawnee
Ed 98 * f Patoka
PreM * West Frankfort
RA t Birmingham, Alabama
Bus 24 * Chicago
PU * t Des Moines, Iowa
Bus SOH * t Broughion
HELAS 14 * t Ashley
Chem 100 * t Bushnell
LAS unc * t Little Rock, Arkansas
LAS 29 * t Meltin
LAS 66 * t WUliamsport, Indiana
ChE 69 * t Springfield
HELAS * t Chicago
LAS (SS) 108 * t Meltin
EE 78H * f Chicago
PreL * Joliet
Chem 68 * t Joliet
Bank 55)4 * t Chicago
Arch SI * t Lincoln
LAS (SS) 33 * t Lincoln
SS 5 Pittsfield
SS ISO Vermilion
LAS * t Cape Girardeau, Missouri
LAS 32 * Hinsdale
CerE 107 * t Chicago
Bus SO * t Rushtille
LAS 88 * Peoria
IEd * Venice
Bus * t Hinsdale
SS 6 Tamaroa
AC 20 * t New York City
PreL * t Peoria
PreL * t Chicago
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Dearth, Dorothy Mildred
Deasy, Alis Mary
DeBerard, Elizabeth
Debo, Delmer Gervase
Decker, David Desmond
Decker, Joseph
Decker, Marion Emory
Decker, Milton Harry
Decker, Raymond .
DeCosted, Eldon Louis
DeCoursey, John Donovan
Deere, Lora Lucile
Deere, Mabel ^^
Deeter, Russell Ornn
DeFur, Esther Muriel
DeHart, Jennie
DeHart, Leroy Keller
Deimling, Keston John
De Jesus, Alfonso Cruz
Deklotz, George Alfred
De la Bere, Frances Baghot
Delany, Cicely
.
DeLap, Jack Hiram
Delcour, Lonas Robert
Delfos, Francois Pierre Jacques
Delfosse, Alice Mary
Dell, Robert James Carr
DeLong, William Wayne
Delp, George DeForest
Delzell, LilUan Pauline
DeMent, George LeRoy
DeMik, Walter William
Dempsey, Thomas Albert
Deneen, Hugh Albert
Deneke, Elmer Frederick
Denes, Nicholas George
Denham, Francis Scott
Denise, Cornise
Denise, Rebecca Elma
Denison, Ardis Mae
Denneman, William Frankhn
Denning, Willard Scott
Dennis, Annetta Warfield
Dennis, Clark Emerson
Denny, Cullen Bane
Denvir, Robert Emmet
Deobald, Harvey Jackson
Dependahl, Serena Elvira
Depke, Herbert Frederick
Deppen, Jesza Maurine
DePuy, Scott Leroy
Derby, Clara Mae
Derby, Llewellyn Light
Derby, Russel Oldham
Derby, Wolcott Roger
Derment, Hurem E
DeRochi, Primo Edmund
Derr, Paul Harold
Derrick, Harrison Howard
Derricott, Elizabeth Lina
Derrough, Margaret Rose
Dertinger, George Schnarr
DeSart, Francis Churchill
Desmond, Thomas Joseph
Detjin, Ervin
Detmer, Maude Harnette
Dette, Ahce Laurine
Dette, Frances Hazel
DeTurk, Charles Alvin
DeTurk, Louis Edward
Detweiler, Rudolph Martui
Deuel, Susan
Deuss, Edmund Eugene
Deutch, Nathan
Deutch, Sherman Isadore
Deutsch, Ivan J
Deval, Cyrus Wesley
DeVan, William Allen
Devine, James Harry
DeVol, Beatrice Eleanor
Dewar, John McDonald
Dewey, Carter Mitchell
Dewey, Dudley Leon
Dewey, James Ansel
Dewhirst, Neil Clark
DeWitt, Willie Alice
LAS
LAS
LAS
AE
CE
PreL
AC
Bus
Accy
AE
Jnl (SS)
LAS
LAS
Arch
HEAgr
SS
AC
AC
AE
SS
LAS
LAS
ME
IEd (SS)
ChE
LAS
Jnl
Bus
Accy
HELAS
CE
Bus
LAS
PreL
CL
AC
SS
LAS
HELAS
LAS
EE
ME
Mus Ed (SS)
SS
AE
PreL
CL
SS
Arch
SS
Bus
Mus
SS
LAS
CE
AC
AC
AC
Bus
LAS
LAS
AC
Bus
AC
IEd
SS
LAS
LAS
LArch
AE
Jnl (SS)
LAS
Jnl
Bus
Law (3)
Bus
CE
CE
ChE (SS)
Ed
IEd
LAS
AC
LAS
PreL
SS
68
108
3M
60
7sy2
86
72
82
101
34
105
2)4
70
68
77%
6
88%
82
100
28
81
68
108
98
128)4
2
92
85
166)4
67
88
61
6
136)4
7%4m
34
62
84
si y.
i9y2
78
8%
85
72
75
SO
84
86
93)4
66
26
83)4
32
82
83
65)4
106
48
67
S3
47
US
36
68
86
8
" T
:
:
* t
* t
* t
:
* t
:j
* t
t
* t Urbana
Roodhouse
WilmetU
,
Peru
* f Oak Park
* { Ft. Lupton, Colorado
* f Mansfield, Pennsylvania
* f Mason City, Iowa
* Kenton, Ohio
Greenville
Urbana
Longview
Longview
Minot, North Dakota
Urbana
Chicago
f Milton, Pennsylvania
f Stevens Point, Wisconsin
Manila, Philippine Islands
Flandrean, South Dakota
t Sheldon, North Dakota
Chicago
Maywood
Madison
Hague, Holland
Wilmette
Chicago
Cullom
Savanna
Palestine
Chicago
Oakglen
Chicago
Harvard
Beecher
Garrett, Indiana
Whiting, Indiana
Urbana
Urbana
Joliet
Park Ridge
,
LaGrange
* f LaHarpe
Chambersburg
* + Ottumwa, Iowa
* t Chicago
* ) Tonica
Alton
* f Danville
Toledo
* + Urbana
* * Villa Grove
Amherst, Massachusetts
Villa Grove
,
Batavia
* f Champaign
* T Barre, Vermont
* T Apple Creek, Ohio
* Frankfort, Indiana
* t Springfield
* \ Urbana
* + Bushnell
* f Mason City, Iowa
t Hackensack, New Jersey
\ Chicago
Peoria
* Chicago
* + Chicago
* j Martinsville, Indiana
T Martinsville, Indiana
* t Tinley Park
* } Chicago
* f Chicago
* f Canton
* t Canton
* t Chicago
* Riverside
* t Chicago Heights
* t Sedalia, Missouri
* i Lebanon, Indiana
* t Winnetka
* f Lafayette, Indiana
* t Lafayette, Indiana
* t Urbana
* \ Champaign
* Norman, Oklahoma
:\
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DeWolf , John Wilbridge
Dexter, Clarence William
Dexter, Richard Stephenson
DeYoung, Peter Cornelius
DeYoung, Tunis J
Dhaliwal, Alamjit Singh
Dial, Thelma Anna
Dianis, Andrew Edward
Dibble, Frank William
Dice, Harold Henderson
Dick, Donald Johnson
Dick, Temple Charles
Dickerson, Margaret Bernice
Dickey, Ethel Leah
Dickinson, Beryl Herbert
Dickinson, Harold Kingsley
Dickinson, Marjorie May, B.S., 1925
Dickinson, Roger Fielder
Dickson, Ivan Richard
Dickter, Isadore Abraham
Diederich, Leo John
Diehl, Grace
Diehl, Newcomb Waite
Diekman, Robert Forrest
Diener, Edward Lenke
Dierking, Eugene Edward
Dierking, Warren Byron
Diesel, Louis Irving
Diesner, Howard George
Dieterle, Donald Lyle
Dietz, Henry Jack
Diggs, Olive Myrl
Dilks, Sidney Harold
Dilley, Kathryn
Dilliard, Irving Lee
Dillingham, Mildred Louise, A.B., 1926
Dillman, Lucius Mattock
Dillman, Marvin Earl
Dillner, Arthur Edward
Dillon, Albert Leroy
Dillon, Arthur William
Dillon, Carl Edgar
Dillon, Dorothy Gladys
Dillon, William Kimball
Dine, William Clay
Dingman, John Donald
Dining, Agnes Christine
Dinsdale, Fern Ruby
Dinsmore, George Raymond
Dipert, Louis LeRoy
Dippell, Clara Jane
Dirst, Dorothy Ann
Disher, Charles Robert
Disque, Elizabeth Marie
Distelhorst, Henry Sommers
Ditkowsky, Samuel Irving
Dittus, Jacob Elbert
Diver, George Lewis
Dix, Walter James
Dixon, Carl A
Dixon, Claire Maurice
Dixon, J Russell
Dixon, Percy Francis
Dixon, William Barber
Doak, Orville Ellsworth
Doak, Robert Sherer
Dobbins, Leonard Oliver
Dobbs, Jessie Irene, B.S., 1925
Dobson, Mary Irene Bernice
Dobson, Opal Esther
Dod, Karl Christ
Dodd, Fred Orville
Dodd, Harley Barton
Dodd, Lester Miller
Dodds, Mary Pearl
Dodds, Morris Barnes
Dodge, Charles Thompson
Dodge, Dorothy Emery
Dodge, Harold Arthur
Dodge, Ralph Upham
Dodson, Charles Edward
Doeblin, Wilbur William
Doerr, Clarence George
Doescher, Adalbert Clemens
Doescher, Arnold Joel
Doescher, Theodore Herman
EE * t
Bus 67 * t
Arch * t
Law (3) (SS) 67H
:jEE 86
LAS t
LAS unc 12
:CL 31
IA 67 * t
LAS SO * t
Bus 67 * t
Agr 39 * t
LAS 60 * TLAS 60 * 1
EPh 35 * t
Bus * t
SS
Accy 137 *
PreM * t
Chem 10114 *
LArch 29 * t
LAS 99Y2 * t
Bus {SS) 97 * tLAS 62V2 * TBus 32)4 * +
Bus S4H * t
PreM *
LAS 30 *
PreM
:\Bus
Law (3) 67 * t
Bus unc * t
Law (4) * t
LAS 102 * t
Jnl 109 * t
Lib (SS) 11 * t
PreM * t
AC * t
PreL 34 * t
Bank (SS) 93 * |
Agr * t
CE 88 * tHELAS *
TIA * \
PreM 32% * t
Bus * t
SS ISO
LAS UVt * t
AC * t
Accy * t
Mus * fEd 96H * t
Agr * t
LAS 81 *
Jnl * t
PreM 17 * t
LAS *
Bus 61
Agr 106 * ••
AC *
PreM * ••
PreM * -
AC *
Accy t
Agr * t
EE 71
X
*
PreL S4 * t
Lib (SS) 16 * t
SS 6
LAS 96
:iLAS
Ed 11814 *
Accy sy2 *
Agr unc
.JLAS 46LAS 113 * t
ChE (SS) 128H *
HELAS * t
EE SO
:JAgrArch * t
Jnl 73
:tEE 76
ME * t
LAS 32 * +
LAS 90 *t
Houston, Texas
Oak Park
Davenport, Iowa
Tolono
South Holland
Punjab, India
McLeansboro
Cary Station
Morris
Veedersburg, Indiana
Winnetka
Evansville, Indiana
Champaign
Champaign
Harvey
Harvey
Griggsville
Eureka
Bristol
Chicago
Streator
Victoria
Greenville
South Holland
Chicago
East St. Louis
East St. Louis
St. Louis, Missouri
Waukegan
Sterling
Urbana
Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Roberts
Bourbon, Indiana
Collinsville
Urba na
Joplin, Missouri
Revillo, South Dakota
Dolton
Scottland
Champaign
Sesser
Champaign
Chicago
Maroa
Niantic
St. Francisville
Chicago
St. Johnsbury, Vermont
Areola
Urbana
Minooka
Shirley
Burlington, Iowa
Quincy
Chicago
Maywood
Bridgeport
Chicago
Champaign
Fairfield
Fairfield
Champaign
Marshall
Maroa
Paris
Champaign
Petersburg
Chicago
Milford
LaGrange
Paris
Speer
Loami
Chicago
Springfield
Chicago
Chicago
DeKalb
DeKalb
Kansas City, Missouri
Edwardsville
Carmi
Crete
Crete
Crete
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Dolan, Frances
Dolan, Margaret Anastaeia
Dolan, Thomas James
Dollahan, Lowell A
Dollahan, Vaughn E
Dollahan, Virgil Cleoh
Dollins, Blanche Mercideese
Dollins, Curtis Walter
Dollmeyer, Mitchell Julian
Dolph, Arthur H
Domarus, George Von
Domke, Chester Lawrence
Domke, Delmar Eichler
Domke, Ruth M
Donaldson, Mae B
Donegan, Robert McKenzie
Doneghy, Frances Virginia
Donigan, William Richard
Donner, Leone
Donohue, Edward Charles
Donovan, Raymond Flowers
Doolas, George Zaphyrios
Doole, George Arntzen
Doolen, Paul Dwight
Dooley, Dorothy Ruth
Dooley, Margaret Marie
Dooley, Roy Martin
Doolittle, Dwight Erwin
Doolittle, Mary Elizabeth
Doolittle, Miriam Rosemond
Doolittle, Wendell Robert
Doran, Edgar William
Doran, Eldred LeRoy
Doran, Wilbur James
Doran, William Clark
Dore, Mary E
Dorman, Betty Morris
Dorman, David Willson
Dorman, Frederick John
Dormann, Erwin Frederick
Dora, Ernest Ferdinand
Dorris, Dorothy Alice
Dorset, Mamie Pauline
Dorsey, Samuel Harold
Dorward, John Gordon
Doss, Elsie Emily
Doty, Lloyd W
Doud, Nettie Chittenden
Dougherty, Laurence Charles
Douglas, Dorothy Jeanette
Douglas, Helen
Douglas, Rosalind Claire
Douglass, Jack Lindsay
Douglass, Kenneth Barlow
Douglass, Mary Lois
Douglass, Thomas Jay, B.S., 1922
Douthit, Ralph Leroy
Dove, Ray Wood
Dow, Walter Batchelder
Dowd, Carrol Richard
Dowd, Edward James
Dowell, Nobel Yates
Dowell, William Henry
Downey, Dorothy Isabel
Downs, Lois E
Dowse, Kenneth James
Doyle, Irene May,
A.B., 1919; A.M., 1924
Doyle, James Donald
Doyle, Katherine Adele
Doyle, Thomas Arthur
Drach, George Edward
Drahl, Chester Matthew
Drake, Alida Eleanor
Drake, Edwin Henry
Drake, George Forrest
Drake, Harry Andrew
Drake, Joe Burris
Drake, Julia Angeline
Drake, Robert Taylor
Draper, Frances Headen
Draper, Walter Lee
Drayer, Jean Lambert
Drees, John Richard
Dreher, Grace Florence
Dreman, Cyril Carl
Dremann, Fred F
Flor 77
CE se
CE
CE
LAS so
Ed 92
AE
LAS
SS 18614
Jnl
CE 74
PreM
LAS 64
Ed 67
PreM 64
SS 16
Agr
SS 104
Bus
PreM 30
SS 8
Agr
PreL 96
Ed 73
Jnl
Jnl 80H
Bus 35
LAS S3
LAS 98
Bus 32
EE 24
Bus S3
ChE
Jnl SO
Ed
Ed 112
ME
Bus (SS) 66}4
LArch 132V2
Bus 30
SS 7
SS 135
Agr 68
SS 8%
LAS
Ed 70
SS 6
PreL
LAS
SS 8
LAS
CL
LAS 35
Ed 60
SS
AC 43
PreM
LAS
FC (SS) 107
Accy 100
PreL (SS) 34
Agr 132)4
LAS
LAS
LAS 25
SS
AC
SS 45
Eng
Law (3)
Eng 67
HELAS (SS) 62
LAS (SS) 51
EPh
EE 72
IEd 31
SS 7
Bus
Mus 28
SS 8'yi
Jnl 101
LAS 65
LAS (SS) 47
LAS 70
Law (3)
* t Clarksdale, Mississippi
* i Clarksdale, Mississippi
* T Chicago
* f Palestine
* f Palestine
* t Champaign
* T Benton
* f Benton
* t Dixon
Fisher
* Chicago
* t Jacksonville
* f Jacksonville
* t Battle Creek, Michigan
* f Cuba
t Rock Island
Macon, Missouri
* t Evanston
Lena
* Rantoul
* f Donovan
Chicago
* t Adams
* f Vernon
* T LeRoy
* T Springfield
* t Watseka
* f Ipswich, South Dakota
* t Woodstock
* j Tamaroa
* t Chicago
* Urbana
* Aurora
* t Urbana
+ Lansing, Michigan
T Chicago
Freeport
Champaign
Freeport
Alton
Chicago
Collinsville
Charleston
Moro
Eureka
Monticello
Edmonds, Washington
Urbana
Chicago
Urbana
Peoria
Hillsboro
Joliet
Urbana
Urbana
Champaign
Urbana
West Frankfort
Evanston
Fisher
Qumcy
DuQuoin
Macomb
Springfield
Danville
Kenilworth
'.\
M
Clinton
Troy, New York
Clinton
Chicago
Springfield
Cicero
Chicago
Peoria
Rockford
Lockport
Mount &armel
Lincoln
Moline
Urbana
Milan, Michigan
Wilmette
Downers Grove
Chicago
Princeton
Walnut
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Dremann, Homer Ellis
Drenckpohl, Erwin John
Drenckpohl, Vernon William
Dresback, Harold Minier
Dressel, Eleanor
Dressier, Graham McFarland
Drew, Earl Hazen
Drew, Ellen Bessie
Drews, Dorothy Lillian
Driggs, Kyle Nelson
Drill, Arthur Warden
Driver, William Lloyd
Drom, Edwin Leroy
DrosdofF, Matthew
Drozdowitz, Bernice Gladys
Drozdowitz, Jerome
Drozdowitz, Vivian Genevieve
Drum, Donald Arthur
Drummond, Robert McCulloch
Dnirv, George Orville
Dry.Vaille
Dubin, Eugene Arthur
DuBrule, Henry Thomas
Dubson, Kenneth Ross
Dubson, Thelma Elizabeth
Dubson, Wilbur Wayne
Ducey, James Antony
Ducker, Marguerite Celia
Dudack, Anna Frances
Duel!, Guy Leslie
Duell, Harriett Helen
Dueringer, Evelyn Julia
Dueringer, Gladys Justine
Dueringer, Wilbur Frederick
DuS, Robert Robinson
Duffy, Beverly Emerson
Duffy, Frances Mary
Duffy, John Daniel
Duffy, Robert Emmet
Duffy, William Francis
Dufield, Garth Leyster
Dufield, Kenneth
Dugan, Frank Hamlin
Duggan, Clarence William
Dull, Florence Winnefred
Dull, Richard
Dulsky, Stanley
Dumas, Kate Morene
Dunavan, James Russell
Duncan, Charles Kenneth
Duncan, Charles Y
Duncan, Donald Carl
Duncan, Donald Vinson
Duncan, Gertrude Eula
Duncan, Gordon Henderson
Duncan, Thelma Alice
Duncombe, John Spencer
Dunda, Raymond Joseph
Duniord, John Moreland
Dungan, Idylene
Dunham, Clive Fleeming
Dunlap, Merritt Sigsbee
Dunlevy, Catherine Dorothy
Dunn, Carroll Livingston
Dunn, Emily May
Dunn, Harold Richard
Dunn, Irma Katherine
Dunn, Lyman DeWitt
Dunn, Melba
Dunn, Ruth Lois
Dunn, William Wood
Dunnan, Kathryn Jane
Dunnington, Miles William
Dunphy, Joseph J
Dunston, James Mack
Dunteman, Orland Fred
Dupes, Lowell Edgar
Dupler, Darrell Ewing
Durant, James Edward
Durdin, Augustus Cornelius
Durdin, Lewis Hughes
Durham, David Giles
Durham, Genevieve Louise
Durham, Mildred
Durham, William Taft
Durkes, Elizabeth Marion
IEd 16 t Walnut
Accy 65 * t Centralia
AC S3 * t Centralia
Bus 77 * t Marrensberg
SS 7 lA Jerseyrille
LAS 60 * t Shelbyrille
AC 35 * t Champaign
Arch 25 * t Evanston
Mus * t St. Louis, Missouri
CE (SS) esx * Chicago
PreL * t Woodstock
SS Daris, California
AC 101 * t Antioch
Agr * t Chicago
Ed 65 * f Chicago
PreL * f Eranston
LAS 111 * Chicago
Bus 88 * t Mt. Pulaski
LAS 32 * t Rirer Forest
CerE 36 * t Dupo
Law (4) 49 * t FreeportAE * t Chicago
FC 68% * Chicago
CL 27 * t DeLand
LAS 70 * f MorUicello
Bus * DeLand
Co- * t MorUicello
las (SS) 37 * f Chicago
SS 8 Elma, Iowa
Accy 31 * t Tolono
Bus * t Tolono
LAS 70 * f Gl^son City
* + Gibson CityLAS 70
EE 74 * t Champaign
PreM 18 * Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
Ed 68 * f Pontiac
PreM 32 * Chicago
Bank 32 * t Oxford, Indiana
Jnl * t Chicago
CerE 38 * Elgin
Bus * t Elgin
AC 66 * f Centralia
Bus * t Chicago
Ed 97 * t LaGrange
LAS * t LaGrange
LAS t Oak Park
SS 8 El Dorado, Arkansas
Bus * t Dixon
Agr * t Mt. Carroll
Agr unc * Bowling Green, Kentucky
EE 36 * t Champaign
Agr 107 * t ML Carroll
LAS (SS) 95 * f Alexis
Bus 26 t LaGrange
Bus 112 * Paxton
LAS 100 * t Chicago
Bus * \ Joliet
* T ChicagoCE 69
SS ISO Urbana
Accy 36 * t Minonk
CE 66 * f Quincy
LAS 26 * t Oak Park
SS 9 Charleston
LAS 16 * t Oak Park
LAS 10 * IUiopolis
LAS 97 * t Decatur
PreM * t Dow
TCS 29 * f Decatur
LAS (SS) 68 * t Sidney
* t CarthageLaw (4) 26
SS 2 Paxton
LAS 32 * + Washington
* T ChicagoAC
AE * t Marion
Flor * t Bensentille
PreM 70 * t Indiana Harbor, Indiana
LAS 97 * f Kokomo, Indiana
Chem
-29M * ChicagoRME 6416 * t Chicago
PreL 43 * t Chicago
* T Des Moines, IowaBus 60
Mus S2 * t Galatia
Ed (SS) 90X * t Aft. Summit, Indiana
Arch 65 * f Harrisburg
HELAS 132 * Franklin Grove
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Durkin, Thomas Joseph
Duryee, Catherine Blood
Dushek, Ida Catherine
Dustin, Forrest Todd
Dutler, Henry Christian
Dutour, Edgar Maurice
Duvall, Charles Heming
Duvall, Elma Florence
Duvall, Helen Marcelline
Duvall, Wayne Herbert
Duwe, George Louis
Dvorak, Raymond Francis, B.S., 1922
Dwyer, Francis Henry
Dwyer, Louis Terrance
Dwyer, Marie Antoinette
Dyarman, Carrie Nell,
A.B., 1924; A.M., 1925
Dyas, Frank Emil
Dyas, Richard Campbell
Dykema, Clarence Herman
Dykins, Fred Alexander
Dyeart, Gwendolyn Elizabeth
Dyson, Agnes Alice
Dzikas, Alexander George
Eadie, Robert Blissfield
Eads, Mary Anna
Eakins, Bess Dacotah, A.B., 1911
Earl, Catherine Lisle
Earl, John Clifford
Earl, Mabel Garnet
Earle, Clara
Eary, Lora Edmond
Easley, Georgia Ann
Easley, Wilmer Durell
Eastman, Virginia Fay
Eaton, Berenice Loveday
Eaton, Bruce Grant
Eaton, Francis Avery
Eaton, Jordan Stewart
Eaton, Lawrence Edgar
Eaton, Margaret Elizabeth
Ebbert, John Harry
Ebeling, Irene
Eberhardt, Eugene
Eberhart, Ellen Ferne
Eberspacher, Edward C
Ebner, Milton Dudley
Eckert, Cornell Heinrich
Eckert, Curt Eugene
Eckert, George Walter
Eckfeld, Marion Fidler
Eckfeldt, Gladys Anne
Economos, James Peter
Eddie, Thomas Scott
Eddington, Mildred Lillian
Edel, Frank Wayne
Edelman, Sylvia Marjorie
Edelmann, Ernst Otto
Edinburg, Jacob
Edinger, Leslie Allen
Edlund, Stewart Vincent
Edmonds, Walter Raymond
Edmondson, Helen Louise, A.B., 1924
Edwards, Charles Fredrich
Edwards, Charles Lee
Edwards, Elizabeth Erma, A.B., 1925
Edwards, Ellen Claire
Edwards, Francis Griesbaum
Edwards, Francis Johnson
Edwards, Gilbert Harold
Edwards, Harold Emerson
Edwards, Herbert Harrison
Edwards, Mary Elizabeth
Edwards, Richard Lowell
Edwards, Robert Bruce
Egan, Vincent Edward
Eggleston, Marian Ellen
Eggmann, Horace Jacob
Eglit, Nathan
Ehlers, Florence Louise
Ehlers, Gladys Ellen
Ehman, Roy George
Ehnborn, Charles Bernard
Ehnborn, Gus Bernard
Ehredt, Irene Cecilia
Ehrenreich, Louis Sigismund
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 70 * f Chicago
Ed 60 * f Chicago
LAS * Chicago
ss uiH Pocahontas
LAS 66 * t Clifton
* f AledoLAS 66
Bus (SS) H * t Belleville
LAS SS * T Allentown
Cer * T Monticello
Accy 17 * t Peotone
Mus irr * f Alongouin
* i LaddAC
Jnl 29 * t Maywood
HEAgr * f Chicago
SS Bement
SS 25]/2 Westville
Law (3) * t Paris
LAS 66 * f Fulton
Chem 40 * + Flora
* t Franklin GrozeBus S3
LAS * t Urbana
Bus f Chicago Heights
Bus 59 * t West Frankfort
LAS * f Paris
Lib * Ranier, Minnesota
LAS (SS) 100 * t Chicago
EE ssh * + Erie
LAS (SS) 9sy2 * f Champaign
SS 8 Fayetteville, Arkansas
SS tOH Ansled, West Virginia
LAS * t Clay City
AC f Westwood, California
LAS S7 * f Chicago
SS 7sy2 Urbana
EE * t Eaton, Colorado
SS 8% Kenton, Ohio
LAS * t Decatur
AC 47 * f Newton
SS 106 Edwardsville
Bus 66 * Chicago
LAS * f Cfiampaign
Accy * f Chicago
SS S4 Loogoolee
CL * t Pana
ChE 30 * t Tonica
Agr * + Belleville
* f BellevilleAgr
ChE * t East St. Louis
AC t Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
LAS 102 * f Chicago
CL 32 * J Chicago
Accy 30 * f Rockford
LAS * f Urbana
PreM 28 * t DuQuoin
LAS 16 * Chicago
ChE 41 * t Oak Park
PreM 43% * f Chicago
AC 110% * f Emlenton, Pennsylvania
Bus 62 t Fargo, North Dakota
Accy 26 * "j" Fowler, Indiana
Lib * f Morgantown, West Virginia
Bus * f Kansas City, Missouri
SS 16 Richview
SS Centralia
LAS 10 t Pasadena, California
PreM 21 * t Centralia
LAS 9ey2 * t Chicago
PreM 125 * f Pinckneyrille
CT 63 * T Garden Prairie
AC (SS) 24% * t West Newton, Indiana
LAS 93 * f Williamsville
EE 87 * t Aurora
Bus 76 * t Chicago
Eng * Deer Grove
LAS 22 * 1 ' Streator
Ed (SS) 113 * 1 East St. Louis
Law (4) 19Y2 * 1 ' Chicago
LAS 97 * - Danville
LAS 87 * 1 Bloomington
CerE 136 * • Chicago
Jnl 31 * Glen Ellyn
CL * " Chicago
LAS * 1 Oak Park
LAS 82V2 * Chicago
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Ehret, King Edward
Ehrlich, Raymond Ellis
Ehrmann, Clarissa Henrietta
Ehrstine, Elza Elroy
Eich, Alma Rose
Eichhorn, Carol Edward
Eicholtz, Pearl Edithe
Eidman, Mary Ann
Eilenberger, Avery Guy
Ein, Cyrekka Elaine
Einhaus, Ruth Marguerite
Eipper, John Edward
Eisenberg, George
Eisenberg, Julius
Eisenstein, Irving
Ekblaw, Sidney Everette
Ekholm, Ronald Oscar
Ekin, Hursel Lee
Ekins, Harry Walter
Elarth, Herschel Gustave
El can, Patrick Henry
Eldredge, Arthur Grenville
Eldredge, John Jenness
Eldredge, Lynn Elliott
Elenbogen, Albert
Eley, Mildred Lommen
Elfner, Charles Henry
Elias, Leonard E
Elich, Elizabeth Caroline
Elich, Fritz Herman
Eliel, Dorothy Virginia
Eller, Edythe
Ellett, Reva Jane
EllifT, Nathan Thomas
Elliott, Albert William
Elliott, Dorothy Ann
Elliott, George Burger
Elliott, Jess Wade
Elliott, Mildred Meinzer
Elliott, Norton Braden
Elliott, Ralph Elder
Elliott, Reo Virgil
Elliott, Rose Meredith
Elliott, William Andrew
Ellis, Arthur Howard
Ellis, Austin Harold
Ellis, Charlotte
Ellis, Delia Marie
Ellis, James Warren
Ellis, Leonard Bertis
Ellis, Lucille Nelson
Ellis, Paul Byron
Ellison, Seymour
Ellsworth, William Francis
Elman, Eli Louis
Elrick, Robert Francis
Elrod, Dorothy Eleanor
Elrod, Marjorie Elizabeth
Elson, Earl Francis
Elston, Mary
Embree, Henry Hough
Embree, Waite Wagner
Embser, Jerome Anton
Emch. Walter, B.S., 1920
Emerson, Edward Kendall
Emmel, Rex Sparling
Emmerich, Harold Gus
Emrich, Dwight Martin
Endres, Mrs. Leila Mae
Enevold, Peter
Engbrecht, John Carl
Engelbrecht, Walter Joseph
Engelstein, Alvin
England, Gladys Beatrice
England, Grace Marvel
England, Maurine Mildred
England, Thomas Harold
England, Wilbur John
Engle, Shirley H
English, Harlan
English, John Francis
English, Richard Caleb
English, William Jefferson
English, William Luke
Engvall, Philip William
Enloe, Louis Clarence
Bus * t Belleville
PreL siy2 * t Chicago
LAS * f LaGrange
Bus (SS) ne * Mulberry Grove
LAS (SS) 95 * t Joliet
EE 109 * t Geneseo
LAS 67 * f Oak Park
LAS S3 * f Belleville
* t White HallLArch 26
Jnl * Calumet City
LAS 72 * t Quincy
Bus * f Chicago
PreM 101 * T Waukegan
LAS * t Waukegan
PreL 34 * f Chicago
* t PaxtonLAS 3814
Bus 68Y2 * t Oak Park
IEd 11 * t Carlock
Bus 29 * St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 2sy2 * t Omaha, Nebraska
Bus 100 * t Kankakee
LArch ssy2 * f Champaign
AC (SS) 99y2 * t Champaign
Law (3) 29 * t Oak Park
CL 37 * f Oak Park
LAS 116 * f L)es Plaines
Flor unc 16 * Cincinnati, Ohio
Bank ioy2 * t Chicago
HEAgr * f Chicago
Bus 68 * f Chicago
LAS * t Peoria
LAS S3 * + Chicago
* f WatsekaBus
Law (3) SO * t Pekin
LAS SO * t Chicago
* T SpringfieldHELAS 34
Accy 68 * f Atwood
SS 914 Grayson, Missouri
LAS 66 * Chicago
RCE 36 * t Chillicothe
Bus ssy2 * f Harrisburg
But 37 * t La Grange
LAS 66 * j Payson
Bus * J ChicagoCE * T Princeton
Accy sex * f Plainville, Indiana
LAS * Litton, Indiana
SS 1S1 Chicago Heights
Agr 140 * Vermilion Grove
Bus SO * f Fairfield
SS 133 Chicago
Agr * t Blue Mound
* T ChicagoPreL 36
AC 16 * t Oak Park
AE 40 * f Chicago
Bus * t Elgin
SS 1S4 Marissa
SS 76 Marissa
Agr se * t Chenoa
Ed 95 * t Kirkwood, Missouri
CE * t DeKalb
Bus 71 * t DeKalb
A Ed 97y2 * f Salem
Mus irr * f UrbanaME 74 * if Kewanee
* j ChicagoME 32y2
Agr * t Belleville
CE 88 * f Winslow
HEAgr 7)4 * f Urbana
AC * Urbana
Bus 61 * t Melrose Park
Arch 10 * Libertyville
ChE 67*4 * t Chicago
SS 36 Mounds
LAS 28 * Urbana
SS 6 Girard
PreL (SS) 89% * t Bridgeport
Bus * t Peoria
LAS 69 * t Urbana
PreM * t Parts
AE 74 * t White Hall
AE (SS) 26 * f Champaign
LAS 68 * t East St. Louis
Bus (SS) 94y2 * t South Wilmington
* f Kingsburg, CaliforniaAC
Bus 28 * Greenville
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Ennis, Arthur Loyal PreM
Ennis, Ava Marie LAS
Enns, Mildred Leigh LAS
Enns, Wilbur Gunter Chem
Enochs, Claude Hugh LAS
Enriquez, Fulgencio LAS unc
Ensminger, Dorothy Ed
Entwhistle, Alice Latena LAS
Eovaldi, Louise Lula PreL (SS)
Eovaldi, William George PreL (SS)
Ephgrave, John Oliver EE
Eppenstein, Sylvia Ethel Ed
Epps, Robert Merrill ME
Epstein, Gertrude LAS
Erbe, Welcome Jacob SS
Erdman, Elverta Minnie LAS
Erenburg, Leon PreM
Erickeon, Donald Robert LAS
Erickson, Erick SS
Erickson, Forrest Palmer Flor
Erickson, Mildred Charlotte LAS
Ericson, Stewart Loraine LAS
Erisman, Robert Oster LAS
Erk, Kennard Reuben SS
Ermentrout, Robert Allen LAS (SS)
Ernst, Devol Elston LArch
Errant, William Davidson Arch
Erwin, Horace Promt Agr unc (SS)
Erwin, Paul Vernon Bus
Erzinger, Isabel May LAS
Eskew, James Monroe PreL
Eskilson, Ethel C LAS
Espey, Frank Stephens SS
Esplin, Charles Bus
Estock, Pauline LAS
Esworthy, Raymond Wayne AC
Etnoyer, Mary Margaret SS
Etter, Grace Marie LAS (SS)
Ettinger, Harold Jnl
Etzbach, Walter Herbert Bus
Eustis, Howard Hooper AC unc
Euwer, Albert Lester SS
Evangelists, Pedro Buenviaje EE
Evans, Anna Jean, A.B., 1917 Lib
Evans, Carroll Winton I
A
Evans, Edward Graham PreM (SS)
Evans, Edward Vernon Jnl (SS)
Evans, Genevieve Lois HELAS
Evans, George William Arch
Evans, Gladys Estelle LAS
Evans, John Wallace LAS
Evans, Katherine LAS
Evans, Leta Clair SS
Evans, Lewis Pierce EE
Evans, Marguerite Rebecca SS
Evans, Morris Ogwen Bus
Evans, Paul Bowman AE
Evans, Richard Henry LAS
Evans, Ruth Helen LAS
Evans, Stuart Arch (SS)
Evans, Vernon Deloss Agr (SS)
Evans, Wilbur Maurice Bus
Everett, Charles Arthur LAS
Everett, Reynolds Mell Law (3)
Everett, William Stringham Bus
Everhart, Merrill Wesley PreM
Everitt, Ronald Edward ME
Evers, Carl Flor unc
Evers, John Kenneth LAS
Ewert, Henry Bernhard Cer
Ewing, James Milton AC
Ewing, Joseph Abraham j4.gr unc (SS)
Ewing, Philip Burr Bus
Exley, William McVicar Bus
Eycleshymer, Albert David PreL (SS)
Eyer, Ralph Donald Bus
Eyerley, Ethyle Porter SS
Eyler, Marguerite Viola LAS
Eyman, Dorothy Alice LAS
Fabian, Max PreL
Fackler, Miriam Ernestine,
A.B., A.M., 1922, 1924 SS
Fager, Emma Louise Ed (SS)
Fagersburg, Alfred Theodore Bus
Fagersburg, Robert Word Bus
Fagin, Kyle Marshall LAS
SO
93
UK
36
105
73H
116
36
103
154
34
60
41
69
noK
27
128)4
73
139
100H
67
14Y2
GO
10
9
18
B4Y2
27
49
103
33
54
15
74
78
2314
soy2
S2y2
128
49
ISO
32
7sy2
so
13
t Champaign
f Champaign
t La Porte, Indiana
La Porte, Indiana
t White Bear Lake, Minnesota
Cateel, Philippine Islands
t Shelbyville
t Morrison
t Benton
f Benton
t Chicago
t Unionville, Missouri
t Red Oak, Iowa
Danville
Osage, Iowa
t Urbana
t Chicago
f Chicago
Chicago
t Princeton
t Oak Park
t Aurora
t Youngstown, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Potomac
Eaton, Ohio
West Chicago
Sparta, Tennessee
Lawrenceville
Kankakee
Benton
Beecher
Anchor
?Rock Island
Glendale, California
t Ogden
Cerro Gordo
t Vandalia
f Chicago
t Winnetka
t Marblehead, Massachusetts
Topeka, Kansas
Batangas, Philippine Islands
t Columbus, Ohio
t Elkhart, Indiana
Berwyn
Champaign
t Urbana
t Chicago
Urbana
t Peoria
f White Hall
Areola
t Chicago
Peoria
Chicago
t Champaign
T Chicago
t Maywood
t Urbana
t Woodbine
Wellington
t Chicago
f Geneseo
f Chicago
t Columbus, Ohio
t Mason City
Cincinnati, Ohio
t Chicago
t Chicago
f Fairland
t Champaign
Chicago
t La Grange
Oak Park
Dwight
Urbana
t Kirkwood
f Urbana
Chicago
Urbana
+ Murphysboro
T Bloomington
T Bloomington
f Chicago
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Fahey, Edward Jerome
Fahnestock, Theodore Maurice
Fahrnkopf, Charles Frank
Fahsbender, Myrtle Ernestine
Fairchild, Harlan Grant
Fairchild, Lois Alta
Fairfield, David Wagner
Fairlie, Safford William
Faissler, John Jacob
Fait, Catherine Adeline
Faiwell, Raymond
Falkner, Arthur Brantley
Fallen, Richard John
Fallon, Francis Joseph
Fallon, Henry Mathew
Fanning, Ira D, A.B., 1921
Fant, Louise Leslie
Fanti, Mary
Fardig, Francis Fletcher
Faricy, George Armour
Faricy, Leo Brown
Farley, John Edgar
Farmer, William Hume
Farnam, Florence Ferguson
Farnham, Cecil Hodgson
Farnsworth, Duncan Bradstreet
Farnsworth, Wilma Jeanette
Farnsworth, Wright Reyneau
Farrar, Erville Talbott
Farrell, Alice Esther
Farrell, Christopher James
Farris, Albert
Farris, Jeff
Farwell, Charles James
Farwell, Helen Louise
Farwell, John Augustus
Faul, Henry Jacob
Faulkner, Jean Myrtle
Faulkner, Mildred Joyce
Faulstich, Robert Charles
Fawcett, Mary Frances
Fay, Arthur Llewellyn
Fay, John Lawrence
Fay, Nathan Clifford
Fearer, Gerald Wilson
Fearno, J. Wayne
Fedder, Ruth Marie
Feddersen, Lydia Christine
Fegenhoss, Irving David
Fehr, Gordon William
Feickert, Carl William
Feingold, Eugene Bernard
Feldstein, Aaron Jerome
Feldthouse, Bernard William
Fell, Milan Thomas
Felt, Kenneth Y
Feltenstein, Paul Irving
Felts, Alvin
Felts, Clifton
Felts, Cora May
Felts, James Kenneth
Felts, Trula Minton
Fencken, Clarence Ellis
Fencken, Claude Harry, B.S., 1926
Fen8termaker, Paul Stebbins
Ferguson, Bernice Ruth
Ferguson, Christine Francis
Ferguson, Frances E
Ferguson, Georgia Eunice
Ferguson, Harry Clelland
Ferguson, John Wilson
Ferguson, Paul Herman
Ferree, George Bennett
Ferris, Vernon Tiras
Ferry, Joseph Patrick
Ferat, Maurice
Ferwerda , Charles Rudaford
Fessant, Dorothy List
Fessenden, Douglas Albert
Fetridge, William Fowler
Fey, David William
Fey, Stanley Edgar, B.S., 1926
Fichman, Morris William
Fick, Dorothy Elizabeth
Fiddelke, Irving Asquith
Fidler, Harold Prather
Law (S) SH * Peoria
CE * t Olney
ss 95% Decatur
Bus 31 * t Chicago
Bus * f Henning
SS 8 Maquon
LAS 61 * t Chicago
AC * f Geneseo
LAS VM * t Sycamore
LAS * t Illiopolis
* T WaukeganBus szy2
Law (3) t Urbana
Bus * f Chicago
Cer 68 * t Urbana
* f Sheldon, North DakotaAC 27
SS Jacksonville
Lib (SS) 8 * t Athens, Georgia
SS 8 Staunton
IEd 64 * t Chicago
LAS 28 * t St. Paul, Minnesota
LAS 79)4 * f St. Paul, Minnesota
SS lSSYs Pawnee
PreL 66 * 1 Beaumont, Texas
Jul 96 * t Pawnee
Agr S4 * f Grand Ridge
LAS S3 * ' Winnetka
LAS 125 * • ' Urbana
Arch 27 * • Urbana
LAS * Harrisburg
LAS 64 * t Ottawa
AC 36 * J Tuxedo Park, New York
Agr unc * Cisne
SS Conway, Arkansas
Bus (SS) 4oy2 * f Chicago
LAS 116 * Chicago
AE 103 * t Boulder, Colorado
PreM (SS) 90 * T Ezansville, Indiana
LAS 99 * t Chicago
LAS 3214 * T Urbana
Bus * T Staunton
LAS SO * f Kokomo, Indiana
LAS * t Fulton
Agr 101 * t Aurora
LAS * Portland, Maine
CL * t Oregon
* T GreenfieldPreL 90
LAS 32 * t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 98 * t Alton
Bus 6 * f Chicago
EE 62 * Geneva
PU 16 * t Belleville
AE * f Chicago
PreM 25 * Chicago
FC SO * t Chicago
AC 126 t Toulon
Bus t Chicago
* f ChicagoPreM S9
Ed 80}4 * f Johnston City
PreM 32 * f Marion
SS Johnston City
LAS 68\i * t Marion
LAS 62V2 * t Alto Pass
Bus 1SH * Hoopeston
SS Hoopeston
Law (3) * f Virden
LAS (SS) 10 * Quincy
HELAS * t Champaign
* f RockfordLAS 62
SS 22 Dixon
AC 61 t Benld
* T WinslowAgr S3
Law (4) 49 * t Willow Hill
SS 6H UrbanaPU * t Champaign
Ed unc 6 * f Norristown, Pennsylvania
AE * t Chicago
Agr * t McHenry
* f VermilionLAS 65
AC 93 * f Rio Grande City, TexasLAS t Oak Park
PreM 61 * t Peoria
SS Chicago
IEd * New York City
SS 22 Quincy
LArch * t Chicago
LAS 86 * Chicago
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Fiedler, Lois Bertha LAS (SS) 6
:?Fiedler, Marian Francis LAS 62
Field, Edward Albert Jnl 29 *
Field, Elbert Edison PreM * t
Field, Nelle Ed{SS) 61
:Fields, Kenneth E MinE
Fierbaugh, John Franklin Arch 70 * T
Fierke, Marvin Bauer CE 87 * 1
Fietsch, Franklin Wixon LAS SO •1
Fife, Roland Robert EE (SS) 39
Figlewski, Benjamin EE * T
Filbey, Dorothy May LAS SI * T
Fildes, Vernon Smith PreM * t
Filley, Glen Francis SS 18%
Filson, Wallace Theodore Law (3) * t
Filz, Anna Fredia LAS SI
:Finch, Helen Bess LAS 66
Finch, James Milton Jnl t
Finder, Leonard Victor PreL t
Findley, Edward Howard AE *
Finger, Glenn Charles LAS (SS) 99
:jFingerle, Clarence Walter Bus 25
Fink, Margaret Carolyn Flor 2S\i * t
Finkelstein, Edward ME 112 * t
Finley, Violet Maurine LAS (SS) 95 * f
Finn, Florence Glassbrook LAS 93 * t
Finn, Richard Glassbrook LAS 69H *
Finnegan, Lucile Veronica LAS * t
Finnell, Anastasia LAS * T
Finnell, Julia Troy Bus S4 * T
Finnell, Merle Curtis EE * T
Finneran, Clarence Henry PreL * t
Finney, Herbert Ross PreL 25 * T
Finney, Howard Albert PreM • t
Finney, Raymond Stanley LArch 22Y2 * •
Firchau, Adeline Dorothy LAS 78 * t
Firehammer, Louis Cletus RCE 28
:jFirkins, Neal Emerson LAS 65H
Fischer, Carl Sodeman Bus 68
:fFischer, George Theodore CE 65y2Fischer, Harold Albert PreL
:JFischer, Lucille Ernestine LAS 2214
Fischer, Victor Nathaniel LAS * T
Fischman, Oscar AE 114 * t
Fiscus, Alva Elbert LAS 9iy2 * t
Fish, Charles Manning Bus 82 * T
Fish, Leland Henry LAS 60 t
Fishback, Charles Franklin PreM 66 * t
Fishel, Glenn Francis PreM 64 * T
Fisher, Beatrice LAS SO * T
Fisher, Bert Elmer PU IS +
Fisher, David LAS 32 * T
Fisher, David PreM 6 * t
Fisher, Dorothy Louise Ed 72 *
Fisher, Edwin Cornell Bus 64 * t
Fisher, Frederick Law LAS 103 *T
Fisher, Gail Robertson LAS 66 * t
Fisher, Georgia SS 8
Fisher, Henry Richard CE (SS) 79 * t
Fisher, Leo Milton Bus 60
:
l
Fisher, Ralph Otto Bus
Fisher, Raymond Ellis AE * T
Fisher, Reginald Franklyn LAS * t
Fisher, Robert Bruce ChE S6 *
Fisher, Robert Eugene LAS 116
:jFisher, Russell William ChE 90
Fisher, Sarah Jane HELAS (SS) 106
.*}Fisher, Wesley Francis
Fishman, Isadore
Bus 32
PreL 36 * t
Fitch, Edmund Byron Bus *t
Fitch, William Cowles Bus * f
Fitchner, Eugene Edward Arch 70 * I
Fitzer, William Swail Bus 45% * t
Fitzgerald, Alex Edward CerE 108
:JFitz-Gerald, Gerald Hartpence LAS 64
Fitz-Gerald, Nesta, A.B., 1925 SS
Fitzhugh, William Cullen PreL (SS) 91
H
*
Fitzpatrick, Eldon James EE * •
Fitzpatrick, Hartley Horace EE 113 * •
Fjtzpatrick, Thomas Patrick Law (3) 61 *
Fix, John Leonard Bus 32 *
Fixmer, John Pierre LAS * •
Flacheneker, Lucile Elizabeth Mus 116 *
Flack, Robert William SS 26H
Flagg, James Smith Jnl
:iFlagg, Willard Gershan CE (SS) 68
New Athens
Mineral Point, Wisconsin
Woodstock
Charleston
Charleston
Elkhart, Indiana
LaGrange
Elgin
Oak Park
Palestine
Chicago
Urbana
Olney
Turney, Missouri
Hamilton, Missouri
Warsaw
Champaign
Chicago
Chicago
Tuscola
Champaign
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Lake Zurich
Chicago
Champaign
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Peoria
Peoria
DePue
Calumet City
Sidell
Girard
Charleston
Milford
Gillespie
Shabbona
Memphis, Tennessee
East St. Louis
Dupo
River Forest
Rockford
Chicago
Sumner
Joliet
Woodstock
Decatur
Cisne
Chicago
Potomac
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Pontiac
Ottawa
Champaign
Danville
Decatur
Chicago
Des Plaints
Champaign
East St. Louis
Orangeville
Champaign
Peoria
Champaign
Elgin
East Chicago, Indiana
Centralia
Waukegan
Tallahassee, Florida
Belvidere
Oglesby
Urbana
Urbana
Chicago
McLeansboro
Rock Island
Chicago
Kenilworth
Springfield
Alton
Chicago
Moro
Moro
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Flanagan, Louis AC 109 t Galeton, Pennsylvania
Flanders, Ruth Eleanor LAS 47 * f Dubuque, Iowa
Flanigan, Glenn Daniel Bus sen * t Philadelphia, Pennsyha
Flannigan, John Irvin Bus * t West Frankfort
Fleck, Frank Michael Bus 67 * f South Bend, Indiana
Fleishbein, Jennings Alex Law (3) (SS) 80M * Ironwood, Michigan
Fleischli, George Herman PreM * t Springfield
Fleisher, Harley Roy- LAS * f Elmwood
Fleming, Ethel Belle ss ex Urbana
Fleming, Frances Roberta Jnl 27 * t Weldon
Fleming, George William LAS 17H * t Chicago
Fleming, Glenn Thomas Bus 32 t Chicago
Fleming, Marion Blair Mus 1 t Urbana
Fleming, Sarah Naomi Monica LAS 67 * t Amboy
Fleming, William Eugene LAS * f Amboy
Flentje, Helen Markella LAS * t Amboy
Flesch, Raymond William LAS * t Springfield
Flesch, Stanley Julian Bus siy2 * f Chicago
Flesh, Orin, A.B., 1921 SS Marine
Fletcher, Dorothea Gwendolyn HELAS 99 * t Chicago
Fletcher, Dorothy Evelyn LAS * t Urbana
Fletcher, Florence May Ed 64 t LaGrange
Fletcher, Garland Bickley Bus 26 * t Urbana
Fletcher, Gertrude LAS {SS) S9 * t Roseville
Fletcher, Lawson Wandless Ed 93 * + Collxnszille
Fletcher, Mary Borden LAS 27 * t LaGrange
Flick, Francis Spohrer ME 111 * t Chicago
Flinn, Lewis SS 8 Pawnee
Flinn, Walter Frank Jnl SH * Berwyn
Flint, Arlene H HELAS 32 * t Bell/lower
Flint, George Wesley PreM 106 * t Bell/lower
Floberg, Roland Adelbert LAS * f Rockford
Flock, Robert William Bus 26H * Sterling
Flocken, Linton Hoter EE 76 * t Urbana
Fiona, Mary Antoinette Jnl 99 * t Urbana
Flood, Paul Gosney AC 28H * t Blackwell, Oklahoma
Floodas, William John PreL * t Chicago
Floreth, John Jacob ME * t St. Louis, Missouri
Flowers, Cordilene Gustava LAS 63H * t St. Louis, Missouri
Flowers, Max Harold Accy * t Bondville
Flowers, Waitman Milner Accy 72 * Pekin
Fluck, Charles Benjamin Agr 98 * f Dixon
Fluck, Dorothea Irene HELAS * Champaign
Fluck, Mabel Lydia HELAS * t Dixon
Flutcher, Charles Arthur Bus * t Pueblo, Colorado
Flynn, Alvees James Bus S7X * f Champaign
Flynn, James Harding, B.S., 1926 SS Quiney
Flynn, Patrick John PreL * t Chicago
Flynn, William Dana CL 64\i * t Robinson
Foelschow, Linita Frances LAS 66 * t Dundee
Fogarty, Dorothy Johnston SS 8 Oxford, Ohio
Fogler, Ralph Waldo,
B.S., M.S., 1921, 1922 SS Urbana
Folk, Vincent Dillen But 13 * t Chicago
Folkers, Elwyn Carl
Folkers, Karl August
Agr * t Sterling
Chem 70 * t Decatur
Folks, Jesse Edward Jnl 31 * t Pana
Fooks, Kenneth Geard Agr * t Oneida
Foote, Constance Jnl * f Champaign
Foote, Edward Lyle Eng 2614 * Chicago
Foote, Lucy B Lib unc * t Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Foote, Robert Eugene AC 20 * f Maywood
Foote, Willis Bronson EE 78)4 * Urbana
Footit, Frederick Clifford Bus * + Chicago Heights
t ChicagoForan, M Joseph Accy
Forbes, Frances Elizabeth LAS 16 * t Henry
Ford, Amos Charles Bus 6 f Villa Grove
Ford, Earl Zimmerman PreL 19H * Hazellon, Indiana
Ford, Howard Egbert IA 102 * t Chicago
Ford, Kenneth Reginald IA * t Chicago
* f UrbanaFord, Louane Jnl
Ford, Raymond Calvin SS 64H Vienna
Ford, William Lee PreL 27X * f Eldorado
Foreman, Charlotte Miriam SS 74 Oak Park
Foreman, Orville Law (S) (SS) 12H * t East Alton
Foreman, Ray Melford LAS 36 * f Danville
Forman, Howard LAS SIM * f Chicago
Fornoff, Charles Wright Law (S) t Pana
Forrest, Alfred Edgar Bus * t Chicago
Forrest, Andrew Gillespie LAS 68 * f Chicago
Forsaith, Eleanor Elizabeth HEAgr 25 * f Rockford
Forshee, Loraine Drake HELAS * t Chicago
Forster, Gertrude Elizabeth LAS * t River Forest
Forsyth, Favrlene Mary LAS 94 * Marissa
Forsyth, James Gordon Bus 116 * Marissa
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Forsyth, Josephine Anna
Forsyth, William Donald
Forsythe, Marjorie Phyllis
Fosnaugh, Irwin Silverthorn
Foss, Willis Morgan
Foster, Arthur Edmund
Foster, Beatrice Elisabeth
Foster, Charles Jerome
Foster, Edwin Brevoort
Foster, Eliza Brown
Foster, Eugene Alexander
Foster, Frank Russell
Foster, George Robert
Foster, George Wilford
Foster, Glenn William
Foster, Harold Howard
Foster, Isabell
Foster, Ivan Leon
Foster, Mary Frances
Foster, Merlyn Lorene
Fouser, William Thomas
Foutch, Quinton William
Fowler, Basil, Dolph
Fowler, Benjamin L
Fowler, Margaret
Fowler, Richmond Roe
Fowler, Sharron Russell
Fowler, Titus Wood
Fowler, Vernon C
Fox, Alberta Blanche
Fox, Dorothy Lenore
Fox, Edith Elvira
Fox, Everett Raymond
Fox, Katherine
Fox, Robert Alden
Fraker, Elizabeth
Fraker, Joseph Flavious
Frame, Earl Russel, B.S., 1926
Francis, Ann Estelle
Francis, Hazel Mary
Francis, Margie Elizabeth
Francis, Robert McClelland
Franck, Arthur Henry
Frandsen, Roger Kenneth
Franicevich, Richard
Frank, Dorothy Lillian
Frank, Paul Howard
Frank, Robert B
Frankeberger, Russell Earl
Frankel, Charles James
Franklin, Lowell
Franklin, Ruth Roe
Franklin, Thelma Margaret
Franks, Christopher John
Franks, Lyle
Franz, Marie Dorothea
Frary, Draper Danforth
Fraser, Harry Haxton
Fraser, Margaret Helen
Frasier, Richard Clark
Frasor, Francis Joseph
Frazier, Emma Roderic
Freda, Armando Angelo
Frederick, Carl Hubert
Frederick, John Henry
Frederick, Joy Thompson
Frederick, William McDowell
Frederickson, David Albert
Freed, Robert Byron
Freehill, Alphonse Michael
Freeland, Brewster
Freeland, George Percy
Freeman, Catherine Elizabeth
Freeman, Helen Agnes
Freeman, Robert Charles
Freeman, William Abner
Freese, Charles Mac
Freese, Mary Elizabeth
Freese, Ruth Irene
Freestrom, John Bernard
Freevol, Erma Junge
Freiberg, Marguerite Emma
Freiens, Howard B
French, Alfred Blair
Frentzel, William York
Freselle, Ray C
HEAgr 67 * t inn Arbor, Michigan
Bus 81 * j Mt. Vernon
Ed 78 * f Indianapolis, Indiana
t ClintonLAS 93
Bus 32 * f Chicago
* T BlandinsvilleAgr 64
LAS 86 * f Chicago
Bus 71 * f Auburn
AE 87 * t Urbana
* f SpringfieldLAS 103
REE 102 * t Downers Grove
* T BloomingtonPreL
Bus 26 * t Shelbyville
Accy 14 * f Amity, Missouri
AE 61
H
* f Champaign
Agr * f Blandinsville
LAS so * f Shelbyville
SS 9 Auburn
LAS (SS) ssy2 * t Urbana
* f Boswell, IndianaLASEE 106 * t Joliet
* f TallulaArch S3
FC 9m * Logansport, IndianaME 67y2 * t Chicago
SS 8 Springfield
LAS 67 * t Marion
LAS 46 * f East St. Louis
EE 142 * LaGrange
Eng * Chicago
LAS 66 * t Virginia
* t Wood RiverLAS 36
HEAgr 63 * t Lyndon
Bank 43 * + East Alton
LAS 6534 * f Cairo
Bus 66 * T Davenport, Iowa
Ed 99 * T Champaign
CL 26 * f Champaign
SS Hillsboro
HEAgr 100 * f New Lenox
SS 65Yt Springfield
LAS * f Woodstock
LAS 52 * Gary, Indiana
AC * t Watchung, New Jersey
Jnl * f Aurora
Bus * Chicago
LAS S3 * t Freeport
* + PianoEE 106
LAS * f Chicago
Bus 81 * + Dakota
* T Huntington, West VirginiaLAS 2914
Bus * t Morrisonville
* T Clinton, IowaJnl
SS 16 Mattoon
EE 111 * t Oak Park
LAS (SS) 9614 * t Philo
HELAS 69 * j Rockton
Eng * f Chicago
LAS 41 * Kenilworth
LAS 24 * Lemont
Bus * t Chicago
PreL * f Blue Island
Mus unc * Lynn, Massachusetts
PU 81 * f Park Ridge
IA 34 * f Waukegan
AC 72 * t Amherst, Ohio
Agr 133 t Walnut
PreL 32 * t Peoria
Bus 24 * Champaign
Bus 8syt * f Rockville, Indiana
SS 6 Strawn
Bus * t Champaign
Bus (SS) 41 * T Champaign
LAS * T Palestine
HEAgr 24 * t Ogden
Jnl * T Evanston
Bus 97 * T Palestine
IEd * t Sullivan
Mus SO * t Ogden
LAS 78 * t Chicago
AC S3 * t Chicago
LAS S4H * t Chicago
Mus * t Chicago
* T MurphysboroArch 16H
LAS 61 * f Murphysboro
* t DanvilleAE
AE 128 f Batavia
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Frey, Mildred Josephine
Fribley. Jon
Frick. Harold Loma
Frick, Leo Edward
Frieke, Lena Dorothea
Frieke, Louise Anita
Riddle, Bwrl Hfia
Friedl, John Lawrence
Tr-.i-.L^rrier, 9u Mm
Friedlen. Myrtle Kathryn
Friedman, Bernard L
Friedman, Harold Emil
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Fuller, Harry Edgar
Fuller, Natku I :ederick
Fuller, Spencer Vernon
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Furby, Seeley Bowerin
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Furst, Gyyneth Marine
Fuss, Karl John
Fussa, Isadoro
ird Oliver
7_: }.zk Clarence
Gadient, Frank Jacob
Gaebe, Oliver Fred
Gage, Max
Gage, Myrtle FJoise
Gahan, Keith Dennis
Gain, Leslie William
Gaines, Robert Glennard
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Gallagher, Clarence Garvey SS
Gallagher, John Joseph SS
Gallaher, Virginia Euphenia LAS
Galley, Marion Ethel
Gallion, William Clanton SS
Gallivan, Ray Patrick AC
Galloway, George Mills ME
Galat, Libby Harriet LAS
Gamble, Charles Donnelly AC
Gamble, John Franklin Agr
Gamble, William Logan AC
Gannaway, John William Ed
Gannon, Mary Kathrine LAS
Ganschinietz, Gretchen Cecelia HEEd
Ganschinietz, Robert Frank AE
Ganschow, Clarence Earl Bug
Ganshell, Francis William Agr
Ganster, William Allaman Arch
Ganzer, George Francis Bus
Garbe, Esther Evelyn LAS
Garbe, Richard William Bank
Garbisch, Erma Mae Jnl
Gard, Alice Wilhelmina LAS
Gard, Leland Edward Agr (SS)
Gardner, Barton Jay Bank
Gardner, George Poet PreM
Gardner, James Ferguson S.S'
Gardner, Leo Melvin, B.S., 1925 Law (4) (SS)
Gardner, Murl Euin Agr (SS)
Gardner, Raymond Joseph AC
Gardner, Ruth SS
Garing, Harry Raymond CE
Garland, John Courier PreM
Garland, Winnifred Lorena HELAS
Garlich, Edwin Henry Agr
Garman, Tom McWilliam AC
Ganns, Hilda Marie HELAS (SSj
Garner, Donald Scott AC
Garretson, Robert Clayton CL
Garretson, William Gordon Arch
Garrett, Clifford Dewey SS
Garrett, James Russel AC
Garrett, Leroy Allin PreL
Garrison, Franklin Davis PreL
Garrison, Frederick Franklin PreL
Garrison, Vaughn Stewart AC
Gartner, Fred William EE
Gartung, Frederick Kelton Eng
Garver, Mark Gillespie CE
Garvey, Helen Marie LAS
Garvin, Thelma LAS
Gasaway, Charlotte Augusta But
Gasaway, Robert Nicholas Jnl
Gasser, Floyd Wilson AE
Gassman, Lawrence Charles Ei (SS)
Gaston, Frances Margaret Fhar
Gaston, James McDonald Bus
Gately, Helen Leona LAS
Gates, Alvin Kenneth LAS
Gates, Clyde E Law (3) (SS)
Gates, Mrs. Frieda Moore SS
Gates, George Hamlin Bui
Gates, Mrs. Jean Hallowell LAS
Gates, John Ceryle Agr
Gates, Ruth Irene SS
Gathercoal, Paul Henry Bus
Gauger, George William. AE
Gaufrapp, Harold Wendel Agr
Gault, Wesley Carter 5 -
Gaunt, Grace S 8
Gaut, Leslie LAS
Gaver, Claude Hayden LAS
Gavrilavicz, Walter Ramon Bus
Gaynor, Robert John Chem
GazLay, Webster Arch
Gebhard, Velda Mercedes LAS
Gebhardt, Charles Frederick ME
Geelan, Ruth Helen LAS
Gegel, Harold Benjamin CE
Gehant, Claude Francis EE
Gehant, Walter David Ed unc
Gehl, John Donald Bum
Gehnnger, Wade Dudley LAS
Gehrke, Miriam Anne SS
Gehrs, Ruth Etta LAS
Geiger, Marion Leslie PreM
Geis, Clarence George Bus {88
H
18
63
103
45
33
64
5
m
---
67
SO
71
23
22
22
17
m
113
66
66H
16514
38
94
UK
2.9
62
99
70
49
39
63
111
33
so
104
68H
22
91
48
32
33
35
64
23\i
42
66
32
10096
Lincoln
Brooklyn, New York
* f Danz-OU
-nz-Qle
Champaign
* f Urbana
" t Urbana
' ' Chicago
* t Champaign
t GrarU Park
" f Champaign
* t Charleston
* t Ezanston
tit Si. Louis
* t East St. Louis
'
J
Walnut
* t Quincy
* t Waukegan
* t Chicago
* t Aurora
* t Aurora
* t Barrington
I B i -
* t Urbana
" T Chicago
* Springfield
Arkansas City, Kansas
* t Murphysboro
* I Ser'JTton
* t Erie, Pennsylvania
Quincy
* + Champaign
* t Dubuque, Irsi£/i
* t Dubuque, Iowa
* t Breese
* t Urbana
* t Champaign
* j Onarga
Osteite
* t Girard
Mount Carmel
* t Mount Carmel
inna
* t Urbana
* Aurora
* t Alma, Michigan
* I M ~. fsood, CoKfc - -. \ \
'
j
' ~ L .:: .- Be : ::, Ar'.z-.: ;.
Mi
tmton, Ohio
* t Champaign
* t Urbana
* t Urbana
* Lena
* t Chicago
* - Carter
' '
.
.
* t Harrisburg
H :—
v
* t Tuiii, Oklahoma
t Champaign
* Barns : wq
:ila
1
"
f M !.. mette
* f Rock Falls
* t Chixtgo
Mound City
' ~ .::-: ::.-
* t BroobrSU^ Indian-!
* Chicago
* Lz ttbmhmDb
* t Lrn .'.'jeku
* t Etansien
'
I
* t Chcrno-iign
'
j Mzrissa
* I Aurora
* f West Brooklyn
* M :.::-.
* Ladd
Chi-,' ;v,tj
* t Woodstock
* t Cv?;'.j Part
* t Er.id, O'-tlahoma
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Geis, Harold Lorenz
Geismar, Nathaniel Edward
Geist, Harold William
Gcllenthien, Henry Fred
Gentilini, Celso
Geraghty, Genevieve Mary
Gerard, Kenneth Charles
Gerber, John Jacob
Gerber, Marcel Michall
Gerberich, Myron Raymond
Gerdel, Irving Forest
Gerdes, Clarence Albert
Gerdes, Elsie Dorothy
Gere, George Everett
Gerfen, Carl Alfred
Gerhold, Clarence Christian
Gerhold, Esther Viola Emma
Gerhold, Raymond Earl
von Gerichten, Elsie Annette
Gerlach, Harold Fred
Gerlach, Otto B
Gerlich, Elma Cecelia
Germer, Albert Edward
Gernon, Rosetta Josephine
Gerwig, Frank William
Gettel, Oliver Jacob
Getter, Robert Eugent
Getz, Abe Marvin
Gharst, Mildred Helena
Ghent, Bill Leighman
Ghent, Nina Lucille
Gher, Charlotte
Gher, Harry King
Giachini, Peter D'arcy
Gibbons, John Joseph
Gibbs, Gordon Henry
Gibbs, Mae Morris
Gibbs, Walter Jensen Priestley
Giberson, Irene White
Gibson, Charles Dungan
Gibson, Edith May
Gibson, Frances Alice
Gibson, Russell Cole
Gibson, Sara Jeannette
Giesecke, Raymond Henry
Geseking, John Eldon, B.S., 1926
Gifford, Edmund Warland
Gifford, Gertrude Grace
Gifford, John MacDonald
Giguere, Isabelle Marie
Gilbert, Wendell Philo
Gilchrist, Evan Albert
Gilchrist, Mildred Loretta
Gilfillan, Paul M
Gill, Buford Harry
Gill, Gerald Samuel Huff
Gill, Joseph Gustav
Gill, Lillian Ethel
Gill, Mary Evans
Gill, Vaughn Arthur
Gillan, Ruth Marian
Gillen, James Watson
Gillen, Thomas Alexius
Gillespie, Adrian Francis
Gillespie, David Alexander
Gillespie, John Robert
Gillespie, Samuel Whitnel
Gillick, Helen Ruth
Gilliland, Edwin Richard
Gillison, Grace Victoria
Oilman, Alfred Truesdell
Gilman, Carl
Gilman, John Hess
Gilman, Maurice Francis
Gilmore, Anna Merriman
Gilmore, Ethel Mildred
Gilmore, John Hamilton
Gilmore, Josephine Marie
Gilmore, Myron Turner
Gilmore, Thomas Francis
Gilpin, Nan Hawkins
Gilroy, Cecile Gray
Gilroy, John Wilbur
Gilster, Herman Henry
Gindler, Charles Albert
Gingrich, Franklin Forrest
PreL 41 * 1 Enid, OklahomaLAS se%
4»H
* + Rock Island
Accy * t Chicago
FC 6oy% * Chicago
EE * t Highwood
LAS * Lake Bluff
AC 70% * t Mishawaka, Indiana
AC * t Great Falls, Montana
CE 99 * f ChicagoME 92 * Aurora
CE * t Chicago
CE B6 * f Quincy
LAS 66 * f Champaign
Accy (SS) 104 * t Urbana
Arch * t Edwardsville
ChE 71 * t Frankfort
LAS 68 * f Frankfort
* T East St. LouisAE 32
LAS * t Breese
Jul * t Evansville
CE SB * f Hillsboro
Ed 62 * f Hollywood
LAS 97 * t Lombard
LAS unc i Chicago
Accy 84 * j Chicago
Law (3) 70 * Fisher
AC unc * t Dayton, Ohio
PreL 43 * f McLeansboro
SS 8 Washington, Indiana
EE * t Harrisburg
LAS 33 * + Carterville
HELAS T AllendaleME * Allendale
PreL SO * • Chicago
LAS 70 * • Oak Park
PreL 31% * ' Chicago
LAS 34 * i ' Palatine
CE * ' Harrisburg
Law (3) 12 T Alton
Agr 79% * Denver, Colorado
LAS 101 * t Momence
FC 99 * t Sioux City, Iowa
* t ElginAE 37
LAS 32 * t Galena
* f ChicagoAccy 100
SS Altamont
ME 74 * t Highland Park
LAS 61 * f Chicago
CE 37 * f Highland Park
Bus * Beaverville
Law (3) 62 * f Carbondale
Ed (SS) 114% * Macomb
HELAS 82 * t Atlanta
Bus * t Chicago
Accy (.SS) 86% * t Greencastle, Indiana
LAS 49 * f Virginia
Flor * t Washington, Indiana
* T AlbionLAS
Ed unc * McAlester, Oklahoma
AC 88 * t Delta, Ohio
Jnl 66 * t Watseka
Bus (SS) 103 * f Berwyn
PreM 6 * f Beardstown
Accy 23 * Joliet
Accy 99 * t Ogden
LAS 66 * Oak Park
AC * t Vienna
LAS 26 * t Park Ridge
ChE * f Little Rock, Arkansas
SS 16 Westville
Arch 133 * t Belvidere
PreL * f Pueblo, Colorado
Bank 33% * Ottawa
Bus 30% * t Fisher
Ed 98 * t Birmingham, Alabama
Ed 73 * t Gibson City
PreM 32 * 1" Benton
LAS S3 * f Gibson City
* t RockfordBus SO
Law (3) 28 * t Chicago
* t RiversideLAS 64
LAS S3 * f Wilmette
EE 64 * Canton
FC 99 * t Chester
Bus 91 * t Collinsville
Agr S3 * T Princetille
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Ginie, Martin Charles
Ginsberg, Nathaniel R
Ginsberg, Sarah
Ginsburg, Leo Lee
Ginter, Romayne Alfred
Gioconda, Angela
Gipson, Charles Franklin, B.S., 1923
Girsberger, Ruth Adele
Gish, Neva Nadine
Gittler, Esther
Givler, David B
Glade, Henry Arthur
Glader, John Henry
Gladville, Violet Mary
Glaeser, Helen
Glaeser, Mildred Babette
Glantz, Norman Adolph
Glaeglow, Earl Huston
Glasgow, Marjorie Leone
Glasgow, Olalla Elaine
Glasgow, William Lester, B.S., 1924
Glass, Avery
Glass, Rufus C
Gleboff, Mary William
Gleim, Virginia
Glen, Janet
Glenk, Ruth Marie
Glenn, Emmett
Glenn, Margaret Golden
Glenn, Mary Margaret
Glenn, Ray Estil
Glenn, Roberta Gertrude
Glickauf, Bernice Leona
Glidden, Fred Dilley
Glidden, Jonathan Hurff
Glindmeier, Mildred Marie
Glisch, Harry Stanley
Gloden, Wilfred Omar
Glodkowskis, Mildred Evangeline
Gloor, Albert Richard
Glos, Wilbert Gibbs
Glotfelty, Walden McKendree
Glover, Anna Cushman
Glover, Harry Laurence
Glover, Martin
Gmelich, Robert Merkle
Goad, Frieda Alma
Gobble, Harry Camden
Gobble, William Elwood
Goben, Mary Louise
Goble, Frederick Halsted
Gobrecht, Esther Rosalia
Gobrecht, Mary Elizabeth
Goddard, Robert Francis
Godeke, Frank Bernard, B.S., 1925
Godman, Elwood Deacon
Godsey, Harry Charles
Goebel, Eugene Carl
Goebel, Raymond Henry
Goedde, Edmund Frederick
Goeller, Joseph Anthony
Goff, Carlos Clyde
Goff, Eva Anna
Goff, Lionel Elmer
Goff, Roy Richard
Golan, Nathan Lane
Gold, Edward Oro
Goldberg, Belle Blossom
Goldberg, Bernice Wilfred
Goldberg, Fred Allen
Goldblatt, Arthur Leslie
Goldblatt, Naomi Dolores
Goldboss, Earl
Golden, Alice Elizabeth
Golden, Karma Ellen
Golden, Marjorie Maybell
Goldenberg, Henry Eugene
Goldfinger, Adele
Goldfus, Julius
Goldin, Sarah Edith
Goldman, Abe
Goldman, Bess
Goldman, Paul Robert
Goldsby, Fred Lewis
Goldsmith, Elenore Adeline
Goldsmith, Gladys Berniece
AC
CE
LAS
CL
Accy
LAS
AC irr
LAS
SS
PreL
PreL
LAS
IA
LAS
LAS
LAS
Bus
CE
LAS
LAS
Law (4)
AC
AC
LAS
LAS
Jnl
LAS
Bank
LAS
LAS
Jnl
PreM (SS)
LAS
LAS
LAS (SS)
SS
Arch
Bus
LAS
Bus
PreL
Bus (SS)
Law unc
PreM
Jnl
Bus
Ed
Ed
PreL (SS)
LAS
LAS
LAS
LAS
CL
SS
LAS
Bus
Bus
IA
Bus
AC
Ed
LAS
Chem
Bank
LAS
PreL
LAS
Jnl
LAS
AC
Jnl
LAS
SS
LAS
Mus
REE (SS)
LAS
PreL
Mus (SS)
PreL
LAS
Law (3)
CE
LAS
Las (ss)
34
19Y2UK
104
66
8
SO
25
60
60
SO
77%
10S
97
SS
65
S4
32
104
SS
12
44
117
17
77V2
27Yi
68
92%
6
99
67
27
34
6sy2
67%
60
SI
37%
35
69Y2
100
31
77%
64
87
16%
19
102
:i
:t
Savanna
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
t Peotone
t Harvey
t Amboy
f River Forest
Danville
Chicago
Naperville
Omaha, Nebraska
Chicago
Homewood
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Clinton
Gardner
Monticello
Ossian, Indiana
Kokomo, Indiana
Chicago
Ottawa
Chicago
Chicago
Clinton
Urbana
Champaign
Beardstown
Urbana
Chicago
Champaign
Champaign
Danville
Cudahy, Wisconsin
Walnut
Westville
River Forest
Forest Park
Herrin
Galesburg
Chicago
Mattoon
Peoria
Vandalia
Champaign
Champaign
Champaign
Chicago
Waukegan
Waukegan
t Davenport, Iowa
Olney
Chicago
Champaign
Effingham
Evansville, Indiana
East St. Louis
Trenton, New Jersey
* t Charleston
:\
:?
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Bunker Hill
Hartford City, Indiana
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Oak Park
Chicago
Chicago
Houston, Texas
Champaign
Flora
Kansas City, Missouri
Chicago
Rock Falls
Greenwood, Mississippi
Evansville, Indiana
Chicago
Chicago
Flora
Waukegan
Champaign
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Goldsmith, Inez Irene, A.B., 1926
Goldstein, Edwin
Goldstein, George Joseph
Goldstein, Lillian
Goldstein, Raymond L
Goldstein, Sherwin
Goldstene, Jim Kenneth
Goldstine, Robert
Goldstine, Stanley Marshall
Goldthorp, Dexter Wood
Gollings, Frank Joseph
Goltra, Benedict John
Good, Audrey
Goodale, Harry Wilsey
Goodall, Charles Stuart
Goodell, Alice
Goodell, Mary Elizabeth
Goodenough, Florence Eloise
Goodhile, Naidine Grace
Goodman, Grace Lillian
Goodman, Margaret Helen
Goodman, Mollie Olive
Goodman, Myrtle Lenora
Goodman, Seymour
Goodmann, Alice Marie
Goodmann, Grace Katherine
Goodrich, Edith
Goodwin, Carl Owen
Goodwin, James Willis
Goodwin, Katherine Helen
Goodyear, Gertrude Elizabeth
Goranson, Perry Alvin
Gordon, Cecile Marjorie
Gordon, Joseph
Gordon, Libby Harriet
Gordon, Louis James
Gordon, Marion Georgina
Gore, Ailiene Elizabeth
Gore, Golda Frances
Gore, Grant
Gorenstein, Ben
Gorman, Charlotte Marylyn
Gorski, Michael Henry
Gosnell, Mona Irene
Goss, Harry Joseph
Gossett, Huston Murphy
Gotsch, Howard Emil Paul
Gotschall, John Clark
Gottlieb, Abraham Mitchell
Goudie, Hugh Hunter
Gougler, Robert Louis
Gould, Wallace Elmer
Gould, Walter Bernard
Goutevenier, Charles Arnold
Gowens, Robert Harold
Gowin, Chester Arthur
Grab, Evelyn
Grable, Leonard
Grabow, William Stephens
Grabowski, Michael Kazimer
Grace, Everette Wayne
Grace, Herman Wallace
Grade, Joseph Arnold
Grade, Sara
Graessle, Alice Marie
Graf, Thelma Ruth
Graft, Josephine Lenore
Graham, Anne Marie
Graham, Clarence William
Graham, Clarissa Margaret
Graham, Elizabeth Dorothy
Graham, James Gordon
Graham, James William
Graham, Lillian Mary
Graham, Madge
Gram, Dorothy Margaret
Granacher, Edward T
Granata, William Josephine
Grange, Garland Arthur
Granlund, Malvin Fred
Grant, Alice Louise
Grant, Dorothy Irne, A.B., 1926
Grant, Francis Ralph
Grant, Joseph Jean
Grant, Mary
ss Champaign
PreL t Chicago
Bus 32Y2 * J ChicagoLAS 62 * T Chicago
PreL * t Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
PreM u * Chicago
PreL t Chicago
PreL 6814 * t Canton
LAS 106 * f Yonkers, New York
CL 28 * t DecaturME * f Chicago
LAS 29 * Chicago
PU 62Y2 * t Kewanee
LAS * •' Carbondale
HELAS 31 * " Beardstown
LAS * "' Champaign
LAS 33 * " Morrison
LAS US t Rochester, Minnesota
LAS 96 * ' Evanston
LAS * " Evanston
LAS ' Chicago
LAS " Chicago
PreL ' Chicago
CT 32 * Champaign
LAS 66 * f Champaign
Arch * t Troy, New York
IA * t Decatur
PreL * "' Bradley
Mus 89 * T Des Moines, Iowa
Ed 65 * DeKalb
ChE * • ' Freeport
LAS ' Chicago
FC 97 * ' Chicago
PreL t Chicago
AC 16 * • • Chicago
PEd * ' Chicago
LAS * Hollywood, Florida
PreM 89 * t Benton
Bus 35 * t Lawrenceville
LAS T Chicago
* f Elk River, MinnesotaEd 89
AC 35 * Chicago
SS Herrin
AC * t Pomerania, New Jersey
LAS * Mecca, Indiana
Flor 37 * t Oak Park
LAS 69 * f Santa Barbara, California
PreM * f Chicago
Agr 63 * t Oswego
EE S3 * Chicago
Eng 37 * ' Bone Gap
EE em * 1 Chicago
Eng 71 * 1 Oak Park
Accy 98 * 1 ' South Holland
Bus 65 * • ' Morrisonville
LAS • • Louisville, Kentucky
PreL 65 * • ' Eldorado
PreM n * • Chicago
Law (3) 48 * i ' Du Bois
Accy 51H * i ' Keensburg
LAS 65 * - Keensburg
LAS 38 * ' Chicago
Mus * ' Chicago
CT * • Chicago
Mus 27 * " Champaign
LAS S6H * 1' Chicago
SS Libertyville
FC 70 * t Dxuight
LAS 96 * T Champaign
LAS 103 * T Tampico
LAS BOH
15V2
* Chicago
Bus t Springfield
SS 29V2 East Moline
Accy 102 * t Tampico
* t West ChicagoJnl
LAS ISO * Chicago
Law (4) * t Chicago
LAS (SS) 4sy2 f Wheaton
IEd 108 * t Park Ridge
Ed 99y2 * t Marion
Law (3) so * Danville
LAS sy2 * t River ForestEE 47X * f River Forest
Ed (SS) U4Y2 * Marion
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Grant, William Dennis
Granville, Charles Norman
Gratian, Katharine
Gratiot, Florence Adele
Gravelot, Isma Irene
Graves, Charles Sheldon
Graves, Homer John
Graves, John Ralph
Graves, Margaret Edna
Graves, Oliver Willard
Graves, Thomas Edwin
Gray, Dorothy Leal
Gray, Edward Dodson
Gray, Mrs. Emmogene
Gray, James Harvey
Gray, James Sanford
Gray, Kathryn Louise
Gray, Lawrence Albert
Gray, Virginia
Gray, Wood
Graybill, Robert Keith
Greathouse, Forrest Glensworth,
B.S., 1926
Greaves, Rosalind
Greeley, Jeanette Gertrude
Green, Arleen Mane
Green, Clara Mildred
Green, Dan Elbert
Green, Frances Montross
Green, James Floyd
Green, James Ryan
Green, John H
Green, Martin Lincoln
Green, Richard Leon
Green, Thomas Howard
Green, William Joseph
Greenbaum, Evelyn Ruth
Greenberg, Benjamin David
Greenburg, Jack Carl
Greene, David Arthur
Greene, George Davidson
Greene, Rosemary Margaret
Greene, Royner Carl
Greene, Singleton Pope
Greengoss, Abe Bernard
Greengoss, Robert Abe
Greenlaw, Shirley Frances
Greenlee, Charles Henry
_
Greenwald, Eugene Maurice
Greenwell, Paul Montgomery
Greenwood, Ellsworth Henry
Greenwood, William Benjamin
Greer, Velma Loys
Gregg, George Bence
Gregg, Russell Taafe
Gregg, Virginia
.
Gregory, Charles Edwin
Gregory, Elizabeth Adeline
Gregory, Elmer Duane
Gregory, Helen
Gregory, James Arnold
Greig, Donald William
Grenier, David George
Grenley, Frances Mary
Grenley, Richard Edward
Grennan, Charles Andrew
Grettenberger, William Henry
Greubel, Wilfred George
Gribble, Paul Allison
Gricewich, Steve N
Grier, John Sheldon
Grie8baum, Francis Walter
Griesel, Lawrence
Griesheim, Henry Schwabacher
Griesheimer, Edward Ray
Griffin, Albert Henry
Griffin, Harry Daniel
Griffin, Tully Merle
Griffin, William Dennis
Griffith, Esther Harriette
Griffith, Harry Russell
Griffith, Helen LaVon
Griffith, Lucille Dixie
Griffith, Mary E
Griffith. Shirley Ethel
Grigg, Marian Elizabeth
LAS
Bus une
HEAgr
LAS
LAS
CE
SS
Agr
LAS
AC
RA
LAS
PreL
LAS (SS)
PreM
Bus
Ed
Agr
LAS
LAS
PU
SS
HELAS
LAS
LAS
HELAS
Bus
LAS
AC
CL
Bus
LAS
Agr
Eng (SS)
CE (SS)
LAS
EE
PreL
Accy
EE
Mus Ed
AC
CE
PreL
PreL
LAS
LAS
Bus
PreL
Accy
ME
Ed
ME
IEd
Ed
Bus
LAS
Agr
HELAS
ChE
Bus
Bus
LAS
Bus (SS)
CE
Bus
AE
AC
Bus
LAS
LAS
Bus
Bus
PreL
Agr
PreL
AC
PreM
LArch
Flor
Arch
Mus
LAS
HELAS
LAS
98
113
84
61
7H
123)4
S3
103)4
107)4
71
6
51
31
66
99
31
64
64
27
90
90)4
78
36
68
73)4
si y*
97
94
7014
95
35
37
16
34
67
66
t Mattoon
29
66%
77
94
98
34
64
101
41H
73
34
26
59
95
1SH
Chicago
* f Alton
* Chicago
* t Chicago Heights
* t Topeka, Kansas
* f Plainview, Nebraska
Downers Grove
Waukegan
,
Duncan
* f Downers Grove
* { Urbana
* Miami Beach, Florida
* f Champaign
* Champaign
* t Elgin
* t Charleston
* Windsor
* t Champaign
* t Springfield
* t Decatur
Toledo
* t Urbana
* f Waterman
* \ Nashville
* t Oakwood
* Urbana
* t LaGrange
* f Kewanee
* f Woodstock
t Urbana
* f Urbana
* f Urbana
* \ Springfield
* Rockford
t West Frankfort
* t Joliet
* f Chicago
* + Webster Groves, Missouri
* t Granite City
* f East St. Louis
* f Renovo, Pennsylvania
* t Kane
* Chicago
t Chicago
* t Chicago
* f Oak Park
* t Chicago
* f Canton
* t Pontiac
* t DuQuoin
\ Urbana
* \ Sewickley, Pennsylvania
* t Sims
* f Urbana
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
30
26
34
Si
Woodstock
Normal
Monticello
Chicago
Geneva
Chicago
Chicago
Rock Falls
\ Tidioute, Pennsylvania
* t Vincennes, Indiana
* t Columbus, Kansas
* { Benld
* { Chicago
* f New Baden
* { Chicago
* Bloomington
* f Urbana
* t Hecker
* Atkinson
* t Clinton
f Chicago
* f Fort Wayne, Indiana
* t Oneida
* f Port Wayne, Indiana
* t Morris
* + Rttshville
* f McNabb
* f Greenville
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Griggins, Louis Stanley
Griggs, Dorothy Marion
Grigsby, Mrs. Dorothy Anna
Grigsby, Keith Joseph
Grim, Vera Elizabeth
Grimberg, Harold Walter
Grimes, Donald Robert
Grimes, Helen Margaret, B.Mus.,
Grimes, Susie Frances
Grimma, Galen Alvin
Grimsley, John Avril
Grindley, Merwin Russell
Grinton, William
Griswold, Henry George
Griswold, John
Grochowski, Joanna Bernice
Groeser, Arthur Raymond
Groff, Cecil Herman
Groff, Donald Raymond
Groff, Samuel David
Grogan, Matthew Ellsworth
Groh, Harold Bernard
Grohens, Anna Louise
Grohne, Raymond Frederick
Grohne, Robert Arthur
Gromer, Earl Harry
Gromoll, Irvin George
Gronau, Walter Charles
Gronberg, Wilfred Edward
Gronski, Bernie Joseph
Groozd, Gregory C
Gross, Chalmer Andrews
Gross, John Arthur
Grosse, Kenneth Wallace
Grossman, Harry
Grossman, Lester Nathaniel
Grossman, Sam Louis
Grotts, Pearl Irene
Groutage, James Henry
Grove, Alma Evelyn
Grove, John Frederick
Groves, Chester Aubrey
Groves, Helen Roberta
Groves, Regina Mary
Grubb, Carl Frederick
Grube, Donald Ellsworth
Gruebling, William Julius
Grueninger, Robert McKinley
Grusendorf, Robert Edward
Gsell, Ronald Nielson
Guegel, Arthur William
Guernsey, Paul Maurice
Guild, Margaret Elizabeth
Gulick, Louise Elizabeth
Gulick, Margaret
Gullett, James Gordon
Gummersheimer, Ernst Henry
Gunderson, Virginia
Gundlach, Norman Joseph
Gundy, Glen Verlon
Gundy, Nelle Miller
Gunlock, Virgil Emmett
Gunn, Alan Murray
Gunn, Horace Edison
Gunnarson, Albert Hans
Gunning, James Walker
Gunther, Josephine Frederick
Gurley, Margaret Josephine
Gustafson, Philip Henry
Gustafson, Philip Melville
Gustafson, Ruth Elizabeth
Gustafson, Wesley Axel
Gustason, Wade'
Gustal , James Jacob
Gustavison, Frances Julia
Gustin, Harold Wilbur
Gutel, Gladys Isabelle
Guthman, Leo S
Guthoff, Raymond Henry-
Guthrie, Mrs. Gladys Glick
Guthrie, Lawrence Edward
Gutstein, Herbert
Guy, Raymond Chappell
Guyer, Joseph Albertua
Guyer, Ray Chester
Guyer, Stanley Henry
Law (3) (SS) 4$% * t North Chicago
LAS 15 * t Evanston
HELAS (SS) 80 * f Newton
PreL * f Sullivan
LAS (SS) 70 * t Mount Carroll
PreL * t Park Ridge
LAS 69 * t Evanston
1926 Mus irr * f Urbana
LAS SOX * f Neoga
LAS * f Ponca City, Oklahoma
SS Viola, Kansas
RT unc * Champaign
PreL 25 * t Joliet
Bus * f Chicago
ChE 69 * t Moline
Mus 31 * t Chicago
LArch * t Chicago
Agr * t Mount Carmel
EE 60 * t Barrington
Jnl S3 * t Grayville
Arch 85 * f Urbana
LAS 35 * f Belleville
SS 5 Sterling
Bank 69% * t Joliet
AE * f Decatur
Law (3) 15 * i Elgin
Accy * t Onarga
CE * Collinsville
CE 72% * t Elgin
Accy 71 * f Herrin
Arch 20% * f Chicago
LAS * t Ottawa
ChE (SS) 107% * t Park Ridge
LAS + Chicago
* T ChicagoBus
LAS 108 * t Chicago
PreL 29 * t Chicago
LAS 31 * f Carthage
AC * f Canton
HELAS 27 * t Mount Carroll
Chem * t Mount Carroll
Law (3) IS * f Quincy
Jnl (SS) S4 f Decatur
LAS 23 * Chicago
LAS * f ChampaignME 130% * f Villa Grove
LAS * f Chicago
SS 8% Cleveland, Ohio
Bus * t Chicago
LAS * t Mount Carroll
EE 92% * t Quincy
Jnl * f Vincennes, Indiana
LAS * t Urbana
LAS (SS) 99 * f Urbana
SS 70 Urbana
LAS 45% * t Elizabelhtown
Agr 68 * t Columbia
Ed 98 * t Oak Park
CL 64 * f Belleville
SS 85% Memphis, Missouri
SS 7% Williamstown, Missouri
CE 111% * t New Canton
Bus 65% * t Areola
Law (3) 64 * t Danville
LAS 86% * t Chicago
LAS 31 * t Champaign
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 101 * t East Orange, New Jersey
LAS 66 * t Cameron
LArch 78 * t Evanston
* T VirginiaLAS 34
PreM * + Waukegan
Bus * t Elgin
Bank (SS) 90% * t Christopher
Jnl 97 * f Maywood
LAS 60% * f Muncie
SS 8 Odell
Bus 47% * Chicago
Accy 89 * t Husdon
SS 100% Tower Hills
LAS 27 * Mattoon
ChE t Chicago
Bus (SS) 101 * t Chicago
Eng 35 * t Chicago
FC 68 * Marion, Indiana
Law (3) * t West York
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Gwin, Gwendolyn Louise
Gwinn, Wilber Thomas
Gyger, Kenneth McVeagh
Haario, Ellen May
Haas, Arthur Wesley
Haas, John
Haas, Josephine Marion
Habbegger, Fred Louis, B.S., 1926
Haberichter, Ruth Emma
Habestein, George Paul
Hackbarth, Herbert Karl
Hackbarth, Pauline Anna
Hackemack, Helen Catherine
Hackensmith, Charles William
Hacker, Opal Bernice
Hackett, Eugene Andrew
Hackett, Mary Kathryn
Hackett, Weldon Warne
Hackleman, Marion Frederick
Hackley, Ruth Gertrude
Hackman, Irwin John
Hackman, Lydia
Hadam, Leona Orva
Haddon, Jesse Eugene
Hadley, Alice Eugenia
Hadley, Ervan
Hadley, Clayton Major
Hadley, Robert C
Hadlock, Harriett Elizabeth
Haenny, Herman Albert
Haffele, Janette Burrows
Hagan, Helen Lucile, A.B., 1921
Hagan, John Francis
Hagan, Mrs. Mabel Rea
Hagel, Frank F
Hagen, George Arthur
Hagen, Jack Lincoln
Hager, Elliot Franklin
Haggard, Charles Larah
Haggard, Richard Clifton
Haggerty, Ira Clarence
Hagnauer, Estelle Louise
Hagstrom, Adolph Werner
Hagstrom, Louis Edwin
Hahn, Arnold Edward
Hahn, Chauncey Jacques
Hahn, Herbert Glenn
Hahn, Mary Catherine
Hahn, Richard Ferdinand
Hahnen, Robert Courtney
Haimi, Paul Wayne
Haines, Arva Jasper
Hainsfurther, Robert Maurice
Halby, Edwin Grandjean
Hale, Alice Leeta
Hale, Dan Hall
Hale, Hamilton Orin
Hale, Hugh Knight
Hale, Robert Shepard
Haley, William Elden
Halfpenny, Harold Thomas
Halfpenny, Lester Francis
Hall, Alfred Houghton
Hall, Alton Gifford, A.B., 1926
Hall, Archie Martin
Hall, Arthur Nichols
Hall, Carrol Carman
Hall, Charles Mapes
Hall, Charles Vaughn
Hall, Clarence George
Hall, Doris Evelyn
Hall, Dorothy
Hall, Dorothy Frances
Hall, Edwin Hadley
Hall, Frank Wilburn
Hall, Henry Russel
Hall, Herbert Henley
Hall, Marcell Harry
Hall, Margaret Zella, B.S., 1921
Hall, Pauline
Hall, Raymond Thixton
Hall, Wendell Gray
Hall, William Wallace
Hallen, Irma Ingrid
Haller, Charles Judson
Hallett, Albert Edward
LAS 26 * t Farina
Agr 17 * Champaign
Law (3) * t Princeton
* T Bessemer, MichiganLAS 30
Agr 121 * t Elgin
LArch 29 * f Chicago
HELAS * t Chicago
Law (3) 31 * t Jamestown
LAS * f Chicago
LArch 35 * f Chicago
EPh 71 * t Champaign
LAS 16 * f Champaign
Mus 68 * t Warsaw
AC * f Ottawa
LAS * f Champaign
Jnl * f Chicago
LAS f Decatur
Bus * t Tuscola
Bus 100 * t Bedford, Indiana
Bus 98)4 * f Urbana
Flor 72 * Topeka
LAS 107)4 * t Athens
LAS 18 * f Chicago
Bus 30 * f Dana, Indiana
LAS 103 * t Kansas City, Missoiri
Ins 16 * t Willow Hill
AC 16 f Durham, IndianaME 69 * f Kansas City, Missouri
LAS * t Urbana
AC 37 * Coffeen
LAS 16 * Apple River
ss Champaign
Bus * t Chicago
SS ISO Mattoon
LAS * t Attica, Indiana
SS 10AM * Marquette, Michigan
IA * t Hubbard Woods
PreL 32 * f Chicago
PreM * f Benton
LAS unc 1614 * DeLand
SS 10 Glasford
HEAgr (SS) 40 * t Highland
Bus * f Chicago
SS 23 Boone, Nebraska
CL 26 * North Tonawanda, New York
Flor (SS) S3 * Champaign
AC 66 * t St. Charles
LAS 72 * t Mt. Carmel
Bus * f Chicago
LAS 63H * Chicago
Arch * t Waukegan
Bus 92H * t Noble
Eng * f Chicago
* j Muskegon, MichiganME 21
LAS 68 * f Omaha
LAS 31 }4 * f Virginia
Bank 60 * t Crystal Lake
Agr 62 * f Omaha
SS 130 Chicago
AC 26 * t East Lynn
Law (3) * t Streator
Bus 1S}4 t Streator
LAS 98 * f Hardwick, Massachusetts
Law (3) 33 * f Champaign
Law (3) * f East St. Louis
ME * f Freeport
SS 9 Springfield
PreL 61 * Oak Park
AC * t Normal
SS 6 Watertown, New York
LAS 32 * t Champaign
Mus 73 * f Sullivan
Ed 98 * f Wilmette
Flor 70H * t Cedar Rapids, Iowa
PreM * f Carbondale
Bank * t Centralia
Bus * t Des Plaines
AC * f Momence
Bus irr t Urbana
SS 113 Centralia
Ed 106)4 * t Louisville, Kentucky
CE t Santa Fe, New Mexico
LAS 67 * f Evanston
LAS 31 J4 * f Chicago
Bank 104 * + Trenton, Missouri
* t Oak ParkBus S3
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Halliday, Mary Haiel
Halligan, Eugene Patrick
Hallowell, Harriet
Hallstein, George Martin
Halm, Richard Peter
Halpenny, Marion Laurence, A.B., 1926
Halper, Blanche
Halperin, Bernard A
Halperin, Leo David
Halperin, Lillian
Haltug, Anfin Albert
Haltug, Louis Conrad
Halvorsen, William Theodore
Ham, Juston L
Hameister, Harold Henry
Hamersmith, Dorothy Mildred
Hamilton, Alberta Grace
Hamilton, Charles Marvin
Hamilton, Donald William
Hamilton, Harry Blaine
Hamilton, John King
Hamilton, Robert Arthur
Hamilton, Robert Rolla
Hamlett, Robert Tillman
Hamlin, Ina Marie, B.S., 1920
Hamlin, Lester Charles
Hamm, Harriet Estella, A.B., 1919
Hammaker, Roger Emory
Hammerlund, Chester Malcolm
Hammerschmidt, Maxine Dorothy
Hammersmith, Leslie Charles
Hammet, Laura Jeannette
Hammett, Dorothy Marie
Hammett, Marguerite Evelyn
Hammon, Ruth Mildred
Hammond, Georgia Irene
Hammond, Howard Harold
Hammond, Martha Dorothy
Hammond, Olander L
Hampel, Ursula Barbara
Han, Chao Tsung
Hanan, Edgar Charles
Hanawalt, Elizabeth Caroline
Hanawalt, John William
Hance, Francis Henry
Hance, Wayne
Hancock, Edward Anthony
Hand, Florence Marjorie
Handford, Wing
Handke, Alfreda Carol
Handler, Harry Albert
Handley, Charles Albert
Handley, Dorothy Lorraine
Handley, Mary
Hanes, Helen
Hanes, Martha
Haney, Clayton
Haney, Kenneth William
Hanford, Isabel Clara
Hangs, Frank Edward
Hankner, Oscar August
Hanlan, Gerald B
Hanley, Edward Sidney
Hanley, Loretta Theresa
Hanna, Virginia Richmond
Hannett, Martha Alice
Hanney, Gerald William
Hannum, Chester Wilbert
Hansen, Alice Marion
Hansen, Charles
Hansen, Donald William
Hansen, Edward Richard
Hansen, Frederick Arthur
Hansen, Gladys Mae
Hansen, John Wilbur, B.S., 1924
Hansen, Mabel Sylvia
Hansen, Peggy Louise
Hansen, Stephen John
Hanson, Edward Lamport
Hanson, George Herbert
Hanson, Harry Walter
Hanson, Hodge Jackson
Hanson, John L«ster
Hanson, Mary Elizabeth, A.B., 1925
Hanson, Max E
Hanson, Philip Andrew
ss H7H Bell/lower
EE 72 * t River Forest
PreM * t Charleston
RCE 10A * t PekinME 35 * t Peru
SS Lansing, Michigan
Jnl 68 * t Galesburg
LAS (SS) 97 * f Oak Park
Law (3) 20 * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 66K * t Green Bay, Wisconsin
Bus * t Green Bay, Wisconsin
CL (SS) S3 * t Chicago
Flor 101 * t Toulon
CL 37 * t Elgin
HELAS * t Savoy
LAS 13 * Arthur
Law (3) (.SS) 64 * t CarbondaU
Agr 64 * t Lyndon
SS 7H San Antonio, Texas
PreL 34 * t Lombard
Accy 73% * t Fargo, North Dakota
Law (3) (SS) * t Anna
EE 8SH * f Chicago
SS Urbana
EE * t Lake Villa
LAS irr * Champaign
LAS 35 * t Youngstown, Ohio
SS 67% Paxton
LAS 33 * t Elmhurst
Bus S5Y2 * Monticcllo
HEAgr * Villa Grove
Jnl 15 * Chicago
LAS * t Earle, Arkansas
HEAgr 108% * t Vincennes
LAS * t Irving
Bus 83 * t Blackwell, Oklahoma
SS 6V2 Gary, Indiana
CerE 82 t Urbana
Mus * t Champaign
CE 119 * t Hanan, China
Bus 16 * Macomb
Bus * t Evanston
Bus * t EvanstonME 42 * t Elgin
SS 91 Newman
LAS 115 * Chicago
LAS 8 * t Oak Park
PreM 76Yi * t Chicago
LAS 31 * t River Forest
AE 45 * t Chicago
Mus 59 * t Danville
LAS S3 * t Odell
HELAS 32 * t Urbana
LAS 18 * t Maroa
Ed 60 * t Maroa
EE * t Centralia
Bus 23 * t Bloomington
HELAS (SS) 117 * t KankakeeME * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
AC * t Tripoli, Iowa
T Gary, IndianaBus *
EE 23 * t Denver, Colorado
LAS 99 * t Jerseyville
LAS 65 * t Chicago
Jnl 66 * Jackson, Michigan
AE 60 * t Spring Valley
ChE 35 * t Danville
HELAS 97 * t Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
LArch * 1" Davenport, Iowa
Chem uey2 * t Decatur
Law (3) 28 * t Princeton
Eng 72)4 * f Rock Island
SS 134 Joliet
Law (3) 64 * t Chicago
LAS 69 * t Joliet
Bus * t Chicago
PreM 38 * t LaGrange
FC 66 * t Watseka
LAS 13014 t Chicago
Bus 34 lA * t Springfield
LArch 77Y2 * t Mt. Carmel
AC 84 * t Westboro, Wisconsin
Lib * t Lexington, Kentucky
Law (3) 67 * f Murphysboro
Bus * Watseka
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Hanson, Robert Harry
Hanson, Thomas Christian
Hardaway, Irvy Wayne
Hardeman, Edythe Virginia
Harder, Clifford Leonard
Hardin, Sheldon Woodin
Harding, George Edward
Harding, Helen Adelaide
Hardwick, Robert Schultz
Hardy, Isaac Ernest
Hardy, Ronald George
Hare, Ermon Robert
Harlan, Leon Sylvester
Harlan, Margaret Cecelia
Harley, Wendell J
Harman, Cameron Gerald
Harman, Harry Jones
Harmer, Robert Louis
Harmison, Charles Kenneth
Harmon, Harley Happy
Harmon, Reginald Carl
Harne, Fletcher Brigham
Harnett, Esther Mae
Harney, Anne Rita
Harpe, James
Harper, Bueford Reuben
Harper, Carl James
Harper, Eva Jane Allen
Harper, Gordon Keith
Harper, Ivan Carry
Harper, Lawrence
Harper, Marguerite
Harper, Martha Maude
Harpstrite, Herbert Edward
Harr, LeRoy B
Harrell, Marjorie Helen
Harris, Allan
Harris, Bernice Loraine
Harris, Edgar William
Harris, Ernestine Overton
Harris, George Ritchey
Harris, Harvey Carson
Harris, James Frank
Harris, James Jay
Harris, Jesse W
Harris, John Leroy
Harris, Paul Willis
Harris, Ralph Samuel
Harris, Ralph Willis
Harris, Ruth Irene
Harris, Stanley Gray
Harris, Warren Skinner
Harris, William Henry
Harrison, Beulah Grace
Harrison, Carter Henry, B.S., 1926
Harrison, Charles Bordner
Harrison, Eleanor Ruth
Harrison, Gordon Buckingham
Harrison, Harold Newton
Harrison, Helen Marjorie
Harrison, Phyllis Hazel
Harrison, Rollie Melville
Harrison, Wade Coffee
Harrower, Ruth Luella
Harry, Lois Cumberland
Harshbarger, Ernest Mason
Harshbarger, Pearle
Harszy, Willis Henry
Hart, Donald Bate
Hart, Robert Gordon
Hart, William Brewster
Hartenbower, Elton Kaiser
Hartenfeld, Alice Helen
Harter, Oren Wesley
Hartley, Beula Fern
Hartley, Mary Lucille
Hartley, Miles, A.B., A.M., 1923, 1924
Hartley, Robert J
Hartley, Theodore
Hartline, Avis Ella
Hartman, George Edgar
Hartman, Kenneth Coster
Hartman, Laurice Mayhew
Hartman, William Roy
Hartmann, Frederick Charles
Hartmann, James Samuel
Bus (SS) 121 * Evanston
PreM * t Chicago
CE iosy2 * T Chicago
Ed 88 * t St. Louis, Missouri
EE * Windsor
LAS 22 * Peoria
CL * Chicago
HELAS 26 * t Urbana
SS esy6 * East Chicago, Indiana
CerE t Momence
CerE 36 * f Streator
SS 8H Higbee, MissouriAE 86V2 * t Dieterich
LAS * f Hoopeston
Agr 61 * t Geneva
Cer 61V2 * t Olney
Arch * f ChicagoME 29 * f Chicago
AC 14 * t Urbana
* T UrbanaLAS 27
Law (S) 68 * t Urbana
Bus 68 * Danvers
HELAS 94 * f Decatur
HEAgr 116 * Bradford
Jnl * t Greenville
AC * t ChandlervilleME * t Onarga
SS 69)4 Trivoli
LAS 46 * t LaGrange
AE t Peoria
Law (3) * East St. Louis
LAS 100 * t Decatur
LAS 90 * Hiram, Ohio
Bus * t Trenton
Bus * f Rochelle
LAS 40 * Wheaton
CL * f Chicago
LAS 41 * t Chicago
Agr 26 * f Grayslake
LAS 29 * Montgomery, West Virginia
Agr 28 * t Eureka
Bus (SS) 10S * f Mt. Carmel
PreM * f Marion
PreM * t Tampico
Ed (SS) S5H * t Carrier Mills
Agr 87 * Marion
Agr * f Marion
SS 23}4 Hartford
Bus 16 * Marion
SS 99 Neoga
Bank * t TampicoME * f Champaign
LAS 98 * t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 93 * t Fancy Prairie
Law (S) 7 * t Christopher
Ed (SS) 1S% t Normal
HEAgr une * t Princeville
Law (3) 40 * f Muskogee, Oklahoma
Bus * f Christopher
LAS S3 * t Princeville
LAS * t Chicago
PreM 72 t Chicago
Bus 98 * t Attica, Indiana
Ed 67 *
"f Chicago
SS ISO Champaign
Ed(SS) 62 * t Ivesdale
LAS 64 * f Atwood
EE St * f Belleville
Jnl 28V2 * Webster Groves, Missouri
CE 73 * t Oak Park
LAS 64 * f Chicago
Bus soH * LaSalle
LAS so * t Chicago
Bus * T Ancona
Ed 8714 * T Centralia
Mus 106 * t Urbana
SS Urbana
CL (SS) 67 * t Toulon
LAS 95 * t Toulon
LAS 98 * t Anna
Chem unc * t La Porte, Indiana
Bus 102 * t Rock Island
MinE 101 * f San Benito, Texas
CE * f Orangeville
Bus 73 * t Chicago
* f WinnelkaBus SI
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Hartsell, Theodore Deneen
Hartung, Harold Henry
Hartung, Marie Emma
Hartwell, Henry Pilbeam
Hartzell, Grace Cecelia
Harvey, Gertrude Priscilla
Harvey, Henry Clarence
Harvey, Margaret Colletta
Harvey, Thomas Meredith
Haseltine, Stuart Edmond
Haselwood, Willis Eads
Hasenyager, Clark Marion
Haser, Eleanor Josephine
Haskell, Catherine
Hasse, Albert Charles
Hasse, Lloyd Joseph
Hatch, Allie Parilee
Hatch, Edward Warren
Hatch, Leroy Edwin
Hatch, Mabel Louise
Hatch, Martha May
Hatch, Ozias Mather
Hatch, William Homer
Hatch, Wilma Irene
Hatcher, Alberdine
Hatfield, Frank
Hathaway, Jephthah Otis
Hathaway, Robert Winston
Hathaway, Rosalia May
Hatley, Fred James
Hauch, Robert Dixon
Hauch, Ruth Elizabeth
Hauck, Ralf Sedric
Haug, Ethel Marie
Haug, Virginia Ann
Haugh, Eleanor Grace
Haun, Myrtle Lucile
Hauschner, Helen Luola
Hauser, Mildred Eloise
Hausler, Alice Muriel
Havel, Willard Alfred
Haven, Alice Genevieve
Havens, Charles Stewart
Havill, Frank Walden
Havlik, Edward Constantine
Havlik, Jerome Edward
Hawes, Harry Benton
Hawken, Leonard William
Hawkes, Eleanor Burr
Hawkes, Mabel Louise
Hawkins, Celia Fern
Hawkins, James Homer
Hawkins, Lucille
Hawkins, Luther Loral
Hawkins, Maxine Brounlaw
Hawkins, Powell Chester
Hawks, Maude Margaret
Hawley, Arthur William
Hawley, Howard Alvin
Haworth, Harold Lorenz
Hawver, Leona Belle
Hay, Donald Jones
Hayden, Barney
Hayden, Rose
Hayden, Sherrill
Hayes, Bessie Alberta
Hayes, Eugene Wallace
Hayes, Francis Xavier
Hayes, John Everett
Hayes, John Leroy
Hayes, Melvin Cornelius
Hayes, Raymond John
Hayman, Jerome
Haynes, Dorothy Alberta
Haynes, Lelia Leona
Haynes, Raymond William
Hays, Thomas Allison
Hayward, Harold Sinclair
Hayworth, Donald Frederick
Hazard, Dorothy Allen
Hazen, Ethmer Jennings
Hazen, Harold Jones
Hazleton, Mildred Grace
Hazlett, Donald Clarence
Healy, Veryl
Hearn, Dorothy Mildred
EE 73 * t Windsor
Jnl Biy2 * f Chicago
LAS 88 * Chicago
SS 2 Irene, South Dakota
HELAS 75 * Carthage
HELAS 104 * t Norman, Oklahoma
LAS unc * Big Foot Prairie
LAS 31 * t Coffeen
CE 71 * t Mt Vernon
Agr 109 * t Crockett, California
EE 36 * f Edina, Missouri
Agr * t Walnut
LAS S3 * f Chicago
SS 8 Princeton
Accy 66 * t Peru
Bus 101 * t Peru
SS 7 Timewell
Bus (SS) 29 * t Avon
Agr 34 * f Timewell
* T UrbanaLAS 31
LAS * f Urbana
EE 78 * t Springfield
EE 106 * t Piano
HEAgr (SS) 32 * t Timewell
LAS * f Wellington, Kansas
TCS 31 * f Chicago
Ed 97Y2 * t UrbanaME * t Chicago
Ed 98 * t Urbana
SS 135Y2 Lynden, Washington
Eng 37 * t Oak Park
Ed 105 * t Oak Park
LAS * t Pana
SS Paris
LAS (SS) UY2 * t Divernon
HEAgr (SS) 98 * t Whiting, Indiana
LAS unc 80 * GUman
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 103 * t Wahhville
HELAS 60 * t Chicago
SS Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Ed 98 * Urbana
Bus (SS) 99 * t Urbana
Bus t Mt. Carmel
Bus 84 * f Chicago
* f ChicagoBus 15
Bus 48 * Atlanta
SS 22 Wheaton
HELAS 82 t Rosamond
HEAgr * f Rosamond
LAS (SS) 71 * Champaign
SS 62Yi Lebanon, Indiana
SS 41 Champaign
AC 85 * t Champaign
LAS 27 * t Mt. VernonME 6 * f Amarillo, Texas
LAS 65 * f Chicago
CE 122)4 * t Chicago
Bus SO * t Greenville
EE t St. Joseph
SS 16 Avilla, Indiana
LAS 34 * t Joliet
Bank 72 * f Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
AC * f Lowell, Indiana
Mus Ed 93 * t Willow Hill
Jnl 23 * t Willow Hill
Bus * t LaGrange
Bus 63 * t LaGrange
* + WoodbineME 36
Agr 34 * f Gridley
Accy 16Y2 * t Gridley
Accy * t Chicago
LAS * f Chandlerville
Ed 69 * t LeRoy
EE 28 * f Bloomington
Eng * t Waterman
LAS 68 * t Chicago
EPh 31 * t Glen Ellyn
LAS * f Riverside
CerE 67 * f Westfield
Jnl 89V2 * t Oak Park
LAS 22 * Champaign
Ed 60 * f Russellville, Indiana
SS 5 Champaign
LAS 64 * t Altamont
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Hearne, Alice Janet LAS
Heath, Vernon Lawrence Jnl
Heaton, Howard Cassell EE
Hebblethwaite, Charles Henry Agr
Heber, John George SS
Hebner, Marjorie Anne LAS
Hecht, Bernard Tobias Law (3)
Hecht, Irwin Alfred Accy
Heck, Virgil Edwin CL
Heckel, Herbert William AE
Hectman, Harve Robert Jnl
Hedges, Raeburn Petty Jnl
Hedlund, Arthur Ray LAS
Heers, Erwin August SS
Heffernan, Margaret Helena SS
Hefter, Joseph William Jnl
Hefti, Clodagh Marguerite LAS
Heggland, Laird LylS
Heideman, Grace Cecelia LAS
Heidi, Raymond Conrad Ed
Heidman, Virginia Palmer LAS
Heikes, Neil Elmer LAS
Heil, Henry LAS
Heiland, Irene Henrietta HELAS
Heim, Raymond Stuart PreL
Heiman, Daniel Edward EE
Heimerdinger, Ernest William LAS
Hein, Catherine Ann Ed
Heineman, Frederic Walter PreL
Heineman, Gertrude Theodoro LAS
Heineman, Marian Christine Mus
Heineman, Robert Knop Law (3)
Heininger, Ralph Leland LAS
Heinsen, Norman LAS
Heinze, Alfred Gustave Bus
Heinze, William August ME
Heitler, William Chem
Helbing, Marguerite Ernestine LAS
Held, Dorothy Veronica Arch
Held, Mary Ann LAS
Helfrick, Murray Denzel ChE
Helfrick, Willis Warner PreL
Heller, Irving De Meza Bus
Heller, Joe Wolf Jnl
Heller, Marguerite Florine LAS
Heller, Otto Carl LAS (SS)
Hellier, Robert Earl Agr
Helmick, Helen Frances SS
Helming, Leona Claire LAS
Helms, Ray Walter EE
Helphinstine, Lucile Elizabeth HELAS
Helsing, Herbert Roy I
A
Helvenston, Humboldt Rey CE
Helvie, Richard Lewis Bus
Hembrough, Harold Edwin Agr
Hemming, Clarence Simon Bus
Hemminger, Charles Arthur Jnl
Henderson, Alfred Dean CE
Henderson, Alice Marguerite LAS
Henderson, Harry Jerome Bus
Henderson, Lillian Russel SS
Henderson, Mildred Jean Jnl
Henderson, Robert LAS
Henderson, Willis Stewart Agr
Hendricks, Clifford Alna PreM
Hendricks, Dorothy LAS
Hendricks, Marian Frances LAS
Hendricks, Thelma LAS (SS)
Henkel, William Harding JA
Henley, Martha Jean Bus
Henne, Frances Elizabeth LAS
Henner, Robert I PreM
Hennessey, George Wendell AC
Henning, Carl James Mus Ed
Henning, Harold Louis LAS
Henning, Theodore Fischer Bus
Henninger, Ormond LeRoi Bus
Hennings, Ernest CE
Henrekin, Francis Ronald Bits
Henriott, Julius N Bus
Henriquez, Russel De Sola PreL
Henry, Flora Marna Law (3)
Henry, Leonard Raymond CE
Henry, Neal SS
Henry, Nina Rose, A.B., 1924 SS
Henry, Roy Eli AC
30 * t Chicago
6314 * t Robinson
* f Kenilworth
* Baldwinsville, New York
6% Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
46 * Chicago
SO * t Chicago
66 * t Woodstock
* f Chicago
25 * Chicago
* t Chicago
* f Crescent City
34 * Gibson City
Wellsville, New York
Chicago
30 * t Centralia
* t Evanston
* t Lake Bluff
30 * t Maywood
114 * t Cleveland, Ohio
* f Hubbard Woods
S3 * t South Bend, Indiana
82\i * t Decatur
98V2 * t Joliet
* t Blue Island
37 * t Mendota
43 * t Chicago
62 * t Hollywood
34 * f Chicago
68% * Hollywood, California
103 * t Chicago
* t Chicago
109M * t Chicago
* f Chicago
59 * t Chicago
18 t Chicago
* t New York City
* t Chicago
36 * f Raymond
66 * t Raymond
108 * f Chicago Heights
* f Chicago Heights
* Wilmette
S3 * t St. Louis, Missouri
63 * f Chicago
10614 * f Chicago
* Tampico
sy2 Decatur
* f Lake Bluff
* t Villa Park
99 * f Decatur
114 * Chicago
108 * t West Palm Beach, Florida
SO * f Logonsport, Indiana
34 * Jacksonville
n * t St. Charles
u f Effingham
87 * f Sparta
32 * f Oak Park
* f Carrier Mills
ISO Franklin, Indiana
* t Mattoon
6714 * f Chicago
35 * Fowler, Indiana
* t Marblehead
64 * t Taylorville
* f Harvard
110 * Barry
33 * Oak Park
t Belleville
40 * f Springfield
22 * t Chicago
* t West Bridgewater, Massachusetts
90H * t Lostant
* f Chicago
* f Mendota
t Omaha, Nebraska
69 * t Chicago
48}4 t Sterling
* t St. Louis, Missouri
* f Chicago
SO * t Chicago
35 * f Scarsdale, New York
6% Nebo
Bloomington
* Sumner
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Henry, Russell Glen
Henry, William Foley
Hense, Ernest Octavin
Hensley, Sarah Marilla
Henson, William Huber
Henwood, Mrs. Ethel May
Heppes, Jean Margaret
Heppes, Jerome Albert
Herberger, George
Herbert, George Francis
Herbert, William H
Herbst, Paul Lenwood
Herdien, Walter Laurance
Herdklotz, Merlin A
Herlan, Carl Reichert
Herman, Albert Llewellyn
Herman, Ishmael Cicero
Herman, Juliet Melisande
Hermann, Jonques Dorothy
Hermann, Mildred Irene
Herndon, Francis Elliott
Herr, Ruth Mary
Herrala, Sulo John
Herrick, Edwin Kipp
Herrick, Howard Raymond
Herrin, Marj one Elizabeth
Herrin, Snyder E, A.B., 1926
Herringer, Elmer John
Herrmann, Ross Edward
Herschbach, E Fred
Herschbach, John Louis
Herschbach, Robert John
Hersey, Arthur Theodore
Hershman, Harold Sayler
Hershman, Helen Rose
Hertz, Maurine
Hertz, Orin Wesley
Hertzberg, Carl Cleveland
Herud, Ralph Ingvar
Herwig, Irving George
Herzman, Annette Florence
Herzman, Stanley Abraham
Herzog, Edward
Herzog, John Jacob
Hesmer, Theodore Casper
Hess, George Richard
Hess, Leo George
Hesselberth, Wilfred Marion
Hessler, Robert Alexander
Hestand, Gladys Marie
Hester, Mildred Virginia
Hettiok, Roy Smith
Hetzner, Edwin Arthur
Heuer, John Henry
Hevron, John Ellis
Hewetson, Melva Elizabeth
Hewit, Howard Leon
Hewitt, Charles Edwin
Hewitt, Olive Snapp
Heylin, Gordon Shur
Heyn, Howard Cook
Hibbert, Fred Adam, A.B., 1926
Hibbert, James Stafford
Hibbs, Helen Elizabeth
Hibbs, Ruth Emma
Hickerson, Robert Grantham
Hickey, Albert Neil
Hickey, LawTence Pradere
Hickey, Russell
Hickman, Bert
Hickman, Charles Martin
Hickman, Edna Lucile
Hickman, Feryl F, A.B., 1920
Hickman, John Wesley
Hickman, Robert Zachariah
Hickman, Walter
Hickox, Norman Lee
Hicks, Carl
Hicks, Donald Ross
Hicks, Donrja Mercedes
Hicks, Ethel Mabel
Hicks, Leta Fern
Hicks, Mabel Ethel
Hicks, Perry Coleman
Hicks, Samuel Baxter
Hicks , Vera Nancy
Eng 105)4 * t Rockford
Chem 37 * f Paris
CE (SS) 26 * f Hanna City
SS 69}4 St. Elmo
CerE 7oy2 * f Champaign
LAS 34 * Urbana
LAS 99 * t LaGrange
Bus 34 * t LaGrange
Bus eiH * f Peru
Bus 28 * Gifford
SS 8H Geneva, Ohio
Bus * f Montpelier, Indiana
Bus * Chicago
Bus * Woodstock
AE 65 * t Divernon
CL 89\i * f Antioch
Accy 34 * f Westville
Mus SO * f Kansas City, Missouri
LAS 23 * t Quincy
LAS SO * f Woodbine
EE 108 * t Chatham
LAS 32 * f Chicago
AC * T Chisholm, Minnesota
Bus 21
X
* f Ipswich, South Dakota
Ed 68 * t Waterman
LAS 47 * f Villa Grove
Law (3) 67 * f Herrin
EE t Chicago
PreM 63 * LaSalle
PreL 32 * t Chester
Law (3) * f Chester
PreM 26 * Frankfort
CE 72 * t Harvey
Bus * t Brook, Indiana
HEEd 65 * f Brook, Indiana
Mus * f Kankakee
Agr 97Y2 * f Momence
LAS 26Y2 * t Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin
Bus 53 * t Chicago
Arch 27 t Ohlman
LAS * t Chicago
CL 66 * t Chicago
EE 67 * f Chicago
LAS 15 * Kenosha, Wisconsin
AC 22]/2 * f Marshalltown, Iowa
Mus 71 * t Quincy
Bus * t Elgin
EE * t Minonk
LAS * t Berwyn
LAS
LAS
63 * t Evansville, Indiana
t Urbana
Agr ii6y2 f Athensville
AC 67 * Radnor, Ohio
LAS 31 t Chicago
LAS 66Y2 * f New Orleans, Louisiana
Ed 60 * t Lemont
IA t Youngstown, Ohio
Flor sm * f Woodstock
SS 51 t Georgetown
EE (SS) 103 * t Canton
Jnl 32 * f Albuquerque, New Mexico
SS * Chicago
LAS (SS) 69V2 * t Chicago
HELAS * f Chicago
Ed 100 * f Smithland, Kentucky
PreM S3 * t Chicago
LAS 103 * f St- Louis, Missouri
SS 6 New Orleans, Louisiana
AC 17 * Mt. Olive
CerE * t Terre Haute, Indiana
Law (3) 29V2 * t Chicago
Mus Ed 97 * f Urbana
LAS irr f Urbana
RA 70 * + Westville
PreL 34 * f Benton
FC 60 * t Champaign
IA * f Evanston
SS 5H Hustonville, Kentucky
AC 36 * t Remington, Indiana
Ed 90 * t Elkhorn, Wisconsin
LAS 16 f Chicago
Ed(SS) wy2 * Scales Mound
Bus * Chicago
Agr 36 * t Edelstein
Law (3) (SS) * t McLeansboro
Agr 67 * f Greenfield
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Hielscher, Elizabeth Emma
Hieronymus, John Willard
Higdon, Lena Biehl
Higginbotham, Charles Frederick
Higgins, Edwina
Higgins, Frances Ruth, A.B., 1925
Higgins, John Norris
Higgins, Waldo Wallace
Hild, William Charles
Hildebrand, Alton Parker
Hildeman, William Rudolph
Hilgard, Ruth
Hill, Anthony Arthur
Hill, Audree Verla
Hill, Bertha Mary
Hill, Byron Mitchell
Hill, Charles Oswald
Hill, Duke Thompson
Hill, Edwin Ernest
Hill, Evelyn Conwell Hammond
Hill, Floyd
Hill, Helen Russell
Hill, Herschel David
Hill, Ivan Earl
Hill, Lucile Elizabeth
Hill, Melvin M
Hill, Ozro De Vier
Hill, Princess Enola
Hill, Rachel Henry
Hill, Sallie Fraser
Hill, Thelma Grace
Hillemeier, John Kenneth
Hillyer, Justin Dwight
Hilt, Robert John
Hiltabrand, Dorothy Virginia
Hilton, Lucy Vawter
Hinaman, George Robison
Hinde, Lorraine
Hinderer, Harvey Mathew
Hindert, Howard August
Hing, Deu
Hinkelman, Tadeus
Hinkley, Clayton Miller
Hinton, Corwin Harry
Hinton, Loyalle Wade
Hinton, Vivian Frances
Hinze, Herbert William
Hinze, Leonard Frank
Hinze, Wilmer Edgar
Hirsch, Jerome
Hirschfeld, Julius James
Hirsh, Harold Spencer
Hirsh, Rose Alice
Hirst, Anne Elizabeth
Hise, Robert Theodore
Hissong, John Simpson
Hitch, Lillian Adeline
Hitchcock, Edward Gilbert
Hitchcock, Maurice Eugene
Ho, Ya Tung
Hoag, Mercedes Lucille
Hoagland, Karl King
Hoagland, Max Green
Hoak, Clark
Hoar, Edith Frances
Hoar, Mrs. Mary Houston
Hobbs, Cecil Carlton
Hobbs, Joseph Ernest
Hochman, Charles Allen
Hochstrasser, Ira Clement
Hochstrasser, Maude Adelaide, A.B.,
Hochaday, Helen Pearl
Hockaday, Lawrence Weaver
Hockenyos, George Leonard
Hocker, Katherine Ann
Hocking, Kenneth Daniel
Hodam, Gladys Lucile
Hodam, Lowell Alexander
Hodam, Pauline Pearson
Hodge, Charles Arthur
Hodge, Dorance Walter
Hodge, Walter Caleb
Hodges, Farrell Kell
Hodgman, Robert Cushman
Hodgson, Anne McKinney
Hodgson, Elsie Grace
LAS um * Minonk
EE (SS) 73 * t Atlanta
SS 4m Monlicello
Bus n * t Shawneetown
* t Kansas City, MissouriLAS 67
SS Champaign
AC esy2 * f Champaign
CerE 27 * Neoga
Bus * t Chicago
Bus unc * f Alton
CE * t Chicago Heights
LAS 103 * t Belleville
PreL * f Chicago
LAS 38 * f Urbana
LAS (SS) 95 * f Morton
CE 109 * t Greenfield
CE * Elgin
LAS 4*14 * t Oak Park
IEd 68 * t Spring Valley
LAS * t Orlando, Florida
Bus 17 * t East Alton
Mus 110 * ' Decatur
AE * • ' Ursa
LAS * • Millersville
LAS 73 * • Urbana
Aqt 14 * Leland
LAS * t Freeport
LAS SS * t Urbana
HELAS * t Joliet
LAS 35 * f Chicago
HEEd (SS) 96 * + Tolono
LAS 31 * t Champaign
CE 47X * i Chicago
PreL * t Blue Island
LAS 28 * f Urbana
LAS * t New Bedford, Massachusetts
LAS t Port Jervis, New York
Ed * f Madison
* f WalshBus 61
Eng 6% * t Oak ParkME 27 * f Checkiang, China
PreL * f Chicago
LAS 4414 * Ridgway
LAS 21 * 1" Nokomis
AC 2514 * ' r Pana
Ed(SS) 96 * Foosland
Accy 99 * Beecher
AC * - Carroll, Iowa
LAS * Beecher
FC Chicago
Law (4) 56 * 1 Champaign
PreL 34 * Chicago
LAS 96 * t St. Louis, Missouri
* t ChicagoLAS 32
AC * f Massillon, Ohio
Law (4) 9 * f WextvUle
LAS 64 * f Champaign
CL 38Y2 * t Watseka
Agr 26 * f Pecatonica
RCE 116 * t Anking, China
SS 69 Mattoon
Law (8) * t Shelbyville
* + ShelbyvilleAgr (SS) 96
LAS 29 * t Sterling
LAS 33 * t Chicago
SS 18V2 LaFayette, Indiana
LAS 28 * t Gary, Indiana
Bus * t Monroeville, Indiana
PreL 27 * t Benton
Bus * f Urbana
1925 SS Urbana
Mus 66 * t Decatur
Agr * J Decatur
Flor 66 * T Springfield
LAS 99 * f LaGrange
Agr (SS) 28 * f Bone Gap
HELAS 39 * t Ludlow
Agr 98 * f Ludlow
HEAgr (SS) 40 * f Ludlow
AC 45 * f Peckskill, New York
Bus 18 f Galesburg
LAS * f Peekskill, New York
CL + Salem
* T ChicagoEng
LAS 24 * f Minonk
SS 8 Ottawa
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Hodgson, Fred Roper IA 68 * t Chicago
Hodgson, Lois Patricia LAS 75)4 * t Joliet
Hoefer, Theophil Henry Bank 60 * t Elberfeld, Indiana
Hoel, Emma Bernadine ss 87 Urbana
Hoelscher, Edward Charles LAS * t Chicago
Hoenig, Elsie A SS 88% Troy
Hoenig, Katherine Mary LAS 41 * Louisville, Kentucky
Hoenscheid, Leslie Martin AC 64)4 * t Peru
Hoerr, Howland White ChE 72 * t Aurora
Hofer, Alvin William Agr (SS) HY% * t Cissna Park
Hoff, Frank Charles PreL * f Clinton
HofT, Joseph Robert PreL * f Chicago
Hoff, Richard Ray Bus 101 * t Lombard
Hoffacker, John Vaughan ME 65% * Chicago
Hofferbert, Louise Wilhelmena LAS 82 * t Pekin
Hoffman, Abe LAS 66 * f Denver, Colorado
Hoffman, Annette HELAS 62 * Chicago
Hoffman, Armand Lee LAS u * t Chicago
Hoffman, Harry Bernard Law (3) * f Mackinaw
Hoffman, Jacob Glenn PreL 47Y2 * f Clarion, Iowa
Hoffman, Leo EE 107 * f Chicago
Hoffman, Lois Winifred LAS * t Tremont
Hoffman, Ralph Vernon Bus 62 * f Waynesville
Hoffman, Robert Morris LAS 26 * t Berwyn
Hoffman, Rose Lucille LAS * f Chicago
Hoffman, Ross Barnum EE 37 * t Chicago
Hoffman, Vesper Raymond Bus 83 * t Lovington
Hoffman, Walter Joseph CE * t Glenview
Hoffman, William Bus * f Chicago
Hoffman, William John LAS * t Pekin
Hoffmann, George Olaf Bus 102 * f Park Ridge
Hofsommer, Theophil William PreL (SS) 117 * Breese
Hofsommer, Valentine Catherine LAS 31 * t Breese
Hogendobler, Henry Redden EE 28 * f Villa Ridge
Hoglund, Frank Ward ME 79 * f Chicago
Hogshead, Brent Kermit PreL 41 14 * t Kansas
Hohengarten, Ernestine LAS * t St. Louis, Missouri
Hohman, Bunton Richard Bus * t Oak Park
Hoiss, Rosalyn M LAS 67 t Chicago
Hoit, Edward Starrett Bus * t Chicago
Hokanson, Vincent Ralph Bus 24 * f Woodstock
Holaday, Frances LAS (SS) 114 * Indianapolis, Indiana
Holbrook, Francis Wayland CE * t Chicago
Holcomb, Charles Oliver LAS unc f Pittston, Pennsylvania
Holcomb, Helen May Ed 105 * t Sycamore
Holden, William Hoyt LAS * t Glen Ellyn
Holder, Dan Eng * f Bloomington
Holder, George Espey LAS 105 * f Bloomington
Holderread, Florence Southard LAS * t Litchfield
Holderread, John Henry EE * f Litchfield
Holderread, Mary Louise LAS 120 * Litchfield
Holforty, Charles Gerald Accy (SS) 87H * t DeLand
Holforty, Theodore Roosevelt TCS (SS) 87J4 * f DeLand
Holladay, Lois, A.B., 1915 Lib 63 t Columbia, Kentucky
Holland, Beulah D LAS 67 * t Omaha
Holland, Fred Eliot FC 97 * f Champaign
Holland, William Sylvester SS 7% Terre Haute, Indiana
Holleman, William Wallace PreM S3 * t Chicago
Hollingsworth, John Maurice IA 93)4 * f Rock Island
Hollis, Nedra W LAS 37 * f Clinton
Hollis, Truman Wilson SS Lewiston, Maine
Hollis, William Keith Arch 84 * f Hartford City, Indiana
Hollister, James Bernard EE 25 * Champaign
Hollister, Sara Louise LAS 16 * t Mishawaka, Indiana
Holloway, Ray Erwin Arch 85M * t DuQuoin
Holly, Everette Clarence SS Pineville, Louisiana
Holman, John Winchester Bus 8iy2 * t Chicago
Holmberg, Harvey Worth SS 182 LaGrange
Holmes, Harold Zachary LAS 32 * Urbana
Holmes, Helen Ruth LAS 99 * t Monticello
Holmes, Louise Blum CT 82 * f Evanston
Holmes, Stanley Howard IA 68 * Chicago
Holmes, Walter Edwin LArch 33 * f Chicago
Holmgren, Everett Carl SS Rantoul
Holmstrand, Frank Elmer AE 73 * t Maywood
Holscher, Harry Heltman Cer (SS) 75 * f Casey
Holsen, Dorothy Adele PEd * f Mt. Carmel
Holston, Alvin Arthur LAS 94 * f Nashville
Holt, Alice El Nora LAS 29 * f Paris
Holt, Beatrice Howard, B.S., 1918 Lib '* "j" Wichita, Kansas
Holt, Henry Clay SS ey6 Milford
Holt, Madeleine Ethlyn LAS so * t Paducah, Kentucky
Holt, Marshall CE 108 * f Greenup
Holt, Ruth A Ed 63% * f Panola
Holton, Arthur Bultman Chem 105)4 * f Olmsted Falls, Ohio
Homer, George Louis RA 80 * t Hinsdale
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Homfeld, John Frank
Homuth, Harold George
Honens, Robert Ward
Honsa, William Michael
Hood, Alvena Mae
Hood, Clifford Alexander
Hood, Florence Mary
Hook, Clifford Robert
Hooper, James Frank
Hoopes, Leslie Ward
Hoopes, Olive Louise
Hoople, Nelson Rushford
Hoos, Ross Harold
Hoover, John Welsh
Hoover, Karl Max
Hoover, Robert August
Hopkins, Dorothy Marie
Hopkins, Ellen Avarina
Hopkins, Mrs. Helen
Hopkins, Pauline McKibben
Hopkins, Ralph Yount
Hopkins, Roger Edwards
Hopkins, Thomas Roscoe
Hopper, Charles Lincoln
Hopper, Grace
Hopping, Edward Wilbur
Hopson, Estella Levina
Hopwood, Joan Mildred
Horlock, jack
Horn, Burson Franklin
Horn, Edward
Horn, Frank William
Horn, Oswald Clarence
Horn, Vernon Robert
Hornberger, Frederic Wilbur
Hornbuckle, Lester Stokes
Horneman, Beatrice Carolyn
Horner, George Lewis
Horner, William
Horning, Edward W
Horning, Imo Irene
Horr, Esther, A.B., 1924
Horrell, Harley Garel
Horrigan, Helen Gertrude
Hortin, Fred Corwin
Horton, Clifford Garfield
Horton, Isabelle Elizabeth
Horton, Paul Hamilton
Horwits, Beatrice
Hoshel, Robert Henry
Hoskin, Edmund Foster
Hosier, Gladys Ethel
Hosto, Wilbur Charles
Hotaling, Arabelle Gene
Hotchkiss, Lois lone
Hotchkiss, Robert James
Hottenstein, Edward Kenneth
Hottes, Howard Henry
Hougham, William Herschel
Houghton, John Edgar
Houghton, Paul Jerome
Houlehan, Charles Connell
House, Florence May
House, Julian
Houser, Ramon Robert
Houser, Victor Fleming
Housh, Guy LeRoy
Housh, Raymond Walter
Houston, Goldie Marie
Houts, Garnette Maime
Houtz, Katherine May
Houy, Evelyn Mary
Hovey, Geraldine Elizabeth
Hovland, Roger Williams
How, John David
Howard, Edgar Alan
Howard, Frances
Howard, Kenneth Jackson
Howard, Marshall Stanley
Howard, William Casper
Howarth, Eva Adaline
Howe, Charlotte Elizabeth
Howe, Elroy Eugene
Howe, Frances Mary
Howe, Herbert Lufbury
Howe, Jerome Kemp
Bus 8 * Urbana
Bus 6% * t BarringtonME 38 * t Sterling
CE 36 * f Brookfield
LAS 33 * Arthur
Jnl 32 * Gary, Indiana
LAS 37 * f Cicero
AC 32 * Wadsworth
Bus * t Chicago
SS 8% Muscatine, Iowa
SS 16 Springfield
Bus * East Chicago, Indiana
Aor * Pittsfield
Bus 96 * Shelbyville
IEd 78H * t Lovington
PreL * Rock Falls
LAS 94 * t Chicago
PEd * t Oak Park
Mus 69 * f Urbana
HEAgr 99 * f Urbana
Bus 94 * t Urbana
Bus 106 t Urbana
Bus * f Champaign
CE 114Vz * f Jacksonville
HELAS 155 * f Jacksonville
SS 139)4 Glenn Ellyn
LAS * t Urbana
LAS * t Athens
LAS * f Chicago
LAS 9sy2 * t Chicago
LAS 35 * f LaGrange
EE 6% * f Chicago
Bus 94 * f Champaign
ChE 108 * t Chicago Heights
EE 35 * f Elmhurst
LAS S4 * t Granite City
LArch 64 * f Danville
Arch 72 * Champaign
Bus 42 * Belleville
EE * Wenona
SS IM Palestine
Lib (SS) 8 * t Pryor, Oklahoma
PreL * Sedalia, Missouri
SS 9 Chicago
Agr 13 * Albion
AC * t Albion
LAS 69 * t Rock Island
EE 60 * t Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
LAS 16 * f Sioux City, Iowa
PreM SO * Oak Park
Bus * t Glencoe
HELAS 100 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Accy * t Alhambra
LAS SO * f Fairbury
TCS 69 f Urbana
Arch 89 * f Peoria
AC So * f Luzerne, Pennsylvania
EE * f Grand Junction, Colorado
Agr 29 * t Bellflower
AC 96 * t Atlanta
AC (SS) 91 * f Atlanta
CE 107 * t Kansas City, Missouri
LAS 102 * f Nashville
AC 60 * f Casey
Bus 61 * + Farmer City
CerE 108 * t Danville
Bus 48H t Chicago
Bank S3 * t Salem
LAS (SS) 3 * f Champaign
HEAgr 31 * t Oak Park
FC 66 * f Elburn
SS Galena
LAS 27 * Nokomis
Eng 71 * t Chicago
AC 69 * f Lakeville, Indiana
Bank 30 * f Chicago
LAS * f Wilmette
Eng B8X * t Chicago
LAS (SS) 76n * t Chicago
Bus (SS) 9SH * f Chicago
HELAS * f Champaign
SS 2 Emporia, Kansas
Cer * t Champaign
LAS * f Urbana
Jnl (SS) 11 * i Rantoul
EE 86 * f Wenona
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Howe, Lucille Amelia
Howe, Stewart Samuel
Howe, Wallace Daniel
Howell, Albert William
Howell, Dwight Kenneth
Howell, Edward Lloyd
Howell, Elwood Deedrich
Howell, Florence Perminda
Howell, George Adam
Howell, George Evan
Howell, Harry Frederick
Howell, Vashti Sara
Howk, Ben Wilson
Hoy, George Marmaduke
Hoy, Olaf Uleen
Hoygard, Thomas Gustaf
Hoyler, Marie Emily
Hoyt, Ellsworth Meads
Hoyt, Emily Josephine
Hrdina, Jerry Joseph
Hu, Moi Kee
Huaman, Samuel
Huang, Chung
Huang, Robert Tsoulyuin
Hubbard, Allen Dale
Hubbard, Dorothy
Hubbard, Eber Jesse
Hubbard, Ernestine
Hubbard, Glen Kenneth
Hubbard, Kenneth Alonzo
Hubbard, Linus Otto
Hubbard, Lois
Hubbard, Rachel Caroline
Hubbard, Robert Koehn
Hubbell, Henry LeRoy
Huber, Leo Jarvis
Huber, Lewis Stanley
Huber, Marie
Huddlestun, Thielen B
Hudnut, Edith Wise
Hudson, David McCall
Hudson, Jack Farnell
Hudson, Leona
Hudson, Theodore Roosevelt
Huebner, Charles Arthur
Huegely, Charles Russel
Huelster, Laura Jewel
Huff, Dayton Silas
Huff, George Alexander
Huff, Mary Freeman
Huff, Rachael Alberta
Huffaker, Forrest
Huffman, Rachel Louise
Hugenberger, Denise
Huggins, Mary Ann
Hughes, Earl Mulford
Hughes, Frank Reid
Hughes, George Kenneth
Hughes, Harold Fred, B.S., 1925
Hughes, Hazel Erma
Hughes, Mrs. Lois Johnson
Hughes, Malinda Richolene
Hughes, Paul Harbison
Hughes, Richard Morris
Hughitt, Anna Lue
Huguenin, Daniel Van Harne
Huguet, Cecil Frederick
Huie, William Buel
Hulick, Zola Leona
Huling, Kenneth Earl
Hull, Ethel Jual
Hull, George Elwin
Hull, Kenneth Noel
Hull, Lynne HarriB
Hulman, Harry
Hultberg, Reinhold Joseph A
Humbert, Fred
Humes, Charles Hardy
Humlong, Richard Smith
Hummeland, Jarl Eledsen
Humphrey, Beulah Elizabeth,
A.B., 1926
Humphrey, Robert Case
Humphreys, Albert Edward
Hundley, Charles Everette
Hundley, Morgan Francis
LAS 34 * t Champaign
Jnl 69 * f Streator
Bus 12 * t Champaign
EE 69 * t Carterville
* T RushvilleLAS 37RME 91 * Bloomington
Agr (SS) 106 * t Woodstock
* t UrbanaBus {SS) SO
LAS 27 * Chicago
Law (3) (SS) * t Champaign
LAS 22 t Shawneetown
Agr (SS) S3 * f Urbana
Chem S3 * t Assumption
LAS * t Huntley
LAS * f Lombard
SS Farsund, Norway
LAS 60 * t Chicago
RCE 89Yz * f Chicago
HELAS (SS) 99 * Chicago
CE 102 * t Chicago
LAS 91H * Honolulu, Hawaii
Arch t Lima, Peru
AE 62 * f Chengfu, China
Law (4) (SS) 66}4 * t Vienna, Austria
Agr 32 * t Indiana Harbor, India
* T HarrisburgHELAS 32
Law (3) * J BerwynLAS 68 * t Harrisburg
Bus 11 * t Princeton
PreL 30 * t White Hall
EE 35 * T Urbana
* T QuincyHEAgr
TCS 31 * f Oakland
Agr 103 * f Urbana
IEd * Dixon
AC 10614 * t Nekoosa, WisconsinME 131 * Chicago
LAS 8SH * t Urbana
AC * f Champaign
Bus * t Champaign
PreL 34 * t Logansport, Indiana
Bus * f Moweaqua
Chem (SS) 77 * t Prophetstown
PreM 96 * 1" Danville
EE * 1" Chicago
FC 32 * T Nashville
Ed 102 * t Chicago
PreM 66V2 * f Canton
AC 80% * t Champaign
Ed(SS) 93 * T Belvidere
LAS 96 * T Belvidere
PreM 21 * Chrisman
LAS 61, * t Paris
SS 68 Decatur
LAS 88 * Indianapolis, Indiana
Agr 26 * t Woodstock
Bus 69 * f Chicago
SS sVz Table Grove
SS Stroud, Oklahoma
Ed 78 * t Virginia
HEAgr (SS) 93 * t Farmer City
LAS * t Hoopeston
LAS * Champaign
LAS SO * t Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS 42 * f Escanaba, Michigan
Bus unc * Wilmette
EE 36 * + Washington
* T SesserPreL
PreM SS * j East St. Louis
LAS * t Kankakee
LAS S3 * t Chicago
AC 72 * t Eureka
* T UrbanaAccy 63
EE 70H * t Eureka, Kansas
Accy 6 * t Chicago
SS AH Wenona
AC * t Geneseo
Chem 17 * t Chicago
AC f Chicago
LAS sy2 * Chicago
SS * t Fayette, Ohio
LAS u * T Joliet
AC 101 * f Wolcolt, Indiana
LAS * t Urbana
* t UrbanaBus
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Hunnermann, Arthur Paul
Hunsaker, Eugene Arthur
Hunsaker, Franklin Samuel
Hunsinger, Helen Rosetta
Hunt, Ethel Irene
Hunt, Garland
Hunt, Geneva Viola
Hunt, Irma Evalyn
Hunt, Kenneth LeRoy
Hunt, Leigh Hale
Hunt, Melvin Byng
Hunt, Russel Richard
Hunter, David Clarence
Hunter, Frank Addison
Hunter, Jean
Hunter, William Henderson
Huntington, Silas Haskins
Huntington, Wilma
Huntoon, Rosemary
Hupp, Marlin Clair _
Hupp, Raymond Lewis
Hurd, Herbert Walrath
Hurley, Francis Daniel
Hurley, Jesse Raymond
Hursh, Martha Elizabeth
Hurt, Charles Sudduth
Hurwitz, Jerome
Hurwitz, Lillian
Hurwitz, Paul
Husband, William Thompson
Huss, James Wesley
Hussemann, Dorothy Lillian
Hussey, Mary Adeline
Huston, Alfred Dwight
Huston, Louis Arnold
Huston, Lucy Fern
Huston, Maurice William
Hutchings, Harold Emerson
Hutchins, Harold Joseph
Hutchinson, Gerritt Van
Hutchinson, James Drake
Hutchinson, Priscilla Mae
Hutchinson, Vera Pearl
Hyatt, Richard Atkins
Hyland, Frederick Thomas
Hyler, Frances Willard
Hyler, Manning Jay
Eyman, Abe Selig ,
Hyman, Ethel Lorraine
Hynds, Edward John
Iagmin, Peter Paul
Iben, Icko, Ph.D., 1922
Iberg, Elmer
Ibler, Harry
Iddings, Harold J
Idleman, Holland Beecher
Ieuter, Maxine Calvin
Ieuter, William Calvin
Ihlenfeldt, Charles Russell
Ihlenfeldt, Margaret Louise
lies, Mrs. Bessie Pierce
Iliff, Lois Isabel
Illian, Douglas Frank
Imbs, Marjorie Jean
Imhoff, Carroll Everett
Ingalls, Helen Murray
Ingalls, Robert Earl
Ingelson, Reinhold Neal
Ingeman, Milton Joseph
Ingle, Dorothy Helen
Ingles, James William
Ingram, Marguerite Valentine
Ingwersen, Lee
.
Ingwersen, Timothy Bngham
Insley, Donald Roderick
Ireland, Clarence Edward
Ireland, Orville Dean
Irick, Celia
Irick, Everett Estell
Irick, Grace Lavern .
Irish, Benjamin Franklin
Irish, Laurence Ebenezer
Irish, Nellith
Irle, Catherine Mary
Irle, Ross Shurtz
Irvin, Altha Catherine
PreM
IA
CE
LAS (SS)
LAS
Bus
LAS
HEAqt
AE
Law (4)
Arch
Bus
LArch
LAS
HEAgr une
Eng
LArch
LAS
Ed
Bus
EE {SS)
Bus
Arch
SS
SS
LAS
AE
SS
PreM
Agr
Bus
HEAgr
LAS
Agr
Bus {SS)
LAS
Accy {SS)
Jnl
AC
Eng
LAS
HEAgr
LAS
Flor
Arch
LArch
Accy
PreL
LAS
Bus
EE
Lib (SS)
EE
EE
SS
ChE
HEEd
LAS
AE
Ed
Mus
LAS
EE
Ed
Chem
SS
Arch
Law (S)
Flor
LAS
Law (3) (SS)
LAS
AC
LAS
PreM
SS
Bus
LAS
Agr
HEAgr (SS)
Bus
Bus
Chem
LAS
AC
HELAS (SS)
102
3814
69
96
73
iisy2
66 lA
48)4
69
114
18
8
SO
79
44
61
67
68
28
81
X
59%
67Y2
36
66
36
29V2
106
82
67)4
62
84
31
8
4
60
97
12
37
101
75%
67
67
28
3014
47
12
85
48V2
133
101
67
51
S3
63H
60
61
116)4
Chicago
Quincy
Anna
Staunton
Fulton
Springfield
* Fulton
* f Roodhouse
* Urbana
* t Chicago
* f Lake Forest
* f Champaign
* t Macomb
* + St. Louis, Missouri
* t Wheaton
* Staunton
* t Ladoga, Indiana
* t Centralia
* f Rock Island
* f Champaign
* f Champaign
* \ Winnelka
* f Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Pecatonica
Deland
* t New Berlin
* Chicago
Elgin
* f Chicago
* t Chicago
* + Urbana
* t Roanoke
* f Urbana
* + Champaign
* f Dudley
* f Scioto
* t Cambridge
* t Effingham
* f Albion
* Indianapolis, Indiana
* t Urbana
* \ Urbana
* Minneapolis, Minnesota
* f Moorestown, New York
* t Champaign
* t Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
* f Chicago
* t Gary, Indiana
* f Chicago
* t Morris
* { Chicago Heights
* f Hamshausen, Germany
* f Highland
* \ Freeport
Merrilhillc, Indiana
* New York City, New York
* t Streator
* t Streator
* t Springfield
* t Springfield
* f Clinton, Indiana
* f Washburn
* f Chicago
* f Chicago
* \ Washington
Waukegan
* f Oak Park
* f Moline
* \ Chicago
* Champaign
* f Indianapolis, Indiana
* t Chicago
* -j- Wakonda, South Dakota
* t Flossmoor
* f Rochester, New York
Decatur
* f Buckley
* t Pittsfield
* t Pittsfield
* Pittsfield
* Lincoln
* t Blandinsville
* f Chicago
* Champaign
* t Mahomet
* Illiopolis
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Irvin, Runyon Hungate
Irvin, Ruth Marie
Irvin, William Avery
Irving, Henry Francis
Irwin, Florence, A.B., 1923
Irwin, Mrs. Gladys Marsh
Irwin, Harriett May
Irwin, Harry
Irwin, Leslie William
Irwin, Louis Lee
Irwin, Maurine Finkbine
Irwin, Melvin George
Irwin, Vernelle
Irwin, William Ross
Isaacs, Richard Reinhard
Isenberg, Albert Henry
Isenberg, Harry
Isom, Elbert Roy
Ittner, Vernon William
Ives, Andrew McCormack
Ives, John Hiett
Izzard, Mary Elsie
Jack, Florence Beatrice
Jack, Grace Stanley
Jack, Margaret Ellen
Jacklin, Norman Leonard
Jackman, Anna Louise
Jackson, Arlene Naomi
Jackson, Cecile Mae
Jackson, Edwin James
Jackson, Mrs. Elizabeth Gotcher
Jackson, Estella Hope
Jackson, Florence Leona
Jackson, Harold
Jackson, Helen Woods
Jackson, Howard Welker
Jackson, Joseph Frederick
Jackson, Mary Evelyn
Jackson, Mrs. Myrna Griffith
Jackson, Robert Earl
Jackson, Ruth De Ette
Jackson, Ruth Elizabeth
Jackson, Thomas Edward
Jackson, Wilbur Holmes
Jackson, Winfield Hall
Jackson, Zerny Monroe
Jacobi, Ernest William
Jacobs, David Doyle
Jacobs, Howard Matthew
Jacobs, Kenneth Sherman
Jacobs, Marion Griggs
Jacobs, Robert Lynn
Jacobs, Ruth Annette
Jacobs, William Francis
Jacobsen, Herbert Rogde
Jacobson, Annette
Jacobson, Charles Ruben
Jacobson, Helen Lee
Jacobson, James Williams
Jacobson, Kenneth
Jacobson, Marjorie Ellen
Jacobson, Milton
Jacobson, Percy Ray
JafTray, David Smeaton
Jahn, Arthur Morris
Jahn, Marion Crampton
Jahns, Edwin
Jahr, Frank Hales
James, Arch Stephens
James, Harlan Fletcher
James, Robert Wayne
Jameson, Helen Miriam
Jameson, Vernon Louis
Jamieson, Helen Mary
Jamison, Ralph Cline
Janes, Otto
Janezic, Wilhelmina
Jansen, Chesley Ernest
Jansen, Norman Roos
Janson, Arthur Oscar
Jaquith, Dorothy Abigail
Jaquith, Marshall Sterling
Jardine, Helen Elizabeth
Jared, Geneva Florence
Jarman, Loring Phelps
Jarman, Pauline
University of Illinois
PreM * t Mt. Vernon
LAS * t Chicago
PreM * t Oxford, IndianaME 98 * f Jacksonville
Lib * f Hutchinson, Kansas
SS 3 Tarkio, Missouri
LAS 104 * Chicago
PreM * t Mt. Vernon
SS 9H Jamesport, Missouri
LAS 10314 * t Plymouth
SS 28 Streator
LAS 101 * t Chicago
IEd * t HalhilleME 107 * f Springfield
PreL 10014 * f Chicago
LAS 34 * f Chicago
Law (3) * Chicago
AC 109 * t Murphysboro
Jnl 71 * t St. Louis, Missouri
AE 94 * t Champaign
LAS 57 * t Delphi, Indiana
LAS 95 * f Kansas City, Missouri
Ed 99 * f Urbana
LAS * t Waukegan
LAS 65 * t Waukegan
EE 37 * t Streator
LAS * f Lake Forest
SS 24 Kansas City, Kansas
HEAgr (SS) 42 * t Ewing
FC 98Yi * f Sigourney, Iowa
SS 8 Ewing
LAS 100 * t Alton
LAS 102 * t Chicago
PreM * t Kewanee
LAS 32 * t Eureka
Arch 20)4 * t Chicago
AE 66 * "j" Chicago
LAS f Evanston
SS 44 Brownstown
Bus * t Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
HELAS 32 * t Chicago
Accy (SS) 6714 * t Urbana
Bank * t East Chicago, Indiana
LAS 93 * f Chicago
LAS t Urbana
Accy * f Springfield
IA 34 * f Champaign
PreM 32 * f Chicago
LAS 8 * t River Forest
Ed 61 * t Trivoli
LAS S3 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
PreM * t Chicago
CL 32 * t Chicago
* f ChicagoLAS 11
LAS * f Chicago
SS 131 Topeka, Kansas
Law (S) * t Chicago
Arch 121
H
* f Des Moines, Iowa
Jnl 28 * Attica, Indiana
PreL 32 * t Chicago
PreL * t Chicago
PreM 18H * f Chicago
Bus * t Taylor Ridge
PU 32 * t Taylor Ridge
AC * t Elburn
Bus SO * Mahomet
LAS * t Evanston
Ed 96)4 * t Champaign
Bank * t Mahomet
LAS f Canton
SS 8% Valparaiso, Indiana
LAS 20 * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Pontiac
Bus 65 * f Chicago
Jnl * t Staunton
LAS * t Woodhull
IA 29 * t PekinME 107 * t Menominee, Michigan
LAS 91 * t Chicago
Bus * t Springfield
SS 60 Belvidere
LAS * t UrbanaME 37 * f Elmwood
LAS 29 * t Elmwood
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Jarrett, David Marshall Bus 29 * t Rockford
Jarrett, Roy Herbert LAS * t Kenihvorth
Jarvis, John Parker Daniel AE 102 * f Champaign
Jarzynski, Eugenia Eleanor PreM 27 * Chicago
Jaszkowski, Henry EE 74 * t Chicago
Java, John Joseph AC 39% * f Mineville, New York
Jeanblanc, Oliver Anthony IEd * Compton
Jedlicka, George F Bus t Chicago
Jefferson, Nellie LAS unc * Urbana
Jeffery, Allen Burton IA 76 * t Chicago
Jeffrey, Joseph Richard Bus 60 * t Joliet
Jenkins, Howard Lester Bus * f Long Point
Jenkins, John Dave Bus 94 * t Shelbyville
Jenkins, Sam George PreL 34 * t Shelbyville
Jenkins, Thomas Loyal AC 26 * Urbana
Jenkins, Thomas Mordicai AC (SS) 49 * t Georgetown
Jenkins, Walter Dale ME 36 * t Chicago
Jenkinson, Hugh Reinhardt ChE * f Chicago
Jenks, Bernice Ruth LAS * f Chicago
Jenks, Gladys Kay Mus 32 * t Chicago
Jenks, Nathalie Gladys HEAgr * t Paris
Jenner, Albert Ernest PreL 31 * f Chicago
Jennings, Ethel Margaret LAS 12 * f Tonkawa, Oklahoma
Jennings, William Samuel Arch S4H * f Davenport, Iowa
Jens, Mary Elizabeth LAS 34 * f Wheaton
Jensen, Charles Andrew LAS 76% * Paxton
Jensen, Donald Frank PreM * t Chesterton, Indiana
Jensen, Florence Marie LAS 67% * + Roberts
Jensen, Harold Martin Jnl 79 * f Chesterton, Indiana
Jensen, Henry Milton, B.S., 1926 SS Timetoell
Jensen, Phoebe Ann SS 16 Harlan, Iowa
Jensen, Vernon Peter CE 73 * Chicago
Jenson, Theressa Lillian LAS 29% * t Ringsted, Iowa
Jervis, Florence May, Mus Ed Irr (SS) * Champaign
B.Mus., B.S., 1916, 1925
Jesk, James Wilbert Law (3) * f Blue Island
Jessee, Lillian Eva LAS (SS) 67 * f Urbana
Jessee, Ruth Elizabeth LAS * Urbana
Jessen, Eloise Tvilstedgaard HELAS 47H * t Urbana
Jessen, Paul AC (SS) 96% * f Urbana
Jessup, Richard Brigstocke Chem 69 * f Oak Park
Jester, Harold Snoddy EE * f Perrysville, Indiana
Jestes, Edmi8ton Rankin Bus 92% * Mt. Vernon
Jeter, Harold William Arch * t Chicago
Jeter, Ruth Inez LAS 63 * t Champaign
Jewell, Lester Wayne TCS 32 * f Clinton, Indiana
Jewell, Marian Isabel LAS SO * f Chicago
Jirousek, Joseph Francis EE 107 * t Chicago
Jochim, Edward William AE 25 * f Chicago
Joern, Agnes Eileen Ed 7% * River Forest
Joern, Charles Edwin Law (3) * River Forest
Johannigmeier, Ella Mae LAS 32 * t Granite City
Johanning, Norman LAS * t Richmond, Indiana
Johannsen, Donald Frederick LArch 69 * t Joliet
Johansen, Helen Margaret LAS * t Glen Ellyn
Johns, Richard AC 20 * t La Salle
Johns, Sherry ME 163 * Decatur
Johnsen, Miles Charleston AE * t Harvey
Johnson, Alberta Frances SS 71 Urbana
Johnson, Alfred Carl AE 37 * t Geneva
Johnson, Alice Mildred LAS * f Riverside
Johnson, Allan Warren AE * t Chicago
Johnson, Anna Alida LAS S3 * t Crystal Lake
Johnson, Anna Maye LAS 24 * t Martinsville
Johnson, Archibald Goodloe AC * f Danville
Johnson, Arthur Carl Agr 36 * Millington
Johnson, Arthur Dean AC 23 * t Urbana
Johnson, Arthur Lenox Accy 68 * t Collinsville
Johnson, Arthur Newton SS 814 Stockwell, Indiana
Johnson, Burton Kenneth Arch 91 * t Chicago
Johnson, Carl Arnold AC 19 t Batavia
Johnson, Carl Einar LAS (SS) 100 * t East Chicago, Indiana
Johnson, Carl Hjalmer AE 37 * t Kewanee
Johnson, Carleton Ware LAS * t Urbana
Johnson, Charles Andrew Bus * f Urbana
Johnson, Charles William Bus 69 * South Haven, Michigan
Johnson, Charlotte LAS 61 * t Sheridan, Wyoming
Johnson, Clarence Earl LAS 66% * t Capron
Johnson, Claris Eugene Agr ss% * t Alexis
Johnson, Clyde William Jnl 70 * t Geneva
Johnson, David Vosb ME 36 * t Memphis, Tennessee
Johnson, Donald Lyman CE 85 * t Jonesboro
Johnson, Edward Russell Accy S3 * f Chicago
Johnson, Edwin Herbert Bus * f Batavia
Johnson, Elmer Bus 94 * Wayne City
Johnson, Ethelyn Bernice Mus Ed 97 * t Maiden
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Johnson, Franklin Pitcher, B.S., 1924
Johnson, Fred William
Johnson, George Leonard
Johnson, George Wendell
Johnson, Helen Christine
Johnson, Henderson Andrew
Johnson, Herbert David
Johnson, Herbert Edward
Johnson, Hilding Andrew
Johnson, Irvin Harry
Johnson, Jefferson Irvin
Johnson, Jesse Kenneth
Johnson, Lee
Johnson, Lester Matheson
Johnson, Lillian Hummell
Johnson, Lona Oletha
Johnson, Louis Bernhardt
Johnson, Lowell Shuler
Johnson, Margaret Elizabeth
Johnson, Marian Aileen
Johnson, Marion Allen
Johnson, Mark Riley
Johnson, Maurine Lavinna
Johnson, Max Leroy
Johnson, Maxine Louise
Johnson, Milton Edward
Johnson, Milton Russell
Johnson, Myrtle Lenea
Johnson, Norman Preston
Johnson, Oliver George
Johnson, Percy Ewert
Johnson, Philip Cordt
Johnson, Ralph Bertram
Johnson, Ralph Keneth
Johnson, Richard Elder
Johnson, Richard H
Johnson, Richard Harold
Johnson, Richard Lester
Johnson, Richard Paul
Johnson, Robert
Johnson, Robert Adelbert
Johnson, Robert William, LL.B., 1926
Johnson, Roger Carl
Johnson, Rosemary Patier
Johnson, Ruth Caroline
Johnson, Ruth Lory
Johnson, Ruth Mary
Johnson, Ruth Violet
Johnson, Stephen Patrick
Johnson, Thelma Jean
Johnson, Venus Sarah
Johnson, Virgil Henry
Johnson, Vivian A
Johnson, Wilfred Emmett
Johnson, William Eric
Johnson, William Ward
Johnson, Willis Ormand
Johnsos, Ethel May
Johnsten, Marjory Elizabeth
Johnston, Agnes Elford
Johnston, Bruce Gilbert
Johnston, Clarence Earl
Johnston, Eugene Everett
Johnston, Herbert Raymond
Johnston, James Mitchell
Johnston, Merrill Hearst
Johnston, Vesta Ruth
Johnston, Virginia Katherine
Jokisch, Edwin William, A.B., 1926
Jolley, Burton Evans
Jolley, Walter
Jones, Ada Josephine
Jones, Allen Monroe
Jones, Arthur Glenn
Jones, Byron Theodore
Jones, Cecil Glenn
Jones, Clarence Maiden
Jones, Edith Carrington, A.M., 1917
Jones, Emery Elwood
Jones, Ethel Mamie
Jones, Evelyn Marie
Jones, Evelyn Mary
Jones, Fred Mitchell
Jones, George Bennett
Jones, George Harry
Jones, Gilbert Fenner
University of Illinois
Agr irr * tME 109
:CE
Bus * t
HELAS (SS) U5H *
ss 7H
Accy HVi * t
Bus 30 * t
Bus 97 * t
PreM 32 * t
Flor unc * t
SS 23
Accy 63 * t
Bus 23% * t
PreL * t
HELAS 31 * t
CerE 8% * t
Agr * t
Bus unc * t
LAS 65 * t
LAS 103 * t
Bus *
HELAS 32 * t
Bus 30 * t
LAS 65 * t
Eng 107 * t
Jnl * t
Ed 60 * t
LAS * t
Bus U * t
Agr * t
PreL
:Bus 49
Bank * t
Agr 26 *
ME * t
Bus
.ChE
PreM 38 * t
ChE * tME 116 * t
SS
Bus *
LAS 60 * t
LAS 100 * t
LAS * t
LAS * t
Mus SO * t
PreM * t
LAS * t
HEAgr * t
Agr *
ME 7 *
Bus *
Bus SO *
Jnl 70 * t
EE * t
LAS 32 * t
LAS 20 *
LAS 31 * t
RCE 76 *
Bus 32 * t
Chem 68 * t
EE * t
EE * t
Law (3) 30 * t
Bus 16 * t
LAS 99
:JLaw (S)
Eng * t
LAS * t
LAS SO * t
Bus S3 * t
Bus 8 *
Bus 20 *
Agr 26
:jPreL 61
Lib (SS) 16 t
Agr * t
SS 67
SS
LAS 22 *
Bus 97 * tAE 82 * t
Bus 27Y2 *
Arch * t
St. Louis, Missouri
Memphis, Tennessee
Schenectady, New York
Mattoon
Geneva
Lexington, Kentucky
Chicago
Rockford
Chicago
Paxton
Oak Park
Palmer
Coshocton, Ohio
Lockport
Chicago
Martinsville
Morrison
Rock Falls
Chicago
Michigan City, Indiana
Divernon
Chicago
Chicago Heights
Monticello
Evanston
Chicago Heights
Chicago
Oak Park
Steger
Sandwich
Martinsville
Blue Island
Crystal Lake
Martinsville
Covel
Champaign
Chicago
Belleville
Chicago
Kirkwood
Chicago
Danville
Homewood
Cairo
Decatur
Louisville, Kentucky
Kendalhille, Indiana
Chicago
Chicago
Taylorville
Leland
Melvin
Galesburg
Blue Island
Champaign
Westfield, Indiana
Bloomington
Chicago
Chicago
Urbana
Kansas City, Kansas
Sibley
Blue Island
Elgin
Urbana
Pittsfield
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Rock Falls
Decatur
North Chicago
Chicago
Champaign
Decatur
Galatin
Urbana
Salem
Springfield
Webster Groves, Missouri
Fisher
Sumner
Cairo
Oak Park
Pearl
Bement
Effingham
Chicago
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Jones, Harold Clyde
Jones, Harris William
Jones, Heber Waldo
Jones, Howard Burrington
Jones, Howard Kenneth
Jones, Irene Estelle
Jones, James Lee
Jones, Jean Joy
Jones, Jennie Maude
JoneB, Jerome Van Meter
Jones, John Oliver
Jones, Joseph Arthur
Jones, Lewis Charles
Jones, Llewelyn Bruce
Jones, Marshall Cornell
Jones, Maurice
Jones, Mildred Van Voorhis
Jones, Miles Harps
Jones, Norris Edward
Jones, Oliver Wendell
Jones, Paul Hadley
Jones, Pauline
Jones, Rea Franklin
Jones, Richard Norman
Jones, Roy Allen
Jones, Samuel Keener
Jones, Sperling Dee
Jones, Trevor Leslie
Jones, Truman
Jones, Vernita
Jones, Warren Fon
Jones, Will Lawrence
Jones, William Donald
Jones, William Harold
Jones, Winifred Ellen
Jordan, Audrey Mae, B.S., 1926
Jordan, Ralph William
Jordan, Robert Leslie
Jordan, Stanley Robert
Jordan, William Huelbut
Jorison, Walter Joseph
Jorzick, Elizabeth
Joseph, Sylvia
Joshel, Leonard Joseph
Joslun, Joseph
Jost, Herman H
Joubert, Mary Louise
Jourdan, Louis Robert
Jourdan, William George
Journay, John
Joyce, Eleanor Marie
Joyce, Vincent O'Connor
Judson, Hampden Cutts
Jueal, Dorothy Hogle
Julian, William Lincoln
Jun, Charles
June, Pearl Keppler
Jung, Elisabeth Amelia
Jureziz, Anton
Jurgelonis, Vladas
Jurick, Nicholas Lawrence
Jury, Coral
Just, George Robb
Justus, Ernest Milton
Jutkins, Clarence Emig
Jutkins, Feme Emma
Kabel, Myron Charles
Kacena, Orville James
Kadic, Irma Lydia
Kadoch, Adferd Demetrius
Kadyk, Stella Gertrude
Kaeser, William Vogt
Kafka, Eugene Allan
Kahlert, John Morris
Kahn, Barney
Kahn, Ruth Constance
Kahn, Ruth Mira
Kail, Edison Melvin
Kaiser, George Chapin
Kallal, Cyril Victor
Kaltenbach, Roland Herman
Kamerer, Gordon Francis
Kamin, Herbert Spencer
Kamlager, Margaret Mary
Kammann, Philip Henry
Kammerer, Edward Lowell
PreL (SS) 25 * f Morrisonville
SS 136 Johnston City
Flor 7Yi * Cary Station
Bus SS * Remington, Indiana
LAS 9y2 * t Massillon, Ohio
LAS 66 * f Shelbyville
Arch * t Danville
SS 67 Rose Hill
HELAS 81 * f Benton
LAS U * Danville
AC 28}4 * t Detroit, Michigan
LAS 64 t Chicago
Bus * f La Grange
Mus 60 * f Kirksville, Missouri
AC 56 * t EvanstonME 104 * t Urbana
LAS (SS) sen * f Tuscola
Bus * t Elkhart, Indiana
Bus 56 * i Chicago
* T Indianapolis, IndianaME
PreL soy2 * f Chicago
HEEd 99 * i Stockton
Law (3) * f Benton
* J ChicagoBus 101
AE * Mt. Vernon
CL 29 * t Kansas City, Missouri
Bus 66 * t Dewey
Agr 102 * f Chenoa
PreL 32 * f Stockton
t West FrankfortBus SO
PreM 62 * f St. Joseph, Missouri
PreL * Chicago
LAS 67 * t Streator
PreL 43 * t Dixon
LAS * f Salem
SS Robinson
Bus * t Chicago
EE 26 * J Urbana
EE * t Sycamore
Eng 77 * t Wilmette
Chem SS * j De Kalb
J Kansas City, MissouriLAS 8SX
LAS * f Kenosha, Wisconsin
Bank * t Geneva
Bus * f Waukegan
CE 11 * t East St. Louis
LAS * t Kankakee
* \ Oak ParkBus
Bus 60 * t Oak Park
PreM 22 * J Peoria
* f ChicagoEd 95
EE 6 * Chicago
Bus 16 * t Evanston
LAS * f Chicago
Eng 36 * + Grant Park
CE * f Chicago
Mus * t ParA; Ridge
LAS 31 * f Woodstock
AC 34 * t Mascoutah
Bus * f Chicago
Bank (SS) 9sy2 * f Christopher
HELAS 134% * Washburn
Bus 64 * t Detroit, Michigan
SS 8H Trenton, MissouriME soy3 * t Champaign
HEAgr so * t Effingham
Agr 124 * Moro
Accy 67 * t Chicago
HELAS * f Oak Park
LAS 117 * Chicago
LAS 33 * t Fulton
Arch 36 * f Madison, Wisconsin
IEd * f Chicago
* t CarlyleLAS 33
PreL * f Pekin
LAS * t Chicago
HEAgr 96 * t Desloge, Missouri
LAS * f Sherman
Ed um * Chicago
Agr 64 * t Chesterfield
* T ElmhurstAgr 46H
SS 6 Rankin
Law (3) SO * t Peoria
CT * f Barrington
LAS 7 * t Mascoutah
LArch 66 * f Champaign
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Kampe, Frank Theodore
Kamphoefner, Henry
Kane, Beatrice
Kane, Bernard Mi
Kane, C
Kane, Elias Kent
Kane, Uaij EKi i
Kane, Mary Rhodes
Kane. Wendell L
KantCT, Myra
Kantor. Thyra Phyllis
Kaplan, Florence Stella
Kaplan, George
Kaplan, Hyman Joseph
Kaplan, Jack
Kaplan, Rebecca Lee
Kaplan, Sadie
Kaplan, Sidney
Kspple, Frank
Kappus, George Anthony
Kappus, Gervaise Bernice
Kapustka, Stanley Bernard
Kazaaek, Ararington Faith
Karber, James Fred
Karen, Walter James
Kareher, Milton Dvright
Kariher, Harry Culien
Karjala, Sulo Arthur
Karma-, Frances Ellen
Kamahan, Martha Eliza
Karnes, Christine Morris
Karnes, Guy Otwell
Karnik, Yashwant Gopinath
Karpass. Yi:v:r Herbert
Karr, Sarah Mildred
Karraker, George William
Kashin, Boris Leondivitch
:;i, Kaname
Kaak, John
Ka?key, Albert Charles
Kasp-er, Arthur
Kassel, Charles Edward
Kasten, Harold William
Katt, William John
Katterjohn, Frederick William
Karz, Char.es
Katz, Sylvia Myra
Kaufman, Leavi Earl
Kaufman, Charles Herman
Kaufman, Juanita Geraldine
Kaufmann, Charles Leopold
Kaufmann, Harold M
Kaufmann, Howard Edward
Kaup, Alberta Anna
Kaup, George Albert
.e, Dorothy Ehdy
Kautt, Elmer Charle?
Kautt, La Verne Edward
Kavaraugh. Vernon Michael
Kay, Fred Daniel
Kay?, Frar.i
Kazakevich, John Jcserh
Kazswski, Matthew William
Karunas. Albert Allan
Keagy, Cyrus Edward
Kear., Le:na Elizabeth
Keane, Eleanor Marie
Kearnagh3n, Homer E
Kearney, Cle:u5 i :mothy
Keating, Daniel Joseph
Keating, Judson Walter
Keck, George Blust
Keck, Richard MeCutchen
Henry John
Keefer, Gtladjn Faith
Keene, ? I
Keeney, La Vene Peter
i>.er
i Maynard
Kehart, Mickael William
,
William Bimel
Kehoe, Elizabeth B
Kehoe, James Philip
Keise:
Keith, Ethel Lenore
L diversity c f Illinois
CL a * t Chicago
LAS 60 * t Siwi Cii-j, Ioxca
LAS • + PinckneyriUe
Arch * t Ed-sirdsrUle
SS 135 Harrisburg
EE 103 * t PinckneyriUe
LAS 31 * t Harrisburg
LAS 31 t Chicago
PreM * t Herrin
LAS 86 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Flor 100 * t Chicago
PreL 30 ^i * t Champaign
PreM 99 * t Champaign
CkE * t Chicago
Late (3) * t Champaign
LAS * I Chicago
Bank S3 ' t North Chicago
Bus 36 * t Chicago
Lav- (4) S--2 * t Elmhurtt
LAS 35 * t Elmhurtt
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 63 * Elmhurtt
SS 93 Equality
Bmg 63 * t Chicago
LAS 69 * t Little Rock, Arkansas
ME : * t Champaign
* t Waukegan
LAS 10S * t Chicago
LAS 60 * t Carlinrille
SS 8 Lebanon
SS Lebanon
EE SS) 106 * t Kathiatcra, India
PreM 16 * t Chicago
CT 32 * t Champaign
Bum 30 * Jonetboro
IEi 46 t Tokio, Japan
AE So * t Kanagaicaken, Japan
PreL * t Chicago
Arch * Manson, Ioica
Lair (3) 39 * Chicago
Bus 97 * + Melrose Park
PL' 33 - t Mt. Carmel
EE 37 * t Highland
I rcL * t Paducah, Kentucky
LAS * t Brooklyn, Xetc York
LAS * t Chicago
A C 34 • + Uniopolis, Ohio
PreM U * t Blue Island
LAS 34 * t Peoria
LAS 49 * t Chicago
Late (3) * t Chicago
Eng ize * Tisl.Qu-a
HEAqt unc (SS) 8 * t Oaf: Laicn
Flor (SS) 90 * + Oak Laicn
Ed unc t Rock Island
AE 35 * i Chicago
But 62X * t Chicago
Bus * t East Chicago, Indiana
Arch t Chicago
Lair (3) * t Astoria
L-eM * f Liringtton
AC * t Chicopee, Massachusetts
C'E 16 * t Chicago
LAS 29 * Grayrille
LAS 55 * t Chicago
LAS 58 • I Chicago
Agr * t Mt, Carroll
PreM * t Gridley
LAS 35 * T Chicago
Bus * t Urbana
IA 73 * t Freeport
LAS 67 * t Champaign
Bus t Chicago
12114 Amboy
23 PinckneyriUe
AC 31 * t Polo
REE 128 * t Kansas City, Missouri
AC 34 * t ConnelttUle, Pennsylvania
E: 88 98 * t Benld
LAS 34 * Dayton, Ohio
But • t Oak Park
Bus 103 * t TV i-hington, Indiana
LAS 63 ' 1 Chi -ago
LAS ' t KenHvorth
Ei 97 * f Alto Pass
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Keith, Gordon Leroy
Keith, Granville Spear
Keith, Thomas Bvra,
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1926
Keithline, Ruth
Keldsen, Herluf Christopher
Kell, John Edwin
Kelleher, Ravmond Charles
Keller, Charles
Keller, Donald Eugene
Keller, Dorothy Aline
Keller, Ethyl Marie
Keller, Floyd Magnus
Keller, Guy Veer
Keller, Henry William
Keller, Laurence
Keller, Laurence William
Keller, Max Marshall
Keller, Robert
Kellerman, Richard
Kelley, Bertha T
Kelley, Emily Josephine
Kelley, Mary Margaret
Kellev, Paul Estes
Kelley, Robert Reed
Kelling, Gus Fred
Kellner, Ben Walter
Kelly, Ara Beatrice
Kelly, Claire Louise
Kelly, Clarence Francis
Kelly, Slarian
Kelly, Ola Almarine
Kelly, Oliver Harmon
Kelsey, Harold Glen
Kelso, Donald Sterling
Kemp, Cornelius Samuel
Kemp, Jack Theodore
Kemp, Jason Webster
Kempe, Marie Vera
Kemple, Marjorie Viola
Kenady, Lewis Victor
Kendall, Albert Rodney
Kendall, Alice Eleanor
Kendall, Dorothy
Kendall, Florence Myra
Kendall, Madge
Kendall, Raymond David
Kendall, Roy Craig
Kendall, William Beveridge
Kendrick, George Mitchell
Keneipp, Harold Estus
Kenlay, Floyd Marion
Kennard, Ross Harrington
Kennedy, Dorothea Edith
Kennedy, Dorothy Ann
Kennedy, Edith Rachel
Kennedy, Herbert
Kennedy, James Charles
Kennedy, Lewis Mansfield
Kennedy, Philip Brophy
Kennedy, Thomas
Kennedy, Wadaran Latamore
Kennedy, Wendell Collins
Kennett, Harvey Blacklidge
Kenney, Harold Eugene
Kenney, Patrick Joseph
Kenny, Edwin Smith
Kenny, James Valentine
Kent, Stanley Jerome
Kent, Vernon Robert
Kent, William Barry
Kenward, Roy Leslie
Kenyon, George Hancock
Kenyon, Robert McClellan
Kephart, Samuel Merritt
Kepler, Kenneth Kline
Keppner, Alfred Phillip
Kerchner, Georgene Phyllis
Kern, Emerson Williams
Kerns, Richard Hoppin
Kerr, Blanche LeBaron
Kerr, Edward Francis
Kerr, Mildred Mae
Kersting, Henry Adam
Kessler, Doris
Kessler, George Edward
Agr * t Alio Pass
Arch 151 * f Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Agr irr * Colfax, Washington
ss La Porte, Indiana
AE * t Fords, Xew Jersey
LArch 115 * t KeU
CE 185 * Lansing, Iowa
LArch 52% * Grand Rapids, Michigan
Bus * t Davenport, Iowa
Ed 109 * t Pawhuska, Oklahoma
SS 16 Sadorus
Agr 75 * t Cicero
LAS 32 * t Champaign
EE 96 t Cicero
Bus 85 * t Elsah
LAS 28 * t Berwyn
Accy t Farina
IEd * Maple^xood, Missouri
AEd 111 * f Pinckneyville
SS 7 Graymont
LAS * t Mt.' Vernon
LAS 86 * t Vrbana
Bank • t Marion
PreM 36 * t Champaign
PreL * t Belleville
SS Oxford, Xebraska
SS 614 Vermont
LAS * + Chicago
PreM 15H * t DuQuoin
LAS 93 * West Frankfort
LAS (SS) 6i y2 * t Vrbana
LAS 99 * t Rush-iUe
Bus 32 * f Lowell, Indiana
LAS 56 * Oak Park
TCS 101)4 * t Elmwood
PreM * t Kewanee
Arch * t Gallatin, Missouri
Ed 66}{ * t Chicago
Ed 97 * t Gibson City
PreL 34)4 * f Quincy
Agr 28X * Oakrille, Iowa
SS 103 Vrbana
LAS * t Oak Park
LAS (SS) 69 * t Victoria
LAS * t Metcalf
Law (3) (SS) * t Elgin
AE 35Y2 * t South Bend, Indiana
ChE * t Chicago
ME 74 * t Chicago
EE 108 * t Effingham
LAS (SS) 118 * Danville
CE 30 * LawrenceviUe
LAS 95 * Sterling
LAS 77 * t St. T-ouis, Missouri
LAS * t Dixon
Eng * j Pana
PreM 28 * Chicago
EE 29 * t Harvey
LAS * t Villa Grove
LAS * f Chester
Agr (SS) 123 * L'rbana
LAS * t Springfield
AC 48 * f Westfield, Indiana
Ed 1S8H * Loda
LAS * t Chicago
AC 9}4 * Champaign
L i a : 3 * t Chicago
PreL * f Amboy
SS 66 Paw Paw
PreL 67 * t Oak Park
PreM 32 * f Mehin
EE 71 * Chicago
Bus 14)4 * f Aurora
Bus 32 * f Chicago
SS 50)4 Evanston
ME * t Cicero
LAS 102 * t Vrbana
ChE (SS) 73 * t Waterloo, Iowa
IEd 51 * t Waverly
LAS * t Oak Park
Bank 9314 * t Hollywood, California
LAS 24 * t Champaign
AE 28 * t Louisville, Kentucky
LAS * f Cairo
PreL 31 * f St. Louis, Missouri
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Kessler, George William
Kessler, Gladys Marie
Kessler, Rose Ellen
Kessler, Warren Leonard
Kestin, Olive Krass
Ketchum, Betty Jane
Ketel, Carl George
Kettelkamp, Gilbert C
Kewley, Helen
Kewley, Robert Condit
Kewley, Robert James, A.B., 1925
Key, Francis Roland
Keyes, Charles Jacob
Keys, John James
Keyser, John McFarland
Kias, George Warren
Kibler, Zena Audrey
Kidd, David Taylor
Kidd, Leland Cloise
Kiedaisch, John Albert
Kieding, John Raymond
Kiernan, Isabel Jeannette
Kiest, Ruth Adeline
Kilander, Charles Clarence
Kilbourne, Mrs. Katherine
Kilby, Mrs. Margery Higginson
Kile, Mary Emily
Kiley, Thomas Harold
Kilgore, Dorothy Vera
Kilian, Harry Stephen
Kilieh, Conrad Henry
Killen, Charles Henry
Killinger, Marie Helen
Kilton, Sylvia Dorinda
Kilton, William Darrell
Kilver, Marteen D
Kimball, Helen Dorothy
Kimball, Mary Kathryn
Kimball, Melvin Clinton
Kimbell, Robert Raymond
Kimble, George Edmond
Kimble, John Slanker
Kimmel, Esther E
Kimmel, Lloyd Landis
Kimmel, Lyman Burton
Kimmel, William Dean, B.S., 1926
Kincaid, Harry Evert
Kincaid, Marion Jessie
Kindelsperger, Walter Louis
Kinder, Margaret Mary
Kinderman, Fred William
King, Arthur Mansfield
King, Charles Francis
King, Charles LeRoy
King, Donald Stuart
King, Elbert Cyrus
King, Harold Drake
King, Harriette
King, Howard Hill
King, Irving
King, John Clancy
King, Marguerite Leona
King, Mary Effie, A.B., 1926
King, Mary Elizabeth
King, Mildred Katherine
King, Otto Larue
King, Owen Eigbee
King, Robert Oris
King, Russell Edwin
King, Thurman Isaac
King, Warren
King, Willard Charles
Kingsbury, Charles Howard
Kingsland, Lyle George
Kingsnorth, Neil George
Kinne, Harry L
Kinney, Albert Colburn
Kinney, Antha Lorraine
Kinney, Charles Farmer
Kinney, Elmer Platte
Kinney, Mary Ramon
Kinsey, Elizabeth Edythe
Kinsinger, DeWitt
Kionka, Marvel Joan
Kirby, John Dillingham
Kirby, Mabel Ella
ME * t St. Louis, Missouri
Jnl 64 * River Forest
SS 7 Melvin
CE se * Pekin
LAS ioo lA * t Chicago
LAS 31 * t Urbana
EE 104 * t Chicago
LAS 61 14 * f Nokomis
LAS ne * Piper City
Law (3) t Urbana
LAS irr (SS) * t Champaign
LAS 65 * f Kansas City, Missouri
Bus * Dixon
AC 67 * t Wildwood, New Jersey
Bus (SS) iosy2 * t Mt. Carmel
AC 98 * f Coulterville
HELAS (SS) 8 * f Willow Hill
LAS (SS) 60X * Evanston
EE * t Metropolis
Bus SO * t Keokuk, Iowa
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 72 * t New York City
HELAS 87 * t Lincoln
Bank 69 * f Chicago
SS Lynch, Kentucky
SS 15 Virginia
LAS S3 * Ivesdale
PreL * + Kansas
* T WaukeganHEEd (SS) 74
Bus 34 * t St. Charles
LAS 68 * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Bank 100 * t Sterling
* J UrbanaHEAgr 72
HEAgr 67 * t Urbana
Agr (SS) 126)4 * Urbana
LAS 32 * Bluffs
LAS * t Chicago
LAS * t Bushnell
PreM 36 * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
Bank 99 * t Wilmette
EE (SS) 78H * f Urbana
ChE * f Paris
HELAS 90% * t Goodland, Kansas
Agr 66y2 * t Atwood
Agr 93H * t Thompsonville
SS DuQuoin
LArch 67 * t Quincy
PreM 35 * f Champaign
AC * Peoria
LAS * t Urbana
Law (3) 66 * t Oak Park
Law (8) 6 * t El Paso
ChE * f East St. Louis
Accy * t Decatur
Arch 61
X
* f Springfield
EE 27 * t Princeville
Bus 27 * f Morrisonville
LAS 74 * f Lakewood, Ohio
SS 7 Hillsboro
PreL 27 * f Chicago
LAS 16 * Helena, Arkansas
LAS 99 * t DeLand
Lib * i Terre Haute, Indiana
LAS * t Crystal Lake
Ed 76 * f Brighton
SS WH Riverton
SS 10 Des Moines, Iowa
Bus * t Champaign
PreM 70 * t East St. Louis
PreL t Hillsboro
* f ChicagoPreL 27
CE 35)4 * t Chicago
PreM 101 * f Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Bus 69 * t Canton
EE 28 * f Chicago
LAS 64 * t Oak Park
LAS 15 * t Peoria
HELAS 17H * t Palestine
PreL 36 * t Mt. Carroll
PreM 66 t Mt. Carroll
LAS 64 * t Mt. CarroU
SS 133 McLean
Accy 100 * t Peoria
HELAS 37 * Melrose Park
LAS W4H * t Chicago
SS Champaign
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Kirby, Wallace Nelson
Kirchenzaft, Morris
KirchhofT, Paul August
Kirchner, Irene Grace
Kirgis, Frederic Lee
Kirk, Bernard James
Kirk, Donald
Kirk, James Covington
Kirk, Katherine Mary
Kirk, Margaret Reynolds
Kirk, Susie Mary
Kirk, Thornton Robert
Kirkbride, Margaret
Kirkland, James Lee
Kirkpatrick, Jess Clark
Kirkpatrick, Lawrence Raymond
Kirkpatrick, Olive Angeline
Kirkpatrick, Opal
Kirkpatrick, Vera Lucille
Kirkpatrick, William Orvis
Kirman, Genevieve Moore
Kirsch, Joseph Hudelson
Kirschner, Leslie Gordon
Kirtland, Dorance Lord
Kistler, Glen D
Kistler, Jay William
Kite, Allen Maurice
Kittilsen, Lester Herbert
Kittle, Keith Howard
Klabunde, Walter
Klaus, Robert
Klauser, Bertha Elizabeth
Klauser, Geneva Lucille
Klechner, Ernest Lloyd
Klecka, John Joseph
Klerrup, Alex Nels
Klees, James Mathias
Klehm, Henriette Elizabeth
Kleiderer, Ervin Carleton
Klein, Abe
Klein, Abner Isadore
Klein, Anna
Klein, Ethel Lee
Klein, Harold Ellsworth
Klein, Helen Louise
Klein, Joseph
Klein, Lucile Patricia
Klein, Mrs. Martha Mary, A.B., 1919
Klein, Milton
Klein, Reuben
Kleinhaus, Kathryn Frances
Kleinman, Maurice Warner
Kleinman, Moe Bernard
Kleppinger, Florence Alta
Kleszenski, Andrew Stanley
Klika, Helen Elizabeth
Kline, Theron Edward
Klingensmith, Charles Edwin
Klingensmith, Willey Pete
Klingler, Chester Paul
Klingler, Lambert Henry
Klingler, Lester James
Klinkmann, Fred John
Klintz, Vera
Klitzke, Lydia Paul
Klooz, Margaret
Kloppenburg, Charles Herman
Klosterman, Elsie Catherine, A.B., 1926
Klow, Lena, A.B., 1926
Kluge, Ralph Wendel
Kluge, Viola Shirley
Klump, Hugo Valentine
Knapp, Clyde Guy
Knapp, James Donald
Knapp, Lawrence McAllister
Knappenberger, Burdette R
Knecht, Henriette Marie
Kneen, Leonard John
Kneessi, Clinton Winfield
Knefelkamp, Esther Ruth
Knerr, Henry William
Knickerbocker, William Edmund
Kniep, Emily Helen
Knight, Bertha Isabel
Knight, Helen Bernice, B.S., 1926
Knight, Jay Fred
Bus 69 * t Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
PreL SO * Franklin Park
Accy * t Waukegan
PreL S4 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
Accy (SS) 31 * t Ludlow
Jnl 39% * t Ludlow
Bus 78H * t Champaign
Bus t Ludlow
LAS 67 * Bellflower
SS 121% Champaign
ss 10314 Champaign
LAS 80 * + Oak Park
t ChicagoAE 31 *
EE * Urbana
Bus (SS) 67 * t Tiskilwa
LAS * f Centerville, Iowa
SS 8 Bonnie
ss 161% Champaign
IA 94 * t Lacombe, Alberta, Canada
LAS 32 * f Springfield
Eng 111 * t Benton
Agr 36 t Barrington
PreL * t Oblong
Bus 66 * t Joy
SS 13% Mexico, Missouri
Bus 26 * t Chicago
PreM 46 * Chicago
Accy 33 * t Peoria
Chem 72 * f Chicago
Ins 36 * t Eureka
SS Shelbyville
SS 84 Shelbyville
Agr 98 * t Rock-ford
Bus * Chicago
CerE 106 * t Chicago
Law (3) * f Chicago
LAS 58 * t Arlington Heights
ChE 74 * f Evansville, Indiana
LAS * Marengo
Accy 68% * La Salle
PreL 63 * Marengo
LAS t Louisville, Kentucky
CE 46% * f Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
LAS * t Enid, Oklahoma
PreM 41 * t Elgin
T Kansas City, MissouriLAS 63 *
SS Champaign
PreL * t Chicago
PreM 108 * t Chicago
t StreatorLAS 27 *
Arch 74 * t Chicago
Arch 71 * f New York City
LArch 31 * t Chicago
CE * f Three Lakes, Wisconsin
LAS 29 t Chicago
Jnl * t Streator
PreM * t Washington, Indiana
AE 110 * t Washington, Indiana
Bus 98 * f Chicago Heights
Bus SO * Rossville
Law (3) * Chicago Heights
Bus 100 * t Clarksville, Tennessee
LAS 61 * t Park Ridge
LAS (SS) 120% * Hammond, Indiana
Jnl 60 * t Youngstown, Ohio
Bank 28 * t Long Grove, Iowa
Lib * t Irvington
SS Chicago
CE 82 * t Chicago
HELAS SO * Chicago
EE (SS) 36% * Warsaw
AC 106 * t Long Prairie, Minnesota
LAS 24% * t Chicago
CE 63 * f Chicago
Bus 68 * 1" Sciota
LAS 45 * f Lincoln
Bus SO * t Galva
EE 37 * f Chicago
SS 8 Belleville
LAS (SS) 76 * t Champaign
Bus SO * t Chicago
LAS 32 * t Chicago
Ed(SS) 97 * t Fredonia, New York
SS Chicago
PreL 27 * t Frederick
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Knight, Wilbur De Forrest
Knipe, Ralph Ernest
Knobelock, Walter Dake
Knoblock, Irma Elizabeth
Knoblock, Kenneth David
Knoblock, Louis Frank
Knoll, Harry Walter
Knowe, Charles Patten
Knox, James Dale
Knudsen, Orrin Clair
Knutzen, Theodore John
Ko, Luther
Kober, Gertrude Elizabeth
Koch, Elmer Cornelius, B.S., 1922
Koch, Erwin Arenz
Koch, Francis Joseph
Koch, Hamlin John
Koch, Irma Louise
Kochendorfer, John Wesley
Kochis, Frank
Koci, Ludvik Joseph
Koehler, Henry Arpin
Koehler, Robert Leo
Koeller, Marion Alfred
Koenecke, Robert Frederic
Koenig, Francis Jacob
Koenigsberg, Florence Bernice
Koeppen, Martha Virginia
Koepping, Ernest Frederick
Kohl, Raymond Hudson
Kohler, Randall Creighton
Kohler, Selma Molander
Kohn, Beatrice Josephine
Kohn, Elliott
Kohner, Carrol Joseph, B.S., 1926
Kohr, Bernice Olivia
Kolcinski, Earl Bell
Kollman, Helen Jackson
Kolovic, Charles Lewis
Komie, Daniel
Komie, Leonard
Kominik, Emanuel Aloysius
Komm, Joseph
Konopasek, Helen
Kool, Albert Richard
Koontz, Ruth Genevieve
Koors, Louis Joseph
Kopecky, Harold Joseph
Kopp, Helen Marion
Koppa, Thaddeus Marion
Koppel, Emanuel A
Koral, Rosalynd Lillian
Koratsky, Albert Maurice
Korfist, Norman Adolph
Koritz, Wilma Bertha
Koropp, Karl Henry
Koscielny, Agnes Cecilia
Kosher, Arlene Edna
Kosin, Mildred Agnes
Kostakos, Alice Jean
Kostakos, Steven Arthur
Kotin, Leo
Koupal, Helen Marie, A.B., 1922
Kraemer, Emily Bertha
Kraft, Bernice Helen
Kraft, Charles Watson
Kraft, Edna Marguerite
Kraft, Emma Cecelia
Kraft, Fred William
Kraft, George Howard
Kraft, Milton Edward
Kraft, Vera Elsa
Krainock, Suzanne
Kramer, Bernice Rosalyn
Kramer, Mayer
Kramer, Reva Beatrice
Kramer, William Puntenney
Kramp, Edgar Herman
Krantz, Carl Peter
Krasberg, Bruce
Krasberg, Harry William
Krasne, Marcus
Krasnow, Morris Albert
Krause, Christine Marie
Krautheim, Edgar Helmuth
Krebaum, Edward Adolph
Accy (SS) 72 * Urbana
LAS 98 * t Marshall
LAS 4oy2 * Belleville
LAS * t QuincyME 109 * T Chicago
Law (4) 68 * f Arthur
Bus 34 * t Chicago
IA 34 * f Chicago
IA * t Hinsdale
CL 2 * f Chicago
AC 69 * f Gilroy, California
Chem 51M * t Chicago
Jnl * t Chicago
Bus irr * t Alton
Bus S3 * f Chicago
Law (3) iey2 * f Chicago
Bus * Champaign
HEAgr (SS) 85 * t Highland
AE * t Champaign
CE 37 * t Elgin
ChE 34 * f Berwyn
Bus 23H * Chicago
EE eoy2 * t Kansas City, Missouri
Agr 63 * f New Canton
PreL * Blue Island
LAS 36 * t Streator
Ed 104 * Chicago
PreM 64 * t Marion, Indiana
SS 8 Pittsfield
CL H lA * Chicago
Law (3) 15 * t Detroit, Michigan
LAS 101 * t DeKalb
LAS S3 * t Chicago
PreL * f Chicago
Law (3) 32 * t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 60 * f St. Louis, Missouri
LAS * 1" La Crosse, Wisconsin
SS 14 Chicago
IEd 24 * t Chicago
PreL 22 * f Chicago
PreL * t Chicago
PreM * f Chicago
Ed 10314 * t Chicago
HEAgr * t Chicago
Law (3) * f Albuquerque, New Mexico
LAS 31 * f Streator
AC * t Fairfield
Bus 5oy2 * f Cicero
LAS * Chicago
PreM * t Chicago
AE 120]4 * "j" Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
LAS * f Springfield
PreL 31 * 1" Riverside
Agr 31 * t Thawville
MinE 78H f Chicago
SS 8 Decatur
SS isiy2 Mt. Carroll
LAS 36 * t Evanston
LAS 33 * t Chicago
Bus 68 * f Chicago
PreM 31y2 * Chicago
SS Crown Point, Indiana
LAS 101 * t Chicago
LAS 62 * f East St. Louis
* t WilmetteBus 7814
LAS (.SS) 98 * f Gilman
LAS 108 * f Chicago
LArch 99 * t East St. Louis
Eng * t Wilmette
PreM * f Chicago
HELAS * t Chicago
Jnl * t Westville
LAS t Chicago
Jnl 17 * f Chicago
LAS 48 * t Chicago
Arch 130 * f Rushville, Indiana
LAS 36 * t Forest Park
LAS * t Chicago
ME * f ChicagoME 40 * t Chicago
AC unc * t Chicago
PreL 3314 * t Chicago
LAS esy2 * t Dieterick
CE 104 * t St. Louis, Missouri
PreL 26 * t Havana
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Krebaum, Katherine Irma
Krebs, Philipp Joseph
Krechniake, Joseph Matt
Kreft, Harold Dierking
Kreider, Charles Marr
Kremer, Albert Ed
Kremer, Russell Carlton
Krencewicz, William John
Kress, Bernice Estella
Kretschmer, Weldon Ara
Krevitt, Julius Maurice
Kreyling, Robert Leon
Krichamer, Arnold Henry
Krick, John Richard
Kriebel, James Donald
Kriebel, Warren Walter
Kriegbaum, Paul Bruce
Krieger, Freda Ray
Krieter, Frances Wilma
Kring, Doreen Lillian
Kringer, Raymond Lincoln
Krinke, Howard Lowell
Kroehler, Everett Charles
Kroenlein, Kathryn Elizabeth
Krogh, Elva Leonora
Krogman, Weston Lewis
Krone, Joseph Paul
Krone, Max Thomas, A.B., 1923
Krone, Paul Robert
Kropke, Lester Rudolph
Krueck, Claude George
Krueger, David Emory
Krueger, Edward Otto
Krueger, Raymond Leslie
Krueger, Ruth Caroline
Kruger, Margaret Nelligan
Krugh, Isabel Gibson
Krulewitch, Annette Elaine
Krumsieg, Edwin Charles
Kruse, Earl H
Kruse, Edna Anna
Kruse, George Charles
Kruse, Helen Dorothy
Kruse, Waldemar Carl, A.B., 1924
Kruwel, Dwight
Kruwel, Max Joseph
Kruzan, Horace Otis
Kube, Robert Hamilton
Kucera, Henry Thomas
Kuechler, George Jacob
Kuehl, Elsie Helen
Kuehl, Fred Otto
Kuehl, Walter William
Kuehn, Cecil Vinton
Kuehne, Edgar Henry
Kuelzow, Maybelle Miriam
Kuenzli, John Frederick
Kufalk, Elmer William
Kugler, Ruth, B.S., 1925
Kuh, Fred M
Kuhar, Cyril Willard
Kuhar, Ludwig Victor
Kuhl, Kenneth William
Kuhl, Marion Thomas
Kuhl, Robert Emerson
Kuhlemeyer, John Frederick
Kuhlemeyer, Lola Ellen
Kuhlmann, George Henry
Kuhn, Frank John
Kuhn, Leon William
Kuhn, Raymond Charles
Kuhne, Robert Wood
Kuhns, John Robinson
Kulcinski, Louis
Kumler, Mary K
Kummer, Brunette Dorothea
Kunkel, Max
Kuntz, Mrs. Mildred James
Kurosama, Toyo
Kurt, Mrs. Helen James
Kurtinaitis, John Vytantas
Kurz, John William
Kurz, Walter Charles
Kusenda, Stephen
Kusinski, John
Kuss, Ralph Logan
Accy (SS) 26 Virden
LAS 17H * t Chicago
PreL * Chicago
Bus * t Arlington Heights
t ChicagoEng 116 *
LAS * t Wilmette
Bus * t Chicago
PreL * f Shenandoah, Pennsylvania
SS UH West Chicago
Accy 98 * t Elgin
PreM 2oy2 * t Chicago
Chem 104 * t St. Louis, Missouri
SS n Houston, Texas
Bank lllH * t Danville, Indiana
PreL suy* * t Berwyn
Law (3) * f Berwyn
SS 9% Huntington, Indiana
Mus 60 * t De Soto, Missouri
Bus 92 * t Chicago
Bus * t Clinton
Jnl 34 * t Vandalia
AC 66 * t Lake City, Minnesota
T Houston, MinnesotaIA 33 *
LAS 98 * f St. Louis, Missouri
SS 2 Omaha, Nebraska
Arch 80Yz * t Oak Park
Accy 44 * f Chicago
Mus Ed irr (SS) * t Bryan, Ohio
Ftor 96 * f Bryan, OhioME SO * Chicago
AC Elyria, Ohio
Bus t Chicago
EE 109 * t Grant Park
LAS 97 * t Chicago
Lib unc * f Madison, South Dakota
HELAS 42 * Urbana
LAS * t Homer
LAS 32 * f Chicago
Bus 71 * t Chicago
Bus 9SH * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
AC 27 * t Great Falls, Montana
LAS * t Champaign
SS Champaign
PreM * Hillsboro
Mus my* * t Villa Grove
Ed 60 * t Dawson
Bus 67 * f ChicagoME 73 * t Chicago
Accy 97 * Chicago
Ed (SS) 107% * t St. Louis, Missouri
PreM 31 * f Green Bay, Wisconsin
EE 7iy2 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Agr * t Smithfield
LAS 63 * t Chicago
HEAgr * t Wilmette
Arch 72 * t Chicago
EE 30 * t Antioch
Bus irr f Champaign
AE * t Chicago
CL * Joliet
LAS 35 * t Joliet
Jnl 96 * t Chicago
Bus * f Mattoon
Bank * t Wilmette
AC 5sy2 * t Maywood
SS 131 Pearl City
EE 75 * t Peoria
T MarseillesBus S3 *
Agr * f Marseilles
Agr 70 * t Centralia
PreL 28 t Ranloul
EE 78 * Chicago
AC (SS) 104 * t La Crosse, Wisconsin
LAS * t Bellflower
Mus * t Urbana
AE 10 * f Chicago
LAS (SS) 95 * t Urbana
Eng 72 * f Ibaraki, Japan
Mus unc t Champaign
EE (SS) 98H * t Chicago
Bus * t Dayton, Ohio
T ChicagoCL 83H *
AC 71 j Argo
t ChicagoAC 67y2 *
AE * f Chicago Heights
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Kutnink, Paul E
Kuttner, Florence
Kuttner, Harold
Kuykendall, Sidney Benson
Kwong, Iu Hau
Kyle, George Thomas
Kyriakoplos, Socrates Demetrius
La Belle, Walter Ernest
Lacey, Pearl Anna
Lacey, Walter Bertrand
Lachenmyer, Mary
Lackey, George Abraham
Lacy, Lester Yendwine
Laden, John Louis
La Dine, Clarence Burnett
Laechelt, Charles
Lafferty, Virgil Faye
La Follette, Bernelle Lois
Lager, Raymond Earl
Lager, Wilbur
Lagomarcino, Richard Andrew
Lahman, Joseph Beery
Lahman, Wilford Clarence
Laib, Charles William
Laible, Morse Christian
Laidig, Donald Raymond
Laidman, Stanley Harper
Lair, Lorine
Laird, Ray Albert
Lake, Edward Brewer
Lake, James Russell
Lake, Sarah Elizabeth
Lamb, Foster William
Lamb, Franklin Bruce
Lamb, Miles Alexander
Lamb, Paul Albert
Lamb, Virginia Vemba
Lambert, Alfred Leon
Lambert, Eleanor Virginia
Lambert, Howard Clifford
Lambert, Lucille
Lambert, Lucille Claire
Lambert, Raymond Reuse
Lambert, Richard Thomas
Lambert, Stanley George
Lambert, Valeria
Lambrecht, Elmer George
Lamet, Helene Aimee
Lamoreux, Russell Emery
Land, David Carl
Landa, Bastiaan Lambertus
Landers, Paul Herschel
Landhy, Alice Virginia
Lander, Margaret Louise
Landicho, Macario
Landon, Ralph Henry
Landram, Bessie
Landrigan, Edward William
Lane, Beatrice Harriett
Lane, Helen Margaret
Lane, Leslie Sturdevant
Lane, Paul
Lane, Raymond LeRoy
Lane, Shirley William
Lane, William Curtis
Lanegran, Patrick Leonard
Lang, Eleanor
Lang, Joseph John
Lang, Marjorie
Lang, William Joseph
Langdoc, Mabel Claire
Langdon, Lawrence Elmer
Lange, Ambrosius John
Lange, William Anding
Langellier, Harry W
Langenohl, Louise Anna
Langham, Lewis William
Langille, Frederick Garrett
Langille, Louis Allister
Langner, Mitchell Edward
Langohr, Elmer Howard
Langston, Carroll Spencer
Langston, Dorothy Lorraine
Lankton, Ruth Edith
Lanaford, Charles Perneminis
Lansford, William Isham
ss Moundridge, Kansas
LAS t Chicago
PreL 13 * t Chicago
ChE * t Marion
RCE em * f Canton, China
SS 130 East St. Louis
AE n * Chicago
CE * t Chicago
LAS 26 * t Chicago
Agr * t Casey
LAS * Champaign
LAS 101 * t Lawrenceville
EE 36 * f Kansas
Accy 62 * t Rockford
Ed 60 * t Prophetstown
Accy * t Chicago
Jnl * t Champaign
LAS (SS) 103 * t Rantoul
MinE 108 * f Mason City
EE * DeKalb
LAS * t Davenport, Iowa
Bus 60 * Franklin Grove
Eng 97 * t Franklin Grove
LAS 16 * f Chicago
Agr * Freepori
Arch * t Sterling
LAS 22 * Oak Park
Ed (SS) 6314 * t Champaign
LAS 30 * t MilfordME 74 * t Wheaton
IA * f Itasca
HELAS 31 * t Dayton, Ohio
IA 88 * t Chicago
LAS 59V2 * f Chester
CE 39Y2 * f St. Charles
PreL 61 * Oak Park
LAS 66 * t Oak Park
EE 37 * t Springfield
Ed 67 * f Maywood
Agr (SS) 51 * f Parkersburg
Bus * f Rock Island
Ed 60 * t Chicago
Accy 97H * t Kankakee
Arch 5 * t St. Charles
IA 61 * t Ottawa
LAS 31 * f Chicago
AC * Chicago
LAS 70 * \ Warsaw
Agr S3 * t Lanark
CerE * Winchester
AC * t Maywood
LAS 6Yi * t Sullivan
LAS * f Chicago
HEAgr 27 * f Behidere
Law (4) 3014 * f Calopan, Philippine Islands
Eng 70 * f Jacksonville, Florida
SS 77 Decatur
LAS * Springfield
LAS 71 * Chicago
LAS 96 * t Evanston
Bus 28}4 * f Chicago
Bus * t Fisher
Bus 24 * Canton
PreM 29Y2 * Kankakee
AC * t Lincoln
Agr 27 * t DeKalb
LAS 88 * f Trenton, New Jersey
LAS 64 * f Chicago
Chem 40 * f Trenton, New Jersey
SS 14*X Chicago
LAS * t Urbana
CE * f WilmeUe
Bus * Chicago
ChE * f Champaign
AC * Clinton
LAS 65 * t St. Louis, Missouri
CL * Keyesport
Eng * t Oak Park
Law (4) 10 * t Chicago
PreL * f Chicago
AE * f Chicago
LAS 60 * t Urbana
LAS * f Chicago
Ed 92 * i Waverly
* t St. PeterBus 71}i
Ed (SS) nsx * St. Peter
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Lansing, J Frank
Lantz, Earl Marvin
Lantz, Lawrence Lee
Lanum, Franklin Brooks
LaPedus, Oscar George
La Plante, Louis Emory
La Porte, Bailey
La Porte, Lucille Mary
Lappen, Harold Samuel
Lapperre, Edward Richard
Larch, Thelma Beatrice
Larimir, John Dodds
Larmon, Philip
Larmore, Helen Brian
Larmore, Mary Ruth
Larry, Virginia Marie
Larsen, Everett Christian
Larsen, Fred David
Larsen, Fred Nels
Larsen, Knud Anthon
Larsen, Mildred Louise
Larsen, Richard Thorsten
Larsen, Vernon George
Larson, Carrie Olene, A.B., 1917
Larson, Charles Reynold
Larson, Erland Cornelius
Larson, John Raymond
Larson, Melvin Frederick
Larson, Wilbur Mayo
La Rue, Mary, A.B., 1920
La Rue, Robert Emmett
Laser, B Harold
Lashbrook, Floyd Ellwood
Laskowski, Michael Arthur
Lassagne, Theodore Hawley
Lassers, Sanford B
Lathrop, Lester Eugene
La Tourette, Lois Marion
Lattig, Eugene Arledge
Latto, Evelyn May
Lau, Tsing Lai
Laub, Alene Hannah, B.S., 1925
Laube, Herbert William
Lauder, Frank Wesley
Lauder, Fred Eugene
Laue, Bertha Emily
Laue, Charles Ernest
Laughlin, Anne Catherine
Laughlin, Robert King
Lavicka, Robert William
Law, Ruth M, A.B., 1922
Law, Wilma
Lawder, Homer Lee
Lawler, Charles Harold
Lawley, George Edward
Lawlor, Joseph Francis
Lawrence, Alder Lyle
Lawrence, Marie Lucile
Lawrie, Harold Eugene
Laws, Ira Jennings
Lawson, Edwin John
Lawson, Francis Raymond
Lawson, George Stewart
Lawson, John De Buhr
Lawson, Marie Hays
Lawson, Mildred Mary
Lawson, Ralph Mathew
Lawton, Walter Kennet
Layman, Frances Ellen
Layman, Harold
Layman, Richards Lindley
Layton, Mary Katheryn
Lazovsky, Max
Leach, Donald Lloyd
Leach, Grayce Evelyn
Leach, Margaret Louise
Leahy, Frank Spellman, B.S., 1926
Leahy, Vera Ellen
Leary, Andrew George
Lease, Mildred Dorothy
Leaverton, Charles Runyon
Leaverton, Dorothea Runyan
Leavitt, Jeannette
Ledbetter, Isabel
Ledvinka, Leroy Harry
Lee, Bernice Genevieve
LAS * t Champaign
Agr * f Shelbyville
EE (SS) 103J4 * f Wellman, Iowa
LAS S3 * f Champaign
PreM * J Chicago
Accy 9oy2 * t Chillicothe
PreL 69 * t Peoria
LAS SO * t Paw Paw
LAS 76 * f Chicago
LAS 35 * t Chicago
Accy * t UrbanaME 91 * t Peoria
Bus 90 * f Chicago
HELAS 65 * f Tuscola
SS 6 Tuscola
LAS * t Champaign
LAS * t Hinckley
Bus 12 * t Chicago
Bus * f Chicago
FC 28 * t Chicago
Ed 100 * t Chicago
* f ElginCE 37
Bus 91 * t Oak Park
Lib unc * t Huxley, Iowa
Accy unc * t Lombard
Agr 101)4 t DeKalb
Bus * f Kewanee
Accy 24 * f Chicago
* T ChicagoPreM 27
Lib (SS) 8 * f Jacksonville
* f EriePreM 23
Bus * f Chicago
CL * f Pekin
Jnl * Melrose Park
Law (4) 7 * Wilmette
LAS 88 * t Chicago
IA 108 * t Chicago
HEEd 78 * t London Mills
Jnl * t Freeport
LAS 60 * t Waukegan
Agr (SS) 46)4 * t Tainan, Formosa
Lib * f Louisville, Kentucky
EE 138 * Chicago
EE 92 * t Carterville
AC * f Carterville
HELAS 34 * t Shumway
ME 37 * t Chicago
Ed (SS) 96 * t Mattoon
Bus 42)4 * t Oak Park
Arch * t Oak Park
LAS irr * t Springfield, Missouri
LAS 63 * f Savanna
PreM 100 * f RockwoodME 101 * f Rushville
CT 100 * f Chicago
Bus 12Vi * Joliet
LAS t Chicago
LAS 54 * t Fort Collins, Colorado
LAS 43 * t Chicago
SS 9H Anna
CE * t Downers Grove
Jnl 36 * f Casey
LAS * f Wilmette
* t Mt. OliveLAS 79
Ed (SS) 139)4 * Decatur
Ed (SS) 76Y2 * t Camden
CL(SS) 67 * Hillsboro
Bus unc 11 * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
PU 44)4 * f Galesburg
Bank 60 * f Urbana
LAS S3 t Indianapolis, Indiana
Law (3) * f Chicago
EE t Rankin
LAS 32 * f Minonk
* f JolietHELAS
Law (3) 69 * f Chicago
LAS 64 * Evanston
AC * t Rockford
Ed 76 * f Granite City
PreL t Grand Junction, Colorado
HELAS 69 * t Danville
Bus + Ogden
LAS 66 * f Elizabethtown
AE 1S6 * t Oak Park
LAS 27 f Champaign
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Lee, Bernice Lorraine
Lee, Charles Denard
Lee, Dorothy Mary
Lee, Dorothy Virginia
Lee, George Baker
Lee, George Wilbur
Lee, Irene Dorothy
Lee, Lucille Meredith
Lee, Maurice William
Lee, Octavia Helen
Lee, Omer Clare
Lee, Robert Edward
Lee, Robert Elsworth
Lee, Russell Beach
Lee, Siang Chieh
Lee, William Eugene
Leemon, Helene Blanche
Leeper, Alberta
Leeper, Gladys
Leesch, Clarence Keatley
Leesch, Marvin Bernard
Leet, John Leeke
Leete, Florence
Leffman, Ruth Carolyn
Leganger, Marie Harriet
Le Gault, Stuart Exoie
Legiei, John Alfred
Lehman, Herbert August
Lehman, Miriam Hermine
Lehman, Paul Kemp
Lehman, Stanley Sneed
Lehman, William Emil
Lehmann, Willie Reeves
Leibert, Edwin Reisinger, A.B., 1925
Leibovitz, Freida Belle
Leibovitz, Sidney
Leiding, Oscar Isador
Leighton, Dudley
Leighton, Russell Edwin
Leiken, Ben Carl
Leimbacher, Earl Smith
Leimbacher, Raymond Charles
Leininger, Lydia Ethelyn
Leisenring, John George
Le Jeune, Theodore Francis
Lekholm, Elliott Brodin
Le Master, Dorothy Louise
Le Matty, Rodger Schwarti
Lemercier, Therese Alexandria
Leming, Marion Francis
Lemley, Paul Lowell
Lemon, Ruth
Lendrum, Frederick Crist
Lenfestey, Fred Alten
Lenz, Andrew Charles
Leonard, Glenn Perry
Leonard, Harry W
Leonard, Marion Roger
Leone, Joseph Samuel
Lerner, David
Lerner, David Leonard
Lesak, Walter Vladimir
Lesch, Helen Elvira
Lessman, Lema Lewis
Lester, Bemis
Lethen, Charles Arnold
Lett, Frank Henry
Leuck, Niles William
Leuenberger, Ray Constant
Leupold, George Leroy
Leuthesser, Fred William
Leutwiler, Lester Glen
Levaccare, Joseph
Le Vee, Raymond Nathaniel
Levenberg, Marvin Henry
Levenstein, Gerald Joseph
Leverenz, Charles Edward
Levin, Beatrice Eess
Levin, Gloria
Levin, Harold Bernard
Levin, Maier Mitchel
Levin, Sara
LeYine, Allan Carlyle
Levine, Leon
Levine, Maurice
Levine, Saul
LA.S 75 * t Hays, Kansas
Ed 100 * t Carbondale
LAS * t Quincy
LAS 67 * t Oak Park
Laic (3) 30 * t Harrisburg
Bus S4 * Pesotum
LAS 29 * t Homer
LAS * t Albion
lEd 21 f Champaign
LAS 62 * t Quincy
But 62 * + West Frankfort
LAS 62 * t SQris
FC * t Danville
Bus U * t Cherry Valley
LAS 6314 * f Honan, China
SS 9H Chesterfield
SS so Rankin
LAS * t Centralia
SS uox Centralia
LAS 93M * t Chicago
Bank 99 * f Chicago
AC 101 * Graytille
LAS 62 * t Chicago
LAS t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
AC 68 * t Pekin
PreM (SS) 19 * t Carmi
EE * t Elgin
Mus * + Etanston
Arch UK * t Clinton
LAS * t AmariUo, Texas
Agr * t Woodstock
LAS 68 * t Chicago
LAS irr (SS) * t Robinson
LA5 56 * t Elgin
CE t Chicago
LAS 113 * t Genera
Bus t Granrille
Bank 41
H
* t Chicago
Bus 33 * t Minonk
LAS So * t Joliet
Bus 64 * t Joliet
LAS t Oak Park
Bus 29 * t Springfield
Bus 98 * t Oak Park
01 i * t Chicago
HELAS 99 * t Bushnell
LAS * t Abingdon
LAS 32 * f Maywood
LAS * Urbana
Bus * t Gary, Indiana
LAS * t Centralia
SS 11 Plymouth, Michigan
Bus 100 * t Etanston
Bus SO * t Chicago
Accy 65 * t Pontiac
Arch * t La Grange
Ed 106 * f Forrest
Cer t Chicago
PreM * t Sheffield
LAS * t Sea York City
CL 65 * t Chicago
LAS * Chicago
LAS 99 * t Harrel
Arch 71 * t Chicago
Bus (SS) 103 * t Chicago
LAS 21 * + Sublette
But 2314 t Champaign
Bus (SS) 101 * t Elcin
ME SS * f JolietME 4M Oak ParkME 57 * t Urbana
PreM * Chicago
AE
PC
143 * t Chicago
* t Michigan City, Indiana
Bus * Greensburg, Indiana
EE 28 * t Danville
LAS 64 * t Monticello
LAS 35 * + Chicago
Bus 62 * t Chicago
Bus S2 * t Terre Haute, Indiana
LAS 92 * t Chicago
CL 65 * t Chicago
Jnl * t Chicago
Accy * t Chicago
Bus * f Detroit, Michigan
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Levinstein, Gerald Emanuel
Levitt, Herbert
Levy, Florence Freda
Levy, Herbert
Levy, Jacob
Levy, Milton David
Levy, Milton Dunn
Levy, Nathan
Levy, Rosalie Elizabeth
Levy. Seymour Benjamin
Lewinthal, Frances Ida
Lewis, Alberta Fern
Lewis, Charles Byron
Lewis, Edwin Joseph
Lewis, Edythe Louise
Lewis, Emma Louise
Lewis, Helene Frances
Lewis, James Warren
Lewis, Jerdie Dale
Lewis, John Hart
Lewis, Kenneth Gale
Lewis, Kent Van
Lewis, Louis
Lewis, Martha Louise
Lewis, Morton
Lewis, Musa Adelaide
Lewis, Pern.- Henry
Lewis, William David
Leyerle, Ward Beecher
L'Hommedieu, Florence
Li, Wen Pang
Lichtenwalter, Raymond Frank
Lichterman, Judith
Lichty, William Harold
Lidell, Helen
Lidster, Harold Albert
Lieberman, Arthur Alfred
Lieberman, Ruth
Lieberman, William Arthur
Liebert, Norman Gerald
Liebert, Theodore Edward
Liebig, Glenn George
Liebling, Bernard Marvin
Lienesch, Louis Fred
Lierman, Adeline Emma
Lierman, John William
Lierman, Naomi Marie
Liese, Edward Ernest
Ligare, Robert Edward
Liggett, Thomas Reed
Lightbody, Randall Alexander
Lall, Maxine Stewart
Lilly, Everett Ellsworth
Lilly, Olive Rosalie
Lin, Chung Gen
Lincicome, Arthur
Lincoln, Calvert Joseph
Lincoln, Franklin
Lincoln, George Winthrop
Lincoln, Merle Francis
Lind, Eva Natalie
Lind, Herbert Gustave
Lind, Levi Robert
Lind, Paul Nickolai, B.S., 1926
Lindberg, LeRoy Axel
Lindblom, Leonard Hamilton
Lindbloom, Arthur Leonard
Linde, Gertrude Irene, A.B., 1925
Linde, Herman Ferdinand
Lindem, Selma Marie, A.B., 1921
Lindeman, Albert B
Lindeman, Marvel Fred
Linder, Lincoln Wendell
Linder, Marion Lewis
Linderoth, Niles Edward
Lindgren, Robert William
Lindley, Frances Gertrude
Lindner, Ralph Edward
Lindroth, Alban William
Lindsay, Driver Bradshaw
Lindsay, Forrest Holmes
Lindsay, Robert Lawson
Lindsay, William La Rue
Lindsey, Anna Elizabeth
Lindsey, Carl Glenn
Lindsey, Mary Juanite
PreL 35 * + Chicago
PreL t Chicago
LAS * + Chicago
EE 35 * t Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
LAS i2}4 * t Chicago
PreM 77H * t >;'r u ifuME 33 * t Chicago
Ed 60 * Chicago
Law (3) 15 * t Chicago
LAS 113 * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
EE 22 * Jacksonville
Bus 30 * t o
SS 29 Jacksonville
LAS 103 * t Jackson ville
LArch unc * Chicago
CE * t Waukegan
PreL 35 * + Orchardville
Bus * t Jackson, Mississippi
LAS 63 * t Wyanet
Jnl 86 * t Robinson
Law (3) * t Chicago
Ed 65 * t Oak Park
Bus * t Chicago
LAS 28 t Galesburg
LAS * t Matdota
Bus * t Glen Ellyn
EE * t Chicago
Ed W4h * t Chicago
CE 65 * t Colusa, California
Bus t Elwood
LAS 75 * t Chicago
Bus 71 * t Zion
LAS 96 * Beru-yn
Bus 90 * t Mattoon
PreL 26 * Chicago
LAS t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Arch * t Chicago
Arch * t Chicago
IEd * t Mascouiah
PreL 46H * Chicago
AC * 0'Fallon
LAS (SS) 66M * t Champaign
Bus S2 * t Champaign
LAS 32 * t Champaign
Bus * t Dm- file
Bus 38 * t Biter Forest
Accy 68 * t MetropoUM
Bus WH * Gary, Indiana
LAS 75 * t Kenilworth
CE * t Decatur
LAS 32 t Sullivan
Agr 74 * t Shanghai, China
Bank 60 * t L'rbana
PreL 94 * t Cannelton, Indiana
Arch 81 * t Joliet
Ed 64Y2 * t Chicago
PreL * t Cannelton, Indiana
LAS * t Chicago
Bus 39 * t Chicago
LAS 35 * t Joliet
Law (4) 71 * t Chicago
LAS 9314 * t Chicago
B u s 119 * t Chicago
Jnl 24'A * t Chicago
Ed irr t Chicago
LAS 96 * t Chicago
Lib 3 * t Fisher, Minnesota
Accy * t Dewey
CE 74 * t Clianning, Michigan
LAS 99 * t Mattoon
LAS 98 * t Hartford City, Indiana
LAS 36 * t Chicago
LAS * t Rockford
LAS * t Pvrton
Bus * t Auburn
Law (S) * t LibertyvUle
Arch * t Champaign
PreL 32 * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
Bus 62 * t Springfield
MinE 64 * t E. iorada
LAS * l'rbana
LAS 82 * t Petersburg
HEAgr 68 * t Potomac
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Lindsey, Robert Earl
Linebarger, Mildred Pauline
Linehan, Lester David
Linenthal, Abe H
Linfield, Lenore Gardner
Link, Elmer Charles
Linkonis, Anthony William
Linnard, Irvin Roswell
Linnell, Wendell Sabin
Lino, Frank Dominic
Linquist, Frances Marion
Linquist, Lester Lawrence
Linzee, Harriette Eva
Lipe, Cordon Clyde, B.S., 1925
Lipe, Dorothea Louise
Lipe, Keith B
Lipe, Kenneth Jack
Lipe, Maynard
Lipka, Otto Adolph
Lipkin, Max Joseph
Lipman, William Sidney
Lipow, Julia Annette
Lippert, Harry George
Lippert, Sophie Mathilda
Lippincott, William Arthur
Lipschitz, Charles
Lipscomb, Virginia
Lipscomb, William Peter
Liptrap, Virgil Raymond
Lisenby, Harold Rhoads
Lissner, Herbert Richard
Litherland, William F
Littell, Fred Moore
Little, Hazel Charlotte
Little, Neva Louise
Littlepage, Harold Edwin
Litton, Marie Myrtle
Litvan, Leonard Joseph
Litzenberg, Carl Huhn
Livengood, Carl Gleason
Livermore, Villa Naomi
Livezey, La Verne Olga
Livingston, Marjorie Dunbar
Livingston, Park C
Livingston, Samuel Wilson
Lloyd, Birtell Arthur
Lloyd, Brilla May
Lloyd, Clement Vivian
Lloyd, Margaret Beatrice
Lochard, George Morris
Lochner, Harry William
Lock, Dorothy Margaret
Lockard, Ralph T
Locke, Floyd Wayne
Locke, John Robert
Locke, Sarah Dorothy
Lockett, Lela
Lockhart, Grace Elizabeth
Lockhart, William Howard
Lockley, Stanford Ellis
Lockwood, Charlotte Kathryn
Lodge, William Tinder
Loeb, Janis Louise
Loebenberg, Flora
Loekle, Catherine Elizabeth
Loekle, Otto John,
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1926
Loewenstein, David
Loewy, Ernest
Logan, George Stanley
Logan, Harry Lambert
Logeman, Maydee
Logothetti, Vincent Herman
Lohmann, Howard Elliott
Lome, Daniel
Lome, Julius Bertram
London, Lionel
Lonek, Eleanor Alice
Lonergan, Henry Vincent
Lonergan, James Edward
Long, Bernita Jewell, A.B., 1924
Long, Mrs. Carmaleta Hebblethwaite
Long, Charles Burton
Long, Chester Vernon
Long, Donald Martin
Long, Helen Claire
ss 137H Farmer City
LAS 33)4 * t Metcalf
Bus * f Chicago
LAS unc * Chicago
Mus 30 * f Kansas City, Missouri
Bus 25 * t Springfield
Arch 35 * t Chicago
Eng 72 * t Peotone
ChE * t Elgin
SS 13314 Chicago
LAS * t ChicagoME US * Chicago
HELAS S3 * t DeQuoin
Law (3) t Champaign
HEAgr 62 * Chicago
Bus * t St. Louis, Missouri
Agr 98 * t Chicago
LAS * f Champaign
Bus 64 * Brookfield
Bus * t Peoria
CE 99 * f Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
Bus * Blue Island
LAS * + Chicago
Jnl S3 * f New CantonLAS f Brooklyn, New York
LAS 64 * t Decatur
* t Webster Groves, MissouriRCE 37
Accy 6S * + Boswell, Indiana
* f ChampaignPU 33CE * f Michigan City, Indiana
Bank 60 * Ogden
ME 72 * t Chicago
LAS * t Rantoul
LAS * f Champaign
EE 107 * + Girard
Bus (SS) 114 * f Champaign
Arch * t Chicago
SS 9 Minneapolis, Minnesota
Agr 83 t Atwood
LAS ioom * f Belvidere
LAS 30 * i Palatine
* T SpringfieldLAS 14
LAS * f Springfield
IA 126% t New Richmond, Indiana
ChE * f Kingston, Jamaica
SS 22 Beckley, West Virginia
CE 96 t Kingston, Jamaica
LAS 32 * f Springfield
EE (SS) 70 * Huntington, West Virginia
CE 106 * t Glencoe
T Glen EllynLAS 67
Bus * t Chicago
Bus 8 * Urbana
LAS SI * t Glen Ellyn
LAS 98 * t Glen Ellyn
SS 94 Pekin
LAS 32 * t Lawrenceville
CE 29 * f Wellington
AC * Williamson, New York
LAS 69 * t Chicago
LAS 9oy2 * t Monticello
LAS * t Louisville, Kentucky
LAS 38 * t Louisville, Kentucky
Mus * t Peru
SS Peru
Bus * t Norfolk, Virginia
PreL 34 * t Chicago
PreL 20 * + Chicago
* T SalemCL 32
LAS S4 * t Chicago
Bus * f Chicago
Accy 31 * Champaign
PreM 16 * t Chicago
EE 106H * t Chicago
CE 25 * f Chicago
Ed 67 * t Chicago
ME t Louisiana, Missouri
PreL 8sy2 * + Maywood
* T CantonLaw (3) 40
LAS 92 * t Urbana
EE * f Mt. Carmel
Arch 77 * j Quincy
LAS 6OY2 * T Moline
LAS 28 * f Champaign
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Long, Henry Alvertis PreM
Long, James Richard ChE
Long, John Robert CE
Long, Lee Agr
Long, Margaret Gibson Mus
Long, Maurice Jonathan Chem
Long, Ronold Aurthur ME
Long, Walter LAS unc
Long, Winifred Marguerite Ed
Longbons, Edward E Law (4)
Longley, Russell Grath Bus
Longstreet, Olive Ed
Lookholder, Naomi Anna LAS unc
Loomis, Harold King PreM
Loomis, Marion French LAS
Loomis, Milo Anderson Flor unc
Loring, Harold Clayton Bus
Losh, Charlotte Frances LAS
Losh, Clarence Teddy LA S
Lott, Norma Louise LAS
Lotz, Harold Benjamin, B.S., 1916 SS
Lotz, Phyllis Cellestine LArch
Lotz, Robert Frederick CerE
Lotz, Rudolph Frederick Eng
Louden, Mary Flavia LAS
Lovan, Evan E Accy
Love, Loren Lenneth PreM
Love, William Wray LAS
Loveless, Dorothy Grace LAS
Loveless, Sarah Amanda LAS
Loving, Charles Lloyd EE
Low, Dean Ruskin Bus
Low, Harold Alex CE
Lowe, George Kenneth Cer
Lowe, George William Bus
Lowe, Herbert Byron, B.S., 1926 Law (S)
Lowe, Lawrence LeRoy Agr
Lowe, Virginia Stuart LAS
Lowenstein, Frederick House LAS
Lowenstein, Louis Adams Law (3)
Lowenthal, Harold Alvin Law (3)
Lowenthal, Marvin Lester PreL
Lowes, George Francis LAS
Lowitz, William Jay LAS
Lowry, Fred Douglas Bus
Lowry, Herbert Martin AC
Lowry, James Harold LAS
Lowry, Raswell Cooke PreM
Lowry, Richard LAS
Lubman, Harry Frederick CE
Lucas, Fae Robertine Ed
Lucas, Florencio LAS
Lucas, Gladys Irene Ed
Lucas, Harry McEvoy Agr
Lucas, Henry Cordier LAS
Lucas, Lois Elizabeth LAS
Lucid, Charles Dallman AC unc
Luczak, Julius Joseph Ed
Ludlow, Edmund, B.S., 1926 SS
Ludlow, Mildred LAS
Ludolph, Paul Christian EPh
Lueck, George Lord AC
Luhrs, Mrs. Anne Hill SS
Luhrs, Sarah Gesine Jnl (SS)
Luhrs, Susan Hill SS
Luhrsen, Josephine LAS
Lukas, Gaze Elmer Bus
Lukas, Victor Accy
Luke, Waldene Francis Bus
Luker, George Robert LAS (SS)
Lundberg, Charles Alvin LAS
Lundeberg, Ebba Iyida Jnl unc
Lundeberg, Homer Vitalis LAS
Lundeberg, Thurston Roger Law (S)
Lundeen, Earnest Warren SS
Lundeen, Herman Milton IEd
Lundgren, John Adolph Flor
Lundgren, Marie Nancy Ed
Lundholm, Wallace Eric LAS
Lundstrum, John Elof AE
Lundy, Bill Adelaide LAS
Lundy, Maiden Claire Flor
Lunn, Edith Myrtle LAS
Lunt, Mrs. Pearl Collins, A.B., 1924 Lib
Lupton, Perley Thomas Law (3)
Luscombe, Edgar Allan ME
100 * t Metropolis
79 * f Chicago
IIS * f Kansas City, Missouri
* f Urbana
* Peoria
* Champaign
* t Milford
t Urbana
100 * t Big Rock
8 * f Marion
S3 * t Joliet
* f Mansfield, Pennsylvania75
* t Oak Park
23% * f Makanda
31 * La Grange
t Makanda
78 * t Portland, Maine
26 * t Urbana
se * t Foster, Ohio
95 * f Carlinville
* f Madison, Indiana
125 * Lockport
U4X * t Chicago
72 * f Chicago
26 * t Collinsville
* f Benton
* f Johnston City
85X * t Peckskill, New York
f Riverside
100 * t Quincy
69 * Loami
t Chicago
* f Lake Forest
* f Sullivan
68 * t Algonquin
34 * f Decatur
26 * Aroma Park
* t Byron
59 * Marshall, Missouri
27 * t White Hall
32 * T Chicago
j Chicago
* f Chicago
SO * f Chicago
* t Chicago
21 * Rock Island
* f Loami
62Y2 * New York City
S3 * f Chicago
80 * Chicago
60 * t Chandlerville
t Chicago
97 * t East St. Louis
67V2 * t Sheridan
31 * f East Las Vegas, New Mexico
69 * t Sheridan
54 * f Ceres, California
64 * Chicago
Paxton
* t Paxton
112 * f Areola
* f Elgin
Urbana
60 * Quincy
73 Urbana
* t Chicago
* t East St. Louis
* f East St. Louis
97 * Chicago
7 * t Staunton
* t Wilmette
* t Chicago
t Chicago
27 * f Chicago
8 Lincoln, Nebraska
60 * f Bloomington
24 * f Helena, Montana
60 * f Lostant
* t Moline
35 * f Chicago
* t Tulsa, OklahomaSI
49 * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
60 * Chicago
* t Clarkston, Washington
4 * t Decatur
6 * t La Grange
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Luse, Herman Chauncey
Lusk, Edward Arthur
Lusk, Eldon, Horace
Lusk, Robert William
Lussenhop, Eleanor Anne
Lusted, Stephen Warren
Luster, Orrin A
Luther, Hazel Mae
Luther, Julius Magrew
Luttrell, Eleanor Robbins
Lutz, Jeanett Dee
Lyddon, Ethel Elizabeth
Lyford, Helen Jane
Lykins, Denzel Boyd
Lyman, Edward Ellis
Lyman, Maxine
Lyman, Monica Lucile
Lyman, Thomas Mark
Lymperopoulos, James
Lynch, Mary Kathryn
Lyne, Katherine Margaret
Lynn, Max Harlan
Lyon, Clair Morene
Lyon, Daniel Robbel
Lyon, Glenn Russell
Lyon, Robert Bradley
Lyon, Virgil Eugene
Lyon, William Jotham
Lyons, Earnest Lee, B.S., 1923
Lyons, Julia Marian
Lyons, Margaret Maryellen
Lyons, Pamelia Elizabeth
Lyons, Robert E
Lytle, Alice Clarabelle
Lytle, Betty
Lytle, Fulton Campbell
Lytton, Richard
Lytton, William Bryan
McAdam, Joe Lee
McAdoo, Elizabeth Terry
McAllister, Iva
McArdle, Elizabeth Alice
McArthur, Ruth Jane
McAtee, Fay Emmitt
McBride, Elizabeth Alberta
McBride, Helen Clifford
McBride, Jane
McBride, Josephine Marie
McBride, Lloyd Otto
McBride, Virda May
McBrien, Fred Robert
McBroom, Virgil Roy
McBurney, William Young
McCabe, Florence Anna
McCaleb, Homer Lyle
McCallister, Frank Wesley
McCalman, Myra
McCaman, Helen
McCann, Bernard H
McCann, Rex Martin
McCants, Harold Walther
McCarrey, Charles Thomas
McCarron, Bernice Elizabeth
McCarthy, Eugene Joseph
McCarthy, Francis Joseph
McCarthy, Francis William
McCarthy, Margaret Estella
McCarthy, Walter Loing
McCartin, Clifford Clarence
McCartney, Virginia Elizabeth
McCarty, Foster Wood
McCarty, Herbert Frederick
McCarty, Herschel Bernard
McCarty, John Wesley
McCarty, Willard Robert
McCauley, Alberta
McClain, Riley
McClanahan, Mrs. Bessie Bell
McClaren, Agnes Helen
McClaren, Catherine Euphemia
McClare, Blanche Rae
McClave, Florence Naomi
McClay, Arthur Thomas
McClellan, Robert Groot
McClelland, George Frederick
McClelland, Helen Jane
McClelland, Robert Bruce
Law U) (SS) 9 * t Flora
Bank 26 * t Round Lake
Arch * t ChicagoME * Decatur
LAS SO * t Chicago
LAS u*H * Wilmette
PreL 71 * t Chicago
SS 3 Champaign
Agr SS t Wilmington
LAS 65 * t Franklin
LAS * f West Frankfort
Ed (SS) 97 * t Rockford
HELAS SO * f Cordova
AC siy* * f Mansfield
Bus une 34 * f Chareton, Iowa
HELAS * f Maroa
LAS 71 * t Champaign
AE * f Champaign
PreL t Argo
LAS SO * f Oak Park
LAS SS * f Urbana
SS 8% Donnillson, Iowa
SS 87 De Kalb
ME 68Y2 * t Chicago
IEd SI * t Pana
Mu8 65 lA * t De Kalb
Ed 60 *ffl« Kalb
SS 57 Ridgefarm
SS Champaign
LAS 69 * t Chicago
Ed 111 t Chicago
LAS 99 * f Berwyn
Bus f Oakland
LAS * t Urbana
LAS 31 * f Chicago
AC * j Haddonfield, New Jersey
Law (S) * t Metropolis
PreM * t St. Louis, Missouri
SS 59% Pana
LAS 116 t Peoria
SS Stendal, Indiana
HELAS 29 t Chicago
LAS S6 * t Peoria
CE 68 t Barry
LAS 93 * f Kokomo, Indiana
Ed 99 * f River Forest
LAS 61 * f Kokomo, Indiana
SS Joliet
CE * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
SS i*M Champaign
LAS * t Staunton
FC 63 * t Watseka
AC 84 * f St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 9K * t Urbana
Accy 97 * f Oconee
PreL * f Champaign
LAS 28 * Danville
Ed 87 * t Robinson
SS 9% Urbana
CE S3 * t Milton
PreM * f Pinckneyville
AC 37 * t Homer
Ed 66 * f Chicago
LAS 63 * f Chicago
Bus 99 * t Highland Park
PreM 60 t Rock Island
LAS 70)4 * t ChicagoME 36 * t Stockton
Eng 34 * t Egan
* t ChicagoLAS
PreL * f St. Joseph
Bus 11 t Robinson
Bus * t Marshall
AE *
'f Areola
EE 103 * f Carmi
PEd 12 * t Cedar Bluff, Nebraska
Law (3) 33 * f Metcalfe
SS 15 Arlington, Texas
LAS une * Peoria
HELAS * t Peoria
LAS 48 * t Fort Lupton, Colorado
LAS * Kenosha, Wisconsin
Flor t Hillview
LAS 30 * t ChicagoME * t Oak Park
LAS 70 * t Boswell, Indiana
Bus * f Champaign
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McClintock, Austin Roosevelt
McClure, Dorothy Julia
McClure, Jane Adelaide
McClure, Norman Bernardus
McClure, Pauline Priscilla
McClure, Perry Smith
McClure, Robeit Leonard
McClure, William Emmett
McClurg, Carrie Elizabeth
McClurg, M Merritte
McCollom, Perry Cecil
McConachie, Robert Irving
McConkey, Ruth, A.B., 1926
McConnell, Arthur Elbridge
McConnell, Everett Jacob
McConnell, Genevieve Mary
McConnell, John William
McConnell, Leionell
McConnell, Robert Leaton
McCormach, Crescenz Loehde
McCormick, Alice Trowbridge
McCormick, James Howard
McCormick, Lloyd Allen
McCormick, Loyd John
McCormick, Wilfred
McCowen, Lucile
McCown, Cloyde Yates
McCoy, Gladys Marie
McCoy, Horace Wilson
McCoy, Joseph William
McCoy, Melvin Aldridge
McCoy, Norman David, B.S., 1926
McCracken, Earl
McCracken, Joseph Earl
McCray, Herman Ludwig
McCray, Wayne Robert
McCristol, King James
McCrory, Beth Mildred
McCullough, Arthur Edwin
McCullough, Charlotte Helen
McCullough, Clay Elwood
McCullough, Don William
McCullough, Donald Bell
McCullough, Elizabeth Louise
McCullough, Margaret
McCullough, Mary Crebe
McCune, Fred Jordan
McCune, Robert
McCurdy, Aurelia Belle
McCutchan, Philip
McCutchen, Evelyn Margaret
McCutchen, Helen Elizabeth, A.B.,1920
McDaniel, Charles Dudley
McDaniel, Emory Elliott
McDaniel, Ray
McDaniel, Walter Peek
McDavid, Mrs. Dovia Carl
McDavid, Kathryn
McDavitt, Thomas Virgil
McDermott, Margaret Cecelia
McDermont, Verne Alexander
McDermott, Cecil Joseph
McDill, George Hamilton
McDonald, Adele
McDonald, Bernard Alexander,
B.S., 1926
McDonald, Earl Frank
McDonald, Edward Austin
McDonald, Elliott Raymond
McDonald, Georgine Belle
McDonald, Helen Mary
McDonald, Lowell Newton
McDonald, Mary Pauline
McDonald, Philip Cook
McDonald, Wilbur Dack
McDonnell, Helen
McDonnell, John Bowen
McDonnell, Margaret Mary
McDonough, Frank John
McDonough, Nell Katherine
McDonough, Robert Lee
McDonough, Willard
McDougall, Calvin
McDowell, Barbara Gordon
McDowell, Edith Louise
McDowell, William Scott, A.B., 1926
AC se * t Lake View, Iowa
LAS 32 * f Blue Mound
LAS * f Blue Mound
Agr 37 * f Assumption
LAS 27 * t Blue Mound
LAS SO * f New Lenox
CE * t Maywood
AC 34 * f Holland, Michigan
TCS unc * Clinton
LAS 31 * Hillsboro
CerE 69 * t Urbana
AC 26 * f Coulterville
ss Farmer City
PreL 27 t Wilmette
SS ISO Herrick
LAS 66 * t Peoria
LAS 65 * t Woodstock
AC * t Flora
AC 115 * Urbana
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 36 * f Normal
SS 9 Springfield
CE 16 * t Urbana
SS 8% Carthage
Jnl 87 * t Hagerman, New Mexico
LAS 32 * f Chicago
EE * t Urbana
Mus * t Urbana
CE 108 * f Springfield
PreL SO * t Rockford
* t SpringfieldMus so%
SS Blue Mound
Bus 23 * f Shreveport, Louisiana
Chem 12 * Waverly
Law (3) * t Danville
EE * La Moille
AC 36 * t Rockford
LAS 60 * t Hull
Agr * Sparland
TCS 63 * Chicago
CE 42% * t Maywood
Bus 77 * t Chicago
EE 121 t Maywood
HELAS * f Champaign
LAS 28 * Urbana
LAS 119 * Lawrenceville
Bank 33 * t Flora, Indiana
PreM 34 * f La Grange
SS 142% Chicago
Chem 135 * t Alexis
Bus * f Ida Grove, Iowa
SS New Boston, Iowa
AE (SS) 72% * t Franklin, Indiana
CE 70 * t East St. Louis
Bus 27% f Marion
CE * Franklin, Indiana
LAS 25% * f Peoria
LAS 67 * Hillsboro
Law (S) 61 * t Quincy
SS 127 Champaign
AC * t Fullerton, California
Accy * f Champaign
LAS 65 * t Bushnell
Ed 100 f Maplewood, Missouri
SS Menominee, Michigan
Cer 73 * t Marion
Bus 4 * t Chicago
Law (SS) 69 * t Sullivan
LAS * f Champaign
SS 9 Maplewood
PreL * f Harrisburg
LAS * t Princeton, Indiana
PreM 28K * t Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
LAS 63 * f Champaign
SS 145 Champaign
Ed 112 * Champaign
Bus 11 * f Chicago
Mus 31 * f Urbana
Bus 9 * Waukegan
LAS * f Waukegan
IA 34 * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago Heights
LAS 85 * f Cedar, Iowa
Law (3) 33 * f Bloomington
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McEachran, Pearl Janette
McEachran, Wendell Everett
McEldowney, George Bowie, A.B.
McElhaney, Howard D
McElroy, Arthur Godfrey
McElroy, Glenn B
McElroy, James Leslie
McElwee, Ermel James
McEndarfer, Myron Edward
McEwan, Suzanne Albertine
McFadzean, John
McFarlin, William Clark
McFerran, Benicia Lowe
McGary, Francis
McGaughy, Dan Russell
McGaughy, Florence Gertrude
McGeath, John Floyd
McGee, Lucile
McGee, Ray Wilbur
McGehee, Carl Winston
McGinnis, Edward Henry
McGinnis, Frances Alberta
McGinnis, Louise Gertrude
McGinnis, Vernon Clarence
McGinty, Douglas Torrno
McGinty, Josephine Alice
McGlone, Catherine Rose
McGlone, Lillian Mary
McGowan, Julia
McGowan, Virgil Bernard
McGranahan, Mary Louise
McGrane, Marcella Shirley
McGrath, Edward Lohman
McGrath, Harmon Webber
McGraw, Bernadine Mary
McGraw, Mary Paulissa
McGregor, Bernice Daisy
McGrew, Betty
McGuckin, Glenn Merle
McGuire, Allison Robert
McGuire, Gladys Mabel
McGurk, Ruth Ellingsworth
McHale, Margaret Dorothy
McHarry, Eugene Littell
McHenry, John Savage
McHenry. Keith Welles
McHie, Audrey Jean
Mcllwain, Arnold Wayne
Mcllwain, Jean Reay
Mclnnes, Agnes Daisy
Mclntire, John Day
Mcintosh, Glenn Forrest
Mcintosh, James Stanley
Mclntyre, Walter Harris
Mclrvine, Robert Alexander
McKay, Johnnie Ray
McKay, Margaret Todd
McKay, Robert Rankin
McKeague, Edward Daniel
McKee, Frances Bignall
McKee, John Donald
McKee, John Frederick
McKee, Thomas Cahoon
McKeehan, Hoyt
McKeever, Donald Francis
McKelfresh, Leslie Harold
MeKelvey, Mabel Janet
McKelvey, Mary Elizabeth
McKenney, Wayne Allen
McKenzie, James
McKeown, Lois Bernice
McKibben, James Dale
McKinlay, James Duncan
McKinney, James Dallas
McKinney, Louise Katherine
McKnight, Mary Katherine
McKnight, Meredith Elmer
McKnight, Virgil
McKown, Mrs. Lela Belle
McKown, Philip Roy
McLain, Richard Denny
McLallen, Rosella
McLandress, Kathrene Louise
McLaren, Esther
McLaren, Wallace Randolph
McLaughlin, Eldon LeRoy
University of Illinois
LAS
Bus
1926 SS
AC unc
Bus
PreL
LAS
Bus
AC
LAS (SS)
AC
Law (3)
FC
PreM
PreL
Ed
AC
SS
Bus
Law (3)
Bus
LAS
LAS
AC
Eng
LAS
Bus (SS)
Ed
Ed
CL
LAS
LAS
AC
Agr
Mus (SS)
LAS
Jnl
LAS
EE
AC
LAS
SS
LAS
Agr
PreL
LAS
LAS
Bus
LAS
Mus
CL
Bus
PreM
Bus
AC (SS)
LAS
LAS
AC
CE
HELAS
PU
Bus
LAS
Agr
Bus
EE
SS
HEAgr (SS)
Bus
Bus
LAS
SS
LAS
PreM (SS)
LAS (SS)
LAS
Bus
LAS
SS
AE
LAS
LAS
LAS
LAS
AC
Law (3)
63
ie%
64
34
10S
S3
99%
IB
SO
96
78%
41
X
£9
68
79%
39%
34
88
60
65
SS
33
SS
SS
67%
69
48%
96
74
te
so
119
69
S4 3A
66
S7
11
104
107
67
63
S3
97%
s%
94%
33
5
6S
16%
67
99%
68
64
113
68
14
16
34
SO
47%
66%
* t Rockford
* t Rockford
Chicago Heights
* t Neligh, Nebraska
* f Downers Grove
* t Sidney
* t Bondville
* t Sidney
* f North Liberty, Indiana
* t Chicago
* t Winnetka
* t Elwood
* t Bozeman, Montana
* f Chicago
* Staunton
* t Aledo
* Hartford City, Indiana
McGee Mills, Pennsylvania
* t Sidell
* Chicago Heights
* t Chicago
* f Poseyville, Indiana
* f Dixon
* t Warren
* t Lakewood, Ohio
* t Champaign
* t Rock Island
* t Chicago
t Manhattan
* f Decatur
* t Breckenridge, Texas
* t Chicago Heights
t Urbana
* t Urbana
* + Champaign
* t Champaign
* t Hollywood
* t Champaign
* t Tonkawa, Oklahoma
* O'Fallon
* t Birmingham, Alabama
Terre Haute, Indiana
* Chicago
t Urbana
* t Springfield
, Gifford
t Indiana Harbor, Indiana
* Champaign
t Highland Park
* Sidney
* t Springfield
* f Washington, Indiana
* t Charleston
* t Clinton
* Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
* t Champaign
* t Chicago Heights
* t McGehee, Arkansas
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
* t Champaign
* t Harvey
* f Chicago
* t De Koten, Kentucky
_
* t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
* t Chauncey
Belleville
* t Belleville
* f Chicago
* Chicago
* t Stronghurst
Hoopeston
* t Chicago
* t Carlyle
* f Camargo
* t Xenia, Ohio
t Fouler, Indiana
* t St. Louis, Missouri
Barnett
* t Greenfield, Indiana
* t Greenville,
* t Riverside
* t Indianapolis, Indiana
* t Marion
* t Astoria
* t Elkhart, Indiana
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McLaughlin, Harriet LAS
McLaughlin, Harry Donald PreM
McLaughlin, John Bardwell LAS
McLaughlin, Leone LAS
McLean, George William PreL
McLellan, Elleine Harrison Lib (SS)
McLeod, Donald AC
MacLeod, Maurice Ginard REE
McMackin, Samuel Carl LAS
McMahon, Gertrude Jnl
MoMahon, John Thomas LAS
McMains, Thomas Frederick EPh
McManus, James Laurence Law (8)
McMichael, Robert William LAS
McMillan, Faye Marguerite LAS
McMillan, John Pearce Bus
McMillan, Julia Margaret LAS
MacMillan, Mary Alice LAS
McMinn, Aaron Pennington Bus
McMinn, Mary Elizabeth LAS
McMullen, Charles SS
McMullin, Marshall Olin EE
MacMurtrie, Esther LAS
McMurtrie, Robert Emmett LAS
McNair, George Bruce Eng
McNair, Margaret Glenna Agr
McNally, Josephine Florence LAS
McNaught, Maurice Landon Agr
McNaughton, Charles Robert LAS
McNaughton, Wayne Leslie Bus
McNaughton, William Coswell ME
McNeal, Lloyd K AC
McNeely, Evelyn Eulalia Ed
McNeil, Robert Eli EE
McNeill, Ellen LAS (SS)
McNeill, Mary Sherrard LAS
McNeill, William Thomas LAS
MacNiven, Gordon Hope Bus
McNutt, William John LAS
McPartlon, Francis John MinE
McQueen, Max Boyd PreM
McQuerry, Norton B AC
McReynolds, Elizabeth Mary SS
McRoberts, Alene LAS
McShane, John Joseph SS
McTaggart, Edwin Charles Bus unc
McVey, Garland William, B.S., 1925 Agr irr
McVitty, Robert S Bus
McWard, Letitia Belle SS
McWhinney, Lucille Barbara LAS
McWhinney, Margaret Bernice Bus
Ma, Ming-Chih Bus (SS)
Maas, Quincy Davis Law (3)
Maass, Herbert George Bus
MacDonald, Jack Jnl
Macdonald, Josephine Kendall LAS
Machiels, Helen Leon Ed
Mack, John J Accy
Mack, Joseph Lathrop LAS
Mackay, Davena LAS
Mackay, Helen Hurley LAS
Mackay, Mary HELAS
Macke, Marshall C ChE
Mackey, Floyd Harris Accy
Mackey, Guerard EE
Macklin, Hall Mclntyre Mus
Macpherson, Iris Cranville Jnl
Macpherson, William Mathew Arch
Madden, Albert Orlo Jnl
Madden, Estelle Madeleine Law (3)
Madden, Gladys Ed
Madden, John Nicholas LAS
Madden, William James Bus
Maddock, Thomas Edward EE
Maddox, Anna Mae SS
Maddy, David Clark ChE
Madigan, May Elizabeth, B.S., 1926 SS
Madory, John Ellsworth PreL
Madsen, Carl Theodore ME
Madsen, Harold Michael ME
Magazine, Sidney Accy
Magee, Gerald Meridoth CE
Magidson, Irwin Philip Bus
Magill, Velma Myrtle SS
MaGirl, Willis James ME
Magrath, Lura May Ed
98 * f Kankakee
* Salem
63 * t Aurora
n * f Chicago
SO * t Hillsboro
* t Urbana48
65 * Chicago
68 * t Forest Park
60 * Wyoming
* f Oak Park
* f Champaign
113 * t Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
64X * t Chicago
* t Lawrenceville
38 * t Stronghurst
31 * t Urbana
108 * t Urbana
* f Hinsdale
42 * Bloomington
* t Bloomington
16 Chillicothe
* t Johnston City
42 * f Champaign
26 * t Dayton, Ohio
S3 * f Chicago
* f Oak Park66
88 * t Chicago
80 * t Lowdcr
64 * f Connersville, Indiana
117 * Kansas City, Kansas
106 * t Connersville, Indiana
* f Eaton, Ohio
66 * f Louisville
24 * t Roberts
7Yi * t Carlyle
* f Urbana
siy2 * t Chicago
* f River Forest
67 * f Mattoon
* Schenectady, New York
* t Hutsonville
85 * t Greenfield
16 Danville
65 * t Louisville, Kentucky
61 East Chicago, Indiana
* Hindsboro
t Larchland
* t Downers Grove
7Y2 Mount Auburn
105 * t Peoria
107 * f Peoria
114H * Peking, China
* t Equality
* Chicago
* t Chicago
* f La Grange
61H * Benton
t Chicago
95 * f Michigan City, Indiana
63)4 * Chadwick
61 * t Urbana
31 * t Chadwick
119 t Urbana
SO * f Decatur
* f Chicago
* t Morrison
64 * t Chicago
57 * f Chicago
j Secor
* t Ft. Thomas, Kentucky
62 * j Bondville
* T Bureau
5 * t Freeport
1 XA * Winnetka
21 Yi Virginia
128)4 * Mason City, Iowa
Chicago
84 * New Brighton, Pennsylvania
87 * t Chicago
116 * f Chicago
101 hi * f Kansas City, Missouri
* f Pittsburg, Kansas100
* f Chicago
10 Flat Rock
140 * t Bloomington
101 * f Oak Park
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Maguire, Helen Gertrude
Mahard, Lansden Reynolds
Maher, Elmer Clayton
Maher, Frank William
Maher, James Joseph
Maher, Martin Francis
Mahoney, Mary Agnes Virginia
Maier, Grace Alberta
Main, Merrill Martin
Maizel, Rebecca
Major, James Lawrence
Makeever, Olive Irene
Malchert, David William
Maletz, Michael
Maley, William Forrester
Maley, Winnifred Elizabeth, A.B.
Malick, Frederic Avimalg
Mallatt, Margaret Louise
Mallory, John MacDonald
Malloy, James Frances
Malloy, Thomas Hugh
Malmberg, Carl George
Malone, Victor DeForrest
Maloney, Louise Josephine
Maloney, Mary Elizabeth
Malsbury, Francis Loa
Malstrom, Bernard Edwin
Manaster, Rosalyn
Mandel, Leo
Mandell, Louis Darrell
Manes, Virgil Dresser
Manfield, Frieda Sylvia
Manfield, Harry
Mangan, Eleanor Katherine
Mangel, Olga
Mangerson, Edward Eames
Mangus, Arthur Ray
Manker, Harmon Lewis
Manley, Addison Cook
Manley, John Henry
Manly, Lewis Frederick
Mann, Clara May
Mann, Earl John
Mann, Francis Walker
Mann, John Abram
Mann, Mary Abegail, A.B., 1922
Mann, Philip Edward
Mann, Theophilus Marcellus, A.B.
Manning, Adam Wallace
Manning, John Joseph
Manning, Philip Joseph
Manongsong, Democrito H
Mansfield, Benton Herbert
Mansfield, Sam
Mantell, Laura
Manuel, Harold Austin
Manville, Robert Lee
Mapel, Frank Allen
Marberry, M Marion
Marbold, Anne Elizabeth
March, Donald
Marcus, Mark Heisman
Marcus, Milton Kramer
Marcus, Violet Miller
Marfleet, Gerald Jewett
Margolis, Jacob Baer
Margolis. Ralph, B.S., 1926
Marine, Everett Hotaling
Maris, Dorothy Lillian
Mark, Gladys Beryl
Markland, Charles Edgar
Markley, Evelyn Laura
Marks, Paul Newell
Markwalder, Donald Andrew
Markwardt, Herbert Herman
Marquam, Loren Franklin
Marquam, William Palmer
Marquardt, Sarah Loretta
Marquess, Gale Chester
Marquis, Byron
Marr, Lillian Amanda
Marr, Vonna Gertrude
Marriner, Lester Martin
Marsell, Mark Delmar
Marsh, Curtis Chadwick
Marsh, Lecie Mae
LAS * Urbana
ss 8 Champaign
ME * t St. Louis, Missouri
Accy 97M * t Champaign
LAS 8 * t Oak Park
LAS * t Streator
LAS 50 * t Chicago
LAS 34 * f Monticello
Agr 65 * t Sidell
LAS 72 * f Chicago
AC * Champaign
HEEd 108 * t Marseilles
LAS * Lake City, Minnesota
SS 153)4 Urbana
PreM S4 * t Galesburg
1926 SS Rochelle
PreM «H * t Chicago
Mus * f Champaign
PreM * t Champaign
* f ChampaignArch 61
Bits * Champaign
ME 66H * f Lee
AC * f Maplewood, Missouri
Jnl 31 * Springfield
LAS 64 * f Decatur
HEAgr (SS) 66 * t Virden
PreM * t Canton
LAS 10 * t Chicago
PreL im * Chicago
AE 139 * t Chicago
Bus IIS * f Quincy
Jnl * f Sterling
Bus 13X * Sterling
Mus 68 * t Aurora
LAS 33 * t Winnetka
Eng * f Chicago
SS 8 Ladoga, Indiana
PreL * t East St. LouisME 75 * t Champaign
EE 36 * t Harvard
SS 6H Erie, Pennsylvania
HEAgr £8 * t Flora
LArch 23X * t Batavia
SS 8H Wellington, Missouri
Agr * Rossville
Lib 48 t Muncie, Indiana
Bus * t Flora
1926 Law (3) (SS) 68X * t Columbus, Ohio
Bus 43H * f Lyndon
PreL SSM * Peoria
EE 36 * t Chicago
Jnl 4 * Batangas, Philippine Islands
Accy 30 * Kewanee
Bus 66 * Waukegan
Jnl 31 * Chicago
EE 36 * t Quincy
EE * t Harvey
Bus 29 * Gallup, New Mexico
Jnl (SS) 96H * Urbana
LAS 43 * Petersburg
LAS * t Glen Ellyn
PreL 31Y2 * t Chicago
Mus * t Council Bluffs, Iowa
PreM t Chicago
AC 31 * f Rock Falls
Law (3) 63 * f Chicago
Ed irr * Chicago
EE 56)4 t Chicago
HEAgr 57 * t Bloomingdale, Indiana
LAS * f ChicagoME unc (SS) 20M * t Champaign
LAS * t Chicago
EE * t Oak Park
PreL * t Calumet City
CE 28 * t Chicago
Bus * f Hinsdale
Bus 98 * t Hinsdale
Mus (SS) 34 * t Urbana
Law (3) 30 * t Covington, Indiana
OE 47H * t Chicago
LAS 93 * f Urbana
LAS * Urbana
CE 70 * t Chicago
AC 30 * f Moline
* t TuscolaLAS 48
LAS 60 * f Roodhouse
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Marsh, Leona E
Marshall, Horace Gilbert
Marshall, James Young
Marshall, Paul Amos
Marshall, Rufas Julian
Marten, Michael Charles
Martensen, Delmar Everett
Marti, Julius Sebastian
Martin, Bernerd Francis
Martin, Clarence Arthur
Martin, David Lloyd
Martin, Edwin De Haven
Martin, Ellen Mae
Martin, Elva Winifred
Martin, Emily Kathleen
Martin, Faith Jessalyn
Martin, Fannie A
Martin, George Lampe
Martin, Harry Raymond
Martin, Hayden Harrison
Martin, Helen Katharine
Martin, Helen Marie
Martin, Herschel Brown
Martin, Hollie Ehudy
Martin, Jackson Harold
Martin, James Alvin
Martin, James B
Martin, Jean Albra
Martin, John
Martin, John Edwin
Martin, Juanita Rachel
Martin, Lloyde Clifford
Martin, Lura Lloyd
Martin, Marian Helen
Martin, Marion Alexander
Martin, Mary Elizabeth
Martin, Mattie JaSula Hallie Samatra
Martin, Mildred Alice
Martin, Ormond Sanford
Martin, Raymond Charles
Martin, Ruth Carolyn
Martin, Shirley Elizabeth
Martin, Thamar Eveline
Martin, Wilbert Arthur
Martindale, Elizabeth Claire
Martindale, Marjorie Jane
Martinie, Ray Emerson
Martling, Walter Lockwood
Martz, Luther Edward
Marvel, Gertrude Mary
Marvin, Lyle Willis
Marx, Mildred Eva
Mascher, Pauline Gertrude
Masek, Joseph Emil
Maskee, William Bruno
Mason, Carl James
Mason, Elizabeth E
Mason, Harold Gordon
Mason, Helen Dixie
Mason, John George
Mason, Kenneth Wilbur
Mason, Leslie Randolph
Mason, Lida Mabel
Mason, Marjorie
Mason, Mildred Kathryn
Masor, Lester B
Massey, Ray Irvin
Masson, George Taylor
Massover, Louise Ullricca
Masterson, Margaret Cecelia Mary
Mateer, Bruce De Loss
Mathas, Jess Donavin
Matheny, Gallais E
Mathes, Arthur E
Mathew, Doris May
Mathews, Don Alonzo
Mathis, Archie Eugene
Mathis, Frederic Richard
Mathis, George Preston
Mathis, Wayne Harold
Mathison, Charles Alvin
Matlock, Harry Glenn
Matlock, Thelbert Carter
Matson, Ward
Matthews, Estine Neil
Matthews, George Downey
LAS * t Marion
LAS 67 * t Chicago
LAS 34 * f Chicago
PreL 78 * f Chicago
AC 9 * t Danville
EE 26 * f Chicago
CL 64*4 * f Anchor
LAS (SS) 119H * Highland
AC 49Y2 * t St. Louis, Missouri
CL 82)4 * t Parsons, Kansas
Agr 60 * f Belle Center, Ohio
EE 82 * f Rock Island
LAS 95 * t Watseka
LAS * t Villa Grove
LAS 82 * t Mason City
LAS 95 * t Freeport
LAS * t Taylorville
Bus 79Y, * f Mason City
PreM * f Ponca City, Oklahoma
CL * t Morocco, Indiana
Jnl 68 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS 98 * Riverside
REE 72 * f Champaign
AC 135 * Perrysville, Indiana
SS ioH Crawfordsville, Indiana
Accy 48)4 * f Lebanon, Missouri
PreM 60)4 * Taylorville
LAS * t Chicago
AC t Cairo
EE 41 * t Moline
LAS * t Weldon
Jnl 6sy2 * t Urbana
SS San Antonio, Texas
LAS 82 * f Champaign
PreM 7sy2 * t Cairo
LAS 86 * f Taylorville
LAS 30 * f Danville
LAS 63 * t Champaign
Bus * Monon, Indiana
LAS * f Bath
LAS 46 * Benton
LAS * t Greencastle, Indiana
Jnl 32 * t Danville
Arch 23 * t Freeport
LAS * | Chicago
LAS * Chicago
Bus * t Urbana
Arch 35 * f Chicago
Agr 86 * f Shelbyville
SS 131 Waynesville
CerE 83 * t .Aurora
Jnl * t Louisville, Kentucky
HEAgr 20 * t Effingham
Law (8) * Cicero
PreL 67Y2 * Chicago
PU 38)4 * t Jacksonville
LAS * f Urbana
RCE 181 * Libertyville
Jnl 32 * t Aurora
Flor * t Sturgis, Michigan
AC * t Chicago
ChE 82 * t Streator
LAS * t Rossville
LAS 66 * t Sapulpa, Oklahoma
SS 8 Stonington
LAS SOX * Chicago
CL 34 t Morris
FC 28 * Chicago
LAS 80 * Chicago
Jnl 16 * t Joliet
Bus * f Chicago
LAS * Daytona Beach, Florida
Agr 39 * t Casey
AC (.SS) 11614 * Winnfield, Louisiana
LAS 35 * Morrison
Bus 56 * t Bement
SS 130 Urbana
Bus * t Crystal Lake
AC (SS) 66)4 f Urbana
AC * t Elmwood
IEd * t Chicago
PreL * t Newton
AC 81 t Urbana
CE * t Geneseo
Bus f Chicago
EE * f Wheaton
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Matthei, Emma Alice
Mattingly, Maurice Francis
Matteon, Lloyd Warren
Mattson, Sadie Edith
Mau, Evelyn Alice
Mauch, Howard Bernard
Mauck, William Miln
Maue, Donald Mart
Maulding, Paul Tunis
Maune, Gladys Ruth
Maupin, Ira Twist
Maurer, Lorene Ethel
Maute, Arlington Rickets
Mautz, Genevieve Victoria
Mavity, William Allen
Maxant, Edwin Albert
Maxcy, Raymon Leigh
Maxey, Benjamin Collins
Maxey, Marquerite
Maxwell, Jean
Maxwell, John Emmerson
Maxwell, John Thomas
Maxwell, William Kcppers
May, Milton Benjamin
May, Norville Ellsworth
May, Wallace W
Mayberry, Bernard Cornelius
Mayberry, Robert Simpson
Mayberry, Roy William
Mayer, Bernard Joseph
Mayer, Herman William
Mayer, Irving Barry
Mayer, Robert Wallace
Mayes, Charles Crawford
Mayes, Dorothy Adelle
Mayes, Gertrude Estelle
Mayes, Helen Valette
Mayes, Leslie Irvin
Mayhue, Frederick Vincent
Mayne, Daisy Leona
Mayne, F Blair
Mead, Charles William
Mead, Gordon Vose
Mead, Hugh William
Mead, Robert Grant
Meade, Frances C
Meade, Harriet Mary
Meader, Natalie
Meador, C Elmer
Meador, George Clayton
Meadows, Gertrude Burnett
Meaker, Ralph Sylvester
Means, Louis Edgar
Means, Minnie Luman
Meats, Margaret Pauline
Mecherle, George Ermond
Meece, Loren Everest
Meek, Robert Stanhope
Meeker, Ursul Cedric
Meeks, Lucille
Meents, Elmer Arnold
Meers, Henry Weber
Megahan, Earle Joseph
Megee, Kermit L
Megowen, Dorothy Mae
Mehl, Frederick John
Mehr, George John
Mehrbach, Albert Maxwell
Mei, Edward Keung
Meier, Verna Dorothy
Meierhofer, Anna Hurst
Meima, Genevieve
Meisenbach, Hilda Katheryn
Meisenbach, Karl William
Meisenheimer, Gordon Wilson
Meislahn, Arthur Carl
Meislahn, Ernest John
Meislahn, Jennie Louise
Melcher, William
Meleen, Ruby Marie
Mellinger, Lowell Powell
Meloan, Robert
Meloy, Ruth Arline
Melton, William Dean
Melville, James Graham
Melville, Valentine Charlotte
Bus 99 * t Chicago
IA 102 * f Champaign
Eng * t Chicago
Ed 60 * t Eveleth, Minnesota
LAS 60 * f Wheaton
EE SO * Champaign
But * t Princeton, Indiana
Car * t Mokena
Bus * t Centralia
LAS * f St. Louis, Missouri
Bank 65 * Marine
LAS S2 * t Bloomington
PreL 26 * t Granville
* T StewardsonLAS 69
EE 8014 * t Pekin
Bus 73 * t Brookfield
Agr 69 * New Berlin
SS 23% Shattuck
HEAgr (SS) no * t Shattuck
Ed 60 * t Chicago
Bus * t Illiopolis
* t UrbanaAgr 7SH
LAS * t Chicago
Jnl 111 * f Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
AC * t Bend, Oregon
Bus * Albion
PreL * t East St. Louis
Arch 67 * t Wichita, Kansas
AC 62 * t Norwalk, Ohio
PreL * t St. Louis, Missouri
AC * t Bay Shore, New York
PreL 49)4 * t Chicago
Accy * t Mt. Pulaski
AC 32 * f California
HEAgr 64 * Dalton City
LAS 8iy2 * f Dalton City
* t Dalton CityLAS
Bus * t Champaign
Ed 63 * t Beecher
SS 2 Mt. Carmel
CL * t Chicago
* T ChampaignLaw (3) SO
Bus 35 * t Aurora
LAS * f Chicago
LAS 30% * Chicago
LAS t Fithian
LAS (SS) 116 * Pinckneyville
LAS 63% * t Chicago
EE * t Springfield
SS 61 Springfield
LAS 49 * Urbana
CL * t Barre, Vermont
SS 10% Shelbyrille, Indiana
HELAS 29 * t Urbana
Jnl * f Springfield
Ins 65 * t Normal
SS 8 Atwood
Bus * Fort Smith, Arkansas
AC * t Cropsey
LAS 62 t Aurora
Car S3 * t Kankakee
PreL * f Joliet
PreM 69 * Oak Park
Bus 15 * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
LAS 96 * t Alton
PreM 63 * Chicago
IA 126 * t Auburn
ChE * t Millburn, New Jersey
CE (SS) 64% * t Chicago
HEAgr * f Maplewood, Missouri
LAS * f Minonk
Ed 84 * t Western Springs
HEAgr 75 * Pearl
SS 13V* Pearl
LAS 101 * t Walnut
* T MontroseBus 100
Bus * t Montrose
Ed une 6 * t Montrose
Accy 33 * t Morris
Bus unc * f Erie, Kansas
Bus * f DanvilleLAS 65 * f Oquawka
LAS * f Joplin, Missouri
Jnl * t Decatur
LAS 27 * t WilmetteLAS * f Peotone
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Melvin, Arleen Kathryn
Melvin, Helen Fern *
Memler, Ruth Elizabeth
Mendelovitz, Sidney William
Menge, Hazel Margaret
Menges, Barbara Lena
Menke, Wilber June
Menz, John Eric
Menz, Roscoe Ellington
Menzimer, Lisle William, B.S., 1925
Menzimer, Margaret Elizabeth
Menzimer, Viola Beatrice
Mercer, Clifford Chester, B.S., 1924
Mercer, Dorothy Florence
Mercey, Archie Andrew
Merchant, Esther Hazel
Merchant, Lloyd Lowe
Merchant, Olivia Barbara
Merkel, Arthur George
Merker, Mildred Edna
Merker, Philip John
Merkle, Virginia Crescence
Mermel, Thaddeus Walter
Mernitz, Adele Marie
Merrell, Raymond Roy
Merriken, Carroll Whitfield
Merrill, Fred Lloyd
Merrill, Mary Louise
Merrill, Mildred Edith
Merrill, Reginald Dennison
Merrill, Theodore Thomas
Merriman, James Wallace
Merritt, Albert Frederick
Merritt, James Francis, B.S., 1923
Merritt, Leone, A.B., 1917
Merry, Helen
Merryweather, Helen Louise
Mersbach, Allen Ernest
Mertens, Alexander Diesel
Mertz, Kendall Louis
Meskimen, Leslie Carlyle
Messinger, Betty Irene
Metcalf, John Glenn
Mette, Minnie Isabel, A.B., 1926
Metz, Horace Baum
Metzger, Albert Ulrich
Metzger, Louis
Meuser, Fern Elizabeth
Meyer, Albert
Meyer, August C
Meyer, Elmer
Meyer, Elmer John
Meyer, Fred Bernard
Meyer, Frederick Radeke
Meyer, Irwin Henry
Meyer, Leland Albert
Meyer, Lester William
Meyer, Marshall, B.S
, 1926
Meyer, Pauline Harriet
Meyer, Sarah Carr
Meyer, Suzanne Burkhalter
Meyer, William Henry
Meyer, William Richard
Meyer, Xavier Charles
Meyers, Heber Teter
Meyers, Irving
Meyerstein, Arnold Hahn
Meyrick, Sabina Mary
Meyser, Joseph Bruce
Michael, Ford
Michael, Janett Louise
Michael, Viola Mae, A.B., 1925
Michaels, Ted Milton
Michalek, Louise Antoinette
Michel, Gertrude June
Michelmann, Flora D
Michelson, Julius
Michener, Frank Case
Miohener, Harriett Katheryn
Michl, Joseph Paul
Middendorf, Laurence
Middlesworth, William Buck
Middleton, Anna Maria
Middleton, Raymond Earl
Mielke. Roy Carl
Mihrn, Raymond George
Mikucki, John Francis
LAS * t Peoria
* f MonticelloLAS 76
LAS 32 * t Peoria
Law (4) 93 * f Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
* t Port Jervis, New YorkLAS
PreM * + Champaign
* t HighlandEE 33
Bank 70 * t Highland
Law (5) (SS) 68
y
2 * t Galena
* T WoodbineHEEd 109Y*
Ed 76 * f Galena
SS Vermont
LAS 123 * Gibson City
Law (3) * t Canton
* t Mt. CarrollLAS 58
AE t Morocco, Indiana
LAS t WaukeganME 74 * t Yorkville
LAS 34 * f Chicago Heights
PreM 31 * t East St. Louis
* t AltonLAS 101
EE * t Chicago
LAS 33 * f Chicago Heights
SS 106V6 Indianapolis, Indiana
CE SO * t La Grange
Accy 33 * f Frankfort, Indiana
LAS * t Princeton, West Virginia
Jnl 104 * t Hinsdale
EE 35 * J Chicago
* T RoodhousePreL 48
AC 80 * f Holyoke, Massachusetts
Bug 100 * t Stonington
* T BerwynPreM irr
Ed irr t Chicago
Ed 60 * + Chicago
LAS 33 * T Chicago
Bus 23 * f Chicago
Jnl 29 * Decatur
Eng U6H * t Chicago
CE 72 * f Champaign
t ChicagoLAS
Mus 94% * f Batesville, Arkansas
Arch irr * f Eureka
SS Princeton, Indiana
Bus (SS) 74% * t Vandalia
CE 36 * Chicago
Ed 95 * t Rantoul
* T SpringfieldPreL
Law (3) 12 * t Brockport
LAS 84 lA * t Elgin
PreL * T Coffenn
CL * f Waukegan
Cer 143 * Kankakee
Bus 27 * t Oak Park
Bus 69 * f Morrisonville
Jnl 14 * f Chicago
Law (3) 37 * f Waukegan
Jnl f Chicago
LAS 37 * Calumet City
LAS 60 * t Fort Wayne, Indiana
PreL * f Chicago
Bus 32 * Havana
LArch * f Champaign
AC 37 * t Ambler, Pennsylvania
PreL 17 * f Chicago
LAS 28 * t Virden
LAS 27 * Chicago
LArch 23 lA * t Rock Island
LAS f Deer Creek, Oklahoma
LAS 26 * f Highland
SS Urbana
Accy * t Noblesville, Indiana
LAS (SS) 115 * Chicago Heights
LAS * t Chicago
t QnincyLAS
Bus * t Galesburg
* f TuscolaBus
LAS 70H * t Tuscola
CE * t Decatur
LAS * f Kenilworth
Bank 6sy2 * Shelbyville
LAS 31 * f Pontiac
Agr * t Chicago
Bus 32 * f Rockton
* t River ForestBus 26
EE * t Chicago
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Milde, Edward Eugene AC unc 35 * t Brooklyn, New York
Miles, Clarence Percy MinE * West Frankfort
Miles, Fiske SS 142% Champaign
Miles, Henry Clay Arch 68 * Galesburg
Miles, Jessie Ruth Ed 101 * t Glen Ellyn
Miles, Mattie LAS 48% * f Champaign
Miles, Morris Alvin ChE * f Farmer City
Miley, Clark Hall Bus 32% * f Harrisburg
Millard, Iva Frances HEAgr * Urbana
Millen, Kenneth AC * f Lansford, Pennsylvania
Miller, Alice Ed unc * T Evanston
Miller, Alice Rose HEEd 82 * t McHenry
Miller, Arlene Lucille LAS 33 * f Collinsville
Miller, Arthur Louis Agr unc m * Edwardsville
Miller, Audrey Gazelle Mus 108 * t Kansas City, Missouri
Miller, Carroll Durbin LAS 66 * T Abingdon
Miller, Charles Robert Accy 68 * f Gaha
Miller, Chester Orville LAS * f Connersville, Indiana
* T EdwardsvilleMiller, Clara May PreM (SS& 74%
Miller, Corwin James Bus IX t Weldon
Miller, Dale LAS 23 * Urbana
Miller, Doris Keane LAS 64 * t Chicago
Miller, Dorothy Gertrude LAS 24 * Edwardsville
Miller, Dorothy Louise LAS t Danville
Miller, Edena LAS SO * f Mound City
Miller, Edna L SS 74 Indianola
Miller, Florence Anna SS 107% Villa Grove
Miller, Floyd W ChE 61 * Arenzville
Miller, Frank Arthur Bus 107 * t Chicago
Miller, Frank Call LAS 96% * t Cedar Falls, Iowa
Miller, Fred Arthur MinE (SS) 109 * f Herrin
Miller, Gerald LAS 9% * Champaign
Miller, Gertrude Josephine LAS * Urbana
Miller, Gladys Ruth Mus 31 * t Mound City
Miller, Glen Milton Bus * t Ellis
* T LockportMiller, Glenn Earl PreL
Miller, Grace Etta HEAgr 97 * t Iroquois
Miller, Gustav Adolph PreM 66 * t Elgin
Miller, Harold J JEd 101 * f Dix
Miller, Harry William LAS 60X * t Decatur
Miller, Helen Louise LAS 36 * f Chicago
Miller, Henry S PreL * Springfield
Miller, Howard Russell PreM 33 * + Woodstock
* T ChicagoMiller, James Grant Bank 67Y2
Miller, James Robert Bus 29 * f Urbana
Miller, Jeanne Anne LAS 10% * f Chicago
Miller, Jessie Belle SS 17 Rantoul
Miller, John B CerE * f Urbana
Miller, John Francis PreL S4 * f Canton
Miller, John Malcolm LAS 108 * Urbana
Miller, John Wallace RCE 13 * t Chicago
Miller, Joseph Maynard Agr * t Vernon, Vermont
Miller, Joseph Samuel PreM * t Chicago
Miller, Leota Maebra LAS * f Urbana
Miller, Lorene Harriett LAS 114 * Atlanta
Miller, Louise Margaret Ed (SS) 102% * t Danville
Miller, Martin Kenneth LAS 34 * t Joliet
Miller, Mary Elizabeth LAS f Chicago
Miller, Mary Hazel SS 99% Indianola
Miller, Mary Mabel HEAgr 66 * t Effingham
Miller, Milton Albert LAS 25% * t Chicago
Miller, Milton Samuel Arch 35 * t Sioux City, Iowa
Miller, Morris Jack EE 66 * t Sioux City, Iowa
Miller, Myrtle Christine LAS 65% * t Edwardsville
Miller, Norman Arthur Law (8) SO * t Chicago
Miller, Norman Reasoner Law (3) 61 * t Leavenworth, Kansas
* f River ForestMiller, Norman Russell CE 73
Miller, Robert Eugene Bus 10 * Chicago
Miller, Robert Peter Jnl 16 * t Rockford
* j ChampaignMiller, Ross PreL 16
Miller, Rovenia Francis PreL (SS) 74 * t Urbana
Miller, Roy Myron ChE 31 * t Griggsville
Miller, Samuel Arch * t Chicago
Miller, Samuel Douglas PreM * t Carrier Mills
* t Oak ParkMirier, Sylvia Anne LAS 101
Miller, Thelma Jeannette LAS 42 * Godfrey
Miller, Thomas Bus * t Elmwood
Miller, Thomas Raymond AC 104% * f Canton
Miller, Victor Cornelius, B.S., 1926 Law (4) (SS) 80 * t Martinsville
Miller, Vincent John Agr 31 * Rockford
Miller, Vinita Louise SS 130% Nokomis
Miller, Vivian Anna Ed 68 * t Lockport
Miller, Walter Herman GE 131 * Amsterdam, New York
Miller, Walter Ulysses LAS (SS) 116H * Shumway
Miller, Wayne W EE * t Casey
Miller, William Arthur Agr 32 * t Herrin
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Milliken, Eulah Bernice
Milliken, Yvonne
Millington, Albert
Million, Clarence Harold
Million, Latimer
Millner, Eugene Bowman
Mills, Beatrice Fay
Mills, Candace Elizabeth
Mills, Carrol Vandaveer
Mills, Charles E
Mills, Douglas Raymond
Mills, Frank Roscoe
Mills, George
Mills, Hannah Katherine
Mills, Harold Eugene
Mills, Helen Elizabeth
Mills, Henry Clifton
Mills, Jack Benjamin
Mills, Kenneth Woodward
Mills, Marcia Willma
Mills, Olive Ruth
Mills, Richard George
Mills, Virgil Franklin
Milner, Alfred Walker
Miltimore, Carl Armington
Miner, Harrison Read
Miner, Marie Dorothy
Miner, Mary Elizabeth
Minier, John Philip, A.B., 1926
Minister, Harold Harry
Minor, Earl H
Minot, George Otis
Minshall, Ellis Donald
Mishell, Robert
Mishkin, Irving
Mishkutz, Theodore Herman
Miskelly, Samuel Hughes
Mitchell, Charles James
Mitchell, Donald Bruce
Mitchell, Dorothy Lillina
Mitchell, Edmund George
Mitchell, Florence Marie
Mitchell, Harmon Galen
Mitchell, Harry Lewis
Mitchell, James Phineas
Mitchell, Janvrin Earl
Mitchell, Joan
Mitchell, Marianna
Mitchell, Mary Elizabeth
Mitchell, Melvin Hayes
Mitchell, R Paul
Mitchell, Robert Buchanan
Mitchell, Russell Gatz
Mitchell, Stanley Ralph
Mitchell, Wilbur Arthur Emmons
Mitchem, John McCool
Mittelman, George Earl
Mittendorf, Mary Jane
Mitterwallner, Merwin Hurst
Mittler, Edmund
Mittler, Walter Danielson
Mix, George Stroh
Moberg, Olive Margaret Helen
Moberley, Benjamin Leeds
Moberley, Kenneth Everett
Moberley, Paul Benton
Mochel, Gilbert Charles
Mochon, A W
Mock, John Thomas
Moehl, Erna Barbara
Moeller, Gertrude Louise
Moeller, Robert George
Moers, Thomas Charles
Moffat, Emma
Mogul, Sid
Moh, Kai Ki
Mohrs, Dorothy Saville
Moir, Thomas Galletty
Molden, Garris Terrell
Molina, Elpidio Pilor
Moll, Ruth Azalra
Molles, Mary Minora
Monahan, Mary Constance
Monier, Ava Dorothy
Monk, Ralph Martin, B.S., 1925
Monnier, Charles Stanley
LAS 64 * f Calumet City
LAS 67 * t Calumet City
LAS 62 * t Canton
AEd (SS) 105 * f Monticello, Indiana
Bus 63 * J SpringfieldCE wey* * f Peoria
* f CaseyEd 94
HELAS 61 * t McNabb
CE 36 * f Fairfield
LAS u * t Chicago
AC * t Elgin
Jnl * t Champaign
PreL 34 * t Chicago
LAS * f Woodstock
Agr 12 * McNabb
SS Danville
Accy 31 * Chicago
Bus * t Canton
LAS * f Champaign
HELAS * t McNabb
LAS * f Champaign
Cer (SS) 133 * Memphis, Tennessee
AC * t Casey
SS 16 Leesburg, Ohio
Bus 7zy2 * t Rockford
Chem 42 * Decatur
LAS 26 * Champaign
SS 68 Kinmundy
Law (3) 23 * Benton
AC 68 * t Chauncey, Ohio
PreM t Champaign
Agr 33 * t Harvard
AC * t Westwood, California
PreL t Chicago
PreM t Danville
PreM 15 f Chicago
AE * Downers Grove
ChE 63 * t Eureka
IA sey2 * t Clinton
LAS 104 * t Alton
LAS * t Cleveland, Ohio
LAS 67 * t Bondville
AC S3 * Rockford
LAS 65 * t Chicago
LAS 111 * t Urbana
AC 35 * f Fulton
Mus SO * t Pawhuska, Oklahoma
LAS 99% * t Eureka
LAS * t Urbana
ME 42 * f Dakota
PU * t Champaign
Arch 86H * t Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS ssy2 * f Chicago
Bus 16 * Chicago
Law (3) u * t Wheaton
Law (3) 61 * t Boonville, Indiana
Law (3) 29 * f Chicago
LAS * f Champaign
AC 79 t Los Angeles, California
IA 80 t Oak Park
Bus 34 * f Oak Park
Bus 48 * Oregon
Mus * Chicago
SS 76H Granite City
CL SB * t Shelbyville
PreM * f Granite City
Bus SO * Downers Grove
Accy 62 t Wheaton
Bus 64V2 * t Evanston
Ed 72 * t Thomasboro
LAS 105 * t Portage, Wisconsin
* T Portage, WisconsinLAS 21
LAS * 1" Freeport
HELAS 61 * f Sparta
LAS * t Chicago
Bank * t Shanghai, China
LAS t La GrangeME * "f Chicago
Bus * f Tipton, Indiana
SS 168 Ilocos Norte, Philippine Islands
Jnl S3 * t Champaign
* T LemburgEd 69y2
Jnl 106 * t Areola
LAS * f Ananwan
Law (3) 66 *.jt Urbana
CerE *"| Werran
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Monnix, Eleanor Barbara
Monohon, Willard Ewart
Monroe, Clarence Webster
Monroe, Edward Whitehouse
Monroe, Vera Jeannette
Monroe, Wray Stockton
Monson, Doris Pauline
Monsson, Mabel A
Montelius, Dorothy Helen
Montgomery, Mabel Marie
Montgomery, Maxwell James
Moody, Ila Allen
Moody, Irvin Lowell
Moody, Lloyd Cowley
Moon, Constance Hardin
Moon, Francis Russell
Mooney, John Russell
Mooneyham, Roscoe Cleon
Mooradian, John Vasken
Moore, Adaline Vada
Moore, Albert Sidney Johnston
Moore, Alice
Moore, Byron Rosell
Moore, Charles Clellie
Moore, Charles Kenneth
Moore, Cletus Richard
Moore, Dicie Ann
Moore, Edward Naylor
Moore, Frances Cameron
Moore, Grace Evelyn
Moore, Harold Guthrie
Moore, Harry Frederick
Moore, Ida Mae
Moore, Isaac Cole
Moore, Joseph Leslie
Moore, Joseph Nathaniel
Moore, Lyle Edward
Moore, Malcolm Paul
Moore, Margaret
Moore, Marie Agnes
Moore, Mary Elizabeth
Moore, Mary Virginia
Moore, Merle Graydon, B.S., 1926
Moore, Noel Carrier
Moore, Perry Oliver
Moore, Raymond Lewis
Moore, Richard Leigh
Moore, Richard Scott
Moore, Robert Dimmitt
Moore, William Alexander
Moore, William Everett Doe
Moorman, Mary Evelyn
Moorman, Robert Burrus Buckner
Moos, Elmer Arthur
Moratz, Arthur Francis
Morava, Gerald William
Moreland, Evelyn
Morell, Dorothy Margarete
Morelock, Charles Earl
Morfey, Amos Augustus
Morgan, Birch Edward
Morgan, Clyde Quentin
Morgan, Cora Helen
Morgan, Edith May
Morgan, Frank Marpole
Morgan, Helen Maurine
Morgan, Joseph Francis
Morgan, Mildred Dale
Morgan, Rudolph Bennett
Morgan, Sylvia Troemper
Morgan, Thelma
Morgan, William Benjamin, A.B., 1926
Morgan, Winona Louise
Moriguchi, Keitaro
Morley, Hugh Bernard
Morley, Orpha Catherine
Morlock, Esther Hilda
Moroney, Alice Patricia
Morray, Kenneth Ralph
Morrical, Keron Caldwell
Morris, C Glenn
Morris, Carlyle, A.B., 1915
Morris, Fred Herbert
Morris, Freda
Morris, Harold Harrison
Morris, Kurt Robert
LAS t Sieger
LAS 32 * t Urbana
* f EdwardsvillePreM 60%
Bus 49 * t Wheaton
LAS * f Silvis
PreL 4sy2 * f Edwardsville
LAS 71 * f New Windsor
Ed 60 * t Chicago
LAS 35 * t Piper City
Bus 65 * f Maywood
Bus 32 * f Brook, Indiana
SS 34 lA Fillmore
AC * t Wauconda
Law (3) 66 * t Port Byron
LAS 33 * f Oak Park
Accy 31 * f MacombME 70 * f Chicago
Bus * f Benton
Chem 37 * f Waukegan
SS 6 Bluford
PreM 63 * East St. Louis
Accy 66 * t Champaign
SS 106% Eureka
Agr 5 * t Urbana
CE 89Y2 t Chicago
Accy 97 * t Mounds
LAS (SS) 3814 * t Urbana
Arch 35 * t Bloomington
LAS 89 * f Chicago Heights
SS 8 Decatur
REE 109 * t Carlinville
EE 72 * f Whiting, Indiana
LAS SO * t Peoria
Bus 38M * f Danville
SS 154 Atwood
LAS soy2 * Guanajuato, Mexico
Agr * Sesser
LAS 62 * t Hartford City, Indiana
SS 7 Urbana
LAS 111 * t St. Louis, Missouri
HEAgr 97 * t Chicago
LAS 66 * t Chicago
SS Williamsville
LAS * Mt. Vernon
Bus (SS) 67Y2 * t Otterbein, Indiana
CE 109 * t Fairbury
LAS * t Chicago
CerE 74 * f Chicago
FC 64 * T Washington, D. C.
Eng 71 * f Chicago
CL MX * i Waltonville
HELAS 28 * 1" McLeansboro
CE 60 * "j" St. Joseph, Missouri
AC 20 * t Aurora
LAS 27Vi * f Bloomington
Bus (SS) 96 * Chicago
LAS * Cairo
LAS 22 * Chicago
SS 9Yi Cameron, Missouri
EE * Champaign
PreL * t Deland
* T KinmundyBus 32
SS 87Y2 Lostant
SS sen Urbana
EE 34 * t Glen Ellyn
LAS 98 * | Wood River
AE * t El Paso
LAS 81 * t Mattoon
Agr unc 7Y2 * t Champaign
Mus 4 * f Urbana
SS 9 Alton
Law (S) 33 * t Vienna
HELAS SO * t ChampaignRME unc f Kioto City, Japan
AE 17 * Chicago
HELAS 70 * t Galva
HELAS 32 * i Carlyle
* J ChicagoLAS
Agr (SS) em * t Urbana
EE 87 * i Farmer City
* T El Dorado, KansasLaw (4) 2
Lib * f Urbana
LAS * f Mason City
LAS t Farmington
Agr no t Clinton
EE 70 * t Oak Park
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Morris, Lloyd Parker EE
Morris, Ollie Nathaniel SS
Morrison, Allie Roy AC
Morrison, Edgar Crawford AC
Morrison, Emma Dorothy LAS
Morrison, Eugene Wilmer Bus
Morrison, Jared Plummer Bus {SS)
Morrison, Leo James Bus
Morrison, Lorraine Ella HEEd
Morrison, Ray Eldred EE
Morrison, Robert Fisher CerE
Morrison, Ruth Jane LAS
Morrow, Gerald Lee Agr
Morrow, Kathryn Florence LAS
Morrow, Thomas William SS
Morse, Donald Richard Bank
Morse, Fred Samuel CE
Morse, George Ross Eng {SS)
Morse, John D LAS {SS)
Morse, John Day Bus
Morse, Madison Bruce LAS
Mortensen, Monrad Albert I
A
Mortimer, John Joseph CE {SS)
Mortland, Helen Garnett Accy
Morton, Emma Millen Ed {SS)
Morton, George Rollin EE
Morton, Julia Louise LAS
Morton, Kenneth George Bank
Morton, Marmaduke Beckwith Agr unc
Morton, Samuel Hugo PreM
Mose, Florence Isabel SS
Moses, George Thomas PreL
Moses, Horace Irving Arch
Mosher, Kenneth William Bus
Mosher, Leah Viola LAS
Mosier, Hazel Frances LAS
Moskovitz, Mildred Dolores LAS
Moskovitz, Paul Finder Bus
Moss, Alvin Henry SS
Moss, Clarence Calvin Agr
Moss, Florence Irene LAS {SS)
Moss, Hazel Betty Bus
Moss, Laura Fay LAS
Moss, Morris Alfred Bus
Mote, Olema SS
Mottel, John Emil CL
Moudry, Raymond Joseph Law (3)
Moulton, Margaret Jane Veronica HELAS
Mount, Charles Vincent CL
Mount, Earl Rex Agr unc
Mousel, Frederick William EE
Movius, Alfred Henry PreM
Mowat, Daniel Heidrick LAS
Mowbray, Mary Louise LAS
Moyer, Blanche Frances LAS
Moyer, David Gurstelle Law (3)
Moyer, Dorothy Emeline, A.B., 1924 Lib
Moynihan, Irvin Kenneth AC
Moynihan, Mildred Leatha Jnl
Mroz, Stephanie Antoinnete Mus
Mudgett, Clarence Theodore CE
Mudgett, Jesse Stephen PU
Muegge, Louis William AC
Muehling, Adella Anna Mus {SS)
Mueller, Arthur Paul Arch
Mueller, Edward Martin LAS
Mueller, Florence Agatha LAS
Mueller, Fred Richard Bus
Mueller, Jerome Victor AC
Mueller, Lillian Maude LAS
Mueller, Rosalind Maryjo LAS
Mueller, William August LAS
Mueller, William Samuel Agr
Muhs, Edward Edwin LAS
Mulberry, Francis Hardy Bus {SS)
Mulhall, Leonard Lewis LAS
Mullady, Russell Edward CerE
Mullen, Gifford John RCE
Mullen, James Joseph Jnl
Mullen, Vern Elmo Ed
Mulligan, Margaret Mary LAS
Mulliken, Clarence Earl LAS
Mulliken, Weldon Wallace LAS
Mullins, Elizabeth Berthene LAS
Mullins, Lester Raymond LAS
Mulvane, Ora Edwin CerE {SS)
72 * f Urbana
128% St. Louis, Missouri
* f Marshalltown, Iowa
64 * t Peotone
31 * f Columbus, Wisconsin
11914 * t Marion
17 f Congress Park
81 * t Lovington
94 * t Ramsey
18614 * t Springfield
48 hi * t Chicago
* f Congress Park
* White Hall
* t Geneseo
138J4 Champaign
* t Chicago
137)4 * f Carlinville33 * T Flossmoor
70)4 * t Gifford
* Chicago
67 * t Gifford
* j Chicago
33 * Chicago
98 * t Farmer City
103 * T Quincy
74 * T Elgin
83 * t Taylorville
66 * t Berwyn
* t Oakwood
* f Taylorville
21 Shelbyville
69 * t Danville
60 * Oak Park
32 * t Sandwich
23 * f Chicago
* t Urbana
67 * f Farrell, Pennsylvania
* f Farrell, Pennsylvania
174)4 Springfield
61V2 * t Springfield
26\i * + Parts
66 * + Chicago
31 }4 T Champaign
69 * f Chicago
7 Ridge/arm
24 * Cicero
16 * t Chicago
187 * Oak Park
* t Chicago
* Mt. Vernon
49 * t Champaign
* f Jamestown, North Dakota
29 * t Joliet
* Cincinnati, Ohio
85 * t Chicago
* f Frederick
*
f St Joseph
8 * T Streator
103 * f Streator
89 * Chicago
71 * t Zion
* f Zion
85 * Lena
8 * t Murphysboro
* t Chicago
35 * + Elmhurst
81 * t Chicago
* Chicago
* t Chicago
99 * f Chicago
32 * T Belleville
* f Champaign
107 * T Tower Hill
72]4 * f Blue Island
97 * f Mt. Auburn
63 * t Chicago
* f Illiopolis
134 * Chandlerville
36 * t Chicago
127% t Taylorville
* Champaign
68 * t Rantoul
* t Champaign
99 * T Swayzee, Indiana
26 * f Paris
74 * T Robinson
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Mumford, Arnett William SS
Mumford, Herbert Windsor Agr
Mumford, Virginia HELAS
Munch, Anna Margaret Ed
Mundy, Joseph King EE
Munger, Olin Wis REE
Munnecke, Robert Cheney Agr
Muns, Arthur C CerE
Muns, Elva Lee LAS
Muns, Lola Jeannette LAS
Munson, Dorothy Lorraine LAS
Munson, Elizabeth Ann LAS
Munson, Florence Annette LAS
Munson, Grace Helen LAS
Munster, Richard Andrew EE
Muntz, Jack H EE
Munz, Oliver Wesley CE
Murchison, Gerald LAS
Murdock, Robert Agr
Murison, George W Arch
Murnane, James Edward Bus
Murphey, Helen Catherine Ed
Murphey, Lillian Ruth Ed (SS)
Murphy, Arthur Everett Law (3)
Murphy, Arvelle Isaac LAS
Murphy, Austin Farwell Bus
Murphy, Bernard CE
Murphy, Devereux Hamilton CE
Murphy, James Claude CL
Murphy, James Frederick Ed
Murphy, Joseph Clement, B.S., 1926 Agr irr (SS)
Murphy, Lawrence Patrick CE
Murphy, Nelson E LAS
Murphy, Ralph Charles PreL
Murphy, Robert Edward Agr
Murphy, Robert Emmett PreM (SS)
Murray, Edmund Lane LAS
Murray, Eugene Paul Agr
Murray, George Lyndon, B.S., 1926 Agr irr
Murray, Gerald Ralph Peter LAS
Murray, Lolita Myrtle LAS
Murray, Michael Gilmore PreL
Murray, Pauline Marian Agr
Murray, Robert Dickson LAS
Murray, William J PreM
Murrell, Mae Permilie HELAS
Murtough, Timothy Joseph SS
Mutinsky, Edward Joseph Eng
Myer, Francis Joseph Bus
Myers, Charles Rae Law (3)
Myers, Claud Verne Agr
Myers, Doris Forster LAS
Myers, Ethel Louise SS
Myers, Frances Helen Bank (SS)
Myers, Harriet June LAS
Myers, Helen Maxine LAS
Myers, Ivan Artemus SS
Myers, John Harlan LAS
Myers, Mary Cecelia LAS
Myers, Oreva Elaine LAS
Myers, Paul Emerson SS
Myers, Paul Long Eng
Myers, Stanley Charles PreL
Myers, W Glenn AC unc (SS)
Myers, William Edward Law (3)
Myhrman, Violet Dorothy LAS
Myler, Edythe Ann Mus
Mylrea, Mrs. Cornelia V Ed
Mynard, Frank Henry Agr
Mysel, George Ernest AE
Nagel, Lillian Ed (SS)
Nahigian, Haig Sarlus Bus
Naiman, Irwin Hunce PreL
Nail, James Smith EE
Nancarrow, Richard Glenn PreM
Napier, Mabel Adeline LAS
Napieralski, Stephen Emanuel I
A
Naseef, James Richard Bus
Nash, Frank Stanley Bus
Nash, Harold Bus
Nash, Lois Adelaide LAS
Nash, Lyle James LAS
Nash, Marjorie Lucille LAS
Nash, Sidney Winfield Bus
Nathan, Lloyd Ira PreL
Nation, Jessie Odella SS
7H Buckhannon, West Virginia
34 * t Urbana
32 * f Urbana
7614 * St. Louis, Missouri
34 * t Fairfield
98)4 * f Kansas City, Missouri
33 * t Chicago
* f Pesotum
65 t Pesotum
33 * f Pesotum
* f Chicago
* t Aurora
35 * f Prophetstown
zy* * f Keosauqua, Iowa
37 * t Chicago
* f Elgin
* t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
111 * t Belleville
* T Mogadore, Ohio
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
94 * f Champaign
115 * Champaign
* t Decatur
69 * t St. Louis, Missouri
22 * f Riverside
* t Clinton
S3 * f Springfield
67 * Park Ridge
69 * t Logansport, Indiana
* Champaign
36)4 * t Hillsboro
t Maywood
65 * f Aurora
124 * Marshall
41 Y2 * t Canton
109 * t Peoria
* t Arrowsmith
t Arrowsmith
* Red Wing, Minnesota
30 * t Geneva
* t Kokomo, Indiana
35 t Arrowsmith
66 * f Chicago
* Chicago
* Thomasboro
74H Chicago
19 * t Chicago
78 f Decatur
* t Vandalia
* t Champaign
62 * f Dolton
26 LeRoy
79 * t Champaign
* f Peoria
32 * Mt. Vernon
18% Carmel, Indiana
31 * t Moweaqua
* t Elgin
* f Champaign
17 Carmel, Indiana
* t Assumption
* t Springfield
6 * 1" Champaign
33 * t Marion
t Chicago
30 * Oak Park
98 * t Urbana
36 * t Amboy
* t South Orange, New Jersey
82 * t St. Louis, Missouri
* t Evanston
36 * t Chicago
* t Herkimer, New York
29 * t Lombard
105 * t Chicago
97Y2 * t Des Plaines
* f Kewanee
* t Keensburg
* t Mansfield
* t Champaign
80 * Champaign
97 * t Bowen
27 * Belvidere
4 * f Chicago
10 Erie, Kansas
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Nations, Herzl Wienshenk
Naumann, Robert Carl
Navis, Nona T
Neal, Evlyn
Neal, Glen David
Neal, Oleta B
Neal, Thomas Donald
Nebeck, Howard John
Needham, James Richards
Neel, Paul Norman
Neely, Hugh Harris
Neely, Viola Nellie
Neeseman, Arthur Chris
Negus, Benjamin Willard
Neideffer, Edith
Neidigh, Harold Bamberger
Neidlinger, Elizabeth Terrence
Neil, Harry Cambron
Neill, Albert Jack
Neill, Howard Cline
Neill, Margaret Anne
Neill, Rugh Blair
Neiman, Harold Milton
Neiman, William Theodore
Neitz, Esther Frances
Nellis, Howard Lee
Nelsch, Eda Katherine
Nelsch, Walter Russell
Nelson, Algot
Nelson, Carroll Homer
Nelson, Charles Arthur
Nelson, Doris Emigene
Nelson, Earl Russel
Nelson, Erland Olaf
Nelson, Evelyn Juanita
Nelson, Evert Fritchof
Nelson, Fred William
Nelson, Gilbert Francis
Nelson, Hallac Henry
Nelson, Harland Edwin
Nelson, Harry
Nelson, Harry Norman
Nelson, Howard Peter
Nelson, Hubert Edward
Nelson, Irving
Nelson, Jack Nathan
Nelson, Kenneth Burnley
Nelson, Lee Guy
Nelson, Maurice Taylor
Nelson, Milford John
Nelson, Paul Stanley
Nelson, Richard Herman
Nelson, Wendell Phillips, B.S., 1921
Nesbitt, Robert Stephen
Nesbitt, Spencer Thomas
Nesmith, Ralph Emerald
Nettles, Harold Ross
Netzow, Norma Marie
Neuman, August Percy
Neville, Claude Cullom
Neville, Everett Butler
Neville, Julia Dorothy
Nevitt, James Raymond
Newberry, Marian Elsie
Newbille, Nadine
Newburn, M Grace
Newcomb, Mildred LaVonne
Newcomb, Nellie Rosalie
Newcomb, William Kendall
Newcomer, Joseph Oliver
Newcomer, Paul Xamia
Newcomer, Mrs. Velda Lorene,
A.B., 1924
Newell, Clare Barrett
Newell, Dean Maurice
Newell, Robert Henry
Newell, Victor Hugo
Newey, Harriet Adelaide
Newey, Helen Gertrude
Newhouse, Anna Minnie
Newhouse, Orval Louis
Newkirk, Alfred Francis, B.S., 1926
Newkirk, Nelle Andrus
Newlon, Lee Herbert
' Newman, Adelaide Marie
Newman, Emma Gertrude
PreL 49 * Chicago
EE 62H * t Edwardsville
LAS unc t Champaign
Flor * f Lawrenceville
Law (3) * t Toledo
LAS (SS) 90 * f Jasonville, Indiana
PreL * Kansas
Eng 46 * t Chicago
MinE * f Chicago
SS 9% Mingo Junction, Ohio
LAS 99 * t Seward
LAS * f Chicago
SS 67H Rockford
Bank 125 * Jacksonville
LAS * t Champaign
* T FreeportLAS
Jnl (SS) 112 * Evanston
Bus * t Pueblo, Colorado
* T Greeley, ColoradoFlor
Mus 27 * t Clinton
Mus SO * f ChicagoRME * Denver, Colorado
CL * t Chicago
AE 27 * Freeport
LAS * Naperville
Law (3) * t Bridgeport
Ed eon * t Springfield
EE * f Springfield
EE * Foosland
Law (3) * t Rockford
CE * t Galesburg
LAS 66 * t Lynn Center
RA 90 * t Montgomery
AC 60 * t Chicago
Ed 63 * T Forest Park
LAS 73 * f Wilmette
Bus 33 * f Algonquin
* f LaFayetteLAS 98
AC 77 * t Gower, Missouri
AC 68 * t Woodhill
AE 32 * f Chicago
CL 33 * t Dwight
LAS * Chicago
LAS 69H * t Springfield
Agr 98 * f Chicago
Accy * f Chicago
Bus * Chicago
Arch * t Logansport, Indiana
Accy 24 * Dwight
PreM * t Moline
Bus 39 * f PrincetonME 108 * f Moline
Ed irr * Champaign
Bus 29 * t Oxford, Indiana
Bus 25 * Savanna
LAS 9 * t Champaign
* t CarlylePreL 34
LAS (SS) 31 * f Milwaukee, Wisconsin
LAS * f Chicago
LAS (SS) 63 * t Pinckneyville
Bus 28 * f Grayslake
LAS 32 * f Kewanee
LAS * f Fairview
LAS 93 * Rockford
LAS 69 * t La Grange
SS Hoopeston
LAS SO * t Pana
LAS 8 * f Champaign
PreM * t Hammond, Indiana
Agr 35 * f Egan
LAS 107 * f Dixon
LAS irr * Urbana
Ed 60 * t Kirkwood, Missouri
Accy 61 * f Tampico, Mexico
EE * f Ottawa
Bus 31 * Tampico, Mexico
LAS 112 * t Wilmette
LAS SO * t Wilmette
LAS * f Blue Island
Arch 34 * Franklin Park
Law (3) 33 * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
LAS 104H * t Mt. Carmel
AC 36 * t Salem, Indiana
* f ChicagoLAS SI
SS 10 Oxford, Ohio
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Newman, Emmet Joseph PreL
Newman, Harris Reynolds SS
Newman, Helen LAS
Newman, Jessie Elizabeth Ed (SS)
Newport, Willard Leslie, B.S., 1922 SS
Newton, Evalyn Lucille SS
Newton, John Clarence Accy (SS)
Newton, Joseph Hughes PreL
Newton, Walter Philip Bus
Neystrom, Gladys Carolyn HELAS
Nichol, Florence Marie, A.B., 1925 Lib
Nicholl, Marie Aurelia Ed
Nichols, Eileen LAS
Nichols, Elmer Vansel Bus
Nichols, Fred Adams Bus
Nichols, Harold Agr
Nichols, Janet LAS
Nichols, Lois Helma SS
Nichols, Paul Robert ME
Nichols, William Babcock Bus
Nicholson, Dale George Law (3)
Nicholson, Daniel Francis Bank
Nicholson, John Harold AC
Nicholson, Raymond Fred ME
Nickelson, Sidney Elliot PreM
Nickerson, Avan Joshua LAS
Nickerson, Frank Clement RT
Nickerson, Virginia Anna HELAS
Nickol, Edgar AC
Nickoley, Kathrine Elisabeth HELAS
Nickolls, Elizabeth Eunice HEAgr
Nicolds, John Yeagle SS
Nicolet, Isabelle Anna HELAS (SS)
Niebergall, Wesley John EE
Nieburger, Edward Clarence Bus
Nieburger, Mildred Emma LAS
Niederman, Sarah Anne LAS
Niednagel, Albert Daniel Flor
Niehaus. Helen, A.B., 1926 SS
Nield, Ernest Ellsworth EE
Nielsen, Paul Ellsworth CE
Nieman, Alma Anette HEAgr (SS)
Nieman, Arthur Robert CE
Niemann, Paul William ME
Niemeyer, Audrey Sophia LAS
Nierman, Sidney Maurice AE
Nikko, William Jack AE
Nilson, Alfred Rudolph Bus
Nilson, Gladys E LAS
Nilson, Lillian Marguerite LAS
Nilson, Stanley Edward LAS
Nimmo, Gilbert Leon PreM
Nish, George Ronald Bank
Nissen, Earl Leland FC
Nissen, William Francis CE
Nixon, Robert James Bus
Noble, Henry Stanton Agr
Noble, John Allen LAS
Noble, Louise Myrtle HEAgr
Noble, Robert William CE
Noble, Vernon Haven AE
Noble, William Nichols CerE
Noe, Eric Siegfried CerE
Noel, Edward Bernard EE
Nolan, Raymond James PreL
Nolting, Gertrude Engel SS
Nomura, Shuji EE (SS)
Nonneman, Arthur Agr
Norby, Harold Lenard RME
Norcom, Ruth Armantine LAS
Nordstrand, Marian I LAS
Nordstrom, John Elmer ChE
Norin, Lowell Wallin AE
Norman, Alice Eugenia LAS
Norman, Olliver Harold AE
Norman, Paul Montgomery LAS
Norman, Van Cresap CE
Norris, Gerald William SS
Norris, James Millard Agr
Norris, John Harmon LAS
Norris, John Lawson ME
Norris, Laura Cordelia LAS
Norris, Mrs. Margaret SS
Norris, Mary Lou LAS
Norris, Minturn Guy SS
Norris, Ray La Verne AC
* t Danville
8H Grayson, Missouri
97 * i Chicago
97 * • Griggsville
Hillsboro
7% Naperville
84 * • Chicago
35 * Chicago
8 * Urbana
82 * Toulon
* • Monmouth
64M * Blue Island
Kokomo, Indiana
5oy2 * Fairfield
2sy2 * • " Chicago
* Windsor
mx * Muncie, Indiana
Rock/ord
72 * Forest Park
71 * Pana
* Joliet
31 * • Joliet
* Chicago
80X * • Chicago
19 * Chicago
68 * • Champaign
34 * • Palestine
61 * • Ottawa
49 * " Chicago
89 * Beirut, Syria
68 * Flint, Michigan
10 Marshall, Missouri
37 * ' ' Urbana
103Yi * ' Mendota
* • Chicago
S3 * • " Chicago
31 * • " Chicago
42 * • Evansville, Indiana
Bloomington
9sy2 * • Aurora
97 * ' Chicago
36 1 Mt. Olive
68Y2 * . Aurora
83M * Chicago
63 * • Mt. Olive
* Chicago
Chicago
65 * Chicago
* • Chicago
99 * ' Chicago
69 * i Glencoe
* Anna
68 * Elgin
26 * Chicago
* St. Louis, Missouri
Chicago
* Gibson City
14H * • Gibson City
102 * • Manteno
* Gibson City
37 * • Chicago
103 * • " Urbana
* Chicago
72 * • St. Louis, Missouri
* • Joliet
90 Centralia
115X * Honolulu, Hawaii
26 * Fairmont, Minnesota
35 * Chicago
99 * East St. Louis
62 * Chicago
36 * Chicago
S9H * Chicago
7 Champaign
* ' Marion
31 * • Peoria
72 * Princeton
189 Bowen
* • Fairfield
* • " Fillmore
Maywood
68 * Maywood
9 Chicago
* • Xormal
2SM Charleston
* Morocco, Indiana
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Norris, Roger Smith
Norris, Suda Evelyn
Norris, Thelma Florence
North, Gerald Charles
North, Kendall North
North, Mack Omer
North, Mariel Josephine
North, Stanley Henry
Northam, Howard LeRoy
Norton, David W
Norton, F Leo
Norton, Florence Cecelia
Norton, Helen Rhoades
Norton, Leonard Louis
Norton, Nelson Miles
Norton, Robert Arthur
Norvell, Aubrey Justin
Norvell, Boyd Edward
Norwood, Benjamin Ira
Nottmeyer, Lewis William
Novak, Eleanor Marie
Novak, Joseph
Novak, Joseph B
Novotny, Anna May
Novy, Lester
Now, Herbert Orville
Nowack, Albert Joseph
Nowlan, Helen Elizabeth
Nowlan, Robert Julius
Nowlin, Mabel Naomi, B.S., 1926
Nuebling, Gladys Pearl
Null, Lawrence Marion
Nunes, Mearia Ernesta
Nuttall, Nelson
Nyberg, Florence Anna
Nye, William Albert
Nyquist, William August
Nysewander, Cecil Wright
Nystrom, Martha Leona
O'Beirne, Agnes
O 'Brian, Roger Glynn
O'Brien, Dorothy Mary
O'Brien, Frank Cooper
O'Brien, Agatha Helen
O'Brien, Mary Amelia
O'Brien, William Claire, A.B., 1926
O'Callaghan, Virginia Margaret
O'Connell, Alice Jane
O'Connell, Eileen Margaret
O'Connell, James William
O'Connell, Lauretta Marie
O'Connell, Loretta Regina
O'Connell, Thomas Frank
O'Dell, William Frances
O'Donnell, Ann Elizabeth
O'Donnell, Cornelius Edmond
O'Donnell, Dorothy Jane
O'Donnell, Esther Pauline
O'Donnell, John Donald
O'Donnell, Joseph Edmond
O'Donnell, Mary Elizabeth
O'Farrell, Ralph Wilfred
O 'Grady, William Joseph
O 'Keefe, Francis Xavier
O'Keefe, Joseph Francis
O'Leary, Vincent Charles
O'Malley, Patrick Joseph
O'Meara, Maurice Power
O'Neal, Godfrey Marshall
O'Neil, Helen
O'Neil, Walter Joseph
O'Neill, Kathryn H
O'Neill, Margaret Mary
O'Neill, Mary Helen
O'Neill, Ted
O'Neill, Thomas Patrick
O'Neill, William Wiedeman
O'Shaughnessey, Edward William
O'Shea, Edmund Francis
O'Shea, Helen Gertrude
O'Shea, James Joseph
O'Shea, Maurice Francis
O'Shea, Winifred Mary
Oakes, Harold Forest
Oakes, J Forrest
Oakley, Harley Dean
Bus (SS) 60 * Abingdon
LAS 35 * t Joliet
LAS (SS) 82 * f Effingham
Agr 101)4 * f El Paso
Bus * t Chicago
Agr 31 * t El Paso
LAS 67 * f Chicago
EE 38 * f Chicago
CerE 110 * t Warren
LAS * t Peoria
Bus 29)4 * t Belvidere
LAS * f Belvidere
LAS 100 * t Champaign
Agr * t Tolono
Accy * Champaign
CE 154 * t Rowley, Iowa
CE 37 * t Peoria
CE 74 * t Peoria
* T DanvillePreM 30
AE * f Melrose Park
LAS 99 * t Chicago
AC SO * f Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
Mus 104 * f Shawnee, Oklahoma
LAS * Chicago
SS 8H Celina, Ohio
AC S3 * f Pana
LAS 34 * t Toulon
Jnl 6914 * f Toulon
SS Sullivan, Indiana
Ed (SS) 85 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Agr 77 * t Macomb
Mus 61 * Beardstown
LAS 34 * t Lawrenceville
LAS (SS) 25% * f Champaign
PreM 32 * f McHenry
Accy * t Rockford
LAS * f Plainfield, Indiana
LAS * f Chicago
SS SX Champaign
CE 31 * t Chicago
LAS 38 * f Berwyn
Bus * f Chicago
LAS 24 * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Law (3) 60 * f Aurora
Ed 98H * f Chicago
Ed 63 * f Wilmette
LAS 25 * Chicago
CE * Chicago
LAS 24 * Chicago
LAS S3 * t Chicago
Bus 49 * f Chicago
Bus * T La Grange
LAS t Ottawa
EE * f Champaign
SS 8 Barneit
SS 7H Nokomis
AC * t Champaign
LAS 30)4 * t Champaign
LAS 76 * t Ottawa
Law (3) * f Quincy
Bus * t Oak Park
AC * f Allentown, Pennsylvania
Bus * Evanston
CerE 37 * t Pacific, Missouri
Agr 102 * t Chicago
PreM 36 i Chicago
* t KewaneeBus S3
LAS * f Danville
Accy * t Chicago
LAS * t Alton
LAS S3 * f Alton
LAS 63 * f PhUo
LAS * PhUo
Bank 68 * t Champaign
AC 34 * t Manchester, Ohio
Bus 101)4 * Chicago
SS 100 Chicago
LAS 61 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Jnl 97 * f Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
SS 26 * f Laura
PreL 16 * Champaign
CL 28 * t Bensenville
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Oakwood, Harland William
Oakwood, Mildred Ruth
Oakwood, Thomas
Oathout, Alice Margaret
Oberlin, Berniece Ophelia
Obertate, George Perbix
Ochsenschlager, Mary
Ockert, Marshall Albert
Ocock, Elwyn Loudenbeck
Oddsen, Donald Joseph
Odell, Horace Edwin
Odenkirk, Walter Leonard
Odle, Wilbur C
Oehler, Helen Louise
Oeler, Richard Charles
Oelman, Walter Frederick
Oerman, Harold Waldo
Oerman, Orey William
Oesterling, Lewis Keefer
Oetting, George Henry
Oetting, Herman George
Oettinger, Herbert Livingston
Offenbacker, Floyd Ross
Offutt, Lee Paulsel
Ogden, Florence Elizabeth
Ogden, John LaRue
Ogden, Ruth Alice
Ogg, James Bruce
Ogg, Stuart Basil
Ogg, Velma Althea
Ogg, Virginia Anderson
Ogletree, Lamar Middleton
Ojemann, Grace Elizabeth
Oldani, Charles Joseph
Oldfather, Helen
Oldfather, Margaret, A.B., 1926
Olenick, Maurice Behr
Olin, Albert Stanley
Olin, Dave
Olin, Spencer Carl
Oling, Peter Samuel
Olive, Bessie Jane
Olive, Marian LawTence
Oliver, Martha Reinhardt
Olmstead, Edward Hawley
Olmstead, Ralph Patteson
Olmsted, Lloyd Eddy
Olsen, Francis Reginald
Olsen, MyTtle Marguerite
Olsen, Paul Baragwaneth
Olson, Berger
Olson, Carl Birger
Olson, Carl Halmar
Olson, Elmer Ellsworth
Olson, Evelyn Thelma
Olson, Everette
Olson, Gilbert Leslie
Olson, Grant Franklin
Olson, Henry Rangvald
Olson, Irene Mildred
Olson, Martin Conrad
Olson, Milton Edward
Olson, Neal Waldo
Olson, Rachel
Olson, Robert C
Olson, Roland Edward
Olson, Stella Marguerite
Olson, Stirling Maynard
Olwin, John Hurst
Oneal, George
Ongley, Fred Foley
Opatrny, Anton Donald
Opdyke, Lorenzo Donald
Oppenheim, Gertrude Caroyl
Opperman, Victor Leonard
Oravec, Joseph Andre
Orcutt, Milton Joseph
Ordas, Joseph Frank
Orde, Markham Beresford
Orders, Harry
Organ, Marion Aline
Oris, Alexander Manuel
Orkin, David Hildreth
Orlovich, Robert Borgia
Orndoff, John Roseberry
Orndorff, Helen Magdalen
University of Illinois
Agr
LAS
LAS
Jnl
LAS
TCS
HELAS
Bus
Agr
Law (3)
Bus
Bus
LAS
Ed (SS)
ME
CL
REE
CerE
Eng
Bus
Bus
Bus
LAS
LAS
LAS
CL
Ed{SS)
SS
Bus
LAS
LAS
IA (SS)
Ed (SS)
Law (3)
LAS
Lib (SS)
PreM
Bus
Bus
Bus
EE
SS
LAS
LAS
LAreh
LAS
SS
SS
LAS
Jnl
Bus
IEd
AC
Law (3)
LAS
AC
AC
LAS (SS)
AE
LAS
ChE
Bus
LAS
LAS
Bus
Bus
LAS
LAS
LAS
AC
AC
Bus
LAS
LAS
AE
CerE
AC
Arch
LAS
SS
HELAS
PreM
Bus
Jnl
LAS
Mus
32 * t Oakwood
* f Urbana
* j Urbana
* T Urbana84
63 * f Kankakee
97 * t Urbana
* t Aurora
67 * t Oak Park
S3 * f Urbana
* f Sandwich
32 * f Chicago
S4K * Chicago
* t Boswell, Indiana
109 * St. Louis, Missouri
* t Chicago
32 * f Dayton, Ohio
67 * f Davenport, Iowa
* t Davenport, Iowa
B4K * f Butler, Pennsylvania
68 * f Chicago
67H * t Chicago
64 * t Chicago
89 t Pittsfield
* t Indianapolis, Indiana
70 * t Geneseo
* f Geneseo
68 * t ChampaignUK Palmyra
66 * t Springfield
104 * t Scottville
63 * Dodge City, Kansas
49 * Urbana
118 * Peoria
* t Murphysboro
106 * t Urbana
5 * f Urbana
17 * f Chicago
* f Chicago
10 * Chicago
23 * t Chicago
84 * f Dolton
24 Worden
S3 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
31 ' * f Urbana
79K * Urbana
102 * t Chicago
130)4 Evanston
7K Dell Rapids, South Dakota
20 * t Chicago
6 t Chicago
f Chicago
36 * + Chicago
70 * f Wildwood, New Jersey
67 * Danville
* t Chicago
* t Champaign39
95 * t Chicago
60 * t Two Harbors, Minnesota
* t Chicago
66 * f Knoxville
* Clarendon Hills
* t Two Harbors, Minnestoa
* Danville
60 * t Wheaton
* t Chicago Heights
32 * t Kewanee
* f Lincoln, Nebraska93K
64 * f Aurora
32 * t Robinson
* f Kingsburg, California
31 * t Decatur
* Fox River Grove
t Chicago
t Chicago
* f Pontiac
76 * f Chicago
* t Milldale, Connecticut
* t Chicago
* t Glencoe
West Jefferson, Ohio
62 * t Carmi
14 * f Chicago
* f Jackson, Mississippi
34 * t Joliet
37 * "f Chicago
* f Pontiac31
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Orner, Ralph Jonas
Orr, Dwight
Orr, John Herbert
Orsley, John Clarence
Orth, Herbert Andrew
Orth, Oswald Sidney
Ortscheid, Bernard Joseph
Ortstadt, Henry Lawrence
Osborn, Hugh
Osborne, John Reilly
Osborne, Josephine Mary
Osborne, Lowell
Osborne, Margaret Helen
Osborne, Robert Thompson
Osburn, Estella
Osell, Clarence
Osgood, Edith Antes
Oster, Bernice Susanne
Oster, Fred Henry
Osterbur, Thea
Osterhout, Marjorie Blair
OBtermeier, Russell Louis
Ostermeier, Simeon Leon
Ostman, Harold Fredrick
Ostrom, Hazel Gudrun
Oswald, Lois
Otey, Byrl Hamilton
Otis, Eleanor Birch
Ottesen, Robert Gilchrist
Otto, Floyd Michael
Otto, Maragreta Alice
Otto, Roy William
Overbey, Wilfred Russell
Overholser, John Dwight
Overpeck, Darrell Ora
Overton, Marcus Muse
Overton, Richard James
Owen, Donald McCabe
Owen, Geraldine
Owen, James Wesley
Owen, William Burnice
Owens, Hallie Fern
Owens, Lawrence Roy
Owens, Maurice Tilson
Ozment, John R
Paaske, Lillian Irene
Pabst, Elizabeth Lucy
Pabst, Thelo Selmar
Pace, George Alva
Pace, Walter Jackson
Pacey, Lorene M
Paddick, Carmen
Paddock, Lois Margaret
Paden, Helen Elizabeth
Padgett, Robert Edgar
Pahnke, Helen E
Pahsler, Elsie Mary
Paine, Alice Ella
Paine, George Reginald
Paine, Harold George
Paine, Sylvia
Painter, Addie May
Painter, Winslow Jack
Palmer, Albert Luther
Palmer, Clark Francis
Palmer, Horace Rugg
Palmer, Howard Joseph
Palmer, Huldah
Palmer, Jesse Taylor
Palmer, Lester Howard
Palmer, Ralph Leroy
Palmer, Richard Milo
Palmer, Theodore Hoover
Palmer, William Wilkins
Panagontsos, Anthony John
Pancoast, Nathan Dunn
Pang, John
Papanek, Anna
Pape, Thomas Wilfred
van Pappelendam, Carl Alfred
Parazinski, William Lawrence
Parham, Janice, A.B., 1926
Park, Andrew Reid
Park, Graham Earl
Park, Harry Daniel
Park, Stuart Duane
EE * t Wilmette
Bus * Taylorville
Bus 62 * t Harvard
AC 72 * f Elmire Heights, New York
AC * Oak Park
AC 36 * t Cincinnati, Ohio
* t ChicagoChE
Bus (SS) 50 * t Kendalhille, Indiana
Ed 96H * f Charleston
Ed 128 * Freeport
Bus 31 * t Freeport
SS 6% Bloomingdale, Indiana
LAS 15 * t Champaign
Ed 104 * f Champaign
HEAgr (SS) 38 * t Thompsonville
AC * f Badger, Minnesota
LAS 104 * t Chicago
LAS 66 * t Benton Harbor, Michigan
Bus * f Chicago
SS 8 Champaign
LAS t Chicago
EE 107 * t Mechanicsburg
LAS (SS) 68 * t Mechanicsburg
CE 32 * t La Salle
Ed 60 * 1" Chicago
LAS 48 * f St. Louis, Missouri
Bus * t Robinson
LAS 48 * t Moline
Bus * t Tilden
AC * Paxton
LAS 71 * t Chicago
Agr * t Mehin
Agr 23 * Greenfield
LAS 65 * t Milledgeville
AC * f Clinton, Indiana
LAS 66 * Champaign
AC * t Mc Henry
Bus 12 * f New Lenox
HEAgr 30 * Stonington
AE 66Y2 * t Bloomington
SS 7% Louisville, Keutucky
HEAgr 67 * t Greenfield
AC * f Champaign
AC 27 * t Champaign
Bus 31 * f Carrier Mills
LAS * t Dwight
LAS 73V2 * t Chicago
AE 33V2 t Highland
AE 38 * t Little Rock, Arkansas
CL 64 * t South Bend, Indiana
LAS 64 * t Galesburg
LAS SO * t Sumner
LAS 60 * f Lockport
LAS 56 * t Peru
AC * t Clearwater, Florida
LAS * f Chicago Heights
SS 52Y2 Staunton
SS 16 Grand Island, Nebraska
AC * t Kingsburg, California
EE * t Millington
LAS * t Urbana
HEEd 71 * f Mound City
CL * t Streator
Accy * f Chicago
LAS S2Y2 * f Chicago
LAS 64 * Oak Park
Ed 60 * t Leal River
LAS (SS) 6 t Horner
Agr (SS) 81V2 * t Obsidian, Idaho
LAS 97 * t Elwood
CE 35 * t Elwood
LAS * f Chicago
CerE 37 * t Danville
PU 32 * t Kewanee
LArch 76V2 t Chicago
Bus * Wilmette
CE 87 * t Honolulu, Hawaii
Bus 99 * t Chicago
* T Downers GroveLaw (3)
ME SO * t Keokuk, Iowa
ME 70 * t Chicago
Lib * f Gainesville, Florida
LAS * t Evanston
Arch 29 * f Hoopeston
AC * Momence
EE (SS) 69 * Springfield
Ur.i?;rsii\ o : lib.
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Paulson, Roy Bernard
Paxson, Miiiard Adelbert
Paxton, Grayce Melva
Paxton, Jan.es Russeil
Payne, John Collins
Payne, BylfMi
Payne, William David
Paynter, John J
Payseur, Ted Barton
Payson, Henry Lowell
Peabody, Jean Christine
Peace, 5.1 ary Lorell
Peacock, Daura V
Peacock, Gordon Arthur
Pearce, Lee Jarr.es
Pearcy, Dora Etheredge
Pearl, Thomas Gavzer
Pearson, Carl Oscar
l*>Timn. Eric Gunnard
Peirson, Florence Margaret
Pearson, John Ralph
Peck, Delia Irene
Peebles, Clarence Metcalf
Peebles, Robert Graham
Peeples, Hearl Aubrey
Pee", Dever Frederick
Perfer, Thomas Clayton
Pegram, Jane? Clark
Pegram, Rfyitlc Esther
PeirTer, Frederick Mark
Pelka, John Aloysius
Peller, Jacob
Peller, Leo
Pellette, Alberta Louise
Peliouchoud, Bessie Virginia
Peltzer, Albert
Peltzer, Arthur
Peltzman, Julius
Pendleton, Elsie Emily
Penewitt, Paul Slocum
Perm, Joseph Charles
Penner, Rolland Arthur
Penney, Arthur Jackson
Penrith, Ethelyrme Hope
Pepple, Edward Thorn
Pepple, Lloyd Vivian
Percival, Pauline Alice
Percy, Melvin Edward
Perdue, Thomas Wayne
Pereira, William Leonard
Perkins, August Theron
Perkins, Cecil
Perkins, Florence Eleanor
Perkins, Francis Marion
Perkins, Lawrence Irving
Perkins, Louise Helen
Perkins, Stanley New^-ll
Perman, George
Perret, Albert Emile
Perrine, Rose Marie
Perrottet, Louis John
Perry, Chauncey Leroy
Perry, Gerald
Perry, James Lawrence
Perry, Jc-seph Henry
Perry, Norman Earl
Perry, Robert
Perry, Russel Alberrus
Perry, Russell Arthur
Perry, Virgil Ray
Person, Clarence Fred
Pertl, Joseph Leonard
Peske, Gertrude B
Peslin, Julius
Peterman, Kenneth
Peters, Emery Thomas
Peters, Forrest Ingxnan
Peters, Herbert Arnold
Petersen, Edward Hjalmar
Peterson, Albert Edmund
Peterson, Alden Layton
Peterson, Alice Margaret
Peterson, Austin Leroy
Peterson, Donald Edward
Peterson, Elsa Christina
Peterson, EiStella Marion
Ed 69 * t Chie-ago
Bu-t 105 * t Kansas City, Mitmri
LAS 64 * t C \iea-go
MutEd [SS: UH * t G-\:-on City
LAS * t Maiden
SS 8 Wtetfmd
ss Ba-jVzn Virginia
AC * t Salem, Indiana
SS De-s Mo-intt, Iowa
AC SS * t Rozhport, Maine
Jnl * t L'r z-a na
Ed 104H * t Eeli
AC 83 * t Tip: in rill-e
,
Ten net iet
MinE M * t DeKalb
LAS '-'-'-
.
* t KUmvub
HELAS 51 * t Wythe* i'.U , V:-; in ia
PreM t Ghieat i
EE 123 * Jam;a-i lit.'., S'xe-den
CE 7TH * t Chiz-ago
SS 8 DmmriOt
PreL 14 * t
LAS 65 * t MtmticeDa
LAS 103 * t CSvKmmBb
LAS 30 * t C hill izo tit
Jnl 66)4 • t Rod:ford
CE * Fflh tint**
Bank 66 * t Kurttm, Kansas
Bus unc f CantHhtm
HEAgr 31 * t CtUtmm
SS tax Le-b-anon, Pennsylvania
LAS * Chicago
La-x !• * T Mayvzo-od
EE * t Mayxz-zd
Ed 99 * f Indianapolis, Indiana
SS 130^ Did
ME 37 * t Chizago
CL * t Chicago
CL 31 * t Kansas City, Mi-tz^ri
LAS • t Chteatf*
Lav: (S) M * Springfeld
88 »5i Cam*
117 * t Urbana
IAS • t Chamzz-zizn
Ed 63 • t Si.;:TO'.;;:n
A 5 r 58 * t 5!. FitmLiiwOU
SS 130 Belle P.-.-e
LAS 30 * Ch-a^v-aign
CE t : h ': o ':, TTv?com in
LAS - t Chicago
Arch * t Ckiemtn
PreM 3»M « t St. Louis, Mit'O'ir-i
EE 113 * t T o -. ': a-x-a, ': .'..: '.
:
~-a
LAS 57 * t Leba n z n , India '.a
Bin): S3 * t La\xrence—.'.ie
Bus SJ, * t M-a-e-.:z>
LAS 60 * Pir jj
CE » t Chicago
Lav (3) * t Chieag*
ME t Basel, S'xilserland
SS e H e~r i h
Jnl * t Bel
PreM * T z'.-.z?
ME unc * Ch-.-.zgo
Azev S3 « t A (fa '..'.-a
EE SS) 68 * t Mayxyyd
PreL 31 * 1 Wmtnim
s s -:=r, S'rx Hz~.p;\:-e
AC 105 * t C '<; U -
:
o -
-. ,
Mar ,. Ic r, a
AC 54 • T Am*w*\
Bmt 60 " T M z-izn
AE • f Chiya^o
Eng 115 * t C'.vza-z
LAS • t Chicago
AE » t Chvzago
SS 8 LeSanzn, Indiana
SS 10 W z—e-,!Zz-j, .'. ' •_? ?
;
-^r
:
AC 4&H * t Bulin-gt, Montana
CE ' T Peoria
Accy 34 » t L< mbard
Law (3) SO » t CMav*
55 60 Cz\;z;z
LAS t C-Z.rz - m
LAS 41 * t Shifit-Id
AE 65 » t WiamtU*
LAS 69 * t Aledo
LAS S3 * t
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Peterson, Mrs. Flora Bailey
Peterson, Frank George
Peterson, George Smith
Peterson, Harry Clendenin
Peterson, Herbert Wymon
Peterson, John Oscar
Peterson, Joseph Robert
Peterson, Karl Linden
Peterson, Kathryn Elizabeth
Peterson, Lloyd Clifford
Peterson, Pauline Gladys
Peterson, Ralph Waldo
Peterson, Randolph Martin
Peterson, Richard Stanley
Peterson, Signe Walborg
Peterson, Theodore Rueben
Peterson, William Edward
Petesch, Angela Louise
Petru, Frank Lambert
Pettigrew, Bruce Clinton
Pettigrew, Evaline Anne
Pettingill, Kathryn Bernice
Petty, Crystal Ruth
Pexton, Herbert Thomas
Pfautsch, Raymond Vincent
Pfeffer, Francis Edward
Pfeifer, George Toland
Pfeifer, James Morris
Pfeiffer, Elmer William
Pfiester, Edna Mitchell
Pflug, Joseph Lynn
Pfoff, Lloyd Delmar
Pfundstein, Howard Seger
Phares, Robert Wesley
Pharis, Thelma Faith
Phelps, Calhoun William
Phelps, Marie Geraldine
Philabaum, Grace Harriet
Philabaum, William Monroe
Philbin, Thomas Emmett
Philhour, George Wesley
Philip, Robert Stuart
Phillabaum, Vern Arthur
Phillippe, Bernice
Phillips, Alberta
Phillips, Byron Birks
Phillips, Charles Henry
Phillips, Elmo Glenn
Phillips, Floyd C
Phillips, Franklin McRae
Phillips, Grant
Phillips, Helen Marie
Phillips, John Andrew
Phillips, Margaret Aline
Phillips, Orrin Dwight
Phillips, Wilbur Keith
Philp, Fred Wilson
Phipps, Clem Gordon
Phipps, Florence Ann
Phipps, Gordon A
Phipps, William Farnsworth
Pianfetti, John Andrew
Picard, Joseph Leroy
Pick, Hetty
Pick, Tom Richard
Pickens, Buford Lindsay
Pickett, Benjamin Lindley
Pieper, Marie Louise
Pierce, Berlyn
Pierce, Noah
Pierce, Orren William
Pierce, Phyllis
Pierce, Ramon Briard
Pierce, William Baxter
Pierres, Bernard Rae
Pierson, Dorothy Barbara
Pierson, John W
Pierson, Paul Sigurd
Pierson, Stanley Edward
Pierson, Ulysses Shomaker
Piety, Mabel
Pigott, Richard Lewis
Pike, Charlotte Evelyn
Pike, Mary Elizabeth
Pike, William Harvey
Pilcher, Cloide Russell
HEAgr 94% * t Ottumwa, Iowa
FC * f BataviaEE 161 * t Lindsay, Nebraska
IA 36 * + Moline
* T East MolineBank 72AE SO * T Rockford
Law (3) SO * f DoverEE 7iy2 * Weldon
LAS 32 * t Harvey
Bus * f GalvaHELAS * Weldon
CE 86 * t Chicago
* T OrionLArch 9SMLAS 111 * De Kalb
LAS * t Richmond
Bus 66 * " Wilmette
LAS 15 * "" Chicago
LAS SS * t McHenry
CL 82 * " Cicero
LAS * f Oak Park
LAS 84 * t Oak Park
LAS (SS) 63 * t Champaign
LAS 72 * t Lawrenceville
Eng 46 lA * t ChicagoME t Chicago
Bus 96 * ' Urbana
LAS (SS) 67H * ' Areola
PreM * ' Areola
ME 71 * " Edwardsville
Ed (SS) 80 * J DecaturBus 84 * t Kansas City, Missouri
Mus (SS) 62 * t Foosland
* + ErieAgr 88H
LAS 67M * f Sheldon
SS 69 West Frankfort
PreL * t Princeton
Mus 24 * t Pawhuska, OklahomaHELAS * Ellis
EE * t EllisAE 27 * t Chicago
T FairburyAgr 81
PreL 86 * t Chicago Heights
* T Marion, IndianaBus S3
LAS unc t Champaign
LAS unc {SS) i*H f Mount Vernon
Accy 111 * Arthur
LAS 36 * Maywood
EE * t Urbana
Bus * t Arthur
EE * f ChicagoAC * Evanston
SS 126 Maroa
PreL 84 * t Chicago
* 1 UrbanaHEEd (SS) 94
Bus 30 * Speer
LAS t Atlanta
EE * t East Chicago, Indiana
Bus 99 * f Champaign
LAS * f Chicago
Bus * f Gary, Indiana
Bus 96 * t Mount Carmel
LAS * f Staunton
AC 100 * t Urbana
Ed 100 * f Granite City
LAS 49% * f Centralia
SS 71 Oak Park
EE 66 * f Long Point
LAS 67 * t Quincy
CL 33 * t La GrangeME UH * f Danville
PreM S5V2 * Paxton
LAS 97 * La Grange
LAS * t Oak Park
CE (SS) 43 * t Urbana
PreL *8X * f Chicago
LAS * t Chicago Heights
LAS * f Aurora
Accy * t Morrison
PU * f Crystal Lake
Law (4) 2 * f Urbana
Ed 79 * f Shelbyville
AC 105V2 * f Murphysboro
* T OttawaLAS 17V2
Ed (SS) 68 * f Christopher
Bus 26 * Plainfield
AC 35 * f Lawton, Iowa
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Pillatt, Edith Barbara HELAS 101 * f Elmhurst
* t ElginPillinger, Donald LAS n-Vi
Pilon, Corinne LAS * f Champaign
Pine, Lynn Wilson CE * t Dixon
Pink, Allen Abe AC * f Chicago
Pinkstaff, Maurice Lunden AE 34 * f Lawrenceville
Pio80, Elizabeth Bertha LAS * f Chicago
Piper, John Thomas AC 28 * t Wenatchee, Washington
Pippert, Kenneth Charles Bus * t Rock Island
Piser, Gertrude Mus 99 * f Chicago
Piskur, Michael M Chem (SS) 102% * t Gillespie
Pitman, Charles Dale EE * f Urbana
Pitman, Phil Hubert AC * t Bend, Oregon
Pitney, William Frank PreL 61 * f Chicago
Pittman, Harry Garrett AC 65 * Camp Point
Piuppo, John AC * t Kankakee
Place, Derrill Raymond PU 11 * t Urbana
Place, Oliver ME 36 * f Homer
Planje, Christian William Cer (SS) 108 * t Chicago
Plaster, Louise Ed 64 * f Marshall
Piatt, Louis PreL 16 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Piatt, Lucille Susanne Ed 9oy2 * t Danville
Pletta, Dan Henry CE tiiH * f Oak Park
Pliefke, Frida Louise SS 9 St. Paul, Minnesota
Plucinski, John Richard PreM 35 * Chicago
Pluck, Isabelle Meriweather SS Decatur
Plummer, Lucy Lee LAS 68 * t Broken Arrow, Oklahoma
Plummer, Raymond Benton MSE 87% * t Nokomis
Poehler, Irving Edward Bus 66 * f Chicago
Poer, John Joseph CE 65 * f Colorado Springs, Colorado
Politsch, Verney George EE 87 * f Quincy
Poll, Ray Edwin Bus 62% * f St. Joseph
Pollack, Sidney LAS * f Chicago
Pollack, Sidney Lenard BusCL * f Chicago
Pollack, Wilma Frances LAS * Chicago
Pollard, Andrew Merrill ME * t Princeton
Pollard, Charles Emerson LAS (SS) 17% * f Champaign
Pollard, Dorothy Drane LAS 80 t Wenona
Pollard, William Edward ChE 69 * f Decatur
Pollenz, Stanley EE f Chicago
Pollitt, Basil Henry Law (3) 31 * Urbana
Pollock, Alyce Margaret Ed (SS) 95 * f Champaign
Pollock, Maye Elizabeth LAS SO * Champaign
Pollock, Sylvia Mae LAS * Chicago
Pomazal, Harold Anton PreM * f Chicago
Pontious, Glenn H Bus 14 * f Loogootee
Pontious, Hazel Abigail SS 60 Loogootee
Pontius, William Byron Jnl 64 t Montague, Michigan
Ponto, Philip Emil LAS 26V* * Chicago
Ponzer, Ernest DeWitt PreM 89% * t La Moille
Ponzer, Howard Smith CE 36 * t La Moille
Pool, Garnette H Agr * Mount Carmel
Poole, John Louis Agr * f Fulton
Poole, Marguerite Jnl 23 * t Polo
Pope, Dorothy Mary LAS 64 * f Niantic
Pope, Louis Burnette Jnl 26 * + Kane
Pope, Mary Emmeline LAS * f Du Quoin
Pope, Thomas Flint AE 54 * Decatur
Pope, Thomas Jefferson EE 111 * t Du Quion
Pope, Vaden Cole SS 131 Du Quoin
Popham, John Sherman IEd 75 * f Long Beach, California
Popham, Margaret Mae LAS 67% * f Charleston
Porcaro, Francis Joseph Bus t Indiana Harbor, Indiana
Porter, Dallas Eugene EE 63 * t Urbana
Porter, David Jordan Eng * f Urbana
Porter, Gladys Elizabeth LAS * f Hume
Porter, Hazel May LAS 30 * Loda
Porter, Herbert Lloyd Law (3) * t Geneseo
Porter, John Guernsey LAS 67 * t Clinton
Porter, Pauline LAS 65% * f Bicknell, Indiana
Porter, Ruth Adelaide LAS 25 * t River Forest
Porterfield, Esther Elizabeth, B.S. , 1926 SS Allerton
Portnoy, Maurice Marvin EE * t Chicago
Posey, Ruth Alene LAS * f Davenport, Iowa
Potokar, Albert Fred AE * t Lyons
Potratz, Herbert August Chem 62 * f Chicago
Pott, Loren Lester Flor 103% * t Reynoldsville
Potter, Mrs. Harriet Emily, A.B., 1915 Lib * t Vergennes, Vermont
Potter, James Streator Agr 123% t Quincy
Potter, Roger David AC * f Champaign
Pottes, Joseph Reid AC 26 * f Hartford, Connecticut
Pottlitzer, Joseph Klein Bus * + Lafayette, Indiana
* T Lafayette, IndianaPottlitzer, Leo Bus 107
Potts, Adelaide LAS * t Chicago
Potts, George Elmer Accy (SS) 39 * t Washington, Indiana
Potts, Orie Alfred Agr IIS * Taylorville
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Pound, Margaret HELAS SS
Pound. Mary Burnell LAS 99
Powell, Alden Leslie PreL (SS) 51
M
Powell, Alta Eulalie LAS 5
Powell, Edith Catherine LAS
Powell, Frank Elisabeth LAS 34
Powell, Gerald Motter Bw
Powell, Man,- lone ifu« (SS) S3
Powell, Mary Louise LAS 63
Pose:;, Alwyn Roy CL 34
Powers, Florence Elizabeth LAS 95
Powers, Kathryne Erin LAS SS
Powers, Ramon Arkle PreL
Powers, William Burget Bus 31
Pratt, Frank Simonton Bus 38
Pratt, Raymond Gilmore, B.S., 1926 55
Preble, Joseph Anthony EE
Preisel, Kathryn Flor
Premuda, Frank ChM
Presler, Edrie Mildred Law (3) 55
Preszler, Alice Gertrude Ed 63
Pretty, Ruth Kathryn LAS
Pretrvman, Marv Elizabeth LAS
Pribble, John Hull P-eM
Price, Diana Hannah LAS
Price, Edward Bus 1 - i ;
Price, Eldred May Mus S6
Pnce, Mary Alvene LAS So
Price, Minor Carr AB
Price, Russell Andrew Bus SO
Pricer, James Harvey Laic (4) 41
Prichard, Louise Gilman, A.B., 1921 Lib
Prickett, Sarah Margaret Mus 55}r£
Pride, Edward Walter EE
Prideaux, Lucille Ed 66
Priebe, Arthur Franklin Acey 99
Priebe, Elden Paul Bus
Priester, Alan Boecken LAS SI
Primm, Herbert England CerE 109
Pringle, Dorothy May LAS SO
Pritchard, Albert Angus Agr
Pritchard, Harold Kenneth EE 157
Pritchard, William Ward Bus 16
Pritchett, Arthur Averitt Bus
Proctor, Eliiabeth Lyon HELAS
Proctor, Estelle Florence HELAS 24
Proctor, Harry Todd Bus
Proctor, Paul Arthur Chem (SS) 104M
Proctor, Philip William SS 14
Prola, Joseph Frank Bus
Prosterrr.an, Israel S Bus
Proutv, John Donald AE 118
Prucha, Arnold Abbott LAS 70
Pruden, Bradlee ME 117
Pruett, Lowden PreL
Prugh, James Hunter Bank SO
Prugh, Kathryn LAS
Pruner, Wiley Edward AE SS
Prusow, Isadore F CE £8
Pryse, Glen Oscar I
A
36
Pugh, Orwin Hadler Law (S) (SS)
Pulliam, Curtis Edward SS : r-
Pulliam, Russel Scott P U
Pumpian, Ruth Lesk LAS 1S1
Puntney, Charles Staley PreL t8}4
Purdunn, Carson Mayer Law (3) (SS) S9]4
Purdy, Ailsa Craig LAS 33
Purdy, Arthur Clarence Arch
Purneii, Margery Elizabeth HELAS
Purnell, Raymond George CE S6
Purves, Jessie Lydia LAS 97
Purves, Samuel Arthur PreM
Purvy, Alphonsus John Bus
Pusheck, Vernon Charles PreL
Putman, Dale Wilson LAS S3
Putman, Helen Marguerite LAS 17
Puzey, Frances Rymer HELAS 13
Pygman, Donald O PreM
Pygman, Durward Bellmont PreM
Pyles, Rosetta Harris LAS
Quade, Xondas La Rue LA S
Quealey, Philip James LAS (SS) .-'-_
Quebbeman, Edward Christian Bus
Queenan, Helen HELAS
Quennan, John William Accy 103
* t Litchfield
* t Litchfield
* t Rockton
t Georgetown
* + Champaign
* t Canton
* t Champaign
* t Champaign
* t Canton
* t Streator
* ~ St. Louis, Missouri
* t Chicago
* t Pekin
* t LawrencerHle
* Champaign
QUm
* t Chicago
t Easton
* + Indiana Harbor, Indiana
* t Aurora
* Bridgewater, South Dakota
* t Chicago
* t Champaign
* t Salem
t Chicago
t Chicago
* t L'rbana
* t Waukegan
* t Chicago
t Robinson
* t Champaign
* t Champaign
* t Lewistown
* ? Aurora
* t Flossmoor
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
* t Davenport, Iowa
* + Athens
* t Harrey
* t Atkinson
* t Rosiclaire
* Prophetstown
* T Illiopolis
* t Chicago
* Chicago
* t McLeansboro
* t Rockjord
Kearney, Nebraska
* t WilsonrilU
* t Chicago
* t Etanston
* t Crbana
* t WUmette
t Elizabethtown
* t Chicico
* t Mi. Morris
* t Rnckford
* t Chicago
* t Waupaca, Wisconsin
* t Johnston City
Mt. Vernon
* Champaign
* Chicago
* Grayrille
* t Marshall
* t North Vancouver,
British Columbia
* t Princeton, Indiana
* t Wheaton
* t Wh^aton
* t Des Plaints
* t Des Plaines
t Chicago
* t Chicago
* + Henning
t L'rbana
* Fairmont
* t Decatur
* t Decatur
* t Emnston
* t Chicago
* t Fort Dodge, Icnca
* t Wtmtern Springs
* t Champaign
* t Champaign
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Quernheim, Marie Louise
Quernheim, Olga Sophia
Questel, David Dewitt
Quick, Charles Curtis
Quick, Clarence Harold
Quick, Mary Elizabeth, A.B., 1923
Quigley, Thomas Eugene
Quillen, Nathaniel
Quindry, Frank Eugene
Quinlan, Helen Margaret
Quinnell, LaVern Edward
Rabe, John Herman
Rabe, Louis
Rabens, George
Rabinowitz, Edwin
Rabinowitz, Isaac
Rack, Alois Joseph
Rackmeyer, Earl Divekey
Racster, Lyman Vane
Radeke, Donald August
Radford, Norman Henry
Radke, George Robert
Radley, Richard Herbert
Radomski, Alex Leopold
Rady, Samuel Palmer
Raff, Albert Bertram
Rafferty, Theodore Newell
Rafilson, Joseph
Ragatz, Carl Henry
Ragins, Alex Benjamin
Ragland, Harold Warren
Ragsdale, Mary Adele
Rainey, Damon Speer
Rainey, Froelich Gladstone
Rainey, Joseph Edward
Rainey, Rexton Sylvester
Rainford, William Charles
Rains, Russell
Raish, Henry Gustav
Ralph, Mrs. Lillian
Ralston, Ruth Roxayn
Ram, Samuel
Ramer, Luther Grimm
Ramey, Harry Bancroft
Ramey, Richard Meharry
Ramsay, Edith Mabel
Ramser, Joseph Retz,
B.S., M.S., 1924, 1925
Ramsey, John Conway
Ramsey, Katharine Todd
Randall, Dorothy Grace
Randall, Edith Delia
Randecker, Theodore Herman
Randolph, Jeptha Fitz
Randolph, John F
Randolph, Karl Fitz
Randolph, Robert Pearson
Randolph, Thomas Vance
Raney, Vincent G
Rankin, Helen Margaret
Rankin, Irva Josephine
Rankin, John Willett
Rankin, Lucille Ethelyn
Ransom, Edna
Ransom, Walter Alexander
Rapaport, Benjamin Harold
Rapaport, Lena
Rapp, Herbert Nauman
Rapp, Lucile Elizabeth
Rapp, Mason Gerardi
Rasmussen, Howard Burnett
Raster, Corinne
Raster, Hermann
Ratcliffe, Russell Spence
Rathbun, Rowland
Rathje, Theodore August Carl
Rathmell, Vernice
Ratledge, Herbert Walter
Ratliff, Florence Agnes
Rattan, James Allen
Ratzesberger, Louis
Ratzesberger, Louise
Raue, Alice Lucile
Rausch, Mary Irene
Ravid, Sidney Harry
Ravlin, Francis W
LAS 61 * 1' Waterloo
ss se t Waterloo
Agr 1S6M * Carmi
Agr iom * r Fiatt
EE 22Y2 * Fiatt
Lib * f Burlington, Iowa
SS 10 Atchison, Kansas
Bus * t Chicago
Law (8) t Marion
LAS SI * t Champaign
EE 67 * t Chicago
Accy * Crescent City
AC * Dwight
PreL 49 * Chicago
EE ISO * Maywood
LAS SS * • Kansas City, Missouri
CE * Springfield
LAS * Aurora
AC 69 * Albion
Bus * Kankakee
AC (SS) 10S * • • Springfield
Accy SS * 1 Crystal Lake
Law (3) SI * • " Peoria
LAS 77 * Georgetown
CE 129 * " Gibson City
Law (3) * • " Chicago
PreM So * • " Robinson
PreL * Chicago
Bank 70 * " Dubuque, Iowa
PreM 60 * r Chicago
Bus 118 * Normal
HELAS SO * • Pittsfield
Bus 87 * ' Buena Vista, Georgia
PreL 21 * Wheaton
Accy # ' Mt. Vernon
ME 89% * Wheaton
Bus (SS) SO * Chicago
Flor 14Yi ' Hulsonrille
LAS * Mt. Carroll
LAS unc • St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 89 * ' ' Rockford
ChicagoLaw (3) * •
EE * i ' Aurora
CarlinvilleAccy 101 * 1
LAS (SS) 98 * " ' Champaign
• DanaEd (SS) 91H * •
SS Urbana
Bus * f Wilmette
* t ChicagoEd 64
Accy * t Morris
LAS 105 * t Scottland
Bus (SS) 98H * T Chicago
Agr S6 * f Canton
Agr 43 • Canton
Agr 68 * • Canton
CL (SS) S9 * Champaign
LAS * ' Champaign
Arch 32 * -\ Loogootee, Indiana
HELAS 92 * • Champaign
Jnl 32 * ' Rockford
Agr 41 * • Rockford
Ed 93 * ' Urbana
LAS unc • Pittsfield
Bus * t Oak Park
LAS 21K * New Salem, North Dakota
Bus * New Salem, North Dakota
Mus 47 * Ohlman
LAS 62 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Arch 43H * t Chicago
CE 105 * t Chicago
LAS 33 * f Chicago
Agr 109 * t Chicago
LArch S3 * i Chicago
Arch 98Yi * \ Glen Ellyn
LAS * t Homewood
LAS * f Chicago
* t ChicagoBus 29
SS 14 Richmond, Indiana
PreM 69 * Decatur
Accy 100 * f Milford
HELAS 115 * Milford
TCS 115 * Crystal Lake
HELAS 70H * f Illinois City
LAS 49y2 * Chicago
IEd \ Kaneville
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Ravlin, Lawrence C
Rawles, George
Rawlings, Robert Tracy
Rawson, Alice Tryner, A.B., 1926
Raycroft, Donald Joseph
Raymond, Frank Willoughby
Raymond, Joslyn
Raymond, Mona Lorraine
Raymond, Richard Thain
Raynolds, James Albert
Rea, Camden Duppe
Rea, George Thomas
Rea, Hazel, B.S., 1925
Rea, Hosea Devoe
Rea, Hugh Edwin
Rea, Jerome Spruel
Rea, William Beavan
Read, Leslie William
Read, Margaret Minnie
Read, Nora Pearl
Reading, Vivian Ann
Ready, Elsie
Real, James Lloyd
Ream, Edward Franklin
Rearick, Francis George, A.B., 1924
Rearick, Philip Dwight
Reaugh, Nette Lou
Reaves, Frederick Woodrow
Rebmann, Charles John
Rebuffoni, Martin
Recher, George David
Reck, Dickson
Records, Irene
Rector, Bernice Lottie
Redell, Alvin Braman
Redfern, Edna Eunice
Redican, Tom Joseph
Redman, Aletha Burnett
Redmore, John Raymond
Reed, Alex
Reed, Alfred Major
Reed, Cecil Verne
Reed, Delmar Francis
Reed, Florence Elizabeth
Reed, James Harvard
Reed, John Ellis
Reed, Lawrence Stevens
Reed, Nina Genevieve
Reed, Robert Crockett
Reed, William Harvey
Reed, William Vernon
Reeder, Alice Virginia
Reeder, Edwin Thorley
Reeder, Glen
Reeder, Mary Elizabeth
Reeder, Stoughton LeRoy
Reeder, Van
Reeder, Virginia Alice
Reedy, Ruth Anita
Reese, Chester Arthur
Reese, Daniel Scott
Reese, Fred Miller
Reese, George LeRoy
Reese, Romola Jean
Reesman, Howard Raymond
Reeve, Charles Waring
Reeves, August Du
Reeves, Bert Lyndon
Reeves, Claude Henry
Reeves, Hazell Helen
Reeves, William Ivan
Refior, Marjorie
Regan, Edward William
Rehm, Margaret Alice
Rehm, Mary Pauline
Rehmann, Felix John
Reibold, Conrad Carl
Reichardt, Frank John
Reichel, Robert Theodore
Reichert, Charlotte
Reichmann, Alvene
Reichmann, Elizabeth Laura
Reid, Archie Duncan
Reid, Elisabeth Martha
Reid, Emily
Reid, Georgann
Ed 89H * t Kaneville
Agr iey2 * f McLeansboro
Agr 66 * t Shelbyville
SS Bloomington
CE * Bloomington
Bus t Evanston
EE 79 * Urbana
Bus 16 * Urbana
Bus (SS) 98 * Oak Park
ChE 36 * t Springfield
Bank 96 * f Benton
Bus 99 * f Urbana
Lib * t Buffalo, Missouri
FC * t Benton
CL * t Danville
Jnl * f Benton
Accy * Chicago
AC * t Sycamore
Ed 60 * f Lena
LAS * t Newton
HEAgr (SS) 7 * f Bement
LAS 80 * Farmer City
PreL 27 t Sterling
CE 29X * t Aurora
Law (3) 62 * f Danville
AE * f Dwight
SS 102 Mackinaw
AE * t Princeton, West Virginia
SS 70 Fithian
EE 72 * t Christopher
Arch 36 * t Chicago
IA 106 * f Gary, Indiana
* J ChampaignHEAgr (SS) 97
LAS 33 * f Urbana
Bus * t Oak Park
LAS 8 * Lovington
AE 36 * t Freeport
SS 8 Van Wert, Iowa
CE * t Minonk
Agr 60 * t Greenup
IA 101 * f Anderson, Indiana
AC em * t La Fayette
LArch 46 * f La Fayette
HELAS 34 * Danville
PreL 69 * t Monticello
RA 100 * t Downers GroveME 91 * f Glencoe
Ed 93 * f Braidwood
Bus 66 * f Hinsdale
EE 34 * f Mattoon
Arch 34 * t Monticello
LAS 33 f Champaign
Arch * f Rosiclare
Accy 69 * t Canton
HEAgr 76% * t Rosiclare
AC * t Tuscola
AC * f Clinton, Indiana
LAS 21 * Chicago
Ed 109 t Indianapolis, Indiana
EE 61
X
* t De Kalb
AC * t Lans/ord, Pennsylvania
PreM 106 * t Urbana
IA (SS) 118 * Decatur
LAS 101 * t Urbana
Eng * Clinton
LAS * t Chicago
Bus 17H * Ridgway
SS 134 Weldon
LAS 24 * t Aurora
SS 102 Vandalia
Jnl * t Aurora
SS 131 Ottawa
Bank * t Chicago
LAS 34 * t Oak Park
Jnl f Chicago
Bus * t Chicago
AC * t Chicago
Bus 32 * t Mendota
AE 126 * t Peoria
LAS * t Canton
LAS 15 * t Wilmette
LAS 61 * f Wilmette
PreL 27)4 * Pana
SS 6 Huron, South Dakota
LAS 66 * t Aurora
SS Hearne, Texas
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Reid, George Bruce LAS SO * Chicago
Reid, Janice Elizabeth LAS 99 * f Pana
Reid, Jean LAS * t Aurora
Reid, Leslie Donald Bus 16 * f Chicago
Reid, Leslie Lightfoot LAS 81 * t Chicago
Reid, Robert Campbell EE 37 * t Jacksonville
Reid, Robert Wallace Bus * t Oak Park
Reid, Ruth Kathryn LAS SS t Oak Park
Reidy, William John CE * t Chicago
Reilein, Robert Elmer FC * t Aurora
Reilly, William Agustine AE * f Chicago
Reime, Lawrence Cer 92H * f Carrollton
Reimer, Emery Emmett CE *H * f Chicago
Reimund, John Wilbur ME * Mt. Carmel
Reinauer, Jules Bus 15 * f Lake Charles, Louisiana
Reinboth, Mildred Freda LAS * t Amboy
* f WinnetkaReiner, Fay Bernice HELAS
Reinertsen, Don Ziegler LAS 66 * f Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Reinhardt, William Theodore Bus * t Chicago
Reinhart, Milton Allen ChE (SS) 73 * f Highland
Reisberg, Eudis LAS 27 * f Harvey
Reisner, Ernest William EE 6iy2 * f Newark, Nero Jersey
Reiter, Edward Leonard CE * t Chicago
Reitsch, Robert Bus 62 * f Rockford
Reitz, Henry Charles Ed 10814 * t Springfield, Missouri
Reivitz, Julia Elisabeth LAS * t Chicago
Reker, Raymond William ME * f Chicago
Remley, Mary Frances SS 46 Crawfordsville, Indiana
Rendleman, Helen Emma Ed (SS) 83 * t Anna
Renfer, Ethel May HELAS 68 * River Forest
Renfro, J H Kirklin LAS 67 lA * Columbia, Missouri
Renker, Helen HEAgr 81 * t Homewood
Renking, Henry Lewman EE 96 * f Evansville, Indiana
Reno, Donald Maxwell Mus 7oy% * t Champaign
Reno, Ralph Carol LAS 61 * t Urbana
Reno, Russell Ronald Law (3) 66 * t Oak Park
Rentschler, Cecile Blanche LAS 6H * t Allendale
Renwick, Frank Edward, B.S., 1926 SS Joliet
Renz, Curtis Thompson LAS * t Henning
Replogle, Vernon Leroy Ed 60 * f Charleston
Reseh, Francis Alvin LAS 104 * t Sycamore
Restle, Charles Stanley AC 81 * t Clinton, New York
Rettberg, William Anton EE 37 * t Peoria
Reuss, George Horace Agr 71 * t Bethany
Reuss, Lawrence Adkins Agr 38 * f Bethany
Rew, Gertrude Leola LAS 65 * t Metropolis
Reyes, Roque Tumaneng RCE 23 * f Ilocos Norte, Philippine Islam
Reynolds, Arlene LAS * f Prophetstown
Reynolds, Doris Ray LAS 101% * f Chicago
Reynolds, Elisabeth Grace Bus 29 * Washburn
Reynolds, Elizabeth Harwood Ed 120 * f Conway, Arkansas
Reynolds, Ethel May, A.B., 1926 SS Champaign
Reynolds, Francis Joseph Agr 27 * t Marshall
Reynolds, Gaylord Vincent, B.S., 1925 SS Dell Rapids, South Dakota
Reynolds, Gilbert Henry REE 27 * t Pinckneyville
Reynolds, Henry Richard Jnl S3 * f Lombard
Reynolds, James Edward PreM 27 * Melrose Park
Reynolds, John PreM * t Dwight
Reynolds, John B Agr (SS) 95 * t Ruston, Louisiana
Reynolds, Joseph Elmer LAS * t Delavan
Reynolds, Kenneth Lee IEd 99)4 * t Villa Grove
Reynolds, Marlyn Ward AC 27)4 t Atlanta
Reynolds, Thomas Everett Arch * f Chicago
Reynolds, Thomas George CE 73 * f Lombard
Reynolds, Verne Johnson LAS * f Omaha, Nebraska
Reynolds, Vorrus Scott PreM * Barry
Reynolds, Wylie Richard LAS t Chicago
Rhea, Walter Adam Chem (SS) 78% * t Mendota
Rhoades, Winifred LAS 64 * t Delavan
Rhode, Jasper Fenton Bus 29 * f Pine Village, Indiana
Rhodes, Aaron Payne PreL t Bloomington
Rhodes, Edgar Peter Eng 7S * t Clarence, New York
Rhodes, Thomas Funkey AE * t Mt. Carroll
Rhodes, Walter Russell PreM * t Toledo
Rhumphrey, Julia Agr * t Culver, Indiana
Ribback, Gilbert Law (3) * t Chicago
Rice, Carolyn Bus 60 * f La Grange
Rice, George Charles Jnl (SS) 2 * Urbana
Rice, Harold Himes ME 46 * Evanston
Rice, Harold Hodder RA 100 * t Wilmette
Rice, Herbert Orville SS 8 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Rice, Herman Bennett Bus 66 * t Granite City
Rice, Lora Hartwell LAS 97 * f Dunedin, Florida
Rice, Louise Trevey LAS 99 * t Rockville, Indiana
Rice, Marvin Wayne LAS 64 lA * t Metcalf
Rice, Raymond F Arch 63 * f Chicago
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Rice. Ruth Morliss
Rice, V Yale
Rice, Vivian Bixby
Rice, Walter Orviile
Rice, William Barton
Rich, Edward Llovd
Rich, Herbert Clinord
Rich, Joseph
Rich, Lillian Louise
Richard*, Floyd Edward
Richards, Ross
Richards, Samuel Allen
Richardson, Frank
Richardson, Louia Alexander
Richardson, Norman Bolton
Richardson, Orva! Espy
Richardson, Sylvia Belle
Richart, Ralph Robert
Richman, Harry Eugene
Richmond, Donald Dewey
Richmond, Fred Charles
Richter, Eleanor Clarice
Richter, Harriet Eleanor
Richter, Harry L
Richter, Lyman Foster
Ricketts, Arthur Edward
Rickman, Kathryn Isabelle
Rickman, Thomas Henry
Riddell, Grahame Ellis
Riddell, Theodore Francis
Riddle, Albert Edward
Riddle, Frances Lucile
Riddle, Harriet
Ridinger, Charles Cyril
Ridley, Harry Enswinger
Ridyard, Albert Horace
Rieir.enschneider, Roy William
Reirr.er.snider, Warren Herman
Riess, Roy Noble, A.B., 1925
Rigall, Anna Laura
Rigall, Rosamond Rae
Riggs, Robert Mosher
Riha, James Joseph
Riley, Charles Benjamin
Riley, Dave LawTence
Riley, Max William
Rine, Roliin Estel
Rinehart, James Arthur
Rineswith, Harold Walter
Ringel, Harvey Norman
Ringel, Rita
Ringler, Harold Richard
Ringness, Dorothv Helen
Ringo, Ruth Cheaney, A.B., 1923
Ringquist, Clarence La Verne
Rink, Joe Merle
Rinkenberger, Ralph E
Rinker, Miles Leo
Riordan, Robert Barton
Rippey, Arthur Gordon
Risberg, ClirTord William
Rishel, Clyde Tomlinson
Risser, Arthur Kellogg
Bartow, William Edward
Ritchie, David Gavin
Ritchie, Gecree
Ritt, Arnold Elmer
Rittenhouse, Harold Eugene
Ritter, Frances Anne
Ritter, Rosalie Ada
Ritx, John Henry
Rivers, George Alexander
Roar, Willard Oakly
Robb, Archie H
Robb, Clarence Cecil
Robb, Martha Duttine
Robb, Robert
Robbins, Ciyde French
Robbins, Helen Peabody
Robbins, Rebecca, Nancy
Roberts, Arthur Lester
Roberta, Caroline Alice
Roberta, Cassius Albert
Roberta, Charles Edwin
Roberta, Cornelia Mary
Roberta, David Erwin
LAS SG * Elgin
EE (SS) US * t La Harpe
CT 87 * t Elgin
EE 84 * t East Moline
EE 31 * t Rantoul
Agr 62)4 * t La Harpe
Bus * f Chicago
PreM 31 * Bristol, Connecticut
PreM 63 * t Washington
Accy * t Urbana
Bus !8H * t Kenilworth
EE 68 * t Eimhurst
Agr t Casey
AE 94 * t Marine
AC SS * t Xorth Andoter, Massachusetts
LAS unc * Urbana
Bus 18H * t Ridgefield
REE 13S * t Cartertille
AC »K * t Champaign
Lav (3) 60 * t Lacon
LAS 40 * t Stockton, California
PreL t Chicago
LAS S4 * t Preeport
Aecu * t Gary, Indiana
Bus (SS) 50 * t Danville
Bus 97H * t Buffalo, Xew York
LAS S3 * t Chicago
AC 31 * t Chicago
Jnl *4X * t Oak Park
LAS 7 * t Chicago
Bus * f Winr.etha
LAS 93 * t Riterton
LAS 92 * t Ravenna, Ohio
Agr 51 * t Saunemin
Eng 95 * t Old Port, Ohio
Bus * t Worcester, Massachusetts
PreM (SS) 105 * t Litchfield
Agr S4H * t Hinckley
SS East St. Louis
HELAS 67 * t Greenville
HELAS * t Greenville
Bus 40Vi * t Chicago
Bus 82 * t Chicago
Bus * t Gary, Indiana
ME 4S\i t Chicago
Bus So * t Scottland
LAS 96 * t Villa Grot*
Bus S4 * t Christopher
SS S3X Carlyle
Mus 104}i * t Peoria
LAS 98 * t Kansas City, Missouri
Agr 34 * t Sormal
LAS 31 * Peoria
Lit unc * t Clinton, Kentucky
ME 6SX t Moline
ChE 26 * Bicknell, Indiana
LAS * t Washington
Bus 40X * t Los Angeles, California
Bus 116 * Pulton
LAS S3 * t Des Moines, Iowa
Bus * t Chicago
Bus 14 * t Cambridge
AC * f Bremerton, Washington
CL * Chicago
Bus (SS) 102Y2 * + Chicago
LAS 62 t Urbana
PreM 62X * t Crystal Lake
EE 34 * t Pontiae
LAS 34 * Washington, Missouri
SS 15 Georgetown
AC 111 * t Lizton, Indiana
PreM * East St. Louis
AE 72 * t Kankakee
ME 43 t Streator
IEd 64)4 * t Windsor
LAS 31 * t Chicago
Jnl 29 * t Seulon
EE 108 * t Manhattan
LAS 70 * t Urbana
LAS ee * t Litchfield
IA (SS) 72 * t Benton
SS 8 Hobjoke, Colorado
Agr * t Areola
Bus * t Fairfield
LAS 33 * t Aniioch
LAS 60 * t Herscher
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Roberta, Delia Mae
Roberts, Henry Goddard
Roberts, John Roger
Roberts, Keith Hess
Roberts, Kent Crittenden
Roberts, Leontine Lucille
Roberts, Margaret Adele
Roberts, Martha Anne
Roberta, Mary, B.S., 1926
Roberts, Mary Elizabeth
Roberts, Melville Parker
Roberts, Merle G
Roberts, Nelson Philip
Roberts, Oren Ernest
Roberts, Paul Carmen
Roberts, Paul Edward
Roberts, Royal Walter
Roberts, William Pearson
Robertson, Dorothy
Robertson, Harvey Howe
Robertson, John Lawrence
Robertson, Josephine
Robertson, Juanite May
Robertson, Ralph
Robertson, Raymond Ellis
Robertson, William George
Robertson, William James
Robins, Martha, B.Ed., A.M., 1925,
Robinson, Bernice Olive
Robinson, Everett Bernard
Robinson, Francis Mason
Robinson, McHenry
Robinson, Olaf Elvy
Robinson, Olive
Robinson, Randall J
Robinson, Raymond La Verne
Robinson, Robert George
Robinson, Wendell Wayne
Robison, Frank Leslie
Roche, Edwin Conrad
Roche, Virginia Marie
Rochells, Jerome Joseph
Rocke, Bernice Sylvia
Rocke, Clara May
Rockenbach, Alice Marjorie
Rockhold, Blanche Marie
Rockman, Iver Asel
Rockow, Clyde Merril
Rockwell, Robert Gibson
Roddick, Madeline Gertrude
Rodemeier, Marvin Rudolph
Roderick, George Kenneth
Rodgers, Robert Alden
Rodman, Lloyd Glenn
Rodriguez, Edergisto Teafilo
Rodriguez, Joseph
Roe, Elizabeth Emily
Roe, Harold Spencer
Roe, Irene
Roe, Wilson Singleton
Roeder, Burton Ellsworth
Roeder, Elsie Bernice
Roeder, Lester Marvin
Roeder, Ruth Alice
Roehl, Charlotte
Roehm, Louis Richard
Roelfs, Garrett Richard
Roeske, Ralph Christopher
Roewade, Alger Goodwin
Rogers, Delia Mae
Rogers, Isel Alvera
Rogers, Man- Josephine,
B.Mus., B.S., 1923, 1924
Rogers, Morris Edgar
Rohde, Herman Fredrick
Rohrabaugh, Ernest
Roll, Daniel Francis
Roll, Everett Edgar
Roll, Hortense Louise
Roller, Ernest Bicknell
Roller, George Philip
RoloiT, Clarence Harvey
Rolston, John Noble
Romberger, Ben Franklin
Romberger, Velma Lucille
Ronin, Harold Farrell
Ed (SS) 9S «' t Havana
LAS 66 ' 1 t Mt. Carmel
CE t7 ' t Chicago
Bus (.SS) 95 •* t Pwl
Agr 34 * Illiopolis
LAS 96 •* t Chicago
LAS 66 * t Springfield, Missouri
Ed 63 * t Quincy
SS Pairfield
LAS * t Ottawa
LAS 94 *> t -Veir York City
Agr SO * t Woodbine
Agr 34
J
' t Areola
SS ' BQtmore, North Carolina
Law (4) (SS) 14 * t Canton
CE (SS) 83H * Ottawa
But 5 '' Downs
SS 1S7M '' IUiopolis
SS Urbana
LAS ts * Memphit, Tennestee
ME 4* *' WHmeUe
LAS SS * ' t Chicago
LAS 83 * ' f Champaign
AC ' Windsor
PreM ' Windsor
Bus e Girard
AC " t Oak Park
1926 SS West Ridge
Accy £9 ** t South Bend, Indiana
Bus 90 ' t Sheridan
Mus * Pulton
B-jji SOVi t East St. Louis
AC ' f Wazerly
LAS 99 *1 t Anna
PreL 34H t Chicago
TCS £8 ** t Chicago
Jnl SOX « ' t Highland Park
ME * + Kansas
Agr 105 '' t Morton
PreL 1SH
J
' Elgin
LAS ' Chicago
EE 106 '' t Chicago
Jnl 34 ' 1 Chicago
HEAgr U8M c Logansport, Indiana
LAS 36 '* t Lake Zurich
LAS 101 '' t Boswell, Indiana
LAS * t St. CUrles
SS 16X McConnel
Accy * t Decatur
LAS S3 '' Chicago
LAS 43 '' t Oak Park
Agr S3 t Bismarck
Arch ' t Chicago
SS 68H MorrisME (55) 101 '* t Cebu, Philippine Islands
Bus t East St. Louis
LAS IS '* t Chicago
EE 1 t Chetopa, Kansas
LAS * t Chicago
ME S3 t PincirneyrSU
Bus ' t Chicago
HELAS 64 " t Oilman
Bani: 66 ' 1 t Chicago
LAS 64 * + Gilman
LAS 38X * t Chicago
AE 18 * + Terre Haute, Indiana
PU 68 t Peoria
LAS 35 ' t Michigan City, Indiana
Lav (5) S4H Polos Park
Bus SIM * t L'rbana
LAS 70 * t Watseka
SS L'rbana
Jnl 34 ** t CrawfordsvUle, Indiana
Bus tl "* t EsthcrrUU, Iowa
SS 8H Kankakee
LArch » t Parw
Accy (SS) 46 * t Macomb
LAS 63 ' t Blue Island
Agr £9 ' t .Vfirman
Agr 31 * t S'ewman
PreM 59 ' Berwyn
ME * J ChicagoIEd 67H * t Abilene, Kansas
LAS 70 * t Corning, Iowa
PreL SS * t Chicago
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Rcr.neberc. Bail Fred AS
Ronneberg, Lillian Vally LAS
Ronstrom, George Pnr.Vf
Rood. EveI>T. Leona LAS
Roodhouse."Ru:h LAS
Roosa. Frar.k I AC
Root, Marshall Frank CE
Kelvin Bus
Rooth. Bernard Sunnel P'-L
Rorer, Harold Enright LAS
Rorke, Joseph Louis AE
WDhain Caldwell EE (SS)
Rose, Alvin Emsr LAS
Rose. Fen Franklin CE
Rose, Eugene Bus
Rise, Gabriel Cer
Rose, Gecrge Anthone PreM
Bene, Laura Lorraine HEAgr
Pl Dae, Louis Bus
Milton John Bus
R:se. Myron Potter Bus
Rose, Stanley Bernard LAS
Rose, Thelma Leah Ed
Rose, William Myron B:-?
Roseberry, Ralph Weaver
Roseman, Rachelle Raeva LAS
Re.-en, Abraham LA
8
Rosen, Dorothy LAS
Rosenbaum, Elizabeth Ida LAS
Rosenbaum, Mildred Joseph Mus
Rosenberg, Joseph Irving ChE
erg, Joseph Lawrence PreL {SS)
Rosenberg, Katherine Myrtle LAS
Rosenberg, Thomas PreL
Rosenburg, Thelma 1 Ed
Rosene. Mansfield Ln.:l ME
• Id, Arthur Aaron Bus
Rosenfeld, David Lav (3)
Rosenfeld, Lillian LAS
Rosenkrans, Arvilla Marie LAS
Rosenthal, Jerome Martin Law (3)
Rosenthal, Lawrence Valentine Late (3)
R:ser.:hal, Roadyn Victoria LAS
Bonaathal, Vcraon F RA
Rosenwaaaer, Theresa LA.?
Roski, Norman Ira PreM
Ram, Alton Perry LAS
Ross, Beulah Jane LAS
Ross, Charles Albert PreM
Ross, Charles Allan CL
Boas, Charles Henry LAS
Ross, Charlotte LAS
Ross, Elsie L HELAS
Boob, Helen Gertrude LA 3
Rcs =
,
Ira Guild EPh
Ross, Lawrence Russell Agr
P.-, Maude Irene LAS
Ross, Otis Eugene IEd
Ross, Biehanl Thomas Bus
Earn, Ruth Hanna, A.B., 1926 LAS irr
Boob, Virgil Byron Agr
Ross, Walter Alexander I
A
Boeaiter, Lewie Jarre; PreM {SS)
Rossiter. Maurice Louis Bus
- m, Dorothv Elizabeth LAS
Bath, Dorothea Helen LAS
Both, Helen Lucile Ifw
Roth, Harper DeForest Bus
Roth, Harry Jackson CE
Roth, Joseph PreL
Rothe, Oscar Henry ME
Rothenberg, Albert I
Rothfuss, William LAS {SS)
Rothgeb, Mildred Ann LAS
Rothman, Margaret AE (SS)
Rothman, Martin Law (3)
Rothstein, David Baron PreL
Rcughton, Raymond Mead Bus
Round, Esther Alice Chem {SS)
Round, Oliver Horning C E
Rounds, Kenneth Sterling AE
Roup, Rolland Reynard C^E
Rous, Otto " - Late (3)
Roush, Dale William Bus
Roush, Don 5S
Routh, Judscm Burson AE
63H * t Oak Park
31 * t Oak Park
27 * Kewanee
34 * t Macon, Georgia
17 * t Roodhouse
* t Winchester
* t Winnetka
32 * L'rbana
S3 * t Chi.-ago
* t Dixon
• t Chi-c;o
76 * t Moline
:-o * t Chicago
* t Roswell, Xew Mexico
* t Xormal
* t Kankakee
* Chicago
t Champaign
* t South Bend, Indiana
31 * f Tonica
:-'-. * Champaign
64 * t Chicago
65 * f Champaign
* t Oak Park
* t Danville
xcago
t Champaign
* t Chicago
61M * t Des Moines, Iowa
t Louisville, Kentucky
S4H * t Chicago
s-s-. * t Decatur
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
62 * t Peoria
* t Chicago
31 * t S<. Louis, MissouriM * t Terre Haute, Indiana
* t Terre Haute, Indiana
* t Albany
* t Chicago
65 * t Chicago
33 * t Chicago
* t Lake Bluff
* t Chicago
* Kankakee
42 * t Benton Harbor, Michigan
* t Robinson
33 * t Danville
* Alsey
SoX * t Detroit, Michigan
98 * t Yirden
34 * t Greenfield
68 * t Chicago
110 * t Chicago
62 * t Rossrille
* + Morrison
SO * t Rossrille
32 * t Rockford
f L'rbana
120 * Palmyra
* t Chicago
93 * t Mattoon
• t Chicago
* t Syracuse, Indiana
t Chicago
109 * t Mt. Olive
Park
61M t Mattoon
* t Chicago
71 * t East St. Louis
71 * t Chicago
97 * t Champaign
* t East Orange, Xew Jersey
43 * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
* t Chicago
40 * t Chicago
* t L'rbana
39 * t Lyndon
52)4 * t Lyndon
29 * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
74H * t TT&s< Chicago
WJi * t Cicero
SO * Blackwell, Oklahoma
68 Bloomington
36 * f Litt/e Rock, Arkansas
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Rout, Lucien Linton
Rowe, Robert Leslie
Rowe, William Lewis
Rowell, Loren Jonathan
Rowland, John Judeon
Rowley, Wendell Saunders
Roy, Florence Margaret
Roy, Louis Lecour
Roy, Margaret Julia
Roy, Muriel Verne
Roy, William Taylor
Royal, Ilus Esteline
Royal, John La Drew
Royal, Marguerite Eunice
Royer, James Murray
Royer, Lawrence Lutyes
Royse, Donald Joseph
Rozycki, Henry Walter
Rubeck, Arthur Morris
Rubenstein, Helen
Rubenstein, Pauline
Rubenstein, Ruth T
Rubey, Arthur Carson
Rubin, David
Rubin, Harold Adolph
Rubin, Mary Esther
Rubin, Rebecca Isabel
Rubin, Samuel
Ruble, Emerson
Ruby, Harry Eugene
Ruch, Clara Elizabeth
Rucker, Alvin Maceo
Rucker, Mary Julia
Ruckrigel, Wilbur John
Rudd, Melvin Eugene
Rudd, Richard David
Ruddock, Raymond
Rude, William Buckley
Rudolph, Ruth
Rue, Doran Therman
Ruettinger, John William
Rugh, Douglas Arthur
Rugh, Kenneth William
Rule, Kenneth Willace
Rumney, Glenn George
Rumsey, Elinor Wise
Rundquist, Ralston Lawrence
Runkevitz, Erwin Herman
Runvan, Alvce Helen
Rupel, Mildred D
Rupert, Frances Kathlene
Rupp, Julius Christopher
Ruppert, Maurice D
Rus, Albert Frank
Rusk, Mildred Florence
Russ, Eleanor Deane
Russakov, Mabel Leonore
Russell, Alma Elizabeth
Russell, Dorothy Mae
Russell, Glenn Everett
Russell, Harry Gould
Russell, Irma
Russell, James Alfred
Russell, Kenneth Barnes
Russell, Marjorie May
Russell, Mary Margaret
Russell, Nyda Ontrenette
Russell, Ruth
Russell, Stephen Smith
Russell, Verne
Russey, Elwood Xorrison
Russler, Fern Itha
Rutherford, Cecil Ebert
Rutherford, Evan Myrle
Rutherford, Frederick Warner
Rutledge, Robert Roy
Rutt, Howard Christian
Ryan, Francis Joseph
Ryan, Lawrence Haines
Ryan, Mary Jane Elizabeth
Ryan, William George
Ryburn, Leslie Frank
Ryersen, Bernice Adelaide
Ryerson, Herbert Edwin
Rygel, Harold
Rysdon, Louis Gloor
Agr 118H * f Malmesbury, South Africa
Bus 68 * Frankfort, Indiana
LAS S3 * t Chicago
LAS 30 * t Chicago
Arch 123 * t Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
AE 18 * t Kewanee
HELAS * t Galesburg
PreL 26 * t Kankakee
LAS 33 * t Tolono
LAS * f Chicago
PreM 31 * Mt. Vernon
LAS * t Urbana
AC 31 * t Baxter Springs, Kansas
HELAS unc * t Urbana
LAS 32X * t Oak Park
Bus 27 * Morrison
EE * t Urbana
AC 35 * t Xorthnmpton, Massachusetts
Bus 101 * t Behidere
LAS t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 69H * f Chicago
ss 8 Dallas, Texas
PreL * Terre Haute, Indiana
PreL t Chicago
LAS 65 * t Waukegan
LAS 33 * t Rock Falls
CL * t Rock Falls
AE 98Y2 * t Deer Creek
IEd 62 * t Chicago
Ed (SS) &oy2 * t Waterloo
Bank 69 t St. Louis, Missouri
LAS 95 * t Dyersburg, Tennessee
Bus 27 * f Ashkum
SS 122X West Chicago
CerE 112 * t West Chicago
EE 32 * t Bement
AE 109*4 * t Miami, Florida
LAS 23j| * t Winnetka
PreM 99 * t Mattoon
AE 110 * t Chicago
LAS 36 * t Sew York, Xew York
Bus * t Greeley, Colorado
ChE 7oy3 * t Decatur
Bank 100 * f Somonauk
SS 155 Alton
PreM 27 * t Rockford
SS 9 Lebanon
SS 7 Mason City, Iowa
HELAS * t Urbana
LAS n * t Pekin
LAS 105 * f Quincy
SS 8H Sand Springs, Oklahoma
EE * t Chicago
LAS 32 * t Rantoul
HELAS 98 * f Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS 14 * Chicago
LAS 66 * t Monett, Missouri
LAS * t Lincoln
Bus 60 * t Walnut
Agr * t Xeponset
HELAS 32 * t Hoopeston
Arch 62H * t Memphis, Tennessee
EE 104 * Le Roy
LAS 32 * La Grange
LAS * t Roberts
LAS 30 * t Denver, Colorado
SS Artesia, Xew Mexico
Agr 32 * t Xeponset
LAS * t Harvey
LAS 8*5* * Miami Shores, Florida
LAS 95H * t Bushnell
SS 14 Girard
Bus * t Rockford
PreM * t Rockford
CE 4114 * Peoria
Agr 101 * t Sterling
Law (3) *tCe Kalb
LAS 60}4 * f Springfield
SS 127 Kewanee
AC 64 * t Stuart, Iowa
AE
LAS
* t Heyworth
* t Chicago
Eng 87 * t Rock IslandME 108 * t Chicago
CE 14 * t Chicago
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Sabbath, Ben Barney
Sachar, Mae
Sachs, Marjorie Leona
Sacks, Mollie Fannie
Sacks, Rudolph B
Saddam, Tomas A
Sadler, Hazel
Sadler, Louise Ercel
Sadler, Wilbur
SafTord, Edward Hammond
Sage, Leland Livingston
Sage, Theodore Franklin
Sage, Thomas Raymond
Sahlin, Lynn George
Sahud, Eugene Lawrence
Sailor, Lloyd Lewis
Sailors, Robert Eugene
St. John, Helen Ruth
St. John, Lorn Russell
St. John, Robert Charles
St. Peter, Alfred Elliot
St. Pierre, Lowell Carl
Sakawicz, Henry William
Saling, Angeline Priscilla
Salisbury, Eunice Viola
Salisbury, William David
Salk, Harry H
Salkeld, John Frederick
Salmon, Vivian Margaret
Salogga, Fred William
Sample, Howard
Sampson, Louis Thomas
Sampson, Margaret
Sams, Gerald Allison
Samuel, Marian Francis
Samuels, Tillie Ann
Samuelson, Glenn Oscar
Sandberg, Hildur Louise
Sandberg, Ivan Magnus
Sandberg, Morgan Harold
Sander, Richard Goerge
Sanders, Amy Violet
Sanders, Arthur Otto
Sanders, Christine
Sanders, Earle Eugene
Sanders, Ella Mary
Sanders, George Merle
Sanders, Harold Eugene
Sanders, Harold Preston
Sanders, Hazel Marie
Sanders, Louis Alexander
Sanders, Oren Edward
Sanders, Richard Haughton
Sanders, Walter Benjamin
Sanders, William Henry
Sanderson, Edwin Donald
Sanderson, Tom Willoughby
Sandford, Elizabeth
Sandherr, Erven Frederick
Sanford, Colman George
Sanford, George William
Sanftner, Lawrence Henry
San tee, Kenneth Priddy
Saper, Belle
Saper, Norman
Sapora, Joseph Charles
Sargent, Howard Deyo
Sargent, James Gordon
Saries, James Joseph
Sarpalius, William Keistutis
Sartin, Milburn Morton
Sarudy, Mary Ruth
Satin, Max Joseph
Sattenstein, Adele Ruth
Sattenstein, Harriet Selma
Satterfield, Boydston
Satterfield, Clinton D
Satterfield, Lois India
Sattgast, Elmer
Sattley, Robert Bushrod
Saul, Rhea
Saunders, Margaret
Saunders, Robert Thomas
Sauter, Allen Charles
Savage, Joseph Walter
Savage, Ruth Strickland
PreL
LAS
LAS
Bus
PreL
CE
HEAgr
Ed
LAS
Agr
SS
Bus
SS
Bus
AE
Bus
Accy
HEAgr
AE
EE
Accy
EE
PreL
Bus
LAS
LAS
PreL
Jnl
LAS
LAS
IA
EE
HEEd
PreL
LAS
LAS
Accy
Flor (SS)
PreM
AE
CL
SS
LAS
Lib unc
Accy (SS)
HEAgr
Bus
Eng
EE
HELAS
CE
Bus
IA
Arch
Accy
LAS
CE
LAS
Bus
LAS
Bus (SS)
AC
Bus
LAS
CE
LAS
Agr
Bus
LAS
Accy
Accy
Ed
LAS
LAS
LAS
Arch
Bus
LAS (SS)
Law (3)
AC
LAS
LAS
PreM
LAS
ME
LAS
64 * Aledo
32 * St Louis, Missouri
82 * t Chicago
* t Pontiac
26)4 * f Chicago
124 * f Paoay, Philippine Islands
* Ogden
96 * t Danville
* Chicago Heights
36 * f Sycamore
18 Texarkana, Arkansas
S6 * f Kankakee
6% Texarkana, Arkansas
so * t Benton Harbor, Michigan
36 * t Chicago
SO * f Normal32 * f Champaign
63 * t Urbana
67% * f Chicago
* T Chicago
67 * f Highland Park
73 * T St. Anne
* f Chicago
65 * t Decatur
* t Chicago
31 * Chicago
t Chicago
32% * f Iroquois
97 * t Waukegan
* f Decatur
* Webster Groves, Missouri
67% * t Savanna
117 * Chicago
£3 * t Nowata, Oklahoma
* T Kankakee66
t Peoria
* Bondville
99 * t Danville
32 * y Princeton
14 * f Chicago
* t Chicago
6 Pleasant Plains
* t Little Rock, Arkansas
16 t Helena, Arkansas
100 * t St. Joseph, Missouri
* t Donovan
25 * t Donovan
* t Pleasant Plains
48 * + Villa Grove
* t Ashton
* f Little Rock, Arkansas
* T ChrismanSO
7oy2 * f Chicago
66 * f Sterling
66 * t Pleasant Plains
68 * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
86 t Evanston
44% * t Rockville, Indiana
124 * t St. Louis, Missouri
102 * t Chicago
109% * Du Quoin
* t Sioux City, Iowa
102 * f Champaign
* Chicago
109 * t Chicago
* t Renovo, Pennsylvania
25 * + Lanark
* T Colorado Springs, Colorado
24 * Springfield
103 * t Chicago
101 * i South Bend, Indiana
* T Gary, Indiana63%
69 * t Chicago
32 * t Oak Park
S2 * t Oak Park
103 * Raleigh, North Carolina
US
31
83
48%
69%
Forrest City, Arkansas
Georgetown
Opdyke
Decatur
Genoa
Chicago
Cincinnati, Ohio
Chicago
Salem, Iowa
Urbana
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Sawtell, Richard Bradford
Sawyer, Julia Margaret
Sawyer, La Vonne Bernice
Sawyer, William Lincoln
Saxon, Bernice
Sayers, Robert Penfield
Sayler, Donald S
Sayles, Phil Whitman
Saylor, Mrs. Lettie McLane
Scallett, Frank Sidney
Scanland, Marguerite
Scanlon, John Thomas
Scanlon, Thomas Chester
Scelonge, Roger John
Scbad, William Dee
Schaefer, Earl Frederick
Schaefer, Edward George
Schaefer, Edward Joseph
Schaefer, Harold Paul
Schaefer, John Tideman
Schaefer, Leslie Elmer
Schafer, John Beverly
Schafer, Oneta M
Schafer, Rudolph Wendell
Schafer, William Henry
Schaff, John William, B.S., 1926
Schaffer, Ethel Ester
Schanbacher, Karl William
Schanen, Abe
Scheel, Harvey Andrew
Scheib, Doris Georgia
Scheib, Dorothy Frances
Schell, Albert DeWitt
Schell, Milton Charles
Schellie, Kenneth Lawrence
Schenk, Clara Marguerite
Schenk, Conrad Oscar
Scher, Jacob
Scher, Robert Rueben
Scherer, Alfred Kasper
Schermerhorn, Irene Wilhelmena
Scherrer, Charles Fred
Schertz, Lloyd Nicholas
Scheuerman, Milton Henry
Scheve, Carl Julius
Schewe, Karl Herman
Scheyer, Roy Wolff
Schiber, Raymond C
Schick, Martin Carl
Schicker, Marie Louise
Schicktanz, Sylvester
Schieferdecker, Earl Albert
Schiff, George Hein
SchifT, Samuel Marmen
Schiffer, Jeanette
SchifTer, Washington Thompson
Schiller, Howard Maurice
Schilling, Emma Joan
Schilling, Harry Charles
Schini, Walter Byron
Schirding, Henry Carl
8chlagenhauf, Leanor Signe
Schlagenhauf, Lillian Elizabeth
Schlenz, Harry Edward
Schlesinger, Mayer Daniel
Schlingman, Paul Frank
Schlitt, Theodore Jacob
Schloesser, Charles Dudley
Schluter, Anita Cordelia
Schmalhau8en, Gertrude
Schmalhausen, Natalie
8chmalz, Walter Fink
Schmarr, John Edward
Schmetzer, Louis August
Schraidgall, John Raymond
Schmidt, Albert George
Schmidt, Charles Louis
Schmidt, Elmer Christopher
Schmidt, Francis Willard
Schmidt, Janette
8chmidt, John Carl
8chmidt, Sigmund Victor
8chmitt, Adele
Scbneeman, Paul
S«hneider, Albert Isadore
Schneider, Mrs. Alicia Edmonds
AE
LAS
LAS
CE
LAS
ME
CE
EE
SS
Accy
Mus
Eng
ME
Agr
Accy
ChE
AE
CE
PU
LAS
Bus
Eng
LAS
Bank
Ed
SS
Bus
Chem
Bus
AE
LAS
LAS
Bus
PreM
LArch
SS
Ed
PreL
Law (3)
Agr
LAS
SS
PreL
LArch
AE
Accy
AE
ME
PreL
Ed
ChE
IEd
LAS
LAS
LAS
PreL
LAS
LAS (SS)
Agr
ChE
ME
HELAS
Law (3)
CE
Arch
ChE (SS)
Bus
Bank
SS
Law (3)
LAS
Bus
Arch
Bus
EE
Chem
ChE (SS)
EE
EE
HELAS
Chem
Bus
Ed unc
Bus
Eng
SS
61
103
75
ioe
8
83
S3
12614
6
SO
SI
104
31
27
31
95H
29
31
33
33
32
34
3214
76
S3
614
4 lA
116
66
110
60
66
79%
8
20
S3
81
61
118
17H
113
46H
16
117
73
16
7414
29
11214
65X
4*
21
68
:i
* t Rhxnelander, Wisconsin
* f L>u Quoin
* Fisher
* Decatur
* Chicago
* Chicago
* t Decatur
* f Peoria
Glen Allen, Missouri
* t Salem
* t Pittsfield
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
* Cicero
t Bloomington
* t Indianapolis, Indiana
* T Indianapolis, Indiana
* t Chicago
* t Crystal Lake
* t Forest Park
t Streator
t Atlanta, Georgia
Clinton
Malta
,
Pittsburg
Cleveland, Ohio
t Chicago
* t St. Louis, Missouri
* f Chicago
* t Rockford
* t Urhana
* t Urhana
* Beardstown
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
Springfield
* t Orchard Park, New York
* f Chicago
* t Chicago
* t Olney
* f Ridgefarm
Alton
t Tiskilwa
* t Rock Island
* t Denver, Colorado
* t Beardstown
* t Chicago
* t Cttllinsville
t Fort Wayne, Indiana
t St. Louis, Missouri
* t Belleville
* Bowen
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
t Chicago
* East St. Louis
* t Chicago
* t Carlyle
* t Kankakee
* La Crosse, Wisconsin
* t Palatine
* t Quincy
* f Quincy
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
* t St. Louis, Missouri
* t Springfield
* t Chicago
Collinsville
t Chicago
:
Chicago
Chicago
t Lawrenceburg, Indiana
t Chicago
Chicago
Palatine
St. Louis, Missouri
Wood River
Farina
Wheaton
Palatine
Chicago
Chicago
Herrin
Chicago
Chicago
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Schneider, Ambrose Daniel
Schneider, Helen May
Schneider, Mathilda Elizabeth
Schneider, Nathaniel Oliver
Schneiderjon, Kenneth Henry
Schnepp, Donald Frederick
Schnepp, Kenneth Herman
Schnierle, Eugene Wilson
Schnitzer, Frederick John
Schoch, Mabel Iris
Schock, Robert August
Schoenberg, Rubin R
Schoenbrod, Herbert Jacquin
Schoenbrod, Stanley Gilbert
Schoenfeld, Merritt Robert
Schoeninger, Irvin William
Schofield, Bertha Josephine
Schofield, Frank McGrew
Scholfield, Lydia Mary
Scholl, Dan
Schoof, Frank Edward
Schooley, Clark Hasbrouck
Schooley, Frank Ellsworth
Schooley, Louise
Schoolman, Joseph
Schoonmaker, David William
Schoonover, Harold Clar
Schoppe, Loren
Schori, Ward Kermit
Schott, Louise Augusta
Schott, Theodore Carl
Schrader, Charles Wesley
Schrader, John Paul
Schrader, Paul Cranston
Schrader, Wendell Herbert
Schraeder, Helen Marie
Schram, Hazel
Schrei, Walter Freeman
Schreiber, Arthur Charles
Schreiber, Erwin John
Schreiber, Garreta
Schreiber, Nathan,
A.B., A.M., 1920, 1921
Schreiber, Paul Richard
Schriner, Emma Ellen
Schroeder, Amanda Marie, A.B.,
Schroeder, Charles William
Schroeder, Emerson Franklin
Schroeder, Erma
Schroeder, Frederick Roy
Schroeder, George Whitehouse
Schroeder, Herbert Spencer
Schroeder, John Bladel
Schroeder, John Frederick
Schroeder, Lewis Russell
Schroeder, Lillie Carolyn
Schroeder, Margaret
Schroeder, Wendell Battes
Schrom, Stanley James
Schroth, Abbie Marie
Schroth, Eugene Howard
Schroth, Flossie Mae
Schroth, Gertrude Evelena
Schrum, Esther Magdalene
Schubert, Abraham Boris
Schueler, Beryl Jane
Schueman, Bertrand Carl
Schuham, Julius Robert
Schuller, Edna Wallace
Schulman, Al
Schulman, Sidney Nathan
Schultz, Edward George
Schultz, Ellen Agnes
Schultz, Ernest William
Schultz, George Stockwell
Schultz, Louise Irene
Schultz, Margaret Anne
Schultz, Margaret Isabel
Schultz, May Louise
Schultz, Ruth Caroline
Schulz, Alexander Henry
Schulz, Eleanore Gwenyth
Schum, Arthur Baldwin
Schumacher, Arthur Henry
Schumacher, Cedric Errol
Schumacher, Elva Clare
University of Illinois
1926
PreM 22Y2 * t OlneyLAS 64 * t PeruLAS 27 * t WaterlooSS 9K Cedar Falls, IowaLaw (3) * t Neoga
Bus 25 * t Springfield
* T SpringfieldPreM 85Bus * t HarrisburgCE em * f Rock IslandSS 18 FreeportLAS * Albion
PreL * t Chicago
Accy 7ey2 * t Chicago
PreL
Bus (SS) 10614
* t Chicago
* f PeoriaCerE 76y2 * f ChampaignLAS 62 * t MazonChE * t KankakeeEd (SS) 75 * f UrbanaAC 37 * Urbana
Accy 96 * t La Grange
Jnl 96 * f Effingham
Jnl SO * t Effingham
Jnl (SS) 37y2 * t EffinghamPreM * f ChicagoSS 79y2 Roscoe
PreM * Rockford
TCS 113 * t Carlinville
Jnl * t ElmwoodLAS 30 * t Champaign
Bus (SS) 100 * t QuincyCE 37 * f CliftonEE 71 * t Clifton
Agr 79H * Urbana
Agr 89 * + BridgeportLAS 16 * f Oak ParkLAS * Chicago
LAS * t Champaign
PreL 36 * t Carlyle
Accy 27 * Urbana
Bus 64 * t UrbanaSS Chicago
PreL 34 * t Blue IslandSS 8sy2 PeoriaSS Thomasboro
Arch UH * t ChicagoME 72 * f ChampaignHELAS 70 * t BreeseLAS * f ChicagoCE 36 * t El PasoCerE 9ey2 * f ChicagoSS iS6y2 Rock IslandME * t Maywood
Bus * Princeton
LAS 115 * Chester
LAS * f Breese
PreL * t DanforthCL 6sy2 * t Pierceton, IndianaSS 8 Shumway
AC (SS) 123 * Champaign
LAS unc (SS) 11 * f ShumwayHEAgr (SS) i9y2 * f ShumwayHELAS 32 * t LansingPreM t ChicagoLAS * f Chicago
Bus 47y2 * f Chicago
Bus * f ChicagoLAS 97 * t Chicago
Accy * Chicago
Law (3) * t ChicagoLAS * River Forest
LAS 32 * t ChicagoAC 70 * t GeneseoPreM * f ChicagoLAS 21 * t ChicagoLAS 99 * t DanvilleEd 116 * Oak Park
PreM 33 * t ChicagoHELAS unc * t Evanston
PreM (SS) 42 * t UrbanaLAS 19 * t ChicagoAE 14 t St. Louis, MissouriPreM * f BroadlandsLAS unc f Roberlsville, MissouriSS 6 Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Schumacher, Margaret LAS
Schunk, Frank Raymond LAS
Schuppe, George Edwin Jnl
Schwabacker, Louis Henry PreL
Schwann, Ernest Roscoe Flor
Schwartz, Bessye LAS
Schwartz, Celia LAS
Schwartz, Frank Joseph LAS (SS)
Schwartz, Harold W LAS
Schwartz, Jack Paul LAS
Schwartz, Norman William Bus
Schwartz, Sidney Maurice PreL
Schwartz, Walter Reese Arch
Schwarz, Verlee Geraldine HELAS
Schwarzentraub, Raymond Joseph Bus
Schwarzlose, Frederick William Ed
Schwarzlose, Paul Fowler EE
Schweitzer, Eleanor Ruth Mus
Schwendemann, Edward Thomas ChE
Schwerdt, J Bernardt LArch
Schwerer, Herman M LAS
Schwietzka, Anna Elizabeth SS
Scoggin, Dorothy Harriett LAS
Sconce, James Silas Agr
Scott, Donald Notter AC
Scott, Dorothy LeVille SS
Scott, Earl Glenwood SS
Scott, Edward Burton Agr
Scott, Ellsworth Ezra SS
Scott, Eugene Warren LAS
Scott, Gene Montell CT
Scott, George Walter CE
Scott, Harold William LAS
Scott, James Adelbert EE
Scott, James Putnam EE (SS)
Scott, Leyden Lewis LAS
Scott, Lois Irene LAS
Scott, Marian Catherine LAS (SS)
Scott, Mary Luetta LAS
Scott, Mary Marjorie LAS
Scott, Paul Julian EE
Scott, Robert Lee Bus
Scott, Robert Marshall LAS
Scott, Wilbur Jack EE
Seranton, Norman Amos ME
Scripps, John Locke LAS
8oriven, Frank, A.B., 1925 LAS irr
Scully, John Chapell AC
Seago, Helen Elise HELAS
Seal, Benjamin Callison RCE
Seal, Marion Esther LAS
Seaman, Alice L HELAS
Seaman, Gladys Lorene HELAS
Seaman, Hazel Golda Jnl
Searcy, Emory Morgan AE (SS)
Sears, Irma Pauline LAS
Sears, Mary Rebecca, B.S., 1926 SS
Sears, Susie Walton LAS
Sears, Wheeler Walter Accy
Seaton, Ralph Millard PreM
Seavey, John Bishop Arch
Sebald, Charles William Bus
Sebat, John Edward Law (3)
Sedgwick, Charles William LAS
Sedlack, John William Agr
Sedwick, Clifford Harry EE
See, Virginia Louise LAS
See, Walter Chester Arch
Seeber, Marie Frances LAS
Seeberg, George Bernard Bus
Seed, Martin Cox LAS
Seed, Pauline Gillespie Mus (SS)
Seed, Verle Rue, A.B., B.S., 1923, 1923 SS
Seedorf, Everett Emil PreM
Seedbrf, Leonard Jerome Bus
Seefeldt, Fred C ME
Seeley, Jay Steward LAS
Seelig, Max Arthur Bus
Seemann, Robert Watts CE
Seepe, Paul Edward AE
Seerup, Emil Law (3)
Seger, Christian H Bank
Seger, Joseph Lilburne Law (3)
Segerman, Ethel Sylvia LAS
Sego, Marvin William LAS
Segraves, Frances LAS (SS)
Seibel, Jule Ed
36 * t Urbana
46 lA * f Chicago
* Springfield
69 * Peoria
* t Loogootee
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
24 * f Champaignim * Chicago
t Chicago
60 * t Blue IslandUM * f Chicago
29 * f Urbana
95 * f Edwardsville
17 * f Princeton
84 * f Chicago
74 * t Chicago
69 * f Chicago
* f Greenville
105 * f St. Joseph, Michigan
67 * f Blandinsville
SO Taylorville
16 * Tuscola
67V* * t Sidell
33 * f Kalamazoo, Michigan
7 Urbana
8% Glendale, California
31 * t Franklin
7 Jacksonville
71 * t Bloomington
66 * t Champaign
* t Chicago
4014 * t Watseka
* t Rockford
39 * t Rosamond
64 * f Chicago
t Ransome
37 * f Champaign
34 * Champaign
* t Champaign
* t Rockford
32 * t Bethany
t Rossville
35 * f Chicago
62 * f Champaign
31 * f Peoria
f Omaha, Nebraska
* t Chicago
65 * f Jerseyville
36 * f Dewitt
SO * t Rockford
37 * f Chicago
* f Hindsboro
88 * Davenport, Iowa
71 * t Indianapolis, Indiana
69 * f Oblong
Atkinson
*K * t Atkinson
* f Benton
33 * t Morrisonville
129 * t Brookhaven, iMississippi
* t Middletown, Ohio
* t Danville
55V2 * f Champaign
62 * t Chicago
32 * Downers Grove
* t Hammond, Indiana
70 * f Waterloo, Iowa
* f Champaign
* Stillman Valley
101 * t Lawrenceville
104 * t Urbana
Urbana
* t Kankakee
24 * Kankakee
t Chicago
* t Chicago
12 * t Champaign
36 * t Maywood
71 * + Peru
* t Chicago
* t Tulsa, Oklahoma
* t Tulsa, Oklahoma
f Chicago
2sy2 * t Maywood
7sy2 * t Henry
60 * St. Louis, Missouri
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Seibel, Laura G
Seibert, Elma Amalia
Seidel, Julius Jacob
Seidel, Roberto David
Seider, Elrena Dorothy
Seidman, Edward E
Seifer, Jerome Bern
Seil, Manning David
Seiler, Lucile Elizabeth
Seiple, J Waldo
Seipp, Louise
Seiter, Catherine Martha
Sekera, Frank Albert
Sekera, George Frank
Sekhon, Rattan Singh
Selden, Henrietta Frances
Seldon, John Malcolm
Selin, Edward Jay
Seikowitz, Hymen
Sellers, Mrs. Elsie
Selligman, Esther
Senkler, Albert Easton
Senn, John Christian
Senne, Jeannette
Seppala, William Arne
Serblin, Michael Dean
Serdink, Leonard Adam
Sergeant, Amy Gertrude,
A.B., M.S.. 1918, 1923
Serhant, Joseph Ervin
Seright, Thomas Clinton
Serpico, Frank Joseph
Servatius, Helen Marguerite
Sesslar, James Ryburn
Settlemire, Elizabeth
Setzekorn, Anna May
Severin, John Percy
Severn, Dorothy Marie
Seward, Clarence Delmer
Seward, Kathryn Louise
Sexton, Ruth Whitneel
Seybold, Helen Rae
Seybold, Robert Edward
Seyfarth, Henry Edward
Seyler, Earl Charles
Seymour, Fred William
Seymour, Gordon Bunker
Seymour, Vera Louise
Shabino, Alvin Raymond
Shade, Genevieve Frances
Shadko, Michael Andrew
Shafer, Donald Earle
Shafer, Vernon Sherman
Shaffer, Arthur Harold
Shafton, Theodore Tobias
Shallenberger, Paul Lawrence
Shambaugh, Theodoere Jacob
Shanahan, George Hubert
Shanahan, Paul Ellis
Shand, Wilbur Claire
Shanhouse, Leonard
Shank, Sarah Jane
Shanks, Richard Pearman
Shannon, George Albert
Shannon, Bertha Helen
Shannon, Margaret Carrie
Shantz, Benjamin Soper
Shapiro, Harold
Shapiro, Harry Fred
Shapiro, Henry
Shapiro, Janice Pearl
Shapiro, Louis
Shapiro, Richard
Shapiro, Samuel Emanuel
Shapiro, Samuel Harvey
Shappert, William Henry
Sharkey, Roger Michael
Sharp, Cecil Harold
Sharp, Leroy Harold
Sharts, Harold Arthur
Shattuc, Frederic King
Shattuck, Arthur Warner
Shattuck, Robert DeForest
8hattuck, Walter Francis
Shatwell, William Ernest
Shaub, Phyllis Evelyn
University of Illinois
LAS 15514 * Chicago
HELAS S3 * t Belleville
* t ChicagoMinE 109
CE 32 * T River Forett
* T BroadlandtBut S3
PreM t Chicago
CL 14 * f East Chicago, Indiana
Jnl 86 * t Grayville
LAS * t Pana
ME * f Findlay, Ohio
Ed 103 • f Chicago
* T Logansport, IndianaLAS 63
But 116 * Chicago
But 116 * Chicago
LAS unc t Sudhiana, India
HEAgr * t Durand
Accy (SS) 42 t St. Louis, Mittouri
CE 96 * f Chicago
PreL S3 * Chicago
HELAS sox * t Urbana
LAS 66 * f LouitvxUe, Kentucky
Eng 64 * t St. Paul, Minnesota
LAS 87 * Macomb
Mut S3 * Maywood
Accy * Waukegan
Eng S7X * Chicago
Jnl t Chicago
SS Battle Creek, Michigan
PreL 84 * t Berwyn
SS £5 Chatsworth
AE 129 * t Chicago
LAS 76 * f Chicago
PreL 20 * + Ottawa
LAS 28 * t Mt. Vernon
SS 2IX Mt. Vernon
PreL 32 * t Chicago
* J ChicagoLAS SO
Accy ssy2 * Oakland
LAS 110 * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
HEAgr 97 * f Murray, Kentucky
HELAS 141 t Urbana
PreM 29 * f Urbana
PreL 65H * t Blue Island
LAS (SS) 26 * t Cedanille
PreM
But 25
* f Elgin
* f ElginLAS (.SS) 45 * t Pleasant Hill
CE 32 * i Glen Ellyn
HELAS * t Urbana
But 28 t Grand Ledge, Michigan
* f GeneseoEE 67
Accy (SS) 136X * t Abingdon
* T ChicagoChem (SS) 102X
CL 66 * t Chicago
PreM (SS) 37 * t Canton
Agr * t Cerro Gordo
CE 102 * t Gillespie
EE 103 * t Mt. Vernon
Chem 66 * t Riverside
LAS 64X * t Rock/ord
LAS t Champaign
CE 37 * f Chicago
SS 21
X
Clay City
PreM * t Galesburg
LAS 22 * f Champaign
FC f Urbana
Eng 24X * Chicago \ |
But 66Y2 * Chicago 1 *
Law (3) * t Chicago
* f ChicagoLAS
Arch * Chicago
EE * t Chicago
AE 65H * t Chicago
Law (3) * T Kankakee
But 29 * Chicago
LAS * Chicago
PreM * t Carlyle
But ssy2 t Mendota
Accy 90 * t Logansport, Indiana
PreL 26 * t Glen Ellyn
But eya * t Chicago
LAS (SS) so * t ChicagoCE 70 * f Evanston
LArch 64 * t West Chicago
Mut * t Berwyn
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Shaull, Aubrey Ellis
Shaver, Homer Joseph
Shaw, David Tehui
Shaw, Edward Duane
Shaw, Elmo A
Shaw, John Averill
Shaw, Joseph Edward
Shaw, Maurice Moses
Shaw, Richard E
Shaw, Robert Enos
Shaw, Ward Ellis
Shawl, Ray Iris, B.S., M.S., 1916,
Shea, Walter Cyril
Sheahen, Allan Neuman
Shear, Harold Louis
Shear, Jay Cornelius
Shearer, Robert Lee
Shedelbower, Mary Elizabeth
Sheehan, Oneida
Sheehan, Thomas Vincent
Sheehy, John Lawrence
Sheets, Axtell
Sheets, Ralph Clayton
Shelby, Herbert Allen
Shelby, Howard Joseph
Sheldon, Elizabeth
Sheldon, William Johnstone
Shelley, Joseph Barnard
Shelton, Lee Edward
Shelton, Robert Schember
Shelton, Shirley Lou
Shelton, Wanda Schember
Shen, David Ze
Shen, Hsi Jui
Shenk, Paul Albert
Shepard, Jeannette Camille
Shephard, Richard Fred
Shepherd, George Russell
Shepherd, Violet
Sheppleman, Harry William
Sheridan, Edmund Sarto
Sheridan, Gerald Michael
Sheridan, James Ernst
Sherman, Banjamin Max
Sherman, Charles Dennis
Sherman, Dorothy
Sherman, Frederick Stanley
Sherman, Mary Virginia
Sherman, Wilton John
Sherry, Thorwald Joseph
Sherwood, Albert Rollin
Sherwood, Harold Arthur
Shidler, Jesse
Shidler, Leslie Louis
Shiek, Addison Bybie
Shields, Florence Favola
Shields, Lotis Glen
Shih, Yung Chung
Shimberg, Dorothy Grace
Shimizu, Sekio
Shimmin, Mona May
Shinker, Myrle Irma
Shinn, John Atwell
Shipley, Lora
Shiploch, Harold Frank
Shipplett, Res Alwyn
Shirk, John Raymond
Shirkliff, Robert Sherman
Shirley, Olan Jefferson
Shirley, Robert William
Shirran, Donald James
Shively, Bernie Armstead
Shively, Harold Isaac
Shively, Sarah Elizabeth
Shobe, Clarke Dilling
Shoecraft, Robert Lucius
Shoemaker, Charles Hoyt
Shoemaker, Kathrine Margaret
Shoemaker, Ralph Lee
Shoemaker, Robert Louis
Shoenfelt, Joseph Francis
Shognen, Josephine Florence
Sholeen, David J
Shook, Henry Murray
Shoot, Lyle Ford
Short, Darwin Marcel
CE SS * t Moline
Accy (SS) 86\i * f Chicago
Cer 68 * f Washington, D. C.
Bus * Hutsonville
Agr 68 * t Pittsfield
* t RockfordIA 96
ChE 73 * f Paris
LAS 10314 * f Chicago
Bus * Hutsonville
Bus 117 * Chicago
Bus (SS) 101 * t Harrisburg
1919 Mus irr * f Princeton
Law (3) 68 * f Memphis, Tennessee
Law (3) * t Highland Park
AC 35 * t Fulton
LArch *6K * t Onarga
EE * f Wyoming
PreM * f Robinson
LAS (SS) 103 * t Champaign
EE 37 * f Ottawa
Eng 8014 * Chicago
Accy 33 * t Frankfort, Indiana
SS 129)4 Oblong
Bus 63 * t Sidney
Bus 39y2 * t Sidney
SS 138 Albion, Michigan
Jnl (SS) 100)4 * t River Forest
PreM * Chicago
EE 68 * t Abingdon
PreM 68 * f Crystal Lake
LAS * f Heyworth
LAS * f Crystal Lake
Bus * Shanghai, China
Bus 60 * t Washington, D. C.
Law (3) SO * 1" Canton
LAS SS * f Indianapolis, Indiana
SS 7)4 Newman
SS 76 Keensburg
HELAS (SS) 39)4 * t KenneyAE 4 * Bloomington
Bus 62)4 * t Freeport
Bus * t Freeport
Bus * t Wilmette
Bus * f Deming, New Mexico
Bus SO * t Oak Park
LAS 98 * f Chicago
Bus 35 * t Deming, New Mexico
HELAS * t Daytona Beach, Florida
Law (3) * t Crown Point, Indiana
LAS t Viroqua, Wisconsin
Chem 20 * f Chicago
Bus SO * Chicago
SS 6 Lanark
Bus * t Kankakee
LAS 35 * f Aurora
LAS 66 * t Greenfield
Ed (SS) 106 * f Salem, Indiana
RCE 126% * Anhwei, Japan
LAS 87 * t ChicagoME * Los Angeles, California
LAS * t Chicago
HELAS (SS) 26 * t Ludlow
LAS * f Chicago
SS 6 Sheldon, Iowa
LAS 34 * t Chicago
AC * t Abingdon
LAS 24 * t Greensburg, Indiana
* T RobinsonChE 100
Bus 84)4 * Benton
Bus 63 * f Chicago
Bus 22 * t Chicago
AC 108 * f OliverMSE * f Cerro Gordo
SS 33)4 Decatur
Bus * t Urbana
Ed 96 * t Erie
Ed 118)4 * Griggsville
SS 16 Nokomis
AC 49 * t Larwill, Indiana
LAS 32 * f Miami, Florida
SS 99 Chicago
LAS unc * t Chicago
CerE * t Chicago
Bus * f Spencerville, Indiana
* T AshemoreAgr
LAS (SS) 129)4 * Owensville, Indiana
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Short, Delbert
Short, Merle Kendrick
Short, Raymond
Short, William Earl
Shorts, CharleB Abram
Shover, Dorothy Lucille
Shrader, Joseph Russell
Shreve, Ruth Mae
Shriner, Kieffer Henry
Shriver, Frederick Danforth
Shrout, Alva Merle
Shroyer, Fred Thomas
Shue, Mrs. Violet Lambert, A.B., 1921
Shultis, Raymond Edward
Shults, Charles Edward
Shultz, Howard Preston
Shultz, Jeannette Frances
Shuman, Bernadine Eugenia
Shuman, Charles Baker
Shuman, Dorothy Lucile
Shupack, Martin
Shupe, Nile H
Shurtleff, Gordon Keith
Shurtz, Rheba Gwendolyn
Shutter, Jay Clifford
Shyman, Hazel Harriet
Sibbitt, J Paul
Sick, Vernon
Sickman, Jonathan Vaughan
Sideman, Irving
Sider, Esther
Siebel, Raymond Edward
Siebert, Frederick Seaton
Siegal, Irving Jack
Siegel, Frances Sidney
Siegel, Fred William
Siegel, Jerome Leo
Siegel, Pauline
Sieleman, Lester Harry
Siemens, Katherine Louise
Siemer, Ruth Clara
Siemers, Marie Adeline
Sigal, Isadore Carl
Silberg, George
Silberman, Jack Ellis
Silberman, Maurice Benjamin
Silver, Roselyn Marie
Silverman, Harry
Silverman, Isadore Jack
Silverman, Norman Milton
Simmonds, Leon Frederick
Simmons, Charles Andrew
Simmons, Harry David
Simmons, Percy Nicholas
Simmons, Ruth Emily
Simmons, Walter Wallace, B.S., 1924
Simms, Henry Allen
Simon, Albert
Simon, Ernest John
Simon, Frank
Simon, Joseph Vaclov
Simon, Philip
Simon, Sol Major
Simon, William Herman
Simonich, Edwin James
Simons, Alfred
Simons, Joseph
Simonson, Hymen Francis
Simonson, Susie
Simpson, Donald Clyde
Simpson, Frank, B.S., 1908
Simpson, Jean Harriett
Simpson, Luella Marie
Simpson, Marion Anette
Simpson, Oliver Cecil
Simpson, Roy Earn
Simpson, Stewart Wallace
Sims, Cora Evaline
Sims, Lora Madelin
Sims, Mildred
Sinclair, Dorothy Ruth
Sinclair, Elizabeth Frances
Sinclair, Spires
Singer, George Herron
Singer, John A
Singer, Milton
Bus * t Carrollton
* t EmdenME
Bus 6314 * f Carrollton
* t Frontenac, KansasAC 44
AC * Fairmount, Missouri
HELAS (SS) 86 * t Urbana
Bus 32 * f Quincy
LAS * t Champaign
AC SB * f Huntingdon, Pennsylvania
Bus * Evanston
Ed 68)4 * f TaylorvilleEE * f Urbana
Lib 18 * Urbana
Bus * t Waukegan
Bus 62 * f Chicago
Bus * Odell
LAS S3 * t Odell
LAS 69 * f Urbana
Agr 70 * t Urbana
PreL 27 * t Roodhouse
PreL * t Edwardstille
LAS * Albion
IEd t Allendale
LAS 35 * t Champaign
Agr * t Decatur
Jnl * t Chicago
Flor 68 * t Wellington
* f WaukeganBus 97
LAS * f Denver, Colorado
PreL * f Chicago
Bus 99 * t Sheldon
Bus wy* * y Chicago
Law (S) * f Mt. Iron, Minnesota
Law (3) 16 * t Chicago
LAS 25 * f Chicago
LAS * t Forest Park
PreL 30)4 * t Chicago
LAS 75 * f Durant, Oklahoma
IA * i Quincy
LAS 96 * t Kansas City, Missouri
LAS 48 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Ed 61% * t Lostant
Law (3) * t Chicago
LAS 36 * f Ironwood, Michigan
ChE * t Chicago
PreL t Chicago
LAS * t Racine, Wisconsin
PreM * t Vincennes, Indiana
Bus 64 * f Chicago
PreM 62ya * t Clinton, Indiana
Bus * f New Haven, Connecticut
EE * f Oak Park
Bus 24 * Canton
REE 72 * t Sardis, Mississippi
LAS 33 * f Chicago
SS Urbana
Agr * t Albion
Bus 32 * t Highland Park
SS sy2 Chicago
EE 66 * t Chicago
AC 101 * f Chicago
Bus * t De Kalb
Bus 102 * t Geneva
Arch 34 * t Kansas City, Missouri
AC 34 * t Joliet
AC 65 * f Chicago
PreM 44 * f Chicago
* f ChicagoLaw (3) 60)4
SS 70 Smithshire
ME(SS) 74 * t Lockport
Agr irr * f Pana
LAS * Chicago
LAS 77 * t Champaign
LAS 12 * t La Grange
Bus * f Champaign
SS 91
H
Galesburg
LAS 63)4 * t Oak Park
Bus 70 * t Irving
Ed 105 * t Irving
SS 9 Mound City
Ed 106 * t ChampaignHELAS 103 * f Highland Park
PreL * Barnett
Bus 18H t Champaign
Jnl 2 * Champaign
LAS 64)4 * t Chicago
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Singer, Ruth
Singleton, Beulah
Singleton, Margaret
Sippy, Bertram Welton
Sister Mary Josita Baschnagel
Sister Mary St. Fabian Bendel
Sister Gertrude Benoit
Sister Mary Theresa Bradshaw
Sister St. Thomas Drolet
Sister Rose Mary Dufault
Sister Margaret Mary Dwyer
Sister Viator Finneran
Sister Eugene Fitzpatrick
Sister Catherine Fontaine
Sister Mary Aquinas Freehill
Sister Adelaide Gagnon
Sister Ricarda Gallivan
Sister Mary Aniceta Guyette
Sister Mary Dolores Harrington
Sister Mary Bernadette Holters
Sister Camilla Kennell
Sister Paul Marie Lafond
Sister Mary Laine
Sister Marie LeBlanc
Sister Mary Imelda Lewis
Sister Mary Innocents Leydorf
Sister Mary of Victory Longtin
Sister Mary Clare McCaffery
Sister Agatha Anchon McClure
Sister Mary Augusta McConville
Sister Agnes Veronica McKeon
Sister Mary Gabriel Meersman
Sister Mary Trinity Moissant
Sister Monica Monahan
Sister Mary Dorothea Olsen
Sister Mary Monica Ross
Sister Mary Brendon Ryan
Sister Mary Martina Schomas
Sister Clementia Sprague
Sister Mary John Sullivan
Sister Mary Jovita Thompson
Sister Mary Charlotte Tollenaere
Sitterly, Lyle Clifford
Sittig, John Franz
Sizer, Dorothy Mae
Skadden, Harry Wayne
Skalovsky, Edith Ann
Skeels, Freida Bernadine
Skiles, Frances Louise
Skinner, Bernice Mary
Skinner, Gladys Margaret
Skinner, Janet
Skinner, Louise Jeanne
Skinner, Macie Iris
Sklovsky, Edith Eleanor
Skogsberg, Evald Alejnus
Slaney, Robert Francis
Slater, Charles Phillip
Slater, Steven Merchant
Slater, Wilma Deane
Slepicka, Frank
Slepicka, Helen Beatrice
Slessinger, Earnest Frank
Slimpert, Mina Marol
Sloan, Beatrice Margaret
Sloan, Frieda
Slocum, Harold Herbert
Sloman, Russell Morgan
Slonneger, Irvin
Slothower, Louis Vincent
Slotnick, Jack Earl
Slotnikoff, Philip Joseph
Slow, Lura Ellen
Slutzky, Julius
Slygh, Edward Joseph
Smale, Robert
Small, Everett Ewing
Small, Fayette Raphael
Small, Lois Gwyneth
Smedberg, Dorothy Elisabeth
Smedberg, Ernest George
Smedegaard, Hans Bech
Smedley, Delmar W
Smeed, Pauline
Smejkal, Edna
Smiley, George E
LAS 61 * t Chicago
Ed 98 * i Buckley
* t BuckleyHELAS
LAS * Chicago
SS 14 Chicago
ss siy2 Chicago
ss 10 Beaverville
ss i6y2 Chicago
ss 16 Beaverville
ss 7H Beaverville
ss 41y2 Rock Island
ss 6 Beaverville
ss tm Beaverville
ss im Chicago
ss 18 Rock Island
ss 9 Manteno
ss 69 Nauvoo
ss SI Red Lake Falls, Minnesota
ss ioh Nauvoo
ss 39% Rock Island
ss 8 Nauvoo
ss isy2 Beaverville
ss 17 St. Anne
ss 10 Momence
ss 28 Nauvoo
ss 41 Nauvoo
ss 17H Manteno
ss so Rock Island
ss Chicago
ss S8H Nauvoo
ss 9ya Nauvoo
ss m Peoria
ss 8 Momence
ss 16H Chicago
ss 13 Nauvoo
ss 29y2 Peoria
ss 14 Borris, Ireland
ss 8 Ottawa
ss ey2 Nauvoo
ss 14 Nauvoo
ss 22 Chicago
ss UK Peoria
LAS sm * Spring Valley
Bus 96 * t Chicago
LAS SO * Champaign
AC uoy2 * t Danville
LAS * t Sioux City, Iowa
LAS (SS) 9 * t Kincaid
LAS 66 * t Grayville
Mus (SS) 7 * t Meredosia
* T Montrose, ColoradoLAS 88
LAS * Tuscola
LAS * t Evanston
LAS 61 * Hillsboro
LAS 37 t MolineME 73 * t Danville
Arch 21 * Chicago
Accy 61 * t Mansfield
Cer son * T Polo
Ed 90 * f Cropsey
Arch 31 * t Oak Park
LAS * t Oak Park
SS 9% East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
HELAS ssy2 * t Metropolis
LAS 36 * f Urbana
LAS t Chicago
EE 77 * t Rock Island
Agr 61
X
* t Taylorville
Accy * t Washington
Agr 29 * t Dixon
PreL 43 * f Rochester, New York
CL 62 * t Chicago
LAS 88 * t Eldorado
Law (S) * f Chicago
AE S3 * t Toulon
Eng 72 * f Chicago
Ed 82)4 * f Bloomington
SS 16 Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
LAS * t Urbana
LAS 66 * Evanston
IEd 27 * Chicago
EE 43 * t Roskilde, Denmark
LAS 96 * t Waverly
* T ChicagoLAS 47
SS 136)4 Riverside
Arch 26 * t Braddyville, Iowa
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Smiley
Smiley
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm:
Sm:
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm:
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm:
Sm
Sm:
Sm:
Sm
Sm
Sm:
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm:
Sm:
Sm:
Sm
Sm
Smi
Smith
ith
it),
ith
ith
ith
ith
ith
ith
ith
ith
ith
itli
ith
ith
ith
ith
ith
ith
ith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Sm:
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Sm
Smi
Smith,
James John LAS 60 * t Chicago
Malcolm Lorrain SS 10H Crookston, Minnesota
Ada Beatrice ss 7 Urbana
Arthur Madison PreM 30 * Sims
Benjamin Lane Arch 18 * t Chicago
Bernard Eugene AC 70 * t Attica, New York
Bernice Esther HELAS (SS) 69 * t Chandlersville, Ohio
Bruce AC * t Bridgeport
Calvin Glenn Bus * t Buffalo
Charles Cortes Bus * t Joliet
Charles Lee Chem 29 * * t Chicago
Charles Oliver ME 35 * t Alton
Charles Prentiss ME * f Urbana
Charlotte Russ LAS 21 * t Oak Park
Chester Clem Eng 13H * Chicago
Chester Oliphant Bus 100 * t River Forest
Claude Puterbaugh AC 26 * t Pekin
Clayton Elbert Bus 34 * t Albion
Clyde Drurrie Ed 97 * t Belle Rive
Dan CE 111 * f Winchester
Donald Sackett PreL * t Bit. Carroll
Dorothy LAS 64 * t Chicago
Dorothy Dodd LAS 71 * t Finchville, Kentucky
Dorothy Elizabeth, A.B., 1925 SS Tuscola
Earl Cooper LAS * t Bridgeport
Edward James Bus * t Urbana
Edward Louis Eng 36 * f Elmhurst
Elliott Vautine LAS 111 * f Chicago
ElmoE ME 62 * Milford
Eloise Leah Mus 14 * Illiopolis
Erma Wallace SS 8 Cairo
Esther Palmer HELAS 123 t Dixon
Eugene F PreL 17V2 * f Mt. Carmel
Fielding Albert SS 17% Kirkwood
Florence Irene LAS * t Crystal Lake
Foster Antonio Bus 65 * t Orient
Frances Josephine Jnl 35 * t Peoria
Francis Kirk PreM 40 * t Barrington
Fred Kelso Bus 8sy2 * t Macomb
G Irene LAS (SS) 95 * t Collinsville
Glenn Purcell CE * t Urbana
Guy Donald Agr 36 * t Kankakee
Harold Colby LAS (SS) 114 * f Champaign
Harold Fleming ME 35 * f Chicago
Helen Elizabeth LAS * Chicago
Helen Jeannette Jnl 34 * t Chicago
Henry Irving Law (3) unc SO * t Edwardsville
Howard Agnew GE 98M * t Topeka, Kansas
Mrs. Hulah Boswell Ed (SS) 107 * Oakland
Janice Minerva HELAS * t Osco
John Charles LAS * t Clifton
John McCollough PreM 19)4 * Little Rock, Arkansas
Josephine Andrieter LAS * t Chicago
Julian Frederick EE * t Mt. Pulaski
Karl Whiting Stump CerE 92 * t Avalon, Pennsylvania
Keith Haws Bus 20 * t Magnolia
Kenneth Alden PreM 37 * Chester
Kenneth Lee Accy (SS) 110 * t Buffalo
Kenneth William LAS * Urbana
Lawrence Anthony PreL * t Savanna
LeRoy Bus tor * f Chicago
Leslie Denzil SS 137V2 Oakwood
Lillian Cleora LAS * t Urbana
Lilly Irma HELAS 98 * t Urbana
Lorraine LAS 48 f Edwardsville
Lowell Deatherage Jnl 16V2 * Urbana
Loyal Lauridsen AE * t Plainville, Connecticut
Lucile Jeannette LAS 31 * t Kankakee
Luther David SS 8% Springfield, OhioM Leora Ed 69 * t Sheffield
Marion Cole LAS 62 * Madison
Mary Catherine Ed 96 * t Chicago
Mary Edith LAS S3 * f Armstrong
Mary Elizabeth LAS (SS) 6 * t Champaign
Mary Kinsey Ed 60 * t Chicago
Melville Miles Bus * Sao Paulo, Brazil
Mildred La Vere LAS (SS) 6 * t Champaign
Mildred Lucille LAS 59 * t Urbana
Minerva Tabitha LAS * f Urbana
Myrtle Venis, B.S., 1926 SS Farina
Nelle Eva LAS SO * Winchester
Nelson Christoe Ed 95H * f Girard
Norman Brooke Bus * t Brunswick, Maine
Osborne Brooks EE * t Chicago
Oscar Ray ME 117 * t Flora
Paul Caswell Eng 108 * t Aurora
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Smith, Philip Selby
Smith, Quentin R
Smith, Ralph William
Smith, Randall Delivan
Smith, Richard Knowles
Smith, Robert Carleton
Smith, Robert Coy
Smith, Robert Hugh
Smith, Robert Lincoln
Smith, Roma Vandersand
Smith, Roy Harold
Smith, Russel Edward
Smith, Russell Curlee
Smith, Russell Larkin
Smith, Samuel Owen
Smith, Selma Frances
Smith, Stanley Warren
Smith, Vail
Smith, Vance Marlin
Smith, Vera Josephine
Smith, Virginia Powers
Smith, Mrs. Vivian Eugenia
Smith, Walter Henry
Smith, Walter Marvin
Smith, Walter Myers
Smith, William Frederick
Smith, William Love
Smith, William Ruel
Smith, Winston William
Smock, Herbert Karl
Smyth, Earle Kimberley
Smythe, lone Nettie
Smythe, Orville Leo
Snapp, Orville Randall
Snell, Fred
Snethen, Rollin Kenneth
Snider, Joseph Kingsley
Snider, Wilma
Snitoff, Howard Joseph
Snodgrass, Kennis Ketterer
Snook, Emma Marie
Snowhill, Gertrude Marie
Snyder, Fred Samuel, B.S., 1926
Snyder, Gerald Curlee
Snyder, Ira David
Snyder, John Edward
Snyder, Mildred Ercel
Snyder, Nathan Claude
Snyder, Roy Kenneth
Snyder, William A
Soble, Julius Robert
SoborofF, Eleanor Louise
Soboroff, Helen Florence
SoborofT, Irving E
Soderquist, Leslie Edward
Soga, Susumu
Soldner, Louis John
Solger, Harold A
Soliday, Harold
Soliday, Ray C, B.S., 1926
Solliday, Monroe Dale
Solomon, Albert Boracki
Solomon, Anna Rose
Solomon, Harold Norman
Solomon, Marjorie Lyon
Solomon, Milton
Solomon, Raymond Jack
Solon, Anna Elizabeth
Solon, James Aloysius
Solon, John Bernard
Solyom, Andrew Reginald
Somers, Elizabeth Ann
Somers, Mary Abigail
Somers, Paul Abraham
Sommer, Beatrice Elizabeth
Sommer, Lester Benjamin
Sommer, Norman Paul
Sona, Hal Jay
Sone, Hachime
Songer, Agnes Marie
Sonneman, William Floyd
Soo, Man Wai
Soper, James Charles
Sorensen, Genevieve Ruth
Sorensen, George Edwin
Sorrells, Rolla Cox
Agr * + Ozark
t FreeportBus *
Bus * Champaign
CE 35 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Agr 107 * Osco
Accy (SS) 97 * t Bement
Agr 63 * t Little York
Jnl 31y2 * f West LaFayette, Indiana
Arch 29 * Aurora, Indiana
Ed 104 * t Wood River
LAS 66 * + Princeton
T CordovaLAS 67 *ME 82 f St. Louis, Missouri
Arch * f Covington, Indiana
Law (3) SO * f Girard
Mus unc * f Ridgefarm
LArch * f Monticello
LAS 93 * Springfield, Missouri
Ed 103 * t Virginia
LAS 74V* * f Peoria
LAS 28 * f Chicago
SS UYi Houston, Texas
AC t Cicero
T BelvidereAccy ill *
PreM 63 * f Little Rock, Arkansas
Arch 30 * East St. Louis
LAS * f Urbana
AE * f Johnston City
PreM 32 * t Riverton
AC * f Moweaqua
CE 67 * Princeton
SS 48 Urbana
CL * f Stockton
SS 63 Georgetown
LAS 90 * t Logansport, Indiana
EE * t Pontiac
AC * f St. Louis, Missouri
LAS * t Oakwood
AE 63 * f Chicago
SS 7 Mannington, West Virginia
Ed 60 * t Cutler
LAS * f Chicago
SS Georgetown
Law (3) 62 * t Chicago
AC 29 * t Peoria
AC S3 * t Chicago
HEAgr 97 * f Indianola
Law (3) 62 * t Grand Rapids, Michigan
ChE 36 * f Chicago
SS 4 Abingdon
Bus 15 * Chicago
LAS 33 * Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
T MolineME 37 *
CE 107 lA * t Japan
LAS S3 # t Forest Park
LAS * t Chicago
EE 98 * f Wood River
SS Windsor
AC 30 . * Urbana
AC ioy2 * Chicago
Mus * t Cairo
PreL 34 ' * t Chicago
LAS so * t Bloomington
EE 76 * t Peoria
EE 107 * t Chicago
LAS 31 * t Champaign
PreL 102 * t Champaign
PreL 96 * f Champaign
AC 15 * t Elgin
Ed (SS) 82 * f Danville
SS 6 Urbana
ME 30 * Danville
Ed 95 * t Hinsdale
IA 68
y
2
* t Peoria
AC i5y2 * t Hinsdale
ChE 35 * f SullivanME unc * Tokyo, Japan
Mus 31 * t Bondville
Law (3) * t Vandalia
Bank 43% * Canton, China
CL 29 * t Cicero
LAS 33 * t Oak Park
EE * f Rockford
SS 7% Ashland
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Souder, Eugene Philip
Souder, Luther Samuel
Souder, Robert Hall
Soukup, Virginia Mary, A.B.
Southward, Helen Irene
Southworth, Russell Eugene
Soverhill, Elisabeth
Sowers, Herschel Fai
Sowers, Lloyd Ellsworth
Soyez, Ruth Harris
Spalding, Halford Arie
Spann, Frederick Walton
Spann, John Emanuel
Sparks, Edgar Wayne
Sparks, Harry Frank
Sparks, Loyette Dorothy
Sparks, Richard Connely
Sparks, Sherman Paul
Sparr, Herman Asa
Spaulding, Helen Frances
Spear, Charles P
Spears, Charles Ainsworth
Spears, Laverna Jean
Specthrie, Samuel Waldo
Speer, John Addison
Speers, James Howard
Spellman, Edward Leeds
Spencer, Alma May
Spencer, John Clarence
Spencer, Lorna Doone
Spencer, Louis Frederick
Spencer, Margaret Lorene
Spencer, Mary Elizabeth
Spencer, Paul Ramsey
Spencer, Samuel
Sperakaa, Stratis George
Sperling, August William
Sperling, Emerson Vernon
Sperling, Lois
Sperry, Clarinda West
Sperry, Floyde Dwight
Sperry, Lyman Bell
Spiegel, Henry
Spiekerman, Cletus William
Spies, Marshall Randall
Spieth, Carl Adolph
Spiker, William Sterling
Spilker, Pauline Harriet
Spinnard, Charles Louis
Spira, Leonard
Spires, Edna May
Spitler, Retta Downey
Spitzer, Verna Mae
Spivey, William Edward
Spoerl, Elmer W
Spoerl, Henry George
Spoor, Marjorie Caroline
Sporleder, Anna Lori
Sporleder, Emma Meree
Spratt, Clara Myrtle
Spratt, Nellie Mae
Spreyne, Charlotte Helene
Springer, Eugene Alden
Springer, George Edgar
Springer, James Clifford
Springer, Joseph Emmanuel
Springer, Katharine Frances
Springer, Mrs. Lois Lovett
Springer, Lura Lucille
Sprinkel, Charles Henry
Sproul, Clarence Weslie
Sproul, George Benjamin
Spurlin, Charlotte Ellen
Spute, Howard George
Squires, Lewis Jardine
Squires, Lombard
Stacell, Herbert Glen
Stadtler, Gilbert Leonard
Staedke, Paul Henry
Stafford, Dorothy Ruth
Stafford, Robert Bernard
Stahl, Alice Ursula
Stahl, Chester Dewey
Stair, Millington Everett
Stallard, Doloros Mary
University of Illinois
1916
PreL * f Champaign
Bus soy2 * f Champaign
AC 17 * Champaign
Lib * f Decorah, Iowa
LAS * Kenilworth
AC 79 * t Sparta
LAS * f Moline
LAS 88K * Decatur
SS University Place, Nebraska
LAS 33 * t Evanston
LAS * f Champaign
Arch 47X f Chicago
AE * t Chicago
SS 110 Connersville, Indiana
Bus * t Oak Park
LAS * t Urbana
EE 6414 * t St. Louis, Missouri
* t UrbanaPreM
SS 8 Olney
Jnl * t Pontiac
* t PoloLAS
PreM (SS) 60 * f Champaign
Jnl 92 * f Chicago
Accy * f Rock Island
Ed (SS) 95 * t Apple River
Accy 98 * t Odell
Bus SS * t Manila, Philippine Islands
HELAS S4 * f Peoria
Bus unc * t Jacksonville
LAS 9zy2 * Highland
ChE 26 * t Chicago
SS 6 Jacksonville
LAS * t Champaign
LAS 64 * T Champaign
Agr 83 * t Payson
Bus * t Chicago
Agr 74 * t Fisher
AE * t Urbana
Ed (SS) 105 * t Urbana
Jnl * Batavia
AC t Urbana
ChE 92 * f Batavia
Bus 20 * t Chicago
SS 6SJ4 Rockford
Bus 34 * t Chicago
LAS SO * t Watseka
LAS * Atlanta, Georgia
LAS t Chicago
SS 6% Strasburg, Virginia
Law (3) 16H * t Chicago
Ed 76H * Carterville
Ed 126 t Putnam
LAS 26 * f East St. Louis
Jnl * t East St. Louis
CE 60 * t Chicago
* T ChicagoCE BOH
LAS 38 * f Waukegan
Bank (SS) 106 * f Urbana
HELAS 11 * Urbana
Ed 97 * t Sheffield
LAS * t Sheffield
Ed 85 * t Chicago
Bus esy2 * t Hurst
Jnl * t Hurst
EE 84 * t De Kalb
t ChicagoPreL
HELAS * f Springfield
Mus 183 * t Champaign
* j WashingtonLAS 61
LAS 27\4 t Sterling
Bus * t Dixon
Bus * t Dixon
Ed (SS) 85 * f Edgewood
EPh 29 * Depue
PreL 34 * t Plainfield. New Jersey
Chetn 76H * t Richmond, Indiana
* f KernanME (SS) 32
PreL 6014 * Chicago
Accy 7sy2 t Homewood
LAS 66 t Alton
Bus 69)4 t Alton
Ed 103H * t Gridley
EE 10814 * f Tonkawa, Oklahoma
CE 66y2 * t Ogunquit, Maine
HEAgr * t Donovan
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Stallmann, Esther,
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1926
Stallmann, Milton Edmund
Stalnaker, Robert Alan
Standard, Troy Ralph
Standt, Nancy Ellen
Stanford, Charles Orren
Stanger, LeRoy Armour
Stankiewicz, Eugene Joseph
Stankiewicz, Julia Elizabeth
Stanley, Claude Bertran
Stanner, Opal Lavonne
Stansell, Earl Edward
Stansil, William David
Stanton, Gertrude Fern
Stanton, Joseph Truscotte
Stantus, John Joseph
Stapp, Eduard Christian
Stapp, Helen Isobel
Stapp, Kate Booker
Starcevich, Paul Joseph
Stark, Charles Edward
Stark, Elmer Paul
Stark, Fred William
Stark, Kenneth
Stark, Martha Emma
Starkey, Pauline Lucille
Starkey, Raymond Edward
Starr, Charles Joseph
Starr, Donald Alonzo
Starr, Evelyn
Starr, Hazel Mae
Starr, Robert Clinton
Stauffer, John Wesley
Stead, John Ben
Stead, Olin Walter
Stearns, Beulah Bernadine
Stearns, Harry Clinton
Stebbins, Herbert Herman
Steele, Dorothy Selden
Steele, Edwin Lee
Steele, Fred Lawrence
Steele, Henry
Steele, Theodore Lakin
Steenbergen, Bernyce Arrietta
Steers, David Kenneth
Steeve, Edwin Frank
Steffen, Frederick Charles
Steffes, Carolyn Marie
Steffy, Lois Ethel
Stehfest, Myrtle Margaret
Steimley, Mrs. Ruth Etta
Stein, Esther Roberta
Stein, Jack R
Stein, Melvin John
Stein, Theodore G
Steinberg, Hazel Ann
Steiner, Edward Joseph
Steiner, Florence Marian
Steiner, Jerome Monroe
Steinert, Eleanor Louise
Steinhardt, Carl Hasson
Steinhauer, Walter Marvin
Steinmetz, Julian
Steinmeyer, Alma
Stekoll, Jennie Zelda
Stellner, Frank Louis
Stemmons, Helen Elizabeth
Stengel, Celia
Stengel, John Robert
Stenlund, Markley William
Stenus, William Henry
Stepanovich, Nick
Stephan, Wilhelmina Emily
Stephens, Arthur
Stephens, Boyd Columbus
Stephens, Eugene Martin
Stephens, Lewis, B.S., 1923
Stephens, Russell Francis
Stephens, William Howard
Stephenson, Beatrice Amy
Stephenson, Charles Anderson
Stephenson, Gerald Edward
Stephenson, Gladys Olive
Stephenson, Robert James
Stephenson, William Alfred
Lib * f Martinsville, Indiana
ME 10
%
* t Aurora
CL * f Paris
Flor 68 * T Wyoming
LAS * t Aurora
Bus 27 * t Flora
CE 120)4 * t Bloomington
CE 104 * f Chicago
Bus * Chicago
Bus 32 * t Chester
LAS 29 * j Champaign
AC 28 * t West Carrollton, Ohio
Bus 98 * t Mt. Carmel
LAS * t Urbana
Bus 100 * t Urbana
AC unc ssy2 * t St. Charles
Bus 29 * Rock Island
SS U Champaign
SS 2 Oblong
SS 72 Chicago
SS 10)4 Buffalo, Minnesota
EPh 109 * t Chicago
Bus * t Hume
* t NeboAgr 15H
PreM * t Chicago
LAS 98 * f La Harpe
LAS * f Rantoul
IEd unc (SS) 40 t Urbana
Jnl 60 * f Champaign
PreL 29 * t Chicago
LAS SI * t Chicago
LAS unc * f Champaign
SS 130)4 Polo
SS S3 Farmersville
AC 110 * t Farmersville
LAS * f Danville
SS 141 Maywood
ME t Chicago
LAS 16 * f Glencoe
LAS 132)4 * Oak Park
SS 5% Oakland City, Indiana
Agr 61 * t Kennard, Indiana
Arch 82)4 * Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS * f Fairmount
AC * f Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
EE * t Chicago
Accy 30 * t Freeport
Jnl 6H * t McHenry
LAS 100 * f Champaign
SS 8214 Hecker
LAS 40 * t Urbana
LAS 26 * f Chicago
Accy * f Chicago
IA 45y2 * \ La Salle
EE 46M * t Chicago
Ed (SS) 98V2 * t Cropsey
PreM * t Chicago
LAS * t Morrison
LAS * t St. Louis, Missouri
Jnl 32 * t Chicago
EE 85 * f Peoria
CL * Vandalia
EE 104M * t Chicago
LAS * T River Forest
LAS i Tulsa, Oklahoma
* f DanvilleAccy 64Y2
LAS 96 * t Carlinville
LAS * "j" Chicago
Bus 23)4 * t Rock Island
* f RockfordAccy 102
PreL * t Oak Park
Bus 40 * j Indiana Harbor, Indiana
LAS 103 * j Oak Park
AC 33 * f Urbana
Accy 99 * T Urbana
* f CairoAE 85
SS Pasadena, California
LAS (SS) 101)4 * f Downers Grove
Bus 22 * Chicago
Ed (SS) 118 * Bloomington
Bus SO * t Bloomington
LAS 39 * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Los Angeles, California
EE 36 * t Monticello, Arkansas
LAS SO * f Indianopolis, Indiana
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Stephon, Charles Van
Stepner, Conrad Irwin
Sterling, Leo Dale
Stern, Raymond Robert
Stern, Richard
Sternberg, Dorcas
Sternberg, Marion Vida
Sterner, Carl John
Sternlicht, Sylvia Ruth
Stetler, Roland Guest, B.S., 1924
Stettauer, Richard Lewis
Steurnagel, John H
Stevens, Charles Gardner
Stevens, Dorothy Sarah
Stevens, Edith Dorothy
Stevens, Edward Humphrey
Stevens, Ethel
Stevens, James Stinson
Stevens, Margaret Jean
Stevens, Marion George
Stevens, Marjorie Drury
Stevens, Walter
Stevenson, Blanche Lanewood
Stevenson, Francis Albert
Stevenson, Lauren Ralph
Stevenson, Marjory Edith
Stever, Leonard Charles
Steward, John Alanson
Stewart, Archie Samuel
Stewart, Carl W
Stewart, Clifford Turner
Stewart, Helen Frances
Stewart, James Pringle
Stewart, James Raymond
Stewart, Meryl
Stewart, Oliver Winston
Stewart, Thomas Webb
Stice, Mary Elizabeth
Stickler, Charles Howard
Stickney, Mrs. Margaret
Stiegemeyer, Barbara Clara
Stiegemeyer, Louise Elizabeth
Stieman, James Ferdinand
Stiff, Elbert Hoover
Stifler, Thomas Creager
Still, Anna Louise
Stiller, Anton Perrine
Stimpert, Ernest Fred
Stine, Francis Boecher
Stine, Lawrence Eldred
Stingley, Dorothy Jean
Stingley, Elizabeth Virginia
Stinson, Emmalyn
Stipes, Royal Arthur
Stiteley, Charles Franklin
Stiteley, Wilbur Evans
Stitt, Loyd Lemoyne
Stitt, Lyle Griswold
Stiven, Elizabeth Covert
Stiver, Willard Carl
Stixrud, Kenneth Addison
Stobbs, Robert Bryan
Stock, Ethel Marie
Stockenberg, Arthur Bernard
Stoek, Leigh, A.B., 1919
Stohr, Louis Henry
Stokesberry, Claude
Stoll, Irwin Charles
Stoltey, Raymond William
Stonberg, Charles Hedlund
Stone, Dean Proctor
Stone, Lena Elizabeth
Stone, Sam Miller
Stonemetz, Laura
Stonemetz, Lila Lenora
Stoody, Homer A
Stookey, Donald Bert
Stoolman, Elizabeth Virginia
Storm, Clark Emerson
Storm, Helen Clime
Storm, Louise Evelyn
Stormont, John Lytle
Story, Howard Kenneth
Story, Janice Miller
Stotler, Kenneth Wagner
Stouffer, George Esmond
Bus 33 * Batavia
Arch t Chicago
Accy 29 * t Kewanee
PreL * f Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
LAS (SS) 92 * f Fulton
SS 9 Fulton
AE 58)4 t Wilmette
Ed 102 * f Beloit, Wisconsin
Law (3) t Chicago
Bus t Chicago
LAS * f East St. Louis
LAS 76 * Chicago
LAS * t Battle Creek, Michigan
Ed 99)4 * t Urbana
EE * Chicago
SS 8 Danville
RME 37 * Murphysboro
LAS t Chicago
PreM 93 * Harvey
LAS 64)4 * t Chicago
SS 10H Greenville
LAS 98 * t Clovis, New Mexico
Bus 32 * t ChicagoME * t Fisher
LAS * f Terre Haute, Indiana
AC * t Hammondsport, New York
LAS * t Rockford
Ed (SS) 87H * t Wiggins, Mississippi
EE * t Urbana
Ed(SS) 9sy2 * t Heyworth
LAS 32 * t Macomb
Bus * t Western Springs
Ed 66)4 * t Oak Park
Agr * t Hinckley
Agr 61 * f Winslow
SS ISM Ewing
LAS * t Denver, Colorado
Jnl * Alvin
LAS S3 * Urbana
LAS 35 * t Champaign
LAS * t Champaign
Accy * t Dolton
LAS * f Dundas
Law (3) * t Rossville
HELAS S3 * t Urbana
CE 73 * f Decatur
CE 31 * Panola
CL 32 * t Chicago
PreM (SS) 22 * t Saybrook
Jnl * f St. Joseph, Missouri
LAS S3 * St. Joseph, Missouri
SS 3 Morrisonville
Bus 99 * t Champaign
LAS * t Savanna
Bus 98 * t Mt. Carroll
Agr * t Galesburg
Agr 92 * t El Paso
Mus 31 * f Urbana
Bus SO * t Elkhart, Indiana
Bus * f Winnetka
Jnl 28H * Harvey
LAS * f ChicagoME 81 Y2 * Chicago
SS Urbana
MinE * t Salt Lake City, Utah
SS 16 Camby, Indiana
RT 4914 * t Chicago
PreM 66 * t Urbana
Agr 36 * t Bishop Hill
LAS 41 * t Peoria
LAS 32)4 * f Harrisburg
Bus * f River Forest
SS 12 Fairfield
SS Fairfield
Bus * t Carrollton, Ohio
LAS 101 * f Hinsdale
SS 2 Champaign
IEd (SS) 64H * t Windsor
LAS 31 * Urbana
MusEd 94 * t JoHet
Agr 69 i * t Princeton, Indiana
LAS SO * t Tower Hill
LAS 100 * t La Salle
Bus 27 * t Streator
Bus 18 * Decatur
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Stout, Jacob Dale
Stout, Lois Marguerite
Stout, William Harry
Stoutemyer, Elsie Marguerite
Stoutemyer, Vernon Theodore
Stover, Arthur Reece
Stowe, Laura Alice
Strabel, Ruth Katherine
Stracke, Walter Louis
Strand, Earl Lester
Strang, Jessie Anne
Strang, Walter Collins
Strange, Edson Charles
Strano, Helen Vera
Stratton, Gretchen Avis
Stratton, Nelle Elizabeth
Stratton, Rynd Lawder
Straub, Nellie Cora Perry
Straub, Walter Edwin
Street, James Merwyn
Streets, Helen E
Strelciunas, Joseph Jerome
Stretcher, Grace Madeline Isley
Striegl, Forrest Robert
Strobel, Hazel Edith
Strode, Edith Rogene
Strode, George R
Strohecker, Mae K
Strohl, Everett Lee
Strohl, Joseph Byron
Strohm, Elmer Charles
Stroker, Dorothea Elizabeth
Stromberg, Charles Edward
Stromer, Richard Ward
Strouse, Florence Julia
Strubinger, Howard Michael
Strubinger, Joseph Roy
Struck, Alfons Otto
Struck, Harold Carl
Struebing, Henrietta Ethel Mae
Struever, Dorothy Dunan
Stuart, Gwendolyn Hortense
Stuart, Margaret Emma
Stubbs, Sadie Levina
Stucker, Leta Maxine
Studley, Lucy Viola
Studt, Frederick Henry
Stuebe, Carolyn Julia
Stuebe, Margaretha Charlotte
Stuessy, Dwight Theodore
Stuhmer, John Albert
Stulginskis, Marcella Martina
Stull, Halena Beatrice
Stull, Helen Caldwell
Sturdy, Alan Herbert
Sturdyvin, Leonard William
Sturdyvin, Loretta Catherine
Sturdyvin, Marie Anna
Sturgeon, Mrs. Ida Lois
Sturgess, Frances Bee
Stutson, Elizabeth
Stuttle, Alfred Frank
Stutz, Rodger Emmett
Styles, Claude Anthony
Sudds, Leonard
Sudds, Walter
Sugar, Benjamin
Suggs, Joseph Edward, B.S., 1924
Sullins, Marion Le Grand
Sullins, Paul Goodsell
Sullivan, Dolores Hank
Sullivan, Mrs. Evalene Virginia,
B.S., 1919
Sullivan, James Gordon
Sullivan, James Lyle
Sullivan, Joseph Michail
Sullivan, Kate Amelia
Sullivan, Katharine Julia
Sullivan, Lorna Agnes
Sullivan, Pitman Z
Sullivan, Theodore John
Sullivan, Vincent Patrick Thomas
Sullivan, William Paul
Summerhays, Richard Lee
Summers, Beulah Fay,
A.B., A.M., 1923, 1926
LAS * t Champaign
LAS * f Champaign
Bus * t Chicago
LAS * t Chatsworth
Flor 70 * t Chatsworth
AE * f Little Rock, Arkansas
Bus 67 * f Streator
LAS 54 * Urbana
EE 100 * t Warsaw
Bus 71 * t Elmhurst
LAS * t Waukegan
Jnl * f Rock Island
Ed 98 * t Mainesburg, Pennsylvania
LAS 33 * f Chicago
SS iso% Chicago
SS 13 Urbana
Bus 34 * f ML Vernon
Bus 85% * Chicago
AC 106 * t Carlinville
EE 110 * t Chicago
LAS * f Metropolis
EE 45%. * Cicero
LAS 38 * t Champaign
Flor 60 * f Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
LAS 114 * Ransom
LAS 27 * f Champaign
LAS * Champaign
Ed 60% * f Neilsville, Wisconsin
PreM 63 * t Paris
LAS 99 * f Quincy
CE 44 * t Chicago
LAS 32 * t Wauconda
Bus 64 f Chicago
EE 91 * Kansas City, Missouri
Ed 69 * t Terre Haute, Indiana
Agr 88 * t Barry
Agr 97 * f Ridge/arm
Agr * t Long View
LAS 37 * t Chicago
LAS * t Saybrook
Ed 97 * t Peru
LAS * t Little Rock ,Arkansas
Jnl (SS) 59% * t Champaign
Law unc (SS) 6 Lincoln, Nebraska
LAS 64 * Kankakee
HELAS (SS) 63 * t Reddick
LAS 66% * t Chicago
LArch 46 * t Danville
Ed 102 * t Danville
AC 36 * f Woodstock
AC (SS) 116% * Bloomington
LAS 72% * t Westtille
LAS t Carbondale
LAS * f Ferguson, Missouri
Bus S3 * t Chicago
Ed 80% * f Champaign
LAS f Champaign
LAS 33 * t Champaign
SS Flora
SS 18 Vandalia
Jnl 67 * t Winnetka
EE 35 * f Champaign
SS 8% Alton
Bus 8 * Momence
CL * t Chicago
CL SO * t Chicago
Bus f Chicago
SS Nashville, Tennessee
LAS * t Roseville
Law (3) * t Roseville
Ed 96 * t Urbana
Lib * t Washington, Kansas
Bus 73 * t Canton
AC 38 * t Mason City
PreL * Chicago
HEAgr 69 * t New Holland
LAS * t Champaign
LAS 34 * t Morrison
Law (3) * f Harrisburg
Bus 62 * Chicago
PreM * t Chicago
LAS 61% * t Illiopolis
Bus 28 * f Chicago
SS Georgetown, Kentucky
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Summers, Ruth Schneider
Sumner, Harriett Inez
Sumner, John Gillan
Sun, Li Chi
Sundberg, Jack Royce
Sundberg, Ruth Lucylle
Sunderland, Alvin James
Sunderland, Richard Page
Sundvahl, Harriet Louise
Sunkel, John Voorhees
Suppiger, Edward Washington
Supple, Graeme Bates
Supple, Virginia
Susdorf, Lloyd Roscoe
Suster, Barthalome John
Suter, James Forest
Sutermeister, Agnes
Sutin, Lewis Randolph
Sutten, Phianna Abigail
Sutton, Arthur Ivan
Sutton, Dale Earl
Sutton, Delbert Sylvester, B.S., 1926
Sutton, Ena
Sutton, Julius Leroy
Sutton, Robert Thoma
Svec, Jaroslav John
Svendsen, Mervin Otto
Svenson, John Harold
Svoboda, Emily Ann
Swain, Franklin
Swain, Paul Bliss
Swan, Luther Le Roy
Swank, Richard Colburn
Swanson, Archie Emanuel
Swanson, Charles Walter
Swanson, Earl John
Swanson, Harold Theodore Magnus
Swanson, Helen Cristina
Swanson, Helen Mary
Swanson, Helene Louisbel
Swanson, Paul John
Swanson, Rodney
Swanston, Arvid C
Swart, Charles Moser
Swartz, Bernice Evelyn
Swartz, Charles William
Swartz, Lorin William
Swartz, Virginia Hollister
Swearingen, Elbert Freeman
Sweat, Vada Wilhelmina
Sweeney, Ira Joseph
Sweeney, Mrs. Mary Jane
Sweet, John Elmo
Sweney, Don Dolder
Swenson, Frances Louise
Swenson, Mildred Louise
Swenson, Milton Theodore
Swezey, Roy Jasper
Swierczek, Helen Augusta
Swiereki, Andrew Peter
Swift, Clinton Evert
Swift, Kenneth Raymond
Swift, Lorin Clyde
Swift, Maurice Edwin
Swimmer, Harris Franklin
Swinehart, Ivan H
Swiney, Dorothy Jane
Swiney, William Ellis
Swinford, Clarice Vivian
Swingle, Dillon
Swinton, Edward William
Swoboda, Edna Anna
Swope, Edgar Oren
Syfert, James Edward
Sykora, Jerry George
Symons, George Edgar
Szenczyk, Ann Felicia
Szmagaj, Felix Withold
Taborsky, Frank George
Taeschner, Wanda Louise
Taft, Harold
Taft, Manuel
Taft, Rolland Henry
Taggart, Lawrence Omer
Tai, Hon Hang
Talbott, Richard Edward
LAS 26% * t Urbana
Ed eo * f Chicago
t MilfordAgr
AE 86 * t Tangshan, China
Accy 30 * t Avon
HEAgr 99 * f Chicago
Bus 36 * f East St. Louis
IA 102 * t Hubbard Woods
HELAS 67 * t Park Ridge
* T DudleyEE 128
CE 80% * t St. Louis, MissouriME (SS) 110 * i Monmouth
* T MonmouthEd 64
AE 36 * f Rantoul
Bus 27 * Des Plaines
Bus 112 * Dixon
LAS siy2 * t Kansas City, Missouri
PreL 32 * f Kansas City, Missouri
SS 8 Washington, Iowa
AC * t Kempton
Bus 49 t Oak Park
SS Bellaire, Ohio
SS 66 Monticello
CL 31 * t Minonk
Accy sex * t Springfield
Cer 69 * t Oak Park
Ed 64Y2 * f Earlville
EE 104 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
MinE 74 * t Seymour, Indiana
Arch * t Benton
Bus 20 t Chicago
LAS SIY2 * Chicago
Agr * t Moline
AC 28 * t Chicago
Bus 68 * f Chicago
LArch 27 * t Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
Jnl 94 * t Chicago
LAS 99 * t Chicago
Bus 100 * t Rock Falls
EE * Galva
Bus 93 * t St. Charles
Jnl * t Decatur
HEAgr 69 * t DeLand
EE 73 * t Dupo
Bus * DeLand
LAS 8Y2 * Edina, Missouri
Bus 32 * t Canton
LAS 63 * t La Fayette
LAS 65 * t Chicago
LAS 103 * f Rensselaer, Indiana
Arch 106 * f ChicagoME 67 * t Riverside
HELAS 98 * t Chicago
LAS 26 * t Chicago
SS ISO Chicago
Bus 26M * Capron
LAS 104 * f Chicago
Bus * Chicago
ME 73 * Highland Park
Eng 36 * f La Salle
Bus 71 * La Salle
EE 36 * t Tonica
CL * t Chicago
Bank 94 * t Cooksville
LAS * f Chicago
Law (3) (SS) * f Chicago
SS Champaign
PreM * t Hillsboro
Bus son * t Chicago
LAS 102 * t Chicago
SS 8 Annapolis
CL * t West Frankfort
AC * t Batavia
LAS 69 * t Danville
LAS * t Chicago
CE * t Indiana Harbor, Indiana
EE 108 * t Maywood
Ed 94 * f Cicero
SS 104H Orangeville
PreM 36 * t Chicago
AC 106 * t Syracuse
PreL * f Washington, Indiana
PreM 82 * t Hong Kong, China
PreL t Oak Park
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Tallant, John Alexander
Talley, Arthur
Talley, Robert Giddeon
Tallmadge, Leslie Lauren
Tallmadge, Wendell Lewis
Tamburrino, August John
Tamm, Evelyn Dorothy
Tanaka, Hisash
Tank, Marifrances
Tanner, Cleo Belle
Tanner, Willabel
Tannler, Bernyce Dorothy
Tappan, Edward Arthur, B.S., 1924
Tarble, Herbert Myron
Tarbox, Sidney Eugene
Tarnopol, Rose
Tarpley, Kenneth Jackson
Tarpley, Raymond Edward
Tarr, Frank Jackson
Tartak, Paul Herbert
Tarvin, Frank Selby
Tarwain, John
Tascher, Elsie Mary
Tascher, Murl Elvyn
Tate, Cecil Earl
Tate, Clogne Edward
Tate, Kenneth Curtis
Taubeneck, George Francis
Tauber, Richard E
Taxon, Philip Louis
Taylor, Angus Donald
Taylor, Beulah Marion
Taylor, Clayton Vincent, B.S., 1926
Taylor, Esther Emmeline
Taylor, Fred
Taylor, James Edward
Taylor, Jessie Lucile
Taylor, John Milburn
Taylor, John Sydney
Taylor, Joseph Howard
Taylor, Joseph Hugh
Taylor, Josephine Isabel
Taylor, Kenneth Archibald
Taylor, Lucile Elizabeth
Taylor, Lucile Lorrayne
Taylor, Martina Evelyn
Taylor, Mayma Marie
Taylor, Paul Rolana
Taylor, Raymond Augustus
Taylor, Robert Harlen
Taylor, Stansberry Nelson
Taylor, Sylvia Isabel
Taylor, Thomas Geer
Taylor, Virginia Kathryn
Taylor, William Lewis
Teach, Dale Carpenter
Tebbetts, Cora Louise
Tebbetts, Francis Merrill
Tebow, Henry Jule
Tedrow, Brice
Teegarden, Frank Webb
Teeling, Joseph Drinkwater
Teeters, Ruth Belle
Teetor, Herman Clinton
Tegge, Harold Edward
Teghtmeyer, Max Garvin
Teich, Armand Morris
Teitge, Virginia Carolyn
Telford, Evelyn Alice
Tempelmeyer, William H
Temple, Frank Dwain
Temple, Robert Annin
Templeton, James
Templeton, John Breakenridge
Ten Brook, Everett Arthur
Tenney, Eleanor Jane
Tenney, Harold Minard
Tenney, Robert Lewis
Tennis, Charles Arnold
Tennis, Gayland Everett, LL.B., 1926
Tepper, Fannie Helen
Tepper, Manie
Terman, Louis Arlington
Terpning, Alice Eleanor
Terrell, Helen Agatha
CE 1S5 f Champaign
EE SO * Carterville
EE 5 * t Parkersburg
Agr 23 t Aurora
AC * t Yorkville
AE t Chicago
LAS * Chicago
AE * t Tokyohu, Japan
LAS * f South Bend, Indiana
Ed 60 * t Saunemin
LAS 96 * f Carthage
HEAgr 104H * f Chicago
PreM irr (SS) * Urbana
Bus ll * Aurora
Ed 103 * t Yorkville
LAS 66 * Chicago
LAS (SS) 117)4 * Independence, Missouri
EE (SS) lHYi * t Independence, Missouri
SS lYz Toronto, Ohio
EE 121 * t Chicago Heights
PreL S3 * f Lawrenceville
AC 31 * f Sesser
LAS (SS) 69 * f CliftonAgr 36 * t Ashkum
PreM * f Benton
Law (4) 39 * f Benton
AC 60}4 * f Beecher City
Jnl * t Marshall
Bus * f Chicago
Law (3) 79 * Rockford
Agr 37 * t Urbana
Bus 14 * f Quincy
SS Yates City
LAS S2 * t Quincy
* j RamseyAgr 14
Bus 68 * Terre Haute, Indiana
LAS * t Mahomet
SS 6 Tomlon, Kentucky
LAS * t Peoria
* t Pewee Valley, KentuckyLArch 74
SS Wapello, Iowa
LAS 93 * t CatlinME 9614 * f Urbana
Ed 68 * Pawhuska, Oklahoma
LAS t Chicago
Ed 66)4 * f Rock Island
SS 9 St. Louis, Missouri
Bus 31 * t Morris, Oklahoma
IEd 32 * t Metcalf
* t Frankton, IndianaBus (SS) 4oy6
Bank 102 * f St. Louis, Missouri
SS
AE
8 Jackso7iville
* t Clinton
HELAS 69X * t Chicago
* T PetersburgEE
Agr 25 * f Avon
LAS 3114 * Chicago
Agr * t Chicago
CE * f East St. Louis
LAS 10 * t Taylorville
Law (3) * f Wilmette
AC 82 * Bridgewater, Massachusetts
LAS 38H * t Auburn, Indiana
LAS 97 * t Hagerstown, Indiana
Agr 63 * f Papineau
CE 107 * f Bremen, Indiana
Bus * Chicago
Ed 97 * t Chicago
HELAS * f Salem
Arch * f Indianapolis, Indiana
EE 45Y2 * f Champaign
AC * Oakland
Bus 32}4 * t La Grange
LAS * t Hinsdale
Bus S3 * f Kansas City, Missouri
LAS * t McLean
LAS {SS) 36 * f Champaign
LAS 3}4 * f Champaign
SS 8 Robinson
Agr irr (SS) * t Robinson
* y UrbanaAccy
Accy (SS) 11714 * Urbana
PreM 36 * t Chicago
HELAS 43 * Chicago
LAS * Chicago
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Terrill, Lee Andrew
Tetrick, James Dale
Teuton, Hoy Andrew
Tewksbury, Willis John
Thacker, Edgar Abney
Thacker, Marion Eloise
Thaisen, Lorens Hansen
Tharp, Mrs. Feme
Thayer, Edwin Burton
Thayer, Eleanor Isabel
Thayer, Marian Virginia
Thelen, Leo Leonard
Thesmacher, Bertha Helene
Thies, Kenneth Charles
Thiesse, Ray Frederick
Tho, Soon Hee
Thoeming, Albert William
Thoma, Albert Charles
Thoma, Paul James
Thomas, Alton Frost
Thomas, Bryson Lancaster
Thomas, Charles Everett
Thomas, Charles Raymond
Thomas, Crawford Adelbert
Thomas, Ellen Hannah
Thomas, Irene
Thomas, James Gladwyn, A.B., 1923
Thomas, Lucie
Thomas, Lucius Arthur
Thomas, Marvin I
Thomas, Miles Harrison
Thomas, Robert Rowland
Thomas, Scott Adelbert
Thomas, Stanley Edward
Thomas, Stephen Arthur
Thomas, William Benjamin
Thomasson, Dean Neal
Thompson, Amos Danial
Thompson, Augustus Charles
Thompson, Auston Filmore
Thompson, Clyde Lowry
Thompson, Donald Edward
Thompson, Donald Stanwood
Thompson, Edward Franklin
Thompson, Edwin, B.S., 1926
Thompson, Eloise Dorothy
Thompson, Fern Elizabeth
Thompson, Frances Jane
Thompson, Grace Marion
Thompson, Guy Holsinger,
B.S., M.S., 1922, 1923
Thompson, Gwendolyn Grace
Thompson, Harold Dean
Thompson, Harriett Beatrice
Thompson, Howard
Thompson, James Byron
Thompson, Louis Max
Thompson, Magnus
Thompson, Marcus Leslie
Thompson, Mary Isabel
Thompson, Mozelle Frances
Thompson, Pauline A
Thompson, Percival Eugene
Thompson, Rachel Jean
Thompson, Theodore
Thompson, Virgil W
Thompson, Virginia
Thompson, Willard Carroll
Thompson, William Edward
Thomsen, Charles Dalton
Thomson, James Edwin
Thomson, Mary Davis
Thomson, Stewart Craig
Thorn, Marvin Dobbins
Thornborrow, William Travis
Thornburgh, Julia Marie
Thornburn, John Neville
Thorne, Ivan Jerome
Thornsburgh, Virginia Lile, A.B., 1926
Thornton, Enos Barton
Thornton, Fulton David
Thornton, William Joseph
Thorp, Alf
Thumley, Eunice Luella
Thurber, Vivian Maude
Tibbetts, Huse Norwood
Bus 86y2 * t Macomb
CerE (SS) 103 * f Dixon
EE * t Metropolis
Bank 104 * La Grange
PreM (SS) 106 * f Danville
LAS 29 * t Waukegan
Agr ny2 f Chicago
SS 4 Noblesville, Indiana
Bus 60 lA * f Berwyn
LAS * f Wilmette
LAS 98 * If Wilmette
PreM siy2 * T Elgin
Ed 9m * f Carthage
Law (3) * t Chester
Law (8) t Chicago
EE (SS) 42 * if Poerwokerto, Java
Accy (SS) 68 * t Tuscola
LAS * Springfield
REE 107 * t Chicago
Accy 68 * t Elkhart, Indiana
Bus * f Danville
AC 36 * t Monteyuma, Indiana
Bus 40% * f Sayre, Oklahoma
Mus 99 * f Sterling
Ed 95 * if Chicago
SS 8 Carrollton
Law (3) (SS) 41v2 * t Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
SS 15 Spring Valley
Bus 40 t Aurora
EE 52 * t Chicago
CE esH * t Chicago
CerE * f East St. Louis
Bus 19 * Springfield
Bus 68 * t White Hall
PreL t Chicago
Chem 69 * t Freeport
AC * f Sandoval
SS 8% Mason City
SS 152 Peoria
Arch 32 * t Bloomington
CerE 114 * f Mt. Vernon
CE 22 t Chicago
* T BerwynLAS 99
LAS 32 * f Oak Park
SS Martinsville
LAS (SS) 102 * t Sterling
LAS 31 * f Beardstown
LAS * t Forest Park
HEAgr 32 * f Woodstock
SS Fayetteville, Pennsylvania
LAS 27 * Piper City
CE 9sy2 * t Chicago
LAS 100 * f Chicago
AC ioy2 * Anaheim, CaliforniaME 19 * t Wood River
Bus 66 * f Champaign
Arch 71 * f Chicago
Bus 2sy2 * f Payson
Ed 69 * t Monticello
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 100 * f Sullivan
Law (3) 29y2 * f Chicago
Ed 67 * f Paxton
* t MartinsvilleLAS SO
Jnl * f Centralia
Ed 61H * t SullivanPU * t Wilmette
Bus 67 * t Danville
PreM 68H * t Dolton
Bus * f Chicago
HELAS (SS) 34 * t Urbana
PreM 103 * t Byron
Accy * t Rocky Ford, Colorado
CE 36 * f Rockford
LAS S3 * f Urbana
Law (3) * f Urbana
SS Montreal, Quebec
Lib * t Urbana
LAS 38 t Chicago
* T ChicagoBus 2sy2PU * f Urbana
CE * f Chicago
LAS S3 * f Evanston
LAS 60 * f Chicago
AC 34 * f Glen Cove, Maine
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Tibbits, Miriam Elizabeth
Tick, Goldie
Tick, Jeanette Hannah
Tick, Louis K
Ticknor, Robert Deyo
Tiebout, Charles Ralph
Tiebout, Margaret Alice
Tillema, Clarence Albert
Tilley, Frederick Clark
Tilley, Paul Andrew
Tilson, Sumner Dewey
Tilton, Robert Earl
Timm, Judson Albert
Timmermann, Josephine Louise
Timmons, Paul Delson
Timmons, Ray Herbert
Timms, George Peel
Tindall, Edwin Lamar
Tingley, Carl
Tinthoff, Fred Sylvester
Tintinger, Marian
Tippett, Darrell Jamison
Tippy, Kenneth Clem
Tipsword, Carlos Beck
Tipton, Maurice Eugene
Tipton, Paul Herbert
Titus, Gordon Russell
Tjardes, Ruth
Toates, William Henry
Tobias, Helen Joan
Tobias, Thomas Mcllvaine
Tobias, Wesley Leland
Tobin, Percy Robert
Tockstein, Leo Vincent
Tockstein, Lester Albert
Todd, Blanche Elaine
Todd, Edward Fillmore
Todd, Harry Franklin
Todd, Ralph Eugene
Todd, Stuart Watson
Toler, Helen Cabot
Tolin, Earls Welsh
Tolon, George Meredith
Tolson, Joseph John
Tomasek, Marie Jeanette
Tomlin, Fred Haymaker
Tomlinson, Alfred Hickmon
Tomlinson, Roy Harold
Tonens, Marion Earl
Tonkinson, Ralph
Toomey, Helen Louise
Toothaker, Abner Abraham
Topp, Tage Winther
Topper, Russell Joe
Topping, Helen Evelyn
Torr, Raymond Osbourne
Torticil, Helen Mary
Torticil, Mary Margaret
Toth, Edmund Francis
Tourtelot, Charles Hewitt
Tourtelot, Edythe Cecelia
Touzalin, Ruth Harriett
Towle, Elmer Arnold
Towle, Marie Louise
Towle, Roland Arthur
Towle, Victor Mathias
Towles, Clifford
Towles, Ella Madalyne
Towne, Thiles Augustus
Towns, Mabel Ellen
Townsend, Catherine Elizabeth
Townsend, George
Townsend, Lee Hill
Tozier, Joseph Benjamin
Trager, Vida Lois
Transue, Mary Iscah
Traub, Paul Chris
Traugatt, Neil Theodore
Traut, George Erwin
Travis, Abe
Travis, Martha Marie
Trayford, Vera Chalmers
Treadwell, Anna Louise
Treece, William Jackson
Trees, Howard Paul
Tremaine, Myron Jewell
LAS 29M * t Sterling
LAS (SS) IIS * f Clinton
LAS (SS) 26 * f Clinton
LAS * f Paducah, Kentucky
LAS 67 * t Peoria
EE * f Evansville, Indiana
LAS 31 * f Evansville, Indiana
SS 6914 Morrison
AC * t Northampton, Massachusetts
Accy 94H * t Lincoln
SS Whiteflat, Texas
Bus 66 * Jacksonville
AC 34 * Twin Falls, Idaho
Ed 60 * t Palatine
IEd * Fulton
REE 7oy2 * t Lodge
SS 7% Gooding, IdahoME 37 * t Colorado Springs, Colorado
AC * t Howe, Indiana
Bus 120 * t Peoria
HELAS * t Chicago
LAS 27 * t Monlicello
CE 106 * T Paris
Law (3) * t Charleston
Jnl * t Quincy
AE 93 * t Peoria
Bus 66 * t Champaign
HEAgr * t Emington
Bus 103 * f La Grange
LAS * f Urbana
LAS * Peoria
Arch * t Peoria
Law (3) * f Gilberts
Accy * Greenville
AC 77 * t Greenville
LAS 102\i * t La Harpe
Eng 72 * f Chicago
EE * f Springfield
LAS * f Champaign
Chem 19H * Benton
LAS 31 * Mounds
Bus 21 * Chicago
Bus 60 * f Chicago Heights
PreL 68J4 * f Kankakee
Agr 16 t Berwyn
Bus zo\4 * f Tallula
Bus 62 * f Mt. Pulaski
Ed 110 * "j" Camden
Bus * Barry
Agr * t Princeton
LAS S3 * f Chicago
AC 36 * t Dryden, Maine
Flor * f Mitchell, South Dakota
PreL t Chicago
LAS 80 * t River Forest
LAS 66)4 * f Terre Haute, Indiana
LAS 114 * Champaign
LAS 34 * f Champaign
AE 38 * t La Grange
Bus * t Oak Park
LAS (SS) 90 * t Oak Park
LAS SO * t La Grange
Law (3) * t South Pekin
LArch 116 * f Urbana
Law (3) 44 * Pekin
CL 35 * f Chicago Heights
Agr * Westfield
Mus (SS) 163 * t Harrisburg
REE * f Park Ridge
SS 103 Fairfield
LAS 32 * t Remington, Indiana
Jnl 81 * f Chicago
SS 8 Winona, Mississippi
Bus 62 * Champaign
HELAS 66 * t Loda
HEAgr * t Summerfield, Kansas
CE 36 * t Forrest
LAS * f Cincinnati, Ohio
ChE 73 * t New Athens
LAS 66 * t Tulsa, Oklahoma
LAS 24 * f Urbana
Ed 69% * T Chicago
LAS 104 * t Chicago
AC 71 * t Jonesboro
AC 35 * J HomerLAS 93 * T Chicago
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Trenchard, Mary
Trenkenschuh, Florence Louise
Trenkenschuh, Paul Walter
Trenkle, Wayne Francis
Trees, Bernice Winnifred
Trevarthen, George William
Trevett, Marian Louise
Trevor, Dean 8paulding
Trimble, Gerald Yates
Trimble, Leon
Trimble, Maxwell Lloyd
Trimble, Russell Chauncey
Trimble, Ruth Emma
Trinkle, Robert Hiawatha
Tripp, Homer LaHay
Tripp, James Ernest
Tripp, Kenneth Everett
Tripp, Oliver Houston
Trost, Winifred Earl
Trotter, George Francis
Troutman, Verna Bernice
Trovillion, Jeanne
Trowbridge, Frank Collin
Troxel, Wilma Allene, B.S., 1926
Troxell, Richard Lamping
Truax, Allison Eugene
Truman, Gordon Mackintosh
Trammel, Delbert Eston
Trunkey, Wilbur Jerome
Tsai, Mrs. Bertha H
Tsai, Hock Lan
Tsui, Tsung Tung
Tuck, Harry Lindon
Tucker, Belden Smith
Tucker, Gladys Merle
Tucker, Helen
Tucker, Helen Agnes
Tucker, Hubert Hermon
Tucker, Jessie Evelyn
Tucker, Katie Wilson
Tucker, Leah Fern
Tucker, Mary
Tuckey, Stuart Laurance
Tuetken, Walter Augustus
Tuite, John Daniel
Tull, Robert Harrell
Tullock, Emma Louise
Tung, Kai
Turek, Edwin Vallar
Turnbaugh, Edward Joseph
Turnell, Elizabeth Jane
Turner, Andrew Carver
Turner, Charles Irving
Turner, George Holborn
Turner, Geraldine Louise
Turner, Gilbert Harper
Turner, James Edward
Turner, Joseph Norman
Turner, Marion Arthur
Turner, Nellie Margaret, B.S., 1922
Turner, Philip Lantz
Turner, Thomas Allen
Turner, William Donald, A.B., 192C
Turney, Russell James
Turnquist, Dorothy Ann
Turrell, Franklin Marion
Turrell, Raymond Webster
Tuttle, Albert Philip
Tuxhorn, Albert George
Twist. Ralph
Twitchell, Marion Ernna
Twomey, David Joseph
Twomley, Hazel Mae
Twyrman, L Raymond
Twyman, Lorraine Stuart
Tyler, Kathryp Dewey
Tyler, Mary Elizabeth
Tysom, Richard Randolph
TJbben, Richard Theodore
TJdelowish, Harold Wallace
TJdelowish, Morris Bernhard
TJhl, Augusta Elinor
Uhlendorf, Ralph David
Uhlenhop, William Bernard
Uhlir, Clarence Joseph
Ullemeyer, Eugene John
LAS 89 * t DeLand
LAS 85 * Rock Island
Law (S) 69H * f Rock Island
* T Farmer CityFC 98
LAS SIX * f Chicago
ss 180 Scales Mound
LAS * t Champaign
SS 7 Abingdon
ss 60X Murdoch
AC 67 * t Chicago
AC * t Urbana
* t SidellEd 85)4
LAS 45 * t Fayette, Iowa
AE 85 * t Leipsic, Indiana
Acey 86 * t Chester
Bus 31 * t Greenview
CE * T Behidere
PreM 101 * T Tamaroa
Agr * f Hillsboro
* T Pueblo, ColoradoBut
LAS 61 * t Harristoum
Ed (SS) 100 * t Oolconda
Bank 88X * t Chandlertille
* T DeLandLib (SS) 8
AE 36 * f Chicago
SS 10414 Woodstock
ChE 68 * t Evanston
Agr * t Orlana
Bus 66 * t Oak Park
Flor une f Shanghai, China
EE 109 * f Chicago
Agr 68 * t Honan, China
CE * Springfield, Missouri
CE * t Rockford
HEAgr 85 * t Urbana
HELAS 64 * t Warrensburg
CT 39 * t Champaign
Agr 181 * Urbana
HELAS * t Champaign
Ed (SS) torn * | Cave City, Kentucky
* t UrbanaHEAgr (SS) 70
LAS 84 * t Berwyn
Agr (SS) 70}4 * t Peoria
* T JerseytilleEE 84
CL * t East Chicago, Indiana
REE 73 * t Monticello
LAS 99H * t Rockford
EE 11414 * t Hunan, China
Law (3) 3014 * t Cicero
Law (3) * t Rock Island
LAS 66 * f Danville
SS Marlin, Texas
IA 88M * t Roselle
LAS 38 * t Behidere
LAS 78 * i Kirkwood, Missouri
ME 76 * T Kansas City, Missouri
LAS 118 * + Casey
Bus t Omaha, Nebraska
PreM SO * f Christopher
SS Urbana
PrtL 98 * t Shelbyville
Chem 88 * t Victoria
SS Heyworth
PreL 88 * t Maywood
LAS 88 * f Chicago
PreM 47 * Champaign
Bus * t Champaign
Agr * t Chicago
LAS * t EdwardsviUe
* t ChicagoLAS 10
LAS 04 * t BellnviUe
* T ChicagoTCS (SS) 6814
Ed 97 * t La OrangeME 60 * t Butler^ Missouri
LAS * t Chicago
* T ChampaignLAS 101
LAS (SS) »H * t Champaign
Acey 18 * t Danville
Chem S6 * t Peki*
LAS us * i Chicago
Bus 3*14 * f Chicago
Acey 98 * T Springfield
Bus * t Chicago
Acey 19 * t Litchfield
* T ChicagoEno 86
Bus 91 f Reck Island
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Ullman, Howard Oscar
Ullrey, Irwin Chessley
Ullrick, Orville Areatuse
Ulman, John Adderson
Ulrich, Charles Clemens
Ulum, Loren B
Umbreit, Mildred Sarah
Underwood, Curtis Donald
Underwood, Floy Lee
Underwood, Henrietta Tifft
Underwood, William Arlie
Underwood, William Edward
Unger, Martin Emil
Unger, Otto Eugene
Unwilier, Cora Marie
Unz, Irma Edith
Updike, Mary Frances
Upham, Donald Frederic
Upham, Edith Carolyn
Upham, Gilbert Beck
Urban, Frank Rudolph
Urban, Karl Lee
Usborne, Constance Rosabelle
Utterback, Donald Desmond
Utterback, Edith Amelia
Utterback, Lawrence Byron
Vagtborg, Henning Christian
Vail, Clyde Edgar
Vaile, Helen Elizabeth
Vaile, Joseph Edwin
Vaky, Alpha Margaret
Vaky, Theodore George
Valbert, Gilbert Rene
Valbracht, Bernice Margaretha
Valerius, Henry Arthur
Valter, Arnold Joseph
Van Arsdale, Raymond Dorrell
Van Arsdell, John Maurice
Van Arsdell, Paul Marion
Van Bellehem, James Brice
Van Campen, Marcus George
Vance, Donald Eugene
Vance, Donald Howe
Vance, Howard Verle
Vance, Katherine Minerva
Vance, Walter Noble
Vanderkolk, William Wright
Vandermark, Wendell Ramsey
Van der Meer, Valentine
Vanderpoorten, Stephen Ashley
Vandervoort, Robert Clark
Vandervort, Grace Evelyn
Vandervort, Marian Lelia
Vanderwal, Dirk John
Van Deventer, Vernele Virginia
Van Doren, Cornelius Austin
Van Doren, David Miller
Van Doren, Franklin Henry
Van Duyn, Dill Preston
Van Dyke, Anthony Martin
Van Dyke, Charles Clifford
Van Epps, Haverly
Van Epps, Leonard Everet
Vangelauf, Henry
Van Hoesen, Harold Martin
Van Maarth, Mary Elizabeth
Vannatta, Emma Louise
Van Ness, Graham Menzel
Van Ness, William Probasco
Van Nice, Errett Irving
Van Sands, Alice Elizabeth
Vanstone, Ralph Frederick
Van Tress, Lester Miller
Van Zant, Evelyn Grace
Van Zanten, Alice, A.B., 1920
Varney, Harley Roosevelt
Vaughan, Kathryn Dorothy
Vaughan, Schuyler Bascomb
Vaughn, Clara Virginia
Vaughn, Claude DeVore
Vaughn, Ralph Augustine
Vawter, Delia
Veale, Virginia Olive
Veatch, Isaac Allen
Veazie, Waldemar
Veerhusen, William Ernie
AC 31 * t Chicago
AC * t Charleston, Washington
Eng 17 * t Chicago
LAS * f Chicago
Law (S) * t Chicago
f Swaledale, IowaBus *
SS 6% Naperville
Accy * t Fisher
Agr 102 * j Ozark
f ChicagoLAS 61 *
Bus * f Ml. Vernon
Bus * Chicago
Agr 101
%
* f Chicago
SS Worden
HELAS * f Homer
SS 8 Reddick
LAS H * Boise, Idaho
Bus 16 * Chicago
HEEd 116% * Pontiac
CE 23 * t Pontiac
PreM 32 * t Chicago
Agr 31 * t Cameron, Missouri
LAS SS * t Marengo
AC 49 * t Urbana
HELAS 68 * f Urbana
CE 61 * Urbana
Arch 31 * t Chicago
SS 9% Ft. Scott, Kansas
LAS 37 * t Rock Island
Agr 122 * J Kokomo, Indiana
T ChampaignLAS 32 *
Bus 66 * t Champaign
AC 68 * t Flora
LAS 32 * t Chicago
Agr 66 * t Elkville
Agr * Ridgway
SS 11% Greenwood, Indiana
EE * t Indianapolis, Indiana
Accy 100% * t Indianapolis, Indiana
Eng 28 * t Decatur
ChE * t Olean, New York
Accy * t Champaign
EE 106% * t Vienna
AC 17 * f Kiowa, Kansas
LAS SO * t Pearl
IA * t Chicago Heights
Arch t Chicago
Bus 27% * t Champaign
SS 136 Chicago
EE * t Gilman
Agr (SS) 78 * t Heyworth
SS 6 Kankakee
Accy 2% * + Kankakee
T ChicagoFlor SO *
LAS (SS) 89% * t Farmer City
Agr (SS) 70% * t Loami
Accy * t Champaign
EE 37 * t Minonk
Bus 62 t Urbana
Bus * t Westville
AC 71 * t Kewanee
Bus 26 * t Rockford
CE * f Behidere
SS 9 Madison
PreL 31 * Evanston
LAS 26 * Chicago
LAS 32 * t Chicago HeightsME * t Chicago
FC * t Ft. Wayne, Indiana
ChE * t Chicago
LAS 32 * t Oak Park
AC 17 * f Erie, Pennsylvania
Mus 68 * t Ladd
LAS 33 * t Grant Park
Lib 27 t South Holland
PreM 32 * t Broughton
LAS * t Chicago
LAS * t Greenville
LAS 34 * t Champaign
PreL 29 * t Zeigler
Arch 60 * t Washington, D.C.
SS 7 Arkansas City, Kansas
HELAS S3 * t Urbana
Agr 98% * f Bloominglon
Eng * Chicago
LAS 42% * t Harvey
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Velde, Russell Louis
Vennum, Frederick Coney
Verda, Dominick Joseph
Verplank, George Frederick
Verschuur, LeRoy
Vesel, Fred Henry
Vespa, Dewey Donato
Vest, Max Wayne
Vest, Robert
Vetter, Velvie Maurine
Vickennan, Norman John
Vidal, Joseph Allen
ViehofT, Jessie
Vierow, Fred Martin
Villard, Leona Marguerite
Villars, Ruth Lois
Vines, Alicai Nelletta
Vines, Quentin Corot
Vinik, George Albert
Viola, Albert George
Vittum, Daniel W
Vivarttas, Oliver
Voelkel, Mira Barbara
Voell, Richard Feltes
Vogel, Richard John
Vogel, Virginia Esther
Vogelsang, William James
Vogt, Elizabeth May
Vogt, Jerome Edward
Voight, Lide Ellen
Voigts, Beulah PauKne
Voils, William
Volberding, Earl William
Volberding, Leila Dell
Volker, Emily Marion
Volkman, Fred Gerhart
Volkmann, John Emil
Vollborn, Albert Lawrence
Vollborn, Madeleine Margaret
Vonckx, John Newell
Vondenbosch, Albert Henry
Von Ohlen, Henry Kenneth
Voorhees, Frank Holton
Voorhees, Henry Austin
Voorhees, Ward Clark
Vopata, William Otto
Vorbach, George Ernest
Vorbau, Arthur John
Voris, Frank Burkhart
Voris, Franklin David
Vorndran, Amelia Lorretta
Vose, Dorothy Fay
Vose, Esther Wildred
Vrba, Irma Marie
Vreeland, Henry Kipp, LL.B., 1924
Vucovich, Nickolas
Vursell, Charles Eugene
Vursell, Harold Dean
Wabbena, Pearl Bessie
Wabbena, Vina Stella
Wachob, Roland Sanford
Wachowski, Theodore John
Wachter, Stella Marie
Waddell, Frank John
Waddell, George Wortham
Waddell, Thomas Benton
Waddle, Edward Haley
Wade, Charles Frederick
Wade, Dorothy Shannon
Wade, Harvey Everett
Wade, Willard Elliott
Wadsworth, Mildred Charlotte
Wadsworth, Stanley Ray
Waggoner, John Garland
Wagner, Carl Frank
Wagner, Earl Heber
Wagner, Esther
Wagner, Franklin Barnard
Wagner, Glenn Weldon
Wagner, Homer Henry
Wagner, Lester Carl
Wagner, Oscar Emil
Wagner, Raymond
Wahl, Glenn Raymond
Wainscott, John McCellend
Wainwright, Bessie Mae
EE 86 * t Maniio
Agr 124 * j Watseka
LAS (SS) 8oy2 * t Mark
IA (SS) 10714 * f Gary, Indiana
Bus * Chicago
AC 34 * t Chicago
CL(SS) 72 * t Toluca
Bus 98 * + Tuscola
EE * t Champaign
LAS 32 * f Rock Island
Agr unc * Evanston
CE * Gallup, New Mexico
LAS 99 * t Chicago
Mus * t Forest Park
LAS 99 * f Champaign
HEAgr 31 * t Urbana
HELAS (SS) 6 * t Urbana
EE (SS) S7K * t Urbana
Law (3) * f Chicago
EE 30 * t Nokomis
Bus 64 * t Canton
Arch 26 * t Rockford
LAS (SS) S9y2 * t Pesotum
Arch 76 * + Milwaukee, WisconsinME * t St. Louis, Missouri
Jnl * t MarseillesCE 32 * Barry
LAS SS * t West McHenry
Agr 86 * f Columbia
LAS 8 * t Urbana
LAS 32 * f Streator
AC * Plainrille, Indiana
Agr * t Watseka
LAS 63 * t Watseka
LAS * t Oak Park
Bus t Chicago
EPh 104 * t Chicago
PreL * t Arthur
HELAS 33 * t Arthur
LAS 98H * t Elgin
Bus 99 * t Altamont
Bus 67 * f Leland
CE 37 * t Alton
EE 86 * f Baldwinsville, New York
SS 67 Peoria
LAS * t Chicago
AC 86 *
"f Morgantown, West VirginiaME * t Oak Park
PreM t East St. LouisME * Keoga
SS 8 East Liverpool, Ohio
LAS 82 * t Champaign
LAS 91 * t Champaign
LAS (SS) 31 * t Riverside
Law irr * t Champaign
CE 29X * t Chicago
Bus 93 * t Urbana
LAS 86 * t Urbana
SS 27 Danforth
SS 16 Danforth
AC 34 * t Indiana, Pennsylvania
PreM 88 * t Chicago
LAS 60 * t Riverside
Bus * t Chicago
PreL * t Chicago
Bus t Chicago
LAS * t Keensburg
LAS 32 * t Champaign
LAS 94 * t Chicago
AC 84 + Tiskilwa
Jnl 76 * t Champaign
LAS * t Ogden
Accy 32 * t Ogden
EE (SS) 74M * t Mattoon
Chem 91H * t Elgin
Bus * t Elgin
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 28 t Glen Ellyn
Jnl 31 * t Washington
EE 160 * T Canton, Missouri
Bus 68 * t Belleville
LAS 88 * t ChicagoCE 110 * t Kankakee
Bank 84 * t Walnut
REE 6 t Westwood, California
LAS • t Memphis, Tennessee
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Wainwright, Mildred Rowena
Waiehwilas, Edward
Waite, Abbie Deane
Waite, Henry Byron
Waite, Howard Earle
Waite, Kathryn Beverly
Wakeland, Harold Edwin
Walcher, Donald D
Walden, Kenneth Merrill
Walden, Ruth Evangeline
Walden, Walford
Waldman, Edward William
Waldman, Irwin
Waldo, Allen Worcester
Waldo, Helen Elizabeth
Waldorf, Rynn Oshert
Waldrop, Mrs. Carol Ellen
Waldrop, Oscar M
Walker, Anna Lois, A.B., 1926
Walker, Archie Mulliken
Walker, Chester D
Walker, Mrs. Dana Rider
Walker, Dent McCalmont
Walker, Frank Hanson
Walker, Gilbert Wayne
Walker, Harold Ballard
Walker, Harold Eugene
Walker, Harry James
Walker, Harry Stanlope
Walker, James Donald
Walker, John Lawrence
Walker, Joseph Thomas
Walker, Julia McEihiney
Walker, Justin John
Walker, Lola Pauline
Walker, Lucile Valinda, A.B., 1925
Walker, Marion Melcena
Walker, Orange Clark
Walker, Ralph Bowman
Walker, Samuel Carl
Walker, Samuel Thomas
Wall, Alice Theresa
Wallace, Christine Josephine
Wallace, Emma Alice
Wallace, Frank F
Wallace, Gerald Leroy, B.S., 1924
Wallace, James Murray
Wallace, Lawrence Butler
Wallace, Myron Truman
Wallace, Stanton Willcox
Wallace, Vaughn Cedric
Waller, Craig Vern
Waller, Robert Orville
Wallheiser, Myron La Verne
Wallingford, Maclrvine
Wallis, Doris
Wallis, Mrs. Grace Hite
Wallk, Myer
Wallrab, Charles Victor
Walls, Gwendolyn Anne
Walsh, John Doran
Walsh, Margaret Betrice
Walsh, Marie
Walsh, Thomas John
Walter, Annabel Wright
Walter, Ardath Catherine
Walter, Charles Richard
Walter, Elmer Harold
Walter, Leo Wendell
Walter, Ralph Cooper
Walter, William Edward
Walters, Clyde Lawrence
Walthall, Samuel Orville
Walton, William Hester
Walton, William Norman
Waltz, Earle William
Wampler, Charles Edwin
Wangelin, Ruth Kathryn
Want, Mary Lois
Ward, Bernard Arthur
Ward, Carey T
Ward, Elizabeth Mary
Ward, Henrine Emilia
Ward, Henry Munson
Ward, James Dayton
Ward, Kenneth Homer
PreL SS *
t
Waukegan
Eng 87 * t Chicago
HELAS (SS) 115 * f Urbana
Bus 28 * Reynolds
AC * f Urbana
LAS * Elgin
Agr t HoopestonME 60 * t Witt
CL 66 * f Rockford
T DecaturTCS
LAS * t East Moline
EE 66H * f Chicago
PreM * f Bloomington
LAS 111 * f Urbana
HELAS (SS) 64 * Urbana
ss 2H Kansas City, Missouri
LAS 66 * t Blandinsville
Bus 26 * f Carter, Oklahoma
SS Urbana
LAS * Bondville
LAS 10 * t Decatur
Mus 104 * Bushnell
LAS * f Anthony, Kansas
AC * t Urbana
CL * t St. Joseph
AC * t Ballard Vale, Massachusetts
Bus * t Westfield
Bus * f Whiting, IndianaME S6 * f Jacksonville, Florida
CE * T Aurora
LAS una * Urbana
LAS sm * f Kirkwood, Missouri
LAS 96 * T Calumet City
EE SO * t Hillsdale
HEAgr 92 * f Urbana
HELAS irr f Urbana
SS 97 Hillsdale
Bus 97 * t Gillespie
Bus son * 1' Harvard
PU soy* * 1 ' Champaign
Ed unc ^ Watson
Bus so * 1\ Freeport
LAS 99 * f Greenville
LAS (SS) 102 * f Urbana
LAS 14 * f Ames, Iowa
SS Woodstock
Accy * t Pontiac
Chem 6oy2 T Ashton
AC so * T Ewing
LAS * f Evanston
SS 8 Shelbyville
LAS * f Warrensburg
EE 25 * f Horton, Kansas
PreM * t Chicago
AE so * t Kansas City, Missouri
* t MarshallHEAgr 32
SS isoH Champaign
Bus 27y2 * t Peoria
EE * f Chicago Heights
LAS SI * f Champaign
LAS 55 * f West Chicago
LAS 93 * t Monticello
LAS (SS) 35 * Champaign
ChE 63 * t Chicago
LAS 100 * f Louisville, Kentucky
LAS t Chicago
LAS t Oak Park
Agr * + Robinson
Agr 62y2 * f Prairie City
* i Oak ParkLAS 56y3
LAS SI * f Veedersburg, Indiana
AC (SS) 9614 * f Champaign
SS 8H Oskaloosa, Iowa
PreM 25 * t Belleville
Accy * f Oak Park
LAS soy% * Goshen, Indiana
EE 36 * t Clinton
LAS SS * t Belleville
LAS 28 * t Tyronza, Arkansas
SS 17 Georgetown
Bus SO * t West Chicago
LAS 78 * t Sterling
LAS SO * f Chicago
PreL SI * Sterling
LAS SO * t Sycamore
Jnl (SS) 88 * t Urbana
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Ward, Letitia Elizabeth
Ward, Louis Morris
Ward, Ted Johnston
Ward, William Robert
Wardecker, Frank Elmer
Warder, Benton Arthur
Ware, Helen Anna
Warga, Frank V
Warlow, Lorin E
Warlow, Mervyn Hicks
Warncke, Walter Herman
Warner, Elmer Errett
Warner, Giles James
Warner, Gladys Lillian
Warner, Nelson Chester
Warnes, Everett Frances
Warnes, Lois Maxine
Warren, Edith Lucile
Warren, Harry Allen
Warren, Jesse Lane
Warren, John Calvin
Warren, Max Harretson
Warren, Mervyn James
Warren, Rinnah A
Warren, Robert Allen
Warren, Mrs. Ruth Pricer
Warrick, Elvin Schuyler, A.B., 1921
Warrick, Helen Mardel
Wasem, Dorothy Elizabeth
Washburn, Lester Lycan
Washburn, Percy Andrew
Wasserman, Sam
Wasson, Helen Margaret
Waterhouse, Ralph Elwin
Waterman, Arthur Earnest
Waterman, Elmer Alfred
Waterman, Phillips Lloyd
Wathen, Olive Elizabeth
Watkins, Albert Rush
Watkins, Irma Mae
Watne, Ludwig Martin
Watson, Alva Clinton, B.S., 1924
Watson, Athelene
Watson, Christine Clara
Watson, Deneen Anthony, A.B., 1924
Watson, Howard Owan
Watson, Lawrence Dewey
Watson, Margaret Stuart
Watson, Marjorie Belle
Watson, Mary
Watson, Mary Helen, B.Mus., 1924
Watson, Norman Allen
Watson, Paul Milburn
Watson, Robert Harlan
Watson, Thomas Adair
Watt, Lloyd Allan
Watt, Margaret Katherine
Watt, Thomas Harold
Watts, Arthur
Watts, Charles Howard
Watts, Harold Holliday
Watts, John Marble
Watts, Joseph Clyde
Watts, Kernon Norwood
Watts, Raymond Summers
Watts, Ronald Paul
Waugh, Draden Robert
Wax, Earl Washington
Wax, James Eldridge
Way, Sarah Joselyn
Wayne, Richard Hoghton
Wayson, Theda
Wear, Hugh Donald
Weasel, Howard Edward
Weatherford, Anna Margaret
Weatherhalt, Myrtle Jane
Weaver, Anne Porter
Weaver, David England
Weaver, Eldon Bernett
Weaver, Frances Mae
Weaver, John Owen
Weaver, Lynn Acus
Weaver, Myrtle Matilda
Weaver, Russell Bernard
Weaver, Russell C
Weaver, Sheldon Alvord
LAS SI * t Mt. Vernon
Agr 125 * Chicago
TCS 121 * Champaign
Bank 64 * t Benton
PreL S3 * f Chana
CE 102 * f Chicago
LAS 65 t Springfield
AC * f Chicago
Agr * t StanfordME 23 * f Stanford
CerE S6 * Quincy
SS 6 Vincennes, Indiana
PreL 10 * Peoria
HELAS (SS) 114 * t Urbana
Bus * f Chicago
CerE 9 * Newman
SS 70 Long View
LAS * East Moline
PreM * t Watseka
SS H Potomac
Arch * Chicago
ME 20 * Chicago
Bus S5V2 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Accy 61 * t East Moline
IA 34 * if Watseka
SS 20 Champaign
Lib * t Montpelier, Ohio
LAS * f Fairbury
Ed 65 * j Patoka
T GreenvilleEE 96
Flor 99 * t Bloomington
Bus 25 * f Chicago
SS 6 Charleston
AC S4 * t Bristol, Connecticut
SS 146 South Holland
Bank 74 * t South Holland
Bus * t Glen Ellyn
HEAgr SO * f Eldorado
LAS 8ey2 * T Lakeville, Indiana
Mus 31 f Urbana
Ed 86 * f Earltille
SS Mattoon
Ed 93 * t Colfax
LAS 60 * t Paris
Law (3) 61 * f Elizabethtown
Agr 64 * t Areola
Ed 68% * t Cartter
LAS 32 * t Chicago
LAS 32 * t Joliet
LAS 60 * t Port*
MusEd in * t Clay City, Indiana
LAS 36 * t Urbana
Bus 9214 * t Farmer City
Bus * t Paris
Bus * t Mt. Carroll
PreL * f Winchester
HELAS 91 * f La Grange
Bus 85 * f Winchester
LAS * t Lombard
Bank * t Villa Grove
LAS 109 * t Urbana
IA 34 * t Two Harbors, Minnesota
AE 159 * f Cheyenne, Wyoming
Accy * Paxton
EE 127 * t Chicago
Bank issH * t Chicago
AE * t Herrin
Bus 34 * t Newman
Accy 64 * t Newman
LAS * f Urbana
LAS 113 * Delavan
LAS * t Chicago
EE 36 * f Dowagiac, Michigan
Bus * Pesotum
LAS SS * f Champaign
Lib unc * t Urbana
LAS 32 * Ft. Wayne, Indiana
PreL unc * t Chicago
Bus * t Cary
SS 814 Pana
Bus 36 * t Mt. Carmel
* f La CledeEE
SS 2314 Pana
PreL * + Alton
Agr 18H * t Sterling
Law (S) 68 * f Champaign
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Weaver, Wilma Lucile
Webb, Albert Walton
Webb, John Robert
Webb, Paul Benjamin
Webb, Raymond Benjamin
Webb, Robert Jo
Webb, Willa Jean
Webb, WiUiam Rolla
Webber, Arthur Eugene
Webber, Bernice Elizabeth, B.S., 1925
Webber, Charles Maddra
Webber, Clyde Augustin
Webeck, Russel Carl
Weber, Anna Marie
Weber, Charlotte Louise
Weber, Elizabeth
Weber, Eugene Bruno
Weber, Felix Stanley
Weber, Helmut Henry Reppin
Weber, Herbert William
Weber, Irma Caroline
Weber, Martha Philomena
Weber, Rachel Elizabeth
Weber, Robert Foster
Weber, Ruth Elizabeth
Weber, Samuel Herbert
Webster, Annie Laura
Webster, Frederick Folger
Webster, George Arthur
Webster, Harry Levi
Webster, Ralph Theodore
Wechsler, Devorah Sylvia
Wechter, Jerome Morton
Weed, Marion Inez
Weedman, Helene Lucille
Weege, Frank Charles
Weege, Margaret Wilhelmina
Weeks, Dorothy Annette
Wehmhoff, George Harry
Wehner, Louis Eugene
Wehrheim, Richard Douglas
Wehrmann, Harvey Edward
Weick, Arthur Christian
Weick, George Theodore
Weidenfeld, Robert
Weidner, Catharine Eleanor
Weidner, Dorothy Lee
Weidner, Maude La Belle
Weigel, Virginia Louise
Weihl, Alma Louise
Weihl, Archibald Peter
Weihl, Elmer Christian, A.B., 1925
Weiler, Dorothy Mae
Weiler, Ruth Amelia
Weinberg, Robert
Weinberg, Silas Tunnell
Weinberger, Muriel Elsa
Weinheimer, Lillian Alice
Weinlein, Marion
Weinrott, Lester Arno
Weinstein, Bernard
Weinstein, Eva Barbara
Weinstein, Rebecca Ruth
Weintz, Clair Carpenter
Weir, Florence
Weiss, Albert
Weiss, Elizabeth
Weisser, Arnold Paul
Weitzman, Louis
Welch, Allan Dudley
Welch, Angela Mary
Welch, Arthur Joseph
Welch, Charles Russell
Welch, Elizabeth Cowden, A.B., 1926
Welch, Helen Marie
Welch, Martha Gertrude
Weld, Frank Arthur
Weld, Robert Sanborn
Weldin, Paul Martin
Weldy, Paul Hugh
Welge, Louis H
Welker, Dorothy Hutchinson
Welker, William Harold
Welles, Ralph Jones
Wells, Albert Adcock
Wells, Chapman John
ss 67 Champaign
Bus 90 * + Ewing
EE * T McLeansboro
ME 70 * T Bloomington
LAS 100 * f Urbana
LAS 67 * f Indianapolis, Indiana
LAS 68 * f Plainfield
Bus £3 * Flat River, Missouri
LAS * Galatia
MusEd irr * t Urbana
T UrbanaAgr 44 *
Bus 40H * f Urbana
EE * f KewaneeHELAS 45 * t Sparta
LAS * f Chicago
LAS 99 * t Olney
ChE * f Chicago
AC * Chicago
Chew. 82 * t Surssvale, Pennsylvania
TCS 59 * t St. Louis, Missouri
Ed 76 * t Chicago
HEAgr * Olney
LAS 66 * i Hoopeston
f ChicagoArch 70 *
LAS * t Chicago
Accy SS * f Chicago
LAS t UrbanaPU 100 * t Des Plaines
Bus * f Des Plaines
t BuckinghamAgr 65 *
AC 60 * t Russellville, Indiana
LAS 26 * t Chicago
PreL S4 * f Chicago
LAS 114 f Chicago
Mus S3 * t Minonk
Ed iso lA * Chicago
Ed 102 * t Chicago
LAS * t Chicago
Law (3) IS t Decatur
Agr 90 t Washington
EE * t Eldorado
Flor 66 * f Higginsville, Missouri
Bus 92 * Berwyn
ME 32 * Berwyn
Bus 6714 * t Chicago
LAS 87V2 * t Dolton
LAS 68 * Chicago
SS Knoxville, Tennessee
LAS 65 * t Staunton
HELAS * Waterloo
Law (S) (SS) 36 * t Waterloo
Law (3) (SS) 75 * t Waterloo
Mus * t Quincy
LAS * Quincy
LAS 89 * t Chicago
AE * t Galesburg
LAS 26H * f Cleveland, Ohio
LAS * t Champaign
LAS 93 * f Nashville
LAS 42 * t Moline
Law (3) (SS) * f Chicago
LAS unc * New York City
Ed 67 * t Chicago
Arch SO * t Sioux City, Iowa
LAS * t Ashkum
LAS * t Chicago
SS Chicago
LAS 26 t Peoria
Bank * t Chicago
PreM 16 * t Chicago
LAS * t Deer Orove
Chem 7SX * f Chicago
IEd * Deer Orove
Lib * t Paxton
LAS * f Chicago
LAS 17 * t Chicago
Bus (SS) 104 * Belvidere
Bus * t BelvidereME * f Evanston
Bus * t Middletown, Indiana
PreL * t Hillsboro
PreM 102 * t Oak Park
LAS 97H * t Champaign
Bus 5 * f Penfield
T Oak ParkCE 36 *
AC * t Elgin
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Wells, Claude Everett
Wells, Clayton W
Wells, Franklin Burnham
Wells, John Albert
Wells, Leslie Stephen
Wells, Mary Louise
Wells, Mildred Olive
Wells, Rowena Elizabeth
Welsch, Joseph Paul
Welsh, Beulah Irene
Welshimer, Winifred
Welton, Paul Henry
Welty, Jack Worthington
Welzenbach, Alois John
Wenban, Arrietta Evaline
Wenceslao, Amado Mendoza
Wendel, Mildred
Wendt, Donald William
Wendt, Henry John
Wendt, Lillian
Wenzel, Hubert Arthur
Werkmeister, Gloria Catherine
Werland, Obert Stanley
Werner, Charles Dunlap
Werner, George Raymond
Werner, Rollo Clarence
Wernham, John Otis
Wernsing, Bernard Henry
Wershkoff, Katherine Ellen
Werth, Vanessa Marian
Werts, Helen Catharine
Wertz, Wesley Clayton
Wesner, Charles Arthur
Wesner, Harold Ralph
Wesner, Lawrence Everingham
Wesner, Ray Earl
West, Cameron C
West, Dorothv Juliet
West, Dudley Wright
West, Eda Gertrude
West, Eugene Kenneth
West, Harold Dadford, A.B., 1925
West, Jessie Dawson
West, Mary Frances
West, Walter Ralph
West, William Foster
Westall, Alyene Elizabeth
Westall, Cletis Olive
Westbrook, Harriett Eleanor
Westby, Sigfried Helmar Andrew
Westerland, Joseph Alan
Westermann, Helena Elizabeth
Westermann, Anthony Joseph
Western, Julia Elizabeth
Westervelt, William Laban
Westhorn, Joseph William
Westling, Jenny Priscilla
Westmark, Carl Elmer
Weston, Janet Louise
Westphaelinger, Caroline
Westphaelinger, Mary
Westphal, Howard Adolph
Westwood, Mary Esther
Wetherhold, Louis Everett
Wettstaed, Richard Theodore
Wetzel, Pauline Carolyn
Wever, Josephine Isabelle, A.B., 1926
Wexler, Leo
Wey, George L
Weymer, Don Edwin
Weymer, James Dudley
Weymouth, Marshall Daniel
Whalin, Anna Lucile
Whaples, Edith Adell
Wharfield, A Maurice
Wheadon, Lyle Kenneth
Wheat, Carolyn
Wheaton, Leslie Morris
Wheaton, Ralph Lowrie
Wheeler, Brooks Leonard
Wheeler, Edward Todd
Wheeler, Ellis Burton
Wheeler, Howard Augustin
Wheelock, Edward Albert
Whicher, Franklin Stephen
Whinrey, Doris Emilie
University of Illinois
LAS 29 * t Oak Park
But * f Rockford
ChE 36 * t Oak Park
LAS 34 * t Oak Park
EE * f Kewanee
SS as Pittsfield
LAS SS * t Pleasant Hill
LAS so * t Aledo
Chem * f Xokomit
SS OH Redmon
LAS 103 * t Neoga
But 1*K * Urbana
PreM SS * t Hoopeston
But SS * Peoria
LAS 97 * t Lake Forest
Accy * t Bulacan, Philippine Itlandt
LAS SS * t Ottiwa
Cer 35 * t Evansville, Indiana
Accy 103 * t Effingham
LAS (SS) so*A * t Effingham
EE * t Quincy
LAS 31 * f Chicago
LArck t Rock Fall*
AC 108H * t Chicago
Agr 66 * t Streator
LAS * t La Grange
LAS * t Marengo
But 93 * t Effingham
LAS * t Chicago
LAS 109 * t Chicago Heightt
LAS (SS) 103 * t Urbana
AC B6M * f Antioch
Law (4) 77 * t Robinson
LAS 98 * t Robinson
But * t Robinton
Law (4) 10 * f Robinton
But * Aurora
HELAS *4 * t Topeka, Kantat
LAS 3S * t Moline
Ed unc IS * f Johnston City
But 22 lA * t Ottawa
SS Chicago
LAS 66 * t Hubbard Woods
HELAS 35 * + West Chicago
But S3 * t Augusta
Flor * t Oak Park
LAS 98 * f Bridgeport
LAS 64 * t Bridgeport
LAS * t Chicago
CE 99 * t Elgin
LAS * Cambridge
SS 34 Carlyle
But * Carlyle
LAS 35 * t Dundee
But * t Decatur
IA 49 * f Milwaukee, Wisconsin
LAS 65 * t Joliet
Agr 31 * t Chicago
LAS 100 * t Champaign
SS 97 St. Louis, Missouri
SS S3 St. Louis, Missouri
But 3S * t Chicago
LAS (SS) * t Oak Park
EE 125 * t Princeton
But * f Chicago
But 21
H
* f Charleston
SS Champaign
PreL t Chicago
EE * t Bristol, Connecticut
But 29 * t Frankfort, Indiana
Accy 93 * t Frankfort, Indiana
AE 37 * Maywood
Flor 60)4 * t Rose Hill
Mut * t Waukegan
But * t St. Charles
LAS S8 * t Springfield
LAS * t Chicago
LAS unc * Champaign
LAS 36 * t Wheaton
Agr * Palestine
CerE 76 * t Wilmette
AC e * t Champaign
AC 35 • t Newport, Rhode Island
Bank (SS) 77H * t Managua, Nicaragua
LAS * t Oak Park
LAS SS * t Muncie, Indiana
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Whipple, Gregory Booth
Whipple, Ralph Edward
Whipple, Richard Olney
Whitaker, John Grafton
Whitaker, Mildred
Whitaker, William Roderick
Whitchurch, Ellwood Falwey
Whitcomb, Mary Elizabeth
White, Aline Iris
White, Clarence Edward
White, Claude Alden
White, David Newcomb
White, David Stowe
White, Dellcina Catherine
White, Dorothy Belle
White, Earl Charles
White, Harold Raymond
White, Harry Edwin
White, James Edward
White, James Gordon
White, John
White, John Tilley
White, John V
White, Katherine Narcissus
White, Mary Ellen
White, Maurice Marsh
White, Nevin Muzzy
White, Roy Perry
White, Ruth Stuart
White, Thornton Field
White, Vearinell
White, Vera Margaret
White, Wayne Stevenson, A.B.
Whiteford, Robert Boice
Whitehead, Elisha Paxton
Whitehead, Frances Margaret
Whitehead, Ula Leona
Whitehill, Ralph Bard
Whitehouse, Edith Ursula
Whiteley, Fred Barney
Whiteside, Elbert Harold
Whiteside, Erma Jeanne
Whitfield, Helen lone
Whitfield, James Edward
Whitlock, James Andrew
Whitlock, Walter Peterson
Whitman, Harold Christopher
Whitman, Louis Edwin
Whitmore, Burton Franklin
Whitmore, Merrill Hezekiah
Whitnah, Verne Davisson
Whitney, Harold Edward
Whitney, Leon Richard
Whitney, Morris Wilbur
Whitson, Lish
Whittaker, Lorin Dixon
Whittemore, Edwin Durham
Whitten, William Charles
Whittenberg, Leslie Edwin
Whittingham, Silvin Vincent
Whittle, Elliott Charles
Whitver, Charles Clifton
Whitwam, Joseph Edward
Whyte, George Kenneth
Whyte, Margaret Primrose
Wiberg, Vernon
Wickliffe, John Keithly
Wickman, Elizabeth
Wickman, William Wallace
Wickstrom, Carl Stanley
Wiczer, Sol
Wides, Henrietta Ida
Wiebe, Claus Alfred
Wiedey, Charles Richard
Wiegand, Seel Percda
Wiegle, Eddie
WiegrelTe, Homer F
Wiegreffe, John Lemuel
Wiemerslage, James Lawrence
Wiener, Emanuel George
Wier, Grant Harrison
Wies, Clarence Oscar
Wiese, Theodore Burton
Wiese, Virgil Anderson
Wiest, Theo Adolph
Wietz, John LeRoy
LAS 34 t
ss »HREE
Law (3)
LAS M
CE 89
CE St
HEAgr 64
LAS £6
Agr
FC 31
Bus
ME
Mus
LAS (SS) 106
AC 74
Law (3)
CE 73M
Accy
FreM 16
Bus
AC
LAS SO
Ed 98X
SS 104M
SS 15
Jnl
LAS 84
SS issm
LAS ss
Accy so
SS
SS
FC
Bus
Bus 4SH
Jnl
LAS it
SS e
Bank in
LAS 64
HELAS
LAS
LAS unc
LAS (SS) 96
AE 73
SS 37
Ed 66
Agr 84
LAS lit
PreL 117
AC
LAS
Bus
LAS 66X
FreM 69
LAS S4
AE S7
ChE
FreM t7
CE 18
LAS
AC 44
LAS SO
LAS 100
LAS
:Bus St
LAS 68
:MinE
EE (SS) 71 * t
LAS 40
:LAS
Accy * t
LAS • I
MinE 71 • t
Jnl 65 • t
Bus to
EE 65 t
AC
AC • t
Bus 35
:CE 60H
Jnl 34 • t
Bus (SS) 81 • t
Bus 66 • t
AC t
La Grange
Fortescue, Missouri
BoiHisfl, Indiana
Mest Frankfort
Winnetka
La Grange
Des Plaines
Robinson
Farmersrille
Moorestille, Indiana
Pana
Doniphan, Missouri
Champaign
Mattoon
West Brooklyn
Richmond, Indiana
Penrose, Colorado
Mattoon
Mt. Carmel
Urbana
Bristol, Connecticut
llillslioro
L'rbana
Washburn
Blandinsrille
Eranston
Champaign
Charleston
River Forest
Minonk
Decatur
Danville
Srew Philadelphia, Ohio
Lake Bluff
Leuistown
Lane
Indianapolis, Indiana
l'rbana
Lombard
Odell
Joslin
Sullivan
L'rbana
Warerly
Harrisburg
Cameron
Lakewood, Ohio
Gardner
Burbank, Ohio
Canton
Byron
Elmwood
Wasco
Springfield
Bridgeport
Kankakee
•od
Murphy
l'ort era I'rince, Haiti
Chicago
Walnut
JoliM
Waukegan
Waukcuan
II o.ul.ituck
Keuanee
Chicago
Chicago
Murph-
Delft, Minnesota
'rills
,i
Harnett
Harnett
ii li I'ark
Chicago
Auoutta
,\>um.m
Thornton
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Wilcox, Collin S LAS 68 * t Dallas City
Wilcox, Dorothy Frances LAS 82 * i Champaign
Wilcox, Evelyn Marion LAS * t Ottawa
Wilcox, Jerome Kear, A.B., 1926 Lib * f Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylva
Wilcox, Lucile Elizabeth, B.S., 1923 Lib (SS) 14 * f Champaign
Wilcox, Priscilla Ruth LAS 29 * f Champaign
* f ChicagoWilde, Richard William Bus
Wilder, Chester Howard Bus 68V, * Crete
Wildi, Virginia Florence LAS 68 * t Highland
Wildt, Helen Catherine Ed (SS) 96 * t Alton
Wiles, Margaret Whitehead Mus 66)4 * t Jerseyville
Wiley, Donald Frank PreL 82 * f Ottawa
Wiley, George Harold Law (3) 61 * t Ottawa
Wiley, Harland Kelly Eng * Champaign
Wiley, Herbert Charles CL 90 * t Ottawa
Wiley, Leroy H SS 9)4 Carrier Mills
Wiley, Tarley Tarson CE * f Champaign
Wilgus, Francis Augustus IA 87 * t Rockford
Wilhite, Richard Dodge LAS 102 * f Jerseyville
Wilkins, Margaret Rosalind, A.B., 1923 SS Springfield
Wilkins, Mary Ethelyn Ed 71 * t Oxford, Indiana
Wilkinson, Alfred Lewis AE * t Bement
Wilkinson, Mary Alice LAS 61 * t Bement
Wilkinson, Raymond Elmer Bus 32 * t Rock Falls
Wilkinson, William Clark Bus 78)4 * f Chicago
Willard, Allan Harding EE * t Riverside
Willard, Clarence Arthur Law (3) * t Oak Park
Willard, Helen Amelia LAS 28 * f Danville
Willard, Leroy Burton Bus 97 * t Oak Park
Willcox, Marian Eleanor HEAgr 32 * t Wyoming
Willems, Edward Morris LArch 66 * f Rochester, New York
Willett, Charles Kenneth CE 63 * \ Rock Falls
* T AuroraWillett, William Marble Bus 35
Willi, Kathryn Regina Mus 26 * t Murphysboro
William, Emil Accy 68 * f Chicago
Williams, Albert Edward Bus ux * River Forest
Williams, Alice LAS * t Louisville
Williams, Audrey Doris LAS 20 * t Shelbyville
Williams, Carl Dorris Bus * i West Frankfort
* T LawrencevilleWilliams, Charles Edgar Accy 16
Williams, Cleo A LAS 82 * f Ashmore
Williams, Deloris LAS UK * f Bismarck
Williams, Donald Richard Agr (SS) 67 * t Sterling
Williams, Dorotha Marie LAS 29 * t Canton
Williams, Elsie Mahala SS Terre Haute, Indiana
Williams, Frank Edward Bus * f Chicago
Williams, Garner Wood Bus 66 * t Marshalltown, Iowa
* T AthensWilliams, Harold Whitney Agr
Williams, Hazel HEAor 70 * i Collinstille
Williams, Heber R FC T Urbana
* T UrbanaWilliams, Helen, A.B., 1926 HELAS irr
Williams, Hilda Fern LAS * f Poseyville, Indiana
Williams, James Hackney Ed 88H * f Chicago
Williams, John Trevor LAS 27% * Chicago
Williams, Louise Alden LAS t Evanston
Williams, Lyle Alton Bus * t Osman
Williams, Marguerite HEAgr (SS) 108 * | Danville
Williams, Marie Jeannette HELAS (SS) 72 * t Urbana
Williams, Milton Leonard PreL 13 * t Chicago
Williams, Olive Isabelle LAS * f Chicago
Williams, Plummer Andrew SS 7)4 Littleton, North Carolina
Williams, Ralph Everette
Williams, Richard Arthur
IA 26 * Evanston
CE (SS) 110 * t Chicago
Williams, Russell Chattin CE * t Washington, Indiana
* T KankakeeWilliams, Ruth Alice HELAS
Williams, Stanley Edward SS 93 Chicago
Williams, Walter Franklin LAS 28 * Gibson City
Williams, Willard Elmer Bus 94 * t Decatur
Williams, William Llewelyn Charles EE 36 * f Mt. Olive
* T ChicagoWilliamson, Edwin Paul CE 6814
Williamson, Frances Rebecca LAS 33 * f Urbana
Williamson, Harold W Cer * t Mt. Carroll
Williamson, Harry Hiram Bus * Irving
Williamson, Lucile Ed 62 * f Nashville
Williamson, Lucille Frances LAS * t Opdyke
Williamson, Marion LAS (SS) 128)4 * Champaign
Williamson, Paul Benear Agr * White Hall
Williamson, Raymond Ellsworth Law (3) 62 * t Peoria
* f Mt. CarmelWilliford, John LeRoy ME 106
Williford, Marsh Earl Bus t Mt. Carmel
Willis, Amos Glen PreM 29 * t Chebanse
Willis, Charles Leyton CE 108 * i Little Rock, Arkansas
Willis, George Alfred EE * t Elmhurst
Willis, Marion Roberta Ed 116 t Champaign
* T SesserWillis, Russell Vernon Bank 106H
Willis, William Paul ME * Littl* Rock, Arkansas
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Willms, Gerd
Wills, Audrey Addis
Wills, George Watson
Willson, Ruth
Wilms, Minnie Hannah
Wilske, Julius Ernest
Wilske, Lina Anne
Wilson, Albert Isaiah
Wilson, Allen Ditmars
Wilson, Arthur Dickenson
Wilson, Charles A
Wilson, Corda
Wilson, Dawson Perry
Wilson, Douglas
Wilson, Edith Rowena, B.S., 1918
Wilson, Edward Sylvester
Wilson, Edward Walter
Wilson, Elizabeth Erreth
Wilson, Elizabeth Irene
Wilson, Elmer T
Wilson, Esther Vivian
Wilson, F Ewing
Wilson, Finis Ellsworth
Wilson, Florence Helen
Wilson, Forrest E
Wilson, Frazier Samuel
Wilson, George Clay
Wilson, George John
Wilson, George Paul
Wilson, George Taylor
Wilson, Grace
Wilson, Harold Clifford
Wilson, Harold Earl
Wilson, Harold Kenneth
Wilson, Harry Verle
Wilson, Howard A
Wilson, James Lowell
Wilson, Jane Charlotte
Wilson, Juanita Ruth
Wilson, Kenneth
Wilson, Leonard Woodruff
Wilson, Louise Claire
Wilson, Mrs. Mae
Wilson, Marjorie Eloise
Wilson, Mark Earl
Wilson, Marshall Albert
Wilson, May
Wilson, Norman Waldo
Wilson, Orville Jerome
Wilson, Paul Nathan
Wilson, Pauline
Wilson, Ralph Delbert
Wilson, Roy John
Wilson, Walter Ivan
Wilson, Walter Lewis
Wilson, Wendell Samuel
Wilson, William John
Wiltberger, Frank Lorrain
Wilton, Paul LaVerne
Wilton, Roy William
Winchel, Charles Max
Winchell, Louise Elma
Winchell, Margaret Eugenia
Windsor, Ford
Windsor, Margaret,
A.B., A.M., 1924, 1925
Windsor, Mary Frances
Wing, Alice Bessie
Wingard, Franklin Felix
Winger, Homer Philip
Winger, Marvin Frederick
Winget, Leonard Wilton
Winholtz, Irene May
Winings, John William
Winkleman, Arthur Carl
Winkler, Marvin Rotchford
Winn, Louise, A.B., 1922
Winn, Otis
Winslow, Jean
Winslow, Vera Louise
Winsper, Edwin Samuel
Winter, Harold Arthur
Winter, Harrison Louis
Winter, Marshall Henry
Winter, Mary Mildred
Accy * t Crescent City
SS 10% Walkerton, Indiana
PreM son * t Taylorville
LAS (SS) 132% * Clinton
SS Petersburg
ME 67 * f Champaign
SS 16 Champaign
Bus 27 * Clinton
SS 28 Casper, Wyoming
PreM 32 * t Morrisonville
AC * f Chicago
LAS 105 * Brownstown
LAS 31 * f Peoria
Bus (SS) 61 * t Chicago
Lib * t Ft. Madison, Iowa
* + OlneyBus 102]4ME 54 * f Woodstock
* f JolietLAS 63
HEAgr * f Urbana
SS 39% Brownstown
HELAS * Granite City
SS 20% Decatur
PreM 32 * t West Frankfort
LAS 40 * + Stockport, Iowa
T Part*LAS
LAS 33% | Oak Park
* T UrbanaMus
PreM 35 * Chicago
Bus * f Bondville
Bus 100 * t Canton
Arch (SS) 39 * t Urbana
SS 146% Homewood
Bus 23 * Dxoight
Agr 62 * t Urbana
Bus 17 * Indianapolis, Indiana
AC SO * t Middletown, Ohio
PreM * Blandinsville
LAS * f Chicago
SS 10% Bondville
AE * t Geneva
LAS * f Chicago
LAS 27 t Chicago
SS 1 Madisonville, Kentucky
LAS 82 * t Urbana
SS 16% Colchester
ME * + Chicago
* T UrbanaHEAgr 116
Agr 66% * f Homewood
Bus S4% * Coulterville
Bus 22 * t Rockford
LAS * f Metropolis
AE 110 * t Sidney
Agr 98 * t Ogden
LAS * Mechanicsburg
Bus 66 * t Kansas City, Missouri
AC 101 * t Rockford
PreM * f Boston, Massachusetts
AC 62 * t Crystal Lake
Accy 68 * t Carlyle
LAS 96 * f Medora
Arch * t Indianapolis, Indiana
Jnl 66 * f Chicago
LAS 68% * t Chicago
Cer 60% * f Colchester
SS Urbana
SS 131% Urbana
LAS 66 * t Chicago
Law (3) * t Chicago
SS 81 Walnut
LAS * t Walnut
CE 11 * f Kansas City, Missouri
Bus 81 * Berwyn
EE * t Arthur
PreL * Chicago
AC * t Vincennes, Indiana
Lib 37 t Norman, Oklahoma
Arch 37 * t Murphysboro
LAS 25 * f Oak Park
HELAS 106 * Donovan
AC * t Cleveland, Ohio
AE * t Chicago
CE n * f Godfrey
* t ChicagoEE 4S
Law (4) 93 * Rock Island
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Winter, Perry Bay
Winter. Waldo John
Accy
Areh
OSYt * t Fairview
* Davenport, Iowa
Winterbauer, Henry Thomas FC 34 * t Fancy Prairie
Winters, Charles Frederic LAS 31 * t Mansfield
Winters, Erio Agr 106 * t River Forest
Winton, Thomas Walter Bus U1X * t Chicago
Wirchol, Rose Helen LAS 36 * t Decatur
Wirth, Roy Francis CerE 28 * t Mt. Carmel
Wirth, Wilfred John LAS 32 * f Park Ridge
Wirtz, Esther LAS 63 * f Chicago
Wisby, James Agr 105 * t Morgantown, Indiana
Wise, Brewster McAllister LArch 22 * t Freeport
Wise, Roy Kent Agr 60 * t Tamalco
Wisely, William Homer CE (SS) 73 * J Champaign
Wiseman, Highland ss 63 Camargo
Wiseman, Thomas Arthur Jnl * t Hebron
Wisnosky, George Joseph PreM 28 * f Springfield
Wissmann, Harry Bernard Bus 48 * t Urbana
* t ChatsworthWisthuff , Oscar Henry Ed 92
Withee, Stanley EE 60 * t Independence, Missouri
Witherell, Harry Errett Bus * t Kewanee
Withrow, Helen Isabel LAS 100 * f Denver, Colorado
Witt, Franklin Robert AC * Catasauqua, Pennsylvania
Witt, Jack Desha ChE S9H * t Aurora
Witt, Marguerite Harriet HEAgr 29 * f Leland
Witt, Thomas Donald SS 64 Mt. Pulaski
Wittbold, Richard Higinbotham ME t Chicago
Wittenberg, Charles Henry Law (3) * t St. Louis, Missouri
Wittenfeld, Mercedes Gertrude HELAS 37 * f Collinsville
Wixted, John Francis PreM 105 * f Southbridge, Massachusetts
Wodrich, Frank Walter EE 99 * t Chicago
Wognum, Tunis Paarlberg Accy 32 * t South Holland
Wohnke, Dorothy Esther LAS unc 8 * t Dixon
Wojcik, Bruno Henry ChE * f Chicago
Wojtanowicz, Francis Chester Cer *
"f Chicago
Wolberg, Heim Accy (SS) 119 * Chicago
Wold, Howard Eugene CE 31 * t Chicago
Wold, Robert Marelius SS HI Chicago
Wolensky, Henry Lee PreL t Chicago
Wolf, Clemens William Arch * f Topeka, Kansas
Wolf, Edwin Christian Bank 65 * Melrose Park
Wolf, Frances Gertrude HEEd 98 * t Aurora
Wolf, Henry Charles Arch * f Logansport, Indiana
Wolf, Kathryn Lorraine Jnl 28 * t Chicago
Wolf, Lester Emanuel Bus 18 f Terre Haute, Indiana
Wolf, Walter John Bank 62 * Melrose Park
Wolfe, Albyn Garrett LAS 64 * f Jacksonville
Wolfe, Binnie SS 7 Macomb
Wolfe, Jacob Emerson Chem 98H * t Aurora
Wolfe, Lewis Lowry Eng * Wheaton
Wolff, Helen Polita LAS * t Chicago
Wolff, Jerome Ellis Accy (SS) 69Y2 * f Urbana
Wolfgang, Roy William SS 9H Tyrone, Pennsylvania
Wolfram, George CerE 86 * t Des Plaines
Wolfson, James John LAS 64 lA * + Joliet
Wolgast, Arnold Emil AC 36 * f Aurora
Wolins, Albert Leonard Law (3) 31 * f Chicago
Wolk, Leanora Aldene SS 17 El Paso
Wolkov, Hymen Sherman Accy t Chicago
Woll, Joseph Albert Law (3) 61 * f Chicago
Wolma, Lester John CE * f Chicago
Wolter, Fred Peter Jnl t Chicago
Wolter, Grace Christine LAS 22 * t Chicago
Wong, James Chuck Agr t Piedras Negras, Mexico
Wong, Samuel Bus (SS) 112 * Shanghai, China
Wonn, Allen S Bus * t Chicago
Woo, Fo Ching, A.B., 1924 LAS irr (SS) * Kiangsu, China
Woo, Yuan Chian SS 4M Shansi, China
Wood, Alice Ruth LAS * t Cairo
Wood, Anita Blanche LAS 24 * f Urbana
Wood, Edwin Francis Eng 62 * f Oak ParkWood, Edythe Townes LAS 101 * T Champaign
Wood, Elmer Alfred AE 30% * T Carroll, Iowa
Wood, Forrest Farwell LAS 88Y2 * Wilmette
Wood, George McCaw EE 73 * t Maroa
Wood, Gerald Stone SS 70 Corry, Pennsylvania
Wood, Gilbert Lloyd PreL 84 * t Batavia
* f BentonWood, Horace Marion EE 37
Wood, Lester John Bus 61 * t Alhambra
Wood, Mary Stroud LAS * t Maroa
Wood, Ralph Walton ME 104H * f Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Wood, Robert Allan LAS * t Decatur
Wood, Roy James EE * t St. Louis, Missouri
Wood, Susie Harriett Ed unc 6 * t Quincy
Wood, William Herbert Accy (SS) 98H * t Urbana
* T TaylorvilleWood, William Marcellus Agr 79H
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Woodbridge, Dudley Warner, A.B., 1922
Woodhead, Bessie Howarth
Woodin, Gwendolyn Grace
Woodley, La Verne
Woodruff, Marion Whitfield
Woods, Archibald Daniel
Woods, Evelyn Louise
Woods, James John
Woods, Lester Edward
Woods, Roy Krieder
Woodside, Pauline
Woodworth, Cleda Irene
Woolard, Margaret Campbell
Woolbert, Richard Latham
Wooley, Sidney Raymond
Wooley, Wesley Theodore
Woolley, Brooks Ross
Woolley, Wayne Ransom
Woolsey, Arthur Francis
Woolsey, Edna Van Etten
Woolsey, Robert Harrington
Worcester, Donald Howard
Worcester, Naioma Jane
Worden, Jesse Loyal
Work, Julius Birney
Work, Robert Wyllie
Workinger, Orban Turrell
World, Richard Wells
Worley, Marie Helen
Wormley, Eugene
Wormley, Helen Katherine
Worrell, Robert Lyle
Worsham, Dorothy Edith
Worsham, Frank Donald
Worst, Helen Margaret
Worst, Sarah Louise
Worth, Marion Lucille
Wortman, Herman Lewis
Woy, Arthur William
Wray, George Merritt
Wrey, Mabel Jeannette
Wright, Bessie Viola
Wright, Edward Alburn
Wright, Frances Arleene
Wright, George Dewey
Wright, George Harold
Wright, Harry Edward
Wright, Henry Beverly
Wright, Jamea Hollyes
Wright, Mrs. Josephine Fellows
Wright, Kenton Robert, B.S., 1924
Wright, Leslie
Wright, Marian Serilda
Wright, Marion Jean
Wright, Noel Nithsdale
Wright, Ralph Walker
Wright, Walter Herbert
Wright, William Godsell
Wrobke, Lucille Mae
Wronske, Louis John
Wroughton, Floyd Frances, B.S., 1924
Wuerffel, Esther Beato
Wulff, John Thayer
Wupper, Arthur
Wurdell, Clara Louise
Wyatt, Edward Earl
Wyatt, Robert Stevens
Wyle, Nelson William
Wylie, Alan James
Wylie, June Bernice
Wyman, Edward
Wyman, John Francis
Wynn, Pauline Anna
Xanthakos, Theodore
Yackle, Stella
Yadon, Clara Etta
Yanke, Eugene W
Yanos, George Edwin
Yanseck, Katherine Alice
Yarger, Greig Orland
Yates, Hazel Anne
Yearwood, Nile Edward
Yeazel, Dorothy Elizabeth
Yeh, Henry Hsing Chin
Yehling, Mildred Alafair
Yen, Kai Yuan, B.S., 1926
Law (S) 76 * + Urbana
* t BerwynLAS
LAS * f Ambridge, Pennsylvania
LAS 65 * t Marion
REE SS * f Champaign
Bus * t Chicago
LAS * t Sterling
Law (3) * f Chicago
PreL * Jacksonville
Bus * Sterling
LAS S3 * t Marion
LAS * f Champaign
SS 184 Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
LAS 104 * t Iowa City, Iowa
LAS unc * f Champaign
Ed 66 * t Bloomington
LAS * Champaign
CE 1SSH * t Carlinville
Jnl * f Oak ParkLAS St * t Port Jervis, New York
EE 74 * f Sycamore
REE * Chicago
LAS t Chicago
EPh 70 * t Chicago
CE 70 * t Chicago
Chem 36 * f Chicago
Bus 80 * Elkhart, Indiana
EE 70Y> * t Oak Park
Mus * f Dixon
Agr 128 * Kinmundy
LAS * f Kinmundy
CE 77H * Walkerton, Indiana
PEd * f Champaign
Accy 98 * i Champaign
LAS 98 * t Aurora
LAS * f Aurora
* T ChicagoLAS
Bus 59 * f Shelbyville
ChE S3 * t Chicago
IA 34 * f Oak Park
SS 49 Saunemin
HEAgr t West Union
Accy 76 * i Danville
HELAS soy2 t Urbana
Agr 38% * f Bradford
PreM 54M * Greenfield
PreM * + Brookport
Mus * f Oakland
Bus 104 * Rockford
SS 123 Yankton, South Dakota
IAirr * t Urbana
Agr 36 * f Bradford
LAS 66 * t Pan's
HELAS 14 2A * t Aurora
EE 77 * f Simmerland, British Columbia
Canada
Bus * t Urbana
CheE 36 * t Waukegan
LAS 87M * t Greenville
LAS 68 * f Maywood
Arch * t Chicago
* t GirardAgr irr
SS U014 Chicago
LAS * f Oak Park
Arch 103 * t Davenport, Iowa
SS 9 St. Paul, Minnesota
CL * t Danville
AC 66 * t Bloomington
Mus * t Waverly
Bus 10 * t Plainfield
LAS 34 * t Plainfield
LAS (SS) 45 * t Chicago
AE 89 * Portland, Maine
LAS * t Peoria
Chem unc * f Champaign
SS 82 Nokomis
SS 8 Greentop, Missouri
ME * t Chicago
Accy 67 * Champaign
SS Chicago
CL 36 * t South Bend, Indiana
HEAgr (SS) 8 * t Winchester
AE 30 * Murphysboro} TennesseeHELAS 104H * t Essex, Ontarw, Canada
SS IS Tientsin, China
SS 8 DuQuoin
SS Shanti, China
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Yerkes, Warren Albra
Yockey, Glen
Yockey, Karl Conrad
Yoder, Robert Lee
Yoder, Robert McAyeol
Yonke, Eloise Agnes
York, Dwight
Young, Ada Mae
Young, Alexander Stuart
Young, Alfred Adams
Young, Ann Russell
Young, Clyde McClellan
Young, Donovan A
Young, Edward Greenleaf
Young, Eleanor Frances
Young, Evald Axel
Young, Florence Eleanor
Young, Gradyon Sherman
Young, Harry Stanley
Young, Hazel
Young, Helen Adele
Young, Herman Henry
Young, Inez Orieta
Young, Jackson Smallwood
Young, James Albion
Young, James Hamilton
Young, James Hezekiah
Young, Leonard Roswell
Young, Marion Auburt
Young, Neil Aldred
Young, Paul Ware
Young, Mary Ruth
Younger, Edward Frances
Youngquist, Robert Waldemar
Youngs, Mary Jeanette
Youtsey, Robert Coleman
Yujuico, Pedro Sanchez
Zacharek, Walter J
Zachary, Genevieve Feme, B.S.
Zachry, Doy Lawrence
Zack, Irene Marie
Zakes, John Bruno
Zander, Beulah Irene
Zander, Mary Viola
Zannis, Constantine D
Zart, Walter Hammond
Zaverschnik, Max
Zechman, David Hart
Zeigler, Sheldon Fred
Zelle, Edgar Dean
Zenner, George Henry
Zerafa, James Richard
Zerafa, Vincent
Zerbolio, Peter Joseph
Zerface, Maurice Phillip
Zeuch, Harriette Elizabeth
Zidell, Martin
Ziegler, Charlotte Marie
Ziegler, Edwin
Ziegler, Marietta Carolyn
Ziegler, Martha Jean
Ziegler, Ruth Esther
Ziegler, Vashti Louise
Ziff, Raymond E
Zilly, Sam George
Zimmer, Edgar Oliver
Zimmer, Frederick Weert
Zimmerly, Fred Joseph
Zimmerly, Isaac Preston
Zimmerman, George Fulton
Zimmerman, John
Zimmerman, John Corbin
Zimaaerman, Ruth Ella
Zimmermann, Muriel Dorothy
Zinser, Nieves Eloise
Zitzewits, Walter William
Zloch, De8iderius Joseph
Zoeller, Frances Elizabeth
Zoern, Elizabeth Jane
Zook, Ethel M
Zook, Paul Jacob
Zuttermeister, Otto Ernest
Zuydhoek, William Herman
Zwermann, Carl Henry
Zwermann, Olga Josephine
Zwick, Rebecca
1926
LAS 7oy3 * t Mulberry Grove
* f TaylorvilleAE 82
LAS 98 * t Richmond, Indiana
CE * t Morion
Jnl (SS) 41 * f Gibson City
LAS 62 * | Manteno
Ed 60 * f McLeansboro
SS 29 London Mills
Bus * t Chicago
SS 68 Kewanee
Mus * t Benton
SS 25 Crescent City
Bus 128 t Crystal Lake
Bits 96 * f Jacksonville
LAS 110 * Chicago
Arch * t Melrose Park
FC * f Hoopeslon
EE * f Carbondale
Ed 98 * f Stevens Point, Wisconsin
Ed 60 * Chicago
Ed (SS) 95 * t Aurora
PreM S3 * t Dayton, Ohio
HEAgr * t Rossville
LAS 10914 * t Urbana
Agr 60 * f Springfield
Chem 33 * t Urbana
Flor 38H * t Lawrenceville
MinE (SS) 116% * t Chicago
Bank 69 * f Newman
ChE 36 * t Centralia
AE 72 * t Springfield
SS 13 London Mills
PreM 64 * Chicago
LAS * t Batavia
Ed 97 * t Freeport
ME 86 * f CollinsvilleME esy2 * T Rizal, Philippine Islands
IEd * t Harvey
SS Carlyle
SS 6H Lockesburg, Arkansas
LAS (SS) 68 * t Urbana
CE * f Chicago
Mus 166 * t Chicago
HELAS * t Beecher City
Chem 47 * t Detroit, Michigan
ChE 10814 * t Galveston, Indiana
* t Maribor, JugoslaviaEE (SS) 7BH
AE 69 * t Chicago
LAS * t Amboy
Bus 34 * t Lake ForkME 126 * f Brookfield
Bus * f Waukegan
* T WaukeganBus
Agr 36 * t Benld
PreL | Urbana
* f ChicagoLAS 96
PreL 31 * Aurora
LAS * t Peoria
PreL t Chicago
LAS 82 * t Aurora
LAS 87 * t Chicago
* t WarsawLAS 81
Ed 116 * t Aurora
Bus ioy2 * f Chicago
Bus S3 * t Aurora
Accy 40H
112)4
* f Waterloo
Accy * f Emden
AC * Pons
CE 106 * t Charleston
* t UrbanaBus (SS) 94
SS 7 Alton
Chem 68 * t Pittsfield
LAS 9SM * Chicago
LAS 27 * Oak Park
LAS * t Minonk
IA * t Chicago
EE * Chicago
LAS * t Dixon
LAS 28 * t Chicago
SS 4 Farmington
Agr SS * t Hoopeston
Accy 35 * t La Grange
AC 29 * t Briarcliff Manor, New York
Cer 37 * t Robinson
HELAS 34 * T Robinson
Ed 77 * t Chicago
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COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
Name
Aaronson, Abe Louis, B.S.
Abbott, Orville L
Abelson, Sol Marvin, B.S.
Abraham, Samuel Victor, A.B.
Abrams, Harry
Abrams, Irving R
Adams, Wright Rowe, B.S
Afremow, Melvin Louis, B.S.
Alcorn, Marshall Wells
Alexander, John Richardson
Allison, Howard Robert
Altman, James Sloan
Amesbury, Harry Arlo, B.S.
Amtrnan, Leo Eisler, B.S.
Anderson, Dwight Wilson
Anderson, Kenning Meredith, B.S.
Aronson, Jacob Morris, B.S.
Arquin, Sergius Felix, B.S.
Bagley, Frank Albert, B.S.
Baker, Alonzo Newton
Balding, Laurence Grant
Baldridge, William Odus
Bancroft, Burton Richard, B.S.
Banen, David Merton
Ban ton, Huston J, B.S.
Barber, Albert C, A.B., B.S.
Barber, Cecil Frederick, B.S.
Barone, Anthony Martin
Barrett, Russell Alvord
Bartels, Elmer Clarence, B.S
Bartusch, Walter Earl
Beabout, Jesse Franklin
Beguesse, Hubert Hugh, B.S.
Bell, Joseph Sloan
Bellows, John Goldfreed
Belous, Leon Phillip
Belting, John Theodore, B.S.
Bennett, William Harold, B.S.
Bensema, Clarence E, B.S.
Benzie, Clinton A, B.S.
Berardi, James Bernard, Ph.G., B.S.
Bernstein, Theodore B, B.S.
Best, Albert Alan
Bird, Myron Evan, A.B.
Blackard, William James
Blanck, Earl Elmer
Blickhan, Norbert Alois, B.S.
Blitstein, Jacob
Bohner, Caryle Bernard, B.S.
Bohrod, Milton George, B.S.
Boikan, William, B.S.
Bolotin, Joseph Thomas
Boren, Ralph Clinton
Boswell, Clay Stephan
Bown, Albert Joseph, B.S.
Boyd, John Richard
Brandenberger, Arthur Russell, B.S.
Brandon, Lorimer Miller
Braunstein, Benjamin Davis, B.S.
Bridegroom, Hugh Ginther, B.S.
Brinley, Paul Verco
Brolintsky, Olga
Brooks, Clyde M
Brooks, Roosevelt
Brown, Alexander
Brown, Cecil David, B.S.
Brown, Florence Amelia, B.S.
Brown, Martin Van
Brown, Raymond Calvin
Browning, Levi Martin
Bruner, Allen Maxwell, B.S.
Buky, Fannie, A.B.
Bull, John Willard, B.S.
Bullock, Norman Charles, B.S.
Burns, Melton Burdett, B.S.
Burns, Robert Joseph
Burstein, Hymen Jack, B.S.
Butler, Elbert William
Cahan, Meyer H
Cain, Con Rice, B.S.
Callaway, Raymond Robinson, B.S.
Year
S
1
6
4
1
2
S
2
2
4
1
2
Residence
t Chicago
t Washburn
f Chicago
t Los Angeles, California
t Chicago
t Chicago
t Chicago
f Chicago
t Chicago
T Charleston
f Riverside
t Chicago
f Caldwell, Idaho
t Oak Park
f Decatur
t Oak Park
t Chicago
t Chicago
t Kansas City, Missouri
T Marion
t Fairmount
t Terre Haute, Indiana
iMt.
Carroll
Chicago
Mt. Zion
Chicago
t Rochester, New York
t Chicago
f Chicago
t Hamilton, Ohio
i Elmhurst
T Casey
t Port of Spain, Trinidad
t Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Charleston
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
Danforlh
Norway, Michigan
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Harrisburg
Chicago
Quincy
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Carterville
East St. Louis
Canton
Coulterville
Danville
Carbondale
Chicago
* f Leiter's Ford, Indiana
Benton
Chicago
Carbondale
Chicago
Chicago
Harristown
Newark
Carbondale
Centralia, Missouri
Btnton
Palestine
Chicago
Chicago
f Rockford
t Salt Lake City, Utah
t Freeport
t Decatur
Hillsboro
Chicago
Rantoul
Havana, Florida
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Canan, Mack Clelland, B.S.
Carelli, Paul Vincent, B.S.
Carmody, James Patrick
Caro, Marcus Ryner, B.S.
Carr, Claire Eugene, B.S.
Carswell, James
Cassidy, Harold Bernard, B.S.
Chapman, Morey
Chesnut, Nelson Hole, B.S.
Ciesla, Joseph Casimer, B.S.
Clark, Alvin, B.S.
Clark, Carl Edward
Clayberg, Harold D, A.B., M.S., Ph.D.
Cline, Frances Almeda
Clotfelter, David
Cohan, Arthur Rest
Cohen, Abraham Emil, B.S.
Cohen, David
Collins, Harold James, B.S.
Cooper, Fred
Cooper, William Henry
Cox, Ethelbert Fitz Randolph, B.S.
Crabtree, Joe P, B.S.
Crean, Chester L
Cronwell, Bernhard Johannes, A.B., B.S.
Culberg, Maurice
Cundiff, Ralph
Currey, Joe Tom, B.S.
Cywinski, Casimer Arthur
Danziger, Fred, B.S.
DeLano, Percy Joseph, B.S.
Demetropulos, Nicholas Demetrios
DeTrana, George Edward, B.S.
Dewhirst, Ernest Maxwell, B.S.
DiCosola, Ralph Michael
Donegan, Robert M
Dragoo, Samuel Vaughn, B.S.
Drew, Francis Emmons
Dreyer, Irving
Dunne, Numa Pompilius, B.S.
Dyko, William Edward
Edahl, Edwin Waldamar, B.S.
Eggers, Henry
Eisenberg, Benjamin
Eisenstein, Milton
Ekstrand, Rowland Magnus, B.S.
Elliott, H Manning, A.B., B.S.
Ellis, Harry David
ElofBon, Carl Elof, B.S.
Epstein, Nathan
Esslinger, Paul Henry, A.B., B.S.
Eubanks, John Edward, B.S.
Ewert, Earl Ernest, B.S.
Fabricant, Noah Daniel, B.S.
Falletti, Anthony John
Fallon, Walter Raymond, Ph.G., B.S.
Falstein, Isadore Eugene
Feinstein, Morris
Felchner, Armond Gilford
Fellows, Manley Fording, B.S.
Ferguson, Fred Grant, B.S.
Ferrias, Irving Benwith
Finder, Jerome Gordon, A.B.
Finesilver, Ilia
Finklestein, Charles
Finklestein, Philmour
Finne, Burton Albert, B.S.
Finola, George Constant, B.S.
Fishel, John Virgil
Fishman, Louis Zolo, B.S.
Fitzgerald, Charles Emerson, B.S.
Flack, Clarence Elbert
Forkosh, Sydney
Foucek, Bohumil Charles, B.S.
Franco, Joseph Richard
Francona, Nicholas
Franklin, Dorothy Miriam, A.B., B.S.
Frazin, Bernard
Freimann, Alexander
Gaberman, Peter, B.S.
Gamburg, Leo
Garrett, Roy Preston, B.S.
Gay, Elmer Deloos
Gellenthien, Carl Herman, B.S.
Gernon, John Talbot
Year Residence
6 * t Balchtown
3 * t Chicago
3 * f Chicago
4 * f Chicago
6 * t Carbondale
4 * t Etanston
6 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
5 * t Mason City
6 * f Chicago
1 * t Cuba
2 * t Macomb
4 * 4 Oak Park
2 * t Urbana
1 * 4 Danville
4 * t Chicago
4 * t Springfield
1 * Elgin
6 * t La Moille
3 * t Chicago
4 * f Darcson
5 * t Chicago
6 * t Cairo
6 * t MaUoon
6 * t Hanover
1 * Chicago
1 * Danville
4 * t Flintville, Tennesee
3 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
B * f Kewanee
6 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
4 * t Bridgeport
6 * f Oak Park
1 * Rock Island
4 * t Muncie, Indiana
2 * + Champaign
* T Chicago1
4 * t Tucson, Arizona
1 * Chicago
3 * t Chicago
1 t Whiting, Indiana
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
3 * t Waukegan
6 * t Los Angeles, California
4 * t Springfield
3 * t Fergus Falls, Minnesota
1 * t Chicago
5 * t Rushrille
5 * t Chicago
5 * f Chicago
4 * t Chicago
4 * t Spring Valley
4 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
6 * t Belvidere
4 * t Etna
2 * t Pontiac
1 * t Chicago
Unc * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * + Chicago
3 * t Chicago
4 * t Lead, South Dakota
4 * t Mt. Erie
4 * t Chicago
4 * t Arkansas City, Kansas
5 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
4 * t Berwyn
3 * f Chicago
1 * t Chicago
4 * t Tucson, Arizona
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
4 * f Chicago
1 * t Chicago
t * t Chicago
1 * t Rockport
6 * j Chicago
* J Bloomington3
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Name
Geymer, George Cullom
Gibson, William Donald, B.S.
Gier, Jacob B
Giltner, Otis Beryl
Gipson, Amos Carvel, B.S.
Giryotas, Emilia Josephine, A.B., B.S.
Giryotas, Stanley Joseph, B.S.
Gist, Elizabeth Colver, A.B.
Gittlestein, Fred, B.S.
Glasgow, Glen Earl, B.S.
Glass, Everett W
Glassman, Frank
Glenner, Robert Joseph
Glover, Harry
Gogol, Louis
Goldberg, Abraham Hyman, B.S.
Goldberg, Samuel Silas, B.S.
Golden, David
Golub, Hymen William, B.S.
Goodman, Ephriam
Gorden, Noel Eugene
Gorfinkel, Leon Harold
Grabarski, Edward Albert, B.S.
Graham, James Edward
Gray, John Wilson
GreenBeld, Michael Breinar, B.S.
Greenlee, Max Russell, A.B.
Greenstein, Harry
Greenwald, Jack, B.S.
Greenwood, Lilburn Silvas
Gregoline, Amadel Ferruccio, B.S.
Griffith, Muriel E
Gurevitz, Julius
Haffron, Daniel
Haley, Paul Edward, B.S.
Halperin, Isadore
Handtmann, John Jacob
Hansen, Harold F, B.S.
Hanson, Eugene William, B.S.
Hantover, Matthew James
Harris, Freeman Curtis
Harris, Harry Clay, B.S.
Harrison, Rollie Mellville
Haskins, Frederick E, B.S.
Hatzis, Peter Nicholas, B.S.
Hays, Tom George
Healy, Cornelius Edward
Hedberg, Carl Adel, B.S.
Heissig, Ida, B.S.
Hemphill, Robert Begg
Henry, Gifford Harold, B.S.
Herman, Charles, B.S.
Herron, Earl, B.S.
Herstein, David
Hick, Ford Kimmel
Hill, Elizabeth Webb, A.B.
Hill, Harold Herrin, B.S.
Hillebrand, John George, B.S.
Hoffman, Samuel Julian, B.S.
HofFstaedter, William
Holmes, Wendall Francis
Holt, Janette Louise
Holten, Edmund H
Hoover, Harold Mark
Horwitz, Bernard
Horn, Isidore
Hotz, Carl Julius Henry, A.B.
Houston, Hubert Spangler, Ph.G., B.S.
Hruby, Frank Edward
Hubbard, Milton Edward, A.B.
Hubbard, Roger Wolcott, B.S.
Hughes, Mare Jacob
Hutchens, Lucius Lester
Iglowitz, Max, B.S.
Ingrish, George
Isenhart, Lawrence Francis, B.S.
Jackson, Albon Louis
Jackson, Thomas, B.S.
Jacobs, Frank Douglas
Jacobson, Herman Alfred, B.S.
Jacobson, Jacob Robert, B.S.
James, Walter Franklin
Jamison, Dan De Witt
Janofsky, Joseph
Jenkins, Albert H
Year
1
1
1
2
4
5
6
4
s
4
1
S
1
1
2
4
4
I
6
1
2
i
i
2
3
5
1
S
3
3
1
3
2
4
6
2
3
4
5
1
6
1
3
6
3
4
6
3
1
5
5
4
2
1
2
3
3
6
1
3
4
3
1
1
3
4
4
6
4
6
1
4
6
1
6
4
6
3
4
4
5
1
1
1
:?
:
:?
Residence
Chicago
Elk Valley, Tennessee
Chicago
Bradford
Albertville, Alabama
Cicero
Cicero
Wellsburg, West Virginia
Chicago
Hanna City
Dahlgren
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
El Paso
Chicago
Chicago
Springfield
Chicago
Chicago
Lineville, Iowa
Chicago
Chicago
Petersburg
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Woodstock
Chicago
Chicago
Wagner, South Dakota
Lake City, Minnesota
Chicago
Benton
Birmingham, Alabama
Boscobel, Wisconsin
Clinton, Indiana
Chicago
Marissa
Chicago
Newberry, Michigan
Chicago
Chicago
Tampa, Florida
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Oak Park
Evanston
Athens
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Stewardson
Chicago
East St. Louis
Ashley
Chicago
Chicago
Marissa
Carthage
Chicago
Willard, Utah
Kankakee
Centralia
White Hall
Chicago
Chicago
Mt. Carroll
Athens, Georgia
Chicago
Trivoli
Chicago
Chicago
Champaign
Danville
Chicago
Chicago
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Name
Jodar, Emery Orville, B.S.
Johnson, Clarence Augustinus, B.S.
Johnson, Elmer Theodore, B.S.
Johnson, Esther Concordia
Johnson, James Manuel, B.S.
Johnston, Kenneth P
Jordan, Donald Vorhees
Josephson, Harry
Joss, Edward Francis, B.S.
Jurgens, Johannes John
Just, Joseph Hynek, B.S.
Kahn, Abraham Benjamin
Kaiserman, Frank
Kanter, Joseph, B.S.
Kantor, Jennie, B.S.
Karl, Nehemiah
Kearns, Jerry Joseph
Kelso, Raymond William
Kempa, Theophile Albert, Ph.G.
Keren, Meyer Jacob, Ph.G.
Kesert, Benjamin Herman, B.S.
Kilgard, Frank Milton, B.S.
Killinger, Donald William, B.S.
Kinney, Elmer Platte
Kionka, Paul Frederick, B.S.
Kirchner, Herbert John, B.S.
Kirshbaum, Jack D
Kishpaugh, Harold William, B.S.
Kistner, Arthur Wesley, B.S.
Klein, Otto Gustav, A.B.
Klomhaus, Alfred Paul
Knudson, William Howard
Koczy, Semen, B.S.
Koehler, Elmer George, B.S.
Koenigsberg, Noah Meyer
Koestner, Paul Andrew
Korr, Salmon Abraham
Kompare, Louis
Kopple, Abraham Louis
Korshak, Maurice
Kraines, Samuel
Kramer, Willard Edwin, A.B., B.S.
Kratz, Leonard Avis, B.S.
Kraut, Harry, B.S.
Kris, Joseph Harold, B.S.
Kroeger, Clarence Roland, B.S.
Krohn, Robert, B.S.
Kunstadter, Ralph Hess
Lamb, Bernard
Larson, Alfred, A.B., Ph.D.
Larson, John A, B.S.
Laube, Gustave Richard
Lauer, Calvin Albert
Lauten, William Frederick
Lavezzorio, Leonard Michael
Lavieri, Frank Joseph
Law, Philip Montgomery
Lazar, Nathan Kent, B.S.
Leader, Leonard Owen
Learner, Aaron
Lee, Seymour Rowland
Lester, Rollin H
Levin, Herman, B.S.
Levin, Maurice
Levin, Samuel Arthur
LeVine, Howard Jack, B.S.
Levine, Samuel
Levitt, Louis Leo
Levy, Jacob
Levy, Mayer Harold
Libman, Minna, A.B., B.S.
Lidovsky, Betty
Lieberman, Ben, B.S.
Liebermann, Albert Bellack, B.S.
Lifshin, Jacob A, A.B., B.S.
Limarzi, Louis Robert
Lipchitz, Morris Jack
Litwack, Isadore Dave
Lobraico, Adeline
Logan, Francis William
Long, Hugo
Lucius, Naomi
Lundstrom, Julia Margaret, A.B.
Lustgarten, Earl Matthew, A.B.
McCarthy, Francis
Year Residence
4 * t Cicero
6 * t Larimore, North Dakota
3 * t Cloquet, Minnesota
1 * t Rock Island
3 * t Chicago
1 * t Warsaw
4 * f Minneapolis, Minnesota
1 * Chicago
3 * t Joliei
6 * t Savanna
3 * t Chicago
1 * Chicago
1 * t Chisago
3 * t Chicago
6 * f Beloit, Wisconsin
1 * Ch icago
5 * t Chicago
6 * t Palo Alto, California
1 * Chicago
3 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
3 * f Clear Lake, Minnesota
6 * f Joliet
1 * Mt. Carroll
4 * f Melrose Park
3 * f Harvey
S * t Chicago
4 * t Chicago
4 * f Elkhart, Indiana
2 * t Chicago
e * t Plainfield
3 * f Chicago
l * Chicago
6 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
S * f Dubuque, Iowa
1 * Chicago
1 * t Chicago
3 * t Oil City, Pennsylvania
6 * t Marion, South Dakota
4 * t Chicago
4 * f Brooklyn, New York
4 * f Tucson, Arizona
6 * f Black River Falls, Wisconsin
2 * t Homewood
1 * f Chicago
4 * t Wausau, Wisconsin
3 * t Chicago
2 * f Chicago
3 * t Danville
4 * f Chicago
1 * Chicago
2 * t Chicago
6 * f Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin
6 * t Chicago
1 * f Chicago
2 * t Chicago
6 * t Minneapolis, Minnesota
6 * t Kewanee
3 * f Chicago
6 * t Chicago
6 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
6 * t Chicago
4 * f Chicago
3 * f Chicago
2 * t Chicago
6 * t Milwaukee, Wisconsin
5 * t Watertown, Wisconsin
5 * f Chicago
1 * f Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
4 * t Joliet
1 * t Chicago Heights
2 * t St. Louis, Missouri
1 * t Sterling
1 * t Chicago
1 * Rock Island
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Name
McCrackin, Robert Hanawalt, B.S.
McDaniel, Lee Roy
McDaniel, Paul Howard
McGee, John Paul, B.S.
McGinnis, George Cletis
Mclntyre, Elbridge Albert
McLaughlin, Alan F
McLean, Daniel Richard
MacLeod, Sidney James
McMillan, Foster Lamont, B.S.
McMillan, Robert Glen
McNulty, Edward Joseph
McPherson, Mahlon Daniel, A.B.
Mallin, Isadore, B.S.
Maniscalco, Frank John, B.S.
Mansowitz, David
Mark, Reuben
Marks, Jacob Louis, B.S.
Marshall, Alex George, B.S.
Martin, Cecil Lawrence
Mason, John Cyrus, B.S.
Massel, Hyman M, B.S.
Mastri, Aquil, B.S.
Mathis, Alvin Leroy
Mathis, John Archibald
Melnick, Perry Julius
Merrill, Leville Hendricks, A.B.
Mershon, Donald Glenn
Mesirow, Sidney
Metzel, Charles Himes, A.B.
Meyer, George
Meyer, Hershel, B.S.
Michael, Oscar James
Mickow, Albert
Miller, Alfred Frederick
Miller, Leo Frederick
Miller, Maurice
Miller, William Edward, A.B.
Milles, George, B.S., Ph.G.
Mizock, Joseph Jacob
Moloney, Maurice
Moore, Moses Laurence
Moreland, James Wilber
Mortimer, Harold Montgomery, B.S.
Mullen, Timothy Francis, B.S.
Murphy, Lawrence Joseph
Murphy, Waldo Evans
Nagel, Frank Emil
Nash, Herbert Thomas
Nash, Justin Russell
Neal, Lovell Arthur
Nelson, Roland
Nelson, Samuel Bennett, B.S.
Nielsen, Peter Marinus
Nowak, John Michael
Nowlin, Wilfred Jonathan, B.S.
Noyes, Harold Judd, Ph.B.
O'Donnell, Frederick Dennis
O'Neill, Clement Paul
Ogle, Dan Clark, B.S.
Okada, Haruto, B.S.
Olin, Lester Cleo, A.B.
Oliver, Irwin Lovette
Oliverio, James Vincent, B.S.
Olson, Selma Marie, A.B.
Orr, Eli Holmes
Ossman, Julian
Ostrofsky, Peter
Ostrom, Meredith Louis
Padnos, Emanuel, B.S.
Parks, Ben King, A.B., B.S.
Parmacek, Louis, B.S.
Pattengale, Nell Treva, B.S.
Patterson, Roy Lee
Pava, Charles
Paxton, Lester Robert
Pearlman, Ben
Peluse, Samuel, B.S.
Pence, Dwight, B.S.
PertzofT, Leon George, B.S.
Peterson, Ralph Otis, B.S.
Petri, Kenneth Norman, B.S.
Petrik, Albert Charles
Phillips, Louis
Pintzow, Michael Zalman, B.S.
Year
3
4
6
4
2
5
2
6
3
4
1
2
s
3
3
2
6
4
6
3
4
5
3
2
2
2
3
e
l
l
2
3
3
1
2
2
2
1
4
5
1
2
1
3
5
1
2
2
4
2
2
2
6
1
2
5
2
2
2
2
4
3
2
4
1
3
1
2
2
3
6
4
3
2
1
2
3
6
3
6
4
3
2
1
6
Residence
* t Monmouth
* f Martinsville
* f Martinsville
* f Marion Center, Pennsylvania
* t Warren
* t Mendota
* t Carbondale
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
* t Marissa
* f Carlinville
* t Santa Cruz, California
* f Chicago
* t Brooklyn, New York
* | Chicago
Chicago
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
* t Eldorado
* f Rossville
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
* f Elmwood
* t Tamaroa
* t Chicago
* i Richmond, Utah
* f Mt. Carroll
* t Chicago
* f Norman, Oklahoma
* t Greenville
* f Chicago
* t Muncie
* Chicago
* t Cisne
* f Chicago
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
* f Chicago
* La Grange
* t Benton
* f Dunn Center, North Dakota
* t Chicago
* t Chicago
* t Oak Park
* t Bement
* t Chicago
* 1" Chicago
Belvidere
Bement
La Fayette
t Chicago
Chicago
t Chicago
t Farmer City
t Chicago
t Winchester
t Moline
t Keithsburg
t Honokaa, Hawaii
t Chicago
t Graceville, Minnesota
t Chicago
t Penfield
t St. Louis, Missouri
t Joliet
t Chicago
t Rock Island
t Chicago
t Pittsburg, Kansas
t Chicago
t Champaign
f Norris
Chicago
Houghton, Michigan
t Chicago
i Chicago
T Pana
t New York City
t Galva
t Washington
t Chicago
t Chicago
t Chicago
:\
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Students in Medicine 545
Same
Shapiro, Samuel
Sheflow, Harold
Sherr&rd, Charles Francis, A.B.
Shropshear, George
Shuger, Harry
Shuger, Michael Hershel
Shurtx, Richard C, B.S.
Sidem&n, Sidney, B 5.
Siegal, Henry Abraham
rani
rs.oc, B.
Simon, Abraham
Simon, David Charles
Singer, Charlotte
Singer, Jacob D
Biuajar. Solomon
Skorodin, Bernard
Smith, Carev M
Smith, Charles Otis, A.B.
Sm ith, Kenneth John
Smith, Robert Harlie
Smith, William Roan
Snow, Lucille Hammel
Sodaro, Nicholas Ernest
Sokol, Louis Irwin, B.S.
ski, Felix Walter
Solomon, Sam
Spelman, Arch E, B.S.
Staley, Percy Alfred
Starcevich, Paul Joseph
Stearns, Alexander Louie
Steigmamn, Frederick
Stein, Clarence Cornelius, B.S.
fMianlMia D Lc aii
Bteinkopff, Edward Karl
Stephen;, Harry Hart, B.S.
Stevens, John Wayne
Sticklev, William Thtrr.a;
StilweU. Leland Manford, A.B., B.S.
Stoll, Charles Gilbert, B.S.
Stellar, Clyde Peter
Stone, Fred
Stuart, Csrroll W, D.D.S.
Sruttle, Fred Louis
Sullivan, Cliffcrd
Sullivan, Samuel John, B.S.
Summers, Charles Raymond, B.S.
flwiiMi lilhy Milton Joseph, A.B.
Sweet, Samuel
Swenscn. Hanninc. Melville, B.S.
Switier, Lars Waldorf, B.S.
Tait, Arthur Alfred, A.B.
Tarry, George William
Taylor, Eugene Emerscn, B.S.
Tenczar, John Franc:?, B.S.
Tepper, Gilbert Bernard, B.S.
Thorek, Philir-
Tigay, Clara Eebcrah, A.B.
Tobin, Walter William
Toman, Andrew John
Topping, lflalaehi Combs
T.-a.y, Gnmr, A.B.
learner, Edward Claude, A.B.
T^it thel!, Ben.'amin Edward, A.B.
Twit-chell, Stanlee Irving, Ph.G.
Twohey, Francis
Vacin, Milo Edward
Van Dyke, Paul Beery
Vaxzin:, Louis Stephen
Vernrn, George Eeywc-cd, A.B.
Vinr.edge, Kenneth Houston
Wadsworth, Hare id Yivan
Waggoner, Charles Van Epps, A.B., B.S.
Waidman, Leonard Francis, B.S.
Walalt, Tamn Stewart, A.B.
Washburn, Annette, Ph.B.
Webb, Arthur Sterling
Wegryn, Louis Stanley, B.S.
Weidner, M.r.-i; B bert
Weinberg. Charles Morse
Weininger, Fenjamin Ide
Weinstein, Sol Morten, B.S.
Weir, Edgar Wilkin
Weiss, George Seymour
Fear
1
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2
1
2
1
5
4
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2
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1
2
1
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1
1
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2
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2
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Name
Western, Fred Burnham, B.S.
Wetzel, James Walker
Whalen, Charles P
Wheeler, Robert Murray, B.S.
Whittaker, Lawrence Forrest, B.S.
Wien, Norman
Wiese, Max Edward
Wiggins, Harry Frank
Williams, Wilburn Jewell
Willis, Lyle Joseph, B.S.
Wilson, Ona Verne, A.B.
Wing, Herbert John
Wolf, Henry
Wolinsky, Irving
Wollgast, George Frederick
Woodford, Lester Melvin
Woolf, Joseph Henry
Wynekoop, Waldo W
Yonan, Marshall Eshoo
Young, Louis Clide
Zajdzinski, Sigmund
Zalar, Joseph
Zatz, Leo
Zerulnick, Max
Zimmermann, Felix Herman, B.S.
Zuker, Samuel, B.S.
ear Residence
4 * t Charleston
3 * t Chicago
1 * f Paris
3 * Madison, Wisconsin
3 * t Lawrenceville
2 * J Chicago
5 * t Fresno, California
1 * t Chicago
4 * t St. Louis, Missouri
3 * t Rock Island
3 * f Dalton City
3 * t Maywood
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * f Chicago
2 * t Sebastopol, California
4 * t Piedmont, Alabama
1 t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
T Chicago1 *
1 * t Joliet
1 * t Chicago
1 * f Chicago
4 * t Watertown, Wisconsin
T Toledo, Ohio3 *
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Name
Agster, William C
Anderson, Carl A
Anderson, Herbert Willard
Anderson, Herman M
Antilla, Elias
Astrinsky, Samuel
Baldwin, Mark R
Barker, Annie Eliza
Bass, Paul B
Bazola, Fred N
Becker, Stanley
Becker, William August
Behringer, Robert Henry
Belinoff, David
Bell, Morris B
Bell, Sheldon Freear
Berman, Oscar
Bernstein, Harry
Beshshur, Isbir Khalil
Blake, George S
Blayney, Harold Vincent
Botterbush, Wilmer George
Bradel, Sigmund Francis
Brasmer, Carl Edwin, B.S.
Braun, Irwin Charles
Brezina, Helen
Brookstra, Arthur William
Brown, Herman Napoleon
Buckman, Charles M
Conroy, Patrick John
Dashut, Edward
Deatherage, Charles Floyd
Demovsky, Isidore M
Desai, Gajanan Vithol
Deutsch, Sidney Q
DeVito, Thomas
Doty, Warner Woodworth, B.
Droba, Henry John
Dunlop, Henry D
Emery, Earl
Epstein, Casper M
Erich, John B
Felsher, Michael
Fitzgerald, James B
Flick, George William
Friedman, Martin
Galvin, Malcom Errett
Garfinkle, Louis
Gerno, Renatto
Green, Charles
Year Residence
3 (SS) * t Forest Park
1 * f Burlington
2 * t Moline
1 * f Rock Island
4 * f Sakkiiarvi, Finland
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Peoria
1 * Oak Park
1 * t Olney
3 * t Chicago
2 t Chicago
2 * + Chicago
t Detroit, Michigan2 *
1 * f Chicago
2 * t Watseka
2 * t Joliet
1 * t Chicago
4 (SS) * t Chicago
3 (SS) * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
S (SS) * t Alexis
3 * t Bluffs
3 * t Chicago
4(SS) * t Viola
4 * t Berwyn
1 * Chicago
3 * t Chicago
4 * f Chicago
1 * t Harvey
1 * Chicago
1 * t Chicago
4 * t Waverly
3 * f Chicago
3 (SS) * t Poona, India
1 * f Chicago
1 * t Cincinnati, Ohio
3 * t Stuttgart, Arkansas
3 (SS) * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
3 * f La Grange
1 * Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * t Thompson, Michigan
2 * t Elgin
1 * t Chicago
4(SS) * t Glendive, Montana
1 * t Chicago
1 * | Spring Valley
T Detroit, Michigan3 (SS) *
Students in Dentistry 547
Name
Greenberg, Meyer
Greenup, Charles
Gubbins, William R
Gutzmann, Hans Wilhelm
Haebich, Roy
Hansen, Clarence Wyland
Hecht, Irving
Hedgcock, Sloan Franklin, B.S.
Herzon, Morton
Hester, Harold
Hine, Maynard
Hirth, Floyd
Hoffstadter, Nathan
Holand, Einar
Holappa, Samuel
Holub, John J
Holzman, Louis
Horowitz, Nathan
Jaeobson, Earl Grant
Jacobson, Louis
Johnson, Freeman
Jones, Silas Philip
Jones, Thomas Lloyd, B.S.
Kaczanowski, George
Kaja, Joseph
Kane, Ralph
Kaplin, Lester Davis
Karbowski, Walter M
Karr, Walter Manchester
Kartheiser, Phillip Johns, B.S.
Keppler, Jack
Kippel, Saul Jay
Klescewski, John
Knudtzon, Kermit Frederick
Kotalik, Joseph
Lamb, Carl
Langheinz, Henry W
Laswell, Donald
Le Schofs, Charles M
Levin, Harry O
Litwiller, Otto Bryan
Lunak, Kenneth Charles
Maddox, Walter Blake
Mankowski, Waclaw Marion
Marquardt, George
Masser, Harold P
Massey, Mrs. Lottie Will
Matula, George
Medlin, M Dee
Mehlman, Meyer
Miller, Walter John
Mosk, Samuel
Myer, Ernest
Nandy, Hirendra Nath
Nelson, Beulah G
Nelson, Simon
Noyes, Harold Judd
Olenick, Mordecai
Olszewski, William
Ontjes, Hanni Elisabeth
Osborne, Kenneth Bond, B.S.
Osheroff, Irwin
Pasternak, Irwin
Pearce, Dayton
Petrulis, Bruno Stanley, B.S.
Picha, George
Pitluck, Harry Harvey
Psackis, Sydney Max
Raboff, Adolph
Rattner, Aron
Rebman, Lester Walter
Riedl, Donald Edgar
Rigterink, Hollis
Ringle, Walter
Rogers, Eugene John
Ross, David
Rothfield, Louis
Samors, Josef
Schnofsky, Harry
Scudder, Joseph M
Selisky, Abraham
Shellow, Charles, B.S.
Shiplacoff, Frederick
Shirley, Allen
Shoskey, Clem Victor
Year Residence
8 (SS) * f Brooklyn, New York
/ * Springfield
1 * t Oak Park
4(SS) * f Chicago
* t Chicagol
2 * f Moline
2 * f Chicago
8 * t Plymouth
1 * t Chicago
8 * t Taylorville
1 * t Tuscola
1 * f Chicago
1 * t Chicago
1 * t Larvik, Norway
2 * f Embarrass, Minnesota
1 * t Cicero
1 * f Chicago
4(SS) * t Chicago
* T Larvik, Norway2
2 * t Chicago
* t Chicago8
3(SS) * t Chicago
4(SS) * f Chicago
2 * t Chicago
1 * f Milwaukee, Wisconsin
1 * t Pinckneyville
2 * t Chicago
8 t Chicago
3 * Chicago
8 (SS) * t Aurora
3 (SS) * t Woodhaven, New York
3 (SS) * t Astoria, New York
2 * f Chicago
4(SS) * f Chicago
2 * t Chicago
2 * f Quincy
2 * T Elizabeth, New Jersey
4 * t Decatur
* f Hoboken, New Jersey2
1 * f Chicago
3 * f Hopedale
2 * t West Chicago
2 * f Hartford City, Indiana
4 (SS) * t Chicago
2 * t Oak Park
3 (SS) * f Scottville, Michigan
2 * t Chicago
4 * t Englewood, Colorado
2 * t Harrisburg
3 (SS) * t New York City
2 * t Chicago
4 * T Chicago
2 * f Chicago
4(SS) * t Calcutta, India
1 * t Hutchinson, Kansas
1 * t Park Ridge
3 * t Chicago
3 * f Chicago
4 * t Chicago
3 * t Chicago
1 * t Oak Park
3 * f Chicago
8 * t Chicago
* T Ewing8
3 * f Chicago
8 * f Berwyn
1 * t Chicago
3 (SS) * f New York City
3 (SS) * t New York City
4(SS) * t Chicago
2 * f Bloomington
1 * f Chicago
2 * Kalamazoo, Michigan
2 * t Detroit, Michigan
3 * t Peoria
2 * t New York City
2 * f New York City
4 * t Streator
8 * t Chicago
1 * t Chicago
2 * t Chicago
8 * T Chicago
8 (SS) * t Brooklyn, New York
1 * T Nashville
8 * f Chicago
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Students in Pharmacy 549
Xame
Bowman, Burton
Brown, Miles Newton
Brown, Robert E--
Browne, Leslie Wright
Pnrin% James
Burns, Robert McN'
Butler, Maceo Lawrence
Cain, Fred Raymond
Calabrese, Rocco Robert
Calisoff, Hyman
Cambio, Orlando Daniel
Carey, Lester Edward
Carliten, Arnold Eugene
Caro, Stanley
Casson, George Joseph
Cauble, Benjamin Frederick
Center, Robert Gerald
Chane;. .
Chiaverina, John
-, Vernon Claude
Ciha, George Louis
Or. cki, John E
Clark, Lewis Bn ekmghain
Cohen, Charles George
Cohen, Paul Frari^
Cole, Victor Alien
Coinz, a
Colucci, Vito
Coopersmith, H.--
Corcoran, Vincent Anthony
Corson, Harold Reid
Cougblin, John Edward
Cramer, Clyde Fred
Crane, Meyer
Curran, Lyle Daniel
Cxaja, William Francis
Daniel, John Bernard
Darnell, Hubert Melvin
Davis, Frank
DeKoven, David
DeSaegher, John Anthony
DeVlieger, Gustaf John
DiGi.io, Edith
DiGiiic, Frank Nick
Dodge, Richard Carvel
D . rt, Hyman
Drake, Donald William
Drallmeier, Rcy Eugene
Drebin, Harold Edward
Dry, Laurence Revelle
Dunbar, Derwood Beringer
Dunlop, Stuart George
Dunski, Joseph
Ediors, Einar John
•idt, Frieda
Eisenstein, Harold
d, Tnomas Leo
Endler, Joseph
Enright, Maurice Gregory
Epstein, Saul Max
Em elir 2, H
o , Domir.i:
Ever, Larenae Bl:ugh
Faincrld, Joseph
"-, S iaej Edward
Fenwick, Kerrer:
Filmanowicz, Stanley Vincent
Filrnoncwicz, Edward
Fine, Ben
Fine, Harry Jacob
Finn, Harry
Fischer, Samuel R
Fishel, Norman
Fisherkeller, Thomas Charles
Fitzei, Harry Arthur
Flaherty, Joseph Edward
Florest, Samuel
Ford, George Edward
Forney, Walter Harvey
Fester, John Edwin
Freedkin, Ben.:-.:. ::.
Frew, Clarence Airion
Fritsch, Elnter Tnamat
Gabric, Mathew Anthony
Galin, Jack
Tern Keoiasmct
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* Chicago
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Chicago
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* Chicago
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Name
Galler, Manuel
Gans, Israel E
Gardella, Libero
Garramone, Pasquale
Gelber, Jack
Gelfand, Louis
Gentile, Joseph
Gerbosi, William
Gholson, Edward Horr
Giles, Edgar Francis
Giurato, James
Goetzman, Raphael A
Goland, Nathan
Goldman, Milton Harold
Goldsmith, Bernard Ellis
Goldstein, Arthur
Goldstein, David Leon
Gomberg, David
Goodman, Louis
Gordon, Jack
Goslin, Lawrence Alvin
Grabarski, Arthur Francis
Green, Clifford Eugene
Greene, Wilson Craft
Greenfield, Alec
Gresens, Harold Franz
Grodsky, Nathan Morris
de Groot, John Peter
Gumulauskas, Joseph Carl
Hadley, Walter Archibald
Haering, David William George
Haines, Paul Kauffman
Hammond, Roderick Clyde
Hansen, Thorkild Nordby
Harding, Philip Wm
Harris, Milton
Harrison, Samuel Leonard
Hartson, Lewis Oliver
Hawkins, Smith
Hazel, Nadia Clementina
Hecht, Fred
Heisler, Max
Heitzman, Harold
Henninger, Reed Garrett
Ho, Thomas Junshee
Hoffen, Samuel A
Holland, Matthew Philip
Hooper, Joseph Cameron
Hoos, Vernon
Horlacker, John Joseph
Horner, Morris Victor
Horrow, Louis
Hrdina, Joseph Louis
Hrycyna, Walter John
Hurt, Erwin Miles
Hyde, Benjamin Franklin
Jacobs, Herbert
Jacobs, Mitchell
Jacobson, Isadore
Jacobson, Isadore Jacob
James, Rode Madison
Janicki, Thaddeus Peter
Jastromb, Jacob
Jennings, Harold Francis
Johnson, Albert Alfred
Johnson, Fred William
Johnson, Gordon Eugene
Johnson, Leona Agnes
Johnson, Russell Ernest
Jones, Esther Lois
Jozapaitis, Josephine
Kaczmarski, Stanley Joseph
Kaminski, Edward Waclaw
Kane, John Clement
Kaplan, Meyer
Kaplan, Morris
Kaplan, Nathan Arthur
Kaplan, Norman
Karel, Michael
Kettering, Mabel Lucile
Kkarasch, Nathan
Kimec, John Joseph
Kirch, Ernst Rudolph
Klawans, Bernard P
Klinsky, Louis Gustave
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Residence
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Dixon
Coalpori, Pennsylvania
Chicago
Shavmeetown
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Streator
Chicago
Michigan City, Indiana
Detroit, Michigan
Chicago
Forest Park
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Mt. Carmel
Chicago
Farmer City
Chicago
Chicago
Auburn, Indiana
Stambaugh, Michigan
Chicago
Chicago
Jackson, Michigan
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Washington
Rushville
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Cicero
Chicago
Cicero
Chicago
Chicago
Green Bay, Wisconsin
Chicago
Chicago
Salem
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago Heights
Chicago
Carbondale
Paxton
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chatsworlh
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
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Name
Kloboucnik, Harold Thomas
Knight, William Orlo
Koblich, Frank John
Kominakis, John James
Kopecky, Stanley Frank
Kozlov, Gerald
Krasneski, Harry J
Krebs, Robert McEvoy
Kresnicka, Otto Louis
Krizan, Roy William
Kurkov, Aaron
Laegeler, Charles Bach
La Manna, Joseph
Lambesis, Peter George
Lande, George Ben
Lang, Morris
Langenbahn, Carl Roy
Laper, Joseph Ferdinand
LaRocca, Frank Jerome
LaRocca, Salvetore Frank
Leeb, Adolph Henry
Lefkovitch, Julius
Lempkowski, Stanley Charles
Leszcynski, Felix Walter
Levin, Leonard
Levin, Mandel Harry
Levinson, Sol Edward
Levy, Carl
Lieberman, Julius
Lieberman, Maurice
Lieberman, Milton
Lippman, David
Lipschutz, Harold
Lipschutz, Paul H
Lirely, Sam A
Lloyd, Richard Bernard
Long, Glenn A
Lovewell, George Fred
Lubar, Edward S
Lubar, William
Lupian, Josefina
Lynch, William Patrick
McCall, Jack Melvin
McCann, Raymond Joseph
McCaughna, Daniel Alexander
McCoy, Kenneth Kermit
McCrotty, William Robert
McKee, Will
Malone, James Francis
Maltz, Arthur
Maneskey, Irwin Irving
Mannaberg, Robert Sigmund
Margolis, Albert Charles
Mark, Caiman
Markland, James Benjamin
Martorano, Lawrence
Mason, Howard Gordon
Mattas, Charles Joseph
Maxey, Edwin Keen
Medintz, Michale
Meece, Lois Murray
Mehlman, Joseph David
Mendralski, Jeanette Mary
Menn, Benjamin Webster
Mensching, William Charles
Merdian, Charles Frederick
Meyer, Esther Carpenter
Militello, Joseph John
Miller, Carl
Miller, Elmer Samuel
Minarsini, John Martin
Mintz, Arnold William
Mintz, Gilbert
Mogensen, Harry Charles
Mundo, Julia
Muzio, John Albert
Nachtman, Ernest
Nadel, Herman Edward
Nash, Fred C
Neel, James Todd
Nesbitt, Elsie Mae
Newman, William Abraham
Nieman, Philip William
Nierenberg, Louis D
Nofftz, Albert Frank
Year
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Residence
Cicero
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Oak Park
Chicago
Chicago
Mt. Carmel
Cicero
Oak Park
Chicago
Highland Park
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Springfield
Waukegan
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Elmwood Park
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Makanda
Chicago
t Joliet
J Chicago
f Milwaukee, Wisconsin
f Milwaukee, Wisconsin
t Chicago
Champaign
t Cicero
t Chicago
f Bottineau, North Dakota
+ Hanover
f Springfield
T Joliet
f
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
t Chicago
f Chicago
Chicago
Monticello
Chicago
Liberlyville
Cicero
Bluford
Chicago
Sidell
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Henry
LaOrange
Rockford
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Hammond, Indiana
Chicago
Berwyn
Chicago
Washington
Carmi
Chicago
Chicago
Oak Park
Chicago
Joliet
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Name
Novak, Morton
Nowak, Albert
Nowak, Edward
O'Braitis, Theresa Elizabeth
Oehlschlaeger, John Henry
Oeth, Cleophas Frank
Olenec, Michael
Ontko, Harry Guilbert
Pajdal, Frank
Paludnevich, William Andrew
Panzica, Nicolas
Pape, Melvin F
Patashnik, Herbert
Patkes, Joseph Andrew
Pearce, James Willard
Peckerman, Hyman
Pedersen, Jens
Peery, Cornelius Perkins
PeUage, Rudolph Rauschert
Perdenza, Joseph
Perlman, Joseph
Pesata, Henry Bohumil
Petracek, Frank Richard
Pinna, Peter Bernard
Pinta, Edward Francis
Plesher, George Joseph
Plotnich, Louis
Podall, Alexander
Pollack, Albert Hymen
Pompa, James
Porter, Antonio Maceo
Posner, Sam
Press, Alfred Jacob
Price, Abraham Paxil
Pulsucki, Ivan
Rabinovitz, Louis
Ray, Marcus Hannan
Reisler, Max
Renfroe, James Anderson
Riccio, Daniel Joseph
Richter, Irving
Rickelman, Louis Henry
Riendeau, George Alfonse
Riffey, Howard Edwin
Riggio, Carl
Ripstein, Samuel William
Rivera, Flairano
Roberts, Henry Baker
Rogers, Charles Ray
Rose, George William
Rosen, Harry
Rosenthal, Arthur Meyer
Rothberg, David
Rumbaugh, George Lee
Ruttenberg, Maurice
Ruzicka, Edmund James
Rydzenski, Christine B
Rywniak, Cornelia Harriet
St. John, Mark Benjamin
Sakofsky, Albert
Sallemi, Ernest
Sass, Henry Arthur
Satala, Ladislaus Frank
Sawyer, Franklin Meister
Schaede, Carl Francis
Scharringhausen, George
Scher, Victor Hugo
Schiller, Herbert
Schreiber, Sam Louis
Schurr, Harry
Schuster, Irving
Schwab, Herbert
Schwartz, Harry
Scott, Leon Greene
Seem, Raymond
Seidenstucker, Otto
Selmer, Carl George
Shapiro, Herman
Shinnick, Harold Joseph
Shirley, Truman Hedden
Shoffman, Maurice Charles
Siblsky, Anton Clark
Sieffert, George Fred
Sievers, Manuel Udoll
Simon, Isidore
Year
2
1
1
2
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2
1
2
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1
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1
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1
2
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1
1
2
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1
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1
1
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1
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1
1
1
2
2
2
1
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1
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2
1
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1
2
1
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2
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2
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Residence
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Edwardsville, Pennsylvania
Paducah, Kentucky
Dubuque, Iowa
Chicago
Racine, Wisconsin
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
LaGrange
Chicago
Springfield
Chillicothe
Chicago
Champaign
Jonesboro
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Oak Park
Milligan, Nebraska
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Aurora
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Effingham
Maywood
Girard
Chicago
Chicago
Santa Rosa, Philippine Islands
t Herrin
Charleston
St. Louis, Missouri
Chicago
t Chicago
f Chicago
t Chicago
f Chicago
t Oak Park
t Chicago
t Chicago
t
Marengo
Chicago
:
:
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Oak Park
Kankakee
Park Ridge
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Ashley
Utica
Chicago
Chicago
Nashville
Chicago
Laurium, Michigan
Utica
Chicago
Chicago
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Name
Simon, Max
Singer, Alex Fajwel
Singer, John
Siniarski, Theodore Alexander
Skinder, Harriet Leonora
Skor, Simon
Slais, Joseph
Slavik, Gary
Slavik, Joseph George
Slutsky, Herman M
Smith, Calvin Lamar
Smith, Charles Raymond
Smith, Lorenze Laurentine
Smith, William Cuthbert
Sobolewski, Edwin Francis
Sodaro, Anthony
Soderdahl, Paul Gotfried
Solomon, Samuel
Spatny, Myles
Speakman, Raymond David
Sternberg, Abe
Sternberg, Abner
Stolte, William Henry
Stone, James Elliott
Stopper, Louis Peter
Stout, Samuel Lloyd
Stypinski, Stanley Stephen
Susman, Louis
Sutker, Isadore Melvin
Swartz, Harvey Jay
Taglia, Amedeo Vespucius
Tanenbaum, David
Tanenbaum. Victor Benjamin
Tanny, Michael
Taylor, Earl William
Tepper, Frank
Thompson, Harold Lacey
Thornton, Irwin Stanley
Tikotzky, Emanuel
Tobias, Chester Elginer
Tomaszek, Charles Francis
Traub, Vernon Clair
Travis, Arthur Jerome
Treece, Donell Luther
Triscinzzi, Victor
Trognitz, Carl Reinhard
Turk, Milton Glord
Vasumpaur, Rudolph Irvin
Vick, Harold Alfred
Victor, Benjamin Bernard
Vincenti, Fred
Vitha, Norman Bernard
Volkel, Clarence Henry
VonDanden, Jean Earnest
VonDrasek, John
Waggoner, Dana Lefore
Wagner, Lyle Newton
Walker, Erwin Hallett
Wallace, Norval Charles
Waltemade, Laurence Magnus
Warning, John
Weinberg, Karl
Weinper, Leo Millard
Weinstein, Nathan
Wheeler, James Lyman
Wilson, Vera Irene
Winer, Samuel Bell
Wisniewski, Thaddeus
Wiszowaty, Edward Alois
Worshill, Sam
York, Scott Bennett
Zarobsky, George Arthur
Zuraitis, Charles Joseph
Year
1
1
1
1
Residence
Chicago
Rowne, Poland
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Streator
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Oak Park
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago Heights
Oak Park
Chicago
Springfield
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Bloomington
Chicago
Mason City
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Lacon
Chicago
Anna
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Elgin
Springfield
Melrose Park
Chicago
East Moline
Chicago
Brookfield
Chicago
Freeport
Waukegan
Thebes
Chicago
Cicero
DuQuoin
Chicago
Chicago
Plainview
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
McLeansboro
Cicero
Chicago
554 Students in Industrial Education for Training of Teachers
EXTRA-MURAL COURSES IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION FOR TRAINING
OF TEACHERS UNDER THE FEDERAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ACT
At the present time the University of Illinois is offering at three local centers—in Centralia, Danville, and
Elgin—extra-mural courses in industrial education for the training of teachers under the Federal Vocational
Educational Act, including courses for shop teachers, and courses for teachers of general continuation subjects.
Name
Adams, J Fred
Anderson, Everett Slater
Aseltine, Leland B
Barclay, H Lealand
Barnes, Erma L
Boyer, Mary
Brandenberger, Mildred L
Breach, Alice
Brennen, Donna
Bunting, Sarah E
Buskirk, Donald
Buskirk, Trilla
Byrne, Bernice
Castle, Drew W
Christiansen, Erma
Clark, Clarence
Cleavelin, Martha
Cooper, Rudy W
Corbett, Frances
Corbett, James F
Cowan, Esther
Crawford, John R
DifTenderfer, Vera
Doubleday, George P
Dugas, Frank E
Dunkley, Emily
Eaton, Laura V
Elberson, Georgia
Elliott, Cecelia
Elliott, June
Engle, Lee
Ernest, Ruth
Ewing, Mary
File, C M
Fischbacher, Arthur
Fisher, Vera M
Fleming, C D
Flesher, Norma
Flynn, Ruth G
Fringer, Harry A
Gillison, Grace V
Gish, Neva N
Gishwiller, Grace M
Givin, Edgar N
Glassey, M Josephine
Glindmeier, Mildred M
Goby, Lee W
Green, Sarah Jane
Grosstuck, Fred W
Hanbrock, A C
Hann, Fred R Jr.
Hawkins, James H
Heft, Orvil F
Henning, W Hugh
Henry, Alta
Hermsmeier, J F
Hulda, J Johnson
Jabusch, James F
Jensen, Elmer A
Johnson, Clarence O
Johnson, Eileen
Center Name Center
Springfield Johnson, J Nevin Joliet
Quincy Johnston, Harriet L Danville
Joliet Kavanaugh, M F Springfield
Springfield Kavanaugh, Martin J Springfield
Danville Kendall, Grace Danville
Danville Kranel, Dorothy M Danville
Danville Krebs, Albert T Springfield
Danville Krebs, Arthur H Springfield
Danville LaFauce, Anthony Springfield
Danville Larson, Signe A Danville
Danville Lawrence, Echo Danville
Danville Legg, Esther Danville
Danville Lilley, R F Joliet
Joliet McCall, A B Springfield
Danville McCoy, Ira C Joliet
Danville Marshall, Ross L Joliet
Danville Meade, Anna Danville
Danville Menke, Edwin H Quincy
Danville Mercker, A M Quincy
Danville Mills, Marman Danville
Danville Mingee, Wilbert D Danville
Quincy Moore, Margaret Danville
Danville Moote, Silas V Joliet
Joliet Mueller, Frank K Joliet
Danville Negaard, C O Joliet
Danville Nickel, Victor R Joliet
Danville O 'Toole, Juanita Danville
Danville Owens, Frank S Springfield
Danville Parkhill, T A Quincy
Danville Pearson, Debbie L Danville
Danville Pearson, Florence Danville
Danville Radke, Edward A Joliet
Danville Raymond, Ward A Quincy
Danville Ream, Mima Joliet
Joliet Reilly, T L Joliet
Danville Renner, Frank J Joliet
Springfield Robertson, Jane M Danville
Danville Rogers, Ralph L Joliet
Danville Rood, Owen A Joliet
Danville Ross, Alice P Danville
Danville Ruda, Frances Danville
Danville Sanders, Jesse L Springfield
Joliet Schneider, John E Joliet
Springfield Schoolcraft, Donald V Danville
Joliet Smith, Allen L Springfield
Danville Smith, Joseph E Joliet
Springfield Stacy, Dessie M Danville
Danville Stapp, Katherine Danville
Joliet Stevens, Ethel Danville
Quincy Stone, Miles I Joliet
Joliet Street, William Mac Springfield
Danville Sweet, Emory M Joliet
Springfield Thompson, Maurice Quincy
Quincy Thompson, Elizabeth Danville
Joliet Thompson, Mildred B Danville
Quincy Wells, Elmer M Joliet
Joliet Wetherald, Fern Danville
Springfield White, Gladys Corbly Danville
Quincy White, Wm Irvin Danville
Danville Wilkins, Glenna M Danville
Danville Williams, J D Danville
DEGREES CONFERRED
1926
Degrees are conferred at four times in the year, as follows: (1) at the end of the first semester, in February;
(2) at the end of the second semester, in June; (3) at the end of the Summer Session, in August; (4) in Ootober.
Unless otherwise stated, the degrees in the following lists were conferred on June 14, 1926.
THE UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGES
(Degree of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, and Bachelor of Music)
Lola May Aber, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Winifred Jane Adkins, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Isabelo Torregosa Aguilar, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Lewis Preston Aker, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering) 1
Harry Dee Albert, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Paul Mathias Albert, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Irene Adele Allais, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Norville James Alleman, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Donald Cameron Allen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lyle Roy Allen, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy) 1
Richard Theodore Allen, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Robert Robinson Allentharp, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Lloyd Benjamin Allnutt, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
George Martin Anders, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Marie Amelia Andersch, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Corliss Doran Anderson, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)*
Harold Irvin Anderson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Herbert Julian Anderson, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering) 1
Paul Marcus Anderson, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Walter Theodore Anderson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Donald Anderson, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law) 1
Lillian Augusta Applegath, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Harold Peter Arkema, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)*
George Carroll Armstrong, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Jennie Louise Armstrong, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)*
Marybelle Armstrong, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Esther Miriam Aronson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Douglass Charles Arrick, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Russell Orrin Askey, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Donald John Auble, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Rose Katherine Babaian, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Elizabeth Margaret Babb, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Babbage, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Robert Millen Babbitt, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frank Babicky, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Ephraim Lee Bach, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Arthur Glenn Bacon, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education) 3
John Green Baer, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics)
Rose Esther Baer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Bernardine Julia Bailey, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Kathryn Alice Baird, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ednah Elizabeth Baker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Allen Baker, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) 1
Ruth Eleanor Baker, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Verne Baker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Mamie Lee Baldwin, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Joseph Bales, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Dwight Kermit Ball, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
John Hanson Bandy, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Guy Banister, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)*
Clyde Bannister, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) 1
Helen Clo Barnett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Catherine Barr, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
James Worrell Barr, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Laurinda May Barr, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Joseph Thomas Barta, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Kathryn Louise Bartle, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Ruth Eloise Baskin, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Randall Bassie, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Elwood Townsend Bateman, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
With honors.
**With high honors.
1Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
'Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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Margaret Barton Bateman, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Frit* Alexander Bauer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Joseph Bauer, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts) 1
Kathabtne Elliott Bauld, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gladys Maxine Baxter, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lucile Mary Bayles, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Kenneth Sutter Beall, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and General Business) 1
Smith Cullen Bean, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Katharine Beahdsley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Clarence Arthur Beatty, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Rose-Marie Dunscomb Beatty, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Jesse Ferris Beaver, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Rubie E Beckwith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thomas Greenleaf Beebe, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Howard Romine Beedle, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Paul Walter Beedle, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Thomas Putnam Beggs, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Grace Elizabeth Behrensmeyer, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Virginia Thelma Bell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Florence Edith Belshaw, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Albert Thomas Belshe, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)*
Margaret Helen Belsley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Paul Kingsley Benjamin, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Chester Wallace Bennett, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)**
Geneva Huntoon Bennett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts.) 1
Nina Bennett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Oliver Wolcott vanden Berg, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
John Howell Bergen, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)*
Bernard Berger, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Joseph LeRoy Berner, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Edward Laurence Berleman, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Grant Elmer Beverly, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Gladys Jane Bidwell, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Louis Alfred Biel, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Margaret Vera Birchard, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Harold Charles Bladel, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Helen Louise Blaine, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Marjorie Imogene Blanchard, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Genevie Castleman Blanken8hip, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruby Patricia Blizard, Bachelor of Science (Commercial Teachers and General Business)
Joe Abraham Block, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Lylyan Hilda Block, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Martha Elizabeth Blood, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
John Henry Blum, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Dorothy Blumenfeld, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Eugene Norman Blye, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering) 3
Telva Ruth Blythe, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Sereno Bodman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Marie Margaret Boehm, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lucile Elizabeth Boettcher, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)'
George Dimitrius Bollas, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ray Phil Boller, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Lewis Harry Bond, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering)
Evelyn Gertrude Bonnen, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Carl Ernest Borklund, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Raymond Borling, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)*
Charles Donald Borror, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
Harry Robinson Boseley, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Camille Juliette Bouin Boughton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Langford Todd Bourland, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Ruby Marie Bowton, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Elizabeth Boynton, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics) 1
Charles Willard Bradt, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Elmer Augustus Braker, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
William Lyman Branch, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Ernest Richard Brauner, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics) 1
Eugene Carter Bray, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Edward Eber Braznell, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Charles Frederick Breish, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elmer Lewis Brey, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Frances Agnes Briggs, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)*
James Richard Broderick, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Thomas Abdon Broderick, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering) 3
Gail Mildred Brook, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hans Otto Brothen, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Alto William Brown, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Addison Brown, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
•Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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John Columbus Brown, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Janet Grace Brown, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Jane Louise Brown, Bachelor of Arts (Libera 1 Arts)'
Margaret Ogden Brown, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Ralph Edwin Brown, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering) 1
Robert Roelin Brown, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Dean Glenn Brownell, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)'
John James Brownlee, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Walter Robert Bruce, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 2
Louise Alice Brumbaugh, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Basel Harry Brune, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Fred William Brunn, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering) 1
Mary Louise Buck, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Henry Lloyd Buckardt, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Fannie Bdky, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Marion Loeb Bumstead, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
James David Bonting, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Leland Crowl Burchell, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Richard Brown Burke, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Ruth Elizabeth Burley, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Oliver Forrest Burnett, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Grace Isabelle Burnham, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Mary Louise Burnier, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Genevieve Marie Burns, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kenneth Michael Burrell, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
George Melvin Burrus, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 2
Dorothy Pauline Burt, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics) 1
Lois Eleanor Busch, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Donald Henderson Bushnell, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
James Everett Bussart, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Charles Ben Bussey, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Seta Butler, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)* 1
Bonnie B Butner, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frederick Fayette Butterfield, Bachelor of Science (Public Utilities)
Charles Arthur Butts, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Floyd Allen Byrne, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Alfred Bergen Caine, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Mary Kathleen Calhoun, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charlie James Calkin, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering) 1
Noretta Callahan, Bachelor of Science (Education) 3
Paul M Callaway, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Allen Marshall Cameron, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Frances Emily Camp, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
DeIon Roberta Canada, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Robert Simpson Cannon, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
Helen Naomi Canrell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Edna Maloy Canter, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Howard Vernon Canter, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hamilton Hye Card, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Genevieve Harriett Carey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lawrence Andrew Carl, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Carl Harold Carlson, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Gershom Narramore Carmichael, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Roberta Stroheker Carmichael, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kenneth Duncan Carpenter, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Paul Foushee Carpenter, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Warren Jonas Carr, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Anna Elizabeth Carter, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Beatrice Mae Carter, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frances Charlotte Caseley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Jennie Mathews Cathcart, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Martin Paul Catherwood, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Matthew Francis Cavanagh, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Fredolph Albert Cerling, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Russell Naden Challacombe, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Scott Chandler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 2
Chung Ming Chang, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Hazel Chapman, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Joanna Elizabeth Chapman, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Ruth Amelia Chatfield, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 2
Wiley Chak Chen, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering) 1
Eugene Clay Chenoweth, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Eleanor Chester, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mildred Edna Christoffer, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Ida Maurine Cisne, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Charles Roosevelt Clark, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Perry Edwin Clark, Bachelor of Science (General Railway Administration)'
Lynn Horatio Clarkson, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Ruth Sabrina Clausen, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
With honors.
With high honors.
•Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
•Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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John Lorenzo Clayton, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Harold Campbell Clendbnbn, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Margaret Louise de Clercq, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Charles Edward Clifton, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Fred Kline Coates, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Carl Cllngman Cobb, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Edith Herrin Cocke, Bachelor of Science (Education)
'
Esther Coffeen, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Bernard William Cohen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Irving Vaslow Cohen, Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering)
Leonard Cohen, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Florence Mart Cole, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Julia Louise Cole, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Jimmie Wade Coleman, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering) 1
Mart Louise Collier, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frank Patrick Collins, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lowell Byron Collins, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Blanche Marie Colvin, Bachelor of Science (Commercial Teachers)**
Caryl Bernice Conely, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Lucille Meyer Conibear, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Neil Chandler Conkltn, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ralph Raymond Conner, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Katherine Mart Conness, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Dewey Ross Connor, Bachelor of Science 'Civil Engineering)
Marshall Miller Cooledge, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)*
Allison Jerome Cope, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Cathryn Corbett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Helen Myra Corbix, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Leland Harlan Cosbin, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
John Paul Corley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Fred Harmon Corray, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Cynthia Bliss Corrie, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Arthur Edwin Corydon, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Helen Geraldine Cosgrove, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Edward Ralph Cotham, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and General Business)*
Chester Edwln Cottingham, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Jack A Cottle, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and General Business)
William Henry Coughlin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Rufus Bruce Cowan, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lois Jean Cox, Bachelor of Science (Education i 3
Richard Franklin Cox, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Helen Elizabeth Crabbs, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Fern Crabtree, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Spencer Crabtree, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Glenn Everett Cramer, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Clyde LaVerne Crawford, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture;
Vernita M Crawford, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Marion Glenn Creath, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Frances Margaret Creek, Bachelor of Music (Music)*
Elmer Stimpson Crink, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Mary Elizabeth Crink, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Amy Elinor Cp.isler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frederick Crowder, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Wilbur Forrest Crummer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Elizabeth Barratt Cullen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lowell Clem Cunningham, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Esther Charlotte Cutler, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Harvey Dager, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) 1
Fred Chenoweth Daigh, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helen Virginia Dallas, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Mildred Eloise Damron, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Iola Daniel, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Mildred Alice Daniels, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Andrew Jackson Darnall, Bachelor of Science (General Railway Administration)
Richard Cecil Darnell, Bachelor of Science (Engineering PhyBics)**
Glenn Younger Davidson, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Catheryn Mathis Davie3, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Eabl Edward Davyes, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Guy Alvin Davies, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Burdette Myron Davis, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Donald Woodard Davis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Dale Marshall Davison, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Paul Howard Davison, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lillian Irene Day, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mae Dona Deames, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Earl H Dean, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Hohage Albert Deane, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arte)
Neilson Cavel Debevoise, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Bernard Martin Decker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
With honors.
**With high honors.
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Loyal William Joseph De Clerc, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
Adam Charles Deen, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Charles Clifton DeLong, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Nellie Esther DeLong, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Leaft Pearl Demaree, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Arthur Harold Demmer, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
John Nowry Demmler, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Francis Scott Denham, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)'
Alberta May Denton, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Herbert Frederic Detjen, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
Wallace Rankin Deuel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Florence Adella Dickie, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Myrtle Ross Dickinson, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Virginia Rose Dicus, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Abler Car Dighton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mildred Louise Dillingham, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 8
Bernard John Dimford, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Lawrence Everette Dimond, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Agnes Christine Dining, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
David Anthony Dinsdale, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Ray Anderson Divers, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Rosa Belle Doane, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics) 1
Ralph Peaker Dobson, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Marguerite Pierce Dolch, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Hugh Armstrong Dollahan, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Francis Albert Dollinger, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Arthur Dolph, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Toichi Domoto, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture) 1
Colville John Donnelly, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Barnett Donovetsky, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Ava Marie Doody, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Bryan Clyde Doolen, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mamie Pauline Dorsch, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Louis Reinhold Douglas, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Earl Ernest Downing, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Gussie Mathis Downing, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Adolph Edison Drobish, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
William Mitchell Drobish, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Mary Winifred Drew, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Albert Dreyer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Beulah Jacora Drom, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helen Estelle Duffy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Orris Edward Dueringer, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Ralph Loring Dugger, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)*
Richard Kaighn Dugdale, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
James Francis Duncan, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Stewart Duncan, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Idylene Dungan, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Dixie Dunham, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Iva Jane Dunkle, Bachelor of Science (Education) 3
Ralph Kinkead Dupee, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Frank Orrin Dutton, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Carolyn Frances Eads, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Josephine Ione Eden, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Wilbur Leroy Edholm, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Helen Jane Edison, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)*
Earl Leonard Edquist, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Roscoe Dutton Eiler, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Francis Friedgen Elliott, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Charles Francis Ellis, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Della Marie Ellis, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Elfia Irene Ellis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lucille Nelson Ellis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Dorothy Eleanor Elrod, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Howard Joseph Elson, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lucile Gertrude Ely, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Francis Albert Embrey, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Philip William Emley, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
William Wallace Ems, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Gladys Lorene England, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Julia Theresa English, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Thomas Farris English, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ralph Cremer Enyart, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Agnes Severine Erickson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Emory Theodore Erickson, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering) 1
Marian Eleanor Ericson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elizabeth Ervin, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Albert Lester Euw*er, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)'
Eva June Evans, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
With honors.
**With high honors.
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Russell Floyd Everett, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Robert Kennedy Eyman, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Augustin Carralde Fabian, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance and Industrial Administration)
Anita Adaline Fabri, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Daisy Fairfield, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Jane Frances Faissler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Antoinette Marie Fallon, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Edgar Farley, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Eva Marie Farnworth, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Phyllis Feingold, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Emanuel Mandel Feinstein, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Louise Elizabeth Feldwisch, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Claude Harry Fencken, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy) 2
Catherine Eugenia Ferguson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Whitney Ferris, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Luther D Fetterolf, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics)**
Stanley Edgar Aul Fey, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 2
Jerome Gordon Finder, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Georgia Elizabeth Fiock, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
William Fischman, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Emmett Nicholas Fisher, Bachelor of Science (Agricultural Education)
Earl Webster Fisher, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Fred Daniel Fisher, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Marion Irene Fisher, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kenneth Rudolph Fitch, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)*
Doris Jessie Flagg, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Robert Borden Fletcher, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John William Flude, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
James Harding Flynn, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy) 2
Denzel Victor Forester, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Mary Adeline Forester, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Wilma Gertrude Foster, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Chrystal Fern Fowler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ernest Franklin Fox, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Fred Holden Fox, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Lyle Fox, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Earl Russel Frame, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 2
Ralph Louis Frankenfeld, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Mary Barber Franklin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Jessie Blanche Frederick, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ralph Waldo Freeman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Richard Walter Freeman, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Frederick Arthur Freiberg, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Bernard Allen Fried, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Friedlander, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Elizabeth Lorna Fry, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Louise Fry, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Rosemonde Donnabelle Fry, Bachelor of Music (Music)*
Terryl Fred Fuller, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Faye Irene Fullerton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Wilhelmina Fullerton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Bonnabell Bruce Fullmer, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Alvin Albert Fuson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Milton Gallagher, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Joseph William Ganschinietz, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Chesleigh Louis Garard, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lyle Burdette Gardner, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Howard Scott Garns, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Orlando Ford Garrett, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) *
Earl Raymond Garrison, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
William Homer Garrison, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Corwin Will Gelwick, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Frederick Gerdes, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Genevieve Margaret Gere, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
John Eldon Gieseking, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Harry John Giffing, Bachelor of Science (General Railway Administration)
Leonard Beck Gilbert, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Wayne Aaron Gilbert, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Jessie Pearl Gilbreath, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Howard Henry Gilsdorff, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Henry Francis Gilson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
DeFoe Childress Ginnings, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)*
Jack Greenfield Given, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Maude Glenn, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Janet Canfield Gobel, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Lester Harry Goda, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Oscar Herbert Goebel, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Inez Irene Goldsmith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 2
Bertha Rebecca Goldstein, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
*With honors.
**With high honors.
JDegree conferred February 10, 1926.
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Harold Marvin Goldstein, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
James William Goodwin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alice M Goodwine, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Abe Gorenstein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harrt Pomeroy Graham, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering) 3
Dorothy Irve Grant, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Joseph Glenard Henry Grant, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Forrest Glensworth Greathouse, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Joseph William Greene, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
DeEtta Iona Greer, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
John Wyatt Gregg, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Helen Mary Griggs, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helen Margaret Grimes, Bachelor of Music (Music)**
Raymond Harold Groff, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Russell Cyrus Groffman, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Glenroy Gardner Grogan, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics)
Elmer Oetter Grohne, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Mary Lucinda Grover, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Otto Hugo Guenther, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) 1
Donald Lewis Guernsey, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Wilbur Gillfillan Guild, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Judith Marguerite Gustafson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Aelize Haack, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Milton Carl Haas, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Fred Louis Habbegger, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Alfred Ernest Frank Hackbarth, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Beatrice Elizabeth Hadam, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
George Willard Hadlock, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Mrs. Mabel Rea Hagan, Bachelor of Science (Education) 3
Roy Charles Hageman, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Walter George Hagemeyer, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Waldo William Hagnauer, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Verne Leslie Hahneman, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Harold Frederick Haines, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Leonard Martin Haines, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Martha Jean Hale, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert Shepard Hale, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 3
Gerald Joseph Haley, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Alton Gifford Hall, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Constance Louise Hall, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Frances Hall, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Powell Storrs Hall, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Virginia August Hall, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Willard Wayne Hall, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Lawrence Halpenny, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 2
Robert Hillry Hamilton, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Frederick Joseph Hamlin, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Glenn Ernest Hanaford, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Leah Agnes Hancock, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Anna Juliette Hanford, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Homer Hoyer Hanna, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Carl Henry Hannaman, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Gladys Mae Hansen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Virginia Katharine Hansen, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
Martha Harker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lewis Elwood Harland, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Harold Elliott Harmon, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
John Clayton Harmon, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
Gunther William Harms, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Carter Henry Harrison, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Delaware Harrison, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Fred G Harrison, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance) 1
Lois Cumberland Harry, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Joseph Alford Hart, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Miles Hartley-, Bachelor of Science (Education) 3
Olga Hartman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Troy Kern Hartwell, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
Richard Ellis Haswell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Emilie Marion Hathorne, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Fred James Hatley, Bachelor of Science (Education) 3
Willard Oswald Havel, Bachelor of Science (Education) 3
John Henry Hawkins, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Everett Edwin Hawley, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Charles Willard Haworth, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lucile Geraldine Haworth, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Mary Frances Hawthorne, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Rosene Alice Hawthorne, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Virginia Lee Hayes, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Glenn Allen Haygreen, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
With honors.
**With high honors.
•Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
•Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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Jack Harris Hazlehurst, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Leonard Cecil Hedrick, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Leslie Rat Hedrick, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Sara Heimlicher, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Alverdah Dorothea Helming, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kenneth Cleo Helms, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Einer Axel Helsing, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hazel Mae Hemphill, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Scott Hemphill, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
Claire Belle Henderson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
George Edwin Henderson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Willu.m Trimble Henderson, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Charles Frankltn Hendrick, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Erwin Robert Henkel, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
George Ernest Hennlng, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Arthur Lorin Hepler, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)**
Julien Otto Heppe6, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Norman Gaius Herrick, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Sntder E Herrin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kenneth Rambten Hersh, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Ralph Thornilet Hetherlin, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Earl Francis Hettel, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)*
Howard Harrison Hiatt, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Fred Adam Hibbert, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Esther Adam Hibbs, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Wayne Hickman, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Georgianna Gabrella Hicks, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Monroe Richard Higgins, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
William Scott Highshew, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education) 1
Robert Eugene Hiles, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Charles Augustus Hill, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Dorothy Irene Hill, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Verna Beatrice Himes, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Samuel Hirschberg, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Dorothy Catherine Hitchcock, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Harker Henry Hittson, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Helen Marcella Hockman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John Nelson Hoffman, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Robert Charles Hoffmann, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Ralph O Hoffman, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Guy William Hogg, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Claus Edward Hoglund, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Evelyn Hoke, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mildred Golden Holland, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Lester Eugene Holloway, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harvey Worth Holmberg, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Leslie Arnold Holmes, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Rebecca Naomi Holmes, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ellen Margaret Holton, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Edward Wilbur Hopping, Bachelor of Science (Education) 3
Mars Milton Hornish, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Charlotte Horween, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Jerome Julien Horwitz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Jane Hoskin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Robert Noble Hoskins, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ralph Addison Hotelling, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 5
Carl Julius Henry Hotz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Paul Vitt Hough, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Ethel Beatrice Hougham, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Arthur Vincent Houghton, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Nellie Marie Howell, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
James Michael Huck, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Anita Maye Hucker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Artsl
Bernice Thelma Huddlestun, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry) 2
Phyllis Mary" Hughes, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Russell Raymond Hughes, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Beulah Elizabeth Humphrey, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics) 1
Lansing DeForest Hunt, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Louis Hunt, Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering)
Robert Capron Hunter, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Catherine Arline Huron, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Kenneth Wilmer Hurst, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Stewart Clark Husset, Bachelor of Science (Liberal Arts)
Jeannette Kearsley Husted, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Katharine Amanda Hutchins, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thomas Joseph Hynds, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Charles Albert Innis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clarence Edward Ireland, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Frances Eithel Irish, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
*With honors.
**With high honors.
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Francis Wilbur Ittner, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Paul Ernest Jack, Bachelor *f Science (Agricultural Education)
Beulah Blanche Jacks, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Chester Oscar Jackson, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Henry Francis Jacobs, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Helen Lee Jacobson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 2
Herman Leslie Jacobson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ruby Beatrice Jacobson, Bachelor of Science (Education)**
Alice Mabel Jacoby, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Herbert Jay, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Kenneth Dickson Jennings, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Henry Milton Jensen, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 8
Valentine Jobst, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Donald Richard Johnson, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Horace Merrill Johnson, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Laurence Edward Johnson, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)i
Lloyd Elmer Johnson, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Sylvester Hiram Johnson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Walter Ryerson Johnson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Frances Elizabeth Johnston, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Merrill Hearst Johnston, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Odien Kurtz Johnston, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edwin William Jokisch, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Meta Georgia Jolly, Bachelor of Science (Education), Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Anna Margaret Jones, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Argyle Jones, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Blythe Randolph Jones, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gomer Beane Jones, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Hugh Emlyn Jones, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
J Benton Wesley Jones, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Audrey Mae Jordan, Bachelor of Science (Education) 2
Jerome Joseph Jordan, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Victor James Judson, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
John Hartman Junkens, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Rudolph Hornaday Kagey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
James Howard Kahlert, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clifford Allen Kaiser, Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering) 1
Edward James Kallina, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Alfred Kaminski, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Catherine Mary Kane, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Chung Ho Kang, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Arthur Stanley- Kaufman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Adelbert Claude Keeley, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Rosalind Woods Keely, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George Frederick Keen, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Martin William Kehart, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Ramona Paarmann Keith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ray Davis Kell, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Dorothy Virginia Kelly, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thomas Gordon Kelly, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Wendell Walter Kemp, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Stephen John Kennedy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
William Carson Kennedy, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Harold Eugene Kenney, Bachelor of Science (General Business and Commercial Teachers) 1
John Joseph Kerwin, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Martha Esther Ketchum, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)* 3
John Thomas Kieran, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Cecilia Kimber, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lucinda Alice Kimmel, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
William Dean Kimmel, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics)'
Agatha Charity Kinder, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Otto Larue King, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineeringl 3
Wilfred Thomas King, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)*
Charles Richard Kinison, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
Dan Chapin Kinsey, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Donald Bruce Kirsch, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Velma Irene Kitchell, Bachelor of Science (Music Education), Bachelor of Music (Music)
Harold Irving Klivans, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Ralph Haase Kloppenburg, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Lena Klow, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 2
Milton Harry Klute, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Mable Winifred Knauer, Bachelor cA Arts (Liberal Arts)
Katharine Margaret Knarr, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harold Carl Kniebusch, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Helen Bernice Knight, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Paul Dempcy Knight, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Frances Mary Knipp, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Leo Joseph Koch, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Robert Walter Koch, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
With honors.
**With high honors.
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Edward Frank August Koepke, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Carrol Joseph Kohner, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Maurice George Koppel, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Ernest Otto Krell, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Genevieve Kathryn Kroepel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alfred Erlan Krumsiek, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Cheng-Lieh Kuan, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering) 1
Norma Anna Kuchman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lola Ellen Kuhlemeyer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)* 3
Rita Mae Kuhn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Matilda Kuhne, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Henry Laurence Kunz, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
Charles Gustav Kurrus, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Norman William Kurz, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
George Thomas Kyle, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
James William Laibl, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Leslie Keeley Laird, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Elizabeth Ann Laist, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Elizabeth Lambert, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edward Ewoldt Lamp, Bachelor of Science (Municipal and Sanitary Engineering)
Esther Nelson Lampert, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal ArtB)**
Logan Land, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harry Ivan Landon, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) 1
Mildred Anna Landwehr, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Russel Lane, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lucy Jane Lang, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Viola Gladys Lang, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Joseph Lang, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering) 3
Frances Willard Lanquist, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Kathryn Ann Lantz, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Andrew Larson, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Leslie Leonard Larson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Carl William Lauer, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Donald Lampton Lauritsen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen Elizabeth Lavender, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Glenn Cline Law, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
John William Lawrence, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Duff Bertram Layne, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Arthur Englert Leahy, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Frank Spellman Leahy, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)* 1
Vivian Aline Leasure, Bachelor of Science (Commercial Teachers and General Business)
Fan-Hsih Lee, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Francis Ellsworth Leib, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Willis Jay Leighty, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Wu Yuey Len, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts')**
Ferrol Freinzlau Leseman, Bachelor of Arte (Liberal Arts) 1
Esther Burnett Levings, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Oscar Charles Levy, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Ruth Marion Levy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Joseph Thomas Lewis, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Chi Chao Lianc, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Kermit Chase Lichty, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Alexander Liggett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
James Edward Lill, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Lydia Margeline Lindberg, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Ruth Linder, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Frances Louise Lindley, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Hazel Ruth Lindley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mildred Grace Lingenfelter, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Frank Lino, Bachelor of Science (Education) 3
Grace Avis Livingston, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frank Hayden Lloyde, Bachelor of Literature (English and Modern Languages) 4
Amy Marie Lobstein, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Earl Norton Lockard, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thomas Harrison Logan, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Mary Wilson Long, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Helen Longbons, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Mary Louise Longstreet, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Adam Wayne Love, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Herbert Byron Lowe, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Laura Foley Luckey, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
John Samuel Ludlam, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Edmund Ludlow, Bachelor of Science (Education) 2
John Frederic Luhrs, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Julia Margaret Lundstrom, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Earl Matthew Lustgarten, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helena Marie Luther, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clyde Oakley Lyddon, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
With honors.
**With high honors.
1Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
5Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
'Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
'Class of 1878.
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John George Lynch, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)**
Wayne Edwin Lynch, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)*
Luther Hancock Lyon, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Ross Cooper Lyons, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Helen Elizabeth McAdow, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Art* i
James Simpson McAnulty, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Mary Jane McBrian, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Glen Clovis McBride, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Donald Clarence McCallister, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
George Arthur McCam.mon, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Marion Brennan McCarthy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal
Doris Helen McCauley, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Eleanor Lindsay McCauley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Riley McClain, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)*
Grace Lee McClelland, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Vera Katherine McCombs, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal
Ruth Ileen McConkey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts 2
Everett Jacob McConnell, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*'
Norman David McCoy, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Leonard James McCracken, Bachelor of Science (Educ
Aaron Frank McCrory, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Hilma Mabel McCue, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Horace Youno McCulloch, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
James Howard McCullough, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Aurelia Belle McCurdy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Mary Caroline McDavitt, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Bernard Alexander McDonald, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Boniface McDonnell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts^ 1
William Scott McDowell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hugh Addison McEdwards, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Art«
George Bowie McEldowney, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Helen Sarah McFadden, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elizabeth Lorene McGill, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Dorothy McGinnis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Catherine McGrath, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edna Mary McGrath, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Louise Elizabeth McGrath, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Collin Wilfred McIlhenny, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Wallace Wesley McIlwain, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Kngineering)
Charles Edwin McIntire, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Harley James McKee, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Marjorib Evelyn McKeown, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen Jon McKinney, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts' 3
Margaret Elizabeth McKnight, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Jerome Durham McLaughlin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Wayne Chamberlain McLaughlin, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
Anita Claire McLean, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Fred James McManus, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ivan Ruric McMillan, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Mary Catherine McMillan, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Isabel McMillan, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Russell Edward McMurray, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Robert Hugh McNair, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Dorothy Jane McNally, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helen M McPherson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Carroll Jacob Maas, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
John Dominic Maccono, Bachelor of Science (Electrical En
Gertrude Isabel Macintyre, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Ar
George Gordon Mackay, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
William John Mackay, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Alice Lauretta Madden, Bachelor of Science (Education '
May Elizabeth Madigan, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Francis William Madison, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Raymond Samuel Madison, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)*
Ramon Francis Maguire, Bachelor of Science (General Burin
Vincent Paul Maier, Bachelor of Science (General Bu
Charles Fredrick Major, Bachelor of Science tion)
Michael Maletz, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical lOnginecring)*
Winnifked Elizabeth Maley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal \i
Jerome Mitchell Malter, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Margaret Thorne Mangan, Bachelor of Arts 1 Libera
i
Peter Patrick Manion, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Theophilus Marcellus Mann, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Josephine Mable Mantz, Bachelor of Art* Liberal '
Ralph Maroolis, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Benjamin Edwin Mark, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Sylvesthe Jacques Marlaire, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Robert Lockwood Marsh, Bachelor of Science (Banking ami Pin
James Grant Marshall, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1026.
'Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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Edmund Robert Martin, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
Fbances Elizabeth Martin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
James Renick Martin, Bachelor of Science (Public Utilities)
Russell Read Martin, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance) 1
John Martone, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Clarence English Mason, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering) 1
Alfred Masterbon, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)**
Archie Eugene Mathis, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Frank Leslie Matousek, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
John William Mauer, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Seltzer Lambert Maulfair, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
McKinlet Vern Maxwell, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Norman Clark Mayer, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Laura Josephine Mazanek, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Loren Everest Meece, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Harry Mehock, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Louis August Meier, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Clarence Robert Melton, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Ilah Fay Mendenhall, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)*
Anne Valorie Mersereau, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helen Gertrude Mesler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Minnie Isobel Mette, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Himes Metzel, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arthur William Meyer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Bernard Meyer, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Julius Walter Meyer, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Marshall Meyer, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Irene Clara Michelmann, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Percy Michener, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Alice Middleton, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics) 1
Clayton Thomas Miers, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Marian Sue Mihlik, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Carl John Miller, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Helen Vesta Miller, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Leslie Edward Miller, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Maude Mabeece Miller, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Norman Wells Miller, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ralph Avery Miller, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
George William E Milligan, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)'
John Philip Minier, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Rebecca Irma Mitchell, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Wallace Archie Mitchell, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy) 1
Eugene Wentworth Mock, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George John Moehlenhof, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Harry Grindley Mojonnier, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Elpidio Pilor Molina, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering) 8
Eugene Sherlock Moll, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Howard Homer Monk, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Martha Montgomery, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mary Montgomery, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Lucretia Ruth Moore, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)*
Gertrude Elizabeth Moore, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Merbe Graydon Moore, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Roberta Lucille Moore, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Virginia Belle Moore, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frederick Paul Morf, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)*
Raymond Wells Morgan, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics)
William Benjamin Morgan, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Katherine Jean Morris, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Seth Bradley Morris, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
William Moses Morrison, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)*
Arthur Snowman Morse, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Caroline Allen Morton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Addison Chester Moseley, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Dorothy Rachel Mosier, Bachelor of Science (General Business)*
Ulyssa Alice Moskos, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Willard Leavitt Moulton, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Orville Otho Mowery, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Elmer Lehman Mover, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Wendell William Moyer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
John Mracek, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Clarence Arthur Muhl, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Mae Mulberry, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Arthur Glenn Mulcay, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Vernon Harry Mullen, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Joseph Clement Murphy, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
John Joseph Murphy, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Lois Mae Murphy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Etta Emma Murray, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
With honors.
**With high honors.
degree conferred February 10, 1926.
•Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
'Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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Flora Farnsworth Murrat, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Lyndon Murray, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Amelia Eve Muncsella, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helen Catherine Munroe, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Theoren Jerrold Murvin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Luther Lee Muse, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Lydia Kathrine Musbmann, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Lydia Eva Theresa Myers, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Kathryn Naber, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Oliver Odell Nance, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George William Naseef, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Marie Keeran Naumann, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Bernard Everett Nay, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Dorothy Wilmoth Needham, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Margaret Eleanor Neeld, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Harold Dwight Neill, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Alex Nemkovsky, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Pauline Hall Nesmith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Phelps Newcomb, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Raymond Lincoln Newenham, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Alfred Francis Newkirk, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Eldon Ansel Nichols, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Helen Nichols, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Lincoln Wendell Nickerson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Walter Bernard Nickol, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lucile Paula Nicolet, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Helen Niehaus, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 2
Margaret Sherrill Noble, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Edward Menzel Noon, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Helge Bernard Norain, Bachelor of Science (Municipal and Sanitary Engineering)
Grace Elizabeth Norman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Philip Leonard Norman, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Gerald William Norris, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering) 3
Robert Earl Norris, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ralph Thomas Northrup, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
Mabel Nowlin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)* 3
Nora Orpha Null, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
William Claire O'Brien, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Kenneth Clyde O 'Bryan, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Leo James O 'Grady, Bachelor of Science (Public Utilities)
James A O'Keefe, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Margaret Oldfather, Baohelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Philip Cheverton Oleson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Carolyn Olson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Selma Marie Olson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Warren Charles Olson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Claire Elmo Oneal, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Lane Boyd Osborn, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen Evelyn Osgood, Bachelor of Science (Education)
_Guy Leslie Osmanson, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering) 1
Marion Gray Oster, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
William Carl Ott, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Margaret Owen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
James Edgar Packard, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Josephine Marie Palmer, Bachelor of Science (Education) 3
Milo Palmer, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Samuel Papanek, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ollie Taylor Parker, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Paul Parker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Helen Ora Parks, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mabel Louisa Parks, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Russell Solon Parks, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 2
Ethel Parr, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frank Parr, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Marie Christine Parr, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Esther Harding Patrick, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Jean Katherine Patterson, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Oliver Stewart Patterson, Bachelor of Science (Foreign Commerce)
Ruth Jane Patterson, Bachelor of Science (Commercial Teachers and General Business)
Albert Henry Paul, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)*
Edna Paul, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Adriel Barton Payne, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Hazel Pauline Payne, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Ruth Dorothy Peabody, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)**
Everett Leo Pearce, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Edmund Lester Pearson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Roland Byron Peck, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Elizabeth Bertha Peckenpaugh, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Joseph Elmore Pehlman, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
*With honors.
**With high honors.
•Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
•Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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Bessie V Pellouchoud, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Lloyd V Pepple, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Ralph Peaslee Perdue, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Hobabt Samuel Peterson, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Horace Torence Phipps, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Errol Traylor Pickerel, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Lola Kathryn Pickles, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education)
Gertrude Julia Pieper, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Drx Pieters, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Charles Joseph Pinney, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Creel Braden Plunkett, Bachelor of Arts (LiberalArts)
Benjamin Gordon Poag, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Emma Ruth Poggensee, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Agnes Polk, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Milton Pollack, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Alfred Wolf Pollock, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Vaden Cole Pope, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
June Porter, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Esther Elizabeth Porterfield, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics) 1
Jessie Louise Potter, Bachelor of Music (Music)**
Merwin Elwood Potter, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Roland N Powel, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Chester Rawlings Powell, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Clara Louise Powell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Milton Edward Powell, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Frank Beverly Powers, Bachelor of Science (Railway Electrical Engineering)
Raymond Gilmore Pratt, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Charles Courtland Price, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Richard Mandeville Price, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Flossie Lillian Priewe, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
John Franklin Primm, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Kenneth Ralph Pringle, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frederick Henry Pruitt, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Philip Cyril Puderer, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Ralph Levi Pugh, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Edith Maude Pullen, Bachelor of Music (Music)
Leonard Dinsmore Pursell, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Lora Gene Pusey, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Claude Wilson Pyle, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Bradford Hills Quackenbush, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Gilbert Franklin Quick, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Rosalia Raffl, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Herbert Edgar Rahe, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Albert LeRoy Rand, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Glenn Seymour Randall, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Frederick Travis Randolph, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
James Tyler Rankin, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Thomas Fred Ransdell, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Oliver LaVerne Rapp, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Russell Nelferd Rasmusen, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
George Rasmussen, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Carl Ratsek, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
Ethel Anne Raue, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Alice Tryner Rawson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 5
Flossie Mae Read, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Willis Carol Reddick, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Olive Ruth Reed, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Bert Lyndon Reeves, Bachelor of Science (Education)'
Dorothy Lois Reeves, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
Armin John Rehling, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
George Lofgren Reid, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Thomas Branham Rendlen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Elizabeth Rennen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Henry Rex, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Ethel May Reynolds, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 2
Frank Edward Renwick, Bachelor of Science (General Business)'
Mabel Frances Reynolds, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Norman Lewis Rice, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Albert Dyckman Rich, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering) 1
Park Richmond, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Paul Arthur Ridge, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Frances Elizabeth Rinehart, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hazel Verena Rives, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Francis Rassieur Roberson, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Mary Roberts, Bachelor of Science (Education) 2
Richard Weyer Roberts, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Margaret Jessie Robertson, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Wallace Samuel Robinson, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Adelaide Talbott Roche, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
With honors.
**With high honors.
degree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
•Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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Arthur Gerald Roeske, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics)
Josephine Elizabeth Ropp, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Robert Willard Rosene, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ruth Hanna Ross, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Joseph Printz Roth, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Pauline Rothbaum, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Helen Victoria Rothrock, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Samuel Irving Rottmayer, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Paul Alfred de Roulet, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Richard Peder Rovelstad, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
George Albert Rudolph, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Fred Rueb, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Helen Carolyn Rugg, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Elinor Wise Rumsey, Bachelor of Science (Public School Music Education) 1
George Donald Rumsfeld, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Willard Cornelius Runkle, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Jessie Deborah Runyard, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Meryl Althea Russel, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Marguerite Rosa Russenberger, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Alma Willis Rutledge, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Luella Dorothy Rykoff, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Adaline Ruth Saben, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Chowning Sager, Bachelor of Science (Municipal and Sanitary Engineering)
Josephine Chowning Sager, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Viola Salzmann, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mildred Grace Sanders, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mitchell Saper, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Ruth Anne Savage, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Frances Scandrett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Eugene Fredrick Schad, Bachelor of Science (Municipal and Sanitary Engineering)
John William Schaff, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Elmer Christian Scheidenhelm, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Emily Fredericka Schenck, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Fred Jacob Schildhauer, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Clarence George Schilling, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Fred Carl Schirrmacher, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Walter George Schlichting, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Fred Emerson Schlots, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Howard Ignatius Schmitt, Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering)
Philip Flick Schoch, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Amanda Marie Schroeder, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*1
Wilbur Louis Schroeder, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
William Edward Schroeder, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Armin Meyer Schultes, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Alfred Frank Schultz, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) 3
Mary Louise Schultz, Bachelor of Science (Education)
John Henry Schumacher, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Gladys Clara Schwartz, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Charles Schwarz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Nona Margaret Schwarz, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)*
Bloice M Schwarzwalder, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ruth Lydia Schwemm, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Alfred William Schwing, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Joseph Thomas Scott, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Edna Maude Seabert, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Ruth Geraldine Seaman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Rebecca Sears, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Richard Albert Seepe, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Bernard Seifer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Evelyn Isabel Senf, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Guy Emil Seymour, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mervin Monroe Shafer, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Vernon Sherman Shafer, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance) 3
Francis Miller Shaffer, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Arthur Louis Shafton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Lawrence Joseph Shappert, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Francis Wayne Sharp, Bachelor of Science (General Business)* 1
Ruth Dunn Shaughnessy, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Everett Jesse Shaw, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)**
_
Fayette Baldwin Shaw, Bachelor of Science (General Railway Administration)*
Virginia Alice Sheets, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Elizabeth Sheldon, Bachelor of Science (Education) 3
Nelson Houston Shere, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)* 1
William Sidney Sherman, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration) 1
Kathleen Dorothy Shields, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Roy William Shields, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)**
Winifred Caroline Shinn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Alfred James Shute, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Ruth Stroud, Bachelor of Science (Education)
With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
sDegree conferred August 14, 1926.
•Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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Tshoo-Su Sih, Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering
1
!
1
Alfred Wallin Sikes, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Sin-Yung Sim, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Causty Clyde Simkus, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Ralph Simpson, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Arthur Skelton, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Helen Loretta Sleadd, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Hubert John Sloan, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Carleton Rotramel Smith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Curtis Ulysses Smith, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Edmund Joseph Smith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Frank Smith, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
George Robert Smith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Hilda Vera Smith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
James Beattie Smith, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
James Harold Smith, Bachelor of Science (Railway Mechanical Engineering)*
Jeanette Agnes Smith, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Myrtle Venis Smith, Bachelor of Science (Education) 2
Joseph Edward Smuczynski, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
James Kenneth Smyth, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ruth Kathrine Smyth, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Carl Vincent Smythe, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Hiram Francis Snider, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Donald Ayres Snyder, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Fred Samuel Snyder, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Helen Lucille Snyder, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Geraldine Snyder, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Erich Max Sobota, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Herbert Sobel, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Ray C Soliday, Bachelor of Science (Education) 2
Deborah Wilda Solliday, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Phillip Ervin Soneson, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)
Robert Phillip Soughers, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Norma Kathryn Sparks, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Duane Collins Speers, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Ruth Esther Sperling, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Harry Charles Spoor, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Elizabeth Sprague, Bachelor of Science (Education)
George Thomas Stafford, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Erwin Frederick Stahl, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Floyd Shafter Stahl, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Solomon Stangle, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Ruth Elizabeth Stanley, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Jack Irving Star, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Hugo Julius Stark, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Luster Louis Starrett, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Marjorie Salome Stauffer, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Harry Clinton Stearns, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Engineering) 3
Donna Mae Steger, Bachelor of Science (Music Education)
Geneva Stein, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Margaret Lorene Steiner, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Walter Herbert Stellner, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Charles Jenner Stephens, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering)
Kenneth Gray Stevens, Bachelor of Science (Commercial Teachers) 1
Russell G Stewart, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Thomas Webb Stewart, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Mary Gene Stilfield, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Willis Still, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)*
Olive Jeannette Stimson, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Jennie Fern Stockham, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Edward Duane Stoetzel, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Richard Shumway Stokes, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Edgar Milton Stokke, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Elnor Bernice Stone, Bachelor of Music (Music)*
Ralph Heard Stone, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Aloysius Charles Stoneman, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Charles Abram Stookey, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Education)
Daniel Wesley Stookey, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering) 6
Harold Wilson Storer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Murray Story, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Gretchen Avis Stratton, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Thomas Cornelius Stresser, Bachelor of Science (Railway Mechanical Engineering)
Kenneth Beach Strong, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics)
Lucian Hart Strubinger, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Henry Edward Struck, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
William Mathew Stumm, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Dorothy Etna Styan, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Cecilia Frances Sullivan, Bachelor of Science (Education)
*With honors.
**With high honors.
•Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
sDegree conferred August 14, 1926.
3Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
'Class of 1876.
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George Frohman Sullivan, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Stella Price Sdtermeister, Bachelor of Arte (Liberal Arts)
*
Oscar Sutin, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Leonard Louis Sutker, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Charles Reuel Sutton, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)*
John Theodore Swartz, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Leon Frank Swartz, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Helen Sweet, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mildred Swengel, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education), Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Milton Theodore Swenson, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 3
Marguerite Lucille Swett, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
John Alosysous Tahent, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Sydney Chimidzi Tabor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ralph Hayes Talbot, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Charles Vaughn Talley, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Amy Jeanette Tallmadge, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Trymbak Waman Talwalkar, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics)
Edward August Taubert, Bachelor of Science (Landscape Architecture)
Albert Max Taylor, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Clayton Vincent Taylor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Frank Mackey Taylor, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
George Ernest Taylor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Irwin Clayton Taylor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Isadore Louise Taylor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
John Theodore Taylor, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance) 5
Edwin Harold Taze, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Donald Hartley Teetor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ralph Emerald Tenney, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering) 1
Jewel Ernest Thacker, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Ernest Adelbert Thayer, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Charlotte Marcia Thilo, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Averil Ellis Thomas, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Evelyn Thomas, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Howard Wesley Thomas, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)
Lora Frances Thomas, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edwin Thompson, Bachelor of Science Agricultural Education)
Robert Drummond Thompson, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Otto Theodore Thomsen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Mary Katharine Thorne, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Virginia Lile Thornsburgh, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Allen Russell Thurn, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Joseph Anton Tomasek, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Reid Raymond Tombaugh, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Dorothy Elizabeth Tooker, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Arthur Charles Tosetti, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
James Edward Trabue, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Frederick Randolph Tredwell, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Wendell Bondurant Trenchard, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) 1
George William Trevarthen, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) 3
John Henry True, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lisan Tseng, Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering) 3
Lowell Ray Tucker, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Mary Elizabeth Tucker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
William Donald Turner, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*3
William Willis Turner, Bachelor of Science (Education)*
Judson Frederick Howe Turton, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Helen Faith Twichell, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Harold Alfred Vagtborg, Bachelor of Science (Municipal and Sanitary Engineering)
Philip Wesley Vance, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
William Robert Vandermark, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Valentine Van der Meer, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 3
Paul Webster Vandervoort, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)
James Arthur Van Doorn, Jr., Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
George Enoch Van Dyke, Bachelor of Science (Agricultural Education)
Margaret Helen Van Gerpen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Virginia Catherine Van Liew, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Robert Templeton Van Tress, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
William Edward Vaughn, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Vera Veach, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Ernest Edmund Veihl, Jr., Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Neil James Venters, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 1
Mateo Mangaoang Vergara, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Daniel Vespa, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Eddie Witmer Vollintine, Bachelor of Science (Architecture) 3
John Culver Voorhees, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Joshua Dixon Voorhees, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)**
Maxwell Raymond Voris, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture) 1
Joseph Ellis Voyles, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Catherine Marie Wagner, Bachelor of Science (Education)
With honors.
**With high honors.
1Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
3Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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Hai-Shou Wai, Bachelor of Science (Mining Engineering) 1
Evelyn Wait, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Anna Lois Walker, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)'
Elizabeth Marion Walker, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
James Robert Wall, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)**
William Hamilton Wallace, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
William Whiteside Wallace, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Victor William Wallin, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance)
Grace Hite Wallis, Bachelor of Science (Education) 3
Henry Patrick Walsh, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Ernest Gardiner Walters, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)*
Edna Mae Howe Walters, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Florence Margaret Walz, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Elise Warner, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edna Louise Warner, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Gordon Geddes Warren, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Howard Emerson Warren, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Mary Louise Warren, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Royal Weldon Waschau, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance and General Business)
Clarence Leslie Waterbury, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Arthur Ernest Waterman, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering) 1
Jean Mabel Watt, Bachelor of Science (Education), Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mildred Vere Weaver, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Jennie Webb, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Floyd Webb, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Chester Clay Webber, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 3
Lewis Waller Webber, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Vivian Faye Weedon, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Anna Margaretha Wegforth, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Archibald Peter Weihl, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Joseph John Weiler, Bachelor of Science (Architectural Engineering)*
Bessie Frances Weinper, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edith Lucile Welch, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Edna Earle Weld, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
William Henry Welge, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Everett Franklin Wells, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Earl Paris Wells, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Philip Voris Welshimep, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Ethel Marie Wentz, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Kirk Ambrose Werden, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Harry William Werner, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Harold William Werno, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Harold Eugene Wertz, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Dorothy Irene West, Bachelor of Science (Education)
James Harvey Westfall, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Max Anscomb Weston, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
David Westwater, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Education)*
Josephine Isabelle Wever, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 2
Marion Kathryn Wheeler, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Herbert LeRoy White, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)*
Marion Isabel White, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Agnes White, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Ruth Stuart White, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)'
Stuart Earle White, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
Wayne Stevenson White, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Esther Grace Whitesel, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Edith May Whitfield, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Philip Harvey Whitmore, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)'
George Nicholas Wickhorst, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering) 1
William Reeme Widick, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Esther Marie Wieland, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
John Adam Wieland, Bachelor of Science (Education) 1
Ramon French Wikoff, Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Helen Carolyn Wilken, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics Education) 1
Arthur Paul Wilkening, Bachelor of Science (Commerce and Law)
Hugh Wilson Wilkin, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Lawrence Austin Willcox, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Dorothy Clarice Willcoxen, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Russel DeWitt Willey, Bachelor of Science (Agriculture)
Grace Catherine Williams, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arte)
Helen Williams, Bachelor of Arts (Home Economics)
Jessie Bennett Williams, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance) 1
Lucile Emily Williams, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Mary Ethel Williams, Bachelor of Science (Floriculture)
Oral Bernice Williams, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)*
Beatrice Marcella Williamson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)**
James Kindrick Williamson, Bachelor of Science (Banking and Finance)
Eunice Florence Willis, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
With honors.
**With high honors.
•Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
'Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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Harold Bowen Willman, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Abram Gerald Wilson, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Dorothy Wilson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)* 1
Eleanor Fay Wilson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Esther Naomi Wilson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Henry Gross Wilson, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Paul Rutledge Wilson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
William Charles Wilson, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Arthur Harry Winakor, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)*
Mary Frances Windsor, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)* 3
Joseph Fred Winkler, Bachelor of Science (Civil Engineering)
Willard Jacob Wise, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Ruth Wiseman, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Mohler Studebaker Witwer, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Franklin Worley Woeltge, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
John G Wolf, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy and Banking and Finance and General Business)
Charles Henry Wolff, Bachelor of Science (Ceramics)
William Webster Wohlfarth, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clara Kessler Wood, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Clifford Roderigh Woodford, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
John Clifford Worth, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Mary Theye Worthen, Bachelor of Science (Architecture)*
Annette Wright, Bachelor of Science (Home Economics)
Charles Thomas Wright, Bachelor of Science (Municipal and Sanitary Engineering)
Frances McDonald Wright, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Louise Wright, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Dorothy Helene Wrigley, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Edwin Puchu Wu, Bachelor of Science (Railway Civil Engineering) 1
Adelbert Earnest Wuesteman, Bachelor of Science (Applied Optics)
William John Wyke, Bachelor of Science (Physical Education)
Frank William Yarline, Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering)
Thomas Coffin Yarnall, Bachelor of Science (General Business) 3
Mildred Reed Yates, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Robert William Yates, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Kai Yuan Yen, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering^ 2
Antoinette Lucille Yoder, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Mortimer Alexander Youker, Bachelor of Science (Chemical Engineering)
Asa Dougal Young, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
George Herdig Younge, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 3
Robert Yu, Jr., Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Arthur Theodore Yuenger, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Joseph Martin Zabel, Bachelor of Science (Public Utilities)
Genevieve Ferne Zachary, Bachelor of Science (Education) 8
Allan Norman Zacher, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Casimir Stanley Zalewski, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Frederick Charles Zeltmann, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Daisy Louise Zif.gler, Bachelor of Science (Education)
Harry Hudson Ziegler, Bachelor of Science (General Business)
Edward Zimbon, Bachelor of Science (Chemistry)
Henry Wensell Zimmer, Bachelor of Science (Accountancy)
Roy Zimmerman, Bachelor of Science (Industrial Administration)
Ray Zingrebe, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
Arthur Frank Zitzewitz, Bachelor of Science (General Engineering)
Walter Marienthal Zrvi, Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) 1
With honors.
**With high honors.
JDegree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
'Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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THE COLLEGE OF LAW
The Degree of Bachelor of Science
Paul Aloysius Baden
Norbebt William Behrens
Alfred Wellington Bosworth
Wabben Yates Brown
Howard Milleb Doner
Marie Esther Funke
Paul Bertel Nickolai Lind
Clarence John Melchior
Victor Cornelius Miller
Clarence Arthur Muhl
Rolland Arthur Penneri
Delbert Sylvester Sutton'
Charles Arthur Wesner*
The Degree of Bachelor of Laws
Alfred Oliver Ahlstrand
Edward Owen Boshell, B.S., 1923
Gordon Carl Bunge, B.S., 1924
Emmons Perry Cabl
Clabence Dean Chablton
William Hendbick Cooke
Ralph Whitney Cobwin
Jewell Irwin Dilsaver, B.S., 1924
Maurice Saul Dolin
Owen Dewey Fender 1
Clare Edward Flesher 1
Willard Hayes Fouts, D.D.S.,
Northwestern University Dental College, 1918
Herschel Samuel Green 1
Harry Archibald Hall
James Colburn Hamilton
Byron Orvil House
Nathaniel William Hudson'
Sherman Kelso Hughes
William Coy Ingram
Robert William Johnson1
Chakles Ralph Johnston
James Edward Jones, B.S., 1924
Marrin C Levsen 1
Charles Terry Lindner
Wilbur Nelson Long
Willard Herrick Longcor 1
Charles Thomas McElwee, Jb., A.B., 192
George Samuel McGaughey 1
Edward Creighton Maxwell
Clarence John Melchior
Carl Robeson Milleb'
Alvin Henby Moss'
Richabd John Neagle, A.B., 1924
David Wesley Needleb
James Lowell Reed 1
Robebt Steven Swaim
Irwin Clayton Taylor
Gayland Everette Tennis 1
Augustus Charles Thompson'
Clarence Edward Townsend 1
Edward Robert Weinstein
William K Whitfield, Jb.
The Degree of Doctor of Laws
Richard Lloyd Oliver, B.S., 1925
Wilson Dempsey Partlow, B.S., 1924
Verl Rue Seed, A.B., B.S., 1923'*
Greydon Lyle Walker, A.B., 1924**
THE LIBRARY SCHOOL
The Degree of Bachelor of Library Science
Esther Willard Anell, A.B. (State University of Iowa) 1919
Henry Clay Cox, A.B. (Maryville College) 1923
Charles Ruthven Flack, A.B. (.University of Alberta) 1925
Edithe Fay Habt, A.B. (Illinois College) 1921
Miriam Ermintrude Herron, A.B. (James Milliken University) 1919
Flora Emily Hottes, A.B. (University of Illinois) 1918; A.M., 1919*
Jessie Pearl Jenks, A.B. (Leander Clark College) 1908
Julia Clementine Pbessey, A.B. (Smith College) 1918
Miriam Roe, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan University) 1920
Meta Maria Sexton, A.B. (Oberlin College) 1920; A.M., 1921
Martha Roberta Dulin Stewart, A.B. (University of Texas) 1915
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
The Degree of Bachelor of Science
(Conferred in Chicago)
Abe Louis Aabonson
Wbight Rowe Adams
Kenning Meredith Anderson
Jacob Morris Aronson
Clarence E Bensema
Arthur Russell Brandenberger
Benjamin Davis Braunstein
Allen Maxwell Bruner
Hymen Jack Burstein
Paul Vincent Carelli, Jr.
Anson Luman Clark, M.E.
Kenneth George Cook, A.B., M.S.*
Carlos C Craig
Fred Danziger
George Edward DeTrana*
Ralph Michael Di Cosola
With honors.
**With high honors.
'Degrees conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degrees conferred August 14, 1926.
'Degrees conferred October 20, 1926.
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Edwin Waldamar Edahl
Rowland Magnus Ekstrand
Burton Albert Finne
Fred Gittlestein
Michael Greenfield
Jack Greenwald
Paul Edward Haley
Isadore Halperln>
Frederick E Haskins
Ida Heibsiq
Harold Herrin Hill
John George Hillebrand*
Frank Edward Hruby 1
Thomas Jackson
Frank Douglas Jacobs, Jr.
Herman Alfred Jacobson*
Walter Frankltn James
Edward Francis Joss
Joseph Htnek Just
Paul Frederick Kionka1
Herbert John Kirchneb
Harold William Kishpaugh 1
William Howard Knudson
Rollin H Lester
Herman Levin
Maurice Levin
Howard Jack LeVine
Minna Libman, A.B.
Robert Hanawalt McCrackin, B.S.
Paul Howard McDaniel
Foster Lamont McMillan 1
Isadore Mallin
Herbhel Meyer
Harold Montgomery Mortimer
Emanuel Padnos
Nell Treva Pattengale
Dwight Pence
Kenneth Norman Petri
Cloyd Pugh, B.S.
Glenn Raymond Ray
Walter Jacob Reich
Jacob Edgar Rei6Ch
Cyril Brown Ritchie*
Vern William Ritter
Carlo Salvadore Scudehi
Isadore M Shapiro
Sidney Sideman 1
Daniel Andersen Simmons
Arch E Spelman
Clarence Cornelius Stein*
Leland Manford Stilwell, A.B.
Charles Raymond Summers
Henning Melville Swenson, B.S.
James Sherwood Taylor
Sol Morton Weinstein
Lawrence Forrest Whittaker, B.S.
Lyle Joseph Willis
The Certificate in Medicine
Sol Marvin Abelson, B.S.
Harry Arlo Amebbury, B.S.
Leo Eibler Amtman, B.S.
Burton Richard Bancroft, B.S.
Huston J Banton, B.S.
Albert Carlos Barber, B.S.
Cecil Frederick Barber, B.S.
Hubert Hugh Beguesse, B.S.
John Theodore Belting, B.S.
William Harold Bennett, B.S.
Clinton A Benzie, B.S.
James Bernard Berardi, Ph.G., B.S.
Theodore B Bernstein, B.S.
Caryle Bernard Bohner, B.S.
Milton George Bohrod, B.S.
Joseph Thomas Bolotin
Hugh Ginther Bridegroom, B.S.
Raymond Calvin Brown
John Willard Bull, B.S.
Norman Charles Bullock, B.S.
Melton Burdett Burns, B.S.
Mack Clelland Canan, B.S.
Clarie Eugene Carr, B.S.
Harold Bernard Cabsidy, B.S.
Nelson Hole Chesnut, B.S.
Joseph Cabimer Ciesla, B.S.
Harold James Collins, B.S.
Ethelbert Fitz-Randolph Cox, B.S.
Joe P Crabtree, B.S.
Chester Leo Crean
Bernhard Johannes Cronwell, Jr., A.B., B.S.
Percy Joseph DeLano, B.S.
Nicholas Demetrius Demetropulos
Ralph Michael Di Cosola
H Manning Elliott, A.B., B.S.
Paul Henry Esslinger, A.B., B.S.
John Edward Eubanks, B.S.
Earl Ernst Ewert, B.S.
Manley Fording Fellows, B.S.
Clarence Elbert Flack, B.S.
Carl Herman Gellenthein, B.S.
Emilia Josephine Giryotas, A.B., B.S.
Stanley Joseph Giryotas, B.S.
Hymen W Golub, B.S.'
Max Russell Greenlee, A.B.
Isadore Halperin, B.S.
Matthew James Hantover
Harry Clay Harris, B.S.
Peter Nicholas Hatzib, B.S.
Carl Adel Hedberg, B.S.
Gifford Harold Henry, B.S.
Charles William Herman, B.S.
Samuel Julian Hoffman, B.S.
Frank Edward Hruby, B.S.
Roger Wolcott Hubbard, B.S.
Max Iglowitz, B.S.
Lawrence Francis Isenhart, B.S.
Thomas Jackson, B.S.
Walter Franklyn James
Clarence Augustinus Johnson, B.S.
Johannes John Jurgens
Jennie Kantor, B.S.
Jerry Joseph Kearns
Raymond William Kelso
Donald William Killinger, B.S.
Elmer George Koehler, B.S.
Leonard Avii Kratz, B.S.
Robert Krohn, B.S.
Philip Montgomery Law
Nathan Kent Lazar, B.S.
Seymour Rowland Lee
Rollin Harold Lester
Maurice Levin
Samuel Arthur Levin
Jacob Levy
Albert Bellack Libermann, B.S.
Ben Liebf.rman, B.S.
Jacob Aaron Lifshin, B.S.
Paul Howard McDaniel
Elbridge Albert McIntyre, B.S.
Daniel Richard McLean
Reuben Mark, B.S.
Alex George Marshall, B.S.
Hymen M Massel, B.S.
Joseph Jacob Mizock
Timothy Francis Mullen, Jr., B.S.
Samuel Bennet Nelson, B.S.
Wilfred Jonathan Nowlin, B.S.
Ben King Parks, A.B., B.S.
Samuel Pelusf, B.S.
Leon George Pertzoff
Michael Zalman Pintzow, B.S.
*With honors.
1Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
2Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
3Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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Max Louis Polse, A.B., B.S.
Elza Carl Porter, B.S.
Edward Falk Poser, B.S.
Loira Cromwell Pumphrey
Sidney Wallace Raymond, B.S.
Russell Lindsay Robertson
Leon Edward Robinson, A.B.
Maurice Alexander Roe, B.S.
Eugene John Rooney
Robert Rosenberg, B.S.
Abraham Irving Rosenblum, B.S.
Anthony Frank Ruffolo, B.S.
Bruce Ivan Ryder, B.S.
James David Sarven, A.B., B.S.
Joseph Michael Schiavone
Elizabeth Helene Schirmer, B.S.
Max Joseph Schwartz
Reuben Seid
Samuel Gero Seinfeld
Bryant Richard Selden, B.S.
Frank Robert Sender
Richard C Shurtz, B.S.
Lucille Hammel Snow
Clifford Earle Sleckbaueri
Charles Gilbert Stoll, B.S.
Samuel John Sullivan, B.S.
Lars Waldorf Switzer, B.S.
Eugene Emerson Taylor, B.S.
John Francis Tenczar, B.S.
Gilbert Bernard Tepper, B.S.
Clara Deborah Tigay, A.B.
Grover Tracy, A.B.
Edward Claude Turner, A.B.
Charles Van Epps Waggoner, A.B., B.S.
Max Edward Wiese
The Degree of Doctor of Medicine
(Conferred in Chicago)
John Michael Benedetto, B.S.1
Bengt Norman Bengtson, B.S.8
Lewis Rawlings Brewer, B.S.8
Stuart A Cameron, B.S.1
Claude Lorraine Davison, A.B., B.S.'
Walter Averill Dawley8
Marion Purman Dorman, A.B.8
John Edward Fairchild, B.S.
George Samuel Glassoff*
Lafayette Abbott Hedges, B.S.*
William Lloyd Kenny*
Paz Garcia King 1
Milton Henry Kronenberg*
Aloysius Francis Lenzen*
Richard Axel Lifvendohl*
Edward Maurice Lipsett, A.B.8
Herman Louis Mishkin, B.S. j
Otto Victor Pawlisch, B.S.8
Herbert William Peterson8
Thomas Sanderson Robertson*
Lawrence Donat Ryan, B.S.'
Henry S Testin'
David Shayne*
Frank John Smejkal*
Horace Frederick Smith, A.B.7
Alfred P Solomon*
Michael Henry Streicheb 8
THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
The Degree of Bachelor of Science
(Conferred in Chicago)
Carl Edwin Brasmer
Sloan Franklin Hedgcock
Phillip John Kartheiseb
Theodore Godfried Schwarz
Charles Irving Shellow
The Degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery
Henry Francis Andree Hannah Katz
Frank W Benbow Mollie Katz
Helen Blinder' Robert George Kesel'
Sophia Nemirovsky Bolotny Philip John Kirsten
Daniel Patrick Cavanaugh Walter Carl Ladwig, A.B.
Loverne Wallace Creek Elmer Phelps Little^
William B Downs Saul Levy, B.S.
Thomas Croswell Elder George Emilio Naselli
Willis Gene Ewell Lawrence W Neber
Leo Leslie Grissom Gustave R Schmitt
H Arnold Grubman Theodore Godfried Schwarz
H W Rudolph Hinrichb Donald William Smith
Albert Wayne Houghton Kay Lee Thompson, Jr.
Richard Alvin Jentzsch Clarence Joseph Totte
Eva Shapiro Katz
THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
The Degree of Graduate in Pharmacy
(Conferred in Chicago)
Charles Wendell Aldrich
Ralph Edwin Anderson
Edward Aronofsky
Leo Sidney Baewsky*
Walter Edward Barnes, Jr.
Josephine Anna Barnett
'Degree conferred February, 1926.
!Degree conferred August, 1926.
'Degree conferred October, 1926.
Degree conferred December, 1925.
'Degree conferred March, 1926.
•Degree conferred April, 1926.
'Degree conferred July, 1926.
'Degree conferred September, 1926.
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William Bannister Barrtte 1
Charles Wilbur Bashaw
Charles George Baskes
Paul Brian Bass
James Olgen Basta
Edwin Ferdinand Baumrucker
Alfred Frederick Belz
William Randolph Benson 1
Archie Louis Berman*
Maurice Bernstein
Lucian Scott Berry
Conrad George Briel
David Jerome Brody
Edward Frederick Brown
Harry Leroy Burke
Jerry Joseph Cerny
Lloyd Edwin Chamberlin
Leo Milton Chessen
Cuthbert Welcome Choisser
William Cody
John Donald Cooper
Catherine Marie Curran
Dora Noah DaCosta
Edwin George Daniels
Joseph Anthony DeGrazio 1
Stuart Martin Driss
Ossa Marguerite Duff
Steven Dulla
Irwin Arnold Duskin
Arthur Marshall Earl
Walter Alexander Elliott
Julius N Livingston Epstein
Fred George Factor
Hugh Wilson Felker
Armond Thomas Foster
Sidney U Frazin
Lester John Frohs
Henry Fuchs
Joseph Vincent Gadzinski
Barney Galatzer 1
Walter Edward Giese
Saturnino Paul Giudici
Roy Anthony Gohr
Julian Harold Goldsmith
Arthur A Goldstein
Roman Mathew Gonia
Edward William Gorchow
Hattie Theresia Gorecki
Monte Greengard
Dannie Greenslet
John Joseph Haas
Harry Halperin
Thomas Wesley Hamill
Nels Theodore Hanson
Joseph Kenneth Hellmuth
Ruth Wilma Herdlicka
Mandel Herman
Thomas Harvey Hicks
Ad Brown Hinton
Henry Isadore Hoffman
Leo Honoroff
Abe Horwitz
Agnes Alvina Hunkler
Malcolm LeRoy Hurless
Clarence Edward Hutchison
Israel Irving Hyman
Harry Martin Isenberg
Roy Lewis Jabusch
Norman Keith Jackson
Charles Jacobson
Victor Herbert Jacobson
Anthony Joseph Jakubowski 1
Adam Martin Jankowski
Chester Anton Jarecki
Milton Burdell Johnson
George Ignatius Kaspar
Theophile Albert Kempa
Emanuel Marvin Kesert
Elizabeth Marie Kieradlo
Harry Arthur Klein
Sidney Klein
Marian Albert Klos
Ervin William Koci
Frank James Kohout
Arthur Henry Kolb
Jerry James Kostohryz
Solomon Kozlov
Joseph Adam Kozlowski
Frederick Emanuel Krauss
Joseph Masal Krinsky
Ernest George Lambesis
Ralph Herman Lange
Roland Paul Larsen
Sam Lasinsky
Earl Howard Lavender
Abe Levin
Joseph Anthony Lewicki
Marshall James Lightfoot
Edmund John Linowiecki
Eugene George Lipow
Melvin Frank Lossman 1
Morris Lukinsky
Guy Gordon McCandlish
John Edward McCann
Wilbur M McKinley
Ward Hainline McMasters
Sam Maram
Frank Albert Marek
John Stephen Martin
Floyd Francis Mathews
John Walter Meara
George Adam Meyer
Howard Deloss Miller
Jack Mishlove
Ladislaus Aloysius Misiora
Samuel Henry Mitlin
Peter Nicholas Mlotkowski
Charles Raymond Moore
Orville Dale Morse
Theodore Mueller
Knute Moritz Nelson
Barney Newman
Chester Edward Niespodziany
Samuel Noskin
Cecil Fritche Oakley
Henry William Obartuch
Joseph Edwin O'Connor
Herman Louis Olivo
Carl Albert Otto
Chester Louis Peters
Isadore Lewis Pitchman1
Charles Frank Plhak
Maurice Potkin
Harold Price
Adolph Edward Prouza
George Jerry Pudil
Harry Barney Raphael
Jack Isadore Reader
Robert Nicholas Reis 1
David Rice
Leo Rifas
Emilio Carl Romano1
Theresa Mildred Romano
Harry Roth
Perry Rosenberg 1
Leslie Henry Rueckert
Louis Herman Sachs
Paul Samuel Sang*
Hosea George Sawyer
Andrew Charles Scherer
Arthur Victor Schmid
Alfred William Schmitt
Harry Milton Schwartz
Harold Kent Seaney
Edward Edgar Seidmon
John Francis Seward
John Beck Seyler 1
Amelia Katherine Sharkey
Herman Wadsworth Shaw
Bernard Patrick Sheehan
Hazel Irene Shelton
Otho Carl Sherrick
Frank Ambrose Shimkus
Benjamin Shulman
*With honors.
degree conferred February 10, 1926.
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Julius Silbebman
Maurice Samuel, Singer
Lbrot Smith
Roman Peter Sroczynsxi
Paul 8 Steinberg
Fred Charles Straka
Albert 8tanley Swienton
Clifford John Thiel
Arnold Albert Thompson
William Jay Ueber
Cecil Ross Veatch
Paul Francis Volpe
Samuel Vrablik, Jr.
Max M Warsaw
William Francis Borkelli
Eugene Nathan Cohen
Howard Covinsky
Murray Sayle DuMont
Joseph Andrew Forbrich
Cecelia Wanda Furmaniak
George Fred Gerdung
Alice True Haller
Ethel Lillian Herdlicka
Barlow Websley Hill
Kenmoore Hoos
Alexander Hoyer
Leon Alan Kaplan
John Keppl
David Max Laskov
Glenn Thomas Wattle*W R Waxler, Jr.
Arthur Otto Wetzel
Wilfred Cecil White
Melvin William Will
Owen Williams
Harrt Witkin
Felisk Leo WojtalewiczI
Julius Seymour Wolff
Morris Wolfson
Frank Leonard Zaucha
Reuben Zeitlin
William Jerome Zimmerman 1
Roscoe Franklin Zipse
Certificate in Pharmacy
William Maram
Urban Oscar Oakdale
Herman Imy Oberman
Harold Pales
Lillian Elizabeth Picker
David Radner
Isadore Howard Raff
Reuben Max Reifler
David Jerome Riback
Morris Rice
Benjamin Irving Schultz
Jack J Weissman
Theodor Gubtave Wolff
John B Wotell, Jr.
Bohumil Zeman
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
The Degree of Master of Arts
In Accountancy
Clement Angelo Marchildon, A.B. (Campion College) 1923
In Botany
Clara Maurie Bailey, A.B. (DePauw) 1922
Margaret Caroline Jacobs, A.B., 1925
Gertrude Karr, A.B., 1925
Mathilde Hannah Krenz, A.B., 1924 3
Wilhelm Gerhard Solheim, A.B. (Iowa State Teachers' College) 1924
In Chemistry
Leonard Mohr Freeman, A.B. (Miami University) 1924
Emma Janet McDonald, A.B. (Lawrence College) 1924
Sidney Lionel Neave, A.B., 1924 1
In Classics
Winfred Audif Harbison, A.B. (Wabash College) 1924 s
Leola Glenn Harding, A.B. (Greenville College) 1912'
Mildred Marguerite Madden, A.B. (Eureka College) 1925
Henry Close Montgomery, A.B. (Hanover College) 1921
Mary Helen Orton, A.B. (Carthage College) 1925
Kenton Frank Vickery, A.B. (Augustana College) 1925s
In Economics
Claron Dale Barber, A.B., 1925
Fred Newton Baxter, A.B., 1925
Marcelino Velasquez Bernardo, B.S. (University of the Philippines) 1925
Kenneth Field, A.B. (University of Maine) 1925
Lloyd Alvin Helms, A.B. (DePauw University) 1925
Ross Franklin Horn, A.B. (Hiram College) 1925
Pedro Villanueva Javier, B.S., 1925
Charles Franklin Marsh, A.B. (Lawrence College) 1925
Pauline Gertrude Elizabeth Westphaelinger, A.B. (Washington University) 1919'
In Education
James William Andrew, A.B., 1925
William Conrad Baer, A.B. (Lake Forest College) 191
1
2
Irl Maxwell Brock, B.S., 1922»
John Harold Clearwaters, A.B. (DePauw University) 1920»
Jesse Leonard Clements, B.S. (McKendree College) 1923
Thomas Howell Cobb, B.S., 1923 s
Lyman Kent Davis, A.B., 1919
Elizabeth Lawrence Fenton, A.B. (Wheaton College) 1914
Chester Arthur Graham, A.B. (Oberlin College) 1919
Fred Carlisle Hood, A.B. (Southern Illinois Teachers' College) 1918*
Charles Dean Howk, A.B., 1915
Harold Pittman Rogers, B.S. (Illinois College) 1924
degree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
'Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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William Finlay Sloan, B.S., 1916»
Cabl Ambrose Smith, A.B. (Wabash College) 1913'
Rot Becker Tozier, A.B. (Park College) 1919
Jacob Christian Wiedrich, A.B. (College of Emporia) 1913 s
Charles Henry Wright, B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan University) 1907
In English
Ida Josephine Baker, A.B. (James Milliken University) 1923 2
William Oliver Baxter, A.B. (DePauw University) 1924
Thelma Macatawa Bennett, A.B. (Illinois Woman's College) 1925
Gerald Eades Bentley, A.B. (DePauw University) 1923 1
Helen Ethel Booker, A.B., 1905 3
Eunice Lydia Chapman, Ph.B. (Shurtleff College) 1925
Ruth Clark, A.B. (Earlham College) 1915 3
Maxwell Dean Edwards, A.B. (Simpson College) 1919 2
Edward Christian Alan LEscn, A.B., 1925
Gilbert Macbeth, A.B. (Miami University) 1925
Glen Archie McCoy, A.B., 1924
Helen Atkinson McMinn, Ph.B. (University of Chicago) 1919
Helen Hayes Peffer, A.B. (University of Kansas) 1919
Effie Mildred Penfield, A.B. (University of Michigan) 1910
Eugene Sherman Pratt, A.B. (Columbia University) 1920
Clara Ellen Robinson, A.B. (Rockford College) 1925
William Balthasar Schneider, A.B., 1924
Raymond Anthony Seng, A.B., 1925
Beulah Fay Summers, A.B. (Georgetown College) 1923 2
Minnie Elizabeth Summers, A.B. (Georgetown College) 19232
Margaret Beatrice Wall, A.B., 1925 2
Pauline Margaret White, A.B. (Franklin College) 1919 1
In Geology
Eunice Cooksey Goebel, A.B., 1925
Esther Wilhelmina Utzig, A.B., 1924
In German
Edith Hoppe Philbrick, Ph.B. (University of Chicago) 1914
In History
Homer Clark Bower, A.B. (McKendree College) 1920 3
Bertha Price Casberg, A.B. (Rockford College) 1924
Oliver Kinsey Doney, LL.B., 1900, A.B. (Eureka College) 1906
Mildred Elizabeth Eversole, A.B., 1924
Oliver Saxon Heckman, A.B. (Lebanon Valley College) 1922
Ross Henry Holt, B.E. (Western Illinois State Teachers' College) 1925 2
Charles Burnet Judah, Jr., A.B., 1925
Max Cortis Kelley, A.B. (Hillsdale College) 1917
Clarence John Kollman, A.B. (Eureka College) 1923 3
Alta Marie Miller, A.B. (Illinois Woman's College) 1919*
..- Cleone Pittman Orr, A.B., 1925
Ezra Henry Pieper, A.B. (Norih-Western College) 1925
Pearl Elizabeth Pugh, A.B. (University of Kansas) 1923
Martha Robins, B.E. (Illinois State Normal University) 1925
Vernon Gridley Setser, A.B. (University of Montana) 1925
Helen Boulds Tipton, B.S. (Purdue University) 1921
Herbert Louis Wagner, A.B. (Carthage College) 1925
In Mathematics
Erdys Lucile Carmichael, A.B., 1925
Paul Dado Cramer, A.B. (Illinois College) 1925
Thelma Arlene Deetz, A.B. (James Milliken University) 1923
Florence Sutton, B.E. (Eastern Illinois State Teachers' College) 1923 2
Charles Payne Turpin, A.B. (Indiana State Normal School) 1922 3
In Philosophy
Arnold Frederick Emch, A.B., 1925
Oskar Alfred Kubitz, A.B. (James Milliken University) 1923
In Political Science
Clifford Luther Morgan Blunk, A.B., 1924
Su Ching Chen, A.B. (Fuh-tan University) 1925 2
Chao Chin Huang, A.B. (Waseda University) 1923
Edward Theodore Leonard, A.B. (Lake Forest College) 1925
Llewellyn Ernest Pfankuchen, A.B. (University of Minnesota) 1924 2
Ivan McKinley Stone, A.B. (University of Nebraska) 1923
Harold Tascher, A.B., 1925
In Psychology
Fred Harold Turner, A.B., 1922
In Public Speaking
Nora Ovalla Hiser, A.B., 1923"
Edith Lorene Swander, A.B., 1924 3
Lida Georgette Anderson, A.B. (Carleton College) 1920
In Romance Languages
Miriam Bonifield, A.B., 1924
Margie Nickelson Burks, A.B. (Wesleyan College) 1905
Helen Katherine Bussell, A.B., 1923
Agnes Rosella Chapman, Ph.B. (Shurtleff College) 1925
Jennie Kingsley Fleming, B.S. (University of Missouri) 1919
Mary Frances Hester, A.B. (DePauw University) 1920
'Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
2Degree Conferred August, 1926.
3Degree Conferred October 20, 1926.
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Paul Emile Jacob, Brevet d 'Enseignement {Neuchatel, Switzerland) 1919 1
Martha Elizabeth Logan, A.B. {Illinois Woman's College) 1925
Phyllis Mart Bruce Miles, A.B., 1924
Hallie Marion Offlighter, A.B., 1921
Ruth Frances Willard, A.B., 1921
In Sociology
Celinda Ruth Cheeseman, A.B. {Meridian College) 1918; A.B. {University of Pennsylvania) 1919
In Zoology
Frankie Helen Btrne, A.B., 1925
Ernest Charles Driver, A.B. {Iowa State Teachers' College) 1924
Arthur Sidnet Hyde, A.B., 1924'
Justus Frederick Muller, A.B. {Johns Hopkins University) 1923 1
Pabke Harvey Simer, B.E. {Illinois State Normal University) 1924 1
The Degree of Master of Science
In Accountancy
Chuan Yun Chao, B.S., 1925
Esther Clements, B.S., 1917'
Walter BeVier Cole, A.B. {Lawrence College) 1925
Harold Baker Eversole, B.S., 1923
Raymond Eugene Glos, B.S., 1925 3
Robert Phillip Hackett, B.S., 19232
John Wilbur Hansen, B.S., 1924 3
Ralph Stanley Johns, B.S., 1925 2
Roy Edward Mayes, B.S., 1925
William Pesmen, B.S., 1924
Irving Berry Phillips, B.S. {University of Arizona) 1925
Arthur Silver Whitefield, B.B.S. {Boston University) 1923 2
Chao Hsung Yang, B.C.S. {Fuh-tan University) 1924 1
In Agronomy
Francis Matthew Clark, B.S., 1923 3
Floyd Hamilton Crane, B.S. {Ohio State University) 1921
William Reynolds Paden, B.S. {University of Missouri) 1925 3
In Animal Husbandry
Marshall G Clark, B.S., 1920 3
Walker Mybick Dawson, B.S. {University of Maryland) 19252
Cecil Elmer Gates, B.S., 1922
Donald Cedric Henderson, B.S., 1924
Thomas Byron Keith, B.S. {University of Idaho) 1924
Glen Aven Lindsey, B.S. {Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas) 1923 1
Clarence Redden Nobles, B.S., 19232
Robert Alfred Smith, B.S., 1924
Leon Todd, B.S. {Pennsylvania State College) 1925
In Architecture
Edwin Eldwood Newcomb, B.S., 1921
In Botany
Walter August Huelsen, B.S. {Cornell University) 1917
Lisle William McKown, B.S., 1924 3
Frank Andrew Schrepfer, B.S., 1925
Laura Johanna Schroeder, B.S. {Beloit College) 1923
Floyd William George Von Ohlen, B.S., 1920
In Business Organization and Operation
Karl Hort Krauskopf, B.S., 1925
In Ceramics
Thomas Newkibk McVay, B.S., 1914
In Chemistry
James Augustus Arvin, B.S., 1925
Harold Theodore Blair, B.S. {Monmouth College) 1925
Euclid Wilfred Bousquet, A.B., 1925 3
Roger Hammond Bray, B.S. {Pennsylvania State College) 1923 3
Frank Leon Cohen, B.S., 1925
Gerald Hawley Coleman, A.B. {Ohio State University) 1922 1
Charles Curtis Coons, B.S., 1924
Francis Charles Coulson, B.S. {University of Nebraska) 1918
James Meyer Davidson, B.S., 1925
Letha Allison Davies, A.B. {Mount Holyoke College) 1921
Floyd Hamilton Fish, Ch.E., B.S. {Clarkson College of Technology) 1916, 1922
Chester Southwick Fleming, B.S. {Carthage College) 1918 2
Horace Beaven Gillespie, A.B. {Lawrence College) 19252
Howard Alfred Graffis, B.S. {Earlham College) 1924 2
Ned Guthrie, B.S. {Illinois Wesleyan University) 1925
Harold Herman Jordan, A.B. {Lawrence College) 19232
Hilda Hertha Kroeger, B.S. {University of Arizona) 1924 3
Robert Thies Leslie, B.S., 1925
William Hiram Lycan, B.S., 1924 J
Harriet Jean McBrien, B.S. {Shurtleff College) 1925
Earl William Paeplow, Ch.E. {Rensselaer Polytechnic Institution) 1924 s
Paul Lawrence Salzberg, B.S. {Knox College) 1925
Chables Frederick Schurch, B.S. {Montana State College) 1924
'Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
2Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
3Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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Hazel Algretta Seddon, A.B. (Drury College) 1917 3
Hui Yuan Shen, A.B., B.S. (Soochow University) 1917, 1918*
Roy Soukup, B.S., 1924
Victor Elwin Spencer, B.S., 1915 1
Ralph Hates Talbot, B.S., 1926
Russell Henry Van Dyke, A.B. {Hope College) 1924
Elmer Bennett Vliet, B.S., 1918"
William Alonzo Watson, B.S. {Lombard College) 1925
In Civil Engineering
John Elmer Keranen, B.S. (Slate College of Washington) 1923 1
Cheng-Lieh Kuan, B.S. (Peking National University) 1922 3
Edward Archibald MacLean, B.S. (University of Maine) 1920
Frederic Theodore Mavis, B.S., 1922
Gordon Vernon Nelson, B.S., 1924
Rolland George Sturm, B.S. (University of Nebraska) 1924
In Dairy Husbandry
Richard Watson Smith, Jr., B.S. (Massachusetts Agricultural College) 1921
In Economics
Charles Edgar Born, B.S., 1918
Elmer Burtwell Brown, B.S., 1925
Carlos Elmer Campbell, B.S., 1923
Francis Newell Campbell, B.S., 1925
Cooper Kao-Piao Cheng, B.S. (Knox College) 1925
Herbert Raymond Damisch, B.S., 1923 2
Wayne Fulton Gibbs, B.S., 1921
Paul Evans Johnston, B.S., 1917
Wan Yan Lin, B.S., 1925
Waldo George Mueller, B.S., 1925
Kenneth Hayes Myers, B.S., 1922
Mabelle Tappan, B.S., 1925 2
Te-Pei Woo, B.C.S. (Fuh-tan University) 1925 3
In Education
Walter Scott Adams, B.E. (Illinois State Normal University) 1920 3
Percy Harrison Daigh, B.S., 1922
Max Dissette Engelhart, B.S., 1923
Earl C Franklin, B.S., 1922 3
Lee Orville Garber, B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan University) 1920
Lewis Ross Johnson, B.S. (Oregon State Agricultural College) 1915
Lester Ryan Mapes, B.S. (Carthage College) 1916 3
George Vernon Page, B.S. (University of Kentucky) 1917 3
Walter Lee Payne, B.S., 1920
Harry Edward Pratt, B.S., 1923 3
Laurell Lacey Scranton, B.S., 1921
Warren Dale Strohecker, B.S., 1922
John Bryant Tipton, B.S. (Purdue University) 1921
Carlos John Wagner, B.S., 1924 2
In Entomology
Franklin Christian Nelson, B.S., 1924
Fo-Ching Woo, A.B. (Southeastern University, Nanking, China) 1924 3
In Home Economics
Maude Williams, A.B., 1924
In Horticulture
Lloyd Amos Koritz, B.S., 1924 1
Otto John Loekle, Jr., B.S., 1924
Oakley Van Buren Morgan, B.S. (Purdue University) 1919
In Mathematics
Irving Kittell, A.B., A.M. (Southern Methodist University) 1924, 1925
In Mechanical Engineering
Albert Eby Hershey, B.S. (Carnegie Institute of Technology) 1922
In Municipal and Sanitary Engineering
Lewis Van Carpenter, B.S., M.S. (West Virginia University) 1918, 1925
In Oral Surgery
Abdon Quejada Paguio, D.D.S. (University of the Philippines) 1920; M.D., D.D.S. (Chicago Medical
School) 1922, 1924
In Orthodontia
Burne Olin Sippy, B.S. (University of Akron) 1909; D.D.S, 1917
In Pharmacology
James Bernard Berardi, B.S., 1924
In Physics
Karl Hammond Hubbard, B.S., 1924
William Dwight Lansing, B.S., 1925
Gerald Mark Rassweiler, A.B. (Buchnell University) 1924
In Railway Mechanical Engineering
Sze Cheng, B.S. (Nanyang University) 1923 1
In Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Anton Brandtzaeg (Norwegian Institute of Technology) 1922
Rudolph Earl Peterson, B.S., 1925
In Transportation
Arthur Woodworth Fox, B.S., 1925
Yen-Yin Hsu, B.S., 1925
Ju-I Liu, B.S., 1925*
'Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
•Degree conferred October 20, 1926.
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In Zoology
Harvey De Bruine, A.B. (Hope College) 1925J
Marvin Pearse Hatchett, A.B. (University of Arkansas) 1911
Eleanor Frances Hatfield, B.S. (Illinois Wesleyan University) 1925
Mtbna Frances Jones, A.B. (Doane College) 1924
Wilbur Marshall Luce, B.S. (Bates College) 1924
Professional Degrees in Engineering
Master of Architecture
Ernest Pickering, B.S. (University of Kansas) 1919; B.S. ( University of Illinois) 1920
Ceramic Engineer
John Botd Lyon, B.S., 1916
Civil Engineer
Harry Clow Boabdman, B.S., 1910
Carter Jenkins, A.B. (Hendrix College) 1915; B.S., 1921
Jesse John Woltmann, B.S., 1914
Electrical Engineer
John Lloyd Howie, Jr., B.S., 1922
Martin Collins Hughes, B.S., 1917
John Otto Kbaehenbuehl, B.S., 1917; M.S. (University of Tennessee) 1922
Humphreys Oliver Siegmund, B.S., 1917
Mechanical Engineer
Edward August Dieterle, B.S., 1904
Walter Chris Heckman, B.S., 1920
The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
In Agronomy
Hugo William Alberts, B.S., M.S. (University of Wisconsin) 1918, 1920 1
Frederick Wenzl Hofmann, B.S., M.S. (University of Nebraska) 1910, 1912
James Ransom Holbert, B.S., M.S. (Purdue University) 1915, 1919
In Botany
Walter LeRoy Blaine, A.B. (Wabash College) 1916; M.S., 1921>
Atlee Lawrence Hafenrichter, A.B. (North-Western College) 1922
Orton Kibkwood Stark, A.B. (DePauw University) 1922
In Chemistry
Ernest Franklin Fiock, B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924
Isaac Hahn Godlove, B.S., A.M. (Washington University) 1914, 1915
Floyd David Hager, B.S., M.S., 1922, 1924
Joseph Allen Harris, A.B., A.M. (University of British Columbia) 1922, 1923
Glen Sefton Hiers, B.S. (Miami University) 1919; A.M. (Northwestern University) 1921; M.S., 1924
William Bultman Holton, B.S., M.S., 1921, 1923
Forrest Everett Kendall, B.S., M.S., 1921, 1924
Rob Roy McGregor, A.B., A.M. (McMaster University) 1916, 1923
Carl Robert Noller, B.S., M.S. (Washington University) 1922, 1923
Shripati Venkatesh Puntambeker, B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924
Charles William Rippie, B.S. (University of Michigan) 1919; M.S., 1925
Jacob Sacks, B.S., M.S. (University of Chicago) 1922, 1924
Norman McKee Stover, B.S., M.S. (University of Alberta) 1918, 1921
Sherman Israel Strickhouser, B.S. (Pennsylvania State College) 1922; M.S., 1923
John Bradshaw Taylor, B.S., M.S., 1922, 1923
Cyprian George Tomecko, A.B. (St. Procopius College) 1917; A.M., 1922
William Feagan Tuley, B.S. (Oregon State Agricultural College) 1922; M.S., 1924
Muppanna C Tcmminkatti, B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924
In Classics
Christopher George Brouzas, A.B. (Tri-State College) 1920; A.M. (Colgate University) 1921
In Economics
Charles Iseard Bray, B.S. (Ontario Agricultural College) 1904; M.S. (Mississippi Agricultural and
Mechanical College) 1907 1
Hugh Mackay Fletcher, A.B. (University of British Columbia) 1919; A.M. (Stanford University) 1920
Horace Montgomery Gray, B.S., M.S., 1922, 1923
Charles Earl Landon, A.B., A.M. (University of Kansas) 1920, 1921
David Philip Locklin, A.B. (Middlebury College) 1920; A.M. (Harvard University) 1922
Marvel Marion Stockwell, A.B. (Cornell College )1920; A.M. (University of California) 1922 1
Paul Canaday Taylor, B.S., M.S., 1920, 1923
In Education
Oscar Friedolin Weber, B.S., M.S., 1922, 1923
In Engineering
Linton Elias Grinter, B.S. (University of Kansas) 1923; M.S., 1924
In English
Joseph Bunn Heidler, A.B., A.M., 1918, 1920
Lena Josephine Myers, A.B., A.M., 1913, 1918
In History
Jonathan Truman Dorris, A.B. (Illinois College) 1911; A.M. (University of Wisconsin) 1918
Charles Wright Fornoff, A.B., A.M., 1922, 1923
John Louis Morris, A.B. (University of Montana) 1922; A.M., 1924
In Mathematics
Harold Wood Bailey, B.S. (Ottawa University) 1921; A.M., 1924
Theodore Lake Bennett, A.B. (Cornell University) 1921; A.M., 1923 1
Harold Lisle Black, A.B. (Albion College) 1923; A.M., 1924
Nelson Bush Conkwright, A.B. (University of Kentucky) 1922; A.M., 1924
Ralph Douglas Doner, B.S. (University of Chicago) 1917; M.S., 1920
Roy French Graesser, A.B., A.M., 1919, 1922
JDegree conferred February 10, 1926.
'Degree conferred August 14, 1926.
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Hemphill Moffett Hosford, A.B. (Southern Methodist University) 1919; A.M., 1923
Clyde Mortimer Htjber, A.B. (Pennsylvania State College) 1922; A.M., 1924
John Wildeboor Hurst, B.S. (University of Missouri) 1920; A.M., 1922 1
Francis Edgar Johnston, A.B. (George Washington University) 1921; A.M., 1923
Guy Stevenson, A.B. (Georgetown College) 1921; A.M., 1923
In Physics
Pierce Waddell Ketchum, B.S. (University of Utah) 1922; M.S., 1923
Edward Milton Little, B.S., M.S. (University of Washington) 1918, 1922
Fay Edison Null, B.S., M.S., 1923, 1924
William Howard Sanders, A.B., A.M., 1920, 1922
Clifford Nathan Wall, A.B., M.S., 1922, 1923
William Morris Young, B.S., M.S., 1921, 1922
In Political Science
William Cornell Casey, A.B. (James Millikin University) 1916; A.M., 1922
In Psychology
Glenn Devere Higginson, B.S., M.S., 1921, 1923 1
William Henry Mikesell, A.B. (Western Maryland College) 1909; B.D. (Westminster Theological
Seminary) 1912; A.M. (Harvard University) 1914
In Romance Languages
Oriana Pauline Pierson, A.B. (Transylvania College) 1914; A.M. (University of Chicago) 1922
•Degree conferred February 10, 1926.
SCHOLARS AND FELLOWS, 1926-1927
Alice Katherine Abbott, Scholar in Romance Languages
Oscar Fritiof Ander, Scholar in History (Nominee of Auguslana College)
Corliss Doran Anderson, Scholar in Economies of Public Utilities
Dwight Kermit Ball, Scholar in Accountancy (Nominee of College of Commerce)
John Hanson Bandy, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
Dorothy Emma Bateman, Fellow in Chemistry
Margaret Helen Belsley, Scholar in English
Edward George Benson, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
David Lester Bidwell, Scholar in Psychology
Ralph Durham Bird, Fellow in Zoology
Minnie Lunnette Boardman, Scholar in English
Bert Bryan Boyd, Scholar in Political Science
Leonard Bristow, Scholar in Mathematics
Merlin Martin Brubaker, Carr Fellow in Chemistry
Alice Louise Brumbaugh, Scholar in History (Nominee of College of Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Marian Bumstead, Scholar in Classics
William Edward Bunney, Fellow in Chemistry
Kenneth Duncan Carpenter, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
Stephen Maxwell Corey, Scholar in Education (Nominee of Eureka College)
Lowell Clem Cunningham, Scholar in Animal Husbandry (Nominee of College of Agriculture)
Mildred Alice Daniels, Scholar in Education
Neilson Carel Debevoise, Scholar in History
Russell Myles DeCoursey, Fellow in Entomology
Ida Elizabeth Doerr, Scholar in English (Nominee of Carthage College)
Earl Otto Ehrhardt, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
Mildred Marian Elliott, Scholar in Economics (Nominee of Rockford College)
Hiram Eli Essex, Fellow in Zoology
Kenneth Field, Fellow in Economics of Public Utilities
Gerald McFadden Francis, Fellow in Economics of Public Utilities
Defoe Childress Ginnings, Scholar in Chemistry
George Adams Graham, Scholar in Political Science (Nominee of Monmouth College
Frances Catherine Griswold, Scholar in English
James Marion Hardesty, Fellow in Civil Engineering
Dorothy Elizabeth Harmon, Scholar in English (Nominee of McKendree College)
Glenn Blaker Hawkins, Fellow in History
Lloyd Alvin Helms, Fellow in Economics of Public Utilities
Lowell Frederick Huelster, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
George William Hunter, Fellow in Zoology
Ellen Marie Johnson, Scholar in English (Nominee of Shurtleff College)
Grace Ella Johnson, Scholar in Mathematics
Rudolph Hornaday Kagey, Scholar in Philosophy
Walter William Koch, Fellow in Chemistry
Oscar Edward Kurt, Scholar in Chemistry
Virginia Louise Leonard, Scholar in Chemistry (Nominee of Knox College)
Joseph Edgar Lovvorn, Fellow in Economics of Public Utilities
Charles Franklin Marsh, Fellow in Economics of Public Utilities
Norman Clark Mayer, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
James Winfred Neckers, Fellow in Chemistry
Wilbert Arvin Nix, Scholar in Philosophy
Frank Chappell Ogg, Fellow in Mathematics
Louise Gladney Oakley, Fellow in Psychology
Edward Graffam Partridge, Fellow in Chemistry
John Merriam Peterson, DuPont Fellow in Chemistry
Wesley Rasmus Peterson, Scholar in Chemistry
Nicholas Albert Pettinger, Fellow in Agronomy
Vivian Marguerite Pires, Scholar in Botany (Nominee of Illinois Woman's College)
Russell Spurgeon Poor, Fellow in Geology
Leslie Leland Rabe, Scholar in Mathematics
Dorothy Lois Reeves, Scholar in Romance Languages
Paul Lawrence Salzberg, Fellow in Chemistry
Lloyd Thompson Sandborn, Fellow in Chemistry
Martha Wheatly Shackleford, Fellow in Zoology
Everett Jesse Shaw, Scholar in Chemistry
Roy William Shields, Scholar in Mechanical Engineering (Nominee of College of Engineering)
Edwin Drummond Sheen, Scholar in English
Max LeRoy Shipley, Scholar in History
Parke Harvey Simer, Fellow in Zoology
John Meredith Smythe, Scholar in Political Science (Nominee of North-Western College)
Roy Soukup, Fellow in Chemistry
George William Starcher, Scholar in Mathematics
Lorenz George Straub, Fellow in Civil Engineering
Kathryn Lillian Tomlin, Scholar in English (Nominee of Illinois College)
Shirley Monroe Troxel, Scholar in Chemistry (Nominee of Illinois Wesleyan University)
Mary Elizabeth Tucker, Scholar in Zoology
Rayen Welch Tyler, Scholar in Physics (Nominee of James Millikin University)
Frank Maurice Utter, Scholar in Economics of Public Utilities
Irene Evelyn Welke, Scholar in Romance Languages
Beatrice Marcella Williamson, Scholar in Bacteriology
Mary Lucille Willoughby, Scholar in Classics
Harriett Mary Mornington Wilson, Scholar in Classics (Nominee of Lake Forest College)
Inda Wilson, Fellow in History
Virginia Ruth Young, Scholar in Romance Languages
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UNIVERSITY HONORS
Awarded by the Faculty of the University
HONORS AT GRADUATION
HIGH HOXORS
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chester Wallace Bennett, in Chemistry Esther Nelson Lampert, in Bacteriology
Louise Alice Brumbaugh, in History Wu Yuey Len, in Philosophy
Claire Belle Henderson, in Latin Dorothy Lois Reeves, in Romance Languages
Beatrice Marcella Williamson, in Bacteriology
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Blanche Marie Colvin, in Commercial Teachers Ruth Dorothy Peabody, in Accountancy
College of Engineering
Richard Cecil Darnell, in Engineering Physics Alfred Masterson, in Civil Engineering
Luther D Fetterolf, in Ceramics Everett Jesse Shaw, in Chemical Engineering
Arthur Lorin Hepler, in Chemical Engineering Roy William Shields, in Mechanical Engineering
John George Lynch, in General Engineering Joshua Dixon Voorhees, in Civil Engineering
James Robert Wall, in Chemical Engineering
School of Music
Jessie Louise PotterHelen Margaret Grimes
College of Education
Ruby Beatrice Jacobson
HONORS
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Lillian Augusta Applegath, in History
Jennie Louise Armstrong, in Home Economics
Robert Verne Baker, in Political Science
Katharine Beardsley, in English
Lylyan Hilda Block, in Geography
Martha Elizabeth Blood, in English
Frances Agnes Briggs, in Chemistry
Marion Loeb Bumstead, in Latin
Seta Butler, in Home Economics
Neilson Cavel Debevoise, in History
Bernard Martin Decker, in English
Wallace Rankin Deuel, in English
Carolyn Frances Eads, in EngSsh
Kenneth Rudolph Fitch, in Chemical Engineering
Doris Jessie Flagg, in English
Genevieve Margaret Gere, in Sociology
DeFoe Childress Ginnings, in Chemistry
Beatrice Elizabeth Hadam, in Mathematics
Alton Gifford Hall, in Political Science
Richard Ellis Haswell, in English
Valentine Jobst, in French
Frances Elizabeth Johnston, in Zoology
Stephen John Kennedy, in Chemistry
Martha Esther Ketchum, in English
Lola Ellen Kuhlemeyer, in Mathematics
Julia Margaret Lundstrom, in Chemistry
Maude Mareece Miller, in Botany
Mabel Nowlin, in Latin
Nora Orpha Null, in English
Margaret Oldfather, in History
Ruth Hanna Ross, in English
Clarence George Schilling, in Mathematics
Amanda Marie Schroeder, in French
Nona Margaret Schwarz, in Home Economics
Ruth Lydia Schwemm, in Education
Evelyn Isabel Senf, in Latin
Nelson Houston Sherf, in Journalism
Carl Vincent Smythe, in Chemistry
Stella Price Sutermeister, in Romance Languages
Isadore Louise Taylor, in French
Mary Elizabeth Tucker, in Zoology
William Donald Turner, in Psychology
Ernest Gardiner Walters, in Chemical Engineering
Edith Lucile Welch, in Spanish
Esther Marie Wieland, in Zoology
Dorothy Clarice Willcoxen, in French
Oral Bernice Williams, in Sociology
Dorothy Wilson, in Psychology
Mary Frances Windsor, in Chemistry
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Robert Robinson Allentharp, in Accountancy
Paul Marcus Anderson, in Accountancy
Dwight Kermit Ball, in Accountancy
John Hanson Bandy, in General Business
Joe Abraham Block, in Accountancy
John Raymond Borling, in Industrial Administra-
tion
Basel Harry Brune, in General Business
Kenneth Duncan Carpenter, in General Business
Edward Ralph Cotham, in Accountancy and
General Business
Francis Friedgen Elliott, in Accountancy
Julien Otto Heppes, in General Business
Frank Spellman Leahy, in Commerce and Law
Luther Hancock Lyon, in Accountancy
Riley McClain, in Commerce and Law
George Gordon Mackay, in General Business
Raymond Samuel Madison, in Accountancy and
Banking and Finance
Bernard Meyer, in Accountancy
William Moses Morrison, in Banking and Finance
Dorothy Rachel Mosier, in General Business
Albert Henry Paul, in Accountancy and Banking
and Finance
Francis Wayne Sharp, in General Business
Donald Ayres Snyder, in Accountancy
Arthur Harry Winakor, in Accountancy
College of Engineering
Corliss Doran Anderson, in General Engineering
Harold Peter Arkema, in General Engineering
Guy Banister, in Mechanical Engineering
Fritz Alexander Bauer, in General Business
Smith Cullen Bean, in Civil Engineering
John Howell Bergen, in Landscape Architecture
Eugene Carter Bray, in Civil Engineering
Ralph Loring Dugger, in Electrical Engineering
Wilbur Gillfillan Guild, in Civil Engineering
Earl Francis Hettel, in Electrical Engineering
Wilfred Thomas King, in Electrical Engineering
Wayne Edwin Lynch, in Electrical Engineering
Frederick Paul Morf, in Electrical Engineering
Seth Bradley Morris, in Civil Engineering
Fayette Baldwin Shaw, in General Railway Ad-
ministration
James Harold Smith, in Railway Mechanical En-
gineering
Charles Reuel Sutton, in Landscape Architecture
Mateo Mangaoang Vergara, in Civil Engineering
John Culver Voorhees, in Civil Engineering
Joseph John Weiler, in Architectural Engineering
Herbert LeRoy White, in Civil Engineering
Mary Theye Worthen, in Architecture
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College of Agriculture
Martin Paul, Catherwood, in Agriculture Willis Jay Leighty, in Agriculture
Lowell Clem Cunningham, in Agriculture Everett Jacob McConnell, in Agriculture
Helen Jane Edison, in Home Economics Dorothy Lccretia Ruth Moore, in Home Economics
Francis Albert Embrey, in Agriculture Orville Otho Mowery, in Agriculture
Orlando Ford Garrett, in Agriculture Russell Nelperd Rasmcsen, in Agriculture
John Eldon Gieseking, in Agriculture Armin John Reeling, in Agriculture
Victor James Judson, in Agriculture Elmer Christian Scheidenhelm, in Agriculture
George Willis Still, in Agriculture
School of Music
Frances Margaret Creek Rosemonde Donnabelle Fry
Elnor Bernice Stone
College of Education
Mary Louise Burnier Earl Ernest Downing
Mildred Edna Christoffer Ilah Fay Mendenhall, Home Economics
Marguerite Pierce Dolch Dorothy Mae Mulberry
William Willis Turner
PRIZES
The Francis John Plym Fellowship in Architecture
Albert Reyner Eastman
The American Institute of Architects Medal
Mary Theye Worthen
The Plym Foreign Scholarship in Architectural Engineering
Keith Graham Reeve
The Scarab Medal
John E Sweet
The Schaefer Prize in Engineering
Charles Franklyn Hendrick, First Prize Garrett Christopher Covington, Jr., Second Prize
The Phi Beta Kappa Prize
Wu Yuey Len
The Thacher Howland Guild Memorial Prize
Marshall Louis Verniand, First Prize Donald Cameron Allen, Honorable Mention
Conference Medal for Excellence in Scholarship and
Athletics for the Year 1026
John William Mauer
The Mask and Bauble Prize
Mildred Annetta LaPlant, Second Prize Edward Anton Hancock, Third Prize
1026 Poetry Prize
Donald Cameron Allen, First Prize Levi Robert Lind, Second Prize
B'nai B'rith Essay Prize
Harry Brenner
Ricker Prize
Aaron Libon, First Prize Joseph Clyde Watts, Second Prize
Robert Theodore Reichel, Third Prize
Baker Prize
Joshua Dixon Voorhees, First Prize Alfred Mastebson, Second Prize
Thrift Prize
Charles Gerald Holforty
University Landscape Architects Society Prize
John Howell Bergen
The Alethenai Short Story Contest
Bernice Anne Boner
The Skull and Crescent Watch
Ford Kimmel Hick
The Chi Omega Prize in Sociology
Rosalia May Hathaway
The Beta Gamma Sigma Cup
Herbert Rodge Jacobsen
The Delta Sigma Pi Key
Luther Hancock Lyon
The Gamma Epsilon Pi Trophy
Elrena Seider
The Omega Beta Pi Cup
Henry Herman Young
The Alpha Zeta Cup
Vehnon Theodore Stoutemyer
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Edward Otto KruegerEdward Harrison Alexander
Harold Eugene Baily
Joseph Leslie Baker
Robert Francis Bates
Thurston Hanson Baxter
Louis Richardson Beam:
Francis Elmer Bettendorf
Louis Alfred Biel
Rexford Sydney Blazer
Charles Henry Blcmenfeld
Arthur Loyal Chladek
Edward Forest Creevy, Jr.
Bruce Eugene Darrell
Claude Bowman Davis, Jr.
Joseph Keith Davis
Norman Harcourt Davis
Edward Bernard deVry
Ralph Kinkead Dupee
William Edward Dyke
Gilbert Harold Edwards
William Stringham Everett
Earl Webster Fisher
Arthur Edward Frankel
William Jarvis Gibbs, Jr.
Austin Jay Goddard
John Ralph Graves
Walter Scott Gray
Charles Edwin Gregory, Jr.
Philip Melville Gustafsen
Clifford Scoville Hall
James Colburn Hamilton
Frederick Arthur Hansen
Reginald Carl Harmon
James Edwin Hatch
Charles Martin Hickman
Robert Morris Hoffman
Thomas Kendrick Hull
Richard Reinhard Isaacs
Philip Weldon Jones
Herbert David Johnson
Leo Joseph Koch
Karl Henry Koropp
Herbert Bailey Livesey, Jr.
Robert Frederick Lotz
Francis Luke
Thurston Roger Lundebbrq
Riley McClain
Donald Bell McCui.lough
Ivan Ruric McMillan
Robert Hugh McNair
Louis Darrell Mandell, Jr.
Norman Clark Mayer
Robert Arthur Merrill
George Middendorf
Richard George Mills
Gerald Wensel Morava
Frederick Paul Morf
Ralph Boyd Patch
Walter Paul Piehl
Dan Henry Pletta
Basil Henry Pollitt
David Dewitt Questel
Frederic Travis Randolph
Russell Ronald Reno
Ralph Robert Richart
LeVan Roberts
Harry Edward Schlenz
John Vernon Sick
Nathan Snyder
Hugo Julius Stark
John Theodor Taylor
Philip Mitchell Torrance
Roland Arthur Towle
Martin Emil Unger
John Emil Volkmann
Raymond Summers Watts
Rupert Warren Watson
Theodore Wensel, Jr.
Louis Everette Wetherhold
Walter Bernard Whibenand
Franklin Felix Wingard
Robert Marelius Wold
Norbert Ursyn Zielinski
The University Gold Medal
Charles Henry Commons, Jr.
The Hazelton Gold Medal
Henry Clendenin Peterson
The Cavalry Medal
Raymond Bliss
GRADUATES OF THE CLASS OF 1926 RECEIVING COMMISSIONS AS
BREVET CAPTAINS IN THE ILLINOIS NATIONAL GUARD
Robert Millen Babbitt, Jr.
James Worrell Barr
Thomas Greenleaf Beebe
Grant Elmer Beverly
Louis Alfred Biel
Harry Robinson Boseley
William Lyman Branch
John James Brownlee
James David Bunting
Alfred Bergen Caine
Howard Vernon Canter
Marion Glenn Creath
Walter Frederick Crowder
Wilbur Forrest Crummer
Glenn Younger Davidson
Edward Bernard deVry
Hugh Armstrong Dollahan
Orris Edward Dueringer
William Stewart Duncan
Ralph Kinkead Dupee
Russell Floyd Everett
Earl Webster Fisher
Kenneth Rudolph Fitch
Ernest Franklin Fox
Orlande Ford Garrett
Earl Raymond Garrison
Wayne Aaron Gilbert
Alton Gifford Hall
Earl Francis Hettel
Monroe Richard Higgins
Samuel Hirchberq
Robert C Hoffman
Leslie Arnold Holmes
Ralph Addison HoTelling
Kenneth Wilmer Hurbt
Blythe Randolph Jones
Stephen John Kennedy
Robert Walter Koch
Logan Land
Carl William Lauer
Aaron Frank McCrory
Ivan Ruric McMillan
Russell Edward McMurray
Robert Hugh McNair
James Renick Martin
Charles Himes Metzel
Cornelius Victor Miller
Frederick Paul Morf
John Joseph Murphy, Jr.
Norman Clark Mayer
Alfred Francis Newkirk
William Carl Ott
Roland Bryon Peck
Willis Carl Reddick
Paul Arthur Ridge
Harold Charles Rothe
Clarence George Schilling
Philip Flick Schoch
William Edward Schroeder, Jr.
Wilbur Louis Schroeder
Alfred William Schwing
Causty Clyde Simkus
Carleton Rotramel Smith
Hugo Julius Stark
Allen Charles Stoneman
Ernest Edmund Veihl, Jr.
Joseph Ellis Voyles
Archibald Peter Weehl
James Kindrick Williamson
Allan Norman Zacheb
Ray Zingrebe
Frank William Yabline
SUMMARY OF DEGREES CONFERRED
1926
Degrees in the Graduate School Total
A.M 80
A.M.—(February 13, 1926) 7
A.M.—(August 14, 1926) 14
A.M.—(October 20, 1926) 17
M.S 78
M.S.—(February 13, 1926) 11
M.S.— i August 14, 1926) 16
M.S.—(October 20, 1926) 21
Ph.D 53
Ph.D.—(February 13, 1926) 7
M.Arch 1
C.E 3
E.E 4
Cer.Eng 1
M.E 2
Total, Graduate School 315
Degrees ra Liberal Arts and Sciences
A.B.—Liberal Arts 333
A.B.—(Februarv 13, 1926) 33
A.B.— (August 14, 1926) 17
A.B.—(October 20, 1926) 46
A.B.—Home Economics 29
A.B.—Home Economics (February 13, 1926) 3
A.B.—Home Economics (August 14, 1926) 1
B.S.—Liberal Arts 8
B.S.—Liberal Arts (February 13, 1926) 1
B.S.—Chemistry 7
B.S.—Chemistry (Februarv 13, 1926) 1
B.S.—Chemistry (August 14, 1926) 1
B.S.—Chemical Engineering (With Thesis) 15
B.S.—Chemical Engineering (February 13, 1926) 3
B.S.—Chemical Engineering (August 14, 1926) 1
B.S.—Applied Optics 1
B.L.—English and Modern Languages 1
Total, Liberal Arts and Sciences 501
Degrees in Commerce and Business Administration
B.S.—Accountancy 43
B.S.—Accountancy (February 13, 1926) 2
B.S.—Accountancy (August 14, 1926) 2
B.S.—Accountancy (October 20, 1926) 1
B.S.—Banking and Finance 20
B.S.—Banking and Finance (February 13, 1926) 3
B.S.—Banking and Finance (August 14, 1926) 1
B.S.—Banking and Finance (October 20, 1926) 1
B.S.—Commerce and Law 14
B.S.—Commerce and Law (February' 13, 1926) 1
B.S.—Commerce and Law (October 20, 1926) 1
B.S.—Commercial Teachers 1
B.S.—Commercial Teachers (February 13, 1926) 1
B.S.—Foreign Commerce 1
B.S.—General Business 149
B.S.—General Business (February 13, 1926) 19
B.S.—General Business (August 14, 1926) 6
B.S.—General Business (October 20, 1926) 8
B.S.—Industrial Administration 16
B.S.—Industrial Administration (February 13, 1928) 1
B.S.—Railway Administration 3
B.S.—Accountancy and General Business 2
B.S.—Accountancy and General Business (February 13, 1926) 3
B.S.—Banking and Finance and General Business 1
B.S.—General Business and Commercial Teachers 3
B.S.—General Business and Commercial Teachers (October 20, 1926) 1
B.S.—Public Utilities 4
B.S.—Accountancy and Banking and Finance 9
B.S.—Accountancy, Banking and Finance and General Business 1
B.S.—General Business and Railway Administration (October 20, 1926) 1
Total, Commerce and Business Administration 319
Degrees in Engineering
B.S.—.Architecture
. 12
B.S.—.Architecture (October 20, 1926) 1
B.S.—Architectural Engineering 16
B.S.—.Architectural Engineering (October 20, 1926) 1
B.S.—Ceramics 3
B.S.—Ceramic Engineering 5
B.S.—Ceramic Engineering (February 13, 1926) 1
B.S.—Ceramic Engineering (October 20, 1926) 1
B.S.—Civil Engineering 52
B.S.
—Civil Engineering (February 13, 1926) 2
B.S.—Civil Engineering (October 20, 1926; 7
B.S.—Electrical Engineering 43
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B.S.—Electrical Engineering (February 13, 1926) 2
B.S.—Electrical Engineering (October 20, 1926) 1
B.S.—Engineering and Physics 1
B.S.—General Engineering 13
B.S.—General Engineering (February 13, 1926) 2
B.S.—General Engineering (October 20, 1926) 3
B.S.—Mechanical Engineering 33
B.S.—Mechanical Engineering (February 13, 1926) 7
B.S.—Mechanical Engineering (October 20, 1926) 3
B.S.—Mining Engineering 4
B.S.—Mining Engineering (February 13, 1926) 1
B.S.—Municipal and Sanitary Engineering 6
B.S.—Railway Civil Engineering 4
B.S.—Railway Civil Engineering (February 13, 1926) 3
B.S.—Railway Civil Engineering (October 20, 1926) 1
B.S.—Railway Electrical Engineering 4
B.S.—Railway Mechanical Engineering 2
Total, Engineering 234
Degrees in Agriculture
B.S.—Agriculture 67
B.S.—Agriculture (February 13, 1926) 7
B.S.—Agriculture (October 20, 1926) 3
B.S.—Floriculture 6
B.S.—Floriculture (February 13, 1926) 1
B.S.—Landscape Architecture 10
B.S.—Home Economics 19
B.S.—Home Economics (February 13, 1926) 2
B.S.—Home Economics (October 20, 1926) 1
Total, Agriculture 116
Degrees in Law
B.S 11
B.S.—(February 13, 1926) 1
B.S.—(August 14, 1926) 1
LL.B 28
LL.B.—(February 13, 1926) 8
LL.B.—(August 14, 1926) 1
LL.B.—(October 20, 1926) 5
J.D 3
J.D.—(October 20, 1926) 1
Total, Law 59
Degrees in Library Science
B.L.S 11
Total, Library Science 11
Degrees in Music
B.Mus 12
Total, Music 12
Degrees in Education
B.S.—Education 147
B.S.—Education (February 13, 1926) 21
B.S.—Education (August 14, 1926) 7
B.S.—Education (October 20, 1926) 23
B.S.—Agricultural Education 4
B.S.—Physical Education 34
B.S.—Physical Education (October 20, 1926) 1
B.S.—Home Economics Education 15
B.S.—Home Economics Education (February 13, 1926) 1
B.S.—Home Economics Education (August 14, 1926) 1
B.S.—Home Economics Education (October 20, 1926) 1
B.S.—Industrial Education 6
B.S.—Industrial Education (February 13, 1926) 1
B.S.—Industrial Education (October 20, 1926) 2
B.S.—Music Education 8
B.S.—Music Education (October 20, 1926) 1
Total, Education 273
Total, Colleges and Schools at Urbana 1840
Degrees in Medicine
B.S 65
M.D. (February 13, 1926) 11
Total, Medicine 76
Degrees in Dentistry
D.D.S 26
D.D.S. (October 20, 1926) 3
B.S 5
Total, Dentistry 34
Degrees in Pharmacy
Ph.G 184
Ph.G. (February 13, 1926) 14
Total, Pharmacy 198
Total, Colleges and Schools in Chicago 308
Grand Total 2148
SUMMARY OF UNIVERSITY STAFF
BY COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS
1926-1927
INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
Colleges, Schools, and
Departments
Liberal Arts and Sciences ....
Commerce and Business Ad-
ministration
Engineering
Agriculture
Music
Education
Law
Library
Military2
Photography
Physical Welfare
Totals at Urbana
Medicine3
Dentistry
Pharmacy
Totals in Chicago
TOTALS IN UNIVERSITY
Professors
Men Worn.
45
9
27
20
2
5
8
1
1
122
26
5
4
35
157
RESEARCH AND EXTENSION STAFF
Agricultural Exp. Station .... *1
Agricultural Extension 3
Engineering Exp. Station ....
Total Research and Extension
ADMINISTRATIONAL STAFF
Administrative Officers
Library Staff
Administrative Assistants
Associate
Professors
Men Worn.
15
9
10
10
1
2
1
"4
i
53
18
5
23
76
Assistant
Professors
Men Worn.
40
8
27
18
2
2
109
24
3
1
10
28
137
t3
5
2
10
Associates
Men Worn
21 4
9
14
19
4
4
86
44
2
1
47
10 133
12
2
4
18
17
1
18
TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL, RESEARCH AND EXTENSION, AND ADMINIS-
TRATIVE
Deduct Duplicates:
Instructional officers holding administrative positions
Instructional officers holding more than one position
NET TOTAL IN UNIVERSITY
'Including both full-time and part-time assistants.
2Omcers commissioned by the United States Government.
'Including both instructional and clinical staff.
Chief.
tAssistant Chiefs.
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BY COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS
1926-1927
Special
Lecturers Instructors
Men Worn. Men Worn.
Student
Assistants 1 Technicians Assistants
Men Worn. Men Worn. Men Worn.
39 11 186 73
Totals
Men Worn.
346 91
Total
437
15 19 69 1 70
37 26 141 141
7 5 17 5 91 23 114
1 6 2 1 12 7 19
10 10 5 1 28
9
13 41
9
6
i
i
2
2 1
34 .. 58
1
13 14
58
1
5 4 i3 5 4 .. 37 15 52
7 115 37 270 87 38 793 163 956
4 41 2 54 7 : .5 9 .... 226 20 246
1 9 5 1 6 1 1 .... 27 12 39
1 4 7 3 1 19 3 22
6 54 7 62 16 L7 10 .. 272 35 307
6 7 169 44 332 103 L7 10 38 .. 1065 198 1263
26 2
4 2
25
42 2 44
16 8 24
32 32
55 91 10 101
21 1 22
3 42 45
16 2 18
1196 253 1449
12 6 18
4 1 5
1180 246 1426
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SUMMARY OF STUDENTS
College and Course
Men
LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Chemical Engineering 15
Chemistry 17
General 158
Home Economics
Journalism 18
Preparatory to Law 13
Preparatory to Medicine 28
1926-1927
Seniors
Worn. Total
1
324
16
15
18
482
55
34
13
31
Total, LAS 249 399 648
COMMERCE
Accountancy 63
Banking 22
Commerce and Law 1
Commercial Teachers 1
Foreign Commerce 13
General Business 182
Industrial Administration 25
Insurance
Public Utilities 2
Railway Administration 4
Railway Transportation
Trade and Civic Secretary 6
4
1
' 2
1
17
67
23
1
3
14
199
25
"2
4
Total, Commerce 319 26 345
EDUCATION
Athletic Coaching 69
General 60
Industrial 6
Physical Education (Women)
Public School Music 2
Smith-Hughes Agriculture 7
Smith-Hughes Home Economics
162
16
69
222
6
"io
7
16
Total, Education 144 186 330
ENGINEERING
Architectural Engineering 26
Architecture 18
Ceramic Engineering 14
Ceramics 5
Civil 63
Electrical 71
Engineering Physics 4
Gas 2
General 14
Mechanical 44
Mining 5
Railway Civil 6
Railway Electrical 6
Railway Mechanical 1
Total, Engineering 27S
26
18
15
5
63
71
4
2
14
44
5
6
6
1
AGRICULTURE
Floriculture 7
General 89
Home Economics
Landscape Architecture 10
29
2
280
10
29
12
Total, Agriculture.
MUSIC.
Total, Undergraduates. 1101 665 1766
Fourth Year
Men Worn. TotalLAW
Four-year Curriculum
.
Three-year Curriculum
LIBRARY
Total
Juniors
Men Worn. Total
29
19
210
21
40
54
2
405
49
18
2
3
29
21
615
49
39
42
57
373 479 852
61
34
23
2
11
210
17
1
3
2
1
3
62
35
23
4
12
223
17
1
3
2
1
4
368
91
34
12
19 387
132
91
166
12
137 142 279
44
38
14
11
77
108
3
"27
49
7
6
10
4
44
38
14
11
77
108
3
"27
49
7
6
10
4
398
11
17
398
2 13
3 89
30 30
5 22
1398 695 2093
Third Year
Men Worn. Total
6
60
66 69
Total, Undergraduate and Professional Students, Urbana .
GRADUATE SCHOOL (Urbana)
Deduct Duplicates*
Total, Urbana, Winter Session, 1926-27
.
Sophomores
Men Worn. Total
30
19
293
"47
157
130
60
21
45
"l2
363
24
4
12
1
1
3
546
155
"ii
166
57
49
15
9
70
117
3
1
27
50
2
7
4
2
413
12
109
20
2
541
65
27
6
5
1
2
30
2
30
21
834
65
74
163
135
676 646 1322
63
21
46
3
12
383
24
4
12
1
1
6
30 576
155
"ii
166
58
53
15
9
70
117
3
1
27
50
2
7
4
2
418
13
111
30
22
106 34 140 114 40 154 141 35 176
4 19 23 8 15 23 3 33 36
1945 749 2694
Second Year
Men Worn. Total
10
69
12
71
79 S3
4
592
Freshmen
Men Worn. Total
40
11
406
"64
170
138
40
11
631 1037
79 79
35 99
6 176
7 145
SUMMARY OF STUDENTS
1926-1927
Unclassified Irregular 1
Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total
2 2
21 22 43
2 2
2 2
2 2
1 1
Totals
Men Worn. Total
114 114
69 5 74
1092 1928 3020
252 252
150 98 248
383 14 397
353 18 371
2161 2315 4476
254 15 269
99 2 101
119 1 120
3 12 15
45 3 48
1293 78 1371
88 88
5 5
32 32
8 8
3 3
12 7 19
829 758 1587
69
22
50
"9
525
21
"is
1
4
1
23
76
22
50
4
10
548
21
"is
l
26
12
26 52
1 .... 1
1 1
15
712 36 748 14 19 1961 118 2079
189
"25
189
25
9
3 7 10
1 1
1 .... 1
2 4 6
513 513
99 305 404
55 55
9 9
2 11 13
7 7
25 25
214 9 223 12 L9 676 350 1026
80 L 81
71 72
14 ... 14
9 ... 9
110 ... 110
159 ... 159
2 ... 2
33 :" "33
86 ... 86
7 ... 7
1 ... 1
6 ... 6
1 ... 1
207
176
57
34
320
456
12
3
101
232
21
20
27
9
209
182
58
34
320
456
12
3
101
232
21
20
27
9
579 581 1675 9 1684
12 3 15 4 1 5 46
131 3 134 12 .... 12 9 . . . . 9 436
31 31 5 5
12 2 14 1 1 2 60
155 39 194 17 7 24 9 9 542
8 39 47 5 5 4 3 7 27
2497 883 3380 75 50 125 26 19 45 7042
First Year Unclassified Irregular 1
Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total
16 .... 16 38
143 6 149 2 2 4 1 .... 1 275
159 6 165 2 2 4 1 1
5 46 51 7 7
7989
593
10 56
8 444
125 125
12 72
155
114
697
141
3061 10,103
41
2S8
313
5
16
57
329
62
7360 3134 10,494
649
20
213
7
862
27
3340 11,329
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SUMMER SESSION*
Undergraduates .
Graduates
Total, Summer Session, 1926
Deduct Duplicates'
Net Total (Summer Session only), 1926
Total, Urbana, to Februaky 25, 1927
Fifth Year' Fourth Year Third Year
Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total
MEDICINE (128) (4) (132) 105 5 110 122 4 126
DENTISTRY 24 24 49 1 50
PHARMACY
Total, Undergraduates, Chicago
Graduate School (Chicago)
Deduct Duplicates 3
Total, Chicago, Winter Session, 1926-27 ....
Total, Winter Session, Urbana and Chicago
Total in University to February 25, 1927 . .
'Students holding bachelors' degrees, but taking undergraduate work.
;Fifth-year students are internes, and are not counted as resident students or included in the total.
"Students registered for the regular curriculum in Medicine or Dentistry and also doing graduate work.
'Individuals registered part of the year as undergraduate students and part of the year as graduate
students.
'Summer Session students who registered also during the following Winter Session.
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Totala
Men Worn. Total
858 759 1617
370 129 499
1228 888 2116
564 295 859
664 593 1257
8653 3933 12,586
Second Year First Year Unclassified
Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total Men Worn. Total
115 5 120 127 8 135 469 22 491
37 1 38 42 4 46 152 6 158
176 10 186 270 10 280 446 20 466
1067 48 1115
39 5 44
14 14
1092 53 1145
9081 3393 12,474
9745 3986 13,731
DIRECTORY OF ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
"Begins where your student life ended"
Office: 358 Administration Building (West), University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Official Publication: Illinois Alumni News, 358 Administration Building (West)
Editor: Carl Stephens, '12
President: Glenn M. Hobbs, '91, W. M. Welch Scientific Co., 1515 Sedgwick street, Chicago
Treasurer and Executive Manager: C. J. Roseberry, '05, 358 Administration Building (West), Urbana
Secretary, and Editor of Publications: Carl Stephens, '12, 358 Administration Building (West), Urbana
DEPARTMENTAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
The Alumni Association of the College of Medicine
President-Elect: Dr. Marshall Davison, '19, 432 S. Lincoln street, Chicago
President: Dr. Warren F. Pearce, '08, M.D., 209 Majestic Bldg., Quincy, 111.
The Alumni Association of the Library School
President: Mary A. Batterson, '08, Public Library, Tacoma, Wash.
Secretary: Josie B. Houchens, '05, University of Illinois Library, Urbana
The Alumni Association of the College of Dentistry
President: Thorlief Lerche, '09, 3012 E. 92nd street, Chicago
Secretary: Arthur J. Skupa, '24, In Care of College of Dentistry, Chicago
The Alumni Association of the School of Pharmacy
President: Lee M. Pedigo, '02, 5357 N. Clark street, Chicago
Secretary: Ben. L. Eicher, '11, Berwyn
LOCAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
Alabama
Birmingham: Birmingham Illini Club
President: R. E. Risley, '20, Stockham Pipe & Fitting Co
Secretary: Mrs. R. E. Risley, 3431 Willow avenue
Arizona
The Arizona Illini Club
Secretary: Mrs. C. H. Threlkeld, '15, 1114 E. Van Buren, Phoenix
Tucson: Tucson Illini Club
President: William R. Mathews, '17, Care Arizona Daily Star
California
San Francisco: The Golden Gate Alumni Association of the University of Illinois
Secretary: Louis H. Mueller, ex- '09, 5439 Broadway, Oakland
Southern California
The University of Illinois Alumni Association of Southern California
President: Victor Clarke, ex- '02, 1520 Vine street, Hollywood
Secretary: D. E. Field, '21, 1005 Bartlett Bldg., Los Angeles
Colorado
Denver: Mile High Illini Club
President: Carl E. Armeling, '04, 310 Patterson Bldg.
Secretary: George W. Mattson, '24, Care of Public Service Co. of Colorado
Pueblo: Pueblo Illini Club
President: James G. Elliott, '08, 1125 S. Union avenue
Secretary: Mary McNally, '15, 6 Carlisle Place
District of Columbia
Washington: University of Illinois Club of Washington
President-Secretary: Geo. S. Ward, '10, 212 Metropolitan Bank Bldg.
Florida
Miami: Miami Illini Club
President: F. H. O'Donnell, '22, 117 Flagler Arcade
Georgia
Atlanta: Atlanta Illini Club
President: W. Woods White, ex- '78, 32 Howard street
Secretary: E. H. Bailey, '10, 306 Williams Mill road
Illinois
Aledo Illinois Club
President: C. H. Belting, '12, Farm Bureau
Alexander and Pulaski Counties:
President: Taylor C. Clendenen, ex- '77, 811 26th street, Cairo
Secretary: Walter B. Warder, ex-'75, 2315 Holbrook avenue, Cairo
Aurora: Aurora Illini Club
President: E. E. Lungren, '16, 111 Plum street
Secretary: Mabel C. Garwood, '06, 290 Fox street
Belleville: The Illini Club of Belleville
President: Wilbur Krebs, '16, 211 S. High street
Secretary: Herman Wangelin, ex- '11, 500 E. Main street
Bond County: Bond County Illini Club
President: John D. Biggs, '11, Greenville
Boone County: The Illini Club of Boone County
President: R. W. Waugh, '08, Belvidere
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Brown County: The Brown County Illini Club
President: H. G. Vandeventer, ex- '97, Mt. Sterling
Secretary: Mrs. E. F. Crane, ex- '10, Mt. Sterling
Bureau County: Bureau County Illini Club
President: Karl B. Seibel, '04, Princeton
Cass County: The Cass County Illini Club
President: Epler C. Mills, '20, 452 S. Cass street, Virginia
Secretary: Lester Edwards, ex- '21, R. F. D. 3, Ashland
Chicago : The Illini Club of Chicago
President: Bruce Van Cleave, '17, 105 S. LaSalle street
Secretary: J. K. Barber, '16, Buchen Co., 28 E. Jackson street
Chicago: The Chicago Illinae Club
President: Mrs. C. H. Dennis, 1225 Michigan avenue, Evanston
Secretary: Mrs. G. W. Karraker, '20, 1442 Lunt avenue
Chicago Heights: Chicago Heights Illini Club
President: Dr. E. G. Klingler, '00, 1417 Otto boulevard
Secretary: Arno W. Toll, '21, 1656 Chicago Road
Christian County: Illini Club of Christian County
President: Troy Long, '05, Taylorville
Secretary: C. E. Hay, '13, Taylorville
Clinton County: Clinton County Illini Club
President: Paul V. Schaefer, '09, Carlyle
Secretary: Charles Rehling, '15, Breese
Coles County: Illini Club of Coles County
President: C. H. Fletcher, '13, Lindley BIdg., Mattoon
Crawford County: Crawford County Illini Club
President: W. W. Arnold, '01, Robinson
Secretary: Mrs. Jessie Mail, Robinson
Cumberland County: The Cumberland County Illini Club
President: Louis K. Voris, ex- '06, Neoga
Secretary: C. B. Price, '16, Toledo
Decatur: Macon County Illini Club
President: Emanuel Rosenburg, ex- '19, Court House
Secretary: H. B. Garman, '19, Millikin Bank Bldg.
De Kalb County: De Kalb County Illini Club
President: William J. Fulton, '98, Daniel Pierce Bldg., Sycamore
Secretary: B. L. Smith, '08, Daniel Pierce Bldg., Sycamore
Dixon: The Dixon Illini Club
President: Mrs. Stanwood J. Griffith, '21, Ashton
Secretary: Clara Armington, '18, 717 Hennepin avenue
Douglas County: Douglas County Illini Club
President: B. M. Van Voorhis, ex- '07, Tuscola
Du Page County: Du Page County Illini Club
President: F. W. Von Oven, '98, Naperville
Edgar County: Edgar County Illini Club
Secretary: Flavia McCallister, '21, 132 E. Madison street, Paris
Farmer City: The Farmer City Illini Club
President: Grover Watson, '14, 514 N. Plum street, Farmer City
Ford County: Ford County Illini Club
Vice-President: L. R. Wilson, '07, Gibson City
Franklin County: Franklin County Illini Club
President: C. B. Mautz, ex-'lO, 204 N. McLeansboro, Benton
Freeport: Freeport Illini Club
President: Dr. N. C. Phillips, '05, 404 State Bank Bldg.
Fulton County: Fulton County Illini Club
President: H. S. Boyd, '00, Lewistown
Secretary: F. A. Perkins, '01, Canton
Green County: The Green County Illini Club
President: Dr. C. R. Bates, '08, Roodhouse
Secretary: E. M. Phillips, '04, Carrollton
Grundy County: Grundy County Illini Club
President: A. P. Macdonald, '16, 215 Jackson street, Morris
Secretary: George Baum, '21, 205 W. Jefferson street, Morris
Hancock County: Hancock County Illini Club
President: B. M. Cavanagh, '07, Carthage
Henderson County: Henderson County Illini Club
Secretary: Genevieve Adair, Stronghurst
Henry County: Henry County Illini Club
President: C. A. Melin, '05, Cambridge
Iroquois County: The Iroquois County Illini Club
Secretary: Lucy C. Bradrick, '13, 302 N. 5th street, Watseka
Jackson County: Jackson County Illini Club
President: LeRoy Stewart, '11, Murphysboro
Secretary: Paul W. Arndt, ex- '18, Murphysboro
Jasper County: Jasper County Illini Club
Secretary: Lawrence E. Shup, '18, Newton
Jefferson County: Jefferson County Illini Club
President: Henry Ben Pope Ward, '07, Mt. Vernon
Jersey County: Jersey County Illini Club
President: W. T. Sumner, ex-'97, Jerseyville
Secretary: Fred A. Du Hadway, '15, Jerseyville
Knox County: Knox County Illini Club
President: J. Grant Beadle, '88, Galesburg
Livingston County: Livingston County Illini Club
President: E. P. Shapland, '14, Pontiac
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McDonough County: The McDonough County Illini Club
Secretary: Fred Terrill, '08, Colchester
McLean County: McLean County Illini Club
President: H. K. Dick, '14, Box 424, Bloomington
Secretary: H. Fahrnkopf, '13, Farm Bureau, Bloomington
Marion County: Marion County Illini Club
President: Fred L. Wham, '09, Centralia
Marshall County: Marshall County Illini Club
President: Dr. T. C. Coggshal, '04, Henry
Mason County: Mason County Illini Club
President: L. K. Ellsberry, '10, Mason City
Secretary: F. I. Mitchell, ex-'19, 218^ W. Main street, Havana
Massac County: Massac County Illini Club
Secretary: W. P. Bunn, ex- '97, Metropolis
Menard County: Menard County Illini Club
President: Henry E. Pond, '05, Petersburg
Secretary: Beulah Wood, '08, Petersburg
Montgomery County: Montgomery County Illini Club
Secretary: Mrs. Alden Snyder, '11, 252 Springfield road, Hillsboro
Morgan County: Morgan County Illini Club
President: Harlan Williamson, '19, 222 East street, Jacksonville
Secretary: Mrs. Ray Scott, Jacksonville
Moultrie County: Moultrie County Illini Club
President: J. L. McLaughlin, '09, Sullivan
Northwestern Illinois: The Illini Club of Northwestern Illinois
President: John O. Laugman, '00, 1703 12th avenue, Moline
Ogle County: Ogle County Illini Club
President: S. W. Crowell, ex- '92, 700 N. 4th street, Oregon
Peoria: Peoria Illini Club
President: Dr. Harold F. Diller, '20 M.D., 919 Peoria Life Bldg.
Secretary: J. F. Dougherty, '22, 821 Jefferson Bldg.
Perry County: Perry County Illini Club
President: Catherine E. Parks, '17, DuQuoin
Secretary: Hiley Ward, '21, 215 Mulberry street, DuQuoin
Piatt County: Piatt County Illini Club
President: Burl A. Edie, '20, Monticello
Secretary: Charles Mcintosh, ex- '99, Monticello
Pike County: Pike County Illini Club
President: Clarence Williams, ex- '13, Pittsfield
Randolph County: Randolph County Illini Club
President: L. F. Hachman, ex- '17, Sparta
Richland County- : Richland County Illini Club
Secretary: H. B. Piper, '13, Olney
Rock ford: Rockford Illini Club
President: John C. Ralston, '22, 503 Forest City National Bank
Secretary: W. R. Franklin, '25, Care of J. L. Clark Mfg. Co.
Saline County: Saline County Illini Club
President: Lana Weaver, '10, 310 W. Church street, Harrisburg
Secretary: Mrs. Myrtle Combe, '09, 200 E. Walnut street, Harrisburg
Schuyler County: Schuyler County Illini Club
Secretary: J. A. Thompson, '05, Rushville
Scott County: Scott County Illini Club
President: Mrs. R. H. Allen, ex-'17, Winchester
Secretary: Isabelle Smithson, ex- '24, Winchester
Shelby County: Shelby County Illini Club
President: J. K. Hoagland, '99, 2411 N. First street, Shelbyville
Springfield: The Springfield Illini Club
President: Alfred R. Pastel, '18, 514H E. Monroe street
Secretary: Roy G. Hill, '23, 504 First National Bank Bldg.
Tazewell County: Tazewell County Illini Club
President: William S. Prettyman, '04, Pekin
Secretary: R. J. Railsback, '99, Hopedale
Vermilion County: Vermillion County Illini Club
Secretary: Mabel A. Bredehoft, '09, 309 Walnut street, Danville
Warren County: Warren County Illini Club
President: Ralph R. Wells, *12, 1015 E. First street, Monmouth
Secretary: Mrs. Frank Stewart, '18, Princeville
Washington County: Washington County Illini Club
President: B. B. Holston, '94, Nashville
Secretary: Mrs. J. A. Watts, '20, Nashville
Whiteside County: Whiteside County Illini Club
President: Carl Sheldon, '99, 14 E. 3rd street, Sterling
Will County: Will County Illini Club
President: August Maue, '91, 212 Sherman street, Joliet
Williamson County: Williamson County Illini Club
Vice-President: J. P. Benson, '11, Herrin
Secretary: Laura Belle Warder, Marion
Indiana
Fort Wayne : Illini Club of Fort Wayne
President: John Waterfall, '23, Care of Chamber of Commerce
Secretary: Bernice Sinclair, ex- '17, 909 W. Wayne street
Indianapolis: Indianapolis Illini Club
President: Donald F. LaFuze, '23, 601 Indianapolis Trust Bldg.
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LaFayette: LaFayette Illini Club
President: W. A. Knapp, '07, Enginering Extension Dept., Purdue University
Secretary: Bertha M. Dorullis, '20, Modern Language Dept., Purdue University
Iowa
President: J. A. Schulz, '17, 306 Chemistry Bldg., Iowa State College
Secretary: Eleanor F. Warner, '19, Care of Library, Iowa State College
Iowa City: Iowa City Illini Club
President: Professor H. Olin, '14, University of Iowa
Des Moines: Des Moines Illini Club
President: B. A. Wait, '92, 1515 8th street
Secretary: Agnes Helmreich, '16, Victoria Hotel
Kansas
Lawrence: Lawrence Illini Club
Secretary: Margaret Barto, '17, 1047 Kentucky street
Manhattan: Manhattan Illini Club
President: Mrs. J. E. Ackert, '12, Sunset Hill
Topeka: Topeka Illini Club
Secretary: Clemma E. Bollard, ex-'18, 1419 College avenue
Wichita: Wichita Illini Club
President: Dr. L. F. Bowman, '12, 1010 Schweiter Bldg.
Secretary: H. S. Mueller, '14, 1631 Fairview avenue
Kentucky
Louisville: Louisville Illini Club
President: N. H. McNair, ex- '26, 417 Kensington Court
Maryland
Baltimore:
Secretary: H. Carl Wolf, '13, 4405 Meriwent avenue
Michigan
Detroit: Detroit Illini Club
President: L. M. Bauer, '14, 1103 Union Trust Bldg.
Secretary: Alfred W. Gross, ex- '15, 1319 First National Bank Bldg.
Detroit: Detroit Illinae Club
President: Florence Whittum, '19, 861 Lothrop avenue
Secretary: Edith Middleton Gehrig, '17, 1346 Somerset avenue
Minnesota
Illini Club of the Northwest
President: Arthur Mellen, '14, Box 15, St. Anthony Falls station, Minneapolis
Secretary: Robert P. Gage, '14, 750 Washington avenue, N., Minneapolis
Missouri
Kansas City: Kansas City Illini Club
President: Victor H. Cullin, '20, 1002 Walnut street
Secretary: E. F. Keusch, 915 Baltimore street
Kansas City: Kansas City Illinae Club
President: Mrs. F. S. Stroheker, '16, 1700 Spellman avenue
Secretary: Wilma Trenchard, '18, 138 N. Lawn street
St. Louis: St. Louis Illini Club
President: W. J. Carmichael, '13, 901 Boatman's Bank Bldg.
Secretary: J. T. Gleick, '23, 316 Chemical Bldg.
St. Louis: St. Louis Illinae Club
President: Mrs. H. G. Hake, '16, 5773 Westminister Place
Secretary: Eliza Richeson, '23, 604 Dover Place
Stoddard County: The Stoddard County Illini Club
President: Lewis E. Montgomery, ex- '15, Dexter
New York
Buffalo: The Buffalo Illini Club
President: Frank J. Tresise, '90, 402 Morgan Bldg.
Secretary: Stanley P. Irvin, '15, 304 Wellington road
Ithaca: The Illini Club of Ithaca
President: Karl M. Dallenbach, '10, 111 Delaware avenue
Secretary: O. A. Johannsen, '94, 203 Parkway, Cayuga Heights
New York: New York City Illini Club
President: C. M. Ferguson, '15, 233 Broadway, Care Irving Bank, Columbia Trust Co.
Secretary: A. L. Barton, '20, 51 E. 42nd street
Schenectady: The Schenectady Illini Club
President: R. E. Welton, '23, 517 Brandywine avenue
North Dakota
Agricultural College: Agricultural College Illini Club
President: E. S. Reynolds, '09, Agricultural College
Secretary: E. J. Thompson, '10, Agricultural College
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Ohio
_
Cleveland: Cleveland Illini Club
President: Howard C. Williams, 'OS, 3071 Warren road
Secretary: O. M. Eastman, '09, 2197 W. 98th street
Columbus: Columbus Illini Club
President: J. S. Coffey, '12, Judging Pavilion, Ohio State University
Toledo: Toledo Illini Club
President: Hazel Ringeisen, '19, 2448 Parkwood avenue
Secretary: Harold Towe, '21, 433 3rd street
Oklahoma
Muskogee: Muskogee Illini Club
President: Percy Gumm, '10, Metropolitan Bldg.
Secretary: Forrst Bebb, '16, 414 S. 12th street
Oklahoma City: Oklahoma City Illini Club
President: F. P. Knight, ex-'18, 901 W. Grand avenue
Okmulgee: Illini Club of Okmulgee
Secretary: I. H. Cox, '08, 206 Kimbley Bldg.
Tulsa: The Tulsa Illini Club
Secretary: Seth M. Hughes, '2b, 818 Palace Bldg.
Oregon
Portland: The Portland Illini Club
President: Pomeroy Sinnock, '09, 381 6th street
Secretary: Allen W. Davis, '13, 604 Board of Trade Bldg.
Pennsylvania
Philadelphia: The Philadelphia Illini Club
President: Russell G. Cone, '22, 1077 N. Commons road, Fairview, Camden
Secretary: D. C. Johns, '17, 165 E. Tulpehocken street, Germantown, Philadelphia
Pittsburgh: The Pittsburgh Illini Club
President: Mrs. Margaret W. Reagan, '17, Swissvale
Secretary: F. S. Kailer, '12, Frick Bldg.
Tennessee
Memphis: Memphis Illini Club
President: H. A. Wiersema, '13, Morgan Eng. Co., 622 Goodwyn Institute Bldg.
Secretary: Charles Pennebaker, ex-'lo, 1191 Vance avenue
Texas
Dallas: The Dallas Illini Club
President: F. D. Danford, '09, 5906 Goliad street
Secretary: Randolph Caldwell, '18, 4439 Rawlins street
Utah
Salt Lake Citt: Salt Lake City Illini Club
Secretary: Wesley E. King, '97, 116 "U" street
Washington
The Puget Sound Illini Club
President: C. H. Knowles, '11, Care of John Graham, Dexter Horton Bldg.
Secretary: Dallas L. Donnan, '23, 502 Hoge Bldg.
Wisconsin
Beloit: Beloit Illini Club
President: F. R. O'Neal, Hyde & Brittan Bldg.
Madison: Madison Illini Club
Secretary: M. E. Dunlap, '14, R. F. D. 6
Milwaukee: Milwaukee Illini Club
President: John D. Ball, '07, 415 Marshall street
Secretary: LaVerne Rapp, '23, 517 Wells street, Care of Hoffman's Business College
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Abbott, A. N., 8
Acosta, E. V., 31, 338
Adams, L. A., 19. 346
Adams, Roger, 14, 40, 243
Adams, W. S., 32, 259
Adamstone, F. B., 26, 346
Adler, H. M., 14, 196
Agar, Helen L., 27, 293
Albers, V. M., 30, 326
Aleshire, Irma, 33, 299
Alexander, John, 30, 338
Alleman, N. J., 362
Allen, C. E., 28, 237
Allen, C. L., 32, 272
Allen, Ralph, 8
Allison, H. O., 355
Allison, J. H., 354
Allyn, O. M., 354
Alp, H. H., 354
Alseth, Hilda J., 40
Alter, D. R., 28, 263
Alvord, J. W., 366, 368
Amberson, H. R., 28, 204
Ambrose, A. S., 19, 256, 360
Ambuhl, Frances I., 33, 302
Amelotti, Emil, 36, 304
Ammann, J. F., 8
Anders, Paul, 29, 243
Andersen, Arthur, 372
Anderson, A. G., 18, 237
Anderson, A. Marie, 25, 231, 263
Anderson, C. R., 28, 271
Anderson, C. S., 263
Anderson, H. W., 17, 296, 361
Anderson, J. C., 359
Anderson, R. H., 32, 289
Andrews, A. I., 21, 241
Andrews, Edmund, 20, 204
Andrews, J. B., 24, 360
Anell, Esther W., 39
Apple, Carl, 33, 197
Appleton, J. B., 20, 283
Archer, L. B., 28, 269
Armstrong, Byron, 8
Armstrong, Beulah M., 25, 304
Armstrong, Grace B., 356
Armstrong, J. W., 7
Armstrong, R. C., 37, 203
Armstrong, R. W., 363
Arnett, R. E., 355
Arnold, Jessie F., 36, 338
Arnold, Lloyd, 18
Ashby, R. C., 21, 225, 360
Ashton, Madeline, 30, 338
Atkinson, C. E., 10
Atwood, Mabel C., 356
Auden, K. F., 37, 346
Babbitt, H. E., 16, 250
Babcock, D. F., 33, 243
Babcock, K. C., 9, 10, 11, 13, 40, 368
Bachem, Albert, 16, 200, 215
Bacon, C. S., 12
Badger, C. J., 359
Bailey, Bernice, 357
Bailey, C. F., 38
Bailey, H. W., 28, 304
Bailey, La Force, 19, 228
Baily, H. H., 19, 237
B»ird, H. H., 20, 312
Baker, F. C., 10
Baker, Ida J., 33, 272
Baker, R. H., 15, 232
Baker, V. L., 33, 272
Balduf, W. V., 19, 279
Baldwin, E. C., 17, 40, 271
Baldwin, T. W., 21, 40, 271
Balin, Meyer, 32, 221
Ball, G. J., 8
Ball, J. B., 360
Ballard, O. T., 33, 346
Bamber, L. E., 31, 346
Bamberger, Arrie, 22, 204
Bamford, E. F.. 33, 343
Bangham, Edith, 357
Banter, V. J., 355
Barnes, Irene M., 25, 293
Barnes, R. M., 28, 237
Barnes, Sarah N., 36
Barr, G. A., 7
Barr, H. L., 36, 235
Barret, F. N., 355
Barrett, C. W., 12, 201
Barrett, O. G., 354
Barrows, H. H., 370
Bartholomew, Harland, 19, 29 >
Barto, Harriet T., 19, 40, 293
Barton, H. J., 12, 40, 253
Bartow, Virginia, 26, 243
Bastin, E. S., 366, 369
Battey, R. T., 38
Bauer, E. E., 25, 250
Bauer, F. C., 15, 354, 359
Bay, Edwin, 355
Bayley, W. S., 13, 40, 283
Bazore, Katherine, 26, 293
Beadles, J. R., 360
Beard, Hallard, 24, 201
Beard, J. H., 10, 14, 40, 299
Beatley, Catharine B., 33, 272
Beauman, Guy, 8
Beck, J. C., 16, 196
Becker, Dorothy A., 369
Becker, H. C., 202
Becker, Roman, 33, 272
Behrens, M. A., 25, 237
Beights, D. M., 33, 237
Bell, A. H., 369
Bell, Delia A. N., 36, 272
Bell, J. F., 28, 259
Bender, H. A., 23, 304
Benedict, B. W., 13, 307
Bengtson, B. N., 29, 202, 212
Benington, Harold, 372
Benjamin, A. C., 26, 323
Bennett, H. J., 33, 346
Bennett, J. C., 33, 304
Bennett, Miriam, 357
Bennett, T. L., 27, 304
Bennett, W. L„ 29, 243
Bentley, Madison, 13, 334
Berdahl, C. A., 20, 331
Berdahl, Evelyn T., 30, 272
Beresford, Arthur, 22, 319
Berg. C. P., 36, 243
Berg, H. A., 24, 360
Berg, H. J., van den, 19, 319
Bergeim, Olaf, 19, 203, 212
Berman, Edward, 21, 259, 343
Berman, S. L., 23, 198
Bernbaum, Ernest 13, 271
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Bevan, A. C, 19, 283, 369
Beveridge, H. R., 31, 304
Bevier, Isabel, 12
Bigger, J. H., 367
Bilsborrow, J. D., 353
Birch, C. L. F., 29, 197
Bishop, W. L., 28, 259
Black, H. L., 28, 304
Black, Lulu, 357
Blackburn, F. J., 355
Blackstone, G. R., 10, 24, 299
Blair, E. T., 26, 200
Blair, F. G., 7
Blair, J. C., 12, 296, 361
Blaisdell, Daisy L., 25, 286
Blanchard, W. O., 17, 283
Blaschke, Edmund, 38
Blatt, M. L., 17, 19S
Blauser, I. P., 27, 281, 360
Blaynev, J. R., 16, 214
Blo'ch, R. G., 29, 204
Blough, J. H., 31, 263
Boelio, L. N., 195
Bogart, E. L., 13, 40, 259
Boice, L. A., 9
Bolliger. Katherine M., 33, 243
Bollinger, L. F., 38
Bolotin, M. T., 37
Bond, Ethel, 20, 302
Boor, A. K„ 36, 203, 212
Borovsky, M. P., 24, 198
Bothman, Louis, 24
Bottum, J. C., 36, 360
Bourne, E. G., 241
Bousquet, E. W., 32, 243
Bower, L. E., 19, 198
Bower, O. K., 32, 304
Boyd, Anne M., 20, 302
Boyden, E. A., 18, 195
Bradbury, C. E., 18, 231
Brady, S. G., 21, 312
Brahana, H. R., 22, 304
Braley, S. A., 18, 243
Brams, Julius, 212
Brannon, J. M., 19, 256, 360
Bratrude, A. P., 37
Braucher, H. H., 22, 263
Braude, Benjamin, 29, 204
Braun, C. C., 38
Bray, R. H„ 359
Breathwit, Rachel A., 29, 338
Breckenridge, Marian, 26, 293
Bredlau, E. A., 33, 196
Breeding, G. R., 37
Brennan, J. W., 195
Breuillaud, Cesarine A., 31, 338
Britton, W. E., 16, 300, 372
Brock, J. H., 37, 354
Brock, W. S., 18, 296, 361
Brooks, Fanny M., 21, 293, 356
Brooks, Morgan, 12, 269
Brooks, N. C., 10, 16, 40, 286
Brooks, Verna, 17, 325
Brothers, E. D., 25, 196, 216
Brown, C. A., 360
Brown, E. E., 355
Brown, Edna M., 39
Brown, H. A., 20, 269
Brown, H. N., 36, 198
Brown, L. T., 26, 330
Brown, Margaret O., 33, 293
Brown, P. H„ 21, 259
Brown, R. L., 362
Brown, W. K., 363
Browne, W. H., 11
Browning, F. E., 37, 243
Browning, I. R., 204
Brundage, J. T., 36, 330
Bryant. G. A., 8
Buck, Elizabeth, 27, 319
Bull, Sleeter, 17, 225. 360
Bullock, D. M.. 29, 263
Bundy, M. W., 19, 271
Bunn, W. B., 355
Bunting, W. L., 38, 324
Burge, W. E., 13, 330
Burger, Andrew, 37
Burhans, Lucinda M., 25, 319
Burke, A. M., 7
Burke, H. L., 36, 221
Burks, Margie, M., 32, 338
Burlison, W. L., 14, 40, 224, 359
Burns, C. C, 354
Burns, O. R., 37, 203, 212
Burns, Q. G.. 21, 272
Burrows, S. J., 30, 195
Burwash, Mary G., 39
Busey, Mary E., 7
Buswell, A. M., 15, 243, 368
Butterworth, F. W., 8
Cady, G. H., 369, 371
Cagann, O. W., 28, 237
Cahn, A. R., 26, 346
Cain, J. R., 10, 20, 299
Caldwell, L. R., 355
Calhoun, Amina E., 38
Callen, A. C, 15, 317, 362, 371
Calvin, J. K., 22, 198
Cameron, E. H., 14, 40, 263
Camp, C. C, 22, 304
Camp, Mildred, 40
Camp, W. J. R., 22, 202
Campbell, C. E., 33, 259
Campbell, M. H., 22, 256, 360
Canter, H. V., 14, 253
Card, H. H., 33, 235
Card, L. E., 15, 40, 225, 360
Carman, A. P., 12, 40, 326, 362
Carman, M. G., 27, 304
Carmichael, R. D., 14, 304
Carnahan, D. H., 13. 40, 338
Carncross, E. A., 354
Carney, S. S., 355
Carpenter, Cecil, 33, 237
Carpenter, P. D., 32, 222
Carroll, W. E., 16, 225, 360
Carroll, W. R., 31, 359
Cary, Eugene, 22, 200
Case, H. C. M., 15, 282, 360
Casey, W. C, 24, 331
Caskey, J. H., 24, 271
Catherwood, B. F., 28, 259
Catherwood, M. P., 359
Cavanagh, S. H., 36, 272
Cestre, Charles, 338
Chadsev, C. E., 11, 14, 40, 263
Chadwick, B. F., 23, 312
Chamberlain, I. M., 28, 198
Chance, J. H., 26, 228
Chandler, S. C, 367
Chase, Ethel R., 28, 263
Chauvet, Frank, 17, 197
Checkley, J. H., 355
Chen, K. Y., 363
Christensen, Henrietta P., 369
Christopher, Frederick, 23, 204
Cigrand, B. J., 25, 200
Cipriani, J. B., 24, 197
Clark, A. H., 15, 221
Clark, C. R., 33, 283, 369
Clark, E. C., 28, 258
Clark, F. M., 30, 224, 359
Clark, Helen M., 40
Clark, J. A., 263
Clark, T. A., 9, 11, 12, 40, 271
Clein, N. W., 37, 198
Clement, J. A., 16, 263
Coble, A. B., 14, 304
Cohen, Carl, 30, 198
Cohen, M. L., 37
Cohen, S. J., 23, 30. 197, 202, 214
Colby, A. S., 17, 296, 361
Colby, Ralph, 29, 271
Cole, A. G., 26, 203, 212
Cole, V. I., 8
Coleman, G. H., 30, 243
Collier, J. S., 355
Collins, L. H., 21, 312
Combs, R. M., 37, 346
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Compton, C. C, 367
Converse, P. D., 17, 237
Cook, Bertha B., 357
Cook, W. S., 38
Cooke, F. W., 30, 326
Coons, C. C, 33, 243
Cooper, A. R., 18, 195, 211
Cooper, Mary G., 32
Copley, M. J., 31, 243
Copps, L. A., 201
Cornbleet, Theodore, 28, 196
Corsa, W. S., 8
Cowart, Rowland, 32, 224
Cowles, H. C, 366, 367
Cox, F. W., 29, 283
Cox, G. J., 27, 243
Crabbs, Richard, 38
Crandall, C. S., 13, 361
Crandall, Ruth A., 29, 325
Crandell, J. S., 16, 250
Crane, F. H., 23, 224, 359
Crathorne, A. R., 17, 304
Craven, A. O., 18, 289
Crawford, C. W., 22, 225, 237, 360
Creighton, E. W., 356
Cressman, P. K., 37, 286
Crile, D. R. W., 25, 195, 204
Croft, H. O., 20, 307
Croll, Hilda M., 20, 293
Crosby, H. F., 355
Cross, Hardy, 15, 250
Crossman, R. S., 22, 258
Croxton, W. C, 31, 235
Culler, E. A. K., 22, 334
Culver, Harry, 18, 205
Cunningham, H. E., 7, 9, 14, 40, 351
Cupery, M. E., 33, 243
Curtis, Lois H., 33, 346
Cushman, Beulah, 30, 201
Czerwinski, S. S., 38
Dahlgren, Eddezs V., 30, 325
Dailey, M. A., 38
Dame, Margaret, 29, 215
Daniels, A. H., 11, 12,323
Davenport, Eugene, 12
Davenport, G. L„ 19, 204
Davidson, P. G., 32, 289
Davies, Letha A., 33, 243
Davis, C. B., 27, 271
Davis, D. J., 11, 13, 202, 212
Davis, G. V., 28, 228
Davis, H. I., 16, 199
Davis, H. L., 21, 221
Davis, S. S., 355
Davison, Charles, 12
Day, V. S., 18, 362
Day, W. B., 11, 12, 222
Decker, S. W., 30, 296, 361
De Cook, H. B., 31, 324
Degler, H. E., 23, 307
DeLong, C. C, 36, 237
Derrough, C. E., 307
De Turk, E. E., 16, 224, 359
De Turk, Lucia, 32, 338
Deuss, H. O., 33, 197
Dewey, K. W., 19, 212, 215
Diamond, I. B., 19, 199
Dickinsou, F. G., 24, 259
Didier, Ida, 357
Dietz, F. C, 18, 289
Dillavou, E. R., 20, 237
Dillenback, L. C, 17, 228
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American government, courses, 331, 332
American Institute of Architects Medal, 75
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 80
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers, 80
American journalism, history of, course, 277
American literature, courses, 272
American Society of Agricultural Engineers, SO
American Society of Civil Engineers, 80
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 80
Anaesthetics, course, 204
Anatomy, courses, 195, 211, 350
faculty, 211, 346
medical, 195
Andrews botany collection, 53
Animal breeding, courses, 227
Animal husbandry, advisory board, 8
courses, 225
departmental specialist, 354
description of department, 138
faculty. 225
Annual expenses, student, 84
Annual Register, committee, 40
Anonian society, 79
Anonymous loan fund, 81
Apiculture, courses, 2S0
Applied optics, curriculum, 98
Appointment of teachers, committee, 40, 156
Archeology and Art, classical Museum, curator, 10
Architect, supervising, office, 10
Architectural acoustics, course, 329
Architectural club, 80
Architectural engineering, courses, 230
curriculum, 122
Plym foreign scholarship, 75
Architectural history t Ricker prize, 75
Architecture, 113
American Academy prize, 75
American Institute of Architects Medal, 75
courses, 228
curriculum, 121
equipment, 114
faculty, 228
Plym fellowship, 74
prizes, 74, 75, 76
Ricker prize, 75
Scarab medal, 75
Argumentation, courses, 278
Arithmetic, commercial, for admission, 66
Aron library collection, 51
Art and design, courses, 231
faculty, 231
Art, Classical Archeology and, museum
curator, 10
Art collection, 52
Artillery and infantry prize, 78
Artillery, field, courses, 313
Assistant professors, list, 18
Assistants, list, 29
student, list, 38
Associate professors, list 16
Associates, list, 21
Associations, University, 79
Assyrian history, course, 291
Astronomy, for admission, 66
courses, 232
faculty, 232
Athenian society, 79
Athletic coaches, summer courses, 187
Athletic Coaching, courses, 267
curriculum, 154
faculty, 263
summer session, courses, 187
Athletics and psychology, course, 267
Athletics, Senate committee, 40
summer session courses, 187
Aviation, courses, 316
Baccalaureate degrees, 1926, list, 555
Bachelor's degrees, 71, 87, 140, 142, 144, 145, 146
147, 150, 151, 160, 162, 166, 170, 190, 209
Bacteriology, courses, 202, 212, 233
faculty, 202, 212, 233
major and minors, 233
Baker collection, 53
Baker prizes, 75
Band, courses, 320
military, 182
courses, 812
Band of X, 80
Banking and Finance, curriculum, 103
Barlow-Smith library collection, 51
Barnum zoology collection, 53
Baseball, courses, 268
Basketball, courses, 267
Beaumont memorial fund, 81,189
Beekeeping, courses, 280
Beneficiary aid, 81
Ben-Hur scholarships, 81
Beta Alpha Psi, 80
Beta Gamma Sigma, 80
prize, 76
Beta Nu Kappa, 80
Biddle loan fund, 81
Biology, see courses under Bacteriology, Botany,
Entomology, Physiology, and Zoology.
B'nai Brith prize, 77
Board, advisory
•
8
Board of Examiners in accountancy, 372
Board of Trustees,
committees, 7
executive, 7
standing, 7
history, 41
members, 7, 41
officers, 7
Bolter collection, 53
Bookkeeping, for admission, 66
Books, special collections, 51
University Press, 352
Botanical club, 80
Botany, for admission, 66
Burrill library collection, 51
collections, 53
courses, 222, 235
faculty, 222, 235
herbarium, 53
major and minors, 235
Boxing, courses, 267, 324
Brendel botany collection, 53
Brevet captains, 182
Bryan prize, 74
Bryce Club, 80
Building trades, optional technical courses, 107
Buildings and grounds, Urbana, 43
Buildings, Chicago departments, 50
Urbana departments, 43
Bureau of Business Research, 112
organization, 43
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Bureau of Educational Research, 156
organization, 43
Bureaus, scientific, publications, 351
Burrill library collection, 51
Business, general, curriculum, 102
Business law, for admission, 66
courses, 240
faculty, 237
Business letter writing, course, 276
Business operation, office, 9
Business organization and operation, courses, 239
faculty, 237
Business Research, Bureau of, 112
organization, 43
Buttermaking, courses, 257
Cahokia mound builders, 53
Calculus, courses, 305
Calendar, general, 4
University, 5, 6
Calisthenics, courses, 267
Camp craft, course, 267
Carr fellowship, chemistry, 179
Carr geology collection, 53
Carter-Pennell trust, 81
Casad library collection, 51
Catalog, committee, 40
Cataloging, course, 302
Cavagna-San Guiliani library collection, 51
Cavalry, courses, 314
medal, 78
Celtic olub, 80
Cements, course, 241
Central association, North, requirements, 157
Ceramic engineering, advisory board, 8
collection, 54
courses, 241
curriculum, 124
description of department, 114
extension work, 353
faculty, 241
scholarship, 81
Ceramics, course, 213
curriculum, 123
Cercle Francais, 80
Certificate, admission by, 59
Certificates, changed to diplomas, 42
Certification of high-school teachers, 156
Certified Public Accountants, Illinois society, 77
prize, 372
Change fee, 82
Charities, course, 344
Charles museum collection, 52
Chase botany collection, 53
Cheese making, course, 256
Chemical Club, 80
Chemical engineering, curriculum, 95, 97
Chemical industries, optional technical courses, 110
Chemistry, for admission, 66
courses, 212, 221, 243
curriculum, 96
faculty, 212, 221, 243
major and minors, 443
physiological, courses, 203
faculty, 203
Chicago departments, buildings and grounds, 50
officers, 11
Chi Omega prize in sociology, 76
Child care and training, course, 295
departmental specialists, 356
Children's clinic, 215
courses, 215
faculty, 215
Choral society, 80
Circulo Espafiol, 80
Circus work, course, 324
Civic and trade secretarial service, curriculum, 103
Civics, for admission, 66
Civil engineering, collections, 54
courses, 250
curriculum, 125
description of department, 115
faculty, 250
general option, 126
highway option, 126
hydraulic option, 126
optional curricula, 126
prizes, 75
sanitary option, 126
structural option, 126
Class of 1895 fund, 81
Classical Archeology and Art, museum, curator, 10
museum of, 52
Classics, courses, 254
Greek, 254
Greek life and history, 254
Latin, 254
Roman life and history, 255
faculty, 253
library collection, 51
majors and minors, 253
Clinic, children's, courses, 215
faculty, 215
Clinical facilities, College of Medicine, 192
Clinics, College of Medicine, 192
Clinton botany collection, 53
Clothing and textiles, courses, 293, 294, 295
Clothing, departmental specialists, 356
Club work, Junior specialist, 354
Clubs, 79
Coaching, athletic, curriculum, 154
Coal and ore preparation, course, 318
Coif, Order of, 80, 165
Collections and museums, 52
College entrance examination board, 60
Colleges and schools, 87
administrative officers, 10
list, 55
Commencement exercises, 71
Commerce and Business Administration, College
of, 100
admission, 56-70
building used, 46
Bureau of Business Research, 112
clubs, 80
collection, 54
curricula, 102
accountancy, 104
banking and finance, 103
commerce and law, 111
commercial teachers, 106
foreign commerce, 107
general business, 102
industrial administration, 107
insurance, 104
law combined, 163
optional groups of technical courses, 109
public utilities, 110
railway administration, 105
railway transportation, 105
technical courses, 109
trade and civic secretarial service, 103
degrees, 100
departments
accountancy, courses, 237
faculty, 237
business law, courses, 240
faculty, 237
business organization and operation, courses,
239
faculty, 237
economics, courses, 259
faculty, 259
transportation, courses, 345
faculty, 345
electives, 100
fees, 82
graduate work, 112
graduation requirements, 71, 100
honor societies, 80
McKinley professorship, 101
officers, 10
organization, 42
prescribed subjects, 100
prizes, 76, 77
subjects for admission, 59
Commerce club, 80
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Commerce club, cups, 76
Commerce and Law, combined curriculum, 111, 163
Commercia, 80
Commercial arithmetic, for admission, 66
Commercial geography, for admission, 66
Commercial law, courses, 240
Commercial teachers, curriculum, 106
Commissions, Military, list, 587
Committee on appointment of teachers, 156
Committees, council, 40
senate, 40
Comparative literature, course, 274
Composition, English, for admission, 67
Comptroller, office, 9
Contests and prizes, military, 78
Conference medal, 77
Cook County hospital, 193_
Cooperative extension service, 353
Cooperative investigations, engineering experiment
station, 364
problems of Illinois Mineral Industries, 371
staff, 371
Council of administration, 11
committees, 40
accredited schools, 40
admissions from higher institutions, 40
appointment of teachers, 40
catalog, 40
discipline, for men, 40
for women, 40
homecoming, 40
Illini board, 40
inter-college transfer petitions, 40
loan funds, 40
physical education, 40
Rhodes scholarships, 40
Star Course, 40
students mutual hospital fund, 40
student organizations and activities, 40
students' use of English, 40
Council, student, 79
County farm advisers, 354
County home advisers, 357
County hospital, Cook, 193
County morgue, 193
County scholarships, 81
Courses, description, 223
Court, practice, course, 161
C. P. A. membership prize, 77
Credit hours, definition, 223
Credits, for admission, 66
Criminal law, course, 300
Criminology, courses, 196, 344, 345
faculty, 196
Crocker land expedition, 53
Crops, courses, 224
Cups, Commerce Club, 76
Curators, museum, 10
Curricula, see under colleges and schools.
Cytology, courses, 348, 349
Dairy bacteriology, courses, 256
Dairy chemistry, course, 258
Dairy Club, 80
Dairy husbandry, advisory board, 8
courses, 256
departmental specialists, 354
description of department, 138
faculty, 256
Dairy manufactures, courses, 257
Dancing, classic and interpretative, courses, 325
Daniels geology collection, 53
Darling, Grace, loan fund, 81
Davenport Hall, 85
Dean of Men, office, 9
Dean of Women, office, 9
Debate, course, 278
I. M. I., 74
Inter-society declamation, 74
Midwest, 74
Northern oratorical, 74
Open forum, 74
Intramural, 74
Debating and Oratory, 73
Deficiencies on admission, 63
Degrees, authority to confer, 42
Baccalaureate, 1926, list, 555
Bachelor's, general requirements, 71
Bachelor of Arts, 87
Bachelor of Laws, 158, 160
Bachelor of Library Science, 170, 171
Bachelor of Music, 166
Bachelor of Science, 90, 100, 121, 137, 140, 190,
209
Education, College of, 149
Doctor of Dental Surgery, 209, 210
Doctor of Laws, 158, 160
Doctor of Medicine, 190
Doctor of Philosophy, 176
requirements, 176, 177
Doctor of Philosophy in engineering, require-
ments, 178, 179
Graduate in Pharmacy, 220
Master's, 174, 175, 216
optional, in Liberal Arte and Sciences, 90
professional, 158, 175
Architectural Engineer, 175
Ceramic Engineer, 175
Civil Engineer, 175
Electrical Engineer, 176
Engineer of Mines, 176
Master of Architecture, 175
Mechanical Engineer, 176
summary, 588
time of conferring, 71
Delta Sigma Pi prize, 76
Dental jurisprudence, courses, 216
faculty, 216
Dentistry, College of, 209
admission, 56-70
high school prescribed subjects, 65
University prescribed subjects, 65
college requirements, 210
courses, 211-218
curricula, 209
degrees, D.D.S., 209, 210
Master's, 216
degrees conferred, 1926, 576
description of courses, 211
extension courses, 216
fees, 84
graduate courses, 216
foreign language requirement, 217
thesis requirement, 217
graduate work, major and minors, 216
graduation requirements, 209
high school requirements, 210
honorary research assistants, 210
infirmary, 210
lectures and lecture clinics, 216
library, 210
license to practice in England, 210
officer, 11
organization, 43
student list, 546
summary of hours, 218
Summer Session, courses, 187
term, 216
Department of Registration and Education, 366
Departmental specialists, list, agronomy, 364
animal husbandry, 354
child care and training, 356
clothing, 356
dairy husbandry, 354
farm mechanics, 354
farm organization and management, 354
foods and nutrition, 356
health, 356
home furnishing, 356
home management, 356
horticulture, 354
junior club work, 354, 356
Dermatology, courses, 196
faculty, 196
Design, courses, 229, 232
Dietetics, courses, 293
curricula, 93
Dietetics and nutrition, curricula, 93
major and minor, 293
Diploma fee, 82
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Diplomacy, American, course, 332
Diplomas, authority to confer, 42
Discipline committees
for men, 40
for women, 40
Dispensary, College of Medicine, 192
Outpatient, 193
Dittenberger library collection, 51
Doctors' degrees, 158, 160, 176, 177, 178, 190 209,
210
Domestic science, for admission, 69
Drainage, course, 281
Drainage engineering, courses, 252
Drama, courses, 273
Dramatization, course, 278
Drawing, for admission, 67
freehand, courses, 229, 231
general engineering, courses, 258
faculty, 258
See Drawing, General Engineering, also Art and
Design, and Architecture.
technical, courses, 211
faculty, 211
Drug analysis, course, 222
Du Pont fellowships, 180
Dziatzko library collection, 51
Ear training, courses, 319
Earle botany collection, 53
Ecology, animal, courses, 348
Economics, for admission, 67
courses, 259
faculty, 259
major and minors, 259
Economics of public utilities, professorship, 101
Education, College of, 149
admission, 56-70, 149
to professional curricula, 63
buildings used, 44
Bureau of Educational Research, 43, 156
Casad library collection, 51
certification of high school teachers, 156
committee on appointment of teachers, 156
courses, agricultural education, 266
athletic coaching, 267
educational practice, 266
general, 264
home economics education, 268
industrial education, 268
curricula, 150
agricultural education, 150
athletic coaching, 154
home economics education, 150
industrial education, 152
public school music, 151
Smith-Hughes, 150
degrees, 149
faculty, 263
graduation requirements, 149
honor societies, 80
major and minors, 264
North central association, requirements, 157
officer, 11
organization, 42
publications, 351
Research Bureau, 43, 156
teacher's diploma, 150
University High School, 156
Education, physical, for men, buildings, 46, 47
courses, 324
faculty, 324
office, 10
requirements, 183
for women, building, 43
courses, 325
curriculum, 155
faculty, 325
major, 325
office, 10
requirements, 184
Educational policy, committee, 40
Educational practice, courses, 266
faculty, 263
Educational Research, Bureau of, 156
organized, 43
Elective subjects in other colleges and schools,
89-90
Electives, college of Medicine, 191
non-technical, engineering, 120
Electric railway, courses, 338
Electrical engineering, courses, 269
curriculum, 127
description of department, 115
faculty, 269
Electrical Engineering Society, 80
Electrical industries, optional technical courses, 109
Electro chemistry, course, 246
Embryology, courses, 195, 196, 211, 348, 349
faculty, 195, 211
Enamels, courses, 242
Engineering, College of, 113
admission, 56-70
unclassified students, 62
buildings used, 44-46
clubs, 80
collections and museums, 54
council, engineering, 80
degrees, 121
professional, 175
departments
architectural engineering, courses, 230
curriculum, 122
faculty, 228
architecture, courses, 228
curriculum, 121
description of department, 113
faculty, 228
ceramic engineering, courses, 241
curriculum, 124
faculty, 241
ceramics, advisory board, 8
curriculum, 123
description of department, 114
scholarships, 81
civil engineering, courses, 250
curriculum, 125
description of department, 115
faculty, 250
optional curricula, 126
prizes, 75
drawing, general engineering, courses, 258
faculty, 258
electrical engineering, courses, 269
curriculum, 127
description of department, 115
faculty, 269
gas engineering, curriculum, 128
general engineering, curriculum, 129
mechanical engineering, courses, 308
curriculum, 130
description of department, 116
faculty, 307
technical options, 131
mechanics, theoretical and applied, courses,
310
description of department, 117
faculty, 310
mining engineering, courses, 317
curriculum, 131
description of department, 117
faculty, 317
optional curricula, 131
physics, courses, 326
curriculum, 127
description of department, 118
faculty, 326
railway engineering, courses, 336
curricula
civil, 133
electrical, 134
mechanical, 135
description of department, 118
faculty, 336
description of departments, 113-119
fees, 82
graduation requirements, 113
honor societies, 80
inspection trips, 120
language requirements, 120
lectures for freshmen, 120
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museums and collections, 54
non-technical electives, 120
officers, 10
prizes, 75
rhetoric prerequisite, 120
Schaefer prize, 75
subjects for admission, 59
theses, 121
Engineering buildings, 44-46
Engineering collections, 54
Engineering council, 80
Engineering Experiment Station, 362
cooperative investigations, 364, 371
executive staff, 362
organization, 42
research corps, 362
research graduate assistants, 363
research graduate assistantships, 180
Engineering publications, 351
Engineering waterpower, courses, 251
Engineering, see courses under Architecture, Cer-
amic Engineering, Civil Engineering, Draw-
ing, Electrical Engineering, Gas Engineering,
General Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
Mechanics, Mining Engineering, Physics, Rail-
way Civil Engineering, Railway Electrical
Engineering, Railway Mechanical Engineering.
Engineers, military, courses, 315
English, student 's use of, committee, 40
English composition, for admission, 67
English Journal Club, 80
English language and literature, courses, 211, 272
departments, journalism, courses, 277
faculty, 271, 272
public speaking, courses, 278
faculty, 271, 272
rhetoric, courses, 275
faculty, 271, 272
Scandinavian languages and literature, courses,
279
faculty, 271, 272
majors and minors, 272
English poetry prize, 77
English publications, 351
English literature, for admission, 67
Entomology collection, 53
courses, 280
faculty, 279
major and minors, 279
Entrance examinations, 60
Entrance requirements, see Admission
Epidemiology, courses, 234
Equipment, military science and tactics, 181
School of Pharmacy, 220
University, 43
Espafiol, el Circulo, 80
Essays, thrift prizes, 77
Ethics, courses, 323, 324
European culture, museum of, 52
curator, 10
Evolution, course, 347
Examinations, admission by, 60
graduate school, 177, 178
medicine, 191
absentee, 191
special, 192
New York Regents', for admission, 61
special, fee, 82
Examiners in Accountancy, Board of, 372
Executive Faculty, Graduate School, 173
Executive staff, Engineering experiment station,
362
Expenses, annual, 84
Expenses and fees, 82-85
Experiment station, Agricultural, 359
advisory boards, 8
organization, 42
engineering, 362
organization, 42
Experimental farms, acreage, 43
buildings, 43
Extension courses, dentistry, 216
Extension service, College of Agriculture, 137, 353
courses, 224
ceramic engineering, 353
cooperative, 353
home economics, 356
Extension, University, 353
Extension News, 357
Faculty, committees, 40
Graduate School, 173
list, University, 12
Farm accounting, course, 238
Farm advisers, county, 354
Farm crops, advisory board, 8
Farm mechanics, for admission, 69
advisory board, 8
courses, 281
departmental specialists, 354
description of department, 139
faculty, 281
Farm organization and management, advisory
board, 8
courses, 282
departmental specialist, 354
description of department, 139
faculty, 282
Farmers' week, 148
Farms, experimental, acreage, 43
buildings, 43
trust, acreage, 43
Faunistic zoology, course, 349
Fees and expenses, 82-85
School of Pharmacy, 220
Fees, change, 82
dentistry, 84
diploma, 82
general, 82
Graduate School, 82
incidental, 82
laboratory, 82
late registration, 82
law, 82
listener's, 82
locker, 82
matriculation, 82
medicine, 83
music, 83
pharmacy, 84
practice, 83
special examination, 82
summer session, 185
tuition, 82
uniform, 82
Fellows and Scholars, 1926-27, list, 584
Fellowships, 179
American Academy in Rome, 76
Carr, in chemistry, 179
Du Pont, 180
graduate, 179
Plym, 74
public utilities, 179
Fencing, course, 324
Ferris zoology collections, 53
Finance and banking curriculum, 103
Financial Aid, 81
Fine Arts, courses, see Art and Design, Landscape
Architecture, and Music.
First aid, courses, 267, 325
Floral decoration, course, 298
Floricultural club, 80
Floriculture, advisory board, 8
courses, 297, 298
curriculum, 142
Foods, courses, 293
Foods and nutrition, departmental specialists, 356
Football, courses, 267
Foreign commerce curriculum, 107
Foreign students, admission, 60
Foreign trade club, 80
Forge work, courses, 268, 309
Francais, le cercle, 80
Franklin, historical groups collection, 52
French, for admission, 68
courses, 339
Grober, library collection, 51
Karsten, library collection, 51
major and minor, 338
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Freshmen, engineering lectures, 120
Freshman Mathematics Club, 80
Fuel analysis, courses, 244, 246, 248
Fuels, utilization of, course, 317
Funds, federal, Adams, 42
Morrill, 42
Nelson, 42
loan, 81
Galencial pharmacy, courses, 221
Gamma Alpha Chi, 80
Gamma Epsilon Pi, 80
trophy, 76
Gamma Sigma Delta, 80
Gas analysis, courses, 244, 246
Gas engine and tractor short course, 148
Gas engines and tractors, courses, 281, 282
Gas engineering curriculum, 128
Gas manufacturing, course, 247
Gehrmann lectureship, 189
General Assembly scholarships, 81
General business, curriculum, 102
General engineering, curriculum, 129
lectures for freshmen, 120
society, 80
General Engineering Drawing, see Drawing,
General Engineering.
General fees, 82
General hospital, college of Medicine, 193
General information, 41
General Railway administration, curriculum, 106
General science, admission, 68
Genetics, courses, 347, 348
Genito-urinary surgery, courses, 205
faculty, 205
Geography collection, 53
commercial, for admission, 66
courses, 285
faculty, 283
major and minors, 285
museum, 53
physical, for admission, 70
Geological Journal Club, 80
Geological survey division, State, 369
organization, 370
staff, 369
Geology, for admission, 68
collection, 53
courses, 283
faculty, 283
major and minor, 283
museum and collections, 53
Geometry, for admission, 68
courses, 258, 305, 306, 307
German, for admission, 68
conversation club, 80
Heyne library collection, 51
Karsten library collection, 51
Rattermann library collection, 51
Germanic languages and literature, courses, 286
faculty, 286
major and minors, 286
Glass blowing, course, 245
Glass technology, courses, 241, 242
Glazes, courses, 241
Glee Club, Women's, 80
Government, University, 55
Grades, college of Medicine, 191
Grades, system of, 71
for admission, 56
Graduate assistants, research, 180, 363
Graduate Club loan fund, 81
Graduate courses, college of Dentistry, 216
see also under various departments.
Graduate in Pharmacy, degree, discontinued, 219
Graduate school, 173
admission, 56-70, 173
character of work, 174
committee on admissions, 40
degrees, 174, 176
degrees conferred, 1936, 578
examinations, 177, 178
faculty, 173
fees 8 2 83
Fellows 'and Scholars, 1926-27, list, 584
officer, 11
organized, 42
period of study, 177
publications, 351
residence requirements, 177
scholarships and fellowships, 179
student list, 373
Summer Session, 174
thesis requirement, 178
transfer of credits, 177
work, graduate, 174
Graduate work, 174
College of Agriculture, 137
College of Commerce, 112
Summer Session, 186
Graduation, degrees granted, 71
requirements, in agriculture, 137
in commerce and business administration, 100
in dentistry, 209
in education, 149
in engineering, 113
in law, 159
in liberal arts and sciences, 87
in Library School, 170
in medicine, 189
in military science and tactics, 181
in music, 166
in Pharmacy, 219
Graduation with honors, 73
Greek, for admission, 68
courses, 254
major and minors, 253
Greek life and history i courses, 254
Greenhouse management, course, 297
Gregorian society, 79
Gregory museum collection, 62
Gregory scholarships, 81
Grober library collection, 51
Grounds and Buildings, Chicago, 60
Urbana, 43
Guild memorial prize, 74
Gymnastics, corrective, courses, 325
individual, courses, 324, 326
Gynecology, courses, 200, 201
faculty, 201
Halls, Women 's residence, 85
Harmony, for admission, 69
courses, 319
Hazelton prize medal, 78
Health, departmental specialists, 356
Health education, 183
Health, Hygiene and public, courses, 299
faculty, 299
Health officer, University, 10
Health service, building, 4S
work, 183
Heat, courses, 326, 327
Heat engineering, courses, 308
Hebrew history, course, 291
Hellenistic age, course, 291
Heredity, course, 347
Hertzer geology collection, 53
Hess zoology collections, 53
Hexapoecia, 80
Heyne library collection, 51
Hibbard museum collections, 52
High school teachers, certification, 166
High School Visitor, office, 9
High school, University, 156
officer, 11
Highway option, civil engineering, 126
Hinkley zoology collection, 53
Histology, courses, 195, 211
faculty, 195, 211
Historical Collections, Illinois, 180
Historical library, Illinois State, 180
Historical Survey, Illinois, 180, 291
History, for admission, 69
Casad library collection, 51
courses, 289
faculty, 289
major and minors, 289
Mason library collection, 51
General Index 619
Natural, museum curator, 10
Rattermann library collection, 51
History of books and printing, course, 303
History of Medicine, course, 200
History of University, 41
Home advisers, county, 357
Home architecture, course, 293
Home bureaus, 357
Home economics, for admission, 69
courses, 293
curricula, 92, 143
description of department, 139
faculty, 293
majors and minors, 293
scholarships, 81
Home eoonomics club, 80
Home economics education, courses 268
curriculum, 150
faculty, 263
subject requirements for graduation, 150
Home economics extension, 356
correspondence, 357
departmental specialists, 356
home bureaus, 357
movable schools, 357
service for organisations, 357
staff, 356
Home economics honor societies, 80
Home furnishing, departmental specialists, 356
Home management, departmental specialists, 356
Home nursing, course, 294
Homecoming, committee, 40
Honorary research assistants, Dentistry, 210
Honorary societies, list, 80
Honors, University, 72
awarded 1926, 585
degree with, 73
graduation with, 73
high, degree with, 73
law, 164
Illinois Society, C.P.A., 77
U. L. A. S., 76
Honors day, 72
committee, 40
Honors and prizes, 72
Hoof and Horn Club, 80
Horse husbandry, courses, 226
Horticultural Club, 80
Horticulture, advisory board, 8
courses, 296
description of department, 139
departmental specialists, 354
divisions, floriculture, 145, 297, 298
landscape architecture, 146, 298
faoulty, 296
Hospital, Cook County, 193
general, College of Medicine, 193
Isolation, Urbana, 48
McKinley, Urbana, 48
University, College of Medicine, 193
Hospital facilities, medical, 193, 194
Hospital fund, students' benefit, 79
committee, 40
Hydraulics, courses, 251, 310, 311, 312
Hydraulic option, civil engineering, 126
Hydrology, course, 251
Hygiene, courses, 196, 214
faculty, 196
graduation requirements, 71
Hygiene and Public Health, courses, 299
faculty, 299
office, 10
Ice-cream manufacture, course, 257
Illini board, faculty members, 40
Illini Chamber of Commerce, 80
Illini Clubs, 596
officers, 596
Illinois Alumni News, 79
Illinois government, course, 333
Illinoit Historical Collections, 180
Illinois Historical Survey, 180, 291
Illinois Industrial University, 41
Illinoit Lavs Review, 165
Illinois Society of C. P. A., membership, 77
Illinois Union, 79
Illiola Society, 79
Immigration and assimilation, course, 344
I. M. I. debating league, 74
Incidental fees, 82
Income tax procedure, course, 238
Incorporation of University, 41
Industrial administration, curriculum, 107
Industrial education, courses, 268
curriculum, 152
faculty, 263
student list, 554
Industrial University, Illinois, 41
Infant nutrition, course, 295
Infantry, courses, 312
Infantry and artillery prize, 78
Infirmary, dental, 210
Information, general, 41
Insect control, courses, 280
Inspection trip, engineering, 120
Instruction, officers of, list, 12
Instructors, list, 25
Instrumental major, curriculum, 167
Instrumentation, courses, 320
Insurance, course, 261, 301
curriculum, 104
Intercollege transfer petitions, committee, 40
Internal medicine, courses, 197
faculty, 197
International law courses, 301, 333
Inter-Society declamation contest, 74
Intramural athletics, 183
Intramural debates, 74
Investigation of problems of Illinois Mineral
Industries, cooperative, 371
staff, 371
Italian, courses, 340
James library collection, 51
James, Margaret Lange, loan fund, 81
Jamesonian literary society, 79
Journal club, English, 80
geological, SO
Romance, 80
Journalism, courses, 277
curriculum, 91
faculty, 271, 272
major and minors, 272
Junior club work, departmental specialists, 354,
356
Junior college, admission from, 61
Junior high school, course, 264
Jurisprudence, courses, 332
dental, courses, 216
faculty, 216
medical, courses, 196
faculty, 196
Kappa Delta Pi, 80
Karsten library collection, 51
Kinesiology, course, 325
Labor movement, economics, courses, 260, 261
Laboratory fees, 82
Land economics, courses, 260
Land, University acreage, 43
Land Grant, Morrill, 41, 42
Landscape architects society, 76
Landscape architecture, courses, 298
curriculum, 146
fellowship, 76
U. L. A. S., membership, 76
Landscape club, 80
Landscape design, courses, 297
Language courses, see Classics, German, Romance
languages, and Scandinavian languages.
Language requirements, see under colleges andschools.
engineering, 120
Language and literature, English, courses, 272
faculty, 271, 272
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Laryngology, courses, 196
faculty, 196
Late registration fees, 82
Latin, for admission, 69
courses, 254
major and minors, 253
Law, business, courses, 240
Law, College of, 158
admission, 56-70, 158
three-year curriculum, 63, 158
four-year curriculum 63, 158
professional curricula, 63
unclassified students, 63
advanced standing, 159
advisory board, 8
building used, 46
clubs, 80
courses, 300
curricula
two-four year combined, 162
three-year, 161
four-year, 158
for commerce students, 163
for L. A. and S. students, 162
degrees, Bachelors', 159
Bachelor of Laws, 160
Doctor of law, 160
degrees sonferred, 1926, 574
faculty, 300
fees, 82
honor societies, 80
honors, at graduation, 164
Illinois Law Review, 165
library, 164
method of instruction, 160
officer, 11
Order of the Coif, 165
organizations, 42
practice court course, 161
graduation requirement, 159
scholarships, 164
students from other colleges, 159
unclassified students, 158
Law club, 80
Law and commerce curriculum, 111
Law Review, Illinois, 165
Laws affecting the press, course, 277
League, Woman 's, 79
Lecture clinics, College of Dentistry
Lecturers, list of, 25
Lectureships, Gehrmann, 189
memorial, 189
Liberal Arts and Sciences, College of, 87
admission, 56-70
unclassified students, 62
bachelor 's theses, 90
buildings used, 43
clubs, 80
collections, 53-54
curricula, 91
applied optics, 98
chemical engineering, 95, 97
chemistry, 96, 97
home economics, 92
journalism, 91
law, combined, 162
medicine, preparatory, 94
nutrition and dietetics, 93
degrees, bachelor of arts, 87
bachelor of science, 90
requirements, 87
departments
art and design, courses, 231
faculty, 231
astronomy, courses, 232
faculty, 232
bacteriology, courses, 233
faculty, 233
botany, courses, 235
faculty, 235
chemistry, courses, 243
faculty, 243
classics, courses, 254
faculty, 253
English language and literature, courses, 272
faculty, 271, 272
entomology, courses, 280
faculty, 279
geology, courses, 283
faculty, 283
Germanic languages and literature, courses,
286
faculty, 286
history, courses, 289
faculty, 289
home economics, courses, 293
faculty, 293
mathematics, courses, 304
faculty, 304
philosophy, courses, 323
faculty, 323
physiology, courses, 330
faculty, 330
political science, courses, 331
faculty, 331
psychology, courses, 334
faculty, 334
Romance languages and literature, courses,
339
faculty, 338
sociology, courses, 344
faculty, 343
zoology, courses, 347
faculty, 346
fees, 82
graduation requirements, 71
elective subjects, 89
other colleges and schools, 89
group requirements, 88
major subjects, 88
minor subjects, 88
prescribed subjects, 88
officers, 10
organization, 42
preparatory to law, 94
preparatory to medicine, 95
honor societies, 80
subjects for admission, 59
Library, dental, 210
law, 164
medical, 194
University, 51
binding department, 39
catalog department, 39
departmental libraries, 39, 40
loan department, 39
order department, 39
periodicals, 39
reference department, 39
staff, 39
Library club, 171
Library economy, library collection, 51
Library, Illinois State Historical, 180
Library, number of books, Chicago, 51
Urbana, 51
Library School, 169
admission, 56-70
Unclassified students, 63
advanced standing, 169
club, 171
collection, 54
committee, 40
courses, 302
curriculum, 170
preliminary, 169
degree, 170
degrees conferred, 1926, 574
faculty, 302
fees, 82
graduation requirements, 170
loan fund, 81
office, 10
officers, 11
organization, 43
special libraries, preparation for, 170
unclassified students, 63
visiting lecturers, 171
visits and field work, 170
Library science, courses, 302
curriculum, 170
faculty, 302
summer session, 186
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Library and research building, medical, 194
Library, Research, Chicago departments, 50
License to practice in England, dentistry, 210
medicine, 189
Light, courses, 327
Listener's fee, 82
Literary societies, 79
Literature, American, courses, 272
English, for admission, 67
courses, 273
see also under The Classics, German, Scandin-
avian, and Romance languages.
Living expenses, College of Medicine, 188
Pharmacy, School of, 220
Loan funds, 81
committee, 40
Location of University, 41
Locker fee, 82
Locomotives, courses, 336
Logic, courses, 323
McKinley hospital, description, 48
McKinley loan fund, 81
McKinley professorship, 101
McWhorter geology collection, 53
MacGillivray entomology collection, 53
Machine design, courses, 310
Machine industries, optional technical courses, 109
Major subjects, L. A. and S., 88
Manual training, for admission, 69
Marketing, courses, 240
Mask and Bauble prize, 77
Mason library, history, 51
Masonry construction, courses, 251
Masters' degrees, 174, 175
Dentistry, College of, 216
Materia Medica, courses, 202, 214, 222
faculty, 202, 214, 222
Mathematical club, 80
freshman, 80
Mathematics, courses, 304
faculty, 304
major and minors, 304
Matriculation fee, 82
Mechanical engineering, collection, 54
courses, 308
curriculum, 130
description of department, 116
faculty, 307
technical options, 131
Mechanics, theoretical and applied, collection, 54
courses, 310
description of department, 117
faculty, 310
Medals, American Institute of Architects, 75
cavalry, 78
Conference, 77
Hazelton, 78
Scarab, 75
University, gold, 78
Medical advisers, for men, 10
for women, 10
Medical jurisprudence, courses, 196
faculty, 196
Medical loan fund, 81
Medical preparatory curriculum, 94
Medical science, graduate summer courses, 174
Medicine, College of, 188
absentee examinations, 191
admission, 56-70
high school prescribed subjects, 64
to licensing examinations in England, 189
prescribed subjects, 64
University prescribed subjects, 64
advanced standing, 188
Beaumont memorial fund, 189
clinical facilities, 192
clinics, 192
Cook County hospital, 193
County morgue, 193
courses, 195
curricula, 190
degrees, 189, 190
degrees conferred, 1926, 574
description of courses, 195
dispensary, 192
eight-year curriculum, 190
electives, 191
examinations, 191
special, 192
faculty, 195
failures, removal of, 191
fees, 83
general hospital, 193
grades, significance of, 191
graduation requirements, 189
graduation with honors, 190
hospitals, 193, 194
instruction, general plan, 190
lectureship, Gehrmann, 189
memorial, 189
library, 194
living expenses, 188
new hospital facilities, 193
nine-year curriculum, 190
officers, 11
organization, 43
outpatient dispensary, 193
pre-medical curriculum, 94
preparatory curricula, 94
Rea scholarships, 188
registration, 188
seven-year curriculum, 190
student list, 539
summary of hours, 207
University hospital, 193
Medicine, history of, courses, 200
faculty, 200
Medicine, internal, courses, 197
faculty, 197
Memorial fund, Beaumont, 189
Memorial lectureship, 189
Metabolism, courses, 245, 331
Metallography, courses, 247
Metallurgy, courses, 212, 245, 247,r318
faculty, 212
Midwest debating league, 74
Military band, 80, 182
courses in, 312
Military commissions, list, 587
Military contests and prizes, 78
Military prizes awarded, 1926, 587
Military scholarships, State, 81
Military science and tactics, 181
advanced course, 181
assistants, 38
brevet captains, 182
building, 43
commissions awarded, 587
courses, 312
artillery, 313
aviation, 316
cavalry, 314
engineers, 315
infantry, 312
signal corps, 315
equipment, 181, 182
faculty, 312
graduation requirements, for men, 71
instruction, 181, 182
military bands, 182
Morrill Land Grant, 181
office, 10
requirements for graduation, 181
student assistants, 182
list of, 38
Milk condensing, courses, 257
Mill tax, University maintenance, 42
Millinery, course, 294
Mineral industries, Illinois, cooperative investiga-
tion, 371
Mineralogy, courses, 284
Mining engineering, coal mining option, curricula,
132
courses, 317
curriculum, 131
department, organized, 42
description of department, 117
faculty, 317
metallurgical option curricula, 132
ore mining option curricula, 132
Minor subjects, L. A. and S., 88
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Modeling, courses, 323
Mohammedan world, course, 290
Money, credit, and banking, courses, 259, 260
Morgue, county, 193
Morphology, courses, 347, 348, 349
Morrill Act, 41, 42
Morrill Land grant, 41, 42, 181
Morris loan fund, 81
Mound builders, Cahokia, 63
Movable schools, 357
Municipal government, courses, 333, 334
Museum curators, 10
Museums and collections, 62
Mushrooms, course, 235
Music, for admission, 69
Music appreciation, course, 319
Music, Barlow-Smith library collection, 51
Musio, School of, 166
admission, 56-70
building used, 46
clubs, 80
courses, 319
courses, organ, 321
piano, 320
recital, 321
violin, 320
violoncello, 321
voice, 320
wind instruments, 321
curricula, instrumental major, 167
public school, 151
vocal major, 168
degrees, 166
faculty, 319
fees, 83
graduation requirements, 166
honor society, 80
officer, 11
organization of, 42
organizations, musical, 168
Smith scholarships, 81
theory major, 168
Musical organization, 168
Mythology, course, 279
Narrative composition, courses, 276
Nason zoology collection, 53
Natural History Museum, 52
ourator, 10
Natural History Survey Division, State,:_367
collections, 367
committee, 367
library, 367
organization, 43
staff, 367
Natural Resources and Conservation, Board of, 366
Nelson Act, 42
Neurology, courses, 199
faculty, 199
New hospital facilities, College of Medicine, 193
Newspaper administration, courses, 277
New York Regents' Examination, 61
No-credit course, rhetoric for deficient students,
63, 275
Normal schools, admission from, 62
North Central Association requirements, 157
Northern Oratorical League, 74
Norwegian, course, 279
Nutrition, courses, 295
Nutrition and Dietetics, curricula, 93, 145
Obstetrics, courses, 200
faculty, 200
Ocean shipping, course, 346
Officers of instruction, list, 12
Offices, administrative, 9
Olericulture, oourse, 299
Omega Beta Pi Scholarship, cup, 77
Omicron Nu, 80
Open Forum debate, 74
Operative dentistry, courses, 213
faculty, 213
Operative surgery, courses, 204
Ophthalmology, courses, 201
faculty, 201
Optics, applied, curriculum, 98
Option, general, civil engineering, 126
Optional groups, technical courses, 109
Oral expression, course, 278
Oral pathology, courses, 215
faculty, 215
Oral surgery, courses, 215
faculty, 215
graduate courses, 217
Oratory and debating, 73
Orcharding, courses, 297
Orchestra, University, 80
Orchestration, courses, 319
Order of the Coif, 80, 165
Organ, courses, 321
Organizations, musical, 168
students, committee on, 40
University, 80
Oriental Museum, 52
curator, 10
Ornithology, course, 347
Orthodontia, courses, 215
faculty, 215
graduate courses, 217
Orthopedic surgery, courses, 206
faculty, 206
Orthopedics, course, 268
Otology, courses, 196
faculty, 196
Outpatient dispensary, College of Medicine, 193
Overseas loan fund, 81
Painting, courses, 231, 232
Paleontology, course, 284
Pan-Xenia, 80
Parasitology, course, 349
Pathology, courses, 202, 212
faculty, 202, 212
oral, courses, 215
faculty, 215
Pediatrics, courses, 199
faculty, 198
Personnel administration, courses, 261
Petrography, course, 284
Pharmaceutical chemistry, courses, 221, 246
Pharmaco-dynamics, course, 214
Pharmacognosy, courses, 222
Pharmacology, courses, 202, 214
faculty, 202, 214
Pharmacy, School of, 219
admission, 56-70
advisory board, 8
courses, 221
curricula, 220
degrees, 220
degrees conferred, 1926, 576
description of courses, 221
equipment, 220
faculty, 221
fees, 84
fees and expenses, 220
graduation requirements, 219
living expenses, 220
loan fund. Woman's, 81
officer, 11
organization, 43
prescribed subjects, 65
State registration, 219
student list, 548
Phi Beta Kappa, 80
prize, 76
Phi Delta Kappa, 80
Phi Eta Sigma Prize, 80
Phi Upsilon Omicron, 80
Philological club, 80
Philology, see Classics, English languages and
literature, Germanic languages and literature,
Romance languages and literature.
Philomathean society, 79
Philosophy, courses, 323
faculty, 323
major and minors, 323
Photography, dental, courses, 215
faculty, 215
Physical diagnosis, courses, 268, 325
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Physical education, committee, 40
for men, 183
buildings, 46, 47
courses, 324
faculty, 324
office, 10
requirements, 183
for women, 184
buildings, 43
courses, 325
curriculum, 155
faculty, 325
major, 325
office, 10
requirements, 184
graduation requirements, 71
Physical and medical examinations for admission,
Athletic Coaching, 56
Physical geography, for admission, 70
Physical Welfare, Department of, 183
health education, 183
health service work, 183
intramural athletics, 183
physical education for men
buildings, 46, 47
courses, 324
faculty, 324
office, 10
physical education for women, 184
buildings, 43
courses, 325
faculty, 325
varsity athletic program, 183
Physicians and Burgeons, College of, affiliated with
University, 43
Physics, for admission, 70
Colloquium, 80, 329
courses, 326
curriculum, 127
description of department, 118
faculty, 326
major and minor, 326
pharmaceutical, course, 221
Physiological chemistry, courses, 203
faculty, 203
Physiology, for admission, 70
courses, 203, 212, 330
faculty, 203, 212, 330
major and minors, 330
Piano, courses, 320
Pi Kappa Lambda, 80
Plant breeding, courses, 225
Plant pathology, courses, 235, 236
Plant propagation, courses, 235
Plym, fellowship, 74
scholarship, 75
school prizes, 75
Poetry club, 80
Poetry prize, English, 77
Political parties and methods, course, 334
Political science, courses, 331
faculty, 331
major and minor, 331
Politics, Casad library collection, 51
Pomology, courses, 298
Poultry, courses, 226, 227
Power Plant building, 48
Practice court, course, 161
Practice fees, School of Music, 83
Practitioners, dental, extension courses, 216
Pregnancy, courses, 200, 201
Pre-medical curriculum, 94
Preparatory to law, 94
President, office, 9
Presidents of University, 42
President's house, 48
Press, University, 351
books, general, 352
office, 9
publications, 351
agricultural, 351
educational, 351
engineering, 351
English, 351
graduate sohool, Ml
scientific bureaus, 351
Printing, history of books and, course, 303
typography, course, 239
Prizes, 74
Alethenai short story, 77
Alpha Zeta, 77
American Academy, 75
American Academy in Rome, fellowship, 76
American Institute of Architects, 76
awarded, 1926, 586
Beta Gamma Sigma, 76
B'nai B'rith, 77
Bryan, 74
Cavalry, 78
C. P. A. membership, 77
Chi Omega, sociology, 76
civil engineering, 75
Conference medal, 77
Delta Sigma Pi, 76
English poetry, 77
Gamma Epsilon Pi, 76
Hazelton medal, 78
Infantry and artillery, 78
Mask and Bauble, 77
military, 78
Omega Beta Pi, 77
Phi Beta Kappa, 76
Plym, 75
Plym fellowship, 74
Ricker, 75
Scarab medal, 75
Schaefer, engineering, 75
Skull and Crescent, 77
Thacher Howland Guild Memorial, 74
Thrift, 77
University gold medal, 78
University Landscape Architects Society, 76
Prizes and honors, 72
Professional degrees, engineering, 175
Professional schools, admission, 63
Professors, list, 12
assistants, list, 18
associate, list, 16
Prosthetic dentistry, courses, 213, 214
faculty, 213
Provost, office, 9
Psychiatry, courses, 199
faculty, 199
Psychology, courses, 334
educational, courses, 264
faculty, 334
major and minors, 334
Psychology Club, 80
Public finance, courses, 261
Public health and hygiene, courses, 299
faculty, 299
office, 10
Public school music, curriculum, 151
Public speaking, courses, 278
faculty, 271, 272
major and minors, 272
Public utilities, curriculum, 110
economics of, courses, 261
McKinley professorship, 101
operation of, courses, 240
scholarship, 179
Publicity methods, course, 277
Radio communication, courses, 270
Railway administration, courses, 346
general curriculum, 105
Railway Club, 80
Railway engineering, courses, 336
curricula
civil, 133
electrical, 134
mechanical, 135
description of department, 118
faculty. 336
department, organized, 42
Railway Engineering and Administration, Sohool
of, 172
admission, 56-70
curricula, list, 172
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See also Railway"Engineering.
officer, 11
organization, 42
Railway transportation, courses, 345, 346
curriculum, 105
Rattermann library collection, 51
Rea scholarships, 188
Recital, courses, 321
Record, Alumni, 79
Refrigeration engineering, courses, 308
Regents of University, 42
Regents', New York, examinations for admission,
61
Registrar, office, 9
Registrar, see Admission.
Registration, College of Medicine, 188
fee, late, 82
Registration and Education, Board of, members,
366
Department of, 366
Removal of failures, Medicine, college of, 191
Research assistantships, dental, 210
Research corps, Engineering Experiment Station,
362
Research graduate assistants, Engineering Experi-
ment Station, 180, 363
Research and Library Building, Medical, 194
Research library, Chicago departments, 50
Reservations, timber acreage, 43
Residence Halls, Woman 's, 47
rates, 85
Rhetoric, for admission, 67
courses, 276
for deficient students, 63
faculty, 271
prerequisite, engineering, 120
Rhinology, courses, 196
faculty, 196
Rhodes, scholarships, committee, 40
Ricker, library, 54
prize, 75
Roads and pavements, courses, 251, 252
Roentgenology, courses, 200, 215
faculty, 200, 215
Roman live and history, courses, 255
Romance Journal Club, 80
Romance languages, Grober library collection, 51
Karsten library collection, 51
Romance languages and literature, courses, 339
French, 339
Italian, 340
Romance philology, 342
Spanish, 341
faculty, 338
majors and minors, 338
R. O. T. C, 181
commissions awarded, 587
military department, office, 10
Rural education, courses, 267
Salesmanship, courses, 239
Sanitary option, civil engineering, 126
Sanitation, courses, 245
Scandinavian Club, 80
Scandinavian languages and literature, courses, 279
faculty, 271
Scarab medal, 75
Schaefer prize in engineering, 75
Schneck botany collection, 53
Scholars and Fellows, 1926-27, list, 584
Scholarship, admission requirement, non-Illinois
students, 56
agriculture, 81
Ben-Hur, 81
ceramic engineering, 81
county, 81
General Assembly, 81
graduate, 179
Gregory, 81
home economics, 81
law, 164
military, 81
music, 81
Plym, 75
public utilities, 179
Rea, medical, 188
Rhodes, committee, 40
Smith, music, 81
Summer Session, 186
undergraduate, 81
Scholarships and fellowships, Graduate School, 179
Scholastic requirements, for admission, 56
Schools, accredited, 60
committee on, 40
Schools and Colleges, list, 55
Science, general, for admission, 68
Scientific bureaus, publications, 351
Scout craft, course, 267
Secretaries, trade and civic, curriculum, 103
Semester hours, definition, 223
Seminars, 51
Senate, University, list, 12
committees, 40
athletics, 40
educational policy, 40
honors day, 40
library, 40
Service, Health, building, 48
Sewerage, courses, 252, 253
Seymour botany collection, 53
Sheep husbandry, courses, 225, 227
Shop work, courses, 269
Short course, tractor and gas engine, 148
Shorthand, for admission, 70
Short story contest, Alethenai, prize, 77
Sight singing, courses, 319
Sigma Xi, 80
Signal corps, courses, 315
Skull and Crescent prize, 77
_
Smith-Hughes Teacher training, courses, 147
Smith scholarships, 81
Snyder botany collection, 53
Snyder loan fund, 81
Social hygiene, courses, 196
faculty, 196
Social Sciences, courses, see Economics, history,
political science, and sociology.
Societies, honorary, lists, 80
literary, 79
Sociology, courses, 344
Chi Omega prize, 76
faculty, 343
major and minors, 343
Soils, advisory board, 8
courses, 224
Soldiers, Overseas, loan fund, 81
Sound, courses, 327
Spanish, for admission, 70
courses, 341
major and minors, 338
Special examination fee, 82
Special examinations, College of Medicine, 192
Special libraries, preparation for, 170
Specialist '8, departmental, 354
Sport news, writing of, course, 277
Standing committees of the faculties, 40
Star Course, board of advisors, 40
State Geological Survey Division, 369
State and local government, courses, 331, 332
State military scholarships, 81
State Natural History Survey, 367
State registration, School of Pharmacy, 219
State Water Survey Division, 368
Statistical library collection, James, 51
Statistics, courses, 261, 305, 306
Steam engineering, courses, 308
Stevens botany collection, 53
Strong loan fund, 81
Structural engineering, courses, 251, 252
Structural option, civil engineering, 126
Student assistants, list of, 38
military science and tactics, 182
Student council, 79
Student loan fund, 81
Student organizations and activities, committee, 40
Students' Mutual benefit hospital fund, 79
committee, 40
Students ' use of English, committee, 40
General Index 625
Students, 1926-1927, list, 373
Dentistry, 546
Graduate School, 373
Medicine, 539
Pharmacy, 548
Summary, 592
Undergraduate, 405
Subjects for admission, 64-70
Summary, degrees conferred, 588
students, 1926-27, 592
University staff, 590
Summary of hours, graduation requirements
College of Dentistry, 218
College of Medicine, 207
Summer Session, 185
admission, 185
unclassified students, 185
athletic coaches, courses, 187
athletics, 187
courses, see under subjects in description of courses.
Part III.
dentistry, 187
description of courses, 187
fees, 185
graduate work, 174, 186
graduation, 71
requirements, 71
library science, 186
medical sciences, 174
officer, 11
scholarships, 186
Summer term, dentistry, 216
Summer work, graduate, 174
Superintendent of Business Operations, office, 9
Supervising architect, office, 10
Surgery, courses, 204
faculty, 204
genito-urinary, courses, 205
faculty, 205
oral, courses, 215
faculty, 215
graduate courses, 217
orthopedic, courses, 206
faculty, 206
Survey, State Water, organization, 368
Surveying, courses, 250, 251
mine, courses, 318
Swedish, course, 279
Swimming, courses, 268, 324, 325
Swine husbandry, courses, 226
Tau Beta Pi, 80
Taxation, courses, 261
Taxonomy, courses, 235, 236
Teachers appointment committee, 40
Teachers, courses for, see Education
curricula for, see Education.
Teachers, commercial, curriculum, 106
committee on appointments, 156
high school, certification, 156
Teachers
' diploma, College of Education, 150
Teacher-training course, Smith-Hughes, 147
Technical courses, curricula, commerce, 109
Technical drawing, courses, 211
faculty, 211
Technical options, mechanical engineering, 131
Technicians, list, 37
Temple loan fund, 81
Textiles, courses, 293, 295
Thacher Howland Guild Memorial prize, 74
Theoretical and applied mechanics, see Mechanics,
theoretical and applied.
Theory major requirements, music, 168
Therapeutics, courses, 202, 214, 325
faculty, 202, 214
Thermodynamics, courses, 308
Theses, Bachelor's, L. A. and S., 90
credit for, 73
engineering, 121
Thesis requirement, graduate school, 178
Thrift essays, prizes, 77
Timber reservations, acreage, 43
Track and field athletics, courses, 267
Tractor and gas engine short course, 148
Trade and civic secretarial service, curriculum, 103
Training, course, 2C7
Transfer, admission by, 61
Transfer petitions, intercollege, committee, 40
Transportation, courses, 345
faculty, 345
McKinley professorship, 101
railway, curriculum, 105
Trigonometry, for admission, 70
courses, 305
Trophy, Gamma Epsilon Pi, 76
Trust forms, acreage, 43
Trustees, Board of, 7
committees, 7
executive, 7
standing, 7
members, 7
officers, 7
Tuition fees, 82
Tyler geology collection, 53
Typewriting, for admission, 70
Typography and printing, course, 239
Unclassified students, admission, 62
summer session, 185
See also under colleges
Undergraduate colleges, admission, 56
Undergraduate scholarships, 81
Undergraduate student list, 405
Uniform deposits, 82
Union, Illinois, 79
Units, definition, 56
high school required, 57
number required, 56, 57
University extension, 353
agriculture, 354
county farm advisers, 354
departmental specialists, 354
ceramic engineering, 353
cooperative, 353
home economics, county home advisers, 357
departmental specialists, 356
staff, 356
University high school, 156
officer, 11
University honors, 72
awarded, 1926, 585
University hospital, College of Medicine, 193
University land, acreage, 43
University Landscape Architects, society, 76
University Library, binding department, 39
catalog department, 39
departmental libraries, 39, 40
loan department, 39
order department, 39
periodical, 39
reference department, 39
staff, 39
University medals, gold, 78
University Orchestra, 80
University Press, 351
agriculture publications, 351
books, 352
education publications, 351
engineering publications, 351
English publications, 351
Graduate School publications, 351
office, 9
publications, 351
scientific bureaus, publications, 351
University Senate, 12
University staff, summary, 590
Vahlen library collection, 51
Varsity athletic program, 183
Vegetable gardening, courses, 297
Violin, courses, 320
Violoncello, courses, 321
Visitor, High School, office, 9
Viticulture, course, 298
Vocal major curriculum, 168
Voice, courses, 320
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Water analysis, course, 244
Water power engineering, courses, 318
Water Survey Division, State, 368
committee, 368
organisation, 368
staff, 368
Weather and climate, course, 286
Welfare, physical, office, 10
for men, 183
buildings, 46, 47
courses, 324
faculty, 324
for women, 184
buildings, 43
courses, 325
faculty, 325
Welsch botany collection, 53
Wind instruments, courses, 321
Woman's Glee Club, 80
Woman 's League, 79
loan fund, 81
Woman 's Pharmacy loan fund, 81
Woman's Residence Halls, fees, 85
Women, admission to University, 42
Worthen geology collection, 53
Wrestling, courses, 267, 324
Y. M. C. A., 79
Y. W. C. A., 79
Ziegler zoology models, 54
Zoology, for admission, 70
collections, 54
courses, 347
faculty, 346
major and minors, 347
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